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7 Ae Corbett Building. Portland. Oregon

Whidden and Lewis. Architects

Fronti«f«ece, The Architect and Engineer

January, 1908
Equipped with Otis Elevators

The Work of W. M. W'hidden and Ion Lewis,

Architects, of Portland, Oregon
By HERBERT BOOTH KING.

I

|T IS pleasant in these days of commercialism, the
spirit of which has extended even to the Arts, to

chronicle the history of a firm which has adhered
strictly to the ethics of its profession and built up a

success along the lines of probity and just treatment
for all; or as Lowell expresses it, a policy based on
"all that's honest, honorable and fair/' If there is a

dissenting voice in Portland regarding the upright
character of the firm of Whidden & Lewis, we have
not heard it. Their honorable career sets an example
to the younger architects who are just starting in their

profession and who might be tempted to depart from
the straight course which has brought honor and
fortune to the subjects of this sketch.

"Love well thy work, be truthful in the mart
And foes will praise thee when thy friends depart."

W. M. Whidden came to Portland in 1881 as a

representative of the New York firm of McKim,
Mead & White, to superintend the construction of the

Portland Hotel. Work on this building was sus-

pended after the foundation was laid and it was not

until five years later that, under the vigorous man-
agement of the Portland Hotel Company (of which
the late Henry W. Corbett was president), which
had purchased the then so-called "ruins," that word
was given to go ahead with the construction. Mr.
Whidden, who had been recalled to New York, now
returned to Portland and began practicing under his

own name, with this important building as an
initial order.

Ion Lewis became associated with Mr. Whidden several years later. They
are both New Englanders and originally residents of Boston, where Mr. Whid-
den's father had an extensive business as a building contractor. Mr. Lewis,
previous to removing to Portland, was located in Chicago.

Mr. Lewis was appointed Director of Architecture at the Lewis and Clark
Exposition, and the Forestry Building—one of the star attractions at the Fair

—
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Another View of the Portland City Hall

i\ hidden ^ Leivis, Architects

Interior Portland City Hall
Whidden 6^ Lewis. Architects
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Another I'tdv 0/ the Fortland City Hall

\\ liuidcu &= Le^i'is. Architects

Interior Portland City Hall
Whidden &> /.eii'is. Architects
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Council Chamber. Portland City Hall

.. Whidden &> Lewis. Architects

was his conception. This unique structure is distinctly Northwestern in the

materials of which it is constructed. It is of itself an exhibit of the forest

wealth of the Pacific Northwest, showing the greatness of this section s timber

resources. The City of Portland still counts this building as one of its per-

manent attractions and it is preserved in its original location.

To enumerate Whidden and Lewis' work would be to almost give a list ot

the public and many of the more notable business buildings of the Rose City.

The City Hall, the Art Museum, and the Public Library were designed an,1

erected by them, as were also a long line of office buildings, including the

Mohawk, Concord, Failing, Neustadter, Rothschild, Baldwin, Weinhard,

Mason-Ehrman, Meier & Frank, Commercial Club, and the Corbett Buildings.

The Good Samaritan Hospital was of their construction and they are now

working on the plans of the new Homeopathic Hospital, which is to cost some-

thing like $250,000.

Their dwelling houses are too numerous to be listed here, but reference may

be made to the new residences erected for R. Koehler, M. Lang, W. B. Ayer,

y
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Rothschild Building. Portland. Ore.

Whidden <5r* Leivis. Architects

/

Arlington Club Building. Portland. Ore.

Equipped with Otis Elevators Whidden dr* Lewis. Architects
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Whidden &> Letvts. Architects
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I'urilauii Academy. Portland. Orr

W'hiddeii &• Leivis. Architects

Forestry Building. Portland. Ore.

\Vhidden ^ Lewis. Architects
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W cinhart Building. I artland. Ore.
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Interior of the Maxwell Residence. Portland. Ore.

Whidden 6^ Lewis. Architects
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Portland Academy. Portland, Ore.

Whidden &> Lewis. Architects

Forestry Building. Portland. Ore.

Whidden &> Lewis. Architects

Heinhart Building:, fort Iand. Ore.

Equipped with Otis Elevators H hidden &> Lewis. Architects

I

Interior of the Maxwell Residence. Portland. Ore.

Whidden &* Lewis. Architects
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Portland City Library, Portland, Ore.

Whidden 6^ Lewis, Architects

Hcmeyman Residence, Portland, Ore. Whidden 6- Lewis. Architects

Equipped -with Otis Elevators

The Good Samaritan Hospital. Portland. Ore.

Whidden 6^ Lewis, Architects

? . -%'

I he Wol/e Residence, Portland, Ore. Whtddin 6^ Lewis, Architects
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Portland City Library. FortUind, Ore.

IVhidden &• Lewis. Architects

Hmeytnan Residence. Portland. Ore. \\ hidden 6^ Leivis. Architects

Equipped -with Otis FAevators

The Good Samaritan Ho<!pital. Portland. Ore.

\Vhidden ^ Lewis. Architects

I he Wolfe Residence. Portland. Ore. Whidden 6t= Lewis, Architects
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I he Koehler Rcsidcnec. Portland. Ore.

\\ htdden ^ Lavis. Architects

The . I reinfect and Engineer 49

Kesidriice of Dr. \\')ii. Jones. Whidden c'-" I.en'is. Archi tecis

Interior of the Oeo. Hood Residence. Portland. (>re.

Whidden 6^ I.c-u.'is. Architects

The Wilcox Residence. Portland. Ore.

Whidden &> Lezi'is. Architects Acs;ucji.c .'/ .Mr. \\ . P. Burrell. Whtdacii e' i..-^l<. .irchitects
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Ihe Koehler Residence. Portland, Ore.

W hidden &> Lewis, Architects
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The Wilcox Residence. Portland. Ore.

Whidden &* Lewis. Architects
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Residence of Dr. Wm. Jones. Whidden &^ Lewis. Architects

Interior of the Geo. Good Residence. Portland. Ore.

Whidden 6* Lewis. Architects

kcsiUcncc of Mr. ii . r. Burreu. vi maaai er" J^c~ui'is. .ircmiecis
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The Lang Residence. Portland. Ore.

Whidden &> Lewis. Architects

Zera Snow, Wm. Honeyman, H. L. Corbett, Isam White, W. F. Burrell, T. B.

Wilcox, A. Wolfe, Dr. Wm. Jones, A. L. Maxwell and George Good.

Whidden and Lewis' buildings are marked by simplicity of oiithne and

exterior design and skilful and artistic interior arrangement. Their work is

also noted for its durability and the absence of veneer or garish effects. They

are not alone architects, but also skilful constructionists, and the contractors

say that their plans are perfect in detail, requiring no corrections or modifica-

tion. They are never extremists, although keeping up on all improvements, and

their results are evenly good.
jx a \ a

• Their residences show great economy of arrangement and an understand-

ing of a household's needs. As one lady in Portland expressed it: "I want

Whidden & Lewis to build our new house, because they make them so com-

fortable."
^ , . X • 4.U

Whidden and Lewis will shortly remove from their present quarters in the

Concord building to a larger suite in the new Corbett building.

Mr Whidden has recently built himself a beautiful residence at Riverside,

a suburb of Portland, where he resides with his family. Mr. Lewis is a bachelor

and lives at the Arlington Club.
*

* *

Do some people a favor and they expect you to keep up the good work

until the undertaker gets either you or them.

The Portland Archil I .

i I
li

'I I

T
HE first annual exhibition of the Portland Archi-

tectural Club was held in the galleries of the
Museum of Fine Arts in the Rose City on January

6th to the 18th. The affair was a success from every
standpoint, and so encouraged were those responsible
for the exhibit that they have determined to make it

an annual feature of the life of the club. The Portland
display is to be followed by other exhibitions in the
Northwest cities, one having already been arranged for

in Seattle.

The work displayed at the Portland show was most
creditable. Much praise is due the cornmittee for its

selection of drawings, some very clever designs being
included in the collection. To specify would require
more space than is available at this time. Suffice it to

say that the showing made by the Portland architectural profession would
compare favorably with the work turned out by any of the leading
architects in the East. It is gratifying to note the wide interest taken
in the exhibition, not only by the architects, but by the citizens of the

Northwest. It shows an unmistakable appreciation of the profession's

efforts to achieve a high standard of excellence, and it should prove an
incentive for a continuation of this class of work.

Francis J. Berndt, president of the club, writes of the club's history

and work as follows

:

The Portland Architectural Club was organized in the spring of 1906
by a few architects, draftsmen and designers in the allied arts. The
object of the club is the mutual improvement of its members, to promote
a friendly rivalry in architectural designs,

to teach and promote a knowledge of v; .,..w.-.

architecture and the allied arts and crafts,

as well as to protest, on pure professional

grounds, in flagrant cases of crying need,

in architectural design.

It is also the function of the club

to institute and conduct, under able in-

structors, at stated timcvS, classes in water
color, pen and ink work and modeling,

interspersed with lectures upon the

theory of structural design and the

logical use of building materials.

While lectures are considered of

great value, they are apt to pall, if used
as a regular and sole means of promot-
ing the welfare of the club members,
so social entertainments do much to en-

tertain and instill good fellowship among
the members. To teach that architecture

is a great and progressive art is the

primary object of the Portland y\rchi-

tects' Club.

Still another paramount duty of the

club is the development of an awakening, Beauvais by e. f. Lawrence
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manifest generally throughout the country of the important '^ea "ig .1 a

terial conditions have upon civic development and beauty. 1 he City

Beautiful" will, there is good and sufficient reason to believe, ere long

become a household phrase as well as the subject of o^'^'^'
f"^^'^"'^^^^

The club through its committee on municipal affairs, will urge

the placing upon the city's plans the proposed boulevard and park sys-

r-

,*#

tiig|«i^ ...

I.

Ske/c/i by R. F. Lawrence

tem-a movement which has so frequently of late been d'^^cussed and

recommended by a few public-spirited citizens who love Portland for her

own sake It need not be questioned that there is any project which means

Tmuch to the welfare and advancement of Portland as the construction

0°
SI 1 a system of boulevards and parks, with siKh attendant accom-

pani ents as children's playgrounds, tennis courts, fountains, etc., which

End Elevation Manufacturers Building..

Shown at the Portland Exhibit
Sommervell 6^ Cote, Architects

must needs be maintained should Portland hope to keep pace with its

many rivals, and especially to pass them, smce it is essential that our

ritv should be made attractive.
. ^ , , i ^u i. ^^

It ifnot alone, however, within the narrow limits of the c ub that we

strive to awaken interest in the question of civic art. Gradual y we hope

to reach the public and to lead it, and also to impress upon all the import-

The Architect and Engineer 53

ance of aesthetic develop-
ment as a prime factor of
civilization. Indeed, we
flatter ourselves that a be-
ginning has already been
made.

The Portland Archi-
tectural Club thus clearly

defines its position in re-

ference to a ''City Beauti-
ful ;" it is but a natural
consequence that the ex-
hibition held at the

/' / . ,/ // M / ..... . ,
Museum of Art in Janu-Kciidtnce uj Mr. Ishtm vXhtle. \A hidden ^ Lewis, Architects i 11 1 i- 1

ary, should and did serve
a two-fold purpose. First, that of placing on record the best work of the
year, in that way showing the prevailing tendencies in designs and construc-
tion, and, second, that of educating the draftsmen on the one hand and very

^•,^

•*~ts

^^^

Hunt Club House. Portland
E.. M . Lazarus. Architects

House oj Mr. A'. B. Lamson
Mr. Jos. Jacobberger, Architect

materially moulding public opinion and sentiment, thus proving helpful to
an intelligent public, appreciation and encouragement of architecture, on
the other. Without such, the finest of the useful arts and the most useful
of the fine arts must perish.

Portland ,\:>b\j^ \ I
i eels

THE Portland Association of Architects has elected the following officers
for the year 1908-9: President, Emil Schacht ; vice-president, Joseph
Jacobberger ; secretary. Otto Kleemann ; treasurer, C. C. Robbins ; trus-

tee, Carl Sick. Steps were taken to affiliate with the American Institute of
Architects, and organize a local chapter in Portland. The objects of this asso-
ciation are to unite the architects for the purpose of stimulating a more friendly
fe.eling among members of the profession and a closer observance of profes-
sional etiquette, work for better buildings, and combine the efforts of architects
to promote the artistic, scientific and practical efficiency of the profession.

*
* *

Teacher—*'A rich man dies and leaves $1,000,000 to eight nephews and
nieces. What does each one get?" ^

Scholar
—

"Automobiles, ancestors and appendicitis."—Life.

r

jB4J^-*Vf .Xl'LN^f' ti
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Handsome Electrolier Recently Installed at San Jose

The Architect and Engineer

Ornamental Street I ielitii

55

I 9^«.

Los Angeles

('^^ALIFORNIA cities are falling in line with various east-

ern towns in adopting ornamental street lights. Los
Angeles was one of the first municipalities in the

Golden State to adopt the electrolier, and among the other
cities to follow suit were San Diego, Oakland, and San Jose.

San Francisco, eventually, will have an elaborate ornamental
street lighting system, a design by D. H. Burnham & Co. for

posts along Sutter street to be installed by the United Rail-

roads Company, having already been accepted. In some
instances where the lights are put in, the Chamber of Com-
merce or Improvement Club engineers the movement, each

merchant contributing something towards the expense.

The municipality's share in the improvement consists of

supplying the necessary lighting power and the employment
of some one to keep the lights in order.

City Electrician R. H. Manahan gives the following

information regarding the Los Angeles system:

The first lighting by incandescent lamps on ornamental posts in our busi-

ness streets was taken up by the merchants and property owners on Broadway,
working under their organization known as the Broadway Improvement Asso-

ciation. This Association, by means of subscriptions from property owners

and merchants along the street, raised funds for installing 135 cast-iron orna-

mental posts. These posts were located at about 120 feet intervals along each

side of the street and originally had installed an aggregate of 384 candle power

in 32 candle power incandescent lamps. This would be equivalent to nearly

thirty-seven 450 watt arc lamps per block, there being twelve posts per block on

this particular street.

The cost of lighting these posts was assumed by the city and as one can

readily see from the above comparison, was a very expensive method when
considered apart from its advertising and artistic features, and in view of other

streets asking for the same improvement, the experiment was tried of reducing

the aggregate candle power one-half, with very satisfactory results, both finan-

cially and from the standpoint of illumination, the general effect looking down
the street being practically the same.

Owing to the difficulty the Broadway Association had in securing sub-

scriptions from all the property owners on the street, an act was passed by

the State Legislature enabling property owners along any street to institute

proceedings for improvements x>f this character. Under favorable action

by the city council an assessment district was formed upon which the

cost of the improvement was levied in the same manner as is done in ordinary

street improvement work.

The three other principal streets upon which the ornamental posts are

now installed used the assessment method and it has been very satisfactory in

operation.

We have, as you will see by the photos, two general types of posts, the

four-arm and the six-arm, with 16-inch or 18-inch top globe.

The six-arm post is the one adopted by the Broadway Association and the

present arrangement of lamps consists of three 32-candle power lamps in the

18-inch top globe and one 16-candle power lamp in each of the 8-inch enclosing

frosted globes.

The four-arm post us^d on the other streets contains three 8-candle power
lamps in each 12-inch gloB'e on the arms and three 32-candle power lamps in

the 16-inch top globe.

* *

^K,

c>^
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Provision has been made on the later posts erected for extra circuit wires

which mav be used for decorative lights strung along or across the streets.

tJ conn'ct'ons to these posts were installed bythe -spectwe l.ghtj^^^^^^^^^^

panies at their own cost. Having underground conduits ^'-^^y'" the street

they simply ran the necessary service wires from their manholes to the posts at

"
"TiS'ting'ho's for these posts vary according to the conditions. On the

main busi es^s streets all posts are lighted until >nidnigl,t and after ™dmgh two

nosts at each street intersection. In the senii-residence section al posts are

Hghted until 10 o'clock and balance until 12 o'clock or later, as desired by the

property owner^s.^.
^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ extent and original cost

of installing the posts, including globes and necessary wires to the base of he

post at which point the lighting company connect their service wires, also the

total cost, and cost per front foot for current for one year

In conclusion, it is my belief that in view of the rapid improvement being

made in the incandescent lamps, both as regards efficiency and candle power

the lighting of streets both in the business and residence section can be done

quite economically considering the artistic effect that can be obtained with

ornamental posts and incandescent lamps.

In connection with the lighting of these posts by the various companies I

neelected to state that the entire maintenance of the posts is rnade a part ot

their contract, this including all necessary repairs to wiring, broken globes and

renewals of lamps and necessary cleaning and washing of the enclosed frosted

e-lobes All lamps are renewed at the expiration of 800 hours burning so that

the post shall be as uniformly lighted as possible, lamps burning out or becom-

ine defective before the 800-hour period being, of course, renewed immediately.

The cost of lighting these four streets has recently been taken up by the

city with the respective property owners and the city agrees to assume one-half

such expense, the balance being collected by the method outlined in the legis-

lative act to which I referred. We have before us petitions for four other

streets for similar improvements, but in these cases the entire cost for installa-

tion and current will be paid by the property owners.

Mr Henry Read, Chairman of the -A.rt Commission of the

city and county of Denver, in a letter dated September 21, 1907,

gives a description of the ornamental lighting of Sixteenth

street, one of the main business streets of Denver.

He says the posts were designed to furnish a support for

the span wire of the electric railway system and also to provide

for carrying the feed wires on top, as well as to provide for

the ornamental lamps. The outer casing of cast-iron was made

larger on account of having to stand the strain of the span wire

than would otherwise have been necessary. The poles were set

at a distance of about 90 feet, on each side of the street. There

are four pairs of standards to the block, set in the curb, those

on the street intersections being placed two feet outside the lot

line of the transverse streets. Blocks 266 feet, including 16-

(-K foot alleys. Street 80 feet wide, including the sidewalk The

\ lamps are alternating current enclosed arcs of 110 volts, b&

amperes, in opal globes ; the outer one only being used so as to

present a single line vista down the street. Eleven blocks were

so lighted at a uniform cost of $60 per lamp, under a provision

granted the Denver Gas and Electric Company. The expense is borne by the

dty at large. The total cost of equipping this street was about $16,000. The
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merchants of other downtown streets ate insisting that the new municipal

Hghting be extended to other principal streets of the city.

Mr. William J. Carter, Chief engineer of the Board of Public Service, of

Cleveland, Ohio, states that the lighting of the downtown streets is taken care

of by the abutting property owners or business firms, the city allowing the

section of the street upon which they maintain their lights the expense of oper-

ating enough lights to provide the necessary street lighting. This lighting

costs the abutting property owners about $3.00 per front foot per year. The

lamps are arc lamps, 220 volt, hung in pairs and spaced about 100 feet apart.

Rochester has had its principal main streets lighted

for several years with arc lamps hung in pairs on iron

poles used generally with the railway company as trolley

poles. These lamps on Main street are spaced about 100

feet apart' on each side of the street, and present a very

brilliant appearance. This lighting is paid for entirely

by the city at large. Buffalo, Syracuse and some other

cities light the main streets in a similar manner. The main

street in Rochester has a more brilliant illumination than

any of the others that I have observed.

Mr. Manahan, of Los Angeles, states that in Pasa-

dena they have approximately twenty blocks on three of

their business streets lighted with twelve 16-c. p. incan-

descent lamps, arranged on each post. He was unable to

give any information as to the cost of the posts or of the

lighting. He says they are very much less expensive than

the type in Los Angeles, and he considers them better adapted to park or resi-

dence lighting than for business streets, ''as they do not possess the dignity, to

our prejudiced minds, required by streets of staid and financial aspect.".

The Public Lighting Commission, of Detroit, Michigan, in its report for

the year ending June 30, 1907, says the tower system used by the city in con-

nection with the street lighting is a unique feature. These lights may be seen

many miles. There are now 135 towers in use, classified as follows:

1 165 feet in height

2 160 feet in height

107 150 feet in height

18 .125 Jeet in height

7 lOO'feet in height

Of these towers, one in the central portion of the city has six arc lights,

64 have four arc lights each, and 70 have ornamental poles with double arc

three arc lights each. There are also 30 lights and 310 ornamental poles with

single lights.

The idea of lighting San Jose's principal streets by cluster lights on poles

along each side of the street, was under consideration for over a year before it

was finally adopted.

The electroliers in San Jose in general makeup and beauty of design have

been pronounced superior to the Los Angeles article, which have attracted the

attention and admiration of all the tourists to that city.

The design is that of an ornamental iron pole, well above the heads of

passersby on the sidewalks, and surmounted by a beautiful cluster of globes.

There are four globes springing at right angles to one another topped by a

larger one, containing three lamps, the others having one each. These lamps

are of the highest efficiency, of thirty-two candle power each.

The column and cluster are finished in an excellent representation ot

Romanesque bronze, whose elegant metallic green effect is so pleasing to the

connoisseur of antique metal work. As a whole the individual lighting columns

are ornaments to the street upon which they are placed.
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Casi Iron Ornamental Arches set wtth Incandescent Lights, Fillmore Street. San Francisco

The Joshua Hendy Iron Works, of San Francisco and Sunnyvale manu-

factured the castings and are responsible for the artistic and structural excel-

lence of the design. ,. ^ 1

The original effort in introducing the electrolier on this Coast was made

just before the earthquake. Architect Albert Pissis designed a very attractive

post which served the double purpose of a ventilator and an ornamental light.

Sixteen of these castings, cleverly executed by the Joshua Hendy Company,

were placed in front of the Emporium building. They were not seriously

injured by the fire, and with the rehabilitation of the Emporium will again

be placed in service.

TABLE SHOWING DETAILS AND COST OF INSTALLATION OF ORNAMENTAL LAMP
POSTS IN THE MAIN STREETS OF LOS ANGELES AND COST OF

LIGHTING THE SAME.

Street

Length

in

Feet

Hill 8,445

Broadway 7,125

Spring 5,750

Main 9,420

Number
of

Posts

164

135

132

163

Candle

Power
per Post

192
192

132

192

Total

Candle

Power

31,500

25,900
25,300

31,300

Cost

of

Installation

$17,294
24,000
14,628

19,000

Cost

per

Front Foot

$0.94

1.00

1.06

1.10

Cost

per

Post

$105.25

103.00
110.00

116.00

Totals 5.8 mi. 594 192 114,000 54,922 ....

Cost of Lighting of Ornamental Posts

Furnished by R. A. Manahan,

City Electrician.

Street

Hill

Broadway
Spring ZVa cents

Main 3>4 cents

Rate per

K. W. Hour

Zy^ cents

3^ cents

Yearly

Cost

$9,200.00
7,780.00

7,625.00

9,810.00

Cost per

Front Foot

$0.50
.556

.65

.568

^
Through the enterprising spirit of the Fillmore Street

Improvement Association of San Francisco, an innovation

in street lighting has been developed. It was decided to

illuminate Fillmore street from Fulton to Sacramento streets,

a distance of over a mile, in as decorative and effective a

manner as possible. All available sources of illurnination

were considered, including the newer types of flaming arc

lamps, and it was finally decided that the ordinary carbon

filament incandescent lamp produced the greatest decorative

effect, and could be placed in a way that would be festive and

pleasing to the eye. It was agreed that the different types of

arc lamps gave out a much more brilliant light, but this was

not the essential feature to be arrived at. Besides, the intensely

brilliant light would in a measure, owing to the contraction of

the iris of the eye, depreciate the illumination in the show

windows.
The design finally agreed upon consisted in the erection

of a double span of curved trusses, as shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, across the four corners of each street crossing.

This truss work is built up of five-inch channels, with V/2 inch by >^ inch lat-

tice work, the four arms being fastened together by a swivel joint. Each arch

weighs about two tons and the maximum span from pole to pole is eighty-two

feet. Extra heavy steel poles set in concrete are used for supporting the

arches

There are 130 16-candlepower incandescent lamps on each arch. Weather-

proof sign sockets are used and the wires are run through a trough formed

by fastening a plate over the flanges of the lower channel, which effectually

conceals them. A three-pole knife switch and fuse cut-out is placed in a cast

iron box fastened to the pole of each arch. The entire arch is painted a pure

white color.

The current was first turned on the arches on Thanksgiving Eve, and they

have been illuminated each evening since that time without interruption. The

results have proven very satisfactory.

The work of erecting the arches was carried forward by the Butte

Engineering & Electric Company at a cost of $10,000. The Central Iron Works

fabricated the steel. *

Oakland

Glimpse of the Fillmore Street Arches at Night
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VUiniint Beams Under an Initial Load of 9.000 Pounds

Test ul \ 1
\i ! !

I t t I! ns

By EDW. L. SOULE

ON DECEMBER 7, 1907, three reinforced concrete beams of the so-called

"Tiny Visintini" system were subjected to a test loading sufificient to

result in their destruction and to afford opportunity to exploit the merits

of this particular type of trussed construction under damaging loads. In what

follows, it is intended to give the data and conditions of the test specimens,

loadings and method of the testing, from information noted at the site and

further supplemented by the contractor performing the test.

The 'Tiny" system, as will be seen in the accompanying photograph of

the beams, adapts reinforced concrete trusses of the Warren type in place of the

usual solid reinforced concrete beams. Each of these shallow trusses were re-

inforced with two >^-inch round bars in the compression flange, two 1-inch

round bars in the lower or tension flange. The tension diagonal members were

formed by inclining >4-inch round bars at 45° between the upper and lower

reinforcement bars and securely atfached to them by wiring. No bars were used

in the web members, which were strained in compression. The diagram shows

the truss arrangement of reinforcing.

The metal trusses when combined, were placed in the forms, which con-

sisted of a bottom plank, holding triangular metal bosses the same shape as the

spaces in the trusses; these served as guides for the cores around which the

concrete was deposited. The beams were cast on their sides and remained in

the molds about a day. The concrete was composed of 1 part of a domestic

brand of cement, Ij^ parts of uniform granular beach sand, and 3>4 parts of

sharp gravel graded to pass a ^-inch ring and was mixed wet.

The beams were molded 12 inches wide, 25 feet in length, 12 inches in

depth with a compression flange of about 4 inches thick, and the tension pro-

tecting flange of about 3 inches. The thickness of the diagonal members was

1 inch. After being removed from the molds, the beams were positioned as in

practice and allowed to remain for about nine weeks. At the expiration of this

period they were placed upon brick piers, previously constructed, so as to lie in

close contact laterally and the joints were filled with a grout of 1 part cement

and 1 part sand. The brick piers were 2 feet 1 inch wide by 4 feet 8 inches long

and 3 feet high, affording a clear span of 23 feet 6 inches. The piers were con-
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structed of an average grade of brick and the mgrtar did not appear to develop
high bonding qualities.

To insure uniform distribution of loading, a 10-inch layer of sand covered
the area of beams; cement sacks filled with sand were then distributed until the

load was increased to 9000 lbs. total or 127 lbs. per sq. ft. The loading was
discontinued for a week and an examination was made, which showed a

deflection of about 54 inch. The beams were 10 weeks old when pig iron was
used for the remaining loading material, the increments of loads being gener-
ally about 2500 lbs. No precautions were taken to prevent the arch action.

Deflections were recorded after each loading by measuring the vertical mov-
ment at the center of the beam with reference to an established scale fastened to

an upright post. The deflections given in the following table are the average
for the two outside beams as taken by one observer

:

Deflection

(Inches.)

• Va
. 5-16

V?.

Ya

Total Load Load per Sq. Ft.

(Lbs.) (Lbs.)

16,000 227
20,000 283
22,600 320
25,200 357 Y,
27,700 393
30,300 430
32,000 467 ^8

35,500 503 1 1-32

38,100 540 1 3-16

40,800 578 1 5-16

43,400 616 ;... ly,

45,200 641 \y^
48,200 683 \}i
51,300 727 2

54.500 772 2%
55,900 793 2^
57,500 815 Zy2

59,100 838 5 (Cracks expose steel.)

The above loads include the dead, weight of the beams taken as 100 lbs.

per sq. ft. concrete being assumed at 150 lbs. per cu. ft.

Mention should also be made here of the approximate method of deter-

mining the deflections, which did not include the settling or crushing effect of

the brick piers. At the load of 43,400 lbs. it was evident that the piers had

settled, which was not accounted for by measuring the deflections at the center

of the beam. Correction in the deflection should be made because of the settle-

ment, and this makes the readings uncertain by perhaps as much as J4 inch.

(Cracks in brick piers.)

(Elastic limit.)

(Cracks opened up in lower flange.)

£- i Ayz-j-
.--<^

- - *'t 5 - -

^ '^X^^^.

^-vi^
£-/ ^k^rv

. /<a// S/x?n //'^

....^..^iii....s..\

5^

Cfec^/on (^ (^

ShoTving Truss Arrangement of Reinforcement

i
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Beams After Final Test ^

• The beam was designed for a live load of 125 lbs per sq. ft., allowing a

stress of 650 lbs. on the concrete in compression and 14,000 lbs. per sq. in. on

the steel Calculation according to the straight line distribution of stress and

varying ratio of moduli shows the following stresses

:

Concrete Stress. Steel in Compression. Steel in Tension.

L. L. at 125 lbs 710 lbs. per sq. in. 4,550 lbs. per sq. in. 12.800 lbs. per sq. in.

Elastic Limit 2150 " " " 21,500
;;

' 44,00
__

,„ . T J o->-)f> " " " 27 100 48,300
Ultimate Load 2220 u,iw

As the last increment was being put on, one of the beams deflected more

than the others, causing the load to shift and momentarily support an unequal

proportion of the load This caused the elastic limit of the steel to be ex-

ceeded and resulted in crushing the compression Aange. The accompanying

picture shows the condition of the beams after a part of the load had fallen to

the g^o>^n^^-^^

^^^ prepared and executed by Jorgensen Bros., who control the

patent for this locality. L. Mess was the consulting engineer.

Hassam Fakement on Wrbsler Street. Alameda

Laying the Ha^sam Pavement on Webster Street. Alameda *

Hassam Pavement on Webster Street, Alameda
By W. A. LUEY

DURING the last twenty years the Webster street roadway has been an
eyesore and a bone of poHtical contention in the city of Alameda. It is,

so to speak, the main artery connecting Alameda with the outside world,
approximately two thousand teams of all descriptions passing over the

thoroughfare daily.

Lying across a salt marsh, which varied from seventy feet up in depth to

hardpan, the roadway had been filled in from year to year with materials of
divers kinds until a crust six feet to eight feet thick, or more, had been formed
on the marsh. The upper portion of this crust consisted of broken rock, clay,-

sand, etc., which readily worked into chuck holes in continued wet weather
and baked into a solidly cemented mass in the summer heat. The result was
a roadway which was nearly impassable in the winter time and which was, to

say the least, very uncomfortable in the summer.
After a thorough investigation it was decided that the results of piling

the foundation would be uncertain because soundings failed in places to show
any bottom, and consequently, skin friction alone would have had to be de-
pended upon to keep the piles in place. Further, it was found that the interest

on the investment necessary to pile the roadway would be sufficient to repave it

every twelve years, if not oftener ; hence the idea of piling was abandoned, and
recourse taken in that form of pavement which from all standpoints seemed
best to meet rigid requirements of the case—namely, Hassam cement
macadam pavement.

The following extract from specifications will show the manner in which
this pavement was laid

:

"Upon the finished sub-grade broken rock shall be spread to a sufficient

depth to bring the surface, after rolling, to the proper finished grade of the
street which shall be at least six (6) inches above the sub-grade.

''This rock shall then be thoroughly compacted by rolling with a steam
roller giving a compression of not less than two hundred fifty (250) pounds
per inch width of roller, and shall be firmly bedded and the voids reduced to a

minimum. Such portions of the pavement as it may be impossible to roll shall

be thoroughly compressed by tamping. ^^
"The voids in the rock shall then be thoroughly filled with a grout con-

sisting of one part of Portland Cement to two parts of sand. This grout shall

be sufficiently thin to flow freely and shall be thoroughly and continuously
mixed, and poured upon the rock until all the voids are filled and the grout

z'
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flushes to the surface under the rolling or con^ression ^^^^::£:'^'
follow the grouting and be

fO"t>""^^VnV tt^orSared shTbe placed a layer

"Upon the surface of the pavement '^"8 preparea sna ,

consisting of one part P-t'-'^Cemen .
onej^art sanc^^^^^ ^^P

^_^^^^^

which shall be thoroughly m.xed ^"l\ ^^•^;'";^„?^';' hly rolled. This pea-stone

Ti^r^^LlltrvellrsSd^^^^^^^^^^
«"^"^ °^ '''

^°''"V"ftt' Eg"i.is trface shall be broomed until the surplus water "is .

the work of each day stops. This template snaii ne rei

the grouting, care being taken not to disturb the set of the cement next

''"'^Tte'contractors and city officials used every POf^e precaution in the

selection of materials, allowing the use only of the best. The ^ork was care

fully done in every particular, and the resulting roadway is a uniform and

linmno-eneous mass of remarkably dense concrete macadam.
, , ,

TKns ty of a pavement is a quality whose value is too often overlooked

Here we have a pavement which is capable of sustaining a very considerable

traX-Tefore any cement has been applied. It is. in all essentials, a mass ot

SSly rdle" macadam, the component parts of -l^i*
-.^^.^-^^^rv^^s in

InrWed together bv the weight of the heavy roller. The hllmg ot tne voias m

this rock^w ?h a rich grout: the thorough rolling of this grouted macadam to

^

nure an absolute and perfect penetration of the grout; the rolling into the

s ir ^ce thusTrepared of a thin layer of pea-sized broken stone mixed with equal

nars of cement and sand-every one of these processes tends to make the pave-

ment remaSlv dense They insure the use of all the cement grout hat can

poss b V belorSd, intothe voids of the packed stone and no more. In other

words the resulting qoncrete very closely approximates the .deal.

A woodworker wishing to glue two blocks/of wood together apphes the

Plue and tightlv clamps the pieces. To obtain a joint that will hold the clamp

Wis recolnized as necessary. It drives out the surplus glue and brings the

fibres of the wo st cks in contact with each other. If the blocks were simply

ek ed withou camping, a decidedly weak bond would be formed. There is a

Smilar d st^nction between Hassam cement macadam and ordinary concrete,
similar distinct on

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ ,,j^,^ skephcism were

and not carrvine sufficient cement to bond itself rightly. A place was seiecieu

bfthe Superintendent of Streets and the City Engineer at the highest point of

crown where t was agreed the pavement would be weak. ,f anywhere, and a

hock two feet square was drilled out. The dr'.lling showed every void per-

Wtlv fiTledwth grout • and the results of City Chemist Cunningham s investi-

gal'nfprlved th^the proportion of the cement to the sand was satisfactory

'^^t^HatlnTSvemeiJ was invented by Walter E. Hassam. former presi-

dent of th^Massa'chusS^s State Highway Lsociation. No better idea of the

merits of the pavement can be given than by stating that nearly 90% of all the

"ontrac" pavin'g laid in Massachusetts in 1907 was laid by this method.

7^
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>ORTLAND cement has easily demonstrated its superiority to all

other building materials in respect of strength, convenience, dura-
bility and cheapness; only in one quality, that of beauty, has it been

found wanting. It is true that a vast amount of ornamental architectural

work in concrete is being produced, much of which is of a very artistic

character so far as form and surface are concerned, but all showing the

drawback of an uninviting color. In comparison with the red, bufT or

white of terra cotta, the warm tints of granite or sandstone, or the clear

white of marble, the monotonous blue-gray of ordinary Portland cement
concrete offers a dreary contrast. For this reason the use of Portland

cement in the field of ornamental architecture has been limited, and has

been confined, for the most part, to a ctass of buildings in which beauty
is not an essential consideration.

It is generally agreed that a true white Portland cement, equal to

the best gray Portland in hardening and lasting qualities would fill a defi-

nite want and find extensive use. It would be available not only in the

field of purely ornamental architecture, such as bas-reliefs, statuary, monu-
ments, vaults, columns, urns, foundations, tile, mosaic, panels, etc., in

which, either with or without the addition of the ordinary pigments, archi-

tects would be enabled to produce artistic effects not heretofore obtainable;

but in the wider field of civil architecture, for exterior and interior finish-

ing, partitions, floors, ceilings, etc., in which, with the element of beauty
added to those of strength, convenience, durability and cheapness, it might
be expected to quickly supersede the classes of material now commonly
used for such construction.

The question has often been asked, "Can a white Portland cement
be made?" and this has generally been answered in the negative. There
are many difficulties to be overcome in making such a product ; suitable

materials are not only of most rare occurrence, but if found, require a pro-

cess very different from the ordinary one of cement manufacture; and
such deposits of suitable material as have heretofore been found have not

been large enough to justify the expense incident to its manufacture. For
these reasons, though many attempts have been made to produce a white

Portland, and success has often been heralded in press notices, the product

has not hitherto been found in the markets of the world. As substitutes,

gypsum plaster in various forms, notably in the improved composition

known as Keene's cement, has been widely used. It is well known, how-
ever, that gypsum plaster is rapidly attacked by water and will not stand

exposure to weather. The use of such materials has, therefore, been con-

fined to interior ornamentation. Certain other classes of cement, of white,

or nearly white color, such as slag cement and the "grappier" cement made
by grinding the residues from hydraulic lime manufacture, are made and
to some extent used in Europe, and some of them, notably Lafarge, have
found quite a sale in the United States. But these so-called white Port-

land cements are so far inferior in strength and hardening qualities to true

Portland, that they have failed to gain any important foothold. More-
over, it is only by a considerable stretch of imagination that they ^n
be called white, since, upon setting up, they assume either a light gray

or light blue tinge, sufficiently assertive always to emphasize the fact

that they are not white.

The announcement is now made that Mr. Spencer B. Newberry, after

a series of experiments extending over the past fourteen years, with a
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Toi^SSfch\™«fl."Wti;"„Td"S.*„, a, bu, little n,ore c.s. ,l,a„

tViat of ordinary Portland cement concrete.
„,:o-Vit Kptnat oi oTuiuciiy X announcement might be

.„.» i'™
Fti"Cfir;:f̂ ei:sr 4^.

=-
?' *V:,';S™en.. of Mr Nel"er?y a° • chemi>. are of the very highest

Ki?:pjri^^.-».-i--^^

had sufficient confidence '"jJeresuUs obtains
manufacture of

^']:it^Vortird "e^tt'^t"^ s "r^^^^^^^^^^^^^
p-d-^ -" --,j^

;iac:d on ?he Sornia market' by the Western representat.ve of the

manufacturers. * * *

A reinforced concrete do. Ir.l been^f^ SaTe" L' ma'^r-"ili o'f

'"VtlltJSh^^r^o^ -•.?•"" *"rr''Ll

te/tWs reinforced strin. and screws are inserted before the concrete is

poured AfteTthe dooHs welded, these screws are withdrawn, thus leavu.g

'P'^The' Sdv'of tSoorTmade of finely woven wire mesh suited in size and

The doors can be stained any color desired.

*

In the manufacture of concrete building blocks the two "^ost important

items arefirst to tamp the material thoroughly at the time of molding

so as to make the cement an aggregate mixture as dense as possible;

• and secondly to thoroughly cure%very block. Simply to lay blocks on

the yard and to intermittingly sprinkle them with water cannot be called

adeauate curing The crystallization of eyery cement mixture is a chemical

Son and H^^ most chemical processes, is considerably assisted by the

presence of uniform heat, such as can be secured by creating an artifical

atmosphere by the use of exhaust steam or tepid water.
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By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Consulting Engineer

THE writer of a recent magazine article, entitled "The Profession of Archi-

tecture,'* glowingly describes the fat fees taken in by that profession, its

high standing in the community, the great erudition of its practitioners,

etc. The entire article is yirtually a most fragrant and highly colored bouquet,

tied up in pink and baby-blue ribbon, and handed oyer the footlights by—

I

imagine him to be—an admiring and enthusiastic layman. Many such articles

tl;at I haye seen of late in magazines and newspapers, aided and abetted by

lectures and technical school prospectuses, tend to create an entirely wrong idea

of the profession, its emoluments, its duties and its status.

Now, dear reader, do you wish to come behind the scenes and peek at

architecture as she really is, without the glare of calciums and blare of the bass-

orum? A glimpse behind the scenes, you know, often disillusionizes the

glimpser, but it makes him more critical, he expects more thereafter, and, per-

haps, that in turn may lead up to better acting on the part of the actors, who,
after all, gauge their work up or down to the standard established by that

criticism.

In the first place, who are the architects, anyway? Who or what giyes us

that title, and when and where did we get it?

What follows will indirectly but fully answer the query. It makes a good
opening or text to begin with, so we will let it stand.

When I was a boy, an architect was a somebody—a superior person. There
was much mystery about his work ; his word was law ; the client was a small

part of the performance. The architect designed his building and made a set

of plans ; his Students, or "clarks," made a couple of copies, wonderfully and
painfully rendered. He wrote a treatise called a specification, and other

''clarks" wrote off a couple of copies therefrom. Then he yisited the building

in solemn state once a week or so and collected his fiye per cent fee. He
bothered not his head about the plumbing, the heating or any of the other

few and primitiye accessories that were then. Those things were attended to

by specialists with whom he had nothing to do. He ranked with the judge,

the leading lawyer, the eminent physician—seyeral pegs higher in the social

rack than the merely successful merchant or broker, and there was a bottomless

chasm between him and the lowly builder or contractor.

He had studied and worked in the successiye stages of apprentice, student,

"dark" and assistant in sorne ofifice for a dozen or more years, and had prob-

ably traveled some, perhaps eyen to the Far East: There were no more pre-

liminary fastings and prayers for him to go through in those times than there

are now before his "admission" to the full honors of the craft. Ours has eyer

been an open profession—wide open. When he got ready he went in, and that

is all there was about it. And so it is today, only more so, for then few men
entered the ranks or received many commissions who were not pretty well

trained. It was not so popular a profession as it has grown to be of late. Yes,

sometimes he competed for his work—it has always been the fashion—but he

did so in a dignified way. But of competitions more anon.

Later his duties became more complex. He took in the plumbing and other

frills, his plans comprehended all there was about a building. Competition

among builders grew more keen. He had to have more plans and specifications.

Inventions of copying processes and the typewriter came to his aid, and he

turned out copies of his work by the dozen^—yes, by the hundred. He became

more of an executive and less of an artist. The era of steel construction came

-'ISlsii4liilMlE5Sj
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in. At first he wor.e:i with an ^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^^^J^
ployed him. So many thmgs were

"T^;"^^'" j^^^f
' e,v ^^^ all the details to

atLed with look.n, a ter th m^^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^,^^/ ,, 1 ,

irchitSt; todf;co:ld?o^d'esign^ cow-barn half decently, and as for the art

bosses, run with the machme P-^^-™
^..^f^'^'^ ffriends and his wife's

of big buildings Je; 'P °'- - and ix.h.c work^
^^^^ ^^^ ^.^

relatives and pull t^e social strings o y
conscience may deem

sions by any means that a rather e^sUc, rea y
^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^.^_

legitimate other than upon his merit as a aesi^nei,

tress, the grandest of all the fine arts^
architecture is

not a'^: ll^nge?
a'^^S^^^t^nTptfe^s^or-^is a business L, is handled upon

^^"^Sf cor::there'r;e still master minds, comparatively great art ists in our

ranks and some of them are leading architects. A very few are the whole
ranks ?"a =?"'^^ . practice under their own names and alone, but thev

L^'in^'n^an^hi 'VhoL'^Tng"^^ the othe'r is little better than a ch.et

^"'tn by'SrSh'gfe'aL'nmnber of successful architects einploy all their

talent These architerts are attracted to the profession from other lines; they

wte contractors, material men. etc. Some we.e draftsmen. tn>e. ^ut unfit^ or

the work, incapable of earning a decent living by it, so they opened an omce

"^
'^^YmHe"' the two qualifications-that of being artistic and that of being a

'
shrewd business man-are seldom if ever found in the same man If they

areThere at all. one or the other is bound to be the more developed and

final yextfngtiih the other. In an office, among a lot of draftsmen, you

w"l find one who is enthusiastic over art; he smd^s a l^t, applies hun elf

•

is Dushed ahead, for he is valuable and gets as high as $10 a day Another

rea^ zes he has not the talents of the first but is shrewd enough to keep his

eye on the n,ain chance. He wastes no time studying, not he
;
he ge s out

among the people, hob-nobs with the contractors, is particularly attentive to

the clients of Kii employer and impresses upon them how very importan his

services are upon their work. He figures out that with his meager talents

he can not become more than a "tracer" or a "detail man" or a supermtendent

?n thrt office but he realizes that if he gets a good "job" to start in on he

can become his own master and hire just as good talent as that of h.s con-

frere orThat very same artistic man. So he wiggles around some clients of

the office where he is at work, or, if over-conscientious, gets his prey on the

outsW^ makes a lot of plans with the assistance of h.s talented office-mates

during th^ir spare time, pays the latter or not, as the case may be, and launches

out into practice, the embryo of a successful architect!

Some states have some form or other of license for architects but it is

a farce at best With us it is not as in law or medicine, or even with dentists,

drug clerks or parsons. All these go through some form of examination or
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receive some sort of permission from some one in authority to ply their ''call-

ing." Wiirh us, as soon as a man can afiford $3 or more for a sign with the
magic word ''Architect" upon it, he is thenceforth and forever an architect
in fact; he has "called" himself, as it were, and is as much entitled to that
honored title as was a Richardson, a Hunt, or an Atwood— in the eyes of
the law and of the dear, discriminating public. Any one of you, my readers,
male or female, regardless of color or previous conditions of servitude, may
put up such a sign, and no one, in most of our states, may say him "nay."
In the other states, $10 or $20 will change that "nay" to a lengthy and beauti-
fully gotten up parchment saying "yea" in old English script, which parchment,
for $2 more, may be framed and conspicuously hung up in the office to catch
still others of the eternally gullible.

You may ask "What becomes of the skilled designer, the artistic one?
Is he not bound to come out on top finally?" No, gentle reader, he will not
come out on top. He early realizes the futility of bucking against his shrewd
brother, so he works for him. He becomes a sort of machine. Disgusted
with what he thinks the injustice of the world and, blessed with a highly
strung, nervous temperament, some of him drink themselves into early graves
or—smoke cigarettes. Others drift into other and perhaps better-paid lines

of design—decorators, furniture, etc., and still others drift into heaven only
knows what. I have met good, high-class draftsmen herding cattle, stoking
engines and collecting bills. Every twenty years or so, when our periodical
hard times come upon us, they scatter, do these clever fellows, to the four
corners of the globe, and you can never gather them all back into the fold

after the storm.

So, then, the average successful practitioner is, let us call him, an employer
of skilled labor, a sort of middleman. Now, for a professional man, is that
not a strangely anomalous condition? What would you think of the eminent
physician and of the learned legal luminary if they were introduced to you
and stayed with you and "jollied" you to the point of your employing them
as your professional advisers, only to find, when you were sick, that the
former sent around an assistant to diagnose your case, another perhaps ver-
dant youth to practice upon you, and a third adolescent to get the data neces-
sary for the death certificate ; or of the legal luminary, should you get into

trouble, if he sent you a young assistant to put the facts in the case together
ready for a second to prepare a brief for a third youth to plead before the

jury in the name of and for the great man who was, meanwhile, chasing
other prospective clients and growling at the aforementioned assistants for

putting so very much time on your case?

Is it an overdrawn picture? Well, there is your average architect. It

may indeed fit some of the pre-eminently successful ones. I grant you it is

not flattering or attractive.

The writer whose article really inspired this perhaps seemingly acrid
whatever you may call it, says, naming two prominent societies of architects,

that "they have done much to make the position of an architect higher today
than it ever was." He goes on to say that we are actuated by loftier motives
and a nobler spirit than ever before and are striving to place our calling in

an unassailable position. As a matter of fact, those societies have done much
to bring the architects a bit nearer each other, to impart to them some esprit

de corps and to make the practice of the profession somewhat more uniform
in appearance, at least ; but I fear it is too late in the game. Perhaps am
I a false prophet, and perhaps am I only a kawing, croaking bird, "shrilly

squeaking false alarums ;" still, methinks there is the handwriting upon the

wall ! It seems very plain to me. Heaven grant I may not be a Daniel.
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we are powerless to check and that so ma y carpenter and

be our undoing. Centrahzat.on
'VJ»^°;'^7.,°the "'general contractor," and

the stone mason of old have /"^^ej^ay for the ge
.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^,

the latter, passing through h.schryahd
^t^J^ f^f^^^^i^ elecutive talent and

"building company," w. h m. hons
^^j^^^Pf' 'Contemplated it is getting to

unequaled influence. When a big bu'Wing is c v
^„„ to execute,

be fashionable, policy and economy to g ve a to sucn a P
^y ^ ^^

The architect is a very ^^^^^^^^^

fee he is a very small fry ^bout tha bm ding. f^.^
.^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^,^

that is a matter of f°^%^"/^,^"i^
'e,t is no longer the arbiter and supreme

directly with the owner. The architect is no | ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.

judge of all about that bu.ld.ng.^^m^^^^
.^ ^,^ ,,i,nt,

pany actually named the ^^e^'^^'.. ^mnloved directly by such a company.

krhi^otrenXe^^Hgh^^Tmpl^^^^^^ woV antagonize all the

next step will be boldly
^f

e" J^e ,^fa gnlr the'rclitect will be lost

_,Those companies will
e!l]P'7,f^''°'ruch money you wish to invest, and

in the shuffle. You w. ^tf
how much

'^l^ZLed-W.W tell you how
those different companies-if they are stm

^^^^ ^^^^^

much building they will g'^^^.y^"-^,^^^^ f";,! bf ust a! artistic and well

own employes, and the resulting ^ ["ctures w.U be )us
^^^^^^ ^^^

built as those of today^
T'^"! Yi^no.sessors thereof will have changed

skill as now, perhaps higher but the possessors Jbe^^e°;
^^ ^^j^^.^^d

hands they wm bow unto the c^^^
,^ay,'or, at best.

SbVbufL^l'ne^^^^^^^^^ _ ,. p.e-

ventSi^'UeSi^^^^f^^^^^^^i^:::^

may answer these and all other
^''%'^^J°^.ZlJe ^ot to cure the disease

you'ng assistant come before you to diagnose he case, notjo^^^
^^^ ^^^^^^^

h^d%s;i^£t^^^-^^^ -^-^^"^ °^ ^-^"'"' ""^^^

or seeking to minimize its seriousness.

Go, get it cured, or let it run its course. Vale!

Utility

There was a man in Henderson,

.So very tall and slenderson

;

A human rail,

Who used a nail

To fasten his suspenderson.

—Chicago Tribune.
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upstream Elevation of Rincon Creek Bridge

The Rincofi ^r f'^C
I O /

"*

THE problem of constructing and maintaining county bridges across the

streams intersecting the highways of the State is becoming more serious

for the Boards of Supervisors each year. The development of the State

is necessarily accompanied by increased travel over its highways and in most

cases this travel is of a heavier character than existed a few years ago. It

demands the improvement of roads that in the past have been called upon to

support a very limited traffic and the opening of new means of communication

with heretofore almost inaccessible districts.

The increased weight and volume of the traffic, together with the deterior-

ating influences of the elements on many of our County bridges make the

expense of their maintenance an enormous burden to be borne annually by the

taxpayer. \

The bridge fund of each tax levy is so largely used up in repair and partial

renewal of existing bridges, that but little (if anything) is left from which to

build the new bridges which the taxpayers of every County in the State are

anxiously and justly demanding of their Supervisors. And each year as these

bridges grow older and weaker, the item of expense for repair work increases

and eats farther and farther into the bridge funds. This condition has forced

the demand for permanent county bridges to the front as one of the crying needs

of the times. A bridge of moderate cost that when once completed, if properly

constructed, will make no further inroads on the bridge funds of the county,

instead of becoming a leech on these funds, demanding more money every year

for repairs, paint, planking and the many other things that the old and now
inferior forms of bridge construction require; such a bridge, in fact, as will

f

"Hi
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T/ie Rincon Creek Bridge. Showing Road-way

Downstream Elevation of Hincon Creek Bridge
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Structural Details Showing Reinforcement

Velieve tke county of further expense after, completion and leave the bridge

'""'LTete:r?h%o^%Tn,ctrr?fvS S^^^^t these conditions there are

mleffrom Santa Rosa, by the Supervisors of Sonoma county. The structure

has a cZ span of 38 feet 1 inch, with an 18-foot clear roadway,

I

Structural Details Showing Reinforcement

The Structure consists of a system of slabs and beams, which are in turn
supported by girders extending parallel with the axis of the bridge, one on
each side of the roadway. The whole construction consists of concrete rein-
forced with corrugated steel bars. The bridge is subjected to a very heavy
traffic, loads of four to six tons (paving blocks) per wagon crossing many times
a day. The concrete was fabricated of 1 part of dortiestic cement and 6 parts
of aggregates, sand and rock. The aggregates being of a very excellent quality.
Work was commenced in the fore part of August and the structure was opened
for travel about October 15th. When the forms were removed from under the
span, there was no settlement that could be detected with an engineer's leveling
instrument.

The strength of concrete does not diminish, but increases year after year
for many years, and if the work and the material are right, the children's
children's children of the present generation will not live to see deterioration
begin. Steel reinforcement covered by concrete is rust and injury proof. Con-
crete erected during the Roman Invasion of England is still in good condition
and speaks for the life of good concrete.

No plan or design is good unless faithfully and correctly executed, and no
structure sound unless erected of sound material. The structure shown was
designed and executed by the Mervy-Elwell Company, of San Francisco, to
whom we are indebted for the above description.
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Steel Bridge for Foot of Market Street

To relieve the congestion at tTie foot

of Market street, San Francisco, Archi-
tects Meyers & Ward have made plans
for a steel viaduct whicli has been
submitted to the supervisors for their

approval by the Merchants' Association.

-

The design provides for a foot bridge
extending from the second story of the
Ferry building • across East street on
the south and across Sacramento street

on the north. Steps are provided by
which pedestrians may ascend the bridge

at either East or Sacramento streets. In

its general contour the bridge follows

the loop of the United Railroads and
will act as a shelter in winter time. The
plans have been arranged so as to pro-

vide for a complete span across East
and Sacramento streets without supports
on either of these thoroughfares. The
pillars are of ornamental design and,

according to the plans, are to be placed

.at the intersection of the streets.

The bridge is not intended for the con-
venience of passengers on the cars so

much as for the pedestrians who are

compelled to cross East street at the

foot of Market. The estimated cost of

the bridge is $40,000.

Close San Francisco Office

L. E. Stanhope, who for a while was
in charge of the San Francisco office of

Holabird & Roche, recently discontinued,
is now permanently located at 184 La
Salle street, Chicago, where he will be'

pleased to see his friends and former
clients, Mr. Stanhope's specialties are
architecture and civil engineering and
expert counselor on building ordinances.
In returning East with his family Mr.
Stanhope enjoyed a visit to Seattle,

Victoria, Vancouver and St. Paul. While
in Chicago Mr. Stanhope closed a deal

with a former client, whereby he is to

remodel one of the big hotels in the
Windy City.

New Carnegie Libraries
Andrew Carnegie has donated $9000

for a library to be erected in Lodi and
$6000 for a similar building in Lincoln.
The latter place is the home of Glad-
ding. McBean & Co., who will supply
the brick and terra cotta for the building.
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pleased to see his friends and former
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In returning East with his family Mr.
Stanhope enjoyed a visit to Seattle,

Victoria, Vancouver and St. Paul. While
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with a former client, whereby he is to
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C. E. Roesch. Active Worker in the San Francisco

Architectural Club

The San Francisco Architectural Club

By C. E. ROESCH

AN EXCELLENT illustration of the

desire for knowledge, displayed by

the younger men in the architect-

ural profession, is shown by the Syllabus,

or year book, of the San Prancisco

Architectural club, which has just come

from the nress. A series of highly en-

tertaining and instructive lectures has

been arranged for, as will be seen by the

following extracts from the calendar:

I ecture on "Gothic Architecture, il-

lustrated with slides, by Arthur Brown,

Jr. , .

Most every one, in the profession,

knows what this means, foi%rMr. Brown

has spent considerable time abroad and

after graduating from 'Ecole des Beaus

Arts, with such high honors, having

taken all prizes, he devoted much time

visiting unfrequented spots in England

and was able to get photographs of sub-

jects hitherto unpublished. This lecture

is programmed for some time in February.

On December 11th Architect W. Gar-

din Mitchell gave a most entertaining

talk on "Spanish Architecture, illus-

trated with photographs and drawings,

made by Mr. Mitchell, of that very in-

teresting country, closest hand, Mexico. .

In April an intellectual feast is to be

given, in a series of talks on his Ex-

periences Abroad," by Herman Schef-

fauer Mr. ShefTauer was a member of

this club in its struggling days, and was

devoting his time to the elementary

study of architecture. But the practica

side did not find a harmonious chord

in his more romantic nature, however

and he soon gave it up to the study of

the literature of the subject and, to do

this spent the past four years on the

continent, visiting the more unfrequented

spots of that fountain of knowledge. He

has now returned, having attained recog-

nition in the world of letters, his efforts

being sought by several of our standard

publications. His powers of description

are highly developed and his articles,

while of excellent historic value, carry

a vain of charming descriotive matter

which makes them unusuaPIy entertain-

ing. As a lecturer, he has a charm of

expression and, with his ability as a

word painter, gives one a delightful

evening. , •
i

Among the more, or less technical

papers we will mention the following:

January 15, 1908, "Terra Cotta and

Tile," Athol McBean.

February 12, 1908, "Paints, Varnishing

and Painting,' H. T. James.

March 11, 1908, "Cement and Cement

Tests." Wm. B. Gester.
., r F

May 13, 1908. "Hardware, C. E.

^
June' 10, 1908, "Lighting Fixtures,"

C. E. Roesch.
,

, .

A new feature, introduced ^vith this

season's work, is what is known as Club

Discussions." . , , ,

A record of the salient points brought

out in these debates is kept m book

?orm with which is included the draw-

ings submitted to^ further illustrate the

discussions.
, ,i j •„„

Several exhibits are to be held during

the year terminating with the Annual

Exhibit on August 19th, 20th, 21st and

On February 19th, the work of the

Life Class is to be on exhibition, open to

invited guests. ^ , . ,

The evening of April 15th is to be

given over to the "Steel Class' and it

will be devoted to a general review of

the work with blue prints of problems,

^
On June 17th. the work brought out

bv the club discussions, is to be ex-

hibited. On all these dates visitors are

welcome. . . ... ,

The usual club competitions will be

held during the year and some of the

various manufacturing interests have
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offered cash prizes for competitions in

materials in which they are interested.
The classes will continue their work

throughout the year meeting on the fol-

lowing nights:
Steel, every Thursday evening^ 8 p. m.

Water color, every Sunday morning,
9 a. m.

Life Class, every Tuesday evening,
8 p. m.
A class in design is being formed and

it is planned to get the assistance of
a graduate of 'Ecole des Beaux Arts,
Paris, to render criticism.

It will be seen from this that the club
is unusually active in its departments
of instruction, and as this was the prime
object in its organization, its present
development is very gratifying and it

should have the fullest encouragement
of the older men of the profession.

Oakland's New City Hall

Oakland architects are submitting
plans for a new city hall. No definite
type of building has been decided on,
and the drawings submitted are being
used as guides to prepare a bond issue.
These plans are being taken up by the
city hall committee of the council in

conjunction with the mayor and the
board of public works.

Secretary Wilson Banqueted
James A. Wilson, the popular secre-

tary of the San Francisco Builders' Ex-
change, was the guest of honor at a banquet
given December 21st, at the St. Francis
Hotel by members of that association and a
number of friends. The banquet was
served in the^white and gold room, at
a long table decorated with flags and
flowers.

S. H. Kent, president of the Exchange,
was toastmaster and kept the speech-
making going at a lively rate. Wilson
lately returned from a long trip abroad,
and the festivities were offered as a
welcome home from foreign lands. Be-
tween the speechmaking there was
plenty of music, both vocal and instru-
mental.

Post Office building for Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz is to have a handsome new

Post Office building. The Board of
Trade of the Surf City is in receipt of
a letter from Washington stating that
a bill has been sent to Congress pro-
viding for the erection of a public build-
ing at Water and Front streets at an
expense of $124,000. As soon as the
bill is passed plans will be drawn under
the provisions of the Tarsney Act and
supervised by the government architect,
John Knox Taylor.

Architects' Announcement
C. A. Edelsvard and E. M. Sankey.

A. T. A., architects, have formed a part-
nership and have established ofhces at
Nos. 610 and 611 People's Savings Bank
building, corner Second avenue and Pike
street, Seattle.

Mr. Sankey is known in the North-
west through his connection with build-
ings in Laurelhurst and Interlaken Parks,
Seattle, and at various other points in
the State of Washington.
Mr. Edvelsvard recently arrived from

New York City, being well known on
the Atlantic Seaboard, where he has de-
signed and erected the following, among
other numerous buildings:

Architect for Public School No 42,
Greater New York.
Seven-story reinforced concrete build-

ing for H. Mason, Blicker street.
Six-story building for E. Van Ness

Heermance, on West Twenty-seventh
street. New York City.
Plymouth Hall, Smith College, North-

ampton, Mass.
Two dormitories for Indiana Univer-

sity, Bloomington, Indiana.
Railroad stations at Manchester,

Petersburg, Dinwiddle Courthouse and
other points in Virginia and North Caro-
lina for the Richmond, Petersburg and
North Carolina Railroad.

Carnegie Library, San Pedro, Cali-
fornia.

Architect for Italy, Spain and Cuba
during the World's Columbian Exposi-
tion at Chicago in 1903.

Mr. Edelsvard received a classical
architectural education in Europe and
gave special attention to landscape archi-
tecture as practiced on the Continent,
especially in England and Italy.

Dissolved Partnership

It is reported that the architectural
firm of Meyer & O'lirien, architects for
the Humboldt Bank building, has dis-
solved partnership, Mr. Fred Meyer as-
sociating himself with Mr. A. R. John-
son, formerly head draughtsman for the
firm and recently of Reno, Nevada.
Smith O'Brien will engage in the pro-
fession independently and will have offices

on the eighth floor of the Humboldt
building. Meyer & Johnson will also
be located in the Humboldt building.

Architectural Club
The San Francisco Architectural Club

has elected the following officers for
the ensuing year: President, F. A.
Farnkopf; vice-president. Lacy Wors-
wick; secret: r" Mr. Betts; treasurer,
L. P. Antony; board of directors.
1908-09, A. La Franchi, Norman Sexton
and Charles Sawver.
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The manv accidents and actual

collapses of buildings while under

construction have

BETTER BUILDINGS given force to the

DEMANDED warning .of sucti ^
conservative bodies

as the International Society of build-

ing Inspectors, that has Ipng advo-

cated more stringent regulations of

experimental construction m our

cities. New York's Building Code,

now being rewritten, calls for a

much higher class of construction in

all grades of buildings than the old

one and it throws such safeguards •

about the use of reinforced concrete

as to make that material much less

attractive to the speculative builder.

Seattle has just passed a new build-

ing ordinance permitting standard

steel construction to go up to six-

teen stories but limiting reinforced

concrete buildings to ten stories and

it too, makes many restrictions as

to the use of reinforced concrete.

Minneapolis has gone a step farther

and has just passed an amendment

to its building laws compelling

every owner who builds a reinforced

concrete building to have a specially

licensed building superintendent

constantly in charge of that work,

one directly responsible to the city

for the efficiency of his superinten-

dence. Little by little the author-

ities are awakening to the fact that

concrete is a most excellent thmg

when properly handled but the most

dangerous of all building materials

if the slightest imperfection is al-

lowed in it. Fatal collapses of build-

ings have grown altogether too

common. A radical reform is im-

perative and is in progress. A Y^ar

aeo-one of our important buildmg

journals exclaimed: ^'The grey of

our concrete structures is already

too much stained with blood. Shall

we allow that stain to spread and

grow still darker?" Evidently our

city authorities have determined to

try and prevent the spread of that

stain.
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The Governors of the several
States have been invited by Presi- ,

dent Roosevelt to

THE NATION'S meet in Washington in

EXTRAVAGANCES May to discuss the
nation's wastes and

extravagances, her criminal prodig-
ality with what have seemed to be
inexhaustible natural resources that
are fast disappearing, and to devise
means of lessening this appalling
destruction. This is a splendid and
most timely move on the part of
the President.

While these gentlemen are assem-
bled it is planned by Architect
Fitzpatrick, the executive of the In-

ternational Society of Building Com-
missioners, to submit for their con-
sideration some facts and figures

anent the fire waste that it is be-
lieved will impel them to take the
initiative in proposing legislation in

their several States looking to the
betterment of building construction
and the reduction of the fire tax.

That authority points out that of all

our wastefulness fire is one of the

very costliest and the only one in

which human lives are also sacri-

ficed. Over 6000 lives have been de-

stroyed by fire in a year's time. The
tax in actual combustion of build-

ings, in the maintenance of fire de-

partments, and in premiums to in-

surance companies in the hope of

recouping some of the damage,
amounts to over half a billion dol-

lars a year. A sum that is just

barely equalled by the cost of new
buildings erected in our most pros-

perous year. No other nation on
earth permits of any such waste.

Fire has eaten up in twenty-five

years' time over $3,500,000,000 worth
of property—a sum that exceeds the

highest point ever reached by the

United States debt!

In Europe fires seldom extend be-

yond the buildings in which they
originate ; in this country, whole
city blocks of buildings and even en-

tire sections of cities are wiped out

in one conflap-ration. Boston will
average $1,500,000 in fire a year,
while the average of five European
cities of equal size is but a trifle

over $150,000. Our fire tax here,
the cost of combustion only, exclu-
sive of the cost of fire departments,
etc., is over $2.00 per capita; in

Europe it is less than $.33. In forty-
three cities of Europe, there are but
.86 fires per thousand people ; in the
United States there are 4.05 per
thousand. In Washington, a city
of 300,000 people, there were
846 fires last year with a loss of
$288,744, and the cost of maintain-
ing its most excellent fire depart-
ment was $433,920. And Washing-
ton stands well toward the head of
the list of American cities for low
fire losses and economical manage-
ment of department. In Berlin, dur-
ing the same peroid, a city of 2,100,-
000 people, there were 2,099 fires but
involving a loss of only $169,205 and
its fire department cost $312,000.
Rome, a city of 500,000 people, had
a loss of but $56,000 and its fire

department cost $50,000. Figures
and comparisons that may well
make the Governors stop and think
upon the wastefulness of their peo-
ple.

Mr. Fitzpatrick will also point out
to them the cure that is proposed.
He maintains that if adequate legis-

lation is enacted, compelling that
all new buildings be at least moder-
ately well built and that the old ones
have such improvements made in

them, involving little cost but ren-
dering them less vulnerable to fire,

this terrific tax will be reduced more
than one-half inside of five years,

and that we will be able to com-
pare favorably with European cities

within fifteen years. The one and
only thing to do now, since we have
insisted for so long in building shod-
dily, is to add no more fire-traps

and to replace them, as fast as they
are destroyed, with modern, well-

built structures.
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Enos Company's New Studios

There are two essential factors in the

proper illumination of a residence

Hght and beauty. The possibilities in

his direction are beautifully shown m
the new studios of the Enos Company,

of New York.
The Western office of this company

has made remarkable progress during

the past few years due primarily to the

fact that their product carries a degree

of refinement and shows a variety in

design and metal activity that is unap-

nroached by any other manufacturer of

ChUnf fi-iures'^, This, together with

the efficient management of Messrs. J.

C English and C. E. Roesch, who have

had charge of this branch for severa

years, has made this one of the prmcipal

sources of supply for such wares on

the Pacific Coast.

Appreciating the strong relation which

exists between the lighting instrumen

and its surroundings, they make a point

of conferring with architects and decor-

ators, with a view of harmonizing the

fixtures with the predomment scheme of

the room, thereby securing the best pos-

sible result. In this, the practical cle-

rient is not lost sight of, as the subject

Ts considered as well, from the s and-

point of efficiency, and the knowledge

of the illuminating engineer is com-

bined, with the artistic sense of the

decorator. -ij-^^ ^r
Those who contemplate building, or

architects, with plans under way, will

find an afternoon well spent in exam-

ining the reproductions of antique light-

ing devices, as well .as the more modern

eximples of the designer's skill, so artis-

Hcally displayed at 1748 California street,

San Francisco.

JOHN PYOUNG
WILLIAM ADAMS
FRANK ADAMS

V^-HHOaOPLTER

• 1862 - nARKET-ST-NEAR-LAGUNA-

-SAN-FRANCISCO- CAL-
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New Material for Floors—Absolutely
Fireproof

The attention of architects, builders

nd contractors is called to a new ma-
terial which is being used in the manu-
facture of art marble and onyx for floor-

ing, for use in dwellings, hotels, stores,
offices and hospitals. The material is

a California product. It can be used
on wood, expanded metal, or cement. It

can be put on in any color, and will not
crack or scale. For wainscoting it can
be used as a plain plastered surface, or
in slabs of any size or design.
For sanitary purposes in kitchens or

sink, and in hospitals it has no equal;
here it can be used to the greatest ad-
vantage. The material can be moulded
into a curved base, thus removing en-
tirely the crack next to the floor, which
otherwise, it is impossible to keep clean.
With the floor wainscot and walls made
of this material a room is fireproof,
waterproof and germproof. This ma-
terial comes the nearest to being abso-
lutely fireproof of any substance in ex-
istence, and will not warp with heat.

It does not expand, contract, warp
or crack like cement. It hardens or sets

in about forty-eight hours. Its specific

gravity is about one-half that of Port-
land cement, and its porosity is like

glass. Its properties are such that it

adheres firmly to metal, wood, glass, or
cement. Any variety of marble, can be
exactly reproduced in this material. Its

uses are almost unlimited, and we can
safely say that it is not equaled by any
article now in existence.

It can be produced at a price to im-
mediately insure its universal use. The
company handling this product has
offices at 109 O'Farrell street, San Fran-
cisco, where they are exhibiting speci-

mens of their flooring, art marble, and
onyx. They have secured the contract
for doing flooring, art marble wainscoting
and counter in the First National Bank of

San Leandro. The bank's architect is

Creighton Withers, of 1835 Fillmore
street, San Francisco.

Turns Out Good Steel

One of the busiest steel plants in

San Francisco since the big fire has
been the Pacific Rolling Mill Company
of which P. Noble is the president and
manager. A high grade steel is turned
out by this company, a fact that is

evident by the steady increase of orders.

Among the buildings equipped are the fol-

lowing: Fairmont Hotel, Crocker build-

ing, James Flood building, St. Francis
Hotel, Chronicle building, five buildings
for the Crocker estate. Cosmopolitan

building, addition to Mercantile Trust
Company building. Bank of California,

Jerome garage. State capitol in Sacra-
mento and various new structures in San
Jose, Stockton, Fresno, Santa Rosa and
Oakland. Steel for bridges ready for
erection is also furnished by this com-
pany. The main shops are at Seven-
teenth and Mississippi streets, San Fran-
cisco. They have been enlarged several
times since the fire, so great has been
the demand for material.

New Bank Building

Architect Eugene Mathewson of
Fresno, has made plans of a bank build-
ing, to be erected at Reedley, for the
Farmers and Merchants' bank. It will

cost about $7000.

n^ore and Memurial Wmdoi^i A ipecidit)

111! JFraunaru Art

ART GLASS
EMBOSSED GLASS
GLASS SIGNS

PRISM GLASS IN

SHEETS AND
METAL SET

Telephone Temporary 3318

944-946 MISSION ST., San Francisco. Cal.
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Sand-Lime Brick Expert Comes to the

Coast

Ernest Horstmanii, a prominent Ger-

n,an mechanical and civil engineer ^^^

IbstabHshed himself, m ^^'\^'^r'^'ll^[
and opened an engineering and inspec

Uon bureau in the Monadnock building

room 299. Mr. Horstmann is an expert

nThe designing and construction of

modern sand-lime brick pants and he

Ts built quite a number of such plan
,

also mortar plants and cement plants

•in Germany and foreign countries. He

has studied with that minuteness which

characterizes the German engineer, the

development of the important industry

fn Germany, the native country of it and

his experiences will without doubt, be

valuable in the development of the

voune industry in this country. Later

- ^n "his magazine will publish a series

of articles on the sand-lime brick

industry. ^, ^ - a

Annual Meeting of the Electrical

Committee .

The annual meeting of the Electnca

Committee of the Underwriters Na lona^

. Electric Association will be held m
- March 1908, n New York City. i he

'

day and place of the meeting will .be

announced later. As usual, the provision

of the National Electriml Code as they

,mw exist will be the principal matter

for consideration, and it is requested

that" any desired change in, or addition

to the Code, be forwarded to Secretary

CM Goddard, 53 Kilby street,. Boston

on or before February 1, 1908, in order

'hat it may be printed ^n the bu letm

and the comm ttee and other interestea

narties may thus have opportunity to

Consider same in advance of the meeting^

As heretofore, the meetmg will be open

fo all interested, and such Persons will

not only be welcome, but are urged to

be present and give the committee the

advantage of their experience and ad-

vice.

Milbradt Rolling Step Ladders

On another page will be found an ad-

vertisement of the Milbradt Rolling Step

Ladders, manufactured by the Milbradt

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis Mo^

Their ladders are widely and favorably

known in all sections of the civilized

wor d The ladder illustrated is only

r"of Lteen styles that they manu

facture. They make all their lad

ders to order, and to fit any place,

are strongly built from the best, hard-

wood lumber and metals obta.nab e

Attractively finished so as to prove an

ornament as well as the most useful adjunct

to any store.

FUEL o
Installed or in course of ins;,

tion in the following San Francisco

buildini?s: Main Telephone Bldp

Bush St.: Grand Hotel, lurk and

Taylor; .'Xronson Bld^j.. butter bt.,

between Kearny and MontBomery;

Robins Hotel. Post St.: \\ilhams

Bdjj.. 3rd and Mission S. E. corner.

Boyd Bldg.. California and Drum:

Hotel Arlington. Ellis and Leaven^

worth: The Luxor. Leavenworth

St between Pine and California.

Mayer Bldtf.; Imperial Hotel. San

Jose.

ETROLEUM BURNER CO.

ing and Contracting Engineers

Owners of the Bennett Compressed

Air and Auxiliary Steam Systems.

WOHKS AND KXICUTIWE OFFICM:

Appifcai^n 579-581 HOWARD ST., SAN FRANCISCO
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Spokane to Build Many Concrete
Bridges

Three interesting paners, dealing with
the value of reinforced concrete and
steel as construction materials in bridge
building, were read at the ''bridge"
smoker under the direction of the Cham-
ber of Commerce, Spokane, Wash., the
evening of December 11, when 200 busi-
ness and professional men were in at-

tendance. F. E. Goodall, president of

the organization, introduced the speak-,

ers. More than 300 views of bridges in

various parts of America and Europe
were shown in the stereopticaii to illus-

trate the speakers' points. Charles Mc-
Intyre, city engineer of Spokane, was the

first speaker, discussing the history,

showing the development of the neces-

sity for bridges; the location and cost

of present and future structures, and
the character of the bridges required.
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.Bailders^ and Surveymi^ instruments...

Q PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE-If you
intend to equip your Drawing Room, re

member that Keuffel & Esser Co.'s
nstruments and materials are still the
standard of quality. We have all requi
sites (or drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (^^ r'.' "i "^^nt nn request.

•-
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ARTIST URNITUR

Imported and domestic carpets, rugs

draperies, upholstery, etc.

Special artist in designing correct

schemes for furnishing homes. High

grade office and bank furniture.

THE BEACH-ROBINSON COMPANY
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S H Knight of Chicago, supervising

engineer, in charge of construction work

on%he Washington street b^;.dge spoke

on "Concrete, Its Uses and Abuses

srying among other things m dealing

whh the limitations of concrete as a

building material: . u^c
"The use of reinforced concrete has

been little short of "^^^^^1^"^' /7:u^
is the present-day engineering fad. i.\Ke

^r^cLt ^fads, it derives ^ts popularity

through an excess of ^^^-^^
;,\

^^he ."^x

ploitation of one or more worthy objects

which all fads possess. It is now used

^nearly every form of structure for

which timber, steel or
.^^f'^ZrlfTll

able The greatest evil of concrete is

?hat"it has been crowded into uses for

which there is small warrant for its

adoption, as compared with older ma-

terials.

Bennett's New Process Pneumatic
System

The attention of architects and owners

is called to "Bennett's New Process

Pneumatic System" for burning fuel oi

for low-pressure steam and hot-water

heating pronounced the most practical.

Xctive, and self-contained on the mar-

^t, eliminating as it does, all possible

ejections to the use of oil as fuel.

This equipment is designed upon

scientific principles and bmlt on strictly

up-to-date mechanical lines, no belts or

sprocket chains forming any part in its

construction; it is compact and durable,

simple and automatic in operation, need-

ing no attention except in starting and

meets in every way the requirements of

the Fire Marshal and the Board o Fire

Underwriters. It is an equipment that

cannot fail to give complete satisfaction^

Architects are now specifying this

system and in contracts already signed

substituting the same for our Auxiliary

Steam System which the Pneumatic

System is designed to supersede Ben-

nett'^ New Process Pneumatic System

can be seen in operation at alniost any

time in the Main telephone building

Bush street. Mr. Bennett states that

the company's new Catalogue is in the

hands of the printer, and upon comple-

tion a copy will be mailed to all appli-

""^The company now occupies t^e ^our-

story and basement building at 579-b»l

Howard street, new machinery haying

Trri^ed which will enable it to turn

out a complete oil burning plant with

all its parts. Among the hiii dings

equipped or being equipped with the

"New Process Pneumatic System are

the following: Main Telephone Ex-

rhanee Grand Hotel, Aronson bmldmg.

Robins' Hotel. Boyd building. Hote

Arlington, Williams building, 1 he

Luxor, Imperial Hotel, San Jose, etc.
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Gas and Electric Fixtures

1917 Fresno St. Fresno, Cal.
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i-^TUU «oc if . Ceiling and Hanging

..s. rioor L^M.p.. Torchieres Piano and

^ Umps. and every conceivable lighting eftect.

a rare and harmonious designt.

Morgan & All.n Co.. San Francisco, f-

Pacific Coast
The Tobey Furniture Co.. Chicago
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Maxwell. Forbes & Stillman Co.. Mil kee

L S. Avres & Co.. Indianapolis
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Residence: 1406 Filbert St.

D. ROSS CLARKE
Plasterint and Cement Contractor
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I!

DEALERS IN

EXTERIOR CEMEN I

WHITE OR CIM
'ii

Ornamental Plastering and Cement
Plastering on Reinforced Concrete

a Specialty

Ii

I

Box 258
H ILDER6' Association
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These are approved by all who try them
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[ Plans and Specifications Fur-

ished <I Remodeling and Build-

ing a Specialty <|Get my Fig-

ures

14-20 Broadway
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MARH KIRKBY
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Office. 226 Stimson Block LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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Ransomc Concrete Company

The Ransome Concrete Company is

To^ls '^cSrrb.y' unTr the ordinal

l°ti^ates. This company .s^^weU ^or-

^rkln The co'nc?e'te line. Mr. I. C
Soss U president and manager of the

comoany ^"^ M^ Geo U
_^^ ^^

^nT York.'lhe pfo"neer in this country

n reinforced concrete work and a former

resident of California, is consulting engi-

neer "or the Ransome Concrete Com-

"nnv The fireproof warehouse building

^o The ?-%e"t^nvestment Co^^^

<^^n Francisco and the large tactory

bunding of the Oakland Cotton M,ll.

>

are now being completed ^V. this com^

^^'J^^ tt° SrTuin"frSJ
CemenrCompany at San Juan Baut.sta.

Hotel for La JoUa

of architecture, two atones high and

roSo^th^el^^iirg-'wiuIJVgaS

T'fe^ wirrx^e^rinTn^obir.u^ ^r^
?ron LaTge terraces will extend along

the front of the building at each floor

Every convenience for the harmony and

Tfnre of guests will be considered.
\\'|->l

Heii>!(m a"7nd German Artificial Poillandjemer^^

W. R- ^i^^

614 C Al IFORNIA ST.
!

'-• L i)

.

Cal.

mm ooof Q IvC -j! Swinpno uoon
b'''D

«1 J:jt'JKBiA<«^ra.
"

iu KtR CENT SAVED IN SPACE

TAN BE PLACED IN ORDINARY SV^

WAils WITH 4" SINQLE STUDDING

Pitcher Sliding Door Bangers

Lis. of locauons «iven on appliCion. Work full, .uaran.oed.

H.HOEB. M.Dt or .UL-STEtL CONSTRUCTION

PACIFIC TAINK COMPANY
.... .OK C-C.L-;^

^^^^^^, ^^ „,„,, s,.
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lie Waterproofing iha

proofing cement and concrete structures.

n..*.« not evaoorate or lose it^ sircoi^iii through age.

Does not de??act from the strength of the cement.

Does not rust or attack stc! ^ -

Chemical Engmeer.

Nazareth, Pa., February 13, 1907.
____^___
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Pacific Face Brick Company

Among the leading industries of the

Northwest, which is playing an impor-

tant part in the upbuilding of Portland,

is the Pacific Face Brick Company,

whose office is now at 401-402-403 Com-
mercial Club building, Fifth and Oak
streets, Portland.

This company is successor to the

Newberg Pressed Brick Company, and

at their factory, at Newberg, Or., they

manufacture high grade face and orna-

mental brick. They also manufacture

foundation brick, fireplace brick, ground

clay, cut arch brick, chimney brick,

fire brick and drain tile.

The company is now building a plant

at Willamina, Oregon, where clay of

a superior quality is obtained, with a

capacity of 80,000 brick per day, for the

manufacture of face brick exclusively,

which will be completed February 1,

1908, at a cost of $150,000. With this

added plant they will be able to meet

all demands for brick of the highest

quality.

Among the buildings for which this

company furnished brick during the past

season may be mentioned the Wells-

Fargo, at Sixth and Oak streets; the

Commercial Club building, at Fifth and

Oak; the Lamson Hotel, at Eleventh

and Stark; the Masonic Temple, West
Park and Yamhill; Rothchild bnilding,

Fourth and Washington; Gordon build-

ing, West Park and Yamhill; Baldwin

& Downing building, Park and Alder;

Buckman building. East Burnside and

Union avenue; East Side Masonic Tem-
ple, East Eight and East Burnside;

Healy buliding, East Morrison and

Grand avenue; Friede building. Fifth

and Pine; Oriental building. Second and

Salmon; Shea building. First and Col-

umbia; First National Bank building,

St. Johns, and the Corbett building.

Fifth and Ankeny.

Fire at Mangrum & Otter's

Mangrum & Otter, dealers in tiling,

grates, mantels, stoves and steam heat-

ing, with headquarters at 538-40 Mission

street, San Francisco, suffered loss by
fire to the extent of $50,000 Christmas

week. The fire originated in an adjoin-

ing building. The firm's loss was fairly

well covered by insurance. The fire did

not prevent the company from continu-

ing in business and one of the good
results of the disaster will be the erec-

,tion of a substantial fireproof home for

the concern.

George A. Scha«tey Harry P. Vollmer

Robt. M. Begg*
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OPERA CHAIRS, Post Office

CABINETS, School SUPPLIES

1151 POLK STREET, Comer SUTTER
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.

CHICAGO. ILL.
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THE BOSTWICK STEEL LATH

Bostwick Steel Lath

This popular building material has

achieved its eminent position only be-

cause it is a leader in its line. Note the

illustration and it will be readily seen

why.
Thrifty builders everywhere, recogniz-

ing the peculiar advantages possessed

by "Bostwick" simply will not use other

and less advantageous lath, for the rea-

son that "saving" is to be considered

always, even though "first cost" may

seem adverse.

The very best buildings in this coun-

try, and from Pagoda to Palace in

foreign countries boast of an interior

covering of Bostwick lath.

It has become as familiarly and favor-

ably known and appreciated among tech-

nical architects and contractors as an

article may be, and to its favoring con-

tingent are being added hundreds of

adherents as the years roll by.

The characteristics of Bostwick Steel

lath which place it in a distinct class

are its possibilities along the line of

economy of installation, and applica-

tion of mortar. The expanded loops give

just sufficient area to make a good tie

or clinch without any waste of plastic

material.

The linear corrugations make the sheet

strong and stiff, causing it to be unyield-

ing under the trowel.

These points make it possible for a

workman to do more effective work with

less waste of physical effort and for

this reason, Bostwick lath is extremely

popular with the plasterers.

Bostwick Steel lath, Bostwick Ex-

panded and Bostwick Metal Corner Bead

are being marketed by the McCormick-

Henderson Company, No. HO Bush

street, San Francisco, Cal., and the

Western Lime Company, Colman build-

ing, Seattle, Wash. Mr. A. J. Capron,

Agt., Ainsworth bldg.. Suite No. 17,

Portland, Ore.

f
' STL I

METAL

i ,A.TI~I

UR BEADS

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BOSTWICK STFFI I.ATH COMPANY
NILES OHIO

Represented by McCORMICK=HENDERSON COMPANY

no BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO Who Carry Full Stock at all Times
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i>4ciuunal Cement Machine Company

Life is short and time is fleeting, -

now is the time to wake up and g'

busy. Buy a concrete block machine
and go after the business that is ofiferinc:

everywhere. It is the easiest way w
know of to make good clean money, be-
cause you sell what is wanted in every
community, and your work always af;

vertises you.
Make it a point to see that you get

all you need is buying a block ma-
chine—not simply a start toward it.

Make a note of this, as it is very im-
portant.
Some buildings require walls using

blocks eight inches thick, some ten

inches thick, and some twelve inches
thick. The first contract you get may
require walls of two thicknesses—they
often do. See that your machine will

make all of these different widths, and
find this out before you part with your
good money. It is not pleasant to find

this out afterward and pay out a lot

for something you should have received

as part of your machine. You know
the first requisites of business success
are the stopping of unnecessary expendi-
ture, which means getting all you need
at the least expense. What you do not
part with you still have. Be sure you
get a face down machine. Write the

National Cement Machine Company,
Bay City, Mich.

SIAR CHMnM
k»

We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materfals and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish. £3

Write for Price List

**»»»,

J.
:23-:25 i:- ncer Place

SAN FkAiNCISCO, CAL.
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Covered Doors and Store Fronts
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134.-136 14.TH STREET jj

Bet Howard and Folsom Sts. 1}
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\\
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Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill:
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ail Kinds

Manufacturers of and Dealers in SASH
and DOORS. All kinds of House

Finish on Hand and Made
to Order
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' I?rT

lai Foarth

specialty: reinforced
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
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Construction Co.
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Redwood Manufacturers Compan>,
Oiftnrnw^. r)jH /.iH-i i^ioves into Nr

99

akiand,

The Redwood Manufacturers Co. of
Oakland, which is under the able man-
agement of Mr. W. A. Boscow, recently
moved from its old location at First
and Alice streets into its new home-^—

a

mammoth building erected at Fifty-
seventh street and Santa Fe tracks. An
excellent likeness of the building is

shown on the opposite page.
As a structure devoted exclusively to

the housing of doors, sash, interior,

finish and millwork, it is probably the
largest of its kind around the bay, since
it contains three floors, each having a
floor space of over 14,000 square feet,

in addition to a loading platform a full

block long, a railroad siding adjoining
its building with a capacity for eleven
cars, and yard facilities fully one block
square.
With the growth of the company's

business the capacity of its former loca-
tion at First and Alice streets was found
to be too limited to satisfactorily handle
the increased volume of trade, and Mr.
Boscow. with an eye for a more nearly
central location, selected the present site

which already has demonstrated its

superiority.

The Redwood Manufacturers' Co. is a

corporation composed of a majority of

the redwood lumber manufacturers of

the Pacific Coast. It was formed prin-

cipally for the purpose of developing
the field for redwood products, and the
results so far obtained have been en-
tirely satisfactory.

The factories and assembling yards
of the company are situated at Black
Diamond, Contra Costa County, Cal..

where the stock goes through an air-

drying process, for which purpose that
locality could not be excelled, owing to

the wind storms prevalent there. It may
be added that the site of the present
yards and plant at Black Diamond was
chosen principally because of the pres-

ence of that great aid of nature in the
warm winds that are intermittently blow-
ing there. The lumber is sliipoed from the

north to this point, at the junction of the

San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers, by the

company's own fleet of steamers.

The San Francisco business of the
company is handled by its sales office

and warehouse located at 453 Bryant
street.

To dispel any misunderstanding likely

to occur, owing to the firm name, it

should be stated that the Oakland dis-

tributing house by no means confines
itself exclusively to the sale of redwood
products ; it purposes to cover the
field in a thorough manner, consequently
it is in a position to meet the demands
of the trade both for redwood and for pine.

Hence, in addition to a complete stock
of redwood doors and redwood mill
work, it carries a heavy stock of Oregon
pine doors and interior finish; also white
pine doors, and everything else that a

progressive institution of its kind should
handle. To those who wish the best,

both in quality and workmanship, the
company commends itself.

An important branch of the Redwood
Manufacturers' Co. is its Tank depart-
ment. It has perhaps the best equipped
and most complete tank factory that is

to be found anywhere. To intending
buyers of wine, water, oil and mining
storage tanks, the company has for dis-

tribution printed matter of an interest-
ing and attractive character, which they
will be only too glad to supply on re-

quest

PHONE PIEDMONT 2807

Re
4 1 «i. :

'

mprifi^/

W. A. BOSCOW, Manager

Headquarters for Choice Kiln Dried

Redwood and Oregon Pine Interior

Finish smoothly run and flat

surfaces sanded.

Redwood Doors

White Pine Doors

Colonial Ore^^on Pine Doors

One-panel Oregon Pine Doors with

Slash Grain Panels.

And Everything in Millwork.

INSPECTION OF OUR STOCK INVITED

VISITORS WELCOME

SALES OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

5Ith to 58th Street on Santa Fe Tracks

OAKLAND, CAL.
SAN FRANCISCO SALES OFFICE

453 BRYANT ST. <
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•A^ foolish Strike Aimed to Injure

Architects

The Architect and Engineer

Because D. H. Burnl.am & Company,

arfhTt'ts of the MiUs building now be-

ing reconstructed m San ^ I^'^^'^"' ['

fused to order out the Ot.s Elevator

Company's men, who were repa.r.ng

certain pipes connected ^.th thej t

and allow the substitution of workmen

from the Steam Fitters Union, P. H.

McCarthy called out nearly 500 men em-

noyed on the building. Th.s happened

^L December 23d. The labor leader

action was so unjust, however that the

Bu rd"ng Trades Council refused to stand

by McCarthy and ordered the men to

return to work which they did gladly,

or none was in sympathy with the

walk-out. The dispute originated over

the work of four men. involving a pos-

sible expenditure of $40, and all parties

directly concerned were "union' men^

1 was not a question of a fight with

employers. The employers cared abso-

huely nothing about the matter and

were not in the least interested how it

was settled. It was not a case of union

men versus non-union, for both, parties

W the dispute were union men m good

and regular standing in unions duly

affiliated with i"ternational organiza-

tions. Certain piping had to ' <^ <'""^:

as part of the necessary work of install

?ng the elevators. McCarthy insisted

'thtt the pipes be fitted by the Steam

Fitters' Union, and demanded that tue

architect should order out the eleva.or

Constructors. This the architect had no

power to do, as the elevator contractors

have the right to employ whom they

please McCarthy after calling out

i^early 500 men, threatened to tie up

all the buildings being constructed by

O H Burnham & Co. throughout the

"
"^The'inS of such a thing was self-

evident The architects had absolu e y

no power in the matter. The sole duty

o{ the architect is to see that the con-

tactors execute the r w<?^l<^='«2,\f'"8„*„°

fhf nlans and specifications. 1 he con

!::ctt?do not Seal with the architects

but with the owners. They must ao

their work to the satisfaction of the

architrc° in charge, but. with what mon

they shall do it the architect has no con-

cern If a dispute in respect to labor

ar^es no one but the owner can repre-

had no authority or power to do.

Berkeley Has Woman Architect

Rprkelev has a woman architect in

MfsMin'nie Jackson, the daughter o

Fnnklin H. Jackson of the Byron

Hckso Machine Works. There has re-

cently been finished at Shattuck avenue

nml Sixty-third street a substant al

d urch bu'^ld "g which was designed by

and erected under the supervision of

Miss Tackson.
, , r

So 'satisfactory has heen the work o

Miss Jackson, who is the only girl

graduate in architecture from the W.l

merding School, that ^^e
.

'^a^ hM"

brought to the attention of the Met ho

dist Conference, and has been askea

W draw the plans for a new church at

Ri«:;hoo Inyo county.

The church is an unusually handsome

L^ it» si« It has a seating ca-

padty Of 400 and, by careful planning it

disarranged that by throwing open th^

lecture room annex, an additional ZUU

couM easily f^nd room in t^e church.

Miss Jackson, who ^%24 years om

lives with her parents at 1634 Oregon

street She calls her design "the Ameri-

can style of architecture," and claims

th^t it was not very hard work to plan

a churcrwhen she was so intensely m-

terested in the work.

THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it is composed of a practically

imperishable material.

f^
I

THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it P^^^esses highest fire-re^

sisting properties and is wind, moisture

and weather-proof.

Costs Less
THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it is the "cheapest per year

roofing" on the market; coating or

painting not being necessary to pre-

serve it.

IVriU for Samples and Catalog

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

157 New Montgomery St.. San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Witt Automatic Oil Burning Plant Installed in the iiherman'^Clay Building

G. E. Witt Company's Automatic Oil

Burning Apparatus

THE above halftone was taken from
the plant installed in the Sherman
and Clay building, corner of Sut-

ter and Kearny streets, San Francisco,
which plant is under guarantee to be en-

tirely automatic and to run eight hours
without attention and not to vary more
than one-half pound from the desired

steam pressure, and to gi^ve perfect com-
bustion.
The plant consists of one double act-

ing air compressor, size 4j^x4j/2 inches;

one rotary oil pump, one-eighth horse
power, and one two horse power motor.
This compressor is built to work on

any pressure desired, from one to one
hundred pounds, and it has more than
ample capacity to do the work required.

It is now being run at fifteen pounds air

pressure and ten pounds oil pressure.
The apparatus used on this plant is of

the highest grade and is equally as good
as any oil burning plant installed on
steamers burning oil at sea.

Witt burners are now being used
throughout the United States and for-

eign countries. They have been adopted
by the United States Government and
by such companies as the Southern

Pacific R. R., the Santa Fe, the Cali-

fornia Northwestern Railway, the Cali-
fornia Fruit Canners' Association, the
California Wine Association, and are
handled by Messrs. Henshaw, BulRley
Co., Baker & Hamilton, and many of the
larger hardware and machinery houses
in San Francisco.
Almost any kind of a plant will burn

oil in some way, but to get the highest
efficiency you must have the proper oil

burners and a plant to back it up. A
catalogue will be mailed free on applica-

tion. The G. E. Witt Co., 1163 Howard
street, San Francisco.

• PHONE MARKET 3638
»

c. L. M."'LkNEY

Civil Engineer and
Licensed Surveyor

ANGLO BUILDING

16tli and Mission Sts., San Francisco

;V-" a:-- ',-"*i-Als
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The Largest and Most Conip t
'•' ine on the Faclfir Toast

FRESH PLATES, liLMS AND PAPERS

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING OF THE HIGHEST GRADE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG UPON APPLICATION

c 6l

1757 Fillmore SUcc San Francisco, Cal.

PATENTS
I v.^ ^<

1 1 2: J MkHI\t"'^

TELEPHONES

TAG PATENT AGEN
• ' E 7TH-*-- j?-'-i r"

<2

pAoL o
SAN F

*i*
j* ^ V,

h"% p -I

1220-1222 MYRTl
t

~ OM P A N Y ,
OAKLAND. CALIFw..:..

..„es Boilers Saw^Too^
' i a^^Lyof^^^^ Sprocket Wheels, Elector .uc.ets. Etc. Etc.

Engines. Boilers. S«n^oJ
MLDING :: SAN FRANCISCO

SHEET AND BA
Sai

ER
CSl Co/s Copper
Carl L. Schalitz. Prop

P„oiical coppers*, "anuia^^^^^^^

spec- .tt.nt.n..«nt. -.^K.nd. ^—pra^ci^co^Califor^
Beale and

iboats, etc.
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alt" i lare

NO '^ < .^bbll5L£

CI CH TO

Do you realize we are rapidly approaching the age of Concrete,

if indeed, it is not already here ?

q It therefore stands to reason that there is going to be a GREAT
demand for Concrete Construction of all kinds.

^ Our Concrete Mixer and Grinder will be indispensable in Rein-

forced Concrete Construction Work.

Our Interlocking System of Stone Construction is without an

equal.

We are constructing a Stone Moulding Machine, which will turn

out from 1,500 to 2,500 stones a day.

THERE IS GOING TO BE A MARKET
FOR ALL THESE NEU DEVICES
which means that our Stock is Bound to Increase in \ alu«

Shares $15.OO will be advanced
sKortly to $20.00 per share

T

Call and Investigate

G s
(Incorporated)

OFFICi: AND -WORK-S.

563 NINTH STREET OAKLAND. CAL.
Near Clay

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Successful Heating and Ventilating Firm

Among the large buildings in Port-

Hnd in which the W. G. McPherson Co.

has Installed heating and vent. aUng

olants may be mentioned the Po"lana

Hotel, the Portland Art Association the

Multnomah Block and the Hitched

Lewis & Staver building, all designea

bv Whidden & Lewis.
. i

• ^^
In the Portland Hotel, what is claimed

by authorities to be one of the mos

satisfactory ventilating plan s ^or hotel

kitchens in the ^^""tj'y'
/%"l'^f,^^^^^^^

While the system is simple, consisting

of withdrawing all steam, smoke, foul

a r etc from the kitchen by means

of 'a large electrically-driven exhaust fan

and is the same as in use m many hotel

tuch^ns throughout, the country, the

design of such an installation to give

Sactory results entails njuch more

thought and study than would be ap

parent to the casual observer. Through

a svstem of galvanized-iron piping, con-

nect to the hoods over the ranges

and at other points, the air is drawn

through ducts to the fan which is

ocated in the basement. By this fan

he air is forced upward through a large

copper lined shaft to the roof of the

building and thence to the atmosphere.

Among other notable instal ations by

th^ firm is that in the. Multnomah

Block The first floor being occupied

chiefly by the banking rooms of the

Security Savings, ^nd Trust Co. has a

complete ventilating plant. The balance

^ of the building is heated by a vacuum

svstem of direct steam heating. The opera-

don of the ventilating plant for the banking

rooms mav be outlined briefly as follows.

FreTh air is drawn from outdoors down

through the vertical brick shaft to the

basem^ent, wherein are located a fan and

other apparatus comprising the plant.

Passing down this vertical flue the air

is exhausted through an air washer so

constructed that it is entirely freed from

all impurities and afterward dehumidified

?o the proper degree. This is accom-

pHshed by passing air through a fine

cloud of water and thence through what

is termed an eliminator, water being

forced through spray nozzles so con-

- structed as to completely atomize it

The same water is used over and over

- again, being pumped up froni the set-

tling tank by means of an electrically-

driven centrifugal pump, thence forced

through the aforesaid nozzles the opera-

tion being continuous. In this manner

the expense for water is almost abso-

lutely nil. The water, after passing

through the air washer is \yarmed to a

temperature of 70 degrees, this tempera-

ture being maintained automatically by

a thermostat, and is then forced by

the fan through the heating coils proper,

passing successively through the mix-

ing dampers, ducts and registers mto

the rooms to be ventilated. The tem-

perature of the air entering the room

being constant in volume is regulated

by the Johnson System of Automatic

Temperature Regulation. This system,

as is well known, reduces the steam con-

sumption to a minimum. The foul air

escapes through ornamental concealed

outlets located in the ceiling of the

rooms ventilated, passing into the foul

air shaft to the out doors.

The Largest Purchasers of Tile in the

Northwest

This (distinction is claimed by the

Portland Tile and Mantel Company ot

Portland, which has used eighteen car-

loads of tile during the eighteen months

it has been engaged in business. ihe

tilings are used in the Commercial Club

building, the Baldwin building and many

other of the large buildings in Portland,

besides in many residences.

Besides supplying Eastern patterns

the company originated several designs

for the exclusive use o f its customers.

Portland Elevator Company

This company was established in 1905

and is composed of A^ W. Grover,

formerly with the Otis Elevator Com-

pany and V. J. Nelson. They make a

specialty of Belted Elevators, Wood
Lifts and Dumb Waiters. Their special-

ties have been installed in the following

Portland buildings: Willamette Iron

Works, M. Seller bmlding, Corbett

building, corner of Front and Oak

Raleigh building, Acme Mills, Diamond

Brick Works, Robertson Standard bteel

Company's building, Anierican Chicle

Company's building, Fisher-Thorsen

building, Union Oil Company building,

Failing building, and Neustadter build-

Portland Hardwood Floor Co.

This concern has recently moved to

their new quarters at 286 Yamhill street,

Portland, where they are displaying a

larger stock than ever before of attrac-

tive designs in hardwood flooring, with

an increased force of skilled workmen;

they are equipped to speedily execute

all orders received. fheir new cata-

logue for 1908 is now ready and will be

mailed upon request.

Promotion for Mr. Rhines

Mr F K. Rhines, engineer, has been

made assistant to the treasurer and

general manager of the General Fire-

proofing Company, the position having

become effective the first of the year.

Mr Rhines formerly was engineer

with the Cast Iron and Machine Co,

bridge builders at Lima, Ohio, and

more recently was chief engineer and

general manager of the Dixon Engineer-

ing and Construction Company ot

Toledo, Ohio .

•s
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Hueter Pure Paint
is the paint to use
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IS the, varnish to use

ManufttO<:ur««l On THm Coawt: Slno« t»«7

Offices and Store: 1014 Market St., near Van Ness Ave.
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HALE BROS DEPARTMENT STORE BUILDING. MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

REED BROS ARCHITECTS

'Tlii^ P)uil(liiiL: i^ lM|iii|'i"'<l witli

VAN EMON ELEVATORS

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
M.ii,,if.i<t,inr< -f Mi'J. (.T-ndr PASSKNirKK K I. KX AToUs, .Mrlu.lii.'.:

I !.i;( ruit, ii\ Dk.MLic, r.Ki.r, .u.i 11 and ih)\vi-.i<

(NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

111 MONTGOMERY STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO
Factory and Foundry, WEST BERKELEY. CAL.

When writm>T to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HALE BROS. DEPARTMENT STORE BUILDING. MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

REED BROS.. ARCHITECTS

Tliis Buildinj? is Equipped witli

VAN EMON ELEVATORS

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
Manufacturers of Hij^li Grade PASSENGER ELEVATORS, including

ELECTRIC, HYDRAULIC. BELT, and HAND POWER

(NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

111 MONTGOMERY STREET, - SAN FRANCISCO
Factory and Foundry. WEST BERKELEY. CAL.

f-;
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Pacific Coast Aicents v

A. E. SHORTHILL CO. MORAVA CONTRUCTION CO,

MABSHALLTOWN, IOWA CHICAGO. ILL.

CAST BASES. COLUMNS. ETC. STEEL FRAMES. ETC.

STRUCTURAL

f

Pacific Coast Agents

BUFFALO STEEL COIVIPANY

TONAWANDA, N. Y.

ROUND, SQUARE, TWISTED. SPIRAL

High carbon bars

Prompt Shipments.

QILHULY & AMBLER
Atlas Bldg., 604 Mission St. San Francisco, Cal.

HENRY COWELL LIME & CEMENT CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT
GOLDEN GATE PLASTER

LIME (of the best quality)

Depot, Union and Front Sts. Office, 15 East St.

Blue Summit Lime
HERCULES FIBER

Union Brick Bonds
Best's Keene's Cement

Portland Cement

UNION LIME GO.

EXPANDED
METAL

Mahoning Lath

209 SAN PEDRO STREET

Both Phones 64

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

"Waterproofing
Felt

m
JHMm M ichaels & Watt BuildinK

Hooper Estate Building Santa Marino Building

E-xtensively vised in

S/" FRANCISCO
for waterproofing the foundations of the largest and best buildings •

•Qlp^-^ A T TO, IT conditions there demand
DL-^-tV vJ oily, a strong, tough, elastic, waterproof membrane

to withstand earth tremors, etc.

BOYLE=LUEY COMPANY, INC.
MONADNOCK BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

California Representatives

HYDREX FELT AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
Engineers and Experts in Waterproofing Problems

120 Liberty Street, New York Chicago Washlngrton East Walpole, Mass.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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W. H. HEALY.
PRESIDENT.

ROBERT TIBBITTS,
Vice-President.

H. T. EASTMAN, Chief Engineer

CHAS. C. NORTON,
Secretary-Treasurer.

HEALY-TIBBITTS CONSTRUCTION I

GENERAL
CONTRA J ( ) H '^1

FIP

Inspect and note quality of our work on the

Levi-Strauss Building at Pine and Battery

Streets, which we fire-proofed in fifteen

actual working days.

And watch our progress on the fire-proofing

of the Murphy-Orant Building, at Bush and

Sansonne Streets.

GENERAL OFFICES:

106=111 Hansford Block, = 268 Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Architect and Engineer

NATIONAL

RE-PROOFING COMPANY

PITTSBURG CHICAGO NEW YORK

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON, D. C.

ST. LOUIS CINCINNATI MINNEAPOLIS

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

We wish to announce that we have opened

offices in the Monadnock Building:, San i tncisco,

Rooms 972-4. Telephone Doug^las 1319.

Our business in San Francisco will be in charge of

Mr. Charles Brooks who will act as local manager.

We are prepared to submit estimates and execute

contracts on all classes of 1 lullow Tile Fire Proofing,

making a specialty of Standard Tile Arches and

Monolithic Long Span Reinforced Tile Floors, also

Tile Partition Work and the Fire Proofing of all

Structural Steel.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Water - Proof Compound

White Portland Cement

ARC
S O! COURSE. BY THE LEADING
\ ! s N < 1 1M : I i^' S < ^

! H i )RLD

ilLkiil'* «JkA Hi il l)iN(i

Cincinnati. Ohio. Dec. 22, 1906.

Sandusky Portland Cement Co..

Sandusky. Ohio.

Gentlemen: The resurfacing of our new Herhivora Building, at the Cincinnati Zoolopcal

Gardens, with vour Medusa Compound was completed early in this month and included all of the

fivp domi's and the supporting walls ahove the first story.
, ., .. /. .u j-tive

^^'"^^^i^^^^^^. Ĵ^^'iied to vou last September, these roofs, laid with concrete after the ordinary

methods were leaking? in every section, and we were facin^f the problem of leavintr he animals in

the rold'Xter quarters, and were seriously considering,^ the great expense of a complete metal roof

next spriiTg Our committee was more than skeptical of success with concrete in any form, and 1

confess thai we undertook the responsibility of trying your compound with great reluctance. • * •

The work has been in progress since Octob.-r and has been slow and difficult, owing to the

verv complicated character of the roof surfaces but the delay lias enabled us to test it both with

heavy rSin storms and melting snow. The result is perfectly satisfactory under these conditions and

there is not a sign of a leak in any part of the roof or walls.

Very truly yours.

(Signed) W. W. T.WLOR.
~ Chairman Committee on Buildings and Grounds.

WRITE US FOR PAMPHLETS AND INFORMATION

THE BUILul.Mi M ATFRIAL CO., Inc.

D0/O93 MONADNOCK BUILDING

TELEPHONE KEARNY 621 SAN FRANCISCO.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazini
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ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL ^N^E'TE MIXERS AND BLOCK
^STEEL and IRON work

^^^t^on'^f Cement Machine Co..
Burnett Iron Works •••••;

V,** '-Vq; If Bay City. Mich.
Central Iron ^^'-^^^^ '

' •^2527'^^^^ St S ' F Wallace, Lindsmith. Horst Co.. „ , , ^Western Iron Works. ... .125 Scale bt., &. v.
^^^ Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland and

White Ornamental Iron Co.,
Seattle

'IL^Tpihh' A?e" E^Oakiard CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
TT J ? Woric

«^aKian
Corrugated Bars, sold by Jno. B. Leonard,

Joshua Hendy Iron Works, c. c F 623 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

« .x: ,> ^v Ainu
Fremont St., b. r.

international Fabric & Cable, represented
Pacfic Rolhng^ MUh.^ ^_^^_ ^^^^ ^ ^ ,^ ^^^,,,„

^^"l^J^^'aS^^ryiloS- Sts.. S. F.

ARTIFICIAL STONE. SCAGLIOLA. ETC
Fabricated Structural Steel, sold by Gil-

California Scagliola Co.. 68-70 Clara St., S. K j^^jy & Ambler Atlas Bldg., S. F.

Interlocking Stone Co.. 563 9th St., Oakland COTTON FABRICS
Hudson Patent Block Co... 172 Last bt., b. f.

California Cotton Mills Co.. , . ^ ^ „
^ Asbestolith, A. Willkomm, Agt.. ......... .•• 310 California St., S. F.

779 Market St., S. t. CRUDE FUEL OIL _ _
ARTISTIC FURNITURE

c. e i? Associated Oil Company. .. .Kohl Bldg., S. F.

Beach- Robinson Co.. 1717 California St., b. t. Valvaline Oil Company.. 440 Brannan St., b. t.

A^RFSTOS GOODS r,
DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND

Johns ManviUe Company...... 180 Second St. Hydrex Damp Proof Paint sold by

A K^c*«c rVm^nt lumber Boyle-Luey Co. .. Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

''^'r Wmkomm, Ag"!"";9 Market S... S. F. Toch^Bjos.' "r. I-
I^^^Pf/t^'^^ft'sf's F

A\X7'MTMr«; A. Willkomm, Agt,. 779 Market bt., 3. r.

^^^%% & Co 573 Eighth S... Oakland Winslow's^ Hy<i.auHc^eoa.>„g^^^^^^
^^ _ ^ ^

«^T ^'Ve^e^f Co. U5. Polk St S. F^ DOOR HANGERS ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^
New Pedrara Onyx Co San Dicgo i itcner s n a ^^^ Market St., S. F.

BELTING. PACKING. ETC. , c, c f ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS e c v
Gorham Rubber Co.. .105 Fremont St., b. 1". ^

Central Electric Co. .185 Stevenson St.. S. F.

H. N. Cook Belting Co., __ Decker Electrical Co... 157 Minna St.. S. F.

Fremont and Howard Sts.. b. t.
Hanbridge-Loyst Electric Co.,

Goodyear Rubber Co.... 573 Market St.. S. F. ^anu k ^^ ^^^^ g^^ g ^

BLUE PRINTS & DRAWING MATERIALS B^te Engineering Co.. 884 Folsom St., S. F.

Keuffel & Esser 48-50 Second St., S. F. Drendell Electric Co S. t.

Eugene Dietzen 16-28 First St., S. F. Enterprise Electric ^^'"^^.^g g. ^^^^ g^ ^ g p
BOILERS „.,„,. Hendv EU-ctrical Co., 63 Fremont St., S. F.

Keystone Bo.ler Works
^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^ Electrical Works Fresno, Cal.

ELEVATORS
BRICK AND TERRA COTTA y^^ g^^^ Elevator Co.46 Natoma St., S. F.

Los Angeles Pressed Bnck Co., ^ a„.^i.. Otis Elevator Company, ». „ • * c i?
1006 Union Trust Building. Los Angeles Stockton and North Point, S. F.

Carnegie Brick and Pottery Co, ENGINEERS . ^ * c irMontgomery Building, b. 1*. WW Breite...925 Golden Gate Ave., S. F.

Gladding, McBean Co.,
, „ , ^^^ ^ tj Leonard, John B.. 623 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Eddy and Hyde Sts.. b. if. ^r ^ Leland. .Merchants' Exc. Bldg., S. F.

Sand Lime Brick -Ernest Horstmann.
Thos. ' Morrin 15 Second St., S. F.

299 Monadnock Building, b. t.
^^^^ EXTINGUISHERS

Steiger Terra Cotta & f°"^'^.y>°-J;,, c p Goodyear Rubber Company, , ^ c i?
18th and Division Sts.. b. t. vjuuu>c

573-579 Market St.. S. F.

BRONZE AND IRON. ORNAMENTAL FIREPROOF MATERIALS
Chr. Deterding 67 Clementina St.. b. t. Western Fireproof Material Co.. ^,^ „ ^
Tnnis De Rome 126 Main St., S. F. 42 Market St

,
b. t.

Winslow Bro. Monadnock Bldg, S. F. piREPROOF WINDOWS AND DOORS
Security Bldg., L. A. Rulofson Metal Window Works,

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
^,^^^ ^^^^^^^ .^rs^'riUlu^Saklan'd

Russell & Lrwm Mf^g;^Co.^,
^^,,^,^^^ g. p. R,pp Kalamein Work, A- W^Hkomm.^A^. ^

BURLAPS, CANVASES, ETC. FIREPROOFING ^ ,,. t. . c* q f
Richter Mfg. Co., , ,. ^ ^ «„ m T Hudson Patent Block Co^.172 East St.. b.

J.
2 Franklin Ave.. Tenafly. N. J. Demolith Co 310 Qementina St., S. F.

4th and Natoma Sts., S. F. Western Art Tile Co.,
y Pacific Elec. Bldg.. L.. a.

CARBONIZING COATING Western Expanded Metal Co., ^ ^
McCormick & Henderson. .110 Bush St.. S. F. western c.^v* ^^^ Crocker Bldg.. S. F.

CEMENT ,^ ^ Healy-Tibbitts Co.. ...........••••••€.. S. F.

Pacific Portland Cement Co.,
, ,. _ _ _ Nat'l Fireproong Co., Monadnock Uldg.. b. r.

1024 Franklm St., S. t. pjRE PROTECTION
Girvin & Eyre. , _ ., .. ^ i? Goodyear Rubber Company.

, , c. c b
Merchants Exchange Budding, S. F. ^ 573-579 Market St.. S. P

W. R. Grace & Co.... 614 California St., S. F. pLQORS. HARDWOOD, MOSAIC AND IN

Western Building Material Co.,
. j,^ ^ ^ LAID _ ^ ,,^,o.v,Cf qf430 California St., S. F. ^^^^ Hardwood Floor Co.. 136 12th St.. S. F.

Maldonado & Co., Inc., „ . , c* c T? Inlaid Floor Co.. ...... .759 Eddy St.. b. t.

268 Market St., S. F. • Hardwood Interior Co..

Balfour, Guthrie & Co., „ ^ e tt
^^3 O'Farrell St.. S. F.

320 Sansome St., S. F. ^^g ^^j^ GASOLINE ENGINES,
^ c. c w

""o""LrC^rr"''."^dfrE?iInrl. F. CEN^E^AL* l^'ifkciol^i. ^h^of^^El^l

l'!\T.lf^^l .^;.°.':
. : :

:
pacific-b.^ s.'f.

^f.^,^, Yfni^Jrt^'"^''
°"'- ''

''•

CEMENT TESTS ^ ^ ,, <=. = F
Laughland & Schuebly^Co.^_^^^^^^_

^^^^^^^
E. T. Everett .. Beach and Mason bts., o. r.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ARCHITECTS' SPECiriCATION INDEX-Continued

S. F.

F.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS ENGINEERS.
ETC.—Continued
Long & Hojrt Monadnock Building,
T. A. Pcttus, Arcade Building,

109 O'Farrell St., S
.Globe Const'n Co Chronicle Bldg, S.— The James Stewart Company,

Gunst Bldg., Third and Mission Sts., S. F.

Gibson, Mclntyre & Satterlee,
1116 Crocker Bldg., S. F.

The Lindgren-Hicks Co.,

2d Floor Old Humboldt Bank Bldg., S. F.

Delmar Smith Co Kohl Building,
Ransome Concrete Co. ..Crocker Bldg.,

S.

S.

F.

F.

John C. Ince Company,
406 Sutter St., cor. Stockton, S. F.

Hoyt Bros.,
Builders* Exchange, S. F., and Santa Rosa

Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co.,
106-11 Hansford block, S. F.

O. M. Bullock 1420 Broadway, Oakland
Von der Horst Bros.,

French Bank Bldg., S. F.

T. S. Brown Const'n Co., Pacific Bldg., S. F.

GENERAL INSPECTION
Weitern Inspection Bureau,

621 Monadnock Building, S. F.

GLASS-PRISM, ART, ETC.
Cal. Art Glass Works.. 938 Howard St., S.

Holt. Habenicht dc Howlett.269 Fell St., S
MacKay & Co 787 Market St., S

and 302 Mason Bldg., L.
New York Prism Co.

A. Willkomm, Agt., 779 Market St.,

San Francisco Art Glass WorkSj
944 Mission St.,

United Glass Co 115 Turk St.,

Munich Art Glass Co 510 Turk St.,

F.
F.
.F.

A.

S. F.

S.

S.

s.

F.
F.
F.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Chubbuck & Harris. .. .710 Mission St., S. F.
Empire Plaster Co.,

16th and Harrison Sts., S. F.

HARD WALL PLASTER.—Continued.
Marbleite Hard wall Plaster, sold by West-

ern Buii „; Material Co.,
340 Steuart St., S. F.

HARDWOOD FINISH ^

Dieckman Hardwood Co.,
412 Merchants* Ex. Bldg., S. F.

HEATING APPLIANCES. ENGINEERS. ETC.
Globe Heating and Ventilating Co.,

1937 Market St., S. F.
Solar Heater Co.,

333 New High St., Los Angeles
Machinery & Electrical Co..

251 N. Main St., L. A.
Mangrum & Otter, Inc.. 538 Mission St., S. F.
Pacihc Blower & Heater Co.,

3261 17th St., S. F.
Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.,

13th and Mission Sts.. S. F.
Calif. Hydraulic Engineering and Supply
Co 305 Market St., S. F.

INSURANCE
Pacific Surety Co. .326 Montgomery St., S. F.
Voss, Conrad & Co., Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATING
L. Tozer & Son 1527 Pine St., S. F.

J. Llewellyn. .. 1325 Telegraph Ave., Oakland
Schastey & Vollmer,

1930 Van Ness Ave.. S. F.

A. W. Reiber Co. ..1607 Broadway, Oakland
LAUNDRY TRAYS

J. F. Reilly & Co 23 Fpenccr Place, S. F.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
DuflFner & Kimberly Co^ ^,, .New York
The Enos Company,

Gough and Pine Sts., S. F.
Adams & HoUopeter. .1882 Market St., S. F.

LIME
Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co.,

15 East St., S. F.
Union Lime Company,

San Pedro St. and Central Ave., L. A.
North Point Warehouse Co.,

Mason and Bay Sts., S. F.

Pres. & Qen. Mgr., T. S. Brown

Vice-Pres., H. Smith Sec*ty., Geo. H. Wiley

Supt. of Construction, A. P. Bell Electrical Supt., J. Poirier

OWN CONSTRUCT
(INCORPORATED)

604 PACIFIC BUILDING
MARKET AND 4TH STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

REINFORCED CONCRETE BRICK BUILDINGS
MASONRY RESIDENCES BUNGALOWS

ANYTHING

PHONE, DOUGLAS 980 CABLE ADDRESS "MOCHA"
CODES, A. B. C. & W. U. T. CODE SYSTEM

7
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ARCHITEICTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX-Continucd

LUMBER
Gaffe, Mills & Co.,

. ^ . « ^ t?
Market and Dolores Sts., b. r.

Pope & Talbott Foot of Third St., S. F.

Redwood Manufacturers Co Oakland

Sunset Lumber Co., r\ \.\ a
First and Qay Sts., Oakland

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg., b. 1".

Harron, Rickard & McCone.
436 Market St., b. x*^.

Henshaw, Bulkley & Co.,
c* c f219 Spear St.. S. F

335 E. Third St., Los Angeles

Machinery & Electrical Co.,
251 N. Main St., L. A.

164 N. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles

Mecse & Gottfried Co.,
c* c F

19th and Harrison bts., b. r.

Steiger and Kerr Stove and Foundry Co
18th and Folsom bts., b. r.

MARBLE ^ ^^, ^, , ,,uij„ c F
Alaska Marble Co.. 621 Monadnock Bldg., b. !•.

California Marble & Construction Co.,

207 Grant Bldg., b. r.

' Italian & American Marble Works, ^
16th and Carolina bts., b. r.

Calif. Peerless Stone and Tile Co ,

109 O Farrell St., b. r.

MATTING RUBBER AND TILING RUBBER
Goodyear Rubber Company,

, , c» c t?
573-579 Market St., S. F.

METAL CEILINGS , ,, ^, . q t?

A. E. Chaffey 53 Van Ness Ave., S. 1?.

METAL SHINGLES
^ , ^ ^, ^ ,

,

Meurer Bros., rep. by J. A McDonald,
Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

METAL WEATHER STRIPS , . ^, ^ p
Williams & Carter Co., 197 Jessie St.. S. F.

METAL WINDOWS, ASBESTOS MATE-
RIALS., ETC. ,,^ ^^ . ^ _^ J, p

A. Willkomm 779 Market St., S. If.

MILL WORK
M. Hansen & Co., ,,^ „ c* c: t?

251 King St., 136 Berry St., S. f.

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES
McCormick & Henderson... 110 Bush St., S. F.

OIL BURNERS
California Oil Burner Co..

c* c i?235 Tehama St., S. F.

"Little Giant," G. E. Witt Co
. ^ ^ __

1165 Howard St., S. F.

Bennett's Petroleum Burner Co. ^ _ _
579 Howard St.. S. F.

S. T. Johnson Co 1334 Mission St., S. F.

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK, CAPITALS
AND BRACKETS „ .,, , ^ , 0,7

D. Ross Clarke Builders' Exchange, b. t.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,
e. c u

4th and Natoma bts., b. r.

PAINT FOR CEMENT
Wadsworth-Howland & Co [See page 23J

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, ETC.
Bass-Heuter Paint Co.. 1814 Market St., S. F.

Klatt-Hirsch Co 113 Front St., S. l?.

Paraffine Paint Co., „ ,,• c w
Merchants Exchange Building, b. V.

Toch Bros.' Damp-Resisting Paints,

A. Willkomm. Agt., 779 Market St., b. if.

PLASTERER ^ .. ^., <, ^
Eugene J. Moriarity Pacific Bldg.. b. r.

RAILROADS ^ t:., ., T>,j c F
Southern Pacific Company, Flood Bldg., b. V.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Asbestos Roofing, H. W. Johns-Manville

Qq 180 Second bt., b. v.

Mackenzie Roof Co. . . .... ....... -O/kland

Pacific Coast la r Co.. 307 Market St., S. F.

The Watson kwwt Co., o. c t?
French Bank Bldg., 110 Sutter St.. S. F.

Golden Gate Roofing Co., _.

20 Twelfth St., S. F.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,

4th and Natoma bts., b. r^.

W. H. Wilson 42-44 Natoma St., S. F.

Paraffine Paint Co., _
Merchants F.xchanee Bldjf., b. r.

A. willhomm
(11 Coast Rt'prescntative TOCH BR %;^W •¥ % ^ e

Established IS4S

Offices 19-21-25 ^ 779 ?

T©ltepHone, HI \i - 3975

REPRESENTING

R. I. W. DAMP-RESISTING PAINTS

ASBESTOLITH FIRE-PROOF FLOORING

LITH AND LINOFELT, SOUND-DEAFENERS

JOHN W. RAPP KALAMEIN DOORS, WINDOWS AND TRIM

DURABILITY SLATE ROOFING

ACME PRISMS AND VAULT-LIGHTS

ACORN NATURAL VENTILATORS

WINSLOW'S HYDROLYTHIC COATING
(FOR WATER-PROOFING AGAINST PRESSURE)

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ROLLING STEP LADDERS STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON—Continued
Milbradt Mfg. Co.. 1434 N. 8th St., St. Louis Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.

SAFETY TREAD Joshua Hcndy Iron Work|, , c* c t?
American Mason Safety Tread Co., '^ fremont M., b. t.

M. -^O. A. Giles, Agt., 131 Buchanan St., S. F. THEATER AND CHURCH SEATS AND
SANITARY SPECIALTIES 3

SCHOOL FURNITURE
Acorn Natural Ventilator P-P^S-^Il^^^ S°V,-509

Montgomery St., S. F.

A. Willkomm. Agt., 779 Market St., S. F. C. F. Weber & Company, p ,, g g p
SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES ^„ ^ iTr»CAT/- i>rAMTirrc t?Tn°

*
*

C. F. Weber & Co 1151 Polk St., S. F. TILE, MOSAIC, MANTELS, ETC.
Spencer Desk Co.. ".SOP* Montgomery St*.*, s! F.

w^'^*'*^
Stone Mantel Co.. 344 Tenth St., S. F.

- SHEET METAL WORK ^^^^^'" ^'"^
Pacific Electric Building. L. A.

R. C. Smoot San Mateo y^ ^V Montae-ue & Co
A. C. Rulofson....Monadnock building, S. F. ^^ ^- Montague &.^o^.

^^^ ^^^^ g^^^ g ^

^^^f^i^ySr^ISP^^ r« TILE ROOF CONTRACTOR
. John McGuigan & Co

c, c p- Mark Kirkby,
1913 Mission St., S. F. 226 Stimson Building, Los Angeles

STAFF AND STUCCO WORK TRANSOM OPENERS
J. Fred Jurgewitz ,. , _ _. ^ ^ , , , Weil Mnfg. Co 150 Fifth St., S. F.

1017 E. 16th St., East Oakland ,;.^TTi'Af r-r ir xtvttxt/-
J. E. Manetta 344 Tenth St., S. F. VACULM CLE.XNING ^,, ^

STANDARD SCALES wATRPPRnOFmr FFTT
' ^^°'^""^' ^'^'^"^

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., WATERPROOFING FELT
531 Howard St., S. F. Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co., reprc-

,
Ge^orge A. Riggs, rep. The Howe Scale rented by Bpyle^Luey ^Co.

^^.^^.^^^ ^ ^

STEEL ERECTING WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.
C. A. Blume 185 Stevenson St.. S. F. The Building Material Co. In

c^
STEEL STUDDING AND LATH q j Waterproofing Co°"

*

Lilley & Thurston ...... 82 Second St., S F. * 139*7 Broadway. Oakland
Bostwick Steel Lath Co Niles. Ohio Hydrex Felt sold by Boyle-Luey Co..
^'^ Ifoh . n * nij T^ . -. at- u Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

689 Trust Concrete Bldg.. Detroit, Mich. "Aquabar" American Cement Water-
STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON proofing Co Philadelphia. Pa.

Brode & Clark Iron Works. WINDOWS 's^

. 521 Howard St., S: F. Hipolito Reversible Windows, :

Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal. 534 Maple Ave., Los Angeles
Central Iron Works. . . .625 Florida St., S. F. ^qOD FINISHING
Woods & Huddart....3:)6 Market St.. S. F. Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co., Repre-
Pacific Rolling Mills, sented by Whittier, Coburn Co.,

17th and Mississippi Sti., S. F. 18 Sansome St., S. F.

SHEET AND
TILE PRISM O LrlO

PLATE, WINDOW,
MAZE, MOSS,
SKYLIGHT, ETC.

Hmr. HABENICHT & HOWLETT

FRANK HOWLETT

C: T' t'3 t" C ""1

TELEP^

Rl

T~ 3 A N f-?

479

HI wv

SM
Bl \^ %

4m, t and Best
, Heating" r

letal Works
Phone, Red 41 San Alateo, Cal

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I
m r-W^ «....~.^ W"-"^

FN I I fc::* I J

PARTITIONS 4 CEILINGS
'1T"S A WEB OF STEEL"

f t J RHlS H E. D A H D t B L C I E D B Y

' ~^~82 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCtSCO, CAL.

PERCY J MEYER
HERBERT S.

ARDWOOD INTERIOR

INLAID FLOORS
WAINSCOTING

Agency for WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO.. ROCHESTER. N. Y.
A •

873 O'FARRP"' ? STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PHONE FRANKLI

NEAR

N 214.2
11

LAID FLOOR
CI:

M A "Jf,' ! • f~ * <"

^=^

ARTISTIC

WOOD GRILLES

n I

||«t!«^l*^^ »-=- l^-'i"
G S /r=

£)

^ U
Mills:

S. E. CORNER 18TH

and HARRISON STS.

759 Eddy Street, (near van ness) >

' ^
, LY AT 422 SUTTER b

\NCISCO, CAL.

HERE'S A DANDY! just what you ve been looking for

The National Cori^

Machine and

Stone

iex

Write us about it

NATIONAL CEMENT
^"'<"-

J. A. McDonald. Mgr.

COMPANY
BAY CITY. MICH.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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\

PHONE FRANKUN 1763

UNITED GLASS
W ( ^ I) 'k^ Q

H. R. HOPPS. Prop.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS
OF ALL kliNUS

ART MOSAICS

1 I 5 Turk Street, San Francisco

ff. n'n r " " f',_5...*!,!l
"* « ^ "? i

(ALIFORNI^SCAGLIOLAfe
,^^ ^->rtT

WtGUADANTK

lLOUDHIGH

wAOtlMPOftTU)

-.' nwmb
ntmna

.^ITHTHEVePY

HtbJ evER- ^
U5TING
fRENtH

P0U5H

...»siti£^

.T :^-*^
'H.

n05T
ELtGAMT
INTERIOR
ARiiMriARaif

DECORATIOn

WALL CC
\ rw /£ 1. T

CHtEROiLlY

ruRniSHED

S W n? \N4'l^'i «

ARCHITECTS MAKE ^0 M!^T\Kt UH Prcirv C ! WATER-PROOFING

C.I.
|, ^--s^^ •• ..,|

-I)
)

An Invisible Liquid Mineral Compound which Keeps Out Water and
Dampness in Reinforced Concrete, Stone and Brick Buildings.

MAKES THE WALLS WATER TIGHT. DOES NOT
CHANGE COLOR OF BRICK OR CONCRETE
Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Quicker and Better
than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. I. Water-proofing
Prevents Alkali. Can add any color to Mixture as Architect or Owner
may Desire.

MANUFACTURED BY

oakT/nd
C.I. WATER-PROOFING CO.

2851 1397 BROADWAY, OAKLAND, CAL.
Home

A-4314
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FOR 1

HEATING AND POWER
PLANTS

internal Furnace Lx. rs

(Scotch Marine)

15 H. P. to 250 H. P. in Single Units.

WHERE HEAD ROOM IS LIMITED WE BUILD THESE WITHOUT DOME

Prices and Catalogs cf

K & HA.
COR. THIRD AND BERRY STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

A I i
I. I I

\ I i ro
T

W. W. MONTAGUE
___ \ CO. =—

I I O'Mantels,Gic
andTilo

Fire Place Fixtures

Mosaic and

Ceramic Tile Floors

One of the New Montagu'^ Fire-Places

SALESROOM:

644-646 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ANSOME
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

• \

RANSOME CONCRETE COMPANY
CROCKER BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE KEARNY 4032

UNION SAVINGS BANK BUILDING, OAKLAND

TELEPHONE OAKLAND 92

M ^b^^^Ithoid

oo
The roofing that always makes good. No matter

how big: or Httle the job, Alalthoid fits every con-
dition and renders a roof service that is absolutely
incomparable. If you want the roofing; that is

rig;ht— demand Malthoid. Made by the orig-inal
makers of ready roofings.

THE PARARRIINE PAIIS i

MAIN OFnCE: MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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W. E. Dennison, President
I.. A. Steiger. Manager

i;i(il;K :l \»\

James H. Bishop, Secretary

ami mm\ WORKS
fi i \ rm % rm "(

Manufacturers: Architectural Terra Cotta; Semi-dry

Pressed Brick; Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow ^Tile Fire-Proofing; Terra Cotta Chimney

Pipe- Electric Conduit Tile, Drain Tile : : : :

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases :

Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks :

Acid Jarsf Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fn-e Clay; Modeling

Clay; Fire Brick Dust : Fire Brick; Fire Tile

Main Office and San Francisco Yard:

EIGHTEENTH AND DIVISION STREETS

Factory: SOUTH SAN FT^ AVrTSCO. SAN MATEO COUNTY J

TERRA COTTA.PRESSED BRICK.PIPE.

FIRE PR00FIN6,R00FING TILE, ^
FLUE LININGS, FIRE TILE,

LAUNDRY TRAYS,

ETC.

F

W

EDDY & HYDE STS SAN FRANCISCO J

LOS ANfiELES PRESSED BRIC

THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors. Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,

Spanish Oriental. Flint and Silica. Clay Fire Br^k, the High^^^^

Grades Made. Hollow Ji le Pi re Proofing. Mantel Tie.

Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

1

nffi<

Los Angeles, Cat. 1006 UNION I?UILD1^

A.TED

R. J. ERODE. P.... ^°^l ;£"f:
"^*

BRODE AND C LA R K
STRUCTURAL

OFF^ICE AND WORKS
621-625 HOWARD STREET

Opposite New Montgomery

GEO. C e-PRES,

s/ V «^ I * s6

TEEL CONTRACTORS

SAN FRANCISCOJ
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Ol'R \
i M -• t k' M I f i k \ % i.' 1

1

. u iiu oik; ! I vu n Brick

Tile V
Drv. Pressed Bri

... TTl .,, P
BRICK
ARNEGIE BRICK & POTTERY CO

V ITRlFiED, I'RESSED, GLAZED, FaVING, FlRE,
Fire Tile, Fire Clay, Fire Brick Dust
Architectural Terra Cotta, Hollow Tile Fire Proofintr. Semi-

idc. Terra Cotta Chimney Pipe. Brick and
.ipfi 1.;.,.) ,./ V...:.; .4 c„,wM^2cd S. - - 'Mpe

Main Office

M. A. MURPHY. Gfnerai. Manager

WH BLOCK, b.i MUM uWr Y STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Yards: San Francisco, Oakland. Berkeley. San Jose

SAND LIME BRICK PLANTS
OF S I i L- GHEST GERIVIAN STAMDARD

Design, Inspection and Superintendence of Construction,

Bnitding and Rquipping of Sand-Lime Brick Plants.

Remodeling and Improvement of Hants, Mortar and
Cement Plants.

Tests of Lime, Sand, Clay, Cement, Brick, etc., etc.

My experience and prominence as a Sand-Lime Brick
Expert is not surpassed in the whole IVest,

ERNEST HORSTMANN
Mechanical and Civil Engineer

299 MONADNOCK BUILDING
Phone Douglas 986 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Architect and Engineer 17

Phone Temporary 2211

fm\

I
s

V^ft^Mi^'W''**"**-*?*'*-*^***-*'**'
""^

i |i_ f
K'{ ^'\'--

r |f 1 I f lU™ I

w
I

PUe Foundations, Bridges,

Whar^ { v., B., C.

I u dings

^*5. *.

iniBh

Hloorst
oodwork
re

€ Get your plans for what you want

from some first class architect,

bring them to me and 1 will tell

you what your building will cost

and back my judgment with a

cash bond. If you are in doubt as

to what you want upon your lot,

come and see mc and 1 will cheer-

fully give you the benefit of 25

years' of San Francisco experience

in the building business.

109 OTARRELL STREET

i!

i!

L

q Not brittle, will neither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

most EcoDomlcal and Satisfactory Polish

Known lor Hardwood Floors, fl For sale by

dealers in paints, hardware and house

furnishings. qSend for our free book-

let, telling of the many advantages of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher I li^h Co.

356 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS. I

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
is a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors

-., rw YORK
bUl-FALG
PITTSBURG
CHICAGO

FOUNDED 1B45

ST. LOUIS
NEW ORLEANS
BALTIMORE
LONDON

m

IL

WILBUR S. SAMPLE
DISTRICT MANAGER

EWART ^ CO.
)F CONSTRUCliOr^

SAN • ANC15C ~ orncE

ly.
«| n ^ ^ n '--. ^ OHM ''i'^ 9TH FLOOR

S. WW. COR. THIRD • ' STS.

H. L. PETERSEN
RFiMFnRP.Pn RONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

. • Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc. : :

111 O'FARREUL STREET SAN FRANC.SCO
I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazme.
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Y'y^i 1 ue^MJ^
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,.#^'^i-. 'Ji^
HOT AN

f ¥ ''i > ' i

f* ; S /'I j"! t • • I*\ i i I- % \
.J ij u t; i ...» u

This would not have happened If they had
used Mason Safety Tread.

4S0N SAFETY TREAO
SAFE DURA ECONOM

Hard Metal (Steel) to take the Wear and
Insure Durability. Soft Metal (Lead) and
Carborundum to Hold the Foot and Insure

Safety.

""' u w ^

SAN FRANCI

GILES, Mgr.

ANCH: 131 BUCHANAN STREET
TELEPHONE, PAGE 103T

Phone OAKLAND 5521
Established 1889

T. DAHL
F. THOMS, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS O

AWNING
TENTS, BAGS AND
WAGON COVERS

S i*^. M f

We Furnished the Awnings for the
Pacific Building

573 EIGHTH STREET
Bet. Clay and Jeff. Sts.

OAKLAND CALIFORNIA

A. B. JOHNSTON
GENERAL HANAGCR

Phone
Market 5481

H)RN'l\ MARB
^STRI

)i

'WHolesale. SI l-s or in BlocKs
*T* T T l~ « » i \ I 1 *-. ! / »

Quarry and Mill

COLUMBIA, CAL.

207 GRANT BUILDING
Market and 7th Sts.

*
s

' 1

Francisco, Cal.

FIREPROOF
Fl XTil RF sI i A I y 11 L. o

iuK nil-,

U U ^/ i U w > L ! i 1, J

11

•Ras9*p3«!M*tiM»*

STEEL OFFICE
FURNITURE
STEEL
CLOTHES
LOCKERS

STEEL FAcrrORY
EQUIPMENT

Federal Fixtures will Insure against

Fire, Vermin or Contagion

DROP US A POSTAL

FEDERAL STEEL FIHURE CO.
OF CHICAGO

869 O'FARRELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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8AN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES OAKLAND

HI
^^ ^

i^

ENGINEERS and

Machinery merchants
CONTRACTORS OF

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR

POWFR ' i pyn/ir

r\j 1" I i f.d ELECTF; I '%^ i^ «i^

FOR

OFFICE AND HOTEL BUILDINGS

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

21^)

Temporary Offices:

»^ \ I"*-,

^ Permanent Offices:

\ FREMONT AT MARKET CT

'm^*mm

T \N O 'r QIS Of " H E: FiNiSHiNc:. .J I

TWO Bl. ' - A%A EXPRESSIONij

Of OPINION

r„
" ; T 1 O N

One builder writes, Nov. 8, 1901.

'^^m^**-'-

•In one house where the Whe.ler Filler and Breinip s

Stains wefe not used finished in fine quarter.>d oak and syca-

noetTie finish was so rottt-n that 1 have made a life lonjr

Temy of tlu owner. The way^ woods are butchered by

so-called painters is enough to make one weep.

Another builder writes under same date, Nov. 8, 1907,

•

I have been using Wheeler Wood Filler since I began

business 'nd beg 1o say that Mt has always proved

satisfactory."
, . ^ •

Oar booklet fully describinz our loois. also fin shed samples,

will be cheerfully sent upon application

i
! iL WHi i i ilR-coburn com any

, 5 iansome Street, San Francisco Los Angeles. Cai

THE BRIDGEPORT WOOD FINISHING CO

New Milford. Ct.
Bost[on

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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lit; iHH'.Hi: < >i w:i i.,\i^»,\cii
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W. Garden Mitchell

The Arch- < dure of Mexico*

By W. GARDEN MITCHELL, Architect

' /E LIVE on the borders of a land, that to us,
'

architecturally at all events is a terra in-

co<'-nita, and yet in this land of Mexico, a

small coimtry if we measure it by its cities, is to

be found proportionately more good architecture

and less bad, than any country with which 1, at all

events, am acquainted. .

, r ^

This is to be accounted for not from the tact

that the architecture of Mexico equals or surpasses

the best work in Europe, C.othic or Classic, for this

is not the case, the best work in Europe is doubt-

less better than the best in Mexico, but from the

fact that while in Europe we have had good and

bad periods of architecture, also primitive and

highlv civilized periods, in Mexico we have the re-

sult of one short period, and that a good period, the

Renaissance. , . ,

Tracintr the development of architecture in Spain I cannot speak with

. hi»h seine of artistic perception, evolving m Moorish and .otitic times

man? line specimens „1 architecture, bnt at the period of «h,ch I speak

re-LcS' of Gothic archhccture. that ,P«
Tranr'.re'.'rrKy?'.h«

Srr-Tn To^Tens^nalSfcon'Jyr o, me pecul.^

%:rtrr^t:tST^:^X^^ «.: wU" ». discoveries

in all directions. Luther was ngnung lu g Mirtiael Ane-elo at h s

religious belief, Titian was working at his art, Michael Angeio

—
7T;;;;7Te,a and .^....A be,o,e .he San F.anc.co .^rcHUec.u.a, Cub. This paper wiU he

concluded in the March .\rch.tect and Enfr.neer.
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stone, Shakespeare about to be born, Valesquez about to commence his

painting. In France it was the time of Francois Premier, that most

picturesque period of art and manners in that country of good manners

and good art and a century later Tnigo Jones and Christopher Wren were

in England to add their quota, to the sum total of that talent that started

and sustained this Great Period of the Renaissance, lasting let us say

from the close of the fifteenth to the end of the seventeenth century. In

this free and unregulated expression of poetic fancy Mexican architecture

presents itself to us in a never ceasing chain of interest. In order to show

you some of the premises on which I make this claim of good architecture

for Mexico I have tried to indicate to you something of the qualities of

those men and times whose lives and manners are the index of that bril-

liant period known as the Renaissance—Luther, Titian, Michael Angelo,

Valesquez Benvenuto Cellini, Murillo, Shakespeare, Cervantes and many

others. Now while these invaded the field of art, literature and freedom

of thought, extending their boundaries, Columbus had bridged the Atlantic

and following quickly in his steps Cortez, the Spaniard, set out to dis-

cover and shortly to complete his conquest of New Spain, or Old Mexico,

in 1520, Cortez landed at what is now the gulf port of Vera Cruz

and commenced his march towards Tenahutla, the ancient capital of the

Aztecs, now known as the City of Mexico, and in the space of a few

months, after some vicissitudes, and defeats, subjugated this ancient and

barbaric people. Now while the architecture of Mexico is distinctly Span-

ish, it would not be fair to the Aztec to say that there is no shadow of his

image appearing in the work.

It is but the shadow, yet we cannot but feel that together with

the wild romantic character of the country, its serene and beautiful climate,

the qualities both artistic and intellectual of this interesting though bar-

baric people influenced the Spaniard and introduced a quality into his

work that added rather than detracted from its interest.

It was impossible to live among so forceful a people without being

affected by them, and in the execution of the work, which was done largely

by Aztec labor, their conceptions of art in the matter of detail certainly

modified the lines as laid down by the Spaniard. Very little is left of

Aztec architecture to show to modern times their capacity in this respect

but of what is left, we may infer that at some period lying between the

dawn of history and the conquest they had developed a civilization not
^

far behind that of the ancient Egyptian. At all events it would be a mistake

to underestimate the qualities of these people barbaric though they were,

and if we are to place any historical value upon the description of the

Court of Montezuma at the time of the conquest as given by Lew Wallace

in his "Fair God" we are compelled to admit that in barbaric splendor

exhibiting a perception of art, and a knowledge and love of the beautiful,

the Aztec people were in no way deficient, and from the fact that in later

years Juares, an Aztec, rose to be president of the republic, and that

Cortez took to wife the daughter of Montezuma, we are assured that the

Aztec were a people of some quality and capacity.

In 1520, Cortez landed and following rapidly in his train, from Spain

came soldiers, governors, artisans, priests and merchants. Reared in the

cradle of the Renaissance, learned in the art of building and decorating,

carrying with them still some fragment of the mantle of the Moor and

inspired by the acquisition of a new and romantic country, and fired by

religious zeal, they commenced the building of Spanish Mexico.

I would also like to point out to you that in all historic times great

The Architect and Engineer ['

architecture has always been religious architecture. This is easily ac-

counted for, from the fact that it does not matter how defective a religion

may be, it always represents the loftiest ideals of a people and their

time It is that seeking after an ideality, raising the mind above the hum-

bler and commercial pursuits of life and those baser strivings that dull

the imagination, and lifting it into the region of that city beautiful, where

art and architecture and all things most to be desired are to be found. It

was a religious period in Mexico, a beautiful period that ran its course

from the beginning of the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century.

Cities were well laid out, with plazas, alamedas, gardens, fountains,

shrines, and so forth. The plaza in all Mexican cities is the civic center^

Here congregate the important public buildings, framing the beauty ot

the foliage, while in turn the open spaces give the opportunity to appre-

ciate the architecture of the buildings.

Talking of civic centers, one may say that all American cities, save

perhaps Washington, have been laid out without any regard to beauty.

The cows as I understand it, laid out Boston and in that way gave it

interest but in most of our cities utility so called, taking no account of

beauty,'has and even to this day inspires the plan We have no one to

regulate these things, and the real estate agent and land-owner, thmking

of the number of lots he can divide his ground into furnish the lines for

succeeding generations. ,• ^i

The surveyor, equally devoid of a sense of beauty, supplies the re-

quired carefully figured parallelograms and triangles, bu^no conception of

a city as an entity with center and sides enters their imaginations. Not

so in Mexico. All cities, even villages, have a civic center with, m some

cases, subsidiary centers. These points placed at suitable intervals, break

the monotony of straight lines and punctuate what, if not stopped in time,

becomes an unsatisfied vista. -

., t j r .u.

With us we place the public park away out on the borders of the

country, just the place it is not wanted, or least wanted, for it is to re-

tain something of the country in our midst that we require foliage or

flowers at all and so on the verge of the country, parks are least required

but in the center of a city, parks and breathing spaces become the natural

complement to the crowding of habitations.
, ,, r ,t_

The more the crowding of buildings the more necessary both from the

point of view of health and beauty become the embowered open spaces,

the eye weary of art turns with fresh delight to nature, and again re-

freshed by nature turns with quickening perception to art, and so the one

enhances the value of the other.
i, i

•
i . ;fi. foct^

The Mexican plazas, gardens and alamedas are all laid out with taste

concentrating within the narrow boundaries prescribed as much of interest

as th^ space will allow ; not dropping, as it were, a piece of rough forest

land into the midst of houses, but providing a well and fully designed

garden an Italian garden, elaborated into many points of interest.

The boy in the paint store dashed hurriedly up the cellar steps and sought

'^Thert's^^ barrel leaking in the basement !" he cried, "and the automobile

stufif is just pouring out."

"Why do you call it automobile stuff?" asked the proprietor.
^^

"Because," gasped the youngster, "it's running over everything in sight. —
Judge.
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Residence of Mrs. Geo. W. Childs. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

Some California A
of C. W.

re as Seen in the Work
» \

I
HAT C. W. Buchanan has been closely identifiecT with the growth and

upbuilding of Pasadena is evidenced by the many fine residences and

^business buildings erected from his plans and under his supervision.

The scope of his work runs from the picturesque bungalow to the palatial

mansion, business and office buildings, and schools and churches.

Mr. Buchanan received his architectural education in the east, coming

from Indianapolis in 1889 for the benefit of his health. Like so many

others, the charms of Southern California captured him and he determined

to make Pasadena his future home. His health recovered, he again took up his

chosen profession, since which time he has been a factor in making the

southern municipality known as it is the world over—"The City of Beauti-

ful Homes."
Variety in architecture is the making of the City Beautiful. Location

and its surroundings are important factors which the intelligent architect

utilizes in planning a model home. He would seek to give an harmonious

blending of art and nature. That this plan has been largely followed in

the building of Pasadena is apparent to the visitor. The illustrations

shown herewith are striking examples of Mr. Buchanan's work, ranging as

they do from the old English to the truly distinctive California type—

a

style now being copied quite extensively all over the country.

Entrance Porch Kesnicncc of Mrs Geo. W .
Chtlds Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

^^^^,-pte"*!....^--.

Brtck House of Mr. R. Simons. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

"imims^^W^M^ -fT'-
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A'rsfi/cfur of A/rs. (ico. W. Child <. I'asadena

C. W. liuchanan. Arc/ittcit

Some California Architecture as Seen in the Work
of C W. Buchanan, Architect

"l~jl.\'r C". \\\ r.uchanan has been closely identified with the orovvth and

I ui)l)uildin.G: of Pasadena is evidenced by the many tine residences and_
^^

bnsiness i)nildin.c:s erected from Ills i)lans and under liis supervision.

The scope of his work runs from the picturescpie bun^^alow to the palatial

mansion, 1)usiness and otifice l)uildin.c:s. and schools and churches.

Mr. r.uchanan received his architectural education in the east, comiui,^

from Indianapolis in 1889 for the benefit of his health. Like so many
others, the charms of Southern California captured him and he determined

to make i'asadena his future home. His health recovered, he ai^ain took up his

chosen i)rofession, since which time he has been a factor in makinj::: the

southern municipality known as it is the world r)ver
—"The City of P.eauti-

ful Homes."
X'ariety in architecture is the uiAkin.c: of the City I'.eautiful. Location

and its surroundini^s are imi)ortant factors which the intelligent architect

utilizes in planning a model home. He would seek to give an harmonious

blending of art and nature. That this plan has been largely followed in

the building of Pasadena is apparent to the visitor. The illustrations

shown herewith are striking examj^les of Nlr. P.uchanan's work, ranging as

thev do from the old h:nglish to the truly distinctive California type—

a

style now being copied quite extensively all over the country.
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Entrance IWch Kcsuicncc of Mrs C.co.W. Child^ rauuicna

C. W. Httchatian. Archi tec t

'"""iiinipj .

1 ^

Hrnk House of Mr. A'. Stmons. /'asadena

C. H'. liuchanan. Architect
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liuufcalo-w for the San Pasqiial Land Co.. Pasadena

C. W. Ihtchanan. Architect

Bungalow for the San Paaqnal Land Co.. Pasadena

Interior of Patio C. H\ Buchanan. Architect

/

sJ
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Hou.'ie of Mrs. IV. A'. Barnes. Pasadena

C. \\^ Buchanan. Architect

im i'-

House of Mr. W. ./. Scripts, neat I'asadena

C. W. Buchanan. .Architect

}Iousc of Mr. Frank Dale. Pasadena

C. iV. Buchatian, Architect

vX
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Bung^aloTv for the San Pasqual Land Co.. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

i.\\'>.\Vv'*'

l^ir^-v

?^'»1

Bungalow for the San Pasqual Land Co., Pasadena

Interior of Patio C. W. Buchanan, Architect

House of Mrs. W. R. Barnes, Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan, Architect

House of Mr. W. A. Scripps, neat Pasadena

C. W> Buchanan. Architect

House of Mr. Frank Dale. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan, Architect
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Residence of Mrs. J. O. Seibert. Pasadena C. W. Buchanan, Architect

Interior. Residence of Mrs. J. O. Setbert. Pasadena C. W. Buchanan. Architect

\

Residence ofJ.b>. Glasscock. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan, Architect

House of Mr. C M. Emeruk. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

Altadena Residence of Mr. F, W. Kellogg

C. W. Buchanan. Architect
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Residence of Mrs. ./. ( >. Sct/>eii. Fasacicnit r. liitchanan. Architect

..12. '^
X'-~

Residence of J. S. Classcock. Pasadena

C. ir. Unchattan. Architect

House of Mr. C. M. Emcrnk. Pasadena

C. \V. Buchanan. Architect

/

Interior. Re.<!fdence of Mrs. J (>. Seibert . Pasadena C. W. Buchanan. Architect

AUadena Residence of Mr. F. W. RcUofre

C. W. Buchanan. Architect
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Residence of C. W. Btdhaiiati. Arehitcct. l\i<iiii(-iui

Interior. Ncstdcnee of C. W. Buchanan. Architect

r

Residence of Mr. A'. //. Penney. Pasadena

C. II'. Buchanan. Architect

^

Stickncy Memorial Buildins. Pasadena

('. \V. Buchanan. Architect
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Residence of Mr, R. H. Penney. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

Residence of C. W. Buchanan. Architect, Pasadena

Interior. Residence of C. W. Buchanan. Architect Stickney Memorial Building. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect
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The B. O. Kendall Building, Pasadena, Eciuitpfd -with Otis Elevators. C. W. Buchanan. Architect

Braley Building. Pasadena. C. W. Buchanan. Architect

Boston Building. Pasadena. Equipped -with Otis EUvators. C. V\'. Puchanan. Architect
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Union Sairings Bank Building. Pasadena

C. IV. Buchanan. Architect

House of Mr. Geo. L. Hawkins. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect
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The B. O. h'eiufall Buildhit:. rasadcna. luiuitt^d "^'iih (>iis F.hvafors. C. W. Buchanan. Architect

'ibratey Bnif<fijifr. !'asadena. C. W. Buchanan. ArchilecT

Boston Buildiui:. I\isadcna. B(/u7/'f'cd -aith Otis I'.Uvatur^. ('. If. I'uchanan. Architect

&A» -A.* Cd*. ,• i;v«. . '. A^ j!v%a4^
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^

[ '/lion .SV777«A'.f Bank Buildinfi. Pasadena

C. W. Buchanan. Architect

House of Mr. (ieo. L. Hai^'kins. I'asadena

C. It'. Buchanan. Architect
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Echoes oi iheA. ago

, / /ITHOUT doubt the most radical action taken at the recent convention of

V the American Institute of Architects, was the revision of the schedule

of charges. The minimum charges have been advanced to a scale

more nearly in accord with the conditions that prevail in the better established

offices. The statistics gathered during the year by the Institute committee,

Edgar V. Seeler, chairman, were the basis for the increase in charges
;
the

scale of charges was determined by tHe collaboration of this committee

with the committee of the convention, Grosvenor Atterbury, chairman.

The new schedule was adopted by the convention without a dissenting

vote. The scale of charges is preceded by a carefully considered preamble.

It was wisely voted that the schedule be not mandatory.

Another matter that was taken up by the convention was the licensmg

of architects—a really important question which the delegates decided

could be best handled by the local chapters instead of the National body.

There is a sort of wisdom in this, for the registration of architects, however

important to the profession as a whole, is as the committee states in its

report, a state and not a national matter, and besides, the Institute as a

. whole is not yet decided upon the question of registration, many doubting

its benefits. There is also another reason why the action or even the

expression of the Institute might not be wise, and that is because it is,

after all, hardly a professional matter. While it should be endorsed by all

members of standing in the profession, and is of even vital importance to its

proper advancement along ethical as well as practical lines, it is of more

importance to the public in general and the entire building trades.

It is the trades organizations, and the public representatives in the

local legislatures that should demand regulation of the profession, so that

none but competent practitioners be allowed to draw plans for structures

which the workmen erect and the public will inhabit. It is probable that

because architects have heretofore urged registration single handed, and

therefore presumably for selfish motives, that the representatives of the

public have in so many instances refused to establish state registration

boards. The greater publicity that can be given the matter, especially

through such able reports as that presented, the sooner will the public

become informed of the benefits to be derived from the registration of

architects, and that it is not a professional, but a public benefit that will

be gained.
^

. Regarding the vexed question of competitions, the convention voted

to recognize three forms : (A) Limited to invited architects; (B) open to

all architects; (C) mixed; invited and not invited. It was decided as un-

advisable at this time to recommend a fixed code of competition. It was
voted that competition programs should be approved by. architectural

advisers. Along these broad lines it was possible to obtain definite action

by the convention.
Through the recommendation of the committee on education inter-

scholastic competitions were favored, and $150 voted for medals to be

awarded in them. The report of this committee advocated advanced

standards of education for the architectural profession, especially with

regard to general culture. The atelier system for the study of advanced

design is strongly favored by the committee, but it is thought

best not to force this method. In their opinion the growth of the atelier

system will come from natural conditions, and it is best that it proceed

in accordance with the demand. A most important step in the work of the

committee was the joint conferences with the heads of five prominent

schools of architecture held during the year.
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The Neglect of Waterproofing

By L. E. BOYLE

WHY is so little attention beino- paid to the crying need for water-

proofing in connection with buildino^ work? Every possible pre-

caution is taken against fire, while but scant consideration is

given to that equally dangerous and far more insidious foe—water. Before

die advent of steel framing and reinforced concrete the need for this

i)rotection could be neglected with more or less impunity ;
the use of steel,

however, has introduced new problems, radically changing the whole

situation and making the exclusion of moisture a matter of vital" im-

portance. Once let the integrity of the metal become affected by corrosion

and there is no telling where the mischief will end or what disaster may

follow. In view of this it would be but natural to assume that every

precaution would be taken to give to structures the utmost degree of

waterproofness possible, and that no reasonable expense would be allowed

ti) stand in the way, especiallv as the steel must be hidden away where it

cannot be subjected to periodical inspections. As a matter of fact less

than a tenth of the thought and care that is given to fireproofing is usually

best(nved on waterproofing, and in many cases the need for the latter is

utterly ignored. When some catastrophe results from this blind dis-

regard of consequences the subject will receive the attention it deserves.

But in the meantime buildings are going up in large nunjbers without this

all-important protection. It will be too late to w^aterproof them properly

after they are finished, for perfect work requires planning, conjointly with

the planning of the building. It also requires the carrying of the water-

proofing completelv under and around the foundations, thus enclosing and

insulating them in a watertight box. Obviously this must be done, it

at all, when the foundations are being laid.

Unfortunately there exists a widespread but utterly mistaken imi)res-

.sion that concrete is in itself waterproof. This impression is much less

general amongst engineers than amongst architects. It is hard to under-

stand how it can exist at all. as but little investigation is needed to show

how unfounded it is. Concrete which is always exposed to the air will

never be waterproof. To understand this one has but to remember that

hydraulic cements are mineral glass, which swell and harden under water,

and thus fill the voids of the aggregate,_So^long,^s_ the concrete remains

under water this condition continues. If. however, it is only part of the

time under water and exposed to the air for the rest of the time, it be-

comes very difficult to keep it waterproof.

The absorptive power of ordinarv concrete is from 2 per cent to _.-^

per cent, of its weight of water. If l)y the use of proper materials and

well-proportioned mixes we produce concrete having only 2 per cent

of absorptive power, practicallv no moisture would be apparent on the side

exposed to the air if little or no pressure of water existed on the opposite

side. In such a case a superficial observer wouhl pronounce the material

wateri)roof. If, however, anv steelwork is embedded in the Concrete it

should alwavs be borne in mind that the presence of even 2 per cent of

moisture is s'ufficient to set up corrosion of the metal. The elemonts enter-

ing into the making of concrete, such as the quality and proportion of the

'

materials, the amount of water employed and the manner of mixing and

placing the concrete, are all factors that vary so greatly that no two

batches of concrete are ever exactly alike. It may be taken as

practically impossible to secure a mass of concrete having even aainiform

^€^ ^ WMi»MS^^Vt' ^^> y -

FAevation American Embassy. Paris. M. //. Whitehouse. Architect

yjaitw tA^jiAftfA.s
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The Neglect of Waterproofing

By L. E. BOYLE

WHY is so little attention being paid to the crying need for water-

proofing in connection with building work? Every possible pre-

caution is taken against fire, while but scant consideration is

given to that equally dangerous and far more insidious foe—water. Before

the advent of steel framing and reinforced concrete the need for this

protection could be neglected with more or less impunity; the use of steel,

however, has introduced new problems, radically changing the whole

situation and making the exclusion of moisture a matter of vital im-

portance. Once let the integrity of the metal become affected by corrosion

and there is no telling where the mischief will end or what disaster may

follow. In view of this it would be but natural to assume that every

precaution would be taken to give to structures the utmost degree of

waterproofness possible, and that no reasonable expense would be allowed

to stand in the way, especially as the steel must be hidden away where it

cannot be subjected to periodical inspections. As a matter of fact less

than a tenth of the thought and care that is given to fireproofing is usually

bestowed on waterproofing, and in many cases the need for the latter is

utterly ignored. When some catastrophe results from this blind dis-

regard of consequences the subject will receive the attention it deserves.

But in the meantime buildings are going up in large numbers without this

all-important protection. It will be too late to.^v¥a.terproof them properly

after they are finished, for perfect work requires planning conjointly with

the planning of the building. It also requires the carrying of the water-

proofing completely under and around the foundations, thus enclosing and

insulating them in a watertight box. Obviously this must be done, if

at all, when the foundations are being laid.

Unfortunately there exists a widespread but utterly mistaken impres-

sion that concrete is in itself waterproof. This impression is much less

general amongst engineers than amongst architects. It is hard to under-

stand how it can exist at all, as but little investigation is needed to show

how unfounded it is. Concrete which is always exposed to the air will

never be waterproof. To understand this one has but to remember that

hydraulic cements are mineral glass, which swell and harden under water,

and thus fill the voids of the aggregate. So long as the concrete remains

under water this condition continues. If, however, it is only part of the

time under water and exposed to the air for the rest of the time, it be-

comes very difficult to keep it waterproof.

The absorptive power of ordinary concrete is from 2 per cent to 25

per cent, of its weight of water. If by the use of proper materials and

well-proportioned mixes we produce concrete having only 2 per cent

of absorptive power, practically no moisture would be apparent on the side

exposed to the air if little or no pressure of .water existed on the opposite

side. In such a case a superficial observer would pronounce the material

waterproof. If, however, any steelwork is embedded in the concrete it

should always be borne in mind that the presence of even 2 per cent of

moisture is sufficient to set up corrosion of the metal. The elements enter-

ing into the making of concrete, such as the quality and proportion of the

materials, the amount of water employed and the manner of mixing and

placing the concrete, are all factors that vary so greatly that no two

batches of concrete are ever exactly alike. It may be taken as

practically impossible to secure a mass of concrete having even a uniform
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degree of waterproofness. Furthermore, even though we could turn out

concrete which would be absolutely waterproof in itself, the fine hair-

cracks which always appear as the concrete contracts would be sufficient

to carry the moisture to the embedded' steel. Is it not obvious, then that an

effectual system of waterproofing is a vital necessity for all such work?

And if necessary where there is little or no water pressure to contend

against, how much greater must be the necessity where foundations are

carried below ground-water level.

The absorptive power of bricks is well understood, but even where

these are used we still find as a rule waterproofing is conspicuous by its

absence. When it is employed it is usually something ill-adapted for the

purpose and incapable of standing the test when it comes. The bricks

therefore are continually in a more or less water-soaked condition. What
must be the effect on the embedded steel? No application to the metal of

any waterproofing paint can protect indefinitely, especially under such

conditions. The only safe course is to effectually and permanently shut

out moisture from the whole foundation. This can be done; is it not time

to make it fthe universal rule?

In the case of large buildings where steel-frame construction is to be

employed it is usual to call in a consulting engineer, experienced in such

work, to advise as to the design, proportions, etc., of this branch of the

work. It is also usual to draw on the special knowledge of the sanitary

engineer, the heating engineer and the electrical engineer. The work of

the waterproofing engineer ranks in importance with the very first of

these. The knowledge and experience of the consulting engineer is re-

quired to design steelwork which will be safe. The knowledge and ex-

perience of the waterproofing engineer is no less necessary to design and

provide means for keeping it safe. Must we wait for some disaster to

bring this truth home to us?
Apart from the danger of corrosion in the steel work much might be

said of the damage caused to brick, stone and concrete work by the action

of the elements, which results in a gradual disintegration. It needs but

a short walk through our streets to see abundant evidence of this. Few
also realize how much of illness is attributable to the water-soaked con-

ditions of foundations and walls. Or how much these water-soaked walls

contribute to the difficulty of making a building warm in winter.

The fact is that while we have been making rapid strides in all other

branches we have been standing still in this all-important matter of water-

proofing. We have been blind alike to its necessity and its possibilities.

Is it not time to bring this department abreast of other departments of

building construction?

Lives there a man with soul so dead
Who never to himself has said

:

"With half his chance, I, too, would be

As rich a man as old John D."
—New York Press.

Dear little Maudie awoke about 2 o'clock the other morning and asked

mamma to tell her a fairy tale. 'Tt's too late, darling," mamma replied. ''Daddy

will be home shortly, and he'll tell us both one."—Philadelphia Inquirer.

A Cracked Beam

By SAMUEL M. GREEN, C E.*

I IWE recently had a peculiar experience with some structural steel

I which I think may be of interest. I am constructing a power house at

*
Fall River, Mass., for the American Thread Company, and used for the

boiler house roof 65-lb., 20-in. standard I-beams, their length varymg from

25 to 30 ft.
, , , 1 w^A r^a

In unloading the first shipment of these beams they were rolled off

the side of a fiat car, falling about 4 ft. onto level soft earth. One of the

beams was broken as shown in the illustration herewith The break was

perfectlv straight and extended from one fiange, through the web, to the

opposite flange. The fracture was perfectly new and showed no signs ot

defects It was also found that a crack had developed from some rivet holes

in the top flange, running from the rivet holes to the outside of the flange.

In handling two other beams of this same shipment they were tipped

off some timber rolls, dropping about 6 in. to the ground, and m handling

in this way the beams developed cracks in one of the flanges, in each case

through a section where rivet holes had been punched These cracks ex-

tended from one side of the flange to the opposite side and into the web

""^'^^The manufacturers of these beams examined them, took samples from

them and reported in a few days that they were absolutely unable to assign

any cause for. the beams acting in this peculiar way, that both chemical

and physical tests showed them fully up to standard specifications.

• Mr Green is an engineer of recognized ability and has superintended Jhe construction of severa^

large manufacturing Jlantf in Massachusetts. His present res.cTence is Holyoke. Mass. The article

printed herewith was written for Engineering Record.

1-
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I decided tb use the balance of the shipment that showed no si^ns of

fracture, after testing them under full load conditions. In order to do this

I built a platform and loaded it with brick, and then placed a beam under
the platform and raised the load on it, thus bringing the maximum strain

upon these beams. They all withstood this test, even the ones that had
cracked through the flange, and as I was in a great hurry to get the roof

on the boiler house I accepted them and have used them. The three beams
that showed rupture have been replaced.

I have had chemical analyses made of the beam that cracked, taking

samples from twelve different points, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 being at one end ; Nos.

4, 5 and 6 at one side of the crack, Nos. 7, 8 and 9 at the other side of the

crack, and Nos. 10, 11 and 12 at the second end. These analyses are as

follows

:

'No. C. Mn. P. S.

^ 1 0.21 0.60 0.102 0.045

2 0.21 0.61 0.099 0.048
- 3 0.21 0.61 0.1004 0.059

4 0.22 0.64 0.111 0.054

5 0.21 0.62 0.112 0.052

6 0.21 0.65 0.133 0.071

*7^. 0.22 0.66 0.123 0.065

8 0.19 0.64 0.131 0.062

9 0.22 0.65 0.133 0.06

10 0.19 0.61 0.114 0.057

11...: 0.23 0.62 0.137 « 0.064

12 0.22 0.63 0.133 0.073
* A determination of the silicon at this point was also made, giving 0.014.

These analyses all show very high percentage of phosphorus and it

seems to me this is where the trouble lay.

I shall be glad to know from your various correspondents whether or

not they have ever experienced anything of this kind with structural steel,

and I would also like to know if there is any way that one may be sure of

not putting such material into structures. It seems to me there ought to

be some method devised so that each and every beam could be carefully

tei^ted, if we are going to receive such material from reputable manu-
facturers.

*
* *

»'—— A Ht t iHuicic: :)1,h!\\.iV

THE manifold and novel uses to which cement is now put are a constant

source of amazement to the general public. Among the most interesting

of these uses is the construction of hanging concrete stairways. The
illustration, Fig. 1, from Municipal Engineering, shows a view of a hanging

concrete stairway constructed by Messrs. Milligan and Miller, architects, in

the Milligan and Miller building, a white marble structure, in Wilkinsburg,

one of the best sections of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. The stairway is constructed

entirely of concrete, composed of one part Dexter Portland cement, two parts

sharp sand, five parts clean, screened cinders, reinforced with expanded metal.

This stairway runs from the first to the third floors, and is not supported

by any structural iron work whatever. It supports a weight of over 7,500

pounds of marble work, and in addition to this a load of 2,000 pounds has been

taken up the stairway, without its showing any deflection or injury.

The construction of this stairway was very simple, and is illustrated in

Fig. 2. Small channel bars %. inch by J4 inch were spaced about four inches
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apart and covered with expanded metal lathing, embedded in concrete com-

posed as above stated. The false work was removed two weeks after the con-

crete was put in place, and the architects state that at that time the concrete

was so hard that it was impossible to drive a steel spike into it.

The practicability of these stairways has been demonstrated. Alter six

years of use, this stairway is in perfect condition.

Fi^. 1. Concrete Stair-way

Milligan ^ Miller. Architects

Fig. 2 Sho-wing Constructton of Stairu.^ay
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The Parker Building Fire

By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Architect

HE engineers and fire experts who have examined the Parker Ruilding
in New York, the scene of the latest fatal and big fire, have com-
pleted their report to the Fire and Building Departments and other

organizations. It appears that that building was of the numerous class

called by courtesy "fireproof" and whose structures are, for that matter,
non-combustible, but that ofTer little protection to their contents and are
damageable all the way from 5% to 00% of their cost value, a class

absolutely distinct and diflferent from the big skyscrapers of New York
and the realjy fireproof buildings of the first class.

Its outer walls were of stone, brick and terra cotta, its skeleton of

cast-iron columns and steel beams and the floor filling of fireproof hol-

low tile. But the steel beams were unprotected by tile in their most
vulnerable parts, the lower flanges, so were the girders unprotected ; the
elevator shafts and stairways opened into every story ; iron shutters of an
inferior order protected only a few of the windows ; the water-supply
permitted the firemen to reach only the fifth floor. The building was put
up for light ofiice purposes but was occupied as a manufacturing plant
and loaded with machinery and filled with the most combustible of

materials; most of the partitions were built upon the wooden sleepers in

the concrete filling of the floors. The fire virtually had to burn itself out

unchecked. Yet it was not a total collapse and its materials being in-

combustible it was essentially a fire of the contents and it was kept within

the building in which it originated. With the water pressure as it was, had
that fire been in some of the old-fashioned all exposed steel and wooden-
joisted buildings it might have been the beginning of a colossal conflagra-

tion.

Some alarmists see in this fire a threatened danger to the great sky-

scrapers of our larger cities. Where any of these have been built by
architects and engineers not competent to do really fireproof work and in

cities whose building codes permit such unscientific putting together of
however good materials, there that danger lurks ; but where those tall

buildings are constructed as are the best in New York, with every particle

of the steel frame thoroughly protected from fire by hollow tile of other
adequate protection, and where the stories are isolated one from the
other by enclosed elevator and stair shafts and where the external open-
ings are protected by metal sash and wire glass, there exists not the
slightest danger of any such disastrous fire for, whatever the contents of
the building, fire originating upon any one story cannot possibly extend
beyond that floor. A thirty-story well-built skyscraper is as safe as would
be thirty-one story absolutely fireproof buildings on the ground.

But this lesson should not be without its eflFects. It should certainly

tend to lessen the opposition that exists in most of our cities against more
stringent building regulations and their strictest enforcement. If left to

their own devices there are probably as many people willing to exercise
the "economics" practiced in the Parker building as there were at the time
it was built ten years ago. It is imperative that the cities should compel
really fireproof construction and further that in the second class and old

buildings of the Parker stripe adequate provision should be made, in the

way of enclosing shafts and protecting windows and supplying water and
hose and alarms sufficient to make it that such fatal and disastrous fires

may not have to be so often recorded.

I
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By H. Z. OSBORNE, JR.,

Secretary of the Engineers and Architects Association of Southern California *

-V lOST of the street work in and about I.os Angeles is constructed under

r I the Vrooman Act. This is the general street law of California. The

' ' law is extremely technical—its provisions being rigid in the extreme.

Both features strongly affect the engineering work and both tend to limit the

effectiveness of the work done under the State law. Strictly speaking the plans,

profiles and specifications should be complete in every detail before the

Ordinance of Intention to do the work is presented Every possible obstacle

should be foreseen and provided for. The work should be carried through

without deviation from the original plans. Aside from the legal questions

involved from a change in plans, the question always arises most inopportunely

:

"Who will pay the extra cost arising from the change in plans? Ihe aw

makes no provision for this extra cost. It is questionable vvhether any law

could be framed to cover this objection and at the same time be cbnstitutional.

Each improvement must be accurately described in the Ordinance of Intention

to do the work.
. t ~

What happens if the street assessment is invalidated by reason of some

defect in the proceedings even though the contractor has constructed his

work in good faith ? The property holders may refuse to pay their assessments,

thereby ruining the contractor or his backers.

From what has been briefly suggested, the importance of the preliminary

work is forcibly brought to one's attention. ..,,„• a
This preliminary work will be briefly considered in the following order:

Field work—(a) Surveys; (b) Profile.

Office work—Specifications— (a) Profile; (b) Plan;(c) Cross sections
,

Cd") Standards. , ^u » *

The preliminary survey for paving work locates the property on the street

for the benefit of the assessment diagram ; the improvements which will be

affected by the new work, and the center lines of the main street to be improved

as well as the cross streets. „ . ii,,- ...,-

In the profile of the street, elevations are taken on all curbs, walks, per-

manent gutters and other special work which will affect the pavement. The

necessary cross-sections of the street are taken when the profile is run. These

field notes are turned into the office and from them the office profile ,\s Platted

In practice it has been found most desirable to use the single scale, 100 feet

horizontal to 10 feet vertical.
.

.

The plan of the improvement is made, the location of the cross sections,

culverts, stormdrains, class of pavement, gutters are each taken up in regular

order Conclusions arrived at in the oflice are verified by an inspection on the

eround The final plan indicates the work proposed to be done.

As a general rule it may be stated that cross-sections are taken whenever

a change in surface is required in the plans. This makes it possible to merge

one section into another. The surface is thereby made extremely mobile

Standard cross-sections are used wherever possible to permit the use of temp'ets

in construction work. Templets are generally made of wood or steel. A sec-

tion is cut to fit the curve of the standard cross-section.

In concluding I would mention some of the standards which have been set

for use in the City Engineering Department.

Grades-Asphalt 5% maximum ; vitrified brick, 8% maximum ;
granite

block 15% maximum;' macadam, 5% maximum. Cement gutters are

re;ui;ed on graveled streets where the grade exceeds 1%. Culverts are avoided

wherever possible. Grades, .4% minimum; across street intersections, .4%.
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MaKe Paint from Waste Brick and Terra Cotta.

AE. WILLIAMS, of Lakewood, N. J., claims to have invented a
'

process to utilize waste clay products such as brick, terra cotta and
tile waste to manufacture a mineral paint for which he has obtained

a United States patent. He has also filed application for foreign countries.
He claims by his invention to be able to manufacture mineral paint

and use the best of linseed oil at one half the price of the cheapest paint
that is now being sold all over the world, and still be able to make more
profit on his paint than any other manufacturer.

There are, according to latest reports, 6,033 operating firms in the
United States manufacturing brick, etc., and« these firms are doing a
business of over $140,000,000 a year, with an increase at the rate of $10,000,-
000 a year in clay products.

Inventor Williams says all the waste from these factories can be
utilized. ''There is," he says, *'no known substance that will hold its color
for hundreds of years as brick will. This in itself proves the fastness of
this paint made from brick.

''The manufacturers of other red and brown mineral paints have to
get their material from the distant mines where the iron ore is first mined,
ground, treated and roasted, and this, in most part, my invention does
away with."

The inventor claims to be able to make the waste clay products such
as brick, etc., that are thrown aside by the manufacturers pay more profit than
the brick itself. The cost of this waste, he says, is only in the handling of
it. With his process, the inventor claims, one brick weighing four pounds
will make 12 pounds of mineral paint, or 1,000 brick, weighing 4,000
pounds, or two tons, will make 12 tons of paint, using the best linseed oil.

The paint, he says, is just as good as any mineral paint in the world.

* *
- *

New York's Great Fire Barrier

ACROSS the lower end of New York city the greatest fire wall in history .

is nearing completion. It will eflFectually cut oflF the financial district of
the Metropolis from the rest of the city in case of a conflagration.

Almost two blocks thick and hundreds of feet in height, this great unburnable
barrier, roughly following the line of Liberty street, is formed by a chain of
sky scrapers composed mostly of steel and hollow blocks of Jersey clay which
have each been heated to a temperature of 2,000 degrees in the process of manu-
facture, and in their finished state as porous terra cotta are absolutely not
burnable.

Beginning at the North river, the Central building, of twelve stories, and
'

the West street building, of twenty-three stories, form the west end of the wall.

Between Washington and Greenwich streets is a break, but it is more than
counterbalanced by the Hudson Terminal building between Greenwich and
Church streets, and the Singer building, the highest in the world, the City
Investing and the Trinity buildings, between Church street and Broadway.

Crossing Broadway the fire-proof wall is continued by the Broadway-
Maiden Lane building, the Jewelers' building and the Provident Savings Life
building. East of Nassau street are the Mutual Life Insurance building, the
Continental building. Royal Insurance building, Bishop building, International
building and the Tontine-Tabor building, forming an almost unbroken line to

Water street of structures as nearly fireproof as human art can build

Organized Labor is Cxv

r
'

^ -Tiinals by Restricting
7

From the Western Architect and Builder.

THIS is true and cannot be successfully denied. We need not point out the

serious consequences of this result to the community at large. The

, public well know that criminals are enemies of society. But it does seem

to be a most hurtful menace to the happiness of the homes of this country and

it is a condition that will bring disgrace upon the good name and break the

hearts of many loving mothers, who look forward with high hopes to the future

of their boys.
. . , , , , c

We charge that organized labor, working through the several unions of

the trades, has practically closed the doors of the trades of this country to

our native boys, by refusing them the opportunity of learning the trades by

ruHng that only a verv few shall enter the shops as apprentices As an illus-

tration of this selfish cruelty, we cite the action of the plumbers union of San

Francisco, which has ruled that hereafter only sons of members of the union

will be received as apprentices to the trade. Under present conditions this

selfishness may dominate other trades. Do the parents of this country, do the

mothers realize the restriction of the future of their boys? Think of the mighty

hosts of boys, standing upon the thresholds of their chidhoods homes, ready

to pass out into the world, eager to take up the burdens of life. They have been

educated to believe that in this free land of equal opportunity the world is before

them, and that they can achieve success. The several trades they regard as

their heritage, and they seek the opportunity of learning the trade of their

choice only to find it closed against them ; then another and another, and so on

through the weary round. Organized labor has barred the door a,?ainst hem^

Each refusal deadens his enthusiasm more and more; the outlook on life is

clouded • the hopes of the father, the pride of the mother, and the aspirations of

the boy are all Throuded in gloom together, until in sheer despair he becomes a

mere casual day laborer. Without a trade, he drifts he knows not where
;

he

becomes indifferent, then dissipated : he finds himself in the company of the

vicTo IS daily skirting the border land of criminality, gradually associating with

cimnals until he is one, and as such is recognized by the world, and organized

kbor has added another criminal to swell the ranks of those who are enemies of •

'°^'?his is no mere fancy sketch ; it is a hard, cruel result, which the officers of

the law confirm. Thus in Indiana is a reform school to which are commit ed

boys from 15 to 18 years of age. Its record shows that 95.6 per cent of the

inmates were without knowledge of trades. In the same State is a -formatory

where vouths from 18 years up are committed,- and 89>4 per cent of the inmates

had never learned a trade. So%lso Chief Inspector Watts of the Boston police

force, testifies "that the lack of a trade was the potent and permanent cause of

crime, and that not more than 2 per cent of the prisoners received in the State

P"'°The^ Warden ?f"the San Quentin prison of California, when asked as to

what brought most of the prisoners to his jail, replied : "Nothing to do; they

Tre not Uught to work." It may be said that this is the universal testimony.

Man 1st work to live, and whatever agency close., the avenues to this condi-

tion in life is an enemy of his fellow men.

>-4^
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J)rnr'.iU7\ and CaraRC. Estate of Mr. ./. //. FoUfs

Thos.J. Welsh and John W. Carey. Associate Architeets

Country House of Mr. J. H. Follis

By JOHN W. CAREY. Architect.

TTIE country house of Mr. 1. II. Follis, San Rafael, Marin county, Cali-

fornia, has the advantage of being located on a knoll overlooking the

surrounding country, with Mount Tanialpais an<l a charnnng back-

'ruund of trees and wooded hills. .

"
From no place except the terrace is it possible to obtaui a comprehensive

view of the house ; but viewed from the slope, the gabled skyline is particularly

'^^^'firprovide room for the house, terrace and drives, the top of the knoll

was graded off and the basement was bLxsted out of .soli<l rock ami consuler-

able 'filling was necessary in constructing the main driveway. The landscape

work accomplished on the premises since the completion of the house shows

that the owner intends to make it one of the most attractive places m .Mann

""'"xhe lower storv is built of clinker brick, while the upper story and roof

are covered with cedar shingles. The walls are treated with a silver gray

.stain, and the roof finished in moss green.
i„ i ,„,i ti,p

l-ollowing the modern plan, the regulation porch was discarded and the

sun parlor was adopted instead. The interior of this rooni is shown with tins

article.. The room can be entirely enclose.l by means
"'.f

«•'"« S'^^^^.^'^fJ™
made an insi.le parlor, or can be thrown open on three sides Two j^'-'l'^S

f^^^
doors lead from the sun room to the living room, making it possible to use the

two together. . , ,i , i ti,„ ,„,n=
The main hall is 25'-O"x4O'-0" with a raised gallery at one end. 1 he walls

are paneled 7'-0" high and the ceiling is beamed. The frieze and ceiling

space between beams, are in dull gold.
,

The dining room walls are paneled full height and the ceiling ornamented

with plaster ribs in a geometrical pattern.
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Drtveivay and Garag^e. Estate of Mr. J. H. Follis

Thos. J. Welsh and John W. Carey, Associate Architects

Country Mnu^o nf Mr J. H. Follis

By JOHN W. CAREY, Architect.

THE country house of Mr. J. H. Follis. San Rafael. Marin county, Cali-

fornia, has the advantage of being located on a knoll overlooknig the

surrounding country, with Mount Tanialpais and a charming back-

ground of trees and wooded hills. .

From no place except the terrace is it possible to obtam a compreheiisive

view of the house ; but viewed from the slope, the gabled skyhne is particularly

^
^^To^provide room for the house, terrace and drives, the top of the knoll

was graded off and the basement was blasted out of solid rock and consider-

able filling was necessary in constructing the main driveway. The landscape

work accomplished on the premises since the completion of the house shows

that the owner intends to make it one of the most attractive places in Mann

''"""xhe lower story is built of clinker brick, while the upper story and roof

are covered with cedar shingles. The walls are treated with a silver gray

stain, and the roof finished in moss green.
, i „ j fU„

Following the modern plan, the regulation porch was discarded and the

sun parlor was adopted instead. The interior of this room is shown with this

article. The room can be entirely enclosed by means o^.
f'^'^S

gl^ss doors and

made an inside parlor, or can be thrown open on three sides Two sliding glass

doors lead from the sun room to the living room, making it possible to use the

two t^get^ej^^
^^^^^ _^ 25'-0"x40'-0" with a raised gallery at one end. The walls

are paneled 7'-0" high and the ceiling is beamed. The frieze and ceiling

^''^Thering^To^ralb arfpSeled full height and the ceiling ornamented

with plaster ribs in a geometrical pattern.
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House of Mr. J. H. folli<!-the Hall

House of Mr. J. H. Follis—Living Room

\
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House of Mr. J. H. Follis—the Dining Room

House of %fr. J. H. Follis-the Hall
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House of Mr. J. H. I-olli^-thc Hall

House of Mr. J. //. Follis—thc Dimnji Room

House of Mr. J . H . Follis—IJrwf: Room
House of Mr. J. H. Follis the Hall
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House of Mr. J . II. FoUi.<!—Interior Sun I'orch

r'

i:

^

1

I
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House of Mr. J, H. Follis—the Boudoir

All the mantel pieces throiiolioiit the house were specially designed to

suit the finish.
. n u

The livins^ and hilliard rooms are shown m one view. The walls above

the wainscot are covered with soft toned leather, and the frieze and ceihng are

finished in lii^ht hrown.
. , r ^ u •

. fi.^

rhere is an elevator -from hasement to attic, and a fireproof vault in the

hutler's pantry.
, . , -. i 4.1

On the second story there are five hedrooms each with its own hathroom

and i\Trs. Follis' sitting room and maid's room.

In the attic are more guest rooms and some servants' rooms and a large

nlav room.
, , ^ , .

'

The iKHise is heated throughout with hot water and has a most complete

electric installation, including an intercommunicating telephone system.

The o-arage is shown at the heading of this article and makes an attractive

nicture with tiie hackground of trees. It contains hesides the requirements for

i o-araoe, stahling for two horses, carriage harn, and two rooms and a hath tor

the hel]).

The Man Behind

In almost any newspaper

^'ou're pretty sure to find

A lot of gush, in ])rinter's ink,

Ahout the man hehind.

There's the man hehind the counter,

And the man hehind the gun,

The man hehind the kodak

And the man behind the sun.

The sleepy man hehind the times,

The man behind his fist.

The man, alas, behind his rent.

And so throughout the list.

r»ut they've skipped anpther fellow,

Of wliom nothing has been said

—

The fellow who is even

Or a little way ahead.

Who pays at once for what he gets,

Whose bills are always signed

;

He's a blamed sight more important

Than the man who is behind.

All the editors arid merchants.

And the whole commercial clan,

Are indebted for existence

To this honest fellow-man.

lie keeps us all in business.

And his town is never dead.

And so we take our hats off.

To the man who is ahead.

—Australasian Hardware and Machinery.
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House of Mr. J. H. FoUis—Interior Sun Forch

All the mantel pieces throughout the house were specially designed to

suit the finish. . ., ,

The living and billiard rooms are shown m one view. The walls above

the wainscot are covered with soft toned leather, and the frieze and ceihng are

finished in light brown.
. r u •„ fU^

There is an elevator from basement to attic, and a fireproof vault in the

butler's pantry.
, . , .. u ..u

On the second story there are five bedrooms each with its own bathroom

and Mrs. Follis' sitting room and maid's room.
^

'

In the attic are more guest rooms and some servants rooms and a large

play roo«a. . . , i ,^

The house is heated throughout with hot water and has a most complete

electric installation, including an intercommunicating telephone system.

The garage is shown at the heading of this article and makes an attractive

picture with the background of trees. It contains besides the requirements for

a garage, stabling for two horses, carriage barn, and two rooms and a bath tor

the help.

The Man Behind

In almost any newspaper

You're pretty sure to find

A lot of gush, in printer's ink,

About the man behind.

There's the man behind the counter,

And the man behind the gun.

The man behind the kodak

And the man behind the sun.

The sleepy man behind the times,

The man behind his fist,

The man, alas, behind his rent,

And so throughout the list.

But they've skipped another fellow,~ ~"
Of whom nothing has been said— —

The fellow who is even

Or a little way ahead.

Who pays at once for what he gets,

Whose bills are always signed

;

He's a blamed sight more iniportant

Than the man who is behind.

All the editors and merchants.

And the whole commercial clan,

Are indebted for existence

To this honest fellow-man.

He keeps us all in business,

And his town is never dead,

And so we take our hats off-

To the man who is ahead.
^

—Australasian Hardware and Machinery.

House of Mr. J. H. Follis—the Boudoir
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Reinforced Concrete Floor Construction
l'>y JNO. W. IJ'.OX ARl). C\ K.

THE very jL^encral adoption .of reinforced concrete floors awakens particular

interest in a study of their merits and faults. Tn a reinforced concrete

buildin.^: the tloo/ construction must of necessity be of this material, but

in steel frame buildino-s it is very "generally adopted because of its easy aclapta-

bility to the various conditions, and the excellent results it yields at a minimum

expense. Concrete, beino" cast into position in such a way as to make a mono-

lithic or continuous mass, and possessinj^- the characteristics of an elastic solid,

is subject to all of the physical laws involved by these conditions. The result

is that the designer encounters ])roblems which seldom, if ever, arise in any of

the otl-Kn^^^tructnral materials at his comman<l. Its (|ualification of weak ten-

sional strength demands that e\cei)tional care be exercised to insure such con-

^

.-» jfir-'i.*'?-*?«

f.

!

I

I
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<litions that will n,ako it i.npos.ible for the concrete to ever
J;; *-='";^;,^^;J;;';j;;;;

.;,tch "^traitT; This safc-uard is many times omitted m floor construct,,,,

which is T lack of consideration of the nej;ative mo.nent over the po,nts of

'"''The principle of the continnous bean, includes the ri^n.lity and relative

positioV^ of its 'supports. However, a sn,all settlen,ent «- -''

'^-^f

1™ ^:;f.

supports occurring in practice, will not cause the assun,ptions to he ni.,tcr,aUv

'"'""rhe principal feature with whici, we are concerne.l, is the determination of

ti,e ,I;,n'.nt" which shall be provi.led for at the center a,u over the supp^^^^^^

Each slab or beam will then be considered as a separate span an<l the amount

of "fixedness" at the ends determined.

Let "1" be the span in feet. ,• , r „,

Let "w" be the uniformly distributed load in pounds i^er lineal foot.

I et "W" be the central concentrated load in pounds.

Let Mc represent the bending moment at center in foot Ihs

Let Ms represent the bending moment at supports in foot IDs.

For a freely supported beam of uniform cross section :

,v.\-
Mc= +^

^
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Reinforced Concrete Floor Construction

=^i;;sif^^^!i,>j» ..(jj;,iv« - is.vW*,i. '->,<«-?!ir"*:'. .» -I^

By JNO. B. LEONARD. C. E.

THE very <:^eneral adoption of reinforced concrete floors awakens particular

interest in a study of their merits and faults. In a reinforced concrete

building the floor construction must of necessity be of this material, but

in steel frame buildings it is very generally adopted because of its easy adapta-

bility to the various conditions, and the excellent results it yields at a minimum
expense. Concrete, being cast into position in such a way as to make a mono-

lithic or continuous mass, and possessing the characteristics of an elastic solid,

is subject to all of the physical laws involved by these conditions. The result

is that the designer encounters problems which seldom, if ever, arise in any of

the other structural materials at his command. Its qualification of weak ten-^

sional strength demands that exceptional care be exercised to insure such con-

/

FiK^. :.

()i

Figr. I.

ditions that will make it impossible for the concrete to ever
J^

callecUupon
^^

^nrh strains This safeguard s many times omitted in floor construction

v^th is a lack olcoLideration of the negative moment over the points of

'''^'The principle of the continuous beam includes the rigidity and relative

positions ^f its ^supports. However, a small settlen.ent or ^-sp acement of tIc

supports occurring in practice, will not cause the assumptions to be materially

^^'''The principal feature with which we are concerned, is the ^l^tennination of

the mome'nts which shall be provided for at the
^^-'^Yf^^^;:^^^^^^^

Each slab or beam will then be considered as a separate span and the amount

of "fixedness" at the ends determined.

Let "1" be the span in feet.
i r ^

Let "w" be the uniformly distributed load in pounds per lineal toot.

Let "W" be the central concentrated load in pounds.

Let Mc represent the bending moment at center in foot lbs

Let Ms represent the bending moment at supports in foot lbs.

For a freely supported beam of uniform cross section

:

Mc= H—5"

O 0.
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For a beam fixed or perfectly built-in at the ends and of uniform cross-

section :

Mc= +
wl- Ms=

wl-

24 . .
'"" 12

The buildin<^-in or fixedness in reinforced concrete not l)ein2;- complete

and the beams not of uniform section, the value of Mc and Ms will have some
intermediate values between those ^iven above.

Under the condition of a central concentrated load, for a beam completely

fixed at the ends and of uniform cross section:

Ms= —

—

Mc= +
8

Fig^. S.

Most designers assume the maximum bending- momerit~for a uniformly
•1 -

distributed load as Mc = ^ . This would consider a negative moment of

^ as existing over the supports. For certain positions of loading of two

adjacent spans, complete fixedness will result, and hence Ms = ~ ~\2 ' ^^^^

should, generally speaking, be the minimum value considered as occurring over

the center of the supports. In the case of beams, the columns and haunches
provide increased depth and the reinforcement may be diminished to satisfy

the decreased moment at the edge of the haunches, which is usually the critical

point. In calculating slabs, the increased depth of the beam likewise allows of

a reduction of the reverse moment.
wi-

lt is the practice of some designers to assume Mc = -nz and to proportion

the concrete and steel sections accordingly. The contraflexure stresses are

safeguarded by providing approximately 4/10 of the sectional area of the lower

reinforcement over the supports for interior spans and about 5/10 at the end

supports.
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By designing a number of beams for the ordinary comlitionsofspans and

loadings, using a concrete stress of 600 lbs. per square .nch and 16.000 lbs pe

square inch on the steel, it is found that the contnunty remforcenient wd have

a stress of about 20,000 lbs. per square inch under full continuous action, if 4/lU

of the sectional area of the lower reinforcement is continued over the supports.

However, the slab bars adjacent to the beani are an asset that {"rt^^;/,!'";";:

ishes this stress. Unless the live load is very large in comparison with the dead

load, the value of Ms = -^ provides ample strength for the stresses occur-

ring at the center of the span. Should the simple span condition be brought

about which rarely occurs, the stress in the concrete and .steel would be in-

creased about 30 per cent. Under full continuity con.hfon, the points of con-

traflexure are respectively 0.21 and 0.25 of the span trom the supports for a

uniform load and a concentrated load. The continuity bars shou d here ore

extend at least ^ of the clear span from each support, and always be placed in

the top of the slab. ^ o ,. , „„„» ;.,

The above construction has the added advantage of easy adjustment i.i

the f^e11 Customary practice employs the use of a five-bar beam, three of which

ay be used to resisVhori.ontal shear. Effective results are obtained by bend-
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inc: up one l)ar at tlie c|iiarter i)()int of clear span, two liars at the eip^hth point,

and continnini;' these latter bars over the snp])orts the proper distance into the

adjacent span. This reduces the multii)licity of bars passing- throuo^h the

column to a niininunn, besides bein<T^ economical. Tests have shown that the

inclined bars are effective and will in most cases provide ain])le security ap^ainst

loni^itudinal shear. In the case of slabs, alternate bars should be bent up at

the quarter points and extend over the supports, or should run continuously

throui^h the bottom, and have additional bars jilaced over the points of sup-

port for the contratlexure tension. The latter method has the advantaj^e of be-

ing cheaper to place in the field and probably insures a more accurate result. It

is not sufficient to reinforce the bottom of the slab for a simple span condition

alone, unless one be satisfied with the certainty of having floor cracks along

many of the lines of support. The mechanical laws of beam action in reinforced

concrete are (lei)endent ujion the nature of the material, its manner of incor-

poration, and are inflexible. The above formula show^ that the zone of tension

in the slab or beam changes from the bottom to the top of the member, at a

place at or near a point one-quarter of the span from its points of support.
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The placing of reinforcing material in a continuous hue on the bottom of

the slab should not be confused with continuity reinforcement m the sense

herein discussed ; neither does the raising of the reinforcement to the top ot

the slab over the points of support, insure a sound result, for the reason that

the tension starts at these quarter points, becomes the maxnnum at the pom

of support and may be sufficient at. some point between the quarter pomt ami

the place where the reinforcement bends up to cause the unsightly crack.

These cracks bring the slab into a simple span condition, but they have greatly

weakened it through having depreciated its possible shear resistance, and are

therefore the measure of the strength of the member.
• , t j

To show that the above predicted results do occur, the writer has hart

several views of floor cracks taken within the last few days, which are shown

in Figures 1 to 5. These examples have been selected as fair averages, as near

as the judgment of the writer would permit, and he is perfectly certain of

being able to point out many more cases. .JDie first three were taken in s^
fraiue buildings, having spans (as nearly as could be determined) of 6 to 8

feet center to center of steel beams. The latter two are concrete buildings m

which the slab had a span of approximately 15 feet in each direction withou

any intermediate beams. A very careful search has failed to reveal any of

these cracks in buildings in which the continuity remforcement was used over

the^ points of support. The shrinkage cracks in the surfacing of concre e

floors should not be confused with the structural cracks, and are always easily

detected because they seldom, if ever, run parallel with the line of support

within the zone of tension.
, i . . f^. fi.^

In conclusion, the writer asserts that there is no excuse whatever for the

occurrence of any but surface cracks in reinforced concrete floors, and the

precautions necessary to prevent such defects involve but little, if any, extra

expense. •

A k'l-lic of Early Califorma

fe^.^¥fl^ 1.h£m?
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ing up one bar at the quarter point of clear span, two bars at the eighth point,

and continuing these latter bars over the supports the proper distance into the

adjacent span. This reduces the multipHcity of bars passing through the

cokinin to a minimum, besides being economical. Tests have shown that the

inclined bars are effective and will in most cases provide ample security against

longitudinal shear. In the case of slabs, alternate bars should be bent up at

the quarter points and extend over the supports, or should run continuously

through the bottom, and have additional bars placed over the points of sup-

port for the contraflexure tension. The latter method has,the advantage of be-

ing cheaper to place in the field and probably insures a more accurate result. It

is not sufficient to reinforce the bottom of the slab for a simple span condition

alone, unless one be satisfied with the certainty of having floor cracks along

many of the lines of support. The mechanical laws of beam action in reinforced

concrete are dependent upon the nature of the material, its manner of incor-

poration, and are inflexible. The above formula show that the zone of tension

in the slab or beam changes from the bottom to the top of the member, at a

place at or near a point one-quarter of the span from its points of support.

~\
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The placinff of reinforcing material in a continuous line on the bottom of

the slab, should not be confused with continuity reinforcement m the sense

herein discussed ; neither does the raising of the remforcement to the top ot

"he slab over the points of support, insure a sound result, for the reason tha

the tension starts at these quarter points, becomes the maximum at the poin

of support and may be sufficient at some point between the quarter point ami

the place where the reinforcement bends up to cause the unsightly crack.

These cracks bring the slab into a simple span condition, but they have greatly

weakened it through having depreciated its possible shear resistance, and are

therefore the measure of the strength of the member.
.. . u j

To show that the above predicted results do occur, the writer has hart

several views of floor cracks taken within the last few days, which are shown

in Fieures 1 to 5. These examples have been selected as fair averages, as near

as the judgment of the writer would permit, and. he is perfectly certain of

-being able to point out many more cases.. The first three were taken m steel

fraiiTe buildings, having spans (as nearly as could be determined) of 6 to 8

feet center to center of steel beams. The latter two are concrete buildings in

which the slab had a span of approximately 15 feet in each direction without

any intermediate beams. A very careful search has failed to reveal any of

these cracks in buildings in which the continuity reinforcement was used over

the^ points of support. The shrinkage cracks in the surfacing of concre e

floors should not be confused with the structural cracks-, and are always easily

detected because they seldom, if ever, run parallel with the line of support

within the zone of tension.
_ , . r ti,=

In conclusion, the writer asserts that there is no excuse whatever for the

occurrence of any but surface cracks in reinforced concrete floors, and the

precautions necessary to prevent such defects involve but little, if any, extra

expen.se.

A Krlic ot t.ariy Caltjorma
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Athletic Club Building

The l)iiil(hiiL( committee of the Los
Angeles Athletic Club, composed of Frank
A. Garbiitt, Wm. M. Garland and Milo M.
Potter, lias decided on Harrison Albright

as the architect for the ten-story club build-

ing to be erected on the northeast corner

of Seventh and Olive streets.

In the contract made between the parties

thereto it was stated that work should liegin

within thirty clays and that the building

be completed bV January 1, 1909, at a cost

not exceeding $650,000.

The new building will be constructed

entirely of reinforced concrete and will rest

on a reinforced concrete slab, which will

cover the entire lot and extend to within

two feet of the curb lines of the streets

and alley. .

Concrete Building for Santa Rosa

The people of Santa Rosa expect soon to

have a new City Hall and Fire Department

building to replace the structures destroyed

in tlie earthquake two years ago.

The City Hall, as proposed according to

the plans that have been adopted by the

Council, will be a handsorne two-story

structure, built on beautiful lines. It will

contain a commodious Council chamber,

private offices for the Mayor, offices for all

the city officers, the jail, with large steel

cells and a meeting place for the general

public. The Fire Department building will

be directly in the rear of the City Hall. The
structures are estimated to cost $60,000, and

will be of steel frame with reinforced

concrete.

Masonic Temple

Richmond Lodge of Masons will short-

ly commence the erection of a three-

story temple on their lot, 75x100, on the

southwest corner of First avenue and

Clement street, San Francisco, from
plans by .Architect Hermann Earth. The
ground floor is laid out for stores, while

two lodge rooms and six suites of offices

will be on the second floor and a

banquet and ball room on the third floor.

A heating plant will be installed. The
investment will represent approximately

$60,000. Richmond Lodge is one of the

youngest lodges in the State, being less

than two years old.
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Athletic Club Building

The building committee of the Los
Angeles Athletic Club, composed of Frank .

A. Garbutt, Wm. M. Garland and Milo M..

Potter, has decided on Harrison Albright

as the architect for the ten-story club build-

ing to be erected on the northeast corner

of Seventh and Olive streets.

In the contract made between the parties

thereto it was stated that work should begin

within thirty days and that the building

be completed by January 1, 1909, at a cost

not exceeding $650,000.

The new building will be constructed

entirely of reinforced concrete and will rest

on a reinforced concrete slab, which will

cover the entire lot and extend to within

two feet of the curb lines of the streets

and alley.

Concrete Building for Santa Rosa
^

The people of Santa Rosa expect soon to

have a new City Hall and Fire Department

building to replace the structures destroyed

in the earthquake two years ago.

The City Hall, as proposed according to

the plans that have been adopted by the

Council, will be a handsome two-story

structure, built on beautiful lines. It will

contain a commodious Council chamber,

private offices for the Mayor, offices for all

the city officers, the jail, with large steel

cells and a meeting place for the general

public. The Fire Department building will

be directly in the rear of the City Hall. The
structures are estimated to cost $60,000, and

will be of steel frame with reinforced

concrete.

Masonic Temple

Richmond Lodge of Masons will short-

ly commence the erection of a three-

story temple on their lot, 75x100, on the

southwest corner of First avenue and

Clement street, San Francisco, from

plans by Architect Hermann Earth. The
ground floor is laid out for stores, while

two lodge rooms and six suites of offices

will be on the second floor and a

banquet and ball room on the third floor.

A heating plant will be installed. The
investment will represent approximately

$60,000. Richmond Lodge is one of the

youngest lodges in the State, being less

than two years old.
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Fine Hotel for Berkeley

Three complete sets of plans for the new

Shattuck hotel, to cost $500,000 and to be

erected at the corner of Allston ^Yay and

Shattuck avenue, have been submitted to

the directors of the building association in

a contest to determine who shall draw the

final plans for the structure, according to

an announcement by Superior Judge

WiUiam Waste, a director.

The competition was decided upon by the

directors as a means of selecting the most

capable architect. He will be given six

months or longer to make the P^ans and

will be allowed to travel to secure ideas to

be incorporated in the structure.

The corporation has ordered the building

to be designed in the form of an L, with

the foot facing the north of Allston way

and with a hundred foot frontage on Shat-

tuck avenue at the corner. The stem of

the building will run north and south and

will be situated about 125 feet west of the

west line of Shattuck avenue.

The competing architects are Meyers

& Ward, Ben G. McDougall and H. S.

Mackay.

Architectural Exhibit

An exhibit of architectural drawings and

photographs was held recently at the

Home Club in East Oakland.

The drawing of the Ferry building arcade

by Willis Polk was given the place of

honor. This drawing was one of the few

rescued from the fire and underwent many
vicissitudes, finally emerging in several

pieces, which were afterward put together.

Another drawing of Polk's that attracted

attention was that of the First National

Bank, delicately colored in oil.

—The exhibit was separated into four

divisions—domestic, public and semi-public

buildings, sketches and picturesque bits of

architecture abroad, and photographs.

Among the more noticeable drawings
shown were those of the Bank of Cali-

fornia by Bliss & Faville, Custom-house
by Tharpe & Rixford, the Claremont
Hotel by C. W. Dickey, and the Olympic
Club interiors by Henry A. Schulze.

May Have State Building

After being held in abeyance for over

a year, plans for erecting a State Build-

ing in San Francisco are to be expedited.

Governor Gillett has declared his in-

tention to urge the construction of the

structure at once, for which $500,000 was
anpropriated at the special session of

the Legislature in 1906.

Pacific Union Club Building

The plans of Architect Albert Pissis

of a club building have been accepted by
the Pacific Union Club of San Francisco
in competition with sketches submitted
by eight of the most prominent San
Francisco architects. Second priz% was
given to McDonald & Applegarth and
third priz,e to Sutton & Weeks. The
estimated cost of the building is $350,-

000. A feature of Architect Pissis* plans
is a great inside court.

The building is to be erected on the
site of the famous brown-stone Flood
mansion in front of the Fairmont Hotel.
Some of the plans included designs

which would make use of the standing
walls and of the costly stone, which was
brought from New Hampshire, and other
designs called for a completely new edi-

fice; but practically all of them followed
classic designs.
The completed drawings, each with its

designer's name omitted, but with a

number, supplemented bv a number and
the right name in a sealed envelope to

be opened after the competition was de-
cided, were submitted to the board on
January 15th.

After considerable deliberation the
board placed the eight plans on exhibi-
tion. The designs included three and
four-story buildings. The architects in

the competition were Clinton Day, Reed
Brothers, Trowbridge & Livingstone,
William Curlett, Albert Pissis, Sutton &
Weeks, McDonald & Applegarth and
Louis P. Hobart.

Cathedral for San Francisco

The suggestive designs and plans for

the new Episcopal Cathedral to be
erected on the Crocker block at Cali-

fornia and Jones streets, San Francisco,
are the work of the late G. F. Bodley
and C. S. Hall, London architects, who
have made a specialty of church design
and construction. The plans are tenta-

tive, being subject to revision by the
committee, and even after acceptance it

may be some time before they are car-

ried into execution, as the cost of the
building is approximately estimated at

$1,000,000.

There are two water color pictures

amon*- the plans, one of the exterior
the other showing the interior looking
toward the altar. At first glance they
produce a decidedly pleasing effect,

mingled with a sense of bigness of the
'rejected cathedral. The style is four-

teenth centurv Gothic with touches of

the decorated, or later period, though
in all the graceful lines of the perspec-
tive design it is plain that the cencep-
tion is distinctively and exquisitely

English, and the treatment in harmony

with the churchly feeling of the period

to which the style belongs.

The cathedral is designed 275 feet

in length externally, and 120 feet 4

inches across nave and aisles, the

width of the nave being Z7 feet. The

transepts are 37 feet wide and 157 feet

long internally. The height from floor

to apex of ceiling is 85 feet. The cen-

tral tower is 144 feet to the top of the

parapet and 217 feet to the top of the

spire The towers on the California

street front are 180 feet to the top.

The plan consists of nave and double

aisles with chapels. The roofs are to

be of wood treated with finely carved

beams and boarded inside. The inter-

ior is amply lighted with clerestory

windows. At the north end, or de-

scribed in ecclesiastical architecture,

the east end, there will be a stone rere-

dos—a delicate tracerv effect in stone,

such as is seen only in the Gothic

cathedrals.

The interior will have the advantage

of being seen all at once. The London

designers propose three chapels. As

described by them, there will be a fine

sense of space at the crossing of the

nave transepts under the central tower,

and at the entrance leading to the

chancel there is an oak screen vaulted

and surmounted with a carved beam

with the crucifixion. The architects

also propose the organ divided into two

parts connected with electric action.

The photograph of the exterior per-

spective shows California street look-

ing west from Taylor street. The Cali-

fornia-street front is characterized by

two spires, massive in the tower parts

and terminating in characteristically

graceful finials. There is no door on

that end, the main entrances being on

the sides, approached by long flights

of steps, and the transepts have large

entrance doors. Ample spaces are re-

served for vestries, the sacristy and

the bantistrv.

The New Hearst Building

The plans for the new Hearst building,

to be erected on the corner of Market

and Third streets, San Francisco, call

for a building much larger than the

old one. The main portion of the build-

ing will be eighteen full stories above

the ground, and twenty-two floors, ex-

clusive of landings in the lantern above

the tower. The annex portion of the

building will front on Stevenson street,

40 by 64 feet, and will be eight stories.

The architects are Messrs. Kirby, Petit

& Green, who have established a branch

office in San Francisco.

The foundations are to be 32 feet

below the curb level. In the selection

of the architectural treatment of the

exterior the architects have perpetuated

the traditions and the character of the

early Spanish settlers, who have created

what we recognize as the Mission style

The first and second stories will be faced

with pink Tennessee marble, while white

glazed terra cotta will be used up to

the sixteenth floor, above this the terra

cotta will be polychromatic. The root

is to be covered with huge copper tiles.

The floors will be fireproof with rein-

forced concrete, and partitions of steel

studs, wire lathed and plastered.

More Fine Office Buildings

The newest notable additions to the

commercial architecture of San Fran-

cisco are the Bartlett Doe Estate build-

ing, which will rise beside the Sherman-

Clay building and also have a frontage

on Sutter street, and the Maskey build-

ing, which will soon be erected a few

feet north of the Chronicle building. A
third monumental structure, on the site

of the Thurlow block, and a tall build-

ing for the Adams lot at the northeast

corner of Sutter and Kearny streets, will,

when completed, make Kearny street

one of the notable streets of the world's

cities.

Plans have been finished for the Doe

and the Frank Maskey buildings by

Havens & Toe^ke. The Doe building

will be ten stories in height, though but

six will be built at present. It will have

a frontage of 85 feet on Kearny street

and 41 feet on Sutter street The esti-

mated cost is $295,000. Maskey s build-

ing will be six stories high and will cost

about $130,000. Both structures are de-

signed for offices and stores, and their

fronts will be of light cream glazed terra

cotta They will have steel frames, the

Doe building to be of the Class A type

and the other Class C—an improved

combination of steel frame and wood.

Architects Offer Prize Competition

The Washington State Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects has

decided to offer a competition to the

draughtsmen of the State, under 30 years

of age, the subject to be the designing

of a country inn, to be built in the Coast

country, and suitable for Coast climatic

conditions.
Six weeks will be allowed for the

preparation of the drawings and full

information as to the terms of the coni-

petition can be had from David J.

Meyers, Lowman building, Seattle. Two
prizes, one of $50 and the second of

$35 will be offered. The drawings are

to be simply rendered and the members

of the chapter hope that all the draughts-

men in the State eligible for the prizes

will compete.
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A correspondent writes

:

"San Francisco wants the 1909

convention of the American Insti-

tute of Architects.'*

The Pacific Coast is entitled to en-

tertain this (iistingnished body some
time, but probably not so soon as 1909.

We would like the opinions of mem-
bers of the Chapter.

Our sentiments, briefly outlined in

these columns two months ago anent

architects and the

ARCHITECTS AND daily press, are

THE DAILY PRESS echoed in the fol-

lowing editorial in

the Inland Architect and News Letter

for January

:

''One of the greatest aids to an ap-

preciation of architecture by the pub-
lic is the support of the daily press.

That this support is woefully lacking

in many cities is apparent to all. The
instances are numerous where scant

notice is taken of architects and their

work, notwith.standing that a city is

praised or condemned chiefly for the

character of its buildings. It is of

importance to architects to ascertain

the reasons of each newspaper in their

city for the apathy shown, and sys-

tematically strive to overcome this,

and secure more interest in current

architectural work. The attitude of

the newspapers with relation to the

last convention of the Institute was a

con.spicuous example of how little sup-

port is given the profession of archi-

tecture by the daily press. This was
not due to lack of effort by the press

committee of the local chapter, who
left nothing undone to secure publicity

for the event. The principal reason

was, doubtless, that the subject of

architecture did not appeal as strongly

to the editors in charge as other sub-

jects that at the time were pressing

for recognition. The systematic cam-
paign for public recognition of archi-

tecture may well begin with the editor-

in-chief of the great dailies, and fol-

low down to the reporter who makes
the round of the architects' offices for

news. Courteous and considerate

\

treatment of the reporter is not the

least effective way to obtain the de-

sired end."

In an interview just given by

Architect Fitzpatrick of Washing-
ton, the executive

.invrv m PRESSION ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^1^-
KbbULi iN CHEAPER .^^ Inspectors' So-
BUILDINQ

^,jg^y^ ^^ organiza-

tion that keeps in closest touch with

building matters all over the coun-

try, that authority asserts that the

present is a most opportune time for

people to build. The money strin-

gency has developed some peculiar

effects upon the building situation.

Just prior to the so-called panic

everything was at the highest, not

only materials but labor. Wages

were at the highest point ever

reached and the amount of work

done in a day was the lowest ever

given. Labor was exceedingly inde-

pendent and the result was that

buildings cost anywhere from 20 to

60 per cent more than they did a

very few years ago. Tightening of

money has scared people generally;

manufacturers are anxious to get rid

of their stock and get some money

in and are making low prices on

materials, and while wages have not

been reduced to any great extent

men are desirous of ''holding their

jobs" and are rendering immeasura-

bly better service. It is only a ques-

tion of a little time when conditions

will have eased up and labor and

materials will be at the same old

high-priced s^-^-'^ard.

Unmistakrr^ he people have had

a stiff enougii uose of stock depre-

ciation and have seen the folly of

trying to make big returns by stock

gambling. More and more will it

be brought home to them that real

estate and building constitute in-

finitely safer investments and it will

not be long before we will have

boom times again in building. The

men who are far-sighted enough and

have acquired wisdom are the ones

who will close up contracts and

"cinch" their building operations

and get started at once. Those who
want to wait and see, and postpone

building contemplated structures for

a year or so will pay the penalty

in a greatly increased, enforced ex-

penditure.

To build now would be wise and

to build well at all times is wiser

still. The safest and most reason-

able investment in building is a

structure that cannot be destroyed

or even damaged materially by fire,

a thoroughly fireproof building. Andj

a thoroughly fireproof building \^

one whose frame is of steel, whose

outer walls are of brick and terra-

cotta, whose floors and partitions are

of brick or hollow tile or concrete

protected with tile, whose several

stories are separated and constitute

distinct units, whose windows, pro-

tected against external attack, keep

fire out, and whose entire construc-

tion is thoroughly and sensibly exe-

cuted. To all sensible investors I

shoukl say "build now and build

well."\

What His Music Bill Meant

An architect who had planned and

superintended the building of a west side

residence had turned over the completed

house to its owner. The architect has

been in nowise hampered in the ekpen-

diture of money, yet his customer, being

a -ood business man, gave his personal

attention to the details of the cost.

"What does this mean?" he asked on

a final inspection of the bills. 'Three

hundred dollars to a quartet of trained

musicians. How can anybody have given

a concert already in my house when no

one is living there?"
.

"They were testing the acoustics ot

the rooms," the architect explained.

"Fvery room in your house has been sub-

mitted to that test. There will be plenty

of music there later on, and I certainly

wouldn't want to finish the house with-

out bein^r sure that the sounding prop-

erties were satisfactory. In these days

everv private house or hotel that

amounts to anything is put throughUie

acoustic test before it leaves the archi-

tect's hands."—New York Sun.
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Lighting and 1 icating of Buildings
covering

Wiring and Piping; Electric and Gas Fixtures; Telephones and Bells; Electric

Elevators, Dumb Waiters and Hoists; Electric Signs, Burglar Alarms; Electric

and Gas Heating and Cooking Devices; Electric Motors; Gas Engines, and
Individual Power Plants for Lighting, Pumping, Refrigen^ing, Etc.

.

Design of Conduit Systems for Office
Buildings

By PAUL C BUTTE

THE design of a conduit system re-
quires careful consideration owing
to the varying conditions that are

usually met with. And the first design
should be made with a view toward
future changes and extensions as much
as possible, as in most cases a radical
change is comparatively very expensive
and very difficult to make.

Current is to be conveyed to light
outlets on the different floors of a build-
ing for giving a certain iHuminating in-
tensitv which is shown by the architect's
plan, and it is the duty of the engineer
to lav out the wiring system as effi-

ciently as possible, at the same time
bearing in mind economy, so as to avoid
a useless expenditure of money for
superfluous materials and labor.
The principal questions to be con-

sidered are: What is the cost of copper
and conduit? What is the cost of labor?
The labor question is by far the most im-
portant one, because it would be easy
to show by comparing the cost of ma-
terial used in the construction of mains,
feeders and branches with the cost of
labor in installing them, that labor is

of first importance, as $100 worth of
material mav cost anywhere from $50 to
$200 or more to install. It would be
difficult indeed to give iron-clad rules
for determining these relationships but
perhaps the best that can be done is

to follow the common-sense rule of lay-
ing out the work so that the labor bill

is low.

Where it is nossible to have greater
drop and consequently a lighter wire
and in some cases less labor in handling
it, the choice becomes self-evident.
When the cost of labor is equal in both
cases, under consideration, saving can
only be attempted with the copper, and
the reverse, namely when the cost of
copper is equal, in both cases, saving
must be attempted in the labor.

Perhaps, this idea can be best illus-

trated by a practical case. Suppose 500
amperes is to be supplied to a set of
feeders, will it be necessary to use one
or two sets of mains? If the wires

are to be run in conduit for a distance
of 100 feet, a calculation will show that
at a drop of 1 per cent at 110 volts,
1,000,000 C. M. cables will be required.
If the wires are run straight ahead, there
is a possibility of using such a heavy
wire, but where there are bends, it is

much more advisable to run two sets of
500,000 C. M. wires in multiple. This
is true where conduit is used, although
manv might raise objections to this con-
clusion on the grounds that it costs less
to run a single line of 1,000,000 C. M.
cable than two sets of 500,000 C. M.
cables. This matter can only be decided
by experience; and even then a decision
would rest largely upon the character
of labor employed, which naturally in-

volves questions of strength, skill, and
speed in the performance of the same.
If a single line of 1,000,000 C. M. cables
is installed there is a saving in cost of
material and labor, provided it takes less

time to run the wires. Where elbows are
to be encountered, an extra flexible cable
might be employed and labor saved, but
the wire costs more, so the point to be
considered of cost of wire or material
and cost of labor, is in a practical sense
a oart of the triple question involved^
under the head of drop, material, and
labor.

The arbitrary choice of 1 per cent for
the drop in the mains above referred to
might have been made 2 per cent, in

which case the size of the wire being
one-half or 500,000 circular mils, the
doubt disappears; but if the maximum
drop to the farthest outlet is 3 per
cent, only 1 per cent drop is left to be
distributed between the feeders and
branches and if putting more copper
here, means more labor distributed
among a large number of wires, than
putting it on the mains, it is obviously
a rnistake to increase the drop on the
mains. The determination of the most
economical arrangement is best arrived
at by tabulating the different elements
of wiring system, when the proper re-
sults can be obtained with little difficulty.
There is no hard and fast rule to deter-
mine the proper distribution of the losses
as each case brings up different condi-
tions that must be taken into consid-
eration.

It is a well-known fact that the in-

candescent lamp is very seriously af-

fected by a slight variation above or

below the normal rated voltage of the

lamp. This is shown by the followmg

results of a test made by the writer:

Av. Hon Av. Life

Voltage. C. P. of Lamps.

2^5 5 21 623 hours

110 normal rating 16 1008

104.5 11.8 1432

The necessity of maintaining as uni-

form a voltage as possible is evident

from the above test. One of the impor-

tant problems in laying out an extensive

system is the proper distribution of the

copper so as to avoid a great variation

of drop in voltage between any two out-

lets. This is accomplished by the proper

selection of centers of distribution. A
wiring system is in many respects like

a nervous system in its branches and

ramifications, but the most interesting

fact is the similarity between the

ganglions in the nervous system and the

centers of distribution of the wiring

system. From these points, not only

does the current become distributed, but

the pressure is delivered as nearly uni-

form as possible to the various lamps

or outlets at which it is utilized. In

placing the distributing centers on a

floor of a building it is necessary to so

arrange the wires that the drop on each

circuit will not exceed a certain amount and

each branch circuit should be calcu-

lated separately. It is obviously more

economical to have two or three centers

of distribution on a floor than a single

one where the system is complex, or

where a considerable area is covered, as

this shortens up the average length of

the branch circuit and allows a smaller

wire for the same drop in voltage.

A number of arrangements have been

devised for attaining uniformity of vol-

tage in the risers of tall office buildings

without causing an excessive investment

in copper, and they are all based on the

principle of using centers of distribu-

tion and sub-feeders. These arrange-

ments, of course, depend upon the

dimensions of the building, and the

character of the load to be carried.
^

After the sizes and number of main,

feeder and branch circuit wires have been

determined, the conduits necessary for

protecting the same should be calculated.

The installation of a conduit system

is practicallv equivalent to the equip-

ment of a house with pipes, exposed

or concealed, as the case may be, through

which wires are fished after the pipe

work is completed. The necessity for

using conduit of the correct size need

hardly be commented upon. The great-

est difficulty will be experienced if the

pipes catch or grip the wires when they

are fished through, and it is imperative,

therefore, to only use the correct

diameters, leaving nothing to chance in
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this respect. It occasionally happens in

tall buildings that when mains or feeders
are pulled through a conduit having sev-
eral bends, enormous force is necessary.
This may be due to a kink in the wire
or the bends or elbows in the pipe. A
wire may slip through a pipe easily,

yet catch if an elbow or two present
themselves. A liberal allowance in pipe
diameter will obviate this and save time
and necessarily labor and expense if

considered in advance in laying out the
wiring plans, besides, insuring proper
insulation throughout.
Too much stress cannot be laid upon

the necessity for as perfect mechanical
work as can be done. The details of
soldering and connecting wires, the tap-
ing of wire and the proper method of
installing conduits

—

all of these belong

to the field of purely practical work call-

ing for experience and skill on the part
of the workman. Efficiency can only
be secured if every portion of the con-
duit and conductor undergoes a careful
inspection during the development of

the work and during its completion. By
a consideration of the above points the
ultimate success of a conduit system is

assured.

Cords and Chains for Electric Light
Fixtures

IT
HAS frequently been said by those
interested in electric lighting that

electric fixture designs have fol-

lowed too closely the lines of gas fix:tures.

There is undoubtedly much truth in

this assertion. Because a gas fixture

needs a pipe to convey gas to its burners
is no reason why the electric man should
persistently use a rigid pipe for his fix-

tures also. In the abolishment of the
conventional gas fixture idea, electric

fixture designers will have the hearty
sunnort of architects, who are apt to

consider the lighting fixture as somewhat
of a nuisance. To these, electric light-

ing should appeal particularly for the
reason that it offers the op^^ortunity of

doing away with fixtures altogether by
placing lamps in recesses with suitable

reflectors behind them or the use of

unobtrusive hemispheres. This applies

mainlv, however, to the more expensive
work. , For chean. every-da^ installa-

tions, more extensive use of cords and
chains can be made with advantage than
has been common practice in the past.

Unfortunately, the plain drop cord has
received the stamp of cheaoness and in-

elegance, largely because of the cheap,
quickly fading cord that has commonly
been used and the way it has been used.
Certainly, some of the round silk-covered
cord now easily obtainable in the open
market is no more unsightly than the
brass rods which it might in many cases
sunplant. There is no reason why it

should not be more generally used to

supnort light lamp fixtures of most ar-

tistic design. For heavier fixtures which
it is not permissible to hang from cords,

Telephone FRANKLIN 837

IIanbridge=Loyst Electric Co., Inc.
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the chain pendant offers a cheap, artistic

and substantial solution.

Both the chain pendant and drop cord

offer a better mechanical construction

in many places than a fixture with a

rigid stem. Very few fixtures remain

in use manv years without becoming
more or less loose at the ceiling. They
are exceedingly likely to get out or

plumb, and are frequently pulled one way
or the other by having extension plugs

and cords attached to them. The flexible

suspension, which keeps itself in plumb

and yields to accidental blows instead of

breaking, is much more desirable than

a rigid stem. At the present time, it is

by no means necessary, for artistic rea-

sons, for a nrospective electric light

customer to snend an enormous amount
of money in fixtures. In fact, it is pos-

sible to do a large amount of high-grade

work with a very small fixture bill.

The old idea of fixtures with a large

number of arms, each carrying a small

lamp, is rapidly disappearing, except for

the comparatively few locations where

the decorative effect of a large number
of small lamps is wanted. A fixture

with several arms also finds a very

useful place in rooms where the differ-

ence of requirements at different times

makes several sockets necessary. But

for most purposes of general illumina-

tion, the aimole fixtures with a few

lamps, or with possibly but one, and

of high candle-power is taking the place

of the fixture with the centipedal effect

and here is where the cord and chain

are suitable.—Electrical World.
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Conduit Work a Specialty

"Dad, Here's to You!"

We happened in a home the other

night, and over the parlor door saw

the legend worked in red, "What is

home without a Mother?" Across the

room was another brief "God bless our

Home " Now what's the matter with

"God bless our Dad?" He gets up early,

lights the fire, boils an egg and wipes off

the dew of dawn with his boots while

many a Mother is sleeping. He makes

25?^' W ^
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the weekly hand-out for the butcher,
the grocer, the milk-man and baker, and
his little pile is badly worn before He has
been home an hour. If there is a noise
in the night, Dad is kicked in the back
and made to go down stairs to find the
burglar and kill him. Mother darns the
socks, but Dad bought the socks in the
first place, and the needles and the yarn
afterwards. Mother does up the fruit;

well, Dad bought it all, and jars and
sugar cost like mischief. Dad buys the
chickens for the Sunday dinner, carves
them himself and draws the neck from
the ruins after everyone else is served.
"What is home without a Mother?" Yes,
that is all right; but "What is home
without a Father?" Ten chances to one
it's a boarding house, Father is under
the slab and the landlady is the widow.
Dad, here's to you—you've got your
faults—you may have lots of 'em—but
you're all right, and we will miss you
when you're gone.

The above was sent out by the Bost-
wick Steel Lath Company of Niles.
Ohio, in the shape of New Year's Greet-
ings.

L. R. BOYNTON, PRC8. 4 GCN'L MGR.
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Interesting lighting effects are

often the result of knowing

where to select your fixtures
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Heating a Modern Apartment Building Continental Fireproofing Company

THIS subject, says the American Car-

penter and Builder, is one that

every person proposing to erect

an apartment building as a paying in-

vestment should consider with vital im-

portance. It is an established fact,

by practice and theory, that a one-pipe

steam system with circuit mains and

gravity return is more generally adapted

to heat the class of buildings named.

When estimating the radiation, the use

of each room should be taken into con-

sideration, also the number of times the

air changes, and vary the above factors

used so the required temperature can

be obtained from the amount of radia-

tion figured. When selecting a steam

boiler, the following very important

points should be considered. A cast iron

sectional boiler is more preferable and

economical than a steam boiler, as can

be readily understood, in casting these

sections, the most important parts can

be molded and obtain the proper shapes

^uch as a large steam space and a well

designed flue travel, with the proper pro-

portion of heating surfaces, which jis

impossible with a steel boiler. The

heating surfaces in a heating boiler

are those surfaces which have water

on one side, and hot gases on the

other, and transmitting as much ot

the heat generated by the fuel to the

water as possible, thereby generating

steam more easily. By having a boiler

with a large steam storage space, a

continuous and steady pressure can be

maintained all night under banked fires.

A steel boiler will rust out«Jn ten

years at the most, and may also blqw

up which explosion would destroy the

entire boiler, while the average life of

the cast-iron boiler is from twenty-hve

to thirty-f^ve years, and in case of an

explosion, there could be no more than

one or two sections broken. These could

be replaced at a small expense, and bv

so doing the boiler would be practically

new. In figuring the capacity of the

steam boiler, 15 per cent of the actual

radiation should be added for the heat

transmitted through mains, and an addi-

tional 15 per cent for the factor of

safety. When receiving bids or pro-

posals on a heating system, the most

advisable and satisfactory way to re-

ceive them would be in the form of a

complete specification covering boiler,

tools, forendation, flue, smoke pipe, as-

bestos covering, system of piping,

mains and returns, radiator valves and

union and radiation.

The Continental Fireproofing Com-
pany, with offices in the Mutual Bank
building, has recently finished a nice

job of fireproofing in the Hyman build-

ing on Third street, between Market
and Mission streets, San Francisco. This
building was designed by Architects
Meyers & Ward. The company has
other equally important work under way
and several good contracts about to be
closed. The Continental came to the
Coast soon after the big fire and its work
and manner of doing business has made
for its management many warm friends.
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Electric Heating in Shanghai

It is stated by United States Consul
W. T. Gracey, of Tsingtan, China, that
electric kettles for afternoon tea are
finding a sale in Shanghai; also electric
radiators in plain or ornamental styles,
which are most useful in Shanghai dur-
ing the damp weather, when a small and
steady fire is needed for drying clothing,
etc. The Shanghai municipal electrical
department has a special low rate of
charge for these heating appliances, and
they are now being used in residences
and offices to good effect.

Granite Monolithic Columns.

Much interest is being taken by engineers
and contractors in the erection of the First
Federal Trust Company building at Post
and Montgomery streets, San Francisco,
particularly in the setting of the cored,
monolithic column, the first ever placed
in position in this country it is said. The
weight of a monolithic column is not re-

markable, as manv heavier ones have been
placed in position, but the fact that there
is a large core through the center of it

renders it very fragile, and the great weight
had to be handled with the utmost care.

Willis Polk, the architect in charge of
the buildin? for D. H. Burnham & Co.,
regards it as a personal triumph that he

was able to induce the building committee
to decide upon a cored monolith in place
of a column built up in sections. Nearly
every contractor repc rted against it, as the
plan broke all established precedents. Some
of the contractors who were asked to bid on
the work demanded as much as $9000 bonus
as an insurance against accident in handl-
ing the monoliths.
A contractor finally agreed to take the

work and assume the risk without a bonus.
1). H. Burnham insisted that the grain of
the monoliths should be the same when

.
standing in the building as in the natural
state. In other words it was made a con-
dition that the columns should be cut from
vertical sections in the quarry and not from
horizontal sections. There are said to be
few granite quarries in the world outside
of California where a bed of sufficient thick-
ness could be found to permit of cutting the
twenty-one foot columns from vertical

sections.

There are four columns in all and they
were cut out in two sections, two columns
to the section. Before cutting and cormg
the columns, thev weighed forty-six tons
and afterward twelve tons, which shows
the amount of work done uoon them. It

was necessary to bore more than 300 linear
feet of holes in each column in order to
take out the cores. This work had to be
done with great accuracy, as it was essential
that the monoliths should retain a perfectly

I MOTOR DRIVEN PIPE CUTTINQ OFF MACHINE
Cuts from H inch to 4 inch and does the work of 20 Hand Cutters

Wc manufacture and carry in stock for prompt delivery. MOTOR and BELT DRIV'EN PIPE CUTTING and THREADING
MACHINERY. ELECTRIC HOISTS from one-half to five tons capacity. BELTING, PLLLEVS, SHAFTING. HANGERS,
GRINDERS and MOTORS for sale. Are prepared to do all kinds of marhine work and take contracts for complete POWER
PLANTS of every description.

SAIV P'RAIVCI^»wO ErNOI>^ ,i_i<i.%U CO/VIPAINV
322-324^ Sixth iS' "-ian Rrancisco
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vertical position after they had been fitted

clo:ely over th^ steel columns.

The columns were moved from Raymond

to San Francisco on a special train and the

crew had received instructions from the

officials of the Southern Pacific Company

to proceed slowly and with great care m
starting and stopping the train.

Many larger granite columns have been

placed over steel columns in New York

and other cities, but they have not been

monolithic. They have been sawed on a

vertical cross-section and cemented with

marble workers' wax after being placed in

position. The piece of work just done is

an innovation in stone construction, but

the architects believe that the plan will find

many imitators now that a successful start

has been made.

A House Without a Chimney

Mr. F. M. Sinsabaugh, secretary and

manager of the CarroUton Heat, Light

and Power Company, of CarroUton, III.,

has just moved into a new house, which

is entirely without a chimney or pro-

vision for any kind of fire in the house.

Mr. Sinsabaugh is getting heat for warm-
ing the house from the company's steam-

heating system. Cooking is all done by

electricity.

JAMES W. KERR. President and Manager

\ t

CHARLES D. STEIGEK. Secretar>

M 1 * I
•
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Fireproof Door Business is Good

Fred Nichols, manufacturer of fireproof

metal covered doors, sash, window frames

and interior metal finish for office buildings

is installing a handsome set of entrance

doors in the Farmers and Merchants Bank

at Healdsburg, Cal. The doors are finished

in statuary bronze. Mr. Nichols is also

making the fireproof doors for the

Mission Bank of San Francisco, situated

at Sixteenth street and Julian avenue. He
has just completed and delivered to the

Franklin School of Oakland fourteen hand-

some copper entrance doors, also Kalo-

meine Iron swinging sash for the St. Clair

building, cor. California and Drum streets,

San Francisco, Nathaniel Blaisdell, archi-

tect; pivoted sash for the Luning building,

San Francisco; fifteen sets of sliding

elevator doors for the Wilson Estate build-

ing on Market street near the Hale build-

ing, San Francisco, and sixteen sets of

sliding elevator doors for the Burbank
Hotel, corner Stockton and Post streets,

San Francisco.

Mr. Nichols has other large contracts

which he will start on as soon as the money
market loosens up. The prospects for the

coming spring and summer, he says, are

very bright, owing to the large quantities

of Kalomeine iron and copper in stock and
improved machinery for the manufacture
of doors. He is prepared to take anything

in the line of Kalomeine Iron interior

finish work at comparatively low prices.

Russell & Erwin Goods in Demand

W. R. Voorhees, manager for the Pa-

cific Coast of the Russell & Erwin manu-
facturing company of New Britain,

Conn., has recently returned from an
extended trip East. Mrs. Voorhees ac-

companied him and they visited nearly

every important noint east of Chicago.

Mr. Voorhees says there is plenty of

money now in the East, although there

is a general tendency to be cautious.

He thinks San Francisco will run way
ahead of other bi"^ cities this year in

respect to new construction work. It is

one of the very few cities that are not

already overbuilt.

The Russell & Erwin Company,
through Mr. Voorhees, has just taken

the contract for equipping the new Bank
of San Jose with builders' hardware.
The company also supplied the door
fixtures in the recently completed Garden
City bank building in the same town.

Dissolution of Partnership

The firm heretofore existing under the

name and style the John C. Ince Construc-

tion Company, doing business in the City

and County of San Francisco, State of

California has been dissolved by mutual

consent, Mr. John C. Ince having assumed
full control. Mr. Ince is well known as a

contractor of abiHty and in taking over the

business of the concern which carries his

name he has the well wishes of his wide

circle of friends and clients.

WEST COAST MAHOGANY
JENISERO—SPANISH C i M

HAVE PROVED SUPERIOR TO OTHERS AND ARE
MANUFACTURED HERE

WHY NOT SPECIFY AND USE THEM ?

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD COMPANY
Office, MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE Mill and Yard, BEACH AND TAYLOR STS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Praise for Hydrcx Waterproofing Felt

The following letter is self explanatory.

The Pacific Coast Agents of The Hydrex

Felt being the Boyle-Luey Co., Monadnock

building, San Francisco.

Madison, Wis., Dec. 24, 1907.

Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co.,

120 Liberty St., New York.

Gentlemen :—The samples of Hydrex

Waterproofing Felt which you forwarded to

the University of Wisconsin have been

tested and also samples obtained from the

Wisconsin Capitol foundation work.

We cannot speak too highly of your

product. After testing all kinds of water-

proofing materials, paints, fillers, compounds,

felts, and fabrics, we found yours to be the

only one that we could not force water

through. A direct pressure of 70 pounds per

square inch was maintained on a 1-3-6

specimen of concrete treated with two

layers of Hydrex Felt and compound for

110 hours without forcing any water

through.
J 11 . u ^. IX

Specimens were made 11 mches by li

inches, with an exposed surface of 28 square

inches. The felt was applied as in practice.

Four specimens were prepared with

Hydrex Felt, two with three ply and two

with two ply, all of which gave the same

results. The curves inclosed illustrate the

flow through plain concrete and the absence

of flow through the treated specimens.

if there is any additional information

about the tests that you would like we

would be glad to furnish it to you.

We wish to thank you for furnishing

specimens. Very truly yours, (signed)

H. E. Ketchum. University of Wisconsin.

Contractor Petersen a Busy Man '

H. L. Petersen, a well known San Fran-

cisco contractor, with offices at 111 O'Far-

rell street, has recently completed a very

creditable piece of work in the erection of

a three story reinforced concrete building

on Sacramento street for the Bauer-

Schweitzer Company. The plans were by

O'Brien Bros., architects. The building is

one of the best constructed reinforced

concrete structures in San Francisco.

Another building put up by Petersen

that has called forth considerable praise is

a three story concrete structure on Howard
street, between Fourth and Fifth streets,

designed by Coxhead and Coxhead. It

will be finished in another month. Mr.

Petersen is doing the foundation work
for a three story building at the corner of

Bush street and Mary lane from plans by

Architect T. Patterson Ross and Engineer

Bergren. The Empire Malt house on

Chestnut street, between Powell and Mason,

is another creditable piece of work recently

finished by Mr. Petersen and his com-
pany of experts.

Aquabar

Aquabar is a waterproofing that water-

proofs. It is manufactured by the American

Cement Waterproofing Company, 12th and

Noble streets, Philadelphia. Write them

for booklet. Experts hj^ve tested aquabar,

engineers and builders have used it, and

practical men in all branches of construc-

tive work testify to the efficacy of aquabar

in waterproofing cement and cement struc-

tures, and find it to be the only material

that will thoroughly and permanently serve

the purpose of its invention and produc-

It is a water-like solution of such com-

position as will never evaporate from or

lose its obstructive qualities in cement or

concrete work from age, and while slightly

retarding the rapid setting of cement when

tempered therewith, it in nowise affects or

depreciates the strength.

«
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Architects, engineers and contractors can

readily see what a valuable solution aquabar

is in\ the construction of concrete blocks,

retaining walls, reservoirs, concrete tanks,

tunnels, subways and the basement floors

of structures under the water level.

Experiments show that age has no effect

on the reliability of another and the

strength of cement is no way lessened by

its use.

Experts have tested it and pronounced

it the only waterproofing of an impervious

nature. This solution can be applied by the

ordinary labor, does not interfere with the

ordinary condition of mixing concrete and
no way retards the progress of the work.

The Revolving Doors of the Corbett
Building

The revolving doors in the Corbett build-

ing, illustrated in the January Architect and
Engineer, are what is known as the

Atchison Revolving Door, made by the

Atchison Revolving Door Company, of

Atchison, Kan.
A special feature of these doors that will

first attract attention is the curving of the

wings. The purpose of this incurving is to

afford more space to the foot in passing

through the door. This, in the ordinary

sized door, amounts to about six inches.

affording material advantage to one pass-

ing through the door and avoids the

necessity for the short step. Another
feature of interest in this door is the

method of folding the wings aside for

summer use.

The intermediate wings are hinged in

the ordinary way to the two main wings.

The latter are supported from a bronze
ceiling hanger in such a way that they
separate from it and from each other,

leaving each pair of wings free to swing
aside on secondary pivots at the outer

edge of the main wings. The wings
when extended are spread by a drop arm
which is considered one of the most
valuable details, giving a spreading effect

of any desired force. Thus the revolving

structure is very solid and free, from
shake and clatter.

The operation of swinging the wings

aside requires about forty seconds, and
consists of: First, dropping the drop

arms, which is done without retarding

the motion of the door; second, bring-

ing one of the main wings to proper

place and setting the top and bottom
pivots, through a half turn of the handle

wrench in the operating mechanism at

the middle of the stile; third, release

the same wing at the center by using

the same wrench to unlock the wing,

BURNER CO. 8.F.

Be.n.netts New Process Pnelmatic Equifment

FUEL OIL P
Installed or in course of installa

tion in the following San Francisco
building's: Main Telephone Bld^r..

Bush St.: Grand Hotel. Turk and
Taylor: .Aronson Bldy.. Sutter St

between Kearny and Slontfiromer\
Robins Hotel. Post St.: Willian
BdkT.. .^rd and Mission S. E. cornei
Boyd Bld|^'.. California and Drum:
Hotel .Arlington. Ellis and Leaven-
worth: The Luxor. Leavenworth
St.. between Pine and California:

Mayer Bldjj.: Imperial Hotel. San
Jose.

N Bennett's New Process

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

Catalog on
Application

BENNETT'S PETROLEUM BURNER CO.

Manufacturing, Installing and Contracting Engineers

Owners of the Bennett Compressed
Air and .Auxiliary Steam Systems.

WORKS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

579-581 HOWARD ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
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troth ton and bottom, simultaneously from

the hanger and the other wing; fourth,

push the pair of wings aside toward the

casing wall just as an ordinary door is

opened; fifth, perform exactly similar

operations on the other pair of wings,

the only difference being that here the

main wing is unlocked from the hanger

by the same operation that withdraws

the central bottom pivot. Setting the

door up to revolve consists of reversing

the whole operation. Setting the wings

aside takes considerable less time than

the telling, and the ease and simplicity

of the operation is admirable and as-

tounding to the onlooker. Not a pound

weight is lifted, the wings are not rolled

aside, but simply swung as in any other

door on a D. A. hinge.

The hanger and bearing of the door

are extremely simple, consisting of a

standard steel channel supported across

the ceiling at any angle whatever, and

a suitable ball-bearing set stationary in

the center of the door and carrying the

polished bronze hanger piece. This

hanger is always in place, and the ceil-

ing has no slot or other openings of

any kind.

In minor details, may be mentioned,

the spring-closed floor pivots, avoiding

the necessity of cleaning out sockets

whenever the door is to be moved; the

method of constructing casing walls in one

piece instead of two, avoiding the un-

sightly vertical joint and keeping the

curvature intact through building up on

sawed cores; the small depth of ceiling

required by the hanger, being a minimum
of 5J^ inches and permitting the con-

nection of the door to very narrow tran-

som bars without the use of any boxes

above the roof; the ability to hang D. A.

or single acting screen or veneered doors

directly on the casing walls without in-

terference with revolving structures.

Any of our readers wishing to enter

more fully into the details of cDUStruc-

tion of this door should request the

manufacturers to send them their Cata-

logue "A", which gives detail drawings

and full ''-^-.rmation.
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About Bay State Brick and Cement
Coating

Concrete and cement in various forms

are rapidly coming into use in structural

work, owing to great strength and in-

destructibility as well as ease and cheap-

ness of construction.

A great drawback, however, is tb«

dead monotony of such surfaces as well

as liability to staining and differences in

color owing to intermissions in construc-

tion and to chanr^es in the ingredients

composing the material.

Attempts to correct this defect by in-

corporating coloring matter in the

plastic mass are generally ineffective

and deteriorating, while the use of cold

water paints and lead .and oil paints is

equally so, owing to the damp surfaces

encountered, as well as the elements

contained in the concrete itself, which

cause chipping, peeling, and dusting in a

short time.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating

is a perfect coating for the perfection

and decoration of such surfaces and also

of brick and plaster, being composed of

a cement base held in suspension by a

volatile oil which evaporates on applica-

tion.

This construction causes it to pene-

trate the surface of the above mentioned

materials and become a part of them

and not a mere skim coating. It con-

tains no lead, and its snow-white surface

is not affected by acids and gases. It

contains no glue, caseine, or water, and

does not mildew, rub, crack or peel. It

is not absorbent and will not change

color when wet. and will stand steam

and moisture on its surface without

injury.

It is also so made that it may be

applied to a damp surface where it is

impossible to make other paints stay.

This particular feature, we believe, is

not possessed by any other paint in this

country. It dries with a dull finish and
is made in white and colors.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating is

a finish coating designed for the decora-

tion and protection of cement concrete

plaster, and brick surfaces on interiors

and exteriors of all kinds of buildings,

mills, garages, dwellings, air shafts, etc.

See advertisement on another page of

this magazine for addresses of agents.

Write for a Koppel Booklet

Another attractive booklet has recently

been issued by the Arthur Koppel Com-
pany, describing its industrial, narrow
and standard guage railway materials.

This company has established perma-
nent quarters on the Pacific Coast, the

address being the Chronicle building,

San Francisco. Information regarding
any of the supplies carried by this lead-

ing house will be cheerfully furnished

For
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on application and a postal card will

bring vou a handsome booklet describ-

ine and illustrating the Koppel goods.

What You Want
The National Cement Machine Com-

pany of Bay City. Michigan, has placed

on. the market a lintel machine that

operates like a face down block machine.

It can make any solid block wanted, and

any size up to 12 inches square or 72

inches long or longer if needed. It is

the only lintel machine made that per-

mits the operator to examine the face of

the block as soon as made. Every block

maker knows the enormous advantage of

being able to see the face of block while

it is green.
You can bevel any side of block to any

degree wanted. The machine is quickly

adjustable.
These features make it just what you

must have for window and door caps

and sills and steps.

There is practically no limit to the

different kinds of blocks that can be

made on the National lintr^ -i.:..-

Dissolution of Copartnership

Arthur Priddle and John McGuigan
have dissolved copartnership. John
McGuigan to retain the name of John
McGuigan & Co., and to take over the

business in sidewalk lights and water-
proof doors only; all contracts and busi-

ness in metal fireproofing and metal lath-

ing, etc., was taken by Mr. Priddle and
is now owned exclusively by him, and he
is at the present time running this branch
of the business under the name of "Aetna
Fireproofing Co."

Concrete Apartment House

A selected number of architects are

preparing designs for a reinforced con-

crete apartment house to be built at the

corner of Isabel avenue and Ocean Front
boulevard, San Diego, for U. S. Butler,

a Nevada mining man and owner of

an eighty-foot frontage on Ocean Front.

The proposed building will be 80 by 100

feet, and contains 100 rooms. The esti-

mated cost is $150 000.
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Reinforced Concrete Construction.

Cement Work of all Kinds.

Cement Building Blocks.

Dealers in Gravel.

MAIN OFFICE:

UNION NATIONAL BANK B'LDG.

FRESNO. GAL.

il:

Is a solution witli which any hydraulic
or Iniildinj,^ cement may be temi)ered,
ma^cin^ it practically impossible to

force water throuj^^h mortar or con-
crete even under heavy pressure.

Experts have tested it, engineers
and builders liave used it, and prac-
tical men in all branches of construc-
tive work testify to the efficacy of

AQUABAR in water-proofing cement
md concrete structures.

Does not evaporate or lose its strength

through age. Does not detract from the

strength of the cement. Does not rust or

attack steel.

^nninlc-^ will be furnished on application.

: AQUABAR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND SOLE
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AMERICAN CEMENT
WATi Pf^Roorivn CO. *
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New Art Glass Company

The Munich Art Glass Company has
established Pacific Coast offices at 510
and 512 Turk street, San Francisco, and
has a corps of artists and an equipment
that will enable the company to handle
the largest and most exacting job offered

by any Pacific Coast architect. Hereto-
fore much of this big work has been
done in the East. Gustave Baumstark
is the manager of the company which
should be sufficient guarantee of its

ability to turn out first-class work.
Among the notable buildings having
stained glass windows executed by Mr.
Baumstark might be mentioned the St.

Agnes church, Satonville, Md;. Clark
Memorial church, Baltimore; St. Aloy-
sius church, Washington, D. C; Arling-
ton Hotel, Washington, D. C; Capitol
building, Washington, D. C; Heidelberg
Cafe, Salt Lake City, and General A, E.

Booth's residence, Baltimore.

New Vacuum Cleaning Company

Vacuum cleaning is recognized as an
absolute necessity. The health of com-
munities demands it. You no doubt will

agree that the time has arrived whei^
school houses, hotels, office buildings,

residence, in fact all buildings will be
piped and equipped for machines that
will perform any one or all of the re-

quirements of sanitary vacuum sweeping,
water heating and steam radiating—all of
which is accomplished perfectly with the
Little Giant machine. It is the latest

patented device, the only real sanitary
method, as it destroys fleas, moths, all

bacteria and minute germ life that find

breeding places in carpets, not to be
carried away and transplanted, but ut-

terly destroyed by fire in the machine.
The name of the company is the Giant

Vacuum, Heat and Power Company, and
headquarters have been established at

1381 Broadway, Oakland. This system
can be installed in any building at a very
reasonable price. Architects are invited
to call and witness a demonstration of
the machines.

WORK

EXCAVATING
WATER PROOFING OF

BASEMENTS

Bluxome a Co.
5 FRONT STREET - SAN fRANCISCO

s

W I N I ) OW 5
Moctom, practical, economical.
As necessary to modern build-

Ins equipment as electric llg-fit

Ifl^. •\iliiiU prflr. t w. iJtitat^..

.*f..| ., !ra<nii|.' tii'in {hi !\''-iMl

*. •>* 4 '.i \t%f ^<f*%l afi.1 ?:is,^.-.

Descriptive Literature

sent un requebt.

HIPOLITO SCREEN AND SASH
COMPANY

634-638 Maple Avenue

Main 1806 Home 5190

LOS .ANGELES. C.AL.

SIWR CI:MI:\1
\

We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish, fci

Write for Price List

1. F. REILLY & CO.
:23-:25 spencer Rlace

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
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Costs Less
THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
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Write for Samples and Catalog
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A Clever Piece of 5;taff Work by Mr. Jurjjewitz after Desigrn by Stone & Smiti. a., i,;t^, ..
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STAFF AND STUC^_^:^ yVt.RK EAh f UAki.ANU

TELEPHONE Mahkli 5014

Ps
t-J il t s oniice Works
I I '»

L' MM^ 3i

Metal i^oriucc, bkyli^his, Metal Roof-
ing, Metal Sasli and Frames, Copper
Covered Doors and Store P>onts

A Specialty

134-136 14TH STREET
Bet. Howard and Folsom St-.

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

Telephone Oakland 8226 Telephone Home A 1 226

Uighlaid & SckieUy C*.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Cases
Interior Hardwood F"inish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill

:

1443-49 Broadway. OaUand. Cal.

C. F. SCHILLER H. W. BOWLEY

PACIFIC MARBLE WORKS

COLORED AND ITALIAN MARBLE
Mosaic and Terraz;50 Work. Wainscoting.

Cement Ornamentations. Plumbers'
Slabs. Etc. Estimates given.

PHONt
MARKET 1509

OFFICE AND YARD

Uth and SHOTWELL STS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

D. H. Duocanson, Pres. Otto Gnu. Sec'7

GLOBE CONSTeUCTiON GO.

''
i y t C * • fM"i y f f] t f '' ('- i'

UL.!lL!iHL uun inrtuiuria

Wharves and Bridges—Steel Erection

Concrete and Piledriving—Excavating

1409-11 CHRONICLE BUILDING

Tel. Temporary 4242 SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Temporary 208

i 11 1 c r if.,
! 4 l.

Work ot a

Manufacturers of and Dealers in SASH
and DOORS. All kinds of House

Finish on Hand and Made
to Order

1 251 KING STREET 136 BERRY STREET
t. Thiri aad Fourth SAN FRANCISCO

L. L. lu\\ LE H.G. HEILM.W

Onyx and Marble

Work of Every Description

Factory: 16th and CaroliieSts. Phone Market 449

Office: 224 Monadnock Bid?. Phone Douglas 1159

Estimates Cheerfully Given.

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA
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We refer by permission to

THE MECHANICS' SAVLNGS BANK
CROCKER NATIONAL BANK
HUMBOLDT SAVINGS BANK

OFFICES

:

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS BANK BUILDliNQ
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Sherman Clay Buildinjr Blanco Restaurant
Alexander Hotel Pacific Cereal Co.
Marshall Buildinp Bay Development Co.
Spreckels Biiildinu Mission Hotel
Sutro Building Woerner Cooperage

Retennces
Southern Pacific R. R.
Santa Fe R. R.
North Shore R. R.
Key Route
Cal. North-WeStern R. R.

Cal. Fruit Can. Assn.
Cal. Wine Association
Risdon Iron Works
Fulton Iron Works
L. D. Button

AMS i^SI Al IxD
Wells Fargo Builuinn
Hotel Brilliant

First Nat. Bank. Berkeley
Oakland Bank of Savings
Peoples' Water Co.. Oakland
Holland Hotel

John Sutton Company
Wilson Company
St. Francis Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
Baker & Hamilton
Henshaw. Bulkley

E. WITT CO., iNci

1165 HOWARD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

hi

c\ stone Boiler \\ oiks
MAIN AND FOLSOM STREETS

SAN HRArVCISCO

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR THE

PARKFR WATER TimF BOfI PR
SELP^ CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

xLOaUE

.1

MEURER BROS CO
t

;
i>\

Tiffany Pattern. A perfect and hand-

some Roof Covering. The only tile that

gives the effect of Lights and Shadows.

'Tis absolutely water-tight. Used on all

the schools in San Jose.

A. H. IVICDONALD, Representative

185 STEVENSON STREET
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE SAN FRANCISCO
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C. E. KEUSEY
W. I— LIPPERT LIPPERT a

ENGINEERS AND MACHir
SUCCESSORS TO

MCINTOSH a WOLPMANN

AGENTS FOR THE

SOUTH BEHD WOOD SPLIT PULLEKS

with IRON HUB and IRON BUSHING

telephone
Temporary 4448

Turned and Ground Shaftintf

Machine Work of All Kinds

Hangers. Boxes. Belting

Freight Elevators and Hoists

"-*^ ^^_^ 2nd Hand Boilers

_ .^-^^J||>3^3 3,5 HOWARD STREET

Single Arm Open. All Sizes to 30 ft.

It's as nearly everlasting as

a Pulley can be

SAN FRANCISCO Double Arm L,iostd

Made for Extra Width
No Extra Charge J

&
Manufacturers, Exporters and Dealers in

I limber,! iiiiber,Pile^.^i \E^

Mills,

Port Gamble Port Ludlow and

Utsaladx Wnshington

Office, Yards and Planing Mills

FOOT OF THIRD STREET

San Francisco, Cal.
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SHPUBS and VINES
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'Write for Catalogue

NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS

FRESNO, CAL.
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A PORCEL HOUSE
Our Hollow

,KKA COTTA

Glazed and Un^lazed,
will carry 100,000 lbs.

per foot. Glazed Facing
Blocks for Concrete

Buildings

L. LINDSAY, President

~.J^

TILE
Special Designs for

Kitchen and Bathrooms,

Porches and Mantels.

Wall, Floor, Enamels,

Dull Finish, Water-
Lined, Quarries and

Terra Vitrea.

E. M. DURANT,Sec'y and Treas.

>
FACTORY PHONES EAST 139, GLENDALE 771

TROPICO LOS ANGELES CALIFOFiNlA
. ; LOS ANGELES OFFICE

474-5-6 PACIFIC ELECTRIC BUILDING ^*" Francisco Sales Agent

B. W, tiLR^SLLLTHOS. FELLOWS,
Sales Ageat,

PHONES, MAIN 1296, A 4953
138 26th Ave.

Mangrum & Otter's New Home

For real enterprise and progressiveness
no firm in San Francisco has it on the
Mangrum & Otter Company, heating and
ventilating engineers, and dealers in tiles,

mantels, grates, etc. Mr. Mangrum takes
considerable pleasure, and well he might,
too, in proclaiming himself one of the
first in his line of busiViess, to get back
into the harness after the great fire.

A hastily constructed shack afforded
the company temporary accommodations
until conditions permitted several sub-
stantial additions. Business increased so
rapidly that the need of larger and more
substantial quarters became absolutely
necessary and the management was cast-
ing about for a desirable location when
fire swept away the temporary buildings
and a considerable portion of the stock.

Undismayed and with the same pluck
and progressiveness that marked the
company's actions after the big fire, new
quarters were secured—this time of a
more permanent character—new stock
was ordered and today Mangrum &
Otter occupy a five-story building and
basement with every department a com-
plete business in itself, competent heads
in charge and stock enouprh to answer
all demands for some time to come. The

firm's new home is at 561 and 563 Mis-
sion street, almost directly opposite the
old bulidings that were partly destroyed.
The new building is owned by Mr. Hol-
brook and is a well-built structure, semi-
fireproof, with everything arranged to
suit the convenience of the tenant. A
ten-years' lease, with privilege of an ex-
tension, has been secured. All told the
company occupies about 40,000 square
feet of floor space. On the ground floor
are the general offices and the heating
and engineering department, in charge
of F. W. Howard. Mr. Howard was
brought to the Coast by Mr. Mangrum
from Boston, where he was classed as
an expert in heating and ventilating.
He has made the company many friends
since coming to California, his work
having given universal satisfaction.

Others who have assisted Mr. Man-
grum in bringing the business up to a
high standard are Charles C. Hanley, the
secretary, and N. B. Herndon, treasurer.

The mantel and tile department is

on the second floor, the stock room is on
the third floor while the top floor has
been converted into a tin shop and sheet
metal factorv. Expensive machinery has
been installed here, and there is no
kind of galvanzied iron or sheet metal
work too difficult for the artists on this
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WALLACE-LINDESMITH HOIST
i /"'I cz ,M I % V.J C... t,„„ C -...J

f*% J

Manufacturers of CONTRACTORS MACHINERY,

CONCRETE MIXERS, CONCRETE HOISTS, FRIC-

TION HOISTS, CARTS and WHEEL BARROWS

San Francisco Representatives

THE BOYLB ' HY COMP
732 - 74i^MONADNOCK BUILDING

Phone Kearny 728

!

— ALSO

F. T. Crowe & Co., 409-415 Globe Building

1105 A Street
•« «' •• 121 So. Monroe Street'
•« " " Front and Ankeny Streets

J. COUGHLIN & Co.

Seattle, Wash.
Tacoma,
Spokane,
Portland, Ore.

Vancouver, B.C.
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floor to cope with. The pipe shop is in

the basement.
The Company handles the Magee fur-

naces, steam and hot-water boilers of

the same make and the Holland radi-

ators. A large warehouse for the heavy

stock and surplus fittings, is maintained

at Mariposa and Minnesota streets. Fol-

lowing is a partial list of some of the

more important buildings heated by
Mangrum & Otter since the fire: Stew-

art Hotel, Geary street; Monarch Hotel,

Golden Gate avenue; Kirk Hotel, Haight

and Stanyan streets; Santa Cruz Beach
Company's pavilion and bath house,

Santa Cruz; Hotel Vendome, San Jose;

Kragen's' building, Market street; Shaw-
mut building, Mission and First streets;

St. Xavis apartment house, Pacific

avenue, near Fillmore; apartment hotel,

•-Polk and Ellis streets; Apache building,

Mason and O'Farrell; Valencia Hotel;

Overton Hotel, Santa Rosa; Laudeback
Hotel, Eddy and Leavenworth streets,

-McGee building. Market and Geary
streets; Marin county bank, San Rafael;

Calkins' building. Battery street; Drexler

building, Montgomery and Minna streets;

\ Schroth Estate building, Stockton street;

Western Realty building; Home Tele-

phone building, Howard street; Hirsch

& Kaiser building; Underbill building,

Montgomery and Marchant; Boas build-

ing, Montgomery near Sacramento; G.

H. Buckingham residence, Scott and

Green streets; Postal Telegraph building.

Grant avenue and Sutter street; Dr. Tay-
lor residence, Redwood; Luning build-

ing, California and Drum streets; Rosen-
stock & Nuttall building, Geary street;

Thompson and Ortman buildings, Mont-
gomery and Post streets.

Hotel Costs Twice Its Estimate; the

Builders Sued

The Edward Barron Estate Company
has sued the Woodruff Construction

Company and S. H. Woodruff, its presi-

dent, for $300,000 damages, alleged to

be due for failure to construct a build-

ing at Geary and Taylor streets, San
Francisco, within the sum specified.

According to the complaint the de-

fendants were to build a hotel for the

plaintiff at the location named for $300,-

000, but subsequently the price was in-

creased to $400,000, by alterations de-

manded by the owners and prospective

tenants.
After the work on the structure had

proceeded for some time, the complaint

says, the plaintiff was informed that the

structure would cost greatly in excess of

$400,000, and work was stopped.

Subsequently the estate company se-

cured experts to look at the portion of

the building completed and, the com-
plaint says, the experts reported it would
cost $700,000 fini=;hod

THE NODAMP MACHINE
I^ eo o i"» 1 *n t^ I > k. 1 *«»: V I Hy B I i 1 1 i-

1* 11 %: I » 1 ..^ n *^- o to r

WHY?
Ti

A K~ -^K til \i) n-\\ii» W \l L
! I* K u u Ft,' i t

in
..^thing or Water-

< s 5 M ! I I I I

NODAMP BTOCK AND WALL
Block aad Wall Patent N*. 828993. Machine Patent No. 828994

August 2l8t, 1906

^^m ga^ ^^ jMStiaifif^'i S CUBE MIXER
The
Mixer

Nudainp Machinery Co. have bought and control the sale of the Ames Cube

r. Write us for Catalogue "A" free. Pacific Coast representative wanted.iogue

Address all commflnications to the

NODAMP MACHINERY CO.
415 ANDRUS BUILDING f 4 - r^OLIS, MINN.
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^

Get the Best and Keep Your Money at Home by usin^ EMPIRE

PIASUR the Only Pure Gypsum Plaster Made on this Coast.

EMPIKL 11AM IK iOMPA
/

C

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hard Wall Finishing, Casting and Land Piaster

u
ADAMS WHARF

OAKLAND
Phone Oakland 6821

General Sales Office and Warehouse :

16th and HARRISON STS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phone Market 717

ENAMEL PAINT BASALT ROCK

Portland Cement
FOR

einforced Concrete Construction

Opkrating Room. Norwegian Hospitai
Brooklyn. N. Y. Hill & Stout. Architect

T^ROM a Sanitary standpoint it

^ is difficult to improve upon
tliis operating room. Not a crack
or crevice lar^e enouj^h to

hold the most minute particle.

These Ripolin-covered walls will

be as white and unl^roken in a

few years as they are to-day.

Kl tTT-HIRSCH & GO.

PAINTS, OILS, GLASS
VARNISHES, BRUSHES

113 FRONT ST., San Francisco

h

! !

ii U

CEMt>t ;^HNiSHIN6

IM ;ai,on^
SANDSTONE

STRUCTURAL STEEL

PLASTER
i i

n ii

PPN FIRE=PROOF

.....I COMPANY,

J

INCORPORATED

Room 15, 42 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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T %^ )pp bySIC

MEANS THAT PROGRESSIVE CONTRACTORS USING THESE

MCDCRN LABOR SAVING DEVICES CAN MAKE MONEY ON
CONTRACTS AT PRICES BELOW COMPETITORS' FIRST COST

vnt

Contractors, Brick and Cement Manufacturers, Stone Quarries

or any engaged in construction work who employ Wheelbarrows,

Scrapers or Carts, can materially increase their profits by using the

Koppel Portable Track arkd Equipment.

kop!m;i in ABLE RAILWAYS
have been in constant use all over the

world for the past 35 years.

For Cement Works, Concrete Construc-

tion, Factories, Quarries, Brickyards, Etc.

"WorKs at Hoppel, Beaver Co., Pa.

ART! nOFPEL CO
1509-131 ^iLDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

New York—66-68 Broad Street

Boston—53 Oliver Street

Pittsburg—McChesney Building

Chicago— 1639 Munadnock Buildiilg

ASH. FOR
CATALOGUi:

No. 227

J
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Garwood Gas Steam Radiators

aad Grates

Peerless Kitchen Boilers

Scoria Laundry Irays

David B ^-"
^ hes

NO-0 ,

—
Barthel iiumj.i-^ Furnaces

(Kerosene or Gasoline)

Hoffman Automatic ^ater Beaters
(Instantaneousj)

Vulcan Gas Stoves and Appliances

(William M. Crane Co.)

1

1

I

I

Tripp Pip .:!!nound

PEERLESS mm\[ \

< i.-.^v.

131-135 Oak Street, San Francisco

Write for Catalogue and Prices

Phono
Oakland 1108

S. F. Phone
PARK It

nULUtiRS'
nXCHANOE

/.,'/.• ii.ik St.,

San Francisco.

J
Successor to G. W. CLARKE CO.. of S. F.

1325 BROADWAY, Oakland, Cal.

OPP. POST OFFICE

Foreign and Domestic

WALL PAPER
PAINTERS AND DECORATORS

WOOD FINISHING

PICTURE MOULDING

ART GLASS DECORATIONS

\7 anne
1

1 ^ r 4

i^lasienn^if. Brick. Ston

and C
Cement
New Casino a^ ^iaih

Pavilion, . Ci

Work Done in Any
Section of California

Address:

;

i

}1
I :

i }

into
M

WHI \ WRllINf! \«>l R

{ i i I I I t If \ ^--

for your finer work, remember our

MEXICAN ONYX MARBLE is the

nost beautiful stone you can use.

If you haven't samples and prices,

Irop us a card. We'll see that you

^et them at once.

SAIMONS-ERNSTINBiiOM^^aH'

General Agents

^^w^edrara Mexican Onyx Co

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

G. A. BUSHERT. Agent '

10 Third Street. Room 44

San Francisco, Cal.

W.E. HARTLEY & CO.

New York Block

Seattle. Wash.

(I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ODYEARS PROTECTION FROM FIR
ll-.i)

RUBBER FIRE HOSE ri t t I^' "* i«?™^r. »atHitirt ^*a.i-b^

Cotton Rubber Lined Hose. Underwriters Unlined Linen Hose

MllkoiMinTAN FIRF ! \ 1 INCiUISHFR

RUBBER MATTING
Stair Treads and Strips

RUBBER TILING
Send for Estimates

f^ -

IS

ij tJ ' % V ''. 1-4 I jC ii i^^ Lj %_ 2 \^ *'J *

r^ 57V MarKet S? San Francisco
- Same Location we haa uelore the F'ire

^
i

QrilleWork

Stair Work

Office and
Bank
Railinsfs

Wire
Guards

or

Electrolier. Frebuu v^ity Hall

MADE BY

White Or

Office and Works, Foot of Fihh Ave., Oaklan
Telephone Merritt 57

San Francisco Sales Office, 499 Monadnock Bid,

Telephone Temporary 2997

il

i^fi

DURANI)

SIttL

KKKIKS
MM?I

AND

je^

COST NO MORE

H1H If If \ HH M }t

PFRFECT
VENTILATION

II
FIRE PROOF THfcFT PROOF

fINISHED IN A HJRNACE BAKED JAPAN
ANY COLOR

DURABLE HANDSOME SANITARY

;.„. .^. .. . ._.. CO.
SALES AGENTS

197 JESSIE STREET. SAN FRANOSCO
Telephone Kearny 2728

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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TlNY^'^^ViSiNTlNI SYSTl C • > I >. « I r" I f

Reading.ra.

Elxterior of Building

.mLKL I L m J I C
1, 1,

410 Hearny Street

^%.j ,ii m jmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm\

Showing "Tiny" floor beaiu* 4u,Ui/i, »q. ft.

..^1 ilJIl iLLIml! l\l \j\J

C. IN LLPS

in Francisco, CaJ.

Owners of Visintini. FranKe. Egbert and otHer Patents.

... j Buildings, Foundations, Factories, Bridges, Power
Specialties

| pj^^^^ Sewerage, Sewerage Disposal, Purification.

The "TINY" -VISINTINI SYSTEM of Reinforced Concrete is the bot, mort economic*]. lUongest

and mo«t efficient Reinforced Concrete Syttem in the world.

The System saves 25% in Concrete, 10% in Steel,

75% in Form and Carpenter Work.

It can be applied in every form of building. a> well in light as in heavy constructions. For insUnce.

as for 500 lbs. live loads and again for spans from 10 to 120 feet. We have more than 75 Con-

cessionaries in all parts of the world, among these. Representatives in New York. Chicago. Philadelphia.

Los Angeles. San Francisco. Berlin. Munich, Vienna. Paris, St. Petersburg. Zurich, Cairo, etc.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I

YOUR R TP
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n

Made Comfortable

BY THE

W\\ ^\^J I

Traverses tKe Sunny South betiveen

San Francisco and New^ Orleans

Vestibuled Drawing-Room Sleeping Cars Dining Ser-

vice Cars Dining Service the Best Parlor Observation

Car, Library Cafe, Ladies' Lounging Room.

£ £ i

Personally conducted Family Excursion Parties between

California and New Orleans, Kansas City, St. Louis,

Cincinnati, Chicago and Washington every week.

£ £ £ •

Connections made at New Orleans with New Orleans-

New York Steamship Co*s steamers for New York.

Your choice of an all rail or sea voyage.

;RN PACIFIC
Ticket Offices:

884 Market Street

Sao Francisco

14th and Franklin Sts.

Oakland, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Commercial Club Building. Portland. Ore. Wlitddcn ^ Uwi.'^. Architects

VAN 1 *•- *, ELEVATOPS
Manufactured on the Pacific Coast

Installed in this splendid office building. Not Otis Elevators as erroneously

stated in the January Architect and Engineer.

Van Emon Elevator Co.
SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLEJ

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CHICAGO

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH

BALTIMORE

SEATTLE

KANSAS CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

nslow Bri %im^^ ^ Company

IRON AND

Main Office and Works

:

West Harrison St., 46th and 47th Avcb., CHICAGO

San Francisco Office:

Monadnock Building

Los Angeles Office:

Security Building

We desire to announce that we are now represented in San Francisco by Mr.
Charles Brooks, with an office in the Monadnock Buildinj^, Rooms 972 and 974,

Telephone Douglas 1319, where all inquiries should be addressed.

We haveHrecently closed and are now executing contracts for Ornamental Iron and
Bronze Work for the following buildings on the Pacific Coast:

BUILDING

Alaska Commercial ...

Crocker National Bank . .

Jewelers

Phelan

Palace Hotel . . . . .

Postal Telegraph ....
White House

Levi Strauss Bldgs., 1 and 2

Hamburger '

Grant

Baillargeon

LOCATION

San Francisco

Los Angeles
• • • *

Seattle

CONTRACTOR

. Geo. A. Fuller Co.

Mahony Bros.

ARCHITECT

Meyers & VV ard .

L. B. Dutton

Lewis P. Hobart . .

'

Wm. Curiett ....
Trowbridge & Livingston

Lewis P. Hobart . . E. Remington

•Albert Pissis . . . Lindgren-Hicks Co.

Howard & Galloway

A, F. Rosenheim

Saunders & Lawton

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Headquarters for Choice KiJn
Dried Redwood and Oregon
Pine Interior Finish- smoothly
run and flat surfaces sanded.
Redwood Doors, White Pine
Doors, Colonial Oregon Pine
Doors. One-panel Oregon
Pine Doors with Slash Grain
Panels and Everything
Millwork.

in

Inspection of our Stock Invited

Visitors Welcome

SAN FRANCISCO SALES OFFICE

453 BRYANT STREET
57th to " ^n

OAK I ANC

SALES OFFICE AND WARE
HOUSE

ON SANTA FE TRACKS
PHONE PIEDMONT 2807

A t! \

||

f t h
I IS

•

\ ill III.*

TH\N

^ rOU never seem to have the right size packing. Because

there is no active rod travel through the stufhng box the
^ packing sets and gets hard, and the valves leak more or

less when opened or closed.

i

TWIST
can be unstrauded and any size valve packed from one spool.

It cannot burn — its all asbestos. Does not get hard - be-

cause a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.

Use PALMETTO TWIST on all the valves, and you

will not havje to repack en. ____ , ^ . .. •

We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove this.

li. N^ COi

317-31

INO CO.

PORNIA

r 1 1 1. > i *^ ,\ ^x ! > -H I
"^

/' i/i /m 'A'

, t > >^ , \ "X C ^ V. T *

^PR( VI . H

j\ H "^t-ZrL-" J.E

WHY let the sunshine ko to waste, and your moneVtoo. when at trifling expense

yon can put in your home an IMPROVED CLIMAX SOLAR HEATER that will

furnish hot water from sunshine alone -winter and summer -for your bath,

laundry, and all domestic purposes, without cost, damage or delay?

It can be tonnected with the range, furnace or gas heater to insure hot water

on rainy days, and when so connected saves the expense of a kitchen boiler.

It insures a cool house during the hot season. Let us figure with you on your

hot-water problem.

SOLAR HEATER COMPANY
34:2 New High i^t. LrOS AIVaELI

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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4 i l)Y ROOFl
A ROOHTHA.T U AS

Durable and Economical. Has been the Standard

Ready Roofing of the World for 60 Years. Contains

no Coal Tar. Fire Resisting and Easy to Lay.

NOTE OUR

I-

t i

Extra Or
Weight 48 lbs. per roll

of 108 square feet $1.40

EACH ROLL CONTAINS SUFFICIENT
NAILS AND CEMENT FOR LAYING

WRITE FOR SAMPLE

PACiric CO p CO.
545-547 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

<f The Architect and Engineer 111

CONSTANT MEESE. PRESIDENT F. GOTTFRIED, VICE-PRESIDENT WALTER N. KELLY. SECRETARY

^Wxs'^M $c (^^ i-fffN Cl
A -

ENGINEERS and MACiiiNISf

POWER TRANSMITTING MACHINERY
AND ALL PERTAINING THERETO

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY

NINETEENTH AND HARRISON STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO - - - - CALIFORNIA

The Three Main Economies of

i % 8

are

I. Economy in uie of Plaster

I. Economy In labor of application

>. Economy in the construction due

to the practicability of spacins;

studs 16 Inches on center.

Write for full information and

practical su^fgestions

Specialty Department

TRUSSED CONCRETE STEEL CO,, 689 Trussed Coiii.rpfp B!dq,^ Detroit, Mich.

™1j
TVJS' vmm*

\'ijii Mit>- A.^-i|uif*c an Inlcrot
In a splendid marble property that is making a BKi MIT in building opera-

tions in San P rancisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and

Tacoma.

Business Already Secured
Sufficient to give the stock large and permanent earning power.

Safe and tive Investment
This opportunity will last a short time only. If you want to investigate

about it inquire of the

ALASKA PACIFIC MARBLE CO.,
a

Care Architect and Engineer

621 Monadnock BIdg., San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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STOP AT

REDONIA HOTE
1321-132.^ II - i l/| i i N. W.

WASHING! ^ I). C.

American Plan
$2.(X) per Day and up

European Plan
$1.(X) per Day and up

r>^

...^tV'^

II-
111' *rr3

r
I •-':

In th* center of everything. Cuisine and
service unsurpassed. Electric Lighting. Mod-
ern improvements. Special ratos to tourists

and comr"''''' '^'l trav.>l«rf=; Srnd for booklet.

^^y\ \k !, I \i stijiv^ i W I'roprletor

FOR WOOD FINISH

ir NFW OPI FANS

I

11

WESTERN BUILDERS
SI^PPl^ CO.

INTERIOiv V jD finish
SPECIAL TIES

LANE JOIST HANGERS

Enametile (Metal) for Bath Rooou. Etc.

International System Reinforced Concrete

FOURTH AND NATOMA STREETS
Phone Temporary 1991 SAN FRANCISCO

OOb if % .' ( - r ; i.
'; O U . U U

I'M!

t ill •ffH'ii i1

U \ I RS
$1.00 \M> rpvs \k'f)S

S\ itii Bit! h

I

J

y

TENAFLY, N. J.

Tapestrolea Burlaps Canvases
and other Decorative Textiles

Samples sent upon request. Departments

20 E. TwentyFlrst Street, Nmw York

43 E. Randolph Street, Chicago

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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INSPECTION

Henry T. Scott, Preside7U

John F. Davis, Vice-President

I X CO I !0N

EV M. C. Whitney, Secretary

John B. Leonard, Engineer

y^

TELEPHONE KEARNY 1928

estern

pection Bu
^^^Af^^^,^-9i».^^-^f--^^' -"

! I'AMi ;; A SPEaALTV

^Mill, Shop and Field Inspection of Bridg-e,

Building and Ship-Building Material, Pipe,

Boiler -Plate and Railroad Equipment,

t Chemical and Physical Tests of Iron,

Steel, Concrete, Re-inforced Concrete,

Brick, Stone and Terra Cotta. ' Formulae,

Analysis and Tests of Aggregates

for Concrete Work. ^Consultation of

Plans and Specifications. 1 Inspection

and Superintendence of Construction.

NO JOB TOO LARGE NONE TOO SMALL

MAIN OPFICE

621 Monadnock Building, San Francisco

234 Helltnan Block, '*'
^Hj^troi;;?/.:'""' Los Angeles, Cal.

CHICAGO PITTSBURG PHILADELPHIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Makes the only perfect mix. Adopted by tlie U. S. Government for its

testing laboratory. Has fewest number of parts. Requires least time
to mix. Insures absolute uniformity of product. Has the only practical

automatic loading device, which saves 30% in operating cost. Nothing
but breaker rods inside—no scoops or paddles. At 15 revolutions per
minute, contents of cube are thrown over breaker rods, producing a

more thoro mix than secured by any other device.

RIJ
f

f I MATRRIAI S
Duplex Hangers and Fost Caps
Ibi'x Buildinkr and Roofing Papers
Sackett's Plaster Wall Boards
RIW Damp Resisting Paint
Ivory Wood Fibre Plaster
Expanded Metal Lockers
Metal Roofing Tile
Lowrie Wall Safe
Adamant W'all Plaster
Tocolith (Steel Paint)
Washington Portland Cement
Atlas Portland Cement
Peerless Cement Plaster, Stucco
Western States Portland Cement
Alsen German Portland Cement

^
t

T. FMl. 9 «

j\.nu liurn r.\p.iiiaia .\ictal Lath
Columbus Rolling Steel Doors
Mankato Bricklayers Cement
Linofelt (Floor Deadener)
Rutty Metay Wall Plugs
Sanitary Metal Tile
Expanded Metal
Caiman's Flat-Lac
Caiman's Enamolin
Ripolin Enamel Paint
Mason Safety Treads
Fire and Pressed Brick
Dixon's Graphite Paint
Jackson Sidewalk Lights
Structural Steel and Cast Iron
Knapp Metal Stud—Corner Bead

SEATTLE TACOMA \ PORTLAND

-% X .P *^K^ "^fe. ^'-''' ^--^-^ E._,„# E..,..,--^ "^^
\a»^

i ii I ) M i fM F A *
!.,/ \jr\

Anchor Tiling forms a con-
tinuous tenacious sheet which
especially adapts it for any
place where there is vibration
or shock.

It is noiseless and non-
slippery.

It is practically indestructi
ble from wear

It is waterproof, easily
cleaned and sanitary.

It can be laid on any floor

without special preparation
and without interfering with
the use of the floor.

It is moderate in price.

These qualities make Anchor
Tiling the most suitable floor-

ing for Elevators, Offices. Cor-
ridors. Stairways, Billiard and
Pool Rooms. Hospitals, Lava-
tories. Kitchens. Pantries. Ves-
tibules, Steamships. Yachts,
Railway Cars. Etc. Samples
and full particulars including
color plates, on application,
illustrating designs, colorings,
etc.

THE GOODY I

573-579 MARKET STREET, SAN

II i I. :r CO.
PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Most modri i

removal for fit

m

apartments, !!! i

f i ry method of dust

uildings, theatres,

as, churches, etc.

11cc I f*iL r Ici n t

For buildings witliout hij^li-pressure steam
Arranged for any power circuit.

Improved Rotary Vacuum Producer.

No pistons, rings or valves.

Silent Chain Drive.
Automatic lubrication.

Automatic Power Contnjl.

Perfect dust and oil separation.

Efficient and economical operation.

Steam Plants
Operate on 60 lbs. and upwards.

A marvel of simplicity.

Requires but little space.

Has but one moving part.

Practically no repairs.

No oiling or attention.

Automatic power regulation.

Vacuum always "on tap".

Low cost of operation.

Guaranteed efficiency.

All I'laiil:
'I 1

Our Special **Smooth Bore'* Pipe Fittings

i
'

\) i Lk-LlJ ks^ % i %_ i » %

An attractive and highly efficient Vacuum

House Cleaning Machine. Same high-

grade apparatus as stationary plants. Two-

sweeper capacity. Will earn $25 to $50 per

day. Expenses about $6. In big demand

for homes, offices, theatres, stores, churches,

etc. Capital required, about 13000.

LITERATURK TO RKSPONSIBLE
PARTIES

merican Air Cleaning Co.
Enterprise Building, Milwaukee, Wis. San Francisco Office, 107 O'Farrell Street

WRITE FOR BOOKLET. STATING KIND OF PLANT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Makes the only perfect mix. Adopted by the U. S. Government for its

testing laboratory. Has fewest number of parts. Requires least time
to mix. Insures absolute uniformity of product. Has the only practical

automatic loading device, which saves 30% in operating cost. Nothing
but breaker rods inside—no scoops or paddles. At 15 revolutions per
minute, contents of cube are thrown over breaker rods, producing a

more thoro mix than secured by any (^ther device.

RUII niNO MAT f\

Duplex Hangers and Post Caps
Ibfx Buildin>r and Roofinj? Pap«*rs
Sackett's Plaster Wall Boards
RIW Damp Resisting Paint
Ivory Wood Fibre Plaster
Expanded Metal Lockers
Metal Roofinjf Tile
Lowrie W^ll Safe
Adamant Wall Plaster
Tocolith (Steel Paint)
Washintjton Portland Cement
Atlas Portland Cement
Peerless Cement Plaster. Stucco
Western States Portland Cement
Alson German Portland Cement

^5

Kiio liurn r.xiJ.uiUrcl .Metal Lath
Columbus Roilinjr Steel Doors
Mankato Bricklayers Cement
Linofelt (Floor Deadener)
Rutty Metay Wall Plugs
Sanitary Metal Tile
Expanded Metal
Caiman's Flat-Lac
Caiman's Enamolin
Ripolin Enamel Paint
Mason Safety Treads
Fire and Pressed Brick
Dixon's Graphite Paint
Jackson Sidewalk Lights
Structural Steel and Cast Iron
Knapp Metal Stud—Corner Bead

Jl • I <

SEATTLE T/^ AND

AN^C! !OI^ R1LJBI3E

Anchor Tiling forms a con-
tinuous tenacious sheet which
especially adai)ts it for any
place where therejis vibration
or shock.

It is noiseless and non-
slippery.

It is practically indestructi
ble from wear

It is waterproof, easily
cleaned and sanitary.

It can be laid on any floor

without special preparation
and without interfering with
the use of the floor.

It is moderate in price.

These qualities make Anchor
Tiling the most suitable floor-

ing for Elevators. Offices. Cor-
ridors. Stairways, Billiard and
Pool Rooms. Hospitals. Lava-
tories. Kitchens. Pantries. \'es-

tibules. Steamships. Yachts.
Railway Cars. Etc. Samples
and full particulars including
color plates, on application,
illustrating designs, colorings,
etc.

t I

f ^1 FRF' N P I f. r^t

II

If }\i: \i
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573 579 MARKET STREET, SAN 41 n OREGON

1.1 II III
If

Th^ ^PRO System
Most modern and sanitary method of dust

removal for homes, ii I uildings, theatres,

apartments, hospitals, stores, churches, etc.

^^PliM^K»«^^
nv

'

\^.- \i- Plants
For buildin^^s without hi^^h-pressure steam
Arranged for any power circuit.

Improved Rotary Vacuum Producer.

No pistons, rings or valves.

Silent Chain Drive.

Automatic lubrication.

Automatic Power Control.

Perfect dust and oil separation.

Efficient and economical operation.

Steam Plants
Operate on 60 lbs. and upwards.

A marvel of simplicity.

Requires but little space.

Has but one moving part.

Practically no repairs.

No oiling or attention.

Automatic power regulation.

Vacuum always "on tap".

Low cost of operation.

Guaranteed efficiency.

All Plants I quipped with Our Special "Smooth Bore" Pipe Fittings

ANITAaV

• nt ATlIf s
••€ nuQi ^

RUt.*! '

i

bRAM»lt%

Lt AMINC

%AS^

"*^Ste-. i
''

ii i 1 4I 1 c J i^l ^ ± 1 L

An attractive and highly efficient Vacuum

House Cleaning Machine. Same high

grade apparatus as stationary plants. Two
sweeper capacity. Will earn $25 to 150 per

day. Expenses about %. In big demand

for homes, offices, theatres, stores, churches,

etc. Capital required, about 13000.

LITERATURE TO RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

American Air Cleanings: Co.
Enterprise Building, Milwaukee, Wis. San Francisco Office, 107 U Farrell Street

wRITE FOR BOOKLET. STATING KIND OF PLANT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HOISTING LNtl l>^

MATERIAI i:ii\\inRS BUitJJ^!- cx' HNQINES
AIR v:u'\\pi^i:>soRS hi.kkivk irons

l'\LLMA I iC TOOl H SUPPLIES

CONCRETE REINFORCING FABRIC

I ^ *r*

Walls, Floors and Roof:

Variety of Coi*

Communicat© w^ith

W^Af-m^m

nri W 111Da II

FRANCISCO -

OAST OFFICES fc

LOS ANGELES - PORTLAND - •.II.

f
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^rt^lass Ceiling Liiiht of the Baltimore Safe DepoHt and Trust Company.

Size 'AS feet by 63feet. Executed by Mr. (iustave Baumstark.

Manager of the Munich Art Glass Co.

\xX
^%

"Wi ^W ^ ^

For Churches, Residences

and Public Buildings

Artistic and Up-to-date Designs. Superior Workmanship

MUNICH ART CI^SS CO.
510-512 TURK ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

W

H'

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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PHONE MARKET 3638

c. L. iHcLiNi'.k'M V

Civil Eng:ineer and
Licensed Surveyor

ANGLO BUI!.DING

16th and Mission Sts., San Francisco

Member C. A. U ^

H.G. CORWIN
Arrl|ttert

Phone
WEST 6324

Office:

2215 BUSH STREET

John
T. V.

Ivan

Gibson
McIntyre
C. Satif.rlee

Gibm McpTyre
i

h Setter ee

1016

GENERAL CONTIiAOTORS

Crocker BIdg. San Francisco

Delmar Smit It
^

Engineers and Contractors

KOHL BUILDING

San Francisco

Telephone. Market 2903

SURI I 'I { § ^ )NDS

P vO»

Iiofiil> I -lit «u 'S r.S

Safe Deposit Buildlnr, 326 Mootroncry St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Temporary 1293

OFFICERS
Wallace Everson. President

John Bermingham. Vice-President
A. P. Redding. Secretary

iyiorsc
Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar

Concrete Construction For
Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

WESTERN EXPANDED METAL AND FIREPROOFING CO.

Office

426 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco

l'«;

r.,'

! atcsf Invention

:fi. '^^
; . ^. and

^ .. ..t.nirJes

he Afkirboii

\\\m WindiiH

I'RANClSCO OFFlCK.

MONADNOCK BUILDING

OAKLAND office:

Second and Webster
STBrCTS

lin. %4 = eorge

MANAGER SALES DCPT

hi MACKENZIE ROOF CO.

4.1 I

427 - 16TH ST., OAKLAND

When writing to Adrertisers mention this Magazine.

GORHAM RUBBER CO.
rshATTLE SAN FRANCISCO 1'^'= -^NGELES

Belting Packing and Hose
BOOTS AND SHOES DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

OILED CLOTHING AUTOMOBILE TIRES, ETC.
Telephone Exchange 508

f uu. m ^iid Washington Sts., Oakland 105--107 Fremont St., San Francisco

Rubber Factory in San Francisco,

Associated Oil Company
PRODUCERS AND SELLERS OF

SUPPLIES THE LARGEST CONSUMERS ON THE COAST FIELDS.

KERN RIVER AND M-KITTRICK

GENERAL office: KOHLBUiLDIN f. AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Why It's a Help to You to Specify

Watson as Yomr Roofer

YouVe absolutely sure to get just exactly the roof you specify,

without one second's worry or watching on your part. That's

the reputation W. J. Watson has built up—and it's the reputation

we're proud of and strive to live up to—the absolute confidence

f the Architect and Contractor.

We're never the low bidder, simply because

we WILL NOT scheme on usmg any lighter

felt* than 15- lb.— or any less asphaltum per

square than what our 35 years' experience has

taught us is absolutely necessary for a good,

durable, long-lifed roof.

The Watson Roof Co.
Oakland

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Phone Temporary 3520 A. H. Bergstr ' 1,

Eric Lange

"• ¥ '^

&
—^ ^ |« -^

ROM
flDlNQO ^

Room 138 INVESTORS' BUILDING

787 Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

c "% M. Finch
Representing on the Pacific Coast

CANTON ART METAL CO.

Paulv building Co.

Will remove his offices from 499 Monadnock Building

to the

BOYD BUILDING

CalifoinJa and Drumm Streets, San Francisco

Early in March

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS OF
NFW YORK

D. H. QULICK, Selling Agent for Pacific Coast

1721 BUCHANAN STREET
Phone West 6894 SAN FRANCISCO

Some New Books

The American School of Correspon-
dence has published a number of prac-

tical books on science, mechanics and
engineering, three of which have been
sent to The Architect and Engineer for

review. A book that is of especial in-

terest just now to architects and engi-

neers deals entirely with the popular

subject of "Reinforced Concrete." There
are 150 pages of text and 140 illustra-

tions. Experience based on actual prac-

tice is given by the authors, Walter Lor-

ing Webb and W. Herbert Gibson.

Price $1.00.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

^fa!I^'1^^^ Ifiiiriiir if
OF LIV

l|t;i|t':iiir
I fc -,

* * % * %. »., % t *

OL, ENG.

"C Glii., ICimttph

J. D. SPRECKELS tic BROS. COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

J. B. F. DAVIS
MONTGOMERY

Telephone Private Exchange 68

'k SON, Managers
SACRAMENTO STS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

^t^/
QO 1 O

FOR ^E
S, ETC.

(W)
Prices Right

Orders Filled Promptly

Satisfaction Guaranteed

HOWARD STREET
Bet. Sixth and Seventh

SAN FRANCISCO (W)
GEO. E. M1....I. .. :^...?r

Plfinee^ t^ph.iifufr : %tifii:icii Mop

Rock Asphaltum For Sale Artificial Stone and Asphaltum Sidewalks

710 MON " \N FK '

I f "i \ .'

i '» rti /fit I J \
t tilt llii lit 1^5

Asphaltum Roofing a Speclalt>

I

) \P T I I!

Formerly C. J. Hendry

42 GLAY ST., San Francisco, Cal.

SHIP CHANDLERY
.\.NU .\.\\.\i. :3T0RLi

1

Agents Leduc Tule Impt. Co.

remove:d
PATRICK & COMPANY

Telephone Franklin 1 788

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC
126 BUSH STREET

Chas. G. Roebling, Pres.; F. W. Roebling, Sec. & Treas.; W. A. Roebling, V. Pres.; S.V. Mooney. Mgr.

JOHN A ROEBLING'S SONS CO.
ManufKturersof WiKi. -...i.i, INSULATt^ - .WIRE ROPE.WIRE CLOTH

We make the Highest Grade of Wire Rope for Elevators made in the World
We are prepared to take care of all orders

Office, 202 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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1*4

STAT10NA1<\', ' i,_..i I J

and MARINE FN( il ,
\

'1

For G.t , I rudt on and Gasoline

I %

Do you know W I H we sell more

Engines than uUier dealers?

BECAUSE THEY ARE

Simpler, Strong'er, More Durable,

Weidenthal - Gosliner Electric Works

151 CHURCH ST., Near Market

CATALCKIUE FREE SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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%

The Largest and Most Connplete Line on the Pactic Coast

FRESH l-LAiES, FILMS AND PAPERS

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING OF THE HIGHEST GRADE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG UPON APPLICATION

hi vX 1
'^ r

re Street San Francisco, Cal

PAT E N T s
THE SONNTAG PATENT AGENC

lyi A ^-'. 1^
''

telephones: MAI^Ktr 2982
PAGE 3196

REET, OPPnsJTF 7th

SAN F R A N C I S C O <. A

1 m\m V\|\i)|IM nli

,

Marine, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance
^

Of Frankfort on-the Main. Germany

^Established m^
Capital ... - $1,250,000.00

Deposited In the United States - 200.000.00

Voss, Conrad & Co.
Managers

Rooms 229-231-233 Monadnock Building

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Temporary 2717

'tii, -ia.iUii;

Leonard A Ellis Department

»

!

> i. \

-<< *

^i^ylincJei- ttnU linjjine Oils

Show Best Results at Minimum Cos

L

PACIFIC COAST BRANCH HOUSES

:

Portland, Oregon Ttcoma, Washington

Seattle, Washington Los Angeles, Cal.

"WorKs, Hdgowater, N«w YorK
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Samples
examine

on exhibition,

these goods
We would

-and give us

be
an

pleased to

opportunity
tiave you call anc
to quote prices.

1 lOWE SCALE
^s^ COM PAN Y

A. RIGG , MANAGER

^A3149 MAIN SIRE
Phone Kearn

£/ y SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.
i

THI < \l IIOKN
OFFICE AND WORKS

EAST OAKLAND, CAL.

INM
CITY OFFICE

310 CALIFORNIA STREET

Manufacturers of

coi roN
JUTE "goods

iES

Cotton Sail, S« wm|;, ^

1 wineb, 1 cirpL

r^

> t

^ "Wrapping

Cotton Rope, Cotton Duciis, Si

Cotton or J VI '^^ r>r f^ ,^ff^.ri
t i

Size or

'

i

Bags
te, j\ ^

der

Cotton Batting, Toweling,
Candle WicKing, Cotton Waste

ALL niNDS OF COTTON FABRICS
Correspondence Solicited, and All Inquiries Shall Have Prompt Attention.

THE EBY MACHINERY COMPANY ollV^r^l' V^ll'S^lJ^

SAWMILL AND WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
BOX FACTORY AND SHINGLE MACHINERY

Engines, Boilers, Saw Tools, Ewart Link Belting and Conveyor Chains, Sprocket Wheels, Elevator Buckets, Etc. Etc.

HANSFORD BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO
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Here s ci

to Put Your Mone>'
B««*SM^'"*e'.fflJS^»i"'""'-'*saii*rf«e- ~- -Jfll

^j. , ,^^.^^,j,j.4pa^,ira,=-l««^S«»K«W«*«^^ -^

CI

/ i V V.
I I \

L O s 11.

Do you realize we are rapidly approaching the age of Concrete,

if indeed, it is not already here ?

It therefore stands to reason that there is going to be a GREAT

demand for Concrete Construction of all kinds.

q Our Concrete Mixer and Grinder will be indispensable in Rein-

forced Concrete Construction Work.

q Our Interlocking System of Stone Construction is without an

equal.

q We are constructing a Stone Moulding Machine, which will turn

out from 1,500 to 2,500 stones a day.

THERE IS GOING TO BE A MARKET
FOR ALL THL^i. NEW DEVICES
which means that our Stork is Hound to Increase mValu«

Shares $15.OO- will be advanced ]

sKortly to $20.00 per share

NTF

Call and Investigate

KING STO CO
(Incorporated)

OFFlCi: AND AVORnS,

563 NINTH STREET OAKLAND, CAL.
Near Clay •

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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OVERUSING SECTION
In tHe Folio,

ments of
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Possible

tHe B-uiiti t ii|^^

and SHo"wn in THis N\imber

Did Work for Architect Buchanan

Among the leading contractors and
material men in Pasadena who did work
for Architect C. W. Buchanan in con-
nection with the buildings shown in

this number of The Architect and
Engineer, are the following: Boston
building, ' E. D. Nay Co., plumbing and
heating; Electric Supply and Fixture
Company, fixtures; Pasadena Hardware
Company, hardware; M. C. Sperow,
plastering; B. O. Kendall building, W.
C Crowell, general contractor; E. O.
Nay, plumbing and heating; F. C.

Sweetser, electric wiring and fixtures;

residence of R. H. Pinney, E. I. Wyman,
builder; residence of Mrs. Geo. W.
Childs, W. C. Crowell, general contrac-
tor; E. O. Nay, plumbing; Gaylord &
Yore, electrical work; Pasadena Hard-
ware Company, hardware; residence of

Geo. L. Hawkins, John Erickson,
builder; Braley building, W. C. Crowell,
general contractor; E. O. Nay & Co.,

plumbing and heating; H. L. Miller,

electrical work; Electric Supply &
Fixture Co,, fixtures; residence of C. M.
Emerick, Leonard Bukowski, builder;

Chapman Bros., plumbing; residence of

WM. C. C

Some of \\

BRALEV f

KHNDALL

{ '•.^O

Q
Residence of MRS. G. W. CHILDS

ti Itit

J. O. SEIBERi
W^ ^ 'isM-^''^-^<j0^ ^^ r'.J^S'^o^4«irf'ia**^H^H^-S^K-»s*4jii»^^?s.WJ-**'^^ si^*"^

RESIDENCE,

341 N. MERENDO ST. PASADENA, CAL
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Frank Dale,

Gaylord and
residence of

D. W. March, builder;

Yore, electrical work;

resiucu^c -X F. W. Kellogg, C. N.

Stanley, builder and W. H. Dunn, heat-

Others who have done work or supplied

material for Architect Buchanan are the

Los Angeles Art Glass Company, Pasadena

Manufacturing Company, W. F. Creller,

plumber; Gauahl-Deires Lumber Com-

pany Kerckhoff-Cuzner Lumber Com-

pany; Cockley & March, plumbers; T J.

De Huff, plaster contractor; Charles

Ward, painter and decorator: L. W.
Blinn Lumber Company and U. W.

March, general contractor.

Phone Home 645

D. W. 1< 4^1

CONTR Af

219 S . L A i^. I

PAS AOL

c i r

SUNSET M.MN 804
HOME PHONE 1261

W. P. C
PLU

%
* V

STEAM AND HOT yWATi.R HEATING
GAS FITTING

86 W. COLORADO STREET PASADENA, CAL.

Phone Sunset Main 1414

LI OiNaRD BUK
CONTRACTOR AND

*»M*

l\ I

BU NUALOWS A SPECIALTY

414 N. MADISON AVENUE
PASADENA, CAL.

Telephones. Home 921

Sunset 2894

JOHN ERICKSON
GENERAL

CONTRACTOR

864 N. ORANGE GROVE AVENUE PASADENA, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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B F. BALL. President and Treasurer
JAMES CLARKE, VICE-PRESIDENT

OSCAR FREEMAN. SECRETARY AND MANAGER

PiSADLNA MANUfAC; I LIKING ^^ ft

S N\MI m hi INDS

STAIR BUILDING A SPECIALTY
f ! KINDS or ni ASS IN STOCK

HARDWOOD VENEERS
TURNED AND SAWED WORK

WOOD MANTELS
MOULDINGS

P. O. Box 271
Telephone 13

89 to 115 South Broadway
PASA \, CAL.

Large Pipe Threading
Sewer and Iron Pipe
Richardson Boilers

E. 0. NAY, President

E. n N

Jobbing Promptly and Neatly Done
Plans and Specifications Furnished

for Heating Apparatus

O''

E. W. NAY, Sec. and Treas.

W

INC.

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

FINE PL NG, HOUSE HEATING

Powers Temperature

Regulation

\ Sunset 62
Phones , H^„, 3,3

13 East Colorado Street

28 East Union Street

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
r
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II \\ 'p I CD. A PRICE, Agent

CORNER BROADWAY \^^ Cr t i F, PASADLAA, caL.

. . . BOTH PHONES 45 . . .

LUMBER, LATH, LIME, P
f I cri^n

r

Yards at Los Angeles, Cal., Pasadena, Cal., Monrovia, Cal., Sierra Madre, Cal.,

Beaumont, Cal., El Centro, Cal., Pomona, Cal., Banning, Cal., Ontario, Cal., Cliino,

Cal., Tombstone, Ariz., Tempe. Ariz., Mesa, Ariz., Clifton, Ariz., Lordsburg, N. M.

Yards aj PASADENA
LAMANDA

PHONES 40

Kerckhoff-Cuzner Iumber Co.
p. N. GIBBINGS. Ma>aghk

Lumber, Lime, Cement and Placer

Broadway and Green Sts. Pasadena. Cal.

J. C. WEBSTER

RIectric Supply and I ixture Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Qas .

o

SHOW ROOMS ^ A S. RAYMOND AVE.

^4factory ^ £4 MERCANTILE
BOTH ' 'HONES

Silver, Nickel, Copper and lir »

OLD FIXTURES REFINISHED

iro Platins:

PASADENA, CAL.

H.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON
ANYTHING ELECTRICAL

MIUUER
CONTRACTOR

UP-TO-DATE WIRING FOR LIGHT
HEAT AND POWER

SALES AGENT FOR WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.

34
\ SO. RAYMOND AVE.

) BOTH PHONES PASADENA, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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T \ u ^ J Sunset 25()
Telephones-^ „^^^. 9c,,

I Home 250
WIRING

li Ui dWLL

t X T' I J R FH
43 E. UNION STREET

PASADENA, - - CAL.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES MOTORS

AYLORD & rORE

! 1 V

GIVS AND ELECTRIC
FIXTURES

78 N. FAIR OAKS AVENUE
PASADENA, CAL.

PHONES \ Sunset 677
I Home 332

Qocklev & March
Fl.r MB! N<.^

GAS FITTJ^I. rHimn Hl:-:uii:.

48 W Colorado Street

Pasadena, Cal.

Both Fbooes Z040 Res. Fbooe Main Ol '

Clias . W^arcl

House 1.1 lit 1 Si?n Painter
''' --'^ ^m^:ig and Paper Hangiog

23 WEST QREEN STREET

Pasadena California

D. G. CHAPMAN C, W. CHAPMAN

c /V\ Ski)!?
PI i

I lyi D p" DO
151 N. RAYM()\ti \\f M ! M\-\f)ENA, wAi..

ESTIMATES GIVL f.

SATISFACTORY JOBBING

Res. Main 6172
Tels.-( Office Main 749

Home 936

Our Sam

\ e carry

Sargent
.Iff r h '

I: H M i

flhJlillil rvhilects.

1 . IH
•

1 owne,
ware

PASADENA HARDWARE" CO PHONE 18

Wm. T. DAVtes. Vice-Prcs. a mg*^

Qanahl»= i 'k^f^

PHONES: MAIN 111 " HOME 111

mber Co.
(incorporated)

COR. BROADWAY AND UNION STREET

LUMBER. LIME. CEMENT, PLASTER
LATH, SASH and DOORS

AND OTHER BUILDING MATERIALS

Pasadena, cal.

T. J. OrHLTRH
Contractor in Brick,

Cement Work . jtting

Repairing: in These Lines Attended to Promptly

Bake Ovens and Rang^e SettinsTs
a Specialty

Phonks ^ Sunset 4765PHONES
, j^Qj^jp ,377

Res. 304 Kensington Place

PASADENA, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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L^NN

Phones 328

PHONFS S^UNSfT 6411
PHONES

} ^Qi^iE 2394

C. N.
s FY

General Contractor

and liiiiidcr,

t. A. Bellruiger.
Prt'st.

F. W. Schneider.
Secy.

Telephone Main 1177

Home 1177

Contracts Taken in Jiny

Part of the Country

I

(incorporated)

MANUF \'~TfPrRS OF

t

vl i i Li '% • *

111
f
^ V

Residence Work a Specialty

389 N. Fair Oaks Ave.

PASADENA, CAL. J

FOR CHURCHES. DWELLINGS
AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Stained. Cut and Beveled

PLATE GLASS

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES
ON APPLICATION

643 Maple Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Otis Elevator Company
Factory at

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES PORTLAND

11

Whca writinf to AdTertisers mention this Magazine.
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OTIS
ELEVATORS
ARE THE BEST

For Every Service

/

Otis Elevator Company
Factory at

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE ^ LOS ANGELES PORTLAND

When writing to Advertiaert mention this Magazine.
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%VHeri Want
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it

a^d immediately write or phone die

Western Bttilding M^^ Company,

* 430 GaJ^jmia Street, sales agents of GJifornias best Cement,

Litnc. Raster. Bridk and Crushed Rock, fl You get prompt delivery,

uniform qualky, reasonable price. ^ The manufacturer to consumer

syrtan means money to you whether Owner, Architect or Contractor.

^TT^e brands of our material are of stai^ard quality and excellent

due.

/^FiyfFN^ Standard P<»tiand Cement. Santa Cruz Pcstland

V-zliaVllLtiN I Cement. Excelling m tensile »brength and finenest.

"Hofaics*" "Santa Cruz** "Alabaster" and "Colfax". LNone

bettcf for brkk wock and plastering.

"Maiblekc" Hardwall Fibred, Wood Fa>red and

Finyimg. Easy ^>reading, rich workmg. Makes

a perfect waB.

n T> Ipl/' Camc^ Brick & Pottisry Cq*» Architectural Terra Cotta.

OrVlV^rV p^^^ Fire and Paving Brick, Sewer and Chimney P^.
"'**''**"'*'""^

Flue Lin^ and Dram T^e, Coitral Brick Con^an/»

•*Key^onc*' Brand Wke Cut ComnKm, Slock and Klmker.

PRI I^WPn ROr^lC ^^^ quaBty "Blue Trap", ail tiies

V^JfVWOrlil-iJ-/ IXV^VylV
^j gready redirced prices.

wmmm

m 11

9 aw £2:

*

Hrfsey BuildUif, 438 Cilifofoia Street. SAN FRANCISCO

^P^^^i *^^«*^ ^^^^^ SmtiB, OAKLAND

.-<>
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lieve in it

I'.v CHAS. F. WHITTLESEY, Architect.
^

/HY do I believe in reinforced

concrete construction?

Because it combines econ-

omy in cost with maximum strength.

Because it is fireproof. Because it

permits of rapid construction and

finally, because of its lasting qualities.

Reinforced concrete is not a fad— it

has come to stay. It is not a new in-

vention. Its first application dates

back to the Greeks and the Romans.

No material advancement was m^de

in concrete building construction, how-

ever, until about the middle of the

last century.

Its first application to engineering

work was in the construction of water-

pipe lines and sewers about forty

years ago, and these, some of which

have sustained the pressure of a

seventy-five foot head of water for

many years, are in perfect condition

today. Recent examination and tests

on them show that the iron rods used

for the reinforcement have not cor-

luai.iniK I'i" roded to the slightest extent.

From this the use of metal reinforcement in concrete developed rapidly

to a wide range of usefulness in all kinds of engineering work, first in bridges

and then in buildings. Today its rapid development is more remarkable and

is fully as absorbing to the engineering fraternity and the general public as was

the introduction of the steel skeleton to building operations in the past quarter

of a century.
, i -i j- t

Today in the United States and Europe there are completed l)uildings ot

the greatest magnitude in reinforced concrete. These include factories, Hotir

mills, foundries and machine shops, with heavy traveling cranes running on

concrete beams There are warehouses, smoke stacks, apartment houses, hotels

and office buildings, one of which at least is sixteen stories high. There are

theatres museums, churches with immense domes, banks with fireproof vaults,

,i /<;/-:
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\L /HY do I believe in reinforced

\' concrete construction?

Because it combines econ-

omy in cost with maximum strength.

Because it is fireproof. Because it

permits of rapid construction and

finally, because of its lasting qualities.

Reinforced concrete is not a fad—it

has come to stay. It is not a new in-

vention. Its first application dates

back to the Greeks and the Romans.

No material advancement was m^de

in concrete building construction, how-

ever, until about the middle of the

last century.

Its first application to engineering

work was in the construction of water-

pipe lines and sewers about forty

years ago, and these, some of which

have sustained the pressure of a

-eventy-five foot head of water for

nany years, are in perfect condition

today. Recent examination and tests

on them show that the iron rods used

for the reinforcement have not cor-

roded to the slightest extent.

From this the use of metal reinforcement in concrete developed rapidly

to a wide range of usefulness in all kinds of engineering work, first in bridges

and then in buildings. Today its rapid development is more remarkable and

is fully as absorbing to the engineering fraternity and the general public as was

the introduction of the steel skeleton to building operations in the past quarter

of a century.
i i t u- c

Today in the United States and Europe there are completed buildings ot

the greatest magnitude in reinforced concrete. These include factories, flour

mills, foundries and machine shops, with heavy traveling cranes running on

concrete beams. There are warehouses, smoke stacks, apartment houses, hotels

and office buildings, one of which at least is sixteen stories high. There are

theatres museums, churches with immense domes, banks with fireproof vaults,
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railroad stations and marvels of architecturrl beauty and aerial grrce in bridges,

many of which are fnore than twelve years old. It would seem, therefore, that

the experimental stage has been safely passed, and its economy proven and
firmly established.

Experiments made by constructors and numerous municipalities, both in

Europe and America, to demonstrate the fireproof qualities of reinforced con-

crete have brought into prominence the very important fact that concrete and
steel expand and contract in extreme changes of temperature to practically

.the same extent in both substances. This fact is of fundamental importance,

for no other system of fireproof construction such as steel combined with clay

tile has this advantage. A structure of reinforced concrete will withstand a

temperature of 2500° Fahr. for many hours or even days without serious

damage. Lime kilns in Europe built of reinforced concrete, without firebrick

or other inside lining, have endured for several years a temperature of 2200°

to 2500° Fahr. An exhibition fire test was made in Belgium in 1899, on a

building 15x20 feet, two stories high, built entirely of reinforced concrete, with

doors and windows of metal and wire glass. The upper floor was loaded with

inflammable goods, to 300 lbs. per sq. ft., being one and one-half times the work
ing load for which it was calculated, which produced a slight deflection. Wood
and coal were piled in the lower story, saturated with petroleum, and ignited.

It was allowed to burn one hour, producing a temperature of 1300° Fahr.

The walls, which were four and three-quarter inches thick, were redhot on
the inside, while the hand could be held against the outside without discomfort

The temperature in the second story was raised only four degrees, which
would not damage the most perishable merchandise. The upper floor deflected

more than one-half inch, but after the fire was extinguished, it recovered
completely.

To prove that the floor had not suflFered deterioration in the fire, it was
again tested 21 days later, with the same load, which produced exactly the same
deflection as the first load. The load was then increased to 400 lbs. per sq. ft.,

or twice the load for which it was designed, which produced a deflection of

only one-eighth inch. The lower story was completely filled (and the upper
story partly) with fuel, and the roof was loaded with 200 lbs. per ft. The
fuel was lighted and burned fiercely for two and one-half hours. The wire

glass in windows and doors was melted. The thin walls expanded outward
slightly, but showed only fine fissures, with no broken cracks through which
hot air could escape. The plam could easily endure contact with the outside

'surface. The maximum deflection of the second floor was three-quarters inch.

After two and one-half hours firing, a stream of cold water was turned onto
the inside of walls and ceiling, before the fire was extinguished. An examina-
tion the following day showed no in-jury to the general structure. There was
no permanent deflection of floors and the fissures in walls were completely

closed. Pyrometer tests during the fire showed 2200° Fahr.

The expansion and contraction of steel and concrete are practically

identical, therefore in high temperature the adhesion between the two
materials is not destroyed and the latent forces of the structural mem-
bers are not set up in opposition to their working forces. In other

words, the steel and concrete are not subjected to additional stress when super-

heated. The question is often asked, why is tile, burned under great heat, not

a fireproof material? The reason is that tile and all clay products expand
under extreme heat more than twice as much as steel, therefore partitions and
floor arches to hollow tile in a conflagration, expand more than the steel frame
and tie rods that sustain and confine them will.admit of, and consequently the

tile buckles, bursts and flies oflF. One side of a tile partition or floor arch

Audiiorium Building-Great Promenade Foyer

Auditorium Bxiildtng—Main Foyer
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railroad stations and marvels of architecturr J beauty and aeri'd i^rrce in bridges,

many of wliich are fnore than twelve years old. Tt would seem, therefore, that

the experimental sta^e has been safely passed, and its economy proven and
firmly established.

Experiments made by constructors and numerous municipalities, both in

Europe and America, to demonstrate the fireproof qualities of reinforced con-

crete have brought into prominence the very important fact that concrete and
steel expand and contract in extreme changes of temperature to practically

the same extent in both substances. This fact is of fundamental importance,

for no other system of fireproof construction such as steel combined with clay

tile has this advantage. A structure of reifi forced concrete will withstand a

temperature of 2500° Eahr. for many hoiirs or even days without serious

damage. Lime kilns in Europe built of reinforced concrete, without firebrick

or other inside lining, have endured for several years a temperature of 2200"

to 2500° h\ahr. An exhibition fire test was made in Belgium in 1899, on a

building 15x20 feet, two stories high, built entirely of reinforced concrete, with

doors and windows of metal and wire glass. The upper floor was loaded with

inflammable goods, to 300 lbs. per sq. ft., being one and one-half times the work
ing load for which it was calculated, which produced a slight deflection. Wood
and coal were piled in the lower story, saturated with petroleum, and ignited.

It was allowed to burn one hour, producing a temperature of 1300° b^ahr.

The wajls, which were four and three-quarter inches thick, were redhot on
the inside, while the hand could be held against the outside without discomfort

The temperature in the second story was raised only four degrees, which
would not damage the most perishable merchandise. The upper floor deflected

more than one-half inch, but after the fire was extinguished, it recovered

completely.

To prove that the floor had not sufl'ered deterioration in the fire, it was
again tested 21 days later, with the same load, which produced exactly the sam.^

deflection as the first load. The load was then increased to 400 lbs. per sq. ft.,

or twice the load for which it was designed, which produced a deflection of

only one-eighth inch. The lower story was completely filled (and the upper
story partly) with fuel, and the roof was loaded with 200 lbs. per ft. The
fuel was licjhted afid burned fiercelv for two and one-half hours. The wire

glass in windows and doors was melted. The thin walls expanded outward
slightly, but showed only fine fissures, with no broken cracks through which
hot air could escape. The plam could easily endure contact with the outside

surface.— The maximum deflection of the second floor was three-quarters inch.

After two and one-half hours firing, a stream of cold water was turned onto

the inside of walls and ceiling, before the fire was extinguished. An examina-
tion the following day showed no in-jury to the general structttre. There was
no i^crmanent deflection of floors and the fissures in walls were completely

closed. Pyrometer tests during the fire showed 2200° Fahr.

The expansion and contraction of steel and concrete are practically

identical, therefore in high temperature the adhesion between the two
materials is not destroyed and the latent forces of the structural mem-
bers are not set up in opposition to their working forces. In other

words, the steel and concrete are not subjected to additional stress when super-

heated. The question is often asked, why is tile, burned under great heat, not

a fireproof material? The reason is that tile and all clay products expand
under extreme heat more than twice as much as steel, therefore partitions and
floor arches to hollow tile in a conflagration, expand more than the steel frame
and tie rods that sustain and confine them will. admit of, and consequently the

tile buckles, bursts and flies off. One side of a tile partition or floor arch
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beanies heated while the other side is comparatively cool (for these tile are

excellent non-conductors ) and expands and hursts off. The sanie is true of

l)eani and column coverings. In a building subjected to fire, which has been

erected of concrete composed of Portland cement, silicate sand and crushed

q;ranite, one would naturally sui)i)Ose. that there would be disintegration of the

granite, such as occurs in a solid granite column under the action of fire.

Such, however, is not the Ccisc. The re]K)rts of the I^re Tnderwriters tests

show that a temperature of 1000 or 1500° "Fahr. dehydrates the surface of sucn

concrete to a slight dcj^th, which makes of this outer surface a splendid non-

conductor, through which great heat penetrates slowly and being absorbed by

the mass of concrete behind the surface, the dehydrating process proceeds very

slowly and in one of the concrete buildings in the fiercest part of the Baltimore

fire, the dehydration penetrated only one-quarter inch, leaving the structural

members practically unimpaired. This building, by the way, was inclosed by

])rick walls which were totally destroyed, leaving the concrete floor slabs

suspended, and supported by the concrete interior columns. Part of the brick

from the crumbling walls fell upon the floor slabs with no efi'ect except to

break off' the edges.

I have made numerous tests on concrete blocks, by repeatedly heating t^

redness and ])lunging in water, which confirnis the above assertion, thoug'.i

similar tests have been made in this city, in which the blocks are said to have

completely disintegrated. I am satisfied in my own mind, that the samples

were first saturated in nuiriatic acid, which caused the disintegration.

The definition of an Engineer is, one wdio utilizes the resources of Nature

with the least employment of human labor to produce results. Since the

beginning of Man's work, skilled labor has been growing more costly, because

the laborer has learned to demand more of the luxury and comforts of life.

The experience of all older countries is, that as population increases in

flensity, common labor becomes cheaper in ])ro])ortion to skilled labor.

Reinforced concrete construction enij^loys a greater proportion of un-

skilled labor than any other system.

From my own experience in this kind of construction, I am conyinced that

for factory and warehouse ]nir]:)oses, reinforced concrete fireproof construction

in (California is not at present more than 5 per cent greater than Class C
construction, having brick walls and wooden floors. For hotels and office

buildings the concrete construction, absolutely fireproof, is at least 20 per

cent less ex]XMisive than the same building would be if constructed of steel and

tile, and not more than 10 per cent greater than Class C construction. These

facts taken in consideration with its great rigidity and durability, are certain

to make reinforced concrete very popular and elevate the general standard of

our city buildings, besides reducing greatly the cost of insurance.

We have excellent sand and crushed rock in California, and within a very

few years we will have I'ortland cement of the highest (juality selling in this

market for less than one-half of its present price. I feel confident that in ten

vears, reinforced concrete will be the universal building material for all kinds

of structures from the cottage to the State capitol.

Rapidity of construction, esi)ecially in a business building of any mag-

nitude, means dollars saved to the Owner, for speedy completion brings

quick returns on the capital invested in the ground and building.

The casual observer of buildings under construction, would probably

conclude that steel buildings can be erected more rapidly than concrete struc-

tures. This is true onlv in the arctual erection of the frame. He has perhaps

failed to notice that in' the case of the steel building, the work has been sus-

pended a long time after the foundations are in, before the steel work is
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becomes heated while the other side is comparatively cool (for these tile are

excellent non-conductors) and expands and bursts off. The same is true of

beam and column coverings. In a building subjected to fire, which has been

erected of concrete composed of Portland cement, silicate sand and crushed

granite, one would naturally suppose that there would be disintegration of the

granite, such as occurs in a solid granite column under the action of fire.

Such, however, is not the case. The reports of the Fire Underwriters tests

show that a temperature of 1000 or 1500° Tahr. dehydrates the surface of sucn

concrete to a slight depth, which makes of this outer surface a splendid non-

conductor, through which great heat penetrates slowly and being absorbed by

the mass of concrete behind the surface, the dehydrating process proceeds very,

slowly and in one of the concrete buildings in the fiercest part of the Baltimore

fire, the dehydration penetrated only one-quarter inch, leaving the structural

members practically unimpaired. This building, by the way, was inclosed by

brick walls which were totally destroyed, leaving the concrete floor slabs

suspended, and supported by the concrete interior columns. Part of the brick

from the crumbling walls fell upon the floor slabs with no effect except to

break off the edges.

I have made numerous tests on concrete blocks, by repeatedly heating to

redness and plunging in water, which confirms the above assertion, thougli

similar tests have been made in this city, in which the blocks are said to have

completely disintegrated. I am satisfied in my own mind, that the samples

were first saturated in muriatic acid, which caused the disintegration.

The definition of an Engineer is, one who utilizes the resources of Nature

with the least employment of human labor to produce results. Since the

beginning of Man's work, skilled labor has been growing more costly, because

the laborer has learned to demand more of the luxury and comforts of life.

The experience of all older countries is, that as population increases in

density, common labor becomes cheaper in proportion to skilled labor.

Reinforced concrete construction employs a greater proportion of un-

skilled labor than any other system.

From my own experience in this kind of construction, I am convinced that

for factory and warehouse purposes, reinforced concrete fireproof construction

in California is not at present more than 5 per cent greater than Qass C
construction, having brick walls and wooden floors. For hotels and office

buildings the concrete construction, absolutely fireproof, is at least 20 per

cent less expensive than the same building would be if constructed of steel and

tile, and not more than 10 per cent greater than Class C construction. These

facts taken in consideration with its great rigidity and durability, are certain

to make reinforced concrete very popular and elevate the general standard of

our city buildings, besides reducing greatly the cost of insurance.

We have excellent sand and crushed rock in California, and within a very

few years we will have Portland cement of the highest quality selling in this

market for less than one-half of its present price. I feel confident that in ten

years, reinforced concrete will be the universal building material for all kinds

of structures from the cottage to the State capitol.

Rapidity of constr.uction, especially in a business building of any mag-

nitude, means dollars saved to the Owner, for speedy completion brings

quick returns on the capital invested in the ground and building.

The casual observer of buildings under construction, would probably

conclude that steel buildings can be erected more rapidly than concrete struc-

tures. This is true only in the actual erection of the frame. He has perhaps

failed to notice that in' the case of the steel building, the work has been sus-

pended a long time after the foundations are in, before the steel work is
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West Hank Buildini^, San Francisco

Eqiiithcd ivith Otis Elevators C/ias. F. Whittlesey. Architect

begun, and that in the case of the concrete bnikhno^ the structure rises as soon

as the' excavation is completed, without any cessation of the work.

The dilYerence is this. For the steel huildino-, after the preliminary

sketches are approved by the Owner, several weeks or months are requu-ed

to produce careful working drawings and framing plans, with all dimensions

of every member in exact figures, before the steel can be ordered. Aftyr these

are prepared, it requires from 5 to 7 months time to get delivery of the steel.

When the steel is delivered, the skeleton frame goes up; and the public is im-

l)ressed with its rapid climb skyward, not taking into consideration that the

fireproofing of the columns and girders and the tile floor arches must all be

placed, the ceilings lathed and plumbing pipes and wire conduits installed

before' it is in fair comparison with reinforced concrete. On the other hand,

when the Owner has approved the preliminary sketches for a concrete budd-

ing, the steel rods forming the sinews of the structure can be ordered at once,

wkiiout waiting for the completion of working drawings, and can l)e delivered

in California from Pueblo or the Pittsburg n.nlls in five weeks after the order

is placed. It goes directly to the building from the cars, requiring no shop work,

and is all placed in position by' common labor. As the structure rises, it is

complete, ready for plastering, with all plumbing and heating pipes and electric

conduits in place.
.

, x-
•

i
• r .i

Each concrete floor slab forms a good root so that the hnishing ot the

lower stories may be completed, and occupie<l, while the structural part, of

the upi)er stories is b.eing erected. .
•

In the argument for durability, reinforced concrete is in a class by itselt.

\s far as the^ elements are concerned, it is practically indestructible. It is by

far the most rigid and freest from vibration of any construction known. The

steel sinews forming the reinforcement, give to the concrete sufficient elasticity

to withstand admirably the strains produced by earthquakes, and with the

ample bracket connections between columns and floor beams, which this method

supi)lies, it would require a greater shock than California has experienced since

the coming of the Padres, to produce in it any sign of failure. Even though it

were strained to the extent of producing cracks, the strength of the structure

would be but little impaired, because of the reinforcing metal.

The inherent faults, almost impossible to overcome in the steel skeleton

construction, are corrosion and crystalization due to vibration. The former

may be retarded by painting, but to overcome this objection and remedy the

faults of tile concrete has lately come into vogue as a fireproofing for metal

—€olnmns and beams. It is extremely difficult, however, Jp^et a complete

covering of the metal in all parts, and the result is that it is seldom well

executed.

W'hen steel first came into general use for structural work, there were

many engineers who earnestly and honestly contended that it was not suit-

able for the puri^ose, l)ecause of these inherent faults.

These questions have not yet been satisfactorily settled, and some of the

most eminent engineers in the world todav, predict dire calamities for our

high steel structure at no distant date, and the life of these buildings is not

now considered as long as formerlv supposed. The life of a steel railroad

bridge is hardly long enough to warrant its cost and carries a high expense

for maintenance The life of the most fibrous railroad car axle is seven years,

after which it is dangerously crystallized. The same effect from the same cause

has already been discovered in the lower story columns of the earlier steel

sky-scrapers, and it has been necessary to replace them with new ones at

great expense. The designers of these buildings realize that their factor of

safety has proven to be very close to the danger line. Recently one of the tall

steel buildings in Chicago has been condemned as unsafe structurally.
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West Bank Building, San Francisco

Equipped with Otis Elevators Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect
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begun, and that in the C^se of the concrete building the structure rises as soon

as the' excavation is completed, without any cessation of the work.

The difference is this. For the steel building, after the preliminary

sketches are approved by tlie Owner, several weeks or months are required

to produce careful working drawings and framing plans, with all dimensions

of every member in exact figures, before the steel can be ordered. After these

are prepared, it requires from 5 to 7 months time to get delivery of the steel.

When the steel is delivered, the skeleton frame goes up; and the public is im-

pressed with its rapid climb skyward, not taking into consideration that the

fireproofing of the columns and girders and the tile floor arches must all be

placed, the ceilings lathed and plumbing pipes and wire conduits mstalled

before' it is in fair comparison with reinforced concrete. On the other hand,

when the Owner has approved the preliminary sketches for-a"xroncrete build-

ing the steel rods forming the sinews of the structure can be ordered at once,

without waiting for the completion of working drawings, and can be delivered

in California from Pueblo or the Pittsburg mills in five weeks after the order

- is placed It goes directly to the building from the cars, requiring no shop work,

and is all placed in position by common labor. As the structure rises, it is

complete, ready for plastering, with all plumbing and heating pipes and electric

conduits in place.
^ r • y- z\\

Each concrete floor slab forms a good roof so that the finishing of the

lower stories may be completed, and occupied, while the structural part of

the upper stories is being erected.
i -^ ir

In the argument for durability, reinforced concrete is in a class by itselt.

As far as the elements are concerned, it is practically indestructible. It is by

far the most rigid and freest from vibration of any construction known. Ihe

steel sinews forming the reinforcement, give to the concrete sufficient elasticity

to withstand admirably the strains produced by earthquakes, and with the

ample bracket connections between columns and floor beams,. which this method

supplies it would require a greater shock than California has experienced since

the coming of the Padres, to produce in it any sign of failure. Even though it

were strained to the extent of producing cracks, the strength of the structure

would be but little impaired, because of the reinforcing metal.

The inherent faults, almost impossible to overcome in the steel skeleton

construction, are corrosion and crystalization due to vibration. The former

may be retarded by painting, but to overcome this objection and remedy the

faults of tile concrete has lately come into vogue as a fireproofing for metal

columns and beams. It is extremely difficult, however, to get a complete

covering of the metal in all parts, and the result is that it is seldom well

executed

When steel first came into general use for structural work, there were

many engineers who earnestly and honestly contended that it was not suit-

able for the purpose, because of these inherent faults.

These questions have not yet been satisfactorily settled, and some of the

most eminent engineers in the world today, predict dire calamities for our

high steel structure at no distant date, and the life of these buildings is not

now considered as long as formerly supposed. The life of a steel railroad

bridge is hardly long enough to warrant its cost and carries a high expense

for maintenance. The life of the most fibrous railroad car axle is seven years,

after which it is dangerously crystallized. The same effect from the same cause

has already been discovered in the lower story columns of the earlier steel

sky-scrapers, and it has been necessary to replace them with new ones at

great expense. The designers of these buildings realize that their factor o

safety has proven to be very close to the danger line. Recently one of the tall

steel buildings in Chicago has been condemned as unsafe structurally.
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Pen and Ink Draivinf: of West Hank Buitdinff, San Francisco

Chas. F. Whitileser. Architect

Residence of Mrs. Lucy Walker. West Adams St.. Los Angeles

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect
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Residence of Mr. F. F. Bryan. Los .\niielcs U'^ront)

('has. F. Whittlesey Architect

Reception I/all. Residence of Mrs . Lucy ll'alker. Los Ank'des

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect
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Forrester Buildimr. Los Angeles. Chas. F. Whittlesey

Clay Model, Half Section of Audttortum, Audttoftum Building, Los Angeles

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect
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Residence of Mr. \V . S. Bartlett. West Adams Street. Los Auseles'

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect

Santa le Eattna House at Merced. California

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect

On the Other hand, in reinforced concrete constructions the metal, being

in the form of simple rods, is easily and completely inbedded jn the concrete,

and concrete has been proven to be a perfect protection from corrosion for

steel even when submercred for years in water. In fact, a rusted rod imbedded

in concrete, becomes free from rust in a few months; the oxide of iron combm-

incr chemically with the cement, forms a true ferro concrete coating on the

metal, which provides a perfect armor.

This construction is particularly adapted to factory buddmgs, because ot

its rio-idity and freedom from vibration, so fatal to the life of line shafting and

macliinery. Concerning the durability of plain concrete without regard to its

reinforcement, every one knows that it was the most imperishable buddmg

material of the Ancients, though made only of hydraulic lime, which will not

compare with our modern Portland cements for strength. When a chdd I was

taught that the Pyramids of Egypt were among the seven wonders, because of

thc^immense size of the stones of which they were built, with no quarry within

hundreds of miles ; and the engineering problem was considered a marvel. It

is now known that they are made of concrete; and were undoubtedly cast in

the position they now occupy. Vitruvius, the ancient historian of Architecture

"and Engineering, wrote before the time of Christ, of the immense value of

concrete as a building material and describes the works which were built of it

centuries before his time. The dome of the Pantheon in Rome, 14d feet in

diameter, was built more than twenty centuries ago, of concr^e
;
and stands to-

dav in good condition. .,.,,. . , .

'

The questions are often asked, Is concrete a sate building material rcr

sui)erstructurcs? Is there more risk attendant on this construction than on

others'^ These are grave questions and should not be answered lightly. No

class of con.struction is fool proof, and therefore rigid building laws, intelhgent

deigning and competent supervision are assumed to be necesary for ah kinds

of construction for buildings of any importance. Last year several liigh brick

walls collapsed in New York City, through carelessness in building. The same

kind of accident has happened in Chicago several times, and in other cities.

The fact that brick walls have collapsed would not influence you to condemn

the use of brick as bad construction. Brick architecture has been used since

before the earliest records of the Egyptians. Each one of you would build a

brick wall to any reasonable height without fear of consequences because you

feel that you know how it should be done, and are confident that you are

_ callable of su])ervising it to a successful result.
• i -^

Many failures in steel structures have occurred in recent years in bridges

and buildings, some of them with very grave fatalities. Some of them have

been due to faulty design ; others to bad assembling. These are never oftered

in evidence as a reason'for abandoning steel as a structural material.

The ordinarv lug and bracket construction for assembling members, in

use in most of our steel buildings, would not in many cases bear the scrunity

of an expert, and in an actual test in comparison with the connections in a

modern reinforced concrete building, would prove feeble and thmsy^ 1

have seen a riveted bracket on a steel column carrying a girder in whicn

one of the rivet heads had popped off. The bracket was struck several

f)lows with a heavy hammer, and out of five rivets only one had remained.

An investigation developed the fact that the rivets. were made of old rail steel,

which was badly crystallized.
•

, n c

It is true that there have been a few failures by partial collapse ot

reinforced concrete structures . But considering that work has been attempted

in this material by builders having but a very slight knowledge ot the

subject, it is a great wonder that more failures have not occurred. Ihe
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On the other hand, in reinforced concrete constructions the metal, being

in the form of simple rods, is easily and completely inbedded in the concrete,

and concrete has been proven to be a perfect protection from corrosion for

steel even when submerged for years in water. In fact, a rusted rod mibedded

in concrete, becomes free from rust in a few months ; the oxide of iron combin-

ing chemically with the cement, forms a true ferro concrete coatuig on the

metal, which provides a perfect armor.
, ., ,. , r

This construction is particularly adapted to factory buildmgs, because ot

its rigidity and freedom from vibration, so fatal to the life of line shafting and

machinery. Concerning the durability of plain concrete without regard to its

reinforcement, every one knows that it was the most imperishable building

material of the Ancients, though made only of hydraulic lime, which will not

compare with our modern Portland cements for strength. When a child I was

taught that the Pyramids of Egypt were among the seven wonders, because of

the immense size of the stones of which they were built, with no quarry within

hundreds of miles ; and the engineering problem was considered a marvel. It

is now known that they are made of concrete ; and were undoubtedly cast in

the position they now occupy. Vitruvius, the ancient historian of Architecture

and Engineering, wrote before the time of Christ, of the immense value of

concrete as a building material and describes the works which were built of it

centuries before his time. The dome of the Pantheon in Rome, 145 feet in

diameter, was built more than twenty centuries ago, of concrete
;
and stands to-

day in good condition.
. , Mj- . •
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The questions are often asked. Is concrete a sate building material tcr

superstructures? Is there more risk attendant on this construction than on

others^ These are grave questions and should not be answered hghtly. No

class of construction is fool proof, and therefore rigid building laws, intelhgent

designing and competent supervision are assumed to be necesary tor all kinds

of construction for buildings of any importance. Last year several high brick

walls collapsed in New York City, through carelessness in building, ihe same

kind of accident has happened in Chicago several times, and in other cities.

The fact that brick walls have collapsed would not influence you to condemn

the use of brick as bad construction. Brick architecture has been used since

before the earliest records of the Egyptians. Each one of you would build a

brick wall to any reasonable height without fear of consequences because you

feel that you know how it should be done, and are confident that you are

capable of supervising it to a successful result.
_

Many failures in steel structures have occurred in recent years in bridges

and buildings, some of them with very grave fatalities. Some of them have

been due to faulty design ; others to bad assembling. These are never offered

in evidence as a reason for abandoning steel as a structural material.

The ordinary lug and bracket construction for assembling members, in

use in most of our steel buildings, would not in many cases bear the scrunity

of an expert, and in an actual test in comparison with the connections in a

modern reinforced concrete building, would prove feeble and tiimsy i

have seen a riveted bracket on a steel column carrying a girder in whicn

one of the rivet heads had popped off. The bracket was struck several

blows with a heavy hammer, and out of five rivets only one had remained.

An investigation developed the fact that the rivets were made of old rail steel,

which was badly crystallized. in r

It is true that there have been a few failures by partial collapse ot

reinforced concrete structures . But considering that work has been attempted

in this material by builders having but a very slight knowledge of the

subject, it is a great wonder that more failures have not occurred. ihe
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Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect
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Detail of Canopy over Entrance of Pacific Building

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect

FquiPt'cd li'ith Otis Elevators Vender Horst Bros.. Contractors
Dining Room. Haywards Hotel. Los Angeles

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect
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buildings which have been erected of reinforced concrete in Europe and

America within the last ten years, represent an aggregate expenditure of more

than a hundred million dollars. About eleven million in the United States

The average cost per building is probably under fifty thousand dollars, at which

fip-ure the number of buildings would be 2200. There have been not to exceed

six collapses of a serious nature and probably twenty more of slight con-

sequence. This seems to me to be a very good showing, considering all the

circumstances.

Never in all the records of the past has there been a failure of any

reinforced concrete building in which the cause was not traceable to

either faulty design, changing the placement of the reinforcing members oil

the work contrary to the drawings and calculations of the designer, removal

of the forms before the concrete had properly set, depositing the concrete

in freezing weather, or the use of poor cinders containing a large proportion ot

ashes in lieu of crushed rock for the concrete.

The author is unable to find any record of failure due -to the use of bad

cement or the failure in any building of a reinforced concrete column, for

any cause.
/• •. j i

The failures have always occurred before the building was finished and

the Owner always has the assurance that if the building will stand the tests

usually imposed before the work is accepted from the Contractor, it will con-

tinue to improve with age for many months.

We often hear the question, "Suppose you get a bad sack of cement into

some vital part of the work. Would it not be fatal? This seems to be the

popular idea of the danger that besets reinforced concrete construction, i o

Those who are familiar with the methods of manufacture and testmg in a

modern first-class Portland cement factory, such a probability is very remote.

But granting that the tests at the factory and those made on the work are

neglected and that a sack of really worthless cement has got into the mixer,

the probability is that it will become so assimilated and diffused through the

work that our factor of saftey would cover the deficiency. The most important

element of danger is the disturbance of the concrete mixture after the initial

set has taken place, through lack of rigidity in the form supports, causing vi-

bration, or from wheeling barrows over the ends of the rods imbedded in the

fresh concrete. This is a point on which workmen are most likely to be care-

less and one which needs constant watching. In fact, the really essential

things which the construction gang should know, are overlooked by careless

workmen, because they are so extremely simple.

But the heavy buildings of the near future will be of reinforced concrete,

and the form of construction, when done from the plans of competent archi-

tects, and designed by able engineers, will produce the greatest and most per-

manent revenue, cutting insurance, depreciation and repair bills to an amazingly

low figure while for residences, the qualities of fire protection and dura-

bility will' overcome the small cost objection over flimsy wood construction.

* ^* *

Dead Black Stain for Wood
A.pplv a coat of hot logwood solution, allow it to dry, then apply a

second coat; when this is dry, apply a solution of acetate of iron, made by

.lissolving iron filings in hot vinegar or acetic acid, which will turn the og-

wood stain dead black Let this dry, then rub with raw linseed oil to a dead

polish.
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A ioniifiient to France
By F W. FITZPATRICK, Architect

I'^HE suggestion has been offered that this country erect some suitable
monument to France or to the F'rench people. It is a timely sugges-
tion and deserves consideration.

In Washington there is a monument to Lafayette and one to Rocham-
beau ; there is a Lafayette park and there is a plan afoot to erect some
memorial to L'Enfant, to whose genius the city of Washington owes its

beautitiil plan. But all these tributes are to individuals who helped us to

make history. So far we have done nothing really tangible to demonstrate
our feelings toward the nation to which belonged those individuals and Lo

whose friendship, recognition, moral, physical and financial support in our
hour of need we are so deeply indebted. Indeed, it is not stretching the
truth to state that it was to that nation's friendliness we must attribute in

great part our existence as a powerful and independent nation today.
They say that republics are without gratitude. Is it not rather that th'j

constant change of individuals in authority and the everlasting scramble for

that authority merely make us forgetful^ of our social and sentimental
obligations? Then, too, our national affairs are administered by so many
almost independent branches, all infinitely more practical than sentimental,
that those obligations are absolutely lost sight of and, not being the business
of any one, remain undone. That our people are neither selfish nor ungrate-
ful has too often been proven to warrant even an implication of the existence
of those traits in our make-up, particularly vis-a-vis our friends, the people
of France.

Up to the present, too, we have been so busy with things material, the
upbuilding of the nation, the demanding and making of our place among
peoples, populating the vast stretches of our country that there has been
little time to think of the less practical duties and pleasures that are now
receiving our attention. But we have grown to be a rich nation, a powerful
one, and it is meet and right that we should devote time and funds to the
embellishment of our cities, national luxuries, some of the pleasant things
of life and to our obligations vis-a-vis those who endeavored to make the
path of our infancy and adolescence less tortuous and thorny.

Our people's eyes are turned toward the city of Washington. It has
been decided to make it a capital worthy of the nation and without peer
among the greatest cities of the world. The President has appointed an
Art Commission, a great plan of aggrandizement has been evolved and
already we are at work erecting such buildings and making such improve-
ments as funds become available and each detail conforming to that plan.

The thing to do is for that Commission to take this matter in hand seriously
and devise some suitable memorial to France, to decide where and how it

shall be placed, and then to leave it to Congress or perhaps even more
directly in the hands of the people to generously provide for the materiali-

zation of the idea.

We are tired in Washington of seeing bronze men on horseback, made
to typify our every emotion and to commemorate the memory of our every
hero, and it is to be hoped that the artists who may be placed in charge of
this memorial may see fit to devise some other expression than the ever-
lasting equestrian statue. Let us have a magnificent fountain so embel-
lished with historical allegory and clearly inscribed text that the merest
child may know and appreciate its purpose; or let it be a grand boulevard
or avenue, or a park or a vast assembly or convention hall (of which Wash-
ington is sorely in need) but let it unmistakably and clearly enounce its

purpose and its meaning, a tribute, an appreciation of our lasting and pro-
found gratitude to all the people of the nation, to France

!

Example of Glass Mosaic Work ty H. R. HopPs of ike United Glass l^orks for Grill Room in

^
a Projected San Francisco Hotel
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A Monument to France
By l'\ W. I'lTZI'ATRKK, Architect

Tlll^^ sug-^estion has been offered that this country erect some suitable
monument to France or to the F'rench people. It is a timely sugges-
tion and deserves consideration.

In W^ashington there is a monument to Lafayette and one to Rocham-
beau ; there is a Lafayette park and there is a plan afoot to erect some
memorial to L'Rnfant, to whose genius the city of Washington owes its

beautiful plan. Rut all these tributes are to individuals who helped us to

make history. So far we have done nothing really tangible to demonstrate
our feelings toward the nation to which belonged those individuals and Lo

whose friendship, recognition, moral, physical and financial support in our
hour of need we are so deeply indebted. Indeed, it is not stretching the
truth to state that it was to that nation's-friendliness we must attribute in

great part our existence as a ])owerful and inde])endent nation today.

They say that republics are without gratitude. Is it not rather that th-j

constant change of individuals in authority and the everlasting scramble for

that authority merely make us forgetful of our social and sentimental
obligations? Then, too, our national affairs are administered by so man\-
almost independent branches, all infinitely more practical than sentimental,
that those obligations are absolutely lost sight of and, not being the business
of any one, remain undone. That our people are neither selfish nor ungrate-
ful has too often been proven to warrant even an implication of the existence
of those traits in our make-uj), particularly vis-a-vis our friends, the people
of France.

Up to the present, too, we have been so busy with things material, the
upbuilding of the nation, the demanding and making of our place among
peoples, populating the vast stretches of our country that there has been
little time to think of the less practical duties and pleasures that are now
receiving our attention. lUit we have grown to be a rich nation, a powerful
one, and it is meet and right that we should devote time and funds to the
embellishment of our cities, national luxuries, some of the pleasant thing-^

of life and to our obligations vis-a-vis those who endeavored to make tlie

path of our infancy and adolescence less tortuous and thorny.
Our people's eyes are turned toward the city of Washington. It has

been decided to make it a capital worthy of the nation and without j^eer

among the greatest cities of the world. The President has apj)ointed an
Art Commission, a great plan of aggrandizement has been evolved and
already we are at work erecting such buildings and making such improve-
ments as funds become availal)le and each detail conforming to' that plan.

The thing to do is for that Commission to take this matter in hand seriously
and devise some suitable memorial to France, to decide where and how it

shall be placed, and then to leave it to Congress or perhaps even more
directly in the hands of the people to generously provide for the materiali-

zation of the idea.

We are tired in Washington of seeing bronze men on horseback, made
to typify our every emotion and to commemorate the mcmorv of our every
hero, and it is to be hoped that the artists who may be placed in charge of
this memorial may see fit to devise some other expression than the ever
lasting equestrian statue. Let us have a magnificent fountain so embel-
lished with historical allegory and clearly inscribed text that the merest
child may know and appreciate its purpose; or let it be a grand boulevard
or avenue, or a park or a vast assembly or convention hall (of which Wash-
ington is sorely in need) but let it unmistakably and clearly enounce it^

purpose and its meaning, a tribute, an appreciation of our lasting and pro-
found gratitude to all the people of the nation, to France!

f

£«,«,/. or G,a. M..,u ^Vork ., H. R. HoPPs of ,kc f««.vM;M,« Morks for GriU R.o„. in

a Piojected San Franctsco Hotel
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Critical Reflections on Sand-Lime Brick

By DR. ERNEST HORSTMANN, M. E. and C. E.

IN
AN illustrated pamphlet of a Californian Association of Manufacturers
of Burned Clay Products, published for the purpose of advertising-,
whose objectivity I will leave undecided, reference is made as followi

to an illustration of the text :
" Effect of fire on sand-lime brick was the

same as on any common lime mortar."
That means for everybody, who understands the purpose of this pre-

tention properly, that sand-lime bricks are nothing else than hardened
lime mortar, of the same kind as is being used for brick construction work.

The above mentioned assertion is made either against better knowl-
edge or in absolute default of knowledge at all, a circumstance that may
rest undecided just as well as the objectivity of the pamphlet which is

pointed against all kinds of rivaling building material not being of burned
clay. In the interests of the sand-lime brick industry I desire to flatly
contradict this erroneous assertion.

I ani entitled to claim for my dissertations, following below, the more
objectivity, as from every standpoint, I am not ''merely" a represenfative
of the sand-lime brick industry, but also a representative of the entire
ceramic industry, as well as of the cement and lime industry ; my interests
are consequently not partial but general.

However, if assertions are made from the one side without any proot
which to deliver in this case is impossible in default of it, justice and
fairness require the interests of the sand-lime brick industry to be pro-
tected just as good as the clay brick industry expects this for itself with a
higher or lower degree of discretion.

Both, sand-lim^ brick and lime mortar (used for brick construction
work, etc.) consist of a mixture of sand and lime. Whilst the proportion of
the mixture of common mortar, in using fat lime, is 1 :5 up to 1 :6, in the
proportion of the weight, it is only 1 :13 up to 1 :16 for mortar used for the
manufacture of sand-lime brick.

That the mode of treatment of sand-lime brick mortar up to the fully

prepared brick is to be quite different to that of common mortar follows with
necessity of the facts mentioned above.

Mortar for brick construction work, etc. (henceforward called "Com-
mon Mortar") hardens in the open air, and under the influence of it, the
hardening of sand-lime brick is done under the influence of moisture, heat
and pressure, that is to say: by steam.

The hardening of common mortar is effected by carbonic acid, con-
tained in the open air, by which the carbonic acid is connected with the
lime which becomes stonehard. The lime added to the sand hardens by its

transformation into lime carbonate and unites the sand grains into a strong
bond, without changing the sand grain. To stretch the sand grains in such
a net or texture of sufficient firmness it must have a certain strength, i. e.,

the surface of the section must be big enough to hold the texture together.
That conditions the great percentage of lime in proportion to the sand.

As the sand does not change itself during the hardening, resp. is not sub-
mitted to chemical influences, its chemical qualities are less important, and
therefore besides quartz sand other stuffs, for instance lime sands, slags,
etc., may be used just as good.

Entirely different acts the lime during the hardening of sand-lime brick
under the influence of steam (this character of hardening alone coming in

question for the modern sand-lime brick industry).
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In this the lime takes up no carbonic acid, but, forming a hme silicate,

influences in a chemical way the silicic acid of the sand. Experience has

taught that applying steam of 125 to 150 lbs. pressure the hardening is

performed in about eight hours.

During the hardening by steam the sand grain changes. It forms on its

surface a film of lime silicate, being grown together with it. The same is

the case with san-d grain lying adjoining, and the grains weld or grow

^!^^^
By ^atmospheric hardening, absorbing carbonic acid, there can merely

be spoken of a liming or cementing together.
, , . i .

In a chemical process, as it is fulfilled by the hardening under steam,

the qualities of sand and lime, naturally, play a very important role. Ihe pure

quartz sand together with the purest lime furnishes the best brick.

In easily disclosing sand, for instance sand containing feldspar or shale,

^

6 to 7 per cent of lime are chemically bound during the steam hardening:

thus under circumstances the entire lime contained by the sand-lime brick

mortar. In hard, and very difficultly disclosing sand only 2 to 3 per cent

are bound under circumstances in the same hardening period and yet the

brick has mostly the same strength, established in the fact that the hard,

and difficultly disclosing sand proves to have a greater strength in itselt.

If there would be no difficulty to press bricks from such a meager and lime-

inipoverished mixture, being able to stand the steam hardening, one wou d

be able to manufacture good sand-lime bricks of pure quartz sand and 2 .to

3 per cent of its weight of lime. However, a mixture of such a low per-

centage of lime has very little binding strength and plasticity, and conse-

quently a special and thorough working up is to be applied.

\s is well known, carbonic acid influences under certain circumstances

lime^silicate connections and forms carbonic acid connections with the re-

leased lime, such connections proving to have a lower strength than the lime

silicate connections. That would have as a consequence the ^^^^turbance of

the structure of the lime silicate, because the present addition of the lime

would be too small, still to form in connection with carbonic acid a texture

strong enough for the cementing of the sand particles.

However in this direction is nothing to be apprehended as carbonic

arid only influences the lime silicate in case it appears in great quantities^

Minor quantities of carbonic acid, as they occur in the atmosphere do not

influence the lime silicate, but the carbonic acid of the atmosphere will engage

itself with the free lime not being bound in the brick after the steam harden-

ing. This process is merely furthering the quality of the brick as there happens

a slight after-hardening.
, , , • •

i rrr

From the foregoing may follow sufficiently the deeply incised difference

between lime mortar, used for brick construction work, etc. and sand-hme

brick Direct consequences of the difference are the high physical qualities

of sand-lime brick contrary to the common mortar hardened m and under

the influence of the open air, on which to base reflections I mtend to do

later in special essays. , ^noiifjpc-
Being especially important, today I announce only one of these qualities^

The crushing-strength. On good sand-lime brick the crushing-strength

shows in the average not less than 4000 lbs. per square inch.

The pronunciation of this one fact may alone be sufficient to qualify

the -judgment" on sand-lime brick referred to in the beginning of this article

to be absurd. r ^ a •
i. ^( c^^r^A

It is an incontestable fact that the degree of the fire resistance of sand-

lime bricks depends on their crushing-strength. Just the same fact is valid

for burned clay bricks.
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The clay brick adherents cannot witlidraw themselves from the fact that

there are bad, even very bad burned clay bricks, and such bad and very bad
clay bricks are also among the products of plant owners being members of

the association coming in question in this article. And bad clay bricks are

not better than bad sand-lime bricks. On the contrary. Good sand-lime
bricks, however, are in all qualities to be taken in account, just as good as

good burned clay bricks. This fact may be proved by competent demon-
strations, and it is impossible to destroy it by pretending the contrary in a

frivolous or malevolent manner. Audiatur et altera pars.

The Beaux /\i <Jr

*
* *

Al KJn a Success

AN ARCHITECTURAL exhibit of unusual interest has just been con-
cluded in the Assembly room of the Merchant's Exchange, San
Francisco. ^

This exhibit was specially interesting for two reasons. In the first

place it was the first representative exhibit since the fire and in the
second place it was of a purely commercial nature, showing actual build-

ings or schemes for contemplated buildings or structures under way. In

other words, it diflfered from the usual exhibit in that the drawmgs shown
represented current work. It is very rare that an exhibit of any size can
thus represent actuality, but there has been so much work underway in

San Francisco since the rebuilding of the city began, that this was made
possible. The only trouble encountered arose from the fact that many of

the buildings have been completed so rapidly that there exist no sketches
of them.

The nucleus of the exhibit was moved over from the recent exhibit at

the Home Club in Oakland. Mr. Polk and Burnham and Company had
an extremely fine exhibit. Their drawings consisted of the First National
Bank Building and some beautiful sketches of a Church at San Mateo, as

well as other work. The University Buildings of Howard and Galloway,
the Berkeley Town Hall of Bakewell and Brown, and the school buildings
of Chas. W. Dickey are worthy of note as they show the advance made
in public work in this locality and suggest a time when we will be able to

point out our public buildings to the visitor with pride.

The Pacific Union Club Competition drawings of MacDonald and
Applegarth were well presented and of special interest to the public. Bliss

and Faville had on exhibit blue prints of beautifully drawn details of the

Bank of California, while Howard and Galloway had a pen and ink per-

spective of the Italian American Bank. Tharp and Rixford exhibited a

drawing of the Customs House competition. It is to be regretted that

owing to delays in transportation this drawing arrived in Washington
too late to compete. Clinton Day also exhibited Customs House drawings
for the same competition. Woollett and Woollett had clever sketches of

Eastern work. Reid Bros, exhibited some very good work. William
Curlett exhibited the Head Building and the Phelan Building both of which
were specially good.

There were many other interesting drawings in this division that were
worthy of special mention and there were none that did not do credit

to their authors and the exhibition.

In the Domestic division, Mullgardt, Hoover and Morgan, Osborn.
Wm. Knowles, Bakewell and Brown, and Woollett and Woollett, were
all represented by good work.

That of Mullgardt was especially remarkable. The landscape work
of Lewis P. Hobart shown in this division was also very interesting.

Some Recent i C5 rtland Cement Mortars

By JOSEPH A. HOLMES,

Expert in charge of the Technologic Branch, U. S. Geological Survey

A
BULLETIN has just been issued by the Technologic Branch of the

United States Geological Survey on 'Tortland Cement Mortars

and their Constituent Materials," giving the result of 25 000 tests

at the Structural Materials Laboratories of the Government at bt. Louis,

Mo. The author of the bulletin is Richard L. Humphrey, engmeer m
charge of structural materials investigations.

The records reported are based on 25,000 tests extendmg over more

than one year of active field and laboratory work. The report may be

divided into two parts-the first, dealing with tensile, compressive and

other tests, including chemical analyses of Portland cement of different brands

donated for the purpose, and of the mortars mixed therewith in which a

standard sand was used; the second, dealing with tests of mortars pre-

pared by mixing typical Portland cement with 22 sands, 12 gravel screen-

ings and 25 stone screenings, procured from different parts of the United

States and mixed in different proportions.
u. u ^o^^

In order that tests extending over a period of years might be made

with a relatively uniform cement, a quantity of Portland cement of seven

different brands was obtained by donation. An equal amount of each ot

these brands was mixed together to form a typical Portland cement, and

the^ mixture was stored away in air-tight cans. Tests, made to detenume

the quality and variation of the typical Portland cement, were conducted m
great detail both on the neat individual brands and the typical mix, and on

1 3 cement mortars made therefrom with standard sand.

The results of the tests showing variation in tensile strength with age

of neat cement indicate clearly that the typical mix reached maximum

tensile strength in 90 days, or at the same period at which this strength

was reached by the separate brands; that it maintained the highest tensile

strenirth for a period as long as that of the best of the mdividua brands,

viz to 180 days, and that the diminution in tensile strength thereafter

to one year and beyond was less than for some brands and no greater

than for the best.
, j •

4. „^u
The tests of the standard-sand mortars showed maximum strength

of the mix at 90 days, or about the same as for the individual brands;

more rapid filing off in tensile strength for the mix, up to 180 days than

for the individual brands, but an actual gain in strength beyond the 18U

days for the mix, as compared with a falling off of the separate brands.

In the compressive tests the typical mix showed a rapid rise in strength,

as did the individual brands up to 90 days, and a less rapid but continual

increase in compressive strength to the 360 day period for the mix as

compared with some of the brands, four of which showed little or no gam

in compressive strength after 180 days.

Compressive tests of the 1:3 standard-sand mortars showed a more

rapid gain up to 180 days for the typical mix than for th'e separate cement

brands, and continued increase in compressive strength beyond 180 days

for the mix, as against a loss ratio of increase for several of the individual

brands tested.
. 4.u 4.

The general indications of these tests are that a better cement—that

is one exhibiting greater uniformity of behavior—is likely to be procured

by making a typical mix of several brands than by the use of any one

standard brand of cement. i

^
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It shoul'd be borne in mind, however, that this statment is applicable

only to the typical mixes used in these tests, and that it is possible that

other mixtures of Portland cement might not yield the same result but
would show entirely different characteristics. Results of further investiga-

tions along these lines will be reported as soon as they become available.

A study of the percentage of gain in strength exhibited by the various
cements and cement mortars tested shows the very important fact that

though the cements may test low or high at 7 days, and though there
may be varying ])ercentages of increase during the four periods from 7

days to one year, yet after the 180 day and the 360 day tests the strengths

of all the standard-sand mortars were reasonably close one to another.

This- indicates that early strengths may vary considerably without
seriously affecting the later strength of the cement or mortar.

The purpose of the investigations of the constituent materials of mortar
was to asrcertain as far as possible the properties of such materials collected

in different p^ts of the tinited States. It is believed that the results of

these teWts^.,'^nia(1e on material obtained near the large commercial centers

of the country will indicate clearly to users of cement and of concrete

where they may most conveniently and cheaply procure the requisite sand,

gravel, etc., and how these should be mixed to attain the best result in

tensile or compressive strength for each .-group of constituent materials.

A study of the data in this part of the report should afford a means
of determining the probable strength of mortar made from materials

having similar properties, though gathered in different parts of the

country, and should aid the constructor to decide which of three materials,

sand, gravel, or broken stone screenings will best serve his purpose.
The tests whose results are here presented were made on mortars using

different proportions of the typical Portland cement and sands, gravel

screenings and stone screenings collected in various parts of the country,

the properties of which are discussed in the earlier part of the bulletin.

The report describes the material, the locality of its occurrence and the

methods of screening, grading, etc., employed. The relative proportion

of larger or smaller particles in the materials tested is not only described

in detail and diagramatically, but is well illustrated by reproductions of

photographs made to exact scale.

Considering these tests in respect to the percentage of voids it appears

that the tensile strength decreases with the increase of void spaces. The
strength of the mortars is invariably much greater when made from sands

having a small percentage of voids than when made from sands having a

large percentage. The strength of mortars of different proportions is also

greater for those sands which have a small percentage of voids. This
condition is the same in regard to both tensile strength and compressive
strength, and indicates that the greatest strength can be obtained by the

use of mortar in which the sand is uniformly graded. The same is true of

tests of transverse strength, except that the difference is not so marked as

in the tensile and compressive tests.

The tests show a greater uniformity in general when made at the end

of 180 days than when made for shorter periods. The early strength

appears to be easily affected by alteration in environment and the

regularity in strength for the earlier periods appears to depend on the

nature of the cement.
In tests of density of mortar, it appears that the density values are

greatest for the least percentage of voids, and that the weight per cubic

foot and the strength are greatest under the same conditions. In the

tests of mortars made with gravel screenings only that material whicn
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ccpd a ^/i-inch screen was used, and this amounted as a rule to less

T 40 nd cent Tthe sample received at the laboratory. As m the

\^'';^riiL^n of tests of n^^^^^^^^ with sand, complete details are given

1^hfdlame^^ in inches, with number of sieves passed;

o tie Se in which samples were taken; and of physical and chemical

} Tn these tests there is apparently a greater lack of uniformity m

!hfincrease of strength probably owing to the physical differences in

V . Tavel screenings In general the tensile strength seems to increase

ilftre'de'r'aTe'f; percentage of voids. This - ^Iso trv. o the corn-

• of^^».rrfVi TViprp was e-reat irregularity in the results oi tei>Ls

P'^'r/ount ofJhe^HfficuUyin^ obtaining a thoroughly uniform mass.

°"
ni^Hv when the mate iaT was composed of coarse grains of approxi-

espec.ally when the material
^ happened that the cement and

than tliose maae
strength of mortars made from the samples

uniform grading. ^^^^ .^^^
J^'^^"?'^ than that of mortars made

having- a lower proportion of voids is greater LUdn maL

mortars as in the Sravel-screenmgs mortars for the cement

'^"-^ilr^pon TrL'lZ:lTXr^.lZt rrpro-cess of publication bv

,f.S.l form, made of concrete and remforcrfconc.ee
>^ J« f

™'™

a tvpical Portland cement for testing P"'-P°^^^/"' *^^„*" '
, creen nS ^'*^

mixng sand and its substitutes, gravel and
^''^°^^"^^f"/ „7o'""^"^of the

«iirh tvniral cement as an experimental study in the progress oi xnc

sllrvej^Tthe constituent materials of cement mortars and concrete in the

^"a "Ivfcc'eeding bulletin will describe tests of the solid stone fronn the

sam^e quarS al these from which were obtained the ^^-e -reen.n o

which the tests described in this report were
"^^'^f. , J'^^f^^^^^'"r's m^de

afford some basis for comparison of the/elat.ve values of mortars ma^^

from the stone screenings described in t^isbt lie im Other •"epons w

deal with the results of tests of the c°"«|.tutent materia s of concre

as distinguished from those of mortars, and with the result ot addition
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tests of the constituent materials of mortal's. These papers will be fol-

lowed by a preliminary report of the results of tests of plain concrete
beams and of cement-mortar building blocks. The same constituent
materials have also been assembled in the form of .reinforced concrete
beams, reinforced concrete slabs, and plain and reinforced concrete columns
many tests on which have already been completed and the results are
now in preparation for publication. Other reports in this series will include
results of investigations of shear and the modulas of elasticity in tension
and compression."

Parallel with this series of reports of the results of tests being made at

the St. Louis laboratories there is to be published a report on the results
of a series of tests made in the testing laboratories of various techno-
logical institutions. These tests were made in cooperation with the
structural materials laboratories of the United States Geological Survey
and the joint committee on concrete and reinforced concrete of the en-
gineering societies.

*
* *

Collapse of a Concrete Bridge at Gilroy

A REPORT of the failure of a concrete bridge near Gilroy, Cal., led

the Architect and Engineer to make an investigation, the result of

which, in our opinion, proved conclusively that design and execu-
tion were at fault rather than material: The structure was a mere culvert
of about fourteen .feet clear span and of approximately the dimensions
shown in the accompanying sketch. Its length was about sixteen feet and
its object was to provide a roadway over a small creek which runs through
the town of Gilroy.

Work was begun on Monday, February 24th, and completed Wednes-
day, February 26th, there being but ten or twelve cubic yards in the
entire job. The concrete was a mixture of cement and gravel, the latter

being obtained from the bed of a nearby creek. The proportions used
appear to be such as to produce a good concrete, although the specimens
obtained were so green as to make a determination of its hardness im-
possible. It is believed, however, that there can be no complaint as to the
quality of the concrete.

On Friday afternoon, two days after the last of the concrete was
placed, a man, Hugh McConnell by namev-wass^eirt^to strip the sTfucture'"

of timber forms, which were worth not more than five or six dollars. The
bracing was 2 inch by 6 inch material, to which was nailed 1 inch by 12

inch lagging. In the interim between the completion of the pouring and the
stripping of the concrete (two days) considerable rain fell, and the condi-
tion of the concrete can be well imagined. As soon as the braces were
removed by Mr. McConnell, the green concrete was unable, wittt-its small
arch rise, to sustain its own weight and fell upon the man, crushing him
to death.'

It seems deplorable that, for the sake of a few dollars worth of form
work, such desperate and absolutely reckless chances should be taken,
involving not only the bridge, which can be rebuilt, but sacrificing human
life.

*
* *

The ignorant are never defeated in any argument.
*

* *
Be not lenient to your own faults; keep your pardon for others.
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ie^nfon.a Concr.U ^.»i tran.. War.Hou.e .,or ,ke Noe,Un^s Sons Con,H,.y. Sa,. ,ranc,sc.

Sutton and Weeks. Art^/uteulL

A t \x 1 house

THE ereat warehouse now under construction on the northeast corner

of Folsor^ and Hawthorne streets, San Franc.sco for the John A

Roebling" Sons Company is without doubt the most thoroughly

fireproof and fire protected building in the West.
...^..^tural steel-

The foundations are I beam grdlage the frame of st uctural stee^

the beam and column protection of concrete. The floo s and waUs are ot

reinforced concrete. The extenor is faced with
l^'^'dows are metal

nierp of unnrotected wood is used m this buikUng. The wmclows are meiai

with wire glass automatic self closing. All inside doors and door and

"'t°:ddS'to"thif airexterior openings and openings to elevators are

nro ected vUh rolling steel shutters which are automatic self closing.

'^

A further protec"k)n against fire will be a complete system of automatic

ceilfni sJrinWers and hydrants. An unique feature is the enclosing of all
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vS"/^^/ Frame of the Roebling's Sons Company Building. San Francisco

Woods and Huddart. Contractors Sutton and Weeks. Architects

sprinkler tanks (one 30,000 gallon and two 10,000 gallon) in a tower,
instead of allowing them to be exposed and unsightly as is customary.

The general style of architecture in the detail of the exterior is Greek.
The building will be 112 feet, 6 inches by 150 feet by 72 feet high and

top of the tower will be 115 feet above the sidewalk.
Sutton & Weeks are the architects and the steel frame, 1200 tons,

was furnished by Levering & Garrigues Company, New York, who are
represented here by Woods & Huddart, 356 Market street.

Prestidigitator—You saw me put your watch in your harKlkerchief ?

Boy on Stage—Yes. \

*'You can feel it still in the handkerchief?"
"Yes."
'You can hear it ticking?"

'Yes, but—"
'Yes, but what?"
'My watch hasn't been going since I took the works out at school."

—

Punch.

<<'

<r

<('

(('

Mr. Orthodoxer—But surely sir, Doctor Reglar doesn't advertise?
The Editor—Well, no, not directly, but when business is dull he often

sends me a check for inserting pie and pastry recipes.—Lippincott's Magazine.
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Steel vs. C< c

THF merits of reinforced concrete construction as applied in modern

bui ding methods, were discussed at a lively meeting recently held by

the Engineers and Architects' Association of Los Angeles The

speakl': of th^revening were Architects Alfred F. Rosenhe.m, John Parkm-

^^"t relfim" vrpr:sii^nt^onh; ^ss^cialforwas the first speakerM

M. introduced thr^ubiect as being one of vital interest to engmeers ar^d

\>r.?. inasmuch as the use of reinforced concrete is, comparatively

^
X^^l of re«nt in reduction in connection with the construction of

SS' and because it seems to possess an element of g-ve danger

^f QPrvire 5 Adequacy against destruction by fire. 6 1
avorabie con

,v 7w ren^irs o? chanees 7. Liability of minor mistake^ during the

cSrui^nT'the'wot, feeding to dangerous failures. These .uestions

^^^^fhira^tsr5;.°k:LrJirr guided largely by the experience

^:i^(r^^ri:^ a^'grJu^rspfce^^of i^^TX^'S^^:^

the "mistaken ideas about the comparative value of steel and concrete.

"^
^"Rpfnre comoarinE the costs of steel frame and reinforced concrete

building? it m°ay be -11 to go into the relative construction so as to judge

upon the values in the two methods of construction.

"Rv a reinforced concrete building is meant a structure maae oi con

Crete wUh lo^e steel rods embedded therein-, and so arranged as to forni

floors,^ amtguide" and columns The steel rods - P -ed so as to tak^^^

all fo;ces of tension throughout the building. The concrete
^f^^l^f^

as to take most of the compressive and «hff""K/°^«^' ^"n^^^Td to take
Crete is not of sufficient strength to take all the force

^^

5^'
f.

^^^'^J^*", i^^g
the balance. The connections of the various parts

a-^^.f"^
-"^^^J.^^Jy

"^^
b^

the concrete bv means of wood forms, into a monolithic structure and oy

; i^gThe ^arts^oTether with the rocls. The absolute, necessary ancles^n-

tial features of the construction are those of the perfect bonding of the steU
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with the concrete and the complete embedding and protection of the steel

by the concrete.

"By a steel building is meant a structure made up of rolled I beams
and girders and riveted girders and columns. The arrangement and loca-
tion of beams, girders and columns may be similar with that of the rein-

forced concrete building. The floor system may be exactly the same in all

respects as that used in a reinforced concrete building. The steel beams,
girders and columns being units of themselves, or riveted so as to make
units, do not depend upon any mechanical bonding to insure their individual
strength. The connections of the various parts are all made by means of
steel connections riveted to the members wifh steel rivets. These connec-
tions are easily figured and absolutely positive in results. The essential
feature of this type of construction is that the steel shall be so arranged
that it will conveniently and economically carry the floors, walls, terra

cotta or other exterior ornamentation and to allow being readily fire-proofed
with concrete, brick or hollow tile.

**By comparing the two types we find that the reinforced concrete
building has all its load-carrying members exposed to the action of fire,

while the steel frame has all its load-carrying mefnbers carefully protected.
"The following is an extract of a letter from one of the leading

engineers of building construction in the United States: T am convinced/
he says, 'that for structural purposes reinforced concrete is going to prove
a failure, except in certain kinds of building. There is one thing that we
have got to get out of our minds and that is that reinforced concrete is

fireproof to the extent that- it retains its strength after being subjected to fire,

for this is not the case.
" 'A short time ago I witnessed a test made on concrete columns. Two

columns were made two years ago, each of them twelve feet long. The
columns were cut in two, making four columns six feet long. One of these
was tested for compression and found to stand in the neighborhood of 140
tons for an actual area of 107 square inches, which, as you will see, gives
an ultimate pressure per square inch of a load of 2300 pounds. One of the
remaining six-foot sections was fire-proofed with ordinary four-inch fire-

proofing. The other two, together with the one fireproofed, were then put
in a furnace and heated for three hours to a temperature between 1500 and
1600 degrees. Water was then applied to one of the piers not fireproofed,
the other being left to cool oflf without the application of water. The next
day we tested these two sections and found that the one fireproofed stood
about the same per square inch as before it went into the furnace. The
two pieces not fireproofed had lost practically all of their strength. When
the testing machine registered a pressure of five tons these two sections
began to crack, and at a total pressure of thirty-seven tons they gave way
entirely. There was no diflference between the sections to which water was
applied and the other which was left to cool off without application, of water.
Now, if these columns had been part of a structure and this fire had
occurred, I am almost certain that the structure would have collapsed under
its own weight. I was personally very much surprised at the result, as
I had been led to believe that concrete was a really fireproof material, so
far as retaining its strength after being heated, but this idea I have had to
give up. After what I know of this construction, I am more than ever con-
vinced that it is not fit for structural purposes, except for very small buildings.'

"There are mistaken ideas in existence about the comparative value of
reinforced concrete buildings and buildings of steel construction. We have
often heard statements made to the effect that reinforced concrete buildings
can be built for 30 per cent less than a steel building. While this might

-mnlv to a building which consisted merely of floors, outside wa Is and the

roof with supporting columns, all in reinforced cencrete, it would not apply

to an office building, hotel or any building of that class ^ X
'The problem of low estimate is not how complete -aTrcT-fiflractive the

building can be made, but how much can be left out. In our opinion a

fireproof building can be erected, using steel frames, remforced concrete

floor slabs and walls, and fireproofing the columns with
^^^^J-^^f.^"^\^^"^J,^:

atine everything possible as is done in reinforced concrete buildings^ This

will result in a construction that will not exceed the cost of a straight rem-

forced concrete building eight per cent, and at the same time result m a

safe and fireproof building and with a definite factor of safety.

^

''A reinforced concrete building is the best substitute we have for a

steel building. While it will never equal a steel building, it has its uses.

It approaches in merit a steel building in lo^w buildings, butjn office build-

ings of over five stories the extra cost of a steel building which may be at

the most fifteen per cent is money well invested. We are statmg what has

been our experience. . , . . ,

"In the buildings with which we have been connected ni this city, the

cost of steel in proportion to the cost of the building vyas
:

In the Security

building 17 per cent; Central building, 22 per cent, both office buildings;

Pacific Mutual Life building, 14 per cent ; Chamber of Commerce, Pasadena

22 per cent ; Tehama building, 23 per cent ; Norton building. 22 per cent
;
the

two latter being heavy structures for store purposes; averagmg 20 per cent

Taking these figures and allowing one-third for reinforcing bars would

bring the diflference to about 13 per cent on steel alone To this add 5 per

cent for the diiTerence in the quality and expense in placing the concrete

leaves a total diflference in the most between a reinforced concrete and a steel

structure of 8 per cent, which we believe to be an extreme limit.

*

must never forget that Beauty and

Decoration

By W. W. TUCKER

"The Artistic is the Beautiful, Harmonious,^ Restful, and we

Use are one."

HARMONY is the first thought in decoration An artist studies per-

sonalities, choosing colors and designs suitable to the members of th.

Whe"n'de°co;ating your home,' study yourself. Select something com-

plementary to you. choosing colors harmonizing with your temperament.

Rooms should be treated according to their situation, size, light, et..

Cold rooms may be given a warm appearance, dark rooms may be made

light, small rooms large, low rooms high, and, in fact, any eflfect may be

srained bv proper treatment. re ^ t\- •^«.

In planning your home, it is well to use the newer eflfects^ Dining

room wans, fon/erly in solid colors, may now be covered wf durable

leathers in bold designs. Self tones and stripes may be ^ed'n living

rooms, tapestries in libraries, while reception rooms may be hung with th.

popular imported silk eflfects.
*

^(t^^t„ on.

I

Today chamber decoration is at its best. The new crown eflfects and

floral papers show a wealth of design.
, ^ .u „,.o^<.f„i =p-.

In the bath room, tile papers have giv-en place to the graceful sea

gulls, the stately lotus, and the Arts and Crafts designs. These papers a..e

sanitary and are not aflfected by moisture.
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Interior of W. W. Tucker's Oakland Studio

I

Another Fitw of the Tucker Studto

By W. GARDEN MITCHELL, Architect

The heart of Mexico is Mexico City, and the heart of the city is the

cathedral fronting the "Zocola," or grand plaza. Built in the end of the

sixteenth century and beginning of the seventeenth, it is large and in

some sense imposing, .but generally speaking it is ordinary. Its length

is four hundred feet, width 177 and height from floor to roof 179 with

towers something over 200 feet in height.

The "Segrario" to the east end of the cathedral, however, is more

interesting and exhibits that highly decorated form of architecture in

which the greater portion of the facade is so completely and elaborately

carved, that pilasters, piers, niches, windows and doors, are involved in

an intricacy that is completely bewilderingf, but distinctly fascinating and

beautiful. This is of the middle of the eighteenth, century. The facade

of the churches of Gaudalupe and El Encino at Agua Caliente are also

examples of this highly decorated style. The Encino is not so fine in

detail but has a great deal of character and the movement of the lines

of its sculpture are extremely interesting and I might say original.

One feature noticeable in the exterior design of these buildings is that

the interest is frequently concentrated, say in an elaborate doorway which

becomes accentuated the more simple the background is allowed to re-

main, also frequently at the sky line nothing of the nature of a cornice

is introduced only a simple molding or coping, perhaps the line of the

parapet is relieved by being curved upwards or downwards at intervals

or in more fanciful sweeps or scrolls, such are frequently used on the

gables of country churches but also on residences. The water spout, or

gargoyle, also adds interest to the roof line, the gargoyles are Renaissance

gargoyles, octagonal, round or square, projecting two or three feet and

sometimes elaborately carved.

Towers and domes are common in Mexico. The most common form

of tower is the campanile, rising two or three stories above the roof

and surmounted bv a small dome. In the church of San Domingo, Mexico

City, the tower after rising in several stories of belfries is roofed more

after the manner of a Gothic spire, only that the spire is much less elon-

gated. It is covered with green, yellow and white tiles. At the various

stages of the tower hang the bells, placed in the arched openings of the

sides and balanced so that they can be revolved, boys do the ringing, and

it is positively alarming to see these urchins standing within a few inches

of certain death and catching the lever arm of the bell as they dash it

round and round, while clang upon clang, sounds far and wide over the

roof tops, and across the distant vega. No sooner has the deep basso

of one bell died away than the shrill tones of another takes its place,

and so to a third and fourth, in one alarming and wild carillo. This bell

ringing of Mexico, which I call wild and alarming, is very unlike the sweet

songs that hourly and half-hourly chime forth from the Halle tower of

Belgium's picturesque City of Bruges, the one persuasive the other as a

note of defiance and exhortation the war cry of alarm.

Domes are common to Mexico, chiefly in the churches, sometimes

there is but one over the meeting of the cross, for the churches are, speaking

generally, cruciform in plan, or parallelograms the transept being omitted

in other cases groups of domes are to be found, over cross, side chapels,

• Continuation of paper read before the San Francisco Architectural Club and Printed in the February

Number of this Magazine
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and so forth. These domes, however crude in finish, and often somewhat

imperfect in shape are I might say always pleasing, they fit the building,

and in materials (almost invariably of masonry, covered wi^h tiles or

stucco), harmonize with it.' In the use of tiles the Spaniard gained great

proficiency, and many of these domes, brilliant in orange, blue, white and

green, and rising abo've their base of pale pink, opalescent-green and blue

or. cream white, and illuminated by that dazzling sunshine that floods

the tableland of Mexico, fairly rivafin color the brilliant hues of the sur-

rounding foliage and none less brilliant azure of the sky.

I can still recall a sunset on the domes of San Angel, a suburb of

Mexico. The colors were as if a lapidary had mixed in a tray of turquois

and gold, emeralds, opals and topaz, and in the yellow light of evening

had/flooded them with its golden beams. It was in architecture and nature

what to Turner's imagination appeared the Queen of Venice, as with

bellowing sail, radiant with every tint of evening, and stretching westward

towards the sun, glides smoothly over a sea luminous with rose and gold.

There in Mexico City over one hundred churches, any one of which

would be considered good, did it belong to an American city.

I^Iexican architecture apparently often repeats itself yet it is never the

same. An architect should not be afraid to repeat himself. It is better to

acquire proficiency in one style, than to wade about from style to style

seeking versatility, and mastering none, as we do in this country. The

interior of many of these churches are frequently somewhat garish, I

think they must have been redecorated at a later date than the good

period of their building, on the other hand many of them are quite hand-

some and their altar pieces and screens, as illustrated in types such as

San Domingo and La Regina, Mexico. El Carmen, San Luis Potosi, are

unequalled anywhere in the world in extravagance and exquisiteness of

carving. Sometimes these carvings cover the whole end wall of the

transept, 40 feet wide by 50 feet high, and all save a few spaces left for

paintings of Madonnas and Saints, are heavily carved and gilded. We
have nothing at all equal to them in the United States, and I think only

in Spain itself can be found any thing to compare to these wonderful

gilded carvings. In reality the space is divided by pilasters and stories,

but in the beholding, the multiplicity of the parts and the intricacy of the

detail so combine that the impression is more that of an elaborate piece

of lace work, or the intricate combinations of a Persian rug.

The interior architecture is generally on more conventional lines,

Italian lines, pilasters, arches, entablature, and so forth, semicircular

vaulted ceilings, with choir gallery at one end and high altar at the other.

At Agua Caliente, there are a number of pleasing examples of d^ora-

tion. The colors are green and gold and ivory, nothing else, exceT)t at

altars or where a picture is hung or painted on the wall, no marbles are

used and the floors are generally stone without design, the construction

is stone finished internally with plaster.

The architectural period of Mexico was essentially a religious one, so

that while in Mexico City, and some of the larger cities outside the capital,

there are fine specimens of architecture in state palaces, libraries, museums,

and so forth, these latter are few as compared to churches, and when we

come to private palaces and mercantile buildings, examples of monumental

character fall away rapidly, but whether the building be church or palace

or the simple residence of the poor all are in good taste and suited to the

necessities of the case. Of private palaces one of the most interesting

is the House of Tile, the former residence of the Conde de-Orizaba.
t

(To be Cotitiniicd.)
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Architect M'Kim in a Sanitarium

Charles Follen McKim, founder of the

firm of architects McKim, Mead &
White, and former president of the

American Institute of Architects, is re-

ported in press dispatches to be ill in

a private sanitarium not far from New
York. He is sufferinej from a nervous
complaint and heart affection, supposed
to be the result of overwork.

Since the murder of Stanford White
by Harry K. Thaw, Mr. McKim's nerves

have not been of the strongest. The
shock of his partner's violent death
appeared to leave a lasting impression.

Then, too, the loss of Mr. White from
the firm caused more work to devolve
upon the senior member. ---J

Mr. McKim is one of the most widely
known architects of this country. Al-

though 61 he is still in the front rank of

the active architects of note. Thirty-

eight years ago he was graduated from
the Beaux Arts of Paris and in 1872

began practice as an architect in New
York. Five years later he was joined by
William R. Mead, and a little later by
Stanford White.
Mr. McKim in 1903 was awarded a

gold medal bv King Edward for his share

in the promotion of architecture.

Thoughout the country there stand

magnificent buildings designed by the

firm, of which Mr. McKim is the head.

The recent alterations to the White
House at Washington were designed
under his direction.

Terra-Cotta Blocks in Los Angeles

The use of terra-cotta blocks for bear-

ing and partition walls has finally re-

ceived the approval of the Los Angeles
council, and an ordinance regulating the

same has been signed by Mayor Harper.

This important measure has been dis-

cussed on several occasions at the meet-
ings of the Los Angeles chapter, A. L A.,

and has received their endorsement. By
this change in the building ordinances
terra-cotta blocks may be used for bear-

ing partitions in Class C. buildings, also

for closets and vent shafts. They rnay

be also used for bearing walls in build-

ings not exceeding four stories in height,

if properly reinforced.
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Mr. Frank A. Farnkopf

New President of Architectural Club

AS REPRESENTING one of the

younger men in the architectural

profession, who are coming into

prominence, the portrait of Mr. Frank A.

Farnkopf, printed on this page, will prove

interesting to many, especially those who
are interested in the welfare of the San

Francisco Architectural Club, of which he

is the newly elected president.

Mr. Farnkopf is planning an interesting

year's work for the Club, not the least of

which will be the Annual Exhibition of

Architectural drawings to be held the latter

part of September. It is his intention to

make this year's exhibition not only an

architecturally successful exhibit but to

make of it a social feature; the opening

evening to be devoted to the entertain-

ment of invited guests.

It is also his intention to conduct an

Atalier in connection with the present

course of instruction, to be under the

direction of a member of the Society of

Beaux Arts.

Throop Institute Buildings

Architects Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey

of Los Angeles have made plans for the

proposed Throop Polytechnic Institute

buildings, which are to be erected on the

new site at the corner of California street

and Wilson evenue, Pasadena.

Previous to commencing work on the

plans Mr. Hunt spent several months in

the East, visiting the various colleges and

gathering data.

Of the schools visited, the University of

Virginia was selected as having its grounds

and buildings arranged in the most attrac-

tive and convenient manner. They were

laid out by Thomas Jefferson, over a

century ago, and have since been copied

more or less in the new Medical School, at

Harvard University, ia the Washington
University at St. Louis, in the Carnegie

Technical Schools at Pittsburg, in Columbia

University, the University of New York,

Annapolis, West Point, and the University

of Nevada.
The new site for Throop Institute in-

cludes in its topography almost exactly the

same features which are prominent in Mr.

Hunt's ideal college campus, the Thomas
Jefferson campus of the University of

Virginia.

On account of the break in the ground,

the Administration building and library,

which will be olaced at the highest part,

will be two stories in height at the front

and three stories high at the rear. At the

front will be an arcade, giving heavy

shadows as one looks up the campus, and

back of this will be the offices. At the

east end, in a court between the two wings

will be an audience room, a story and a

half in height, to be used for commence-

ment purposes.

Buildings for Arts and Belles Letters are

placed on the right and left, respectively, as

one turns through a recessed entrance.

These buildings are relatively small, and

are placed close to the campus.

Back of the Arts building on the south

side of the campus is the Mechanical and

Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory, with its

lonp- side next to California street. This

building, in exterior apoearance is the

counternart of the Electrical Engineering

Laboratory across the campus with its long

side along San Pasqual street.

Directly east of these buildings and

northeast and southeast of the administra-

tion building respectively are placed the

chemical, mining engineering: and metalurgy

building and the gymnasium. The mining

and chemistry building is placed as it is so

that the prevailing southwest winds may
carry away the fumes. The gymnasium is

placed _arrnss the street from Tournament
park.

Back of these buildings are three dormi-

tories in a semicircle, the convex side

toward the Administration building, and at

the extreme east end is placed the power

house, with its chimney in the longitudinal

axis of the grounds.

These buildings complete the whole

scheme which will cost between two and

three miUion dollars.

Science Church to Cost $100,000.

Plans are being considered by the

trustees of the First Church of Christ.

Scientist, of Pasadena, for the new edifice

that they expect to build this year. The

architects who have the work in charge,

have nearly completed the nlans. The new

church will cost in the neighborhood of

$100,000 .

Conditions in California

The following summary shows California

conditions from January 29 to February

28, inclusive:

San Francisco building permits $2,331,-

987.

San Francisco building permits since the

fire, $97,006,550.

Los Angeles building permits, $603,004.

Oakland building permits, $729,088.

Sacramento building permits, $55,035.

San Francisco real estate sales, 600;

value, $1,675,000.

San Francisco bank clearings, $152,391,-

396.03.

San Francisco bank clearings, February,

1907, $234,771,422.05.

San Francisco bank clearings, February,

1906, $175,277,285.10.

Los Angeles bank clearings. $38, 979.724.

Oakland bank clearings, $5,889,670.10.

San Jose bank clearings, $1,815,618.62.

Sacramento bank clearings. $3,597,441.44.

Stockton bank clearings, $1,847,867.48.

San Francisco customs receipts, $553,-

593.73.

Oklahoma's New Club

At a recent meeting in Oklahoma City of

a number of architects, contractors and
machinery and building material supply

men. from all parts of the State, the

Builders Club was organized for the pur-

pose of bringing about a better acquaintance

among those associated with the building

interests of Oklahoma.
One feature of the club will be the

library to which building material and
machinery firms are invited to send their

catalogs, pamphlets etc., and the majority
of the architects throughout the State have
promised to send the club blue prints,

specifications etc., when in need of bids or

estimates.

A handsome suite of rooms has been
furnished in the Martin building, and the

"SatiTrday noon luncheons arc already one
of the most popular features of the club.

Over sixty members have been enrolled so

far. F. E. Harkness is secretary.

May Send Delegates Abroad
At a recent meeting of Los Angeles

Chapter, A. I. A., there was quite a lively

discussion on the appointment of a delegate
tf) the eighth annual Congress of Architects,

which will meet at Vienna, Europe, May
18-24. inclusive. Each chapter of the

American Institute of Architects is en-
titled to send one delegate. Los Angeles
and San Francisco may each send a
delegate. John A. Walls will probably
represent the former city.

The choosing and awarding of prizes
HI the proposed competition of the Los
Angeles Architectural Club was con-
sidered. The report of the committee
of Los Angeles chapter, composed of Elmer
^irey and Theo. A. Eisen, regarding a list

of architectural books, treating various

subjects from artistic gardening to the

history of architecture, was submitted and
the committee was reappointed to make
the selection and attend to the awards.

Ten-Story Office Building

Los Angeles is to have still another sky-

scraper. Plans have been prepared by
Architects Morgan and Walls for a ten

story office building for Nelson Story to

be erected at Broadway and Sixth streets.

The building will be constructed of brick,

concrete and steel, and will be of the style

known as Class A buildings. There will

be ten stories above the street level, and a

grand basement under the entire pile, with

sub-basements for the power plants, vaults,

etc.

Plans call for modern storerooms on the

first floor, with an elegantly fitted restaurant

in the basement. The upper floors will be

divided into large, roomy, well-lighted

oflices, first-class in every respect, as the

architects have made every effort to incor-

porate all of the latest conveniences and
requirements of a modern building.

Enjoying Trip Abroad

George Alex Wright, senior member of

the architectural firm of Wright, Rushforth

& Cahill. 2277 California street, San Fran-

cisco, and before the fire associated with

WilHs Polk, now with the D. H. Burnham
Company, is in Europe enjoying a well

earned vacation. Mrs. Wright is with him
and the two expect to visit Switzerland,

Germany, France and in fact all the

principal European countries before return-

ing to America in May.
,

Starts on Four Months' Trip

John A. Walls, the junior member of

the architectural firm of Morgan and Walls,

Los Angeles, started recently on an ex-

tended trip which will cover a period of

about four months. During his absence

he will visit most of the European countries

and the principal Eastern cities. As it is

some years since he took a vacation of a

similar character, he will no doubt be

thoroughly interested in the scenes and
building achievements of the old world.

Big Military Depot

Plans and specifications have been com-

piled in the quartermaster general's office,

at Washington, for the extensive work
which is contemplated at Fort Mason, near

San Francisco, where there will be estab-

lished a general military supply depot.

Congress has authorized an expenditure of

$1,500,000 for the construction of buildings

and piers at that place. It will be the most
important shipping point and troop trans-

fer station in the country. Bids will be

taken on this work up to May 4th.

I V
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THE ARCHITECT

AND THE CITY

BEAUTIFUL

The movement toward ''The City

Beautiful" is taking- firm root in tlu

country and i^

spreading thos<

roots in many di

rectio^s. Wash
ington, Cleveland,

Chicago, New York, San Francisco,

have felt its effects, but the smaller

cities, too, should awaken to the pos-

sibilities of their situations and not

imagine that it is essentially a lar.oo

city affair. Every city of any im-

portance that undertakes to do any-

thing in that line today is confronted

by almost appalling expenses and

colossal mistakes that render the

work a most serious proposition and

one that requires years and much

legislation and litigation and embar-

rassment for its successful accom-

plishment. Half the time is spent in

correcting blunders that have been

made years ago. The small town of

today may be the city of tomorrow,

and if that is kept well in mind much

trouble and expense will be avoided

to future generations. It's a com-

paratively easy matter, after all, for

those interested in the small town to

fix upon some general plan of devel-

opment, a grouping of public build-

ings, a parking system and all that

sort of thing early in the game. No

expense need be put upon it but

simply a scheme, a plan adopted.

Then as each detail presents itself, a

new building is required or money

becomes available for parks, etc., it

simply resolves itself into doing that

particular piece of work in accord-

ance with the plan already adopted,

a sensible progression along a pre-

arranged and intelligent system in-

stead of slapping down buildings

haphazard or making a park of soine

special politician's back yard, regard-

less of its adaptability.

But to accomplish this desired

end, men who are versed in that sort

of thing must necessarily take hold

of it. It cannot be left to just the

average citizen. He can furnish th«'

support, the votes and the when

withal, but the enthusiasm, the tecli

nical knowledge of what is what, tli'

artistic inspiration, must come from

elsewhere. The architects and the

engineers of each locality are the

men best fitted to cope with those

problems. They are the opes to

take the initiative, to arouse the en-

thusiasm in the project.

We would suggest, then, that the

architects of every city and town on

the Coast resolve themselves into

local committees with this object in

. view. Let them map out, discuss

and decide upon the local projects

and the beautifying of their sur-

roundings and then present their

ideas to their fellow-citizens and as-

sume the obligation of further devis-

ing and carrying out such adopted

schemes and without cost to their re-

spective communities. Then each

one should become a special com-
mittee, whose business it is to see

that his own work, the buildings en-

trusted to him by his fellow-citizens,

conform as nearly as possible with

K the genqj^al plan adopted for the gen-

eral improvements.
Architects as a rule are too self-

contained and self-sufficient. True,

they are^ery busy and so much of

their work is of a personal character

that the tendency is quite under-

standable. But, nevertheless and
notwithstanding, they should get

out more with the people, become
greater factors in the social and com-
munal life, be more public-spirited

and take the ' initiative and burden
of accomplishment in just such pro-

jects as this "City Beautiful" one.

\\'e bespeak their lively interest and
zealous work in that line and prom-
ise them all the help and publi(?ity

and co-operation that it is within our
power to give them.

The prices of materials have come
down a bit and while labor is not

much cheaper than
STRIKES SEEM in our recent flush

TO BE A THING times, it is steadier
OF THE PAST and one has a greater

certainty of being
able to get a building up and done
^vith in peace and contentment and
with small danger of strikes. All

things considered, the heavier dis-

•unts given, more assiduous and

interested labor, etc., etc., one can
figure on building pretty nearly 10

per cent cheaper than he could last

summer. I>esides that, contractors

are anxious to keep plants in opera-

tion and are satisfied with less profit

than they used to exact, so that by
careful figuring one may even do
better than that 10 per cent reduc-

tion. People have grown tired of

the usual gamble in stocks, they

have seen so many collapses of over-

inflated bubbles and have had the

inside workings of so many great

financial concerns laid bare before

their disgusted gaze that men with

money are prone to seek other in-

vestments than the speculative

stocks. Building and real estate pre-

sent attractive possibilities and
greater certainty and it would not

be a bit surprising to have 1908 that

came in as a lamb go out as a lion,

as far as building is concerned. Our
building record for 1907 fell over

$80,000,000 short of that of 1906. We
hope and have some reasons to ex-

pect to see that of 1908 exceed that

of 1906 by perhaps $80,000,000.

One very peculiar thing in the

present situation is that in spite of

all the talk of stringency and econo-

mizing, etc., there are more churches,

Masonic halls and buildings of that

character being erected than in any

previous year. One would imagine

that if a man had to economize any-

where, the first thing to be lopped

off would be contributions toward

church building and such purely

social construction from which no

revenue could be expected. That

there has been an increase instead of

a decrease in this kind of building

certainly would indicate that people

have ample confidence in the future

and sufiicient cash reserve, but feel a

little timid about going into any

business deals until things have

become more settled. They have

lost confidence in some of the

great financial leaders, local and gen-

eral, and until that confidence is re-

stored or new men spring into power
there will be a hesitancy in placing

much money in commercial enter-

prises.
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As Applied tq Buildings
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Electric Heat Better Than Flame Heat

FLAME, as a direct source of heat, is at

best a faulty servant. In consuming

oxygen it produces carbon dioxide

and other harmful gases; it wastefully

warms huge vohimes of inert nitrogen,

with the result that temperatures are much

reduced. If the fuel contains sulphur or

phosphorus these much impair the quality

of molten iron or seething steel. In dwell-

ings, in mines, on shipboard, the necessary

consumption of air is a dire evil; more

serious still is the outpouring of deadly

gases. Flame labors under other disadvanb-

ages. It is on the outside of a crucible dl-

retort that it beats; the shell to be pene-

trated, if the steel plate of a big boiler, may

be an inch thick; much thicker, and non-

conducting as well, is the brick wall of a

bake-oven. Flame produces much heat of

little worth because of low temperature.

The whole Atlantic Ocean might be luke-

warm and still leave a potato unboiled. It

is the margin by which a temperature over-

tops the degree needed for boiling, melting

or welding that^ decides its value. Yet

more: flame at most has a play of only

a few inches. Even when it raises steam,

the best of all heat-carriers, that steam

may be borne no further than a mile with-

out excessive loss. All these faults and

wastes disappear when, instead of flange,

we employ electric heat, notwithstanding

the cost of its roundabout production by a

furnace, a heat-engine and a dynarno. In

many cases the engineer can happily dis-

pense with fuel altogether, and draw upon

a waterfall, as notably as Niagara.

Electricity, in whatever mode produced.
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may be easily and fully insulated, taken, if

we please 100 miles, and there, through

non-conducting mica or asbestos, enter the

very heart of a kettle, or still, to exert it-

self as heat, without an iota of subtraction.

It has no partner, gaseous or other, to

work injury or levy a tax. l^lectncity. too

by a transformer, may be readily lifted

from low to high voltage, or pressure, im-

mensely widening its effective play in

soldering, welding, smelting. At any tem-

perature desired, there, with perfect con-

stancy, electric heat may be maintained,

with no need that a branding or smoothing

iron return periodically to a fire, with risk

of scorching.—From "Electricity s Latest

Triumphs," by George lies, in the American

Review of Reviews for January.

What is Friction Tape?

SEVERAL recently received inquiries

regarding friction tape would seem

to lend interest to the following

explanation from the Massachusetts

Chemical Companv. of Walpole, Mass.,

as to what this tape is:
., r *

Friction tape is so called from the tact

that the fabric which is the basis of the

tape is impregnated with insulating and

preserving compound under great pres-

sure, in other words it is ' frictioned.

This term is used by the operator for

that particular step in the preparation

of the tape. Many tapes are not 'fric-

tioned"; in other words, the compound

is not driven into every pore of the

fabric as it should be, and therefore

they can not strictly be called friction

tapes.
1 . ^u •

Some manufacturers claim that their

tapes are "frictioned," but few tapes are

really so treated as the process requires

expensive machinery and considerable

skill. In a measure the process is a

trade secret which may be summed up

by saying that the compounds are

rubbed, or squeezed, or, in other words,

frictioned into the cloth. The superior-

ity of tape made by this process over

simply a coated fabric is at once ap-

parent. While tape seems like a little

thing in electrical lines, it is a very im-

portant one, and should be made prop-

erly in order that it may do the work

for which it is designed. Tape improp-

erly "frictioned" will not resist weather

conditions, will rot, will dry out in the

roll and will not perform for any length

of time the duties for which it is de-

signed. Tape properly "frictioned and

impregnated with a compound properly

made will last indefinitely either in the

roll or on a piece of work.
,, , «

Properly made tapes, when pulled ott

the roll, do not stick to your hands in

hot weather, yet they have the highest

degree of stickiness in cold weather. At
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the point where the tape separates on
the roll from the layer directly under-
neath a series of small even teeth or

strands of rubber may be noticed which
break evenly as the tape is withdrawn
and show the accuracy of the impreg-
nation.

Electrical Kettles for Afternoon Tea

Electrical kettles for afternoon tea

are said to be finding a sale in Shang-
hai; also electrical radiators in plain

and ornamental styles, which are most
useful in Shanghai during the damp
weather, when a small and steady fire

is needed for drying clothing, etc. The
Shanghai municipal electrical depart-

ment has a special low rate of charge
for these heating appliances, and they
are now being used in residences and
offices in Shanghai.

A New Use for Electric Light

Deluding unsuspecting fowls into be-

lieving that it is broad daylight, and
therefore time to be up and doing, is,

according to the Bulletin of the New
York Edison Company, one of the latest

applications of electricity.

On the premises of Newmark &
Werner, poultry dealers and shippers,

417 East 109th street. New York City,

there is an installation of seven incan-

descent and three arc lamps, which illu-

minate a large interior yard where
poultry are fed and fattened in their

coops for the market.
At intervals during the night the

lamps are turned on, flooding the yard
with bright light. This wakes up the

fowls, and leaving their perches they
start feeding.

Newest Thing in Electric Signs

The newest thing in automatically
operated electric signs, as told in the

New York Sun, is a large sign adver-
tising a preparation for removing spots
from clothes. In this sign there appears
outlined in electric lights a bi? bottle tipped

partly over and under the mouth of the

bottle thus tipped there appears at brief

regular intervals a great irregular spot
made with purple electric lights. When
the big spot has thus appeared, there are
seen to fall upon it, apparently from the
open mouth of the bottle, drops of the
magical cleaning fluid therein contained,
this appearance of drops dropping from
the bottle being produced of course by
the turning on and off of single electric

lights. As these magical drops fall upon
the spot the spot disappears and in the
place where the spot was are flashed in

red lights the figures 23, Skiddoo! the

spot has gone! And "if this isn't going
some in the way of electric signs," says

the Sun, "it is hard to imagine what
would be."

The Manufacture of Electric Incandes-
cent Lamps*

By GEORGE LORING

TO THE layman an incandescent
lamp consists of a based bulb, en-
closing a stem, with a filament

mounted upon it. In discussing many
of the operations necessary to bring
about the above result, we will endeavor
to consider them in the following order:
Filament, stem and attaching the fila-

ment to same, making what is known as

the mount, bulb, sealing the mount into

the bulb, exhausting the lamp and
basing.

BUILDING THE FILAMENTS
Cotton is placed in an acid, changing

it into a mass form a trifle thicker than
molasses. This is put into a bottle and
forced in thread form through a small

outlet in the bottom by air pressure
from above, falling into a hardening
mixture contained in a jar. After wash-
ing in water, to free it from acid, it is

wound on drums and left to dry. While
doing this, it shrinks to about one-third
of its first size.

After being taken from the drums, it

is gauged for size, wound on forms and
placed in a graphite crucible. It is then
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cooked at a very high temperature for

a few hours, unpacked and gauged by
resistance per inch, cut to proper lengths

according to the voltage and candle-

power for which it is intended, treated

in a gasoline gas for resistance by ap-

paratus which automatically cuts out

when the correct point is reached, tested

for spots, counted and packed into boxes
ready to go to the mounting room.

THE STEM
A stem is made from a flange tube

which is cut from a long one, previously

sorted from others for diameter and
thickness. This is necessary as the

dimensions of the stem oftentimes vary

with the size and style of the lamp into

which it is going.

We will select one flange tube and
follow it through the factory. It goes

to a machine which automatically puts

a flange upon it. It is then taken to an-

other device in which it is placed flange

up, the other end resting upon a block.

Two leading-in wires, three inches or

more in length, with platinum tips, are

placed in the flange tube. The platinum

end of each wire rests in a separate de-

pression in the above-mentioned block.

Gas flames are directed against the tube,

covering the last quarter inch of the end

which is not flanged. Jaws come up
automatically and press this section of

the tube together, sealing in the copper

wires in such a way that the platinum

starts about one-eighth of an inch from
the end of the seal and protrudes for an

equal distance; at the same time when
an anchor is used, it is automatically

inserted into the glass. The stem is

then annealed, inspected for quality and,

if satisfactory, is sorted into the proper

stock division. If the stem has an an-

chor it is given to an operator who cuts

it to the proper length and if necessary

bends it at the ends,
•

O'HE MOUNT _:

The carbon is now mounted upon the

stem, this being done by connecting the

filament to the proper wire terrninals

or supports. A graphite and suitable
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binding material paste is used in this

work. The mount is then straightened

and inspected for every coi^ceiyable

error. If satisfactory it is baked in an

oven in order to make the joints abso-

lutely secure.

THE BULB
The appearance of the bulb when re-

ceived by the lamp manufacturer is an

elongated glass tube larger at one end.

Tissue paper surrounds it. This is re-

moved and the bulb with others is placed

in a tray, clamped down to hold it fast

and submerged in a tank of water. After

being thoroughly washed it is allo^yed

to dry naturally, the time required being

from twelve to eighteen hours. It is

then moved to a machine where a hole

is made in the center of the large end.

This is accomplished by applying a

pointed gas flame to that spot and send-

ing an air pressure down through the-

neck.
What is known as the top tube is then

joined to the bulb where the hole has

been made. Thjs is called the tubulating

process. This tube is about V/z inches

in length and is cut with many others
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from a very long one in a separate de-

partment. The tubular bulb, neck down,

is next placed in a blowing off machine

which, by means of heat, cuts the neck

to the proper length and with a pressure

of air which is passed down through the

tube and bulb makes, a flare at the new
end of the neck.

We are now ready to place the mount,

which we left a few minutes ago, within

the bulb and seal them together.

SEALING-IN
The mount is placed upon a machine

and the bulb is set over it. The former

is adjusted so that the flange on the stem

properly meets the flare of the bulb.

The stem and bulb in this position are

put into what is known as the first fire

to be warmed up. They then go into

the final fire and the glass of the flange

and the flare of the bulb are hermetically

sealed together. The lamp is then re-

moved from the machine and a pair of

pliers is inserted into the stem centering

the filament and forming a ridge on the

outside of the seal, making it more se-

cure and creating an anchorage for the

cement used in basing. The lamp is

now annealed and afterward inspected.

EXHAUSTING
Producing a vacuum within the lamp

and sealing or tipning the tube through

which the exhausting takes place is the

next operation. First, the inside of the

top tube is painted with a phosphorus
preparation. The lamp is then heated

in an extremely hot flame to drive the

gas from its sides. Next it is connected

with a preliminary pump and the air

is fairly well exhausted. Following this

it is attached to a second pump which

has an ability to produce a higher

vacuum and practically all the air is

extracted.

While on the second pump the lamp

_ is lighted. The pumps are next shut

ofT and a gas flame is directed against the

tube heating the phosphorous matter

which gives off a gas which combines
with the residual gases in the bulb, form-

ing a solid precipate so small that it can-

not be seen; at the same time the ex-

haust tube is fused off a short distance

below the bottom of the bulb, leaving-

the tip which we see on the majority

of lamps, and the current is shut off

the lamp.
The lamp is now inspected for spotted

filament, vacuum, and all mechanical and
electrical defects which could possibly

have taken place up to this point. It

is then ready for the photometer room,
that is, to be tested to determine the

voltage at which it will give the candle-

power for which it was manufactured.
Upon this being ascertained, it is placed

in a tray with similar lamps and left in

a certain section of the factory until the
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tray becomes full when it is put into

stock. Ordinary two to twenty-four

candle-power lamps are sorted fifty to

a tray. With larger sizes there are

naturally less.

When an order is received, lamps of

proper candle-power, voltage, and cur-

rent are taken from the stock room and
again tested for vacuum. A felt washer
and a license label are then placed in the

stem. The former keeps the leading-in

wires apart and also prevents cement
from getting in. The lamps are once

more tested for spots and for selection

by being burned in series. This would
readily show if any lamps had become
mixed.
The next steo is basing. A shellac

cement is placed in the base which is

put over the neck of the lamp, one of

the leading-in wires coming out through
the center of the tip of the base. The
other wire protrudes between the lamp
and the shell of the base. The lamp is then

placed in an oven and its base is thoroughly

baked. The leading-in wires are then sol-

dered to the base and are trimmed and
the lamp is cleaned by having the lower
three-quarters of it placed in boiling

water containing whiting. It is then

dried with paper and the base is cleansed.

The lamp is next labeled, tested for

vacuum, straight base, proper soldering,

cleanliness, and all mechanical and elec-

trical defects. If etching is desired it is

done at this time. The lamp is also

frosted at this stage, the label not hav-

ing been put on. A standard package

of 16-candle-power lamps consists of

250 packed in a case with five layers

from top to bottom, 10 lamps on each

layer from side to side and five lamps
on each layer from end to end.

LEADING-IN WIRES
The leading-in wires of all lamps have

a certain amount of platinum welded
to the ends sealed within the stem. The
platinum is cut automatically by ma-
chine. The wires are cut by hand. The
copper is welded to the platinum, the

former melting while the latter does not.

Inspection takes place. The leading-in

wires are then packed and are ready

for use.

Sixty-eight people at least handle a

carbon filament incandescent lamp while

it is in the process of construction, no

two people doing the same kind of work.

This does not include the persons having

charge of inspections, neither does it

mean that only that number of opera

tions are necessary. Some of the help

take charge of a lamp while it is going

through several steps in the course of

completion.
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Bass-Hueter Company's New Home

The Bass-Hueter paint company are now
located in their new five story reinforced
concrete building, 816 Mission street, near
Fourth, San Francisco.

The company's new home is, without
q.estion, the finest in that line on the
Pacific Coast. The upper floors of the old

structure that formerly occupied the site

were used for paint manufacturing purposes.
"After the fire the company erected a new
paint olant on the block owned by Mr.
Hueter and occuuied by the San Francisco
Pioneer Varnish Works. These combined
plants represent a large investment, and are,

with the building, at 816 Mission street as
complete and up-to-date as modern ex-
perience can make them.
The business of the Bass-Hueter paint

company has increased largely, and is

steadily growing, in consequence of which
it has become necessary for them to estab-
lish a Los Angeles branch, and build both
in Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore., fire-

proof warehouses to enable them to dis-

tribute their manufactured products
promptly from these points.
Their new paint factory is an example of

a perfectly enuipoed modern plant, com-
bining every new labor saving device mak-
ing it possible to produce a high grade of
all manufactured products in the paint line

at a minimum cost, an all-important matter
in this day of keen competition and rapid
advance in the science of paint manufacture.
The Bass-Hueter paint company act as

the local distributors of Hueter's Superior

Varnishes, recognized as the Pacific Coast
standard, manufactured by the San Fran-
cisco Pioneer Varnish Works, and estab-

lished in 1857 .

Hueter's varnishes have been for many
years, and are now, used exclusively by the

Southern Pacific system, and also by nearly

every electric car line on the coast. The
leading architects acknowledge the fact that

Hueter's Architectural varnishes, and
House Finishing Specialties have no
superior.

It is the intention of Manager James to

extend to all architects an invitation to

visit the new building and examine some
new and beautiful specimens of finished

woods.

A Successful Contractor

One of the largest and most successful

contractors in Los Angeles is Weymouth
Crowell, with offices in the Pacific building.

Mr. Crowell's work speaks for itself. He
has made a study of reinforced concrete

construction and some of his best work
has been with this kind of material. The
great Auditorium building was built by Mr.
Crowell from plans by Architect Whittlesey,

also the Los Angeles crematory, the

Chamber of Commerce building at Pasa-

dena, a six story steel frame structure,

the Angelus hotel which was the first

seven story building erected in Los Angeles,

the Hall of Records at Bakersfield, a rein-

forced concrete building now in process of

construction and many smaller buildings,

besides several handsome residences.
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The Dean Window

Although the Dean Reversible window

has been manufactured in San Francisco

for the past seven years there are many

people who are not entirely familiar with

its many advantages.

There are two styles of this wmdow.

One make, as used in the Pacific Building,

does not require any weights and cord.

The frame construction in this class of

windows is very simple, the ^ash being

pivoted at the sides in a weather-proof

manner. For ventilating the sash is tipped

at an angle keeping out the rain and when

the window is to be cleaned it is simply

turned inside out. These windows are made

as large as 12 feet high and 12 feet wide.

The other style, or double hung window

is hung on weights and cord precisely the

same as any ordinary window. It is so

arranged, however, that by merely pulling

on the center rail of the window either sash

can be turned inside out for cleaning or

tipped for ventilation.

, W. W. Tucker's New Store

Believing that wall papers can be seen

to their best advantage where the sur-

roundings are homelike. W. W. Tucker,

well known Oakland decorator and

painter, has furnished a store in the

building at Fourteenth and Franklm
streets with a reception and a drawing

room where is shown the papers of the

l)est American and European manu-
facturers. This department has been

placed in charge of able wall paper men.

Mr. Tucker's painting and wood finish-

ing departments have the reputation for

(loin? the finest work on the coast,

furniture refinishing being one of the

firm's specialties.

Brick and Cement Coating

Although concrete has come into ex-

tended use as a building material, there

has been more or less of a feeling of

dissatisfaction which is due to its unat-

tractive appearance and the inability to

properly overcome this. Many expedients

have been tried such as introducing

coloring matter into the concrete while

mixing, painting with linseed oil or some
other substance after completion, but

none of these have proved entirely suc-

cessful. Therefore the claims of Wads-
worth, Rowland & Co., 82 and 84 Wash-
ington street, Boston, Mass., that their

"Bay State Brick and Cement Coating"

meets practically all requirements are

particularly interesting. They state that

their material, after being painted on the

brick or concrete, becomes an integral

part of the substance and not merely a

skim coat which will peel or dust off.

It can be applied to either dry or damp
surfaces equally well and in any color

without fear of change.

Asbestos Fireproof Plaster

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company
are putting on the market a fireproof

wall plaster under the name of "Asbes-

tic." This compound is, with the excep-

tion of the binding material, composed of

pure asbestos. It is absolutely fireproof

and can be applied to any form of con-

struction. The manufacturers claim it is

lighter in weight, easier applied and will

not decompose. It is further claimed to

have unusual insulating and sound dead-

ening properties. Its fire-resisting

quality renders it particularly adaptable

for interior plastering and exterior

stucco Many points in addition to those

stated are clearly set forth in favor of

this new plaster in an attractive booklet

on "Asbestic," which can be obtained at

any of the^ branch oflfices of the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company.
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Move to New Quarters

Harron. Rickard & McCone, the well-

known machinery merchants and heating

and ventilating engineers, have moved from
436 Market street, across the street to

the Sheldon building. Commodious offices

have been esnecially fitted up for the

firm on the third floor. The suite

includes every convenience and is better

adapted to the needs of this growing con-

cern than the old quarters. Harron, Rickard
& McCone were one of the first in their

line to resume business after the fire and
the hustling qualities of the management
have been a factor in its present success.

The concern are sole representatives in San
Francisco and Los Angeles'" 'for the

American Blower Company. It is their

intention to go after the heating and ven-

tilating end of the business with increased

aggressiveness from this time on.

Sales Increase Since January 1st

Williams and Carter, the well-known
San Francisco sales agents with offices at

197 Jessie street, report a steady increase in

sales since the beginning of the year. This
firm believes in the liberal use of printer's

ink and includes in its advertiseing

mediums the Architect and Engineer. The
results have been most gratifying to the

firm. Several splendid orders have lately

been filled for the Durand steel lockers,

both single and double tiers. They cost no
more than a wooden locker and have the

added advantage of being fire proof, theft

proof and perfectly ventilated. They are as

handsome as they are durable.

Moves to Monadnock Building

The Art Steel Ceiling Company, Inc., has

moved to 273 Monadnock building, San
Francisco, where Manager ChafTey has an
elegant suite of offices. This firm carries

a superior line of ornamental steel ceilings,

also copper and brass covered doors and
metal interior finish of all kinds. The old

office was on Van Ness Avenue.

The Wallace-Lindsmith Hoists

On practically every concrete building of

anv size that has been erected on the Coast
of recent date the Wallace-Lindsmith
mixers and hoists have been used and they

have given universal satisfaction. Contrac-
tors who have used them say they can't be

beat. Architects do not hesitate to specify

them. Various municipalities all over the

countrv are passing ordinances forbidding

the mixing of concrete except by practical

and reliable machines. The result is that

the machine mixer is today almost indis-

pensable. The machines turned out by the
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Wallace-Lindsmith Company have been

given several years trial and have been

found to be one of the best articles of the

kind on the market. The mixers and hoists

are manufactured in Los Angeles. The

Bovle-Luey Company are the San Francisco

agents while F. T. Crowe and Co. cover

the Washington and Oregon territory and

J.
Coughlin & Co., the British Columbia

District.

Golden Gate Cement

The popularity of Golden Gate cement

seems to be growing not only among con-

tractors and builders but with the different

houses which deal in cement products. In

San Francisco there seems to be consider-

able good-natured rivalry in claiming the

acencv of this particular brand. The

Holmes Lime Company have been made

1908 sales agents but this does not prevent

the handling of the same goods by the

Cowell Lime and Cement Company, the

Western Lime and Cement Company and

several other equally prominent agencies.

Back in San Francisco

The J. Llewellyn Company, well-

known interior decorators, are again

conveniently located in San Francisco.

The store at 412.Kearny street has been

nicely fitted up with a very s-elect line

of foreign and domestic wall papers be-

sides a full line of W. P. Fuller's paints,

oils, and varnishes. Something new in

the decorative art is Decora, a sanitary

wall covering that is all the rage just

now in the East. It is used for covering

the walls of kitchen and bath room and

special pieces are made in soft wax colors

for the den or office. Mr. Llewellyn

has everv confidence in the future of San

Francisco, a fact that is only too ap-

parent to those who have inspected his

splendid Kearny street store. The Oakland

branch will, of course, be retained.

work is clever and artistic. His studio is

at 1673 Market street, at the junction of

Valencia.

The Pittsburg Heater

Joseph Thieben & Company of 585

Mission street, have taken the agency

for the famous Pittsburg water heater,

and orders are coming in as fast as the

goods can be shipped. This heater is

without exception, one of the best now
on the market. It is familiarly termed

The heater with the circulating ther-

mostat." The Pittsburg will give you

a hot bath for less than two cents and

the water will be hot, too. It can easily

be installed in any house without the

necessity of changing pipes already in.

The thermostat is a positive temperature

regulator and with it all possibility of

steam generation, with resultant injury

to heater, house piping or enameled fix-

tures, is eliminated. Write to the San

Francisco agents for ilhi^ ^ - ' ^-^-let.

(<

Opens Los Angeles Office

The Williams and Carter Company,
manufacturers' agents and whosesale

dealers in building materials are now
fully established in Los Angeles. They
are exclusive representatives of a num-
ber of prominent Eastern firms and

carry a large stock of goods for immedi-

ate delivery. Their Southern California

representative is Mr. Sheldon T. Bent,

with offices at 214 O. T. Johnson
building.

Architectural Modeler

Thomas Landy, whose advertisement

appears elsewhere in this number of the

Architect and Engineer, is turning out some

very creditable ornamental plaster and

cement work. Mr. Landy makes a specialty

of interior work and several fine hotels

and residences lately finished in San Fran-

cisco contain his modelings. Mr. Landy's

II
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A Pitcher Door Handier

A Popular Door Hanger

The above is from a photograph of a

model of the Pitcher Sliding Door, a new
device for hotels, apartment houses, flats

and residences which is now being exten-

sively used and specified by leading

architects on the Coast. The doors slide

instead of swing and fully 20 per cent in

space is thereby saved. They can be placed

in ordinary five and one half inch walls

with four inch single studding. The
hangers are made of all steel construction.

They are manufactured by the Pacific tank

company. For further information, price

list, etc., send a postal to the Pacific Tank
Company, 268 Market street or 231 Berry
street, San Francisco.

United Glass Company

The United Glass Company has received

the contract for making the handsome art

glass dome for the reconstructed Hibernia
Savings bank at Jones and Market streets,

from plans by Architect Albert Pissis.

This concern is noted for originality of

design and perfe<:tion of workmanship and
Mr. Hopps, the manager, takes considerable

pride in the fact that he was awarded a

gold medal at the Paris exposition for

superior workmanship.

Moves to More Central Quarters

The Western Builders Supply Company
has leased part of the spacious store at 680
Mission street, near Third and has fitted

up one of the most attractive offices and
salesrooms in San Francisco. This com-
pany was one of the first to resume business

after the fire, erecting a temporary building

at Fourth and Natoma streets. Before the

fire the firm occupied quarters on New
Montgomery street. Its new home, there-

fore, is not very far from its old quarters.

The Western Builders Supply Company is

exclusive agent on the Pacific Coast of the

International System of Reinforced Con-
crete. It also carries a complete line of

interior wood finish specialities, Lane joist

hanger, and enametile for bath rooms.

Fireproof Door Company

The California Fireproof Door Co. are
furnishing the Wilcox Fire Door Hang-
ers in connection with their improved
metal covered doors. These hangers
have been approved by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters and have
fusible links so placed that a fire,

either inside or outside a building, will

fuse them and close the door automati-
cally by gravity.

A Handsome Hardwood Floor

The Acme Hardwood Floor Company of

136 Twelfth street, San Francisco, has
recently laid a very handsome hardwood
floor in a building in Santa Rosa for

Victor Dunkerly. It is one of the best

hardwood floor jobs done in that city

since the earthquake and does great credit

to the local firm and its efficient manager.
Mr. I. K. Lerk.

Arthur Koppel Cars Running in San
Francisco

Contractors have had a good opportunity

to see the Koppel system of trains in

practical operation in San Francisco the

past few weeks. The block bounded by
Eleventh and Twelfth avenues, Fulton and
"C" streets, owned by Harrigan, Weiden-
muller and Rosenstirn, is being filled in by

the contractor, M. A. Greeley, who, to

facilitate the work and permit of rapid

progress, has installed a Koppel Portable

Railway iSystem. Prior to placing the sys-

tem in use the work progressed slowly, but

since the introduction of cars, rapid strides

have been made. The trains make four

round trips over the 840 feet of track

every hour. The contractor has found that

the system works, wonders in hurrying the

work and reducing his expenses. There is

no system better than the Koppel and Cali-

fornia contractors will eventually realize

this.

Marble Entrances for the West Bank
Building

The California Peerless Stone, Tile and

Plaster Company which has one of the

best imitation marbles on the market, has

contracted to install the handsome marble

wainscoting in the West Bank building.

Chas. F. Whittlesey, architect. The
material to be used is diff'erent from any-

thing yet produced in this line and will

undoubtedly prove a sensation. It is not

only very beautiful, but permanent and

fireproof. The company's factory is in San

Leandro and its office is at 109 O'Farrell

street, San Francisco.
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Local Steel Situation

The gravity of the situation among
local structural iron workers and iron

founders has reached a stage where
drastic action must be taken to induce
capitalists to refrain from sending to

Eastern shops for structural iron work or

allow San Francisco to face the inevitable

result—the closing of the large iron

works in the city and adding to the large

number of unemployed skilled artisans

who are daily tramping the streets in

a fruitless search for work. Probably
the most authoritative person on this sub-

ject is H. F. Davis, who has made an
exhaustive investigation. Davis, who is

secretary of the California Metal Trades
Association, said

:

"The policy pursued in sending East
for iron material will have a reactionary
effect which is already being felt.

No single industry in San Francisco
represents so much capital as the iron

industry. In normal times 1000 men
are employed in the metal trades alone.

Today scarcely one-third that number
are at work."
When asked what the result of this

would be, Davis continued:
"It will mean the beginning of the

end of home industry in the structural
iron business. The oni" remedy will

be an effort on the part of both labor
and capital to cause this work to be
left in the city, and with the co-opera-
tion of the labor press it will do the

work. Let property owners and those
putting up large buildings realize that

their policy is proving suicidal to the

interests of the city, and no more local

work will go to help build up Eastern
cities."
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Plasterers Employed by Eugene J. Moriarty ott the Pacific Puilding. San Francisco

Modern Vault, Floor and Skylight

John McGuigan & Company are sole

agents in San Francisco of the Porcelite

"Bar-Lock" wrought steel construction

with "3"-Point Prisms or "Arch Plain"

lights for vault lights, floor lights and
skylights. In the construction of modern
buildings, especially large structures, the

aim of architect and owner is to utilize

all available soace and put it to profitable

account. Cellars, vaults, engine rooms
and below surface apartments which
require light, are effectively supplied by
Point Prisms. Porcelite "Bar-Lock"

wrought-steel construction and "3"-

Point Prisms. Porcelite "Bar-Lock"
excels all others; it combines strength

and compactness; it provides a maximum
glass area; prevents rust and gives more
light and with "3"-Point Prisms or "Arch
Plain" lights, it becomes an absolutely

water-tight, illuminating pavement, floor

or skylipht.

It is adapted to all structures, shapes

and peculiar angles and has been

approved and specified by the most
experienced architects, engineers and
contractors in the United States and
foreign countries.

The John McGuigan Company is install-

ing these prisms in a number of San
Francisco buildings and architects who
have not used them would do well to

investigate. Mr. McGuigan will be pleased

to supply detailed information, price list,

etc. The company's factory is at 280

Seventh street, San Francisco.

Adams & Hollopeter Move to New
Quarters

The Architect and Engineer is glad

to announce the removal of Adams &
Hollopeter to new quarters at 745

Mission street.

Since establishing their business in

San Francisco two years ago this firm

has shown their ability not only to do
strictly high-grade lighting fixture work

but to do it promptly. As a consequence
fhey have acquired the confidence of all

the architects and other buyers of light-

ing fixtures from whom they have
received orders. They have shown a

commendable purpose in working up an
individual line of fixtures, handling goods
of their own manufacture exclusively. In
their new quarters, not only will they be
in the natural center of the lighting

fixture trade in San Francisco, but they
will have ample room for display, which
was lacking at their former quarters at

1882 Market street. Their factory will

remain at the old location.

Will do Concrete Work

The Ransome Concrete Company,
Crocker building, San Francisco, has
been given the contract for all of the

concrete work of the reinforced concrete
building now under construction at

Martinez, California, by the First

National Bank of Martinez.

The Electrical Installation of the Pacific

Building

Probably the most novel feature about

the electrical installation of the Pacific

building is the ingenious method of run-

ning the branch circuit conduits and
wires. There are no ceiling lights in

the offices of this building; all of the

illumination is obtained by brackets,

four in. each room. All branch circuit

conduits are run vertically from an out-

let of one floor to the one directly above

it or below it, in this way eliminating

horizontal runs. The outlet boxes arc

not of the ordinary type, but consist

of a heavy iron ring about four inches

in diameter, which is equivalent to a

box of the usual type without a bottom
to it. A special lug is provided for

fastening the fixtures. The rings are

placed in the room partition and the

open ends serve as outlets for the wires

in the two rooms that are separated by
this partition. In this way a great sav
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ing is made in boxes and labor in in-

stalling the same. v
There are six panel boards in tne en-

tire office part of the building, eaoi hav-

ing a capacity of about 50 circuits and
placed on the fourth floor. The horizon-

tal pipes connecting the vertical pipes

with the different panel boards are run

in the fifth floor slab. Each panel board
is provided with a separate feeder. The
hall lights are controlled by means of

two distinct sets of feeders connected
in the usual way.
For connecting portable desk lights

a receptacle is provided in the canopy
of the bracket fixture in which is in-

serted a plug with flexible cord.

There are about 8000 lights in this

building, also six 35 horse-power elec-

tric elevators with motors and con-

trollers on the pent house floor. A com-
plete telephone and messenger system
is installed. The contract covering this

work was performed by the Butte Engi-
neering and Electric Company.

Wanted—About 2500 or 3000 feet of floor

space for Light Manufacturing—or will

rent ground space and put up building.

Rent in any event must be very low and
location in business district. If above
ground floor must have freight elevator

service. Address, write full details : K. E.

Williams, care Architect and Engineer,

621 Monadnock building.
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l^his Two-Lunger Cleans Carf>ets

It Never Wears Out

The Winton never wears out—and it's

never done working. If you don't need

it for pleasure it will earn you a com-
fortable living in its old age.

As proof of this note the illustration

above. Carpet cleaning by automobile power
is a novelty to be sure, but these are

days when the successful business man
is in search of novelties. The contri-

vance shown above is the result of the

enterprise of the Le Clair Vacuum Clean-

ing Co. of San Francisco and the

efficiency of the 1904 two-cylinder Win-
ton that has been pressed into service.

The illustration tells the whole
_
story.

The Le Clair Company declares its ex-

periment is a thorough success.

Sing Fat Company
Sing Fat Co., Inc., formerly of 614

Diipont St., next to St. Mary's Church,
San Francisco, have the pleasure of

announcing to their friends and old

customers that they are now going to

occupy one of the largest and hand-
somest Pagoda buildings in Chinatown,
southwest corner of California and
Dupont Sts.

Being the oldest firm in this line, and
with the enormous floor space, are now
in a position to exhibit their complete
line of Chinese, Japanese and Oriental

Goods.
It would be impossible to mention

the numerous articles that will interest

both local and tourist customers. There-
fore they extend a most cordial invita-

tion to visit their new store where no
effort .will be spared Jn showing you
around and making you feel at home.

Fixing the Blame at Quebec

The royal commission appointed last

fall to investigate the causes that led to

the collapse of the unfinished cantilever

bridge at Quebec last August, by which
some seventy lives were lost, has made
its report to the dominion parliament.

The designing engineer of one company
engaged in building the bridge and the

consulting engineer of the other are

charged directly with responsibility for

the frightful accident. "The ability of

the two engineers,'' says the commission,
"was tried in one of the most difficult

professional problems of the day, and
proved to be insufficient for the task."

There is no beating about the bush.

The investigators have done the duty as-

signed them and are brief and direct in

their findings. If the engineers have a

defense and care to make it public, here

is the definite charge to answer. The
commission declares that the material

used in the bridge was good and the con-

struction work beyond criticism; the de-

fects "were fundamental errors in de-

sign." The only criticism . of the owners

of the bridge is that they should have

exercised more judgment in choosing an

experienced man for chief engineer. The
cause of the accident, until now clouded

in doubt, is held to be "the failure of the

lower chords (compression mernber) in

the anchor arm near the main pier."

Now that a commission, whose fair-

ness and thoroughness cannot be ques-

tioned has reported that the Quebec bridge

need not have fallen, had a heavier type

of construction for compression members
been adopfed, confidence in all other such

structures,^ existent, now building and to

come, will'be restored.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Concrete Blocks and Cement Brick

Secretary Petersen of the New Era
Pressed Stone Company, with offices in

the Pacific building, San Francisco,

writes as follows:

"I am pleased to have this opportunity

of placing the products of our new in-

dustry before you for your valued con
sideration. I say new industry, because

it is one which has never been exten-

sively carried out in this vicinity.

"I can positively state that after a

careful study of the concrete block and
cement brick ideas, we did not hesitate

long in accepting it as a good proposi-

tion. We have, however, hesitated some-
what, in agreeing to accept concrete

blocks as at present manufactured in a

great many instances. We contend that

it is absolutely essential that the old

saying, 'Honesty is the best policy,' be

carefully adhered to.

"Our plants will be conducted by ex-

perts and as we intend to comply with

the aforementioned policy, our patrons

will be assured of only first-class build-

ing materials.
"Cement blocks and brick can be made

of different grades varying with the den-

sity, texture and finish, and can very
readily replace natural stone and clay

brick in all classes of buildings.

"The materials used in the manufac-
ture of cement products must of a neces-

sity be A No. 1 in every respect. The
sand must be clean and the cement must
be of a good quality. We have on numer-
ous occasions come in contact with

blocks and brick that have been made of

dirty sand.
"We deem it justifiable to criticise

some of the work we have seen in the

past and hope to have the pleasure of

demonstrating to all interested parties

that a concrete block or cement brick

are equivalent in every respect to natural

stone or clay brick.*"

An Index to the Advt ilS
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Revolving Door to Go

A dispatch from Cleveland, O., says: '

"Amendments to the building code sug-

gested by the Collinwood disaster will be

talked over at a special meeting of the

council building code committee.
"The meting was called by Chairrnan

Pfahl after a conference with Building

Inspector Lougee. Pfahl says an or-

dinance will be introduced to prohibit

the placing of revolving doors at the en-

trance to buildings."

It has been found that revolving doors

are especially dangerous in case of a

crush of people, as the openings become
choked up with exciting individuals and

the doors cannot be moved either way.

The result is that those inside are penned

in like so many sheep.
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More' State Work

The advisory board to the State engineer-

ing department recently went after the

plans and specifications for the new Cali-

fornia State Hospital at Agnew with a

broadax, cutting down the elaborate plans

submitted $200,000 and leaving the esti-

mated cost for rebuilding the institution

destroyed by the earthquake, within the

$800,000 appropriated by the last legislature.

In the assembly hall alone the board

made a cut from $100,000 to $50,000, and

all along the line, from cottages, halls and

quarters for housing convalescent and in-

curable cases, the plans were modified, and

it is thought made more practicable and in

line with the original intention of the

State engineering department.

It is stated that $600,000 will be invested

in the structure which will be fully a year

and a half in building.

Selon & Hemmings are the architects,

and there is much complaint from state

officials regarding the way plans are

gotten out by this firm. Exasperating

delays have marked the preparation of

plans for the State Normal School, San

Jose.

was working on the big job when tht

financial crisis swept the country, an

nounces that he will again start work in

a few days. The hotel will be one of the

largest and finest mountain resorts lu

the world, it is claimed.

Baldwin's Hotel to be Built

•'San Souci," the immense new hotel

which the Lake Tahoe Hotel and Realty

Company started some time ago, on the

banks of the lake, will be carried through

to completion. Contractor Lewis, who
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The Missions of California^'

By HOX. JOSRPH R. KNOWLAXP.
Representative in Congress. Third California D'strir;.

NKARLV evcrv period of California's early history is recalled by landmarks

scattered throu.^hout the state, these silent hut ebuiuent reminders of the

days of loni^: a,^o hringin^- home to Californians the universally acknowl-

edged fact th^it no other State in the Union can- boast of a history more inter-

estinc:, more picturesque, or more romantic.

The remains of the oUl Franciscan missions recall a most imi)ortant historic

period, arousin.c^ interest in the fascinatinc: story of the establishment of the

twenty-one missions, stretchin^^ from San bie^^o in the south to Sonoma in the

north.' The Franciscan missionaries were the original jHoneers of California,

sowino- the first seeds of civilization and establishin!^- the first permanent settle-

ments'? It was in the year 1769, at San Die.Q^o, that the first mission was estab-

lished. Monterey was the next spot selected. Thus the work proo^ressed until

a chain of missions had been established, located in such proximity that a

traveler could start on foot from San Diei^o and nio:htly enjoy the hospitality

of a different mission until Sonoma was reached. San Francisco Solano

(Sonoma) mission was the last to be founded, 1823 bein.c: the date of its estab-

lishment.

Of the original twenty-one mission establishments, but two have entirely

disappeared—San Rafael Arcangel and Santa Cruz. Of the remaining nine-

teen, all but five are in a fair state of preservation, and portions of-4it least four

of these five can be saved.

Crumbling walls mark the sj^ot where Soledad mission once stood, and in

a few more years all trace of this mission^ located near the town of Soledad, in

-Alonterev county, will be obliterated. San Diego, the mother mission, is in a

poor state of preservation, little remaining but the front wall of the chapel,

which has been safeguarded bv the Landmarks Club of Southern California.

La L\u-isima Concepcion, five miles from the town of Lompoc, in Santa Bar-

bara countv. was fast reaching a state of disintegration when restoration would

be impossiijie, but fortunatelv the property was turned over to the Landmarks

Club of Southern California', which organization, under the leadership of Mr.

Charles 1-. Lunmiis, is exerting every effort to raise funds for its preservation.

San Francisco Solano (Sonoma) mission was purchased in FTO with a

portion of the Landmarks Fund raised by the San Francisco Examiner, with

the assistance of the Calif(^rnia Historic Landmarks League and other ])atriotic

bodies. In 1005 the California Legislature passed an act providing for the ac-

quisition, preservation and i^rotcction of the Sonoma mission ])roi)crty, which

was turned over to the State without cost.

One of the most beautiful and less frequently visited missions is located

* Extracts of article writicn l)v tOnK^ressman Knowland for the California I'.Iue Book.
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NEARLY every period of California's early history is recalled by landmarks

scattered throughout the state, these silent but eloquent reminders of the

days of long a^o bringing home to CaHfornians the universally acknowl-

edged fact that no other State in the Union can boast of a history more inter-

esting, more picturesque, or more romantic.

The remains of the old Franciscan missions recall a most important historic

period, arousing interest in the fascinating story of the estabHshment of the

twenty-one missions, stretching from San Diego in the south to Sonoma in the

north. The Franciscan missionaries were the original pioneers of California,

sowing the first seeds of civilization and establishing the first permanent settle-

ments. It was in the year 1769, at San Diego, that the first mission was estab-

lished. Monterey was the next spot selected. Thus the work progressed until

a chain of missions had been established, located in such proximity that a

traveler could start on foot from San Diego and nightly enjoy the hospitality

of a different mission until Sonoma was reached. San Francisco Solano

(Sonoma) mission was the last to be founded, 1823 being the date of its estab-

lishment.

Of the original twenty-one mission establishnients, but two have entirely

disappeared—San Rafael Arcangel and Santa Cruz. Of the remaining nine-

teen, all but five are in a fair state of preservation, and portions of at least four

of these five can be saved.
,

Crumbling walls mark the spot where Soledad mission once stood, and in

a few more years all trace of this mission, located near the town of Soledad, in

Monterey county, will be obliterated. San Diego, the mother mission, is in a

poor state of preservation, little remaining but the front wall of the chapel,

which has been safeguarded by the Landmarks Club of Southern California.

La Purisima Concepcion, five miles from the town of Lompoc, in Santa Bar-

bara countv, was fast reaching a state of disintegration when restoration would

be impossible, but fortunately the property was turned over to the Landmarks

Club of Southern California, which organization, under the leadership of Mr.

Charles F. Lummis, is exertijig every effort to raise funds for its preservation.

San Francisco Solano (Sonoma) mission was purchased in 1903 with a

portion of the Landmarks Fund raised by the San Francisco Examiner, with

the assistance of the California Historic Landmarks League and other patriotic

bodies. In 1905 the California Legislature passed an act providing for the ac-

quisition, preservation and protection of the Sonoma mission property, which

was turned over to the State without cost.

One of the most beautiful and less frequently visited rfiissions is located

* Extracts of article written bv Congressman Knowland for the California Blue Book.
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5a;/ Rafael Arcangel. Marin County

Founded December 18. 1811

San Buenaventura. Ventura County

Founded March 31. 1182
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San Fernando Key De Espana. Los Angeles County

Founded September 8. 1797

San Luis Obispo De Tolosa. San Luis Obispo County

Founded September 1. 1772
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.SV/// Rafael Arcancel. Marin County

Founded December IS. ISIl

I

San Hucnavcntura. I'cutura County

Founded March >/ /7SJ

San Fernando A'ey De F.sf^ana. Los Ans^eles County

Founded September S. J797

San Luis (ibispa De Tolosa. San Luis Obisto County

Founded September L 1712
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Sijfi Jose. A tameda Coittity

bounded June II. ll'^l

Still fa Vnez. Santa liartnjra County

I'.nnidrd Settcnihcr 17. ISiU

in Monterey coiintv, twenty-six miles from Kin-s City. I us is mission San

Antonio cle Padua,' a most picturesque ruin. Tt was formerly one of the most

extensive of the mission establishments. For years it was neo^lectecl with no

one to stay the hand of the vandal. The mission stands alone, its criiniblin^

walls and deserted buildings appearing as if untouched since the departure ot

he padres and neophytes >ars ago. In 1<)03 the California dlistonc Land-

marks League began the work of restoration, but the funds at hand proved in-

sufficient to complete the re-roofing of the chapel and for two winters the great

'idobe walls, six feet in thickness, were exposed to the clenients miich daniage

re'^ultino- After great effort a few hundred dollars were raised m DUo au'l

work relumed, l)ut with this small sum it was only possible to erect a permanen

roof over the vestibule. Unfortunately, however, the earthquake o 1J0(

wrou-ht great damage, completely demolishing the newly erected walls and

eriously injuring other portions of the mission. Conditions were most di.-

o raging and the officers of the League debated as to the advisability of further

attemptliTg to save this old landmark, but the determining factor was the knowl-

edge hat San Antonio was one of the last of the remaining missions o be re-

stored, and that another winter's rains would leave it ^ ^-"^^^^^"^K'^^'^^^^^^

funds received from the Grand Parlnr of Native Sons, m June ^""^^^'^^^

Indlding of the walls commenced, and the rains of the winter of 1006-7 fmin

all but"t section of the chai)el walls protected by a V^^^^^ ^<"*'' '^^'''^'

unfinished portion was completed before the-wmter ptl iU/-.s.

. \t San Luis Rey, in San Diego county, the church is in a .good statc^ of

preservation, but the picturesque arches, of which there were originally thirty-

two ornamented with latticed railings, are year by year crumbling. At ban

Juan Capistrano, in Orange coimtv, the great chapel, in the tormdt a cross,

was vears ago destroyed "bv an earthquake, brt a numl,er of other buddings

safeguarded' by the Southern California Landmarks Club, remam. San Cxabriel

niis^fon, ten niiles from the citv of Los Angelas, is in use, services being regu-

larly held within the walls of 'the old structure. Tw^enty miles north of Los

\ngeles stand the remaining buildings belonging to San Fernando Rey. I he

chapel was re-roofed by the Southern California Club; the building with the

- arched C(^rridor is in 'fair state of preservation. Santa F.arbara an.l San

lUienaventura missions are in an excellent condition of preservation. I his is

likewise the case with Santa Vnez mission, in Santa Barbara county.
1
he two

missions of San Luis Obis])0 and San Juan Pautista. located respectively m
the counties of San Luis Obispo and San lienito, have been to a certain degree

rlisficrured by the erection of modern church steeples. Both missions are very

interesting to visit. The recent earthcjuak^d id consi(lera])le damage to San

Juan Iiautista.
. • .. i

•

While the exterior of Santa Clara mission is quite modern, painstaking

efi'ort has been put forth to have the interior of the modern chapel conform to

the old This is particularly true of the decorated ceiling above the sanctuary,

each board in the old ceiling having been carefully taken down, numbered, and

later made use of in the new church. .\ i^c^rtion of the sanctuary rail was made

from the beams of the old chapel. The old adobe walls still constitute a part of

the Iniilding adjoining the chapel an<l oi)ening into the patio. Many uitcrest-

ing and valuable mission relics are carefully preserved in a room set aside for

this purpose. The mission a few miles from the old town of Monterey, San

Carlos liorromeo, sometimes confused with the old church located within the

city proper has been restored with a vengeance, a peaked shingle roof destroy-

ing, to a great extent, the original beauty of this structure. Little remains of

Mission San Jose, in Alameda county. The old mission San Miguel, in the

town of like name, in San Luis Obispo county, is most interesting, its interior

still showing the decorations made by the Indians. San Francisco de Asir,
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Santa Ynez. Santa Barbara County

Founded September 17. ISihf
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min Monterey coui\tt'; twenty-six miles from Kings City. This is mission San

Antonio de Padua, a most picturesque ruin. It was formerly one of the most

extensive of the mission establishments. ^ F©r years it was neglected with no

one to stay the hand of the vandal. The mission stands alone, its crumbling

walls and deserted buildiijigs appearing as if untouched since the departure ot

rhe padres and neophytes years ago. In 1903 the California Historic Land-

marks League began the work of restoration, but the funds at Rand proved in-

sufficient to complete the re-roofing of the chapel, and for two winters the great

adobe walls, six feet in thickness, were exposed to the elements, much damage

resultine After great effort a few hundred dollars were raised in 1905 and

work resumed, but with this small sum it was only possible to erect a Permanent

roof over the vestibule. Unfortunately, however, the earthquake of 190b

wrought great damage, completely demolishing the newly erected walls and

IrTS fnjuring othe; portions of the mission. Conditi^ons were most dis-

ouraging and th? officers of the League debated as to the advisability of further

attempting to save this old landmark, but the determining factor was the knowl-

edge that San Antonio was one of the last of the remaining missions to be re-

stored, and that another winter's rains would leave it a. ^^^^^^^ ™"- . r^!^
funds received from the Grand Parlor of Native Sons, m June |^0^.

the re-

building of the walls commenced, and the rams of the winter of 1906-7 found

all but a section of the chapel walls protected by a pe^^^nent roof, which

unfinished portion was completed before the winter of 1 iO/-«.

At San Luis Rey, in San Diego county, the church is in a good state of

preservation, but the picturesque arches, of Which there were originally thirty-

two ornamented with latticed railings, are year by year crumbling. At ban

juan Capistrano, in Orange county, the great chapel, in the form of a cross,

was years ago destroyed by an earthquake, but a number of other buildings

safeguarded by the Southern California Landt^arks Club, remam. San Gabriel

mission, ten miles from the city of Los Angela, is in use, services being regu-

larlv held within the walls of the old structure. Twenty miles north of Los

An-eles stand the remaining buildings belonging to San Fernando Key. L he

chapel was re-roofed by the Southern California Club; the building with the

arched corridor is in fair state of preservatioo. Santa Barbara and ban

Buenaventura missions are in an excellent condition of preservation, this is

likewise the case with Santa Ynez mission, in Santa Barbara county. Ihe two

missions of San Luis Obispo and San Juan Bautista, located respectively in

the counties of San Luis Obispo and San Benito, have been to a certain degree

disficrured by the erection of modern church steeples. Both missions are very

inter'^esting to visit. The recent earthquake did considerable damage to ban

Juan Bautista.
. • *. i

•

While the exterior of Santa Clara mission is quite modern, painstaking

effort has been put forth to have the interior of the modern chapel conform to

the old This is particularly true of the decorated ceiling above the sanctuary

each board in the old ceiling having been carefully taken down, numbered, and

later made use of in the new church. A portion of the sanctuary rail was made

from the beams of the old chapel. The old adobe walls still constitute a part of

the building adjoining the chapel and opening into the patio. Many interest-

ing and valuable mission relics are carefully preserved in a room set aside for

this purpose. The mission a few miles from the old town of Alonterey, ban

Carlos Borromeo, sometimes confused with the old church located within the

city proper, has been restored with a vengeance, a peaked shingle roof destroy-

ing, to a great extent, the original beauty of this structure. Little remains of

Mission San Jose, in Alameda countv. The old mission San Miguel, in the

town of like name, in San Luis Obispo county, is most interesting, its interior

still showing the decorations made by the Indians. San Francisco de Asis
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Santa Clara. Santa Clara County

Founded January IS, 1111
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San Luis Rey De Francia. San Diego County

Founded June 13, 1196

San Francisco Solano, Sonoma County

Founded August 23, 182

J

Old Greek ChapeL Fort Ross, Sonoma County
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Santa Clara. Savta Clara County

Founded January IS. 1771

'^

San Luis Rey De Francia. San Dicf^o County

Founded June 13. I7ks

San Francisco Solano. Sonoma County

Founded August M AS.b

Old (Week ChapeL Fort Ross. Sonoma County
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la /'uns7)na ( o>ucti-i"H- Santa Barbara County

Fonnifcii l)ci\'uiher .^. 11^1
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A"<^// \Ji^iul AicanKcL Sati lias Obispo Coiotty
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/

Sail Juan Haiitista. San Bcntto County

l-ounded June ?f 1197

ft'

^^^ ^ 0^^^^

"f"^'--.
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^.^-""^

.i-J.

^a« />>/>*•-'' /A- Atiala. San Dieko County

I'uundcd July J6. 17^.9
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La Purisima Concet>cion. Santa Barbara County

Founded December S. IISI

fflv

iLill

San Juan Bautista. San Benito County

Founded June 24. 1197

San Mifiiiel Arcangcl. San Luis Obisf^o County

Founded July 2fi. ITH
San Diego De Alcala. San Diego County

Founded July 16. 1769
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San Juan Capistrano. Orange County

Founded November 1 . 1776

J.St :i\jtimrnn

Santa Cruz. Santa Cruz County

Founded August JS, 179/

M

La Soledad. Monterey County

Founded October 9. 1791

San Carlos Borromco (CarmeI) Mission. Monterey County

Founded June 3. 1770

^
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San Juan L'aptstrano. (>ranf:e County

Founded Xovembcr I . Illfi

La Solcdad . Monterey County

Founded October ''. ll'Jl
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\M ! ilgjaM

At .
i\jiiMt~ii

Santa Cru:,. Santa Cruz County

Founded August :s. l?'!

San Ctrlns nonnwco (Carniel) A/fs<fon. Monterey County

J-'oundcif June V. J7~(>
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SiiJi/ii liarbara. Santa Barbara County

Founded Dcccvil'cr I . llSfj

San liai'ric! Artani^rl. I.os Ani^clcs County

Founded September <S. 177/
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Sa// Franasio De Asts (Dolores) San Fraveiseo

Founded ihtober V. //T^

San Antonio De J'adna. Munterex Cciiutv

Founded ln!\ II. 1771
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Satiia fiarbara. Santa Barbara County

Founded December 4. HSS
'

San Gabriel Arcan^el. Los Angeles County

Founded September S, J77I
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San Francisco De Asts KDoiores) San Francisco

Founded October 'J. 1776

San Antonio De Padua. Monterey County

Founded July 14. 1771
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(Dolores) mission, in San Francisco, withstood thr earthquake and conflagra-

tion of 1906, the modern church adjoining suffering great damage.

These old missions should be preserved. Over one hundred years have

come and gone since the passing of the mission system, and each year Cali-

fornians are becoming more impressed with the importance of preserving the^se

reminders of the days of Spanish rule and monuments to those self-sacrificino:

padres who labored unceasingly for the betterment of the Indians, facing the

greatest difficulties, enduring hardships, and in many instances sacrificing their

lives. —

—

*
4c *

The Strength of Structural Timber

BEFORE putting a timber into a structure every builder must know the

strength of the timber and the maximum load it will have to carry.

Building laws generally require that the material used shall be from

three to six times as strong as is actually necessary.

Loblolly, longleaf , and Norway pines and tamarack are among the principal

structural tinibers of the eastern Ignited States, and Douglas fir and western

hemlock of the western. In the trade, loblolly pine is classed both as Virginia

pine and as North Carolina pine. Virginia pine is made up principally of material

from the northern part of the loblolly pine belt, and is inferior in quality to the

North Carolina pine, so that the distinction is one of grade rather than one of

locality. Longleaf yellow pine as known on the market may include the better

grades of shortleaf pine and Cuban pine. It has for a long time been the

standard construction timber of the East. Norway pine, also known as red pine,

is lumbered principally in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, where it is

marketed with white pine as northern pine. Douglas fir, called in different

localities yellow fir, red fir, Oregon pine, and Douglas spruce, is cut most ex-

tensively in Washington and Oregon. Western hemlock, which is obtained

from the same region, suffers from the reputation of the eastern hemlock, but is

far superior for structural purposes. On account of the prejudice against it, it

is often sold under such names as Alaska pine and Washington pine, spruce,

or fir.

Recent tests by the Forest Service show longleaf pine to be the strongest

and stiffest of all the timbers named, with Douglas fir a close second; while

western hemlock, loblolly pine, tamarack, and Norway pine follow in the order

given. Iwtunately, Douglas fir and western hemlock, of which there are com-

paratively large supplies, have high structural merit, as has also loblolly pine,

the chief tree upon which the southern lumber companies are depending for

future crops.

Much of the information hitherto available concerning the strength of

timber has been secured from tests of 'Small pieces without defects. This can

not safely be assumed to hold good for large-sized timbers as found on the

market, since these commonly contain such defects as checks, knots, cross grain.

etc. The location of the defects varies the extent to which they lessen its

strength ; and the proportion of heart and sap wood, and the state of seasoning,

must also be considered. ,

Circular 115 of the Forest Service, just issued, gives the results of test?

that have been conducted during the past four years at timber-testing labora-

tories in different parts of the country. This circular will be mailed upon appli-

cation to The Forester, Forest Service, Washington, D. C.

Oakland Cotton Mills, Melrose, Cal.

Ransome Construction in California*

By C. W. WHITNEY

IN
NOTING some of the recent reinforced concrete work 'in California,

constructed in accordance with the Ransome system, it is interesting

to refer to the early work of Mr. Ernest L, Ransome in the vicmity

of San Francisco. Mr. Ransome came from England to California in

1872 and for five years was engaged in concrete construction for Alvmza

Hayward. During this period, he developed, among other^features, the

Ransome cold-twisted steel bar which is now used so generally for concrete

reinforcement. In 1888 the Alameda Borax Works was built by Mr. Ran-

some, it being the first reinforced concrete factory ever constructed m
this country. It is an all-concrete structure, foundations, columns, walls,

floors and roof, all being of reinforced concrete. Its dimensions are 180

feet by 40 feet, and the floors, constructed with twenty-foot spans, were

built to sustain a load of 300 pounds per square foot. This building with-

stood the shock of the earthquake of April 18, 1906, without any damage.

The accompanying illustration of the interior showing the construction

was taken after the earthquake.

About five years after the construction of the Alameda factory, Mr.

Ransome erected the Museum building and Roble Hall, the girl's dormi-

tory, at Stanford University. Concerning the effect of the earthquake

on these buildings, the following extract from the ''Report of Stanford

University Engineers on Injuries to Buildings at Palo Alto" is significant:

"The damage to Roble Hall is confined to the two holes torn in the

floors by the falling chimneys. The remainder of the building shows

practically no evidence of having passed through an earthquake.

"A feature of particular interest to engineers is the condition of the

reinforced concrete buildings at the university. These buildings were

erected thirteen years ago. . . . The work being among the earliest

of Mr. Ernest L. Ransome with his now well-known twisted rod rein-

forcement.

'*We append below a detailed statement furnished by Prof. Wing at

our special request showing the nature of the damage to specific buildings,

and accompanied by photographs. It will be seen from this statement

that the two concrete buildings, notwithstanding the fact that their design

and construction would nowadays be considered extremely crude, came
through the earthquake' in excellent shape."

* The Ransome Concrete Company, of which Mr. Ernest L. Ransome is consulting engineer, has

offices in the Crocker building, San Francisco.
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Slip 0t Foundation of Cyclotama. St>,i-^'hrrr\ //ill. (,.'l<lrn (iatr /'aik'

From Prof. \\in.c:'s statement

:

..,,-,,• r

-The museum buildiniC cun>ists oi the orioinal hmhhni,- of concrete

with winjrs of phistcred brick of recent construction. I he construction

,f the oriLnnal buiUlimr was described and illustrated m Kn.i-meerm.i;

News 1893 I 162, and "is undama-ed. The library and gynmasmm have

heavy brick walls (four feet thick in -.mie places) veneered wit h stone .

These have been liadlv demolished, as shown 1)y the idioto.o^raphs.

''Roble Hall the woman's dormitorv, is a monolithic concrete structure.

The only effect of the eartlupiake on this buildin.c: was to throw down tw.^

Hiimnevs, which broke through the roof and two upper lloors.

The followini^ remarks of Richard L. llumi.hrey m his re]x:»rt to

the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey by whom he was commissioned

to investigate the effects of the earthquake and hre are also of interest

in this connection

:

i
•

i
•

« ;

''The most interestintr l)uildin.G: is the museum, which consists ot a

central pavilion of reinforced concrete and wings ot brick plastered with

cement mortar. The columns of the central pavilion are solid concrete,

having been cast in place. This building had wooden floors. 1 he wings

were wrecked bv the earthquake, but the central pavilion escaped injury,

althoucrh its contents were more or less damaged, principally by being

-haken from their positions.
,

"Although the destruction at Stanford University was very great,

ihe character of construction was fair and did not suffer by comparison
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Liround Floor Oakland Cotton Mills Ruildins

Second Floor Oakland Cotton Mills Buil(^ing

Slip of Foundation of Cyclorama. Strawberry HtlL Golden Gate Park

From Prof. Wing's statement:

"The museum building consists of the original buildmg of concrete

with wings of plastered brick of recent construction. The construction

of the original building was described and illustrated m Engmeermg

News 1893 I, 162, and is undamaged. The library and gymnasuim have

heavy brick walls (four feet thick in some places) veneered jvith stone.

These have been badly demolished, as shown by the photographs.

"Roble Hall the woman's dormitory, is a monolithic concrete structure.

The only effect of the earthquake on this building was to throw down two

chimneys, which broke through the roof and two upper floors.

The following remarks of Richard L. Humphrey in his report to

the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey by whom he was commissioned

to investigate the effects of the earthquake and fire are also of interest

in this connection

:

, • i
•

.. r

'The most interesting building is the museum, which consists ot a

central pavilion of reinforced concrete and wings of brick plastered with

cement mortar. The columns of the central pavilion are solid concrete,

having been cast in place. This building had wooden floors. The wings

were wrecked by the earthquake, but the central pavilion escaped injury,

although its contents were more or less damaged, principally by being

shaken from their positions.
, . . .

"Although the destruction at Stanford University was very great,

the character of construction was fair and did not suffer by comparison

V
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/>'<•// ro-i.'cr of Ncinjorccd I'oncrctc. at Mills Lollci[C. Lai.

Julia Morgan. Architect

The Aychiteel and Engineer

li'arr/iousf/or /'ros/'cct Jfnrstffir/ii ( u.. -Sa/i JntiuiSm

Bliss Z-' Fan lie. Architects

Second floor Prospect hivcstmert Co. Building. San Francisco

Bliss 6^ Faville. Architects
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Warehouse for I'rospect Investment Co., San Franctsco

Bliss 6^ Faville. Architects

Belt lower of ketnjarced Concrete, at Mtlls College. Cat.

Julia Morgan. Architect

Second Floor Prospect Investment Co. Building. San Francisco

Bliss &» Faville. Architects
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A/useutn hutldtng^. Stanford Untverstiy

Recently Built Rear Wtng Brick Stuccoed Original Building Reinforcki Concrete

with that used in other parts of the country. The excellent qualities of

reinforced concrete and its ability to withstand earthquake shock were

strongly demonstrated."

John Stephen Sewell, Captain Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., wrote to

Mr. Ransome in 1906 as follows

:

"I have been out to the Pacific Coast since the earthquake and the

fire, and I want to congratulate you on the remarkably good record made

by your buildings at Palo Alto.

''The behavior of your buildings on the Pacific Coast has proven quite

conclusively to my mind, that, for resisting earthquake shocks there is no

masonry like reinforced concrete."

Among other structures erected by Mr. Ransome in this vicinity at

that period was a concrete bridge in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco.

This bridge, which was not damaged by the earthquake, has the distinction

of being the first reinforced concrete bridge constructed in America.

In connection with the earthquake damage in Golden Gate Park,

Mr. Humphrey writes as follows in the U. S. Geological Survey Report:

"The most interesting structure in Golden Gate Park is the cyclorama

on the top of Strawberry Hall, built about fifteen years ago. The top of

the hill had been leveled off in order to form a foundation. The cyclorama

consisted of circular walls of reinforced concrete, the aggregate of which

was a hard shale crushed to concrete size. This material was very inferior

and yielded a poor concrete. The reddish-brown effect was obtained by

means of a veneer (1}^ to 4 inches thick) of a concrete consisting of

crushed brick, sand and cement. The reinforcement in the base consisted

of four %-inch cables of thirty strands each. The reinforcement of the

columns consisted of %-inch twisted bars and J/^-inch stirrups. The en-

trance, with its very heavy, massive top, should have been of hollow-

construction reinforced concerte. The settling of the foundation or fill

under the vibration of the earthquake caused the structure to collapse.

The slip occurred principally on the northeast side, the movement being

4 or 5 feet. The principal crack in the base was about 11 inches wide,

with a half-inch horizontal crack leading from it along the reinforcement.

The floor is in good condition, except the pavement, which broke into

blocks, most of the planes of fracture coinciding with the actual joints

between the different sections. Under the circumstances—the undermining
3

Interior View Alameda Borax Works iAjter Earthquake)

Built in mS /

of the foundation by the slip as described—the structure developed re-

markable strength. No brick or stone structure could have stood the

shock so well. The rustic railing around the outside of the walk, which

was of wrought-iron pipe covered with wire mesh and plastered with

Portland-cement mortar, was distorted by the slip, but otherwise uninjured.

"At the bottom of Strawberry Hill is a bridge crossing over Stow

Lake. This bridge is made of concrete, and showed no signs 6i cracking,

although the banks of the lake slipped into the water."

These earlier buildings, necessarily somewhat crude in design as com-

pared with present methods, nevertheless demonstrated the correctness of

theory and stability of structure of the Ransome system of reinforced

.concrete. ,^.„

\ structure completed only a few days before the earthquake at Mills

College east of Oakland, also demonstrates the advantages of construction

under the Ransome system. The structure referred to is the Bell Tower

illustrated in the accompanying view. It stands rfear the entrance to the

crrounds and with its Mission style of architecture and beautiful chime of_

eight bells is admired by all. Miss Julia Morgan drew the plans for the

tower It rises to a height of nearly eighty feet and is constructed with

hollow walls, six inches in thickness, reinforced with Ransome twisted

bars The roof, porticoes and buttresses are covered with red Spanish

Mission tile As stated above, this tower was completed but a few days

previous to the earthquake of April 18, 190r3, and although many of the

other buildings on the college grounds were badly damaged by the shocks,

the Bell Tower came through without being damaged in the slightest

des^ree.

Several buildings have recently been erected in San Francisco and

vicinity under the Ransome system which not only embody the already

mentioned principles, but also demonstrate the economy and efficiency of

the Ransome design. The warehouse building of the Prospect Investment

Company, Battery and Merchant streets. Bliss & Faville, architects, dlus-

trated herewith, is a two-story and basement monolithic structure, 46 by

137 feet, with 23-foot spans, designed 'for a floor load of 300 pounds on

the first floor and 200 pounds on the second. Provision was made in the

m
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design for the future addition of two more stories. This building was
recently completed by the Ransome Concrete Company at a net saving to

the owner, under the original estimated cost, of, approximately, three

per cent.

In Melrose, the same contractors have recently completed for the

Oakland Cotton IMills a two-story factory building of mill or slow-burning

construction, which has drawn forth many favorable criticisms from manu-
facturers and engineers. The walls and foundations of the structure are of

reinforced concrete, built in accordance with the Ransome system, with steel

coli|nins supporting the upper floor and roof, this construction giving the maxi-
mum amount of light. The excellent illumination of the entire interior

is well indicated in the accompanying views of the two floors. The interior

columns, floors and roof are of heavy Oregon pine timbers, the finished floors

being of maple. The dimensions of the building are 300 feet by 75 feet.

Notwithstanding the fact that this factory building was constructed
of the best materials and to carry heavy machinery, the cost has been kept
down to a rjnjarkably low figure. The Ransome Concrete Company took
the con~tract at an estimated cost which was twenty-five per cent below
the next highest bid (submitted by another prominent contractor) and
actually completed the building at a saving under this estimated cost

of ten per cent. In other words, the completed cost represents a saviiig

of thirty-three per cent under the next highest bid. The unit cost of the
building is remarkably low, being less than four and one-half cents per
cubic foot, a figure which is exceptionally low, when it is considered that
five cents per cubic foot is regarded as a very low cost in the East where
labor and material are both cheaper.

At the present time, when so much is heard in San Francisco of owners
being required to pay from fifty to even one hundred and fifty per cent
more for their buildings than called for in the estimates, it is refreshing
to learn of one firm which is completing buildings at a substantial saving
under their estimated cost.

*

T
Unique Building for Chinatown, San Francisco

HE Yee Fung Toy Association building on Waverly place, between
Washington and Clay streets, San Francisco, illustrated in this num-
ber, was designed by Hamilton Murdock, architect, and erected by

the Delmar Smith Company, engineers and contractors. It is one of the
latest examples of modern buildings with a distinct style of Chinese
architecture.

From an engineering standpoint the building is constructed with
special regard to strength, which meets the Chinese idea of permanency,
cast iron columns, heavy joists and girders being employed.

The store front is of cast iron, with plate-glass windows, the extreme
height of the windows from the sidewalk being a notion of the Chinese
merchants.

All touches of Orientalism are omitted except on the top floor, where

certain curves, typical of Chinese architecture, give a crowning feature

to the building, express the interior, and lend a dignity desired.

Each floor is complete with plumbing, cement kitchens, and provisions

for brick ranges. All stairs are protected with iron treads.

The basement and first floor are purely commercial, the second is to

be furnished as a reception room, the third contains a number of comfort-

able rooms for members of the association and the stairs to the fourth

^-^
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Yee Fung Toy Building

Chinatown. San Francisco

floor land on a balcony which has a tile floor, brick balustrade with granite

copings, heavy columns, etc.

Solid walnut doors, with iron thresholds, lead into the large assembly

room, which has an oak floor, decorative skylight screen, and is resplen-

dent with imported carvings, screens, hangings, draperies, altar stand,

furniture, vases, etc. Oflf this room is a committee room of equal splendor.

The 'yellow pressed brick of the exterior, combined with the black

iron balconies, and architrave of the first floor, the heavy columned bal-

cony of the fourth floor, typical cornice, red terra-cotta inscription, which

color is repeated in the architrave panel on the first floor, all tend toward

a pleasing structure.
*

* *

"What shall I read you first?" "The marriages." "Here's an article about

some boys who were found playing with dynamite." "Well, read it. It pos-

sesses the same elements of interest."—Houston Post.
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Bricl Pavements

r I VING is an industry the extent of which is seldom recognized,

t
^

although the taxpayer has his attention called to it oftener than to

' any other source of municipal expense aside from the ordmary muni-

cipal housekeeping. It is said that there is but one class of engmeermg

operations in the United States, the building of railroads which exceeds it

in extent During the nineteenth century nearly one billion dollars were

invested in paving and each year some seventy million dollars are added

to the cost of pavements in the way of additions and maintenance.

Great as is the expenditure it is made in unsystematic manner, tew

cities, even large cities, studying the subject with the thoroughness which

its magnitude demands, and few making their decisions regarding materials

and methods of construction upon scientific principles. Most of the cities

and towns attempt to follow the example of those which have had a little

experience and are presumably better informed, but on account of lack oi

abilitv to choose goodmodels and lack of knowledge of how to follow and

when to depart from these mod els, their results are imperfect and lackmg

in beauty and durability.
. , , • , i

• tjm
Brick is one of the oldest paving materials, having been used m Hol-

land for a century or more in such cities as Amsterdam, some of whose

streets are shown in the first two of the accompanying photographs, it

seems to be able to stand misuse in construction, especially in the less

heavily tarveled streets of the smaller cities, better than any other paving

material, and as a consequence is one of the most popular materials for

this class of cities. In larger cities where pavements are more scientifically

laid, brick is also popular, because in them it is better laid, has smoother

surface, but is less slippery that most other hard pavements

It makes it way with little noise, because the general distribution of

the materials of which bricks are made and the comparatively local nature

of the brick-making industrv makes combinations or consolidations prac-

tically impossible, and there are few to indulge in noisy promotion though

many to supply the necessary material. It would be better for the pavmg

brick industry and doubtless for the cities if there were unity in the paving

]!
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An Ideal Hmk Pavement in a Business street

brick trade, at least in the advertisement of the benefits of using brick as

paving material. The same energy put into the promotion of brick as a

paving material which is put into that of materials which are in the control

of a single corporation or small group of corporations would popularize

the use of brick as rapidly as that of some of the ther materials has been

spread.
Charleston, W. Va., Bloomington, 111., and similar small cities began

the use of brick, of comparatively poor quality, in 1870 and immediately

succeeding years, and some of the pavements lasted 20 and even 30 years

without replacing. The example of these cities was followed even against

the active work for other pavements and in the ten years from 1890 to 1900

33 per cent of the hard pavements laid were of brick; asphalt, with 43 per

cent, being the only material of greater popularity. Granite pavements

made 10 per cent, wood 9 per cent and miscellaneous pavements 5 per cent

of the total.

The latest statistical report of paving in cities is that for 1903 for cities

of more than 25,000 population, published by the U. S. Census Bureau.

Most of the cities of less than 25,000 use brick pavements largely to the ex-

clusion of other paving materials, so that this report will not give brick its

proper place as a paving material in all the cities of the country. It shows,

however, that these larger cities of the country had at that time 31 per cent

COMPARATIVE SIZE OF LOAD
WHICH CAN BE DRAWN

VARIOUS KINDS OF ROAD SURFACES
IN AVERAGE CONDITION WITH

EQUAL EXPENDURE OF FORCE

%-' ^<<^^^p7v^^.
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of their hard pavemerts of asphalt, 25 per cent of granite, 1^) per cent of

brick, 14 per cent of wood and 11 per cent of cobblestone. When we

consider that a considerable percentage of the granite and practically ail

of the cobblestone was laid before 1890, it will be seen that brick holds a

very important place among thcMnodern paving materials of the larger

cities and very nearly keeps the ratio of the construction between 1800

and 1900, notwithstanding the omission of the statistics of the .smaller

cities from the figures for 1903.

Two of the reasons for the preference for brick pavements are shown

graphically in Figs. I and II, taken from a report on street paving made by

I. \V. Alvord to an organization of, Chicago citizens. One of these

shows the relative loads drawn with the same expenditure of force on

various forms of roads or trackway, in which brick takes a place nt the head

of all paving materials. The other shows the relative labor necessary to

clean the various pavements, in which brick takes the lowest place, being

equally, but not exceeded in economy of cleaning by asphalt and rect-

angular wooden blocks.

Fig. Ill shows the main business street of Dayton, O., paved with

brick. Dayton laid its first pavement of Mack brick in 1891 and in 1903

had i3.9 miles of brick streets or 355,510 square yards out of a total of

33.3 miles of improved hard pavements. *

^

The quality of brick must be carefully considered and tested. Not all

clays and shales make good paving brick, and not all factories make uni

for'mly good brick. Careful analysis and tests must therefore be made of

new kinds of brick ofl'ered and there must be thorough inspection of all

brick before laying and again before final completion of the pavement.

Perfection of machinery and kilns and good workmanship are essential

to good product.
,

L

>
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Our Interest In
,, .1

s Toward Architecture*

By LOUIS CHRISTIAN MULLGARDT, F. A. T. A.

IHAVP: chosen as title for my lecture "Our interest in and duties toward

architecture." Let us first consider what our interest in architecture is

really founded on, and in that way we will perhaps discover what our

duties toward this great Art are.
, • r

In the first place, we must look upon architecture from the standpomt of

comparison to other things in our lives and as to the position which it occupies

relative to the other fine arts. We will try and discover as much as we can

about the relation which it bears to the other arts and in what sense it dififers.

Also, as to whether the other fine Arts, namely, music, painting, sculpture and

etching could flourish as well provided there was no architecture. We may

find out to what degree it affects our lives and what our condition would prob-

ably be if we were totally oblivious to any sense, knowledge or appreciation of

architecture, as if it did not exist.

Let nis' -recall the facts established in history that architecture, like

music, is a product of the mind. There is something which comes out of the

sense or soul of mankind which is not copied from nature like a landscape or

a portrait, although it derives its inspiration from nature like music does from

the song of the bird and the ripple of the brook.

Primitive architecture was very crude and simple. It was the best that

the sense of man could produce at the time when it sprang into existence,

because man's sense was also crude and simple in the beginning and his

conception was small. This, we must remember, was many thousand years ago.

In those days man's abode consisted of a cave in the rocky formation of a

hillside, the entrance of which was built of logs, otherwise, huge stones

hewn into shape by nature's hand and was made exceedingly small as a protec-

tion against an enemy or wild beasts' entry; so small in fact, that the entire

portal would doubtless have had to be removed each time should the delivery

of pianos have been as common as it is today. Those were the days when

women knew not the intense excitement now produced by a full page advertise-

ment of a Monday's bargain sale as published in the Sunday's paper. Those

ancestors of- ours had not even reached the ^\sit-by-the-fire-and-spin" days.

Those were the days of slung shots, clubs and other crude weapons for attack

and defense ; the days when the prevailing style of wearing the hair was to let

it hang straight down the back and using the pelt of some other animal as a

part covering of the otherwise naked body.
— Think of the ages which have slipped by without record of any sort

before primitive man became sufficiently enlightened to give evidence of in-

creased sense of development as regards form and proportion. It was then that

the log became a hewn post or beam, and the rough stone became a pier,

column, lintel or arch-stone. It is impossible for us to conceive how many

thousands of centuries it must have taken for this gradual development, which

_ development we find was progressing in a similar way in various remote parts

of the earth at the same time. New traces of prehistoric people are repeatedly

being discovered who inhabited our planet and who builded as best they knew

how. They were our predecessors ; each tribe or nation in turn seems to have

reached a certain stage of perfection when the psychological period of its

existence was cut short through some stronger foe which came, to conquer,

pillage and destroy.

This system, if we may call it such, of gradual development and ultimate

destruction and supplanting is so common in history that it seems to have been

* Extracts from a paper read before the Cap and Bells Club.

a matter of destiny for a tribe or nation to reach its highest state of perfection

and then in turn, like its predecessors, be doomed to fall so as to make way for

its, perhaps stronger successor to carry on the work to a higher state of

development.
You will recall that Jerusalem, Egypt, Athens, Troy, Corinth, Rome each

experienced in turn its gradual rise and ascension to great power, and when

their state of highest effulgence had been reached, then came the inevitable

conquering foe to disru])t and destroy, in ])art or in whole, all that had been

done during the marked epochs of their existence. To be sure these cities and

nations were of a much later date than the period of primitive man first

referred to, and I offer them only as instances of the same general system of

growth and destruction which preceded.

In the history of nations architecture has always, and probably will forever,

tangibly mark the spirit of highest ambition to which any nation is destined to

climb. It is. the only concrete means of expression whereby a nation incidentally

makes manifest its growth and progress, social and political.

The history of a nation is as insei)arable from its architecture as our in-

dividual lives are from the homes in which we dwell. A nation's architecture

never becomes better than the nation is itself, since architecture is in every in-

stance a direct expression of the life, manner and ambition of its people who
•^ive it definite expression, conforming to the ways and manners of their

method of living and thinking.

The Greeks built many beautiful temples in which they worshiped their

many Gods. They also built their amphitheatres in which theatrical perform-
" ances were presented, and their stadiums in which they held their athletic

contests. The Egyptians built their temples also, but altogether different from

those built by the Grecians. They erected great pyramids and obelisks to com-

memorate their kings and warriors. The Romans constructed great forums in

which to conduct their business of state and commerce. They were also an

heroic pleasure-loving people, therefore, they built amphitheatres similar to

the Athenians and Coliseums for their great contests which meant life and

honor, or death to the participants in their games. The Jews of Palestine were

great traders, hence their great marts. They were also great worshipers and

therefore^ built synagogues of worship. Thus we may go on, relating to the

minutest detail the prevailing characteristics of a nation and trace them back

by means of the remnants represented by the architectural ruins discovered by

our historians and archeologists.

This rule, or natural law, we may call it, whereby architecture char-

acterizes a nation has been forever present even to this day, and 1 believe that

it is forever destined to be a people's chief characteristic. The characteristics

of a people manifest themselves in various parts of the country, even to the

smallest hamlet and to the most obscure individual. In our own wonderful

country, wherein we have made such marvelous progress during the past

century (which is a very short time for any nation to make such marked

progress in all things as we have) we find that each town and city has its

distinct architectural characteristics as the result of the habits and customs of

the people. We have, for instance, our city of churches, our cities of manu-

facturing industries of various kinds, our cities of beautiful homes, our

cities of commerce and trade, our cities of grain elevators, and our cities of

beef and pork packing industries, and our cities of breweries.

The architecture of our land is, through a matter of circumstances, of the

most diversified sort, because we are a nation constituted out of many nations

of the earth, and we are as yet too young, as a nation of peoples, to have become

sufficiently amalgamated into a single entity, as yet to claim, or otherwise be
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accused of having developed a distinct national style of architecture of our own.

In view of the great length and breadth of our land it is a mooted question as

to whether we will ever have a style of architecture which may be termed

distinctly national. Our ambitions and customs in various parts of our country

are sufficiently diverse, likewise our climate, to prevent anything which might

possibly savor of uniformity.
, . . , i

Up to this time, we have appropriated something from nearly every known

style of European architecture throughout the length and breadth of our land.

We have transformed these styles sometimes for better or for worse, but they

still remain the re-echoings of the architecture of other countries, which we

mio-ht call European styles Americanized with new cadences, variations, and

frequent discords resembling in a measure the occasional construction of an

Elizabethan front and a Lizzie back.

A great musician once upon a time presented a most sorrowful expression

as the result of his deep anguish because of the great amount of trashy mus^ic

which was being annually produced and placed upon the market for the

frrent multitude 'to feast upon. This great musician understood the tru y

inspiring influence of a worthy musical composition and he argued that on y

^ood music was elevating in its influence, whereas, bad music was positively

detrimental in its effect upon mankind, and for that reason he advocated the

establishment of something similar to a censorship, through which all musical

compositions had to pass before the same were given out to the pubhc. His

contention was that so long as anybody might inflict the public with their

production without law of restraint the influence for bad would continue to

lino-er with music and tend seriously to retard its progress as a fine Art.
'^

You will I am sure, agree with this musician's theory on the subject of

music and its respective influence either for good or for bad according to its

true merit. This same theory you can see applies equally well to the other

fine \rts The good things in music are necessarily the best product derived

from the master minds in the musical realm, whereas most anybody can

compose so-called trashy music.
i -^ •

Architecture stands in practically the same relation as regards its in-

fluence upon the public as does music. Architecture, at the same time, is an

Art peculiar to itself, in which nearly everybody dabbles sooner or later Music

manifests itself to the sense of hearing. It does so intermittently and has its

pauses A poor musical production can sometimes be ignored or assigned to

oblivion somehow, and with comparative ease, whereas, architecture to the

_ contrary and ofttimes, sad to relate, can not. It becomes a rendition in stone,

brick or timber which is destined to outlive its influence without intermission

without pause, since it is ever present when once brought to the sense of sight.

To-assign it to oblivion would mean a much greater financial sacrifice than we

_^reprepared to submit to since it means the deliberate destruction of private

property for Art's sake, which in our days very seldom happens.

Nearly every carpenter or brick mason can draw sufficiently well to

prepare some sort of a design for some sort of a building; the knowledge airl

ability to draw is, of course, indispensable to the designer of buddings. It

is the most direct medium of expressing on paper that which is to be executed

in brick stone or timber, but the ability to draw does not in itself constitute a

knowledge of design any more than the ability to write musical notes on paper

would in itself constitute the knowledge required for a great musical coni-

^^^^
The knowledge of drawing, and the knowledge of writing notes there-

fore serve merely as the most direct means of conveying individual thought

into' information to others regarding that which is to be accomplished in the
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nature of a result. They are the records of the inspired thoughts of the

architect in one instance and of the master of music in the other
;
hence, it

naturally follows that the drawings as well as the notes are worse than useless

unless they are expressive of truly worthy compositions.

Truly worthy compositions, either in architecture or music, do not emanate

from the minds of others than those who are masters of their Art
;
therefore,

it would be as unreasonable to expect a carpenter or anyone else equally un-

qualified to produce a worthy architectural composition as it would be to

expect an ordinary music hall pianiste to write a worthy composition in music.

To further illustrate this point, I beg leave to quote the following lines, which

are in a measure apropos

:

"That the bird who could sing and would not sing a bit

Was churlish there is no denying,

But not near so bad, you will surely admit, .

As the bird who could not and kept trying."

Each and every one of us is through natural laws and influences, assigned

to some worthy task for which we are best fitted in this life, and, if we are

seriously disposed to produce a creditable result during our life-time, then it is

most essential that, each one of us, stick most religiously to our field of work-

not that alone, but we must also encourage others to do likewise in respect to
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their special line of work, which, when once discovered, as wdl be the case

sooner or later, then dissuade and discourage any further effort to operate in

fields other than such to which the individual is best fitted by nature which

means inheritance and training, of course-thereby ^/^"^
Sf",

^^%^^P5,^^

accomplish the best results for our individual selves and for the benefit of the

greatest number. ^ • n -ru 4.1 \ ^^
Somebody once said that "Architecture was frozen music. The thought

occurred to me at the time of our great fire, during April, 190-), that if the

author of that particular remark could only have lived to be in San Francisco

at that time, he would have witnessed one of the^ greatest architectural thaws

that the world has ever experienced. A great deal of the -frozen music which

was destroyed in that fire was justly deserving of its fate. We are naturally

sorry to have to admit this fact, but we can rest assured that however much

we may deplore the terrible loss which was encountered during that fire, ui a

few vears time we will have a much more worthy city than we had before,

and our progress will have been much greater in every respect than if that

fire had never destroyed our architecture.
. •. ir 1

•
1

Architecture is the supreme Art of all Arts—it is a light unto itself which

is as inextinguishable as the light of the sun, or the stars which shine at night..

Architecture can not be debased because it has the life giving quality which is

wholly unconquerable and wholly pure. A misuse of its power of purity and

virtue is no reflection upon the Art itself but reflects solely upon those whose

ignorance causes them to misuse and abuse its qualities of truth.
, . .

Truth is its first essence, for it must be known that no product in tlie

name of architecture can consistently be termed wholly good unless it is a direct

expression of truth. iv 1

Architecture is the direct expression of the relative social and political

conditions of a nation or a community, and the Arts of painting, sculpture,

etching and music are woven into its wonderful fabric like a piece of em-

broidery each to become more beautiful with the advancement and greater

degree of perfection of the other, and also as architecture is better understood

and produced with greater consistency to meet and keep step with the most

advanced requirements in the life of a nation.

Finally when mankind has met its destiny to produce a quality of archi-

tecture entirely free from anv barbaric tendency, then our lives will be

equally superior and the peoples of the world will then realize that life on earth

was destined to reach that state of perfection when one nation will no longer

-be in constant fear of and strife with the other nations of the earth.

Architecture is destined to be the barometer of our social standard as

is indicated by the history of nations and the character of our work will only

approach a constantly high degree of perfection as the^ intellectual standard of

nations advances.
*

* *

Concrete Blocks
The first great obstacle to the concrete block industry has almost

entirely disappeared. It consisted of the large number of incompetents

who rushed into the business upon the seductive representations of charlatan

salesmen, whose sole purpose it was to unload machinery, and to collect,

regardless of the purchaser's possibilities for success. As a consequence ot

this, at the start a large majority of those who essayed to make this kind

of building material had no previous knowledge of such things, and many of

them were incompetents of known record, who were misled into believing

that this pronounced advance in building materials was a ''get-rich-quick-

scheme," which waited upon the first man in each community to commence

operations.—Rock Products.
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Waterproof Engineering*

By EDWARD W. DkKNIGHT, President Hydrcx l-'clt and luiginccring Co.

IT
TS one thiii.Q- to build a structure and another thin^- to make it <^ound

and safe. "\\\aterproof Enoineerini^" means the sanitariness or health-

fuhiess, the soundness, the safety, the preservation and the durability

of structures. It means the flighting of moisture.

Waterproof en^c^ineerino- is based on three fundamental principles:

Mrst. Design.

Second. Method and materials.

Third. Ap])lication.
_ ^

The general subject is too broad to be covered in one evcnmgs disj-

cussion. This paper will, therefore, treat only of the second and third

principles, viz: "Method and Materials" and "Application."

All efforts in the waterproofing^ of structural work are divided into

iwo main, totallv diver.q-ent lines, i. c..

First. Treating-concrete to make it, in itself,, impermeable.

Second. Protecting concrete or masonry with something apart there-

from, to water])r()()f it.

In other words, Shall water reach the concrete or shall it not reach

the concrete? The real point at issue, therefore, Is one of method, which

must be first settled before we can intelligently discuss the question of

materials. First, therefore., determine the method, and the production of

the proper materials will settle itself. We will consider the two above-

described systems separately.

Treating Concrete

1'reating concrete to make it in itself impermeable rests upon two

methods :

l^rst. Mixing certain chemicals with the concrete to make the con-

crete, in itself, impermeable.
Second. Applying a cement plaster or wash on the concrete to harden

its surface.

The ingredients generally used are lime, silicate, soda, lye, soap,

nlum, etc.

One of the present chief difficulties in concrete work is to obtam

concrele properly mixed in the field. This difficulty, instead of being

lessened, will be^greatly augmented by the "mixing of chemicals, wnth the

cement, with the idea of making the concrete watertight. Certainly, to obtain a

concrete so perfect as to be perfectly watertight will be a much more difficult

thing than to obtain ordinary sound concrete. In either case there will

alwavs exist zones weak in quality and density. There is also the added

danger of the uncertain effect the addition of the chemicals will, in time,

have upon the tenacity and the durability of the concrete itself, and especially

upon the ind)edded steel, lliis is all experimental, and not tried and

tested, waterproofing.

The ol)jections to the second method, i. e., applying a cement plaster

or wash to the surface <»f the concrete, are too numerous to mention here.

It is poor judgment to depend upon but one layer of any single thing,

which in this case is an inelastic cement i^laster or a thin, almost im-

l)erceptil)le, wash, as the sole waterproof protection of any structure. This,

aside I mm anv consideration of the splitting or cracking of the cement

* Rf-arl before the .Boston Society <>i Civil Hngineer-. Oct-.licr V,, 1907.

^
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"Waterproof Engineering*

By EDWARD W. DeKNIGHT, President Hydrex Felt and Engineering Co.

IT
IS one thing- te build a structure and another thing to make it sound

and safe. ''Waterproof Engineering" means the sanitariness or health-

fulness, the soundness, the safety, the preservation and the durability

of structures. It means the fighting of moisture.

Waterproof engineering is based on three fundamental principles:

First. Design.

Second. Method and materials.

Third. Application.
• , j-

The general subject is too broad to be covered in one evenmgs dis-

cussion. This paper will, therefore, treat only of the second and third

principles, viz: ''Method and Materials" and "Application."

All efTorts in the waterproofing of structural work are divided into

two main, totallv divergent lines, i. e.,

First. Treating concrete to make it, in itself, impermeable.

Second. Protecting concrete or masonry with something apart there-

from, to waterproof it.

In other words. Shall water reach the concrete or shall it not reach

the concrete? The real point at issue, therefore, is one of method, which

must be first settled before we can intelligently discuss the question of

materials. First, therefore, determine the method, and the production of

the proper materials will settle itself. We will consider the two above-

described systems separately.

Treating Concrete

Treating concrete to make it in itself impermeable rests upon two

methods

:

First. Mixing certain chemicals with the concrete to make the con-

crete, in itself, impermeable.

Second. Applying a cement plaster or wash on the concrete to harden

its surface.

The ingredients generally used are lime, silicate, soda, lye, soap,

alum, etc.

One of the present chief difficulties in concrete work is to obtain

concrete properly mixed in the field. This difficulty, instead of being

lessened, will be greatly augmented by the mixing of chemicals, with the

cement, with the idea of making the concrete watertight. Certainly, to obtain a

concrete so perfect as to be perfectly watertight will be a much more difficult

thing than to obtain ordinary sound concrete. In either case there will

always exist zones weak in quality and density. There is also the added

danger of the uncertain effect the addition of the chemicals will, in time,

have upon the tenacity and the durability of the concrete itself, and especially

upon the imbedded steel. This is all experimental, and not tried and

tested, waterproofing.

The objections to the second method, i. e., applying a cement plaster

or wash to the surface of the concrete, are too numerous to mention here.

It is poor judgment to depend upon but one layer of any single thing,

which in this case is an inelastic cement plaster or a thin, almost im-

perceptible, wash, as the sole waterproof protection of any structure. This,

aside from any consideration of the splitting or cracking of the cement

•Read before the .Boston Society of Civil Engineers, October 16, 1907.
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plaster, or that but one infinitesimal pore imperfectly closed, by permitting

the entrance of water, which would soon spread, would make valueless

the balance of the washed surface. Such treatment is not even consistent

with the doctrine of similia similibus curantnr, because we are not curing

like with like, but adding a bad thing to a bad thing.

There is a fine distinction between testing concrete for strength and

testing it for watertightness. The difficulty is that these two principles

are confounded by experimenters in attempting to make concrete in itself

watertight.

Assume for the moment that concrete per se may be made imper-

meable. If this impermeability will not prevent cracking, and as cracking

will destroy the value of impermeability, why attempt to make concrete

impermeable? Granted that even limited impermeability, as it were, is a

desirable qualify, is there not needed, however, something additional for

dependable and perfect waterproofness for general conditions and practical

work? There is no more important problem before the engineering and

architectural professions than this one—Whether concrete can, in itself,

be made watertight.

Waterproofness is not what it is today, but years hence. Because a

briquette, or cube, or box of specially-treated concrete remains watertight

in or out of a laboratory for one or twelve months is no warranty that

concrete can be made permanently watertight for practical purposes.

Assuming even that there can be had concrete in monolithic form so

perfect in texture and mixture as the specially-prepared laboratory sample,

masses of concrete in the open are subject to conditions, especially in

this latitude, impossible of ascertainment and test in a laboratory sample;

to extremes of heat and cold, to settlement, to contraction and expansion,

to earth tremors, both natural and artificial—resulting in fractures, the

opening of pores, etc., a process which certainly does not decrease with

the advance of years. Water will come through concrete in time. It will

take longer to work through so-called watertight concrete, but it will

eventually come through it. Otherwise it would be contrary to the law

of physics and nature. The same principle applies, in greater course, to

cement plaster and hardening compounds for the surface.

We have seen water drawn up, through capillarity, 15 or 20 feet by

concrete. We have also seen water percolate through concrete over 20 feet

thick. It may take two or three years to do so; meanwhile, the assumption

is that the concrete is fairly watertight. When the concrete thus becomes

"damp, wet, and saturated, it is almost iinpossible to eradicate the moisture.

If the moisture freezes, expanding one-tenth its volume in so doing, it

requires no stretch of imagination to calculate the effect upon the concrete

or masonry. Enough water will be taken through a crack before the crack

is filled to attack and injure the steel.

Again, many engineers believe that by increasing the steel reinforcement

the cracking of concrete will be prevented and the concrete also be made

watertight. The speaker has long contended that imbedding steel in concrete

may or may not injure the concrete. We appreciate that this is a rather

bold assertion. To elucidate this theory, and, in fact, to better understand

the deeper, more scientific, more fascinating side of waterproofing engineer-

ing, we beg you will indulge him in a brief analysis of moisture.

In this connection the speaker will draw a comparison between concrete

with steel imbedded therein and a geological stratum. Moisture is creative

and it is destructive. Of all forces it is the greatest. Nearly two-thirds of

the globe is water—a wise provision of nature. Moisture generates heat

Fig^. 4. On Flat Work

-\\\i\ in the generic sense, there is no heat without moisture. Rust formation

is*an explosive force even greater than that of freezing water. Jron is one

of the most important and the most abundantly distributed chemical elements

in nature • purposely so, if we may so express it. Iron has a wonderful affinity

for moisture, which it will draw through many feet of rock and soil and,

eventually deep down into subterranean rivers, lakes and seas, of fresh or

.alt hard 'or mineral, cold or boiling water, which in its further course of

percolating through the earth's varied strata originates chemical action—heat,

ignition, combustion—the expanding, pent-up steam and gases finally burst-

ing in a volcanic eruption.

The laws of nature are inexorable and always remain the same no matter

in what new form they may be expressed. In the pride and glamor of our

marvelous artificialities we sometimes get so far away from natural law or

first principles that we must go back to locate ourselves, as it were, and

start anew. ^ n .u ^i.

For instance, in taking sand, stone, lime, cement—all earthy matter—

and forming them into a hydrated material, to which we then add iron, we

are simply forming a typical geological stratum, all the elements therein

(particularly the steel) having, in a greater or less degree, a strong affinity

for moisture We incorporate the steel to strengthen the cement, or the

cement to protect the steel, but fail to take the next step forward and protect

the cement Adding more cement to it, in the form of cement plaster, is not

adequate protection. What is the natural result? Moisture is readily absorbed

by the cement, either by capillarity or through cracks, while the greater

affinity of the steel alone would, and does, of itself, draw moisture through

1 feet of cement. The moisture in passing through the cement takes up

certain salts injurious to the steel. When the moisture reaches the steel,

chemical action ensues, heat is generated through decomposition or corrosion,

the pent-up gas (liberated hydrogen) escapittg by bursting ofif a brown, in-

finitesimal, volcanic cone, which we call rust.

And thus we have expressed, only in a dififerent way, the same changeless

natural law underlying the volcanic eruption. We are at the exact point in

the circle whence we started, only, spiral-like, a little higher up. In both

cases, i. e., in the earth and the cement, the iron is imbedded and out of

sight! and no one knows what degree of change in it has happened. We do

know, by the natural law, that some change is occurring to the steel imbedded

in the cement. We know that steel, imbedded in cement and kept dry, will
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indefinitely retain its ])urity and streni^th. We know al>o that ni()i>u>rc.

reaching the steel, creates corrosion. The immediate eti'ect is to destroy the

bond between the steel and the concrete. The heat and expanding gas froni

decomposition (which is progressive) press the cement away from the steel.

There then no longer exists, in fact, steel-reinforced concrete, but the yer}

opposite, and a menace to life and property, which may eventually end in a

collapse. Tf there is a particle of iron in the plaster on the ceiling and wall-

of this room, it will make itself a])parent by a l)rownish, raised spot or scale

as the result of moisture in the air attracted by and decomposing the iron.

It is said that no one with an imagination will commit a crime. It

eems incredulous if what has been just said be true, that any one with an

inagination would add to cement or concrete in the mixing, salt, iron, slag

,r cinders. The same may be said of unthinking engineers and^ architects

vvho would w^aterproof by using cement-plaster compounds.- Moisture per-

)lating through cinder-concrete will form what is commonly termed lye,

which will soo^i eat through any steel wdre, rod or girder. Because of its

lightness, however, but without regard to its chemical fitness, cinder concrete

is^'extensivelv used for floors—the very i)art of a structure most apt to collapse.

Waterproofing concrete floors is a rarity, on the assumption that they are

sufficiently watertight. Possibly so. but it is not the quantity of water wdiich

Hows over or evaporates from the floor surface, but the small quantity wdiich,

from time to time, reaches bclow^ the surface, where it remains longer than

elsewhere and is unseen, that is decaying the imbedded steel.

Waterproofing arches is still widely looked upon as a. wasteful expenditure,

while the w^'iterproofing of the masonry or concrete encasing the steel columns

of our tall office buildings is considered the essence of refinement.

Steel-reinforced concrete is yet. but an experiment. Nor do we know the

life of the modern steel office structure. One thing is sure: that the security

and life of its steel skeleton depend upon how far the cohnnns supporting

the structure are at their base, rotting from electrolysis or moisture. We do

not know, because we do not see, but that they are decaying is true. While

painting exposed steel tends to protect it, paint jirevents the bonding of the

steel afid cement. The life of a masonry structure is indefinite. This will

hater explain our first statement that imbedding steel in concrete or masonry

may or mav not be dangerous. It is certainly safer that steel be always open

t.) observation and minute inspection, as, for instance, on a bridge. As gan-

o-rene in the flesh or bone will kill the living organism, so will diseased, de-

caying steel tend to eventuallv destroy the cement in which it is incorporated,

llvideiice in this direction is abundant if we can stop long enough in our

rush to accomplish things to carefully consider it.

In the proceedings of the twenty-eighth annual convention of the American

Institute of Architects, l')04, in a discussion regarding steel cage construction,

Mr. (leo. I>. Post, the distinguished architect, said:

"f want to sav one or two words more. I meant the statement in the

outset in regard to' steel cage construction and its durability, not to a possible

constructi(^n made with the greatest possible care, but to construction as I

have seen it going u]) in the city of Xew York during the last two years,

where the iron columns were given a very light coat of paint, very little attempt

made to protecr~the joiirTs. 1 pre.simienhat the grcTitmass of joints will

remain fi)r a great ])eriod perfectly sound and safe, but the several hundred

l>earing joiiits in a building ])ut u]) without any great care, jnit up, it seems

I') me, w^ith a g )0(1 deal oif recklessness in a great many ca.ses, with no pro,-

t -ction except 8 inches of ordinary brick-work. I don't believe they will stand

for any serious length of time with i)erfect safety. I don't know if you gen-

tlemen have had tiie experience with brick walls that I have. I have seen

llie water in a northeast storm in the city of Xew York go through a four-foot

hrick wall and run down on the inside of its surface as though there was

nothing there—a wall 150 feet high, exposed to a northeast gale, the water

went through the four-foot wall at the second story and ran down on the

inside, the wall being unpainted. The condition of a beam encased in cement

and in a foundation is a very ])oor guide for what will occur in a joint on a

Hat, exposed wall, with only 4 to 8 inches of unpainted masonry. Every time

that a storm comes, that brick work becomes soaked with water and will

remain soaked for a considerable time. I should not hesitate, individually,

\
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indefinitely retain its purity and strength. We know also that moisture,

reaching the steel, creates corrosion. The immediate effect is to destroy the

bond between the steel and the concrete. The heat and expanding gas from

decomposition (which is progressive) press the cement away from the steel.

There then no longer exists, in fact, steel-reinforced concrete, but the very

opposite, and a menace to life and property, which may eventually end in a

.collapse. If there is a particle of iron in the plaster on the ceiling and walls

of this room, it will make itself apparent by a brownish, raised spot or scale

as the result of moisture in the air attracted by and decomposing the iron.
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It is said that no one with an imagination will commit a crime. It

seems incredulous if what has been just said be true, that any one with an

imagination would add to cement or concrete in the mixing, salt, iron, slag

or cinders. The same may be said of .unthinking engineers and^ architects

who would waterproof by using cement-plaster compounds. Moisture per-

colating through cinder-concrete will form what is commonly termed lye,

which will soon eat through any steel wire, rod or girder. Because of its

lightness, however, but without regard to its chemical fitness, cinder concrete

is extensively used for floors—the very part of a structure most apt to collapse.

Waterproofing concrete floors is a rarity, on the assumption that they are

sufificiently watertight. Possibly so, but it is not the quantity of water which

flows over or evaporates from the floor surface, but the small quantity which,

from time to time, reaches below the surface, where it remains longer than

elsewhere and is unseen, that is decaying the imbedded steel.

Waterproofing arches is still widely looked upon as a wasteful expenditure,

while the waterproofing of the masonry or concrete encasing the steel columns

of our tall office buildings is considered the essence of refinement.

Steel-reinforced concrete is yet but an experiment. Nor do we know the

life of the modern steel office structure. One thing is sure :
that the security

and life of its steel skeleton depend upon how far the columns supporting

the structure are at their base, rotting from electrolysis or moisture. We do

not know, because we do not see, but that they are decaying isarue. While

painting exposed steel tends to protect it, paint prevents the bondmg of the

steel and cement. The life of a masonry structure is indefinite. This will

better explain our first statement that imbedding steel in concrete or masonry

may or may not be dangerous. It is certainly safer that steel be always open

to observation and minute inspection, as, for instance, on a bridge. As gan-

grene in the flesh or bone will kill the living organism, so will diseased, de-

caying steel tend to eventually destroy the cement in which it is incorporated.

Evidence in this direction is abundant if we can stop long enough in our

rush to accomplish things to carefully consider it.

In the proceedings of the twenty-eighth annual convention of the American

Institute of Architects, 1004, in a discussion regarding steel cage construction,

Mr. Geo. B. Post, the distinguished architect, said:

'T w^ant to say one or two words more. I meant the statement in the

outset in regard to steel cage construction and its durability, not to a possible

construction made with the greatest possible care, but to construction as I

have seen it going up in the city of New York during the last two years,

where the iron columns were given a very light coat of paint, very little attempt

made to protect the joints. 1 presume that the great mass of joints will

remain for a great period perfectly sound and safe, but the several hundred

hearing joints in a building put up without any great care, put up, it seems

to me, with a g:)od deal of recklessness in a great many cases, with no pro-

tection except 8 inches of ordinary brick-work, I don't believe they will stand

for any serious length of time with perfect safety. I don't know if you gen-

tlemen have had the experience with brick walls that I have. I have seen

the water in a northeast storm in the city of Ne\y York go through a four-foot

brick wall and run down on the inside of its surface as though there was

nothing there—a wall 150 feet high, exposed to a northeast gale, the water

went through the four-foot wall at the second story and ran down on the

inside, the wall being unpainted. The condition of a beam encased in cement

and in a foundation is a very poor guide for what will occur in a joint on a

flat, exposed wall, with only 4 to 8 inches of unpainted masonry. Every time

that a storm comes, that brick work becomes soaked with water and will

remain soaked for a considerable time. I should not hesitate, individually,
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using great care, to put up steel cage construction of any height, but I think

that it is a matter in which we should be exceedingly careful, and I do not

believe that the construction of a great many buildings which I have seen

go up is of a character which will stand any longer than the beams which I

took from the first tier of the Times building when 1 made the alterations.

The ceiling was 20 feet high ; there was running machinery in it
;

it was dry,

clean and well-kept. There was no apparent moisture, but many of the

wrought-iron beams in the ceiling had, as I say, entirely lost their integrity

and strength. I don't think, if they had had steel or cast-iron beams, that

fhe result would have been the same, but unless the greatest care is taken

to prevent corrosion of the metal, there will be trouble."

In further and stronger evidence there is submitted the following extract

from a very recent report (dated September 11, 1906) to the Structural

Association of San Francisco, by a committee appointed to make an examina-

tion of certain cases of corrosion of metal in cinder-concrete floors

:

"The cinder-concrete is somewhat porous, with occasional voids, and also

contains coal, from dust up to lumps 0.75 inch diameter. Rust spots occur

in the concrete, and where such spots are in contact with the metal, the cor-

rosion is severe. The rust spots are sometimes an inch across, quite soft and

easily removed by the fingernail. Occasional splinters of wood occur in the

concrete, which show that the heat was not severe, as the wood is not charred.

From the position of the floors it is certain that no water has reached the

concrete since April 18 and that the corrosion was prior to the fire, but it

appears to be more marked where floors have been exposed to rains since the

fire. The corrosion is irregular in amount. In some cases the expanded

metal is only slightly rusted, and in places it is entirely destroyed; several

places were noticed where a small semi-circular patch had been removed

from the edge of a metal strip; also at times it crossed the surface of the

strip in a line, which suggested that it followed a surface crack in the metal.

There seemed to be a tendency to corrosion at certain points in the diamond

mesh, which would indicate that the metal had been strained in the process

of setting and expanding, but there is not positive proof of this.

"The extent of the corrosion is great enough to seriously endanger the

safety of the floors, and it is not probable that the floors would have supported

their loads more than one to three years longer."

The committee recommended that their association try to have the build-

ing laws amended so as to exclude the use of cinder-concrete on floor slabs

or for fireproofing. The protection of the fl^oor from moisture or water,

however, seems never to have occurred to the committee.

We do not want to get away from the initial point in this paper, namely,

that in the formation of steel-reinforced concrete we are simply transferring

certain chemical elements with no change in principle, and must needs go a

step further. The suggestion occurs, therefore, that we must treat the new

form of the structure as we would a living thing—a thing that moves—if we

expect that particular thing to be long of safe service; otherwise we revert

back to the crudity of the same first principle, linking the eruption of the

volcano with the formation of rust. So considered, therefore, we again

inquire. Is or is not steel a menace to concrete?

We need not dig deep into chemistry or physics to substantiate the fact?.

need only take the overt fact, the evidence of our eyes, based on common

sense.

If moisture is the thing, as it undoubtedly is, then moisture is the thmg

to be counteracted. Therein lies the prevention. The real importance of

Fie. 3. On Flat Work

Fig. 5. On Wall Work
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using great care, t(^ i)nt u]) steel cage construction of any height, hut I think

that^'it is a matter in wliich we should he exceedingly careful, and I do not

believe that the construction of a great many huildings which I have seen

go up is of a character which will stand any longer than the ])eams which 1

took from the first tier of the Times huilding when 1 made the alterations.

The ceiling was 20 feet high; there was running machinery in it; it was dry,

clean and well-kept. There was no apparent moisture, but many of the

wrought-iron beams in the ceiling had, as 1 say, entirely lost their integrity

and strength, t" don't think, if they had had steel or cast-iron beams, that

the result' would have been the same, but unless the greatest care is taken

to jirevent corrosion of the metal, there will be trouble."

In further and stronger evidence there is submitted the following extract

from a very recent report (dated September 11, 1906) to the Structural

A?fesociation of San Francisco, by a committee appointed to make an examina-

tion of certain cases of corrosion of metal in cinder-concrete floors:

''The cinder-concrete is somewhat porous, with occasional voids, and also

contains coal, from dust up to lumi:>s 0.75 inch diameter. Rust spots occur

in the concrete, and where such S])ots are in contact with the metal, the cor-

rosion is severe. The rust spots are sometimes an inch across, (|uite soft and

easily removed bv the fingernail. Occasional splinters of wood occur in the

concrete, which show that the heat was not severe, as the wood is not charred.

From the position of the fioors it is rertain that no water has reached the

concrete since April 1<S and that the corrosion was ])rior to the fire, but it

appears to be more marked where floors have been ex])osed to rains since the

fire. The corrosion is irregular in amount. In some cases the expanded

metal is only slightly rusted, and in places it is entirely destroyed; several

places were noticed where a small semi-circular patch had been removed

from the edge of a metal stri]); also at times it crossed the surface of the

strip in a line, which suggested that it followed a .surface crack in the metal.

There seemed to be a tendency to corrosion at certain points in the diamond

mesh, which would indicate that the metal had been strained in the process

of setting and exj)anding, but there is not positive proof of this.

"The extent of the corrosion is great enough to seriously endanger the

safety of the floors, and it is not probable that the floors would have supported

their loads more than one to three years longer."

The committee recommended that their association try to have the build-

ing laws amended so as to exclude the use of cinder-concrete on floor slab'^

or for firei)roofing. The protection of the floor from moisture or water,

however, seems never to have occurred to the committee.

We do not want to get away from the initial i)oint in this paper, namely,

that in the formation of steel-reinforced concrete we are simply transferring

certain chemical elements with no change in ])rincii)le, and mu.st needs go a

step further. The suggestion occurs, therefore, that we must treat the new

form of the structure as we would a living thing—a thing that moves—if we

expect that particular thing to be long of safe service; otherwise we revert

back to the cruditv of the san^.e first j^rinciple, linking the eruption of the

volcano with the formation of rust. So considered, therefore, w^e again

inquire, Is or is not steel a menace to concrete?

We need not dig deep into chemistry or physics to substantiate the facts,

need only take the overt fact, the evidence of our eyes, based on common

sense.

Tf moisture is the thing, as it undoubtedly is, then moisture is the thing

to be counteracted. Therein lies the ])revention. The real importance of
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vvaterproofinK^ therefore, is not simply in keeping water out of building-;,

but in protecting and preserving the imbedded steel.

Another very serious factor is this : Concrete is not an insulator and is

Vot proof against electrolysis. The New York Herald of Sunday, August 4th,

contained a page-illustrated article in which the above assertion was made

so startlingly clear, supporteii by valuable tests, that it is well worth reading.

If so-called 'Vater-tight concrete," in itself or by the addition of cement

plasters or similar compounds, is not proof against electrolysis, no estimate

can be made upon the future damage which the use of such methods will entail.

The real theory of waterproofing is what? It is insulation. It means to

separate, to get away from. Insulation and waterproofing are correlative.

There can be no natural waterproofing without insulation. It is a natural law.

Therefore, any other waterproofing would seem to be erroneous—how could it

be otherwise?

After due consideration, therefore, and recognizing the fact that so-called

''water-tight concrete" or cement plaster or washes are not in themselves

insulators, does it not seem necessary and logical that we seek some other

method of waterproofing than to rely upon water-tightness in the concrete

itself; that we get away from the concrete and provide something between

the concrete and moisture, and between the concrete and the earth, to so

protect and insulate it that water will not reach the concrete, whether it cracks

or not? This brings us to the consideration of the second method, viz:

fig. 7. Preparing Surface

Protecting Concrete With Something Apart Therefrom, to Make It

Waterproof

Under this head come those materials and methods for preventing water

from coming in contact with the concrete. Practically the first efforts in this

direction were to coat the surface to be waterproofed with hot coal-tar pitch

or asphalt, which, however, when set and cold, cracked and separated with

any settling or cracking of the masonry. Burlap was subsequently used to

reinforce the pitch or asphalt, without, however, preventing them from crack-

ing, and the burlap, being of itself not waterproof, did not give waterproof-

ness. Later on, there came into u.se for this purpose tar paper, which, how-

ever, lacks pliability and tensile strength. Tar and tar paper have been

extensively used for waterproofing in the past, simply because there was

nothing else open to the profession. It was not until recent years that any

serious effort was made to place waterproofing on a scientific basis and to

make materials specially adapted to the various conditions, materials which

would not become brittle or be injuriously acted upon by water, the salts in

the earth, alkali in cement, etc. The resuh of this specialization has been

to greatly improve methods, and to open to the profession products for

difficult work and special conditions, considerably in advance of old-school

materials.

There are also used for waterproofing, mastics composed of coal-tar pitch,

or asphalt, mixed with sand or torpedo gravel, resembling somewhat, when
finished, an asphalt pavement. Mastics on floors, especially on bridge floors,

where there is considerable vibration, soon separate from walls, steel columns

and girders. If the mastic is made soft enough so as not to crack in winter,

it becomes too soft to bear the load of traffic in summer. The chief objection

to mastics is that they crack clear through, with any contraction and expansion

or cracking of the masonry or concrete surface, of which they become an

integral part when applied hot thereon.

Specifications also frequently require that the interior surfaces of founda-

tion walls and floors shall be given one or two coats of some waterproofing

pciint. The paints might be excellent materials in themselves, but their use

for such a purpose is a sheer waste of time and money as they cannot possibly

prevent, for a number of obvious reasons, the percolation of water through

the wall, or protect the imbedded steel. There are also now on the market

a number of what are termed ''textile" waterproofing materials, which, on

examination, will l)e found composed, in many instances, of simply burlap,

i. e., ordinary commercial bagging. The fiber is vegetable, is extracted from

the bark of trees and is very perishable, especially in underground con-

ditions. The apparent strength of such materials misleads one into using

them, whereas strength alone is not, by any means, the first essential in a

waterproofing material. These saturated textiles or baggings are, in a

measure, going backward to the old-school method of incorporating burlap

with pitch or asphalt to reinforce it as steel reinforces concrete. There is

a clear distinction, however, between the principle and results to be ob-

tained in reinforcing concrete with steel, and reinforcing waterproofing

w'ith burlaped textiles. The two should not be confounded. Otherwise it

would be advisable to reinforce the bitumen with copper mesh. The treated

or saturated burlap is no more waterproof, especially for water-pressure

work, than when originally used to hold pitch or asphalt on a wall. This

can be easily tested by placing a single sheet or thickness of the treated

material under the slightest water-pressure, when it will be found, within

a fevv hours or days, that water easily passes through the interstices of the

material. A woven fabric has never proved superior for waterproofing.
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even though it be canvas, because the fibres pull against instead of with

each other, resulting in the opening of the interstices and the usual splitting

of the fabric.
i
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The best material is unquestionably a strong, fibrous felt, made m itself,

i. e., in one sheet, absolutely impervious to water by a process of saturation

and coating with materials specially adapted to withstand the injurioub

action of water, and particularly all underground conditions. It is then

practically an impervious membrane or skin through which, of course, in

one sheet, water will not pass. As many layers thereof as the conditions

require can be then cemented or veneered together with a waterproof

bitumen-cement, not too weak or hard and brittle for the felt, but as strong

and elastic as the felt. This forms a waterproof stratum so strong, tough

and pliable that, without injury, it can be readily pulled, bent, turned,

twisted, etc. Whether in a building foundation, covering the floor of a

bridge or enveloping a tunnel,— it readily conforms to the final conforma-

tion of the surface waterproofed, from which it is practically apart and

which it insulates and protects under all conditions, settlement, jars, shocks,

cracks, expansion, contraction, heat, snow, ice, water, etc.

The speaker some time ago termed this ''the membrane method," and

firmly believes it the basis for the development of a perfect waterproofing.

It is not, therefore, primarily a question of material, but of method.

We previously advanced the theory that our structures should be

treated, in the waterproofing sense, as things that live, i. e., things that

move. We would again, therefore, go back to locate some first principle

of natural law as a guidance, because there is nothing made by man that

its prototype in some form is not somewhere in nature. No man ever

devised an insulation for the most intricate electrical machinery as perfect

as the insulation of the human brain—the dynamo of the universe. In

seeking a guide, therefore, in our present problem, we find throughout

nature no waterproofing which is hard or set or vitreous, because nature

waterproofs only living things (things that move), not dead ones or inor-

ganic ones, which do not require it, but, by moisture, heat and decompo-

sition are resolved back into carbonate of lime. Therefore, all things that

live and move require, and are by necessity protected with, a flexible,

elastic skin, yielding to growth, movement, action. Therein lies the origin,

the first principle of waterproofing, natural or artificial. Can any other

principle be right?

In the very beginning of germination, nature begins to cover, insulate

and protect, with an elastic film, skin or membrane, the life germ. This

law prevails through the whole line of plant and animal life, from a grain

of wheat up to a mastodon. Puncture this protecting skin or membrane

and there immediately ensues decomposition (or corrosion) in the exposed

flesh. So long as the plant or animal lives, whether one or a hundred years,

this vielding membrane perfectly protects. We ourselves take the tough

hide and the fine elastic skin of animals to protect our feet and vvaterproof

our hands, both our own and the artificial protection readily yielding to

every move of the foot or hand.

If a chicken came forth in a coating of soap and alum, its usefulness

would end with its appearance. Nor do we waterproof our feet or our hands

by immersing them in a bath of cement, which would make them set, rigi'l

and useless. Yet, is this not essentially what we do when we would protect

and waterproof our structures, which must settle, contract, expand and

move, with an injection of hardening fluid to embalm them, thus prevent-

ing instead of providing for the natural functions of the masonry or con-

crete, and also imperiling both the waterproofness and the usefulness ot

•
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Fiii^. S. A Saved Viaduct

the Structure? Obviously, therefore, a natural waterproofing is one which
—skin, hide or membranelike—yields to the natural contraction and expan-
sion of the structure and protects it by preventing water from reaching it.

li, therefore, the skin or membrane theory is logical, natural and right, it

then simply remains to develop that theory and to scientifically perfect the

materials necessary for its practical success.

Considered in this light, i. e., following the membrane idea, and coming
down to the actual work of preventing water from reaching the structure

and insulating it, we would submit the following observations and rules :

Practical Application of Waterproofing

First. No waterproofing, especially for difiicult and water-pressure
work, should be undertaken when the temperature is below 25 degrees fahr.

Fifty per cent better work can be done when the weather is warm.
In cold weather the felt sheets are difficult to handle, the hot bitumen-
cement chills and congeals too quickly, especially when it comes in con-
tact with a cold wall, and it is difficult to obtain the perfect cohesion of the
different felt layers.

Second. Allow sufficient time, room and accommodations in which to
properly apply the materials.

The reverse of this rule, however, is the common practice. No other
part of construction work depends more upon the perfection of details than
waterproofing. Yet there is no part of such work which receives so little

appreciation and consideration. To not make every provision for facili-

tating waterproofing work is a great mistake. No matter how conscientious
.'» workman may be, he cannot, for example, do good work on a wall from the
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outside if the excavation is not wide enough from the wall to ^ive him room

in which to work, or on the inside of the wall if he has scarcely light or

arm room, and is crowded upon by workers in brick, in cement in stone, in

steel etc • nor on the roof of a subway, under railway tracks, if there is not

sufficient head and working room between the roof of the subway and the

base of the tracks, etc. This lack of consideration, in not providmg time,

room and the necessary facilities, and in allowing contractors to apply the

materials in anv haphazard way, so long as the materials are applied, is

the real cause of so many past failures. Nothing pays better than good

waterproofing, and nothing is more disastrous than poor waterproofing.

Once wat^r gets behind waterproofing, no waterproofing would have been

preferable.
,

• ^ ^
Third. Design the structure to properly receive waterproofing.

^ The design will either make impossible proper waterproofing, or will

invalidate the best materials after they are in place. The line of water-

proofing should be adapted to the nature and purpose of the structure, and

be logical with the point of water-pressure.
, . ,, . ,

,

As an example of faultv design, there is submitted the following sketch,

frequently used in trade pamphlets of waterproofing materials. It has, in

fact been adopted in the department of buildings in one of our largest

cities, and shows how easy it is to officially indorse and follow a bad

principle. /. , n i j 11
Fourth. Specify always that the waterproofing shall be done only by

-experienced and skilled labor.

Roofing, for instance, is not waterproofing. An excellent example o\

this is shown in Fig. 2, in which ''waterproofing" is applied to the back of a

. retaining wall. The contractor, a roofer, was so proud of his work that he

had the picture taken to illustrate it. It requires no trained eye to see that

the surface of the retaining wall is, in the first place, too rough, and is not

rightly smoothed, to waterproof; that the corners of the wall and the edges

of the steps are round and badly broken instead of being neat and square,

making it almost impossible to fit the layers of felt around same. Ih.^

waterproofing itself is slovenly and irregularly applied, underlaid with an-

pockets, not properlv lapped or smooth and tight. No skilled waterproofer

would at the outset, have applied the materials to such a surface. He

would have refrained from doing so until the surface was properly prepared.

This is also a case where possibly the engineer did not himself know—but

engineers cannot be expected to know all things.

Fifth. Thoroughly protect the waterproofing during and after appb-

cation.

The average laborer is no respecter of waterproofing, especially an

elastic waterproofing, and will walk on it, roll wheelbarrows over it, throw

tools, lumber, brick, stones, cement and debris thereon, to its serious

damage. *

• • u
After arches are waterproofed it is a common mistake in placing the

fill to not begin the fill at the base of the arch, but to dump it on the crown.

The fill thus often breaks through and tears or strips the waterproofing

from the arch surface. It is false economy to not always permanently pro-

tect waterproofing with a layer of brick or cement mortar. Examples of

such a protection are shown in the accompanying figures

:

Fig. 3 shows bridge floor waterproofing protected with hard brick, laid

flat and fairly close in a thick coating of the hot bitumen-cement, the joints

being filled with the cement, with which the bricks are also finally coated.

Over the brick is placed sand or stone ballast, in which rest the ties for the

rails.
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Fi£r. 6. Rolling Felt After Mop

Fig. 4 shows another method of protecting the waterproofing. The
man in the middle foreground is placing cement mortar directly over the

waterproofing; while the man beyond him is laying brick on top of the

cement mortar. Immediately to the right of the brick layer is seen another

course of cement mortar which has been placed over the brick.

Fig. 5 shows the protection of wall waterproofing by a 4-in. course of

brick laid against the wall in cement mortar.

Fig. 6 is an example of the best method of applying the felt, especially

on flat surfaces. It shows the felt being rolled after the mop which spreads

on the hot cement. Rolling presses out air bubbles and insures better

sticking. A workman follows, rubbing and pressing the felt over the entire

surface to insure thorough adhesion to the under layer. Just letting the

felt fall flat into the hot bitumen-cement is not rolling it into the hot

bitumen-cement.
Fig. 7 shows a bird's-eye view of the series of arches, on one of which

the waterproofing was shown to be in process in the previous picture, No. 6.

The man in the middle foreground is trowel-smoothing the concrete surface

for the waterproofing.
This concrete viaduct (Fig. 8), with its graceful arches, was erected in

1902 without being waterproofed. The result was that within the short

space of three years the condition of the viaduct was such that, in order to

save it, it was necessary to remove a greater portion of the top surface and

place thereon waterproofing which should have been applied in the first

instance. This condition was brought about by the weep pipes at the bot-

tom of the reservoirs between the arches filling up from cementation, per-

mitting the reservoirs to fill with water which percolated in streams
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through the concrete. The water in the reservoirs, and that which satur-

ated the body of the concrete in the arches, froze in the winter, causing the

arches to spread and split, thus endangering the entire structure. Even at

the present day a great many engineers and architects look upon the water-

proofing of viaducts and arches as unnecessary. In contradiction, can any

evidence stronger than the above be cited? A membrane or stratum of

waterproofing over the arch under the wearing surface not only prevents

the unsightly discoloration of the arch, but preserves both its beauty and

^integrity.
^^"^

.

Sixth. Inspect waterproofing at all times durmg application.

See that the materials as specified are used, and also that they are them-

selves up to standard; that the work is done carefully and skillfully, par-

ticularly in the out-of-thc-wav small difficult places: that the laps are not

made 22 inches when they should be 24 inches: that the hot cementing

material is applied, not one fourth or one half, but the entire width of the

lap: and that it is applied hot, quickly and thoroughly; that full, clean and

well protected connections are provided; that the waterproofing is well

protected at the end of the day's work; that no work is done except in the

presence and by the approval of, the special inspector appointed over the

work.
If the inspector is himself not thoroughly skilled in waterproofing he is

of no value. He might be an expert in steel or cement or caisson work, but

without the right experience in, and the knowledge of, waterproofing, the

waterproofing men under him could easily deceive him in important details

of the very thing which is to make permanently safe and valuable the steel

and cement: If the waterproofing is very important, expert direction and

supervision should be obtained.

Seventh. Do not depend on guarantees.

The speaker has always contended that a waterproofing guarantee is

practically worthless. A roofing guarantee is of value because the con-

ditions are entirely diflPerent. In roofing, the cause of and' responsibility

for leaks can be easily settled. Seldom, however, is there any recovery had

under a waterproofing guarantee. Bonding companies are averse to sup-

porting waterproofing guarantees because of the high risk. It will be found

on close analysis that bonded guarantees do not, in fact, guarantee. Such,

,
for example, is a bonded guarantee reading that the structure or surface

to which the waterproofing is applied must remain "sound and stable."

The very purpose of waterproofing is to waterproof the structure or

^surface in the event of its not remaining "sound and stable." Such a

guarantee, of course, means nothing, except that the bonding or other

company assumes no risk, but shifts it to the owner of the structure, who
himself then guarantees that his structure or wall will not crack or injure

the waterproofing. The waterproofing should accommodate itself to the

wall instead of the wall accommodating itself to the waterproofing. The

best guarantee is work, intelligently, skillfully and honestly executed by a

concern of reliability and reputation.

A strong case in point is a recent decision on a waterproofing guar-

antee by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, 144

Federal Report, 942. In a contract for the foundation of a building the

specifications, after describing the waterproofing materials to be used,

stated: "The whole to be made perfectly water-tight and guaranteed."

On the completion of the foundation it leaked and payment was withheld

from the contractor. The contractor contended that he had strictly fol-

lowed the specifications and was not accountable for the result of the plans.

The court upheld the claim of the contractor.

Sketch of Church Interior Shown at Portland, Or..

Architectural Club's Exhibit

Eighth. Do not use a set or standard specification.

Each design must suit the exact conditions, and each specification must '

exactly suit the design. Using a set or standard specification frequently

oflfsets the very purpose desired. It results in the customary but very

serious mistake of placing the waterproofing details on the contractor. .'\

contractor will apply anything that is specified, and, as a rule, is interested

only in getting it applied as quickly as possible. Speed in waterproofing is

undesirable and dangerous. The specification as to waterproofing, particu-

larly in important work, should be clear and to the point in every detail.

It should make the contractor responsible only for the proper application of

the materials under the close observation and approval of the engineer.

In the final analysis, the sanitariness, soundness, safety, preservation,

usefulness, symmetry and beauty of any structure depend upon protecting

it against the destructive action of moisture.

•

^
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Preventing Failures in Conn He Contmrtjon

THERE is no doubt but that many of the faiUircs of reinforced concrete

structures can be traced directly either to mistakes made by careless

workmen or to ne^^ligence in carrying: out the orders issued by the

superintendent. This fact was made particularly apparent by the first

statement i'^'^ued by the contmittee investigating the recent fadure of the.

Bridgman Ruilding in Philadelphia—to wit, "that the shores had been

removed too quickly through a misunderstanding of orders." It appears

that while the superintendent had instructed the laborers to remove some

of the shores from the concrete work, this order is said to have been mis-

construed, and all of the shores were removed, causing the partially green

concrete work to fall, carrying the under floor with it, and resulting in the

death of several workmen.
'*\Ve long ago realized the possibility of and the causes leading up to

just such disasters, and in order to guard against them have had in force

for several years a rule governing all of our work, according to which the

shores supporting anv reinforced'concrete work shall not be removed until

an order to that effect has been issued from our executive office," says Engi-

neer H. O. Kennedv in a recent issue of the Cement Age. ''Headquarters is

kept constantlv in 'touch with the progress of the work by means of daily

reports, which" show just what has been done each day, and being enabled

thereby to determine the proper span of time which should be allowed to

elapse before the shores are removed.

"We believe that another one of our rules, that when concrete work is

stripped of its forms, absolutely no patching shall be done on it until the

work has been passed by our inspectors, could be easily followed by any

one and would eliminate many of the causes of failure in concrete work,

and at the same time tend to' secure better and more careful work, even

from the irresponsible ordinary laborers employed in this connection.

"It is customary to have all defective spots in beams, girders, slabs,

columns, etc., patched as soon as the forms are removed in order to cover

up those defects caused by careless workmen or by chance, which it seems

almost impossible to eliminate where exposed surfaces are concerned and

a verv smooth job is required.

"'But, it has happened too many times that when, upon the removal of

forms, the under side of beams showed spots where the concrete failed to

surround the reinforcing rods, they were patched immediately, thus making

it impossible to tell just how bad the defect was, as the exterior showed

only the surface of the patched spot. r

"If every superintendent, foreman and other workman realized that no

patching could be done until the spots needing it had been thoroughly

examined and inspected, the result would be more careful work and the

elimination of a most fruitful source of failure.

"We believe that a rule to the effect that no patching be done until the

work has been inspected by a duly authorized city inspector ought to be

embodied in municipal building codes."

Advertising bills and bank balances grow hand in hand from effective pub-

licity before the trade. Advertising develops the steam to run the business

engine.

It pays to throw silver out of the window that gold may come in at the

door.
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Unique Bungalow.

Plans have been prepared by Architect

W. Carbys Zimmerman, 1101 Steinway
Hall, Chicago, for a one-story bungalow,
to be built at Altadena for A. F.

Gartz. It will be erected under the super-

vision of Architects Hudson & Munsell of

Los Angeles. The building will cover a

ground area of 93.8.x 116.5 ft., inclusive of

the interior court, which is 54.4x72.5 ft.

The foundation walls, footings, terrace and
steps will be of concrete and cement, and
clay tile roofing. The exterior walls will be
cither of brick, concrete or studs, with

metal lath and plaster finish. The front

terrace will be 25x42 ft. The interior

court will contain a pool, with fountain.

Artificial stone columns will be employed
along the sides of the arcade.

Engineers and Architects.

An interesting program was presented

at the last regular monthly meeting of

the Engineers' and Architects' Association,

held at the Hollenbeck Hotel in Los
Angeles.

Captain Amos A. Fries, president of the

Association, was in charge of the meeting,

and introduced the speakers of the even-

ing. The subject for the evening's discus-

sion was, "Ventilation." The program
committee, consisting of Amos A. Fries.

Geo. P. Robinson and Theo. A. Eisen,

having previously selected Francis B.

Kellogg, M. D., Harris S. Garcelon, M.
D., Lieut. R. H. Miner, Gen. Chas. For-
man, J. J. Bachus, Benj. F. Hulse and .

Franklin Booth to address the society, each

was called upon to respond.

Much information was expressed by the

different speakers relative to the methods
employed, and the entire program was
thoroughly enjoyed by those present.

Tragic Death of Architect Coplin.

A. Dodge Coplin, a well-known Oakland
and San Francisco architect, met a tragic

death on March 22, near Claremont park,

Berkeley.

Miss Annette Deaner and Architect

Coplin were returning from a trip to

Contra Costa county in Mr. Coplin's auto-

mobile. According to the young woman's
story, Coplin had started to get out of
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the machine, which he had stopped, when
she heard a report and he fell to the
ground. At first Miss Deaner thought that

tlic report was from the muffler of the

auto engine.

When she realized that something more
serious had occurred she alighted from the

. car to find Coplin bleeding from a wound
in the head.

' Apparently Coplin's pistol, which he had
) put in his overcoat pocket, had fallen out

as he stepped from the machine. He was
senseless and Miss Deaner ran for help
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Turton,
several blocks away. There a message
was sent to Roosevelt ho3pital at Berkeley,
and Dr. Arthur M. Mcintosh responded.
Coplin was removed to the hospital where
he died.

Since his divorce from Mrs. Sarah
Luella Coplin, a music teacher, October 14,

1901, Coplin had been a man about town.
Recently he planned to go East and closed
his offices in the Bacon block. Coplin de-
signed a number of picturesque houses
in the Piedmont section of Oakland.

Goes to Japan.

James D. Schuyler, a well-known
hydraulic engineer of Los Angeles, is on
his way to Japan, having beeij appointed a

member of a commission of engineers to

report on an extensive power plant to be

built in Japan, for an English syndicate,

which intends to develop power for the

operation of the street railways of Tokio
and Yokohama and other purposes. The
work will constitute the construction of

several high dams and reservoirs, and will

cause an outlay of about $5,000,000.

$500,000 Class A Building.

The financial district in San Francisco
will be further improved by the erection

of an eight-story class A building on the

northwest corner of Sansome and Halleck
streets, opposite the Bank of California. It

is the property of Jacob Stern of Levi

Strauss & Co., and when completed will

be an absolutely fire and earthquake proof
office building. The investment will total

nearly $500,000.

Among the modern improvements to be
installed is an auxiliary water system,
whereby streams can be carried to the
top floor under heavy pressure. A com-
pressed air apparatus for cleaning the build-

ing will be one of the features.

The front wall will be of molded brick
and terra cotta. the floors of reinforced
concrete and the windows of heavy wired
plate glass. Heavy vaults will be con-
structed, partitioned from the walls of the
building by a concrete inner structure,
which will be absolutely fireproof.

Concrete Wharves

City Engineer Turner has sumbitted
to the Oakland City Council plans and
estimates for the .construction of pro-
jected wharves by the city along the
western water front between the north
harbor training wall and the Southern
Pacific broad-gauge mole.
Turner's estimates are for two

wharves, each one and a quarter miles
long, 200 feet wide, average length of
piles 40 feet and to cost $1,425,000. The
same wharves with protected piles and
concrete floors, concrete cylinders to

protect piles, reinforced concrete super-
structure, the engineer estimates, would
cost $6,336,000.
The estimates include a slip which

would be dredged 300 feet wide to a

depth of 25 feet below water and to

dredge a fan-shape approach to

the same depth out to the channel, re-

quiring the removal of 2,205,000 cubic
yards of earth at a cost of $330,000.

Reinforced Concrete Bridge

That the Portland and Seattle Rail-

road is making use of the best there
is in modern railroad construction is

shown in their adoption or reinforced
concrete for bridge work where that

material can be used to advantage.
Notable examples of this will be the

viaduct in Vancouver and the bridge
over the Klickitat river. The latter will

be a single arch of a span of 160 feet.

Being architecturally beautiful this will

form a notable feature of the scenic

value of the Columbia river. The
Wallace-Coates Engineering Company
of Chicago and Portland, specialists in

this class of construction, have been
retained by the P. & S. R. R. to draw
plans and specifications and supervise
the construction of this work. They
have also been retained by the city of

Spokane in the same capacity to replace

steel bridges in that city with others

or reinforced concrete.

Architect Drinks Poison

Henry Hyde Dwight, architect, who
for some time had been living in

Pasadena, committed suicide on March
26 after a warrant had been obtained

by a bank in Pasadena charging him
with having passed a fictitious check for

$40.

When the constable arrived at the

ranch house with the warrant he found
Dwight in conversation with Hiram
Weed, the administrator for the estate

of Mrs. Dwight, who died about a week
ago. Dwight said:

"I will go upstairs to my room and

get my hat," and before the constable

could overtake him had swallowed
a glass of water and strychnine, whicn
had been mixed some time previously.

It was found that Dwight had, within

the last two months, passed numerous
checks and obtained various sums of

money under false pretenses.

Architects' Meeting in Los Angeles

A special meeting of the Southern
California Chapter, A. I. A., was held

Monday, March 23 in theofifice of Archi-

tect Alfred V. Rosenheim, with the fol-

lowing members present: President C.

H. Brown, Secretary Fernand Parmen-
tier, John P. Krcmpel, G. A. Howard,
Jr., Frank D. Hudson, J. Lee Burton,
R. F. Train, A. F. Rosenheim, Theo.
A. Eisen and B. J. Reeve. Chief In-

spector of Buildings, J. J. Backus, was
also present.
Communications were read from

Glenn Brown, announcing the schedule
of charges and requesting the Chanter's
opinion before the matter is taken up
by the next Institute convention; also

another letter, acknowledging receipt

of the Chapter's communication an-
nouncing the appointment of Mr. Rosen-
heim as a member of the nominating
committee of the institute.

A communication was received from
the Los Angeles Board of Public Works
in response to the Chapter's request to

be granted co-operation in the future in

the framing of new clauses for the Los
Angeles building ordinance.
A lengthy communication framed bv

Architect Theo. A. Eisen and addressed
to the Board of Public Works, was read
against the adoption of certain changes
in which he made a vigorous protest
to the present plumbing and electrical

ordinances. His remarks against the
adoption of these changes were well

taken, and received the hearty approval
of the members.

Mr. Backus presented drafts of sev-
eral contemplated amendments to the
building ordinance; one in regard to

moving and making alterations and
additions to frame buildings in fire

district No. 2, as follows: "Frame
buildings may be moved, but when
finally located shall not be within ten
feet of another structure on the same
lot; to raise one-story frame buildings
and build one story beneath, provided
the new portion of the buildinj^ be of
"Class C" construction and provided
further that the exterior walls of the
new story be not more than sixteen feet

in height above the level of surrounding
ground. That additions and changes be
allowed to the extent of 20 per cent of
the value of the existing buildings, pro-
vided there be ten feet of space between

the new and old part of the structure
and any other building on the same lot;

provided further that no improvement
be allowed to a greater cost than $1500.
That all new structures in District No.
2 be of Class A, B or C construction,
except that it shall be lawful to con-
struct outbuildings and open sheds of
"Class D," provided they be ten feet
away from any othei structure on the
same lot."

"The other amendment is in reference
to the rat evil. The new measure pro-
vides for the construction of concrete
or asphalt floors in laundries, livery
stables, barns, cellars and such other
places. That the space between girders,
joists or walls in buildings in the fire
limits should be constructed in such a
manner so as to prevent the harboring
of rats and other vermin."
These measures are now in the hands

of the City Attorney, and the matter
will come up before the City Council
for ratification very shortly.
At the regular meeting of the Chapter,

April 14, a banquet was held in honor
of the visiting members of the State
Board of Architects from San Fran-
cisco.

Plans Handsome Church
Architect H. M. Patterson of Los

Angeles has drawn plans for a magnifi-
cent church building, to be erected at
Oceanside, for the First Christain
Church. It will cover an area 100 feet
square. The building will be constructed
of granite, Utah buff sandstone and
pressed brick. The roof will be covered
with asbestos shingles. The main
auditorium will be 50x70 feet in size;
the Sunday school room, 32x62 feet. By
a special arrangement of doors, these
two rooms can be thrown together. The
ground floor will contain the lecture
and social hall, 50x56 feet, dining room
and library, 31x44 feet; large kitchen,
pantry, store rooms and heating appa-
ratus. The inside finish and pews will
be of oak. The lighting fixtures and
stained glass windows will be of special
design. The bell tower will be 100 feet
high, and contain chimes of eleven bells.

There will be two organs installed, one
costing about $10,000, and an echo organ
in the tower.

Engineer and Draughtsman Wants
Position. Young man having had six years'
experience as draughtsman and checker
with leading steel companies in United
States, desires position on the Pacific
Coast. Competent to take charge of
work on bridges viaducts, water tanks,
reservoirs or factories. First class re-

ferences. Address, G. W. Edwards, 1122
N. 40th. St., West Phila., Pa.
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Much fun is being made, particu-

larly by the cartoonists, of the possi-

bilities presented
POSSIBILITIES in aerial naviga-

OF AERIAL tion, but, with all

NAVIGATION the chaffing and
fun, that is going

to be the great thing of the future.

Little by little in war and such

things is the balloon turned to prac-

tical utility. The latest is a sugges-

tion oflfered by Architect Fitzpatrick,

the executive of the International

Building Commissioners' Society,

that a captive balloon be used as an

auxiliary fire-fighting machine in all

cities where skyscrapers are in

vogue. His scheme is simple enough
and yet there is so much that can be
done with a balloon in that connec-
tion that it is surprising that it has

not been thought of ^before. His
idea is to have an aerial engineer fix

up some sort of a balloon that could

be quickly inflated or kept partially

inflated and bring it into play when
needed. A captive balloon, rigged

with telephone communication and
tackle, and'if anything can be found

in the way of extinguishing gren-

ades, then those too. A sub-chief,

high above a fire and untrammeled
by projecting buildings and such ob-

structions, could much better direct

the operations below than could a

man on the ground. By keeping

well out of the direct flame or ex-

cessive heat he could handle hi-^

tackle so as to raise men or ap-

pliances upon adjacent buildings

from which they could fight fire, or

he could swing escapes to windows
or other points just where needed.

The suggestion was made in all

seriousness, though it was first ac-

cepted as but a jest by one who
dearly loves a joke, but we can see

where such an appliance could be

made use of in an hundred ways by

a fire department so that its cost and

maintenance would be utterly in-

significant compared to the advan-

tages accruing from its installation.

Not the least of which is the possi-

bility of keeping a careful watch

upon an entire city and the ability to
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spot and properly locate a fire in its

incipiency. Some towns maintain a

hre watch-tower; what's the matter

with a city balloon?

TIMBER

SITUATION

IS A SERIOUS ONE

Our government scientists tell us

that we are producing less than

40,000,000,000 feet

of new timber
growth per year.

Meantime we are

using up lumber in

buildings and manufacturing, etc., at

the rate of 100,000,000,000 feet a year.

There are standing now something
like 2,000,000.000,000 feet of timber.
At the present rate of destruction all

our timber will have disappeared by
1942! We certainly have ravaged
our forests, one of our most precious
of natural resources, in a most brutal
and senseless manner. It has befen

ruthless devastation, in which,
among nations, we stand absolutely

alone. All the others have taken
ample precautions to safeguard their
forests. Less than twenty years ago
it was the boast of many states that
in the confines of each there was
timber enough to supply the world
for many years, practically inex-
haustible tracts. Lumbering was
done in so extravagant, ruthless a
manner that those very states today,
instead of supplying the world, are
importing lumber for their own use!

It certainly is time that we work
most assiduously in the development
of the various systems of construe^
tion using clay or cement products
so that the drain on our forests may
l)c lessened instead of increased with
vears. After all, the destruction of
the timber and the resultant great
increase of its cost has had, among
many evil effects, one good one, in

the tendency it has created toward
better and more permanent con-
struction of incombustible materials.
Vet such construction is by no
means as widespread as we might
l)elieve or have had reasons to hope
tor, for in the year 1907, 61 per cent
^f all the building done was of wood.
An assurance that we are yet far

from being a "fireproof" people!

Recent issues of some of the tech-

nical and architectural magazines, in-

cAccxv /^r cludinpf the Archi-
SAFETY OF ^

T,„cTAii tect and Engmeer
intj lALL - „ ,.- .

"
,».,.. ^...^^ of California, con-
BUILDINQS . • , ,

tained much space

anent the skyscraper. We published

an article by Architect Fitzpatrick of

Washington, the executive officer of

the International Society of Building

Commissioners, who expressed the

opinion that the alarm of the insurance

companies for the safety of these tall

buildings is groundless. Indeed, he

goes further, and states that particu-

larly the skyscrapers of New York
and Chicago are the safest buildings

in those cities. He contends that not

only are they not a menace but that

actually they constitute a bulwark
against the progress of fire in the dis-

tricts in which they are located.

Speaking of the insurance scare
Mr. Fitzpatrick says that it has had
one good effect *'in that people have
been made to think on the subject of

construction and are wondering
what sort of a chance they would
have in case of fire in ordinary
buildings, since the tall skyscrapers,
the best built buildings in the country,

have been declared so dangerous.
Anything that will make people stop
and think a bit about what consti-

tutes correct and incorrect build-

ing is of benefit, even though it be
a foolish and needless alarm."
^He adds the exhortation that tall

buildings be built as perfectly as
it is known how, with steel frames
thoroughly encased in brick or fire-

proof tile, with stair and elevator
wells enclosed so as to make each
story a unit, with all external open-
ings well protected with wire glass

and as little wood used in interior

decoration as possible (in fact a

building is better off without any), and
then local water supplies introduced,
ample fire-extinguishing apparatus
and the employes well fire-disci-

plined. Skyscrapers built and han-
dled that way may be erected ad
infinitum and the more of them
there are the safer the cities will be.
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Indoor Gas Arc Lamp.

By T. J. LiTLE, Jr.
*

GAS ARC LAMPS have been de-

veloped to fulfill a demand for a

lighting unit of greater power than

that supplied by the individual Welsbach
burners, and the rapid strides in the growth
of this form of lighting appliance have
brought it to a position of prime im-

portance in the field of practical illumina-

tion. The successful development of the

modern gas arc lamp to meet all the

requirements imposed by maintaining

companies and users, and to fulfill the

conditions imposed by illuminating engi-

neers, has passed through various stages,

*Mr. Litle is Illuminating Enffineer for the
Welsbach Company. Only the salient points of

Mr. Litle's article are reprinted here.

and a brief review of the early forms and
their basic features will be of interest.

The first attempts at producing a higli

candle power unit were made in the form
of a -cluster of individual burners, with

separate gas cocks and chimneys, gathered
under a common reflector. These appliances

were made in enormous quantities, prin-

cipally in four- and six-light fixtures.

While these clusters showed the normal
efficiency of the individual Welsbach
burner, their ultimate failure was largely

due to the high cost of maintenance and
the fact that the source of light was not

concentrated. The separate burners with

glass chimneys and complicated construc-

tion could not be made to meet the require-

ments of a simple and artistic lighting

device.

The next step in the development was
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the introduction of a cluster of burners
controlled by a single gas cock and sur-

rounded by a round glass globe to replace
the individual chimneys. This design ot
lamp was called a Gas Arc Lamp, and it

met with fair success on account of its

simplicity of construction and easy main-
tenance. Due consideration had not been
given, however, to the question of efficiency

in gas consumption, and as soon as it was
realized that this lamp was grossly in-

efficient, experiments were undertaken to

develop a more satisfactory appliance to

meet these conditions.

Innumerable designs of arc lamps
appeared about this time, but the greater
number have since become obsolete. Some
which have met with more or less success
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might be mentioned on account of novel

principles introduced. A lamp is being

made with a single large bunsen tube and

mixing chamlier surmounted by a cap con-

tainiiig a number of flame outlets to fit

the Standard sized mantles. The flames are

regulated collectively by a single needle

check in the bunsen base, and the mantles

are suspended on hooks attached to the

center feed pipe.

Another lamp was introduced about this

time with a single abnormally large bunsen

burner and mantle. It required ^r mantle

several times the standard size, and it was

found that the cost of maintenance was

enormously increased on account of the

extreme delicacy and the high initial cost

of these mantles. Furthermore, when the

•single mantle became damaged or broken

the lamp was entirely out of commission.

Modern Gas Arc Lamps

On the basis of the experience received

in the development and the failure of the

earlier designs of cluster lamps, and on the

constructive suggestions obtained from

practical gas men and illuminating experts,

it was appreciated that a satisfactory gas

arc lamp must embody these basic features:

First: Concentration of the source of

light.

Second: High efficiency.

Third: Minimum cost of maintenance.

Fourth: Individual adjustment for each

burner.
Fifth : Night light.

Sixth : Sure and effective pilot lighting

devices.

The problem of producing a concen-

trated unit of light was met by construct-

ing a cock body which would form the

'nucleus of the lamp, and from which arms
would radiate at right angles for carry-

ing the burners. These arms were made
short in order to bring the burners as near

as feasible to a common center, thus giving

the effect of a concentrated source of

light.

The cock l)ody is designed to carry all

of the attachments going io make up the

cluster body of the lamp, such as bunsen

arms, pilot body, globe holder, center feed

pipe, clean-out devices, gas ports for the

night light, pilot and cluster. It is made

,

from cold drawn brass rod milled and
machined in jigs, thereby making it and
all of its parts uniform and interchange-

able.

The cock plug is made large in diameter

in order to give the various gas ways the

maximum amount of seal, and is given an

extra degree of taper to obviate any pos-

sibility of sticking. As an additional safc-

giiard the cock plug is held snugly in posi-

tion by a compensating spring, the function

of which is to take care of variations due

to expansion and contraction under the in-

fluence of the heat of the lamp and.

furthermore, compensate for any wear in

service. While this^snring keeps the plug

seated it does no: ^f nit binding. In other

designs of arc lamps the practice has been

to ignore the necessity of compensating

spring to take care of changes in tempera-

ture and wear by seating the cock plug

loosely, which results after a short period

of service in a noticeable gas leakage.

A unique feature in the construction of

this part of the lamp is that the cock lever

is mounted on the small end of the cock

plug and is held in position by a square

liead slotted screw, which may be femoved
either with a screw driver, pliers or

wrench. The mounting of the lever in this

manner facilitates the work of the fitter

when it is necessary to grease or clean tiie

cock body or pli^ig. The lever may be

readily removed and the plug pushed out

between the bunsen arms on the opposite

side of the lamp without disturbing in any

way any other portion of the mechanism.

In all competing designs of arc lamps this

very important maintenance operation can-

not be accomplished without more or less

completely dissembling the lamp.

This lamp is provided with a very simple

pilot lighting device, which is adjustable by

an independent needle valve. The pilot gets

its normal gas supply from the center feed

pipe above the main cock. When the chain

is pulled to light the lamp, an auxiliary

gas supply is turned into the pilot, thereby

producing the flash. The ports in the cock

i)ody are so arranged that two separate
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flashes are produced—one for lij^hting the
night light and the other for lighting
the remainder of the l)urners. This
auxiliary gas supply when turned into the
pilot causes the flame to be projected up
into the cluster of mantles and insures
their lighting.

The importance of the night light feature
in cluster lighting arises from the fact

that many consumers, desiring a small
amount of light for all-night illumination,
turn the light down by partly closing off

the burner cock. This practice leads to

rapid deterioration of mantles, possible
carbonization and shrinkage, and in a good
many cases to flash-backs, which result in

destruction of the burner caps and clogging
the bunsen tubes. To meet this condition
the Welsbach people have designed their

burner cock in such a way that the lever

has a neutral position, in which one burner
is given its normal gas supply while the
other ])urners are entirely cut off. The
night light is turned on by the simple act

of pulling down on the middle one of the
three chain rings.

The principal contributing factor in the

rejection of the early designs of arc lamps
was the failure on the part of designers
and builders to consider the importance of
cost of maintenance. No matter how per-

fect in design and construction, the

features which contribute to economy in

maintenance must be given a position of

importance or the lamp will be ignored by
companies engaged in the installation and
care of these lights. Scientific construction
and artistic design of fixtures pass for

naught when it comes to gas ways clogged
with dirt, and the importance of accessible

clean-out devices cannot be overestimated.
Clean-out screws have been placed in

such positions as to render every gas
port in this lamp accessible, and any gas
way or check in the lamp can be thoroughly
cleaned by removing a screw and swabbing
out without disturbing any other portion
of the lamp.
The first great step in the improvement

of the eflicicncy of the gas arc lamp over
the older types was the introduction of a

1;
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drauglit inducer or stack. Scientific tests

show that the introduction of this device

increased the efficiency of these lamps from

25 to 40 per cent. A strong argument m
favor of the importance of this feature

is the fact that it has been almost uni-

versally copied by competitors.

The stack is designed to fill the dual roie

of, first, draught inducer for the purpose

of perfecting the combustion and increas-

ing the efficiency; and second, as a pro-

tector for the mantles during the various

maintenance operations.

The next important improvement in the

gas arc lamp was made by the elimination

of all glassware except the globe. Many
original designs of arc lamps had a glass

ceiling shield and a glass reflecting shade

besides the globe, all of which had to be

cleaned and renewed, adding materially to

the cost of maintenance. The problem of

meeting this glassware condition was taken

up in the same manner as were the other

vital points connected with the develop-

ment of the gas arc lamp, with the result

that engineers were able to design a single

piece of glassware which fulfills the func-

tion of both globe and reflecting shade.

A scientifically designed pear-shaped
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globe made from alabaster glass was the

result of this experimental investigation,

and the most careful photometric ^ tests

prove that it fulfills the requirements of

efficient illumination, and, in addition to

this, it has the commendable feature of

artistic appearance.

Dinner of Electrical Engineers

The annual dinner of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers was
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York on February 19th. Follow-
ing the custom of previous years, this

dinner was of special significance. The
Library Dinner was given in 1903, in

1904 the Edison Dinner commemorated
the introduction and development of the
incandescent lamp, and the Traction
Dinner was given in 1905. This occasion
was known as the Public Service Dinner.
There is no question more deeply af-

fecting the public welfare at the present
moment than the relation between the
community and the public utility cor-
porations, that furnish it with the great
modern agencies of light, heat, power,
transportation, the telegraph and 'the

telephone. The speakers of the evening
treated these momentous issues from
broad points of view and with command-
ing authority.

Advertising is Business Insurance

Have you ever considered an adver-
tising campaign from the standpoint of

an insurance policy? You insure against
such contingencies as fire, shipping dis-

aster, and dishonest employees, as a

matter of course, but the moment some-
one mentions advertising as a business-
builder for your particular benefit, you
immediately begin to "hedge" and vow
that you cannot afford such an expen-
'^ive luxury, etc., etc.

Have you ever thought that the
greatest of all commercial calamities

—

loss of trade—can be insured against?
The "premium" represented by the

cost of advertising is, in proportion to

the importance of the security afforded,
no higher than other insurances; in fact,

it is considerablv smaller and soon be-
comes a minus quantity. Any other kind
of insurance is an expense; worse than
that— it is a dead loss so long as there
is no "claim."
But the insurance of trade, represented

by advertising carries a direct profit

with it. It covers not only the risk
of losing trade, but also the minor risk

of being compelled by competition to
carry on business at a diminished profit.

Thus the "insurance premiums," rep-
resented by your advertising outlay, are
so systematically recouped by the cur-
lent and simultaneous increase of profits
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that, instead of being regarded as an

investment of capital, as they ought

logically to be, they are almost invari-

ably written off, year by year, as a cur-

rent expense.
A considerable proportion of such

''premiums" could properly be treated as

invested capital, since the good will and

assured maintenance of demand are a

tangible and salable asset.

Think it over—you who have been ac-

customed to regard advertising as so

much blue sky and hot air. It's a

thoroughly practicable business propo-

sition and should be considered in no

other light. Keep up your advertising

"premiums" and you will not have to

"die to win."—From Everybody's.
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A Real Milker

A Stroud farmer on route 1 has taken

out a patent on an electric motor fastened

on a cow's back, the electricity being gen-

erated by a dynamo attached to the cow's

tail, says the Stroud inventor. It strains

the'milk and hangs up the pail and strainer;

a small phonograph accompanies the outtit,

which yells "So!" when the cow moves ;
if

she kicks, a hinged arm catches the milk

stool and lams her over the head with it..—

Lincoln County (Okla.) Journal.
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iiic Engineering Digest

A more or less general misapprehen-

sion by technical readers as to the na-

ture of the contents of "Technical Lit-

erature," as described by that title, has

made a change of name advisable. The
magazine is an engineering publication

—

an epitome or compendium of published

information on technical subjects—it

deals with the subjects of current in-

terest, not merely with the literature of

these subjects, as might be erroneously

assumed from the words "technical

literature." A magazine of this kind

is essentially an "Engineering Digest"

and after careful consideration this title

has been adopted as most clearly defin-

ing the nature of the publication.

One of the handsomest volumes that

has come to us is from the well-known
publisher and importer of architectural

and art industrial books, Paul Wenzel.

It is called "Flats, Urban Houses and

Cottages," and is a comprehensive vol-

ume to "The British Home of Today."
The text is by P>ank T. Verity, Edwin
T. Hall, Gerald C. Horsley and W. Shaw
Sparrow. The book is profusely illus-

trated with half tones, line cuts and
beautiful color plates. The text is re-

plete with valuable information for archi-

tects and builders, the subjects being

arranged in three chapters, the first, un-

der the caption, "A Flat Dweller's Point of

View;" the second, "Flats. British and

I'oreign," and chapter third, "Urban
Mouses and Cottage Homes." There are

one hundred and sixty-two pages. A. C.

Armstrong & Son, New York.

Another book of interest is "Building

Superintendence," by Edward Nichols—
an especially useful volume for archi-

tects, owners, contractors and all in-

terested in building operations and

trades. For purposes of ready reference

and timely information—accessible, con-

cise and understandable—these books
will be found to meet every requirement.

American School of Correspondence,
Chicago, 111.

Death of Llewellyn Tozer

Llewellyn Tozer, senior member of

the firm of L. Tozer & Son, interior

decorators, was run down by a street-

car Monday, March 23 and died the fol-

lowing Thursday in St. Luke's hospital,

where he had undergone an operation in

which both feet were amputated. Tozer
was 63 years old and the shock was too

much for him to survive. The funeral

was held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock

at N. Gray's chapel under the auspices of

George H. Thomas post G. A. R. of

which he was a member.
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The "Nodamp" Two Piece Wall.

The Nodamp Machine Company, 415

Andries building, Minneapolis, Minn.,

having acquired the -United States patents

on the Ames "Nodamp" concrete block

machine, also the patents for the "No-
damp" block and wall, have, opened offices

at the above address. Great superiority

is claimed for the "Nodamp" two-piece
wall, as it gives a continuous vertical and
horizontal air space throughout, which, it

is said, makes it absolutely moisture and
frost proof. This system has no concrete
webs or overlapping blocks to conduct
moisture and frost to the inner surface,

making it possible to safely plaster directly

on the wall, thus saving the expense of

furring, the lathing and one or two coats

of plastering. The outer and inner walls

are laid up in separate pieces firmly bound
together by indestructible metal bonds in-

serted in each block when made. This
gives a block easily laid in the wall by one
man, thus possessing advantage over heavy
blocks made in one piece requiring two
men to handle them.
The "Nodamp" block machine produces

blocks from two to eight inches thick, thus
making it possible to build a wall of any
desired thickness. The outside block may
be made of greater proportion of cement
and fine sand and the inside block may be
made of coarse sand, gravel and cobble or

broken stone, any size that will go in the

mold. One machine is sufficient for all

kinds of blocks, being quickly changed
from one style or thickness to another.

The joints of inner and outer wall arc

always broken, a most desirable feature.

. The "Nodamp" block machine is well

and carefully made and practically inde-

structible. No iron pallet required, simply

wooden pallets made on the ground are all

that is necessary. Blocks are made with

great rapidity and delivered at a conven-

ient height to be reached and carried away
by one man, while another block is being

made. No cores, no jarring or pounding;
hence no broken or cracked blocks with the

"Nodamp" system.

The block, the wall and the machine arc

fully covered by United States patents,

giving protection to all purchasers of ma-
chines and owners of buildings constructed

under this system. Catalogue "G" covers

the entire process'^of block making, and will

be sent by the company to anyone for the

asking. Agents wanted in California.

Oregon, Washington. Write without delay.

The Sing Fat Store.

China has an emblematic beast, a great

black dragon which scrambles all over the

center of its bright yellow banner and

typifies the huge nation for which it

stands. Wherever there are Chinese there

are dragon ensigns. Naturally they should

be displayed locally now, for Chinatown in

San Francisco is back where it was two

years ago, and while it now wears a

cleaner face, it is not the less interesting

place. Architecturally it is the more in-

teresting, for where previously the rigid

SAVE the unneci ----.iry trot

down the stairs -aftf use

RISCliMMIFR'^ PATENT

OOOR OPENER iNO CLOSER
i /i^ jiiii, „ - L ^ -^ t J Closer with

Check Preveats the Slammiaz of the Door

O. RISCHMUULER
842 37th STREET. OAKLAND

phone: piedmont 2633 A 3685

SAN FRANCISCO :

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, ISO Jessie St.

BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION, 96 Fulton St.

lines of cheap occidental building construc-
tion had provided perpendicular walls, now
the fantasy of the Far East has been
borrowed by the; architects* and in the
Chinatown of today the pa^o^^^tStyle is the

sign of progressiveness.

The- Chinese dragon of the Sing Fat
company. Inc., the oldest Chinese store

in San Francisco, has now climbed to the

top of the pagoda building at the south-
west corner of California and Dupont
streets.

For Chinese shopping one does not go
to China—one goes to the Sing Fat com-
pany's stores. There is to be found a

better assortment of oriental goods than
China ever had collected under a single

roof. And there the American finds that he
is treated with more courtesy than he is

apt to expect from American shop keepers
and with the same honesty and regard for

his custom. There—at Sing Fat's—he
always has the alternative that is practiced
by the most reputable of western
merchants, of receiving his money back for

goods which he later finds he does not
want.
Before the fire Sing Fat was established

in Dupont street adjoining St. Mary's
church. The store had been a rendezvous
for tourists since the days of 1866, when
it was first established. Like nearly every-
thing else in California in those days, the
Sing Fat company was the pioneer in its

line. It originated the idea of Chinese
selling Chinese goods in a Chinese way,
with American improvements. After the
fire the company opened a store at 1121

Post street near Van Ness avenue, which
place will be continued as a branch of
the four-story main shop. Another branch
exists at 548-550 South Broadway, Los
Angeles. And in Canton, Shanghai, Hong-
kong and Yokohama and Kobe thiere are
factories operated by this company, which
devote all their time and skill and cunning
to the manufacture of rare and delicate

articles of Chinese and Japanese design for
the American consumer.

''

^

Want Home Industry for Steel and Iron

Home industry for structural iron
and steel will receive a big impetus in

the near future, if action taken at a
recent conference held in San Francisco
between union delegates and a commit-
tee from the architectural iron builders'
branch of the California metal trades
association proves as fruitful as expected.
By the decision reached after several

hours of spirited discussion members of
the local housesmiths', structural iron
workers' and erecters' unions will
undertake to see that all structural
iron and steel used in the city shall
bear a union label. As most of the
Eastern material shipped here is made
bv non-union workmen, it is believed

this step will go far toward solving
the problem. The union men may also
refuse to work on buildings where
Eastern non-union material is used.

Since the fire local manufacturers
have been losing through orders for
structural building material going to
Eastern firms. In practically every in-

stance, it is said, the material could
have been sunplied in San Francisco for
the.same money as was r^aid the outside
bidders. The situation has finally be-
come so serious that many local manu-
facturers will face financial embarrass-
ment If conditions are not remedied.
The meeting was called by the com-

mittee from the metal trades associa-
tion, of which Harry F. Davis is secre-
tary, for the nurnose of impressing the
union men with the gravity of the situa-

tion and of securing their co-operation.
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Bennett's New Process PnecmaticF.quipmbnt

FUEL OIL
InstalKd or in course of installa

tion in the following San Francisco
building's: Main Telephone Bld^
Bush St.: Grand Hotel. Turk anc

Taylor: Aronson Bldjj.. Sutter St.

between Kearny and MontKom«'ry;
Robins Hotel. Post St.: VVilliam«;

Bdtj.. .^rd and Mission S. E. corner
Boyd BldK.. California and Drum
Hotel Arlington. Ellis and Leavei:
worth: The Luxor, Leavenworth
St.. between Pine and California:

Mayer Bldi;.: Imperial Hotel. San
Josf.

Bennett's New Process

5 PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

NNETT'S PETROLEUM BURNER CO.

jfacturing, Installing and Contracting Engineers

Owners of the Bennett Compressed

.\ir and Auxiliary Steam Systems.

WOMKS AND CXECUTIVC OFFICIS:

"^P/^Zt 579-581 HOWARD ST., SAN FRANCISCO

The Passing of the Shovel.

Catalogue G, of the Ames Cube Mixer,

is in our hands, and is very appropriately,

entitled "The Passing of the Shovel." The
Ames concrete mixer is a machine of low
price, intended for use on work where a

contractor would otherwise use hand labor.

The machine is mounted either on trucks

or skids, with or without power, and is

very readily moved from one place to

another, making it adaptable for work
where only small batches are required. It

is recommended by many of its users as

being equal to the high-priced mixers.

The mixer is made with a large door,

which is nearly one-half the size of one
side of the cube. This makes it easy to

fill and easy to discharge. There is no
flange inside the mixer around the door
to hinder the concrete from discharging.

The opening is perfectly smooth. The door
is clamped shut by a patent clamping device

which is absolutely impossible to work
open when in use. The graduated water-
ing tank is placed at one end of the cube.

The water is admitted from the tank into

the mixing cube by a stationary pipe from
the same, entering one of the journals and
running full length of the cube, delivering

the water to the mixture from the under
side in a spray, while the cube is in

motion.

"Medusa"

Tlie Building Material Co., Inc., reports

the following recent specifications of its

Medusa White Portland Cement:
Interior and exterior plastering of the

six-story reinforced concrete Bank of San
Jose building. San Jose, Cal. ; exterior
finish on the Red Bluff Opera House, Re-l

Bluff, Cal. ; swimming pool of Atlantic City
hotel. New Jersey.
Also the following specifications of- its

Medusa Water-proof Compound: ,

U. S. Government constructions at Fort
Mason—the greatest piece of concrete water-
proofing ever undertaken anywhere ; South-
ern Pacific Ice Plants, Las Vegas. Nevada;
Southern Pacific Hospital, Saif Francisco

;

U. S. Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washing-
ton ; Banca Popolare DTtaliana, San Fran-
cisco; Long Syrup Refining Company's
building. San Francisco ; Butler building.

San Francisco; N. W. R. R. Co. construc-
tion, San Anselmo. Cal. ; Red BlutT Opera
House. Red Bluff. Cal. ; Merritt Hospital.

Oakland. Cal. ; Fmporium building, San
Francisco ; Wilkens Iniilding. San Fran-
cisco; Call l)uilding power house. San Fran-
cisco; Welcli Iniilding. San Francisco; U. S.

Government Construction. Fort Barry, Cal.

;

Hureau of American Republics, Washing-
ton. D. C. ; Gloekler building. Pittsburg.

Pa.; Joplin Hotel. Joplin, Mo.; Third
National P)ank building. St. Louis. Mo.

;

Oregon Short Line constructions. Salt

Lake, Utah ; Lynn Haven Hotel, Norfolk,
Va. ; Oswego Falls Paper Co., Fulton, New
York; Armour & Co. building, Chicago,
111.; G. & T. Earle Co. constructions, Wil-
mington, England, and Cleveland Concrete
Building Block Co., Cleveland, Ohio, in en-

tire output.

State Building at Seattle

The plans for the California building
at the Seattle Exposition in 1909 are

being drawn by State Architect Sellon,

and will soon be finished. It is proposed
to have everything in readiness to begin
construction by the middle of next
month. The structure will be under the
supervision of the state engineering de-

partment.
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T/ic G. E. \Mtt on Burning HIant

Oil Burning Plant in Mose Gunst

Building

The above halftone was taken from the

plant installed by the G. E. Witt Company

in the Mose Gunst Building, corner of

Mission and Third streets, San Francisco,

which plant is under guarantee to be

entirely automatic and to run eight hours

without attention and not to vary more than

one-half pound from the desired steam

pressure, in order to give perfect combus-

tion.

Th~e~ptant con^f^s of one double acting

air compressor, size 3^x3^/2 ; one rotary

oil pump, V-i horse power, and one 2 horse

power motor.

This compressor is built to work on any

pressure desired, from one to one hundred

pounds, and it has more than ample

capacity to do the work required. It is now
being run at fifteen pounds air pressure

and ten pounds oil pressure.

The apparatus used on this plant is of

the highest grade and is equally as good as

any oil burning plant installed on steamers

burning oil at sea.

Witt burners have been adopted by

the United States Government and by such

companies as the Southern Pacific Railroad,

the Santa Fe, fhe California Northwestern

Railway, the California Fruit Canners

Association, the California Wine Associa-

tion, and are handled by Messrs. Henshaw,
Bulkley Co., Baker & Hamilton, and many

When writing to Adverti

of the larger hardware and machinery

houses in San Francisco.
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Leases Additional Land—Stock Increased

The Interlocking Stone Company of Oak-
land has singularly been little affected by
the financial stringency of the money
market. Indeed, the company's officers say

that business has increased with them and
that people are putting their money into

buying stock in the company in preference

to depositing it in the bank.

At a special meeting of the company,
held" recently, enthusiastic reports were re-

ceived from Oregon and Washington, where
royalties were sold for 5 cents per block

with $25,000 as advance royalty. As a

consequence of the great demand for the

interlocking stone machines, it was de-

cided to increase the price of stock to $20
per share. The whole corner at Ninth and
Clay streets, Oakland, has been leased, and
the plant enlarged, Oakland and California

thereby deriving especial benefit from this

remarkable industry.

"The proper investment of money is

always a question prevalent among the more
ambitious people," said President F. V.
Schiller. "How to invest their money so

that the principal will be absolutely safe

and the returns large enough to warrant
the investment is the problem. A few dol-

lars properly invested is certain to bring a

golden reward. Many fortunes have been
made by the investment of a small amount
of money ; more fortunes and greater for-

tunes are still to be made. The chances for

the careful investor to acquire great wealth
have never been greater than the present
time. If you would strike while the iron is

hot, call on the Interlocking Stone Com-
pany. Why should you not grasp this op-
portunity of bettering your financial condi-

tion?"

Great Steel Dome
When the new Emporium building is

completed it will have the largest dome in

the United States, measuring 100 feet in

diameter at its base. The next largest

dome in the country is that on the capitol

at Washington, the diameter of which at

the base measures 95 feet. James Stewart
& Co., constructing engineers of the Em-

i,,.m: .,^,.,1 ,1 .1, •.,1...

work preparatory to the erection of the

massive dome. Two large derricks are

now on the roof of the building, waiting

for the structural steel.

Art interesting feature of this big dome
is the fact that it has been erected at the

factory of Levering & Garrigues, at Plain-

field, N. J., where the different parts have
been accurately fitted together. This means
the saving of much time when the struc-

tural steel arrives here. The Stewart com-
pany says it will require only two weeks at

the most to complete the construction of

the dome, whereas at the factory it has re-

quired two months to erect it temporarily
and fit the hundreds of parts accurately.
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MAKES THE WALLS WATER TIGHT. DOES NOT
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Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Quicker and Better
than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. I. Water-proofing
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REPRESENTING THE

am: \ u \\ 1% \Pi i h: t\

FaILM MilUWl.Kl.KiHIS
In Three Point Prisms
and Plain Arcli Lights

280 SEVENTH ST., Sa% k \NCISCO, CAL.

Telephone A\ \ k k 13T 2081

FIREPROOF
I A I U if t a

FOR THE

ModernBusinesH.

STEEL OFFICE
FURNITURE
STEEL
CLOTHES
LOCKERS

STEEL FACTORY
EQUIPMENT

1

1

t

it! ! i \ IPS will Insure against

I ire, Vermin or Contagion

DROP US A POSTAL

fEOERM STEEL HI 00.
1

1

ii
OF CHICAGO

ARRF« TPEET

E.D.Co

Eugene Dietziien ii

Surveyinjj

Insiruiiieiiis

Drawing
Materials

Blue Printing

PHONE OAKLAND 5521
f

I
Established 1889

It. nAtii. & CO.
'I

I

F. THOMS, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF >^

AWNINGS

16 28 First Street San Francisco

TENTS, A

WAGON GOVERN

We Furnished the Awnings for the

Pacific Building

573 EIGHTH STREET
Bet. Clay and Jeff. Sts.

OAKLAND - - CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

A Fine Catalogue

The new catalogue of the Jas. G.

Wilson Manufacturing Company of New
York has just been received by the
Architect and Engineer of California.

It is the most complete catalogue we
have seen covering this class of special con-

struction. The first portion of the book
is devoted to photographs and illustra-

tions showing various installations of

steel, wood and bronze rolling doors.
Unique among these is a recent photo-
graph of some Wilson doors that have
been used daily for twenty-nine years.

The latter portion is taken/up with de-

tails and contains many valuable hints

for engineers, architects, and owners of

buildings.

The James G. Wilson Manufacturing
Company is one of the oldest and most
conservative manufacturing concerns in

the country and devotes its attention al-

most exclusively to the better class of

buildings, where absolute perfection of

mechanical details is insisted upon. They
are the originators of many devices in

general use in connection with steel roll-

ins doors. '

One of the recent installations of Wil-
son steel rolling doors is that just com-
pleted for freight sheds of the Northern
Pacific Railway at Portland, Oregon, be-
ing the largest single contract for steel

rolling doors ever placed in the United
States. The Wilson doors vary in con-
struction from freight shed doors to

highly finished bronze doors for use in

office buildings, banks, etc.

A very important portion of the Wil-
son factory is devoted to special school
and church construction. Rolling par-
titions are made of fine woods to match
interior finish of buildings and by their

use cumbersome folding or sliding doors
are done away with. Many of the prin-

cipal churches and schools in California

are making use of these partitions.

Announcement
The architectural profession and the

public in general will be interested to learn

of the retirement from the profession of

the well-known architect, Mr. H. G. Cor-
win. Mr. Corwin has designed many
buildings in San Francisco and adjoin-

ing counties ; among which is the Alcazar
theater in San Francisco and the Court
House at Crescent City, Cal.

Mr. Corwin has associated himself with

Contractor R. W. F'itzpatrick, formerly of

the firm of Fitzpatrick & Son, and they
will hereafter conduct a general contract-

ing business, with offices in the Lick
liuilding.

They anticipate a bright future for the

building industries of San Francisco and
expect to be among the foremost to assist

it in its growth and prosperity.

NOTE L

METROPO
A i

All Brand

New and

Modern.

Centrally

located.

1 25 Rooms

with Bath.

Palm

Garden.

Phone m
every room.

Cuisine

Unexcelled.

European Plan, $1 ? ^5 Per Day

E. M. BUDGET! , PROP.
Send for Booklet

NEW YORK CITY

A CLLB HOTtL FOK MbN
7'Ae name tells the story

Seventh Avenue and Forty second Street

Junction of Broadway

Restaurant on
the street floor,

— a restaurant
where ladies arc
welcome.

Every other
part of the
house exclu-
sively for meti.

Telephones in

every room.

Respectful,
quiet, obedient
and alert Japan-
ese servants.

Bedroom and
bath 12.00 a day
upward.

Send for Booklet

T. F. PADDELL, Proprietor
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3 West 29th Street, NEW YORK

()

MANUFACTURERS OF

Roiling Doors oiid Sliutiers
STEEL WOOD COPPER BRONZE

Rolling Partitions for Dividing Rooms, Hygienic Wardrobes,

Venetian Awnings, Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors, Slid-

ing Swing Doors

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York office or the following Contracting Agents:

McCORMICK-HENDERSON CO.,

1 10 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

417 Byrne Building, Los Angeles

A. J. CAPRON,
Ainsworth Building, Portland, Ore.

S. W. R. DALLY,
Colman Building, Seattle, Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELL,
234 Bradbury Building,

Los Angeles, Cal.

The HUDSON P
I > in pit;! i,; \ik iiliiiii %\ 4J.ii3

F I R
SOU
GER}l PROOF

NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN KF.ALTVhLDG. WHITNEY BUILDlNCi
FAIRMONT HOTEL P.ACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITTELL BUILD1N(

and many other Buildintrs in Course of Erection

FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PARTICULARS. APPLY AT OFFICE

Room 302 BUILDERS' EXCHANfit BLDG., 185 STFVENSON STREET .'A

STANDARD MARINE INSURAN
LIMITED

OF LIVERPOOL, ENG.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

J. B. F. DAVIS & SON, MANAGERS
MONTGOMERY AND SACRAMENTO STS.

TELEPHONE PRIVATE EXCHANGE 68 SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
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WESTERN ELEVATOR COMPANY
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT ELEVATORS

801-802 Humboldt Bank BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

v>-

H. C. BIOGS
Manager

V( -LUME XIII.

No. 1.

ARCHITECT & ENGINEER C^
...PUBLISHERS... < *

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND LOS ANGELES
Entrrf^ «t thf Pont Oiice, San Francisco, aa second class matter

Single Copies
25 Cents

Per Year $1.50
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TELEPHONE KEARNY 1819

BUILDING MATERIALS

LIME, CEMENT, PLASTER
METAL LATH, PRESSED BRICK, ENAMELED BRICK

CHUBBUCK & HARRIS
710 Mission St., nr. Third. Ground Floor, SAN FRANCISCO

Bass=Hueter Pure Paint
is the paint to use ^•

AND

1 Il-^T

is the varnish to use

VARNISH

:lVfarnaf«icturecl On Th© Ooast Since 1887:

Hueter Building, 816 Mission Street

SAIV FRANCISCO

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT
Manufactured by

w r^
MPTN^

v* w.

821 PACIFIC BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

Location of Work*: CEMENT, SOLANO CO., CAL

WAKEFIELD BAKER
President

FRANK W. ERLIN
Ass't to the Pres.

FRANK a. DRUMM
Vice-President

NATHAN L, HELL
Secretary

•

The ArcJiitcct and llni:^inccr

111 11 11 Ki •BINS
KoSS \- IUK(.KKN, Ar. hiteits

;.il.l,.-.l uilli >\\v^\<-- Wi.riii/l'.issriv^'.T llfvalor -WM^ ruuil.K,

_'0U I eft per M iliiHc.

H\l l)\\l\ .VPARTMI-MS
Ross .'t HrurlKI-.N, Arcliitccts

l-.ciuipptil "Itli Single WOnii 1' isseii>,'or i:iev,ilui l"=iii rounds,

JJ^ 1 (it per MiiiiUe.

ROSS & BURQREIN IINSTAULATIOINS
Shiels Estate

Building

( 111,- I' issi iivT'-r I- If-

\ A'.'.r JiMMi ,uii| IM"'

1-
. iM.ls. 1=" I '-ft

1
. • \Ini'.1>' < 'iif

I
.. :^lit ll'-\ il'T

•' I'wuii'K, 100

i
,•• |.' I Minute

Robins Building

• f 1' .^SfllK'f" II''

•,
:

..... .,11.1 I'.I'O

. :i 's. '

"
1 '•(!

' Mm..!'- I "nr
- \ :X I lr\ itMl

l..il^.|^. -''I

I .

• p. r MiiiMi!-

Ihnidn Building

I
•. ...1.' 11.--

, r 1N..1II.1..,

I ' ' p, 1 M \\\ ilc.

htise Building

r ^- I, jr. I I.-

. f....u.w,

I •
• pr! \ll.,Ml-

.1

,1 n a „ ll^^^MTT

Joseph Building

( >iie IVissenvrpr l-.le-

v.itor JOOO rounils.

ISU leet per Minute

Robins Building

I )ac r,i-.^t.n>ct T 1 U--

v.itur _'000 r'Hiiids,

JOO leet per Miiiiitf

Taylor Building

» )n<- 1 r<iKdit 1-le-

v.iliir JOOO I'linmls,

1^0 l-eft per Minute

Ot'bhardt Building

( iiw r.issiii,^'! 1 1- ic-

\,it.,r .'ui'O I'iiunds,

joi) liMt per Minute

Taylor Building

(Mil- 1 rei^'lit 1-de.

\,il">r -'ili'O rounds
'jO I eet per Minute

/I 1 kl!\( II I'Al'IK <llMI•A\^ HI II.IUNC.

Kii->s .V I'.l Rt.KIN, Architects

I .p.ppr.l Willi ll.ivv Ml. k i.e.ir.d lles'.it.ir 4iinu Pounds. I '0 Ifct per Minute ,,nd

1 ,v,, 1:;1! Vi.i .in!i 1 luuil.w.ijter. Ji'O l'...inds. J"0 I'-.'t per Minute.

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
(NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

M.inufacliircTs i.f Hiuh(.radc PASSKNCiKR KLKX" ATC )KS, incluciinu

KLKCTKIC, HNDUAILIC, liKLT, and HAND POWKK

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE
^ MONTGOMERY STREET 513 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDG.

Factory and Foundry. WEST BERKELEY, CAL.
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TCLBPHONC KEARNY 1819

imtt^-xA*

BUILDING MATERIALS
ji ^-J^^'iS^-W-fJ* '^iWi-sft^- > &'

.^ «, ;-.j 'J. SK-^ * '^if :i ^ tK jQLIIVIE, CEMENT, PLASTER
METAL LATH, PRESSED BRICK, ENAMELED BRICK

CHUBB
710 Mission St., nr. Third, Ground Floor, SAN FRANCISCO

Wi*

*VI

Bass-Hueter Pure Paint
is the paint to use -^

AND

HUETER'S VARNISH
is the varnish to use

:IVfanuf«ctui-e<l On Th© <^o«»t Sin«^e IBRT

Hueter Building, 816 Mission Street

SAIN RRANCISCO

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT
M an ufaclured l>y

a t f
I I PORTLAND T CO.

821 PACIFIC BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

Location of Works: CEMENT, SOLANO CO.. C4L

WAKEFIELD BAKER
President

FRANK W, FRLIN FRANK a. DRIJMM
Vice I'resident

NA THAN L, HELL
^^-('*i

1-?

The Architect and Engineer I

HOTHL ROBINS
Ross & BURGRHN, Architects

Uquipped with Single Worm Passenger Elevator 2000 Pounds.

200 Feet per Minute.

BALDWIN APARTMENTS ,

Ross & BURGKKN, Architects

Equipped with Single Worm Passenger Elevator 1750 Pounds.
225 Eeet per Minute.

ROSS & BUROREIN IINSTAULATIOINS
Shiels Estate

Building

One Passenger Ele-

vator JOOO and 1600

Pounds. 150 Feet

l>cr Minute. One
Freight Fllevator

(000 Pounds, 100

1 eet per Minute.

Robins Building

I )ne Passenger Ele-

\.itor .iOOO antl 1600

I'ounds. £00 Feet
piT Minute One
Sidewalk Elevator
.'000 Pounds. 20
Ftrt-t per Minute

Hyman Building

I ine Freight Ele-
\»tut .iUOU P()Un4ls,

ii leet per Minute.

Heise Building

' Mie Passenger Ele-
s.tior \^^^ I'ounds,
£:^ leet i)er Minute

Joseph Building

One Passenger Ele-
vator 2000 Pounds.
150 Eeet per Minute

Robins Building

One Passenger Ele-

vator 2000 Poumls.
JOO Feet per Minute

Taylor Building

One Freight Ele-

vator 2i)00 Pounds.
50 Feet per Minute

Gebhardt Building

)ne Passenger i:ie-

.ator 2000 I'ounds,

'00 Feet per Minute

Taylor Building

()ne Freight Ele.

vator 2000 Pounds
X) Feet pel' Minute

ZELLERBACH PAPER COMPANY BllLDlNG
Ross & BURGREN. Architects

Equipped with Heavy Back Geared Elevator 4000 Pounds. 150 Feet per Minute and

Two Full Automatic Dumhwaiters 200 Pounds. 200 Feet per Minute.

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
(NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

Manufacturers of Hi^^li Grade PASSENGER ELEVATORS, including

ELECTRIC, HYDRAULIC, BELT, and HAND POWER

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE
•11 MONTGOMERY STREET 513 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDG.

Factory and Foundry. WEST BERKELEY. CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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G ATE CEMENT
Orders and ENuuiRits to

THE HOLMES LIME COMPANY, In y I

IL

Office, 704 Market St. Phone Kearny ^^^0
Mutual Savings Bank BWg. •

WarehOHse, 5th and Brannan
*?nn Frrincisco

-

WESTERN LI
\ 1

f : \

SAN FRANCISCO
Sales Agents for

GRAND CANYON LiME

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT
HOLLAND SANDSTONE-BRICK

FRESH WATER SAND
office:

268 MARKET STREET
PHONE KEARNY 2T60

depot:

NORTH POINT STREET
Bet. Powell 4, Mason

HENRY COWELL LIME & CFM
SAN FRANCISCO

GOLDEN 1^^ "^nt
GOLDEN '• P

CO.

\ 1

DEPOT :
OFFICE

Union and Front Sts. Buckley BIdg., Market and Spear Sts,

Blue Summit Lime

HERCULES FIBER

Portland Cement

UNION LIME GO.

Union Brick Bonds

Best's Keene's Cement

Mahoning Lath

209 SAN PEDRO STREET

Both Phones 64-

1

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Specified For

WXTERPROOriNG THE

M 01 1 1I actions

Side'waiK

Roof

and

TROWBRIDGE & LIVINGSTON, Architects

Manufactured By

HydrexFJ' ^ Hns^ineering Co.. '^,v

BOYLE-LUEY CO.

^
o

4 Vi 11

\ J

Phone
Kearny 728

Pacific Coast Representatives

Monadnock BIdg., San Francisco, Cat.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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a
bbitts Construction C

FNGINEERS and
ONTRACTORS

F
Building

Pile and Ctmcrctc PoiiiiiL- E •; » I '-^-m

Excavauiig and Teaming:

The rapidity with which we completed the Fire-proofing of the

LEVI STRAUSS BUILDING

MURPHY -GRANT BUILDING

PHELAN BUILDING

—And the Excellency of Our Workmanship

Illustrates the Advantages of

Perfect Orga

GENERAL OFFICES:

106-111 Hansford Block, = 268 Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Pacific Coast Agents

I HILL CO. MORAVA CONTRUCTION CO
•^ARSHALLTOWN, IOWA CHICAGO, ILL.

CAST BASES. COLUMNS. ETC. STEEL FRAMES, ETC.

Pacific Coast Agents

BUFFALO STEEL COMPANY
TONAWANDA, N. Y.

round, square, twisted, spiral
High Carbon Bars

Prompt Shipments.

? '%

\

^^ Atlas Bldc^.. f*'<M Mii»i»uni ^31. S:Uii 1 i u.iii^ii!cu, Vtii.

ATIONA PROOFIN OMPANY

j

I

Manufacturers of

Terra ^ • t * i i )llow Tilc
Contractors for

Fire-Proof Constr ution

Monadnock Building

SAN FRANCISCO
Union Trust Building

LOS ANGELES

OTHER BRANCH OPFICES:

< MicAGO, Commercial Nat' 1 Bank Hldg. Minneapolls, Lumber Exchan^^e

I'lTTSBURG, Fulton Building

\k\v York, Flatiron Buildinj^

I'JiiLADKLPHiA, Land Title Building

I'OSTON, Old South Building

St. Louis, Victoria Building

Washington, Colorado Building

Cincinnati, Union Trust Builing

London, England, 27 Chancery Lane

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JShe Exterior Plaster of tHis Five-story Rein-
forced Concrete Duildlin^ consists of 3
parts -wKite Monterey sand to 1 part

Medusa WKite Portland Cement
I

*

Handsome. Inexpensive, "WeatHer Proof and ImperisKable

r^ALirOPNTA. AGENTS

The Budding Material Co., Inc.
587-593 MonadnocK Bldg. PKone Kearny 621

SAN FRANCISCO

"i

AKC ECl '*
I

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

VNCHORS, SCREW KXl'ANSIOV
Star Expansion Bolt Co B,,. .. . ,

fS. J.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL
STEEL AND IRON WORK
Burnett Iron Works "•- -;"'J"^:^'^^V
Central Iron Works 625 Florida bt., b. K
Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.

White Ornamental Iron Co.,

499 Monadnock Building, S. F.

Foot of Fifth Ave., E. Oakland

Merle Ornamental Iron & Bronze Co.,

Bay and Stockton Sts., S.

Joshua Hendy Iron Works,
75 Fremont St., S.

Pacific Rolling Mills, .,„...£,, c
irth and Mississippi bts., b.

Facific Iron 'Works Portland, Or.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Or.

\RTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA. ETC.
California Scagliola Co., 68-70 Clara St., S. F
Interlocking Stone Co.. 563 9th St., Oakland

Hudson Patent Block Co.,

302 Builders Exchange, S. t.

Asbestolith, A. Willkomm, Agt. . . . . ... . .
. • • •

779 Market St., b. r.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Johns-Manville Company, 180 Second St., b.

Asbestos-Cement Lumber, ,,
, ^ _^ „

A. Willkomm, Agt., 779 Market St., S.

AWNINGS ^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^ g^^ Oakland

BANK FIXTURES
,,ci t> it, Qt <; F

C F. Weber & Co 1151 Polk St., S. F.

BELTING. PACKING, ETC
, o, c p

Gorham Rubber Co... 105 Fremont St., b. If.

H. N. Cook Belting Co,
Fremont and Howard bts., b.

Goodyear Rubber Co 573 Market St., S,

BLACKBOARDS ^ ,,,,,, ^ c* c t?
Whitaker & Ray Co.. 141-145 Grove St., S. t.

BLUE PRINTS & DRAWING MATERIALS
Keuffel & Esser '*8-50 Second St., S.

Eugene Dietzen 16-28 First bt., a.

BOILERS
Keystone Boiler Works,

Mam and tolsom bts., a. r.

BOLTS, EXPANSION, TOGGLE, ETC.
Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, N. J.

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.,

1006 Union Trust Building, Los Angeles

Carnegie k and Pottery C-

,

Montgomery Building, b.

Gladding, McBean Co.,
^,

Eddy and Hyde bts., b.

Steiger Terra Gotta & Pottery Co.,

I8th and nivi<;ion Sts., b.

\. Clark & Son 17 Spear St., S.

BRONZE AND IRON, ORNAMENTAL
Chr. Detcrding 67 Clementina St.. b.

Louis De Rome 126 Main St., S. F.

Winslow Bros Monadnock Bldg, b. t.

Security Bldg., L. A.

Frauneder Ornamental Iron Works,
950 Franklin St., Oakland

Western Builders* Supply Co.,
680 Mission St., S. r.

J. G. Braun New York
Merle Ornamental Iron & Bronze Co.,

Bay and Stockton Sts., S. t

.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., „ .,^. _ „

933 Monadnock Building, b. r.

BlRLAPS, CANVASES, ETC
Richter Mfg. Co., ^ - ».t t

2 Franklin Are., Tcnafly, N. J.

CAPITALS. MOULDINGS, ETC.
Western Builders' Supply Co..

680 Mission St.,

CARBONIZING COATING
McCormick & Henderson. .110 Bush St.

CEMENT
Pacific Portland Cement Co.,

Pacific Bldg.,

Girvin & Eyre,
Merchants Exchange Building, S. F.

F.
F.

F.
F.

F.

F.

F
F.

F.

S.

. S,

F.

F.

S. F.

II'

s.

s.

s.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

, S. F.

S. F.

."i

CEMENT—Continued.
W. R. Grace & Co 614 California St.

Western liuilding Material Co.,
430 California St.,

Balfour, Guthrie & Co.,
320 Sansome St., _.

The Building Material Co., "White Portland,"
587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F

Holmes Lime Co.,
Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S.

Pacific Builders' Supply Co.,

207 Builders' Ex. Bldg., S.

Western Lime & Cement Co.,
268 Market St., S.

CEMENT BLOCKS
New Era Company Pacific Bldg., S.

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
D. Ross Clark Builders' Exchange. S.

A. Raventos, Hotel Irwin, 108 Fourth St.

CEMENT TESTS
E. T. Everett. .Beach and Mason Sts.,

COMPOSITION FLOORING
Pacific Builders' Supply Co.,

207 Builders' Ex. Bldg., S. F.

CONCRETE MIXERS AND BLOCK
MACHINES

National Cement Machine Co.,
Bay City, Mich.

Wallace, Lindsmith, Hoist Co.,

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland and

Seattle.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Corrugated Bars, sold by Tno. B. Leonard,

Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

International Fabric & CaWe, represented

by Western Builders' Supply Co.,
^ ^ _

680 Mission St., S. r.

Fabricated Structural Steel, sold bv Gil-

huly & Ambler Atlas Bldg., S. F.

DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND
Hydrex Damp Proof Paint, sold b

Boyle-Luey Co.. .Monadnock HM«
Toch Bros.' R. I. Damp-Resisiu-a ^ -i»nt,

A. Willkomm, Agt., 779 Market St., S

DOOR HANGERS .. ^ , /-

Pitcher's Hanger—The Pacific Tank Co.,

268 Market St., S

DOOR OPENER
t, -i^ • t7 c; t?

G. Rischmuller Builders Ex^ S. if

and 842 37th St., Oakland

DRILLS, BRICK AND STONE
Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, M

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St.

Decker Electrical Co... 157 Minna St.,

Hanbridge-Loyst Electric Co., o* c i?564 Eddy bt., b. r.

Butte Engineering Co., 884 Folsom St., S. F.

Drendell Electric Co S. t.

Enterprise Electric Works,
„ ^. ^ ^ -^ j, u

118 Eighth St., S. F.

Hendy Electrical Co., 63 Fremont St.. S. F.

Steger Electrical Works Fresno, Cal.

Comet Electric Co Portland, Ore.

Western Electric Works,
, a m

61 6th St., Portland, Or.

ELEVATORS
Van Emon Evelator Co., c. c xr

111 Montgomery St., b. t

.

Otis Elevator Company,
. „ • . e w

Stockton and North Point, b. v.

Western Elevator Co., ,,„,„,, c
801 Humboldt Bank Bldg., S.

ENGINEERS ^ ,. /- a c
W. W. Breite...925 Golden Gate Ave., S.

Leonard, John B. ....... Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

W. E. Leland.. Merchants Exc. Bldg., b. F.

Thos. Morrin 15 Second St., b. t.

L. Mess & Co., C. E.'s,
, ^ .,,, ^

Merchants' Ex. Bldg., S.

V/ A. Stock Russ Bldg., S.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Goodyear Rubber Company,

^, , ^ j,* c
573-579 Market St., S.

FIREPROOF MATERIALS
Western Fireproof Material Co..

42 Market St., S.

S.

S.

F.

F.

F.

J.

F.
F.

F.

F.

F.
F.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION IND£X-Con«£nued

GENERAL CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERS
FIREPROOF WINDOWS AND DOORS ETC.—Continued.

Rulofson Metal Window Works, Hoyt Bros

Fred Nichols .'?{'3T''E°'l'6.h"s?""!)akla„''d „
»?'"'[''•' f"r!""f' f' "r*""'

^""" """"

Rapp Kalamein Work. A. Willkonjm A„. H«ly-T,bb,..s Co„«ruc,jon_^Co-a
block, S. F.' Von dcr Horst Bros.,

FIREPROOFING French Bank Bldg., S. F.

Hudson Patent Block Co., T. S. Brown Const'n Co., Pacific Bldg., S. F

Demolith Co..'!!'?r3fo^Cre'nfcTtina^'if.: I l\ ^^N^^f^ INSPECTION
Continental Fireproofing Co., W estern Inspection Bureau

908 Mutual Bank Building, S. F. ^21 Monadnock Building. S. F.

Western Expanded Metal Co., GLASS-PRISM, ART, ETC.
„ ,,. ^ ,. r^^-^r?''"?''" S)!!^' c ?• Cal. Art Glass Worl* ^^"^ ^ard St., S. F.

S""^^ n^KiSf*" r
<^°- •A^'-^^^^r

^Wg., S. F. j„Q c. Spaulding. . ket St.. S. K
Hcaly-libbitts Co Hansford Bldg., S. )*. „„,. Wokl^j^kf % «^, i c* c t
Nafl Fireproong Co.. Monadnock BlJg., S. F. "°^^' Habenicht ^^^o^^^

^ idg./'L A
FIRE PROTECTION New York Prism Co.

Goodyear Rubber Company, A. Willkomm, Agt., 779 Market St., S. F.

573-579 Market St., S. F • San Francisco Art Gla«i Works,

_FLOORS, HARDWOOD United Glass Co .!il5 KlJk If;; I F.
Hardwood Interior Co., Munich Art Glass Co 510 Turk St., S. F.

GAS FURN\CES
^^^

O Farrcll St., S. F.
QL^gg SETTING FOR STORE FRONTS

G- F— Co 226 Oak St., S. F. The "Kawneer" 5^^/,^-. ^V. ^D^^^^^^^^

^ ^
GENERAL CONTRACTORS. ENGINEERS. ^^^^ ^^^L PLASTER

Richard Keatinge & Son, Midway Bldg.. S. F. ^hubbuck & Harris. .. .710 Mission St., S. F.

Laughland & Schuebly Co., Empire Pb r Co. ^ „ . , _ „
1443 Broadway, Oakland ^^^^ *^^ Harrison Sii.. S. F.

Lange & Bergstrom Marbleite Hardwall Plaster, sold by ^V cii-

138 Investors' Bldg., S. F. em Building Material Co.,

Long & Hoyt Monadnock Building, S. F. 34^ <=*-:» t St., S. F.

Globe Const'n Co. ..... Chronicle Bldg, S. F. HARDWOOD FINISH
Whitney Engineering Co., Dieckman Hardwood Co.,

T^ I c
Hansford Bldg S F and Spokane 412 Merchants' Ex. Bldg., S. F.

Delmar Smith Co Kolil Buildmg, :>. r.
Ransome Concrete Co... Crocker Bldg., S. F. HEATING APPLIANCES. ENGINEERS, ETC.
John C. Incc Company, Globe Heating and Ventilating Co.,

406 Sutter St., cor. Stockton, S. F. 1937 Market St., S. F.

Pres. & Qen. Mgr., T. S. Brown

Vice-Pres., H. Smith Sec'ty., Geo. H. Wiley

Supt. of Construction, A. P. Bell Electrical Supt., J. Poirier

ROWN CONSTRUCTIO
(INCORi I' ))

e04 PACIFIC BUILDING
rH STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

REINFORCED CONCRETE BRICK BUILDINGS
MASONRY RESIDENCES BUNGALOWS

ANYTHING

PHONE, DOUGLAS 980 CABLE ADDRESS "MOCHA"
CODES. A. B. C. & W. U. T. CODE SYSTEM

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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AR* iiiTIlCTS' SPHCinCATlON INDEX-Confinued

HEATING APPLIANCES, ENGINEERS, ETC. LIME—Continued.
Continued. North Pomt Warehouse Co..

Solar Heater Co., Mason and Bay Sts.. S. F.

333 New High St., Los Angeles Western Lime & Cement Co.,
Machinery & Electrical Co., 268 Market St.. S. F.

251 N. Mam St., L. A. LUMBER
Mangrum & Otter, Inc. .507 Mission St., S. F. Gage, Mills & Co.,
Pacific Ulower & Heater Co.. Market and Dolores Sts., S. F.

3261 17th St., S. F. Pope & Talbott Foot of Third St., S. F.

Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.. Redwood Manufacturers Co Oakland
13th and Mission Sti.. S. F. MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES

Calif. Hydraulic Engmeermg and Supply Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg.. S. F.
Co ... .305 Market St., S. F. Meese & Gottfried Co.,

INSURANCE 19th and Harrison Sts., S. F.

Pacific Surety Co.. 326 Montgomery St., S. F. Steiger and Kerr Stove and Foundry Co.

Voss, Conrad & Co., Monadnock Bldg., S. F. 18th and Folsom Sts., S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATING GARBLE ...... ^ ^
. _

L. Tozer & Son 1527 Pine St., S. F. California Marble & Construction Co.,

J. Llewellyn 412 Kearny St.. S. F. t. i- * a • tu ki w u *"
^ and 1325 Telegraph Ave., Oakland Italian & American Marble Works,

Schastey & Vollmer, r if p i

^}^^^ *"^ if*^°^'"^
S**- S- F-

1930 Van Ness Ave.. S. F. Calif. Peerless Stone anxl Tile Co ,

^ W Tu'ck^r''"--''^'
^^°''"''' ^''''"' MATTING RUBBER AnJTtIU^NG RUBBE^R '

14th and Franklin Sts.. Oakland Goodyear Rubber Conipany
^^ ^ ^ _ ^ _

JOIST HANGERS vtp-xat rn-TT TMrc ^^^"^ ^^^'^^^ ^^- ^- ^'

Western Builders' Supply Co.. ^^\^h^ri^}^^^ ^ a u ri^ q v
680 Mission St., S. F. A. E. Chaffey Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

r..\U.\DRY MACHINERY METAL SHINGLES
Western Laundry Machinery Co., Meurer Bros., rep. by J. A. McDonald,

58-60 Fremont St., S. F. Builders Exchange Bldg., S. F.

LAUNDRY TRAYS METAL WEATHER STRIPS
J. F. Reilly & Co 23 Fpencer Place, S. F. Williams & Carter Co., 197 Jessie St.. S. F.

LIGHTING FIXTURES ^lltK ^^i^^^^^' ASBESTOS MATE-
Barrett's Lighting Fixtures Portland, Ore. a Hx/'i,, ,70 xt 1, . c* c 17
The Enos Company .. 1748 California St., S. F. r^rjJ^h^'^^AT'^i^^F '^\^h'^^r'?r^f^^< '

Adams & Hollopeter....745 Mission St., S. F. OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIEb ^ ^ „
Welsbach Co 351 McAllister St.. S. F. ^„ ^^Carm*ck & Henderson... 110 Bush St.. S. F.

Lij^E OIL BURNERS
Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co., "Little Giant." G. E. Witt Co..

^ ^ „
15 East St., S. F. 1165 Howard St., S. F.

Union Lime Company. Bennett's Petroleum Burner Co.

San Pedro St. and Central Ave., L. A. 579 Howard St.. S. F.

Holm-s Lime Co. ..Mutual Bank Bldg, S. F. S. T. Johnson Co.... 1334 Mission St., S. F.

A. WILLUlOMM
Pacifii tih'i-! Ri'previitative TOfH BROS., '^\'^^ )n\h

Established r.s4.s

\ M ., y M- M^- M. ..,/ -1- ,/ ,M

TolepHone, K. 1 I \ 3975

R. I. W. DAi\^

AS
PAINTS

FIRE-PROOF FLOORING
*D LINOFELT, SOUND-DEAFENERS

..r.^^...*-.. OCRS, WINDOWS AND TRIM
JTY SLATE ROOFING
ACME PRISMS AND VAULT-LIGHTS

ACORN NATURAL VENTILATORS
WINSLOW'S HYDROLYTHIC COATING

(FOR WATER-PROOFING AGAINST PRESSURE)

JOHN W. r,^.

D

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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10 The Architect and Engineer

ARCHITECTS* SPECIFICATION INDEX-Confinued

iP^h- tttrCo^^'""'''
' ' *• "'" '"^"'"'".V E. ,5.h S... Eau Oakland

Western Builders buppiy <-o..
. „ _ ,, -ru t a,,

680 Mission St., S. h. Thos. Landy,
At..i,„» c»e q p

Thos Landy 1673 Market St.. S. F. Junction of Valencia and Market Sts., S. F

r^DTFVTM rnnT)<; STANDARD SCALESORIENT.XL GOODS
^ ^^j The Howe Scale

^"^ "^^^
%unont and California Sts.. S. F. Co." .'^ .. .143-149 Main St.. S. F.

Sing ChonK Co., . . c> r^
STEEL EREC'i ING ^ ^ t.

601 Dupont St., cor. California, b. r. c. A. Hlume 185 Stevenson St., S. F.

PAINT FOR CEMENT STEEL FLTRNTTURE, LOCKERS. ETC.
Wadsworth-Howland .S: Co ^...131 chas. M. Finch Boyd Bldg., S. b.

PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES, ETC. Federal Steel Fix. Qo.. 869 O Farrell St.. S. F.

Bass-Heuter Paint Co., ^ o r^ STEEL STUDDING AND LATH
818 Mission, near Fourth St., S. F. Lilley & Thurston 82 Second St., S. F.

rtrafiine Paint Co.,
' Bostwick Steel Lath Co Niles, Ohio

Merchants Exchange Building, S. F. Rib Lath,
Toch Bros.' Damp-Resisting Paints, 689 Trust Concrete Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

A. Willkomm, Agt., 779 Market St., S. F. STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
PLASTERER ^ _ Brode & Clark Iron Works,

Eugene J. Moriarity Pacific Bldg., S. F. 621 Howard St., S. F.

BATTPOAn*; Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal.^
SouTher„ racific Company. Flood Bldg.. S. F. C.n.ral Iron Works. . . 625 Florida St., S. F.

^,^»^^T^^T^T^ ^/-.xTz-rtn-fi:' <-/-» vTCTDTTr^TTnM Woods iV Huddart . . . . 336 Market bt., b. v.

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION p^^.^^ ^^^y ^jjj,^
L. Mess & Co., C E. s, ,_.„,, ^ t? 17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.

Merchants Ex. Bldg., S. F.
Western Iron Works.... 125 Bcale St.. S. F.

REVERSIBLE WINDOWS, SASH CARREIRS, Joshua Hendy Iron Works,
ETC. 75 Fremont St., S. F.

Dean Reversible Window Co. Northwest Bridge Works Portland. Ore.

. „,. J
Sol Brannan St., S. F. THEATER AND CHURCH SEATS AND

Hausmann s Window Sash Carrier SCHOOL FURNITURE ^ ^^iMonadnock Bldg., S. F.
Spencer Desk Co... 509 Montgomery St., S. F.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS c. F. Weber & Company,
Asbestos Roofing, H. W. Johns-Manville 1151 Polk St.. S. F.

Co 180 Second St., S. F. Whitakcr & Ray Co., 141-145 Grove St., S. F.

Mackenzie Roof Co.. .............. .Oakland jile, MOSAIC. MANTELS, ETC.
Pacific Coast Paper Co.. 307 Market St.. b. F.

Artistic Stone Mantel Co.. 344 Tenth St.. S. F.

The Watson Roof Co., ^ ^ „ WW. Montague & Co.,
French Bank Bldg.. 110 Sutter St., S. F.

"^
'

"^
'

^°""K
Turk and Polk Sts.. S. F.

Golden Gate Roofing Co.
^^^^^^ ^ ^

"^^^^m ^^'^clk'Lv''^^^''^'''',,, T> •, J > o 1 /- Mark KirkDy,
Western Builders Supply Co , . _ _ _. 226 Stimson Building, Los Angeles

680 Mission St., S. r. ^^^
W.H.Wilson 42-44 Natoma St., S. F. W.\TER HEATERS
Parafiine Paint Co.. Pi«sburg Heaters. '•en^«^!}ted by Thos.

Merchants' Exchange Bldg., S. F. Thieben S8 5 Mission St S. F.

ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS Ruud Heater 229 O Farrell bt., b. f.

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.. 3 W. 29th St.. N. Y. VACUUM CLEANING ^ ,, j

QAFRTY TRFAD Little Giant Co Broadway, Oakland

American Mason Safety Tread Co., WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.

O. A. Giles, Agt., 131 Buchanan St., S. F. The Building Material Co., Inc..

CAMTTADV cPur-TAT TTC"<; 587 Monadnock Bldg., b. f.

SANITARY SPECIALTIEb p , Watirnroofinff Co

D. "h. ^rk'"-. ."«^' .".^ .^ick^^^ll^V. I. 'f: Hydrex Felt sold by ^Boyle-Li^^^^^ ^^o..^
^ ^

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES ^ "Aquabar" American Cement Water-
C. F. Weber & Co 1151 Polk St.. b. F. proofing Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Spencer Desk Co. .. .610 Sacramento St., S. I*
. WINDOWS

Whitaker ^ Ray Co., 141-145 Grove St., S. F.
Hipolito Reversible Windows,

SHEET METaL WORK 634 Maple Are., Los Angeles

A. C. Rulofson Monadnock building, S. F. WOOD FINISHING
SIDEWALK LIGHTS Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co., Repre-

John McGuigan & Co.. ^ „ sented by Whittier, Coburn Co.,
<, p

1913 Mission St., S. F. 18 Sansome St., b. t.

SHEET AND
TILE PRISM

PLATE, WINDOW,
MAZE, MOSS,
SKYLIGHT, ETC.

i :UAI T MiDiryii*IJmm III I ¥'411 1^ w Iu i i rimi i_ I f I *4 1 f I 11 1 1 # i

269 FELL STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Inc.

FRANK HOWLETT

TELEPHONE, MARKET 479

RUDOLPH HABENiCHT WILLIAM HOLT

The Architect and Engineer 11
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A
'^%

1

^
1 1

1

ill \^ I ^ %m^ %^m \««#" ^mm^ 1 Law I

" I T ' ^ il \M F R OF" s T F F I

'

'

I I %lJ rn WW I— L-J \^ I 'w? I L-. Lm» t«

F \sHNi '--;> H ¥. D A N D f. R E. C: T I i B Y

: iJIJ.,J,£\' €%- 11 1iJR>;i^oX CI
82 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, v. A . -

Percy J Meyer Herbert S. Meyer

HARDWOOD INTERIOR CO.

ir LOORS
TING

Agency for WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING CO., Rochester. N. Y.

873 OFARRELL STREET PHONE FRANKLIN 2142
NEAR POLK SAN FRANCISCO

POWER PLANTS, SAW Mll.i. S FACTOR!'
We are prepared to design .>..w .,,.>„,. .,,, to date i'uvsr. ; i Etc. See us before

you buy or drop us a line and we'll do the rest

/^v

L y

treet^

Western Representatives

605 Bank of California Bldg.,

—

—

Tacoma,
II

II

HERE*S A NDY! Just what youVe been looking for

The National Concrete Stone

Machine and Mixer
Write us about it

NATIONAL CEMENT MACHINE COMPANY
J. A. McDonald. Mgr. BAY CITY. MICH.

When writing to .Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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1

'^'

P.^

N^B I

\

1
1

\

It^^^

, i 1
vS^K .^^|^^^^-« .-'~~ >«-j»%^^^^<~^>-^^^B4-^^^ff«.^^^^^^^i

1

^^^^HW^ 4Km
t

1l^jl^l 1

B«««—l«.W^—

.

PHONE FRANKUN 1763

C! A^^

H. R. HOPPS, Prop.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS

OF ALL KINDS

ART Mui.uCS

I 1 5 Turk Street, San Francisco

T" ?! r r r- -r "I « -^ ft n -! -1 a i^-ir

^LlFORNI^CAGLIOLAfe

..tGUADANTK

ALL QUO HIGH

KADtlMDOfiTti)

rWRBLtniTATIONS

TOBf PtPPeCT

^ITHTHtVEPY

NE6T EVER-

LASTING

fRENLH

P0U5H,

,^'I^.: /

./- ^..^

t/rsK'^ir:^'
'r/

»—arr
-^

THEn05T
tLLGAMT
INTERIOR
ARTISTIC riAMlt

DECORATIOnS

inALLCOt;H^<

L0WE5T >^ J

CHEERfUm
ruRmsHEo

0N(. \NI) HI M
723 MON ! H K BUILUiNQ

SAN FRANCISCO

X IF^ BUIUDIINQS

W© »-ifi-\«^; tinii^ iinci w X f->%^ns© in the w-« » i ir- I r^ ,. < v. i =
—

^

^

-

of a fc>uilclin£; l3ecause ^-^ ^v: cl« » n« > t --aU u^ t : ^ y part
of a £^eneral contract that can properly t>© don©
by ourselves. :-: :-: :-: :-: :-: :-:

nna

Malthoid Roofing
u VERS THE BEST BUILDINGS EVEFWWHERE

Used on such

magnificent
buildings as

the Hotel St.

Francis. Send

for booklet
showing Class

'W buildings

covered with

MALTHOID
made by

'HE PARAFFINE PAINT CO. Merchants' Exchange 8idg., Sdii Francisco

W. W. M^^NTAGUE=_ & CO.—

=

a ntels,Grates
^'^ -f^> 1 Tile

Fire Place Fixtures

Mosaic and

Ceramic Tile Floors

SALESROOM:

644-646 POLK STREET
One of the New Montague Fire-Places SAN FRANCISCO

•'If

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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14 The Architect and Engineer

LOS ANGELES, 417 BYRNE BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO. IIO BUSH STREET

MCCORMICK-HENDERSON CO.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON

CONCREWALTUM Fur Damp Proofing-in Colors.

CARBONIZING COATING Permanent Protection for Iron.

STLfc_i_ DOORS tor Warehouses, Stores and Offices.

ROLLING PARTITIONS VENETIAN BLINDS SANITARY
LOCK? * Alciai <^overe(I '*

'
'' md Trim. Georgia Marble.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY
ATTENDED TO

OLD ROOFS REPAIRED AND WARRANTED
ESTABLISHED OVER 4 EARS

w WILSON 6:
5-4 .-J r- fi M, i„ ! ij iVi ** J m P o s t T I

We have recently roofed building's for White Bros.. Main St.. San Francisco. The Boyd Estate.

Battery atid Pine Sts.. San Francisco and Wells Farsro & Co.. at Second and Mission Sts.

.tiul II N\TOM\ "TREET Bet. First and Second Sts., S. F.

Hli HAISMANN SaSH lAl^H

\ p Y \^ %\ \ V r V -

SI !*PLLMt> i n^

Phooe DouKlas 1976

H\i >M\NN SASH CAR!
I'\ ii Nil 1.5 AiNU 5ULb MA>i 1 ^w

L-HARDWARE
R NEW WINDOWS

WINDOW CLEANING MADE EASY

0.

nt) MONAHNutk liril.DING s\% rpwc!"

Telephone Temporary 3301

JOHN C. INCF CONSTRUCTION CO
m- ^TORS A.\u ENGINEERS

HEAVY MASONRY MILL CONSTRUCTION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS REINFORCED CONCRETE

Room 210, McCLOUD BUILDING,
406 Sutter St., cor. Stockton SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writinjf to .Xdvertisers mention this Magazine.
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^^

W. E. Dennison, President James H. Bishop, Secretary

STl'HillMll^inKM

L. A. Steiger, Manager

. « i

Manufacltirers: Architectural Terra Cotta; Semi-dry
Pressed Brick; Vitrified vSalt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow Tile Fire-Proofing; Terra Cotta Chimney
Pipe; Electric Conduit Tile, Drain Tile : : : : ' "

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases :

Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks :

Acid Jars; Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fire Clay; Modeling
Clay; Fire Brick Dust Fire Brick; Fire Tile

Main Office and San Fraficisco Yard:

EIGHTEENTH AND DIVISION STREETS
Factory: SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, SAN MATEO COUNTY

TERRA COTTA.PRESSED BRICK.PIPE.

FIRE PROOFING.ROOFING TILE, ^
FLUE LININGS, FIRE TILE.

LAUNDRY TRAYS.

ETC.

OO
r

S^

WORK
LINCOL
j» »«• ««•

I
gm^ £»»

FDDYAHYDFSTS SANFf?ANC!SCi

I OS iNfiFIFS PPFSSFH RHIfk 1(
\-4 \j lU i m i 1 1,JL 1.4 \j kj i 11 1,^ 4J kJ \j \f I. .1 1 1 I w i 1 w \

THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors. Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,

Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest
Grades Made. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

i

*

Los AngeleSf CaL

Office:

1006 UNtON TRUST Bl)

^

R. .' .-• PHO *--:• '
-''''

' '-- --^RES.

RRODE andCLARK IR{)N
INCORPORATED

STRUCTURAL IRON and STEEL CONTRA(

OFFICE AND WON
621-625 HOWARD tp.r^t.£T

Opposite New Montgomery SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I \-'
i I N ! t i

•-
I k'l I I i'vK'XNt, !l. I ill- liiJiUtHV.; i- limit C:ir n;':.' tc Pr. --!•.! ihi.? nia./«-..! f^titl*

BRICK Vitrified, Pressed, Glazed, Paving, Fire,

Fire Tile, Fire Clay, Fire Brick Dust
Architectural Terra Cotta- Hollow Tile Fire Proofinjf, Semi-

Dry. Pressed Brick. Terra Cotta Chimney Pipe. Brick and

Tile Mantels Flue Linings. Urns and Vases. Flower Pots. All kinds of Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

CARNEGIE BRICK & POTTERY CO.

Main Office wn^

M \ MURPTTV r.FVFR AT Manahfr

RM ( K 628 MUMuUMLHi bihi-Li. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

,..o, Oakland. Berkeley. San Jose

M ^ A' L i^ ** ' r URERS OF

Jfrchitectural Terra Cotta

f'-F^*i t

J^^sJ \Jh.UL

-•<?^..4'fc,-
' Wmi*<t^<»>'*^r»»

'

H

immi it II i>»iim»»i'"'"r!ii|ii"i

.•%«

iwniii ni l
iiiininiiini»«.»iiMwi

i*'«iy*''- |
"*" ''"***'**

;w:
<v-

ice, 17-19 z,^YY \F ^-T . San Francisco, Cal.

Fhorkc; t\t;arny 2&30

RoofiDK Tile, Hollow Tile.

Fire Prooflns:, Flue Lining,

Chimney Pipe, Vases and

Stoneware.

Vitrified Glazed Sewer

Pipe, Drain Tile, Fire

Brick, Fire Tile, Clay and

Brick Dust.

The Architect and Engineer U

FOR WOOD FINISH

WFSTFRN BUHDFRS'

IN i LKiUii \\ OOD FINISH

LANE JOIST HANGERS

Enametile (Metal) for Bath Rooms. Etc.

International System Reinforced Concrete

680 MISSION STREET
Phone Temporary 1991 SAN FRANCISCO

fl Not brittle, will neither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

est Economical and Satisfactory Polish

Known for Hardwood Floors. ^ For sale by

dealers in paints, hardware and house

furnishings. flSend for our free book-

let, telling of the many advantages of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

''I i , I

»

Cf
356 Atlantlt Avenue. bOblUN, MAi)b.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
is a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors

VONDER nop ST BROTH
INCORPORATED

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

REINFORCED CONCRETE
A SPECIALTY

1 1 SUTTER STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA

H. L. PETERSEN
REINFORCED CONCRETF ""HON

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

: : Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc. : :

111 O'Farrell Street San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I

I

T^ ^

M ' \ .

\ •

'

^m^ PROVED
Sit' ^^J^ !

This would not have happened if they had
useJ Mason Safety Tread.

MASON SAFE EAD

Hard Mf tai (Meel) to take the \\ ear aiiU

Insure Durability. Soft Metal (Lead) and

Carborundum to Hold the Foot and Insure

Safetv.

.ak masoh safety
OREN A. ^i^L'-

.kh .hANCISCO BRAMCH: 13; Eu-nAhAh ^TREET

TELEPHONE, PARK 103T

CHOICE linp:

DOMESTIC

PAINTS

Ol I ^-

VABHISHES

i\li:,RlllR lll:C(IR-\l1il\
Painters ^ finish

ART GLASS ulwi i UIONS
WINDOW SHADES

E\^f 31.

OIn

412 KEARNY ST., San Francisco

PHONE, DOl/GLAS 1380

1325 BROADWAY, Oakland, Cal.

OPP. POST OFFICE

PHONE. OAKLAND 1108

A. B. JOHNSTON
GENERAL MANAGER

CALirORN

Phone
Market 5481

RBIE

A (O^STRr<TION CO.

"WKolesal©, Slabs or in BlocKs

Quarry and Mill

COLUMBIA, CAL.

207 GRANT BUILDING
Market and 7th Sts.

I!

San Francisco, Cal.

•((f^**-".-*

i~™"

ion

ing
'

'
^- 'JICWAILPA- ; 'i

^ J\ ' ^
V uu£al WqQ<J Finishing

A SPECIALTY

We Carry the Latest Things in

Artistic Wall Papers and Burlaps

Visit our New Studio in the

New Maple Hall Building

. W. TUCKER
1 4lh and Webster 320 1 4th Street

S''.'S:.d7i6 OAKLAND

DPSifj'iiirnr
I.. ...^ I *». 1 1 i 1 1 *^ ttiiistructiii if

Designing, Inarpecting and Superintendence of Con-
struction of Sand-Lin 1%. lii-ick:. Clay BricU, . oment
and l^im© Burning i i^iiiL^s* of the Mlg-H^w -»l .Stand-
ard. IVIortar IVIixin^r Plants (|-Ior«tmann System.)

Remodeling and Improvement
of Kstablislned Rlants

GARBAGE INCINERATING PLANTS
(Gfrman Dr. DoEftR Systkm)

325 Ml

Phone Douglas 1967 SAN i l<,\Xi^l>wu, w \i.iruRNI.

THi: DKORATIVF VALlt OF

PRIiH:kl.\ ti!^ISHf,:il WOODWORK
)'
O YOU realize the beautiful and artistic

finishes that can be economically ob-
tained on all kinds of woods? The in-

terior finish of your home has much to do
with its harmony and general attractiveness.

Wood finishing has become such an art, that

there is no excuse for any wood being finished

in an unattractive manner. All that is neces-

sary to get good results is to be posted on the

subject and tt» renv

"BRIDGEPORT STmj\ku hihi- h\iMi!\i,
IM M M W : i \
t n- • • s s i «, ij

s'ive the best finishes, as is shown by their continu. >. ,.ccification

by architects for over 30 years.

It is easy to be well acquainted on this subject. Our book,

'MODERN WOOD FINISHING." contains 32 accurate illustra-

tions in colors of finishes on woods, and is yours for the asking.

Write—or simply tear out this ad., giving your name and address

on the margin, and send it to us.

VViUTTIFR w<>iii.KA wOMPANY,
18 Sansomc Mit i. ranclscn. and l.os Angeles, Cal.

so

THE BRIDGEPOR
'^A/ Cy C") n F I N 1 H f-i l H 0.

BO>
NtW YORK. CMICAGO. PMILAUtLHhtA BObTON

I'
*•••"• I
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I acific Coast.
I i r ocades and

>\ ; 5 1,
--^ i t %.„: ill! W I

Pacific Coasi \ iti

Also hAli'kt k '

l»^

oreign and \ rican Wall : r Factories

.^i'j^ Corrcspundciii^c suin^iiGd

2511 WASHINGTON STREET. (NEAR FILLMORE) 1527 PINE STREET. (NEAR VAN NESS)

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND NEW YORK

TT A. 1

iNTrixMOR T^rro
Mil >FR CO.
roT?'^ AND DESIGNERS

/ ^E are in a

position to

furnish any-
thing for the inte-

rior of the house.

We carry a full line

of lace and fabrics

and make rugs and

furniture to order.

No proposition is

too small or too

large for us to

handle. We would

be pleased to ex-

change ideas with Architects or Prospective Purchasers.

1 607 Broadway (at Key Route Inn)OAKLAND
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ESTABLISHED 1879 TELEPHONE TEMPORARY 1817 INCORPORATED 1893

^diforiiui Art ^ms Itliirk

iirtiiiiiiu
'^£i^^^^

anil
tlllluiObllUi

a*"

I I
i I vU,

Wm. SCHROEDER, President

MEMORIA. .^ NDOWS A SPECIALTY
U>t|r Urabtn^ ^auBt an It^r ^arifir Coast

33B l^outarb BU Irt. 5tlj mh B%

ARTbiic bi >\{ ; MAiMHLS

For Hotels
Apartment Houses

and Residences

PACIFIC COAST ART MANTEL CO.

Office and Show Rooms :

344 Tenth Street, SAN FRANCISCO

i-

m

« OURANI
s [ I [ I

KKKtK
MM. 1 1 illK

AND

DOUBLE TIER

COST NO wm
THAN A GOOD

WOODEN LOCKER

PERFECT
VENTILATION

FIRE PROOF THEFT PROOi

PINISHED IN A FURNACE BAKED JAPAN OR

FIRNACE BAKED ENAMEL (Any Color)

DURABLE HANDSOME SANITARY

If

I!

WILLIAMS h r^RTER ro
SALES AGENTS

197 JESSIE STREET. SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Kearny 2728
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MECHANICS SAVINGS BANK BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

LINDGREN-HICKS CO.. Contractors L. B. DUTTON. Architect

MANUPACTURED BY

Exclusively

in this

Building

Furnished by

Joosl Bros.

1274-6 MARKET ST.

San Francisco

Russell & Frwin Mfg. Co.

933-7
MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

Factory, New Britain, Conn.

Merle Ornanienltil Iron and Hion/

THE Elevator Cab Illustrated

here has been Installed in the

Clunie Building, San Francisco,

Ross and Burgren, Architects.

fl Other specimens of our work

may be found in the following buildings:

St. Francis Hotel, Shreve, Kamm, Grant,

Cosmopolitan, Crocker and Mutual Savings

Bank Buildings, also Italian-American Bank,

1 Humboldt Bank and Hearst Memorial Min-

ing Building, Berkeley.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ORNAMENTAL IRON, BRASS and

BRONZE WORK
BAY. STOCKTON AND NORTH POINT

STREETS. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

e You $20,000
ON A CONCRETE STRUCTURE LIKE THE

PACIFIC BUILDING, which contained 2400

D (>\n WIN S

=3 I"

« r- THUM
BECAUSE—Of the saving in window friime construc-

tion and installation.

BPXAUSE—Of the safety in cleaning and ease in

ventilating.

BPXAUSE—Of their original architectural possibilities

in connection with up-to-date building construction.

Dean Reversible Window Co.
551. 55:^. 555 BRANNAN ST.

p. « ,.,e, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Southern Pacific Hospital

San Francisco. Cal,

\^

McElroy fiuilditig. San Francisco. Brick Supporting Walls -with Reinforced Concrete Floors

Wm. Curiett. Architect

/

COP

Reinf

I *

,<fe4-«j;»*^ j<™*>iM-'™„

FOR

^> ?*''*% ''^ ^^ *'*^ **" '^ *

1 1 1 i I
r p 1 1

*

used Exclusively in the Ke-

inforcement of this Building

No Exccbi Mciai iui Bond

Make Your Work Permanent

JNO. B. LEONARD, C. E., ^
. . 4-

o»

813-15-16 SHELDON BUILDING

Send for Catalo^^ue SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Make Your Wo^*^ Permanent

F. T. CROWE & CO., Agents

Seattle Tacoma Spokane Portland
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Jlianr. IKrartm 3B32

Cob Att^rUB. (HaL

0tatnfh O^laHF

Cliitrrh atth ?«bUr Imlinmg 1?rorattona

iE^moriiil au^ ¥int HfatJifnttal (^la!^« Work

a ^pntalty. an& of ll|r ?StnhrHt (HIvlbb.

SrBtguB au^ liBttmatrB upntt Apiiltrattnu.

utUh jiarttrularB.

M ONtKL ( IM P \

Warehouse

type of

Building

completed

by us at

three per cent

under

guaranteed

estimated

cost.

IVarr/wuse for Prosf^eci Investment Co. Bliss 6^ Faville. Architects

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
CROCKER BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone: Kearny 4-032

UNION SAVINGS BANK BLDG.. OAKLAND

Telephone: Oakland 92
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alifornia Pee lion

^. II

(j Plaster Company i;

MANUFACTURERS OF

ART MARBLE and PEERLE CORING
A CALIFORNIA PRODUCT- FIRE PROOF-SANITARY-WATER PROOF

III''

OFFICE ANO «;H0W ROOM

: irrell Su, >m I ninci-ro

Works and Factory

San Leandro California

U I f

V ' ' '1

Fold up like an Accordion under the Window Head

i
W i9 *t

132 v[isSION ST., San Francisco.

LOS ANGELES HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE BUILDING, DENNIS ^^ FAR WELL, Architects

A Complete Power Plant and Sturtevant Heating and Ventilating System Installed

in this Building by the

MACHINERY &' ELECTRICAL CO.
r *. AND vLf^iiLATING ENGINEERS

351-353 North Main Street LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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NORTHWEST BRIDGE

' '

/. U n WORKS OBEGON

A N I

»

t \

,-'> ^ ^ ' O *•O\X\'PT

I

Bridges, Building

^

Trusses, Girders

Columns

Etc.

We carry in stock 3000 Tons of

Beams, Channels, Angles,

Tees, Plates and Bars

Plans and estimates furnished

for Steel or Reinforced Con-

crete Structures

HALF WAY BETWEEN

AN FRANCISCO- LOS ANGELES

Quick Shipments of

eel Iron Girders

Beams. Bases,

s >

NO DELAYS PRICES RIGHT

i I

BURNEIi iROK WORK

X"^ . '\
, CAL.

SIDEWALK DOORS AND LIGHTS

ARCHITECTURAL IRON

STEEL BUILDINGS AND BRIDGES

PACIFIC leON WORK
O. E. HEINTZ. Manager

CASTINGS
OF ALL KINDS

1300 TONS IN STOCK:

3 to 15 Inch Channels

3 to 24 Inch Steel Beams

^4X^4 to 8x8 Inch Angles

East End Burnside Street Bridge

PORTLAND, OREGON

AClFiCROLLINGMlLlS
P. NOBLE, Successor

I I r 1 'r"Tl i » % I -w r I t 1

A'\
s 'i

'

* v" »
' ' » i '

"'•

ANGLES
BEAMS
CHANNELS
PLATES
TEES

MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

OFFICE AND MILLS

SEVENTEENTH & MISSISSIPPI STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

#s-

''l^ .^ i

Office and Works -< 625 to 651 FLORIDA STREET
' NEAR ElCiHTEENTH STREET

San
Francisco,

Cal.

Iron WorksJoshua Hen
(incorporated)

IRON FOUNDER , BNQINEERS, MACHINISTS
ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS

OFFICE AND SALESROOM
nearint; completion at

HREMOIVT STR
SAN FRANCISCO

WORKS AT

SUNNYVALE,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

\\I:STI:KN IRON WORK V

"^iriitls

it. 'ifc. i

~'~"i

i %

;i^ lluiilc'

jii- Ik,: ill V • i • »

\ anil l,inine*=^-

or
n M . / ^Mk -Jh^;

i, I < r
V

t

»
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IL

. ONE OF THE FIRST TO RE-LOCATE IN THE BURNED DISTRICT

125-127 Br\! B STRr^ ^ *" C\!

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
AND RIGGER

ERECTING AND
WRECKING

C. A. BLUME
ERECTING OF

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Builders' Exchange, 180 Jessie St.

SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE

Room 315, 185 Stevenson Street
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APT MF.TA1. WORIAS CHR. DETERDING

Bank

Fixtures

I- ! p M ;if fl r

Gr I i I fj f

Art

Forginys

and

Hammer-
ings

67 CLLi\l \ 1

' i
^ I ! M I S?!" Ff^nrisro, Cal.

BASALT ROC

Portland Ceme^
FOR

BHmi.JCfcu CuiU^'ek tLib!:..i

L J

i-

ALSO

CEMENT FOR FINISHING

- IMIIATION

SANDSTONE

STRUCTURAL STEEL

I L " Cj I 1. 1 •

T MM

. *^B* -J, ;i^^ f *.r'"

/ Bronze ijoor lu jus. t looa Dujumit;
Albert Pissff. Architect

CAST BY

LOUIS De ROME'S

BROiN/i hOl
San Francisco

II

>1^

">N FIRE'PROOF

. COMP^NY,
INCORPORATED

I Room 15, 42 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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H L

WINSLOW BROS. C

Ornamental Iron

and Bronze

<^

Main Office and Works :

\S UST HARRISON STREET
ii»th and 47th Ave., CHICAGO

San Francisco Office:

MONADNOCK BUILDING

Los Angeles, Office:

SECURITY BUILDING

Los Ansreles. Morgan & Walls. Architects

J. Ci. BRAl N
537-541 W. 35th Street, NEW YORK

322 S. Paulina Street, CHICAGO

CARRIKS A COMPLETE STOCK OF

I w\ illof I III

I W \''
t I I 1

1 1 I

^ t I I ?

Plain and Ornani«.iUai ^a>ii liars, Leaves, Ro-
setteu. Pickets and Ornamental Rivets, Square

Root Angle Iron from %*x%*x\-\6* Upwards

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos-

ures and Office Railings

Catalogue to Architects Architectural Iron Works and Builders only on Application.

K»atent Sheet iVletal Shears
Punchinfir IVfachiines

All parts, including the main body, are made
of forged steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from steel

plates. All movable parts are steel forgings.

Ml parts which can be are tempered. The Eccentric pillar blocks are made with independe

rings. Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle. Tee or Flat Iron.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

OVER eOO M>\Ci-IIINES SOLD

nt steel
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I lOPSONS IMPROVED
11 '1 !'1.M)0F METAL

\s ixnnws

1 4 i

Made in n-
writers, i.--

i 1 1. 1 1 Si I II

Office 315-321 Monadnock BIdg.

'Phone Kearny 1918.

ancisco.

.N^.iuimi iiuaiu ui Liiil%.i'

ngs now being erected in

I 1'
*'

Factory

'Phone- M

^

rannan Sts.

:rj

A. S. MANGRUM,
President and Manager

cha;

\1 % \Til !\0
FliRNACF '^Nn STE

h AN LEY,
Secretary

^«^«^

noM i. AM' Ki K fiBN Oi n ITS^
Stoves. KaniTcs, Rilrigerators, Tin and EnamL-led Ware

-#i3^-aif

i

ANGRUM
(Incorporated)

S41.S63 MISSION ^N IRANCISCO

)

Telephone Temporary 3ISS

ontinental Fire-proofing

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF RE-INFORCED
CONCRETE AND STEEL FRAME BUILDINGS

Inc.

Sixtppn Ypars' ExiM-MHiioe

908-909-910 Mutual Savings Bank BIdg., SAN FRANGISOO

.

STRUCTURAL STEEL
FABRICATED

LEVERING & GARRIGUES CO.
NEW YORK *

WOODS 8c HUDDART, Agents

366 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

Contractors for New Warehouse for John A. Roebling's Sons Co., San Francisco.

THE STAR r XJ»A>.^ilo^ I

I \| |/> llll%u i% I Xl* \^»St<l% li«H I
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STONE DRILLS
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The \X ork of T. Paterson Ross and A. W. Burgren

lll«: work of Architect T. Paterson

Ross and luio:incer A. W. Burgren

is shown in this nnmber of the

Architect and En<:^ineer of California.

With one or two exceptions the ilhtstra-

tions are of bnildin.i^s desi^qned and

erected in San b^-ancisco by this hrni

since the bi^^' fire two years a.c:o. It is, in-.

(\i^(iC[, a reniarkable showing and Messrs.

Ross and lUir.c:ren have .c:ood reason to

feel i)roud of their part in the reconstruc-

tion of tlie burned city. Their line of

work has been ^iven a wide berth, em-

bracing many classes and types of build-

ings, from tlie temporary shack put up ui

:, hurrv immediately after the fire to the stately Class A office buildin.c: the

haudsome four and'five-story ai)artment house, the hotel, the church and th-

incturesc|ue buni.^alow. .

Tn R()s;s and lUiro-rcn more than any other architectural firm in ban

iM-ancisco must be credited th"e responsibility for the radical changes

ihat have been followed in the style and construction of buildm-s in the

( )ricntal district. Where previously the rigid lines of cheap occidental

l.uildino- construction had provided perpendicular walls, now the tantasy ol

ihc I'ar h:ast has been borrowed and in the Chinatown of today the i)agoda

-I vl« -rttttt^ generally pre<h>Hiinate^ ^ ^
' One of the finest Ross and Burgren buildings occupies the corner of

.difoniia and Montgomerv streets and rises to a height ot seven atones t

i. called the Clunie btvilding, and has been pronounced one ot the best built

tircproof office structures in San Francisco. Its heavy steel frame, rein-

Tccd concrete floors and massive stone and brick walls all contribute to

uike it a structure of uiuisual strength and heautv. Ihc cstmnted cost

•

this building was S273.0O0. Another notable firei>root structure is the

llcrbach warehouse, which was one of the fir>t great commercial build-

.-< to be erected after the fire. It is ot brick constructinn.

T Paterson Ross, seni-r memljer of the firm, has been .practicing

Intect in San Pranciscn i< ,r fonrteen vear^. He is a native nl l-..bnburgh.

'land Mr Purgren has been associated with Mr. K.^ss l.-r mx years,

not until after the fire was a partner>hip fnrmed. P..th men are cmn-

iiiivdv vonng and bv their close attenti-ui tn work and mdelatigable

.•ts to please thev have established a clientage that others may well

\-. Mr. Ross is a member of San lo-a.ncisc<. ( hai)ter, .\. \. \.
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rin \X or!, of i raterson Ross and A. W. u ^n

r
HE work of Architect T. Paterson

Ross and Engineer A. W. Burgren

is shown in this number of the

Architect and Engineer of California.

With one or two exceptions the illustra-

tions are of buildings designed and

erected in San Francisco by this firm

since the big fire two years ago. It is, in-

deed, a remarkable showing and Messrs.

Ross and Burgren have good reason to

feel proud of their part in the reconstruc-

tion of the burned city. Their line of

work has been given a wide berth, em-

bracing many classes and types of build-

ings, from the temporary shack put up in

a hurry immediately after the fire to the stately Class A office building the

handsome four and five-story apartment house, the hotel, the church and the

picturesque bungalow. .

To Ross and Burgren more than any other architectural firm in ban

IVancisco must be credited the responsibility for the radical changes

that have been followed in the style and construction of buddmgs in the

Oriental district. Where previously the rigid lines of cheap occidenta

building construction had provided perpendicular walls, now the fantasy ol

the Far East has been borrowed and in the Chinatown of today the pagoda

style quite generally predominates.
• ,, r

One of the finest Ross and Burgren buildings occupies the corner o

California and Montgomery streets and rises to a height of seven stones^

is called the Clunie building, and has been pronounced one of the best bmlt

fireproof^ffice structures in San Francisco. Its heavy steel frame, rein-

forced concrete floors and massive stone and brick wall^ all contribute to

make it a structure of unusual strength and beauty. The estimated cost

of this building was $275,000. Another notable fireproof structure is the

/.ellerbach warehouse, which was one of the first great commercial build-

ings to be erected after the fire. It is of brick construction.

T Paterson Ross, senior member of the firm, has been a practicing

architect in San Francisco for fourteen years. He 4s a native of Edinburgh.

S.otland Mr. lUirgren has been associated with Mr. Ross for six years,

hut not until after die fire was a partnership formed. Both men are com

-

iKu-atively young and by their close attention to work and indefatigable

Torts to please thev have established a clientage that others may well

envy. Mr. Ross is a member of San Francisco Chapter, A. 1. A.
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" Cluuic C>fficc liiiildhiK, Sav Francisco

Firetroofcd hy the Rocbltuk Construction Company liiiuit'tcd ~^'ith ( >trs Elevators

I . I'aterson Ross. Architect A. W . lUirsircn. linx: nicer

Architect's Water Color of Cltinie BitiUin^
I . Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Hurgrcn. h.nninecr

Masonic Cemetery Entrance. San Mateo Comity Cat.

I . Paterson Ro<s. Architect
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ArchitecVs Water Color of Clunie Building

7. Faterson Ross. Architect A W. Pur^ren hngtneer

Clunie Office Building, San Francisco

Fireproofed by the Roebling Construction Company Equipped with Otis Elevators

'1
. Faterson Ross. Architect A. H'. Burgren. Engineer

Masonic Cemetery Entrance. San Mateo County. Cal.

1 . Faterson Ross. Architect
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Rotyuis Building:. SiJ/i Francisco

1 . I 'atcrson Ross. Architect A. W. Ihir^rcn, Emiinccr
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West Side Christian Church. San Francisco

/, I'atcrson Ross. Architect A. W . Fitr^ren. Fnnineer
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Robins Building. San Francisco

7. Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren, Engineer
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H'est Side Christian Church. San Francisco

1 . Faterson Ross. Architect A.'W. Burgren. Engineer
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Sin^ Fat Buttding. Chinatown, San Francisco

T. Faterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren, Engineer
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fialdii'iii Apartment!!. San Francisco

r. Patcraon Ross. Architect A. W. Burgreu. Engineer
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Scobie Hospital. Paj^e Street and Masonic Avenue. San Francisco

T. Paterson Ross. Architect A . W. Burgren. Engineer
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I

Henderson Flats. Hayes Street. San Francisco

1. Paterson Ross. Architect A.W. Bursren. Engineer

Treatment of Concrete Surfaces*

By E. B. GREEN, Architect, Buffalo, N.' Y.

I

NEED not tell you that the architect's interest in the uses of cement i>

second only to your own. Hut while you are enabled to give your entire,

time and thought to cement construction, his interests are necessarily

divided among manv methods of construction and various materials.

When you think~of the various things that enter into the construction

of a modern building, of which he must have more than a passing knowl-

edge and to no one of which must he give an undue weight, it will appeal

to you that the interest which he takes in concrete construction must l>e

somewhat less than yours.

* Paper rearl before the Natonal Association of Ceir.ci.t Users.

.

1 *

"-'"'-%

-- ,-:.'
; iv ::ja '

im:m '^fKf^^St

IIf '^^K^M_J

w

Residence of Mr. Chas. G. Gebhardt. San Franctsco

r. Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren. Engineer

He cannot pretend to become an expert in any one method of construc-

tion, and it therefore gives us pleasure and much profit to become
acquainted and be surrounded with those who devote their efforts and intel-

lectual forces to one or two channels in the art of building.

Architects, as a class, are conservative, and our energies and thoughts

are given to the designing, to the form of the structure. The carrying ouc

of the work is best left to those equipped for that special purpose. We, of

course, must be conversant with the various methods of fabricating the

material in order to design the structure properly.

As yet, our profession rests primarily upon that of form, scale and the

disposition of mass and voids (which is the design) more than on the

ni. thods or materials of construction.
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Treatment of Concrete Surfaces'*

By K. B. (iKKI-:X. Archilcct. Buffalo. X. ^.

IXI^M^) n..t tell vou thai the architect V interest in the use- of cenieni

^^econd onlv to your own. 1 Uit while y..n arr enabled to o-jve your em

time and thoui^ht to cement construction, his iutere-ts are nccessan-.

divided amomr nianv methods of construction and various material-:

When vou think of the~various thin.Li> that enter into the construct!

of a modern huildinix. ^)f which he must have more than a ])as<inp: \<u<r

edixc, and to no one of wliich mu-t lie .e:ive an undue weii^-ht. it will apj-

to"\'ou that the intere-t which he take- in concrete construction musi
'

sonicwhat less than your<.

* I\apor -laa before ihc N.itonal A'^^'.cialmi; ..l I < n f I r-^ci<.

h't'sitfi-nct' (if Mr. Chas. (i. (.'ichliaidt .
S,tit It\UHi<io

I . l\iter.<on Nos<, Anhita* '
'''• />'//>.•/.•//. liiKfncc,

lie cannot ])retend tM Become an expert in any one method of construc-

. and it therefore i^ixes us r)leasure and much profit t«j l)ccome

lainted and lie surrounded with those who devote their efforts and intel-

lal forces to one or two channels in the art of Buildint^.

Architects, a- a class, are conservative, and our enerj^ies and thoughts

S:iven to the designing, to the form of the structure. The carrying cue

.' work i> he-t left to those erpiipped for that special purpose. We, of

•"-r. mu>t he con\er>ant with the \ arious method- of fabricating the

• rial in order to de-ign the structure i)roperly.

A- yet, our ]irofe.-sion rest- primarily u])on that of form, scale and the

-iti'on of mass and \oids (which is the design) more than on the

'mK or materials of construction.
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/. J'itti'isoii h'o.<s. Architect
Hotel Avalon. Sail J-'raiicisco

A. ir. liurKrcii. I'.tt^inccr

I niav sav that all architects are looking forward to the sttuly of tin-

question witli the keenest hiterest. We have ])econie familiar with ni-

structural side, and are constantly ur.c:ed to take up the esthetic side ot iIm

use of concrete. It holds forth tremendous possibilities, and the day wi i

be a happy one when you have devised methods for the use of cement wliicli

will makJ it possible to do away with wood construction in all city bui •

in£rs Can we realize what it would mean to have all our buildinsrs in tU'-

city fireproof—the lessening of taxation, to say nothing of the danger tnun

To tell you the interest which the architects are taking in the subjo
•

of concrete and reinforced concrete, I will say that nearly two days out -

the four allotted to the annual meeting of the American Institute of Arciv

tects were devoted to the discussion of concrete, and we had some prcu

stirring times and a good deal of ripping up the back of old methods, and

did us all a lot of good. Still the consensus of opinion f/he end seemot

to be one of uncertainty and caution—we must be careful. The metho'

are not yet on the same basis as masonry construction and the manut.i

ture of steel, for instance. It is difficult, if not impossible, to make a tc

I the work before it is completed, but if it were possible to fabricate

, oncrete under known conditions and under cover, I think the architects

Ac)uld be still more enthusiastic and ready to take the question up on its

- -thetic side.

The question of weather, the proper mixing of the material and of the

t'orms and the reinforcement, mean so much that under the very best condi-

tions the contractor has a difficult problem to get his labor to do as he

(lir<:cts.

. A report was read at that convention by the chairman of the Committee

r>n Applied Arts and Sciences, Mr. Irving K. Pond of Chicago; Messrs.

( laude P>ragdon, Elmer Gray, Charles Z. Klander and Bertram G. Goodhue

being on the committee. This report defines so well the position of the

architect in regard to the use of concrete that I have chosen to read it as

i^dving you an authorized idea of the architect's standpoint.

Although the exact relationship existing between concrete and steel re-

inforcement under a given condition is yet to be accurately determined,

Chatcl at Cytress Imikh Cemetery. San Mateo

r. Paterson Ross. Architect
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T. Patef son Ross. Architect
Hotel Avalon. San Francisco

A. W. Burgren. Engineer

'

I may say that all architects arelooking forward to the study of thiir-

question with the keenest interest. We have become familiar with the

structural side, and are constantly urged to take up the esthetic side of the

use df concrete It holds forth tremendous possibilities, and the day wi l

be a happy one when you have devised methods for the use of cement which

will make it possible to do away with wood construction in all city build-

ings Can we realize what it would mean to have all our buildings in this

city fireproof—the lessening of taxation, to say nothing of the danger from

To tell you the interest which the architects are taking in the subject

of concrete and reinforced concrete, I will say that nearly two days out ol

the four allotted to the annual meeting of the American Institute of Archi-

tects were devoted to the discussion of concrete, and we had some pretty

stirring times and a good deal of ripping up the back of old methods, and i

did us all a lot of good. Still the consensus of opinion at the end seemed

to be one of uncertainty and caution—we must be careful. The methods

are not yet on the same basis as masonry construction and the manutaL-

ture of steel, for instance. It is difficult, if not impossible, to make a test

of the work before it is completed, but if it were possible to fabricate

concrete under known conditions and under cover, I think the architects

would be still more enthusiastic and ready to take the question up on its

esthetic side.

The question of weather, the proper mixing of the material and of the

forms and the reinforcement, mean so much that under the very best condi-

tions the contractor has a difficult problem to get his labor to do as he

directs.

A report was read at that convention by the chairman of the Committee

on Applied Arts and Sciences, Mr. Irving K. Pond of Chicago; Messrs.

Claude Bragdon, Elmer Gray, Charles Z. Klander and Bertram G. Goodhue
being on the committee. This report defines so well the position of the

architect in regard to the use of concrete that I have chosen to read it as

giving you an authorized idea of the architect's standpoint.

Although the exact relationship existing between concrete and steel re-

inforcement under a given condition is yet to be accurately determined,

I
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Chapel at Cypress Lawn Cemetery. San Mateo

T. Paterson Ross. Architect
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/Mlerbach Building. San Francisco. Equitfed i^'ith two Otis Elevators

T. Paterson Ross, Architect ^- ^'- ^^'^''"- ^^^'"^''^

and the structural use of reinforced concrete is yet to be reduced to an

exact science, and although the manipulation of concrete and its application

to structural uses has not as yet become an art, yet the fact that in its

use and treatment there are immense scientific and esthetic possibilities

brings the subject of reinforced concrete well within the field of study o

this committee, especially at this time, when the general topics of steel

structure and concrete reinforcement are before the Institute for discussion.

It is essential throughout such discussion to keep clearly in mind the true

and abiding status of architecture and the architect. The architect is not .1

mechanical fabricator of mathematical diagrams. His highest concern is

with the ideal, and his first sketch should present an idea, an idea whicli is

conceived in beauty. The past has demonstrated that architecture, as the

expression of the ideal, can materialize in but one or the other of two^'"^'''

manners; that of the articulated structure, unit added to unit, and that oi

the plastic mass. The most noble development in the first manner is in tne

architecture of masonry (brick or stone) and this development has reache 1

its logical limit; in no way, except it may be in mere size, its least nonit

attribute, is it to be excelled.
j 11 ;^r :»n

And now comes the ghost of what might have been, and calls tor an

incarnation, feeling (if a giant can feel) that in reinforced concrete science
,^

preparing a way which can be vivified with the spirit of art. If this teeinis

/'. Paterson Ross. Architect
Hotel Robins. San Francisco

A. W. Bitrgren. Engineer

is substantiated, to the architect is opened a new range of possibilities.

The architect becomes in a sense a sculptor, a molder of monumental mass;
not the fantastic figure who, at first with sharply insistent blows and then

with infinite persuasive tappings, releases the form imprisoned in the block,

but a creative constructor who builds up his ideal and shapes it by the

irresistible though tender molding of mass and form.

The masonry-clad steel structure of today is an architectural anomaly,
representing as it does rather a branch of engineering than of architecture;

and it is doubtful if any treatment of the encrusting material, be it brick,

stone or terra cotta, can make the structure architecturally interesting as

compared, for instance, with the interest which attaches to a well-designed

brick cottage or stable, even. The steel structure, however, will continue
to occupy its own domain. But the call of concrete is heard inviting archi-

tecture to occupy an as yet undeveloped territory.

Though the use of concrete goes back to antiquity, plastic architecture

would seem to be in the veriest infancy, and would seem also to be asking
the genius of this age to give it perfect expression and make it worthy to

stand with the architecture of the past and yet-to-come. Though the past
be examined for precedent, little will be found. Rome used concrete in bulk
^biit undeniable evidence of a scientific use of the matrial is wanting.

r i"»«b H « ^n ''
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T. Paterson Ross. Architect - ^'- W- l^ur.rcu. I:n,nnn

and the structural use of reinforced concrete is yet to be reduced to an

exact science, and althouj^h the manipulation of concrete and its application

to structural uses has not as vet become an art, yet the fact that in it^

use and treatment there are immense scientific and esthetic possibilities^

brincrs the subject of reinforced concrete well within the f^eld of study r.

this%mmittee, especially at this time, when the general topics of steel

structure and concrete reinforcement are before the Institute for discussn.n.

It is essential throughout such discussion to keep clearly in mind the true

and abiding status of architecture and the architect. The architect is nm a

mechanical fabricator of mathematical dia.e:rams. His hi.c:hest concern i^

with the ideal, and his first sketch should present an idea, an idea which i^

conceived in beautv. The past has demonstrated that architecture, as tlu

expression of the ideal, can materialize in but one or the other of two^rea'

manners- that of the articulated structure, unit added to unit, and that -.

the plastic mass. The most noble development in the f^rst manner is in tli^

architecture of masonrv (brick or stone) and this development has reachc-i

its logical limit; in no way, except it may be in mere size, its least noh:<

attribute, is it to be excelled.. ,11;.,,
And now coijnes the .i^host of what mij^ht have been, and calls toi a.i

incarnation, feeling (if a giant can feel) that in reinforced concrete science;

preparing a way which can be vivified with the spirit of art. If this teeiu.

Hotel h'oHus. San h ramtscrr
/. l\iterson Koss. Architect ./. n '. linr^reu. Enj^itiecr

- substantiated, to the architect is opened a new range of possibilities.

The architect becomes in a sense a sculptor, a molder of jiionumeiital mass ;

not the^a^tastic figure who, artTrst with sharply insisYeniFbrows and then

with infinite ]KTsuasive ta])pings, releases the form imprisoned in the block,

l>ui a creative constructor who buiUls u]) his ideal and shapes it by the

irresistible though tender molding of mass and form.

The masonry-clad steel structure of today is an architectural anomaly,
representing as it does rather a branch of engineering than of architecture;

and it is doubtful if any treatment of the encrusting material, be it brick,

stctne or terra cotta, can make the structure architecturally interesting as

Compared, for instance, with the interest which attaches to a well-designed

brirk cottage (^r stable, even. The steel structure, however, will continue
to occupy its own domain. lUit the call of concrete is heard inviting archi-

tecture to occupy an as yet undevelo])ed territory.

Though the use of concrete goes back to anti(|uity, plastic architecture

\v«'uld seem to be in the veriest infancy, and would seem also to be asking
ilu genius of this age to give it perfect expression and make it worthy to

^taud with the architecture of the past and yet-to-come. Though the past
^H* rxamined for precedent, little will be found. Rome used concrete in bulk
~~i''it undeniable evidence of a scientific use of the matrial is wanting.
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T. Paterson Ross. Architect
Musto Flats. San Fra?tcisco

A. W. Burgren. Engineer

Rome employed masonry in bulk-but ap^ain evidence of a scientific use i>

wanting. Rome applied superficially the arts of other times and countries,

but of itself left to posterity only monuments expressive of a>f^^
J^^^^^^

peramental force, breathing: little or nothing of spirituality.
J^^

^pan

missions were built with a rare feeling for mass and light and shade, but

feeling swayed and science did not guide. With the science of today to

guide, and the art experience of the past to illuminate into what logical,

noble and beautiful forms should not concrete shape itself, to the end ot an

enduring, spiritualized architecture?

In this study your committee has taken no cognizance of the concrete

block as a structural possibility, believing that such blocks, as well as he

terra cotta used in the same mariner, are mere imitations of stone, and wnen

used after the manner of stone, are impossible in the architecture of sent -

ment and, like all imitations of one material in another, are inimical to art.

The possibilities, even the esthetic possibilities, within the range ot rein-

forced concrete construction, can hardly be over-estimated Little beyona

the introductory chapter has been written in the history of reinforced con-

crete, and every advance in the science of its manufacture and use nmii

signal an advance along the line of artistic application.
^ ,, ^ a H

Except in well-defined types, designed to serve certam well-dehnea

uses, it is impracticable so to carry masonry construction beyond and betiina

the facade as to result in a homogeneous structure—wanting which arc n

-

tecture becomes but a hollow sound. The architecture of a remforced pla.nc

material may and logically will express itself throughout the entire

structure to the remotest core. The unity, the truth, the harmony of the

whole may in every part be manifested. Therefore, again the possibilities

inherent in concrete present themselves alluringly to the architect to whom
the art means as much as does the science of building.

The architectural brain is not so congested by the weight of pregnant

thought that at a blow a Minerva shall issue forth, full fledged and full

armed. That is not the history of the evolution of an architectural style.

It will take time and struggle and developed artistic perceptions in this, as

in former cases, to reveal the possibilities^ of beautiful and of monumental

design.

Yet it is possible that in this, as in other ages, commercialism, itself so

devoid of esthetic tendencies, will pave the way to the realization of an

esthetic ideal. A material which holds in itself the qualifications for com-

mercial use will in that very use reveal its esthetic possibilities. No
material which puts into the hand of the architect power to reduce per-

manent mass and form, and add the enrichment of light and shade, color

and texture, will be ignored long when science has made its use commer-

cially possible. It would then seemingly remain only for science to demon-

state the practical value of reinforced concrete, in respect to its physical

properties, and art must unfold whatever it holds of beauty.

The steel skeleton developed from commercial necessity, and to clothe

and perfect that skeleton, the architect, naturally, used whatever means lay

at his command; stone, brick, terra cotta and metal were called into requisi-

tion. To clothe the skeleton in one or another or all of these materials

became a fixed habit with the architect. So that when concrete came into

use not only was it ignored as a possible clothing for steel, but when the

skeleton of reinforced concrete was set up, it was itself clothed after the

existing fashion for steel. Such is the fatal force of habit. Granting to con-

crete the qualities ascribed to it, that it is fireproof, that it may be rendered

moisture proof, that once in place it is not affected by atmospheric and

climatic conditions, that it can be permanently colored, can be molded and

chiseled, that it can be formed in place and need not be applied piecemeal—

what better material could be sought for clothing the steel skeleton? And

why the need of any cloak at all to such material, when it has been treated

with any manner of decency or respect by the designer? So esthetically

there would seem to be unlimited possibilities in reinforced concrete.

Although it has not been its purpose to study that especial phase, it

seems to your committee that the esthetic possibilities inherent in terra

cotta and faience as covering materials for the steel skeleton have not as

yet been in the highest degree realized, while, as stated before, concrete as a

possible covering has been ignored. Simultaneously with their development

in the field already assigned to them, it is not inconceivable that ornamental

terra cotta and tile beautiful in color and texture, and also sculptured stone,

will be called upon to embellish and distinguish, though not in any manner
to clothe or conceal the concrete structure. The presence of these materials

may be needed as a saving grace in these early days of design in concrete,

to save the designers from a too brutal conception of the forms they deem the

material must necessarily take. There is an unfortunate though marked
tendency now in what should be a refined and restrained domestic archi-

tecture to shape concrete, and its lath and plaster imitations, into the crude

though characteristic forms of the old mission work. It is needless to say

that these forms have no meaning outside of their original environment, and

would not have existed there but for the exigencies of the case—the crude

nature of the materials procurable and the absence of all skilled labor.
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Entrance to Bnnfralo7v of T. Paterson Ross. Architect

,

Court to Bungalow of T. Paterson Ross. Architect
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Living Room in Rungaloiv of T. Faterson Ross, Architect

The Burke and Tobclman Building, San Francisco

r. Faterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren. Engineer

Music Room in Bungaloiv of T. Faterson Ross. Architect
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Steel Frame of Clunie Building, San Francisco

Steel Fabricated by Whitehead &- Kales Iron Works. San Francisco and Detroit Mich.

Steel F.rectton by C. A. Blume

Cleaning Paper on Ceilings

While there are some preparations for cleaning wall paper on the

market, they are not always readily obtainable in every locality. The

simplest way to clean wall or ceiling paper is to make a bag of coarse flan-

nel, in which tie or sew up two quarts of wheat bran, rubbing the same

over the paper briskly, all in one direction, taking care not to miss a smgle

spot. Before beginning to rub, however, the walls or ceiling must be care-

fully dusted.
,

The Architect and Engineer A3

Six Companies Building. Chinato7vn . San Francisco

T. Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgrcn. Engineer

Scobie Residence. San Francisco

T. Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren. Engineer
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S/ir/ Fravic of Clumr lUiildtu^, San I'rauasco

Sire I l-ahtcatcd by Whitehead ^ Kales Iron Works. San Francisco and Detrmt Mnh.

Stcrl F.rertion Ai C\ A. lilione

Cleaning Paper on Ceilings

While there are >uine preparations for cleaninj^ wall paper <.n tlu

market, they are ikH always readily obtainable in every locality. I lu

simplest way to clean wall or ceilin.c: jjaper is to make a ba.c: of coarse flan

nel, in wliich tie or sew np two (juarts of wheat bran, rubbin.c: the sani<

over the paper briskly, all in one direction, takin.e: care not to miss a sm.uN

spot. Before beginnin^r to rnb, however, the walls or ceilinir must be care

fully dusted.

Six Companies lUiUduia. Chinatown . San I-rancisco

T. Faterson A'oss. Arehiteet A. W. Fnrtcrrn. Fm^meer

i

Stobie Fcsidence . San Fianasco

F. Faterson A'oss. Architect A. W. Bnrs:ren. Fnameer
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House of Mr. A. J. Raisch. San Francisco

T. Paterson Ross. Architect A. W. Burgren. Engineer

Avoid Violent Contrasts in Wall Paper

IN
SELECTING wall paper for a room, violent contrasts should bf

avoided. If the woodwork is li^ht in color, the paper should also be

light ; if the w^oodwork is dark, the paper should be dark, and the hue of

the paper should not be too far away from the hue of the woodwork. If a

room is too low, the defect can be modified by vertical stripes m the paper.

If it is too high, a picture frieze will bring the ceiling dowrt. Relief orna-

ment on the ceiling will do the same, and it may be accepted as a general

principle that plain, light walls tend to recede, while dark patterned wall>

advance and make the interior seem smaller. If a room is very wide ami

low the ceiling should be left plain and finished in ivory; the side-wall^

should be hung with small-figured all-over paper, and if paneled, the panel-

should be narrow, as should the doors and windows. To select a paper

merely because it strikes the eye or because the woman's department ot

the Daily Nonsense says that ''Marie Antoinette ribbon effects are much in

vogue this season" is foolish. The room should first be considered in detail

and the paper chosen that will cure its faults and increase its beauties

S?in Fmnrjsco To-Day
Some Recent Photographs Showing the Marvelous Building

Activity In the Burned Section. The Pictures were taken

from the Roof of the Merchants Exchange Building

which Stands in the Centre of the Com-
mercial and Financial District.

Merchants Exchange Building, San Francisco

D. H. Burnham &* Co., Architects

I
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San Francisco Looking North-west from the Merchants Lxchanac umuitm
San hranctsco Looking North J,om tlic Merchants Exchange Building
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Looking Southwest from the Merchants Exchange Building

Looking Northeast from the Merchants Exchange Butlding
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Su/i Francises Looking Xort/iivest Uom tiic Merchanl> l-.x^iauK^ IJiuUliii.^

^an trancisco i.ookm^ .\oUhjn.m //-v M.>.uunts Exchange Hwlduin

LookniK Southwest from the Merchant < Exchange BnUdivi:

Looking Northeast Jrom the Merchants txihuHKC Building
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A Plea for Fireproof Construction

CATASTROPHES, such as those at Collinwood, Ohio, and Boyertown,

Pa., are possible in nearly every city and village in the United

States, according to Richard L. Humphrey, engineer in charge of

the structural materials laboratories of the government. He declares it

is providential that more of these holocausts have not occurred. Mi.

Humphrey, in his*" official capacity, in charge of the structural material

investigations being conducted by the Technologic branch of the United

States Geological Survey, has made a thorough study of fireproofing and

is therefore well qualified to speak on this subject.

''The shocking catastrophe at Collinwood, Ohio, which sent a thrill

of horror into every home in the country, did not result from exceptional

conditions, but conditions that are to be found in thousands of instances

throughout the United States. The same or even worse firetraps prevail

in every village and town, and indeed in many of the large cities. Even
where municipal laws are supposed to govern the erection of such struct-

ures, the conditions are often w^orse than in Collinwood. Such calamities

as we have had the few months of this year do not come as a matter of

surprise to anyone versed in the subject. The only surprise is that these

catastrophes do not occur more frequently throughout this great country.

''The newspapers are now filled with statements made by school

officials, calling attention to the necessity of fire drills—that these fire

drills will prevent the loss of life from fire. Necessary and excellent as

they are in their place, nothing could be more fallacious than such a general

proposition. What is needed, as has been repeatedly pointed out, is the

erection of structures which have the greatest resistance to fire. From
what I can learn, the fire drill at Collinwood had started but the school

building was such a flimsy tinder box that the fire traveled through the

hallways and up the stairs faster than any possible fire drill. In such a

building, and there are many of them, the fire will always win the race

over the frantic children. Had the interior of the Collinwood school been

reasonably fireproof, the loss of life would have been very much less and

possibly no lives would have been lost.

"Laws should be enacted to prohibit the erection of anything except

a structure of the highest fire-fesisting type, especially when it is to be

used as a school, hospital, theater, or other structure in which people

assemble in large numbers, who in the event of a great fire, such as hap-

pened at Collinwood, would be to a certain extent helpless. In our hos-

pitals and public schools, it would appear unwise to erect structures of

more than two stories in height. In such buildings, in addition to wide

stairways, I would have one or two chutes or tubes leading from the top

story to the ground. These would prove not only much safer than fire-

escapes, but also a much more rapid means of exit.

"The question of the height of buildings and the character of the

interior structures is continually agitating public officials, but commercial

interests seem to dominate, and buildings are erected that are known not

to be the most safe for the purpose. This condition pertains as much to

municipal structures as to any other class of buildings. It is a fact that

the money available for schools, hospitals and other municipal structures

is usually inadequate for the purpose, and the officials in charge in order

to keep within the appropriation, are forced to erect cheap, flimsy buildings

that* are not fireproof.

The Architect and Engineer M
"While the relative fire-resisting qualities of fireproof materials is not

vet entirely established, it is a fact that these properties are sufficiently

well known to permit the erection of reasonably fireproof structures. Yet

in the face of all this, buildings are continually being erected with materials

known not to possess an adequate resistance to fire and these buildings

are a menace to the cities in which they are erected.

"The city of New York is full of firetraps, and it is a miracle that a

great fire has not wiped out the greater part of the business district.

"The remedy for these conditions is not in elaborate systems for fight-

ing fire, or any elaborate fire drills, which may or may not be effectively

carried out, but in the enactment of strict municipal laws compelling the

erection of structures entirely fireproofed with materials of the highest

quality, and especially in the prevention of the erection of flimsy structures,

where women and children gather in large numbers, as for example,

schools, theaters, hospitals and similar buildings. Unless such action is

taken, greater calamities than those at Collinwood and Boyertown, at-

tended by even greater loss of life will undoubtedly occur.

"The .continual increase in the height of buildings, for office or

mercantile purposes, as for example in the city of New York, gives rise

to many problems. One of the most important is the question of handling

through the streets the immense population crowded in a very small dis-

trict. As this congestion increases through the erection of these buildings,

it will be necessary in the near future to double-deck the streets in order

to accommodate this immense population and also to multiply the present

transportation facilities. It is apparent, therefore, that a great calamity

in the shape of a fire such as visited Baltimore and San Francisco, must

necessarily be the means of destroying the lives of many people who would ^

be unable to get away in safety with the facilities now existing.

"Buildings should not be erected so high as to prevent the fire depart-

ment from fighting a blaze in the upper parts of such structures, unless

these buildings are supplied with fire-fighting apparatus -of their own,

capable of taking care of any fire beyond the reach of the firemen. At

present the average fire department is helpless or seriously handicapped

in successfully coping with the fire in a building over 150 feet high. This

means that the firemen can take care of the first fifteen stories of a sky-

scraper. Beyond that, the tall buildings will have to look out for their

own safety against fire.

"It is a matter of record borne out by insurance statistics, that this

country spends enormous sums of money in providing equipment for

fighting fires, while foreign countries spend their money in building

structures which ofifer the greatest resistance to fire. The per capita loss

in this country yearly exceeds $5 against an annual loss in 21 of the

principal cities of Europe of 35 cents per capita. Estimating the popu-

lation of the country at 80,000,000, the loss from fires here is $240,000,000.

If we had the same conditions that prevail in European cities, our loss

would be but $26,400,000 a year.

"Statements have appeared in the daily .papers throughout the country

that the school building at Collinwood and the Parker building in New
York were examples of reinforced concrete construction, and these fires

proved the worthlessness of this class of construction. Neither building

contained any reinforced concrete. Concrete has been demonstrated to

be one of the very best materials for fireproofing purposes, and its increased

use will add materially to the public safety."

'

»
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Wall rvtppr Not Unsaiii V

PERHAPS there are people who believe the stories they read in the

magazine section of the Sunday papers. If so, an article recently

published in the New York American that attacks wall paper as

poisonous and unsanitary may possibly do harm, although the lies have

been nailed so often that it would seem as if every man, woman and child

in the United States must be familiar with the facts, which are succinctly

stated in the followin.^ letter written to the New York American by Geor^-c

H Keim, treasurer of the Gledhill Wall Paper Co.

:

"Dear Sirs -—Our attention has been called to a publication in your

issue of Sunday, March 8th, entitled AVhy Wall Paper Is Often Poisonous.'

"\s the statements embodied in the publication are not founded on

facts we respectfully request that you publish this letter or some similar

articie which may briefly show that wall papers are not detrimental to

health.
, . ,, r .-

• ^•

'The article in question states that workers m wall paper lactones die.

from consumption caused by the inhalation of poisonous dust.

''A visit to a wall paper factory will show that the employes are a

robust set of men. We have manufactured wall papers for many years, and

the rate of mortality of our employees is not above the normal.

"There is no arsenic or other poisonous substance used in the manii

facture of wall papers. All colors are guaranteed to be free from arsenic.

A chemical analysis of wall papers will fail to find any ingredients which

are dancrerous to eood health. . .

"Your article also states that a law exists in Massachusetts requiring

the word poisonous to be printed on each yard of wall paper. There is no

law in Massachusetts or any other state to that effect.
r r ^ ,u

"All wall papers are printed on clean paper. As a matter of fact the

paper is the same as the news paper on which your journa is printed, i he

paste used is generally fresh flour paste, which is absolutely harmless.

"We shall be pleased to have a representative of your publication visit

our factory, as we can readily convince him that no deleterious chemicale

are used in the manufacture of wall papers."

The Origin of "He's A Brick"

G\LLIXG a man a "brick" as an expression of admiration, or of the

superior qualities of manhood, is a bit of classic slang that oripmated

way back somewhere before the days of Christ. Writers differ

somewhat as to the exact ori,e;in and manner of first using the term^ ( )nc

authority has said that Plutarch, in his life of Agesilaus, the King of Sparta,

.rives this origin of the quaint and familiar expression. On a certain occa-

sion, an ambassador from Epirus, on a diplomatic miss on, was shown by

the kino- over his capital. The ambassador knew that though only nomm-

ally King of Sparta, he was ruler of Greece, and he looked to see massive

walls rearing aloft their embattled towers for the defense of the chief towns, but

be found nothing of the kind. He marveled much at this, and spoke of it
'

the king. 'Sire,' he said, '1 have visited most of thy pnncipa towns, aiyi

find no walls reared for defense. Why is this?' 'Indeed, S.r Ambassad

replied Agesilaus, 'thou canst not have looked care uUy. Come wi h m
tomorrow morning, and I will show you the walls of Sparta. O" the to

lowing morning the king led his guest out upon the open Pa>ns, where ii.

army was drawn up in full battle array, and pointing proudly to his serr.e

host he said, 'There, sir, thou beholdest the walls of Sparta—ten thousand

men' and every man a brick.' "—The Clay-Worker.
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Some Answers to Queries

To Prevent Echoing in An Auditorium

To the Architect and Engineer of California : There is a building in Mon-

roe Sevier county, that was erected for dancing, and also for small home

heatricals. I am told that the owners are troubled by echoing in the audi-

riun while holding such theatricals. The size of the bmld.ng is 58 feet by

™et with stage 25 feet by 58 feet, at one end. The ceding is sem.-c.rcular,

5 feet irh in the center. The proscenium is 22 feet hi^h by 22 feet wide

Will yoi I'lease be kind enough to tell me the cause of this echoing and give

the remedy if there is one? Yours very truly,

T. T. DAVIES, Architect, Provo, Utah.

Referring to the above communication, I wdl say, that the reason o

tho trouble inentioned is very simple, but the remedy is not as easy to find.

Ever si ^tTe s ory books told us of the celebrated "Ear of Dionysius,

in whkh wTwere informed that it was possible for h.m to sit at one point

auM ear die whispers of his victims, and added to that, the tales told oj the

\limon Temple a" Salt Lake, the unthinking architect has tried to copy those

'""liTasTotbly a far cry from this idea, that caused the builder of the

li-ill refrrrecfto to make a half circle arched ceiling, in fact a barrel vault,

tScii could not have been better ,,lanned if he had wished to create an echo

'"""vSleX^rieicfoTLustics is very much in theory yet some facts are

well established, and one is, that circular ceiling is nearly always defective,

as t converges the sound waves toward a common center in such a manner

n o g^vlconfused and imperfect effects. Perhaps at some points there may

be, in imitation of the great examples mentioned above, a surprising concen

tn tion of waves, and slight sounds be greatly magnified but ^fide o his

the result will be generally unpleasant. Imagine, if you have not experienced

!t a railroad tunnel, and'whit effect it would have to sing or recite in it.

and vou will get some slight idea of the case in point
, , , f •

,

An elipti'al surface does not seem to be as objectionable probably from

the same reasons, that the sound waves are not concentrated in one center.

Ot'courle if the elipse were perfect, there woul.l be two focu where the

sounds would collect, but it wouhl be almost a practical •"ipossibility o co -

struct a perfect elipse, and a variation from these lines might have the ten-

(lencv to give a favorable direction to the sound waves.

There must be something to break the waves in order to produce the

l,est results, and polvgonal sided ceilings have been generally satisfactory

and it is probable that if the ceiling above referred to, were to be changed

to a twelve or even nine si.led polygon, it would be cured, especially if

were panelled off with good sized beams ; I am acquainted with several such

rooms which are very successful. Very truly yours,

HENRY F. STARBUCK. Architect,

Macdonough Building, Oakland.

*

Keene's Cement

To the Architect and Engineer of California :
Will you kindly tell

me how Keene's cement works with ordihary Portland cement, as an

outside finish for walls, and especially for moldings and he^^X P™J«t'°"^;

In what proportions should they be used, and will it stand weather as
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good as ordinary cement work? I have used Keene's cement .for various

purposes (but never for outside work), and believe some of it was nothing

but ordinary plaster of paris. Will you please tell me of some reliable

brand of Keene's, and who handles it in San Francisco?

Yours very truly,

J. b. SULLIVAN,
1232 College Ave., Santa Rosa, Cal.

In ordinary building parlance, the term ''cement" is confined to

the hydraulic cements, Portland cement, natural rock cement, slag cement,

etc. It is true that common quick lime, and calcined gypsum like plaster

of paris, wall plaster, etc., are in use because of their cementive character,

and yet it is because of custom referred to, that the application of the term

"cement" to calcined gypsum, as in the case of what is known as Keene*^

cement, has so frequently been misleading.

But as your experience with it has lead you to believe, Keene's cement

belongs to the family of "plaster of paris." It is a calcined lime sulphate,

treated with alum. For outside finish it is neither advisable nor necessary

to use it alone or in combination with Portland. For gypsum products

will withstand neither conflagration conditions nor the efifects of weather

sufficiently well to render their use advisable for such- purposes as you

suggest. They will be an element of weakness in any mixture made with

Portland except in very small proportions such as are used for regulating

the "set" of all Portland cements. If it is necessary to have a pure white

cement for your purpose, you might use Lafarge cement which is a natural

lime rock product manufactured in France, and as sold here is a natural

hydraulic cement with a greater or less component part of hydraulic lime.

Or put yourself in communication with the agents of the Sandusky
Portland Cement Company. The Sandusky Portland Cement Company
is represented in California by the Building Material Company, Monad-
nock building, San Francisco, and by F. T. Crowe & Company, Seattle,

Tacoma and Spokane, Washington, and Portland, Oregon. Try their new pro-

duct, the Medusa White Portland cement. This is a true Portland, and

should serve every purpose. It is beautifully white, develops all the

strength that belongs to a Portland, and as for weathering, will become

harder and harder as the years pass.

WM. B. GESTER, C. E.

*
* *

Cement in Bags Transformed into a Wall

There is a wall of cement in Los Angeles which shores up one side of a

building that has an artistic value never intended by the builder, says a

local newspaper. He had moved his bags of cement on to the ground to be

ready for work and was then called away on some other job for a day or

two. In the meantime one of the very infrequent rains came and each sack

turned into stone under the action of the water and the fabric of the sacks

themselves were absorbed into the cement so that it was impossible to

remove it. Consequently each sack was brought into the wall as if it had

been a boulder on the line of an old stone wall. They were then chinked

and bound together with worked cement, and after a time the weather dis-

posed of the gunny sacking, but left the blocks marked with the impress of

the weave. The result is a highly ornamental cement wall, resembling at

a little distance a wall of some woven material.

\

Interior Monterey County Bank. Salinas. Cal. W. H. Weeks. Architect

Art Marble Work by Pacific Coast Art Marble Company

Residence of Mr. E. P. Bryan. Los Angeles iFront)

Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect Yard ^ Hichborn. Contractors
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good as ordinary cement work? I have used Keene's cement .for variou>

purposes (but never for outside work), and believe some of it was nothin,?

but ordinary plaster of paris. Will you please tell me of some reliabh

brand of Keene's, and who handles it in San Franci:sco?

Yours very truly,

J. b. SULLIVAN,
1232 College Ave., Santa Rosa, Cal.

In ordinary building parlance, the term "cement" is confined i.»

the hydraulic cements, Portland cement, natural rock cement, slag cement,

etc. It is true that common quick lime, and calcined gypsum like plaster

of paris, wall plaster*, etc., are in use because of their cementive character,

and yet it is because of custom referred to, that the application of the term

"cement" to calcined gypsum, as in the case of what is known as Keene's

cement, has so frequently been misleading.

l)Ut as your experience with it has lead you to believe, Keene's cement

belongs to the family of ''plaster of paris." It is a calcined lime sulphate,

treated with alum. For outside finish it is neither advisable nor necessary

to use it alone or in combination with Portland. For gypsum products

will withstand neither conflagration conditions nor the efYects of weather

sufficiently well to render their use advisable for such purposes as yon

suggest; They will be an element of weakness in any mixture made wiili

Portland except in very small proportions such as are used for regulatin.^

the "set" of all Portland cements. If it is necessary to have a pure white

cement for your purpose, you might use Lafarge cement which is a natural

lime rock product manufactured in France, and as sold here is a natural

hydraulic cement with a greater or less com])onent part of hydraulic lime.

Or ])ut yourself in communication with the agents of the Sandusky
Portland Cement Company. The Sandusky Portland Cement Company
is represented in California by the Building Material Company, Monad-
nock building, San Francisco, and by F. T. Crowe & Company, Seattle,

Tacoma and Spokane, Washington, and Portland, Oregon. Try their new pro-

duct, the Medusa White Portland cement. This is a true Portland, and

should serve every purpose. It is beautifully white, develops all the

stremrth that belono-s to a Portland, and as for weathering, will 1)ec<)nK'

harder and harder as the years pass.

WM. P>. GFSTFR, C. F.

* *

Cement in Bags Transformed into a Wall
There is a wall of cement in Los Angeles which shores up one side oi a

building that has an artistic value never intended by the builder, says a

local newspa])er. He had moved his bags of cement on to the ground to be

ready for work and was then called away on some other job for a day <>r

two. In the meantime one of the very infrequent rains came and each sack

turned into stone under the action of the water and the fal)ric of the sacks

themselves were absorbed into the cement so that it was impossible to

remove it. Consequently each sack was brought into the wall as if it had

been a boulder on the line of an old stone wall. They were then chinked

and bound together with worked cement, and after a time the weather dis-

posed of the gunny sacking, but left the blocks marked with the impress oi

the weave. The result is a highly ornamental cement wall, resembling at

a little distance a wall of some woven material.

Interior Monterey County Hank. Saltna'^. Cal. N '. // \Veek.<. Architect

Art Marble Work by Paci/ic.Coa<t Art Marble Company

Residence of Mr. E. P. Bryan. Los Am^eles {Front)

C/ias. /'. Whittlesey. Architect V^rd 6^ Hichborn. Contractors
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l.ookins Do-ivn Sansonic Street. San Fraucisco May 1. l'>OS

The Hidtest Huildins on Each Side of the Street is Eqiiittcd ivtth Hausmauii Sash Catner^

Portland Cement
It may not be ^encrallv known that ^Tortland" cement takes its name

from the Isle of Portland, in southern England. Here are located -ancient

quarries, which at one time produced a superior (juality of buddm.u: stone-.

An Ens^'lishman named Joseph Aspdin of Leeds, the father of the modern

cement industry, in 1824 ])atented a process for mixing and burnmg certani

proportions of lime and clay. When the resulting material was moisteiuMi

and allowed to harden, it so closelv resembled the stone of Portland that

he called it "Portland cement," and the name has persisted for nearly Hi"

vears.

,

General Vieii' of Flan for the Greater University. Lookini^ East

Monsieur F.. Bernard. Farts. Architect

Plans for a Greater California Uni^rslty

\
THE Board of State University Regents has received the perfected

plans for the greater University at Berkeley. The University of

California is the only university in the United States, except Stan-

ford and the university at Washington, D. C, that is proceeding with its

physical development on definite architectural lines.

In 1896 Mrs. Phebe Hearst called for competitive plans for this Uni-

versity. The competitiorTTvas international. The prize for the best plans

submitted in this contest was awarded to H. J. M. E. Bernard, a French-

man.

These plans were turned over to John Galen Howard to be perfected.

Professor Howard has lived on the college grounds for the past eight

years, and it is said that he is acquainted with every tree and shrub, and
the plans submitted by him have been prepared with a view to having

them absolutely adapted to the campus. Every building and each tree

has been arranged with the idea of artistic efifect. Mrs. Hearst, who has

Riven special attention to these plans for the greater University, has ex-

pended approximately $200,000 on their preparation from their inception

hi the international competition to the present time.

Although they have not been finally accepted, the proposed work is

l''»gressing and $600,000 will be expended on the new library buildin^^

I!' \t year.
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Looking Down Sansome Street. San Francisco May J, /5Wy

The Highest Building on Each Side of the Street is Equipped ivtth Hausmann Sash Carriers

Portland Cement
It may not be generally known that 'Tortland" cement takes its name

from the Isle of Portland, in southern England. Here are located ancient

quarries, which at one time produced a superior quality of buildmg stone.

An Englishman named Joseph Aspdin of Leeds, the father of the modern

cement industry, in 1824 patented a process for mixing and burnmg certain

proportions of lime and clay. When the resulting material was moistened

and allowed to harden, it so closely resembled the stone of Portland that

he called it "Portland cement," and the name has persisted for nearly IW

vears. -^

General l^'tew of Flan for the Greater University. Looking Fast

Monsieur F. Bernard. Farts. Architect

^ans for a Greater California University

THE Board of State University Regents has received the perfected

plans for the greater University at Berkeley. The University of

California is the only university in the United States, except Stan-

ford and the university at Washington, D. C, that is proceeding with its

physical development on definite architectural lines.

In 1896 Mrs. Phebe Hearst called for competitive plans for this Uni—
versity. The competition was international. The prize for the best plans

submitted in this contest was awarded to H. J. M. E. Bernard, a French-

man.

These plans were turned over to John Galen Howard to be perfected.

Professor Howard has lived on the college grounds for the past eight

years, and it is said that he is acquainted with every tree and shrub, and
the plans submitted by him have been prepared with a view to having

them absolutely adapted to the campus. Every building and each tree

has been arranged with the idea of artistic eflfect. Mrs. Hearst, who has

given special attention to these plans for the greater University, has ex-

pended approximately $200,000 on their preparation from their inception

in the international competition to the present time.

Although they have not been finally accepted, the proposed work is

progressing and $600,000 will be expended on the new library buildinpf

next year.

\
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Detail of Plan for the Greater University. Showing^ Greek Theater and

Proposed Auditorium

Monsieur E. Bernard. Paris. Architect

xis
Detail of Plan for the Greater Universtty, Looking East Along Main Axi

to the Auditorium. Showing the Campanile

Monsieur E. Bernard. Paris. Architect

An Inleresting Bungalow

By W. H. ANSELL

UNDOUBTEDLY the most successful bungalow is one that has been

designed with a governing idea, a root motive, so that the purpose

of the building is obviously expressed in its planning. The illustrations

show such an one. It was planned for a man of moderate wealth, who, whdst

wishing to get away from the conventionalities and restrictions of city life, had

the intention of ''roughing it" in comparative comfort, and of keepmg his

bungalow well filled for a great part of the year with young and lively company.

The whole of one end of the central part opens to the veranda, which

has, on either side, deep, shady lounge bays. Meals will be often served in

these bays, and to facilitate this a door communicates from the kitchen to

the veranda.
The other end of the living-room has a small stairway leading to a

minstrel's gallery, where the fiddlers play when the hall is cleared for the

dance or the winter party. The sleeping arrangements are a feature of the

planning. From the entrance hall two bedrooms are entered, in which the

married visitors are usually accommodated, and at either end of the veranda

is a sleeping apartment, men's side and girls' side.

Each of these apartments is divided into three cabins by thin concrete

partitions One side of the cabins is fitted with two hanging bunks which

can be unhooked and taken down. At the end of the bunks is a roomy

wardrobe or cupboard fitted with shelves above and hanging space below.

Opposite the bunks are hinged seats which fold flat against the wall when

not in use Outside the wardrobe are strong shelves where trunks and bags

may be stored. The fitting of mirrors with convenient shelves for brushes

completes the furnishing of men's side and girls' side which thus require

no movable furniture whatever, but are ready at any time for guests. As

each cabin is six feet wide and has its own door and window it can be made

into a private room. To minimize the amount of service required, wash

basins are fitted in a bay with high windows, and at the end of the com-

partment, approached through a cut-ofT lobby, is the sanitary adjunct which

contains a shower bath.
.

The outside walls are brick whitewashed, and as even so simple an

oi)eration as whitewashing is not always done in the best manner, save,

perhaps when the genius of a Tom Sawyer directs the proceedings, it may

i
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be as well to specify how this was done. Unslaked lime was used, mixed in

small quantities, and while the ebullition was going on a generous allow-

ance of Russian tallow was stirred in, and the hot preparation applied

immediately to the walls. Two coats of this made the exterior like a duck's

back, so far as throwing off the water was concerned.

The walls inside were plastered. The living-room depends for its effect

on its shape, a Greek cross, its simple, big-arched recesses over table and

/
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fireplace, and the air of mystery attendant on the minstrel's gallery over-

head. The fire is open, with small brick hobs on which the log ends rest.

The mantelpiece is formed with thin red bricks wide-jointed, and a shelf

of the same thick red tiles with which the whole recess is paved. The wall

above is divided into panels, which have tiles set edgewise in diamond and

hexagonal shapes. On the center panel is hung a dull gleaming copper

targe, in which the flickering candles are reflected.

The side seats of oak, left clean from the tool with ends shaped like

old settees, have boxes under, in which many things are stored, from golf

clubs to Wagnerian opera.

The furniture of the living-room almost demands a special article to

itself. With the exception of the grand piano it was made to the architect's

designs by the village wheelwright, and some of the fine craftsmanship

that one fincis in the old farm wagons is also found here. In short, sim-

plicity, but not dullness or monotony, has been the root motive, the govern-

ing idea of the whole.—The Brick Builder.

The Present Cost ot Building

THE question of the cost of building is of supreme importance just now,

but there- is a wide difference between what prospective builders

would like to have it and what architects and contractors are able to

do, and no one regrets this more than the architects, as it would mean a

great deal more work, says a recent issue of The Economist. Some of the

1 ading men in the business, however, according to the following views,

seem to agree that this is a good time to build.

Edwin A. Renwick of Holabird & Roche, has recently made extensive

investigations as to the cost of construction. He has interviewed over 100

contractors on the subject, and figures out that the reduction amounts to

between 10 and 15 per cent. There is, after all, little change in the cost of

building materials. Iron and steel products are substantially the same;

there may, however, be a saving in fabrication. The only reductions

which he can observe are due to the anxiety of contractors to get the work

and the increased efficiency of the workmen. Labor represents about 50

per cent of the cost of a building, and it is estimated that the increased

efficiency of workmen amounts to 20 to 25 per cent. Mr. Renwick considers

the prospect for an active building season fairly good.

Leo G. Fisher, Chicago, manager for the Thompson-Starrett Company,

states that, so far as he is able to judge, building construction is at low

ebb. The reduced cost of building, in his estimation, amounts to not more

than 10 per cent. He says that he would not be inclined to take contracts

at the present time which they figured on last year at a reduction of 10 per

cent. The margin is too narrow. He has not discovered any drop in the

cost of steel, but there may be slight changes in the quotations on lumber

and masonry. Their most extensive operations at the present time are in

New York city and in San Francisco, particularly in the latter city, where

thev have in process of construction eleven buildings. He is of the impres-

sion that there is a great deal of work under cover in the architects' offices

in Chicago and elsewhere ready to come out in the spring, or just as soon as

conditions are more settled.
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Cements and Cement Testing*

By WM. B. GESTER, C. E.

Y I say as a preliminary that it gives me pleasure to meet with you

this evening- to take part in a discussion which must be of some

interest to all of us, and to some of you, because of specialization

in your profession in the line of concrete construction, must be of more

than ordinary interest?
. • i -i i -i-.-

Because of inherent value, because of characteristics and availabihties

that become more generally recognized as time passes, and because of

changing conditions and requirements in the matter of building, our

cementing materials have an exceeding great, and a most rapidly growing

importance.
While the forests of this great country of ours were being cut away

'to make room for the farmers, and during the years that followed, when the

rapid development of industry and rapid increase of population, and the

consequent rapid growth in demand for structures of all descriptions,

called for material that was cheap rather than permanent in character,

wood was used for all sorts of construction.

During later years, as the wealth of the country permitted, and the

economy of permanent construction became evident, while at the same

time timber has become scarcer and more expensive, brick and stone and

steel and concrete have been utilized to greater and greater extent in rapidly

increasing proportions.
, , , r

Neither brick nor stone can be utilized without the help of cementing

materials, and modern developments tend to their rapidly increasing use

in concrete.
, ^ , r

Published statistics give an idea of the growth of the use of cementing

materials, in the United States. From the days of the early colonies

until the beginning of the nineteenth century, quick lime formed the basis

of the plasters and mortars. During the construction of the Erie Canal

through the State of New York, from about 1820 to 1825, the first American

hydraulic cement, a natural rock cement, was made for use in that work.

The production was in the neighborhood of 25,000 barrels per year. By

the year 1860. this had increased to a round million barrels a year. By

1880 to 2,000,000 barrels a vear, by 1890 to 7,000,000 barrels a year.

In the early seventies, the manufacture of artificial Portland cement

^was begun in this country, and by the year 1900, the output of Portland

equaled the output of natural cement, each about 8,000,000 barrels.

Since 1900, the manufacture of Portland has increased in a manner that

can only be characterized as phenomenal. In 1905 it had reached the

thirty million mark, and the output of 1907 was 50,000,000 barrels. In the

meantime the production of natural cement has fallen ofif, although four

or five million barrels were madelast year.

To the Pacific Coast, in greater proportion than to any other portion

of the United States, there comes also a quantity of cement manufactured

abroad In our market here in San Francisco, are oflFered brands of cement

made in Japan, China, England, France, Belgium, Germany, Denmark,

Sweden and Russia.
-, nnri

The total imports of foreign cements during 190/ amounted t'3 2JLm-

000 barrels. Of our domestic Portlands we exported about 1,0U0.UUU

barrels. In round numbers, we are now consuming in the United States.
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• An address delivered before the San Francisco Architectural Club, March 11, 1908.

170,000 barrels of cement every day, and this rate of consumption is in-

creasing rapidly. The elements entering into the composition of building

cements are the most common and well-distributed on the face of our

planet. In the form actually used for the manufacture of Portland cement

for instance, they are estimated to underlie between fifteen and twenty

per cent of the area of the United States. For the purposes for which they

are used, it would seem that nothing could ever be more common nor

abundant nor cheap.

Our common cementing materials may be divided into three classes,

limes, plasters and hydraulic cements.

Our interest is especially confined to the last of these classes, the

hydraulic cements, but we will give a few moments to the limes and the

plasters, to show their relations to, and their dififerences from the class

forming the main subject of our discussion for this evening..

Limes

The raw material is limestone, more or less impure, and of various

natural forms. If pure chemically, it would be calcite, or calcium carbonate,

a chemical association of calcium oxide (quick lime), and carbon dioxide

(carBbnic acid).
^ , ^ . . ,

In manufacture, the limestone is subjected to heat. Beginning when

the heat has reached about 1400 degrees Fahrenheit, and continuing dur-

incr the process of increasing the heat to 1650 degrees Fahrenheit, th<i

carbon dioxide is driven ofT as gas. What is left is calcium oxide, other-

wise known as caustic lime, or more commonly quick lime. Of 100 pounds

of limestone 44 pounds of carbon dioxide is driven off by the heat, and 56

pounds of quick lime remain. Of the manufactured product, a large pro-

portion is marketed as lump quick lime. The rest is processed with water

or steam and sold as hydrated lime. In use, the lime is mixed with sand

and water to form a paste or mortar. Its value as a cementing material

depends upon the fact that the lime particles in the mortar, gradually re-

absorb from the air, what the heat in the process of manufacture drove

off, i. e., carbon dioxide, and the lime again becomes limestone, a solid

matrix holding together the particles of sand.

The advantages of quick lime or of hydrated lime as cements are

cheapness and ease of handling in construction. The disadvantages are

that they are fire resistant to only a limited degree, even when perfectly

hardened by the absorption of carbonic acid, and that only to the extent

to which carbonic acid from the air can be absorbed through the exposed

surfaces, is the paste hardened at all. The inside of a heavy brick or stone

wall set with plain lime mortar may not harden for many years, or may

never harden.
Plasters

With an exception to be noted later, the plasters are made from

^vpsum Gypsum, chemically, is a hydrous sulphate of lime, made up

of one molecule of lime sulphate and two molecules of water. 1" "manu-

facture, the gypsum is subjected to heat. At 212 degrees Fahrenheit the

water begins to pass off as vapor. The temperature is increased to between

330 degrees and 400 degrees Fahrenheit, at which time about 75 per cent

of the water will have been driven off, and the remainder is plaster of pans, if

the gypsum has been pure, or it is cement plaster, the basis of wall plaster

if the gypsum has been impure.
. , . ^ i

In making what is known as hard plaster, the gypsum is subjected

to a higher heat than is required for the partial dehydration which results

Sii\f>;;-,;^\i-!W'-ai?.'|
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in plaster of paris, and certain proportions of alum or borax are added to

retard the setting. What is known to the trade as Keene's cement is a

form of hard finished plaster made from a pure gypsum. In use as cement-

ing materials, all of the gypsum plasters pass through the same process

of induration which is a very simple one. Upon the addition of the water

which is used to form the paste or mortar, the lime sulphate which in

process of manufacture was deprived of its water, rehydrates and again

becomes a gypsum, with all the characteristics, strength, etc., of the natural

hydrous lime sulphate.

Roman Plaster

In the markets of the eastern portion of the United States, under the

name of Roman plaster, is now being sold, a product of hydraulic lime-

stone of certain chemical consistency, which is really a combination of

hydrated lime and natural cement. It is not a mixture of these products

separately manufactured, but a product of a single process usmg an impure

limestone of peculiar quality. Being composed in large measure of a true

hydraulic cement, the hardening process is not a simple one as is the case

with lime or gypsum plaster, but a complex one as will be later described.

Roman plaster has a number of distinct advantages. It is highly fire-

resistant, and there is no loss in its use. Particles that drop from the

trowel or mortar board, may at any time within several hours, be retem-

pered and used.
Hydraulic Cements

We now come to the most important group of building cements, the

hydraulic cements, which include the natural rock cements, slag cements

piizzolan, and infinitely more important than all the rest, the Portland

cements. , • i ^ ^u r

The cementive value or quality of these products is due to the forma-

. tion of entirely new chemical compounds during manufacture and m their

preparation for use, and in distinction from the simple character of the

hardening or indurating or crystallizing process of lime and the gypsum

plasters, is decidedly complex. .111
In the process of manufacture, whether the raw materials employed

be of one kind 01: another, certain chemical combinations are formed ot

the composing oxides in the raw materials. The addition of water to the

finely pulverized product, produces disruption of these combinations (cer-

tain silicates and aluminates), and the formation of new ones, which in

crystallizing form the cementing matrices. The determination of these

chemical processes has been, and is now being carefully studied by cement

chemists. The theory most generally accepted at present is that the

cementive character of Portland cement is due to ^
^^\y'^f}^^l'^^^^^^^^^

hardening of a combination which is a solid solution of tricalcic al—
^^

in tricalcic silicate, and of bi-calcic aluminate in bi-calcic silicate. Whethe

the hardening comes from an interlacing of spike-form crys als or whether

it comes from the gradual hardening of an amorphous, jellylike mass o

the solution, or both, is a matter but indefinitely settled, and to mos ot

us a matter of comparatively small moment. The truth is that the develop-

ment of the Portland cement industry has been for the greater part one

of practical experiment. Manufacturers discovered that certam treatmen

of certain raw materials, produced certain results, and years of caretiu

trial of various proportions of, and varied treatments of numerous ma-

terials, resulted in the production of a hydraulic cementing stuff, whici

upon analysis was found to have certain pretty well defined limits 01

chemical composition, and all manufacturers of Portland cement now

proportion their raw materials to produce a cement that will fall within

these limits. A Portland cement will usually contain between

19% and 26% of silica,

5% and 10% of alumina,

1% and 5% of iron, and

58% and 67% of lime.

And for certain reasons to be noted later, the maximum limit for sul-

phuric acid has been placed at 1.75 per cent, for magnesia at 4 per cent.

As soon as it was ascertained that a hydraulic cement must contain

certain elements in certain proportions varying between certain limits,

many natural materials were tried, and many combinations made, and

some proved successful. This was in the earlier days of the development

of the industry. Nowadays with the chemistry of cement much more

thoroughly understood, the matter of the availability of proposed materials

for cement making is readily settled in the laboratory, theoretically by

analyses, and practically by actually manufacturing on a small scale.

Portland cement has been officially defined by technical associations

in Europe, and in the United States. In all important essentials these

definitions agree, those of the American Sociefy for testing materials being

as follows:
, ^ , , • 1

"This term (Portland cement) is applied to the finely pulverized pro-

duct resulting from the calcination to incipient fusion of an intimate

mixture of properly proportioned argillaceous and calcareous materials,

and to which no addition greater than 3 per cent has been made sub-

sequent to calcination."
- ^ r - -

Portland cement is now made, in accordance with this definition, of

various mixtures of various materials; with pure limestone and clay, or

pure limestone and shale; in other cases with impure limestone containing

clay i e., hydraulic limestone and enough pure limestone to secure the

proper proportions of the necessary ingredients; in other cases with hy-

draulic limestones of light hydraulic qualities with a small amount of

clay or shale ; in other cases with a mixture of clay and marl
;
again with

chalk and clay, or of chalk and estuary mud.

Where made of clay and marl, the marl is frequently very soft in

character coming from submerged or partially submerged lake beds, in

which case the raw material is pumped to the factory, and the process

varies necessarily from the dry process which is most common. Still

the material when finished, answers the general definition.

In the United States, about 95 per cent of the production of Portland

cement is by the dry process.

Natural Cements

These cements are made by subjecting to heat, certain impure lime-

stones containing clay. Only sufficient heat is applied to drive off the

water and carbonic acid of the rock. The product is then pulverized and

is ready for use. It is lighter in weight than Portland cement. It acquires

its set in shorter periods and requires much more time to attain to its

maximum strength. It is a most excellent material to use in the gauging

of mortar for brick-laying, making a soft, easily worked putty. For gen-

eral use in the manufacture of concrete, etc., it is not as valuable as

Portland which acquires its strength much more rapidly, and yet the

>
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bulk of all the great masonry work of the United States prior to sa

ten years ago, was done with American natural cement.

Puzzolan Cements

The name puzzolan is properly applied to a product made by grind

ing together and intimately ^mixing hydrated lime with certain volcani.

scoriae or ashes containing Jvilica and alumina. The principal district

of manufacture is Italy. No natural puzzolans are made in the United

States at present. It may be of interest to recall the fact however, that

thirty years ago, the late Henry G. Hanks, for years State Mineralogist

of California, discovered that a vesicular lava from the neighborhood

of Tombstone, Arizona, made with slacked lime, a most excellent puzzolan,

and that a deposit in the neighborhood of Mt. St. Helena in California.

also made a good hydraulic cement of this kind.

Mr. Hanks made a quantity of puzzolan of these materials, with which

were laid up brick walls and chimneys here in San Francisco, that stood

until the great fire of two years < ago, the only examples of the use of

American natural puzzolans in this country.

Slag Cements

Slag cements are made both in Europe and in the United States by

pulverizing together, and thus intimately mixing, blast furnace slag of

proper chemical consistency, with hydrated lime. The slag while still

in molten state is drenched with or plunged into water, which action

granulates it, and causes it to retain certain chemical properties necessary

to the hydraulicity of the finished product, which properties are lost if

the slag is permitted to cool slowly. The slag is then mixed with the

proper proportion of dry slacked lime and pulverized in ordinary tube

mills. Slag cements are pulverized more finely than Portlands. They

do not test so high as Portlands, for either tensile or compression strength,

and they are comparatively deficient in resistance to abrasion, and there-

fore not fitted for sidewalk or pavement or other wear of abrasive char-

acter. They are, however, well suited to heavy construction in sea water,

and for underground work where continually exposed to moisture.

The Manufacture of Portland Cement

Inasmuch as more Portland cement is manufactured from limestone

and clay than from any other combination of materials, and as the pro-

portion of this class of manufacture is steadily increasing from year to

year, we will select an up-to-date plant using this process, to illustrate

manufacture.

The plant is located as nearly as may be to its supply of raw material.

The limestone is broken from the quarry and passed through a large

gyratory crusher which breaks it to pieces having a diameter of 4 inches.

This is loaded upon cars, and with the clay, taken from its bank or pit,

and loaded upon other cars, is hauled to the weighing room- of the plant.

Samples of the materials have been analyzed in the laboratory which

forms a very essential portion of the plant, and the chemist in charge has

computed the correct proportions of each to be used.

Inasmuch as no single cubic foot of either material is exactly like

its neighboring cubic -foot in composition, and as the differences may

vary every hour of the day and night to a greater or less extent, the

laboratory is continuously busy that endeavors to turn out an approxi-

mately uniform product. The attendant at the scales weighs out the

proper proportions of each material as directed by the chemist. The

-.'*.
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cales are track scales, and the materials are weighed in the cars, the

loads being "trimmed" to proper weight. The loads are dumped together

over a set of grizzlies and through a series of revolving steel arms by which

the materials receive their initial mixing, before reaching a second crusher,

which breaks all the material to 2-inch sizes. The mixture thus broken

is carried by an incline belt to a "raw material" store-house having a

capacity of 25,000 or 50,000 tons. Under the floor of the raw storage build-

ine is a system of automatic feeders, feeding the mixture to conveyor

belts which take it to the driers. This system is arranged to keep the

mix complete and homogeneous. The driers are rotating steel cylinders,

7 or 8 feet in diameter and 60 feet long, and heated by the most available

fuel Here the mixture is deprived of any moisture it may contain, and

is carried to a set of bins, ready to undergo the preliminary pulverizing.

This is done in ball mills. These are steel cylinders revolving vertica y

about shafts provided with dust-proof casing. The cylinders are internally

fitted with overlapping steel shelves or steps, and the grinding of the

material, fed at the shaft, is done by steel balls which with the revolutions

of the mill, fall against each other and over the steps. Each mill will

have a charge of from 3000 to 5000 pounds of the steel balls, and its

capacity will be from 16 to 24 barrels per hour, all pulverized to pass a

20-mesh screen. This 20-mesh material is then carried by belt conveyors

or elevators to the bins supplying the finer pulverizers, the tube mills.

These latter are steel cylinders rotating by means of hubs at the cen-

ter of their extremities. They are from 5 to 7 feet in diameter, and

from 20 to 24 feet long. The grinding here is done by subjecting the

charge of raw cement material to the impact of a lot of smooth tlint

pebbles against each other and against the chilled linmgs of the tube

caused by the rotating of the cylinder. The raw material is fed m at

the center of one end of the tube mill, and is discharged ground at the

other end. The capacity of the large size tube mill used in a modern

plant is about 600 barrels per 24 hours of a product of which 95 per cent

will pass the 100-mesh screen. A very large proportion of the product,

from 70 to 80 per cent will pass the 200-mesh screen.

The utmost care has been exercised by every means at the disposal

of the manufacturer to maintain a perfectly proportioned mix of the raw

material from the time it was weighed and dumped into the first mixing

device until it has entered the tube mills. Not only must the physical

combination of the lime and the clay (or shale) be kept uniform, but m
this particular part of the process, extreme care must be taken to pulverize

the raw mixture most thoroughly.
, • i •,• • ^u

The clay frequently contains a portion of uncombined silica in the

shape of sand It resists pulverization stubbornly, but must be reduced

to permit^ later chemical combination. The particles of limestone must

be pulverized to the limit required, or in the clinkering process there will

be particles too large to enter into chemical combination, and in the

cement after finishing, will be particles of lime oxide (quick lime) which

render the product unsound and while m that condition absolutely unfit

for use In the tube mill, therefore, if the work has been properly done,

the mix has become exceedingly intimate, a very necessary condition, for

the next step in the process toward the manufacture into cement, i. e.,

the burning.
, ,

. ,

The burning to produce a good product must be evenly carried on

throughout the mass to a point of incipient fusion, producing a clinker in

which the original ingredients have changed form and have entered into

W'
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nMCw chemical combinations, principally into bi-calcic and tn-calcic sih

cates and aluminates. Any carelessness in the application of the heat

either in intensity or in length of time of application; any lack of judgment

in this portion of the process; any misfortune, possible to foresee, or ini

possible to foresee, is apt to fesult in an undesirable clinker, a clmker

which in the subsequent process of pulverization will not make an accept

able cemei\.t.
^

, ,. t_ j •

In all modern cement plants the burnmg is accomplished in rotary

kilns These are great steel cylinders, lined with fire-resistant material,

clay firebrick generally, but of other material where necessary. This

lining must be not only highly fire-resistant, but must withstand the highly

destructive action of the constantly moving mass of clinkering material

These revolving cylinders, the rotary kilns, are from 60 to 150 feet lon^^

and from 5 to 7 feet in diameter. They are set on an incline to the hori-

zontal of about H of an inch to the foot. The fuel used for burning,

varies with localities. In districts where coal is plentiful and cheap, in

the Lehigh cement district of Pennsylvania and New Jersey for instance,

pulverized coal is used. In the Kansas cement district, and in other

-portions of the Middle West, natural gas is used. On the Pacific Coast,

oil is oi course the economical fiiel.

The raw mix is fed continuously by an automatic feeder arrangement
*

into the kiln at its upper end, while the fuel is injected at the lower

end The kiln is slowly revolved upon geared bearings, and the mix is

continuously turned and heated to increasing temperatures, and gradually

carried to the lower end of the kiln, where it is discharged as cement

clinker As it is discharged it is at red heat. The next process is the

cooling This also is done mechanically the devices for the purpose

varying considerably. An excellent and much-used type is the "tower

cooler" a vertical cylinder from 30 to 35 feet high, and from 8 to 10

feet in diameter. To the top of the tower the hot clinker is conveyed by

bucket elevator, and sprayed with water. The clinker is cooled in its

descent through the tower by a cold air blast furnished through a per-

forated pipe running up through the center of the tower, and maintained

by an electrically driven fan. The clinker upon leaving the cooler has

been reduced to' a temperature of about 100 degrees Fahrenheit and is

now a mass of hard particles of a greenish black color, showing evidences

of partial fusion, and ranging in size from a small fraction of an inch to

an inch or more in diameter.

In most of the later designs of cement plants, the next step provided

for is the clinker storage. Clinker that has been permitted to he m Piles

where it can absorb moisture and carbon dioxide from the air is attectcd

in several respects. The hard, glassy material becomes brittle, and the

subsequent pulverization is materially facilitated. Uncombined lime parti-

cles have become hydrated and carbonized, and therefore inert, where

otherwise they would be dangerous as the principal elements of unsound-

ness in the finished product. The clinker yard may be covered or un-

covered depending upon climatic conditions. In any event it furnishes a

more economical storage of material than the more finished structures

required for storing the finished cement.

All of the process of cement manufacture as described, as far as tlic

burning, is done on what is familiarly known as the "raw side" of the

plant. Vrom the clinker yard, the material takes its way through the

"finishing side" of the works.

The first step is to dry the clinker. This is done in a rotary cylindrical

drier in which all moisture is extracted and the material prepared for

Diixture with the "retarder."

All ordinary cement clinker, if pulverized into cement, and mixed

with water without any other addition, will begin to crystallize or take a

"set," as it is called, immediately, so rapidly as to be unfit for practical

use. It has been discovered however that the addition of a small percen-

tage of lime sulphate, in the form either of gypsum or of plaster of paris,

or the addition of a small quantity of lime chloride, will without effecting

the strength of the cement, retard the time of setting so as to render it

possible to use it for all necessary building purposes. Generally speaking,

the addition of from 1>^ to 3 per cent of lime sulphate acts as an efficient

retarder. Higher percentages will have a less retarding effect, and are

also otherwise deleterious.

Where lime chloride is used, 3^ per cent is sufficient. The practice of

adding a retarder is necessary as a part of the process of manufacture,

and not to be considered in any way as an adulteration. The retarder may
be added at any time in the process of finishing, the only requirement

being that it shall be thoroughly incorporated.

When added before grinding (the method usually followed), gypsum

is used. When added after grinding, plaster of paris must be employed.

The active retarding agent in either case is the anhydrous sulphuric acid

contained in the lime sulphate. In America, gypsum is used entirely, and

is added to the clinker just before entering the first of the grinding devices

on the finishing side of the plant. The gypsum and the clinker are mixed

automatically, and the mixture is elevated to the ball mill bins. From the

latter it is automatically fed to the ball mills. These are identical in type

and generally also in size to those on the raw side of the plant already

described. They grind the clinker to about 20-mesh size, and the product

is again elevated to be fed to the tube mills. These also are of the same

size and type as are used on the raw side, and have a capacity of about

20 barrels per hour each, grinding the cement to the fineness required by

ordinary or standard specifications.

The product is now finished, and is carried to storage bins in structures

designed for the purpose by means of screw conveyors. In some plants

the storage waterhouses are divided into bins containing from 1000 to

2500 barrels, which bins may be closed and sealed for the convenience

of careful purchasers who buy in lots of such size, and who require that

what they buy shall prove by actual test to be up to their requirements

as to strength and other necessary qualities.

From the storage bins the cement is carried by elevators and con-

veyors to the packing house where it is barreled or sacked for distribution.

In this country only such cement is packed in barrels as is exported.

All the rest is marketed in jute or cotton sacks, which specifications re-

quire shall hold 94 pounds net (4 sacks to a barrel of 376 pounds net).

Foreign cements coming to the American market are in barrels which

should weigh 400 pounds gross, and should contain also 376 pounds net.

As a matter of fact, they vary considerably.

Conditions are such that it is impossible to profitably manufacture

Portland cement in a small way. The unit of economical manufacture

is the possible output of two rotary kilns or say 1000 barrels per day.

The plant necessary for this output, will cost about $350,000. A working

capital of about $150,000 Js^ also ^tiecessary, so that a capital of at least

a half million dollars is required to safely embark in the business of manu-
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facturmg and marketing Portland cement on the smallest workable scale

I bri-S^Uiis matter up incidentally to show that the busmess is essentially

an important and imposing one at its smallest.
„ , .

Cement is a bulky product, and must be and is handled by automatic,

mechanical device wherever possible. No manufactured prodnct, in order

^o insure its reaching the consumer in its integrity must '"the course o

its manufacture, be more wisely and carefully handled By the unaided

hum^n senses i is utterly impossible to distinguish good Portland cement

from that which may be worse than worthless, or for that matter from

a pulverized rock which has no cementitious qualities whatever. Men

oretend by sight, by handling, by taste and by smel to be able to judge

of the value of Portland cement, as they may safely do to a certain extent

with other building materials, but the pretense is without good foundation.

No one of the senses, nor all combined, will determine the unsound-

ness or the soundness of a cement, nor its setting qualities, nor its strength

and each of these qualities may be lacking in a cement by reason of a

few moments carelessness in the laboratory of the plant before the raw

material has taken the first step in its progress, or in the plant itself

during any of the succeeding steps of that progress as just described

Timber you may tell much about by its appearance, steel you may tell

something about, cement, almost nothing. ... . j

Mistakes in the manufacture of steel are continually made and are

covered up, and the material shipped and used, and this occurs m mills

an over the world, and generally speaking it is not the mill management

which is responsible, but it is the guilty fault of department superin-

^ndents and foremen who cover defects and save themselves from repri-

mand or dismissal. In like manner, slips occur in the manufacture of

dements in mills all over the world, and large quantities lacking in one

essential quality or another are continually placed upon the market.

It is true that some plants are more frequently guilty of these slips

than are others, but it is equally true that they may occur and do occur

in every plant, and that they are not always discovered before the cemen

reaches the consumer; so that the dictum of the American Society of Civ.l

Engineers embodied in the first paragraph of their "Conditions regarding

Portland cement testing, is founded upon good and sufficient ^reasons. This

first ^"Condition" is as follows: "All cement shall be tested

This as an introduction to the last portion of my talk to you this

evening, which has for its subject the "Testing of Cement.

That cement is a good cement which mixed witli water in proper

quantity, and with the proper inert aggregate material (sand R^avd ^r

stone) will harden into a mortar or concrete of permanent, requisite

strength Mixed with the same proportions of inert material or aggre-

gates various cements require various aniounts of water in the gauging

or mixing to accomplish best results. The American Society for he

Testinc of Materials, in its most excellent standard specifications, adopted

in 1904 recommends for the gauging of test briquettes of neat cement

just sufficient water to bring the cement to vyhat is known as mDrmal

consistency" and specifies the minimum limit of strength which this

gauging should secure at various ages of the briquette. It is an emmently

fair test for a large class of most excellent cements, but not fair for

another large class of most excellent cements, some of them made in thi.

country, and some in Europe, which do not so rapidly assimilate water

in the earlier stages of induration, and which gauged according to Amer -

can Society specifications, do not always show the required strength m

the twenty-four-hour test, although they may approximate or ully reach

in 7 days, and easily.. Surpass it in 28 days. It is like y that a its

ext meeting the American Society for the Testing of Materials will be

«ked to change its recommendation, either as to quantity of water to be

n.ed for gauging, or its recommendation as to minimum strength of neat

fquettes at 24 hours and 7 days. And after all is said and done, it is

1 e esult of the sand or mortar tests at 7 days and at 28 days, that enable

the engineer to decide upon the suitability of a cement for the work he

has in hand.
Specific Gravity of Portland Cement

The American Society Standard Specifications provide that "the

specific gravity of the cement, thoroughly dried at 100 degrees centigrade

shall not be less than 3.10.
, , . . t i

It was supposed at the time of its adoption that this test was useful

i„ de eating adulteration and underburning. A careful series of experi-

ents mad! by Messrs. Meade and Hawk, led them to the pub icat on o

he following conclusions in the Chemical Engineer for last July: That

e requirements for specific gravity" should be omitted from the standard

necifica o^ Or at least that the clause which infers that low specific

travitv is caused by underburning and adulteration should be omitted

^id that in its Place"^ one stating that low specific gravity may but does

'ot neces arily imply adulteration, as it is in most cases due to seasonmg

0°
the cer^en^ or storage of the clinker before grindmg, both of which

"'
Simttcon'cltye'rSuft'; have followed similar experiments in other

laboratories the matter has been generally discussed among cemen

cherJiUts, and the demand for the cutting out of the specific gravity test

will probably find no opposition.

Fineness of Cement

The American Standard Specifications provide that "the cement shall

be so finely pulverized that at least 92 per cent sha 1 pass a standard screen

Sth 100 meshes to the lineal inch (10,000 perforations to the square inch)

and at least 75 per cent shall pass a standard screen with 200 meshes to

the lineal inch (40,000 perforations to the square inch).

Formerly the requirements were much less severe, and cement is

beinemOTe finely ground today than ever before, more finely in many

a ef than the sLndard Specifications demand. As a matter of fact, the

m nthious'^alue of a ce'ment increases with ^^e percentage o^c inker

which is ground to an impalpable powder. That portion which will pass

ZmJesh screen, and remains upon the 200-mesh screen, has almos

no value except as a fine aggregate. It is inert except for the him ot

Tust that may'cling to the pfrticles. This point being re-gn-d >t

readily understood that the finer a cement is ground the stronger

will be in use, mixed in mortar, or the larger P^P^^f""J^
^f

"^. 'I^
take and produce a mortar of given strength. It '^^l^^.

^.^^^ "^^tlke
finer the particles .f cement are. the mor| readily and q^'ckly wdl take

place those chemical changes, and the final crystallization which give

Portland cement its character and value. Ano her point in favor of fine

grinding is that any particles of uncombined lime there may be m the

clinker, are more readily and quickly hydrated and rendered harmless.

Time of Set

The American Standard Specifications provide that a paste of cement

mixed to "normal consistency," with water, shall develop initial set m

islMaSSiBmSSsii,
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not less than 30 minutes, but must develop its final or hard set in not mor-

than 10 hours,

"Initial set" is recognized as the time at which the mass of paste

begins to offer appreciable resistance to pressure or puncture, and "final

set" when the resistance is of such a character that further pressure will

cause the mass to break.

The subsequent increase in resistance to external force is termed

hardening or induration of the cement^ and is another matter. The time

of set is a matter of practical value to the cement user as it fixes the

rapidity with which he must work in the making of mortar or concrete.

Therefore the set should be slow enough to permit reasonable time for

mixing and placing, and should be as rapid as possible after that point,

in order to expedite the work. As previously described, the time of set

is fixed, during process of manufacture, by the addition of a retarding

agent, the ordinary pulverized clinker in its pure state having a "flash" set.

^- A peculiarity as yet not thoroughly and satisfactorily accounted for

in the matter of "set," is that, occasionally, freshly made cement will

test ordinarily slow, and after a few weeks seasoning will show much quicker

set. Strangely enougli, too, just the opposite change will sometimes occur,

and cements which are, when freshly made, fairly quick in their set will

become slow setting; and not infrequently a cement will begin as a quick

setting cement, and then become slow, and still later quick again. Theories

have been offered in explanation of these changes but none have been

universally accepted. The tests so far touched upon, although decisive of

very important questions regarding certain qualities of cement, are sec-

ondary to those fundamental ones which we shall now consider, the tests

for strength and for soundness. The strength test provided for in almost

all specifications, is that for tensile strength. In itself the test would be

of little use, since cement and concrete are not usually obliged to sustain

strains of tensile character. The tensile test is usually specified however,

because it can be much more conveniently, and less expensively made

than a compression test, and because it affords within practical limits, a

method of determining the compression resistance. Extensive experiments

show that the resistance to compression is from 8 to 12 times the resist-

ance to pull, and it is safe to use the factor 10 for all ordinary computations.

The method used for ascertaining the tensile strength is about the

same in fiurope and in this country. The American Standard Specifica-

tions provide for the making of briquettes of certain definite size and form^

the neck or breaking portion of the briquette having a section of one

inch square. The briquettes are placed under strain in machines manu-

factured for the purpose which register the amount of pull at the breaking

point.

Directions for the making and the breaking of test briquettes are

recommended by the specifications of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers, and they are followed more or less closely by cement testers

throughout the country. Nevertheless, variations of treatment and of re-

sults are possible even under the most minute directions that can be

given, and the "personal equation" can always be relied upon to make

itself evident. As between capable, experienced testers, and inexperienced

incapable ones, there is a very marked difference; all the difference be-

tween certainty and safety on the one hand, and uncertainty and danger

on the other.

Specifications require that the test briquettes shall be made of neat

cement paste, and of sand mortar, the latter generally in the proportion

of one part of cement to three parts of sand. The material is placed in

the molds as compactly as possible. Laboratories differ in the details of

manipulation as has been explained. Formerly, machines giving hammer
blows to the material in the molds were used to some extent. They con-

duced to accuracy, but being slow, the small increase in accuracy did not

pay for the time expended.

As soon as made, the briquettes are marked with their proper labora-

tory numbers, and kept for 24 hours in a moist atmosphere, at a tempera-

ture of about 70 degrees Fahrenheit. The moist, even tempered air is

maintained in a box or small apartment known as a "damp closet." After

the briquettes have hardened for 24 hours in the damp closet, they are

removed from the molds, and placed in water in shallow tanks where

they remain until time for testing them has arrived.

Two types of machine for testing standard briquettes are in general

use. In one type the load is applied by hand through screw and gear,

while in the other it is applied by the automatically regulated running

of fine shot. Each type has its points of excellence, and either will give

sufficiently accurate results for all practical purposes.

The number of briquettes broken to establish average strength, and

also the age at which the briquettes are removed from the tanks for test,

depends upon the range of information required and the accuracy desired.

Usually briquettes of neat cement are broken at 24 hours, 7 days and

28 days. Less frequently the tests are made to cover various other periods

from 60 days to 20 years. Sand or mortar briquettes are seldom broken

until after 7 days' in the tanks.

Tests for crushing strength are made with cubes or prisms having

a horizontal cross-section of 6 inches or 8 inches square, and are usually

made of materials mixed just as they are intended to use in the work.

The reiquirements of the American Standard Specifications as to ten-

sile strength are as follows

:

"The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes one-

inch square in section shall be within the following limits, and shall show

no retrogression in strength within the periods specified:

NEAT CEMENT.
Age. Minimum Strength.

24 hours in moist air '. 150-200 pounds

7 days ( 1 day in air, 6 days in water) 450-550 pounds

28 days (1 day in air, 27 days in water) 550-650 pounds

ONE PART CEMENT, THREE PARTS SAND.
Age. Minimum Strength.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 150-200 pounds

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) 200-300 pounds

You will note the provision that the tests shall show no retrogression

in strength within the periods specified, i. e., the 28 day results must

always be higher than the 7 day, and the 7 day higher than the 1 day.

Any extensive retrogression is reason for rejecting a cement, and if the

sand or mortar briquettes show any retrogression at all, the indication

so strongly points to an ultimate failure of the cement, that it should

be rejected.

Soundness

The last, though not the least important test is that which determines

the soundness of a cement. A sound cement will permanently maintain

the solidity and strength which come through its crystallization, and

consequent induration. An unsound cement will, because of some in-
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herent defect, first set and crystallize, and then d.smtegra e. No defect

therefore can be worse than unsoundness. The defect usiially comes from

a proportion of uncombined free lime in the cement. The tests provided

for detecting- possible unsoundness are as follows : ,,,•• ^u

"Pats of neat cement about 3 inches in diameter, /. mch h.ck m the

center and tapering to a thin edge, shall be kept in mo<st air for a penod

of 24^hours.
^^^ _^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .^ ^.^ ^^ ^^^_^^^j temperature and observed

at intervals for at least 28 days.
• . • j „o. 7n H^otpps

(b) Another pat is kept in water mamtamed as near 70 degrees

Fahrenheit as practicable, and observed at intervals of 28 days.

(c) A third pat is exposed in any convenient way m an atmosphere

of steam, above boiling water, in a loosely closed vessel, for 5 hours.

These pats, to satisfactorily pass the requirements, shall remain fi m

and hard and show no signs of distortion, checking, crackmg or disinte-

^^
Disastrous as the use of an unsound cement may be; and nothing can be

worse since it means utter ruin, still a cement which the tests prove o

be unsound, will generally, if stored for a few weeks (the more loosely

stored the better)^ become sound and safe. The free lime will become

hvdrated, and so, inert.
, , • * j

Like Liberty, good Portland cement has a value that is beyond com-

putation, and like Liberty, it has its price, which is eternal vigilance

From the quarrying of the first piece of the raw material, through

all the close processes of its manufacture, until it emerges the most won-

derful and vaulable product, except its running mate, feel that the crust

of old earth gives to the builder, it must be watched .and guided, with

intelligent, zealous care. It is an essentially modern product, requiring

in its use, knowledge and care to attain those most wondrous possibilities

of which it is capable. This knowledge, however, is not difficult to acquire,

and I am more than pleased if I have in this evening's talk, given some

small help toward an understanding of points which had not come to your

notice, or having been known, had slipped from memory.

* *

Opportunity for Concrete blocks

THE present conditions ofTer an opportunity for concrete block manu-

facturers and others to make a comparative estimate of cost using

their goods and other materials for the construction of residences

which should redound to the credit of the blocks and should afford proht

to the blockmakers. If the last phase is overlooked or ignored or slighted

in any degree, the work is vain. Block men have made serious mistakes in

the past in placing their total cost of production too low, and have priced

their blocks too low in consequence. The result has sometimes been a

strong temptation to make it up by taking some value out of the b ocks, a

process as reckless as it is unwise. The blockmaker who does not try to

put the fullest and best value into his blocks is working on the wrong lines

and on the wrong business. A skinned job in blocks is more likely to an-

nounce itself to the public than perhaps in any other line of construction^

The adverse effect upon future business, the wrath of the owner and he

talking point afforded competitive lines of construction will all follow sucn

an unwise course.
, , . y a o„ff;^;pnr

Hence the foundation must be good, honest work and sufficient

materials of the right kind. Starting from that point, there should be du^

allowance made for every item of expense which enters mto the busines.

- —Improvement Bulletin.
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OFFICERS FOR 1908:

P«ESiDENT Cass Gilbert,^^

First Vice-President John M. Donaldson,
Detrott.

Second Vice-President William A. Boring
New York.

Secretary and Treasurer --^^l^^ ^»®^^vWashington, U. i^.

Auditor FOR Two Years Robert Stead
Washington, D. C

Board of Directors for 1908

For Two Years—Walter Cook, New York;

Edgar V. Seeler, Philadelphia; J. L. Mauran,

St. Louis, Mo.
For One Year— Alfred Stone, Providence,

R. I.; Irving K. Pond, Chicago, 111.; Ralph

Adams Cram, Boston, Mass.

For Three Years—Frank Miles Day. Philadel-

phia; R. Clipston Sturgis, Boston; George Cary,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Next Convention at Washington, D. C.

San Francisco Chapter of American Institute

of Architects

President ;• • • ^^®*-^7. ^'?t,'^
Vice-President William Mooser
Secretary-Treasurer Sylvain Schnaittacher
„, s Henry A. Schulze
1 rustees

\ William Curlett

Southern California Chapter.

President Carroll H. Brown
Vice-President Myron Hunt
Treasurer .August Wackerbarth
Secretary Ferdinand Parmentier

Board of Directors

A. F. Rosenheim Octavius Morgan
J. Lee-Burton

(EaUfornta ^latr Saarb uf Arrl|ttrrturr

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

President Henry A. Schulze
Vice-President John P. Krempel
Secretary-Treasurer Lionel Deane
AssT. Secretary-Treasurer Fred H. Roehrig

(Wm. Curlett
TiusTEES -! Clinton Day

I Joseph C. Newsom

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
President John P. Krempel
Secretary-Treasurer F«ed H. Roehric

t Octavius Morgan
Trustees \ Sumner P. Hunt

I Wm. S. Hebbard

Annual Meeting of the State Board of

Architecture

On April 14-15th the members of the

Northern section of the State Board of

Architecture were entertained by the

Southern section at Los Angeles. Presi-

dent Henry A. Schulze, Secretary Lionel

Deane, Clinton Day and William Curlett

were the guests, and they report a de-

lightful trip. The San Franciscans went

south to attend the annual meeting of

the two bodies. Tuesday night, April

14th the visitors were guests of Southern

California Chapter, A. L A., at their

regular monthly meeting and dinner at

the Bristol Cafe. About thirty-five mem-
bers and guests were in attendance. The
president of the chapter, Mr. C. H.

Brown, announced that Mr. Alfred F.

Rosenheim would act as toastmaster. He
responded in his usual happy vein, and

called on" Theo. A. Eisen, who made
the welcoming address. Responses were

made by H. A. Schulze, John P. Krem-
pel, Lionel Deane, Octavius Morgan, F.

L. Roehrig, J. J. Backus, A. B. Benton,

S. P. Hunt, Mvron Hunt and R. B.

Young.
In the afternoon the business meeting

was attended by nine of the ten members
of the State Board. Those present were

Henry A. Schulze, president, San Fran-

cisco; John P. Krempel, vice-president,

Los Angeles; Frederick L. Roehrig, sec-

retary and treasurer, Pasadena; Lionel

Deane, assistant secretary and treasurer,

San Francisco; Octavius Morgan, Los

Angeles; William Curlett, San Francisco;

Sumner P. Hunt, Los Angeles; William

S. Hebbard, San Diego, and Clinton

Day, San Francisco.

Matters of importance regarding the

operation and effect of the law under

which architecture is practiced in this

state formed the principal topics of the

session.

During the day the visitors were es-

corted about the city and were shown

the manufacturing and residence districts.

Jl

I
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Exhibitions

International Architectural Exhibition,

to be held in connection with the Eighth
International Congress of Architects,

May 18 to June 14, 1908, in the halls of

the I.. R. Gartenbaugesellschaft, Vienna
I., 12 Parkring, Austria, under the pat-

ronage of His Majesty the Emperor.
The Viennese Committee of the Con-

gress has generously assigned to the

American section of the Permanent
Committee a separate room, 36 feet by
American Section of the Permanent
54 feet, for an Exhibition of American
Architecture,

It is the desire of the American Com-
mittee to have as representative and
creditable a display of the work of the

architects of America as possible.

To this end the Committee has asked

the presidents and secretaries of the

various chapters of the American Insti-

tute of Architects to lend their aid by
serving as subcommittees for the col-

lection and selection of drawings, etc.,

in their localities.

Toward the success of this exhibition

the co-operation of our architects is

cordially invited.

Is New President

George F. Ashley, a member of the

senior class of the University of Cali-

fornia, has been elected president of the

new architectural association of the uni-

versity, which was organized to pro-

mote the study of architecture.

More than twenty-five students of the

college of architecture, of which Prof.

John Galen Howard is the head, have
joined the society. The meetings will

be held semi-monthly.
When the architectural building is en-

larged the association will arrange for

lectures by prominent artists and engi-

neers for the benefit of study.

San Francisco Today

Two years ago the 18th day of last

month San Francisco was practically

wiped off the map by fire which left

nothing of the wholesale and retail dis-

tricts, while the greater part of the

residence districts was in ruins. San
Francisco in two years has acquired more
skyscrapers than it had hoped to have
in many years to come; its modern steel-

frame office and hotel structures have
probably as much cubic feet of space as

the aggregate of the former buildings.

Business is again in its wonted channels,

its population, nearly as large as before

the fire, is comfortably housed, and the

excess, or overflow population still living

in the suburbs across the bay in Marin

and Alameda counties, and down tin

peninsula more than make up the dififer-

ence in what the population lacks of

being as large as that of 1896.

Coming down to demonstrable facts,

San Francisco has been rebuilt, so far

as the rebuilding has done, with its own
money, excepting a few millions that

came in from the East. The total

amount of building permits issued by
the Board of Public Works since the

fire is $102,186,517, but, as is well known
to the builders, the statements of esti-

mated cost of buildings made for the

purpose of getting permits and forming
a basis for building fees, falls at least

15 per cent below the actual cost, and
in most instances the buildings have

gone far higher. With 15 per cent added,

the total amount of permits issued in

the last two years is $117,514,494.

According to statistics prepared by

the California Promotion Committee,
which organization, by the way, has done
excellent work in supplying the world

with reliable industrial and building in-

formation since the fire, there are 200

new hotels in the burned district. The
bank clearings of San Francisco from

the fire up to April 17, 1908, amounted
to $3,877,562,200.29. The total postal re-

ceipts of the city in the same period

were $3,299,167.02. Though there were

predictions to the effect that the terrible

destruction of property by the fire would

result in financial panic, and banks would

be compelled to foreclose on mortgagors
in great numbers; and also that mort-

gagors could not possibly pay interest

and come out of their difficulties success-

fully, yet there have been practically no

foreclosures of mortgages since the fire.

This, to financiers, is one of the most

wonderful demonstrations of recupera-

tive forces known to history.

Plans for Territorial Prison

Architect Thornton Fitzhugh of Los

Angeles has had his competitive plans

for the proposed new territorial prison

buildings to be erected at Florence, Ari-

zona, accepted by the Territorial Board

of Control. Eight different sets of plans

were submitted but those of Mr. Fitz-

hugh were considered the most important

as they possessed many new features,

especially in the grouping and arrange-

ment of the different buildings.

The general scheme provides for an

exterior wall built in the form of a

square, 600 feet from corner to corner,

forming an enclosure within which will

be erected (1) machinery building; (2)

cell building; (3) civil building; (4) build-

ing for commissary stores, bakery, dining

room and kitchen; (5) hospital with dis-

pensary, nurses' quarters, etc.

In the center of the enclosure a large

> oncrete ventilating stack will be built

inclosing a steel smoke stack; and
.round this will be constructed the ma-
rliinery hall, an octagonal-shaped build-

ing forty-eight feet in diameter. This

building will contain the electric lighting

and steam plants, refrfgerating and ice

machinery, etc. Extending out from this

central building like the spokes of a

wheel, will radiate the several build-

ings mentioned. Each will be one-story

liigh and built of reinforced concrete.

Seattle Architectural Exhibit

The committee in charge of the archi-

tectural exhibit which is to be held at

Seattle this month under the direction of

the Washington State Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects, predicts

one of the best displays ever held in

the West. W. M. Somervell, chairman
of the committee, stated that between
700 and 800 exhibits are assured.

One of the features of the display is

expected to be in the exhibits made by
the leading architectural schools of the

country. Cornell university architectural

students are expected to send an exhibit.

The Boston Institute of Technology and
University of Pennsylvania school of

architecture, as well as several other
leading institutions, are also arranging to

contribute to the coming exhibition.

Mr. Somervell announces that there

will probably be at least 100 drawings
from Portland and between thirty and
forty from San Francisco and Los
Angeles.

Seattle Has Architectural Club

For the purpose of securing closer

relations between the draftsmen and
architects and also for the purpose of

raising the standard of draftsmanship,
the draftsmen of Seattle have organized
a club with a membership of about
thirty-five and the following officers:

G. C. Stanley, president; Gordon Turn-
bull, secretary; C. C. Ziegler, vice-presi-

dent; George Gove, treasurer. The club
has engaged quarters in the old Uni-
versity building. Meetings are to be
held twice a month. Lectures are to be
^iven from time to time by the leading
architects and engineers of the city. A
course of problems will be shortly un-
dertaken, conducted in the same fashion
•i'^ the school of fine arts at Paris.

Watercolor and other features of archi-

tectural work will also be studied.

Seattle Chapter, A. I. A.

At a special meeting of the Seattle

^^hapter of the Washington Institute of

Architects it was decided to conduct

a vigorous campaign to secure the pas-

sage of the proposed charter amend-
ments, particularly the one indorsed by ^
local architects providing for a board
of appeal to pass on building questions.

The architects propose to try to induce
the various candidates for office, regard-
less of party, to mention these amend-
ments in campaign speeches.

Reinforced Concrete Building

On the site of the old California Market,
in the block bounded by California, Pine,

Kearny and Montgomery streets, San Fran-
cisco, a new California Market is about to

arise which will far surpass the former
crude structure. The owners of the land,

F. G. Drum, J. B. Haggin and William
Tevis, have approved the plans of the archi-

tect, Hermann Barth, for a building which
will embody all the latest ideas on markets.

The new California Market will be but

one story in height, its owners having
selected the pavilion plan, but the roof will

reach the height of the average two-story

or three-story structure. It will have a

deep basement, with heavy concrete floors,

walls and columns, and, indeed, the entire

structure is to be in reinforced concrete.

The superstructure, its walls, columns and
roof will be of the same material. The
fronts on Pine and California streets are

to be finished in cream glazed tiles, with

copper cornices, all being worked out in a

classic design. The floors of the aisles will •'

be tiled, and the interior of the walls and
the columns will be covered with cream
glazed tiling. All fixtures in the market
must be of uniform size and design, in ac-

cordance with plans of the owners.

Of Interest to Architects

The program for the last "at home"
at the Y. W. C. A. at Portland was rather

different than usual and exceedingly in-

teresting. Architect E. B. MacNaugh-
ton gave an illustrated talk on "Archi-

tecture," showing by means of a choice

collection of slides the history and de-

velopment of this science from Egyptian
to modern times. Mr. MacNaughton is

the architect for the new Y. M. C. A.

and Y. W. C. A. buildings.

Mr. Robert A. Cummings, M. Am. Soc.

C. E., has moved his offices from 4 Smith-

field street to 316 Fourth avenue, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

Architect E. S. Lemme announces his

removal to new offices in the James
Flood building, San Francisco.

Watt a Question
Teacher—Our ancestors lived in the

Stone Age. What age are we living in?

Scholar (promptly)—The Volt-age.—
Electric Wire.
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There seems to be good ground for

the criticism in different parts of Cali-

fornia anent the De-

OUR STATE partment of State

ARCHITECTS Architecture. The em-

ployment of a State

Architect is comparatively a new de-

parture, the last Legislature having

seen fit to create the office with a

view, no doubt, to insuring proper

supervision of state buildings, and at

the same time reducing the cost of

maintaining the department. Hereto-

fore drawings for state buildings were

offered in competition and the usual

architect's percentages were allowed

the successful competitor.

Somebody argued to the legislators

that it would be economy to create the

office of State Architect, pay a fixed

salary and thus limit the expenses of

the department to a stated sum. Poli-

tics helped the bill through and just

how satisfactory the experiment has

proven one need only to inquire of

the various heads of state institutions

who have been wrestling for two years

with the State Architect trying to

get something. President Daily of the

Normal school, San Jose, Dr. Stock-

ing, Supt. of the Insane asylum at

Agnew, and other heads of equally

prominent state institutions, report ex-

asperating delays and seemingly inex-

cusable blunders on the part of the

State Architect's office.

According to President Daily the

drawings for the Normal school have

had to be changed repeatedly so as

to include all features necessary to

make the institution complete in every

detail. The frequent changes have

seriously delayed the work of con-

struction, nothing whatever havin^^

been accomplished aside from wreck-

ing the old buildings—and it is more

than two years since the old struc-

tures were rendered uninhabitable by

the earthquake.

What makes the situation the more

exasperating and intolerable is the

fact that the State Architects are com-

peting for outside work. This is not

only an unfair deal to the taxpayer

but it is taking advantage of a hi^ti

office to defeat the other fellow wli^'

tries to get his plans through for a

school house in his own town. If

there is not sufficient money in public

office to satisfy the incumbents with-

out seeking private work, it would
seem better to resign. The two will

not go hand in hand, at least not while

there is so much state work to be

done as at the present time.

Alertness pays, says an exchange.

We quite agree. It pays the employer

and it pays the employe.
ALERTNESS It increases results with-

PAYS out increasing expense.

Laggards are a constant

drag on efficiency. The salesman who
receives instructions listlessly, and
executes them without enthusiasm,

earns little himself and sets a bad ex-

ample to his fellows. The salesman

who hears correctly, thinks intelli-

gently and acts quickly, is an inspira-

tion. He quickens the pace of the

whole organization. To such a man
is due credit for part of what the

others accomplish, as well as for what
he accomplishes himself.

Appearance is not everything, but

it is much. People naturally shun a

shop where the clerks seem to be tired

and bored. They like to be waited on
by attendants who are interested in

them and in what they want to buy.

Especially is it up to the manager
to be alert and to require alertness

—

to insist on prompt, definite answers
to questions and on reports that are

concise and clear—and to set the ex-

ample by issuing orders that are simple

in form and positive in substance.

Alertness pays.

The architect . with thfe best in-

terests of his client at heart is surely

beginning to appre-

SANDSTONE AND ciate the fact that

GRANITE MAKE sandstone and granite

DISMAL SHOWING are very poor build-

IN FIRE TEST ing materials from a

fireproof standpoint.

At least there is little to be honestly

said in favor of either material after

eliminating their esthetic value.

Heretofore the United States gov-
ernment has shown a tendency to

i^avor natural stone in the construc-

tion of its public buildings. It remains

to be seen what course Uncle Sam will

follow now after the startling report

of Engineer Richard L. Humphrey
in charge of the structural materials

laboratories of the geological survey.

The tests were conducted at the Fire

Underwriter's laboratories in Chicago
and were made possible by the co-

operation of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters and the National
Fire Protection Association.

Concrete, stone, brick and terra

cotta were subjected to the direct ap-
plication of heat for two hours and
were then immediately cooled with
water. Here are some of the facts

brought out and they should be suffi-

cient to make the careful architect sit

up and take notice

:

Brick panels withstood the test bet-

ter than any other materials. The
hydraulic pressed brick stood the test

exceedingly well. No damage was
apparent whatever after the firing and
before the water was applied, and al-

though a number of the bricks cracked
70 per cent of them were found to

be sound after quenching.
The natural building stones behaved

worst of all the material tested. The
almost complete destruction of these

stones precludes any comparison be-

tween them. The SANDSTONE
PANEL ENTIRELY COLLAPSED
soon after the test was started.

The test of reinforced concrete was
very satisfactory. The damage in no
case extended far into the concrete,

probably not more than one and a

half inches. The evidence shows that

even at this depth, the temperature
was comparatively low. The tests

brought out most clearly the low rate

at which the heat travels through con-

crete. "This," concludes Director

Smith in his report, '*is unquestionably

one of the desirable qualities in ma-
terials intended for fireproofing pur-

poses."

Modern

Constable
—"Come along; you've got to

have a bath."

Tramp—"A barf! What, wiv water?"

Constable
—

"Yes, of course."

Tramp—"Couldn't you manage it wiv one

o' them vacuum cleaners?"—Tid-Bits.

"i-H^^
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Public Lighting and Public Spirit

By E. L. Elliott

In the Illuminatinjr EnkMneer

STREET lighting became a generally

recognized public utility with the in-

troduction of illuminating gas; the

electric light demonstrated the possibility

of so lighting streets that they become ob-

jects of general attractiveness —an expres-

sion of the pubHc spirit of the city.

It is no mere figure of speech to say that

a city is known by its lights. Dark streets

are invariably empty streets at night, and

the stranger flees the unlighted town.

New York, the metropolis of the west-

ern hemisphere, has many attractions for

the stranger within her gates. There are

parks of every description; theatres and

I

,—

/

As ApplH r1 to

opera houses innumerable; museums and

pubhc libraries; churches and cathedrals;

but of all these numerous attractions, which

one is best known to the average Ameri-

can? The "Great White Way," that stretch

of Broadway, about a mile in length, from

23d to 46th streets. Here are displayed a

greater number of lights, more expensive

and elaborate illuminated signs, and a niore

dazzling brilliancy than in any other thor-

oughfare in the world. Consider for a

moment what it would mean to property

owners in this section if all these lights

were extinguished!

What this spectacular lighting does for

Broadway, it will do to a proportionate ex-

tent for the principal business street in

YOUR town. As a mere matter of muni-

cipal investment there is nothing that will
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bring such sure returns as the attractive,

—

yes spectacular, if you please,—lighting of

the business streets of a city.

Lighting of this kind reflects credit upon,

and gives prestige to the entire city, and is

therefore a work in which all should be in-

terested. By giving assistance in the way

nf favorable rates and engineering skill, the

lighting companies can show that they have

the general welfare of the town in view.

By a liberal use of spectacular lighting the

merchants can give a general air of pros-

perity to the town, which will be reflected

in inceased trade, the citizen can, and will.

show his appreciation of this public spirit

by giving his patronage to his home mer~
ciinnts instead of taking it to other cities.

Public enterprise is contagious, a single

block, or even a single building brilliantly

li.a:hted and outlined is sure to spread to

adjacent blocks.

There is but one city that does not need
illuminating, and that is the city of the

(lead—the graveyard.
Light up, and keep lighted up

!

The Age of Light

NEW era in public illumination is

dawning. The epoch of darkness re-

lieved only by the few straggling

rays of the watchman's lantern, or the oc-

casional lamp suspended from the mansions
of the wealthy, ended definitely with the

advent of illuminating gas. Public lighting

as a public utility has thus existed for the

past century ; but it. is only within the past

decade that public lighting has been recog-

nized as a proper means of expressing pub-

lic taste, enterprise,- and civic spirit. To so

light the street as to render it not only

serviceable, but secure from the depreda-

tions of the lawless, was one of the great

achievements of modern civilization, com-
parable to the suppression of piracy on the

high seas ; in fact, it was a much more im-

portant step, for in point of numbers the

opportunities for crime in itnlighted streets

are far in excess' of those afforded by the

ocean.

But the modern city is much more than a

mere collection of human habitations ; it is

a personality,—a composite of the characters

of its citizens. The citizen expresses him-
self in his store, his office, his bank, his

club, his residence : the collective expression
of these various interests and tastes is

found in the public places—the parks, the

streets, and public lighting. It is to the

credit of the American citizen that he

never l)egrudges the money honestly ex-

pended in the production of architectural

excellence in buildings, generosity in the

extension and beautification of parks, and
thoroughfares in all public works. Even
the lamentable misuse of the public funds
which fretiuently accompanies public enter-

prise, has never quenched the pride of the

Aiiurican citizen in that which represents
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the government of which he is a part. The
past year or two has seen a remarkable

awakening to the fact that the ilhirnination

of a city is one of the most effective and

powerful means of expressing the confi

dence and pride which the American citizen

takes in his own town. Such illumination

serves a double purpose; it is a thing of

beauty and a constant delight in itself, and

it may be made a most striking means of

displaying the important features of the

municipal commonwealth.

The whole matter of public hghting is

one which demands careful and continuous

study* on the part of engineer* who should

be particularly charged with these matters.

We, therefore, take occasion to again call

to the attention of the municipalities the

necessity of including an illuminating en-

gineer among its regular employes.

The New Electrical Utensils

By Agnes Spaulding

ELECTRICITY as a means of heating

and cooking is steadily gaining in

popularity as it becomes better known.

Much of this "season's output of household

utensils, however, consists of improvements

on the old models, although there are some

entirelv new devices on the market.

The electric stove is merely a flat disc

of cast iron and looks like a misplaced

stove lid. In order to economize heat units,

saucepans are made to lock securely on the

surface. They are made of copper and are

flat bottomed to insure the maximum of

conductivity. The square seams, so difficult

to keep clean, the manufacturer has avoided

by rounding the inner surfaces.

The electric broiler seems to do and do

well all that is claimed for it. It is merely

a slab of corrugated cast iron connected,

like the stove, by a wall plug with a circuit.

A broiler should always be provided with a

hood connecting with the chimney, in order

to obviate smoke and odors.

Really new are the electric frying kettles.

They are practical especially
^
for large

households where much of this kind of

cookery is done. All of the utensils are

.ifc-

equipped with what are called "onc-hca
'

and "three-heat" switches. The latter

should be used to obtain maximum hc;,i

quickly, the former will maintain the dr-

sired temperature. A combination switch.

while making the first cost of the utensil

slightly greater, is really economical, reduc-

ing as it does the maintenance cost.

A lover of waflles declares that he has

discovered a new dish in the electric wafflct

"Good?"
"Yes. but entirely different in flavor from

the old kind."
.

It seems that the electric iron is deeper

than the old pattern, requiring a bit more

batter than the ordinary iron; the cookinc:

is more even and the finished product i^

lighter, while not quite so crisp as the old-

fashioned waffle.

Electric ovens do not heat entirely by

radiation as yet. so real roasting cannot be

accomplished, but they are perfectly satis-

factorv for all ordinary baking.

Popped corn becomes more available since

it may be cooked on the parlor table. The

electric popper is a rather deep saucepan

mounted on small, rubber-tired wheels and

covered with an oval wire screen to keep

the popping kernels from flying out on the

floor. The wheels provide easy shaking.

The utensil is connected with an incan-

descent light socket and in a very feu-

moments after connection the popper is hot

enough to use.
.

Coast Municipal Lighting News

The Sacramento street committee, repre-

sented by Mr. Schacht, has reported on the

report, estimates and specifications of Prof.

Cory, expert on a municipal lighting plant.

The report says in part

:

"Sacramento has 550 street lights. Pro-

fessor Cory's estimates are made on a basis

of 600 lights, and the conclusion reached by

him is that the city could by construction

and operation of its own plant secure the

lights at $6.70 per month. This estimate.

however, is based on a price of $1.00 per

barrel for fuel oil, while the fact is that

the city is now paying $1.15 per barrel with

but little prospect of paying a lower price
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at any time in the near future. This ad-

ditional expense would be $1725 per year,

or a little more than 23 cents per lamp per

month. It also was shown with reasonable

certainty that one lamp trimmer would be

required in addition to those estimated as

necessary in Professor Cory's report, and

this would add about 21 cents per month to

the cost of each lamp, making the total cost

per lamp as much as $7.14 per month, as

against $7.00, the rate now paid by the

city. Professor Cory's report estimates the

cost of installing a 600-lamp plant at

$237,200. In addition to this it would be

necessary in order to avoid purchase of in-

candescent lights for city hall, library, art

gallery, etc., to install an incandescent sys-

tem at an additional cost of probably

$18,000. We cannot recommend that at this

time the city shall incur an additional

bonded indebtedness of over $250,000 unless

it can be certain of reaping proportionate

benefits."

Street lighting in Pasadena -"roved an ex-

pensive luxury during the month of De-
cember according to the report of Super-

intendent Glass, which was made public

recently. There was a saving of $444 as

against the amount the city had been pay-

ing the Edison Electric Company for the

same service, but as a matter of fact there

was a net loss of $931 to the city. Interest

on the investment that the city has made,

at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, would
show a charge of $1375 per month, so that

the city lost exactly the sum named.
A resolution of intention declaring that

public necessity demands the holding of a

special election to vote two sums of $50,000

for the improvement of the municipal elec-

tric lighting plant and a sewer system in

East Pasadena, has been formally adopted

by the Pasadena City Council.

Mayor Lane of Portland, Ore., asserts

that the officials of the Mount Hood Com-
pany have assured him that they would be

ready to furnish lights to the municipahty

by January 1. 1909. and that they want to

put in a-bid for the city lighting. The Port-

land Gas Company wishes to bid, as it pro-
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poses to install 3500 lamps on the West

Side, and 4500 on the East Side, to see if

the city will consider gas lighting.

Tn the very brief time in which City Kn-

gincer Tavlor had to secure estimates, he

reported that it will cost the city approxi-

mately $550.aX) to equip and put into op-

eration its own electric lighting plant. It

will cost about $30 per lamp, it is estimated

to maintain the service. Mr. Taylor figured

the depreciation at 5 per cent, but Chair-

man George B. Cellars, who was presiding,

expressed the opinion that this item will be

not less than 10 per cent.

A Safety Device

A New York man is about to patent an

invention which he expects will make him

rich and famous. By pressing an electric

button a large sign appears in the kitchen

indicator, saying, "You are discharged.

In this wav the mistress of a home can

dismiss her cook and stay quietly locked

in her bedroom until that lady has de-

parted.—The Circle.
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Architect Mathews Sued

Are the plans for a country house

the sole property of the man who pays

an architect to draft them? This is the

question which will be decided shortly

by the Marin county court at the in-

stigation of Frank D. Madison, a well-

known attorney and clubman of San

i-rancisco. The defendant in the case

is Edgar Mathews, equally well known
as an architect and clubman. The
other defendants are Mr. and Mrs. de

Courtieux of San Rafael and their con-

tractor.

About two years ago Madison de-

cided to build on the Coleman tract in

San Rafael and he engaged Mathews to

draw the plans for a house, which was

to be unique and totally unlike any of

its neighbors. Later Madison's brother-

in-law decided to build near by, and the

attorney was surprised to learn that

the plans for his long cherished resi-

dence had been duplicated by Mathews
for his relative. Madison protested and

Mathews consented to draw up some
new plans. Later the brother-in-law

died and his proposed residence was

never built.

When Madison's home was almost

completed De Courtieux bought a lot

two doors from him and sought and

gained permission to inspect the un-

usual house of his neighbor. The result

was the preparation by Mathews for De
Courtieux of similar plans for a house

on the lot which the new comer had

just acquired. Through neighbors Madi-

son's wife heard this and she at once

informed her husband, who entered suit

without delay to have the persons in-

terested restrained from erecting such

a house.

In the suit Madison maintains that

much of the value of the home is due

to its unique architecture, and in sup-

port of this assertion he has the testi-

mony of two real estate dealers, G. D.

Shearer and L. A. Lansell, who main-

tain that the striking features of the

house greatly increase its material value.

These witnesses assert that a similar

structure near it would materially lessen

its price in the real estate market..

Madison has also procured an affidavit

signed by Architects Clinton Day, Wil-
liam Noyes, W. D. Bliss and Fred H.

Meyer, charging that Mathews has been

guilty of a breach of professional ethics

in supplying the same plans to two resi-

dents of the same city.

According to the plans submitted to

the court by Madison, the only differ-

ence in the two houses is in the size

of a gable and a dormer window. Madi-
son's house, which he now occupies, is

a plastered cottage of an unusual English
design.
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A Very Poor Policy

It has always been our opinion that

one of the true functions of trades unions

should be to promote and maintain a

high standard of efficiency amongst their

members. Labor union leaders generally

claim that the unions do do this. Our
experience teaches us that the practice

of trades unions is to see that the

efficiency of their members is reduced as

much as possible and their remuneration

increased regardless of circumstances.

In support of this we would point out

that five years ago bricklayers in San

Francisco were laying from 2(XX) to JUUU

brick per day whilst today the day s

work ranges from 750 to 1,500.

During the month of February in this

year the lathers' union passed a reso-

lution forbidding a lather to put on more

than 100 yards of metal lath per day

under penalty of fifty dollars for every

offense.
, , , ^

Are actions like these calculated to

raise the efficiency of the workman?

Can anyone defend such a policy as this,

a policy which tends to destroy am-

bition, proficiency and all that goes to

make life worth living? Let the mem-
bers of the labor unions in San Francisco

at once recognize that their true hope

of advancement and prosperity lies in

working with their employers and not

against them.—The Citizen's Magazine.
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Electric Welding

THE art of electric welding is com-
paratively old, so that it seems

strange that it is not more fre-

quently made use of in the shop. There

ire several systems o( bringing metal

to a sufficiently high temperature t

weld it by means of electric currents,

each of which has some advantages,

making it more or less suitable for cer-

tain conditions. Yet these are not util-

ized as often as they should be.

The general opinion seems to be that

for electric welding an expensive ap-

l)aratus is required, and that electrical

tnergy is an expensive agent for pro-

ducing heat. Neither of these objec-

tions to the system is of much weight,

for although, for certain classes of work,

a more or less elaborate device seems

best suited for the character of the work,

the regularity of the joint and the rapid-

ity of working more than offset the

expense of the machine. Moreover,

there are some methods of welding

which require nothing more than two

water-tight barrels, a carbon rod and a

source of electric energy. The expense

of the equipment is practically nothing.

Regarding the cost of heat supplied

iu this way it should be remembered

that, while the price is high when meas-

ured in kilowatt-hours, heat is being de-

veloped only while the metal is being

heated; there is no appreciable loss; no

attention is required to keep a furnace

at a suitable temperature for welding and

heating, and probably the actual cost

of the energy used in making a weld

would be little, if any, more than that

of the heat furnished in a coal forge,

if the latter be charged with all the loss

taking place when the forge is not in

use.
, ,

But the electric current may be used

for welding and repair work where the

ordinary type of forge is useless. Broken

and defective castings may be repaired

quickly and easily, and thus work which

would otherwise be condemned be

saved. And the intense localized heat

which may be produced by the electric

current may often be utilized in other

ways for doing work which would other-

wise require tedious handwork or ex-

pensive machining. In a shop provided

with apparatus which makes available

a current of several hundred amperes

at fifty to a hundred volts, it will be

found that this energy can often be used

for saving much time or expense. An
easily controlled method of producing

intense local heating is a most valuable

addition to the shop equipment. For

this purpose the electric current is more

tlexible and more widely applicable than

any other form of energy.—Electrical

•'''-view.
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New Elevator Company Reaches Out for

Coast Business

The friends of Mr. H. C. Biggs,

for many years with the Otis Elevator
Compan3% will be interested in the an-
nouncement of his retirement from the

Otis company to assume the manage-
ment of the Western Elevator Company,
incorporated w^ithin the last couple of

months, with main offices in the Hum-
boldt Bank building, San Francisco. The
elevators turned out by this company
are a California product, the factory be-

ing in Southern California. Eventually
a large shop will be maintained in San
Francisco, with possibly branches in

Portland and Seattle. Mr. Biggs'
thorough knowledge of the elevator busi-

ness and his wide acquaintance with
the architects and building trades should
insure success for the new company.
Wherever the Western Elevator Com-

pany's machine has been installed it

has given perfect satisfaction. Some of

the buildings: Two in the Chamber of

Commerce building, Pasadena; three in

the Los Angeles warehouse, three in

the Niles-Pease furniture house, Los
Angeles; three in the Lankershim build-

ing, Los Angeles; one in the Acacia
hotel, O. T. Johnson building, Catalina
hotel, First National bank. Long Beach;
Scripps' building, San Diego; Virginia

hotel, Long Beach; Y. M. C. .\. building,

Los Angeles, and many others. Most
of the above are electric machines.
The following letter is self-explana-

tory:

"Gentlemen: In answer to your re-

quest that we write you a letter regard-
ing our experience with your elevators.

we take pleasure in saying that both your
h3'draulic and electrical elevators, which
you have installed in buildings under
our charge, have been very satisfactory,

and we have no hesitancy in accepting
your proposals whenever yoitV figures

are the lowest. Your truly,

(Signed)
PARKINSON & BERGSTROM.

"F 1 1 I

:
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Successful Hardwood Industry

One industry of San Francisco which
li;is quietly but steadily grown to be an

enterprise of considerable importance, is

the Dieckmann Hardwood Company,
manufacturers of hardwood lumber,

whose mills and yard though not very

large compared with the great softwood
mills in Oregon and Washington, are

constantly busy converting ugly, crooked
and gnarled logs into the most beautiful

pieces of lumber and veneers.

Mr. J. H. Dieckmann, the president

of the company, may be called the pio-

neer hardwood log merchant on this

coast, as he has been shipping logs to

and from San Francisco since the early

()0's. With Mr. Dieckmann are associated

his four sons, who share in interest the

company bearing their name. Like its

head, this company is also the pioneer

of its line, as it- was the first concern
to start and operate a saw mill for cut-

ting exclusively its own hardwood log

importations.
The constantly increasing demand and

consumption of the Jenisero and West
Coast mahogany turned out by this firm

bear witness to the excellent product of

its manufactures and show that the trade

appreciates the value of attractive figure

as secured by proper cutting of superior

The offices in the new Mechanics'
Savings bank in San Francisco are fin-

ished in Jenisero wood.

Business Good for Plumbers

Edmund Grundy, a well-known San
Francisco plumber, has no reason to

complain of business since the fire two
years ago. He has been a very busy
man and has found it necessary to main-
tain a large force of experts at his shop,
3549 Seventeenth street. • Mr. Grundy
did the plumbing in the following build-

ings: French-American bank, Sutter and
Trinity streets; Somps apartments at

Twenty-second and Mission streets; Van
Berger residence, Robins apartments,
Gladstone apartments, Shemanski and
Avalon apartments, Hotel Bruce at Eddy
and Leavenworth streets. Hotel Leo at

Post and Larkin streets, and the Postal
Telegraph building, at Bush and Battery
streets, now under construction.

Builds Reinforced Concrete Structures

H. L. Petersen, contractor with offices

It 109 O'Farrell street, San Francisco,
lias found a good field in that city for

reinforced concrete construction and sev-
eral pretentious buildings of that ma-
terial have been put up by him in the
la>t few months. Petersen is recognized

as an expert in concrete construction, as

he has made a study of it with a view
to giving his clients the best possible

results for their money.

L B. HOWC
Pres. and TncAS.

H. H BUDDINGTON
Vicc-Pmks.
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All Kinds of Marble Work

The Joseph Musto Sons-Kenan Com-

pany have equipped their ne\v mill on

North Point street, San Francisco, with

all modern machinery and are in a

position, they sav, to execute all kinds

of marble work. The company is mak-

ing a specialty of first-class work for

banks and hotel interiors and since the

fire they have installed marble in many

of the prominent buildings in San Fran-

cisco, including the Italian-American

Bank building, the Balboa building, the

^reckels annex, the Lent building, the

Sing Chong and Sing Fat buildings the

Robins, Welch, Jennings, Pacific, Koe-

nig and Gunst buildings.

JOHNSON'S LIQUID FUE
LOW I'HtSSiiHt: AiH ->YS!i''»1

Assuring ol \'f;\-i i ;.u.?"..t;-i; ar^-

"the ideal FIRE"

Humane Pat

An Irishman one time thought he

would spare enough money for a chicken

dinner. So he hied himself to the nearest

restaurant and proceeded to order his

dinner.
. ^ ,

''Oi'lkhave chicken," said Pat to the

w 3. 1 1 c r

"Would you like it smothered in

onions, sir?" asked the waiter.

At this, Pat, with a crash of his fist

on the table, exclaimed, "No, be jabers!

Give the poor divil a chanst. Wring
his neck."—Ex.
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Robins Hotel. Post St.: Willian

BdH: 3rd and Mission S. E. come:
Boyd Bldif.. California and Drum:
Hotel Arlington. Ellis and Leaven-
worth: The Luxor. Leavenworth
St.. between Pine and California;

Mayer Bldg.: Imperial Hotel. San
Jose.
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Successful Iron Works

No one firm has met with greater suc-

cess in its business dealings with the

building trade in San Francisco since

the fire than the Pacific Structural Iron

Works, F. J. W. Anderson and C. Lar-

sen, proprietors. The works are located

at 1021 and 1023 Bryant street and are

well equipped with machinery for carry-

ing on the big business which this com-
pany has been doing since the big fire.

The management has taken pains to de-

liver the right kind of material on good
time and at fair prices. These are points

which the architect and owner are quick

to appreciate and they explain in a

large measure the secret of the Pacific

Company's success.

The list of completed contracts is a

long one and includes office buildings,

hotels, apartment houses and commercial
structures. Among the buildings de-

signed by Architect T. Paterson Ross

and supplied with steel or iron by the

Pacific Company are the Musto and

Rivers building at the corner of Cali-

fornia and Dupont streets, the Baldwin
apartments at the southwest corner of

Polk and Post streets, the Gladstone

apartments, a four-story building at the

northeast corner of Polk and Eddy
streets and a three-story ofifice building

on Kearny street and Hardie place.

Other contracts completed include the

Hirsch building, the Captain Goodall

building, the Hotel Arthur, Taylor build-

ing, Ross & Burgren; the Scott and Van
Arsdale building on Mission street, be-

tween Third and Fourth streets, the Rob-
bins building, at Ninth and Market streets,

Ross & Burgren, and building at the

corner of Pacific and Kearny streets,

llirch Bros, owners, Salfield and Kohl-

berg, architects; two near the northwest
corner of Dupont and Sacramento
streets, Sacramento and Drumm streets,

four-story building on Eddy street, near

Polk, building at Pine and Battery

streets, and the Meyer building on Howard
street.

an eight-story. Class A structure at the

corner of Sutter and Stockton streets;

addition to the power-house of the City

Electrical Company at Beach and Mason
streets and the Donohoe building at Pine

and Battery streets, designed by Archi-

tect T. Paterson Ross and Engineer

A. W. Burgren, a cut of which appears

in this issue.

Nice Order for Winslow Bros. Company

The Winslow Bros. Company have been

awarded the contract to supply the or-

namental iron work, grille work, etc.,

for the new Pacific Mutual Life Insur-

ance building, to be erected on the

northwest corner of Sixth and Olive

streets, Los Angeles. This contract

amounts to $38,855. Parkinson & Berg-

strom are the architects.

Kittle Construction Company

The Kittle Construction Company
with offices at 82 Second street, San
Francisco, has met with considerable

success in building construction, it be-

ing the aim of the management to fol-

low a conservative policy and take only

such contracts as it would be able to

handle in a manner satisfactory to all

concerned.
The contracts the company has taken

have been among the best and include

the Durbrow building of reinforced con-

crete at the corner of Commercial and
Front streets, the Sheideman building.

PHOTOGRAPH OP WINDOW MADK BY
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N. Clark* & Son Busy

N. Clark & Son report business on the

improve. The company has recently en-

larged its brick factory in West Alameda

and is in a position to till promptly good-

size orders for both pressed brick and terra

cotta. This firm has done considerable

work for Architect T. Paterson Ross, the

most noteworthy of its recently com-
pleted contracts being the Chmie building.

The handsome pressed brick and architec-

tural terra cotta of this imposing structure

was turned out at the Clark factory, also

the cream-colored pressed brick on the Sing

Chong building at California and Dupont
streets, San Francisco, and the pressed

brick and terra cotta to be placed on the

Donohue building now under construction

at Pine and Battery streets.

The enamel glazed terra cotta on the

building designed by Architect Fred H.

Meyer for the Holmes Investment Company

on Post, near Kearny street, was furnished

by N. Clark & Son, as will be the glazed

terra cotta on Frank Maskey's building on

Kearny street, near Market, designed by

Architects Havens & Toepke.

Hydrex Waterproofing for Palace Hotel

The Bovle-Luey Company are very rnuch

gratified over the decision of Trowbridge

& Livingstone, architects for the Palace

hotel, who have specified Hydrex felt and

compound to waterproof the curbs, side-

walks, foundations for engine rooms and all

roofs of the new Palace hotel. Mahoney

Bros., contractors.

The roof is to receive 5-ply of Hydrex

felt and compound and the foundations will

receive the same treatment. Three-ply of

felt will be carried over the sidewalks to

prevent water seeping into the basement.

This is considered one of the largest water-

proofing pieces of work that has been ac-

complished in San Francisco.

Larsen Bros., Brick Contractors

Larsen Bros., brick contractors, report

business a little quiet just now, although

it has been exceptionally good with them
since the fire. Many of the prominent

brick buildings in San Francisco were
erected by this firm, including the Zeller-

bach,, Clunie, Sing Fat and Hotel Rob-
ins, all designed by Architect T. Pat-

erson Ross and Engineer A. W. Bur-

gren. One member of the firm of

Larsen Bros, now has under construc-

tion a substantial apartment house and
plans are being prepared for a large

building to be erected shortly by one of

the other brothers.
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Kawneer Glass Setting

The new flower stand recently erected

111 the I'^rry building, San Francisco, is

;in example of the excellent appearance

of the Kawneer window bar which has

been used to good effect here. The
Kawneer bar is an up-to-date ven-

tilating window bar and is being ex-

tensively used in the best buildings in

San. Francisco. The difference between^,

the Kawneer bar and the ordinary brow-ri
'

bar is noticeable in the Ferry building

where both bars may be seen, the Kaw-
neer. as alreadv stated, at the flower

stand, and the ordinary bar in the candy

store near by.

Among the many buildings equipped

with the Kawneer bar are the Pacific

building (entrance), Sing Fat building,

California and Dupont streets; Russ

building, Montgomery street; Kragens

building, Market street; Gunst building,

Market and Mason streets and others.

This window bar is also specified for

the Y. M. C. A. building, the Whitney,

Pabst, Rothschild. Justinian Caire, Byron
Mauzy. Taft & Pennoyer buildings, and

many others.

The offices of the Kawneer Manufac-
turing Company are in the Monadnock
building, where all information can be

obtained. Telephone, Kearny 3308.

Their loss, however, is San Francisco's

gain, as Mr. Stock is a man of great

technical ability and is quite certain to

p-ive entire satisfaction to anyone re-

quiring his services. He has come to

form a partnership with Mr. A. L. Slee

in the Russ building, and together they

will take care of anything in the line

of mechanical and electrical draughting.

They are both experts at the draughting

business and anticipate growing with

the city in whose brilliant future they

have unlimited faith.

Notable Addition to Technical Force

Engineers and contractors of the Pa-

cific Coast will doubtless be interested

to know that Mr. William A. Stock of

Chicago has located in San Francisco

permanently, having taken offi(5es in the

Russ building. Mr. Stock comes from

one of the best known mechanical firms

of the East, where he held a respon-

sible position for a number of years.
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List of locations «riven on application. Work fully guaranteed.
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Some of the thinjjs we make are : Concrete Blocks for Buildings,

Sidewalks,. Hitching Posts, Monuments, Stairs, Fences, Sewer
Pipe, Spanish Tiling, Mantels, Burial Vaults, and innumerable

other specialties

For Full Particulars Address

NEW ERA PRESSED ECO.
Office

:

537 PACIFIC BUILDING

Phone Kearny 5977

Factories

:
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The Sing Chong Bazaar

Truly the gateway to the Orient of

the Golden Gate is the Sing Chong
bazaar at California and Dupoht streets.

San Francisco's Chinatown, known the

world over, holds no mart where tapes-

tries and silks from the remotest corners

of Asia, ebony and ivory carvings, teak-

wood furniture and hammered brass

vases from the Far East vie in greater

splendor and variety.

This bazaar is one of the sights of

San Francisco. To the tourist from the

East it is an introduction and an invi-

tation to Chinatown. To the curiosity

seeker from the city or elsewhere it is

a revelation and delight. Situated at the

beginning of Dupont street, the main
thoroughfare of the Oriental quarter, it

is always the first place visited. By
reason of its unique showing and dis-

tinctiveness it usually is also the last

remembered.
Five stories high, surmounted by a

typical Chinese tower, which at night

is illuminated with studdings of electric

lights, commodious in its interior as any
American department store, the Sing

Chong bazaar is a startling but pleasing

combination of flamboyant. Far Eastern

gaudiness of color and clear cut Yankee
enterprise and up to dateness. Chinese

clerks, speaking precise English, attend

customers with Oriental politeness.

In all important trading centers of

Japan and China are posted expert

buyers for this bazaar. The Sing Chong
Company has a factory of its own in

Canton.
The Sin^ Chong bazaar is a success

because well managed. The president of

the company is a multimillionaire im-

porting and exporting merchant prince

of Canton, China, and the direct manage-
ment in San Francisco is in the hands
of the importer's son, Loo Chuck Wan,
and Look Tin Eli, a prominent native

Californian, who has a wide record of

business success. He is a director in

the "Canton bank and formerly was a

wholesale grocer.

The variety of goods to be had at

the bazaar is large, a stock of $200,000

being carried. Among many others these

are the principal lines of goods handled:

Bronzes, porcelains, ivory, ebony, furni-

ture, jewelry, screens, silk embroideries,

kimonos, cloisonnes, satsumas, handker-
chiefs, shawls, gowns, beads, bed spreads

and silken underwear.

Gets Heating Contract

The Machinery and Electrical Com-
pany will install the heating and ven-

tilating plant in the new grammar school

at Pomona, Cal.

FIREPROOF
FIXTURES

FOR THF

Moilern Business House

STEEL OFFICE
FURNITURE
STEEL
CLOTHES
LOCKERS

STEEL FACTORY
EQUIPMENT

F I ! ; \ ! >-s will Insure against

Fire, Vermin or Contagion

DROP us A POSTAL

FEDERAL STEEL flHURE 00.

869 O 5 A R M E i L •^rET

-I : i

«

Section of "Bar-Lock" Skylight Showintr Wrought Steel
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AND

WATIlRPROOr DOORS
REPRESENTING THE

AMERICAN DARLOCn
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PATENT SIDEWALK Willis
In Three Point Prisms
and Plain Arch Lights

280 SEVENTH ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Telephone MARKET 2081
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B and FRONT STS. MARYSVILLE, CAL.

The Best Sand in th<

West for Cement Work

Crystallized Quartz 98 Per

Cent. Silica

This Sand is being shipped

as far as Portland, Ore.,

and other points, not be-

cause they have no Sand,

but because they do not

have Our Kind.

Write for samples of

Brick and Sand

Moves to Larger Quarters

The Frauneder Ornamental Iron and

Wire Works have moved from Franklin

street, Oakland, to their new factory at

S60. 862, 864 Webster street in the same

city. This company has lately taken the

contract for the entire store front orna-

mental iron fixtures for the Taft and

Pennoyer building. Mr. Frauneder also

reports having taken a contract for sup-

plying all the wire work for one of the

big government buildings at Angel

Island.

A Willkomm Moves

A. Willkomm, Pacific Coast represen-

tative of Toch Bros., New York, and

well known throughout the Coast as a

dealer in various building supplies, has

recently returned from an extended East-

ern trip, much improved in health and^n-
thusiastic over the bright prospects for

the future of San Francisco. Mr. Will-

komm has moved from 779 ^Larket street

to 151 Tehama street. San Francisco,

where he has a pleasant suite of offices.

with the National organization. It was
resolved to give another, and if possible,

better exhibition this year and to inter-

est all architects on the Coast in the

affair. Seven new members were taken

in at this meeting, making a total of 51.

At the banquet following the business

meeting Francis J. Berndt acted as toast-

master. Talks were made as follows:

"Traveling Scholarships," E. F.^ Law-
rence; "Organization," Ernest Kroner;

"Beauties and Opnortunities of Port-

land," H. B. King, of The Architect and

Engineer. Toasts were responded to by
various members. Among those present

were: Josenh Jacobberger. Edgar Laz-

arus, F. J. Berndt, E. Kroner, J. G. Wil-

son, H. E. Raymond-, E. F. Lawrence,

George Rae, Otto Kleeman, E. W. Leick,

J. A. Graef, A. H. Cedarberg, R. J. Grace,

E T. Root, J. H. Kable. F. T. Webber,

E. E. Gilmer. G. E__Dunham, C. _H-

Kable, L E. Frary, W. F. Hathaway, F. S.

Allyn, J. M. Tanner, E. Timmes, S. EL

Thomas, W. C. Cadwell, H. B. King.

Portland Architects at Banquet

The Portland Architectural Club held

its annual meeting and banquet last night

at <he Hotel Heyser, corner of East

"Third and East Burnside streets, Port-

land. At the business meeting the fol-

lowing officers were elected- President,

Joseph Jacobberger; vice-president, Edgar
M Lazaru^; treasurer, I. W. Wilson; sec-

retary, Richard T. Grace. The time of

the regular meetings was changed from
the first Monday to the first Tuesday of

every month. The new officers were in-

structed to take steps regarding affiliation

ROBERT GARDNER GEO. W. KENDALL

GARDNER & KENDALL

HEATING CO.

Heating and Ventilating Engineers

Contractors for Steam or Hot Water Heating Apparatus,

Force Blast Svstem Heating and Ventilating. Piinipinif

Power Plants. Hlevator Piping, Ktc. We have one of the

best equipped shops in the northwest for doing all kinds

of pipe cutting, making Pipe Headers for Dry Kilns, htc.

DIAGRAM WORK SOLICITED

40-42 SECOND STREET

PHONE MAIN 801 PORTLAND, ORE.
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STOCK 5000 TONS
Speedy Shipments Assured

Prompt Attention Given to Work
of a Special Character

The Structural Steel for the followin>f San Francisco Buildinjrs was

Furnished by US since tlie disaster of April 18, 1*X)6:

Messrs. Hale Bros, Inc.— Messrs. Reid Bros., Architects

Italian-American Bank— Messrs. Howard & Galluway, Architects

Hewes Building (15 stories)- -Messrs/ Reid Bros., Architects

Clunie Building— Messrs. Ross & Burgrpn, Architects

Emma Spreckels Building, Messrs. Reid Bros., Architects

Claus Spreckels Annex— Messrs. Reid Bros., Architects

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

DETROIT, MICHICAN

PACIFIC COAST OFFICES

604-605 MUTUAL BANK BLDG
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The I II

has no shelves, paddles, or inside disinter

raters of any kind. These are resorted to

in other shapes of mixers because other-

wise rotation would merely cause the batch

to slide around on the drum plates. Their

effect is to pocket the material instead of

keeping it all in one batch durinjf the mix

intf process. The cube produces a perfect

mixture by foldinjf, refolding, and pressing

together as a unit a batch of cement, sand

and aggr.gate. This Is the cube prin-

ciple of mixing:, and to this principle in

its p«rfect development the Chlcagro Im-

proved Cube adds mechanical perfection,

rapid operation, minimum power con-

sumption and large output per man

worked. :::::::::

ii
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Big Steel Federation

The iron and steel mannfaclurers of

California, Oregon, Washington and

British Columbia have organized the

Pacihc metal trades league.

In point of numbers and resources

the league is easily the strongest^ em-

ployers' association on the Pacihc Coast.

It will rank as one of the wealthiest

organizations in the country. Millions

of dollars, involving investments per-

haps greater than in any other line of

industrv, are represented in the big

manufacturing plants of the members,

which include the various metal trades

and founders' association from Los An-

geles to Vancouver and Victoria. In

its united strength the league is pur-
' posed to_bjUo the metal trades' em-

ployers of the coast what the American

Federation of Labor is to the different

, labor unions of the country.

The four associations represented at

the recent convention in Portland were

the California Metal Trades Association

of San Francisco and Oakland, the

United Metal Trades Association of

Oregon Washington and British Col-

umbia, 'the Employers' and Founders

Association of Los Angeles and the

Pacihc Foundrymen's Association of

! Seattle. ... , r j
Among the big firms joining the fed-

eration are the Union Iron Works,

Risdon Iron Works, Fuhon Iron Works.

Vulcan Iron Works, United Engineer

ing Works and eighty other iron and

steel firms in San Francisco; the Wil-

lamette Iron and Steel Works, Phoenix

Iron Works, Smith & Watson, Pacifu

Iron Works. Oregon Brass Works and

Columbia Steel Company of Portland:

Moran Bros. Iron Works, Vulcan Iron

Works, Eagle Iron Works. Hefternan

Yard & Hichborn

TTT^ronnection with the fuie work q:

Architect Charles F. Whittlesey, illus-

trated in the March number of the Archi-

tect and Engineer, credit should be given

Messrs. Yard & Hichborn for their part

in the construction of many of the im-

portant buildings shown. Besides the

E P. Bryan residence again shown in

this number. Yard & Hichborn did all

the interior woodwork in the Auditorium

building and the Wentworth hotel, and

had the general contracts on the resi-

dences of Mrs. Lucy Walker and W. S.

Bartlett, and the Santa Fe eating house

at Merced.

i i

i AyUADAK
Architects, engineers and con-

tractors in need of a waterproofing

that is permanent, that makes the

concrete abs '••-'- •'v—rvious to

water (a real %wt let proofing),

and that prevents efflorescence

and other discoU)rations, will find

it in AQUABAR.
Aquahar issold in tvo-gallon cans

and when properly diluted with

water will make fifty gallons of

liquid for tempering cement. It

does not discolor cement.

Being interested in this subject,

you should acquaint yourself with

"Aquabar** and we will be glad

to furnish complete information.

Territorial rights to manufacture and sell

Aquabar will be sold. Write us now.

American Cemenl W
Companv

ifff n \, PA.

,AL\UR\

Goes to Butte, Mont.

John H. Kent has formed a partner-

ship with George H. Shanlev under the

firm name of Kent & Shanley, architects,

with offices in the Hennessy building,

Butte, Montana. Mr. Kent was formerly

located in Portland, Oregon.

When writing to Advertisci

We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish. £3

Write for Price List

. F. KtiLLV & CO.
:23-:25 spencer RIace

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

3 intnuuii iui> -Magazine.

C. F. ^^
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OPERA Ui MK ^ S'.i..i Otnce

CABINEii, .^viioui .1 i PIIES

Cirner SUTTER

CO, CAL.

LOS ANQELES. CAL

CHICAfiO. ILL.

X

Opera Chairs, Church Pews and

Ecclesiastical Furniture. School

Desks, Lodge Furniture, Portable

and Assembly Chairs. Bank and

Office Furniture.

SPENCER DESK COMPANY
610 Sacramento Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CHURCH & SCHOOL FURNITURE
OPERA CHAIRS

ASSEMBLY & FOLDING CHAIRS
BLACK BOARDS

LODGE FURNITURE fl

SAMPLES AT

141-14.5 GROVE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

HE WHIM i H

<'D KEAfir u '"*, I I -NS

CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

WILLIAMS BUILDING
Third and Mission Sts. San Francisco, Cal.
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JAS ^
3 West 29th Mi^ i

MANUFACTURERS OF

Ronins: Doors and ^^h
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I
Rolling Partitions for Dividing Rooms, Hygienic Wardrobes,

Venetian Awnings, Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors. Slid-

ing Swing Doors

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York ofifice or the following Contracting Agents:

McCORMICK-HENDERSON CO..

1 10 Bush Street. San Francisco, Cai.

417 Byrne Building, Los Angeles

A. J.
CAPRON, ^ , J ^
Ainsworth Building, Portland. Ure.

S. W. R. DALLY.
, x^; ,

Colman Building, Seattle, Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELL.
234 Bradbury Budding,

Los Angeles, Cal.
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Room 302 BUILDERS' h h'n

NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN REALTY BLDG. WHITNEY BUILDING
FAIRNIONT HOTEL P.ACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITTELL BUILDING

and many other Buildings in Course of Erection

AND PARTICULARS. APPLY AT OFFICE

• rS. s ' SAN FRANCISCO

STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO
LIMITED

OF LIVERPOOL, ENG.

J D SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

J. B. F. DAVIS & SON, MANAGERS
MONTGOMERY AND SACRAMENTO STS.

TELEPHONE PRIVATE EXCHANGE 68 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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mRA(.ON DRAfTINi;

INSTRUMENTS

...Bonders' and Sorvcying Instruments...

^K'ri
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<| PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you
intend to equip your Drawing Room, re-

member that Keuffkl & Esser Co.'s
nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi-

sites for drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

HigHcst A-warda
St. Loviia, •04' Portland, '05

.**^,

THE BOSTWICK ?Tl:iJ

Represented b> MttololltK ^

i >:u*:%l BEADS

% TATH CCi

-
\ :mi% LiiMPANY

Who Carry Full Stock at all Times

,11 n -1 riDO n nn n

'a-M"ASBESTOS ROOFING

ri¥.4N ANY OTHER ROOFINC
because it is composed of a practicalh

imperishable material.

George A. Schaitcy HarryP. Vollmer

Robt. M. Begg«

Gi\es Better Service

THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it possesses highest fire-re-

sisting properties and is wind, moisture

and weather-proof.

Costs Less
THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it is the "cheapest per year
roofing" on the market; coating or

painting not being necessary to pre-

serve it.

Write for Samples and Catalog

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
157 New Mootgomery St., San Francisco

fla

FOR

:^TIittlOW*!

t > * * .
»-

"NT

ij 1

.yau Van Ness

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Telephone Franklin 272V

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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A Clever Piece „f c. .« vv,,.i. by Mr. Jutgewitz after Desijm by Stone & Smith. Architects

14-16 I vv! Mir I I? WENUE

STAFF AND STUCCO W h f%

_-! 17
! I

TELEPHONE MARKE! t

Pacific Goniice Wofk

Metal Cornice, Skylights, Mtrial Roof-

ing, Metal Sashi^nd Frames, Copper

Covered Doors and Store Fronts

A Sp'^cinltv

f

E. E. TOWLE

llflV '

1 34 - 1 36 1 4 T H
Bet. Howard .i..w i >

SAN FRANC'-'-'^ CM TFOT^NIA

^^ t^""!^. Ill

III

H.G. HEILMAN

larWe

vfiption1 ' 4

Fact«-y: »6th and Caroline Sts. Phoac .Market 449

Office: 224 Monadnock Rld^. Phone Douglas 1159

Estimates Cheerfully Given.

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

Telephone OakUnd 8/26 Telephone Home A 1 226

laufWand & Schnebly Co.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures.
.
Show Cases

Intt rior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions

Estimates Furnished

L
Office and Mill

:

1443-49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

I! \ %

I !

i 1 I ,,
*.

TlNfi YOUR

C. F. SCHILLER H. W. BOWLF.Y

PACIFIC limmE WORKS

COLORED AND ITAL! «'E

Mosaic and Tcrrazzo Work. Wainscoting.

Cement Ornamentations, Plumbers'

Slabs. Etc. Estimates given.

OFFICE AND YARD

PHOHc »^th and SHOTWELL STS.

MARKET 1509 SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

for your finer work, remember our

MEXICAN ONYX MARBLE is the

most beautiful stone you can use.

If you haven't samples and prices,

drop us a card. We'll see that you

get them at once.

SI^LMONS ERHSTIHG OOMPAH'

I :
>;::,- \ gents

HewPt ii^^H it^nyxCo.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

G. A. BUSHERT. Agent

10 Third Street, Room 44

S.\N Francisco. Cal.

WE. HARTLEY & CO.

Now York Block

Se.attle. Wash.
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Elevator Enclosure in St. Clair Brald.n,. San Eranasco Nathanul BlatsdelL Architect

Made b} WHITF ORNAMFNTAL IRON COMPANY Manufacture, of

Architectural CasliUKS, Grille Work, Iron Stair Work Office

and Bank Railings, Elevator Enclosures and Cars

Office and Works: DE FREMERY WHARF, EAST OAKLAND Telephone Merrilt 57

San Francisco Sales Office

409 MONADNOCK BUILDING Phone Temporary 2997

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Phone MARKET 2109 FUEL OIL BURNER I

f%^ i f \ i\ f'"4 }\\}\4HV^l'-

HIUl i^ I II
! M

I \
'V \ i:d

Plants la course <

Sherman Clay Buildinjj Bianco Ktstauraiit
Alexander Hotel Pacific Cereal Co.
Marshall Buildingr Bay Dev(*lopment Co.
Spreckels Building Mission Hotel
Sutro Buildintf Woerncr Cooperage

CATALOG ON
APPLICATION

References

Southern Pacific R. R.
Santa Fe R. R.
North Shore R. R.
Key Route
Cal. North-western R R

Cal. Fruit-Can. Assn.
Cal. Wine Association
Risdon Iron Works
Fulton Iron Works
T T^ Dnttdli

Wells Fargo Building
Hotel Brilliant
First Nat. Bank. Berkeley
Oakland Bank of Savings
Peoples' Water Co.. Oakland
Holland Hotel

John Sutton Company
Wilson Company
St. Francis Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
Baker & Hamilton
TTinshaw. Bulkley

I k

1 lt>6

ITT CO., INC

San Fhan<:, r>co, Cal.

tone Boiler Works
W i If SlUhETS

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER WATER TUBE BOILER
SELF CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY

Wkiit rnr?

GREATEST ECONOMY

ini T

MEURER BROS 1

m E 1 >*-\ t. i S S I Q

MISSION TILE

A. H. MCDONALD, Representative

A perfect reproduction in metal

of the Old California Mission Tile.

The only one on the market.

Has our patent side lock and will

never leak.

185 STEVENSON STREET, BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

C. E. KELSEY
W. L. LIPPERT t"=%

i*™% g*-™-t« ai^^ MHI
I PERT , r Telephone

Temporary 4448
ENGiNE: ft

SUCCESSORS TO
MCINTOSH 8e WOLPMANN

AGENTS FOR THE

SOUTH BEND WOOD SPLIT r
with IRON HUB and IRON mnm

Turned and Ground Shafting

Machine Work of A^KKinds
Hantjers. Boxes. Belting

Freight EU'vators and Hoists

2hd Hand Boilers

313-315 HOWARD STREET
Single Arm Open. All Sizes to 30 ft.

It's as nearly everlasting as
a Pulley can be

SAN FRANCISCO Double Arm Closed
Made for Extra Width

No Extra Charge

T
Manufacturers, Exporters and Dealers in

Pilt
^
'

>- •' * L^ V V_^ '

Mills,

Port Gamble Port Ludlow and
Utsaladv. Washington

Office, Yards and Planing Mills

FOOT OF THIRD STREET
San Francisco, Cal.

%«f^»'; «^W^«i-»i«iMtS*i,'il«™MW:S.!?*i!rt'"W'^S!«!f%lWS»«(*!^^

^l»^w'i*'*S«njM(h».'S^^%''~W>- «**=

RLlJANCr.-
nANC.b.RS"
are bein^ specified by the

most careful and progressive

architects, where silence and
smoothness of action are

required.

EASIEST R
Hanger Showing Single Door Closed HANGER 'i . L i_ .i_ -

AGENTS AT SAN FRANCISCO. SEATTLE AND PORTLAND
Will be Announced in Next Issue

Los Angeles Agent, LOUIS R. DUDELL, 234 Bradbury Biag.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Trade Journals Consolidate

The Industrial News of Oakland,

edited by Mr. P. B. Prehle, and the In-

dustrial News of San Francisco, edited

by Mr. L. A. Larsen, have been consoli-

dated.
Both these publications are old-estab-

lished Journals, and their consolidation

makes a very strong combination, both

editors being well and favorably known
in their chosen field.

Built Ross and Burgren Churches

Fred Miller, carpenter and builder, h;i

done considerable work for Architect

Ross, whose work is shown in this nuni

her of the Architect and Engineer. Most
important of Mr. Miller's jobs was thi

Jefferson hotel, a handsome four-story

building, San Francisco. Miller also

built the Gebhardt residence, the West
Side Christian church and the First

Christian church.

TELEPHONES MAIN 3026
HOME A -384-4

W. L. YARD
S. C. fllCHBORN

\T CMK(IK*N
- i , I i , « e- * I ! 1 it

» i i tors

Reinforced Concrete and General

Building Construction

621 Citizens National Bank BIdg.

I ub A^< il LLi:», CA!..

"KAWMICR" SYSTLMUi ULASb SLi ii.NG

DRAIN
AND
INT

FOR

STORE FRONT
<

E t-

»

y

3
<

o
M

The only up-to-date Vcntffntr i Svstem

A Larg^e Sto* ^ '<

.-BRA55 SPRiNO

i i ,
. ! 1 d

SILL
METAL SETTING BLOCKS

For Particulars Apply

V. DUINKERUEY
SOLE SALES AGENT

669-671 MONADNOCK BUILDING

Phone Kearny 3308 San Francisco, Cal. CORNER BAR FULL SIZE

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HE WALLAGE-LINDESMITH HOIS

OF LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Manufacturers of

CONCRETE MIXERS

CONCRETE HOISTS

FRICTION HOISTS

CARTS

and

WHEEL BARROWS

*^;!n Fr,'!;i f^ i/ I *^^: (

t

Repre «e n fritives

THh » * I I \
* % t- t b ' Company, inc.

732-744 MQNADNOCK BUILDING

Phone Kearny 728

ALSO

F. T. Crowe & Co., 4W-415 Globe Building

1105 A Street

121 So. Monroe Street
" •• " Front and Ankeny Streets

J. Cough LIN & Co. . . . - -

Seattle, Wash.
Tacoma, '*

Spokane, "

Portland, Ore.

Vancouver, B.C.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. J
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ANT VACliUM lit pownR ro.
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Don't Worry and Fret Your Life Away—
See the ** Little Giant *' at Work

No vacuum pumps

No dust arresting tanks

No machinery to lubricate

No valves or cylinders to

clean

No tanks to be cleaned

No noise when in

operation

No boiler to explode

No movable parts to get
out of order

No danger in operating

No increased insurance

No engineer required to

run the machine

Archil

Just turn on the water and light the gas, in a few

minutes you have vacuum for cleaning,

steam for heating or hot water

ciitl for Circular, 1381 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

HE NODAMP MACHINE
R WW «_»illlll«^ll4_lWia j^ R { t, 1 I II *•-• 1 * i_.r i I " ^%

WHY?
>^cri t1 1

^"-. i;
I \

M u I

\ 1 .

I n s t i I i , I I

F
ks

k

itiing or Water-

Block and Wall Patent N«. 828993. Machine Patent No. 828994
NODAMP BLOCK AND WALL AoEUSt 21st, 1906

AMES CUBE MIXER
The Nodamp Machinery Co. have bought and control the sale of the Ames Cube
Mixer. Write us for Catalogue "A" free. Pacific Coast representative wanted.

Address all communications to the

NODAMP MACHINERY CO
415 ANDRUS BUILDING MINNEAPOLIS, MINN
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Get the Best and Keep Your Money at Home by usinvf EMPIRE

PIASTER the Only Pure Gypsum Plaster Made on this Coast.

FMPIRF < HlMf'\S

MANUFACTimKRS OF

Hard Wall Finishing. laster

ADAMS WHARF
OAKLAND

Phone Oakland 6821

General Sales Office and Warehouse :

16th and HARRISON STS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phone Market 717

Window Cleaning Made Easy

The Hausmann sash carrier, as illus-

trated in this issue, is recognized hy
architects as the simplest and most prac-
tical device on the market today ap-
plicable to either old or new windows,
permitting their cleaning from the in-

terior of the room, thus eliminating all

risk and the greater part of labor at-

tached to the old-fashioned way of

washing.
This improvement consists of sliding

hinges and track easily applied upon
one side of the window and a very
simple attachment upon the other afford-
ing .the swinging of sashes inwardly,
in this manner offering easy and safe
access to the reverse side of the glass,
all this being done without changing the
construction of window sashes or frame.

Fixtures, comprising the Hausmann
sash carrier, are supplied to the trade.
The following are a few of the office

l)uildings recently equipped with this im-
provement: Alaska Commercial build-
ing. California and Sansome streets;
Security building, Sansome and Halleck
streets; Gunst building. Mission and
Third streets; Whitney building, Geary
street, Johann Schmidt building, Geary
and Kearny streets; Sachs building,
Geary street; Koshland building, Cali-
fornia and Market streets; Silverberg
building, Q'Farrell and Mason streets;
Justinian Caire building, Market street;
all in San Francisco.
The office and show rooms of the

Hausmann Sash Carrier Company are
I)ermanently located at 697 Monadnock
Iniilding, San Francisco.

"Medusa" on the Bank of San Jose

The Building Material Company, 587-
^^3 Monadnock building, is receiving
many compliments for the handsome ap-

pearance of the new, five-story, rein-

forced concrete building of the Bank of
San Jose, the exterior of which has been
cemented with pure white "Medusa."
The treatment consists of three parts
white Monterey sand to one part of Me-
dusa white F'ortland cement. The effect

is really very striking and is a splendid
example of what can be accomplished
with the proper kind of cement in

beautfying what would otherwise be a

very ugly exterior. Henry A. Schulze
is the architect of the Bank of San Jose
building.

The Healy-Tibbitts Company

The Healy-Tibbitts Construction Com-
pany is one of the few big contracting
concerns in San Francisco that has kept
its full force busy during the present
lull. This company has a most com-
petent head who is aided by a staff of

trained engineers, than whom there are
no better on the coast. Besides general
contracting the Healy-Tibbitts Company
do an extensive business in pile-driving

and fireproofing. Amon^r the notable
fireproofing contracts taken were the
Levi Strauss building, the Murphy-Grant
building and the James D. Phelan build-

ing. "Perfect organization," is this com-
pany's slogan, and the excellency of its

workmanship fully justifies the use of

the phrase.

Raecolith Sanitary Flooring

The Raecolith Company of Portland,
has just completed two fine jobs of Rae-
colith sanitary flooring, one of thirty

thousand square feet on the floor of the
new wing to the State Insane Asylum
at Salem, and the other in the Spencer
apartment house on King street, Port-
land, where all the corridors, halls and
stair treads are covered with Raecolith.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Contract Awarded for Sacramento Hotel

The fact that San Francisco contractors

are able to figure reinforced concrete work
at extremely low prices is evidenced by

the bids submitted recently for the erec-

tion of the Sacramento hotel in Sacra-

mento. Several bids under $300,000 for

this building, which is to cover an area

of 160 feet by 140 feet, and to be five

stories in height with basement and with

an ornamental roof garden, were submitted

to the Sacramento Hotel Company.
The Ransome Concrete Company with

oflFices in the Crocker building, San Fran-

cisco, was the successful bidder, being

awarded the general contract for the entire

building.

The Sacramento hotel, together with the

property and complete furnishings, will

represent, when complete, an investment

of a half million dollars. The site is

at the southeast corner of Tenth and K
streets, with the 160-foot front on Tenth.

This is directly in the line of the growth
of the business section of the city, being

about cqui-distant from the Western Pa-

cific depot site and the present Southern
Pacific depot. Two blocks away is the

terminus of the Northern Electric Railway,

which is building up a constantly increas-

ing passenger traffic in the Sacramento
valley.

The structure will be five stories in

height with basement, and will be sur-

mounted by an attractive and ornamental

roof garden covered with Spanish Mission

tile, which will, undoubtedly, prove a very

popular resort for evening gatherings dur-

ing the hot summer months.
The building will be of reinforced con-

crete throughout, with concrete floors and
stairways, and will be of thorough fire-

proof construction. The plans, which were
drawn by Architects Sellon & Hemmings,
call for one of the finest hostelries in the

state, complete in all its appointments. A
feature of the hotel will be the spacious

main lobby and the mezzanine floor. The
former will be sixty feet square and elab-

orately finished and furnished. On the

mezzanine floor will be parlors and retir-
* ing rooms and a ^Dalcony overlooking the

lobby. The main dining-room will seat

400 guests.

The three floors above the mezzanine
are conveniently arranged for guest cham-
bers, there being over 200 rooms, a large

proportion of which are provided with

private baths. The roof garden extends

around three sides of the roof and with

its massive natural-finish timber construc-

tion and Spanish Mission tile roof will

give a very pleasing finish to the artistic

facade of the hotel.

The general contract awarded to the

Ransome Concrete Company covers all the

concrete, masonry and structural work on
the building, together with the fireproof

partitions, the woodwork, marble, niosai

slate, ceramic work, glazing, paintin-

plastering, sheet metal, ornamental iroi

electric passenger and freight elevator
.

and also includes complete plumbing, clrc

trie wiring, steam heating and ventilatin;

systems.
Work is to commence on the buildim

during the month of May and the struc

ture will be rushed to completion.

The members of the Board of Director-

of the Sacramento Hotel Company, wli.i

have managed the enterprise, are the fol-

lowing: President, Alden Anderson; A.

Bonnheim, President Weinstock, Luhin
Company; M, R. Beard, ex-Mayor; Dr.

W. Ellery Briggs, oculist
; John Batcher,

of the Shaw-Batcher Company; D. W.
Carmichael, president of the Carmichatl
Company; M. Diggs, Thomson-Diggs Com-
pany ; W. H. Devlin, of Devlin & Devlin,

attorneys ; F. W. Kiesel. cashier California

National Bank; Arthur E.Miller, of Whito,

Miller & McLaughlin, attorneys ; Harry
Thorpe, vice-president Weinstock Lubin
Company. The building committee con-

sists of Messrs. Diggs, Kiesel and Miller.

A New Gas Furnace

The "Sterling" Gas Furnace is the

name of a comparatively new heater that

has been placed on the market by the

Gas Furnace Company. The headquar-
ters of the old Builders' Exchange, at

226 Oak street, San Francisco, have been

turned into a shop with a capacity of

several furnaces a day. The furnace is

an improvement over anything of the

kind yet manufactured. Its makers claim

it is less expensive to maintain than a

wood or coal furnace. It heats w^ell and,

unlike the gas fireplace, does not absorb

all the oxygen in a room. It is odorlos
and of course throws out neither dirt nor

smoke. It would seem to fill a long-felt

want for stores, offices, churches,

theaters and residences.

Laundry Machinery

The Western Laundry Machinery Com-
pany is now permanently established in

commodious quarters at 58 Fremont

street. San Francisco. The same firm

maintains branch offices in Los Angelej^

and Seattle, where a stock is carried suf-

ficient to supply the demands of the

trade in each territory. The Western
Laundry Machinery Company, of which

L. B. Howe is the president and trea.^-

urer, handles exclusively the goods of

the American Laundry Machinery Com-
pany, successors to A. T. Hagen C"

.

Watkins Laundry Machinery Co., Barnes

& Erb Company, Nelson & Kreuter Co..

and the Wilson Laundry Machinery
Company.

JOS. nOKNl NC I 1 is(11i:r
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^^AKERSBLACKSIV

Fire Escai)es, biUcwalk LJuurs. Hose Casiiiy

a Spec' >'*>

303 I RUNT STREET, i h M k COLUMBIA
PORTLAM>, uKL.

PHONE MAIN 715S

THE J. McCRAKEN CO.

Roche Harbor Lime
Alsen*s Ollliagham and Standard Port-

land Cements
Utah Building, Casting and Land Plaster

Hair
Krisollte Hardwall Plaster

Herringbone Expanded Steel Lath
Universal Corner Bead

F. Hammar Paint Co. Condensed Paints

Fire Brick, Fire Clay

231=235 Pine St., Portland, Ore.

The
Oregon Paint 6h Varnish

Cornpnnv
Wholesale and retail dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnish and Painters' Supplies

.\«ents for Tl)e Grfkn-M aksh.^ll P.aints
and Los Angkles V.arnish Comp.\ny's \ ar
NISHK.S.

No. 93 GRAND AVENUE
Hlione East 28"^8 Portland, Ore.

CEMENT BUILDING BRICK

A Pressed Brick at the

price of common brick

FULLY (iUARANTEED

Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co.

Works, Foot of Linn St., :: Portland, Ore.

Phone Sell 56
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Electric Light and Power Installations

Tclcpliofic Svslfiris

! 1 . S

Wrsi tjjasl hii^iiwrririti i o.

/ it i i fix :il

L..<Hi -,uli ! Hi: i liiii twers

it it tl L f i a ( f";ii lot's

Tclepljonc A 124':^

Office 412 Couch BIdg., Portland, Ore.

ARCHITECT
Are invited to use our Sample Rooms
.ind show tlieir clients by tlie fixtures

;hemsel\es (instead of by catalogues)
the installations recommended.

\ \ IJ N I-

[if k\ mi ^l:l^\ ES

84-86 FRONT ST

ilTIIHF

5. C. JAGGAK

% I

mm
J. E. MAXON

U'^r Co.
Electrical Contractors

291 East MorrisonStreet

EaS3i28 PORTLAND. OREGON

THEADAMAM iii^lPW

art- tin-

HAIR FIBERED "CROWN" BRAND
WOOD FIBER PLASTER
UNFIBERED PLASTER
I-'actory

Foot Fiheenth Street

Phone Main 2109

Office

Room 433 Worcester BIdg.

Phone* Main 7 18 -A 1218

f>ORTL,Ar>iD. OREOOIN

il
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H

M. M. M ^4 £\
Trs \) !

A\i ^§ij£''' \^,^'^ i

"^ J.

Tapestrolea H
and other /*

;/^T Canvas : ;{

Samples sent upon request. Departments

ao E. TwentyFirst Street, Neiv York

43 E. Randolph Street, Chicago

Are You Goin^ to

THF

WiruliTme otc
is a dciiglitlul placf iii

BE • I SIDENT S! C I 1

and away from the noise and smoke,
yet within easy access.

Transient Rates, $1.00 to
$3.00 per Day

Special Rates by tKe "WeeK
WRITE FOR BOOKLET

Address:

W. r. WILLIAMSON, Mgr.

TO FINISH FLOORS AND WOODWORK
•TLOOR-SHINE" your Floors. Furni
turt- and Woodwork. Write to-day for oii!

FREE Sample Card, showing Colors and Li.*-

of Dealers who sell

'FLOOR-SHINE" EN.AMEL COLORS
Address.

floor-shine: company
St. Louis. M<

Ir WOXEL

METROPO
' *

ir-

'

All Brand

New and

Modern.

125 Rooms

with Bath.

Centrally

located.

Palm

Garden.

Phone in

every room.

Cuisine

Unexcelled.

pean Plan, % $5 Per Day

E. M. BUDGETT, PROP.
Send for Booklet

M W YORK CITY 1

'a CLUfi '\:
''

The name tells the story

Seventh Avenue and Forty - second Street

Junction of Broadway

Restaurant on
tlie street floor,

— a restaurant
where ladies are

welcome.

Every other
part of the
house exclu-
sively for men.

Telephones in

every room.

Respectful,
quiet, obedient
and alert Japan-
ese servants.

Bedroom and

't.ll
bath ?2.00 a day

Sendjur i looklet

i. F. PADDELL, Proprietor

***» n.»
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FRCHANTS EXCH.
JILDING

FRANCISCO
LO ANGELES

TLE

OFFICE FOR

Reinfokc
-^ ^w--4^
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N
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^

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES FbR

l\

I ^5 NTINI S
HENNEBIQUE SYSTE
30NE RETAI
1. 1^ La t- H I O I c> I

f- r

OIVI PR tSbl i^.

^».

^W.BS'

'^'^•.^ w I t

Specialties

BUILDINGS, FOUNDATIONS, POWER PLANTS
BRIDGES, SEWERAGE AND PURIFICATION
WATER AND OIL TANKS.

WANTED : Contractors and Engineers to take Licenses for above Systems
in all Cities in North and Central America. Most Favorable Conditions.—Ask
for Catalogues, etc.
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LOW round trip rate summer excursion tickets

sold to Eastern points on .these dates

:

AtAV 14, 15, 28, 29, 30
JUNE 3, 9, 10, II, >n, 22 to 28 inc.

JULY 2, 3, 6, 'i, ^, JO, 29
AUGUST 17, 18, 24 and 25.

Here are some of the rates

Omaha
Council Bluffs

Kansas City

Chicago

St. Louis

New Orleans

Washington

Philadelphia

New York

$60.00

60.00

60.00

72.50

67.50

67.50

107.50

108.50

108.50

Tickets good for three months— some cases longer.

Stopovers and choice of routes going and coming.

See nearest agent for details

SOUT RN PACIFIC

The Architect and Engineer X
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GUARA^M

Anchor Tiling forms a con-

tinuous tenacious sheet which
especially adapts it (or an y

place where there is vibration

or shock.

It is noiseless and non-
slippery.

It is practically indestructi
hie from wear

It is waterproof, easily
cleaned and sanitary.

It can be laid on any floor

without special preparation
and without interfering: with
the use of the floor.

It is moderate in price.

These qualities make Anchor
Tiling the most suitable floor-

ing for Elevators. Offices, Cor-
ridors, Stairways, Billiard and
Pool Rooms. Hospitals. Lava-
tories, Kitchens. Pantries. \'es-

tibules. Steamships. Yachts.
Railway Cars. Etc. Samples
and full particulars including
color plates, on application,
illustrating designs, colorings,
etc.

f N f t F r K) M N»'i \ A'-,n
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•iA-?:fu

Hntranceto AUDITORIUM BUII-DING. Los Angeles
Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect

Tiled with Hydraulic Mosaic Tile

Raventos Tile and Cement Go.
A. RAVENTOS, MANAGER

Manufacturers of HYDRAULIC TILES
Importers of Cement Colors

HOTEL IRWIN Ttt. Temporary 1420

108 FOURTH STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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;4enceS ana :if l », :^- '.;-;;:;:;.•.

la Lu8 Anj^cics. ••....
Descriptive Literature

sent on request.

HIPOLITO SCREEN AND SASH
COMPANY

634-638 Maple Avenue

Main 1806 Home 5190

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CLARENCE E.MUSTO,
PRESIDENT.

JOSEPH B.KEENAN,
vice PRESIDENT.

CUIDO J. MUSTO,
SECV. d< TREAS.

J^t

W\i
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS I

i v^Z^

GENERAL CONTPACTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK.

OFFICE AND MILLS:

535-565 NORTH POINT ST

TELEPHONE KEARNY 1279

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

^WI-

I

j^ffi| —

Joil 11

22Q Minna Street
WBfmmm^^mfmm

SAIN PRArNCIJ^CO

HEATING
Wm. F. i>cotl, Supt.

VFNTT!,\T!rrNj
i. O. Muther, Supt.

Ef FC1 WORK
H. ^. little, Supt.

UMIilNO
Geo. i n n M ie, Supt.

ARCHITECTS MAK

C.I.

i., i \\"\TrR PROnilNG

(

An Invisible Liquid Mineral Compound which Keeps Out Water and
Dampness in Reinforced Concrete, Stone and Brick Buildings.

MAKES THE WALLS WATER TIGHT. DOES NOT
CHANGE COLOR OF BRICK OR CONCRETE
Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Quicker and Better
than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. I. Water-proofing
Prevents Alkali. Can add any color to Mixture as Architect or Owner
may Desire.

MANUFACTURED BY

oakTnd C.I. WATER-PROOFING CO.
2851 1397 BROADWAY, OAKLAND, CAL.

Home
A-43H

When writlnpr to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
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Kt C 1 Miiiiiifcicliii'crs CoiiiiKiii\

SAN FRANC!" SALES OFFICE

453 BRYAN ^ STREET
57th W) ''.m

-

O A K I. A N .
,

WH\1 \'> miRI: I \H)\ BfJ
'11 \ti\ iniiiAHij

sOMr TflAN
\ ALVES

You never seem to have the right size packiriRr. Because
there is no active rod travel throujjh the stutting box the
packing sets and gets hard, and the valves leak more or

less when opened or c'"^' '

i-.j WIST
can be unstranded and any size valve packed from one spool.

It cannot burn — its all asbestos. Does not get hard — be-
cause a perfect lut^ricant is forced into each strand.

Use PALMETTO TWIST" on all the valves, and you
will not hav-e to repack so often.

We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove this.

H. N. COOK I M n CO.
317-319 Howard ::-Lieet

SAN FRANCISCO ' CALIFORNIA

\S . .\. iiu:-iv

Headquarters for Choice Kiln

Dried Redwood and Oregon
Pine Interior Finish--smoothly

run and fiat surfaces sanded.

Redwood Doors, White Pine
Doors, Colonial Oregon Pine
Doors. One-panel Oregon
fine Doors with Slash Grain
Panels and Everything
Millwork.

in

Inspection of our Stock Invited

Visitors Welcome

SALES OFFICE AND WARE
HOUSE

ST., ON SANTA FE TRACKS
At PHONE PIEDMONT 2807

r'l

1^1 < H '^sss**^
I ,**^ i .X i,

"-"-
I :, I IN i , i ) t^

OUR NEIGHBOR AB(h

%* ! I iSl

H » ^ "**

14.1 ^
i\

ABSOUUTELV REI^i .E

WHY let the sunnhine go to waste, and your monev too, when at trifling expense
you can put in your home an IMPROVED CLIMAX SOLAR HEATER that will

famish hot water from sunshine alone — winter and summer — for your bath,

laundry, and all domestic purposes, without cost, damage or delay?
It can be connected with the range, furnace or gas heater to insure hot water
on rainy days, and when so connected saves the expense of a kitchen boiler.

It insures a cool house during the hot season. Let us figure with you on your
hot-water problem.

SOLAR HEATER COMPANY
34:2 IN©w High St, uos AivaeuBs

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I II rAMIT
F:ADY ROOFIN

3 O F? T H V T I *..

Durable and Economical, Has (been the Standard

Ready Roofing of the World for 60 Year^. Contains

no Coal Tar. Fire Resisting and Easy to Lay.

NOTE OUR

Special Introductory Prices

Extra Grade
Weight 48 lbs. per roll

of 108 square feet $1.40

EACH ROLL CONTAINS SUFFICIENT
NAILS AND CEMENT FOR LAYING

WRITE FOR SAMPLE

PA CO\^T P CO.
545-547 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

The Architect and Engineer 119

Steel Roll Top Desk

w I i , \ ->* . M ^ I 1 ,"X' *^ I I

BOYD BUILDING, California i i . ., r \ ^ i I \%:i : >, CALIFORNIA
Furniture and Fixtures in Steel. Bron/e. Marble and Uuoa . > ^ and Puhlic Buildings.

Plans and Estimates Furnished. Sales agents for Canton ^ « a c» -od Pauly Jail Buildiof Co.

W. H. WORSWICK F. BADEH

F. OSBURN

PHONE: MAIN 1434

Worswick Street

Paving Co. —

ASPHALT nRLLl ! \UN(i

Reinforced Concrete Construction.

Cement Work of all Kinds.

Cement Building Blocks.

Dealers in Gravel.

MAIN OFFICE:

UNION NATIONAL BANK BLDG.

FRESNO. GAL.

Phone OAKLAND 5521

Established 1889

& I t

%^.i^

F. Proprietor

ii AWNINGS
TENTS, BAGS AND
WAGON COVERS

We Furnished the Awnings for the

Pacific Building

573 EIGHTH STREET
Bet. Clay and Jeff. Sts.

OAKLAND - - CALIFORNIA

Jl

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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INT 0^ APl'ROVA
To Kis,SPONS»iBl.K FfcOPLB
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1

fTROIt

Fountain Pen
AXD

Red (icm Ink

I LIlLII

''-- ' the merits of this pnb-

..v.i.L.un as «D advertisinK

(uedium, we offer your

% leed full
'%\. on ritilit

t sk aMo
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n Kouiil II n Pen.
V it a we< t, if yoi>
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jv 1 ue than iou can
t THBEE T ES TUI>«

in ay ott»er

r' "

1
'

n pxtra 10 tents i>e

II g i'T

inn ut
3,000 hi

of inone
our fam
Ctrn In

iur trouble
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iked f< rcturt.

Cut in
and pop liar Re'l

Pencil, a oniplel*-

triumph, may !•<
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!»' or shopi ing bap.
-1 >ny angli at firM

fl >' inum ( • > r i n g I

^1 in point, >oIi«hel
rubber C te, terra
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L

LAUOHUN MFQ. COMPANY
91 Majestic BIdg., Detroit Micft,

. fl A*,t ift *-ft :-*% lAi .;*!, ,^, .i. .i. ,|,. ,^

The Laughlin Mfg. Co. offer to

anyone either one of these ^les of

Pens shown in this assortment for

$ 1 .00. To the readers of The Ar=

chitect and Engineer o^ California

they make an extra concession:

If you will tear out this page of the

Aiagcizine along the dotted line and

send to them with 60 cents in

^amps (or money order) they will

send you either of the Pens you

may seledt by return mail. If you

want to be absolutely safe, send

eight cents extra and they will send

your pen by registered mail.

Fill in your nunc here.

and addrea* here

nn.J with this page enclose 60

nts and mail to the

i 3^: MAN'F'Q CO.
91 Majestic Building

DETROIT, MICH.

and they will do the re^.

When writiiig to Advci tisfcrs nicntioii ihis Magazine.
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FRANKfOKI
Marine, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance Company

Of Frankfort-on thk-Main, Germany
Established MS

Capital $1,250,000.00

Deposited in the United States • 200.000.00

VOSS, G = /Jr/ft/ ,V Oi., Maaasers

Rooms 229-231-233 IMonadnocl< Building

San Francisco
Telephone Temporary 2717

I. K. LERK Phone Market 2957

ODi^ iiij ^A*

r

PAPQtiFT FLOf
; N A L^ j^ DESICii^ J

Old P'loors. Oak and Pine Stairways Renovated
Equal to New. Floors Cleaned and Waxed.

Hiyh Cirade Work Guaranteed.

136 TWELFTH STREET
BET. MISSION AND HOWARD. SAN FRANCISCO

Residence: 1406 Filbert St.

D. ROSS CLARUE
Plasterlns: and C«ment Contractor

EXTERIOR CEMUMINO DONE IN

WHITE OP C!.M:aM CO! np

Ornamental Plastering and Cement
Plastering on Reinforced Concrete

a Specialty

Box 258
BUILDERS' Association *-''

If

40 %s>' V-/ •

DEALERS IN

Pine and Redwood

I M ryi p i: R
YARD

MARKET & DOLORES STS.

Tel. Market 194 SAN FRANCISCO

ir

ONCRETE WORK

L A ^ ^\ ¥ A ; i :M G
WATER PROOFING OF

BASEMENTS

BLUXOME &
v) Hv ?

'% K f I 5AN tKANtbCO

PACIFIC BUILDERS SOPPl' 00.

Fowler k Pay Austin Bi ickiayer

and iNatural Cement
Rscolith CompOi»iUua Flooring

Room 207 BUILDERS' EXCHANGE BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Correspondence Solicited

Oui IS
OK NUlvi illllV.N U.VJ-ilMJIv?»IA

We Make a Specialty of

Schools, banks, hotels
AND Churches

SAN FRANCISCO SflBtfl ROSa, Cfll.

Home A 2157
Main 68

1323 ticrcndoSt.
Res. Honne B4843

MAPn KIRHlBY
PR

" HAND SUTE ROOFER

Estimates Furnished. Complete Roofing Jobs

Agent for Akron, Otiio, Roofing Tile

and Eureka Black Roofing Slate

Office. 226 Stimson Block LOS ANGELES. CAL.

When writing to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine. '
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PHONE MARKET 3638

c. ^ ,1 i- %/ r:M' kX! '\

Civil Engrlneer and
Licen<;ed Siirv cj ur

\N'ni o n\ II i. i % CI

16th aad "^1 i-Asittii -^ 1 .. -.
ij * ancisco

R. W. FITZPATRICK H. G. CORWIN

•RWiN A FIT/PATRirK

G E N I

MNnNMHMHrHPHHHMMMi

THi .

S. W. COR. SUTTEK ^ ERY STS.

HC^Ni -, -^ V.

SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS TWENTY ONE HUNDRED

" -\ maiuis ! .

' iHiiti

Raecolith

Is a Perfect Hoor. HRIPR^mh v-rr-

Ask your \ n . .

Tfi€ Raeceiith lompciriy
n li. li, iirc.

Del Com % ^ $ ft X

Engineers and Contractors

KOHL BUILDING

San Francisco

Telephone. Market 2903

l!

•kitk !Mireiv Co.

i!nil,1 • iirfif-ht'i! i««r ContrnctnrH

eash Assets, ^JH^^.OOU.UU

Safe Deposit Buildiar, 326 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Temporary 1293

OFFICERS
Wallace Everson. President

John Bf.rmingham, Vice-President
A. P. JR.EDDING. Secretary

r"""

\-|< >^^OIJ'll-

Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar
Concrete Construction For

Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

WESTERN EXPA'^ Mi in FIREPROOFIHG CO.

Office

426 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco

Tfie latent Invention

( all ited in L. S. and
I s>rcii;n Countrir'

The \lkilbtM!

!ini! \^indow
A fES ALL DANGER

SAN FKANCISCO OFFICK.

MONADNOCK BUILDING

OAKLAND OFFICE

SECOND and WEBSTER

STREETS

t% WAfh! ^?H ' ; i 0.

!

ii ii

and b^iiv'-j ii;-

427 - 15TH ^"^ aN

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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GORHAM RUBBER CO.
SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO

OCi 111 IIJ

LOS ANGELES

II IIU^^
BOOTS AND SHOES DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

OILED CLOTHING AUTOMOBILE TIRES, ETC.
Telephone Exchange 508

I u^'h ini' \^'.iK!?iju'*^=fi Sts., Oakland '
1^~ l<^7 Fremont St., San Francisco

,'.,/, 7, ., ^ r^-f . f . • r .

Associated Oil Company
PRODUCERS AND SELLERS OF

SUPPLIES THE LARGEST CONSUMERS ON THE COAST FIELDS.
KERN RIVER AND McKITTRICK

GENERAL OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Whj It's a Help to You to Specifv

Watson as Your Roofer
You're absolutely sure to get just exactly the roof you specify,

without one second's worry or watching on your part. That's

the reputation W. J. Watson has built up—and it's the reputation

we're proud of and strive to live up to—the absolute confidence

of the Architect and Contractor.

We're never the low bidder, simply because

we WILL NOT scheme on usmg any lighter

felt* than 15 -lb.— or any less asphahum per

square than what our 35 years* experience has

taught us is absolutely necessary for a good,

durable, long-lifed roof.

The Watson Roof Go,
San Francisco Oakland
110 Sutter St. 512 18th St
-Successors to Rof)( ami Paving Dtfiartmtni

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I

STOP

REDONIA HO
1321-1323 It

American i laii

$2.00 per Day and up
European Plan

$1.00 per Day and ui

T

}

In the center of everything. Cuisine and
service unsurpassed. Electric Lighting. Mod-
ern improvements. Special rates to tourists
and commercial travelers. Send for booklet

U'« w n . s-"v;;r."T7 ~. -

,s

'

e -.1 %., \v f ,! He-'l f fiitrl in I lu uth

•in

$1.00 \\|i t s«\\ xi.'DS
%V i! h Ba' I*

rn
VOIINI 1)11

S Francisco, Gal.

Leonard & Ellis Department

OIL KIJ IMR

OriL>T» A.»*-»Tj. i\i,..TL i-i.^j-\i *»ii.^i.»ik .»! V— »y^X

PACIFIC COAST BRANCH HOUSES

:

Portland, Orejfon ! .na \^ ashJnjfton
S'*nft!r ^^ T-hfngton i^o " . • Cal.

i.age v^- n' f • rK

F SON NTAG PATENT AGFNC
f ^-"^ -\ '"

I

'"

V

1 1 22 M A F^ K E T
Telephones: market 2962

Page 3196

I ?s T >;
S T' REIT : .; i . • I

SAN F'RANCISCC

THE J. L. ;RON WORKS new^Wk

D. H. QULICK, Selling Agent for Pacific Coast

ROOM 408, LICK BUILDING
Phone West 6894 SAN FRANCISCO

THE. E.oY IVIACH I iM tRY COiVlPAnlY, Oakland, California

SAWMILL AND WOOD \>wxvrvi.No -M.vCHIXfZRY
BOX FACTORY A\r> SHINGLE MACHINERY

Engines, Boilers, Saw Tools. Ewart Link Belting and Conveyor Chains, Sprocket Wheels, Elevator Buckets, Etc. Etc.

HANSFORD BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO

When willing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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"
1 hat s the Finest RkXi -^ e Hver Pnloved

'

Must be a lot of merit in the new Winton Six-cylinder Six-
Teen-Six to draw praise like that from veterans of the steering
wheel — men who have had ones, twos and fours, air-cooled,
water-cooled, two-cycle, four-cycle, steamers, electrics and
gasolines. Must be a pretty smooth automobile.

<If We leave it to you, whether it is or not. Try it on the hills
—the worst hills you can find, and see it conquer them. Try its

speed, and mark if anything gets by. Get into crowded traffic
and observe how it creeps cautiously along on the high speed
and springs merrily through the first opening. Compare it

critically with the best motor car you or your friends have ever
owned, and then you'll want a Six-Teen-Six.

<If Goes the Route Like Coasting Down Hill. Rides like a palatial
yacht on a smooth sea. Starts from the seat on compressed air.

Ideal in all that makes a motorcar worth while, from appearance
to performance. Output limited to 500 cars, making it the Ex-
clusive Car for 1908. Purchase price includes fine bow top, full

set of lamps, gas tank or generator, horn, tools and glass front.
Made by the only company in the world whose entire plant
produces six-cylinder cars exclusively.

See it now before our smalt quota is gone.

THE WINTON MOTOR GARRIA I

TELEPHONE. MARKET 1672

Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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i"'

ED.CO

ui^ene Dietzgen Co.

i(>

liistriiiiieiilh

rinviii^

noteriii

lie iifins^
It

1 1 f an Francisco

M H J M E. I A L ,
t.... t.. I L , • « ji

Sidewalks. Wainscoting and Bath Room TilinKs

A. E. CMARREV
273 MONADNOCK BLDG . SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

PANEL SHIELD IN PLASTER

iLliUii. Caiiii
n

I i 1 1 i i i Hi.-^r:rr •lt!^ %rfh:*ir

i }
. ilur

Jntrrior Wo\

1673 Markrt i^.. i^an ^Fraurisro

iunrtiau of Halrnria

(Tflrpl^ottr 4larkrt 4050

WANIED

In Oregon or Washington

Garwood Gas Steam Radiators
... ,1 I. ,. . ;

; I [ U I 1 1 I , I j ,
"'

i!

I!

Peerless Kitchen Boilers

Barthel Pltunbers Furnaces
(Kerosene or Gasoline)

Hoffman Automatic Water Heaters
istantaneous)

Vulcan Gas Stoves and Appliances
(William M. Crane Co.)

Tripp Pipe Joint Compound

PEERLESS AGENCIES GO.
(iNCOKFOKAThlJ)

131-135 Oak Street, San Francisco

Write for Catalogue and Prices

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
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Phone temporary 3526 'ergstrom

En

"Urn*

[ i I If t f

W\
«

i .

!

\ t ,
-

,
- J M

Room 138 INVESTORS' BUILDING

787 Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

ao xo

\

FOR FINE H LINE
CUTS, ETC.

(^ Prices Right

Orders Filled Promptly
Satisfaction Guaranteed

HOWARD STREET
Bet. Sixth and Seventh

SAN FRANCISCO

rary 405

Pioneer Asplialtom and Artificial Slope i\fv^nie^:i ( ir
1 ncorporatcd

Rock Asphaltum For Sale Artificial Stone and Asphaltunn Sidewalks Asphaltum Roofing a Spccialt\

~ MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

cj.i CO.
f-ormerly C. j. H«ndry

42 CLAY ST., San Francisco, Cal.

SHIP CHANDLERY
AND A A \ AL :^ 1 Ukb:>

Agents Leduc Tule Impt. Co.

REIMOVHD
PATRICK & COMPANY

TelepKone Franklin 1788

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC
126 BUSH STREET

Chas.G. Roebling, Pres.. F. W. Roeblinsr, Sec. & Treas.; W. .'\. Roebling. V. Pros.; S.V. Mooney. Mgr.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.
Manuficturen, ui WIRE LATH. INSULATED >VIRE.>^IRE ROPE.Wiki. CLOTH

We make the Highest Gradt- of Wire Rope for Elevators made in the World
VVe are prepared to take care of all orders

Office, 202 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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TABLE
and

For
.-----X. »

1

1 Gasoliasoime
B!?jew'm iiaj»»^<»*g^sts*iwa!at!»!Mg#»s(SBi^

Do you know \A Hi we sell more

Engines than other dealers?

BECAUSE THEY ARE

Simpler, Stronger, More Durable,

r

Weidenthal - Gosliner Electric Works

151 CHURCH ST.. Near Market

CATALOGUE FREE SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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LITE COMPANY
LoiNG Construction

PROPOSALS SUBMii Ir

ALL CLASSES OF v\

N Hr

ITm

I

fhe Three Mala Economies of

u ^
are

i. Economy in use of Plaster

2. Economy in labor of application

economy in the construction due to the
practicability of spacing: studs 16 inches
on center.

N\'rite for full information and practical sugKcstions

SPECIALTY DEPARTMENT

BUSSED CONCRETE STEEL CO.. 689 Trussed Concrete BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

I ^^ Iv f
-; "''^

FA W • liiM )l

Samples on exhibition. We would be pleased to have you call and
examine these goods and give us an opportunity to quote prices.

HOWE SCALE COMPANY
Gt HiGG, MANAGER

43 149 MAIN STREET SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
r : -,

'

'^ ' .. -NY 31

JAMES \V r\ 1 , i\ l\ , 1 ir^iutiii (Mill .>iiUirt^i'i CHARLES D. STEIGL.v ^(•k I ricil

Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundr>
Successors to Steiger & Kerr

Manufacturers of

^tnitf« nn\\ IRang^fi
Ana ail Kiiia^ ui nedimg cloves and Steel Ranges

Also Manufacturers of

5^11 KtnbB ill
1

nf

Mining, nailroad, Archiicciuiai anu onoge ua5itn£:>
i]

Special attention paid to Street Department work, such as Manholes, Cesspools, etc.

Corner Folsom and Fif^KteentK Sts.
Telephone Market 250 ^ FRANX^ISCO, CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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'^^j^.^®

to
.y. Morie>

NO POSSIBLE
CHANCF TO

fl Do you realize we are rapidly approaching the age of Concrete,

if indeed, it is not already here ?

^ It therefore stands to reason that there is going to be a GREAT
demand for Concrete Construction of all kinds.

^ Our Concrete Mixer and Grinder will be indispensable in Rein-

forced Concrete Construction Work.

fl Our Interlocking System of Stone Construction is without an

equal.

^ We are constructing a Stone Moulding Machine, which will turn

out from 1,500 to 2,500 stones a day.

THERE IS GOING TO BE A MARKET
FOR ALL THESE NEW DEVICES
which means that our Stock is Bound to Increase in Value

SHares $2i ' oO --will be advanced
sHortly to $25.OO per sKare

II

J

Call and Investigate

NECO
(Incorporated)

orrici: and >?voRns.

563 NINTH STREET OAKLAND, CAL.
Near Clay

The Architect and Engineer 131

1
TEL. TEMPORARY 351

1

F. L. LATHROP. Manager

NORTH POINT WAREHOl »^' ^^-^

'SN«ii^S£t9>»!i^ieB^^

^ft^^vma^-fs^ "im '^mm^imimms»sim^^m«sisu

Any Qunr:* '

. I JM}{ anrl PL
for Immediate ^ ^ "^^

OFFICE:
MASON AND BAY STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO

Private Railroad Track Connecting

S. P. at Vallejo Street Santa Fe at Lombard Street
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Vol. XIII. lUXE, 1908. No. 2.

Pacific Union Club Competition

TIII^ recent competition conducted by the directors of the Pacific Union
Cluh of San l'>ancisco for the liest desi^^n of a chd> house broug"ht out

-some splendid specimens of architectural effort. Many of the leading

architects in San hVancisco were invited to compete, including- William Curlett,

keid 1 brothers, Clinton Day, Louis 1'. Ilobart, Trowbridge & Livingston of

\cw ^'ork, Albert Pissis, MacDonald & A])])legarth and Sutton cK: Weeks.
The three last named were awarded first, second and third prizes, respectively,

,;ind Mr. Pissis' plans, with some modifications, will be the ones followed
wlicn the new building is erected. The club has a fine site at the .corner

t Mason and California streets.

The Pissis plan is a dignified and striking adaptation of the Italian

Renaissance .style of architecture, with the classic inlluence strongly asserted.

The i^lan of ^LicDonald & Applegarth is an expression of wealth and
l)readth and comfort. The style is French Renaissance.

The design of Sutton and W eeks shows a low and charmingly simple

-clieme, portraying an almo.st poetic interpretation of club life.

The following is a copy of the letter sent out by the club inviting com-
I»rtitive plans

:

"The J^)oard of Directors having decided to ask for competitive designs
i'»r the new club house to be erected on the lot on Mason and California streets,

I beg to invite you to submit a design or designs, for the same.
"For vour guidance the following information and conditions are given in

"rder that all comj)etitors may work ui)on the same lines in a general way.
"'The cost of the builcHug s4tould not excee<l $v^50,000v— —
"The site fronts 212j/j feet on California and Sacramento streets and 275

lect on Mason street.

"The building now on the lot is approximately 128 feet by 105 feet.

"The club membershi]) to be provided for may be estimated at 800.

"'riie space area for the {principal rooms should be approximately as fol-

"ws. viz :

Social hall 3000 square feet.

I )ining room ( main ) , . • • • 2600 " "

Breakfast room 1000 "

(Eastern exposure desirable.)

Two private dining rooms, each v^OO

Card room \Sm "

Billiard room 1000 "

Library .**... 1800
*'

"Bed-rooms to the number of 40 to 50 should be provided, all with bath
attached, and as a minimum to each room about 225 square feet.
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The Pacific Union Club Competition

THE recent competition conducted by the directors of the Pacific Union
Chib of San Francisco for the best design of a chib house brought out

some splendid specimens of architectural effort. Many of the leading

architects in San Francisco were invited to compete, including William Curlett,

Reid Brothers, Clinton Day, Louis P. Hobart, Trowbridge & Livingston of

Xew York, Albert Pissis, MacDonald & Applegarth and Sutton & Weeks.
The three last named were awarded first, second and third prizes, respectively,

and Mr. Pissis' plans, with some modifications, will be the ones followed
when the new building is erected. The club has a fine site at the corner
of Mason and California streets.

The Pissis plan is a dignified and striking adaptation of the Italian

Renaissance style of architecture, with the classic influence strongly asserted.

The plan of MacDonald & i\pplegarth is an expression of wealth and
breadth and comfort. The style is French Renaissance.

The design of Sutton and Weeks shows a low and charmingly simple

scheme, portraying an almost poetic interpretation of club life.

The following is a copy of the letter sent out by the club inviting com-
petitive plans

:

-

*'The Board of Directors having decided to ask for competitive designs
for'the new club house to be erected on the lot on Mason and California streets,

I beg to invite you to submit a design or designs, for the same.
"For your guidance the following information and conditions are given in

order that all competitors may work upon the same lines in a general way.
"The cost of the building should not exceed $350,C)00._

"'The site fronts 212^/2 feet on California and Sacramento streets and 275
feet on Mason street.

"The building now on the lot is approximately 128 feet by 105 feet.

"The club membership to be provided for may be estimated at 800.

"The space area for the principal rooms should be approximately as fol-

lows, viz

:

Social hall 3000 square feet.

Dining room (main) 2600
" "

Breakfast room 1000
"

(Eastern exposure desirable.)

Two private dining rooms, each 5(X)
" "

Card room 1500
"

Billiard room 1000
"

Library 1800
"

"Bed-rooms to the number of 40 to 50 should be provided, all with bath
attached, and as a minimum to each room about 225 square feet.

\
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Proposed Design for Pact/ic Union Club Building. San Francisco

Albert Pissis. Architect
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Frotosed Design for Pacific Union Club Building; San Francisco

Albert Fissis. Architect
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Si'iomi Floor Flan for Facific I 'uion Club Buildhi^. San Francisco

Mac Donald ^ Afhlcaarih. Architects

"Kitchen, etc., to be in proportion.

"These dimensions are [2:iven rather as su.c:^estions than as directions.

"Competitors are requested to submit separate designs, as follinvs, viz

:

-Pirst.— h^or a chib house utilizin": in great part the walls and material

..t the partially destroyed building, now on the property,, with necessary

changes.

•'Second.—For a club house of different dimensions, but utilizing the stone

Used in the present building.

"Third.—For a club house to be erected of other material, to be named by

the com])etitor, irrespective of the present building, with the exception of the

basement.

"Competitors, if they desire, may furnish only one design based entirely on

the use, in whole or in i)art, of the walls now standing upon the property, or

without regard to such walls.

-^Vll plans to beT<.^r-^'-€enstructior>, and draAV«ta-V46 inch scale ;
eleva-

tion on J/^-inch scale.

"The conditions as to remuneration are that the competitor submitting the

design accepted shall be selected as the architect of the building, and upon its

acceptance, $600 shall be paid for the design considered by the Board second

in merit, and $400 for the design considered third in merit, except as herein-

after provided.

".Ml designs shall be submitted imder an assumed name imtil the decisions

are made.

"The Board reserves the right to reject any and all designs, or call for

modification of an accepted design, the intent thereof being that the Club shall

incur no liabilitv other than ])avment of the awards herein provided for in event

that the Board of Directors shall not accept any of the designs submitted for its

consideration ; and in the event that no design is accepted, the competitor fur-

nishing the design deemed by the P)oar(l the most meritorious shall receive

SIOOO therefor, and the competitor submitting the next meritorious design shall

receive $400 therefor.
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Second Floor Plan for Pacific Union Club Building. San Francisco

,
MacDonald 6= Applegarth. Architects

'Kitchen, etc., to be in proportion.

These dimensions are given rather as suggestions than as directions.

'Competitors are requested to submit separate designs, as follows, viz:

'First.—For a club house utilizing in great part the walls and material

of the partially destroyed building, now on the property, with necessary

changes.

"Second.—For a club house of different dimensions, but utilizing the stone

used in the present building.

''Third.—For a club house to be erected of other material, to be named by

the competitor, irrespective of the present building, with the exception of the

basement.

"Competitors, if they desire, may furnish only one design based entirely on

the use, in whole or in part, of the walls now standing upon the property, or

without regard to such walls.

"All plans to be for 'A' construction, and drawn to 1/16 inch scale; eleva-

tion on J/^-inch scale.

"The conditions as to remuneration are that the competitor submitting the

design accepted shall be selected as the architect of the building, and upon its

acceptance, $600 shall be paid for the design considered by the Board second

in merit, and $400 for the design considered third in merit, except as herein-

after provided. '

"All designs shall be submitted under an assumed name until the decisions

are made.

"The Board reserves the right to reject any and all designs, or call for

modification of an accepted design, the intent thereof being that the Club shall

incur no liability other than payment of the awards herein provided for in event

that the Board of Directors shall not accept any of the designs submitted for its

consideration ; and in the event that no design is accepted, the competitor fur-

nishing the design deemed by the Board the most meritorious shall receive

$1000 therefor, and the competitor submitting the next meritorious design shall

receive $400 therefor.
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first Floor Flan for Facfjic Unton 'Club Buildins. San Francisco

MacDonald 6* Applegarth. Architects

"All designs are to be addressed to 'President, The Pacific-Union Club.'

and marked 'Competitive Designs,' and delivered at the Club, corner of Frank-

lin and Washington streets, not later than noon of the fifteenth day of January,

1908. "Yours truly,

Edgar J. De Pue,

(signed), President Pacific-Union Club."

* *

"I tell you wat," said the first kid, "we ought to be mighty thankful

that our folks use gas stoves."

"Why?" asked the second kid.

"Coz nobody was ever asked to split wood for a gas stove, was they r'
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— /Vrc/ ^(>(^/- />/(i,i Jo? Pacific Vnion t^utr^tntnttng. Sfctfr-f^auchco
^

MacDofiald e-* A fpleKcirth. Architects

"All designs are to be addressed to 'President, The Pacific-Union Clul).

and marked 'Competitive Designs,' and delivered at the Cltib, corner of l-Vank-

lin and Washington streets, not later than noon of the fifteenth day of Jannary.

1908.
^

'^Yonrs trnlv,

Edc.ak J. 1)k PlK,

( signed K President l\acific-Union Cluh.'

*T tell yoti wat," said (he first kid, "we ought to be mighty thanktiii

that our folks use gas stoves."

"Why?" asked the second kid.

"Coz nobody was ever asked to split wood for a gas stove, was they

'
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Ground Floor Plan for Pacific Union Club Building. San Francisco

Sutton ^ Weeks. Architects

OptimiNl Club ( rifiosophy

Clearing house certificates and tight financial conditions have afforded

more people who never had a dollar, an excuse for their hard luck stories

than anything that has happened since the Civil War.

The optimism of the optimist destroys the last hope of the pessimist.

Lots of people we know have no other excuse for living except the fact

that their fathers were born first.

An unkind, spiteful, venomous word is the product of a heart that

would do worse if it wasn't watched.

A waiting expectant wife, a spoilt dinner sacrificed to just another

drink, is a sure way to cremate her love on the altar of your selfishness.

If you were to treat your friends as you do your stomach, you wouldn't

have a friend on earth in sixty days.

An optimist strikes out the first two letters from ^'impossible," and

then starts in to prove it.

The man who can sculpture a stumbling-block into a stepping-stone

has done more than most sculptors ever accomplished.

A few punctured tires on the financial automobile is no valid reason

why we should throw the entire machinery on the scrap heap.
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Inctrootnij^ and I/oIIo-k' Tile I\irtitiotts by ('oiitinental I'tref^rooftni: (onif'any
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The Architectural Treatment of California

Federal Buildings

By WILLIAM A. XFAVMAN, Arcliitect

DOTTFD all over our fair state new federal buildings arc sprinRiii.c;

up and so familiar is this si-ht becoming, of beaut.tul structure,

l^iid are an inspiration and a lasting credit to the peop e of their

-cveral Smnu nities, that we are in danger of over ook.ng and om.tt.ng

,1 e neasure of credit to the source whence come these endurmg monu-

ment" of' tilitv beauty and art. And while we may occasionally ackiiow-

ledg that Ills are the'bountiful expressions of a generous -d prosperou

iiatiii, in that these liberal appropriations which have fo .vcars pas been

-teadilv pouring into our state additional prosperi y and growth at each

,.s n orCongress, it behooves us well not to overlook the source whence

ilev emanate. ?o se^ that they are not cut down or <l..scon inued but ha

,hey are continually added to, as the influx of population and the develop

ineiit of our resources demand. ... , ,, .,^t„r„ ctct^c Innw
I have been asked many times by visitors from the eastern states how

,1 1 hat we lahfornians are so far ahea.l of them in the matter "f /ede a

.ipprop a ions and buildings, when we are
-'f'7'>/ J^^ress How

a mailer population, and far removed from the halls of ^ongres^s. Hovv

have we been enabled to unlock the strongly guarded vaults of Lncle

>^
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* Koshland Building. San Francisco. Landsburg ^ Joseph. Architects

Firetrootins and Hollow File Fartitions by Continental Firef>rootitiK Company
Hausmann Sash Carriers used on all windows. Fquipped with Otts Elevators

Post Office Building. Stockton. Cal. James Knox Taylor. Architect
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Fedeuil iUnNiHiu'^

By WILLIAM A. NEWMAN, Architect

DOTTED all over our fair state new federal buildings are springing

up and so familiar is this sight becoming, of beautiful structures

which are an inspiration and a lasting credit to the people of their

several c—nities, that we are in danger of overlookmg and om.ttmg

due measure of credit to the source whence come these endurmg monu-

entTof u ility beauty and art. And while we may occasionally acknow-

ledge that tSe/ are the'bountiful expressions of a
l^-l^Z' ^:L''Z7iTe^

nation, in that these liberal appropriations which have for years pas been

steadily pouring into our state additional prosperity and growth at each

session of Congress it behooves us well not to overlook the source whence

hev emanate ?os« that they are not cut down or discontinued, but hat

!hey a"e continually added to! as the influx of population and the develop-

it is that we Cahfornians are so far ahead of hem m the matter of fede a

appropriations and buildings, when we are r<^^f '\^'y f y°"X,e * How
a smaller population, and far removed from the halls of Congress Jow
have we been enabled to unlock the strongly guarded vaults of Uncle
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Sam's treasury and secure such substantial results, while they, in their

state in the east, more thickly populated and with urgent necessities have
to rest content with little or none?

We are, indeed, proud to be Californians. Here is a state where they

do things. Opportunity beckons on every hand; and the poorest toiler of

today may be the rich man of tomorrow. For the stranger our hearts

and arms are wide open, and a certain welcome awaits the new-comer,

for we have a plenty here and to spare.

What is the secret of our success with the national appropriations^

May it not be found in the unity of action which has hitherto characterized

our congressional delegation? Again, may we not be proud that we have

selected vigorous, forceful men, giants of their class, wise masters of long

experience, to represent us in the councils of the nation, returning them

again and again to their seats at Washington to wrest larger and larger

appropriations for the further prosperity and upbuilding of our state.

We note the coming expiration of the term of one of our senators, long

tried and found worthy ; whose record is second to none—a record of

works, not words. We trust Senator Perkins, who is an indefatigable

worker for this state, will be re-elected by a unanimous vote.

I have been often asked : Are these appropriations wisely expended or

not? In answer, it would seem that there is much merit in the system

which has been adopted by the government for the erection of federal

buildings, under the Civil Service and the present regulations of open

competitive bidding.

A comparatively small but nevertheless interesting building is the

U. S. Post Office and Court House at Fresno, Cal., which has just been

completed, designed by Supervising Architect, James Knox Taylor, of the

Treasury Department, and erected under the direction of Superintendent

K. L. Lacaff.

The building is of the class ''B" type, with two stories and basement.

Dimensions, 84 x 100 ft. with a floor area of 7182 sq. ft.

The exterior facing is gray pressed brick with Bedford, Ind., limestone

trimmings and granite steps. The ornamental lamps at the entrances add

to the treatment of this exterior.

The main lobby and the toilet rooms are wainscoted with Vermoni

marble, and the interior wood finish is of oak and hard pine, with plain

plasterwork. An ornamental cast and wrought iron stairway leads to the

second story where the federal court room is located.

_ This building has been erected at a cost of 33 cents per cubic foot, in-

cluding heating plant and electric wiring.

The U. S. Post Office at Stockton, Cal, completed in 1902, shows

another treatment of a similar problem by Architect Taylor, which cost the

same rate per cubic foot, viz.: 33 cents. The dimensions are 70 x 100 ft.

This building is also of the class "B" type, two stories and basement. The

exterior facing is Kyune (Utah) sandstone with granite steps. The corridor

is finished with plain marble, and the interior woodwork is oak and pine.

A small heating plant is located in the basement.

There are quite a number of interesting post office buildings in this

state and many more are soon to be erected, but the above are typical

of the treatment by Architect Taylor of the smaller class of inland federal

buildings.

Taking a glance at a typical building such as we have illustrated let

us examine a few of the problems presented to the architect.

The site having been selected on a suitable corner; the appropriation

ample for a building with modest pretentions of a monumental character,
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Sam's treasury and secure such substantial results, while they, in theii

state in the east, more thickly populated and with urgent necessities \vd\r

to rest content with little or none?
W'e are, indeed, proud to be Californians. Here is a state where lluv

do things. Opportunity beckons on every hand; and the poorest toiler >,i

tod^y may be the rich man of tomorrow. For the stranger our hcari-

and arms are w^de open, and a certain welcome awaits the new-coniiT

for we have a plenty here and to spare.

What is the secret of our success with the national appropriations'-

May it not be found in the unity of action which has hitherto characterized

our congressional delegation? Again, may we not be proud that we haw
selected vigorous, forceful men, giants of their class, wise masters of lonu

experience, to represent us in the councils of the nation, returning- then.

again and again to their seats at Washington to wrest larger and large,

appropriations for the further prosperity and upbuilding of our state.

We note the coming expiration of the term of one of our senators, lon^

tried and found worthy ; whose record is second to none—a record of

works, not words. We trust Senator Perkins, who is an indefatigabl?

worker for this state, will be re-elected by a unanimous vote.

I have been often asked : Are these appropriations wisely expended or

not? In answer, it would seem that there is much merit in the system

which has been adopted by thfe government for the erection of federal

buildings, under the Civil Service and the present regulations of open

competitive bidding.

A comparatively small but nevertheless interesting building is the

U. S. Post Office and Court House at Fresno, Cal., which has just been

completed, designed by Supervising Architect, James Knox Taylor, of the

Treasurv Department, and erected under the direction of Superintendcni

F. L. LacaiY.

The building is of the class "B" type, wdth two stories and basement.

Dimensions, 84 x 100 ft. with a floor area of 7182 sq. ft.

The exterior facing is gray pressed brick with Bedford, Ind., limestone

trimmings and granite steps. The ornamental lamps at the entrances add

to the treatment of this exterior.

The main lobby and the toilet rooms are wainscoted with Vermom
marble, and the interior w^ood finish is of oak and hard pine, with plain

plasterwork. An ornamental cast and wrought iron stairway l^ads to the

second story where the federal court room is located.

This bu ilding has been erected at a cost of 33 cen ts per cubic foot, in-

cluding heating plant and electric wdring.

The U. S. Post Office at Stockton, Cal., conii)leted in 1002, sIk.u-

another treatment of a similar problem by Architect Taylor, which cost the

same rate per cubic foot, viz.: 33) cents. The dimensions are 70 x 10(^ ft

This building is also of the class 'T>" type, two stories and basement. The

exterior facing is Kyune (Utah) sandstone with granite ste])s. The corridor

is finished, with plain marble, and the interior woodwork is oak and pine.

A small heating plant is located in the basement.

There are quite a number of interesting post office buildings in thi-

state and many more are soon to be erected, but the above are typical

of the treatment by Architect Taylor of the smaller class of inland federal

buildings. -^

Taking a glance at a typical building such as we have illustrated let

us examine a few of the problems presented to the architect.

The site having been selected on a suitable corner; the appropriation

ample for a building with modest pretentions of a monumental character.
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Nf-
in keeping with the dignity of our nation and its high ideals, not only

in the design and execution but in the enduring nature of the very

materials themselves, our attention is drawn to the plan, which it is self-

evident from the character of the business to be conducted presents similar

features in all post offices.

The position of the lobby or public corridor where access is had to

the post office boxes and general delivery windows practically deter-

mines the other assignments. In a typical building such as we illustrat;^,

it is placed along the main facade, with a division at one end for registry

and money orders, and provision at the other end for offices of the post-

master
On the other side of the main corridor screen is situated the mailing

room, or work room as it is called, where the mails are handled. Our

project assigns to this room the largest area and requires that it be well

lighted, preferably by a skylight, properly heated and ventilated, and on one

side have a platform where the mail wagons may receive and discharge

their contents. The placing of this mailing platform m the rear necessi-

tates a driveway or approach thereto. A glance again at the site will show

that there is ample room, for a law of Congress provides that there shall

be an open space of 40 ft. between all new buildings and the nearest

neighboring building. The wisdom of this precaution is much more

apparent to the layman since the great conflagration in San Francisco.

Provision must also be made for a lounging or swing room for the

carriers, and as is usual these rooms are placed in the basement.

It is the custom of Uncle Sam to provide for the secret inspection of

employes in the mailing rooms and swing rooms and should any thefts be

reported, the inspector may watch, unseen, for the culprit through a narrow

darkened passage-way or lookout, with latticed and screened openings.

Several strong vaults lined with heavy plates and modern steel vesti-

bule and vault doors, with combination locks, are installed for the safe

keeping of the stamps and moneys in the hands of the officials, and if the

amounts usually kept on hand warrant it an electrical protection is installed,

which sounds an alarm should anyone be found attempting to gain entrance^

to the vaults.
*

, .
, r i i u -i r

In any city or town large enough to be honored with a federal building

there are usually a number of officials occupying rented quarters, who are

naturally provided for in the new building. Our program requires quarters

for these officials; sometimes a land office, a small customs department, ;i

weather bureau, or a U. S. Marshal's office. Ample office space in the upper

stories, if the building has more than one story, is all that is requisite, such

as may be found in any of our modern office buildings. A small court room

with apartments for the judge may be required. This will also be placed m
the upper story, and their treatment will depend largely upon the extent oi

the appropriation, being finished in wood and plaster in the smaller places;

and in the larger cities with expensive marbles and ornate plaster.

The treatment of the elevations forms an inexhaustible subject. Ten

or twelve years ago the design was largely Gothic or Romanesque. Today

is the era of the renaissance, wdth its modern French, Italian or Spanish

motif. Occasionally is found in our smaller federal buildings a modern

classic with a strong colonial feeling.

Thus in a simple, graceful style, employing pilasters, the recessing of

v/indow openings and with ornamental features at the main entrance-^,

through a series of adjustments and nice proportions, and the use of har-

moniously contrasting constructive materials, our typical inland post office

comes into being.

Plate No. I—Model of the Proposed Two Family $1,200 Concrete House

\ I ^oncrclL I louse

NEWSPAPERS and periodicals at home and abroad are devoting much

space'to the recent statement of Thos. W. Edison, the inventor, that

he would build a concrete house in a few hours at a cost of one

thousand~dollars7 Some editors have taken the New Jersey wizard's an-

nouncement seriously while others have been poking all sorts of fun at

it and London Punch has gone so far as to make the sarcastic suggestion

that the cement tap be colored red so that it be not confused with the

water tap. "Cement, however liquid," adds Punch, "is not a good thing to

water the garden with, or to boil the potatoes in."

In a recent issue of Cement Age some space is devoted to a discussion

of Mr. Edison's system by Edward S. Earned and Percy H. Wilson, civil

engineers of prominence in the East.

According to Mr. Wilson's conclusions Mr. Edison seems to have

conclusively proved, (1) that a house can be built in the way he states;

(2) that every practical construction problem involved can be solved

;

(3) that a mixture of concrete can be obtained which will insure its flow-

ing to all parts of the forms thus avoiding voids.

His experiments have not gone far enough as yet to definitely deter-

mine the following:
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In kccpini;- with the dij^nilv of our nation and its hi^h ideals, not only

in the de^si^n and execution but in the enduring nature of the very

materials themselves, our attention is drawn to the plan, which it is self

evident from the character of the business to be conducted presents smiila.

features in all post offices. .
•
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The position of the lobbv or public corridor where access is had b^

the post office boxes and 'general delivery windows practically deter

mines the other assignments/ In a typical building such as we illustrate,

it is placed alon^' the main facade, with a division at one end for registry

and money orders, and provision at the other end for offices of the ])nst

ni'T.ster

On the other side of the main corridor screen is situated the mailin-

room, or work room as it is called, where the mails are handled. Our

project assigns to this room the largest area and reciuires that it be \\\1

lighted, preferablv bv a skvlight, properly heated and ventilated, and on oiu

side have a plat'form where the mail wagons may receive and discharge

their contents. The placing of this mailing platform in the rear nece^M

tates a drivewav or a])proach thereto. A glance again at the site will show

that there is ample room, for a law^ of Congress provides that there shall

be an open space of 40 ft. between all new buildings and the nearest

neighboring building. The wisdom of this precaution is much more

apparent to the layman since the great conflagration in San brancisco.

Provision must also be made for a lounging or swing room for the

carriers, and as is usual these rooms are placed in the basement.

It is the custom of Uncle Sam to provide for the secret inspection ..t

employes in the mailing rooms and swing rooms and should any thefts be

reported, the inspector mav watch, unseen, for the culprit through a narrow

darkened passage-wav or lookout, with latticed and screened openings.

Several strong vaults lined with heavy plates and modern steel vesti-

bule and vault doors, with combination locks, are installed for the safe

keeping of the stamps and moneys in the hands of the officials, and if the

amounts usually kept on hand warrant it an electrical protection is installed,

which sounds an alarm should anyone be found attempting to gain entrance

to the vaults. -

r i i i -i r
In any city or town large enough to be honored with a federal buiUluiL:

there are usually a number of officials occupying rented quarters, who arc

naturallv provided for in the new building. Our program requires quarter-

for these officials; sometimes a land office, a small customs department, :i

weather bureau, or a U. S. Marshal's office. Ample office space in the upper

stories, if the building has more than one story, is all that is requisite, such

as may be found in any of our modern office buildings. A small court room

with apartments for the judge may be required. This will also be placed in

the upper story, and their treatment will depend largely upon the extent o:

the appropriation, being finished in wood and plaster in the smaller place>,

and in the larger cities with expensive marbles and ornate plaster.

The treatment of the elevations forms an inexhaustible subject. Ten

or twelve years ago the design was largely Gothic or Romanesque. Today

is the era of the renaissance, with its modern French, Italian or Spanish

motif. Occasionally is found in our smaller federal buildings a modern

classic with a strong colonial feeling.

Thus in a simple, graceful style, employing pilasters, the recessing cf

v/indow openings and with ornamental features at the main entrance-,

through a series of adjustments and nice proportions, and the use of har

moniously contrasting constructive materials, our typical inland post office

comes into being.
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/'/afc \v. I. -Model of the Proposed T^t'O Family S/.W Concrete House

The Edison Concrete House

NEWSPAPERS and periodicals at home and abroad arc devoting much

space to the recent statement of Thos. W. Edison, the inventor,^ that

he would build a concrete house in a few hours at a cost of one

'ii.ni^and dollars. Some editors have taken the Xevv Jersey wizard's an-

nouncement seriouslv while others have been poking all sor-ts-^of fun at

!-, and London Punch has gone so far as to make the sarcastic suggestion

that the cement tap be colored red so that it be not confused w ith the

uaier tap. "Cement, however liquid," adds Punch, "is not a good thing to

water the garden with, or to boil the potatoes in."

In a recent issue of Cement Age some space is devoted to a discussion

! Mr. Edison's system by Edward S. Earned and Percy H. Wilson, civil

Hi^ineers of prominence in the l^ast.

According to Mr. Wilson's conclusions ^^Ir. Edison seems to have

inclusively proved, fl) that a house can be built in the way he states;

-) that eVery practical construction problem involved can be solved;

•^ • that a mixture of concrete can be obtained which will insure its flow-

.!i^- to all parts of the forms thus avoiding voids.

His experiments have not gone far enough as yet to definitely deter-

ine the following:

^

W.
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First : Does the addition of the necessary colliod delay the setting of

the concrete, or affect its strength?

Second : Will the stone separate from the sand and cement and form

a non-uniform mass either in placing, or at a later period, due to the action

of the laws of gravity?

The first of these items very naturally affects only the cost of the

building. The second affects its stability and must be solved definitely

before the building of a house in this way can be successfully accomplished.

Mr. Wilson concludes as follows: "On the whole the idea is one of

rather revolutionary type in engineering construction, but judging from

what Mr. Edison has already accomplished toward the solving of the

practical difficulties which have arisen, it is likely that he will in the

end be successful in building a house in the way he has planned."

Engineer Earned gives the following conclusions concerning the

practicability of the project and the purpose of the inventor:

Mr. Edison states that his idea of a cheap concrete house is primarily

intended for families living in the congested tenement districts of the

large cities, who find at present a minimum rental of $9 per month for two

or three small rooms with poor light, poor air, poor sanitation, accom-

panied with appalling fire risks and generally unattractive and demoraliz-

ing surroundings.
In order that the cost of living should not be enhanced, it is necessary,

in taking these families into the suburbs or country districts, to fix

the rental sufficiently low so that the difference between the present rates

and the proposed rate will cover the cost of trolley transportation to and

from the city or place of employment.
Mr. Edison estimates the cost of the proposed house at $1200,

including plumbing, heating and lighting fixtures. The house is intended

foH two families, and the rental required on a 5 per cent investment basis

would be sufficient under the present conditions to more than cover the

expense of transportation of the head of the household.

'The photograph published herewith, Plate No. 1, by courtesy of

Cement Age, shows the proposed house. It suggests a building more

attractive in appearance than usually occupied by families for whom it is

intended, and while Mr. Edison recognizes that moulds for a less ornate

building could be produced for much less money, he holds that the small

additional expense representing not over an annual interest charge of

$40 in the cost of the forms, is more than justified by the improved ap-

pearance and the general satisfaction of the occupant and community at

large.

It may be suggested, however, that the design seems poorly adapted

to concrete construction, owing to the irregularity of outline and amount

of detail attempted. This is a matter of judgment and taste, and, of course,

could be modified at will.

The proposed size of the building is 21 feet by 49 feet and 35 feet

high, not including the cellar. The walls will be 12 inches thick reducing

to 8 inches on the second story, and it is proposed to make the roof C^

inches thick. The floors and all partitions will be uniformly 4 inches thick.

Mr. Edison's idea is to construct these buildings upon sandy or

gravelly areas, furnishing material for the concrete from the necessary

excavations. The purpose of this, of course, is obvious in reduction of

first cost, providing suitable materials can be found within the limits of

the necessary excavation, but this limitation, if imposed, would seriously

restrict the development of this class of buildings, for the reason that few

Plate No. IL—Expertments to Determine the Flow of Concrete in Wood Forms 4" Square in Cross Sections

areas adapted to cheap construction will be found furnishing satisfactory

materials for concrete, or material in sufficient quantity for construction

within the limits of the cellar excavation.

The necessity of having good sand and good gravel at once suggests

the difficulties experienced in most communities to obtain these materials

of suitable quality and it is fair to presume that in the majority of instances

the sand and gravel or crushed stone would have to be brought to the

work from sources as nearby as possible.

The moulds will consist of cast iron plates, but as yet the detail of

dimensions has not been definitely fixed. The exterior plates for the wall

forms will probably be from ^" to %" in thickness; the interior plates
\/j' in thickness ; the underside of the floor moulds and roof moulds prob-

ably from J4" to %" thick, while the upper side will probably be ^" thick.

The moulds for interior partitions will probably be 3^" plates. All mould
plates are to have milled edges and faces with flanged joints drilled for

dowel pin and bolt connections.

The inside faces of the mould plates .will be nickel-plated or faced

with brass where intricate tracery and detail is attempted in the finish.

It is expected that two houses per month can be constructed from one

set of forms, and in order to secure a reasonable variety in design it is

proposed to have six sets of moulds, the approximate cost of the six sets

being about $105,000, but if one set only be provided, the first cost would
be $25,000.

The exterior and interior wall plates are connected and held in relative

position by rods in pipe sleeves.

Ml
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First: Does the addition of the necessary colliod delay the setting; .,i

'the concrete, or alYect its strength?

Second: ^Vill the stone separate from the sand and cement and form

a non-uniform mass either in placing, or at a later period, due to the action

^of the laws of gravity?

The first of these items very naturally aifects only the cost of the

building. The second affects its stability and must be solved definitely

])efore the building of a house in this way can l)e successfully accomplished.

yir. Wilson concludes as follows: ''On the whole the idea is one oi

rather revolutionary type in engineering construction, but juclging fronV

what Mr. Edison has already accomplished toward the solving of tin-

practical difficulties which have arisen, it is likely that he will in thr

end be successful in building a house in the way he has planned."

Engineer Earned gives the following conclusions concerning tiu-

practicability of the project and the ])urpose of the inventor:

Mr. Edison states that his idea of a cheap concrete house is ])rimaril\

intended for families living in the congested tenement districts of the

large cities, who find at present a minimum rental of $9 per month for two

or three small rooms with poor light, poor air, poor sanitation, accom-

panied with appalling fire risks and generally unattractive and demorali/

ing surroundings.
In order that the cost of living should not be enhanced, it is necessarw

in taking these families into the suburbs or country districts, to fix

the rental sufficiently low so that the difference between the present rate^

and the proposed rate will cover the cost of trolley transportation to and

from the city or place of employment.
Mr. Edison estimates the cost of the proposed house at $12(X).

including plumbing, heating and lighting fixtures. The house is intended

for two families, and the rental required on a 5 i)er cent investment basis

would be sufficient under the present conditions to more than cover the

expense of transportation of the head of the household.

The photograph published herewith. Plate Xo. 1, by courtesy mi

Cen,ient Age, shows the proposed house.. It suggests a building more

attractive in appearance than usually occupied by families for whom it i>

intended, and while Mr. Edison recognizes that moulds for a less ornate

building could be produced for much less money, he holds that the small

additional expense representing not over an annual interest charge ot

$40 in the cost of the forms, is more than justified by the improved ap-

pearance and the general satisfaction of the occupant and' community at

large.

It may be suggested, however, that the design seems poorly adai)te«l

to concrete construction, owing to the irregularity of outline and amount

of detail attempted. This is a matter of judgment and taste, and, of course,

could be modified at will.

The proposed size of the building is 21 feet by 49 feet and 3>? feet

high, not including the cellar. The walls will be 12 inches thick reducin.i:

to 8 inches on the second story, and it is proposed to make the r(M)f ^

inches thick. The floors and all partitions will be uniformly 4 inches thick.

Mr. Edison's idea is to construct these buildings upon sandy "i

gravelly areas, furnishing material for the concrete from the necessary

excavations. The purpose of this, of course, is obvious in reduction ot

first cost, providing suitable materials can be found within the limits ot

the necessary excavation, but this limitation, if imposed, would seriously

restrict the development of this class of buildings, for the reason that few

/'/jte .Vo. II.— Ext>ertments to Determine the Flow of Concrete in Wood Forms /" St/uare in Cross Sections

areas adapted to cheap construction will be found furnishing satisfactory

materials for concrete, or material in sufficient quantity for construction

within the limits of the cellar excavation.

The necessity of having good sand and good gravel at once suggests

the difficulties experienced in most communities to obtain these materials

>{ suitable quality and it is fair to presume that in the majority of instances

the sand and gravel or crushed stone would have to be broiight to the

\vork from sources as nearby as possible.

The moulds" will consist of cast iron plates, but as yet the detail of

l imcnsions has^ rrotheeir definitetv^ fixed. ^Tic" exterior plates for the waTT

t'orms will probably be from •>4" to %'' in thickness; the interior plates

' j'' in thickness; the underside of the floor moulds and roof moulds prob-

ably from }i" to "/<;" thick, while the upper side will probably be ]/>'' thick.

The moulds for interior partitions will probably be J/2" plates. All moiild

plates are to have milled edges and faces with flanged joints drilled for

"lowel ])in and bolt connections.

The inside faces of the mould ])lates will be nickel-plated or faced

with brass where intricate tracery and detail is attempted in the finish.

It is expected that two houses per month can be con-;tructed from one

-ct of forms, and in order to secure a reasonable variety in design it is

proposed to have six sets of moulds, the ap])roximate cost of the six sets

heing about $105,000, but if one set onlv be provided, the first cost would

!)e S25,000.

The exterior and interior wall plates are connected and held in relative

position by rods in pipe sleeves.

'\..^
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In the use of cast iron for mould plates the probability of occasional

breakage in handling must not be overlooked, and the question of time

and cost of renewals is of the utmost importance.*

It would naturally be found advantageous to have the plates of as

large surface area as possible, but this is limited by the use of cast iron,

of the thickness proposed, and, again, the larger the sizes the greater the

danger of breakage.
, , r i r

Mr. Edison proposes to erect and take down the forms by means of

four small electrically driven derricl^s, and expects that ^it will take two

days for erection and two days for removal.

Mr. Edison's preliminary estimate of the approxmiate weight of the

moulds for one house is 280,000 pounds.

The reinforcement proposed for the floors and roof, and elsewhere

where needed, will consist of ^" and Y^'' rods. It is not yet definitely de-

termined whether they will be round rods or some system of deformed bars.

It is proposed to place all of the reinforcement in position in advance of

the concrete operations, and the rods will be held in their relative positions

by wiring or spacers.
. , . .

Pipes for gas, water and all plumbing, also ducts for electrical wiring,

are set in position in the form in advance of concreting, and the flues for

chimneys are formed by thin metal forms which are left in position.

t

It is proposed to have a 100 H. P. boiler and engine on trucks furnish-

ing the power to drive motors connected with the four small derricks, con-

crete mixers, elevator plant, which will also furnish any other power

required.
, • , •

It is also proposed to install three or four large mechanical mixers

on the ground adjacent to the building. These mixers will be so arranged as

to discharge into a storage hopper, from which the concrete is conveyed by

bucket elevator to the distributing hopper at the top of the building, from

which the material flows through pipes into the moulds. A specific gravity

device is to be attached to the storage hopper, and the consistency of the

mix carefully watched and kept uniform.'

It is also proposed to use plungers, power driven, operating from

the top in the moulds as the concrete rises, to keep same agitated, and

prevent the segregation of materials, serving also to expel the confined

air, and secure a perfectly uniform face, and also assist in forcing the

flow of the material into and throughout the horizontal passages. j

Mr. Edison claims that in his experiments he finds that concrete ot-

the proposed consistency and composition expands in setting a very small

fraction of an inch in the greatest diameter of the proposed house, and he-

believes that subsequent contraction and expansion in the walls can safely

be neglected in the reinforcement introduced.

Mr. Edison proposes to use a mixture of 1 cement, 3 fine sand and

5 stone or gravel, passing the Yi" mesh sieve. He realizes that the seriou>

problem involved is to prevent segregation of materials while being de-

posited and distributed, and claims to have solved this difficulty by the

addition of colloids of some electrolyte in small quantity, which adds to the

viscosity of the combined material, facilitates the uniform flow and pre-

vents segregation. Mr. Edison also suggests that colors may be added to

the mixture, if desired, but claims that he is experimenting with specially

prepared paint for exterior application, and is seeking with some promise

of success, a paint that will penetrate and mechanically combine with the

Mr. Edison states that this has been allowed for at 4 per cent depreciation.

t Mr. Edison states that he has decided to put the pipes outside of the walls in most cases like

hotel and sanitary plumbing.
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In the use of cast iron for mould plates the probability of occasional

breakage in handling must not be overlooked, and the (luestion of time

and cost of renewals is of the utmost importance/'^

It would naturally be fcnind advantageous to have the plates of a>

lar"-e surface area as possible, but this is limited by the use of pa^^t iron.-

(if The thickness proposed, and, again, the larger the sizes the greater the

danger of breakage.
,

,
-

i

Air. Edison proposes to erect and lake down the torms by means ot

four small electrically driven derricks, and expects that it will take tWM

days for erection and two davs for removal.
• , r

Mr. Edison's preliminary estimate of the approxnnate weight of tlu-

moulds for one house is 2<sd,000 i)ounds. ,11
The reinforcement proposed for the floors and roof, and elsewherf

where needed, will consist of '//' and W' rods. It is not yet definitely de

termined whether they will be round rods or i^ome system of deformed bar>.

It is proposed to i)lace all of the reinforcement in position in advance ot

the concrete operations, and the rods will be held in their relative position^

by wiring or spacers. ....
Pipes for gas, water and alL,plum1)ing, also ducts for electrical wniiig.

are set in position in the form in advance of concretuig, and the Hues for

chimneys are formed bv thin metal forms which are left in position.'

It is proposed to have a 100 II. P. boiler and engine on trucks furnish-

ing the power to drive motors connected with the four small derricks, con-

crete mixers, elevator plant, which will also furnish any other power

required.
1 • 1 •

It is also proposed to install three or four large mechanical mixer^

on the ground adjacent to the building. These mixers will be so arranged a-

to discharge into a storage hopper, from which the concrete is conveyed 1.}

bucket elevator to the distributing hopper at the top of the building, fnuii

which the material Hows through pipes into the moulds. A specihc gravity

device is to be attached to the storage hopper, and the consistency ^^i tli>

mix carefully watched and kept uniform.

It is also proposed to use plungers, power driven, operating irom

the top in the moulds as the concrete rises, to keep same agitated, and

_ prevent the segregation of materials, serving also to expel the conhnv<l

air, and secure a perfectly uniform face, and also assist in forcing tlu

flow of the material into and throughout the horizontal passages.

' Mr. Edison claims that in h is experiments he finds that concrete of

the proposed consistency and composition expands in setting a very shiaTT

fraction of an inch in the greatest diameter of the proposed house, and li'

believes that subsequent contraction and expansion in the walls can safe!}

be neglected in the reinforcement introduced.

Mr. Edison proposes to use a mixture of 1 cement, 3 fine sand an

5 stone or gravel, passing the j
j" mesh sieve, lie realizes that the seri.-r,-

problem involved is to prevent segregation of materials while being •!>

posited and distributed, and claims to have solved this dithculty by tli-

addition of colloids of some electrolyte in small (piantity, which adds to tlu

viscosity of the combined material, facilitates the uniform flow and yx^

vents segregation. Mr. l^dison also suggests that colors may be added i

the mixture, if desired, but claims that he is experimenting with special.;

prepared paint for exterior api)lication. and is seeking with s(\me promi-

of success, a paint that will ])enetrate and mechanically combine with iii'

* Mr. Edison stales that this has been allowed for at 4 per cent depreciation.
^

t Mr. Edison states that he has decided to put the pipes outside of the walls in most cases i--

hotel and sanitary plumbing.
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concrete. This treatment, however, is expected to be a considerable item

of expense, using a preparation of bismuth or cobalt, and experiments

are now being made in the use of barrum. The use of colors or the cost

of painting with such preparation as Mr. Edison may develop has been

omitted in his preliminary estimate of $1200.

This preliminary step is attended with only one detad of special in-

terest, and that is in the exact levelling of the top of the 12-inch monolithic

cellar walls to receive the wall moulds.

At the West Orange laboratories a few experiments have been made

to determine the flow of concrete and the illustration herein reproduced,

plate No. 2, indicates the method pursued.

The first experiment represented by the two figures m the center of

the picture consists of 4-inch board moulds, set vertically with twQ hori-

zontal connecting ribs of the same size. The concrete in each case was

poured into the top of the vertical member and flowed by gravity alone

into the horizontal moulds and up the opposite vertical moulds, apparently

filling same perfectly, and without any appearance on the exterior of the

segregation of materials.

The last and most important test consisted of two upright members

10 feet 'in height, each 4 inches square in cross section, connected at the

base by a horizontal form of the same dimensions. -

As one looks at the picture, the concrete was poured into the hopper

of the left hand vertical mould by means of buckets intermittently emptied.

The forms were not jarred during the flow of the material and as indicated

in the right hand vertical form, the concrete succeeded in rising 54 inches

above the base.

The whole idea of Mr. Edison's proposition is based upon the flow

of liquids. Concrete, of whatever composition, can at least only be called

a semi-liquid, and if the medium be sufficiently fluid to insure its flow

under gravity alone, it would be, under natural conditions, impossible to

maintain the aggregates in equilibrium or suspension.

This condition is also materially affected by the size of the aggregates

used, and the rate of flow is likewise affected by the same elements.

There would seem to be no particular difficulty in filling the vertical

moulds with reasonable certainty by pouring the concrete from the top of

the building, but the flow of this material through the horizontal floor

forms, impeded by the necessary reinforcement, held in position by wiring

or spacers, with occasional splices, and perhaps crossings, is the doubtful

problem, and unless segregation of materials be prevented, and the hori-

zontal moulds completely filled before the initial set of the cement, it would

be natural to expect irregular and incomplete results.

Mr. Edison proposes to facilitate the flow of the material and assist

in the prevention of segregation by the introduction of a colloid, which

may be clay in a very fine state of division, an electrolyte, or possibly

hydrated silica, any one of which will serve to reduce the mixture to a

more or less gelatinous condition, and by the viscosity attained hold the

aggregates in equilibrium or suspension.

The addition of a colloid is also expected to render the concrete im-

permeable and make unnecessary any other waterproof treatment. Mr.

Edison also believes that because of the low conductivity of concrete, no

difficulty will be experienced from condensation of the inside of the walls,

and it is proposed to leave the inside surfaces produced by the mould plates

without further treatment, unless tinting be desired for purposes of de-

coration. It is also interesting to note that no joints will be provided to

take up contraction and expansion.
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The use of plungers, power driven, to keep the concrete agitated and

assist in its flow, is a very novel feature, and results will be observed with

much interest. It would seem that plungers large enough to be effective

would subject the moulds to considerable strain, and if the effect is violent

enough to cause quick or unusual motion in the concrete, it suggests the

possibility of the displacement of reinforcement, unless same be very

rigidly fixed in position.

In connection with the proposition to raise the concrete to the top

of the building, by means of a bucket elevator, a computation reveals the

following interesting facts, viz., if the buckets be of >^ cubic foot capacity

each, they must discharge at the rate of 18 buckets per minute to handle

200 cubic yards in ten hours. If of ^^ cubic foot capacity each, they must

discharge at the rate of 36 buckets per minute. In either case, this means

a belt of chain speed of from 1-3 to J/^ more in each case, and the loading

of the buckets by continuous discharge from the hopper suggests the pos-

sible waste of some material and the fouling of the chain or belts to an

extent that would probably cause some trouble. It would be impractical

to load the buckets full of such fluid material owing to waste.

Mr. Edison has, undoubtedly, taken a bold step in the right direction,

and the new ideas that are set in motion by his experiments will doubtless

evolve a scheme by which the cost of the forms will be materially reduced,

and the time required for construction greatly shortened.

* .* *

Thomas Edison and "Mr, Punch"

THE London 'Tunch," Great Britain's acknowledged master of the

revels, takes a jocular view of Mr. Edison's plan to pour concrete

houses while the prospective tenant waits in front with his household

goods, ready to move in as soon as the cement stops running. ''Mr.

Punch" says

:

*'Mr. Edison's announcement, while paralyzing the building trades, has

stimulated activity in other quarters:

"The more extravagant party in the London County Council talk of

laying liquid-cement mains in suburban London. It would be a great boon,

they argue, to the ratepayer to be able to turn on the cement, just as now-

adays he turns on the water for the garden hose. If unexpected guests

come, for whom there is no room in the house, if a fowl-house or dog kennel

-hould be required, if the householder has ambitions towards a billiard

room, if a porch or conservatory, or even a summer house, should need to

be built, if the roof begins to leak in a storm, or (as in some cases it has

done) become restless, if the garden wall must be raised to keep next-door

from staring—in fifty different emergencies a ratepayer would find an ever-

ready supply of liquid cement most useful. All he would have to do would

be to send down to the local ironmonger for the moulds, stick them up, and

then leave the tap running into them, with perhaps the youngest boy to

keep an eye on it.

"We would like to suggest that the cement tap ought to be colored red,

so that it be not confused with the water tap. Cement, however liquid, is

not a good thing to water the garden with, or to boil the potatoes in."

The cross of today would be far more light if it were not burdened

with yesterday's errors and regret.

MU4>1K;^
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The California Ora^ i

By J. R. D. MACKENZIE*

THE gravel roof of the Pacific Coast is somewhat different from the

I
gravel roof used in the Eastern States and Europe, due to the

fact that the gas plants of this territory use oil instead of coal in

making gas, and consequently there is no residue in the shape of coal tar

with which to saturate felt and refine into coal-tar roofing pitch.

The roofing felt manufacturers of San Francisco and Los Angeles

saturate with an asphalt from which the lighter oils have been extracted;

and this same asphalt, when refined do>vn to the consistency of pitch, is

used in place of the coal-tar pitch of ^e East in the making of felt and

gravel roofs.

Many architects, with previous Eastern experience, specify the use

of coal-tar pitch and tarred felt for roofs in California, but on account of

the prohibitive freight rates, these materials have not as yet been imported

here for roofing purposes and consequently are never used.

California "D" grade roofing asphalt differs in one essential from

coal-tar pitch, in that it oxidizes somewhat quicker, but this objection can

be successfully overcome by ''flooding" the gravel coat of asphalt as thickly

as possible, instead of spreading it out thin. On the better class of build-

ings it is advisable to apply two flood gravel coats, which makes a coating

equal to a flood of hard coal-tar pitch spread with a dipper.

A good deal of misunderstanding exists among architects in regard

to the grades of gravel roofs best adapted to different types of buildings.

Some architects specify a roof for a temporary frame structure that is

only intended for use on fireproof structures of the first class—and vice

versa. On certain cheap classes of buildings a roof with only three plys

of felt would be perfectlv proper and satisfactory; while in some cases

an eight-ply roof would 'be necessary. Within the fire limits of most

cities at least a five-ply roof must be laid, as it has been found by exten-

sive experiments of fire departments and insurance underwriters that the

greater the number of separate sheets or plys, the greater the fire-resist-

ance—and, of course, water resistance also.

Asphalt saturated wool felt ranges in weight from eight to fifteen

pounds to the square of 100 square feet, but it is impossible to make a

good roof and use anything less than 12 pound felt. Outside of labor

felt is the most expensive ingredient of a gravel roof, and on account of

the universal ignorance regarding the great difference in weights of this

material, many roof contractors substitute lighter weight felt than specitied

or proper, as in this way a great saving can be effected in the cost of the

roof without changing its appearance. This is a yery common practice

among irresponsible roofers and should be carefully guarded against by

architects and engineers.

However, gravel roof specifications and inspections have been im-

proving during the last few years, and the loopholes for improper, shoddy.

work are gradually being closed as the architects are getting to better

understand the nature of these materials and the many ways in which

they can be used and misused.

of the Mackenzie Roof Company with offices at 427 Fifteenth

/ he Architect and Engineer Al

• Mr. Mackenzie is proprietor

street, Oakland.
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Entrance Hall to House of Mrs. T. V. Wright. Oakland

Wtlliam Knou'les. Architect

Making an Old House Modern

By WILLIAM iCNiOWLES, Architect

THE accompanying illustrations of a house in Oakland, Cal., show

what can be done in transforming a seeming hopelessly ugly build-

ing into an ornate and really attractive abode. The meaningless

lines of the house have been drawn into such shape that the surfaces have

quite pleasing proportions. While the shadow lines have been brought out

to please the eye, no efifort has been made to follow any particular archi-

tectural precedent. The different surfaces are treated in a natural manner,

giving the right values, so that the group instead of being made up thought-

lessly has a certain defined scheme that is convincing.

By stripping the exterior of the ugly outside window trims and caps

and using in their stead a clean, refined moulding, a dignified effect is

produced. The whole exterior being shingled relieves the house of the

confusion shown by the old mill work. The impossible tower, meaningless

in the old design, has been removed and the handling of the dormer

windows in the bay window has given all the tower effect necessary and

would seem to be in the right place. The view showing the hall illustrates

what can be done by removing the old style stairway running straight

to the front door with a narrow entrance hall. This old stairway was

dispensed with entirely, the partition separating the hall from the old

time parlor was taken down and the whole space thrown into a spacious

stairway hall, the stairway being broken into landings, as shown in the pho-

tograph. The hall decorations, selected with careful attention to the de-

tailing, made this change, though a simple one, strikingly effective. The

owner of the house is Mrs. T. V. Wright.

N \,
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House of Mrs. T. V. Wris^ht. Oakland. Before Improvements Were Made
William Knoivles. Architect

I ir(M)rr)()i
fGovernment ^c c 1

Some Startling Results of Elaborate Tests

J

By RICHARD L. HUMPHREY. C. E.

THE conflagration at Chelsea, Mass., which rendered 10,000 persons

homeless and resulted in a property loss of several million dollars,

following, as it did, closely upon the heels of the Boyertown, Pa.,

and Collinwood, Ohio, holocausts, with their terrible loss of life, has added

much significance to the fire tests of building materials that have been

conducted recently by the United States geological survey in behalf of

the government.
The federal government, owner of buildings valued at more than $500,-

000,000 and spending $20,000,000 every year for new structures throughout

the country, conducted these tests in order that its architects and engineers

may have definite information concerning the fire resisting qualities of

the dilYerent materials of construction to the end that the government's

buildings may be properly safeguarded from fire within and without.

Engineers have long contended that with present methods of con-

struction a conflagration resulting in the destruction of millions of dollars'

worth of property and the sacrifice of human* life is possible in every

House of Mrs. T. V. Wright. Oakland. After Improvements Were Made

William Knou'les. Architect

citv of any size in the country. Their position has been proved in a tragic

manner by the Baltimore fire, the fire following the earthquake m ban

Francisco and that in Chelsea in April.

It is the belief of the engineers that these fires are unnecessary and

can be prevented by the erection of proper fireproof buijdmgs. The gov-

ernment does not insure its buildings against loss by fire, but bends its

energies toward making the structures fireproof. A small fraction ot what

would be paid to insurance companies in premiums is being spent in

finding out the materials that are best adapted to resist fire.

The first of a series of elaborate tests have just been completed by

the structural materials laboratories of the geological survey, under the

direction of the writer, engineer in charge. The tests were conducted at

the Fire Underwriters' laboratories in Chicago and were made possible by

the co-operation of the National Board of Fire Underwriters and the

National Fire Protection Association.

Thirty panels of various building materials, including concrete building

blocks; common, hydraulic pressed and sand lime brick; concrete of

gravel, cinder, limestone and granite; glazed building and partition terra

cotta tile; sandstone, granite and marble building stone, were tested, i he

materials were subjected to the direct application of heat for two hours

and were theiv immediately quenched with water. An effort was made to

obtain a max'imum temperature of 1700 degrees Fahrenheit withm half

an hour after starting the tests and to maintain this temperature as nearly

as possible constant through the succeeding half hours.

The building materials were placed in a sliding panel, which when

arranged for the fire tests, formed one side of the furnace. In the furnace

gas flames were forced by a blast of air against one side of the panel.
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Houac of Mrs. 7". /'. WriKht. Oakland. Before Improvcmeutx Were Made
Wtlliam Kno-vles. Architect

Government Seeks Fireproof Material

Some Startling Results of Elaborate Tests

By RICHARD L. HUMPHREY, C E.

THE conflagration at Chelsea, Mass., which rendered 10,000 persons

homeless and resulted in a property loss of several million dollars,

following, as it did, closely upon the heels of the Boyertown, Pa..

and Collinwood, Ohio, holocausts, with their terrible loss of life, has added

much significance to the fire tests of building materials that have been

conducted recently by the United States geological survey in behalf <»t

the government.
The federal government, owner of buildings valued at more than $500,-

000,000 and spending $20,000,000 every year for new structures throughout

the country, conducted these tests in order that its architects and engineers

may have definite information concerning the fire resisting qualities ()t

the different materials of construction to the end that the government's

buildings may be properly safeguarded from fire within and without.

Engineers have long contended that with present methods of con-

struction a conflagration resulting in the destruction of millions of dollars

worth of property and the sacrifice of human life is possible in every

House of Mrs. T. I'. [Vrtfi/tt. Oakland. After ImProrevients Were Made

William Kno-vles. Architect

citv of anv size in the country. Their position has been proved in a tragic

manner by the lialtimore fire, the fire following the earthquake m San

1-rancisco'and that in Chelsea in April.

It is the belief of the engineers that these fires are unnecessary and

can be prevented bv the erection of proper fireproof buildmgs. 1 he gov-

ernment does not insure its buildings against loss l)y hre, ])Ut ])ends its

energies toward making the structures fireproof. A small traction ot what

would be paid to insurance companies in premiums is being spent in

finding out the materials that are best adapted to resist fire.

The first of a series of elaborate testj^ have just been completed by

the structural materials raboratorlesoT tlie geologicat sirr\'ey, nndcr the

direction of the writer, engineer in charge. The tests were conducted at

the Eire Underwriters' laboratories in Chicago and were made possible by

the co-operation of the National Board of Eire Underwriters and the

National Eire Protection Association.
, -i ,•

Thirtv panels of various building materials, including concrete building

blocks: common, hydraulic pressed and sand lime brick; concrete of

gravel, cinder, limestone and granite ; glazed building and partition terra

cotta tile; sandstone, granite and marble building stone, were tested. I he

materials were subjected to the direct application of heat for two hours

and were then immediately quenched with water. An effort was made to

obtain a maximum temperature of 1700 degrees Eahrenheit within half

an hour after starting the tests and to maintain this temperature as nearly

as possible constant through the succeeding half hours.

The building materials were placed in a sliding panel, which when

arranged for the fire tests, formed one side of the furnace. In the furnace

gas frames were forced bv a blast of air against one side of the panel.

-"-^--ii?
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After two hours the panel was brought from the furnace and the water

turned on from a hose with a pressure of 50 pounds to the square inch.

The conditions under which these tests were made were unusually

severe, and as none of the materials passed perfectly it proved a good test

fdr comparative purposes. The temperatures used would hardly be reached

in an ordinc^ry fire, but might be in a conflagration.

Director Smith makes the following interesting summary of the tests:

''While not conclusive, being but the beginning of a general line of investi-

gations, the tests have brought out a number of important facts. The brick

panels probably withstood the tests better than any other materials. There
• were two lots of common brick tested—one was an unused, recently manu-

factured brick and the other a brick that had been in an engine foundation

for some years. The latter seemed to withstand the test better.

''Fifty per cent of the new brick were split, while 60 to 70 per cent of

the old bricks were not damaged. The bricks at the back of the panel

were entirely unaffected. The hydraulic pressed brick stood the test better

than any other material. No damage was apparent whatever after the

firing and before the water was applied, and although a number of the

bricks cracked 70 per cent of them were found to be sound after quenching.

"There was apparently little difference in the strength of the bricks

before and after firing. The natural building stones behaved worst of

all the material tested. The almost complete destruction of these stones

precludes any comparison between them. The sandstone panel entirely

collapsed soon after the test was started."

The testing engineers report that it was difftcult to determine whether

the concrete made of limestone, granite, gravel or cinders sustained the

least damage. Their surfaces were all rather badly pitted by the fire and

washed away by the stream of water. The test was unfair to cinder con-

crete, as the sample of cinder was poor, containing a large percentage of

unburned coal, which ignited and left the surface of the concrete pitted.

The granite concrete probably behaved the best.

The damage in no case extended far into the concrete, probably not

more than one and one-half inches. The evidence shows that even at this

depth, the temperature was comparatively low. The rapid heating of

the face of the concrete, while the back remained cool, caused the concrete

to crack vertically for some distance back from the face.

The cracking of the concrete can be avoided, it is believed, by using

metal' reinforcement, which would distribute the effect of the expansion.

The tests also brought out most clearly the low rate at which the heat

travels through concrete. This is one of the desirable qualities in materials

intended for fireproofing purposes.

Linen tags which were placed in the hollow concrete blocks when
they were molded were found to be undamaged after the fire test. In many
instances the hollow blocks split after being subjected to the fire and water

test. It was noticeable that the richer the mortars used in these blocks the

less they were affected by the test. The mortars mixed with the greatest

percentage of water gave the best results. The wetter, rich mixtures in

these tests stood out apparently undamaged in contrast with the damaged
faces of the leaner, dryer blocks.

It is apparent that one of the causes of weakness in the hollow cement

building blocks is in the weakness of the concrete, due to a too dry and

thin mixture, which, coupled with the thinness of the webs—the thin pieces

connecting the walls of the blocks to give strength—provides insufficient

strength to resist the rapid expansion of the face of the blocks under test.

By making the webs thicker they can be made to stand the fire test

satisfactorily.

#

Stee/ Dome of hmputtum liuildina. :San Irancisco. Aiccri Fissis. Architect

Dome Built by Levering ^ Garrigu^s. Ne-w York. Woods &> Nuddart. Agents

Largest CI J Dome In United Si

By FRED. T. HUDDART
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ENGINEERS are manifesting considerable interest in the great steel

dome which has just been erected in connection with the new Em-

porium building in San Francisco. It is said to be the largest steel

dome in the United States, measuring 102 feet in diameter at its base,

which is five feet more than the base of the great dome, heretofore pro-

nounced the largest in the United States, of the Capitol buildmg at

Washington. ^
. • , -i ^•

The main frame consists of eight heavy lattice girder ribs resting

upon a circular girder at the base, and framing into a circular lattice girder

at-the top, which in turn supports the lantern. Two intermediate hori-

zontal circular lattice girders are framed into the main ribs of the dome

and serve to brace the same and carry the intermediate rafters which start

at the level of the top of the large arched openings, of which there is one

between each pair of ribs. The main frame of these arched openings, which

are 25 feet 9 inches in diameter, is composed of a 15-inch I beam resting

at the bottom upon the circular girder previously mentioned, and connected

at the top to the lower of the intermediate horizontal circular girders

bracing the ribs.

The work was fabricated from templates, and was erected complete

at the bridge shop to insure its fitting properly when erected at the site,

but it was found that the workmanship was so exact that no alterations

were required. The total weight of the steel construction is about two

hundred tons. .-.^

The general dimensions of this dome are as follows: Diameter, lUZ

feet 6 inches; height of dome proper, 51 feet 9 inches; height to top of

lantern, 67 feet ; diameter of lantern, 22 feet 6 inches.
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Three-Hinge Reinforced Concrete Bridge. Santa Cruz. William M. Thomas. Engineer.

Novel Dc X < 1 I hrc* '-^1 lin^e Reinfor K
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'By WM. M. THOMAS, C E.

BECAUSE of its novel design and the special features introduced in its con-

struction, the following description of the three-hinge reinforced concrete

cantilever arch bridge and retaining wall recently erected over the San

Lorenzo river for the Union Traction Company, Santa Cruz, Cal., will, no

doubt, be of interest and profit to those engaged in structural work.

The bridge, which marks an innovation in concrete bridge construction,

crosses the San Lorenzo river at one of the most picturesque points of the city,

and is on the line to Soquel, one of the several scenic extensions the company

is making in several directions, to the rapidly developing suburban districts.

The San Lorenzo river at this point has an official river bed of three hun-

dred feet and is skirted on either side by a beautiful growth of elders, willows

and maple, with a deep undergrowth of wild berries and grapes. The setting,

which is ideal for a concrete structure, is only marred by the antiquated and

dilapidated bow-string arch bridge belonging to the city, which is within three

feet of the up-stream side of the new concrete structure. The old bridge, thanks

to the municipal authorities, has recently been condemned. It has a one hun-

dred and fifty-foot span and is supported by three-foot cylinders which rest on

capped piles.

Before the present design was adopted a concrete bridge of four sixty-

foot spans was designed by the writer, but the City Council refused a franchise

for its construction, because of the close proximity of the piers. Among the

conditions imposed in its construction were the following: John Martin, the

president of the company, insisted upon the spring line of the arch being one

foot above high-water mark; the city required one pier in the center of the

stream, opposite the center span of the municipal bridge, and that the other

piers be placed five feet behind the cylinders of the old structure. In addition

to these conditions. Manager S. W. Coleman required that a grade of not over

three and one-half per cent be maintained on the approach to the bridge. This

gave two unsymmetrical arches with spans of 83 feet 6 inches and two of 30

feet 6 inch spans respectively.

At the outset of the work the designer had estimated that 500 pounds

compression for concrete and 15,000 pounds tension for steel was necessary.

He also maintained that he could construct the concrete arch beams and place

them in position as cheaply as the usual false work and forms can be built.

Upon presenting his designs to Manager Coleman, and later to the presi-

dent of the company, Mr. John Martin, they were convinced of the practicability

of the ideas, but as many of the principles were new and were radical departures

from old-time construction, Mr. Samuel Starrow, consulting engineer, was

called upon for an opinion as to the merits of the proposed structure. After

due deliberation, Mr. Starrow, recognizing the many advantageous features,

approved of the design. Then it was that the money was appropriated and the

work begun.

The Abutments.—The abutments mark an innovation in arch construc-

tion and are a long span proposition. The designer maintains that he can

build this arch, in localities where height can be had, in spans that have

only been possible in steel cantilever and suspension spans. The abutment,

in combination with reinforced concrete beams of this type, forms a three-

hinge arch bridge. He believes spans inside of 1000 feet are not an im-

probability as the cantilever arm at the outside end of abutment, when the

beams are dropped into position, becomes a portion of the arch and thrust

when carried down to the ground and backed up by the heavy floor extend-

ing beneath the entire abutment.
Description of Foundation.—Investigation of the ground showed

fifteen feet of gravel and forty-five feet of sand without any disclosure of

bedrock. At the outset a wall was driven around the outside edge of the

abutment sixteen feet below low water. This wall was composed of

6"xl2"xl2"xl2" O. P., interlocked with dovetailed strips. Two feet below -

the water level half of these piles were cut squarely ofif at the top, each

alternate pile being cut off five feet below low water. A row of 3"xl2"'—

8

was then driven into the ground two feet away from the wall. On the

inside of the large cofferdam the ground was excavated to a depth of four

feet, while the ground outskle the large cofferdam and between the walls

the excavation was sunk to a depth of six feet. The walls of the cofferdam

having been bolted together, round piling was driven twenty-six feet into

the cofferdam, four feet on centers, and cut off two feet below low water

mark. A reinforced concrete slab was then laid over the entire area circum-

scribed by the small sheet piling wall, and was elevated to the low water

mark. This slab was surmounted by two piers built to form a thirty-foot

arch, the front pier having a cantilever arm extending toward the river 13

feet 6 inches. Between these piers an arch was sprung and the piers built

up longitudinally of reinforced concrete, forming ribs which were rein-

forced with cross walls and horizontal reinforced floors that form com-
partments in the abutments. These compartments were then filled with

sand for weight. On the outside of the reinforced concrete, longitudinal

ribs is a semi-circular skewback that forms a bridge seat for the reinforced

concrete arch beams. Thus it is readily seen that the underside of the

cantilever arm on the pier forms a segment of the large arch, the socket of

which is shaped to join the arch in a long span.

In structures of greater dimensions, when the spans are two and three

hundred feet in length, the designer would only concrete this cantilever arm
out twenty or thirty feet, while the structural steel reinforcing should pro-

trude with the semi-circular skewback the desired distance without placing

any concrete around the structural steel until the arch beams are dropped
into place. The forms should then be hung to the structural steel. The
entire arch should be concreted from pier to pier, thus saving the cost of

falsework and an uncertain curve through the possible settlement of the

foundation of the falsework.

The main portion of the arch between the skewback of the bridge is

of the three-hinged rib type and is braced with cross walls. The strains arc

of a positive nature. The ribs or beams composing the arch being made
on the ground, were hoisted into place, thus saving the expense of tediously

constructed falsework. The inventor maintains that these beams can be

made and hoisted into place for less money than it takes to build the false-
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work required in constructinR an arch of the same proportions. The

sectional arch also has an advantage over the one-piece arch, in hat i has a

known flexibilitv that is necessary in localities where seismic disturbances

are frequent and where foundations may be influenced by severe and pro-

longed seasons of rain. With the sectional arch the author is certain of

every strain to which the structure may be subjected and claims that to

build a reinforced concrete bridge without hinges is impracticable, since-

weaknesses are bound to develop, if from no other cause than that of ex-

pansion and contraction of the arches, which , is greater than is generally

realized The inventor is now making a series of significant tests on the

rise and fall of an arch during changing temperature. He has found that

these 83 feet 6 inch arches move up and down with every change in the

temperature, a variation of 25 degrees on the thermometer causing the arch

to raise or lower 40 hundredths of an inch. It is easy to recognize, there-

fore what effect 125 degrees would have on a large arch without hinges and

with no flexibilitv. These arch beams are reinforced with 4-mch round rods

in both the uppef and lower sides of the arch beams^ The upper and lower

rods are rigidly connected with J4"x2- flat bars. This reinforcing form is

riHdlv comiected to a cylindrical" plate of steel at the crown end of the

beam,' the plate having cogs or semi-spherical balls protruding to engage

a similar plate in which cups are sunk to correspond with the dimensions

and receive these semi-spherical protruberances.
, ir • u i f.c

\t the reverse end of these beams are. semi-circular half-mch plates

that form portions of the hinges at the skewback on the piers The retain-

ing walls depend entirely on gravity for their stability. A trench was dug for

the base of the retaining wall, one-half the height of the wall The entire length

was divided into 35-foot panels, a joint being left at these divisions for expan-

sion and contraction, with a 16-inch base. The width of the trench was made of

concrete 1 -3 -6, with as many large stones as could be crowded into the construc-

tion, making the cohcrete a one man rubble. Old car rails were put longi-

tudinallv two feet six inches on centers, in this mass, which was leveled at the

top Twelve inches back of the front and rear sides of this platform eight-incli

longitudinal walls were run up to an elevation of four feet, with four cross walls

in each 35-foot panel. These walls are reinforced longitudinally with old car

rails every four feet of the height. After these walls were run four feet high,

each panel was divided into three compartments with eight-inch intersecting

walls The inside forms were collapsed, the compartments filled with sand tor

weio-ht and strength and a floor of sand and concrete put over the entire mass.

A-r^inforcing of -ordinary poultry netting was put on the floor which actecl

as a horizontal beam, taking the thrust of the entire fill. After this floor was

laid the wall was stepped back on the inside and the area was divided as below

and the same procedure repeated. The remarkable thing about this style ot

retaining wall is an eight-inch compartment wall for any height of retaining

wall thus a very high wall has no more concrete in a given vertical height

than a low wall, excepting that required for extra length of floors and partition

walls. Trolley poles are all of concrete and of unique design, the eight-toot

bracket arm also being of concrete.
^ , at • -a ^^

The officers of the Union Traction Company are, John Martin, president

F S. Fitzpatrick, secretary; S. W. Coleman, general manager, and Wm^ M-

Thomas constructing engineer. The structural steel work and forming of the

structural steel was done under the supervision of L. F. \\ illiams.

Standard Portland Cement.* manufactured at Davenport, Cal., was

used throughout and it has demonstrated its possibility for beautiful or-

namental as well as sound construction work.

^^ndard Portland Cement is handled in San Francisco by the Western Building Material

Company, Halsey Building, 430 California street

The Architect and Engineer 57
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Nortonia Hotel. Portland, Oregon

Joseph Jacobberger. Architect

Design for Portland Y. M. C. A. Building. Portland. {)rcKon

McXaughion . Raymond «5^" La'irenic. Architects

Interior Aortoma Hotel. Portland. Oregon

Joseph Jacobberger. A rchitect

Building Jar Orient Lodge. \o. 11. I. (K O. /•'.. I'ortland. Oregon

Francis J . Bcrndt. Architect
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Nortonia Hotel. Portland, Oregon

Joseph Jacobberger, A rchitect

Interior Nortonia Hotel. Portland. Oregon

Joseph Jacobberger, Architect
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Design for Portland Y. M. C. A. Building. Portland. Oregon

McNaughton. Raymond 6^ La-wrence. Architects

Building for Orient Lodge. No. 11. I. O. 0. F., Portland. Oregon

Francis J. Bcrndt. Architect
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AVtf Coynmercial Chih Buildinfr. Portland. Oregon

Whidden 6= Leivis. Architects

The Decorative Scheme of the New Commercial
Club, Portland, Oregon

By v.. V. LAWRENCE*

PORTLAND is the City of Roses, and the rose is the first hit of color that

i^reets the eye in the new Commercial Cluh. The rose window on the

Tanchn^ of the ^.n'and staircase leadino- from the main office on the

seventh floor to the dinin<^ rooms on the eighth floor is an example of art glass

of rare heauty, showing the Rose City from a rose arhor in Portland Heights.

The roses, the birds, and the bntterflies, the white of the architectural parts

a^'-ainst the deep greens of the firs make an excellent foreground to the city,

and the distant mountains. The window is skillfully draped with old blue and

i;old.
, . 1 1

• •
1

The dominating color of the lobby and halls is obtained by using a ricU

*letM^ "gold cloth tapestry," which admirably serves as a neutral from which to

accent the various rooms. To the left of the lobby is the large lounging room,

40x100 feet, with (luiet greens relieved by rich mahogany furniture in the center

and touches of deep brown in the art glass domes. Here, also, is represented

die verdure of the Oregon country in the wall coverings, a dignified panelled

scenic effect. The rose motif is not forgotten and is seen in contrast to the

freely treated wall panels in a conventional stencil on the hangings. This touch

is echoed in the reading lamps, the art glass domes and the lanterns which

light the room. The furniture is of a rich, luxurious pattern. About the border

of the room are lounging chairs and davenports overstuffed in green morocco

leather ; in the center of the room are the massive mahogany reading tables and

writing desks with their mahogany chairs, upholstered in green pan-mohair.

The rose is here again conventionalized and is carved on the legs of each piece

of furniture.
i rr • ^i

At the opposite end of the lobl)y and the side of the general othce is the

ladies' reception room, a Louis X\T, the room in a rich blue with light touches

of gold in the furniture. A beautiful example of the work of Louis Akin hangs

in this room.
. , ,

• ,t

On the seventh floor, also, are the card rooms with their "Hunt screens

and the bar with a ''marine" frieze in greens and browns, quaint lanterns and

dutch chairs.
" ,,..*•

On the eighth floor, reached by the grand staircase, are the dining-rooms

and kitchen. The large dining room directly over the lounging room, has a

high deep-toned wainscot of Oe^^on fir, over^vv|iich is a rich maroon frieze of

tapestry. Seven large groups of three windows each open directly to a balcony

from which one sees well over the entire city. These windows are draped with

light tan hangings over lace panels. The furniture is dark and of simple lines.

Runners of maroon enrich the room below. The light fixtures are slightly

< iothic. -
•

1 1 r
The ladies' dining room is featured in blue and white with more delicate

furniture.

The Board of Directors' dining room is a sim])le dothic room with a

vaulted ceiling, heavy Gothic fixtures, Gothic hangings, tile floor and gilded

walls, panelled by dark wood stiles. A stenciled frieze is used above the

wainscot.
i r i

On the sixth floor is the large billiard hall, running the entire length of the

buildincr. It is in brown with nionks' cloth hangings.

* Mr. Lawrence, who selected and designed the furnishings, is a meniher of the firm »/
^fcNaugh-

'..n, Raymond & Lawrence. Portland architects. The Commercial Club budding in ^'S^ the I or tland

» ommercial Club occupies the three upper floors, was designed and constructed by W hidden A. l.ewis,

\rchitects, Portland, Ore.
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New Commercial Club Building. Portland. Oregon

Whidden &> Lewis, Architects

The Dec ve Srheme of the New Commercial
1

1

?'l

By E. F. LAWRENCE*

PORTLAND is the City of Roses, and the rose is the first bit of color that

greets the eye in the new Commercial Club. The rose window on the

landing of the grand staircase leading from the main office on the

seventh floor to the dining rooms on the eighth floor is an example of art glass

of rare beauty, showing the Rose City from a rose arbor in Portland Heights.

The roses, the birds, and the butterflies, the white of the architectural parts

against the deep greens of the firs make an excellent foreground to the city,

and the distant mountains. The window is skillfully draped with old blue and

gold. ,.11 • • u
The dominating color of the lobby and halls is obtamed by usmg a rich

deep ''gold cloth tapestry," which admirably serves as a neutral from which to

accent the various rooms. To the left of the lobby is the large lounging room,

40x100 feet, with quiet greens relieved by rich mahogany furniture in the center

and touches of deep brown in the art glass domes. Here, also, is represented

the verdure of the Oregon country in the wall coverings, a dignified panelled

scenic eflFect. The rose motif is not forgotten and is seen in contrast to the

freely treated wall panels in a conventional stencil on the hangings. This touch

is echoed in the reading lamps, the art glass domes and the lanterns which

light the room. The furniture is of a rich, luxurious pattern. About the border

of the room are lounging chairs and davenports overstuffed in green morocco

leather ; in the center of the room are the massive mahogany reading tables and

writing desks with their mahogany chairs, upholstered in green pan-mohair.

The rose is here again conventionalized and is carved on the legs of each piece

of furniture.
i re • u

At the opposite end of the lobby and the side of the general office is the

ladies' reception room, a Louis XVI, the room in a rich blue with light touches

of gold in the furniture. A beautiful example of the work of Louis Akin hangs

in this room.
. ^

On the seventh floor, also, are the card rooms with their Hunt screens

and the bar with a "marine" frieze in greens and browns, quaint lanterns and

dutch chairs.

On the eighth floor, reached by the grand staircase, are the dining-rooms

and kitchen. The large dining room directly over the lounging room, has a

high deep-toned wainscot of Oregon fir, over which is a rich maroon frieze of

tapestry. Seven large groups of three windows each open directly to a balcony

from which one sees well over the entire city. These windows are draped with

light tan hangings over lace panels. The furniture is dark and of simple lines.

Runners of maroon enrich the room below. The light fixtures are slightly

Gothic.

The ladies' dining room is featured in blue and white with more delicate

furniture.

The Board of Directors' dining room is a simple Gothic room with a

vaulted ceiling, heavy Gothic fixtures, Gothic hangings, tile floor and gilded

walls, panelled by dark wood stiles. A stenciled frieze is used above the

wainscot.
i r t

On the sixth floor is the large billiard hall, running the entire length of the

building. It is in brown with monks' cloth hangings.

• Mr. Lawrence, who selected and designed the furnishings, is a member of the firm «/
^cNaugh-

ton, Raymond & Lawrence, Portland architects. The Commercial Club building in ^'S^ .^j^*^ P^f^i^n^
Commercial Club occupies the three upper floors, was designed and constructed by Whidden & Lewis,

Architects. Portland, Ore.
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Louuiiins and h'cadnn: Rnom. Portland Commercial Club

A'ose l\'fndo7i'. Portland Commercial Club

Designed by Edward Bruns

. , Ladies Parlor. Portland Commercial Club

\ loun^-ini^ room opens directly from the billiard room. It is carried out

ill the deep' blue and brown c.-reens; An extremely hij^h panelled waniscot ot

dark wood is relieved by a narrow verdue tapestry frieze. 1 he cedmg is

beamed. The lii^bt fixtures have attractive domes in art ^dass. 1 hey are of

the milkino- stool form and have landscapes executed in overlaid lead. 1 he

Hoor is tiled and the furniture is in dark oak and black leather.

The business offices of the ( )reo;on Development Leat^ue are on this floor

and are luxurious in their fittini^s.

A large assembly room is also on this floor. It is executed in simple brown

tones. •
1 I

•

On the fifth floor are the chambers, twenty-four in number, with their

])rivate baths. A "state" chamber is reserved for guests of the Club, and is car-

ried out in the Colonial style, with heavv hjiipire furniture, rich laces, and old-

fashioned crvstal light fixtures. An old blue floor and wall covering makes a

rich setting for the strong color and lines of the mahogany. The balance of

the rooms'lire furnished as living rooms rather than as chambers. The furni-

ture, with the exception of the brass beds, is in oak and dee]) rich wall-

papers a«d deeper-toned carpets ])redominate.

*
* *

A New England contractor, who has had much experience in concrete

construction and who has carefully noted the cost of his building opera-

tions, has compiled some most interesting figures showing the relative cost

• .f what may be termed ''mill construction" and reinforced concrete. In

the case of six buildings on which he figured last year, both in mill con-

struction and in reinforced concrete, there w^as a showing in every case in

favor of the latter, varying from 4 to 11 i)er cent.

*

Surface opinion is largely a condition of surface conceit, weak in its

expression and small in its purpose.
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Lounging and Reading Room. Portland Commercial Club

Rose Window, Portland Commercial Club

Designed by Edward Bruns

Ladies' Parlor, Portland Commercial Club

A lounging room opens directly from the billiard room. It is carried out

in the deep blue and brown greens. An extremely high panelled wamscot of

dark wood is relieved by a narrow verdue tapestry frieze. The cedmg is

beamed. The light fixtures have attractive domes in art glass. They are of

the milking stool form and have landscapes executed in overlaid lead. The

floor is tiled and the furniture is in dark oak and black leather.

The business offices of the Oregon Development League are on this floor

and are luxurious in their fittings.
- , i

A large assembly room is also on this floor. It is executed in simple brown

tones. •
1 u •

On the fifth floor are the chambers, twenty-four in number, with their

private baths. A ''state" chamber is reserved for guests of the Club, and is car-

ried out in the Colonial style, with heavy Empire furniture, rich laces, and old-

fashioned crystal light fixtures. An old blue floor and wall covering makes a

rich setting for the strong color and lines of the mahogany. The balance of

the rooms are furnished as living rooms rather than as chambers. The furni-

ture, with the exception of the brass beds, is in oak and deep rich wall-

papers and deeper-toned carpets predominate.

*
* *

A New England contractor, who has had much experience in concrete

construction and who has carefully noted the cost of his building opera-

tions, has compiled some most interesting figures showing the relative cost

of what may be termed ''mill construction" and reinforced concrete. In

the case of six buildings .on which he figured last year, both in mdl con-

struction and in reinforced concrete, there was a showing in every case in

favor of the latter, varying from 4 to 11 per cent.

* ^
* *

Surface opinion is largely a condition of surface conceit, weak in its

expression and small in its purpose.
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V. M. C. A. Building for Oregon Agricultural College

McNaughton. Raymond ^ Lawrence, Architects

A College Y. M. C. A. Building

By E. B. McNAUGHTON, Architect

THE Y. M. C. A. building for the Oregon Agricultural College, illustrated

in this number of the Architect and Engineer, is situated on the College

Campus and is designed to harmonize with the present college buildmgs,

the lowest story being of the red brick used in the more recent buildings of the

college, while the upper part is finished after the Old English half-timbered

style. The combination is a very happy one and should produce a building

which will be a decided addition to the campus. The building is to cost, com-

pleted, in the neighborhood of $20,000, the plans and specifications havmg

been prepared in the offices of McNaughton, Raymond & Lawrence of

Portland.

The building will contain on the first floor, a large loungmg room and

reception room finished with beamed ceiling and quartered fir wainscoting. The

center of interest in this room is to be a great fireplace built in red paving

bricks, rugged, strong and simple, and about its generous hearth in the years

to come will be laid foundations of many and abiding friendships. This floor

also contains accommodations for the College paper editorial rooms, the Athletic

Association and a meeting room for the Young Women's Christian Association,

together with the usual offices and check rooms required for a building of this

character

The entire second floor is devoted to six large society rooms for use of

the debating and literary clubs, the fraternities of the College, while in the

basement provision has been made for the banqueting hall with generous kitchen

accommodations. There is also located in this part of the building a large

swimming pool, with lockers and shower rooms adjacent.

The building will be lighted and heated from the central power plant mam-

tained by the College, and all its engineering and plumbing apparatus are to be

of the most modern.
This building, with its well-planned conveniences, will fill a long-felt want

in the life of the College, and it is bound to serve as a rallying point for all the

general activity of the students. The undertaking has been largely financed by

subscriptions raised among the students and the College alumni.

Again the i;

By C. E. LOESSEL

THE so-called problem of making Portland cement plasters and con-

crete impervious to water has been the subject of much "technical"

discussion from time immemorial. It has sometimes seemed to me
that in these discussions certain fundamental principles have not always

been emphasized, and that a clearer idea of the problem could be given,

and its solution perhaps suggested, by getting down to the a b c of the

whole proposition.

The first subject of inquiry might well be. Why is not a Portland

cement plaster or concrete impervious to water? The answer might be that

theoretically it is impervious to water. It is well known that by accurately

grading and proportioning the aggregates and cement in accordance with

scientific methods, and working the mix during the setting process, so

as to artificially expel the air and water entrained in the gaging, an

absolutely impermeable mass results. In other words, each particle is,

in theory, placed in such juxtaposition with every other particle that when

all air and water are expelled and the mass has reached its ultimate set,

it constitutes a solid and consequently an impermeable body.

It is equally well known, however, that in practical wonk such a

solid body is, for numerous reasons, not obtainable, and that even if it

were, the cost thereof would be prohibitive. In practice, therefore, the

completed work presents, not a solid mass, but a mass containing a greater

or less volume of voids. No reference need here be made to voids con-

sisting of imperfections or stone pockets. These do not necessarily affect

the permeability of the mass, since, without considering the influence of capil-

larity, each imperfection or stone pocket may be so surrounded with perfectly

combined material as to leave no channel for the passing of water into the

pocket ; and even when this is not the case, it is clear that, unless the work is so

imperfect as to constitute a chain of pockets, the total volume of water passing

through the mass would be neither greater nor less, inasmuch as the quantity

passing through would be governed by the size and extent of the channels

leading into and out of the pockets. The only voids, therefore, which need be

here considered are those caused by the evaporation of water and the disen-

training of air during the setting process of Portland cement mixtures. These

voids cannot be eliminated in practical work, and they finally constitute a series

of minute and irregular channels which permit the passage of water through

the mass. In work otherwise properly done, the total volume of these voids

runs from an almost inappreciable percentage in a neat mix to one per cent m
fairly rich plasters and to two per cent and over in concrete 1 :2 :4 and leaner.

It follows, therefore, that the reason why Portland cement plasters and

concrete are not impervious to water is that through the natural evaporation

of the gaging water and the expulsion of entrained air, the mass ultimately

contains a number of minute channels, a certain percentage of which are so

connected with one another as to permit water to pass through the whole mass,

and with continuing percolation of water, these channels will of course become

enlarged and a greater number connected.

To get down to the a b c again, the problem of waterproofing a concrete

mass may be compared to that of preventing the passage of water through a

hair-fine tube of any conceivable degree of crookedness and irregularity. The

only difference is that instead of one tube there are hundreds or thousands

:

but it is obvious that the same method which will prevent the passage of water

through a single tube may be as effectively applied to any number of tubes.

There are in general use three methods of doing this:

^.S^iTr'^i
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1. The method of imposing over the top opening of the tube a fihii or

coating of heterogeneous material, such as the various washes and paints manu-

factured for that purpose. '

^
.

2. The method of breaking the tube at some convenient pomt and m-

serting at the break a layer of heterogeneous material, such as asphalt or

water-proof felts.
•

i i

3. The method of filling the tube with a homogeneous material, such as

the compound used under the Sylvester process and the well-known Medusa

Compound.
, ' ,. , , • , •

In considering these three methods, we may here disregard ulterior objec-

tions, if any, which inhere in the method. We will consider nothing but the

relative efficacy of the respective methods for preventing the passage of water

through the tube. We will assume that the respective materials used as a film

or coating in the first method, as a layer in the second, and as a filling in the

third, are all composed of substances which are in themselves actually water-

proof.

Now, then, the question may be submitted to the common sense of anyone

interested: Which of these three methods is most likely to permanently

prevent the passing of any water through the tube?

*

e

Myself and Me

I'm the best pal that I ever had;

I like to be with me

;

I like to sit and tell myself

Things confidentially.

I often sit and ask me
If I shouldn't or I should,

And I find that my advice to me
Is always pretty good.

I never gor"acquirfnted" with myself

Till here of late,

And I find myself a bully chum

—

I treat me simply great.

I talk with me and walk with me,

And show me right and wrong;

I never knew how well myself

And me could get along.

1 never try to cheat me,

I'm as truthful as can be

;

No matter what may come or go,

I'm on the square with me.

It's great to know yourself and have

A pal that's all your own;

To be such company for yourself

You're never left alone.

You'll try to dodge the masses

And you'll find a crowd's a joke

;

If you only treat yourself as well

As you treat other folk.

I've made a study of myself,

Compared with me the lot,

And I have finally concluded

I'm the best friend I've got.

Just get together with yourself

And trust yourself with you,

And you'll be surprised how well yourself

Will like you if you do.

—From ''Brains.

\Y
\ \ ! IS Architects

^RING the last few weeks, certain London daily papers have been

making an entirely unreasonable fuss a'bout the delinquencies of

architects with regard to domestic buildings, and have suggested

that ladies were much more suited to design works of this class. The

principal argument has been that architects, as a rule, forget to supply a

sufficient number of cupboards, as if these certainly useful accessories

could not be just as well introduced by any architect, and would be so

introduced, if they were demanded by the client, or even hinted at by

the client's wife, when the plans were being prepared. As a matter of

fact, however, the greater number of people prefer furniture to fixtures of

this' sort, particularly in bedrooms, while doctors most emphatically en-

dorse the use of pieces of furniture, which can be removed during the

annual spring-cleaning, rather than an unlighted cupboard, which remains

unventilated, and necessarily possesses dark corners, where spiders and

dirt have it all their own way. In America, the large cupboard, still to be

found in old country farmhouses here, is usually provided in all rooms

;

but it is by no means an unmitigated blessing, while it occupies a large

amount of valuable floor area, which can generally be utilized to better

effect by throwing it into the room.

It is many years now since the question of the advisability of ladies

practising as architects was first seriously raised, and if the arguments

were no stronger in favor of women entering the architectural field than

those put forward in the papers just recently, the case would be an exceed-

ingly feeble one. On the face of it, there seems little reason why women
should not succeed in architecture as well as, let us say, in portrait-painting

or novel-writing; yet the fact remains that although many ladies are good

novelists, and some are good painters, and even good sculptors, none have

yet successfully entered the field against^man in many other callings, of

which architecture is one. It is not, as some seem to think, that they

are unfitted for'lthe practical side of the work, interviewing clients, con-

strolling clerks of works and contractors, and supervising material; for,

after all, most of this can be done by skilled assistants, while it is not very

far removed from much of the work which a lady doctor or nurse has of

necessity to do. Primarily, an architect's work is that of designing and

planning, the necessary mental capacity and artistic instinct com-

bined with a sound knowledge of the materials employed, and their

capabilities, all apparently being within the range of a woman's

compass. Yet—and we say this in spite of the fact that a few

ladies have courageously taken up the profession of architecture, and

have attained to moderate proficiency therein—we submit that gener-

ally, if not universally, the female intellect has, so far, proved its in-

capability of producing high-class architectural work. It is much the same,

it may be said, with certain other callings, such as law, and with them,

as with architecture, there is apparently no reason for it. Much the same

mental capacity is necessary for planning a house or great public building

as for planning a novel, very similar artistic instinct is required for design-

ing a mansion as for painting a satisfactory landscape picture. Possibly,

some lady in the future may show that architectural work is not beyond

her .sex; but up to the present nothing material has been done. It seems

as if women can criticise better than they can create—that they have the

power of seeing what is bad and what is good in the schemes produced

bv man more than the capacity for producing the good themselves. Even

in little things they have a wonderful inability to grasp practical essentials.
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Sonic few years ago, within our knowledge, a design for a small house

was prepared for a lady elient. As is usual she wanted a good dea o

accommodation for a very little money; and, bemg dissatisfied with all o

several schemes which her architect produced for her inspection, she said

she was certain she could make a better plan herself, and she set to work

to do so, producing it before long for his inspection with a considerable

amount of pride. She had certainly obtained large rooms out of small

compass, but she had done it by getting rid of the hall entirely, running

up a staircase between two walls so as to block all entrance to the

dining-room, and by giving a headway to the staircase of some 4 feet.

Staircases, by the way, are generally stumbling-blocks to women. Another

lady architect of our acquaintance had exceedingly magnificent ideas until

she came to put them upon paper, when her plans consisted mostly of

wandering and unlighted passages, leading by devious routes to numerous

dissociated small rooms. On the other hand, ^he could design sur ace

decoration, furniture, and other accessories with some amount of skill.

Is it not in this direction, we would ask, that woman s talent might be

best directed? Many ladies now take up such work as this; but they

eenerallv do so at art schools, and without any idea of there being any

architectural basis for their work, with the result that much of what they

produce is utterly unsatisfactory in execution, though good as a design

upon paper We venture to think that for such it would be a good thing

to spend a year or two in the study of architecture, not with the idea of

practising as architects, but in order to obtain the necessary basic knowl-

edge of styles, as well as of traditional details, to enable them to produce

work in applied ornament which shall be in conformity with the building

which it is intended to enrich. Very much of modern designing is based

upon natural forms, with the result that a new school is arising—and a

- very beautiful school, too—of art decorators. When, however, these

nature-taught designers begin to apply their work to practical use they

are often hopelessly at sea. A little while since an excellent book was

issued under some such title as "Design for Schools," in which plant forms

were analysed, and then conventionalized, with the idea of producing re-

peat patterns. Toward the end some examples were given of the appli-

cation of such work to carpets and to iron gates; but the gates, at least,

were unconstructional, the ornamental filling of the panels being made, for

example, to rest upon the leaves of thin, beaten metal, and not upon the

more substantial stems. This was the work of a man, who ought to have

known better ; but, if a man can so far go astray, surely a woman may be

forgiven for doing the same, if she has not been first taught that orna-

ment, when applied to anything solid, must be in conformity with the

material used, and have a constructional basis—and, we might add, a

traditional architectural basis also. It is not necessary, as was done in

this particular case, to introduce a thorn to represent a Gothic cusp upon

a gate carried by debased Renaissance posts. This sort of thing may not

be recognized by the average lady artist as being in the least degree out

of place, but it is enough to set the teeth on edge of any cultured archi-

tect, or, in fact, of any cultured man or woman who may happen to have

studied architectural detail.

There is, consequently, little to be said against women undergoing a

~ course of architectural training, provided that they recognize their limita-

tions sufficiently soon, and restrict themselves to such branches of archi-

tectural work as will be of use to them as designers of applied ornament.

[f any should develop unusual skill for planning and designing houses, or

even churches, hospitals, and public buildings, let them do so by all means,

but in conjunction with men who can grasp and thoroughly understand

the structural problems involved, and who are prepared to undertake the

more strenuous part of an architect's work.

One further limitation we would mention. Men usually work standing

at the drawing-board. This is all very well when the boards are small;

but large drawings necessitate large boards, and the strain of reaching

over js considerable. It is physically more than any woman should be

called upon to bear—infinitely worse than standing for long hours in a

draper's shop, which all humanitarians agree to be more than should be

allowed without a possibility of rest. Women can paint at an easel,

but physically they are quite unfit to work at a large drawing-board.—

The Building News, London.
*
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W^illiam Schroeder, the president of the California Art Glass W orks, i>

proud of the fact that his firm was one of the very first to resume operations

after the fire. He feels fortunate, too, that he saved from the fire a dozen

medals, one gold, that he received from the Paris Exposition and others

awarded him at the Lewis and Clark Exposition and at various state and

Mechanics' fairs in this state.
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Recent Legal Deci; \rchitects and
ji I

Compiled by JOHN E. BRAUY, of the New York Bar

Powers of Contractor

A CONTRACTOR being only a special agent of the owner, with limited

power, his authority to bind the property benefited for the payment
of the value of the material extends only to such material as is

reasonably and ordinarily sufficient properly to construct or repair the

building in accordance with the plans and specifications thereof, or in pur-

suance of the agreement and contract entered into between the owner and

the builder.—Valley Lumber & Mfg. Co. v. Nickerson, Supreme Court of

Idaho, 93 Pac. Rep. 24.

Compensation of Architect

Where an architect had prepared plans and specifications for the erec-

tion of a building under a written contract with the owner, providing for

compensation at a fixed percentage of the cost of the building, the architect

also agreeing to supervise the construction work, and subsequently the

owner arbitrarily abandoned the work so that supervision by the architect i

became impossible, it was held that the architect was entitled to recover

from the owner the reasonable value of the services performed prior to the

abandonment. Where the owner, after having entered into a building con-

tract, decides not to go on with the work he must pay for the benefits which

he has derived from the architect's services. Under such conditions the law

implies from the contract a condition that, in the event of the abandonment

of the undertaking by the owner, so as to prevent complete performance

of his contract by the architect, the latter may recover in an action at law

the reasonable value of the work which he had done pursuant to the con-

tract.—Stephen V. Camden & Philadelphia Soap Co., Court of Errors and

Appeals of New Jersey, 68 Atl. Rep. 69.

Right to Recover on Contract Not Fully Performed

In an action to recover the contract price for the construction of a

ditch, it appeared that the grade of the ditch for over one-ninth of its length

was not in accordance with its specifications, and the slopi^ of the upper

bank was not what had been stipulated for, and the testimony tended to

show that the ditch had not been completed when the action was brought.

In deciding that the plaintiiT was not entitled to a judgment the court re-

ferred to the common law rule under which a party, to entitle himself to

compensation under a written contract for services, was required to show

a full and exact performance. The rule has been relaxed by many courts

in building contracts, and it was held that the same principle should apply

to a contract for the construction of a ditch. Where the proceedings war-

,rant it, the tendency of the courts is to permit a recovery, even though there

has not been an exact and literal compliance, if the pontract has been sub-

stantially performed in good faith, and the work accepted by defendant,

when plaintiff can show the value of his services. But the action must be

brought for the reasonable value of the services rendered. In the present

instance the plaintiff, instead of bringing his action in such form, relied

upon a special contract and, having failed to show full performance, he

could not recover.—Lombard v. Overland Ditch & Reservoir Co., Supreme

Court of Colorado, 92 Pac. Rep. 694.

Effect of Waiver of Stipulation in Building Contract

One of the conditions of a building contract was that ''all finished floors

should be thoroughly kiln dried and taken from the kiln directly to the
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machine and then direct to the building, and only as fast as wanted for lay-

ing." At the request of the contractor this provision of the specifications

was waived so as to allow him to have the flooring kiln dried in the

Southern states where it was purchased, and put through the planing mill

and matching machine there before being shipped to the place where the

building was being erected. Over 100,000 feet of flooring was used in the

building and, by reason of the waiver of the provision mentioned, the cost

to the contractor was reduced by $7 per thousand feet. In an action

brought against the owner by the contractor, the owner attempted to estab-

lish a counter claim for the amount saved to the contractor as a result of

the waiver of the stipulation in regard to the flooring, but it was held that

the owner was not entitled to such a counterclaim. The object of the con-

tractor in requesting the w^aiver was doubtless to enable him to obtain a

better bargain in the purchase of kiln-dried flooring and the consent to

have the flooring kiln dried in the Southern states was unconditional. If

the owner had shown that the flooring absorbed moisture while being trans-

ferred to the building, or became injured or damaged in some other way,

or that the completed floors were inferior to the floors required by the

specifications, a different question would have been presented, but, under

the circumstances shown, the owner was not entitled to collect from the con-

tractor.—Thomas W. Finucane Co. v. Board of Education of City of

Rochester, Court of Appeals of New York, 82 N. E. Rep. 72>7.

Contractor's Right to Compensation for Extra Work

A contractor agreed in writing with a municipality to lay a sewer pipe

of the required dimensions along a certain route, at an average depth of

16 feet, in a locality which was supposed to be quite free from rock, upon

a bid of $1.50 per lineal foot. The bid was to include compensation for re-

moving rock from the sewer trenches, and no extra compensation was to

be allowed for tunneling. The agreement provided for a change in the

route by the engineer of the municipality, if desired, any increase in the

amount of work thereby required to be paid for at the price established for

such work under the contract. A change was made in the route whereby

the depth of the sewer trench was much increased and the work of excava-

tion was largely through rock. In an action by the contractor to recover

compensation beyond that prescribed in the contract, it was held that he

was not entitled to recover anything in addition to the $1.50 per foot agreed

upon. He should have provided against such contingencies in his contract.

The rule is that where one of two innocent parties must sustain a loss, the

—law casts it upon him who has agreed to sustain it, or rather the law leaves

it where the agreement of the parties has put it. The law will riot insert,

for the benefit of one of the parties, by construction, an exception which

the parties have not, either by design or neglect, inserted in their engage-

ment.—Costa V. Crawford Township, Court of Errors and Appeals of New
Jersey, 68 Atl. Rep. 160.

*
* *

Mistress—Norah, I told you to give that man with the hand-organ a

quarter to go down to the next block and grind his machine in front of Mr.

Cpps-Tart's house ; and he's out here on our sidewalk again

!

Norah—Yis, mum. He says th' leddy in the next block gave 'im half a

dollar to come back here, mum.—Chicago Tribune. .

It is the motive behind the sin that makes k one, and the virtue of in-

tention that absolves a seeming wrong.

t
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Casn ^c\io^n ;)U (
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By KARL H. NICKEL

FOR vears it has been the desire of the writer to embody in a small house

all the comforts and conveniences usually included in more pretentious

resitoicer striving always to keep in mind the needs of the fam.ly

,

first the houseviife by lightening her labors as much as possible ni the car-

of the house bT providing conveniences that would enable her to do her

housework in the short es? possible time and without the aid of servants;

second by providing comforts which appeal to the head of the fam.ly, mak-

Tg his honfe more Attractive than his clubs. With this m vew, a bunga ow

has been developed of which Casa Reposa, the subject of this article, is a

'^^"'Entrance to the living room is gained by terraces built of concrete

blocked oflf to represent tile. These terraces are ^""^""ded bj a concre e

buttress of sufficient height to msure privacy. A. ^eavy beam pergo

covers the terrace. The living room, 14x23 is paneled to a height otmne

feet while the ceiling continues along the Ime of the roof to a heigiit oi

hineln feet, leaving%he trusses exposed. The --^ ,-/.f '
';f ^f^^d

eicht windows. To the left of the arch to dining room is a fire Place tacea

Jth boiler tile and surmounted by a plank shelf.. Above the shel is a

miniature design of a house front, the doors and windows of which are the

cupboard doors. To the left of the fire place is an o d-fashioned settle.

The dining room is paneled to the stein shelf in leather, with tudor rose

design. Betwien the stein shelf and plate shelf is a frieze also of a tudo.

rose design. One side of the room is taken up by a combination sideboard

and china closet with a pass to the kitchen. The sink, stove and pantry

are placed in recesses, leaving the kitchen rectangular. Over the stove
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Casa RePosa—The Living^ Room

Casa Reposa— J'he Dining Room
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Casa Keposa-A bun ii V

- By KARL U. NICKEL

FOR years it has l)oen the desire of the writer to embody in a small house

af the e . Rrts an.l eonveniences usually included in more pretent.ous

rslinces striving always to keep in n,ind the --'\"/ -.-->•,;

first the housewife by liKhtening her labors as much as P-j-^^''? -^ "' ;'
[^\' ;^

of the house bv providing conveniences that would enable her to do tr

ho, sew ?k in the shortest possible time and without the aid of servants,

seco K bv I
'V Hnsco."forts which appeal to the head of the fannly, uu.k-

r s 1 on e n ore attractive than his clubs. With this in vtew, a bunRa o .v

lla" I'.on .l.velopcd of which Casa Reposa, the subicct of th.s article, is a

'-'''''Entrance to the hving roont is gained by terraces btnlt of concrete

blocked off to represent tile. These terraces are surrounded by a concrcU

intress of sttfl^cient height to insure privacy. A heavy -am l^rg,

covers the terrace. The living room, 14x23, is paneled to a height "» ""^

eet while the ceiling continues along the line of the -of t^,-,,'-^^ '

thirteen feet, leaving the trusses exposed. The
'•""•^•%7''

X'\!',''

,

ei-ht windows. To the left of the arch to dming room is a fire pl'i^c.l=^^\

with boiler tile and surmounted by a plank shelf.. A'--
\J,^.

^^^^ ^ ,;

miniature design of a house front, the doors and windows of ^vlich are

pboard door:. To the left of the fire place is an oRl-fash.oned ^^
The dining room is paneled to the .stein shelf in leather, with ti dor rose

design, l^.etween the stein shelf and plate shelf is a frieze a so of a "d. '

rose design. One side of the room is taken up by a combination ^Hleboanl

ami china closet with a pass to the kitchen. The sink, ^tove and panU>^

are placed in recesses, leaving the kitchen rectangular. Over the stoxc
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Casa Reposa— The Living Room

t-

Casa Ret'osa—The Dining Room
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alcove a hood was built with vents to the roof, which will carry off all

the steam and odor from cooking. The pantry is provided with counter

shelves, flour bins, lockers, and a cooling closet. A hall gives access to

three bedrooms, each contining a well-lighted closet, and also gives access

to the bath room. A towel and medicine closet is provided in the batn

room, while the linen closet opens on the hall.

Atttfrtrmt JnjBtitttt^ of Arrl|!ttrtB

(ORGANIZED 1857)

OFFICERS FOR M08:
Pkesident Cass Gilbert,

New York.
First Vice-President. . ..John M. Donaldson,

Detroit.

Second Vice-President. .. .William A. Boring,
New York.

Secretary and Treasurer Glenn Brown,
Washington, D. C.

Auditor for Two Years Robert Stead
Washington. D, C.

Board of Directors for 1908

For Two Years—Walter Cook, New York;
Edgar V. Seclcr, Ptiiladelphia; J. L. Mauran,
St. Louis, Mo.
For One Year— Alfred Stone, Providence,

R. I.; Irving K. Pond, Chicago, 111.; Ralph
Adams Cram, Boston, Mass.
For Three Years—Frank Miles Day, Philadel-

phia; R. Clipston Sturgis, Boston; George Cary,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Next Convention at Washington, D. C.

San Francisco Chapter of American Institute
of Architects

President A lbert Pissis
Vice-President William Mooser
Secretary-Treasurer Sylvain Schnaittacher

Trustees )
Henry A Schulze

I William Curlett

Southern California Chapter.

President Carroll H. Brown
Vice-President Myron Hunt
Treasurer August Wackerbarth
Secretary Ferdinand Parmentier

Board of Directors

A. F. Rosenheim Octavius Morgan
J. Lee-Burton

Caltfarnta ^tatr Soarb nf Arrl|ttrrturr

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

President Henry A. Schulze
Vice-President John P. Krempel
Secretary-Treasurer Lionel Deane
AssT. Secretary-Treasurer. .. .Fred H. Roehrig

t Wm. Curlett
Trustees X Cli nton Day

I Joseph C. Newsom

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
President John P. Krempel
Secretary-Treasurer Fred H. Roehrig

I Octavius Morgan
Trustees

-^ Sumner P. Hunt
( Wm. S. Hebbard

Los Angeles Architects Meet

The regular monthly meeting of
Southern California Chapter, A. I. A.,

was" held on Tuesday evening, May 19th,
at Levy's cafe, Los Angeles, and was
well attended. In addition to the gen-
eral business items disposed of, the
directors* also held a meeting and re-
ported on a number of questions which
had been previously submitted to them.

Architect Arthur Roland Kelly was
unanimously elected to membership.
The chapter decided to contribute to

the fund for obtaining prizes in the
competition planned by the Washington,
D. C, chapter of the institute for decora-
tive schemes for Pennsylvania avenue,
at the Capitol, Inauguration Day, March
4, 1909. All members of the institute

are asked to submit designs for the plan
of decoration, and prizes will be awarded
by a committee of well-known architects.

The National Society of Fine Arts and
the Washington Chapter have each con-
tributed $100.

Architect Timothy W^alsh, a member
of the Boston firm of Maginnis, Walsh
& Sullivan, who has been a resident of
Los Angeles for the past two years, was
present and announced that he would
shortly leave for the East for an in-

definite stay. He went to Los Angeles
for the express purpose of erecting the
magnificent Catholic cathedral, but on —
account of the financial stringency, its

erection has been delayed.
The association regretted the neces-

sary action of Mr. Walsh, and the mem-
bers individually expressed themselves
to the retiring member.
The next meeting will be held in Sep-

tember, and a special program will be
prepared.

New Building for Pomona College

Through the generostiy of Dr. D. K.
Pearsons, the Chicago philanthropist,
Pomona College is to receive a gift of

$25,000, and this sum will be supple-
mented with $15,000 additional. The
money will be used in the erection of a
men's dormitory, which will be of rein-

forced concrete construction. It is

hoped to have it ready for occupancy
next fall. Rev. C. B. Sumner, financial

secretary of the college, has the matter
in charge.

>•' I
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The Contractor's Soliloquy

"To cut, or not to cut, that is the ques-

tion.
.

Whether 'tis not better in the end

To let the chap who knows not the worth

Have the work at cut-throat price, or.

To take up arms against his competition.

And, by opposing cut for cut, end it.

To cut, and by cutting put the other

cutter

Out of business! 'tis a consummation

Devoutly to be wished. To cut, to slash.

Perchance myself get it in the neck,

Ay there's the rub; for when one starts

To' meet the other fellow's price, tis like

as not
J t J

He's up against it good and hard.

To cut and slash is not to end confusion

And the many evils the trade is pestered

with;
, ^

Nay, nay, Pauline; 'tis but the forerunner

Of debt and mortgage such course por-

tends. .

'Tis well to get the price the work is

worth
-And not be bullied into doing it

For what So-and-So will do it for.

Price-cutting doth appear unseemly

\nd fit only for the man who knows not

What his work is worth, and who, ere

long,

By every stress of ipaking vain compari-

'Twixt bank account and liabilities,
^^

Will make his exit from the business.

More Schools for San Diego

The San Diego Board of Education at

its last meeting adopted resolutions rec-

ommending the expenditure of $40,UUU

in the erection of new schools, a four-

room building to cost $15,000 at Brook-

lyn Heights, and an eight-room addition

to the Logan Heights school, the cost of

which is estimated at $25,000. Both

buildings will be of brick construction.

New Church

The Presbyterians of San Bernardino

are planning the erection of a new

church edifice during the summer
months. The church trustees have se-

cured a building site on E street, be-

tween Sixth and Seventh streets. Rev.

A. G. Fessenden, formerlv of Los- An-

geles, is pastor of the church.

San Francisco's City Hall

In a report on the San Francisco City

Hall and what should be done with it.

City Architect Newton J. Tharp declares

the building is of excellent design, but

that its jcomplete restoration will cost,

according to which of two suggested

plans may be adopted, $4,550,000 or

$5,250,000. For the former figure the

structure may be rebuilt on the present

foundation, which Architect Tharp de-

clares to be,in excellent condition, while

the latter estimate represents the prob-

able cost of rebuilding with a new foun-

Two estimates are furnished for the

rehabilitation of the dome and rotunda.

One plan is that the dome and tower

should be removed as far down as the

top of the rotunda, the latter to be cov-

ered with a new dome, low and of light

construction. This would cost, it is esti-

mated, $3,036,000. The second plan pro-

vides for taking down dome and rotunda

and rebuilding them on the old design.

The estimated expense is $3,965,000.

Under the plan of rebuilding the City

Hall upon the present foundation the

City Architect figures that a four-story

modern steel frame, fire and earthquake

proof building of new design, "except

that it would follow the same general

excellent arrangement and outline as at

present," may be constructed within

three years if the funds are made avail-

able The extra floor would be within

th'e height limit of the old three-story

building, the rooms of the original struc-

ture being too high as to ceilings for

heat, light and ventilation.

The rebuilding, including the founda-

tion, the architect estimates, would take

four years.

Pers9nal Mention

A Portland exchange says: William E.

Leland, S. B., of San Francisco, a consult-

ing engineer who was associated with the

construction of the Federal building in

Portland, is in the city on a few days visit.

After the Federal building here was com-

pleted. Mr. Leland went to San Francisco,

where he was associated in construction ot

the magnificent postoffice structure. After

the earthquake, he went into business on hib

own account, and has prospered.

University Science Building

The plans of Architects Holmes Bros,

of Tucson, Ariz., were accepted by the

Board of Regents of the University of

Arizona, for the new science building to

be erected on the college grounds at

Tucson. It will be three stories high,

146x60 feet in size, and of brick con-

struction. It will cost, when completed,

$40,000.

$225,000 Concrete Structure

The building permit authorizing the

construction of the prooosed eight-story

and basement building at San Diego tor

Henry Timken, has been granted by t le

board of public works of that city, i ne

olans were prepared by Architect Harri-

son Albright of Los Angeles, and call tor

a reinforced concrete structure thetota.

cost of which is estimated at $2^i),uw.

Architect Mathews Vindicated

It is now the sacred law of Marin county,

Cal., that homes of architectural rarity may
be duplicated. Superior Judge Lennon has
ruled that Armond de Courtieux, a butcher,

may have built for him the same sort of

house that F. V. Madison, an attorney
practicing in San Francisco, proudly dwells

in. The court also held that Architect

Edgar Mathews of San Francisco may
duplicate his designs, for, Judge Lennon
held, Mathews has a certain personalitv

which he expresses in the houses he builds,

and to restrain this personalitv by an in-

junction would mean to deorive him of his

means of livelihood and stifle art.

The question of architecture came up in

an injunction suit brought by Madison to

restrain Mathews from constructing for

De Courtieux, the local butcher, a home
near the Madison domicile on the same
quaint lines that had made the Madison
mansion a joy to the Madison heart.

Madison claimed that the peculiar old

English cut of his home should not be

duplicated in this world, or at least not in

San Rafael, and when the embryo home of

the man from whom he purchased his

steaks and chops assumed the lines of his

own home the attorney waxed wroth and
brought suit. Judge Lennon ruled as fol-

lows:
"If this injunction were granted it would

have the practical efi"ect of putting Archi-

tect Mathews out of business, because his

personalitv expresses itself in a certain

type of house, and this injunction seeks to

restrain him from constructing that type.

The application for a restraining order is

therefore denied."

Architectural League of America

The Architectural League of America an-

nounces the date and place for holding the

next convention of the league as September
17, 18. and 19. at Detroit, under the aus-

pices of the Detroit Architectural Club.

It is hoped that the members of the,

league will make unusual eff"orts to be pres-

ent at this convention, for apart from the

personal pleasure and benefit derived from
attending is to be considered the interest

and enthusiasm that will be added to the

cause b" p^iving it the sanction of their

presence.

This urging may seem somewhat prema-
ture, but as the inactive season of the clubs

is almost at hand and the convention will

be held before the clubs take up their fall

work, it seems proper to bring this matter
to the attention of the members while they

are still interested in active club w;ork, and
it is scarcely hoped that all will make every
effort to attend.
For the information of those who desire

to secure the Architectural Annual, before
the supply is exhausted it is announced
that the same can be secured from M. A.

Vinson, 205 Caxton Building, Cleveland, O.
The Annual contains many items of in-

terest to the members of the league relative

to the various architectural clubs, and many
illustrations of important works and article"-"

of interest to the profession at large.

The revised constitution and by-laws
which were amended to meet the require-
ments and conditions governing individual
membershin established the first of this

year, can be secured by apolving to H. S.

McAllister, nermanent secretary, 729 Fif-

teenth street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

The Competitive System

The following clipped from a recent issue

of the Boston Herald presents certain

phases of the competitive system in the
selection of an architect, that reads almost
like a burlesque of present methods:
"On the eve of erecting a $250,000 build-

ing for a new classical high school in Lynn,
Mass., members of the city government
have discovered that all the plans which
architects, in response to a request from the

board of public works have submitted, are

for a building larger than the lot on which
the new school is to stand.

"The preliminary steps of the work have
been in charge of the school board and the

board of public works, and it was only

within a day or two that the aldermen dis-

covered the plans were for a school bigger

than the lot of land, and that while the

diff'erent sets of plans were supposed to

be anonymous, those in charge knew from
which architect each of the four sets came.
It has also been learned that no provision

has been made as to whether or not the

interior of the school shall be of fireproof

construction.

"Although each architect has submitted

with his plan an estimate of the cost of

the building, this was done without regard

to the question of interior construction, and
consequently the figures could not stand

for much.
"Last year the heads of the school de-

partment informed the committee appointed

to buy the land that a lot on North Com-
mon street, with a 200-foot front, would be

large enough. The lot was purchased. This

year the school board, when asked by the

board of public works as to the type of

school wanted, asked for one the size of

which would more than cover the lot.
^

"The board of nublic works sent this re-

quest to the architects asked to compete,

with the result that all plans are now too

big
"The school board and the board of pub-

lic works are now in a dispute as to the

selection of one of the plans. The claim

is made that the best plan is to be selected

purely on its merits and without its being

shown who the architect is that drew it.

Each plan is designated by a letter and, in

theory, is supposed to be anonymous."
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EAST LOOKS
VEST FOR
tSINESS

Every day one sees fresh evidence

of confidence on the part of the

East in Pacific Coast

business. More Eastern

concerns are seeking

San Francisco trade to-

day than at any time

since the fire. Some say this is due

to the general let-up back there. In

a measure this is true. One com-

pany, whose factories otherwise

would be idle, is running overtime

filling orders for $2,000,000 worth of

material for San Francisco. It is no

secret that there is still plenty to be

done here. The man who thinks

San Francisco is already rebuilt and

that from now on there will be a fall-

ing oflf in the volume of construction

work has another guess.

Now and then we hear of a firm

that has recalled its coast represen-

tative who has probably failed to

''make good" and has convinced his

employer that San Francisco is on

the wane so far as building con-

struction is concerned. But these

instances are few, and probably the

city is none the worse oflf by the loss

of such an outfit. The real wide-

awake Eastern house is not anxious

to abandon San Francisco now. Far

from it.

Business is right dull these days in

the East. New buildings are in less

demand than ever before, and whde

money is tight promoters are not

going to tie it up in improved real

estate. San Francisco, on the other

hand, is the only city of any size m
the world that is not overbuilt.

Good times or bad times there is a

certain amount of building to be

done here that cannot be neglected.

Wonderful strides have been made

already but the building has nearlv

all been in business and commercial

structures. There remain to be built

apartment houses, schools, churches

and factory buildings which will re-

quire an expenditure of several mil-

lions of dollars. Much of this money

is at hand. Only a few days ag*^

the Equitable Life Insurance Com-

pany loaned a San Francisco woman

a quarter of a million dollars with

which to complete a great Class A
building. That shows there is no

longer any hesitancy on the part of

Eastern houses to advance us

money.
A majority of the Eastern concerns

that have established branches on

the coast have shown a disposition

to spend here at least a portion of

the money received from San Fran-

ciscans. This is right and the com-
pany that holds to this policy will

succeed. There are a few concerns,

however, which deserve the failure

which threatens them. They expect

their representatives to do wonders

but are not willing to spend a cent

to accomplish these results. We
have in mind a mail chute company
that is flooding the Eastern maga-
zines with advertising but isn't will-

ing to spend a dollar on the Coast,

yet expects a monopoly of the busi-

ness. It may discover its mistake

when it is too late.

PROPER
PRESERVATION

OF ARCHITECT-

URAL RELICS

The question of what to do with

an old and monumental structure

that has out-lived its

practical use, yet

has an ever increas-

ing architectural and
ethnological value, is

now being squarely

met at Columbus, Ohio, says the

Western Architect. The State

House, designed by Bulfincia, stands

with the White House ^ the

Octagon House at Washingfon as

an expression of our earliest archi-

tecture. It is the more valuable, be-

cause it is the oldest public building

west of the Alleghanies that remains

without alteration, and was de-

signed by a trained architect and is

expressive of his time.

It may be a question whether
it is worth while to preserve our

relics, and if commercial and art

advancement does not demand that

we wipe the slate clear at every

centennial, and only preserve that

which will aid the advancement of

each. But if, on the contrary, we
wish to preserve the best that our

forefathers left us, then the State

House at Columbus should remain

upon its site, a carefully preserved

memorial to that advancement from

small beginnings. It is ridiculous

to talk about remodeling or adding

to this building. It cannot be

brought up to modern ideas of

utility without wholly destroying

just those features which make it

valuable as an architectural relic.

WORLD'S COM-

PETITION FOR A

SHAKESPEARE
MEMORIAL

A competition that should excite

a world-wide interest, both in an
aesthetic sense and**

because of the gen-

eral interest in the

object, is that for a

memorial to Shakes-

peare, to be erected

in London, for which a fund of one

million dollars is to be raised. The
project, as far as outlined by the

Shakespeare Memorial Committee,

contemplates a world's competition

open to English speaking races. The
memorial is to be an architectural

monument, including a statue, and

the committee plans that each de-

sign in the competition be submitted

by an architect in collaboration

with a sculptor. The committee of

selection will be composed of a

sculptor, to be nominated by the

American ambassador. Lord Esher,

Lord Plymouth, Sir E. Poynter,

P. R. A., Sir Aston Webb, R. A.,

Mr. Belcher, A. R. A., Mr. Thomas
Brock, R. A., and Mr. Sidney

Colvin.

Competitions

The Western University of Pennsyl-

vania has made arrangements to hold a

competition among architects, under th**

terms of a program prepared by Pro
fessor Warren P. Laird of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. The prize of this

competition will be the commission to

design and supervise the first building

to be constructed, that for the depart-

ment of the School of Mines, for which
a fund of $175,000 is now available.
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A Twentieth Century Home
The ideal twentieth-century home has

just been completed at Carroliton, 111.

The house is constructed of concrete

and there is not a sign of a chimney,

although the building is supplied with an

abundance of artificial light and heat.

Neither is there any fire in the house,

nor coal, nor ashes, nor dangerous gases.

While this wonderful residence, built

by Mr. F. M. Sinsabaugh of the Carroll-

ton Light, Heat and Power Company, is

the first of its kind in the world, it is

beyond a doubt a good example of Nvhat

the average American home will be in a

few years from now, when both wood
and coal have become too expensive for

common use.

Mr. Sinsabaugh's model home is two
stories high, with attic and basement and

has eight rooms on the two main floors.

In building this dwelling Edison's idea of

a concrete house to be poured in one big

mould was not carried out, yet the foun-

dation and walls are of concrete blocks.

The concrete was mixed on the site and

moulded into the building blocks as re-

quired. There was no waste of building

material. The floors are of wood and

the interior is finished in plaster and oak.

The style of architecture is of the plain,

substantial mission type.

Perhaps the most novel feature about

this wonderful residence is the fact that

it is heated by steam from a central sta-

tion. There is no noisy, dustv furnace

in the basement demanding daily atten-

tion all the long winter months. Instead

the steam, which usually goes to waste

about small electric light plants, is car-
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ried to the house by underground pipes.

This steam pipe enters the house in the

basement and is carried to the rooms
just the same as the steam from an or-

dinary furnace. The rooms are heated

with steam radiators. Of course some
special arrangement had to be supplied

to furnish hot water for the bath room.
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Electric Kitchen in the 20th Century Home

Near the ceiling in the bath room is lo-

cated a water tank which is kept con-
stantly hot by a number of small pipes

through which a continual flow of hot

steam is maintained. This tank supplies

hot water for the bath and to the wash
bowls located in two of the upstairs bed
rooms. Of course the house is also

wired for electric heat in case anything
should happen to the steam heating

svstem.
When it is remembered that there are

no fires about this modern dwelling the

visitor begins to wonder how the meals
are cooked. No steel range is visible in

the neat and roomy kitchen. No sooty
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j?as stove glares black and threatening

from the side walls. The principal article

of furniture seems to be an oak side-

board. This "sideboard" is nothincr more
or less than an electric stove. Back of

the wooden cabinet is a small switch-

board and all the utensils arranged on
the stove are connected to this swtich-

board with suitable wires and plugs. A
turn of a switch and the electric tea-

kettle is singing over invisible heat.

With the same ease the frying pan,

cereal cooker, griddle, broiler, vege-

table cookers, etc., are made ready

to do their share of the work of

preparing a meal. Beside the cabinet

sits the electric oven wherein the heat

is so economized and concentrated that

the choicest roast can be prepared in less

time than it usually takes to start a slow

coal fire. The other electrical kitchen

devices, including the electric flatiron,

are used in the same clean, simple and
economical manner. There is no swel-

tering heat in the kitchen, no soot, no
ashes, no dirt, no hot fires for ironing

days; no lugging of heavy scuttles of

coal from the basement.
In fact, so easily and conveniently are

the meals cooked that the coffee, tea and
toast are orepared right on the dining

room table. The electric coffee per-

colator, at the turn of a switch, prepares

the coffee while the cereal is being eaten

and the toast is ready when the coffee is.

The cost of cooking the meals by elec-

tricity in this home is estimated at less

than $3.50 a month for a family of five

persons .

By utilizing the waste steam from the

electric light plant the cost of heating

the house in cold weather is reduced to a

minimum.

A Good Cement for Glass

Melt a little isinglass in spirits of wine

;

add a small quantity of water ; warm the

mixture gently over a moderate fire. When
mixed by thoroughly melting it will form a

perfectly transparent glue, which will unite

glass so nicely and firmly that the joint will

scarcely be noticed by the most critical eye.

1 /w Amertcan Fall Illuminated

Illuminating Niagara

By Harold J. Shepstone

To see the Niagara Falls at their best

one has now to inspect them at night,

when the great expanse of falling water
is lit up by beautiful colored lights.

It is the greatest illuminating feat ever

attempted, and a sight, once seen, never
to be forgotten.
For years the neople at Niagara have

talked over the possibilities of making
the falls attractive at night by illuminat-

ing them, but for a long time the prob-

lem baffled them. Visitors arriving in

the neighborhood of the falls late in

the evening have nothing particular to

entertain them; they cannot see the falls,

though, of course, they can hear the

ceaseless roar of the waters. Various
schemes have been suggested to make
the great cataract attractive at night,

but it was left to Mr. Anthony C. Doug-
lass, the genial Mayor of the City of

Niagara Falls, to show how the feat

of illuminating the falls could be ac-

complished. He deserves the greatest

praise for his enterprise, for it is pos-

sible now to see Niagara at night bathed
in the most gorgeous colors.

Strictly speaking, there are two dis-

tinct waterfalls at Niagara. The river

is split in two by a rocky outcrop known
as Goat Island. The Canadian side is

known as the Horseshoe or Canadian
Fall, with a descent of a hundred and
fifty-eight feet and a width of two
thousand six hundred and forty feet,

while on the other side of the island is

the second cataract, the American Fall,

one hundred and sixty-two feet deep.
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with a width of about a thousand feet.

The volume of water that sweeps over

these two chasms is about fifteen mil-

lion cubic feet a minute.

It was on September 2d last that the

falls were illuminated for the first time

in their history. This feat was ac-

complished by the use of powerful

searchlights. In all fifty searchlights

were used, specially made for the pur-

pose by the General Electric Company,
the majority of them being equipped

with thirty-inch projectors. They were

placed in the necessary position by Mr.

W. D'A. Ryan, illuminating engineer to

the General Electric Company. One
"light battery," so to speak, consisting

of twenty-one searchlights, was planted

in the gorge on the Canadian side of

the river, near the Ontario Power Sta-

tion. The lamps were arranged in the

form of a crescent, their work being to

light up both the American and the

Horseshoe Falls. The second battery

was placed on the cliffs above the power

station, to throw their dazzling beams

of light upon the upper portions of the

falls, while a third battery was set up

in Victoria Park to asist in lightmg up

the American Falls.

The necessary power to operate the

searchlights was generated by the falls

themselves, so it was in reality a case

of Niagara lighting itself. It required

three hundred electric horse-power to

operate the plant, and the effect of the

combined searchlights was to throw out

a light equal to two hundred million

candle-power. It is almost impossible

for the lay mind to realize whdt two
hundred million candle power rays mean.

In order to make the illuminations more
attractive, the new "color scintillator,"

which consists of a circular frame con-

taining colored gelatine discs, was used

in connection with the searchlights. By
means of this device the great beams of

light can be tinted with any color at

the will of the operator. Thus, on the

eventful night, a soft white light was

first thrown on the American and Horse-
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shoe Falls. The spectators stood dumb-
founded. They had never witnessed such

a spectacle before. It looked as if the

waters that plunged over the famous
chasm had been converted into a silvery

mass of molten metal.

The onlookers would have been satis-

fied at what they had already seen, but

greater -#vonders were in store for them.
Suddenly, as if by magic, the tumbling
waters were changed into the deepest

of blues. This color was followed by
green, then yellow, red, and violet. Next
darkness reigned for a few moments;
then a small portion of the falls was
lit up by a powerful white ray, the suc-

ceeding portion by a blue, and so on,

until some dozen different colored

waters were seen tumbling over the same
ledge. Then the scheme was reversed.

White rays played along the ridge of

the cascade, while a few feet below the

waters were of a different color, and
so on, until the bottom of the falls was
reached. Such harmony, such blending,

was never witnessed before, the ever-

moving, dancing spray-cloud creating
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effects that were fascinating and daz-

zling in the extreme. The intermingling

of the colors surpassed all rainbow ef-

fects ever seen by day in this place of

wondrous water beauties.

"No author has yet been able to de-

scribe the grandeur of the effect," said

Mr. Douglass to the writer, and he is

certainly correct. It would require a

Tennyson to do the scene justice. The
ordinary imagination fails in its atternpt

to describe the beauties of the flying

mists and tumbling waters when illumi-

nated from the outer darkness with all

the splendor and glory of the great

Northern Lights. The Horseshoe Fall

afforded a magnificent opportimity for

using a solid color, and either in red or

b.Lue its glory was beyond description.

A decidedly charming effect was seen at

the Horseshoe when red, white, and
blue rays were flashed on different sec-

tions of the waters.

After the rays had been turned upon
the waters for some time a number of

bombs were discharged. The result of

these explosives was the formation of

smoke-clouds. As soon as these clouds

appeared the searchlights in the gorge
battery were at once turned upon thern.

The ascending smoke produced an arti-

ficial cloud effect that rendered possible

wonderful color reflections. In some in-

stances these cloud effects resembled
star-clusters and were altogether very

beautiful.
:" Occasionally the powerful electric rays

were projected on to the famous steel

bridge that spans the gorge below the

falls, completely outlining the whole
gigantic structure of steel and reveal-

ing the crowds gathered there to see the

illuminations. Then the beams of light

were thrown on the rapids below the

falls, the effect in this instance being

very grand. Presently the whole of

the searchlights threw their beams up-

wards into the sky. These great white

bars of light were visible a hundred miles

away; indeed, they were faintly seen at

Syracuse, a hundred and fifty miles dis-

tant!

As already stated, the falls were il-

luminated for the first time on Septem-
ber 2d last. In order to install the

necessary plant, Mr. Douglass, the enter-

prising Mayor of Niagara Falls City,

raised a fund of a thousand pounds,

with this sum be was able to illuminate

the falls for an hour nearly every iiight

for a month. At the moment of writing

he is busy making preparations for the

installation of a permanent plant, which
is to be in operation in 1908. This

plant will be more powerful than the

experimental one described, and it is

computed that it will cost twenty
thousand pounds and require six hun-

dred pounds a year to operate it.—Ex.
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Copyrights Plans of His Home

In order to prevent other ambitious

builders of artistic homes from copy-

ing the design of his new suburban resi-

dence, a weahhy resident of Spokane
has copyrighted the plans and published

to the world that no one else in the

Falls city shall duplicate the house with-

out the consent of Mr. Martin.
^ The house in question is a strikingly

original and attractive building, which

has just been completed in Spokane's

well-known residential quarter. It con-

forms to no particular style of archi-

tecture, but bears a close resemblance

to what is known as the Swiss bunga-

low.

The building is so altogether unique

and unlike anything known to modern
-architecture that a description of its

more salient points may not be unin-

teresting to prospective builders of at-

tractive homes. The front porch, cov-

ered with the main roof, has a cobble-

stone floor and is inclosed with lattice.

The pillars are shingled and between
them is a built-in seat. The house rests

on a rustic basalt foundation, and the

massive exposed chimney is constructed

of the same material. Brown shingled

walls, with trimmings of ivory white,

give to the house an unusual coloring.

.The windows have very small panes.
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The hardware throughout the house is

of brass, including a massive antique

knocker.
The ceiling follows the lines of the

roof and is spanned by solid beams. A
massive fireplace constructed of honey-
comb basalt rock, with heavy cement
mantel shelf. The chimney breast is

exposed to the ceiling and the hearth

is vitrified brick, raised five inches above
the floor level.: •

.

^
^1__

In the principal rooms the finish is

select fir, stained brown, and the floors

are waxed maple. The walls in the liv-

ing-room are treated in golden brown
and the ceiling in pumpkin yellow.

Delightful Dutch designs are carried

out in the dining-room. There is delft

blue paper wainscot to the height of the

platerail, battened with fir strips, above
which are Delft designs. The ceiling

is treated in drab. The kitchen is fin-

ished throughout in white enamel. A
uninue feature of the house is a tank
and sprinkler on the roof for use in

cooling the house in hot weather.
There are but six rooms in the struc-

ture, yet it cost to build about $6000.

Coast Electrical Club

The electrical men of the Coast are being

invited to join in the organization of a

club. This project was ready to be launched

in San Francisco two years ago, but the

disrupting effects of the disaster of that

time delayed its perfection until now. Per-

sonal needs and widely scattered business

interests have so occupied the attention of

possible members that the advantages of

social organization have been neglected.

The proposed club offers a convenient
center for congenial clans already organ-
ized, and also a rendezvous for those unat-

tached. The former include the Electrical

Trades Association, the Electrical Contrac-
tors' Association, the local members of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

and the Sons of Jove. Each of these or-

ganizations have frequent meetings and din-

ners, whose expense might be reduced and
whose attractiveness increased if held under
the auspices, or, at least, in the quarters of

such a club. It would in no way supersede
or assume their functions ; on the contrary,

it would help them by promoting comfort
and sociability.

As a nucleus, the club will rent and fur-

nish a handsome room in a central build-

ing, offering every convenience of a first-

class grill and hotel. There electrical men
can foregather and amicably meet one an-

other on a common basis. Visitors may
be put up for a meal or a month where
they can meet those they wish. Later an
assembly hall will be provided, and regular

meetings to hear practical papers on elec-

trical matters are proposed.

W.W. HUV.l

Strtjf'ttirdi i'^.niiinf'i'

All Classes oi Mciayu,

Now Pet < "

Rooms 401*-i<' ' tt}3 k «'-' • - '
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Some Industrial Information Worth the While

W. W. Montague & Co.

The mantel and tile department of W.
W. Montague & Company reports having

taken the contract for supplying all the

tile work in the James D. Phelan build-

ing, San Francisco. There will be some-

thing like 50,000 feet of floor tile in this

great office building which was designed

by Architect William Curlett. Thirty

thousand feet of floor tile will also be

laid by W. W. Montague in the Em-
porium building, besides about 4000 feet

of white enamel brick tile in the great

light shaft to the stair and elevator cor-

ridors of the Holmes building. The Mon-
tague & Co. did the tiHng in the new Fair-

mont hotel, 180,000 square feet, which was

one of the largest contracts of the kind ever

taken on the coast. Original St. Francis

hotel. 125,000 square feet; Flood building,

96,000; Pacific Union Club, 25,000; battle-

ships California, Milwaukee and South

Dakota, 13,500. All manufactured by the

American Encaustic Tiling Company of

Zonesville, Ohio. Besides office buildings

and hotels many fine residences have been

tiled by this company, including the palatial

Spreckels mansion.

Mr Webster, manager of the mantel

and tile department of W. W. Montague &
Co. is enjoying a well earned trip abroad

and in his absence the department is in

charge of George W. Hunt, a veteran, hay-

ing served more than thirty-five years in

the employ of W. W. Montague & Co.

The several large contracts recently

taken is evidence of Mr. Hunt's ability

to take care of things during his chief's

absence.

Good Sand for Concrete

The Marysville Sand, Cement Block and

Brick Company is after San Francisco busi-

ness; in fact the company is prepared to

fill orders for its materials anywhere on

the Coast. It has excellent shipping facili-

ties. The plant has a capacity of 12,000

cement brick and 500 cement blocks per

day. Fine pressed brick is the firm's

specialty. A fine quality of sand is handled

and is being shipped to anv section at

reasonable rates. Some recent shipments

went so far north as Portland, Or. The

sand is a crystallized quartz and possesses

98 per cent silica. Twelve cars of sand can

be shipped daily. Write for further par-

ticulars.
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Elevator Company Busy

The Hammond Elevator Company of

San Francisco may well feel proud of

the business it has done since the fire

in that city two years ago. It happened
that one or two of the very few build-

ings not seriously damaged by the fire

and earthquake were equipped with Ham-
mond elevators so that this company
enjoved the distinction of having in-

stalled the only passenger lifts that were
in operation immediately after the fire.

Since then the Hammonds have been
running their shops overtime to keep
pace with orders for both passenger and
freight elevators. Following is a partial

list of the buildings which have been
equipped with Hammond machines:
United States Quartermaster's Depart-

ment building at the foot of Van Ness
avenue, Fairbanks, Morse building on
First street, Security warehouse, Revere
Rubber Company, Electrical Appliance
Comnanv H. S. Crocker, Realty Im-
provement Company, Rosenblatt Com-
pany, E. Martin & Company, Second and
Folsom, Gabriel, Meyerfield Printing

Company, C. Shilling & Company, Mau-
rice Rosenthal, Marcuse building, Ameri-
can theater, Western Union building,

Sadler & Company, Shawmut building.

First and Mission streets, Hotel Aneta,

Turk street. Hotel Wells, six elevators in

the Whitcomb Estate building, a six-story

structure at Davis and Pacific streets,

Hotel St. Raphael, Sherwin & Williams

Company, Joseph Herrscher and the Roth-

child building facing Union Square.

The company manufactures its ma-
chines in San Francisco and is in a

position to fill orders anywhere on the

coast. Its deliveries are prompt and care-

ful, personal attention being given to all

installations. This company's elevators

do not infringe on any other company's
patents or rights.

The Hammond Company is at the pres-

ent time busy installing three large electric

freight elevators, each of three tons capac-

ity, in the new plant of the California Wine
Association at Winehaven, Contra Costa

county, California. The company's offices

and factory are at Seventh and King
-treets, San Francisco.

Good Advertising Man

The friends of Edgar M. Swasey will

be pleased to learn that he has again

taken up the advertising business inde-

pendently and beginning the first of

June he assumed entire charge of the

advertising end of the Paraffine Paint

Company. The excellent work which
Mr. Swasey did for this company before

the fire will be recalled. It was largely

due to Swasey's clever handling of the

advertising that made this company
known and talked about the entire

length of the Pacific Coast. For the

past year Swasey has been associated

with M. F. Hadley, who took hold of

the Paraffine Paint Company's^-advertising

when Mr. Swasey went East just before

the fire.

L. B. MOWE
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Manufacturing Oil Burning Plants

The Bennett Petroleum Burner Com-
pany has equipped its building with one

of the most complete plants for the

manufacture of oil burning apparatus in

the West and is prepared to turn out a

superior line of goods to the trade. Prompt

shipments are promised and the various

equipments can be installed readily without

the aid of experts. Any heating and

ventilating companies can put them in

without the slightest trouble. The Ben-

nett New Process Pneumatic equipment

is in use in many of the large office

buildings, hotels, apartment houses and

residences erected in San Francisco since

the fire and they will be glad to fur-

nish references upon application. The
company's manufacturing plant and gen-

eral offices are at 579-581 Howard street,

San Francisco.

About Gas Furnaces

So great is the demand, and there are

so many different kinds of this new
method of hot air heaters (gas furnaces) on

the market that the architect and owner

is at a loss to recommend or decide

which to use.

Where natural gas is to be had this

would be a very simple matter, owing to

the great heat produced and the fact that

it will not rust or burn out and at the

same time it costs less than manufac-

tured gas. But on the Pacific Coast there

is very little natural gas, and the life of

the ordinary gas furnace is only one or

two years. The usual deficiencies have

all been overcome in the Sterling Gas

Furnace by having all parts that come in-

direct contact with the gas fire made of

cast iron and all other narts nrotected

with a preparation that prevents rusting.

Another very important matter which

makes the Sterling a success is the low

cost of maintenance, which is made pos-

sible by utilizing all the heat m gas.

The cast iron dome is three inches above

the gas fire, where the greatest heat is

produced, a feature that no other furnace

on the market has, and withm two mm-
utes this dome will radiate a great heat

causing a suction of fresh air to be drawn

through the furnace and delivered into

the rooms.
The Gas Furnace Co. of 226 Oak

street, San Francisco, are installing and

supplying the trade with the Sterling

heaters.

ENNETT S
OIL BURNIN
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Concrete Houses

"Competitive Designs for Concrete
Houses at Moderate Cost," is the name of

an interesting publication just issued by the

Association of American Portland Cemenr
Manufacturers, Land Title Building, Phila-

delphia, and is sold at $1.00 per copy.

It will be remembered that during the

latter part of 1907, a prize competition was
instituted by the Association of American
Portland Cement Manufacturers, for the"

best plans of suburban concrete dwellings

of moderate cost, the range being from
$2,000 to $4,500.

The competition was under the direction

of Edear V. Seeler, Architect, and Sanford
E. Thompson, Civil Engineer, and there

were received some two hundred plans from
architects in nil parts of the United States.

At the time of the award, some little pub-
licity was given to the work done but in

order to properly bring the matter to the

attention of the public, the portfolio has

been issued, containing all the plans to

which nrizes were awarded. Each plan is

renresented by a cut and line drawing, a

ground plan, description and estimate of

cost by the architect, followed by the com-
ments made by the Jury of Award.

National Fireproofing Company

The National Fireprooting Company,
which recently opened offices at Nos. 972
and 974 Monadnock building, San Fran-
cisco, has already taken quite a few
good-size contracts. This company is

well known throughout the country, hav-
ing twenty-six factories and nearly as

many offices in all the large cities.

The National fireproofing Company
manufactures terra cotta, hollow tile and
are contractors for fireproofed building
construction. The company claims to

have fireproofed nearly ninety per cent

of the famous sky-scrapers in this coun-
try. The new Taft-Pennoyer building in

Oakland will be a fine example of their
-work— -^

Handsbme Art Glass Windows
The San Francisco Art Glass Works

has recently finished a very beautiful

memorial window for the Epworth
Methodist Episcopal church at Sanchez
and Clipper streets, San Francisco. The
design represents the Good Shepherd
and has been set in columns which give
the effect of beautiful onyx. The detail

is brought out with remarkable realness.

The window has been pronounced one of

tlie best specimens of the art glass man's
handicraft seen on the Coast in recent
years. A photograph of it will be
shown in the July Architect and Engi-
neer. Other notable installations by
Manager Johnston's company include two
smaller windows in the same church, one
-OLwhicJaJs entitled "Come unto Me," and

the other "Rock of Ages"; window in

Trinity Lutheran church entitled "The
Resurrection" and three in the Notre
Dame convent. These three are ex-
quisitely colored. They bear the titles:

"The Madonna," "Christ at the River
Jordan" and St. Joseph and tke Child."

Mcurcr Bros. Busy
3Ieurer Bros. Company report a good

demand for their Spanish tile and tin

plates. This company is manufacturing
a very fine grade of goods and architects

who have specified their material say
it is first class in every way. Recent
contracts placed through the Pacific

Coast agency, A. H. McDonald, man-
ager, include orders for galvanized
tiffany tile for covering the state build-

ing at Pullman, Wash., and an order for

some goods to cover the Rosenburg
hotel at Seattle, Wash.

Photograph of Window Made by

tttitrli Ari ibi.
510-512 TURK STKi.^

.

Phon*. Franklin I 588 San Francitco
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Occupies New Home

Few indeed, were the firms in San

Francisco that escaped the great fire and

earthquake of April 18. 1906. The Butte

Engineering Company, at that time with

offices in the old Oceanic Steamship

building at 327 Market street, was spared

no more than any one else. The com-

pany lost practically everything.

Messrs. Paul C. Butte and Edwin B.
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Main Switchboard in Facific Building

Pike, both young men with abundant
enterprise, were quick to anticipate the

future and no time was lost in perfecting

a strong organization. A third partner,

Arthur B. Lebenbaum, was taken in, and
on May 17, 1906, the company signed

its first contract for work in the rebuild-

ing of Greater San Francisco, although
their temporary place of business at 884

Folsom street was not finished until

June 1st.

During these two years of dust and
dirt the company has completed many
installations, most notable of which were
the Pacific building. Westbank building,

M. A. Gunst building, M. J. Brandenstein
warehouse and office, Bullock & Jones
building, Koenig Shoe Company build-

ing, Silverberg Estate building, A. K^
Realty Company building, Fillmore

street arches, Olympic Club pumping

apparatus, electric cranes for Dunham,
Carrigan & Hayden Company, Fremont
Iron Works, Tyler & Spotswood, Carr
Foundry and Machine Works, Pacific

Hardware and Steel Company, and many
other jobs.

The Butte Engineering and Electric

Company, after two years of success,

have found it necessary to seek more
commodious quarters, and to this end
a building of its own has been put up
at 683-85 Howard street, below Third
street, San Francisco. The company
moved in June 1st. The building is two
stories and basement of brick construc-

tion and the first floor is devoted to the

executive offices, engineering and draft-

ing departments while the upper floor is

especially constructed for the shop, pro-

nounced one of the best equipped elec-

trical shops on the Pacific Coast. It is

devoted to the manufacture of switch-

boards, electric hoists, and "most any-
thing that has a wire connected to it."

In the basement is the stock-room where
large quantities of conduit wire and elec-

trical supplies are kept on hand for their

own use.

The accompanying photographs show
the switchboard built in the shops of the

Butte Engineering and Electric Com-
pany and installed in the Pacific build-

ing; the other illustration shows some of

their conduit work to the Otis elevator

machinery in the pent house of the same
building.

Removed to the Worcester Building

The Northwest Bridge Works (J. R.

Bowles) has removed its office head-

quarters from 209 Stark street to 512-514

Worcester building, Portland, Ore. This

is the firm that is to build the rein-

forced concrete bridge at Union avenue,

across Sullivan's Gulch, and the bridge

Jo span the gulch at East Twenty-eighth
street. Preliminary work on the former
is now in progress.
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New Home of John M Gnu ^ ^

The illustration shown herewith gives

the reader a good idea of the commodious

new plant of the John McGuigan Company,

at 280 Seventh street, San Francisco. This

building was erected something less than

a year ago when Mr. McGuigan assumed

full charge of the sidewalk Hght business

formerly conducted in partnership with

Arthur Priddle.

Mr. McGuigan is a veteran in the busi-

ness and it is said of him that what he

does not know of sidewalk lights and water-

proof doors is not worth knowing.

Many of the principal buildings erected

in San Francisco since the fire have been

equipped with sidewalk lights manufactured

by the McGuigan Company and architects

and contractors who have used them are

united in praising their good qualities.

One of the most important contracts

taken recently by Mr. McGuigan calls

for 4000 square feet of floor lights for

the Emporium building, and which will

be set in a porcelite white enamel frame

—the first contract of the kind ever filled

on the coast.

dent; A. Schiller, vice-president; C. L.

Dam, secretary; Crocker-Woolworth
bank, San FranciscC, treasurer. The
Seattle office has been removed to San

Francisco. The fact that a large amount
of business for the company has grown
up in San Francisco, made it essential

that the company have a representative

there.

Under a New Name
About two years ago James E. Barker

founded the business of the Portland

Tile and Mantel Company. Subse-

quently an office was established at

Seattle. Meanwhile, from a very modest

and unpretentious beginning, the busi-

ness has grown and prospered. Re-

cently the original company was suc-

ceeded by the Barker Tile & Mantel
Company, incorporated in California for

$10,000. Its articles have also been filed

in Portland. The officers of the new
company are: James E. Barker, presi-
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The Parker Water Tube Boiler

The Keystone Boiler Works reports a

steady increase in orders for the Parker

water tube boiler. The Keystone Com-
pany are exclusive agents on the Pacific

Coast for this well-known boiler, pro-

nounced by experts one of the best on

the market, not only because of its dura-

ble qualities but on account of its abso-

lute safety and the fact that it is self-

cleaning. The Keystone Company has

one of the largest boiler shops in San

Francisco, and there is good evidence

of its business success in the statement

that a full force of skilled mechanics has

been kept busy almost without the loss

of a single day since the hre. Details

and price list of the Parker boiler will

be furnished upoif application. The main
office and works are at Main and Folsom
streets, San Francisco.

Successful Nevada Plant

The Empire Plaster Company have their

office at Sixteenth and Harrison streets,

San Francisco, and the manager, J. M.
Curry, says* that the plant, at which their

hard wall plaster is manufactured, located

at Empire, Nev., and equipped with the

Grand Rapids machinery, has been materi-

ally enlarged and is turning out large quan-

tities of plaster for the San Francisco

market. The president of the company and

principal owner is J. W. Adams of Carson,

a former governor of Nevada. Besides

handling the product of their factory, the

company- also sells the Blue Summit brand

of lime from the Union Lime Company of

Los Anp^eles.

Portland Architectural Firm

The latest addition to the rank and file

of Portland. Ore., architects is Thomas
M. Goodrich, of New York City. Mr
Goodrich has had wide experience in all

4b€ strenuous walks of his profession

The family is quite a remarkable one in

the matter of architectural endeavor. Th(

father, who died in Portland a year or

more ago, was well known in the profes-

sion, and his sons followed in his foot

steps, .\fter the death of Mr. Goodrich,

Sr., his son, C. L. Goodrich, continued

the business established by his father,

and, for a time, served as City Engineer

of St. Johns. The business continued to

increase, and now his brother, Thomas
M. Goodrich, has joined him under the

firm name of Goodrich & Goodrich.

Street Railway Magnate: "Who's the

complaint from?"
Secretary: *'A humorous chap. He

signs ^ himself, 'A patron of half an hour's

standinc'.'

"

I luil \\ ale i I'l uul:^

Is a solution with winch any hydrauli«

or building cement may be ternpered,

making it practically impossible to

force water through mortar or con-

rete even under heavy pressure.

Experts have tested it, engineers

and builders iiave used it, and prac-

tical men in all branches of construc-

ive work testify to the efficacy of

VQUABAR in water-proofing cement
ind concrete structures.

Does not evaporate or lose its strength

through age. n*»es not detract from the

strength of th cnent. Does not rust or

attack steel.

Samples will be furnished on application.

THE AQUABAR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND SOLE

AGENTS FOR THE

\s \ n k' i>i-.M)Hi !\< ! V.J ».
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We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish. £5

Write for Price List

J. H. REILLY & CO.
:23-:2« spencer RIac©

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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C'^r-rrn Chairs, Cimicii i ews and

Lcciesiastical Furniture. School

Desks, Lodge Furniture, Portable

and Assembly Chairs. Bank and

Office Furniture.

sn.% ii:k jf-HK
1'^- \Wi\^

610 Sacramento Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CHURCH & SCHOOL FURNITURE

OPERA CHAIRS

ASSEMBLY & FOLDING CHAIRS

BLACK BOARDS
LODGE FURNITURE

SAMPLES AT

141-145 GROVE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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*•
i- CONCRETE

CONSTRUCTION

WILLIAMS BUILDING
Third and Mission Sts. San Francisco, Cal.
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Sand, Gravel Cement, i>i

And Concrete Work Fii

WORKS :

B and FRONT STS. \i \KYSVILLE. CAL.

f * I

»

The Best Sand in the

Wc«t for Cement Work

CrystaUized Quartz 98 Per

Cent. Silica

This Sand is being shipped

as far as Portland, Ore.,

and other points, not be-

cnmr thry have no Sand,

1 ui i.t.aiisv they do not

have Our Kind.

Write for Sammies of

Brick and Sand

HERE'S A DANDY ! Just what youVe been looking for

iiional Concrete Stone
-- I

Write us about it

NATIONAL CEMENT MACHINE COMPANY

J. A. McDonald. Mar.
BAY CITY, MICH.

Eastern Firms Established in

San Francisco

The Willkomm Building Supply Com-
pany now has its offices with its warehouse

at No. 151 Tehama street, near Third, and

have added facilities for supplying ma-

terials and executing contracts in their

various lines. A. Willkomm, the well-

known building material dealer, is presi-

dent of this new tirm. which is incorpor-

ated under the laws of the States of New
York and CaHfornia.

During his recent trip East, in the early

part of the year, Mr. Willkomm convinced

a number of his principals that San Fran-

cisco offered an excellent field for busi-

ness, and as a result the Willkomm Build-

ing Supply Company represents some of

the largest and best known Eastern manu-
facturing companies. The American Lux-

fer Prism Company is in this combination,

and their Mr. J. E. Dwan will personally

attend to the matter of sidewalk lighting.

The Willkomm Building Supply Com-
pany are also agents for Asbestolith Fire-

proof Flooring and Wainscoting, Toch

Brothers' R. I. W. damp-resisting paints

and compounds, the New York Prism Co.,

the Union Fibre Company's Lith & Lino-

felt sound-deafeners, the New York Inter-

locking Tile Company's odorless rubber

iile,-the Acorn Natural Ventilator, the

Duplex Filter, Winslow's Hydrolythic Coat-,

ing for over-coming water-pressure, etc.

Special interest is attached to the lines

of fireproof doors, windows and trim,

which the new firm offers in a wide choice

of design and finish; and also to their

steel lockers and cabinets, offered at very

low figures.

Wants to Help Concrete Block Industry

J. B. Foote, of the J. B. Foote Foundry

Company, of Fredericktown, O.. is making

strenuous efforts to have a bill passed by

the various State legislatures which will do

much toward raising the concrete block in

the esteem of the architect, builder and con-

tractor. Mr. Foote realized some time ago

that a great deal of the prejudice which ex-

ists in some sections of the country was

caused by a lack of confidence, engendered

by poor workmanship and carelessness on

the part of the concrete operator. In order

to correct this impression he conceived the

idea that if a label could be pasted on each

block manufactured, showing the date when

manufactured, the proportion of cement

and aggregate, the brand of cement and

any other information regarding the sanie.

anyone could tell at a glance just what he

was getting and it would eliminate all

danger of failures.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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<I PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you
intend to equip your Drawing Room, re-

member that Keuffkl & Esser Co.'s

nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi-

sites for drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted, Complete illus
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ttki Who Carries Full Stock at all Times

J-M"ASBESTOS ROOFING

W'ear^ Longer
THAN w.v i OTHER ROOFING
)ecause it is composed of a practically

imperishable material.

'K, t
'^

^' '^•:-

THAN ANy OTHER ROOTING
because it possesses highest fire-re-

sisting properties and is wind, moisture

and weather-proof.

Costs Less
THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it is the "cheapest per year

roofing" on the market; coating or

painting not being necessary to pre-

serve it.

Write for Samples and Catalog

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

157 New Moatcomery St., San Francisco

iCoriJ*" /A. ^tnasiry Harry P. VoUmer

Robt. M. Beggt

I

It If

CONTRACTORS

FOR

GS

HOTEL EQUIPMENT

1930 Van Ness Avenue,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Telephone Franklin 2729
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mg V r\ong Co
IJ^ADINd ClilNliSi: BAZAA

T, , ,
^ Doujjias 1245

Telephonos-^(^hina 80

Cable Address. Sin^ Chong
A. B.C. Code. 4th and 5th Edition

Importers, WhcJesale and Retail Dealers in

BRONZES. CLOISONNES^ SATSUMAS, PORCELAINS.
IVORY EBONY. FURNltURE. JEWELrY. SCREENS.
SILK EMBROIDERIES. KIMONOS. HANDKERCHIEFS.
SHAWLS. GOWNS. BEADS. BED SPREADS. ETC.

\o, ;; o^uiiJ -609-611 Dupont Street

r,.f . v/f/\\/<nvV San Francisco, Cal

c

TELEPHONE MA

ornice Wor^

Metal Cornice, Skylights, Metal Roof-

ing, Metal Sash and Frames, Copper
Covered Doors and Store Fronts

A Snorialtv

134.- 136 14TH STREET
Bet. Howard and FoU

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

\\

i
! 5

I i

E. TOWLE H. G. HEILMAN

\

Www 4iid larhlc

firk h! ^^:s^ Hc^vriptMifi

Factory: 16th and CaroliaeSts. Phone Market 449

Office: 224 Mooadnock Bldz. Phooe Dooclas 1159

Estimates Cheerfully Given.

IV rpiN'Cf^^Cn CALIFORNIA

H

Telephone Oakland 8226 Telephone Home A 1 226

Laajrhlaiid h Schnebly Co,

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Cases
Interior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill :

1443-49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

=1
f ¥ \%

b i»i .1
1 1 % S ^t"

for your finer work, remember our

MEXICAN ONYX MARBLE is the

most beautiful stone you can use.

If you haven't samples and prices,

drop us a card. We'll see that you

^ei them at once.

C. F. SCHILLER H. W. BOWLF.Y

PACIFIC MARBLE WORKS

COLORED AND ITALIAN MARBLE

Mosaic and Terrazzo Work. Wainscoting.

Cement Ornamentations, Plumbers'

Slabs. Etc. Estimates given.

-* -r:-.

S-ERNSTINi ;

General Agents

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

L* fc fc T

I

Phone
MARKET 1509

OFriCE AND YARD

14th and SHOTWELL SIS.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

G. A. BUSHERT. Agent

10 Third Street, Koom 44

San Francisco. Cal.

W. E. HARTLEY & CO.

New York Block

Seattle. Wash.
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Draijon. Trade Mark

hinese Bazaa
S. "^^' C t;fjn-t Dupont
and i_ tiiitiji iiii» Streets

BRANCH STORES:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue. San Francisco

550 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

"QuaUty Counts in Buiidmg Material

The Western Builders' Supply Com-
pany of San Francisco has been incor-

porated with C. B. McCroskey, one of

the founders of the old company, as

president and manager; E. S. Kitchen,

vice-president; A. E. McCrosky, treas-

urer, and J. W. Post, secretary. The
company has lately moved into well ap-

pointed quarters at 680 Mission street,

east of Third. The executive officer's

sales rooms and sample department are

located here, while the old shop at

Fourth and Natoma streets has been re-

tained for warehouse purposes. All the

members of the newly incorporated com-
pany are well known and popular and
they have the well wishes of the trade.

Many lines of building material are

carried by this company. Some of the

more recent articles for which they have
taken the coast agency being the

Standard metal corner bead and "Like
tile"—the latest enamel wainscoting
which is to be had at half the price of

metal tile.

Other lines carried by the Western in-

clude capitals, brackets, art wood mould-
ings, carvings and grilles; ornamental
iron, brass, bronze, etc., manufactured by
L. Schreiber & Sons' Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio; cement brackets, capitals, etc.;

cnametile for bath rooms, toilets, etc.;

(leadening felt, rubber floor tiling, as-

bestos sheatnuig paper, uuiucu w csi
'

roofing; American concrete mixers, etc.

"Quality Counts," is the company's slo-

gan, and for more than a half dozen
years it has lived up to it.

To Build Fine Warehouse
Long & Hoyt, the well-known San Fran-

cisco contractors, have recently taken the

contract for the erection of a four-story

brick warehouse building on Third street,

between Brannan and Townsend streets,

San Francisco, for Cyrus S. Wright at an

estimated cost of $135,000. The building

will be what is known as the mill type of

construction and has been planned so as

to obtain the lowest possible rate of in-

surance. It will contain 125,000 feet of

floor space. It will have solid wood floors

nine inches thick and they have been de-

signed to carry a weight of 250 pounds
per square foot. The first floor will be of

concrete. The building will contain two
elevators. It will be occupied by the

Transcontinental Freight Company and will

be one of the best built warehouses in San
Francisco.

Building Note in 1923

In order to complete the 410th story of

the Skyndicate building the contractors will

have to raise the bky three or four feet.

—

Harper's Weekly.

^

A Clever Piece of SUlf Work by Mr. Jurjewitz aher Uesiyn by Stone & Smith, Architects

^. RRED JURQEWITZ H-16 TWENTIETH AVENUE
STAFF AND STUCCO WORK EAST OAKLAND
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Hanse. Made. ^ PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

I'ii

San Francisco : Victor Dunkerly. Monadnock Building

Us Angeles: Louis R. Bedell, 720 Broadway

Seattle : D. E. Fryer & Co.

Portland : Portland Iron Works

oiler ^^o k^
MAIN AND FOLSO if STRi

K VIS FRAISCISCO

rq

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR THE

RR WATER TUBE BOIl HP

SELF CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE I f S 1 ^ \ f nni'p

MISSION TILE

MEURER BROS C

A perfect reproduction in metal

of the Old California Mission Tile.

The only one on the market.

Has our patent side lock and will

never leak.

185 STEVENSON STREET, BUILDERS' EXCHAN6E

<> /, ^. .

.
.3CO
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ENGINEERS .ANT

Teleph
Tempor-
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SUCCESSORS TO
MrJNTOSH a- WOLPMANN

AGENTS FOR THE

SOUTH BEND WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS

with IRON HUB and IROII BUSHING

Turned and Ground Shafting

Machine Work of All Kinds

Hangers. Boxes. Belting

Freight Elevators and Hoists

2nd Hand Boilers

** 313-315 HOWARD STREET
Single Arm Open. All Sizes to 30 ft.

It's as nearly everlasting as
a Pulley can be

SAN FRANCISCO Double Arm Closed
Made for Extra Wi,dth

No Extr \ ("h- r:-f-

Manufacturers, Exporters and Dealers in

I I ber, 1 1 t I
f ! i I

, Piles, bpars, Lie

Mills,

ui 1 < 'amble Port Ludlow and

Utsaiady, Washington

Office, Yards and Planing Mills

FOOT OF THIRD STR! 1

'

San \ Cisco, Cal.

Get the Best and Keep Your Money at Home by using EMPIRE

PIASTER the Only Pure Gypsum Plaster Made on this Coast.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hard Wall M^m, Casting and Land Plaster

ADAMS WHARF
OAKLAND

Phone Oakland 6821

General Sales Office and Warehouse :

16th and HARRISON STS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phone Market 717
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Change of Partnership

The firm of Lippert & Kelsey has

been dissolved. W. L. Lippert, retiring.

The new member of the firm is Leonard

M. McEvoy, a young man of consider-

able experience and ahility. The firm

name will hereafter be McEvoy & Kelsey

and the former quarters at 315 Howard
street are retained. The firm are agents

for the South Bend wood split pulleys

with iron hub and iron bushing. They
also handle freight elevators and hoists,

second-hand boilers and machinery of

all kinds. Their advertisement appears

elsewhere in this issue of the Architect

and Engineer.

Contract for Mahogany Bank Fixtures

The Fink & Schindler Company, of 226

Thirteenth street, San Francisco, have been

awarded the contract for installing the ma-

hogany bank fixtures and fittings for the

United States National Bank at Dinuba,

Cal., the cost estimated being $2500. Also

for the First National Bank of Orosi, Cal.

The fixtures are also mahogany and some-

thing siimlar to those installed at Dinuba.

The plans and specifications for this artistic

work were prepared by the Fink & Schind-

ler Co.

i J
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McElroy Building. San Francisco. Brick Supporting Walls -with Reinforced Concrete Floors

Wm. Curlett, Architect

used Exclusively in the Re-

inforcement of this Building

^\

F. T. CROWE & CO., Agents

L=
Tacqma Spokane Portland

i
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SOUND PROOF
NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN REALTY BLDG. WHITNEY BUILDING
FAIRMONT HOTEL PACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITTELL BUILDING

and many other Buildin^rs in Course of Erection

FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PARTICULARS. APPLY AT OFFICE

Room 30? BUILDERS' EXGHaNGt BL06., 185 STEVENSON STREET. SAN FRUNCIS'

Oregon Sienna Mineral Paints

The Oregon Sienna Mineral Paint
Company's mine is located near the
Willamette river, in the southeastern
part of Lane county, two miles west
of Walker, a small town on the main
line of the Southern Pacific Railroad.

Here are sixty-two acres, under which
lies "Sienna," the king of paint pig-

ments.
A paint pigment when scientifically

prepared makes an elastic paint, one
that will not fade, crack, scale or blister;

one that will stand the elements of

weather.
This is the greatest Sienna paint mine

in the world, and the only Sienna paint

mine producing more than one natural
color.

The Oregon Sienna Mineral Paint
Company's mine produces forty-two natural

shades, and by burning can make many
more.

Oregon's Sienna shows the highest
analysis in paint properties, as shown
by Thomas Price & Son, analytical and
consulting chemists, 509 Commercial
street, San Francisco, California, gives
as follows:

Per Cent.
Silicon Dioxide 49. 12

Ferric Oxide 12 . 02
Ferrous Oxide 2.53
Aluminum Oxide 14. 12

Calcium Oxide 0.42
Magnesium Oxide 0. 53

Water 20.18
Alkalies and loss 0.08

"
-100. oa

In addition to the above a heat test

has been made by the United States
Government Engineers, the results of

which are set forth in the following
letter:

United States Geological Survey,

Department of the Interior,

Portland, Ore., August 5, 1905.

Oregon Sienna Mineral Paint Co., Salem,

Oregon.

Gentlemen: I have been using one of

your Sienna Paints as a ruddle for mark-
ing crucibles, scorifiers and cupels in

my assay work. I find that it makes
an excellent paint for this purpose, and
can be heated to 1200 degrees-1300 de-
grees C. or from 2192 degrees-2372 de-
grees F. without burning of? or changing
color in the least. I take great pleasure
in recommending it for use where sub-
jected to high temperatures.

Yours truly,

FREDERICK W. HORTON,
In charge of U. S. G. S. Assay at Lewis

and Clark Exposition.

In past years the Sienna of the world
came from Tuscany, Italy, producing but
one color, "yellow," when burnt changed
to a reddish brown, known as "burnt
Sienna." A few years ago a mine of

like character was discovered in Penn-
sylvania, producing but one color, "yel-

low," and when burnt changed to a

reddish brown. For years these two
mines were all the world contained.

—Statistics show that the greater vqlume

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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of Sienna used in America comes from Bungalows, Camps and Mountain Houses

The latest United States Government

reports of mineral resources show the

production of Sienna in the United

States as about 350,000 pounds.

The imports for the same year were

1,873,532 pounds, in the dry, and 1,387

pounds ground in oil.

Sienna is acknowledged everywhere as

the best paint pigment known, but in

the past it has been too expensive to use

for general purposes owing to the cost

of importation. But since the discovery

of the great Oregon Sienna paint mines

it is produced cheaper than lead or zinc,

and has wearing qualities that are far

superior to cither. Besides all this

Sienna paint is cheaper than any paint

on the market.
Besides, the white lead paints are

much less adhesive to the surfaces to

which they are applied and have a

marked tendency to blister or become

chalkv
The Oregon Sienna Mineral Paint

Company claim to make the nearest per-

fect paint that it is possible to produce,

from the highest grade of Sienna, and

the best qualitv linseed oil obtainable.

The output of the Oregon Sienna Min-

eral Paint Company's factory is handled

by the Union Paint Company, who have

their offices and warehouses at 114

Union avenue. Portland.

The interest taken of late years by

peonle of even moderate means to provide

for a short season's rest in the country,

woodside or on lake or seashore, has called

forth much effort on the part of architects

in all oarts of the country- to provide suit-

able abodes for such a season of rest.

In compiling this book the aim of its

editor has been to bring together the best

ideas, as far as possible, of architects who
have -iven attention to this class of work.

A glance through its pages will convince

even the most sceptical that for a small sum

of money such a summer home may be se-

cured, with a large share of the conven-

iences of life and all housed in an artistic

and beautiful manner. This is true of the

summer home and is even more true of

those houses adapted to the warm climates

of California and the Southern states.

Most of the designs are photographs of

houses actually built, and in most cases the

plans are given, -so that the work ranks

above a mere collection of fancy sketches

and has the advantage of representing what

has actuallv been erected by architects who

have given this subject their attention.

The book is printed on fine coated paper

from excellent half-tones, and merits at-

tention as a work of art as well as of prac-

tical suggestion. Published by W. T. Com-

stock, New York. Price, net, $2.

Reliance Door Hanger Company Comes

to the Coast

Another enterprising Eastern house

has established offices on the Pacific

Coast with the intention of going after

business here. H. L. Balch, secretary

and treasurer of the Reliance Ball Bear-

ing Door Hanger Company of New
York City, recently made a flying trip

to the Coast and arranged for the hand-

ling of the company's door hanger in

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland

and Seattle. Mr. Balch was enthusiastic

in his praises of the Western country

and he predicted a great future for San

Francisco and, in fact, the entire coast.

Victor Dunkerley, with offices in the

Monadnock building, will represent Mr.

Balch's company in San Francisco.

Louis R. Bedell, Bradbury building, will

handle the hanger in Los Angeles and

vicinity, while the Portland Iron Works
and D. E. Fryer & Company will look

after the interests of the company in

Portland and Seattle respectively.

The Reliance hangers are being speci-

fied by the most careful and progressive

architects where silence and smoothness

of action are required. They are said

to be the easiest running hanger made.

Mined, Mmde a ad Marketed In Oregon

F A I N 1 S
Comprising House P.tfnfs.

Brick Palais, Wood i.jh'i-^.

TIatS, I'li'e I f'-.c /;f,

iwalag find

^taias^ U iiii

Etc.

A SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL
MCMINNVILLK. OfkGON, April 2. 1908.

(^rc^on Sienpa Mineral Paint Company.
Salem. Oregon.

I ".entlcmen :

—
»»,,» .i,_

In reply to your letter of recent date, will say that the

Sienna Paint that was bought from you in the year 1906

(18 barrels) and about the same amount in 1907 to pamt the

Oregon State Insane Asylum buildings, has given entire

satisfaction. Before we put this paint on. our brick wans

sweat so badly we thought we would try cement on theni

to keep the moisture out, but our architect from Portland

thought best to trj some of your Sienna Mineral l-aint.

Since we put on your paint, it has shut out all the moisture,

and we have perfectly dry walls now. I Uke pleasure in

recommending it to the public.

Yours very truly,

(Copy) J. F- Calbreath.
Former Supt. Oregon Stote Insane Asylum.

For prices, terms " ' "i'"- -^'"ples address:

UINIOIN RAI>
East lUUaUa Atc, betw«

TeleptaoM East 1419

OIVIPAISV
rid Washioftoa

-n, OREGON

OREGON SIENNA MINERAL PAIN i tOMPANY

Salem, Orejcon
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RUBBER MATTING, MATS, ETC.
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Send for Estimates

Eureka*s RuLbci liiicJ Cotton Hose and unlined Linen

Hose. Specify "Eureka^s Best" or "20th Century"

for an Underwriter's Approved Fire Hose.
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587-5&9-591 i
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President

ri Pranc i sco
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I
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!

Entrance to AUDITORTl'M BUILDING. Los Angeles

Chas. F. Whittlksby. Architect

Tiled with Hydra f .if "^Ir-afr Tffp

HavenlosTiieandCenien!',;:

Manufacturers of HYDRAULIC TILES
Importers of Cement Colors

HOTEL IRWIN Tct. Temporary 1420
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LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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Continental Fircproofing Company

The Continental Fireproofing Company,

with offices in the Mutual Bank buildmg,

San Francisco, have lately taken a number

of splendid contracts, including a school-

house, office building and several flats. The

company is at present busy completing the

fireproofing, hollow-tile partitions and ter-

razza flooring in the Koshland building, a

seven-story structure at California and

Market streets, San Francisco, designed

by Architects Landsburg & Joseph ;
also

the Richmond High School, three flats for

Mrs. Eisenbach, and a flat for Mrs. _Weil

on Clay street, San Francisco, all designed

by Architects Stone & Smith.

Other notable buildings completed by this

company are the Overton and Occidental

hotels and the Hahmond building, all at

Santa Rosa, and of the reinforced concrete

type of construction; the A. Leitz five-

story building on Commercial street, San

Francisco, designed by Architect Herman
Barth ; the Swett building on Mission street,

San Francisco, both reinforced concrete; a

three-story brick building at Post and Hyde
streets, San Francisco, for the Norton Land

Company; also Tulare County Court

House at Visalia, Cal.

During the last week the company has

been awarded a $40,000 contract for the

complete erection of a three-story school

building and also contract for the erection

of a handsome residence at San Jose for

Mrs. Hartman.

"Watsonitc" Flooring in Demand

The Watson Roof Company report a

heavy business in their "Watsonite" floor-

ing. Among the largest contracts recently

completed are the Western Meat Company,

13,000 square feet ; Wells-Fargo stables, 52,-

000 square feet; part of Wells-Fargo build-

ing, 10,000 square feet; Golden State

Creamery, 2000 square feet ; Dairy Delivery

Company, 7000 square feet ; National Pack-

ing Company, 10,000 square feet; South

San Francisco Packing Company, 7000

square feet; J. P. Johnson's Packing

House, 2500 square feet; California Glue

Works, 2000 square feet; Acme Brewery,

10,000 square feet. A total of 115,000

square feet. Contracts have been signed

also to lay "Watsonite" in Miller &
Lux new abattoir, five stories, 70,000

square feet in all; also all six floors

of Roebling & Sons' new building, a job

of 92,000 square feet. This latter will be

the severest test ever subjected to any floor,

having to stand a constant pressure of 20,-

000 pounds per square foot. The brewery

and packing-house people declare that

"Watsonite" is the only flooring that will

stand the wear, tear and all around hard

usage and chemical actions so common in

their respective line of business. Most of

them have experimented with every kind

of floor.

t> more craci\ < -c ^

<>i>r^ in CCjiaC' I ^?l^

b\lllCliIlg s

Architects say this cracking of cement

floors is one of the gravest problems they

have to face. Why not prevent the same

trouble in buildings now being planned or

under way?— why not get floors that are a

hundred per cent better in every way?—
why not be free of all that anxiety, worry

and fear of future trouble ?

One-half inch Watsonite Flooring spread

over the concrete as the finishing course

makes your floors as indestructible as the

steel work— it's absolutely waterproof and

non-absorbent— a warm, comfortable floor

that wears like wrought iron— superior in

every way. Besides, it's lighter by a full

pound per square foot than the usual top

course of cement.

Watsonite is different from and is way

ahead of any other flooring you have ever

seen. We can prove it by the people who

have Watsonite Floors— Miller & Lux,

Wells Fargo, Roebling & Sons for instance.

We're ready at any time to give you a

practical demonstration — one you simply

can' t get away from— '

' proof of the pudding

is in the eating," you know— let us show

you. Phone now— Douglas four-doiible-

one, or write,

FLOORING DEPARTMENT.

The Watson Roof Company
FRENCH BANK BUILDING

Phone Douglas 4 1

1

SAN FRANCISCO
AJND

512 Eighteenth Street

Both Phones Oakland 1906. A 1906

OAKLAND
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A Strong Plea for Home Industry

By H. W. KKRRIG.W

RELATIX'E to the canipiiio:n the Structural Steel aud Ornanieutal Iron
Jiranch of the California Metal Trades Association has inaugurated
for home industry, it would be well to relate the conditions that

brought about the present nioxenient for home patronage, and in a brief
way, to illustrate by what means the campaign is l)eing conducted to obtain
results and a logical way of co-operating with different interests of the
city to bring about a closer at¥iliation of the architects, the contractors,
manufacturers themselves, the property owners, the merchants, the different
commercial bodies, civic bodies, all newspapers and periodicals and the
general public.

l'^)llowing the' fire and earthcitiake in San I-'rancisco two years ago there
was dissolution everywhere—the natural consequence of the (wcrwhelming dis-

aster. Not only was the individual affected, but all the industries 'd> well—the

merchants and the i)roperty owners mostly, and the various organizations
and commercial bodies also; in fact, everything and everybody was de-
moralized. It was a heterogeneous environment, but still something had
to be done. Xo one was tit to organize or in condition, but the little

they did do was to clear away part of the debris, livery one was for him
or herself—and who could blame them at the time? TUiilding commenced,
temporary shacks were erected and in one or two cases larger btiildings.

'Jdien, as some confidence returned, more buildings were erected.
All this time the few i)lants that were left and poorly equii)pe(l, and

others that were not e(|ui])ped at all as a result of the fire, accepted con-
tracts that thev were ])racticallv forced to accei)t bv the overwhelmin<r
deiiiand tor building.. Hans were accei)ted and forced upon the structural
steel and ornamental iron foiuidries from the architects that they reallv
could not attend to and finish in time. Everyone that could wield a

hammer or drive a nail was ])ressed into service. An indiscriminate mass
of workmen drifted in, as did various others in the building trade—archi-
tects and contractors, taking advantage of the chaotic conditions that
I)revailed, with the result that the work was poorly done in the rush of
things and the architects blamed for the result.

They had no alternative but to throw the res])onsibility back on the
structural steel, the ornamental iron, the cement, the terra cotta and all

others in the building line who were criticised and still are being judged
in the same light as they were seven, eight and ten months ago. In a way,
one cannot blame the architect in his judgment of conditions that were,
but he m tl s t rea 1 i z^ thaiJLhedji£fSi:imicAL^Qf^ Uie^-Avori^wen that d r

i
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A Strong Plea for Home Industry

By H. W. KERRIGAN

RELATIVE to the campaign the Structural Steel and Ornamental Iron
Branch of the California Metal Trades Association has inaugurated
for home industry, it would be well to relate the conditions that

brought about the present movement for home patronage, and in a brief
way, to illustrate by what means the campaign is being conducted to obtain
results and a logical way of co-operating with different interests of the
city to bring about a closer affiliation of the architects, the contractors,
manufacturers themselves, the property owners, the merchants, the different
commercial bodies, civic bodies, all newspapers and periodicals and the
general public.

Following the fire and earthquake in San hVancisco two years ago there
was dissolution everywhere—the natural consequence of the overwhelming dis-

aster. Not only was the individual affected, but all the industries as well—the
merchants and the property owners mostly, and the various organizations
and commercial bodies also ; in fact, everything and everylx)dy was de-
moralized. It was a heterogeneous environment, but still something had
to be done. No one was fit to organize or in condition, but the little

they did do was to clear away part of the debris. Every one was for him
or herself—and who could blame them at the time? Building commenced,
temporary shacks were erected and in one or two cases larger buildings.
Then, as some confidence returned, more buildings were erected.

All this time the few plants that were left and poorly equipped, and
others that were not equipped at all as a result of the fire, accepted con-
tracts that they w€re practically forced to accept by the overwhelming
demand for building.. Plans were accepted and forced upon the structural
steel and ornamental iron foundries from the architects that they really
could not attend to and finish in time. Everyone that could wield a
hammer or drive a nail was pressed into service. An indiscriminate mass
of workmen drifted in, as did various others in the building trade—archi-
tects and contractors, taking advantage of the chaotic conditions that
prevailed, with the result that the work was poorly done in the rush of
things and the architects blamed for the result.

They had no alternative but to throw the responsibility back on the
structural steel, the ornamental iron, the cement, the terra cotta and all

others in the building line who were criticised and still are being judged
in the same light as they were seven, eight and ten months ago. In a way,
one cannot blame the architect in his judgment of conditions that were,
bu t he must realize that the inefficiency of-the workmen that drifted ia-
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and were pressed into service brought about such poor results in contract

work and in some cases these workmen are ^f here^

Kinallv the financia depression came .
ng and Duuaing wdb <ii.

Sin^r .r.de, began .o ,..
.J.-"™!™-^" 'JriL"" "nd ?h"e' l^.d".-

"""''rih'; dXi .'.""'hops K" eCs .n1 con.r.Cr's began sending

We found upon investigation that at least 75 per cen of the striictural

steel'^^nSs w^re being^let to E^^^^^^^

Ssral Suicidet::;rr;i:ntl TflucrwlreTpfJ.P, we have inaugurated

alrong can Sn for home industry, appealing to every ^o'^^.^^^^f >
^od/

^ /»,T?itv architects property owners, contractors, corporations, news-
in the city, architects PJ^V y ^^j^ ^^.^^^^ ^^ keep the
papers, periodicals and *"« genera uouc

succeeding in securing

'S'cers'Arociatton. Builders' Association and the Builders' Exchange,

is nuite evident by the recognition already received.

That they have met in joint conference and decided to leave al work
Ihat tney nave J

^ affiliation and progress, to the

wrife" i^'lll "ry w n f smlll^way. but it is not sufficient co-operation

TJ-iort We ar^far from our goal. There are many obstacles to over-

come ?his campaign must be made more public; more organizations

mTsttake up the work ; but the individual more than any one.

Fverv home manufacturer when he advertises, must mention home
Every 'i^"^ "^^""'^^

^^ p^r not only do the present conditions

Lffe"cftL va oL' ma^utturTs but the entire 'city. Every one is affected

nVore or kss and should interest himself in a personal solicitation of the

work of an earlier rehabilitation of our city, and in no better way can

t^s be b^St about than to hasten co-operation for home patronage.

That theTS s have given us space in this effort is the best sign of a

for thev can see the necessity of such a campaign ;
and that they will

give us'^more has been promised if everyone will help provide ways and

means to further the work so successfully commenced.

T et anv one fieure the contracts that are going out and compare

them witffust that^much money going out of the city as a result. Do
them w'tn )"^t I

oroperty owners, the owners of buildings, the

ba^ks hrm ?c"han^^'and^rcrpanrs of buildings, the real estate men an

corporaticm.., th« laboLJonions, who can improve conditions if they ^v.ll.
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..i.rri aiHi !!...!! \\<'! k kat-: a- they
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which we

the different mechanics, *nd the cit \

if the money that is leaving the cit\

When you see such flagrant exai

contractors and property oxsnia sent!

do every day or so, it i

know we can do the b^niL

don't get in the majority of va cs

For instance, I will cite a !< v^ i as that could have been left here

and could be easily handkcl 1>\ i
i
iants where we have bctn the lowest

bidders in some cases and in ^<jn hu^liei by a few dollars but should have

been given the preference jit^^ b* a. me. The steel is the same, the

qiiabty of work is the same ana liie v\uikmen are the same as those of the

iaa.-iern firms; and still these contracts have been sent East: Maskey's

building, the Graff Estate building, the Berkeley Library and the Emma
Rose building, all of these being steel. This you will note only represents

the iron and steel industries in local building, in itself amounting to

millions, and how many more millions can we estimate when other lines

of building and manufacturers are affected in like manner, affecting the

mechanic as well with no work to be had, many of whom have mortgaged

their property to get money to live on while out of work.

In our line alone it is a fact that out of over 600 bridge and structural

iron workers there are only a little over 100 employed, and in the house-

smiths and architectural iron workers, who have a membership in this

city of about 2,000 there are about 600 working; sheet metal workers, out

of 700, about 250 are working. This is what we are doing by allowing so

much work to leave the city.

It really cannot be intentional, it must be misunderstanding; people

do not realize the conditions as they are. Still, with these many endeavors

to keep work here we do not wish to keep competition out, but we must

strengthen ourselves first to compete with the East when competition does

come.
Though the city is slowly readjusting itself it can do better work if in-

stead of making the city many small cities in themselves, to make it one

large organized city with the business interests concentrated in one down-

town district, instead of the business being distributed in every part of

town, each a town of itself, fighting for itself rather than as a unit work-

ing for closer co-operation and affiliation to one definite purpose.

It is an absolute fact that the merchants on Van Ness avenue at

the present time who had leases for another year, fearing that the business

may move to a more central part, are petitioning the other business people

on the avenue to stay there for another year, and so with Fillmore : instead

of helping with the rehabilitation of the downtown district that logically

and geographically should be centralized, and which they are holding back

for selfish reasons. So it is with every individual and business man in the

entire city. Will the results come that they are looking for, if they do not

pull together in one homogeneous enviroment, instead of fighting an in-

dividual fight in every section of the city? No, assuredly not. And yet they

are blindly going ahead in their own way to try and develop themselves.

Surely that isn't the real San Francisco spirit! Something must be done,

and the quickest way to bring it about is to get together in a business and

social way in a more harmonious whole, rather than one disorganized mass
of humanity, for a more sane rehabilitation of our city.

*
* *

The foreman that stays closest to the job gets the best work done.
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Progress Work. House of Edwin Bergstrom. Los Angeles

John Parkinson and Edwin Bergstrom. Architects

A i'ireproof Countrv House ol (i'fu o ILi Blocks

RECENT issue of The Brick Builder contains an interesting descrip-

tion of the new home of Architect Edwin Bergstrom of the firm of

Parkinson & Bergstrom, Los Angeles. The house is built of terra

cotta blocks with cement finish and is believed to be fireproof.

The property on which
the house stands—some two '

'

""'
' - "" ^''

'

acres—is bounded by three

streets, and located on a hill

sufficiently high to give a

commanding view from the

first-story windows of the

entire surrounding country.

The north view is of the

Sierra Madre mountains, to

the west lie the Santa

Monica hills and the Pacific

ocean, to the south and east,

the city of Los Angeles, with

the island of Catalina in the

distance. These views de-

termined the location of the

principal rooms, and com-
mand of the magnificent

sweep of country made the

roof garden desirable.

The main idea was to

obtain a house particularly

adapted to the California

climate, with its sudden
variations between the hot

mid-day and the cool nights ;

also, a house that would be

cool during the summer and

warm during the rainy sea-

son. For these reasons,

terra-cotta tile construction

with a finish of cement was
determined upon; This in-

sured a fireproof, vermin-

proof and sound-proof house,

and one which the architect

believes will stand any shock

that a building can be ex-

pected to stand.

The walls, floors, roof,

and the structural parts

throughout are tile and ce-

ment, the only woodwork
used being in the trim and
floor surfaces. The cornice

and roof projections are car-

ried out in the natural cdlors

of the red 4:ile and redwood.

C »,r^J^ V\aA*.r ^^ hHrGjlvjnixed Wire- Faeru

! l! ' '1^-' Hollow' Tilt^

Detail of

Construction

llM
I 'I li v-C«tn«nL Ftoof
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The exterior walls, from footings to roof, are built of two thicknesses

of six-inch tile, resting on concrete footings. The interior walls and par-

titions are of four and six-inch til^. All tile walls have galvanized wire

fabric in the horizontal joints. The floors and roof are constructed accord-

ing to the Johnson Tension System. The lintels over all openings, both

interior and exterior, are of reinforced concrete. The exterior is plastered

with a first coat of cement applied directly on the tile, and a second

coat of waterproof plaster with fine stippled surface. The roof and piazzas

on the second floor were first finished with cement, and then covered with

lem thoroughly water-tight.

Li IT was applied directly to the tile. The roof, of

M redwood brackets and timbers, and forms

ects the second story windows from the direct rays

5 r middle of the day. No steel is used for construction

material.

The i.ii iai chambers of the house have fireplaces, and open upon

piazzas planned to serve as open-air sleeping rooms.

The house is heated by hot air forced into the rooms by rotary fans,

and this system is so arranged that the furnace is disconnected during hot

weather, and the fans blow cool air into the rooms.

Clay tiles have been used liberally for wainsco'ting the floors in the

billiard room, bath rooms, kitchen and service rooms.

Malthoid, i K n

The mir! i. "!

Mi>^ion tiles, i

an awnini: y-- Inch

of the sun 'hM lui:

except as a tensi

ill

The Artistic f
Cnnrrete*

By A. O. ELZNER, F. A. I. A.

THE mere contemplation of this subject so large in its scope and as

yet so little exploited, makes a writer feel like a traveler in a new

land • to know where to begin and where to end :
whether to follow

the Ime of least resistance and make it a mere review of accomplished re-

sults, or taking courage, to strike out boldly, discover motives, express

opinions, and generally lay down the law.

The one course would scarcely be appropriate here, because it requires

no combined effort. The other course is full of danger and if pursued

alone would consume too much time and invite too much criticism for

comfort Let us, therefore, take moderately of each and see whether we

cannot make of this dissertation a monolithic concrete structure, with a-

mixture of one part good fellowship, thoroughly s^soned and tested ac-

cording to the Institute Standard, two parts clean, sharp sand and four

parts unscreened crushed hopes and ideals, with a three per cent rein-

forcement of illustrations taken from anywhere and everywhere.

After all, our subject, large as it may seem, really rests upon a very

few fundamental principles, which, like the issues of a political campaign,

must be repeated over and over again if we can ever hope to drive them

home.
, ,

_ , .J
Above all, this discussion should properly be confined to concrete used

structurally, having in view the possibilities of a constructive architecture

rather than' the development of sculptural decoration. Proceeding upon

this basis, we may at once eliminate all consideration of concrete blocks

and artificial stone, inasmuch as these products, being mere substitutes

for brick and stone, and being used in the same manner, do not alter the

'Paper read before the 41it Annual Convention of the American Institute of Architects at

Chicago, November 19, 1907.

Status of our art, but leave it just what it has been from the beginning,

a gravity architecture, if this term may be used.

The great antiquity of concrete as a building material would justify a

search for early examples of its use in architectural expression. But

apparently this remarkable material, which, after all, is only just beginning

to reveal its ultimate possibilities, was used by the ancients only for the

baser purposes of piling up masses of masonry, or at best as a backing

for stone and marble facings. The first suggestion of its fitness for artistic

expression came when builders undertook to construct architectural

features of cement mortar.

There is -undoubtedly a great fascination in being able to mould a

thoroughly plastic material as cement mortar into any desirable form, or

even to shape it by hand, while still soft, and so produce creditable work

of decorative sculpture. But one invariably suffers a shock upon discov-

ering that beautiful, stately colonnades or arcades and porticoes, well de-

signed and in style, are not built of stone, but that we are looking at a

thin veneer of cement mortar, in short, that they are a horrible sham.

During this period of development, while architects were being led

to adopt new materials, they did not concern themselves with the evolu-

tion of design in conformity with their new materials, and it followed quite

naturally that no progress was being made toward the realization of a

concrete architecture. In fact no attempt was apparently made in this

direction.

It would be difificult to estimate the power or extent of Ruskin's in-

fluence in bringing about a restoration of truthfulness in design. While

it cannot be said to have extensively eflfected immediate and tangible

results, it did not set men to thinking, and it is only in recent years, within

the present generation in fact, that this subtle influence is gradually as-

serting itself, and naturally bringing about a revival of real artistic in-

spiration.

It is hard to depart from beaten paths, and men, as a rule, will not

and dare not, until some genius boldly cuts a new way. It is hard to

give up the old familiar forms that have become a veritable architectural

alphabet, which seems to most of us entirely sufficient for the expression

of our ideals. And now that we have entered upon an area of concrete

construction, and that, too, with a suddenness and determination that is

thoroughly and typically American, we cannot reas< u ' -v expect designers

to thi aside all tradition and make for a new stvi, That will take

time. Nr: Hi less they are gradually coming to rec« in./t :: au uetc-

a material that will afford abundant opportunity foi m in li ^ in-

dividuality, and, accordingly, bold excursiin have been n i
'• lo the new

field with creditable results.

In looking about for inspiration. .\ ifa nirn to a number of sources.

There are, for instance, the oriental mo-ifili with their picturesque domes

and minarets, or the aristocratic old paLu es of India, so full of suggestions

of all kinds.

But above all, we cannot well resist the inspiration of the charming

Spanish missions of the Pacific Coast countries. Here we find an archi-

tecture, which, though not of concrete, strongly suggests the same in its

simple treatment of wall surfaces and openings. The designers of these

charming buildings were fearless in departing from traditions. They
frankly recognized the limitations of available materials, and, working as

they did, under the greatest possible disadvantages, succeeded because

they studied the possibilities and logical adaptation of their material.
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Fortified as they were with the true principles of art, in which they were

thoroughly grounded, they produced practically a new style, which how-

ever, sacrificed nothing of quiet dignity and repose, and avoided the ec-

centricities and pitfalls of L'Art Moderne or Nuvean Art. Such is the spirit

which should possess and guide the designer of concrete today.

Concrete as it is used in superstructures, being the only kind which

we are considering, should be mixed by machine to produce the best re-

sults This, however, cannot be economically done unless large quantities

can be used without serious interruption ; it follows naturally that such a

structure is more or less perfectly monolithic, and at once this characteristic

becomes the dominant note of the situation. Monolithic is freedom o

joints or even semblace of joints. This is the fundamental idea that should

be impressed on our concrete designs. To accomplish this successfully,

we should endeavor to treat wall surfaces in masses as large as possible.

They need not necessarily be kept entirely plain, although this would

depend upon the nature of the design. In cottage work and small build-

ing-s generally, and to some extent in more ambitious work, such large

plain surfaces are perfectly delightful, especially when given a rough

finish. This can be accomplished in various ways, and here let us be

technical for a few minutes. .

/"

First of all the concrete may be left just as it comes from the moulds.

In this case the aggregate should be quite small, not over one-half inch,

and the mix should have the minimum allowance of water, making what

is called a dry mix. In doing this, however, there is great danger of the

wall not being waterproof, so that if possible, such a mix should be used

directly against the forms for surface work only, and the balance of the

wall made of wetter, richer mix and of fair thickness that will prove

sufficient to be waterproof; or else this rich concrete may be used through-

out and the forms removed before the final set, and the skin of the con-

crete removed with water and a good stiff wire brush, or with acid.

Then again the concrete may be allowed to get good and hard and

the surface tooled off. n • a-
But with all such treatments there is always the danger, as hrst indi-

cated, of having a damp wall, especially where it is not very thick, as

is apt to be the case with reinforced concrete. Practical consideration,

however, must finally prevail, lest the unfortunate architect's life be made

miserable by the complaining client, who, naturally expects, and is en-

titled to a dry waU.__Un_der such conditions, [^ is therefore advisable to

plaster the concrete wall with a good coat of water-proof mortar and give-

this a rough finish by the various methods at hand, such as brooming or

floating with a rough carpet covered float, or stippling, or pebble-dashing,

or splatter-dashing, all of which methods are commonly understood.

The fresh mortar thus applied may be modeled by hand, producing

some simple ornamental design, naturally in low relief.

Advocates of Polychromatic Architecture, too, have here splendid op-

portunities of using tile or faience which may be incorporated in the sur-

face with telling effect, provided that it is used sparingly, and entirelv

as a subordinate, so as to emphasize the character of the concrete and

enhance its beauty and effectiveness.

In large massive work, the surface may be broken by raised or sunken

effects, such as panels or ornaments, cast directly in the concrete by

applying reverse moulds on the inner surface of the form work.

Cgrnices and band-cours^es, or other simple architectural features, may

id,ia^.a=^i4iula4- 4»*H*fteiH -
^'^

Si. Joseph's Home, Stockton. Cat. Walter King. Architect

Some of the \X orl ( ) }
w

c I
!f

'\ ct

SOME of the work of Architect Walter King of Stockton is shown this

month and it speaks well of the ability of Mr. King, who is a rising

member of his profession. The illustrations shown include two or

three quite pretentious office buildings and some very creditable residences.

Several good examples of the California bungalow are also shown. Mr.

King was formerly in the office of the late architect. Page Brown, in San

Francisco, and his work is a testimonial of the careful schooling which

-be-reegrreii-mTdgr-thTgr^ersatiie tutor.— The Pici-ce restdettee is^ reaUy^ a

charming piece of PVench architecture, while the St. Joseph's Home illus-

trates the possibility of the Mission style. Mr. King has been practicing

in Stockton for the past six years.
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Fortified as thcv were with the true principles of art, in which they were

thoroiidilv grounded, they prochiced practically a new style, which how-

ever, sacrificed nolhinir o'f ([uiet di-nity and repose, and avoided the ec-

centricities and pitfalls of L'Art Moderne or Nuvean Art. Such is the spirit

which should possess and guide the designer of concrete today.

Concrete as it is used in superstructures, being the only kind which

we are considering', should be mixed by machine to produce the best re-

sults This however, cannot be economically done unless large quantities

can be used without serious interruption; it follows naturally that such a

structure is more or less perfectly monolithic, and at once this characteristic

becomes the dominant note of the situation. Motiolithic is freedom o

joints or even semblace of joints. This is the fundamental idea that should

be impressed on our concrete designs. To accomplish this successfully,

we should endeavor to treat wall surfaces in masse? as large as possible

They need not necessarily be kept entirely plain, although this would

depend upon the nature of the design. In cottagfe work and small build-

ino-s o-enerally, and to some extent in more ambitious work, such large

plain ''surfaces are perfectly delightful, especially when given a rough

finish. This can be accomplished in various ways, and here let us be

technical for .a few minutes. . ,'

i i

ITrst of all the concrete may be left just as it comes from the moulds.

In this case the aggregate should be quite small, not over one-hcilf inch,

and the mix should have the minimum allowance of water, making what

is called a dry mix. In doing this, however, there is great danger of the

wall not being waterproof, so that if possible, such a mix should be used

directly against the forms for surface work only, and the balance of the

wall made of wetter, richer mix and of fair thickness that will prove

sufi^cient to be waterproof; or else this rich concrete may be used through-

out and the forms removed before the final set, and the skin of the con-

crete removed with water and a good stiff wire brush, or with acid.

Then again the concrete may be allowed to get good and hard and

the surface tooled off.
r •

i-

r,ut with all such treatments there is always the <langer, as first indi-

cated, of having a damp wall, especially where it is not very thick,^ as

is ai)t to be the case with reinforced concrete. Practical consideration,

however, must finally prevail, lest the unfortunate architect's life be made

miserable by the comi)laining client, who, naturally expects, and is en-

titled to a dry wall. Tnder such conditions, it is therefore advisable to

plaster the concrete wall with a good coat of water-proof mortar and give

this a rough finish bv the various methods at hand, such as brooming or

floating with a rough' carpet covered ffoat, or stip])ling, or pebble-dashmg,

or splatter-dashing, all of which methods are commonly understood.

The fresh mortar thus applied may be modeled by hand, pnKlucing

some simple ornamental design, naturally in low relief.

Advocates of Polychromatic Architecture, too, have here sidendid op-

portunities of using t'ile or faience which may be incorporated in the sur-

face with telling effect, provided that it is used sparingly, and entirely

as a subordinate, so as to emphasize the character of the concrete and

enhance its l)eauty and effectiveness.

In large massive work, the surface may be broken by raised or sunken

eft'ects, such as panels or ornaments, cast directly^ in the concrete by

.applying reverse moulds on the inner surface of the form work.

^ Cornices and band-courses, or other simple architectural features, may

be fashioned in a similar manner.

St. Joseph's Home, Stockton, (at. Halter Ktn^. Architect

Some of the Work of V( lUer King, Architect

SOMh: of the work of Architect Walter King of Stockton is shown this

month and it speaks well of the ability of Mr. King, who is a rising

member of his profession. The illustrations shown include two or

three quite pretentious office buildings and some very creditable residences.

Several good examples of the California bungalow are also shown. Mr.

King^vas formerlv in the office of the late architect. Page lirown, in San

Francisco, and his work is a testimonial of the careful schooling which

he received under this versatile tutor. The Pierce residence is really a

charming piec^ of French architecture, while the St. Joseph's Home, illus-

trates the possibility of the Mission style. Mr. King has been i)racticing

in Stockton for the past six years.
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The John Breuner Building. Stockton. Cal.

Walter Kina, Architect

Residence of Mr. Charles Fierce. Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect

The Architect and Engineer 45

Simon Building. Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect T. D. Le-icis. Contractor

tl«.» ••• *j^
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Branch Building. Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect
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The Jvh>i litfuni-r HuiuiinK Sto.ktn,: Cal.
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Simon Building. Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect T. D. Lewis. Contractor

O
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Branch Butlding, Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect
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Residence of Mr. Charles Pierce. Stockton. Cat.

Walter King. ArchiUct
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Residence of Mr. R. C. Bach. Stockton. Cal.
Walter King. Architect

\

House of Mr. J. E. Crump. Stockton, Cal.

Walter King. Architect
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Residence of Mr. R. C. Bach. Stockton. Cal.
Walter King. Architect

House of Mr. J. E. Crimif'. Stockton, Cal.

Walter King. Arthitect
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Residence of Mr. F. Yost, Stockton. Cal.

Walter K'iniT- Architect

House of Mr. W. J. Murray. Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect

The Architect and Ensrineer 49

Residence of

Mr. W. R. Jacobs

Stockton, Cal.

Walter King. Architect

r

Court and Jail

Building,

Los Banos. Cal.

Residence of

Mr. W. H. Snell

Stockton . Cal.

y^
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Residence of Mr. F. Yost. Stockton. Cal.

Walter King. Architect

House of Mr. W. J. Murray. Stockton. Cal.

Walter Ktng. Architect
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The Architect and Engineer 49

Residence of

Mr. W. R.Jacobs

Stockton, Cal.

Walter King. Architect

)!

Court and Jail

Building.

Los Banos. Cal.

Residence of

Mr. W. H. Sneli

Stockton, Cal.
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Glimpse of Stockton

frstn the Estuary

Sketch for New V. M. C A. Building, Stockton, Cal.

Walter King. Architect

Grammar
School

at Lodi. Cal.

Walter King,

Architect
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Residence of Mr. W. F. Sibley. Stockton, Cal.

Walter King, Architect Chas. A. Hickson. Contractor

Residence of Mr. T. W. Berthean. Stockton, Cal.

Walter King. Architect
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ii/h/i/'se uf Stockton

from the Estuary

M'Tr^...

Sketch for Xcw Y. M. C A. Building. Stockton, Cat.

Walter King, Architect

i'rrammar

School

at Lodu Cal.

Walter Kink'

Architect
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A'esideuce of Mr. W. /•". Sibley. Stockton. Cal.

Walter Kin}{. Architect Chas. A. Hickson. Contractor

Residence oJ.Mr. T. W . Herthean. Stockton, (al.

Walter Kitiir. Architect
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Residence of Francis Cutting. Stockton. Cal.

Walter Kins:. Architect

first Methodist Church, Stockton. Cal.
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Residence for Dr. S. f. Hunkin. San Francisco Cal.
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Episcopal Church. Stockton. Cal.
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Residence of Francis Cutting^. Stockton, Cal.

Walter King, Architect

The Architect and Engineer 53

Residence for Dr. S. J. Hunkin, San Francisco Cal.

First Methodist Church, Stockton, Cal.

Episcopal Church, Stockton. Cal.
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Hy V. O. WALLINGFORD, Architect, San Bernardino, Cal.

THE sinall architect who prepares his own drawings and specifications,

the^pecffication writer it, the big office, or the strt.ctura and con-

sulting engineer, is at once and again confronted w.th the ab.dtng

'""Sralogtles a^TpTrs" tent things, awkward things, and tnarvelously

inconvet, ent They conie in all sizes, all shapes, all manner of b.ndnigs

",d finisl" There are the bulky cloth-bound gilt-lettered pumb.ng good,

rataloe-ue- the weekly circulars of the artificial ventilating or machine

CO wey ng n anufactur'^rs ; and the pocket manual of instruments of pre-

cision The catalogue that lists the articles manufactured or handled by

some concern, witf. description and prices, --^es gradually through

various phases of advertising ingenuity, into^ a carefully edited Boiler

Magazine," a "Valve World" or a "Spectrum.
t « „

They range in size from a cloth and gold quarto volume o fine en-

gravings to a dainty vest-pocket booklet. And there is as much variety

hi contents as appearance. Some of them describe niinutely al the essen-

tial as well as the "talking points," with details of .construction
;

while

others merely suggest an article and its use.
, -r ,i

What to do with each of these publications, how to classify them,

how much time to give them, which to keep and which to throw away,

how long to keep any of them : All these questions are sources of more

or less anxiety and annoyance.

About four years ago, a boiler and heating apparatus manufacturer

sent me a small leather-bound book containing a list of his boilers, types

of radiation, telegraph code and convenient formulae for determining

heating results. The book was of such size as to be convenient for

handling, or even to carry in the pocket if desirable, and contained all the

material necessary, and 'such specialized information as to make it of

genuine value in the preparation of heating and v-entilating specifications,

together with several blank pages for notes. This I consider the ideal cata-

logue for presenting its contents to the architect or engineer, and of proper

size for convenience, in handling, filing or consultation.

The architect in preparing his specifications has no need for literature

on the articles he si)ecifies. or needing it he probably lacks time to read

a manufacturer's catalogue to obtain it. We may consult the ca alogue

for special information, and of all those in my hie. that of the heating

goods mentioned above is the most satisfactory.
.

The plumbing goods manufacturer or the finish hardware jobbei

finds it necessary to publish a very expensive volume of engravings in

such style as to deman<l a special shelf for its reception where it gathers

dust and eventually becomes a scrap book for the office boy.

In preparing the plumbing specifications, it is a common practice to

use the large catalogue and refer to the various fixtures by catalogue num-

ber selecting each by means of the description and illustration. Cenera ly

there are prices appended and these are high enough to cover the installa-

tion so that the sum of the catalogue prices will approximate the cost ol

the 'job less the drainage. I do not know of any means of doing away

with the plumbing goods catalogue as a comprehensive reference book.

In 190t a large manufacturer of plumbing goods published a book

of enamelled lavatories, bound in leather, well printed and illustrated, on

high grade paper, and only four and one-half by seven and one-half inches

in size. I thought this the perfection of its class of catalogue, and I urged

the publishers to issue similar volumes covering all their lines and to

abandon the old style bulky publication.

The finish hardware catalogue, another big clumsy aggregation of

engravings, I do not consider a necessity to the architect. The dealer

has his samples and styles, and should be able to supply all the information

that the client may require without burdening the architect with the

storage, and the inconvenience of keeping track of supplements and

changes.
In addition to these examples, we have the annual catalogues pub-

lished by the fireproofing concerns, which may contain formulae, data and

concrete information regarding this type of work. These booklets are

of more or less value for the technical material they may contain and are

thus worth keeping.

Of the hundred and two miscellaneous catalogues annually received,

a hundred of them are of no value at all, and the other two are of such

widely different sizes as to make their filing quite impossible.

One or two catalogues of each standard line of goods to be specified,

is quite essential to the survey and composition of specifications. These

ought to be of some standard and uniform size.

A book whose dimensions are somewhere between five by eight to

seven by twelve inches, ought to be large enough to fully illustrate any

article desired ; it would be small enough to lie on the table and still leave

room to work; and would be light enough to handle without fatigue.

If it is to be read at all, a catalogue must be well printed on good

paper and at least as attractively presented as the current magazines. The
contents of the catalogue w^ill vary with the line of good« presented, but

should be limited to proper illustration, brief description without ex-

ploitation, prices where expedient, and such detailed data as will enable

the specification writer to compare the articles. We believe ourselves

capable of choosing a line of goods, an article, or a type, without the advice

of the catalogue : The manufacturer or jobber, employs salesmen who
know the merits of their productions, and can skilfully exploit them.

There is no excuse for advertising by means of the catalogue. I be-

lieve it to be a waste of ink and paper. Personally, I spend as much time,

as a conscientious reader, with the advertising pages of my magazines,

including the Architect and Engineer, as with the text, and I get all the

matter of this sort that I can readily assimilate, and at the same time,

think I am keeping up with the progress of current improvement.

Now, if having devised a catalogue, that from an architect's point of

view, is worth publishing, it is ready for distribution, much discretion

should be exercised in this particular. To scatter expensive printing

broadcast, without regard for its use or by whom received, must be paid

for out of the profits on the goods sold, which is to say, at the consumer's

expense.
Those publications that are to me most nearly satisfactory, I am

willing to ask for and to give receipt to the sender, while those that are

useless advertisements and of impossible value and bulk, come unsolicited,

and soon find their way to the furance room.

A comprehensive index of the catalogues and samples in the specifica-

tion room is important, but to most men except a trained librarian, is

practically impossible. It is easier to arrange the books on hand according

to the contents, segregating them as to class, and arrange the classes most

conveniently, whether by alcoves, alphabetically, or according to frequency
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Betlevue Hotel. San Francisco

Baxter Marble Company's California Marble used Exclusively in this Building:

of use. Here we are again reminded of the disadvantage of the various

^'^^^In conclusion : Catalogues to be acceptable, should be nearly uniform

in size to admit of handling, accessible filing and convenience: should

be well and neatly printed, containing such engravmgs as are necessary

to illustrate the style or construction and operation of its articles
;

briet

description, with prices, such formulae as may be required for any cal-

culations needed; and should be reasonably limited in distribution.

They should not be expected to take the place of salesmen; they

should not be filled with jungles of literature; they should not be merely

advertisements ; they must not be cheap or shabby, and they should not

be any old size the printer may make them.

It seems to me that the problem might be well and profitably settled

by some capable and central printing establishment takmg over the design

and publication of a great number of trade catalogues, using the material

to be furnished by manufacturers, edited if necessary, reducing to con-

venient size, perhaps combining several lines into one volume, and

eliminating the objectionable features of indiscriminate publications. A

catalogue trust in every good sense.

* ^* *

"I like to read American advertisements. They are in themselves

literature, and I can gauge the prosperity of the country by their very

appearance."—William E. Gladstone.
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Hamburger Theater Buildtne, Los Angeles, showing Gravity Tower Extension

from Ground Floor and Wallace Hotst in Operation

Pf
I c

By HOWARD F. JOHNSTON

THE practical application of concrete to general construction work, as

we of the twentieth century know it, is admittedly narrow but we

are beginning to realize what a big thing it is destined to become.

We often lean too confidently on finely drawn theories of science. We
forget that practical experience sometimes teaches best even though that

working proof opposes the laboratory test or the logical sequence argument

of the brilliant scientist.

The man who, each hour of every working day, shoulders the respon-

sibility of superintending concrete construction is placed where he needs

must experiment by a practical try-out of every suggested working

improvement.
Many accepted authorities have been telling us in effect that we

cannot place concrete by conduit without disturbing the original mixing,

that unless the pipe used be kept closely packed with mixture and forced

through at an unvarying speed by even pressure, the crushed stone would

shift more or less.

So be it. But during the past three months a concrete building has

been in course of erection, under the writer's observation, in Los Angeles

on which a gravity conduit system with a loose flow has been successfully

employed. This structure is reinforced concrete throughout from cellar

to roof and every yard of mixture was placed by gravity through eight-

inch piping.
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Hamburiicr Theater BuHditm. Los Angeles

I'ieii' of Working Floor, s/iowt/i^ Hoist. Cravity Tower and Distribtdutg Pipe

\

Hamburger Theater Builduis. Los Angeles, showing the Concrete

Running into the Forms
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It might be said that time is necessary to prove the rigidity and dura-

bihty of any concrete job and so it is, l)ut it is pretty safe, too, to pin one's

faith to the opinion of the practical construction man.

Mr. S. \\\ Rhret, superintendent of construction for the Engstrum

Company of Los Angeles, is a man of conviction with the courage to fly

in the face of convention for he has found the exact consistency of mixture

necessary to permit the concrete to flow freely and set properly when

placed without any relative change in the batches of mixture.

The secret of success evidently lies in the mixing and in the continuity

of movement of each batch from the time it leaves the mixer until placed

and tamped. This is gained, of course, only by skillful manipulation and

watchful care with every api)liance to avoid a hitch, once having begun to

turn the wheels. On the luigstrum contract, recently finished in Los

Angeles, the Wallace mixer of a half-yard capacity, together with the

concrete hoist of the same capacity, made by the Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist

(.om])any, was used throughout.

The gravity tower was l)uilt rfrom the ground and was projected half

over upon and with half of its su|)])ort resting on the working fl(X)r. The
hoist, operated on a vertical T rail track, was attached to the outside of

the gravitv t(nver at the'top of which was placed a steel hopper operated

with gate and switch attachment.

'ill is gate was operated by a man who sui)]:)lied every i)()int on the

job in turn as needed. The hoist raised its load with clock-like regularity,

unloading and returning just in time to catch the next 1)atch, pro])erly

timed in mixing, dlie ho])])er was iiexer allowed to be emi)ty. The mix-

ture was kept in constant motion and a steady flow was maintained

through the pipe.

Many crudities apparent on this job can be eliminated by future ex-

periment' h^)r instance, lighter shaft timbering and a more practical

adiustment of conduit su])])(^rts might be adopted. A hydraulic hose, in

short lengths convenient for cleaning, would be better than the galvanized

l)ipe used, l)ut with all the handicaps of a novel undertaking, expensive

last-minute changes and readjusting of o])erating ])lans, it is safe to say the

contractors on this building saved from 20 per cent to 35 i)er cent in time

and labc^r as compared to the cart and barrow system of placing mixture

( ni the working floor.

* *

A Substitute for Concrete

A composition resembling concrete, now being considerabl\- used in

hVance, and known as lime beton, is described as being more generally

used than concrete. Jt is a cheaper comi)()sition than cement beton. ()r

concrete, easier to work, and if the initial load l)e not too great it is for

nearlv every |)urpose just as good. .\ good lime l)eton can be obtained

bv niixing mortar and stones, gravel, or cinders, mortar and good-sized

stones making the ])est composition. Prol)al)ly one-half of* the houses in

Marseilles have been built of this material, and thousands of the older

buildings. nianv hundreds years old. are held together by ordinary lime.

Walls built of quick-lime beton must be laid up slowly, but with hydraulic

lime beton they can be erected as fast as masons can work. The solidity

of lime beton construction is shown by the sea walls and docks in Mar-

seilles, where masonrv of this kind may be seen both above and below

sea water, the most difficult test to which building material can be sub-

jected.
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Hamburger Theater Building, Los Angeles

View of Working Floor, showing Hoist, Gravity Tower and Distributing Pipe

t ->

Hamburger Theater Building, Los Angeles, showing the Concrete

Running into the Forms
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It might be said that time is necessary to prove the rigidity and dura-

bility of any concrete job and so it is, but it is pretty safe, too, to pin one's

faith to the opinion of the practical construction man.

Mr. S. W. Ehret, superintendent of construction for the Engstrum

Company of Los Angeles, is a man of conviction with the courage to fly

in the face of convention for he has found the exact consistency of mixture

necessary to permit the concrete to flow freely and set properly when

placed without any relative change in the batches of mixture.

The secret of success evidently lies in the mixing and in the continuity

of movement of each batch from the time it leaves the mixer until placed

and tamped. This is gained, of course, only by skillful manipulation and

watchful care with every appliance to avoid a hitch, once having begun to

turn the wheels. On the Engstrum contract, recently finished in Los

Angeles, the Wallace mixer of a half-yard capacity, together with the

concrete hoist of the same capacity, made by the Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist

Company, was used throughout.

The gravity tower was built from the ground and was projected half

over upon and with half of its support resting on the working floor. The

hoist, operated on a vertical T rail track, was attached to the outside of

the gravity tower at the top of which was placed a steel hopper operated

with gate and switch attachment. *

This gate was operated by a man who supplied every point on the

job in turn as needed. The hoist raised its load with clock-like regularity,

unloading and returning just in time to catch the next batch, properly

timed in mixing. The hopper was never allowed to be empty. The mix-

ture was kept in constant motion and a steady flow was maintained

through the pipe.

Many crudities apparent on this job can be eliminated by future ex-

periment. For instance, lighter shaft timbering and a more practical

adjustment of conduit supports might be adopted. A hydraulic hose, in

short lengths convenient for cleaning, would be better than the galvanized

pipe used, but with all the handicaps of a novel undertaking, expensive

last-minute changes and readjusting of operating plans, it^is safe to say the

contractors on this building saved from 20"* per cent to 33 per cent in time

and labor as compared to the cart and barrow system of placing mixture

on the working floor.

A 5ubstiiuic { )\ Coiicrete

A composition resembling concrete, now being considerably used in

France, and known as lime beton, is described as being more generally

used than concrete. It is a cheaper composition than cement beton, or

concrete, easier to work, and if the initial load be not too great it is for

nearly every purpose just as good. A good lime beton can be obtained

by m'ixing mortar and stones, gravel, or cinders, mortar and good-sized

stones making the best composition. Probably one-half of the houses in

Marseilles have been built of this material, and thousands of the older

buildings, many hundreds vears old, are held together by ordinary lime.

Walls built of quick-lime beton must be laid up slowly, but with hydraulic

lime beton they can be erected as fast as masons can work. The solidity

of lime beton construction is shown by the sea walls and docks in Mar-

seilles, where masonry of this kind may be seen both above and below

sea water, the most difficult test to which building material can be sub-

jected.
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Guust Biiildinic, San Francisco

F.Quiptcd ii.'ith Otis Elevators and Hatismann Windoiv Carriers

Landsbiirg &> Joset'h. Architects

il J
Residence for Mr. Leo Phillips, Los Angeles

Myron Hjtnt and Elmer drey. Architects

The Los Angeles Architectural Club's

Annual Exhibition

I ilE Los Angeles Architectural Club held its second annual exhibition

I
in the Associated Arts hall, j\Iay 20th to 29th. It was an unqualified

success, and the attendance was even larger than was anticipated.

Miss Emily Rutherford was in charge of the exhibition, \yhich embraced

some of the more recent works of well-known Southern California archi-

tects, painters and sculptors. Among those whose work contributed to

the success of the exhibit were Harrison Albright,' R. Mackay Fripp,

Robert D. Farquhar, Green & Green, Hudson & Munsell, Myron Hunt and

Elmer Grey, Otto Jansen, Arthur R. Kelley, Kelley & Newberry, Little

& Brown, F. X. Lourdon, Carl Enos Xash, Xeher & Skilling, Parkmson

& Bergstrom, W. A. Sharp, A. Sterling Calder, Miss Emily Rutherford,

C. FL I'.aker, I. I. (iill, Train & Williams, and others.

On the opening day the exhibit was given up to the press. Wednes-

day a private view and reception, admission being by invitation only,

was held. Thursdav the public was invited and Mr. C. H. Baker enter-

tained with a talk on "Sensations in a Traveler's Life." Friday an inter-

esting illustrated lecture was given by Architect :Myron Hunt, whose

theme was "Garden Architecture." A few of the Sketches shown at the

exhibit are reproduced herewith.

The officers of the Los Angeles Architectural Club, which was or-

ganized in August, 1906, are: Henry F. Withey, president; Elmore R.

Jeffrey, vice-president; Albert R. Walker, secretary; Paul J. Van Trees,

treasurer; W. H. Werner, auditor.

Flanging Committee— John Parkinson, Mvron Hunt, Arthur R. Kelley,

W. A. O. Munsell, R. I'. Train, h:imore R. Jeffrey, and Albert R. Walker;

l^xhibition Committee—FTenrv F. Withey, Albert R. Walker, Elmore R.

leff'rev, W. P. Middleton, assistant secretary. The members of the society

are T-' Aroner, H. E. Bean, John F. lilee, Frank H. Brooks, Francis Pier-

repont Davis, Walter E. Erkes, J. Griff'en, Otto Janssen, Elmore R. Jeff'rey,

L. H. Lippiat, J. H. Lippiat, W. P. Middleton, Wm. A. Newberry, Irvmg

Osgood, C. B. Robinson, M. D. L. Scott, Paul J. Van Trees, W^ H. Werner,

Albert R. Walker, Robert Willson, William Willson, Henry F. Withey;

non-resident members, Albert Crowder of San Diego, Cal.; Jerome Har-

rison, Dallas, Texas; J. T. \\awtcr, I'niversity of Illinois.
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Residence for Mr, Leo Phillips, Los Angeles

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey, Architects

The Los A
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s Architertiiral Club's

;i FxhibiUu i i

I
HE Los Angeles Architectural Club held its second annual exhibition

j in the Associated Arts hall, May 20th to 29th. It was an unqualified

success, and the attendance was even larger than was anticipated.

Miss Emily Rutherford was in charge of the exhibition, which embraced

some of the more recent works of well-known Southern California archi-

tects, painters and sculptors. Among those whose work contributed to

the success of the exhibit were Harrison Albright, R. Mackay Fripp,

Robert D. Farquhar, Green & Green, Hudson & Munsell, Myron Hunt and

Elmer Grey, Otto Jansen, Arthur R. Kelley, Kelley & Newberry, Little

& Brown, F. X. Lourdon, Carl Enos Nash, Neher & Skilling, Parkmson

& Bergstrom, W. A. Sharp, A. Sterling Calder, Miss Emily Rutherford,

C. H. Baker, L J. Gill Train & Williams, and others.

On the opening day the exhibit was given up to the press. Wednes-

day a private view and reception, admission being by invitation only,

was held. Thursday the public was invited and Mr. C. H. Baker enter-

tained with a talk on "Sensations in a Traveler's Life." Friday an inter-

esting illustrated lecture was given by Architect Myron Hunt, whose

theme was ''Garden Architecture." A few of the Sketches shown at the

exhibit are reproduced herewith.

The officers of the Los Angeles Architectural Club, which was or-

ganized in August, 1906, are: Henry F. Withey, president; Elmore R.

Jeffrey, vice-president; Albert R. Walker, secretary; Paul J. Van Trees,

treasurer; W. H. Werner, auditor.

Hanging Committee—John Parkinson, Myron Hunt, Arthur R. Kelley,

W. A. O. Munsell, R. F. Train, Elmore. R. Jeffrey, and Albert R. Walker;

Exhibition Committee—Henry F. W^ithey, Albert R. Walker, Elmore R.

Jeffrey, W. P. Middleton, assistant secretary. The members of the society

are J. kroner, H. E. Bean, John F. Blee, Frank H. Brooks, Francis Pier-

repont Davis, Walter E. Erkes, J. Griffen, Otto Janssen, Elmore R. Jeffrey,

L. H. Lippiat, J. H. Lippiat, W. P. Middleton, Wm. A. Newberry, Irvmg

Osgood, C. B. Robinson, M. D. L. Scott, Paul J. Van Trees, W. H. Werner,

Albert R. Walker, Robert Willson, William Willson, Henry F. Withey;

non-resident members, Albert Crowder of San Diego, Cal. ;
Jerome Har-

rison, Dallas, Texas
; J. T. Vawter, University of Illinois.
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Throop Polytechnic Institute. Pasadena

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey, Architects

Campus Looking toward Administration Building One End of the Physical Laboratory

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey. Architects

Residence of Dr. A. L. Macleish.

Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey,

Los Angeles

Architects

A Concrete House Dream
YOUR concrete house proposition amuses me more than anything

I have seen in America," said Mr. W. W. Dunwood, of ]\Ian-

chester, England.
"Now, you propose to build a mold of metal and duplicate all of the

houses from this original mold. What a jolly looking country you will

soon have. The railway trust, I can see, for example, will in time buy a

depot mold and it will turn out one hundred thousand depots and plant

them around the states. They will all be precisely alike.

''Then you will have contracting firms which own molds for special

houses. All the seven-room houses in all the states will be the same.
"This might not appeal to the Italian or the Frenchman as extremely

artistic, but I can see one advantage. When a man lives in a seven-room
house in Indiana and suddenlv switches out to California he will feel

quite at home, and his furniture will fit, and possibly even the house cat

will think it her old Indiana homestead and not even bother to return to

her native state.

"All your barns, garages, municii^al buildings, postoffices, jails, etc.,

I suppose will be alike. The idea is delightful, and so thoroughly American
and original

!

**It will also save visitors from Europe lots of trouble. They can
visit only one city, and when they return home they can safely talk about
any American city which comes up for discussion."

*
* *

Fireplace Suggestions

"Mistakes are sometimes made by inexperienced persons in building

the fireplaces which are coming into such favor again," said a builder.

"The people find that the fireplace sniokes and is susceptible to every
vagrant breeze that happens to blow down it. The reason for this is a

fault in construction, a disregard of a fundamental law and a principle

well known to most builders. The fireplace has not been provided with
a proper 'throat' and 'smoke shelf.' Some people have the idea that the

bigger the chimney the better will be the draft, and they build the chimney
large and of the same size throughout. The throat should be a few inches
above the arch of the fireplace and should be comparatively narrow. The
part of the chimney wall which juts in to form the throat is called the shelf

and when a wind blows down it provides a shelf against the breeze so that

the smoke does not blow out into the room."

,•^Jl'^14*^wpV«j-H
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Now the Best Time To Build

SILENT workshops, idle crews and dust covered piles of merchandise

in the warehouses mean stagnation for any country The degree ot

staenation is determined by the completeness of the closedown A

state of Idleness appeals only to those whose vision is blurred and whose

mind is distorted by false education.
, , . c , , j u„;tA

The science of merchandising applies to the buying of labor and bidd-

ing material just as truly as it does to purchase of goods sold across the

counTer Well bought not only is half sold but if unsold means an ex-

tremely good investment. To buy well is to buy at an opportune time-^o

have on hand goods that are in demand, whether the price paid be high

orlow, or to buy at or for less than cost of production ;
in other words,

for less than the recognized fair market value.

irmay be economical to pay a man $6 a day during a rush season in

order to complete an unfinished piece of work. If this vyage be far above

°he scak, such expenditure is not, however, justified at all times. Business

men must compare the outlay with the returns.
, , ,,

It is possible now to secure more and better work for the same price

than at any time within the last two years. Materials are cheaper
;
labor is

cheaper, anxious for employment and earnest in its desire to give full value^

These certainly are factors which the wise investor should take into

3.ccourit £

Buildings put up for investment yield not to exceed an average of

8 oer cent By building at this time investors should save 10 to 20 per

cent on the cost as compared with the cost in 1907 and the outlay that

probably will be required next year. This is equivalent to the earnings

on the investment for the two and a half to three years.

It is admitted, of course, that the demand is greater when prices are

highest, and in turn prices are high because the demand is great Humanity

has one characteristic in common with sheep, and that is eadi requires a

'

leader. Frequentlv the excuse Brown gives for building is: Well, Jones is

a shrewd fellow and he started to build; if it is a good thing for him it

must be a good thing for me." In point of fact what may be good for

Tones may prove otherwise for Brown.

Each individual should consider his own resources and scan closely

every possible advantage. His determination to do or not to do should be

formed not because of the activity of someone else but upon his own initia-

^"'^'a word in regard to lumber prices: Values necessarily will show

fluctuations in the future. Sale prices will move up and down in response

to heavy demand or its temporary restriction. The lumber trade of the

country and the lumber consumers of the country should remember, hovy-

ever that a steadily increasing demand is being filled from a constant y

decreasing supply of timber. The inevitable outcome of these forces work-

ing one upon the other will be a higher price level. The history of years

past shows that each decade has its high and its low prices, but the low

prices of 1900 to 1910 will be about in line with the high prices of ISW

to 1900 There are possible exceptions, but few people have the oppor-

tunity to profit by the exceptions which in substance mean the sacnhce

of someone's else property to satisfy pressing claims.

Lumber, brick, stone and other materials necessary to the construction

of buildings, purchased and put into place at this time, will be worth in

the new relation they bear one to the other a great dea more a year or

two from now than the present cost. Furthermore such structures will

be ready for use.

/.
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Elevator Enclosures in Pacific Building. San Francisco

Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect. Executed by the White Ornamental Iron Company

Po '. r'

I HERE is an interesting showing of the popularity of brick for paving

I
in a recent number of Municipal Engineering where the state-

* ment is made that up to the first of December the contracts for brick

paving entered into during 1907 show the following very satisfactory

amounts: Ohio, 1,290,000 square yards; Illinois, 765,610; Indiana, 606,301;

Michigan, 426,991 ; Wisconsin, 210,188.

This makes a total of 3,299,095 square yards of brick paving contracted

for in these five states in eleven months of 1907. It is estimated that the

December reports will increase this nearly to 4,000,000 square yards. Many
cities were slow in preparing their work for letting contracts and conse-

quently there was a little difficulty in getting prompt deliveries of brick

toward the end of the season, but this will not interfere with the letting

of contracts for the new year.

It would be far better for municipalities if they would prepare their

contracts for letting during the winter season, so that the contracts could

be let at the beginning of the construction season. Materials are then

easier to obtain and usually cost less, the work can be better done during

the warm season and the hurry and consequent poorer construction on

account of the desire to finish up late contracts in the fall will be obviated.

Municipalities will get better results, contractors will have easier work,

the manufacturers of material will be able to anticipate their deliveries so

that there will be evident advantages to all concerned by early action of

the municipal authorities regarding their improvements for the coming
year.
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Insurance on Concrete Block Structures

Tr.
THP Architect and Engineer of California: I wish if possible,

tha? you wotdd consicler^he following article, and g.ve space m

vour magalne to cite other cases to the contrary. In our c.ty and

wa's ^onSuc'ted of blocks 30 inches long, 10 i-hes w.de and 9 mch s h |h^

F;.rh block has two hoi ow spaces 4 inches by 10 inches, tye witnesses

state that as soon as the roof got to burning well, the walls commenced

o bulge and the blocks fell apart with reports like pistol shots one-half

nf the Weeks eoing one way and the other half the other. Toward the rear
of the blocks

S<^'"f ""^ ,/ . . ten feet high on the south side, and the
was a portion of the wan aooui leu iccl ing.

u^wo^rpr the
entire rear wall up to the second story was left standing. However the

stone in eveTy block, including those next to the ground, as well as those

h^^her up was con pletely disintegrated. The portion of the wa 1
st.l

standine was badly cracked and absolutely worthless. Not a drop of

wa"er was throw^ In this building at any time. The °7" °f f^f.^^uilc
ing

stated that he found it necessary to coat the entire outside of the patent

one whh cement, as the stone' absorbed so much water t^-t Jhe pape

and inside finish would pee oflf after a heavy rain. It is stated that tne

Wocks used were constnicted of one part Portland cement and five parts

Snd ak n from Sand Creek, which is a round pebb y
^-f

•J^e mspecto

trives his conclusion as to the fire retarding qualities of this stone, that

fbuilding of this construction should be put in the same class with brick

^^•"^Ifyou will answer the above it will greatly oblige,

Very truly yours,

S. T. MILLAR, Architect.

Box 258, Albuquerque, N. M.

The insurance companies, or rather the Underwriters' Board are in-

clined to Took uJon the fire-resistant qualities of hollow cement buildmg

blocks with a none too favorable eye.
. i 11^ ,

In ih s they are in a measure justified. Fire tests on one-piece hollow

blocks demonstrate that under unequal heating, there is a tendency in the

webs of t^e blocks to crack, or part from the other portions, especially

when the webs are relatively thin. .

There is no end to the variety of block-making machines and the

product resulting may be good, bad or indifTerent as the type of machine,

oualitv of aggregate or skill of the maker may determine.
. , , .

^
The genfraf disfavor with which cement blocks have been held by

the architectural profession and the general public is in no small measure

due to the policy of the less reliable makers of machines who, in their

haste to dispose of their product, have fostered the idea that anyone, any-

where with^ any sort of^ggregate and no experience can manufacture
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satisfactory building blocks. No greater fallacy ever existed in the

building trade, and to the credit of the more reliable dealers, be it said,

this line of action has been stubbornly resisted. Papers circulating among
the smaller communities and the mail order catalogue contain glaring

advertisements of a fortune made in a few minutes with a $15 block
machine in the corner of the back yard. The reputation of the good
suffers from these faults of the bad, and when some structure, the product
of one of these door-yard propositions, collapses, as might be expected,

the result is a general condemnation of all similar types of construction.

Any one interested in concrete and cement building blocks should
get in touch with the United States Geological Survey's testing laboratory

at Forest Park, St. Louis, Mo., where there is in process of completion
the most thorough investigation ever made upon these subjects. The
bulletins issued from this source are a mine of information.

In regard to the report cited above, upon the fire at Geary, Oklahoma,
little can be said without a full history of the manufacture and placing
of the blocks. There must have been an excessive percentage of voids
in the concrete, and such being the case it is hard to understand what
could have caused the blocks to ''fall apart with reports like pistol shots."

It would seem from the face of the report that some of the "eye witnesses"
also ''exploded" as well as the blocks. Perhaps the excitement of dodging
the flying fragments of the blocks contributed to this deplorable result.

G. B. ASHCROFT, C. E.

*
* *

A Concrete Tree used as A Chimney,

Illustrattne Novel Use of Cement

A Concrete Tree Chimney

1 HE accompanying photograph is not

j a picture of an ordinary tree, but

one of the most novel and unique
applications of cement extant. What ap-

pears to be an old monarch of the forest

is in reality a reinforced concrete chimney
for an electric plant at Verte Monte, Mal-
maison, France, on the estate of Edward
Tuck. The owner was reluctant to erect

a tall stack on this timbered track, and de-

vised the concrete tree in order that the

harmony of the scene might not be dis-

turbed. It is quite common to fill decayed

places in trees with cement in order to

preserve them, but the casting of a whole
tree is a far greater achievement. The
arched door at the base of the concrete tree

is indicated by a delicate line.

Concrete has been supplanting wood
for a number of years, but this is probably

the first instance where timber has been re-

produced in this original form.—Cement
Age.
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A Soundless Koom

a "dream of nervous temperaments as the writer oeiievc

excessive noise to an absolute quiet, such as is described, is from one ex

desired. , . , ., • ^^ccihle to exclude external
"A soundless room, one from wh.eh .t '* P"™;'

"^Ji^,, ;„ f,a. at

sounds, is a dream of """", ™Pt?T, .. i, is mt oossible lo slay in the

;^oL?,S'm'S'ar.n'i.o;.t'l^.".1™»w?„.'«^5^^

St"ra°Up,To?.riS rStn'a-r= tttne'le-tSi- in sonnd\..

:::£il»ri;-s^Tar.j?ScL-.*';:%SdTsf„rn;mSr:i

•"";.r''prnr?tre '' T,,[s™ !'of'"Se wa„ does not rest o„ the hoor. but

-
is isolated from it by a layer of sheet lead.

''3. A dead air space.

"4. A wood layer.
, i i

-5 A mixture of ground cork and sand.
T^^^u^tein

4: A special composition of
^-^f^^^Vh'e cei^ ^^^^^ layers ;

"The total thickness is eleven inches, the ceuin^ s

the floor is chiefly lead and carpet.
demonstrated by the fact that

"The noiselessness of the room is ^^^^ dennonstratea y

one hears a subjective buzzing, sim. ar t° t^^^t P;°du«"i^;y,\o„„^ds. The
dose of quinine, ^ost people can a^so^heatheir^own^

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^._

slightest movement of the body P'^oa"';"
. _„„{„! not to move.

""!?.?£;.^sirds'^aret^r:d^rr^r

P''„?es'''no"l'^d'"?hfto"n'erS:'rh:eS'the"st,
^Jrtonan. are absent.
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Object to Revolving Doors

ft is reported from Paris. Franc^^^^^^^^^ S
rnd°;r.rbn\:,iS"bP^;'e:pSeJuo,d,n/more t^^

on the gronnd <h" '^«' '" te,?r,ery pop""; tSere. and number, of

storm door .n late years IL"' become »e y p P
^^^^ ^^, „j„ h„

l^rrs^d-IL'Stdip^^f't^oSX h"™ i^^^^^^^^^^

;^a^m'r^"'d ir;?2or/tKml."sV."r;n'rd.^.s for a ion. time.

Building the Shoulders. Girders and Struts of Reinforced Concrete Piles at Santa Monica

Concret r. ^anta a Pleasure Pier

A REMARKABLE instance of the use of reinforced concrete may be

seen at Santa Monica, at the foot of Colorado street, where huge
reinforced concrete piles, each weighing five tons, are being cast

and sunk into the sea. These piles are to form the supporting structure

for the municipal pleasure pier being erected at a cost of about $90,000. It

will also serve for carrying out into the sea the city's garbage after it

has passed through the electric treating plant.

The illustrations presented by courtesy of the Southwest Contractor

and Manufacturer, show the method of casting and also the finished piles

sunk into position, built up, shouldered and made one with the super-

structure. ,

This use of reinforced concrete is unique and in some features the only

instance of its kind in existence. By many engineers it is regarded in the

light of a very doubtful experiment. There has been much controversy

over the action of sea water on concrete. Many instances are known
where the concrete has disintergrated, particularly above the low water

mark. An example of this may be found at Long Beach, where the concrete

in time became pulverized, from what cause it has not been definitely de-

termined.
The Santa Monica pier is to be 1600 feet in length, with ninety foot

platforms every 500 feet. For the pier length alone, not taking into con-

sideration the additional piles for the platforms, it will require 240 of these

reinforced concrete piles. They are being cast on inclined planes as shown
in the illustration, the lower ends resting at the bottom of the pit. Boards
are laid from the bottom to top of the inclined plane, between the molds;

there are stepped oflF to form ladders ; facilitating the workmen in handling

the molds and casting the piles.

The piles are cast in lengths of thirty-six to thirty-eight feet, the

reinforcing rods being allowed to extend above the concrete, for the

piles must be built up ten or more feet after they are sunk to solid bottom.

Six ^-inch rods are used for reinforcing; in the center of the pile is placed
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. 2-i„cl, pipe .h,o„Eh which w,„r » <»;"<i
'"I;' '''!,\':ZtoltS'^^

the ocean bed and washed as <^'-"
°Lf-f,.^^V^or s nking it is carried to

gltirthfp:rssur\";h"t^:if:rn!°„utes iJ required under ordinary

Circumstances to P'-e the pile in ,.erm^^^^^^^^^
^^^^,^ ^ ^^^^,^^^

'"\tii'irk'r,r™riir/.,ir.c. ..,pervi.io. ..
3^^^^^^^^^^

bv the city This inspector makes a record of the number ot teet tne pue

-^vHl,err;t^ atrast =;:a\1Sro?tt:We feet apan

t-nrt€ r ^^'ir fomii:tr:hT^re^ irst-re^rfmor
ithTc IS" It w s or^^allyTntended to use 14-inch P"-. without pro-

ection tor the first 500 feet of pier, 18-inch for the next 500 feet and 22-

nrh for rtie remainder out to the end, where the water has a depth of 30

e Buton account of the dangerous driftage not "-ommon dur ng

severe storms it has been decided to put iron castings on all the smau

nllPs neare^the shore. The wooden piers in the vicinity are constantly

^reakhng to JJeces, furnishing driftage that acts as huge battering rams

"''Vh: piL^al'sirfnl'Iying depths of water; at the end of the pier

:^^i iTa- ra-i ^^^^ t^ei^St^^T^^Z

The contrac price is $86,000, although it is expected the total cost w.l

exceed ths sum. It is estimated the cost of construction would be abou

SLS mo if timber piles were used. The city, however, is attempting to build

fpermanen" structure and is willing to spend the larger sum in the

exoeriment The pier will be completed in four months at the present

rat^e Tprogress, nearly 200 feet of the structure having been finished to

'''"should the concrete piles be successful, it will -'l°"btf'y ^es^ilt^

discardine altogether the use of wooden piles on the southern Facnc

coast Representatives of the Abbott Kinney Company have watched the

•

course of con.struction carefully and it is expected the piers at Venice w.U

eventually be supported by reinforced concrete piers.
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Method of Casting Reinforced Concrete Files

It has been noticed at Venice, where a concrete casing has been

employed at the water level for reinforcing the eaten timber piles, that a

white deposit has formed on the surface of the concrete. This sub-

stance is described as quite as hard as the concrete itself.

Contractor Stutzer built all the concrete bridges over the canals at

Venice and reports that sea water was used in process of mixing; these

bridges have stood the test of five years without showing the least dis-

integration. He has absolute confidence in the ability of concrete to with-

stand sea water if a good grade of tested cement is used and if proper

mixing and handling is employed. He points to the old Spanish fort

at St. Augustine, Florida, as an example; here cement and sea shells

were utilized and the structure has withstood all ravages for centuries

without showing the least disintegration.

Bufldin? Materials Wanted In Pananna

Former Vice Consul-General Rockwood, of Bogota, writes to the

bureau of manufactures from Panama calling attention to the market there

for steel laths and wire netting for construction purposes, owing to the

extending use of cement. He states that trade in those lines and in Port-

land cement could be developed to a much geater extent if quantities of

the right materials were on hand, thus avoiding a delay of six to seven

weeks in waiting for an order to be filled from the United States.

New Colors in Wall Papers
•

In wall paper the tendency seems to be away from the strong and rich

reds, and popular fancy rather inclines toward greens, browns, and warm
grays, or pearl tones, with the ever popular floral and cretonne papers on

white or light backgrounds, the favorites for bed room decoration.

I
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Honesty the Best Policy for both Architect

and Contractor

By A. SINNER

THE ethics of the contractor is something to which the average archi-

tect and material man should, and in some measure does, pay caretul

attention. We have said "some" and the reason why we qualify is

that it is, occasionally, to say the least, an exception.

Tust why an architect does not put forward, at all times, the re-

quirement of sterling honesty on the part of a contractor, is a question

which he will have to answer for himself, but we have our ideas on the

Perhaps there is something to be gained by not scrutinizing the man

too closely, or being honest himself (the architect we mean) he thinks

all others are, as well and in this case, he learns, when too late, that the

job has been jobbed as well as others. There is another who has been

hit, quite hard, and that is the owner who last of all has to bear the burden, ot

a ''mistake" on the one part, and infamy on the other.

An honest contractor means an honest job, no heart aches, no quarrels

or law suits. It means more than that. It means a good reputation for

both the contractor and architect—good enough capital for either.

Give a calf enough rope and he will strangle himself. Give a crooked

contractor an opportunity, and he will emigrate to pastures new, at

frequent intervals.
. i i 4-u .^^t^or-

If an architect is not a walker in the straight and narrow path sooner

or later he takes a walk also. We know of one who in his day and

generation" was a peer of them all ; recently he finished a sixty-days stunt

on the county rock pile.
,. . , n r v

.

A contractor who ''skins" the job, enjoys only a limited spell of prosperity.

His song soon becomes "nothing doing."
, u •

In this bailiwick we know of contractors who need not sign up,

they make money, honestly, too.
i j • r

We know of others with whom a contract, as well as a bond is ot

little use toward completing a strictly honest job.

"Extras" are the bane of the owner;; a good architect does not have

many extras. Sometimes they are necessary but as a rule, with an honest

architect and an honest contractor, they are mighty scarce True, even

with the best of us, there may be something which should have been

included in the original specifications and was not, nevertheless with

careful drawing of the articles governing the contract there ought to be

nothing wanting on which the contractor could build extra claims.

Many times we have heard of a shrewd contractor who in makmg

his bid discovered some important detail which was left out, thus enabling

him to' make a much closer proposal than some of the^less observmg com-

petitors, expecting to make up the low figure on the extras.

We know one architect who forgot to include a stairway to a second

story in the plans. The sharp contractor discovered this and made an

uiiusually low bid, secured the job and when it came to stairways he

held the owner up for a big sum and made considerable money on the

contract.
. , . , . a 4.u«

Plumbers are about as questionable in these matters as any and the

owner who gets out without a "hold-up" on their part is a rare one.
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Perhaps there is some reason why they are the most cordially hated of

all the contractors, who have to do with the construction of a building.

We are not sure as to what may be the meaning of a clause included

in the specifications which provides that "anything which should be in-

cluded herein for the completeness of this contract and is not shall be so

construed, even though it is not written."

Our best, our leading, our successful architects are those who give

careful attention to every matter of detail even in the proper selection

of the contractor. Those who are careless soon find thir business on the

wane.
Another class of architects are those who do not progress with the

times. You can tell them by noting the last building for which they drew
plans and comparing it with the one planned several years since. The
style is the same, the construction is the same.

Once in a while we find one who knows it all. He says : "I have used

such and such material for years and it is good enough for me."

A little more reading, a little more "absorption," if you will, would
do us good, but the matter of progress, on the part of all, would eliminate

the factor of "has beens."

Sometimes the material man does not receive the recognition he de-

serves ; he is in a position to do the architect a great deal of good, it is

his business to keep posted on improvements and if allowed to present

the merits of his goods, we are quite sure the architect would add to the

character of his work without lowering his dignity.

We know of one material man who makes a specialty of a certain kind

of furnishings, we will say church furniture, knows a great deal about

the most modern method of construction, especially as regards seating

and their arrangement. He offered one architect the benefit of a large

list of such plans and received for his kindness, "No, I thank you, I do

only original work, never copy anything, work it out of my head." This

architect has one small back room in a cheap building, has been there

several years, will be there several more, if he don't get into the County
Poor 'House. His clothes look seedy, he looks rather rusty, is both, in

fact he was a "has been" before he commenced his profession.

Another class which makes mistakes are those who always have the

same contractor do their work. It looks bad, it is bad. Too close "fellow-

ship" means loss for some one ; usually, as before, the owner.

Both get careless, both get something else—sometimes. Taken how-
ever, as a whole, the profession, both of the architect, the material men,

and the contractor, is far better as to its ethical side than a few years

since, and it lies with the two first as to how much better it will be in

the future.

The mill, the store, the agent, next to the laborer, should have their

money, all should be paid promptly, then if there is anything left, it

belongs to the contractor, but to hold back money rightfully belonging

to some other, is to say the least "crooked" and such should have short

life.

Material should be paid for in thirty days. It is expected and nothing

short of it will do.

The best paying contractors get the best prices, the architect unfor-

tunately does not always get his from the owner, until every one else is

paid—sometimes not then.

However, we are all getting good, your able magazine as well.

Portland, Ore., July 1, 1908.
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A Northern California Bimgalo-w. W. S. FitzelL Architect

A No! Hum California Bungalow

MUCH interest is being manifested in all parts of the country on the

part of architects, builders and prospective house owners in that

class of dwelling or cottage designated as "bungalow," and which is

^^^^ALll^'t^o'tr'sVdSton. of the bungalow illustrated here^di

from Carpentry and Building, the foundation is of concrete up to the

JlT The basT of the chimney stack is built of concrete from the floor of

th^basement to a level with the kitchen floor, the center being eft hollow

to serve as an ash pit, which is provided at the bottom with a close fitting

cast ron door to ser^e as a "cleanout." The walls have a footing 16 in.

wTde The sills running lengthwise are 6x6 in., bedded in "ment mortar

while the cross sills, bedded in the same manner, are 8x10 in., and are

ha !ed over the side ;ills. The joists are 2x10 in., fitted down over the s.Hs

to rest on the walls, are placed 16 in. on centers, and well bridged with 2x,5

n cross brid^^ng. The joists are doubled under all bearing partitions

uch as under fhe^sliding doors at the fireplace and between the kitchen and

nantrv All Studding are 2x4 in. pine, while the ceiling joists are 2x10 in.,

an p aced 16 n on cfnters. The rafters are 2x6 in., placed 24 m on centers.

All framing timber is of pine. The outside of the buildmg is lined

with % in. surfaced lumber put on diagonally and covered with building

oaper The lower portion of the house is finished with three-lap rustic

extending up as high as the window sill, above which the mam story is

covered vvith shingles laid 5 in. to the weather and finished against the

cornice frieze. The house has a raking cornice with exposed rafters, ihe

gut"er is formed as a box fitting in back of the 4 in. crown mold and lined

with Flintcote roofing, running up under the shmgles about 5 in. and

fastened to the top of the crown mold with Y^ in. half round, nailed at

close intervals. '
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Attic and Roof Plan.

_ " aiB»Sl*i15SHSl^**^i

Wain Floor Plan.—Scale, 1-16 In. to the Foot.

A Northern California Bungalow.—Plans and Elevation

The roof is covered with redwood shingles laid 4>^ in. to the weather.

The corners of the hips are covered with shingles 4 in. wide on each side

of center line, and the ridge is finished with a 5 in. saddle board, covered

at the top with a full round, ending in a finial at the different points as

shown.
The front steps are of Oregon pine Ij^xll^^ in., with round noseing

and cove under same, with risers of %-in. redwood, finished at the ends

with a bold buttress. The interior finish is redwood. The actual cost of

the house was $2000.

V
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Albert Pissis to Plan Mechanics' Library

Building

The trustees of the Mechanics' Insti-

tute have selected Albert Pissis as archi-

tect for its new library building to be

erected on Post street, between Kearny
and Montgomery, San Francisco. As is

well known Mr. Pissis is the architect of

the Hibernia bank, the Flood building

and other monumental structures in San

Francisco. ^ .,j-

More than a month ago a buildmg

committee was appointed with power to

name an architect and decide on the de-

tails of the building. Livingston Jenks

was elected chairman of the committee.

Meetings were held, but a determined

stand was taken by two sides in favor of

different firms of architects. When the

trustees held their meeting the selection

of an architect was left to them. A di-

vision developed in the board as in the

committee, but finally Albert Pissis was

recommended, and unanimously elected.

The building will be about nme stones

in height and most likely will be ar-

ranged for offices, while floors will be

reserved for the library and members

rooms, with stores on the ground floor.

The estimated cost of the building is

$300,000.

Wins Portland School Competition

Whitehouse & Honeyman, of Portland,

won the competitive contest for plans for

the proposed new high school in North
Albina. The second prize of $500 cash

was awarded to T. J. Jones, the present

architect for the public schools of Port-

land; Kable & Kable were awarded third

prize of $300. and McNaughton, Ray-

mond & Lawrence fourth prize of $200.

Architect W. M. Summerville, of

Seattle, assisted the School Board.

The plans call for a building three

stories high with a full basement, built

on the "H" plan and of a light type of

architecture. The building will be con-

structed of fireproof material and will

cost approximately $250,000.

As soon as preliminary details can be

arranged, the School Board will award

contracts and the work on the proposed

structure will be started. It is the desire

of all concerned to have it ready for oc-

cupancv by the opening of the fall term

in 1909.
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For San Quentin

The State Architects are at work on
plans for the improvements ordered by
the State Board of Prison Directors at

San Quentin penitentiary. These im-
provements are to cost $350,000; this to

be the cost of material alone. When
the entire work is completed there will

be 1600 additional cells, a new dining-

hall and kitchen, wall around these, to-

gether with guard towers. The first

work will include a cell house, containing

800 cells, and following these will be

two buildings, in which will be 400

cells each, or 800 in both.

The California building, which is to

be erected at the Alaska-Yukon Expo-
sition, Seattle, will be built by day's

labor, and not by contract.

Architectural Exhibit

Returns From Abroad

Architect George Alexander Wright, of

the firm of Wright, Rushforth & Cahill,

associated architects, has returned from a

most enjoyable European trip, having been

absent from San Francisco since early last

winter. He visited all the principal foreign

cities and soent considerable time studying

the various types of English, French and
Italian architecture. Mr. Wright was much
benefited by the trip as when he left

he was" greatly in need of a rest and change
of environment, having worked quite

strenuously following the earthquake and
fire. Mrs. Wright accompanied her hus-

band on the trip.

Charles E. Hodges, formerly supervising

architect at Stanford University, has gone

abroad to remain for some time. He has

a brother in England.

Landscape Architect Busy

Wilbur D. Cook, Jr., landscape archi-

tect, 616 Grant building, Los Angeles,

has been commissioned to make the

necessary plans for the improvement of

the grounds surrounding the residence of

Wm. G. Kertkhoff, in course of erec-

tion at 734 West Adams street, Los
Angeles, from plans drawn by, and under
the supervision of Architects Hunt,
Eager & Burns.
The same architect also has on the

boards drawings for the improvement
of the spacious grounds of L. N. Bruns-
wig, on West Adams street, near Arling-

ton street. Sunken Italian gardens, ter-

races, winding paths and driveways and
extensive lawns and flower beds are

planned. The residence, which will be

of stone, brick and wood, will be one of

the finest in this section. The plans for

this palatial home are being drawn by
Architect F. X. Lourdou.
The same architect is also preparing

plans for a residential subdivision of

2400 acres at Highland Park, Texas.

The first annual National Architectural

Exposition will be held during the week of

September 14th to 19th at Madison Square

Garden, New York. By a combination of

all departments in architecture, engineering,

painting, sculpture, the trades, manufactur-

ing and craftsmanship pertaining to the

construction, equipment and decoration of

buildings, as well as landscape and garden

effects, this coming function is intended

to be a radical departure from the usual

form of exhibitions.

The Record and Guide of New York is

the authority for the following statements:

Its attractiveness and importance should

bring visitors, especially from the profes-

sions, the manufacturers, the trades, stu-

dents, lovers of art and science in every

section of the United States, and it will

be of special interest to people of wealth

and culture—the purchasing public. Manu-
facturers of the newest and best in build-

ing construction and materials, in articles

of equipment and decoration, will be able

conveniently and interestingly to present

their products to the professions, the trade,

and the public by exhibition, demonstration

and application. Raw material and manu-
factured goods entering into the construc-

tion of buildings, engineering effects, decor-

ation, landscape and garden features, will

be shown. No space will be allotted to

exhibits possessing no special features of

novelty, utility, originality or beauty.

The management announces that many
architects of prominence will aid and co-

operate, and will exhibit in the salon,

models, casts, drawings and photographs

of unusual interest. This display of val-

uable and artistic models of edifices, the

results of much thought and study by the

leading architects, together with drawings

and photographs of special interest, will

prove of infinite educational value to the

students and lovers of art and science, and

to the technical and general press and lay-

men.
The salon will be a separate and dis-

tinct department of the exposition, occu-

pying the high elevated promenade plat-

form twenty feet wide, surrounding the

entire arena. On this platform there will

be forty studios of equal size, about 16 by 7

feet, affording three walls in each studio

for hanging, and ample room in the center

of each studio for models. These archi-

tects, who are the patrons of the first

National Architectural Exposition, will ar-

range and hang their own collections.

Sculpture and paintings will be features

of the exposition, and many masterpieces

of art have been promised by individuals

and societies, and the management is ar-

ranging with representative organizations

to place in separate rooms and departments

exhibits that are allied to architecture and

in keeping with the plan and scope of the

exposition.

IS
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FOR HOME
INDUSTRY

The Structural Steel and Orna-

mental Branch of the California Metal

Trades Association has

taken the initiative in a

campaign for home in-

dustry— of interest to

every public-spirited individual and

civic organization in San Francisco.

To make this campaign effective the

association has wisely begun with the

owners and agents of property, the

architects, the contractors, and all civic

bodies to take up this work and co-

operate to give the local plants a fairer

opportunity to bid than they have had

up to this time. Endorsement has

been secured of the Chamber of Com-
merce, the Merchants' Exchange, Mer-

chants' Association, the Manufactur-

ers and Producers' Association, and

these organizations have adopted reso-

lutions pleading for home patronage.

It is a matter of statistical report

that at the present time 75 per cent of

the structural steel and ornamental

iron contracts is being let out of the

city to Eastern firms, which means

that just that much money is going

out of California.

The situation is a serious one and

should not be ignored by our archi-

tects and property owners. Mr. Ker-

rigan's article elsewhere in this maga-

zine is food for earnest thought.

The problem of acoustics as ap-

plied to large halls or assembly

rooms is being dis-

THE PROBLEM cussed quite widely just

OF ACOUSTICS now and the facts
brought out by Archi-

tect Henry F. Starbuck of Oakland

in the May issue of the Architect

and Engineer have been read with a

deal of interest by both architects

and engineers. Mr. Starbuck goes

on to say that while the science of

acoustics is very much in theory yet

some facts have been well estab-

lished, one of which is that a circular

ceiling is nearly always defective, as

it converges the sound waves to-

ward a common center in such a

manner as to give confused and im-

perfect effects.

The American Architect says

there are probably very few archi-
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tects who have not at some point

in their professional careers, per-

haps when employed with a com-
mission which included a large hall

or auditorium, searched long and
diligently for some work or treatise,

promising a practical yet absolute

and definite solution of the problem.

That these quests have been in the

majority of cases unsuccessful is

probably due to the fact that works
presenting anything like workable
formulae, methods or even theories

by which the acoustic properties of

a proposed hall can be predeter-

mined, or a hall designed which will

surely possess satisfactory acoustic

properties, are not so far as we are

aware, of frequent occurrence in

technical literature.

Of course much has been written

concerning the general theory and
it will be at once observecj that there

are certain well-known principles re-

garding reflected sounds or echoes

which must be given consideration,

and also it is recognized that the

choice of materials and surfaces,

even furnishings, as well as form and
proportion of the room, has much to

do with results.

That the problem is entirely so-

luble as applied to an isolated hall

was demonstrated by Professor

Sabine in a series of articles several

years ago, but considerable inquiry

among architects elicited the infor-

mation that the formuL-e deduced

by Professor Sabine, where their ex-

istence was known, were considered

unwieldy, complex, and of difficult

application to the ordinary problems
confronting the practitioner. It was
also pointed out that the study of

the problem in practice in order to

be entirely effective must extend to

and include the environment as well

as the work in hand. Of course-it is

possible, if windows and openings
could always be kept closed, that the

hall might be studied quite inde-

pendent of the surroundings, but

this would be practically an im-

possible condition, particularly in

summer.

But even if architects were able

to accurately foretell the effect of

neighboring buildings, rocks or trees

upon the acoustic properties of a

proposed hall, would they be justi-

fied in taking them into account to

the extent of altering any intended
or desired treatment or dimension?
For might not the environment
change by the demolition or addi-

tion of buildings at any time, thus

rendering the provisions made inef-

fective?

It seems quite apparent that the

entire subject will require much
further study and research before it

can be considered as approaching
anything like an exact science sus-

ceptible of simple and ready appli-

cation to the designing of audi-

toriums or places of assembly under
the severely limiting conditions or-

dinarily encountered, and in the

meantime failures of halls in this

respect are just frequent enough to

cause architects who are employed
on work of this character much anx-

iety which at present it would seem
could only be entirely relieved when
the hall is completed and actual tests

made.
Young Architect Drowned

Claude L. Evermann, senior member of

the firm of Heide and Evermann, archi-

tects, at 604 Mission street, San Fran-
cisco, was drowned in the Sacramento
river July 4th. Evermann was twenty-
eight years old and he is survived by a

widow and a year-and-a-half-old baby.

The young man was rapidly becoming
prominent in his profession in San Fran-
cisco. He was the designer of the Low-
man building in Seattle and of several of

the exposition buildings at St. Louis and
Portland.

Municipal Building

City Architect N. J. Tharp of San
Francisco, is making preliminary plans

for the new city and county Hospital.

The plans under consideration call for

a seven or eight-story fire-proof struc-

ture with sudsidiary buildings for tu-

bercular and infectious diseases. There

is a possibility that competitive plans

from outside architects may be invited,

in which case the preliminary plans vvill

served as a basis for all work. The City

Architect is also at work on plans for a

dozen new school houses.
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LIGI FMINH
As Applied to Buildings

J

Now You Can Buy Gas in a Bottle

BLAUGAS, a compressed illuminant

which can be taken home in steel

bottles and fed into the burners by

means of little copper tubes no larger

around than ordinary wires, was lately

introduced to the Society of Chemical

Industry by Prof. William Hallock. He
is the dean of the department of physics

in Columbia University and has given

much attention to illuminating methods.

This new kind of lighting vapor re-

sembles in composition ordinary gas

such as the people of New York now
use It was invented by Herman Blau,

of Augsburg, Germany. It is made at a

somewhat lower temperature than is

needed in the retorts in this country, and

the product is compressed until it takes

liquid form. The turning on of the stop-

cock of the cylinder in which it is placed

causes the fluid to expand into gas, and

out it comes like the genie which the

gentleman of the Arabian Nights' tale

found in the bottle he took from the

sea
It burns with a bright light which

compares favorably with electricity in

brilliance. Professor Hallock declared,

however, that it was more expensive than

the ordinary gas of the street mains,

which he said was good enough in its

way, but "horribly inefficient."

Blaugas is not likely to drive out the

gas companies of New York, and the

chief chemist of the Consolidated Gas

Company sat on a table at the back of

the hall and chuckled. Blaugas, however,

is a very portable commodity, and it can

be taken aboard yachts and "wired" in

country houses, and made available very

easily on short notice.
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Professor Hallock said that it was not

affected by temperature changes and
could be kept indefinitelv.

"In fact," he said, *'I do not see any

reason why Blaugas could not be willed

in cylinders from father to son for

generations if it should be necessary to

keep it in the family as an heirloom for

so long."
He installed several cylinders filled

with the new illuminant in the lecture

room of the Chemists' Club and turned

on a few litres of it for the benefit of

the scientists. The tubes which he em-
ployed were of finely drawn copper and
were only one-sixteenth of an inch in

diameter. They were curled about just

like electric wires, and at a distance they

looked just as though they might be
part of some electric machine.

Professor Hallock declared that a ten

kilo cylinder of Blaugas, which costs $1.50,

would supply a 50 c. p. incandescent

burner for four months, provided it was
used four hours a day.—New York Herald.

Home-Made Lighting Plant

In his leisure hours Fred Brendel, en-

gineer of the Commercial building, at St.

Louis, Mo., has been constructing and
just brought to completion an electric

lighting plant which he has installed
^
in

the yard back of his residence on Union
boulevard.
With his home-made electric lighting

plant he is able to illuminate his home
and that of a tenant and furnish enough

power to run a sewing machine and
other small household machines, do the

family ironing, run electric fans and
proposes in the near future to be able to

cook.
In the house is a four-horse power

engine and generator. The engine is

run by gasoline and is managed by Mrs.

Brendel, who has been appointed chief

engineer, while Mrs. Louis Daniels, who
occupies the upper part of his residence,

is assistant engineer.
The plant cost about $400 to construct

and the cost of lighting the house is

about ten cents a night.
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Heating and Ventilating A Modern
Theater

By William E. L. Leland, C. E.

THE first theatre to be erected in the

down-town district of San Francisco

since the fire is the Orpheum, now

under course of construction on its old

site on O'Farrell street

The building is of the Class A type

with steel frame and concrete floors and

walls, and will be as fireproof as modern

invention can make it. The owners de-

siring to make the appointments ot

this theatre unexcelled by any, have

provided it with an up-to-date heating

and ventilating plant, a short description

of which is given herewith.

The theatre is arranged with main

floor, balcony, gallery, and three tiers

of boxes and will seat about 2500 per-

sons. The ventilating apparatus is de-

signed to furnish an aggregate of 5^,UU0

cubic feet of fresh tempered air per

minute, which is equivalent to about 21

cubic feet per minute for each occupant

of the house. Exhaust ventilation to

the amount of 42,500 cubic feet per

minute has been provided, and this being

slightly less than the fresh air supply,

the house will be operated on a pressure,

thus causing any leakage to be outward

rather than inward.
,

The fresh air for the warming and

ventilating of the theatre is taken into

the building through two large gratings

in the exit passage at each side of the

house about on the sidewalk level, and

is then drawn through two air washing

devices for the removal of dust and dirt,

and then passed through a system of

heating stacks where it is warmed to the

proper temperature before being dis-

charged into the plenum chambers. The
entire space under the auditorium, and

likewise under the balcony, has been

tightly constructed, forming the two

main plenum chambers from which the

air is admitted to the auditorium through

perforated openings in each chair leg,

through floor register openings in the

boxes, and through screens in the front

of the chair risers in the balcony.

The foul air and smoke are removed

from the pockets under the balcony and

gallery, and from the ceiling above the

back part of the gallery, and from the

dome in the center of the main ceiling.

Air is also removed from the boxes and

the dressing rooms back of the stage,

and the toilets, etc., under the stage.

The steam for supplying the required

heat for the building is generated in a

large sectional cast-iron boiler under the

area at one side of the stage, and is

conveyed to the two heating stacks and

the direct radiators by a simple gravity

system of steam piping, the returns being

taken back to the boiler in piping run

along the floor, and below the water

line. Each section of the heating stack

is provided with valves for shutting oft

the heat when desired.
.

A special system of automatic heat

regulation will be provided for the con-

trol of the temperature in the auditorium,

and thereby the overheating of the

theatre will be prevented automatically.

Three thermostats will be provided and

installed at different points, and con-

nected with the valves in the steam pipes

to the heating stacks in such a manner

that the separate sections of the heating

stacks will be automatically shut oft in

rotation as the temperature of the audi-

torium approaches the required point of

about 65 degrees. This automatic con-

trol of the temperature will result in

the saving of fuel for the owners, and

will also assure the patrons of a com-

fortable house free from the usual ob-

jection of overheating.

The apparatus designed for the

handling of the fresh air supply consists

of two three-quarter housed steel plate

ventilating fans of the American Blower

Company's manufacture, with blast

wheels 7 feet in diameter. The fans are

located under the rear of the auditorium

at each side of the house and are ar-

ranged to be driven by two direct con-

nected electric motors wound for 22U

volts direct current. Each motor is pro-

vided with a compound starting and

^peed regulating rheostat, arranged for

the operation of the fans between the
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limits of 120 and ISO revolutions per
minute.

In front of the fan inlets are placed the

heating stacks, each consisting of two
groups of pipe coils arranged in two groups
deep with a total depth of eight rows of

one-inch pipe. These heating coils are set

as high as possible so as to obtain the

gravity return of the condensation to the

boiler, and beneath the coils is arranged
a by-pass damper for the control of a por-

tion of the air which may be passed under
the heating stack without passing through
it. The stacks are of sufficient capacity to

heat the total volume of air passing through
them from 40 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit.
Between each heating coil and its fresh-

air inlet is placed a coke air washer,
consisting of two galvanized iron screens

set about nine inches apart, the space be-

tween the two screens being filled with
coke broken to small size. A water pipe

is arranged above the air washer and per-

forated in such a way that a spray of

water can be run over the coke continuously
or intermittently as desired. The air in

passing through this wet coke will become
cleaned of all dust and foreign particles,

and to a certain extent cooled. Doors at

the top and bottom of the screen are ar-

ranged so the coke can be removed and
replaced by fresh material whenever it may
become necessary.

From the outlet of each fresh-air fan two
galvanized iron connections are made, one
opening into the main plenum space under
the auditorium floor, and the other leading

up to the space under the balcony, which
forms the smaller and secondary plenum
chamber, and from which the air is ad-

mitted through screens in the front of the

chair risers to the main body of the house.

A system of air tight exhaust
ducts in this plenum space connects six

screens in the ceiling of the seating space

under the balcony, with two exhaust shafts

passing up on the outside of the building,

to the exhaust fan houses. The space under
the gallery constitutes an exhaust chamber,
into which foul air and smoke from the

balcony pass through seven screens and
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thence through openings in the side wall

of the house to the main exhaust shatts

mentioned above. Foul air is also taken

from the ceiling above the gallery, and

from an exhaust space around the central

dome through a system of exhaust ducts

to the fan chambers located above the main

stair wells on each side of the building.

From these fan houses forty-eight-inch

direct-connected motor driven disc fans

discharge the foul air to the atmosphere

through large louvred openings in the sides

of same. Exhaust ducts leading from the

boxes, also connect with these exhaust fan

systems A forty-five-inch steel plate ex-

haust fan is located in the basement at

one side of the house, and is operated by

a direct-connected motor. This fan

handles the air from the ladies' dressing

room, toilets, and bar, and also from the

animal room in the basement, through a

s^'stem of galvanized iron ducts, and dis-

charges its foul air through a vertical shaft

passing up through one of the exit areas

at the side of the building. This fan is

capable of handling 2500 cubic feet of air

per minute at a speed of 635 revolutions.
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A small amount of fresh air is admitted

to the stage through two floor registers

placed at each side near the rear wall, and
this air passes out through the dressing

rooms to the forty-five-inch exhaust fan

described above.

The heating of the stage is accomplished
by direct radiation, one radiator of eighty

square feet capacity being placed on each

side of the stage near the fresh air inlets.

Each dressing room is provided with a

radiator of five square feet of the colonial

wall pattern. J^\ the radiators are pro-

vided with hand control valves and are

under the immediate control of the stage

hands and the occupants of the several

rooms.
The building was designed by Lansburgh

& Joseph, architects, and the heating and
ventilating apparatus is being installed by
Messrs. Abrahamson & DeGcar under the

direction of the writer, who designed this

part of the work.

Brick vs. Concrete

By L. O. Ives, Portland, Ore.

A BRICK enthusiast writes in a Port-
land paper as follows

:

That brick is not destined to be re-

placed by concrete in the construction of

permanent buildings is more than evidenced

by the most superficial observation. If pros-

pective builders will but observe they will

quickly find in every community the proof

of the statements of this building expert,

T. B, Gridley, who says in a recent edition

of the Bricklayer and Mason, the follow-

ing: "Have you thought of what kind of

concrete work is on the increase, or who
furnishes the material? It is municipal

work, as a rule, fostered by politicians,

so that they may sell the material while

some 'friend' performs the work at the

right profit. The greatest example of this

advocacy of concrete is the new Barge
Canal of New York state. The work is

being accomplished by foreigners and ma-
chinery. The masonry work is all con-

crete, furnished and built by political con-

struction companies. The citizen mason or

laborer does not appear on the scene, nor
docs he derive any benefit from this $101,-

000,000 project." Brick, in addition to hav-
ing been proven the best building material
for all conditions of time and weather,
not excepting stone and granite, is uni-

versally a home product. Buildings of

brick are home-made from the clay to the
shingles.

In the face of this array of facts, it is

altogether improbable that builders with
sagacity enough to conserve their own in-

terests, will choose a material which, in

addition to being inferior in quality, must
also be imported from a foreign country."

It is not the intention of the writer to

condemn or belittle the brick industry or

t t- % '
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\

the men who are engaged in it but the

writer does believe in a "square deal ana

a truthful presentation of facts to sup-

port any argument he may present, does

believe in progress and improvement, does

not believe in letting out a bitter howl of

"mortification and dismay if his toes do

happen to get stepped on, for he knows

full well that if he keeps moving forward

with the procession this latter condition wi

not obtain and consequently his toes will

be more safe than he who stands still and

"yawps."

According to the above quoted article,

the cement product of this country is

owned and controlled by the "politicians"

^ and the only reason that concrete (com-

posed of cement, sand and gravel) is used

is because "politics" dictates its use so

that the "poHtician" can sell it and his

"friend" work it up and "on" the poor de-

luded public, the individual, what a sense-

less, spineless lot of people there are in

this country!

The man who has been fortunate enough

to accumulate a snug sum of money and

who believes in the upbuilding of his city,

as well as creating a future income for

himself or his family, according to this

"brick" advocate, does not investigate, but

blindly rushes in, at the behest of the "poli-

tician" and his "friend" and against the

interests of the "citizen laborer and mason

and invests his millions of dollars in struc-

tures that are in hourly danger of collapse!

This, too, in spite of the fact that the

"brick trust" is credited with being "some

pumpkins" when it comes to the game of

politics!
. . , 1-

Now for a few bald facts regarding

cement From the days of the first May-

flower settlements in this country to the

beginning of the nineteenth century, quick

lime formed the basis of the plasters and

mortars, and neither brick nor stone can

be used without the help of cementing

materials of some description. This is a

fact that any fair-minded man must admit,

such being the fact, and the bonding nia-

terial being of equally as imperishable

nature, equally, so far as tensile, compres-

sive and transverse strength is concerned,

why, may I ask the reader, is not the bond-

ing 'material built in monolithic form or

in the form of bricks or blocks equally as

good or better than the brick or stone?

Especially as the most mendacious of the

"brick" journals and users admit that it

gets harder and improves with age. Be-

sides, dear Mr. "Brick" Man, city ordi-

nances compel the use of cement plaster

on the inside of '^brick" chimneys! Why!
During the construction of the Krie

Canal, mentioned in Mr. "Brick" Mans
article, through the State of New York,

from about 1820 to 1825 (some years ante-

dating the wicked "poHtician's" control of

this country), the first American hydraulic

cement, a natural rock cement, was made

for use in that work. The production was

about 25,(XX) barrels per year, which grad-

ually increased to 7,000,000 barrels a year

by 1890.
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In the early 70s the manufacture of

artificial Portland cement was begun in this

country, and by the year 1900 had equalled

the output of natural cement, each being

about 8,000,000 barrels. Since that time

the progress in manufacture and use of

Portland cement has been phenomenal,

there being produced last year about 50,-

000.000 barrels.

We imported of foreign cements during

1907 a total of 2,000,000 barrels and at the

same time exported 1,000,0000 barrels of

our domestic Portland cement. We are

now consuming in the United States 170,-

000 barrels every day and that amount is

increasing very rapidly. Why? Because,

as the "brick" journals put it, people who
have the money to build such magnificent

structures as the Auditorium, Lankershim,
Hamburger store, Citizens' Security Com-
pany Bank, Citizens' National Bank, and San
Firanda building in Los Angeles ; the Grand
and Plaza Hotels at San Diego ; the Spauld-

ing at Long Beach, Cal. ; the Phoenix at

Phoenix, Arizona; the quaint depots of the

Santa Fe system ; the Couch, Burkhart
and Board of Trade buildings here in our

own Rose City, are owned and controlled

by the "politicians" and have no chance

to use their own brains and judgment.

The writer wants to state that the con-

crete industry is only in its infancy, that

improvements are constantly being made in

its manufacture, that those engaged in its

use are constantly learning the best methods
of its use, that none of us know all about

it, but we are willing to learn and are

averse to standing still and moaning be-

cause some few in our ranks are either

too ignorant or too dishonest to do their

work right and have an occasional failure.

We also wish to state that as many col-

lapses of "brick" buildings have occurred

as in "concrete" and from identically the

same causes—imperfect material or work-
manship. Further comment is needless.

Concrete construction has obtained for

thousands of years, and the elements have

had no other effect on it than to make it

harder as it grows older. Fire tests as

applied by experts in the U. S. govern-

ment employ show that concrete only

peeled off to some extent, while brick un-

der the same test cracked. Which, Mr.
Reader, would you consider the safest,

a cracked wall, or a slightly peeled wall?

Our greatest architects seem to recognize

the value of concrete as a fire resisting

material, when they specify its use as

fireproofing for roofs, floors, beams,
columns, etc., in all steel buildings wher-
ever erected.

Concrete as bridge material has made
an awful inroad on steel construction. On
every hand and in every city of conse-

quence in this country and in Europe,
bridges and viaducts of concrete are ap-

pearing instead of the wooden or iron and
steel structures of the past.
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By the Way
Some Industrial Information Worth the While
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High Pressure Oil Burners

The S. T. Johnson Company has recently

installed one of its high pressure oil-burn-

ing machines in the basement of the Pacific

building, San Francisco. This company has

established an excellent business in oil-

burning plants for not only steam boilers

but baking ovens, melting and forging

furnaces, pumping systems, etc. The
S. T. Johnson Company manufactures

its own burners at 1334 Mission street,

San Francisco.

Associated Oil Company Moves

The Associated Oil Company is now lo-

cated in commodious and handsomely fitted

up offices on the seventh floor of the Wells-

Fargo building at Second and Mission

streets, San Francisco. Since the fire the

company executive offices were in the

Kohl building.

New Metallic Lath

The Bostwick Steel Lath Company of

Niles, Ohio, has just perfected and placed

upon the market a new Metallic Lath to

be known as the "Truss-Loop."

As the name signifies, this new style has

a loop, which, being given an extra opera-

tion receives so much added strength that

it cannot be crushed down from ordinary

causes.

The material also has all the favorably

considered features of the "Old Reliable"

Bostwick Steel Lath which is still being

manufactured.

Both the latter and "Truss-Loop" are

economical as to plaster, making them, even

at higher first cost, preferable to expanded

meta\.

The "Truss-Loop" is just a little stiffer

and better than any sheet metal lath sold

in this country.

Pitcher Door Hanger

The Pacific Tank Company, manufac-

turers of the well-known Pitcher sliding-

door hanger, has recently moved its execu-

tive offices to 318 Market street, San Fran-

cisco. They have been handsomely fitted

up, the millwork being turned out at the

company's factory. The wood trim is a

beautiful grain of fir. Manager Pitcher re-

ports a constantly increasing demand for

the door hanger, orders coming from

architects all over the coast.
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Contracts for Heating and Ventilating

Recent work taken by the Machinery
and Electrical Company of Los Ange^^
includes heating and ventilating contract^

for the following buildings: Thirty-

seventh street school house for the city

of Los Angeles, 19 rooms and costing

$55,000; school building at East Vernon
for the city of Los Angeles, schools at

Eagle Rock, Edendale, Belvedere, Lin-

coln Park, South Pasadena, Uplands

High School at Mesa, Arizona, a $6,000

plant in the new Elks building, Los
Angeles, the San Pedro street school,

Los Angeles and the Florence Heights

school, San Diego.
To the Machinery and Electrical Com-

pany belongs the credit of installing in

the Hamburger Department store, Los
Angeles, the largest and most complete

system of heating and ventilating that

has ever been placed in a department
store building west of New York. It is

a modification of the well known Sturte-

vent Pressure Plenum System and in

putting it in position many difficult

problems in engineering had to be over-

come. These will be described in a

later number of the Architect and
Engineer and will, no doubt, prove ex-

ceptionally interesting to the profession.

As previously announced the Machinery

and Electrical Company received con-

tracts for heating and ventilating all the

new San Jose school houses and Manager
Noble reports that the installation work
is practically finished and will be in readi-

ness for the opening of the fall term in

September.

Adds Show Room to His Store

Clark Steger, the Fresno electrician,

has made some changes to his Fresno
store, having fitted up an attractive dis-

play room for lighting fixtures. He has

added to his stock and now carries one
of the most complete lines of gas and
electric fixtures of any firm in Fresno
county. A recent contract filled by Mr.
Steger and of which he is quite proud is

the installation of an electric light plant

at -the Renaud ranch. The plant includes

a generator, storage batteries, etc., and
has a capacity of 40 lights. The wiring
of the Court house and streets of Fresno
for the Fourth of July was done by the

Steger Company. There were just eleven

hundred lights.

Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist Company
The Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist Com-

pany of Los Angeles whose hoists, con-
crete mixers, etc. are sold all over the

country, has recently been re-organized
and H. F. Johnston of Pittsburg, Pa.,

succeeds S. T. Wallace as California

manager with headquarters in Los
Angeles. Mr. Wallace has retired from
the company. The other officers are B.

C. Turbery, president, and F. E. Porter,

vice-president, both of Los Angeles. The
conK)any's main office is now at Fort

^vVay^, Indiana, where a large plant has

been e^t^ablished with excellent shipping

facilities. The plant at Los Angeles will,

of course, be retained and will supply

the Pacific Coast trade as formerly.
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Ornamental Iron and Bronze

The Golden Gate Structural and Or-,

namental Iron Works of 107 Eleventh

street, San Francisco, are now equipped

to turn out first class work in ornamental

iron for elevator cabs and elevator en-

closures as well as cast and wrought

iron stairs, The company also carries a

large stock of bronze moulding. All the

ornamental iron work in the Alcazar

Theatre, San Francisco, and in the new

building of the Stockton Savings & Loan

Society of Stockton, Gal., was furnished

by the Golden Gate company. Meyers &
Ward were the architects of the Stockton

Bank building.

This Lath Does Not Rust

For a lath that is absolutely rust proof

Southern California architects have found

the Mahoney galvanized iron lath

handled by the Union Lime Company
about as good as any on the market.

Some of the architects in Los Angeles

specify this lath exclusively. It has been

found especially practicable for Misnon
style houses. The Union Lime Company
has been busy since the first of January,

due largely to the excellent manage-

ment of the company.

Hardwood Firm Expands

The Browne-King Company, with

offices in the Bacon building, Oakland,

are now located in Warehouse No. 5 on

First street, between Washington and

Clay streets, Oakland, having found it

necessary to secure larger quarters for a

constantly growing business. The com-

pany's offices are consolidated in the

same building as the warehouse. Recent

contracts taken include the maple floor-

ing for the new White House in San

Francisco; the Building Trades Temple,

San Francisco; the Lincoln, Washington

and Prescott school houses, Oakland, and

the Agnew State Hospital buildings. The
company handles the Century brand of

oak flooring, besides a full line of hard-

wood lumber.

Imitation Stone Contractor

O. Barbi, manufacturer of all kinds of

imitation stone, including sills, lintels, col-

umns, pilaster caps, etc., with studio at

528 Hyde street, San Francisco, has lately

arrived from New York, where he was

in business for five years, during which

time he erected several fine residences and

flat buildings. His composition is a new

one, his own invention, and is guaranteed

to be absolutely fire and waterproof.
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Carnegie Plant Busy

M. A. Murphy, manager of the Carnegie

Brick and Pottery Company, recently re-

turned from an Eastern trip. The com-
pany's manufacturing plant at Tesla, San
Joaquin County, is operating with a good
force of employes. The glaze brick made
at Tesla is in good demand, and orders

on the books for 150,000 are yet to be filled.

There is only a moderate demand for

ordinary face brick. A number of small

jobs are on hand but no large contracts

have been taken recently for this material.

A few contracts for architectural terra

cotta are being filled. The Carnegie Brick

and Pottery Company is supplying the

terra cotta for the new Italian Bank build-

ing, which is being erected of reinforced

concrete on the gore lot at the intersec-

tion of New Montgomery avenue and

Washington street, San Francisco. The
exterior facing and ornamentation will be

of terra cotta.

Do Splendid Mill Work
The Enterprise Planing Mills of

Stockton are reaching for out-of-town

business and the company is prepared tf'

figure on work as far north as Portlan('

and as far east as Reno. Bank and offic(

fixtures, bar fixtures, show cases and grill<

work are among the mill's specialties. ;.

large draughting force and corps of expert

mechanics being . employed to insure first

class work. The Enterprise Company main-

tains one of the largest and best equipped

planing mills on the Coast and is in posi-

tion to not only do good work
handle all orders with dispatch,

and estimates will be furnished

cost.

The company has in its employ an up-

to-date cottage designer whose services

are at the disposal of the Mill's clients

at no expense whatever to the prospective

builder. The company will provide pre-

liminary drawings and should it be suc-

cessful in receiving the contract for the

mill and cabinet work, no charge whatever

is made for the architectural work, but in

case some other bidder is given the work
then a charge of two and one-half per

cent of the cost of the building is made.

R. P. Morrell is the moving spirit in

the Enterprise Mill and to his untiring

labors is attributed much of the success of

this wide awake and progressive Stockton

concern. The offices and mills are at 208-

216 East Lafayette street, Stockton, Cal.

but to

Designs
without

The Baxter Marble Company

The Baxter Marble Company is the

name of a new concern that has lately

entered the marble field in San Fran-

cisco and vicinity and it bids fair to

meet with a successful career. Mr.

Baxter is a hustler and he appears to

have an excellent grade of marble. The
stone is as sound as it is fancy and has

been pronounced by experts superior to

the more expensive imported stock. It

is on the same order as the pavonozzo
marble and is the first of the kind to be

produced in the United States. The
quarries are in California and the ex-

ecutive offices are on the tenth floor

of the Call building, San Francisco. The
company recently completed the marble

work in the new Bellevue hotel and it is

an exceptionally fine piece of work.

Motors for Sale

The Enterprise Electric Company of

San Francisco has received a large ship-

ment of second-hand motors which are

being offered for sale or rent at very

reasonable prices. The motors run from
fifty horsepower down.
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Stockton Brick Company

The Stockton Fire and Enameled Brick

Company is getting excellent results at its

new plant at Stockton, Cal. James Hyslop,

who was formerly connected with the Car-

negie Brick and Pottery Company, has

charge of the clay mixing at this plant.

Two additional HofTman kilns are being

installed, with a capacity of 1,000,000 per

month. The fire brick which has been

turned out recently has given great satis-

faction. It has a quartz fronting, which

prevents the brick from shrinking when it

cools after being exposed to heat. It is

said that the Santa Fe Railroad Company,
which has been using some of this fire

brick for lining locomotive fire boxes, has

gotten 100 per cent better results than

with any other brick.

iNL -W IH)!^^' I ' II
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Competitions

The Board of School Inspectors of St.

Paul, Minn., proposes to erect four new
High School buildings. Plans for the

first, the New Mechanic Arts High
School, will be selected by means of an

open competition. For information and

schedule of requirements, address S. L.

Heeter, Superintendent.
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PITCHER SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
, louses. Hotels. Flats and Residences.

List of locations given on application. Work fully guaranteed.

HANGERS MADE OF ALL-STEEL CONSTRUCTION

SEND FOR CIRCULARS
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Alexander Hotel
Harshall Building
Spreckels Building
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Pacific Cereal Co.
Bay Development Co.
Mission Hotel
Woerner Cooperage

CATALOG ON

APPLICATION

References

Southern Pacific R. R. Cal. Fruit Can. Assn

Santa Fe R. R.
North Shore R. R.
Key Route
Cal. North-West.^rn R. R

Cal. Wine Association
Risdon Iron Works
Fulton Iron Works
L. D. Dutton

JiL BURNERS
\\ ! H I\s] %'

Wells Fargo Building
Hotel Brilliant

First Nat. Bank. Berkeley
Oakland Bank of Savings
Peoples' Water Co.. Oakland
Holland Hotel 's

John Sutton Company
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St. Francis Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
Baker & Hamilton
Henshaw. Bulkley

G. E. WITT CO., .Nc

1165 HOWARD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Cement Bids

Bids for furnishing the Isthmian Canal

Commission with 4,500,000 barrels of

Portland cement were opened m Wash-

ington on June 1. Twenty-five firms sub-

mitted bids, five of which offered to sup-

ply the entire quantity.

The Santa Cruz Portland Cement Co.,

Crocker building, San Francisco offered

to supply the entire quantity, in bags de-

livery Oakland, Cal., at $1.3875 per bbl.;

for 2,500,000 bbls., delivery in bags at

Oakland, $1.3875; for 1,500,000 bbls., in

bags, at Oakland, $1.3875; allowance for

bags, 5c. each.
^yr i 4.

Pacific Portland Cement Co., Market

and Fourth streets, San Francisco,

offered 750,000 f. o. b. South Vallejo

docks, or Port Costa, Cal., in barrels,

$1.70; in bags, $1.62; or in bags, packages

to be furnished by the Canal Commis-

sion, $1.14; for 850,000 bbls.. La Boca de-

livery, foreign ships, $2.40 per bbl.; in

bags, $2.32, or in bags furnished by the

government, $1.84; allowance for bags,

6c.; barrels, 30c.

California Cement Rejected

A dispatch from Washington states

that Secretary Taft had a conference

with Colonel Hodges of the Isthmian

Canal Commission, Gen. E. Edwards and

W Freeman of Milton, Cal., respecting

the cement bids recently opened The

government expects to use 4,50U,UUU bar-

rels of Portland cement in the construc-

tion of the canal. Mr. Freeman urged

that the Californians be given at least

a part of the contract, but it was decided

that the California bids could not be

accepted because of a difference of about

26 cents a ton. Secretary Taft expressed

his regret that he was unable to award

a part of the contract at least to Cali-

fornia. .

Branch of the A. I. E. E.

A branch of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers has been or-

ganized in Los Angeles. Sixty^eight

members of the profession were in at-

tendance and took part in the proceed-

ings. The Los Angeles branch will

take in the whole of Southern California,

making it one of the largest sections of

the Institute. C. W. Koiner, general

manager of the municipal lighting plant

at Pasadena, is chairman and J. E. Mac-

Donald, 444 Pacific Electric Building, is

secretary.

Electrical Contractors Choose Officers

The San Francisco branch of the Na-

tional Electrical Contractors' Association

met in San Francisco on June 10th and

elected the following officers: President,

R W. Martland; vice-president, Paul C.

Butte; treasurer, Charles E. Wiggins;

secretary, F. W. Myers.
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Building New Factory

During these days of business depres-

sion, bread lines, idle factories, etc., a

cheering note comes from Youngstown,

Ohio, where a large additional factory

building, 60x200 feet, will be erected at

once by The General Fireproofing Com-

pany. This building will be put to a

novel use, and is an evidence of the

progress being made in finding a substi-

tute for timber, which is so rapidly dis-

appearing. It will be devoted to the

manufacture of steel office furniture and

filing devices, including steel sections or

"units," desks and tables.

This furniture is finished to so closely

resemble oak or mahogany that the de-

ference cannot be detected by sight

alone The steel furniture possesses ad-

vantages over wood, in that it is hre-re-

sisting, space - savmg, indestructible

hrough use and is not affected by mois-

ture, which frequently plays havoc with

wood furniture, causing the veneered

finish to blister, and drawers to swell and

stick in the cases. Messrs. Lilley &

Thurston are the San Francisco repre^

sentatives of the General Fireproofing

Company.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company

Busy

The Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com

nanv is supplying the terra cotta hr(

^rooU to'be\ired in the const-ctio

of the new buildings for the State Hos

pital at Agnews, near San Jose. It will tak

several thousand tons to complete the ordc

They are also shipping fireproofing m:i

terial to the Taft & Pennoyer building

at Oakland which is being erected from

nlans and under the supervision of

Architects Parkinson & Bergstrom.

They are also supplying the terra cotta

fireproofing for the Phelan and White

House buildings at San Francisco.

Steiger Terra Cotta Works Down Town
Again

The Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery

Works, W. E. Dennison, president is

again back in the Mills building, ban

Francisco, having recently vacated tem-

porary offices at Eighteenth and Divi-

sion streets occupied since the big tire

It is pleasant to note the return of such

companies as the Steiger to the recon-

structed business district of San Fran-

cisco. The Steiger Company has been

very successful since the fire and has

kept its great plant in South San Fran-

Cisco running full blast without a lull.

The city yard will be continued at Eigh-

teenth and Division streets, between

Folsom and Harrison.

i >l \l i
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Is a solution with which any hydraulic

or building cement may be tempered,

making it practically impossible to

force water through mortar or con-

crete even under heavy pressure.

Experts have tested it, engineers

and builders have used it, and prac-

tical men in all branches of construc-

tive work testify to the efficacy of

AQUABAR in water-proofing cement

and concrete structures.

Does not evaporate or lose its strength

through age. Does not detract from the

strength of the cement. Does not rust or

attack steel.

Snmiiles will be furnished on application.
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We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish. £i

Write for Price List

J. R RRflJ.Y & CO

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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BRANCH STORES:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue. San Francisco

550 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

An Interesting Booklet

All persons having wood finishing to

do should write for the Modern Wood
Finishing booklet recently issued by a

concern whose goods have been on the

market for many years and are uni-

versally recognized as the standard by
all architects and leading paint contract-

ors and furniture manufacturers.
This book not only gives full informa-

iton on the subject in a condensed, prac-

tical form, but also contains accurate

illustrations in natural colors of a num-
ber of finishes on different kinds of

wood.
It will be gladly sent free for the ask-

ing if you will write The Bridgeport

Wood Finishing Company, New Milford

Connecticut; 55 Fulton Street, New
York; 68-72 W. Lake Street, Chicago;

41-43 S. Third Street, Philadelphia, and

48 Cornhill, Boston.
The Pacific Coast representatives are

the Whittier-Coburn Company of San

Francisco and Los Angeles.

Burnett Iron Works to Build

The J. H. Burnett Iron Works of

Fresno is supplying all the steel for the

new Japanese bank in the Raisin City

and has the contract for the structural

steel for the new County Orphanage
from plans by Architect Mathewson.
The steel work for the Odd Fellows

building at Santa Rosa was also supplied

by the Burnett Company which has

found it necessary to expand and Man-
ager Burnett has in mind the erection

of a new foundry on recently acquired

ground adjoining the present plant.

New Book

One of the latest books published by

the D. Van Nostrand Company of New
York is an interesting volume entitled

"Architectural Composition," by J. B.

Robinson. The book is profusely illus-

trated with 88 half tones and 85 line

drawings.

Reductions in Lumber Tariff

The announcement that the interstate

commerce commission has decided to

make sweeping reductions in lumber
rates west of the Missouri river, and

a five per cent reduction in the advanced
rates in the East ends the contention

which for the past eight months has

tied up the lumber industry of the

Northwest. The immediate effect of the

decision, however, will be of question-

able effect. At present the demand from
the Orient is almost nil, and the ship-

ments to California ports has decreased

largely and there is little or no demand
from the East. The ruling is calculated

to be of much benefit to the coast in

general.

A Clever Piece of Staff Work by Mr. JurgewiU itter Uesism by Stone & Smith, Architects

J. PRED UURQEWITZ 14-16 TWENTIETH AVENUE
STAFF AND STUCCO WORK EAST OAKLAND
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Returns from Europe

Architect Charles M. Rousseau has

recently returned from a year's journey

abroad with Mrs. Rousseau. He visited

every foreign city of note and studied

the architecture in each place. He was

agreeably surprised to note the rapid

progress made in construction work in

San Francisco. He says the whole world

marvels at San Francisco's wonderful

grit and enterprise and he predicts that

the next two or three years will see

a greater exodus of permanent settlers

to the Pacific Coast than ever before.

irtland Wire

and Iron Works

Class in Structural Engineering

The San Francisco Architectural Club

announces a course of lectures in the

structural design and construction of

buildings, by Professor Charles Derleth,

Jr., of the Engineering Department, Uni-

versity of California.

The course will prove of great value to

advanced students, as Mr. Derleth has

just completed a six months' course in

elementary principles and the present

lectures will be a continuation of the

worl: alreadv accomplished.
^

The class will meet every Thursday

evening from 7:30 to 9:30 o'clock at the

Club rooms. No. 568 Golden Gate avenue.

San Francisco.
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Portland, Ore

J. COUGHLIN & CO., - • Vancouver, B. C.

I i
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McElroy fiuildins, San Francisco. Brick Supporting Walls with Reinforced Concrete Floors

Wm. Curlett, Architect

w

F. T. CROWE & CO., Agents

Seattle Tacoma Spokane Portland
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PROOF
NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN REALTYBLDG. WHITNEY BUILDING
FAIRMONT HOTEL PACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITTELL BUILDING

and many other Building's in Course of Erection

FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PARTICULARS. APPLY AT OFFICE

Room 30? BUIIOERS' EXCHANGF BIDG., 185 STEVENSON STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

" * » »

PHONE >

"H. . i. Iberg" ari. .»ryaard" "Vigorite"

ai:.o. U. i^i^TE & CO.
-1 l^^S MADISOIS^ ST., PORTT^AIVI), ORE.

The John's Patent Door Hanger

A new door hanger, built on lines con-

sistent with modern improvements, is

the John's device, invented by and manu-
factured by John Handschumacher of

4437 Twentieth street, San Francisco.

The hanger is handled by the San Fran-
cisco Hardware Company of 3069 Six-

teenth street, who report a constantly

increasing demand for the device. Lead-
ing architects and builders, they report,

are using the hanger for residences as

well as apartments and flats.

John's hanger is claimed by the manu-
facturer to be the simplest and most
practical hanger on the market. The
track is two-pieced, hardwood faced, and
comes in any desired length and can be
put into position in one-quarter of the

time it takes to set any other track.

The stem of the hanger which passes
through the jambs is less than one-
eighth of an inch thick, thus allowing
the jambs to come almost together
which stops drafts, and gives the door
a neat and finished appearance.

More Waterproofing Contracts

The L. E. Boyle Company succeeds
the Boyle-Luey Company, municipal

contractors and dealers in builders' sup-
plies, Monadnock building, San Fran-
cisco. Mr. Luey retires from the com-
pany and Mr. Boyle becomes the presi-

dent and manager. The company is

having remarkable success in getting its

Hydrex felt and waterproofing specified

in the big buildings under way in San
Francisco and near-by cities. Besides
the Palace Hotel, Mr. Boyle has lately

contracted to waterproof the basement
walls of the new Tourist Hotel at Stock-
ton and the eight-story Postal Telegraph
building in San Francisco.

r* f^ \,. <*» 1 T »'*

Company

Engineers and Contractors

KOHL BUILDING

San Francisco

Telephone, Market 2903

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Architects* Meeting.

A special meeting of Southern Cali-

fornia Chapter, A. T. A., was held the

latter part of June to consider and act

on a large amount of correspondence

which had been received by Secretary

Fernand Parmentier, and which required

attention.
President C. H. Brown announced

that Geo. F. Costerisan and Albert R.

Walker had been elected to membership in

the Chapter.
The meeting was concluded with an

executive session for the consideration

of matters of a private nature.

New Tile Firm

M. Kilwan and Joseph Donovan, for-

merly with the Bush & Mallett Company,

now defunct, have gone into business for

themselves and are making a specialty of

sanitary wall and floor tiling for bath

rooms, toilets, sinks, vestibules and pubhc

hallways. Mr. Kiwan was with Bush and

Mallett in various capacities from foreman

to manager for twenty years while Mr.

Donovan was connected with the same firm

for thirteen years. The firm have a very

tasty show room at 157 Fifth street, below

Mission, San Francisco, where a large stocV

fiNOLITH

nmmmi
Portland ^aiiiin lloor Co.

iMPnp

;

Factory: ^ Portland, Uftijuii

)NlRITi: BLOCkS

of tile is carried. The firm also handles

pressed brick for building purposes, and

clinker brick and fire tile mantels.

Architects Form Partnership

Ralph C. Lampe, who is well known
in California, has entered into part-

nership with Fred J. Berg of San Fran-

cisco, where they have opened architec-

tural offices in the Metropolis Bank
building. Mr. Lampe formerly was lo-

cated in business in Los Angeles.

M If. kereii in Oregon

3K-LGON
M H N N A
MlNl.RAi;
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CompHsian Hou faints. Awning and

Brick Paints, W ^ua Filiers, Stains, Wall

Tints, Pipe Cement, Etc.

A SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL

Portland. Obkgon. May 16. 1907.

Mr. I). H. Weyant.
President Oregon Sienna Mineral Pamt Company.

Dear Sir: — , . • » „
I have used several barrels of your prepared paint on

I.oat work, and am pleased to say that it has given tirst-

lass satisfaction. It covers well, and so far as my cxpen-

'-nce with it goes, it is durable. I have tried nearly all the

prepared paints in this market and have had to discard

•hem for one reason and another. Your paint has proved

V surprise to me. as I had come to the conclusion that the

only way to get a satisfactory paint was to buy the lead

ind oil and mix it here 1 am glad to be able to use an

Oregon product, and am more than glad to find it supen.r

to all others that 1 have tried. You may send n.e at once

mother barrel of barge red and a barrel of white for

immediate use.
^'ours very truly,

JOSEPH SUPPLE

]'i,T tirli fs. terms or rnlnr <;anip!(-«; a'idre«;<-|

East 114 Unieo Ave., between Alder an

Telephone East 1419 PORT! x

OREGON SIENNA MlNFRAl. PAi^ ^ V. ' (

H

nin^tun

kEQON
ANY

ni:NT BKlCk
Arc coming inio lavor mure rapidly than other Portland Cement Products

Some of the things we make are : Concrete Blocks for Buildings,

Sidewalks, Hitching Posts. Monuments, Stairs, Fences, Sewer

Pipe, Spanish Tiling, Mantels, Burial Vaults, and innumerable

other specialties

For Full Particulars Address

NEW ERA PRESSED STONE CO.
Factories

:

, EASTON ^^^ MATEO, CALIFORNIA

Office

:

537 PACIFIC BUILDING

Phone Kearny 5977

Send for Descriptive Circulars

I
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clUiLERMAKERS
Fire £.scapeii, :3ia(jwalk Doors. Hose Casing

•1 '^IK •( I:l 1 t V

OIUMBIA
ruk i LA Mi, ukL.

PHONt m^.H 7155

J

r Tlir J. McCRAKTN C(

Roctie !f.>rh,,r Lime
Aisen's Qiilingit' id Standard Port-

Ian it f. t iiients

Utah Building, Casting and Land Plaster

Hair

Krisolite Hardwall Plaster

Herringbone Expanded Steel Lath
Universal Corner Read

F. Hammar Paint Co. uh cd Paints

Pire lira k. / r, , i.ii

^^1-235 Pine St., Put t nid. Ore.

Thp
^ Varnish

Wholesale and retail dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnisli and Painters' Supplies

Agents for The Grfen-Marshall PAINT^
and Los Angkles Varnish Company's Var
NISHES.

No. 93 GRAND AVENUE
Phone East 2898 Portland. Ore

BBaBBB

BUILUiNB BRICK

A Pressed Brick at the

price of common brick

FULLY GUARANTEED

Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co.

Works, Foot of Linn St., Portland, Ore.

Phone Sell 56

1 J W I. \ / \ V

! iji.i^f I iiyim^rrH^*^ «Iff ^ I

ineers
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n

li Bfdl Portia fill Or
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ARCHITECT
Are invited to use our Sample Rooms
and show their clients by the fixtures

themselves (instead of by catalogues)
the installations recommended.

M L l\l INF
Mm:. I k\ \"

I ^K;\-

\ V

H 1(. {

IIR

5. U. JAL.UAK

m WIRINI

J. t.. .\l/\AUi^

f f

s i

c Co.
Electrical Contractors

291 East Morrison Street

"E^lm PORTLAND, OREGON

THF An\M\M COMPANY'S

H.IiI.'HALl }'L.\:i[RS
arc the

HAIR FIBERED "CROWN" BRAND
WOOD FIBER PLASTER
UNFIBERED PLASTER
Factory

Foot Fiheenth Street

Phone Main 2109

Office

Room 433 Worcester Bidg.

Phones Main 7 18 -A 1218

RORTUArSD, OREOOIN

Wh€n writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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RICH
TEMAFLY, N. J.

Tapestrolea "Burltu^s P^t n vfi %>^'^

and other Decor> f li^xfs;*'-^

Samples sent upon request. Department 3

30 E. TwentyFlrst Strre* '"^ "iv York

43 E. Randolph Street, Chicago

%^ .| I % w* % 4 HI 1 4 CI44*

A i.LLii IIU liJ-. i ^>W '^**
"^

The nantf tells the story

Seventh Aveuuc uud i or iv -second Strci.

Juoctloo of Broadway

^«^ Restaurant on
8Tx the street floor,

— a restaurant
where ladies are
welcome.

Kvery other
pa rt of the
house exclu-
sively for mefi.

Telephones in

every room.

Respectful,
quiet, obedient
and alert Japan-
ese servants.

Bedroom and
bath ^2.00 a day
upward.

If *^H H^ AD>

- l, J^^-^^-^

Sena Jor jjooklet

T r PAnnn l Proprietor

onlerey Lime Compdii

St. Clair Building
No. 16 Californi . Street

i * *\ »reHo\ises

rd an t < Kannel Sts.

Sah, i^T" ; \ T% f 1 *^
< « » \ n 1 1 1

«

C. M. MOORE *-/.

C. P. M(
i I

'^IMKI; / f
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Phone Douglas 1626

703 Mills Building SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
|
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TANK
' r WATER, OIL,

CYANIDE and all

ORDINARY as well as

CORROSIVE LIQUIDS

WATER TOWERS, RESERVOIRS, CISTERNS
CHIMNEYS

DAMS, WHARVES AND DOCKS

L. MESS, C. E.

RING

325 Merchants exc

SAN
\ J

t' i i v^ I « •_

^: IWE BUILD

RETAIN !h

WAL i
^!9«^^

mLAS 1967

-^5 OF THE nn

BONE
20 '^ CHE

SYSTEM
ANY OTHERS

WE REPRESENT THF
[FOLLOWING t

CON

TINY-VISINTIN
HFMMFP

N FORCED
Hi I SYSTEMS

14^

mted:
engineers a contractors to take
licenses for tni rove systems

FACTORY BUILDINGS
CREMATORIES

i GARBAGE
INCINERATORS
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LOW round trip rate summer excursion tickets

sold to Eastern points on these dates:

AUGUST 17, 18, 24 and 25

SEPT. 15, 16

SEPT. 23, 24, 25 to Kansas City only

Here are some of the rates

:

Omaha - - =

Council Bluffs

Kansas City

Chicago

St. Louis

New Orleans

Washington

Philadelphia

New York = - -

Tickets good for three months— some cases longer.

Stopovers and choice of routes going and coming.

•V

See nearest agent for details
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When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

(i(H)dvi:ars \m vmwnm
FOR OFFICE BUII,DINGS. FACTORIES AND RESIDFNCFS

\U ^ij^itrs .^winging 11.--. \^^...^,-i^.

**Erclipse" S^winp^inpC Hi » i\acK.

Mt tropolitan I I * ngiaisKers

Always Readv ior Use

R U B B E F^ IVl A ! .4 V .;
-

PENNSYLVANIA *•' Mu >

Send for Estimates

E T' C ,

I L ! N G

Eureka's Rubber lined Cotton Hose and unlined Linen

Hose. Specify "FiH eka's Best" or "20th Century"

for an UndeiwiiLui^ Approved Fire Hose.

IXIINCUISHE'

TO OPERATE
TURN UPSIOI
DOWN

587-589-
J.' II. 1

.

resident

S S ,n Prancisco

61-6»3-65-e7 FourtK Street,

1

I

IJ
I I

I I

t
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J
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Entrance to AUDITORIUM BUII-DING, Los Angeles 1)

Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect i j

1

1

Tiled wlt^i rivdraullc "^"-.ilc TUe
I ;

! til-' WM \:ptmr^' :

Manufacturers of HYDRAULIC TILES
Importers of Cement Colors

HOTEL IRWIN TCL. Teikiporary 1420

108 FOURTH STREET SAN FRANCISCO

? ^. < |!»t|'mciH «s * k I J I M I' .. Its -

\ilriiif I'rrlr f -tiitiuit'. .'
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Defcriptive Literature

sent on request.

HIPOLITO SCREEN AND SASH
COMPANY

634-638 Maple Avenue

Main 1806 Home 5190

LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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Modern Requirements and Modern

Methods

In connection with the erection and

finishing of the average modern struc-

ture, there are many fastenings of one

description or another, to be made to

brick, stone, marble, tile, concrete, and

other masonry.
, j

In the old days, one first used wood

plugs, which were never satisfactory, be-

cause, as is well known, wood expands

and contracts under climatic changes to

such an extent that the fastenmg is

never positively secure. Then, too, and

really more important is the fact that in

a very short time the wood plug will

rot away, so that the fastening at best

is only temporary.
Next came what is known as the

"Leading-in" process, which while /no

end messy, and tedious really did mark
an improvement over the unstable wood-

plug method. In "Leading-in" the hole

to be drilled is necessarily a very large

one, for it must provide not only for a

space to accommodate the bolt or screw,

but also for pouring in around the same

a quantity of molten lead, which cooled

and hardened made a fastening at least

secure. This tedious process while an

improvement, only served to emphasize

the necessity for a better way.

Then came the Star Expansion bolt,

designed and produced along studied

practical ideas, in various sizes to con-

form to the ordinary Bolts and Screws

in everv-day use the country over. The
principle involved is so simple, the ex-

panding qualities so positive and sure,

the use and application so easy, the

adaptability so wonderfully great, that

it must seem that finally a really puz-

zling problem has been satisfactorily

solved.

Star Expansion bolts and anchors in

their many various styles and sizes have

gained universal recognition as the

modern improved means of making at-

tachments of any sort to all kinds of

masonry, marble, tile, slate, and like

material. They are made in either mal

iron, brass, or lead composition metal,

in any size from Y% inch to 2 inches in

diameter, to fit wood screws, lag screws,

or machine bolts.

The advantages briefly summed are

as follows: Smallest possible drilled hole

for insertion. Ease in using—time and

labor saved. Adaptability of expansion

parts for use with stock bolts and

screws. Positive expanding and hold-

Wi- % t

t *
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in Pprfect Condition
No matter what the test, Watsonite"

stands the hardest kind of traffic and usage

without a scaj—without the U'ast sign of

cracks, leaks or disintegration.

Strong statements? perhaps— but
founded on solid facts—proven by time-

demonstrated by actual practical usage.

We can prove every claim for

"Watsonite" to your complete satisfac-

tion—otherwise we couldn't for one
moment afford to make any of them.

We proved them to John A. Roebling

& Sons Co. Their business involves the

hardest test ever put to any flooring—

20,000 pounds pressure per square foot

made by huge spools of wire rope, beside

ceaseless traffic of other heavy, wear-pro-

ducing bodies. They had to have a floor

able to stand the grind. We proved that

"Watsonite" t<?w/rf— they were already

' iliar with other flooring materials

—

result: "Watsonite"

covers basement and

entire six floors of

their new warehouse

92.000 square feet.

And this is only one

out of scores of

others.

Making Good is our

one vital asset. Let

us give you a practi-

cal demonstration

—

and let us send you

a sample. Phone,

call or write Floor-

ing Department.

{lit

VlSONITF
f 1 OOR

Not a ready-
made flooring —
materials mixed
and prepared
on job — spread
and leveled over
surface while hot
—one continuous
mass—without a

joint anywhere.
The ideal Hoor
ing for all pur
poses—all build
ings —all busi-
nesses—under all

conditions —
wherever there
are surfaces to be
floored.

The Watson Roof Co.

French Bank Bldg.
Phone Douglas 411

San Francisco

512 Eighteenth St.

Both Phones 1906

Oakland
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ing qualities—strength, and a clean cut
finished appearance, which ornaments
rather than defaces surface matter.

Star Expansion bolts and anchors are

daily demonstrating their time and labor-

saving qualities to thousands of car-

penters, builders, plumbers, electricians,

iron workers, and others who have in-

vestigated the claims made for them.
If our readers desire to become better

posted we have arranged with the manu-
facturers. The Star Expansion Bolt
Company, of Bayonne, N. J., to send
samples and catalogue (completely de-

scriptive of a line comprising expansion
bolts, toggle bolts, and drills for brick

and stone) promptly upon direct appli-

cation to the Bayonne ofTice.

A Book on Reinforced Concrete

"Reinforced Concrete, a Manual of

Practice," is the name of a new book
by Ernest McCullough, C. E., which has

just been turned out by the printers.^

The work is unique for the following

reasons

:

First. It is written for men not tech-

nically educated by a highly educated
engineer.

Second. The author has personally

erected many of the buildings he has
designed. Few of the concrete books
on the market have been written by men
of such broad practical experience.

Third. Nearly all the matter is or-

iginal, and not compiled. The author
tells "how to do" things.

Fourth. Statements are accurate and
in clear language, as might be^ expected
from a man who has been writing for so

many years.

The book was prepared to meet what
has appeared to be a distinct demand for

a working manual, full of practical

helps, and with as little as possible of

theoretical discussion.

The price of the book is $1.00 post-

paid, 842 Monadnock Block, Chicago,
111.

Another Good Contract

Construction work has been started in

earnest on two receiving buildings and
one building for the care of the demented
at Agnew, Cal. The buildings are to be
erected on the grounds of the State Hos-
pital, near San Jose. They will be of

brick and concrete and a large amount of

terra cotta, stone, iron, tinning, galvan-

ized iron and slating is specified. The
buildings will be supplied with steam
heating, electrical and modern plumbing
specialties. The general contract for the

work has been awarded to the F. O.
Engstrum Co., of Los Angeles, on their

bid of $221,999.
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Reinforced Concrete or Material for

Same

The Board of Control of the Territory

of Arizona will receive up to noon of

the 30th day of July, 1908 sealed pro-

posals for the erection of three or more

buildings, 46 by 186 feet, one story; one

building 54 by 54 feet by 20 feet high,

tunnel 325 feet long and 2400 feet of

wall 20 feet high, all of reinforced con-

crete construction; also separate pro-

posals for materials for same.

Proposals to be for completed struc-

tures or for materials f. o. b. Florence,

Pinal County, Arizona. For information

apply to Thornton Fitzhugh, architect,

Phoenix, Arizona.

The right to reject any and all bids is

reserved by the Board.

By order of the Board of Control.

JAMES J. RIGGS,

Secretary.

Wanted Bids
Mechanical Plant

The Board of Control of the Territory

of Arizona will receive up to noon of

the 30th day of July, 1908, sealed pro-

posals for a mechanical plant for the

Territorial Prison at Florence^ Pinal

County, Arizona.

For information apply to Thornton

Fitzhugh, architect. Phoenix, Arizona.

The right to reject any and all bids is

reserved bv the Board.

By order of the Board of Control.

JAMES J. RIGGS,

Secretary.
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Aquabar

As its name implies, is a bar, a stop or

obstruction to water, and is such an ob-

struction to its passage through cement

or concrete as will make it perfectly im-

pervious to moisture.

It is a solution with which any hy-

draulic or building cement may be tem-

pered, and it is a practical impossibility

to force water through the mortar or

concrete, even under heavy pressure.

Experts have tested it, engineers and

builders have used it, and practical men
in all branches of constructive work tes-

tify to the efficacy of Aquabar in water-

proofing cement and cement structures,

and find it to b^the only material that

will thoroughly and permanently serve

the purpose of its invention and produc-

tion.

It is a water-like solution of such com-
Dosition as will never evaporate from or

lose its obstructive qualities in cement

or concrete work from age, and while

slightly retarding the rapid setting of

cement when tempered therewith, it in

nowise affects or depreciates the

strength.
• i r

The only action of Aquabar is that of

filling all the voids or pores between the

cement and sand to such an extent as to

make the mortar when set entirely mois-

ture and water-proof, and the mortar

when mixed with Aquabar may be ap-

plied as a surface coating or plaster, or

may be in joints, or in mass as a con-

crete, or as a facing for concrete work,

and may be manipulated with the same

freedom as water mixed cements or

mortar, permitting even greater delibera-

tion in its applications.

Heretofore all efforts to secure water-

tightness in cement and concrete con-

struction have involved one of the three fol-

lowing expedients:

1st. By adjusting the sizes of sand

and stone, the amount of water and the

placing of the material, to conditions not

usually found in the ordinary construc-

tion of concrete work.

2d. By special treatment of surfaces.

A piece of bright steel, embedded in

concrete, water-proofed with Aquabar,

showed at the end of twenty-eight days

on removal no signs of pitting or cor-

rosion and had lost nothing in weight. It

was bright and free from rust.

The experiments under the headmg
"Waterproofing Properties" clearly show

that Aquabar is an efficient water-proof-

ing agency not only for concrete build-

ing blocks, cement bricks, cement roofs,

etc., but also for cisterns, stand pipes,

deep reservoirs, cement conduits, etc.,

when the concrete work must be water-

proof under pressure of water.

The water-proofing compound, Aqua-
bar, does not to any practical degree in-

jure the strength of concrete in which it

is used. Any engineer would readily

sacrifice 5 per cent in strength to have

his concrete work impervious to water.

Aquabar does not attack or rust steel,

and may be used safely with concrete in

which expanded metal, rods, bars, etc.,

are to be imbedded.
Further information can be had by

addressing American Cement Water-

proofing Company, Twelfth and Noble

streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Installing Oil Burners

The G. E. Witt Company has recently

completed an oil burning plant for thu

Goodyear Rubber Company at the lat-

ter's building at Twenty-ninth and Mis-

sion streets, San Francisco. The plant

will be used to dry canvas oil conts, etc.,

manufactured by the Goodyear Company.
Mr. Witt has also installed an up-to-date

low pressure heating plant in the Murphy-
Grant building at Sansome and Bush
streets, San Francisco.

Plants are being installed at the pres-

ent time in the Home Telephone building

on Grant avenue, San Francisco; the

Gunst building at Geary and Powell

streets, in the same city, and the Taft &
Pennoyer building, Oakland.

Mr. A. L. Slee

MECHANICAL and PATENT OFFICE

DRAUGHTSMAN

Russ Building

(Corner Bush and Montgomery)

Room 308 Telephone Douglas 157

O. BARBl <v^
Manufacturer of

All Kinds of Imitation Stone
52& Hyde St. San rrancisco, Cal.

SILS. UNTELLS. COLUMNS. PIIASTERS. CAPS.

BRACKETS. VASES. EOD^fTAI^IS.

BENCHES. ETC.

ARCHITECniRAL AND ORNAMENTAL PUSTERING

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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TELEPHONE KEARNY 1819
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LIME, CEMENT, PLASTER
METAL LATH, PRESSED BRICK ENAME 3 BRICH

,'.1 &
710 Mission St., nr. Third, Qround Floor, SAN PRANCISOO

rtV. t v!

K X >
^-r-^

i.
.

>'

Bass-H *
f_

*—

•

il 1 1

1

>/'

is the paint to use

AND

-A
v*

HUBTER'^S VARNISH
*

'.b
" *

is the varnish to use

. .'•r,^^

S -I

Hueter Building, 816 Mission Street

» *
*

•Aim

OOLBBM

l!

%/ > '>
'

•

THe Coast SinceIVIc«nufat;LiJtH»4j On I8S7—::

\ 11: C / : > I f : \ /
• •

i'-/ >

•\'

• •

Manufactured by

TPACIPIC PORTLAND CEMENT CO

dn PACIFIC BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO^^ ••'V

Locatioo of Works: CEMENT, SOLANO CO., CAL

-V'-.y.v
' \ . I

i >', '\'

1 - .

WAKEFIELD BAKER, .FRANK W. ERLIN
President Ass't to the Pres,

FRANK a, DRUMM
Vice-President

NATHAN L. BELL
Secretary

r \'\ ]'•.-"•'

>805

The Architect and Engineer 1

11

PACIFIC ELECTRIC BUILDING, LOS ANGELES

Tliis Great Building - tl.e Depot of all the liuntinuton Intcr-

n-ban Lines in Soutliern California is Kciuippcd with

_^
' ^r Pn -^Hunger

if minute
4 years in service, carrying 14,000 people daily

Eight Wxgh Duty
Elevators— speed

* I

MANUFACTURED BY

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CP
NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

ni NCW MONTGOMERY ST. 513 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE

FACTORY AND FOUNDRY. WEST BERKELEY, CAU.

BY MANUFACTURING IN CALIFORNIA WE KEEP WAGES
AND DIVIDENDS AT HOME

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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TKUEPHONC KEARNY 1819

BUILDING MATERIALS
"•'-T

>-——-g'rr.ti!:

LIME, CEMENT, PLASTER
METAL LATH, PRESSED BRICK, ENAMELED BRICK

~J5~ *r

I I ^-. ^ ^

&
sSU'* '-^ 1%:t^'^ca. ^^ .-'*^

710 Mission St., nr. Third, Ground Floor, SAN FRANCISCX)

Bass-Hueter Pure Paint
is the paint to use

A N IJ

HIIEI BR'S VARNISH
is the Vcirnish iu use

:|\l«nMf«»dur'©<| On I'He Oo«.i»t i*litt;<e IHK7'

Hueter Building, 816 Mission Street

i ij I 1 I

^mftm^m^^m-A^r I, ' I I 4^
» • • • • »

» • ** <

aOLnBM OATB CEMENT
* i « * t

Manufactured l*v

PACIFIC POPTI AND CEMENT CO.

821 PACIFIC Bl ll.DlNd. SAN il^ANCiSCi

%%-5

Locatioo of Works: CEMENT, SOLANO l(I:*"IU„

WAKEFIELD BAKER FRANK W. ERLIS
President Ass t \o thf Fr^s

r-RASK a. DRi'MM
Vice i'residrfit

NATHAN L. BBLL

46805

The Architect and Engineer

PACIFIC ELECTRIC BUILDING, LOS ANGELES

This Great Building - tlie Depot of all the Huntin^^ton Inter-

Urhan Lines in Southern California - is E(iuipped with

Eight High Duty Electri

Elevators— speed 400 ft.

en

r mi
4 years in se'rvice, carrying 14,000 people daily

MANUFACTURED BY

1

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CQ
NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

ni NEW MONTGOMERY ST. 513 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE

FACTORY AND FOUNDRY. WEST BERKELEY. CAU.

BY MANUFACTURING IN CALIFORNIA WE KEEP WAGES
AND DIVIDENDS AT HOME

When writing to .Uvertisers mention this Magazine.
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i 1 1 i:x'rH. i*.M. >H

m N GAT EMEN
URDKKS ANL> KN<iUlKifc.i> lU

m HOLME
Office, 704 Market i

Mutual Saving^*-

S LIME GOMPAN
kr.ii ny 2.110

I

Warehouse, 5th and Brannan
S:in Francisco

& SONS

Phone Temporary 3526 A. H. Bergstrom

Eric Lange

LA . \
*J

ESTABLISH
BB»«'t»4«PM!« iwiisWi!K^-'«fi«f:-«**^ :.*^fS>-i**»^!;isift*ss**»

Room 138 INVESTORS' BUILDING

787 Market Street
SAN FRANCISCO

J

I
Blue Summit Lime

HERCULES FIBER

Union Brick Bonds
Best's Keene's Cement

'"^.^

Portland r^monf

UNION Mt

%.,
%•, Mahoning Lath

209 SAN PEDRO STREET

Both Phones 64

. 1 I. ANGE S, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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,i% '^

!

I

; r ^ -jf^ :^.. ij^
1171:1 M.g:!i* !!! *«!:!! fjL!:.H&!fc*t HI ;ii^^uD ,.,r:i:i I*^^ .^ ^ .

New Tourist Hotel. Stockton. E. B. Brown. Architect. Von der Horst Bros.. Contractors.

HYDRE
=11

Felt ompt
SPECIFIED FOP

- R O O ! ! K C B .A ^ i ""l^ FNT
OF THIS MA iriCENT HOSTtLRY

T^IIIS building is within 7.5 feet of tide-water, where

^ a maximum pressure of ten feet is anticipated, and

architect decided to use IIYDKEX against the less

expensive methods of waterproofing.

L. E. BOYLE COMiV\i
(INCORPORATED)

728 MonadnocK Dldg'. San Francisco. Cal.

CALIFORNl.\ RKPRKSENT-ATIVES

IIYDREX FELT AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
Fngmrersand Experts in Waterproofing Probh-ms

120 Liberty St.. NEW VORtl CHieago WasHir^^ton East Walpole. Ma„.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Architect and Erii^ineer

Ornameutal Iron Stairway Executed by the [Vainer Uruamcntal Iron Works

Iron, Brass and Bronze Grills. Railings. Elevator Enclosures

and'cars, Store Fronts, Stairs, Marquises, Counter Railings,

Balconies, Fences, Gates, Hammered Work, Etc. H e

Wagner Ornamental Iron "WorKs
4^73 to 485 SixtK Street. San Francisco. Phone. Doviglas. 3095

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

The Architect and Engineer

3 West 9̂* If li *-^i reel „

iw^ANwFACTURERS OF

1111

i> i i J .
i -

till C.l ^^ " * *-^ * ^
COPPbR BRON/b

I

I

Rolling Partitions for Dividing Rooms, Hygienic Wardrobes.

Venetian A nings. Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors. Slid-

ing Swing Doors ::
"

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York office or the following Contracting Agents:

McCGRMlCK-HENDERSON CO..

1 10 Bush Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

A. J.
CAPRON.

r. ^ ^ r^
Ainsworth Building. Portland. Ore

^: W. R. DALLY.
, XT, 1

Colman Building. Seattle. Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELL.
720 Broadway,

Los Angeles, Cal.

NATIONA E-PftOOFING COMP
Manufacturers of

()1I( 'W, liiw

Contractors for

Pfoof Construelion

Monadnock Building

SAN PRANCISCO

Union Trust Building

LOS ANGELES

Chicago, Commercial Nat' I Bank Bldg

Pittsburg, Fulton Building

New York, Flatiron Building

Philadelphia, Land Title Building

Boston, Old South Building

OTHER BRANCH OFFICES:

Minneapolis, Lumber Exchange

St. Louis, Victoria Building

Washington, Colorado Building

Cincinnati, Union Trust Builing

London, England, 27 Chancery Lane

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Architect and luii^ineer

Medusa
White

Portland

Cement

Mi
Water

Proof

Compound

:^s^r^-^ r>ii^S=-^-^ '^ -fc^S!. ^^.^^ .- ,

Residence of HENRY W. TAYLOR. Esq., Berkeley. California

LOUIS CHRISTIAN M^LLGARDT, Architect

EXl

Med X- ^ ^ ^

PLA'^- I I H OF

Portland •» T

This new and beautiful product is a true Portland ce-

ment, equal in strength, settin^^ and hardening quali-

ties to the very best grades of gray Portlands, from

which it differs only in that it is snow white in color.

-tr ^

CALIFORNIA AGENTS

The Building Material Co., Inc.
^ 587-593 MonadnocK Dldg'. PKone Kearny 621

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

The Architect and Engineer

TELEPHONE MARKET 2560

If'

iijto.^4AavJ»-J«*Jr^5.'**»S*»* '^^JW**"

\M.V\0\ l:\'ATOR K

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
Push Button and Magnet Control

SIDEWALK ELEVATORSDUMB WAITERS

Seventh anti kiiui ^^? bail I rancisco, CaL

liTECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEX
CTor Index to Advertisements, see pa^e 97)

ANCHORS, SCREW EXPANSION
Star Expansion Bolt Co ^Bayonne. N. J.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL
STEEL AND IRON WORK

Bnrrrtt Iron Works UVWV c; c k
u , i I Works 125 Beale St., S. If.

White Urnamcntal Iron Co., „ c u
499 Monadnock Bmlding, b. r.

Foot of Fifth Ave, E. Oakland

Merl. Orn.m.ntal^Iron^& Bron« Co..
^ ^

Joshua Hcnd, Iron
^"'j^^-^^^^^^, g,.. g. F.

Pacific Rolling Mills, ,,,... . ^.^ q p.

17th and Mississippi Sts., S. r.

Pacific Iron Works.... g^^S^^"^ Or"
Northwest Bridge Works. .. ...Portland Or.

C Farrenkopf 6^ bons,. . 623 Minna bt., b. f.

W'agner Ornamental Iro" ,^orks
^4- Q f

473 to 485 Sixth St., b. t.

ARTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA ETC.

California Scagliola Co., 68-70 Clara bt., b. r.

Hudson Patent Block Co..
Monadnock Bldg., b. i .

\RT METAL CEILINGS
*

San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St.. S. t.

ASBESTOb GOODS
Gillen-Chambers Co.,

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

Tohns-Manville Company. 159 New Niont-

Komery St., S. F., 203 E. Fifth St.^

K" Angeles, 576 First Ave, Seattle, Wash.

AUTOMOBILES ^ ^
Winton Motor Carnage^Co.,^^^^^

^^^^
.-^ ^

^^T^mhl & Co 573 Eighth St., Oakland

BANK FIXTURES
st S F

C F Weber & Co 1151 Polk bt., b. r.

BELTING, PACKING, ETC
H. N. Cook Belting Co.

Fremont and Howard St« . !- ^

Goodyear Rubber Co.... 587 Market St.. b. f.

BLUE PRINTS & DRAWING MATERlALb
Keuffel & Esscr ^^i^,,^^^?"? S" s F
Eugene Dietzen 16-28 First St., S. F.

BOILERS
., „^ ,

Keystone Boiler Works, c- « PMain and 1 olsom Sts., S. r.

BOLTS, EXPANSION, TOGGLE. ETC.

Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, N. J.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth, Howland & C°.. Inc (See

Adv. on Page 19 for Pacific Coast Agents).

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA
Carquinez Brick & Tile Co.

2:57 Russ Bldg., b. r.

Carnegie Brick and Pottery C- ,

Montgomery and California bts., a. r.

Gladding. McBcan Co..
. „ .^ «,.. <; pEddy and Hyde Sts., b. r.

Golden Gate Brick Co 660 Market St., S. t.

Los Angeles Pressed Bnck Co.,

1006 Union Trust Building, Los Angeles

N. Qark & Son 17 Spear St.. S. t

Popular Brick Co. ....... .Russ Bldg., b. b.

Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Co..
Mills Bldg., b. r.

Pacific Face Brick Co.,
r^ ^, i

401 Commercial Club Bldg.. Portland.

li

BRICK MASONS
McGowan & Butler

. ^ , r, «
332 Builders Exchange, S. F.

Chas. H. Hock.. 910 B Devisadero St.. S. F.

BRONZE AND IRON, ORNAMENTAL
Chr. Deterding 67 Clementina St., b. K
Louis De Rome 12« Main St.. S. F.

Winslow Bros Monadnock Bldg, b. t.

Security Bldg., L. A.

White Ornamental Iron Co..
, „,j _ _,

499 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. •

Frauneder Ornamental Iron Works,
950 Franklin St.. Oakland

Western Builders* Supply Co..
. _ _ ^

680 Mission St., S. r.

Western Builders' Supply Co.. Representing

The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati.

,. G. Braun Chicago and New York
Nlerle Ornamental Iron & Bronze Co.,

Bay and Stockton Sts., S. F.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.,

933 Monadnock Building, b. K.

The Ross Co 8J Grand Ave.. Portland

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES'
r, ., ^

M. T. McCraken Co... 231 Pine St.. Portland

BURLAPS. CANVASES, ETC.
Richter Mfg. Co.,

,
2 Fraiiklin Ave., Tenafly, N. J.

CAPITALS. MOULDINGS. ETC.
Western Builders' Supply Co..

c* c ir
680 Mission St., b. r.

CARBONIZING COATING
McCormick & Henderson. . 110 Bush St.. b. f.

CASTINGS
Steiger & Kerr Co., -

Folsom and 18th Sts.. S. r.

CEMENT
Pacific Portland Cement Co.,

Pacific Bldg., b. r.

Ginrin & Eyre. „ „
Merchants Exchange Building, b. r.

W R. Grace & Co 614 California St., b. h.

Western Building Material Co..
. „^ «, ^

430 Califr>rnta St.. b. 1*

The Building Material Co., "White Portland/

587 Monadnock Bldg., b. r.

Holmes Lime Co., _ 5, „
Mutual Savings Bank Bldg.. b. r.

Kerr. Gifford .V-^Co.^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

Pacific Builders' Supply Co..

207 Builders' Ex. Bldg., S. r.

Western Lime & Cement Co.. ^ «
268 Market St.. b. r.

Geo. B. Rate & Co. ^ t^ .1 ^ o..-
182 Madison St„ Portland, Ore.

T. L. Mery Engineering and Supply Co.,
' Monadnock Bldg.. b. if.

CEMENT \ND CONCRETE AND BRICK
BLOCKS

Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co .
,

Foot of Linn St., Portland

Ideal Concrete Construction Co ,

102 Grand .\ve.. Portland Ore.

New Era Company .Pacific Bldg., S. ¥.

Marysville Sand, Cement Block & Bnck
Cn Marysville, Cal.

L. O. Ucsi:::: Portland, Ore.



8 The Architect and Engineer

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX-Confinued

CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
^ Medusa White Portland Cement California

Agents, The Building ^^a^^'-jal Co Inc..

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. 1"

CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Callahan & Manetta. . . .344 Tenth St., S. F.

D. Ross Clarke...... 70« Pacific Bldg., | K
A. Ravcntos, Hotel Irwin. 10« Fourth St.. S. F

W. N. Whitmore ^..Bacon Bldg., Oakiana

CHIMNEY BUILDERS
Dresser, McDonnell & Co..^^

^^.^ ^^^ 3 ^

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION ^ _ ^ ^
Bluxome & Co

•,V^r^.^'"°"*ii Jv < FH L Petersen HI O Farrell St., b. t.

Vonder Horst Bros. Macdonough Bldg., b. t

L O Ives 47 E. Fifteenth St., Portland

CONCRETE HOISTS
.
^- . ^^ ^^^

The Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist Co., i^l"

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle

CONCRETE MIXERS
, ^ \ .• « r«

Municipal Engineering and Contracting Co.,

789 Folsom Sst., b. r.

F. T. Crowe & Co.,
^ •, t^ .1 j

Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane and Portland

CONCRETE MIXERS AND BLOCK
MACHINES

National Cement Machine Co..
Bay City, Micm.

Wallace, Lindesmith, Hoist Co.,

San Francisco, Los Angeles. Portland and

Seattle.

Nodamp Machinery Co.,

415 Andrus Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago Improved Cube Mixer,

Pacific Coast Offices. 789 Folsom St.. ST.
and F. T. Crowe & Co.. Portland and Seattle

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
Corrugated Bars, sold by Jno^B. Ljjn.rd,

^

International Fabric & Cable, represented

by Western Builders' Supply Co..

680 Mission St.. b. r.

CORNICES
.

Pacific Cornice Works,
»i, c* c v

134 Fourteenth St., b. r.

D\MP-PROOFING COMPOUND
Hydrex Damp Proof Paint, sold by

L. E. Boyle Co., Inc. Monadnock Bldg., b. t.

DOOR OPENER ^
G. Rischmuller ^MJ^^'o ^^H 5i \i

and 842 37th St., Oakland

DOOR HANGERS
^

....

Reliance Hangers ••••••••.••(see page 104)

Pitcher's Hanger—The Pacific Tank Co.,

318 Market St., b. r.

"John's Hanger," sold by San Francisco

Hardware Co 3069 Sixteenth St.. S. F.

DOORS—METAL
California Fireproof Door Lo ,

1932 So. Main St., Los Angeles

Fred Nichols 1137 Sixteenth St.. Oakland

Portland ^heet Metal Works.
-n .1 ^

E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland

DOORS—VENEER
Northwest Door Co.,

Albina Ave., Portland

DRILLS. BRICK AND STONE
Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, N. J.

DUMB WAITERS
Wells & Spencer Machine Co., „ ^ ».,

139-141 Beale St., S. F.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 1

California Elec. Construction Co., I _
680 Mission St., S. F.

Central Electric Co.. 185 Stevenson St., $.F.

C. K. Claggett 66 Park St., Portland, Ore.

Hanbridge-Loyst Electric Co., \

564 Eddy St., S. F.

Butte Engineering Co.. 683 Howard St., S. F.

Enterprise Electric Works,
118 Eighth St., S. F.

Steger Electrical Works Fresno, Cal.

Comet Electric Co Portland, Ore.

Western Electric Works,
, ^

61 6th St., Portland, Or.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
San Francisco Engineering Co., « «

322 Sixth St.. S. F.

ELECTRIC WIRING „ „
Bradley Martin Co 164 Oak St., S. F.

ELECTRIC SIGNS ^ „ ^
Bradley Martin Co 164 Oak St., S. F.

ELEVATORS
Van Emon Elevator Co., ^

111 New Montgomery St., S. F.

Otis Elevator Company,
Stockton and North Point, S. F.

Western Elevator Co., „ -.

801 Humboldt Bank Bldg., S. F.

Wells & Spencer Machine Co^ „ ^ „
139 Beale St., S. F.

Hammond Elevator Co., o t:*

Seventh and King Sts., S. F.

Pacific Electric Engineering Co.,

213 Second St., Portland, Ore.

ENGINEERS ^ . o „
W. W. Breite...925 Golden Gate Atc., S. F.

Leonard, John B Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

W. E. Leland.. Merchants' Exc. Bldg.. S. F.

Thos, Morrin IS Second St., S. F.

L. Mess & Co., C. E.'s,
, „ ^ ,

Merchants' Ex. Bldg., S. F.

Cox & Vengelen 229 Pine St., Portland

FIRE ESCAPES „ , ^ ^
Standard Iron Works Portland, Ore.

Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S. F.

FIREPROOFING
Hudson Patent Block Co..

. „,j ^ „Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Demolith Co 310 acmentina St., S. F.

Continental Fireproofinfr Co..
908 Mutual !? k Building, S. F.

Western Expanded Met*; Co.,
rocker BIdf., S. F.

Roebling Const'n Co. ..Crocker Bldg., S. F.

Healy-Tibbitts Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.

Nat'l Fireproofing Co. Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

and Union Trust Bldg., L. A.

FIREPROOF FLOORING _ o x. , j
Raecolith Company 71 First St.. Portland

61 Yesler way, Seattle

207 Builders' Ex., S. F.

FIRE DOOR HANGERS
California Fireproof Door Co..

1932 S. Main St., L. A.

f,«£* .A^.^%«^M^!fti^^M#^!^!i^g^S^*S^'*X^'

MONEY FURNISHED FOR BUILDING PURPOSES

General Contractors and Builders

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
PHONE DOUGLAS 2709

The Architect and Engineer

ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX-Continued

FIREPROOF SHUTTERS AND DOORS
Tas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co., „ ^^ „ , ,^

3 W. 29th St., New York, and

McCormick-Henderson Co.,
110 Bush St., S. F.

FIRE PROTECTION
Goodyear Rubber Company, c. c w

587-591 Market St., S. F.

FIREPROOF SHUTTERS
Larsen & Reed,

. c* c v1325 Mission St., b. r.

FLOORING—ENGLISH BLOCK FLOOR
Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,

^ ^, „ , ,^
3 W. 29th St., New York, and

McCormick-Henderson Co,
110 Bush St., 3. r.

FLOOR POLISH . ,. , ^
Butcher's Boston Pohsh Co.,

356 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

GAS FURNACES .0. rA , c. c t?
Gas Furnace Co 226 Oak St.. b. t.

GENER.\L CONTRACTORS. ENGINEERS,
FTC
Wm. B. Abbitt Construction Co S. F.

Continental Fireproofing Co., „
Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., S. F.

B T Duflfy 3673 Seventeenth St.,b. 1*.

Richard Keatinge & Sons, Williams Bldg ,.

Third and Mission Sts.. b. r.

Laughland & Schnebly Co..
r» 1,1 1

1443 Broadway, Oakland

Lange & Bergstrom
, r»ij c r-

138 Investors' Bldg., S. F.

Long & Hoyt Monadnock Building, S. F.

Globe Const'n Co Chronicle Bldg, S. F.

Ransome Concrete Co... Crocker Bldg., b. r.

John C. Ince Company,
406 Sutter St., cor. Stockton, b. F.

Hoyt Bros., , _ _,

Builders' Exchange. S. F., and Santa Rosa

Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co., .,,<,_.
106-11 Hansford block. 5. F.

Leonard L. Jones, ., „ , ^u c -o
10a7 Humboldt Bank Bldg.. S. F.

Litherland & Abrey.229 Beck Bldg., Portland

W McKenzie 734 Washington St., b. J:-.

Von der Horst Bros..
u tiii« <; FMacdonough Bldg., b. r

Peter Randolph Co.,
622 Chronicle Bldg., b. r.

Redmond, De Luca & Barzellotti, _ „ „
628 Montgomery St., b. r.

Smith & Watson Co 323 Lick Bldg., S. F.

C. P. Moore Building Co.,
703 Mills Bldg., S. P.

Hansbrough & Yorston.
716 Metropolitan Bank Bldg.. b. r.

GENERAL INSPECTION
Weitem Inspection Bureau,

621 Monadnock Building, b. r.

GLASS
Povey Bros. Glass Co.,

t> .1 j
Fifth and Flanders Sts., Portland

GLASS-PRISM. A T"^" . o q F
Cal. Art Glass >\ urjt* .v^^ no**:-; M., ». r.

San Francisco Art Gia^^ "^ ;^^ c. v w

United Glass Co..^ V,. I '*f IV' I' F
Munich Art Glass Co 510 1

k St., b. r.

GLASS SETTING FOR STORE FROxNJTS

The "Kawneer" System, V Dunkerley
669 Monadnock Bldg., b. r.

GRAVEL AND CRUSHED ROCK
Kruttschnitt Building Material Co., •

Monadnock Bldg., S. K.

John Cassaretto 245 Berry St.. S. F.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
^ c. c f

E A. Howard Co 20 Howard St., S. F.

King-Br^own^Co..^^
Wash'n & Clay, Oakland

White Brothers, „ p
Cor. Spear and Howard bts., b. r.

HARD WALL PLASTER
. ^, ^ p

Chubbuck & Harris. .. .710 Mission St., S. t.

Empire Plaster Co.,
• _ c»- q F

16th and Harrison Sta., b. r.

Marbleite Hardwall Plaster, sold by West-

ern Building Material Co.. ^ ~. o p
340 Steuart St., b. r.

\damant Company, ,-, .. 1

Worcester Bldg.. Portland

HEATING AND VENTILATING
^ „ , ,

Burness & Martin. 129 Sixteenth St.. Port and

A W. Curry 116 Grand Ave., Portland

T.' C. Thronson,
r. .1 ^

415 Hawthorne Ave., Portland

Thos. E.'Hulme & Co., ^.,
, ^ t, .1 ^

275 Fifth St., Portland

C. L. Johnson & Co., „ .1 ^
285 Grand Ave., Portland

Gardner & Kendall Heating Co.,

40-42 Second St., Portland, Ore.

Jordan Flue Block Co .\shland. Ore.

Machinery and Electrical Co .

351-353 N. Main St., Los Angeles

Globe Heating and Ventilating Co..

1937 Market St., S. F.

Solar Heater Co., „. . c r * 1

333 New High St.. Los Angeles

Mangrum & Otter, Inc.. 507 Mission St., S. F.

Pacific blower & Heater Co.,
3261 17th St., S. F.

Gilley-Schmid Co.. Inc., „
13th and Mission Sts., b. r.

HEATING ENGINEERS ^ „ , ^ r^
Cox & Vengelen.. 229 Pine St^ Portland, Ore.

W. E. Leland Merchants Ex. Bldg., b. t.

IMITATION STONE
eo« w ^ q. q F

O. Barbi 528 Hyde St., S. F.

Ideal Concrete Construction Co.,

102 Grand ave., Portland. Or.

"Roman Stone." mfrd by Cement Products

Co :... Balboa Bldg., S. F.

INSURANCE c» c F
Pacific Surety Co.. 326 Montgomery St., b. F.

Voss. Conrad & Co., Monadnock Bldg., b. t.

Standard Marine Ins. Co.,

Montgomery and Sacramento bts.. b. r.

INTERIOR DECORATING
c* q f

J. Llewellyn 412 Kearny St.. S. F.

and 1325 Telegraph Ave., Oakland

Schastey & Vollmer, „ ^^ . <, p
1930 Van Ness Ave.. S. r.

A W. Reiber Co... 1607 Broadway. Oakland

l! Tozer & Son 1527 Pine St., S. F.

W. W. Tucker^.^^
^^^ Webster Sts., Oakland

JOIST HANGERS
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

c* c w6S0 Mission St., b. r.

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
Western Laundry Machinery Co., ^^ _ _.

58-60 Fremont St., b. t.

LAUNDRY TRAYS
J. F. Reilly & Co 23 Spencer Place, b. r.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Barrett's Lighting Fixtures. _, . , ^.^^

408 Morrison St., Portland Ore.

The Enos Company. .1748 California St., S. F.

Adams & Hollopeter....745 Mission St., b. K
Welsbach Co 351 McAllister St., S. F.

Morrison Electric Co.,
. n *i„ j

291 Morrisoa St., Portland

LIME
Union Lime Company. c. t a

209 San Pedro St., L. A.

Holmes Lime Co... Mutual Bank Bldg, S. F.

Monterey Lime Co.. ,,_,.. • c* c P
St. Clair Bldg., 16 California St.. S. F.

Pope & Talbott Foot of Third St., S. F.

Redwood Manufacturers Co.,
. o. c p

453 Brvant St., b. r.

57th St., Oakland

E. K. Wood Lumber Company, ^ .^ „ „
Santa Marina Bldg., 112 Market St., b. t.

Oregon Planing Mills. ^ , a r\

Nineteenth and Vaughn Sts., Portland, Or.

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg., b. ^.

Kelsey & McEvoy 313 Howard St., b. t.

Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.,
*

Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F.

MARBLE
. „ ^ .n^

California Marble & Construction Co.,

207 Grant Bldg., b. r.

Italian & American Marble Works.
16th and Carolina bts., b. r.

CM. P«rl«, Stone and Ti^e^Ca,
^^^_ ^^ ^_

i.
1 T
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ARCHITECTS- SPECIFICATION INDEXContinued
i.r TJMBINGMARBLE—Cont'd n u n^Arr c: p ' Fox it Co 209 Second St.. Portland

Baxter Marble Co Call Bldg., S. t. ML Kline 84 Front St., Portland
' American Marble & Mosaic Co

5. „ Taylor & Stanton 30-8 Pine St., Portland
124 Harriet St.. S. F. |ayi^

^ Hulme. ...v-'^^ FifUi St., Port and
Columbia Marble Co., ^,

, , e» c K The Gailld Co. . :^ North Front St., Port and
268 Market St.. S. t. |"|, ^^ea. Second and Ainkeny Sts., Portland

Pacific Marble* Works. , oAiiooAnS
14th and Shotwell bts., o. r. KAlL.KU/vi-'o .„ -, r?i j iiij«, c P14tn ana :5nuv

Southern Pacific Company, Flood Bldg.. S. F.

MATTING RUBBER AND TILING RUBBER Corvallis & Eastern Ry Portland. Ore.

Goodyear Rubber Company,
. ^ <,, ^ „ ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS

587091 Market St., S. F. ^^^^^^^^^^^ Roofing, H. W. Johns-Manv.lle

METAL CEILINGS . ^
^ Co 180 Second St.. S. t.

Fogle & Mauer Co., representing Canton Mackenzie Roof Co., , c r^ t,i ^
\rt Metal Co... 532 Monadnock Bldg., S. t. ^27 Fifteenth St., Oakland

..^n^.'r AXTTi QTUFT T \TH Pacific Coast Paper Co.. 307 Market St., S.F.

^-T4h,.L^i?i?" frt'sh C^o^nL^te Steel ^o..^^^^^^ ^^
p^enrBa^nT^B^d^g!. UO Sutter St.. S. F.

.•AH United Steel Studding.; Western Builders' Supply Co..^^.^^
^

Lilley & Thurston Co.. .82 Second St., b. i".

^ ^ ^.^^^^ ^^.44 Natoma St., S. F.

METAL SHINGLES ^ ^ Paraffine Paint Co.,

San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru- Merchants* Exchange Bldg., S. F.

gating Co .296 p^emh St. ^. i^

•

rqOFING CONTRACTORS
Meurer Bros., rep. by J. A McDonald, ^ ^ ^jj ^ ^o., ^ c c w

Builders' Exchange Bldg., b. r. ^2.44 Natoma St., S. F.

METAL WEATHER STRIPS
. o, o p ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS >

Williams & Carter Co., 197 Jessie St., S. F. ^"^W^^q wilson Mfg. Co.. 3 W. 29th St.. N. Y.

METAL WINDOWS ^IcCormick-Henderson Co

Portland Sheet Metal Works.
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^_^ ^ Bidell..720 Broadwlt Los Angelas

MOTORS. GENERATORS, ETC ROLLING PARTITIONS
Engineering & Mainten^ance^ Co.^^

^^^ ^ ^ Jas. G. Wdson^M^. _^Co.,

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

San Francisco ^ngineerin^^^ Co..
^^ ^^^ ^ ^

McCormick-Henderson Co.^.^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^

Western Electric Works, ^ „ , j RUBBER STAMPS, ETC.western r-icc
^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^ Portland Patrick & Co. 126 Bush St., S. F.

^^^VVest^rn'Bunde^rs- Supply Co., Kepresenting ^^
^<]^od^yeIr ^Ru^bber Co 587 Market St

,
S. F^

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y. ^1 tourth bt.. fortiana

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES ^^^Am^ricln ^Ma^on Safety Tread Co.,

McCormick & Henderson... UO Bush bt., S. r. ^ ^ ^jj^^^ ^^^^ ^3^ Buchanan St., S. F.

OIL BURNERS SAND FOR CONCRETE
Bennett's Petroleum Burner Co. _ Kruttschnitt Company

579 Howard St., S. r Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

S. T. Johnson Co.... 1334 Mission St.. S. F
Marysville Sand and Cement Block Co.,

G F Witt Co 11'65 Howard St.. b. l*. ^ Marysville, Cal.

OIL—CRUDE FUEL SANITARY FLOORING
t,, r^«

Associated Oil Co... Wells, Fargo Bldg., S. t. "Magnolith," Portland Sanitary Floor Co.,

OXYX ^^^ Teflferson St.. Portland

Salmons-Ernsting Co., Representing New "Raecolith," Pacific Builders Supply Co.,

Pedrara Mexican Onyx Co.. , c. Q P Builders' Ex., S. F., and Raecohth Co..

G. A. Bushert, Agt., 10 Third St., S. t. 71 First St., Portland

ORNAMENTAL IRON SANITARY SPECIALTIES ^ . , „, . «, p.

Frauneder Ornamental Iron Works. D. H. Gulick L>ck Bldg., b. t.

Golden Gate Structu^^;Jn|^^\afenM SCHOOL F^URN^TU^o^
.^^.^ifsV^P^cii:!., S. F.

C ^FTr?e^"fcf •& Son .'.'

J^
Min!.'a It.'. I. F. Spence^Desk Co. .

.
..10 Sacramento St.. S. F.

PorUandSWMetaT Works.. Portland. Ore. SHEET METaL WORK
Portland Wire and Iron Works.

^^^^^^^^ ^^^
Feldman & Sommer.^^

Fourteenth St.. S. F.

Western Builders' Supplv Co., Representing SIDEWALK LIGHTS
The L. Schreiber & Sons Co.. Cmcinnati.

^^^^ McGuigan & Co.. . _, ^ u
Wasner Ornamental Iron Works. I913 Mission St.. b. tf

.

473 Sixth St.. h r.
SLXTERS' CEMENT

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK. CAPITALS *

Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing

AND BRACKETS , ^ Clinton Metallic Paint Co.. Clinton, N. Y.

D Ross Qarke.... Builders' Exchange, S. F. SPANISH TIUE ,,
, ^ . „

Western Builders' Supply Co..
. ^ ^ ^ San Francisco Metal Stamping Co.,

. 680 Mission St., S. F. 296 Elevejith St.. S F.

Thos Landy 1673 Market St., S. F. Meurer Bros Builders Exchange, S. t.

rM^TP-VTAT rOODS SPIRAL CHUTESORIENTAL GOODS
^^^,^^j Warehouse Co. •

c. c PSing Fat Co.,
r,i:r„..„;, Qte S F 310 California St., S. t.

c- rv, J^Cn
California Sts., S. t.

^^^^^^ STALLS AND FIXTURES
^^ _ _

Smg Chong Co
California, S. F. Howe Scale Co .^143 Mam St.. S. F.

--gl/irSr^B^K AND CEMENT -^L^,a\^^.^^^=."°^f Ten., S... S. P.

for Pacific Coast agents.
Junction of Valencia and Market Sts S. F.

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES. ETC. STAMPED SHEET METAL ORNAMENTS
Bass-Hcuter Paint Co.. _,. c* c t? San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

818 Mission, near Fourth St., b. r. gating Co., 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Ointon N Y^, STANDARD SCALES ^^ „ ^ 1

Pacific Coast Agents Western Builders (, ^ ^- ^ep. The Howe Scale

Supply Co., 680 Mission St., S. F.
Co ..... 143-149 Main St., S. F.

»^"*"'
^^,tLS-Excha„«. Building. S. F. STEEL ERECTING ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^

Oregon Paln.^| Varn.sh^C..
^^^^^^^^_ ^^^ ^TEEL ^FURNITURE, LOCKERS, ETC.

^ ^
PLASTERER

^^^^ ^^ p^^.^^ 3,j^ s p William,- & Carter Co.. .197 /e..ie ?... S. F.

J-

Q
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ARCHITECTS' SPECIFICATION IN f>FK-Continu«cl
*

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS. TILE ROOF CONTRACTOR
J. G. Braun, 537 W. 3^th,St.,. N. Y._, and_^^^^ Marie K.rkby.

^^,^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

CTFFT STUDDING AND LATH "TRUSS-LOOP" STEEL LATH
^Uney& Thurston .. .82 Second St., S. F. The Bostwick .Steel lath Co., represented

"ost^-k Steel Lath Co Niles, Ohio by McCorin.k & "enders^on,
^
l^Oj^u^

689 Trust Concrete Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Bldg, Portland.

P\VTN>r. VALVE PACKING ^ ^ ,STREET P.WING
"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook

Worswick Street Paving Co., w iV- L A -^i? MnwarH St S F
Union National Bank. Fresno Beltmg Co 317 Howard M^. b. 1.

._ ,„^.. VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.
STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON

Jas! G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,
Brode & Clark Iron Works.

, r, c v 3 W. 29th St., New York, and
621 Howard St., S. F. McCormick-Henderson Co., ^ „

Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal. no Bush St., S. F.

City Iron Works 3Q3 ^ront St PorUand ^^rdROBES-HYGIENICDyer Bros...... 17th and Kansas Ms., b. t.
Wilson Mfg. Co.,

Metropolitan Iron Works
c,.. c w 3 W. 29th St., New York, and

Ninth and Brannan bts., a. r.
-.i- ^ • i tt j _«„ n^^

Woods & Hudd .356 Market St., S. F. McCormick-Henderson Co.^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^

Pacific Rolling M.Ks WATER HEATERS ^^
^ .^ T xlf' 1 TMrtlo^H nr^' Pittsburg Heaters, represented by ^ ^ ^
Pacific Iron Works

o?* «Lu g '
<5 P Jos. TTiieben & Co.. 585 Mission St., S. F.

Western Iron Works 125 Bcale bt., !>. r.
Humphrey Co

Joshua Hendy Iron Works^
t St S F 5^5 n! Rose St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Northwest Bridge Works. . .'"^Portland, Ore! WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.
^^^__-_ The Building Material Co., Inc.,
TANKS ^

, ^ ,1Q A>r 1, Cf c F 587 Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.
Pacific Tank Company ..318 Market St., ij. t.

"Hvdrex Felt." sold by L. E. Boyle Co.,
Concrete & Steel Engineering Co.

f^^ Monadnock Bldg., S. F.
Merchants Exchange Bldg., S. t.

vV^indqWS, AUT0M.\TIC SASH LOCK
THEATER AND CHURCH SEATS AND Automatic Sash Lock Co.,

., _ . . ,

QrHOnr FTTRNITURE ^72 Alameda St., Los Angeles

^Spencer Desk Co .509 Montgomery St., S. F. WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE. ETC.

C. F. Weber & Company, „ Atkinson Tilting Window.
v.. X. irirtut. v.. K .T. _ _ Monadnock Bldg., S. i".,

^^^^o Second and Webster Sts.. Oakland
TILE. CONTRACTORS

,.gp:f.hSt SF Dean Reversible Window Co.
Kirwan & Donovan l39 fifth bt., b. r. ^-^ Brannan St., S. F.

riLE MOSAIC ^T\NTELS, ETC. • Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.,

"^ArtJ^tic StoL .tel Co..'344 Tenth St.. S. F.
A^n^^ol*'^^''

'""'
"^W W Montatrue & Co. WIRE L.\TH AND ROPhW. W. Montague &^l.o..

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ Roebling's Sons Co.. . -^ _ „
Ma»grum & Otter.. ..541 Mission St.. S. F.

piNjsHING
Carouine. BricK & T 1 e Co

^ ^
WOOD^FINISH^G^^

^ ^^^^
Oregon A. Tile Co..

^_^ ^^^^^ ^, ^^^,,^^^
T-ted b. Wh.tt.er. Coburn^^Co.^

^, _ ^ ^

THE MARINE BUILDING.

SaLFIELD a KOHLBERO. ARCHITECTS.

(TRADE MARK REG.)

ROMAN STONE-IS a scientifically proportioned

CONCRETE, CAST VERY WET, INTO SAND MOLDS

(the STEVENS PROCESS), AND IN TEXTURE AND

COLOR BEARS NO RESEMBLANCE TO THE ORDIN-

ARY "CONCRETE-BLOCK" OR "CEMENT-STON E.-

ROMAN STONE-MAY BE CUT. CARVED OR TOOLED.

IT IS DENSE, HOMOGENEOUS. UNIFORM IN COLOR

THROUGHOUT.

ROMAN STONE is perfectly adapted to any or-

namental OR structural DESIGN.

ROMAN STONE—IS in the rincon, sherwood, ibis,

MARINE and more THAN 2000 OTHER BUILDINGS

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

THE

CEMENT PRODUCTS COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND CONTRACTORS

BALBOA BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO PHONE. KEARNEY 2041
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PHONE FRANKLIN 1763

GLASS
WO
H. R. HOPPS, Prop.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS

OF ALL KINDS

ART MOSAICS

1 1 5 Turk Street, San Francisco A

WHA!
_i

I

, . I\

iRiiiBirsoMr i

'^

^OU never seem, to h-',
'-/;r;'<;„^'^^hrs'imng'box''?heY

'JSin'« I^tfa^ ;e°,i ^l' and ^S vaWes leak more or

less when opened or closed.

PALMETTO TWIST

""irSuUe'^TO-'TV^^T^ ra^e'v^^es, and ,o„

"'''{^"e'wm'enVyra'swl spool FREE. Jus. .o prove .his.

H. N. COOK BELTING CO.

317-319 Howard Street

SAT^ FRANCISCO
CALirOPV.A

I

t •

1

1

ND HOYT COMPANY
723 MONADNOCK BLiLUlNQ

SAN FRANCISCO

COINSTRUCTC >i X I
I p OIINOS

of a building because we do not aub-let «"y P^^^

of a general contract that can properly be done

by ourselves. s-s ••' ''• '''
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iVValthoid Roofin
BEST BUILDINGS r VF ?? v WHf PI

T ^sed on such

m a gnif icent

building's as

the Hotel St
1 RANCis. Send

for booklet
showing Class

*'A" buildings

covered with

MALTHOID
made by

e Bid?, %m Fraiiclsco
ABAFFINE PAINT CO., Merchants' Eichani

(im V^

rCIFY

\^^^T'

,

Niles Roofing Grave

And Crushed Roc

ARE IN A CLASS
BY THEMSELVES

WR ITE FOR SAMPLE AND INFORMATION

Kruttsctinitt Building Material Co.

Monadnock Building, San Francisco

Sample bottle ot KootiUK uravei

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

I

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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O. H. HARRISON, PutsiDENT JOHN W. BUTLER. V.CE-Pr«.OENT H. W. SMITH. SECRETARY

m BRICK OMPANY
EXCELLENT RAILROAD A^

l^ f r PROMPT
TR rarn 1TIES

office: 257 RUSS DING, SAN J .^
TELEPHONt. ^720 KEARNY

WORKS. ECKLEY, CONTRA COSTA COUNTY. CALIFORNIA

, GAL.

. _. R
***%§, 1

MANUFACTURERS OF

ESSED BRICK
,*^«***^^

stheniCN OH!

orricK *MO sAics dcpartment

251 RUSS BUILDING. MONTGOMERY ST.

Phone Douglas 1885 _^^
SAN FRANCISCO

16TH AND RHODE ISLAND STS.
PHONE Market 1315

J

LOS mm> )RESSBK BRICk

THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors. Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,

Soanish Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest

Trades Made Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile Vitrified Paving Brick. S a 1 1 G 1 a z e d C o n d u 1 1 s.

Office:

Los Angeles, Cat. 1006 UNION TRUST BUILDINQ

S S F.—Temporarv 2K^)
TELEPHONES

\ factory- Alameda 5(JM

WORKS:
WEST ALAMEDA

N. CLARti &i SONS
Incorporated January 11. 188V

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arctltectural Terra Gotta. Pressed Brick Vitrified and Terra

Gotta Pipe. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Fire Brick

Tile and Kindred Glay Products

OFFICE. 17 y 19 SPEAR STREET SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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asB

W. E. Dennison, President

^j/ Hil:

James II, Bishop, Secretary

5 . I

L. \. Steiger, Manager

^VOPKS

II

i I

f
"s

'4-

^ /^^
f=^x

V
H.

*"#•' \-

Manufaclurers: Arcliitectural Terra Cutta; Semi-dry

Pressed Brick; Viirititd Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow Tile Fire-Proofing; Terra Cotta Chimney

pipe; Electric Conduit Tile, Drain Tile : : : : : :

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases : : :

Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks : : :

Acid Jars; Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fire Clay; Modeling

Clay Fire Brick Dust : Fire Brick; Fire Tile

Phone Douglas 3010

Main Office: 729 Mills Building. San Francisco

City Yard : Eighteenth and Division Sts., San Pranclsco

TERRA COTTA,PRESSED BRICK.PIPE

FIRE PROOFING.ROOFING TILE,
^

FLUE LININGS.FIRE TILE, ^
LAUNDRY TRAYS,

ETC.

'b-

cO

WORK
NCOLN .J*

% %si»*r

EDDY & HYDE STS, SAN FRANCISCO

" r
^^^'^"^'^ ''""'," S1->^r-.,„s„ » rt " —

i'

kJ'
(^LIFORNI^SCAGLIOLA^S^

WtGUADANTK

ALL QUO HIGH

(*ADtlMPOfiTU)

rvmt IMITATIONS

mi PtPPECT

WITHTHeVE&Y

riNtST EVER-

LASTING

fRENLH
P0U5M,

j£l -^A^

lit Ttzrs!jfsr

A^iN mANClSCO, CAL.

THEnOST
ELEGAPiT
INTERIOR
ARTIMICriAfiBLt

DECOftATIOnS

inALL tOLORi

L0WE5TW

ruRniSHfo

1^%-'--

J

"-'^^.

I

When writing tcT .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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oi

Vitrified, Pressed, Glazed, Paving, i^ ire.

Fire Tile, Fire Clay, Fire Brick DustBRICK
Tile Mantels, Flue Linintrs. Urns and Vases. Flowo

Architectural Terra Cntta. Hollow 1 lie Fire Proofing. Semi-

Dry Pressed Brick. TrrraCotta Chimney Pipe Brick and

s Fiower Pots. All kinds of Vitrified Salt ' :'"
' - - - P'Pe

ARNEGIE BRICK & POTTERY CO

MAIN

>' \ MURPHY, General Manager

OFFICE, COR. MONTGOMERY AND CALIFORNIA STREETS.

Yards: San Francisco. Oakland. Berkeley. San Jose

Telephon 3301

JOHN C. IN %if t
\ I

"^ f

"

l\ CO.

CONTP VCTOR^ \ "•t
I

% < I I N t t

HEAVY MASONRY
COMMERCIAL BUJLDINGS

Room 210, McCLOUD BUILDINQ.
406 Sutter St., cor. Sto 1 t n

L CON RUCTION
f r , ^CED CONCRETE

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

EZEKIAL SMITH W. F. WATSON JOSEPH HUNTINGTON

SMITH & WATSON CO.
CONTRACTORS

323 Lick Building, San Francisco

First Nat'l Bank Bld^. Menlo Hotel

Chronicle Buildinii Swift Building

Mills Building

Balboa Buildin

Union Square Bldg.

Keyes Building

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HIPOLITO REVERSIBLE WINDOWS

Modern

Practical

Economical

As necessary

to modern

building

equipment as

electnc light-

ing. Admit
perfect

ventilation

and cleaning

from the

INSIDE.

Used in the

best and

largest

residences and

office

buildings

on the Pacific

Coast.

Df-v-riptive Literature sent on request

iipiitiiii M lit IS m ^^^H r*i

634-6. ?^ naptf X ^ -nue

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Main 1806 Home 5190

DEAN REVERSIBLE WINDCWCQ.INC.

r

}i

STAMD mSiD
WHiir LllANiNCr

DEAN
PfVEPSIBLE
WINDOWS

•»^

,J

FACTOF?Y 55T"555BRANMA?f ST

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHone, Hearny 1516

VONDER HORST BROTHERS
INCORPORATED

If

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

REINFORCED CONCRETE
A SPECIALTY

MACDONOUGH BLDG.. 333 KEARNY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

H. L. PET
REINFOROtO CONC

Ti',^^i'^ N

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

: : Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Etc. : :

1 1 1 O'Farrell Street San Francisco

Wken writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

^
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ThU would not have happened if they had
used Mason Safety Tread.

N SAF lEAO
%fl

Hard Metal (Steel) to take the Wear and

Insure Durability. Soft Metal (Lead) and

Carborundum to Hold the Foot and Insure

Safety.

AMERICAN MASON SAFETY TREAD CO.

C Rl % A GILE8, MGR.

I BHANCH: 131 BUCHANAN STREET

TELEPHOHt, PARK 103T
SAN FRAH

W.\!J
in

CHOICE LlNi

DOMESTIC

PAINTS
Oi i o
VARNISHES

. .!{ HUlU i:)l:CtlRATIO^.
Painters an ' isr. ^*: cis^- - '^^ni.sj i iiH-hmf

ART GLASS DECOK S

WINDOW SHADES

©ompang
412 KEARNY ST., San Francisco

PHONE. DOUGLAS 1380

1325 BROADWAY, Oakland, Cal.

GPP. POST OFFICE

PHONE, OAKLAND 1106

A. B. JOHNSTON
.KNKRAL MANAOCn

Phone
MARKET 5481

CALIPORNIA MARB

& CONSTRUCTION CO.

Oaarry and Mill

COLUMBIA, CAL.

207 GRANT BUILDING
Market and 7th Sts.

San Francisco, Cal.

nterior

ttlliai \\

i:!!
1 .

*

1 , ir
^

!l

II

A SPECIALTY

We Carry the Latest Things in

Artistic Wall Papers and Burlaps

Visit our New Studio in the

New Maple Hall Building

W. W. TUCKER
1 4lh and Webster 320 i 4tn Street

OAKLANDPhone,
Oakland 716
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Coating yor-xLEMEHT
CONCRETE. BRICK AND STUCCO

BAY STATE BRICK s CEMENT COATING
TMK nDiriNAI rOR CONCRETE. CEMENT BRICK .5TUCC03C
I tit UKibmAL ^^p PLASTER MADE IN WHITE aro COLORS
COATINt SfNO FDR BODKLET CIVING DETAILS

Made WADSWDRTH Mow LAND AND CoInC
onl/t^B2 TO BU WASHINGTON ST.. BOSTON.MASS.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS!

HfRAM % ss \l>SWORTH, TIMMS, CRESS & CO.,

L ner of Commerce BIdg., PASADENA, CAL PORTLAND, ORE.

KLATT-HIRSCH & CO.,

Froal Street, SAN ! i* CISCO, CAL.

i, 1

1

SPOKANE. SEATTLE, TACOMA, WASH.

"71 V the whole decoriti

I

xr -'c f !
(

'
n

!

<"

R Qt I 1 . i t
•

othing is so attractive as woo

finished in one of our many S( !

colorings, so that the beautiful an '

irrpgiilnr markings that Nature has

iroduced are fully developed in-

tead of obscured.

You can obtain ihrsf results with

^ ood I'liu --': Products

on every variety of wood, hard or soft, inexpensive or costly. You

can get really exquisite effects on ordinary pine and cypress.

p.i„>.r..,.r,wh.r.

wHITTIER-COBl ! ^ .^^^ NN

me Street, Sao Fraoclsco u ^

n^

C)//r Book

"Modern i Plalshlag"

shows finishes tn actual colors

and is a valuable compendium on

thf-woodfintshina subiect. Write

or Simply tear out this ad. Kiving

your name and address on the

margin, and send it to us

18

THE
BRIDGEPOR-T ^
W' O O D FINISHING

BOX 123
iN N

ST ON.
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%\'

U u. rozHF^ <sr i^oiN eo
c<

'I 1 IL^ liOLir>L^ Ol CM.AU'.AkJ I 1 ;l^

HIGH -CLASS \\\ii PA 1 MRS \\\) I \Bklt NOVELTIES

We carry the tiiu'-t -cii-vtcil iiiir ..i \\ aJt l*.t|HT^ in foreig^ii

and Domestic (i».h.i!-. t-\ci -Jio\% h iui tiii. P.u. itiv cnast.

Also an exclusi\i' -.cii-i iinn =»! i, rti«riint"-.

• • • •

i >oCOrated
Tapestries exau! % matt, tiiin: uh \\ ai! i'.MH'r'--^

Pacific Coast \;';-nt- '=!•-
fffi- ! .-ad'n^ r.ir. ^-n ind \merirnn "^^^tH P.ipcr Factunes

Also F I k'l kfiSi iii k'i -i/*S 4. o/Tf-x^.i/K/r/i. <„- hm//i /ifc/

iEET, (NEAR VAN NESS)2511 WASHINGTON STREET. (NEAR FILi 152;

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND NEW YORK

THE A.W.
INTERIOR DECORA

UiJER CO.
S AND DESIGNERS

/ /E are in a

position to

furnish any-
thing for the inte-

rior of the house.

We carry a full line

of lace and fabrics

and make rugs and

furniture to order.

No proposition is

too small or too

large for us to

handle. We would

be pleased to ex-

change ideas with Architects or Prospective Purchasers.

1607 Broadway (at Key Route Inn)OAKLAND
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V

The most economical and dependable hot

water service obtainable is furnished by

HUMPHPrV INSI \M \M^<H^ ^iv-

B\lll WAiLR lli:\lli^^:^

Always ready, no repairs, make bathing a pleasure. Hot

water as easy to secure as cold almost as cheap:

a k;/ hot bath. TWO CENTS.

,.^.|:-,>, HI .Mr <.uarantei:d
iy^iil L>> -'ii iixambers

Handsome Catalog No. 9. Free on request to

liNPIIK t-'i' CO.
ilalamazoo. MicK.

k roK> !>\
|i

1

1

Foster Memorial Window in St. John's Church. San

Francisco—Executed by

(talifnrttta

WILLIAM SCHROEDER. PR".

MEMORIAL WINDOWS A SPECIALTY

Staining Crvstallizinn Binding and

Embossing Bt-veliny Cuttine

938 HOWARD ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

DURANC
Sftll

KKKtK
5Nitl IIIH

AND

noiwf TIfR

cmi NO Mtttii

l^lllljll % {Hi Kt R

PERFECT
VENTILATION

<

u

EIRE PROOF THEFT PROOF

NNISHED IN A FURNACE BAKED JAPAN OR

FURNACE BAKED ENAMEL (Any Color)

DURABLE HANDSOME SANITARY

WILLIAMSTuPTfR r«

il L

SALES AGENTS

197 JESSIE STREET. SAN FRANaSCO
Telephone Kearny T282

=
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i

M

STATUE
wopn

p

MISSIC
TILES

ART
METAL
CEILINGS

Just as

\ IX

ind

as

Cast Iron

or

Bronze

B Not So
ErXpensive

Statue of <tal

Sd ancisco Metal Stampin

Corrugating Company

STAMPED AND SPUN SHEET METAL

ORNAM 1^ NTS
296 ELEVENTH ST., near Folsom
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. Phone, Market 1097

l!
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i li I i.MmZm
_ji "v. 'aAi^

! 1

Elevator Enclosure in Stockton Savinjis and Loan Societs

KanW Huildinff. MKYHRS \- WAKO, Ar.hltectS
Bank Building. MKY

liOl.DEN GATE STRUCTURAL AND

ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK^

Maiiuuaurcrs ol Elevator Enclosures. Cast

Iron Store Fronts. Stairs and Bank fixtures.

I07-I0<> ELEVENTH STREET

ih n, M.irhi! i;i ian Francisco, Cal.

tinned*' iuinn' 4- I I
f s t

iiH! (111(1 Wire Wmk
(Con. / f .mnciir f

. / 'rij/> i

\\\sk \%H orricr pui !^n>

xfiiKi I
kiiMN f]Pll n \UiRK. ETC.

OFFICE AND WOKK^

11 S60-62-64 W^l-^-f'-r ^'
-
^uMaiiJ^ bdi.

]. liRAliN
537-541 W. 35th Street. NEW YORK

322 S. Paulina Street. CHICAGO

CARRIES A COMPLETE STOCK OF

I
'^lityl Hills for Store Fronts

|t'\,it(ir I IK iu^uri•\ 1 !i''.

Plain and viu-i^^f'

settetJ, Picket a =

1 . .ill

-,.(-. h H.i^ - i i a^ es, RO"
,1 n..i iivets, Square

,''x;s*xi-i6» Upwards

.h-*;*

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Enclos-

ures and Office Railings

Catalo^u. to Archtt.cts Architectural Iron Works and Builders only on Application^

Patent SHeet iVletal SHe -

RunchlnfiT IVIachines

All parts, includintr the main body, are made

of forced steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from steel .

^A',r;:;,s':L::hTa?b?r::t:'pirX^ Eccentric .V.^« blocks are ntade with independent stee.

nlr Some oMhese Machines al.o have Shears for cutting Angle. Tee or Flat Iron.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

OVER 600 MACHINES SOLD
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IN TEKIOK OF FOKD & SANBORN DEPARTMENT STORE
Salinas. L'al.

Building Designed hy C. \V. Dickey

Jno. B. Leonard. C. E. Consulting Architect

COP

Reinff

^ '\ ^ \. "J ^"%

FOR

I Concrete
were used Exclusively in the

Reinforcement of this Building

CONOMY
No Excc^^ Mciai lui Bond

BARS DELIVERED BENT READY
FOR PLACING IN POSITION

JNO. B. LEONARD, C. E., Agent
813-15-16 SHELDON BUILDING

Send for Catalog^ue SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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I903

Western Builders'

I !

i f

I # % I i I i I 1 \ unts"

(M) Mis-.iiin Street
i wl^pi

— ***\
*l I I I

le, Kearny v- 1* n

* I i I
s I j J , Cal

iiterior X"^

(An '-'

..t I » J I i M I 1 r^i'

4S, tar .
-

, ttt.;

I .ontf » i« >i^i I liiii; 3 Post Caps and Bases

HTiel Wainscoting)^

...i>coting)

V^ * 4 «-- ^ i Ui.

SI \%!i\l^l» ^ktal wuriicr Bead. Golden West V!ie\'^ ITT
''

<!

r PI tM£lllk| |)ti(iR4!
m\ IN tun I f

I

I

1 li

Exterior and Interior A

4. )' I
"

f "t f I I T i ^.^ i 1 L 1 * * * * •• ' '

Correct Styles
= i ; ! C I H1 i

f ^*>» ft I 1 t. I I > !"
I i V- i%, -W.: L^5s

Qenulne

^ 1 logany, Redwood, etc.

Wood Grilles ^ " to-date f
1

ns

Mouldings, C« wes, C

For information apply 080 Mission sireet

< ii^^ntinn {\\S\\)\ M| 1 All l( P4IN1 t W (SMm
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS STATES BORDERING PACIFIC COAST

C-I i * 1 t^^ti lorter Colors
r\ol an Expcrnncni

25 Years on the Market

((

-tlFMATlTE
^ * t« 4 * « •> * * * *-*

Clinton Hematite Red" Genuine ^'Clinton'

Established Reputation. Famous for ^^"""ty- Tile Maker »

friend. Brick Makers pride. Always Reliable.

Clinton Brown—None better

Clinton Buff (two shades) Non-fading

Clinton Special Black—Real black, not grey
wiiiii-vii p Easily used, strictly non-fadintc

Clinton Slaters' Cement— Best qualityCimxon^:j>i^atc
^^^^^ 'standard." Apply 680 Mission Street

J
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ibbitts Construction Co

siGINEERS AND
NTRACTORS

PROOF
%, I f

Pile and Concrcic romuiations

Excavating and Teaming

The rapidity with which we completed the Fire-proofing of the

" LEVI STRAUSS BUILDING

MURPHY -GRANT BUILDING

PHELAN BUILDING

And the Excellency of Our Workmanship
Illustrates the Advantages of

Perfect O *_.* J.1

GENERAL OFFICES:

106=111 Hansford Block, = 268 Market Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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California Peerless Stone Tile anil Plaster Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

ART MARBLE and PEERLESS FLOORING
A CALIFORNIA PRODUCT -FIRE-PROOF -SANITARY -WATER PROOF

OFFICE AND SHOW ROOM

San LeaiitiriK Caliloniia

!

1)1 \l i(l^(Kl!l^

11

If
'*

I

RflNfOH

r 1 I t 5 N I t
'.'

i •+ I

Uilite: 102 Of.iHd h ' .. i ui iiand, i)t

.

Yards: 181 Gr* v Portland. Or.

RANSOMt GONCREIE COMPANY

o^>o

Warehouse

i\ pc of

iiijiiduis;

cofiipU'ted

!u ii. at

itHK per cent

iimier

guaranteed

estimated

cost. -

oCtt>

Warehouse for Prospect Investment Co. Bltss &^ Favtlle. Architects

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
CROCKER BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone: Kearny 4-032

UNION SAVINGS BANK BLDG., OAKLAND
Telephone: Oakland 92
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• *!!Si!B»^

HWEST BRIDGE

WORKS O^FGQN

^: f^ ':

AND

Reinforced C II s- I ll II f 1=

Bridges, Buildings, Towers

Trusses, Girders

Columns

Etc.

We carry in stock 3000 Tons of

Beams, Channels, Angles,

Tees, Plates and Bars

Plans and estimates furnished

for Steel or Reinforced Con-
crete Structures

PACIFIC IRAN work:

O. E. HEINTZ, Manager

CASTINGS OF ALL KINDS

STEEL STRUCTURES

t i

ARCHITECTURAL IRON
SIDEWALK DOORS AND LIGHTS

1500 TONS IN STOCK

3 to 15 Inch Channels

3 to 24 Inch Steel Beams

3^x34 to 8x8 Inch Angles

EAST END BURNSIDE BRIDGE

PORTLAND, OREGON

r li t.
-1 t

1 '

HALF WAY BETWEEN

UNfisoo LOS ANGELES

Quick Shipments of

teel Iron Girders

oGail &SGS

f «

NO DELAYS PRICES RIGHT

y RNE N WORKS

f-'i t.„
c; M CAL.

Pacific RollingMili
II

p. NOBLE. Successor

STRUCil . SI I

AND CA,""- 1 lisJJS

ANGLES
BEAMS
CM \ \ A

L

L^^

FLA J ES
TEES

MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

OFFICE AND MILLS

SEVENTEENTH & MISSISSIPPI STS.

SAN FRANCISCO
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Jusfiiiti iiciich lr*H} Works
if

(INCORPORATED)

IRON i
V

f NOINPFRS, MACHINISTS
ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS

OFFICE AND SALESROOM

'JB -. ^ \ !<« ! X I F?RHT

WORKS AT

SUNNYVALE,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

\Vi;sri.RN IRON WORKS

i I i I t

htcel Ciintnicfors

.! j
fia- Holder-, \ ault Linings,

i^^HI 'llici
\ I Jails, Ikaiii-. Channels, \nj![les

I and Sled \\ lieelbarnn'^ - utrried

t iw h
• ••••••

• • • • •

ONE OF li.x, . .RST TO RE-LOCATE IN THE BURNED DISTRICT

125-127 BEAI 1 :--\Vl ! f SAN FR\^C!^cn C^L.

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
AND RIGGER

ERECTING AND
WRECKING

c.
ERECTING OF

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Builders' Exchange, 180 Jessie St.

SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE

Room 315, 185 Stevenson Street

«ES.

BRODE AND CLARK IRON WORKS
INCORPORATED

STRUCTURAL IRON and STEEL G0N18ACT0RS

h OFFICE AND Vv

ll 621-625 HOWARD STREET
OPPOSITE NEW MONTGOMERY SAN FRANCISCO

GEO. H. DYER Pre-^ident R W. DYER. Vice-Pres. W. J. DYER. Secretary

DTF I** 1^ IH I I 1 1 1 I Structural Iron & Steel Contractors

- 'Hh Inc. ^ BOILERS, TANKS

.TftilUnsaSr^Ph:::^!".?; SanFrancisc.
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK
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y^ JWynMfci*!' I

Rguret Executed b Ornamental Plaster in Rnrk .f Italy Building "^an Francisco, bhr,. '. i
:

si, ArchltecU

\f !AN ^ MANRTi A\ I 1

ARTISTIC PLASTER AND
CEMENT DECORATIONS

r

THE J. POHCIM VAULT AT HOLY CROSS
CEMETERY, SAN FRANCISCO

CAST BY

Louis l)e koiiic:^

128 Main Street, San Francisco

344 TENTH STREET.
SAN rn WCISCO

Canopy over Elntrance ! 1 < ! Pxalding. Post Street

and Grant Aveiiat, i>Aii Francisco

F. H. Meyer, Architect

X| by

WHITE ORNAMEN

IRON COMPANY
Manufactvirers of

Architectural Castings, Grille

Work, Iron Stair Work, Office

and Bank Railings, Elevator

Enclosures and Cars

Office and Works :

DE FREMERY WHARF, EAST OAKLAND

Telephone Merrltt 57

San Francisco Sales Office

499 MONADNOCK BUILDING
Phone Temporary 2997

J

0'/"> €:*

WINSLOW BROS, f

ORNAMINTAL mm
...AND BRONZL .

1, * 1 o J>iize Plated Stairway and Elec-

trolier in tLe Norton Building, Los

Angeles. Parkinson ^ Bergstrom,

.:. .:. ArcKitects. .:. .:.

MAIN OFFICE ^^'^ WORKS:

Wcsi Harrison St.. and 47th Avcs.

CHIV^AOO

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

IVfOrNADINOCK: BUIUDIINO

LOS ANGELES OFFICE

:

SECURITY BUILDIINO

EXECUTED BY

ERIE ORNAME

IRON AND BRONZ

(OMPAN

^ V r u R i: K s or

i 111 e ri t a 1

"WorKs and Office i

Bay, StocKton &i North

Point Streets

San Francisco, Cal.

i
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^a \ t AND STEA * J I c;

li- iLL AM» txi ICHEN Ol i i U S

Stoves. Ranges. Refrigerators. Tin and Enameled Ware

IV1

561-563

RUM &
I)

},>! I ! ' H \ ^\ 1>K, Telephone Temporary 3155

Copfi ip
( in'prnotiiK

ri:j f *^,, < }
'-^

> (..• t
'• ' i.:

Plain and Keintorced Concrete H ik

GENERAL CONTRACTORS FOR

ALL CLAS8L6 OF (uSNiKlf iNi^

PHONf DOUOLAS 1909

Offices: Mutual Savings Bank Building

SANftiWeBCO, CAUFOWIA

A. Schilling Company's Plant.
San Francisco

Occidental and Overton Hotels.
Santa Rosa

KosHLAND Building. San Francisco

Hahman Building. Santa Rosa

High School. Richmond. Cal.

A. Lietz Co. Building.
San Francisco

Tulare County Court House.
Visalia. Cal.

Norton Land Co. Building
San Francisco

CONCRETE REINFORC
^LA I ^ . I \ ^^^ vj I « »—' -^ % *-^ >-< *-* # 1 . » — ^ .., . £D

BANDS, HOOPS AND WIRE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

^ WOODS 8c HUDDART
356 MARKET Street San Francisco, Cal.
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San Francisco Leads the World in "Class A" Buildings

By CLARENCE R. WARD, Architect.*

ALTHOl'GH I have spent several years of my life in the Eastern and

Southern States, and have made several trips to 'those parts snice

that period, to me such a trip is a never en.ling source ot mtcrest.

It has been said that there is nothing new under the sun. .Architec-

turally speaking, there is always something new from sun to sun

Locality and conditions largely govern these matters, and what may be

an old story to us is a new thing to those at a distance from us. For

instance in the matter of foundation work, condu.ons of varymg sod,

water nressure and other important things, which contront us here, are

nt ely at ariance with conditions in New York, Chicago and other

mportant cities. Here we have quicksand '.dc water earth v.bra .on

and other conditions to meet, and these may be entirely different one from

the other within the space of one ot our city s squares

In the East fourldation conditions are practically the same for ab

buildings in their respective localities, and conditions are not nearly as bad

a ours^at that, which is one reason why buildings may be erected o stich

prodigious heights there. In Chicago for the larger structures the o d

socaUcd -tloating' foundation has given way first to the caisson uork

driven to hard pan, and this in turn superseded by the same driven to bed

•Clarence R. Ward, .he ne„Iy appointed ^ember of '^e Cal.fornia S.aje IWd
f,

„);chi.ecture,

succeeding Henry A. Schutze, ''™ A'^P'^f^;, "^;,^°"<,'?or 'wo veirsfn Various technical schools in

began the study o ar'h'tecture >n If* ^nd
~"^'h7t,ctural "ourse of four years at the Cahfornia

^fi';ita^rAcad"en,J'in'ofkland':'d'urin/^X^^^ study of architecture was constantly con-

''"^t^-^'l^o^-'o iL^i^-fn .890 and was --i-ed with the best Eas.er^n ^and ^Southeyj

architects for some five >xars. Upon h.sretur; to
^^^^^^^^^^ City Archi-

of years with Frank T. Shea and others Af'""f°5 F Iward R Swain, architect of the Ferry budding.
tecVs office and later assumed charge of the office of hdwarOKSwa^

Meyers, successor
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San Francisco Leads the NX' ^ "Class A" Buildings

By CLARENCE R. WARD, Architect.*

ALTHOUGH I have spent several years of my life in the Eastern and

Southern States, and have made severaL trips to ithose parts snice

that period, to me such a trip is a never endmg source of niterest.

It has been said that there is nothing new under the sun. Architec-

turally speaking, there is always something new from sun to sun

LocalHy and conditions largely govern these matters and what may be

an old story to us is a new thing to those at a distance from us. For

histance in the matter of foundation work, conditions of varying soil,

wa e^pressure and other important things, which contront us here are

entirely at variance with conditions in New York, Chicago and other

important cities. Here we have quicksand tide water, earth v.bra ion

Lnd other conditions to meet, and these may be entirely different one from

the other within the space of one of our city's squares

In the East foundation conditions are practically the same for al

buildings in their respective localities, and conditions are not nearly as bad

as ours^at that, which is one reason why buildings may be erected to such

prodigious heights there. In Chicago for the larger structures the old

so called
• floating" foundation has given way f^rst to the caisson work

driven to hard pan, and this in turn superseded by the same driven to bed
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rock The foundation for an eighteen story Chicago buildnig, which I

recently examined, consisted of concrete caissons piers ranging from six

to ten feet in diameter and from one hundred and fiftyto one hundred and

seventy-five feet in depth. I found, however, that at this poimt water

pressure and quicksand were not as bad as ours at a depth of from twenty-

five to thirty feet below that grade.
, u •

In New York they excavate to solid rock, to which they anchor their

foundations, and then build to any height fancy may dictate. I do not mean

to infer that their architects, engineers and contractors are without knotty

problems to solve. That they have such problems and solve them with

great skill is proven by their work which speaks for itself. However, build-

ing for building, ours compare most favorably with theirs, and in this

statement I am borne out by some of the most eminent architects and

builders in the East. I have been told, and from observation believe it to

be true, that we have here more ''Class A" buildings in proportion to the

population than any other city in the country.

One interesting feature to -me was the architectural design of their

shop windows. Such great stores as Marshall Field's and others in

Chicago and Altmann's, McCreery's and their like in New York have, in

common with many small stores, their windows flanked with massive

metal or stone piers, which lend an appearance of solidity to the architec-

tural facade of the buildings, and at the same time form a frame, as it were,

to the picture, which consists of their rich goods simply and artistically

displayed. In San Francisco the tendency of some seems to be to get as

much glass in front and as much goods behind as is possible with the in-

evitable result that a number of our buildings, otherwise well designed,

look as if perched on plate glass foundations.

Eastern people seem much interested in us and our welfare, and I have

been assured by people prominent in the financial world that they greatly

admire our grit and what we have accomplished, and that they are look-

ing forward to profitable investment here in the near future, or as soon

as the financial depression has passed. In the face of the great crops I

saw everywhere and the optimistic air of the people whom I met, I fail to

understand the reason for the financial depression. It seems almost as if

we were "enjoying" depression by common consent. Everything, however,

both East and West, seems to be looking up, and I am glad to be at home

ae:ain and at work.

* *

Brick Leads for 5*^^^t Paving

An interesting investigation was recently made by the Municipal

Journal to ascertain the relative use of various materials utilized for pav-

ing city streets throughout the United States. The results of the inquiries

show that, during 1907, brick led the entire list in all sections except

New England, where stone block and gravel found more general use. In

the Middle Atlantic states asphalt occupied second place, and in the South

Atlantic states bitulithic pavement stood second. In the Ohio Valley

district brick constituted more than 80 per cent of the material used, and

it is estimated that in 1908 it will constitute fully 90 per cent. In the

estimate for 1908 it appears that asphalt will take first place in the Middle

Atlantic states and stone block in the South Atlantic states, but brick

will continue to be the favorite in the Ohio Valley and Mississippi Valley

states. In the Rocky Mountain district and on the Pacific Coast asphalt

leads all other paving material.
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Art and Commercialism in Architecture

By KENNETH MACDONALD, JR., Architect

I OOK backward for a few moments among the pages of architectural

I history to, we will say, the twelfth century, when the cathedral of

L Notre Dame was being constructed, and think o the sentnnent and

love of the beautiful which made its designers as well as each individua

workman sharpen his pencil or his chisel with the firm conv.ct.on that every

effort toward making the edifice a thing of beauty would gam .ts reward

in the after-world. Think of the grotesques which were m^d^ *« ^'"''^

or to frown as the mood of the carver prompted. Each tried to surpass

the other in his endeavor to do the best piece of work. Without the use

of drawings in detail, and with a constant demand upon their >nge""'ty th^Y

labored and strove to accomplish a work of art. Such was the feeling

which existed throughout the Latin races making the architecture of

France, Italy and Spain what it is today, a precedent for all others to follow,

when the opportunity arrives for them to do an artistic thing.

Let your thoughts recall the picturesque ruins of the Forum in Rome,

where we can detect even among the shattered pieces, the great simple

proportion and rugged honesty of those columns which were designed

to carry weight by the true strength of the material of which they were

made without depending upon a core of steel for stability.
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What a sudden and disappointing revelation it is to bring the focus

of one's eyes within the boundaries of our own commercially ridden

country, where we are forced to imitate, always to imitate. Seldom or

never is there a building constructed which does not imitate masonry by

a false veneer of masonry forms, depending almost entirely upon a stronger

space-giving skeleton of steel, which is necessary, to carry the lofty super-

structure of a commercial building.

How often do we find a key stone which would not remain anchored

to the frame within, even after the thrusts of the neighboring stones, as

well as the stones themselves, have been taken away? Our universities,

as well as the more advanced Ecole de Beaux Arts, laboriously trains us

to imitate, never to build truthfully and sincerely of the material in hand.

A great many would say that this is on account of the fact that the

skill of the engineer has surpassed the development of architecture. That

the architecture is good in so far as it is satisfies the eye by virtue of what

it is accustomed to.

It seems that if Americans had never seen the European works of

art, had never been able to travel and to adopt the structural forms of a

bygone age they would possibly have been compelled to create an entirely

characteristic architecture of their own. That the skyscraper of today

would look like a strong, bold demonstration of an engineering feat clothed

in light delicate ornament, which would harmoniously reconcile art and

force into a unit without disguise or artificiality.

The cornice of today owes its existence entirely to the fact that the

human eye is so accustomed to it that it cannot be satisfied without it.

It usually is anchored on to a fire wall which rises several feet above the

roof and prevents its use as a drain for the roof water, for which the

cymacium was originally intended. The modillion, which archaeology tells

us is the development of the ends of the roof timbers, extends only its

visible length to the wall and is not infrequently made of copper or gal-

vanized iron. Is it the fault of the layman that architecture has become

so narrow or is it the fault of the architect, who could if he wanted to,

by studied and gradual change lead and accustom the eye of the people

to a truer and more sincere solution of the problems which they give

him to do?
It seems that there will eventually be two distinct types of architects.

The first will be the designer of the picturesque, where art reigns supreme,

squeezing out in a large measure the thought of the investment. His

class of work would naturally embrace ecclesiastical, monumental and

domestic architecture. The second type would be the business man's

architect, who could appreciate the merit of the investment, who could

first of all design the building with a clear understanding of its renting

value per square foot, proportioning its cost per cubic foot largely upon

this basis—a man who could see the necessity of light and open the

building to the sun. A man who could study a plan for. an office building

with the clear understanding that every square foot of corridor space saved

would give a foot of rent producing surface to his client.

This will eventually confine the commercial building to a study of

texture rather than form, and in spite of its apparent limits will always

give its designer the opportunity to use his taste in refined uses of color

and form.

We have come to a period of commercialism and if we wish to do

commercial architecture there is only one way to do it and that is to keep

before our eyes the fact that the man who puts up a building as an inv.es-_

The Architect and Engineer *
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ment wants the greatest possible revenue from it. That it is by no means

the most elaborate building which commands the highest rent but the

building which is designed with a good supply of light, and a good

mechanical equipment. Such a building with a simple and tasteful facade

will be a monument to its designer in the eyes of every busmess man who

knows that it is a good investment.

The Kaiser as an Architect

EMPEROR WILLIAM is the busiest man in Germany. Temperament-

ally, I take it, President Roosevelt resembles him much, but the

Kaiser is the more versatile of the two. If there is anything going on

in the empire that the Kaiser does not find an opportunity to take a hack at,

it has escaped the notice of those who Watch him closely. He revises all

public findings, supervises all architecture, lectures everybody, and is a

general all-round little Father in every sense of the term.

When they want to illustrate his ceaseless activity, as well as resistless

power, they tell the story of the star above the cross on the spire of the

Emperor William Memorial Church. This is the tale as it was told to me:

Of course, the Kaiser insisted on revising the plans of the church. That

is one of his fondest prerogatives—revising everything, and especially

plans. The architect brought the plans to him, and the Kaiser scratched

out what he didn't like and made such additions as he fancied before

he gave them the imperial O. K. The church was built. There was to be

a big gilt cross on the spire, and it appeared in its proper place. But,

much to the general astonishment when the cross was put up, a large

many pointed gold star was raised above it on a heavy rod. The Berliners

could not understand the star. They inquired. The architect said the

Kaiser had added the star to the plans.

The plans were examined. Then it was found in revising them, the

Kaiser had let fall a drop of ink from his pen which hit the paper just

above the cross. The architect studied a long time over this blot of ink.

His Teutonic mind grappled with the problem for weeks. There was no

appeal. There could be no inquiries. He finally decided the blot of ink

signified a star above the cross, and he put the star there, making it corre-

spond as near as possible with the outlines of the blot. The star is stiU

there.—Samuel G. Blythe, in the June Everybody's.
\

A Business Move
"Of course," said the shrewd business man, "I don't want to be sick>

but it looks as if I'd have to call in Dr. Borroughs for a couple of weeks."

"Why, what's the trouble?" asked his friend.
^^

*r

"He owes me $100, and that's about the only way I can collect it."-;| ,j^
Philadelphia Press. '5

* * . y.
Honesty is the single quality that exceeds the value of personal itj^^^Js.!

in business life.
)'•

*
* *

Though there may be no present to appreciate and no future to hope

for, thank God there is a past to be remembered.
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Bungalow of Mr. Gilbert H. Cunningham, Oakland

A. W. Stmth. Architect

An Attrac Xw galow

By A. W. SMITH, Architect

A MONG the new houses built in Oakland probably none has received more

A favorable criticism than the house of Mr. Gilbert H. Cunningham, on

^ ^ the Alameda county scenic boulevard. Mr. Cunningham is the presi-

dent and manager of the Builders' Supply Company of San Francisco.

The illustrations shown herewith are of a large, two-story bungalow,

arranged to get all the sun possible inside of its shingled walls. On the east

side is a great porch and porte cochere with an immense pergola sun porch

for the second story. ,,. . i -i

The interior is finished in brown stained wood in heavy Mission detail, so

heavy and unique in form and design as to create an atmosphere of rest and

comfort that ordinarily comes from the antique timbering of some old Spanish

castle. In carrying out this eflFect the hall and living room were paneled with

calf hides with the hair left on them, the soft multi-colors blending well with the

brown woodwork, leathered walls and arched ceiling. The dining room to

carrv out the same idea, has penciling of gold-bronze Spanish leather

while the ceiling, which slopes upward from all sides to the center, is covered

with Japanese bronze burlap. On the stair landing there are some large win-

dows which have been filled with art glass in a design representing the bottom

of the se^ and in which are great red and speckled fish floating lazily about.

Underneath this stair landing Mr. Cunningham has a den or profanity

room, so called because no one is allowed to use severe adjectives in any other

part of the house. This room has panelled walls and ceilings and all woodwork

is fastened with rough black-headed nails. In this room is a writing desk

built in and arranged to accommodate several bottles of ink, and whenever his

friends call on him Mr. Cunningham invariably tenders them a glassful of red

or amber-colored ink, so they can write down in their memory his invitation to

call again and call often.
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Bungaloiv

of Mr.
' Gilbert H.
Cunningham,
Oakland

A. W.Smith,
Architect

The billiard room is another unique room. It is panelled in wood with

heavy beam ceiling and great timbers as casings around the doors andwmdows,

with a huge timber all around as a panel cap and heavy square timbers as

battens on the panelling.

When it came to selecting the wall coverings, nearly every paper store in

California was inspected in an effort to procure something different in

decorative effects. The living room walls have a marine covering. On the hall

walls is a brown leather with the caravels of Columbus embossed thereon and

a ceiling of a bronze-gold burlap. In every room where paper is used there is

harmony and luxury combined—from the delicate lacey flower-strewn bed-

room wall to the Dutch kindergarten motto-covered paper in the small

children's room.
The fireplaces

are iron bound
and of clinker

brick and will

take a log. The
living room has

a great raised

hearth of dark red

Welsh tile, which
makes one want
to sit in one of the

massive leather-

cushioned oak
chairs and rest his

feet on the tile

and dream pic-

tures with eyes

half closed, for it

is all so different

.. ^ L ,. A/ ^ ^rom what one
Living Room. Bungalow of Mr. iHlbert H. Cunningham. Oakland

^Icpxx/liPrp
A. W. Smith. Architect ^^^^ ClbCWiicic.

Hall. Bungalow oj

Mr. Gilbert H.
Cunningham. Oakland

A. W. Smith.

A rchitect

The Furnishings of the Library

I
HE library exists because of books. Its function is to store books safely,

I display them agreeably, and afford opportunity to consult them con-
* veniently. Furniture, woodwork, and decoration should be selected with

this in mind.
Libraries should possess an air of learning. But this does not necessarily

impose a sense of dulness or a lack of comfort. Cheerfulness and dignity

should go hand in hand, and in the ordinary library there is no occasion for

dulness. It is a mistake to suppose that books demand an austere environment.

The three graces—comfort, dignity, cheerfulness—can easily be com-

bined. The books

and the bookcase-
are the principal

decorations of the

room. Forwarmtli
of color, a sense

of restfulness and
comfort, and a

subtle suggestion

of intellectual en-

joyment, there is

nothing to equal

well filled book
shelves.

The arrange-

ment of the book
shelves is of ut-

most importance.

They should be

simple, and in no
way detract from Oimng Room. Bungalow of Mr. Gilbert H. Cunntngham. Oakland

the books. The a. W. Smith. Architect

f-v
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unit system of shelving is a decorative and expedient method for showing

books' tL" shelves increase as the books increase, without the aid of the

carpenter, and sectional bookcases are made in a variety of styles and

finishes, and can be adapted to almost any decorative scheme

Among the appointments of a home library, a desk chair of the proper

height for writing is always needed, and reading or study chairs can be selected

from a large assortment in the offerings of the different manufacturers to sm

Xidual demands. There are many new shapes on the Mission and Arts

and Crafts order, especially made for this purpose. Another useful accessory

tsl iibrary sofa! which, to be suited to its location should be dignified m

style and upholstered in durable, unaggressive-colored material.

A writing desk and study table are of course essential. The selection can

be taken from the early English, Dutch, or Colonial forms, and our own Mis-

sioi pane n^ The ofd-fashioned writing desks with sloping fronts are so

much'in demand that many manufacturers are making per ect reproductions

and whether new or antique the type is dignified and suited to the librar>.

r study table must be for general usefulness, of good size, and strongly con-

'*'"'a steel frame for holding a large dictionary is a' practical article for the

library A stand to hold a complete set of encyclopaedias, and a revolving

bookcase for reference books might also be placed in a convenient corner.

Even the smallest library attains its full usefulness only when properly

classified and catalogued, so that its resources on any subject may be learned

at a glance, and any desired book found immediately.

The color scheme should not be as dominating in the library as in other

rooms of the house, although it should be carefully planned, not only to be

correct in itself, but to uniti harmoniously with schemes of adjoining rooms.

Bright colors should be avoided on walls, furniture and floors and at the win-

dows Greens, blues, buffs, and browns are used to excdlent effect because

of the many possible feasible tones that can be made from them.

The colors in the library should blend. A study of nature during the

autumnal season will offer many suggestions. The deeper .^^ades for the floor

woodwork, and furniture, the medium ones for the curtains, and the lightest

ones for the walls and ceilings.

In private libraries white woodwork-although it has its devotees-

usually makes too vivid a contrast with everything with which it comes m

contact to be a restful element. In public libraries, however, it is used to ex-

cellent advantage where plenty of light is needed. As examples we cite the

numerous Carnegie libraries decorated in this scheme.

The pictures for the library wall should be few in number and sedate in

aooearance They should not attract attention. Paintings of landscapes or

brines are often^reposeful. Busts or portraits of eminent authors add to the

intellectual atmosphere of the room.

A poorly lighted library defeats the purpose for which it has been set apart,

and a full provision of lamps and drop lights is required for every part of the

room that is occupied in the evening. If a table is placed m the center of the

room one of the electric table lamps now made especially for the library adds

a decorative value as well as casting a pleasant light in all directions. Hanging

shades in mosaic glass are also to be recommended. Bronze hghting fixtures

into which electric bulbs have been carefully inserted add greatly to the appear-

ance of the room. They are made in any style, and to suit any decorative

scheme.
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Hamburger Building. Los Angeles

Equipped with Otis Elevators A. F. Rosenheim. Architect

Steel Frame the Safest Method of Building

Construction

By ALFRED F. ROSENHEIM, Architect*

I

HAVE frequently been accused of being an out and out "steel man,'' but

desire to correct such an impression, because I am not at all prejudiced

and not at all blind to the virtues and possibilities of remforced con-

crete when confined to its own particular sphere.
, • •

The subject is one of vital interest to all engmeers and architects, m-

asmuch as the use of reinforced concrete is, comparatively speaking, of

recent introduction for buildings, and because it seems to possess an element

of grave danger unless handled with extreme care and intelligence, even

by men well fitted through training and education.

I believe it would be perfectly safe to venture the statement that we

are practicallv all agreed that well designed steel construction, properly

protected and fire-proofed, for whatever purpose it may be utilized, is

superior to any other method of construction that has been yet devised and

that it is the safest method because the calculation of stresses, strains,

loads etc , has been reduced to an exact scientific basis. On the other hand,

I seriously doubt whether a similar assertion can be made with respect to

reinforced concrete construction.

*~y[7 Rosenheim is architect of the Hamburger Department Store building. Los Angeles, the

\nnex of whfch is bliilt of steel, concrete and tile. Mr. Rosenheim's experience with concrete has

b\"en limited to this single case. On^ly parts of the architect's article which was read before the

Engineers and Architects' Association of Southern California, are printed.
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Be that as it may, I shall assume, for the sake of the argument, that the

merits of the two methods of construction may be arrayed under the follow-

ing headings:

1st—Cost.

2nd—Stability under normal conditions.

3rd—Stability under abnormal conditions.

4th—Term of service.

. 5th—Adequacy against destruction by fire.

6th—Favorable conditions for repairs or changes.

7th—Liability of minor mistakes during construction of the work, lead-

ing to dangerous failures.

First—It is affirmed that the cost of the square area under the reinforced

concrete system is less than that wherein structural steel is used.

Second—It is affirmed that the static strength of reinforced concrete,

under normal conditions, is equal to that of steel construction.

Third—It is affirmed that the stability of reinforced concrete, under ab-

normal conditions, is inferior to that of steel construction for the followmg

reasons : Assuming abnormal conditions to be the result of an earthquake

shock, or of uneven texture of the ground, wherein vertical impact, whether

gradual or sudden, or up or down, occurs, the condition of the rigidity of

reinforced concrete construction would be in direct antagonism to the favor-

able factor that is really desired under such abnormal conditions, viz.:

elasticity or flexibility, as it can be proved that, wherein a structure is

flexible or even articulated at certain points, then such construction does

change the vortex action of earthquake shock as it enters the building at the

base and transmutes said shock into a horizontal regular motion, which last

motion can be assumed to be less destructive to the parts of the building;

wherein, if the entire building is monolithic or rigid, the complicated initial

shock at the base is carried vertically upwards in its original force and in-

tensity, and portions of the building must be disrupted in order to secure an

equilibrium.
,

• •

Fourth—The term of service is as yet undetermined, no experience given

as to the time or limit of existence, without impairment. It would be reason-

able to suppose that a material like steel, unprotected by concrete, would be

less liable to changes of nature such as crystallization or otherwise, than steel

which is buried and impacted In concrete, and forming an integral part

thereof, in accordance with the law that the association of two kinds of

varied nature brings them together in the course of time to one kind of attri-

bute and nature. The likelihood is that steel, imbedded in concrete for 100 or

more years, will more closely approximate the nature of cast iron than it

will the nature of laminated steel.

Fifth—It is affirmed that there is no inferiority of concrete to fire clay for

fireproofing, but there may be superiority of strictly first-class fire clay, under

pioper construction, to tha'- of concrete.
^ - £

Sixth—Without question the cost of demolition or change of reinforced

concrete work is about equivalent, or nearly so, to the cost of first construction.

• Seventh Granting that the primary factor of reinforced concrete con-

struction is that of manual placement, both of physical and chemical manipula-

tion, there must certainly be at least 20 per cent of errors made therein to 1

- per cent of errors made in steel construction, even allowing reasonably for

honesty of purpose on the part of the contractor.
^

I can do no better than to quote from an editorial which appeared m
the ''Cement Age," May, 1901, a paper devoted to the interest of reinforced

concrete :
" The cause of reinforced concrete construction would seem to stand

in danger of being damned, not by faint praise but by too much praise.

Some warm admirers of this system have rushed into print with articles

attributing to reinforced concrete every virtue which is possible for a building

material to possess. They have gone so far that one may easily question

their motives. Are they always disinterested?

''Now, reinforced concrete is possessed of a great many substantial vir-

tues and is without many of the defects of other material or systems, which are

classed as among its various rivals, but unfortunately it is not as yet a

method of building that can be called FOOL-PROOF.
"The recent harsh criticisms which have been made of a large reinforced

concrete building, which has been finished lately, while grossly exaggerated

have unfortunately a certain basis of truth.

"The contractors were evidently imbued with the idea that anyone could

build a satisfactory concrete building, that knowledge and experience were
not essential, that the engineer's designs for reinforcement need only be

followed in a general way and that in any case the result was one sure to be

entirely satisfactory.

"Now, no contractor in his senses would dare depart from the detailed

drawings of the engineer, were the construction a steel bridge, then, why
should he take such a risk for a building, which may at times contain a large

number of people?

"Good concrete construction leaves little to be desired in strength, abso-

lute perfection of fire-proofing and durability, but poor concrete construction

has in itself elements of serious danger, those very qualities of monolithic con-

struction and massive weight, which add so much to the strength of the well-

built structure, become a menace in the case of those poorly built.

"The temptation to the contractor who has taken a concrete job on a

lump basis to save, a trifle here and a trifle there, is a most insidious one.

"It is well nigh impossible for even the most expert engineer, inspector or

superintendent to detect these little savings of the contractor."

Quoting an eminent structural engineer in the East

:

"My own opinion based on observation and experience is, that the factor

of safety used in the various forms of this construction are insufficient. We
use a factor of safety of about foi^r on steel, a product which now is of very

uniform quality due to the moderi) method of manufacture ; moreover, this

product can be easily inspected chemically and physically for surface defects.

The steel comes to us and is so i/ispected at the mill before shipment in a

finished state and only requires t(^ be set in place, which is done by trained

mechanics, still, there is very littW at the building for the workmen to do that

can aflFect its strength. On the^ other hand we are asked to accept the various

forms of reinforced concrete with practically this same factor of safety, for

a product which depends for its strength and safety on a number of variable

elements, such as the quality of the cement, the quality of the sand, the size

and hardness of the aggregate of broken stone, the efficiency of mixing, the

quality of the reinforcing metal, the accuracy of putting the reinforcing metal

in place, the efficiency of putting the concrete in place and of tamping it

—

now, most of these elements depend upon unskilled labor for as yet there are

no skilled concrete mechanics.

"You will see that whereas this new form of construction is rapidly ad-

vancing in popularity due to its cheapness and novelty, it is the part of wisdom
to demand higher safety factors, at least until such time as the method has

become fully developed and established and the mechanics skilled workmen."
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Brick Pavements on the Pacific Coast

COMPARATIVELY few people in California have mueh familiarity

with vitrified brick for street paving due almost entirely to the fact

that no brick of this class have been produced anywhere m the state

except at Los Angeles, where the only deposit of clay suitable for this pur-

^"'VhrouXoutThe eastern cities, however, this form of pavernent has

been rapidly adopted after varying degrees of dissatisfaction and failure

with every known kind of paving material. Before proceeding further let

us consider briefly what constitutes a good quality of paving brick. Ihe

pecifications adopted by the National Brick Manufacturers Association

and approved by leading municipal engineers require all brick to be not

onfy fir'It-class and thoroughly vitrified but to withstand the very severe

rattler test prescribed by the Association, they must be tough as well, not

""""ThfstfidTrd rattler or tumbling barrel is made up of cast iron staves

about one-half inch apart. Eight per cent of the cubic contents or or-

dinarilv ten of S'A-mch blocks weighing eighty-five to nmety pound.,

together with three hundred pounds of sharp iron cubes, some of which

outweigh the brick, are placed in rattler and after one hour of thirty revolu-

tions per minute, shall not exceed twenty per cent loss o weight. A large

proportion of paving brick used does not exceed 14 to 17 per cent. This

case applies to the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company who have fre-

quently had tests as lovv as 12 and 13 per cent.

The first brick pavement put down in Los Angeles was about four

years ago, when Fourth street, from Spring to Main was paved three

fourths being of vitrified brick and the balance asphalt. The latter vva.

laid by one of the large asphalt paving companies and is undoubted y the

best piece of that kind of paving ever put down in Los Angeles^ Not long

after completion of pavement, the brick part was cut through [or entire

length of block to allow placing conduit with connections to the buildings,

but today there is no evidence of the pavement having been disturbed. In

every respect it is as good as the day when laid. The short strip of asphalt

is now showing chuck holes and patching will soon be in order. Los

Angeles and Seattle now have many miles of brick pavement and are using

millions of vitrified brick annually in laying permanent streets and road-

^^^It may be interesting to note the experience of some eastern cities, for

instance in Geneva, New York, a brick pavement was put down many years

a-o under a guarantee by the contractors for a term of fifteen years, which

provided that the street be kept in repair for the first five years without cost

to the city, the second five years at two cents per square yard and the suc-

ceeding five vears. three cents per square yard. At the end of ten years

the city authorities voted to discontinue the guarantee as the pavemen.

showed no perceptible wear and in their estimation would continue to last

for from twenty-five to fifty years. The pavement is subjected to heavy
"

traffic, fifteen ton loads frequently traversing it. At one time a steam roller

of that weight passed over it with cogs in the wheels, but caused no injury.

The expense of keeping asphalt streets in repair became so grievous a

burden upon the taxpayers of Binghamton, New York that the citizens

voted to do away with that kind of paving entirely and in the future use

nothing but vitrified brick. Canton, Ohio, has nothing but brick pavements,

which have been in use for about seventeen years. The engineer ot that

<^

U
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Brick Pavements on the Pacific Coast

COMl'\K\'ri\'KLY few people in California have nuieh familiarity

with vitrified brick for street paving due almost entirely to the fact

that no brick of this class have been produced anywhere in the state

except at Los Angeles, where the only deposit of clay suitable for this pur-

nose has been found.
, . r c ^ i,-,^

Throughout the eastern cities, however,, this form of pavement ha=,

been rapidly adopted after varying degrees of dissatisfaction and failure

with evl-rv known kind of paving material. I'.efore proceeding farther let

us consi.ler brietlv what constitutes a good quality of pavmg brick, ihe

specifications adopted by the National Brick Manufacturers Association

and approved by leading municipal engineers require al brick to be not

onlv first-class and thoroughly vitrified l>ut to withstand the very severe

rattler test prescribed by the Association, they must be tough as well, not

''""'Hic stfndtrd rattler or tumbling barrel is made up of cast iron staves

about one-half inch apart. Eight per cent of the cubic contents or or-

dinarilv ten of 3;4-inch blocks weighing eighty-five to ninety pound.,

to-ethcr with three hundred pounds of sharp iron cubes, some of which

outweigh the brick, are placed in rattler and after one hour of thirty revolu-

tions i.'er minute, shall not exceed twenty per cent loss of weight. A large

proix.rtion of paving brick used does not exceed 14 to 1/ per cent. This

case apiilies to the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company who have fre-

quentlv had tests as low as 12 and 13 per cent.
, ^ t ,

The first brick pavement put down in Los Angeles was about four

years ago. when Fourth street, from Spring to Main was paved three

fourths 'being of vitrified brick and the balance asphalt, 1 he latter was

laid bv one of the large asphalt paving companies and is undoubtedly tlie

best p'iecc of that kind of paving ever put down in Los Angeles Not long

after completion of pavement, the brick part was cut through for entire

lcn"-th of block to allow placing conduit with connections to the buildings,

but todav there is no evidence of the pavement having been disturbed, in

every respect it is as good as the day when laid. The short strip of asphalt

is now showing chuck holes and patching will soon be in order. Los

Ano-eles and Seattle now have many miles of brick pavement and are using

mil'lions of vitrified brick annually in laying permanent streets and road-

It niav be interestinir to note the experience of some eastern cities, for

instance in' Geneva, New^^ork, a brick pavement was put down many years

ao-o under a -uarantee 1)V the contractors for a term of fifteen years, which

provided that the street be kept in repair for the first five years without cost

to the citv, the second five vears at two cents per square yard and the suc-

cee(hno- fiVe vears. three cents per sciuare yard. At the end of ten years

the citv authorities voted to discontinue the guarantee as the pavement

showed no perceptible wear and in their estimation would contmue to last

for from twenty-five to fifty vears. The pavement is subjected to heavy

traffic fifteen ton loads frequently traversin.c: it. At one time a steam roller

of that weight passed over it with cogs in the wheels, but caused no mjury.

The expense of keeping asphalt streets in repair became so grievous a

burden upon the taxpayers of P.inghamton, New York, that the citizens

voted to do awav with that kind of paving entirely and in the future use

nothing but vitrified brick. Canton, Ohio, has nothing but brick pavements,

which have been in use for about seventeen years. 1 he engineer of that
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city states that cost of repairs are practically nothing- and estimates the life

of brick under heavy traffic from twenty-five to thirty years, under light

traffic indefinite.

Vitrified brick is in such popular esteem in Cleveland, Ohio, that

approximately twenty-five million are used each year. Not only are the

business streets, where heavy and continual traffic prevails, paved with

brick, but many of the residential avenues as well. All thoroughfares

acting as arteries to the city have been paved to the limits, from where the

county commissioners have taken up the work and extended brick roads

many miles into the open country. This latter is of enormous benefit to

the farmers, as they are enabled to carry heavy loads at all times, being

entirely independent of wear and tear and the elements, which make other

roads impassable.

Attention is called to comparison of two photos herewith reproduced,

needing no further comment other than statement that both are but

moderately traveled streets in the residence section of Terre Haute, In-

diana. South Sixth street, paved with brick in 1891 and in perfect condition

after sixteen years' service when photographed in 1907. North Seventh

streets was paved with asphalt in 1893. Look at it now.

Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota, the latter city after unfavorable

experience with wood blocks and asphalt, are large consumers of brick.

Des Moines, Iowa, has upwards of seventy-five miles of brick pavements

which are preferred for heavy traffic and low cost of maintenance. The

history of Newark, New Jersey, has been not unlike that of many cities of

the Pacific Coast, wherein repairs to asphalt have cost one thousand dollars

per mile per year. In the case of Newark this enormous drain of public

funds has been greatly diminished by the extended use of brick paving and

the entire elimination of asphalt. Philadelphia also believes in the merits

of well-laid brick streets having in good condition over one hundred and

fifty miles of that class of paving, part of^which has been subjected to heavy

travel for twenty years. Chicago, Galesburg, and Joliet, Illinois; Lincoln,

Nebraska; Indianapolis and Kansas City total hundreds of miles of brick

streets. Further repetition is, we believe, unnecessary.

It is an established fact that a good class of brick pavement is as en-

during as time, its freedom from dust, its non-absorption qualities, the per-

fect footing it affords to horses, all appeal strongly to progressive cities.

Also its appearance is greatly in its favor, for there is no finer looking

pavement than a well-laid brick street, the soft color of which is in perfect

harmony with the green of the lawns and boulevards. With the same ex-

penditure of force forty per cent larger loads can be hauled over it than

over any other kind of pavement.

Other uses of paving brick than those above mentioned, are for gutters

in place of cement. Formerly either cement or cobble stones were used.

The first named soon gives out and the latter not only is more expensive

and very noisy but is unsightly as well. Recently the Board of Public

Works of Los Angeles adopted new specifications for vitrified brick gutters,

to be used in residence section where traffic is of course light, allowing

twenty to thirty per cent abrasion in rattler test as. compared to twenty

per cent required for similar work in the heart of the city.
^

A foundation of three inches concrete is first laid, on this a sand cushion

of about two inches and then the paving blocks laid flat and grouted with

cement. This does not cost more than cement, produces a beautiful eflFect

and will last for generations without any expense. Another growing

demand for paving brick is for residential work, such as private driveways,

walks, alleys, outside chimneys, etc.
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By RICHARD L. HUMPHREY,
Engineer in Charge of Structural Materials Investigations

AT THE Structural Materials Laboratories of the United States Geo-

logical Survey in St. Louis, Mo., a series of important tests on the

strength of plain concrete beams has just been completed. These

tests form part of a comprehensive series of investigations undertaken by

the Government for the purpose of determining the strength of concrete

and reinforced concrete. The results will be printed within the next few

weeks in a bulletin of the United States Geological Survey.

The work involved in these investigations consists of a study (1) of the

constituent materials of concrete, (2) of its strength when molded into various

structural shapes, and (3) of the methods by which its maximum strength may

be developed through various forms of metallic reinforcement.

Although it is true that concrete possesses but little strength in tension

and must be reinforced with metal to resist tensile stresses, it is believed that

no study of concrete would be complete without a series of tests establishing

its strength without reinforcement.

The tests reported indicate that concrete is unsuitable for use under con-

ditions where it must resist tensile stresses, because of the small loads it will

sustain and particularly because of the suddenness with which it fails, in strik-

ing contrast to the behavior of reinforced concrete, which usually shows a

gradual development of cracks preceding failure.

This first series of beam tests covers 144 beams without reinforcement

8 by 11 inches in section and 13 feet long, together with corresponding com-

pression test pieces, consisting of cylinders 8 inches in diameter by 16 inches

in length and of 6-inch cubes. Of these tests those on 108 beams of 12-foot

span, with their cylinders and cubes, and those on 108 beams of variable spans,

6 to 9 feet, which were made of the larger part of the 13-foot beams after

rupture, are reported and comprise all of this series except the 52-week tests.

An attempt has been made to bring out, if possible, the comparative value

of gravel, granite, limestone, and cinders for use in concrete ;
the effect of age

and consistency on the strength, as shown by the modulus of rupture of the

long and short beams and by the ultimate strength of the cylinders and cubes

;

and the influence of age and consistency on the stiffness, which is indicated by

the unit elongation of the long and short beams and by the initial modulus of

elasticity, as determined by tests of the cylinders.

Three consistencies—wet, medium, and damp—were somewhat arbitrarily

chosen. Tests were made at the ages of 4, 13, 26 and 52 weeks.

No attempt will be made in the coming bulletin to generalize the results

of the tests presented, or to draw any conclusions, however warranted they

may appear from an examination of the test data. It is hoped that the matter

contained will provoke discussion, and in order to promote this end extended

expressions of opinion or attempted applications of theory to results have been

avoided. A running commentary on the results of the tests, however, emphasiz-

ing matters of particular interest and indicating a few points that might lead

__to interesting analyses will be included in the report. When the results of the

52-week tests become available it is the intention to publish a thorough analysis

of the entire series in another bulletin.

— The purpose of this series of tests was to determine:

( 1 ) The effect of age on the strength of concrete
;

and
(2) The effect of variation in the consistency on the strength of concrete

;

(3) The effect of different types of aggregates on the strength of con-

* Published by permission of the Director of the United .States Geological Survey.

Crete.

The first question is perhaps the most important, since an early attamment

of considerable strength and no subsequent decrease in strength are two essen-

tial qualities in concrete, in order that a structure may be put to the use for

which it is intended as soon as possible and that there shall be no subsequent

deterioration in strength.

The least age at which any tests were made was four weeks, and at that

period in no case except that of the cinder concrete, wet consistency, did the

compressive strength fall below 2000 pounds per square inch, while the cinder

concrete had in every case a compressive strength of at least 1000 pounds per

square inch.

In every instance the compressive strength shows a substantial increase

from four to thirteen weeks, with the single exception of limestone concrete

mixed to a wet consistency, for which a decreased strength is indicated by the

tests, a decrease which continues to the age of twenty-six weeks. This decrease

in the strength of the limestone concrete is unexplainable, and the results of

the fifty-two-week tests on this material will be of value as indicating whether

or not this decrease continues to the latter period. The other aggregates show

either the same or a slightly greater strength at twenty-six weeks than at

thirteen weeks.

The transverse tests on both the long and the short beams bear out very

closely the fact indicated by the compression tests on the cylinders and cubes,

and lead to the belief that the tensile and compressive strength are affected

alike by both age and consistency. The effect on the strength of the variation

in the consistency is clearly shown. In almost every case the concrete of the

damp consistency is the strongest and that of the wet consistency the weakest.

This is true for the three ages at which the concrete was tested, and is confirmed

by the tests of the beams as well as of the cylinders and the cubes. Attention

is called to the fact that the damp consistency used is much wetter than the

damp consistency used in making mortar building blocks, for which the same

conclusions may not apply.

The difference in strength of the stone and gravel concretes of the three

consistencies is more pronounced than in the case of the cinder concrete. The

effect of the consistency on the strength seems to depend to a great extent on

the behavior of the concrete while being tamped and to the method used m
tamping. Great care was taken to tamp all the concretes in the same manner.

The thorough mixing of the concrete is absolutely essential and has a marked

influence on the consistency.

The relatively slight influence exerted by the consistency on the strength

of cinder concrete may be partly due to the structural weakness of the cinders

themselves, which in the drier mixtures were to a great extent broken up by

the tamper, while in the wet mixtures, the cinders would move from beneath

the tamper.
. . .

While it is true that in almost every instance the drier mixtures give the

greater strength, it does not follow that dry (or damp) mixtures should be

used in construction. Practical considerations warrant the use of a wet mix-

ture. The difficulty in securing efficient tamping and a smooth finish in a damp

concrete, the loss of strength due to the unavoidable drying out of the concrete

used above water, the difficulty of securing in reinforced concrete an intimate

union with the steel, and the far greater ease of placing wet concrete all seem

to warrant the sacrifice of what in many cases is but a slight difference in
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strength for a greater case of manipulation and a thorough bedding of the

steel, which is of the utmost importance in reinforced concrete work.

It is dangerous to draw any general conclusions as to the relative value of

concrete made of the four aggregates used unless the character of the aggre-

gates used in this particular series of tests is carefully kept in mind. The

gravel, granite, limestone, and cinders were used as available representative

Types of aggregates, and while the results indicate that the granite makes the

strongest concrete, it should not be assumed, therefore, that a granite concrete

is stronger than a gravel, limestone, or cinder concrete. Every material should

be accepted or rejected on the results of the tests of its qualities, regardless of

the tests of other materials of the same type. Apparently insignificant differ-

ences in two materials which appear to be similar often cause considerable

difference in the strength of concrete made from them. For instance, two

limestones from the same quarry crushed and screened under similar condi-

tions—except that one was screened while wet, which caused the dust to adhere

to the surface of the stone—would make concretes of considerable difference in

strength.

Because the hard, flinty gravel used in these tests gav^ excellent results,

it does not necessarily follow that a similar well-graded gravel, but composed

of soft limestone or shale, would give like results. No series of investigations,

however elaborate, will do away with the necessity of careful inspection of the

materials to be used. The relative value of materials to be reported in this

forthcoming bulletin should be recognized, therefore, as applicable only to the

particular materials from which the reported physical properties were obtained.

These investigations were carried on under the general direction of Joseph

A. Holmes, Expert in Charge, of the Technologic Branch, United States

Geological Survey.

A Unique Timber Testing Machine

BRIDGE builders and contractors for buildings which are intended to carry

variable loads will find much of interest in a unique machine designed

by the government to help them to answer the question which comes up

very often: How is the strength of wood affected by repeated shocks? At the

present time no satisfactory answer can be given. To fill the need for informa-

tion on this important subject a special form of impact machine has been de-

signed by the United States Forest Service to investigate the behavior of wood

under repetitive loading, and it is to be built by the University of Washington,

at Seattle, Washington, and is to form a part of the Forest Service Timber

Testing Station operated in co-operation with the university.

This machine will be provided with a 1500 pound hammer which can be

diopped upon the wood specimens under test from any height up to three feet.

It is so constructed as to be both automatic and autographic. The record show-

ing the behavior of the specimen under test is drawn on a long sheet of paper

which constantly unwinds from one cylinder and rolls up on another. This

record is drawn by means of a pencil attached to the hammer of the machine.

When the machine is started the hammr is automatically raised to a height

previously determined, when it falls on the specimen, and continues to be

automatically raised and dropped until the machine is stopped.

From the results to be obtained from the tests made with this machine

the Forest Service hopes to be able to devise more accurate and reliable methods

for calculating the stresses which timbers used in bridges and other structures

subject to repetitive loading have to stand.
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Improvement o! Rdiiio.Hi oiuUuii

By WILBUR DAVID COOK, JR.*

'kJ kA i ids

THE writer is pleased to note the increasing interest in the matter of beauti-

fying railroad station grounds in the West.

An unimproved station is the exception in the East, while an im-

proved station in the West is so rare as to excite comment. We have m Massa-

chusetts and in many other states as well, a most excellent state law to the

effect that "all railroads (both steam and electric) earnmg m excess of a

stipulated revenue, that such excess revenue shall revert to the state, unless

expended in improvements."
^ ^ .-

This one law has done more for the improvement of stations and station

P:rounds than all other factors combined. It will be readily surmised that the

railroad companies are not particularly anxious that any of its earnings shall

revert to the state, and the consequence has been that this excess revenue has

been expended in lowering the tracks for the abolishment of grade crossings,

improving the roadbed, the rolling stock, and the improvement of the stations

and grounds. u-. ,u i

Every road of consequence has its architect, its landscape architect, and

landscape gardeners, working in conjunction with its resident engineer, and

the many miles of beautiful stations, each treated distinctively attest the value

of this co-operative work and is a credit to all concerned.

Work of this character calls for specialists, fully posted as regards rail-

road requirements, and with sufficient ability to pick out and emphasize he

salient features of each situation to make the most of the site and to avoid the

deadly monotony which would make one station a replica of another, if lett

entirelv to local talent, as is often the case.
. ^

As this same law covers the electric roads a similar improvenient is noted,

with the exception instead of lowering the tracks the money has been spent in

the acquirement of private rights-of-way with a subsequent marked improve-

ment in the running time, making it possible for suburban residents to en oy

the benefits of living in the country, and yet keep in close touch with the city.

The increase in real estate values along these well-kept rights-of-way have been

enormous, so that the improvements have benefited the
^f^/^

^^"^"^""^^^V^"f
the railroad companies have prospered in the increased traffic of the com-

muters.
.

.... r j^iu,..

One road atone (the Boston & Albany) has spent some milhons of dolla .-,

since 1892 in improvements and in lowering their tracks from Boston to

Worcester a distance of forty-four miles without a single grade crossmg,

either afoot or awheel, and all stations are reached by means of sub-ways

passing under the right-of-way, and it is a misdemeanor to be found walkmg

in the right-of-way punishable by a term m state s prison.

In talking with a resident engineer of one of our local roads a short time

ago relative to the systematic improvement of their stations and grounds, and

thdr apparent apathy in the matter, the writer was given this Particular rail-

road's point of V ewfto quote: "No, we do not encourage improvement of our

ground'sfor two reasons' First, we have not been able to find a man who cou d

- -ive us a practical plan. Second, if we give up any land in the immediate

vicTnity of the station and we find later on that we need more room for the

Ita ion' buildings, and encroach upon any portions of ^he grounds which ma^

be devoted to grass, trees and shrubs, we find every short-hmred Women s

Club in the neighborhood down upon us like a thousand of brick.

•Office. 604-5 Wright & Callendcr building. Los .\ngcles.
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Now what do you think of that? Assuredly a most weak excuse—it will

not hold Water. The real reason is not far to seek, nor is the remedy remote

for present conditions. Some such law as we have in Massachusetts would

work equally well here and would be equally beneficial to all concerned. The

real reason is that every available dollar earned by local traffic finds it way east

to the pockets of a few stockholders, who have little interest or concern re-

garding the condition of the roadbed, accommodations of the traveling public,

or conditions of the station or grounds as long as the dividends are regular.

These conditions will prevail iust so long as the local patrons will stand

for it If every community through which a railroad passes could be made to

realize the value of such improvements in good hard, cold dollars and cents,

conditions would improve very rapidly.
^

It would be unjust and unfair to accuse all roads of a similar apathy in

this matter It is a pleasure, therefore, to note the good work that the Santa Fe

Railroad is doing in this respect. Its management is broad-minded enough,

liberal enough, and far-sighted enough to realize the value of meeting the

people half way, and we dare say more than half way in many instances.

They have adopted a distinctive type of architecture in their station build-

ings singularly appropriate to this section of the country, artistic and pleasing

to the eye but their station grounds lack that marked individuality required to

make a pleasing and complete setting for their buildings. But it will come in

The writer does not mean to imply that it is at all necessary or advisable

to expend vast sums of money on small stations in rural communities. In many

places electric road competition is so sharp as to seriously affect the earnings

of the steam roads, and they naturally do not like to expend money unless

they see some ultimate hope of its return. It is fully believed that it is on y a

question of time, and a very short time at that, before the steam roads will be

compelled in self-defense to electricize their rights-of-way. Some experiments

are now being made in this vicinity which will be watched with considerable

interest by all railroad men. There is no question of its economy and efficiency

on short hauls. .

He does mean to implv, however, that many of the present stations woiild

be vastly improved by a coat of paint of a color that would not show dirt, i he

long drv seasons here are verv hard on all kinds of station buildings

Many of our little rural stations are very pleasing and could be made

much more so by the expenditure of a little money in the screening out of ob-

jectionable outhouses in the immediate foreground, so as not to block distant

view of mountains and valleys almost uniformly charming, and by covering

adjoining packing houses with vines. Many opportunities are offered for the

erection of rustic pergolas to be covered with climbing roses, and for the instal-

lation of seats in their shadow. Inexpensive fountains could be installed and

their overflow utilized for irrigation purposes. Open water features should be

made more of in California, especially if the water is not allowed to waste.

Hygienic bubble drinking fountains should find a place at every station.

Platform areas should be ample and commodious. All leads to a station

should be made simple and direct, on the theory that a straight line is the

shortest distance between two points to a man in a hurrv to catch a train. Any

circular architectural feature in the direct line of traffic should be avoided;

nothing is more exasperating than to be obliged to merry-go-round such a

feature, which looks surprisingly well on paper but which is the source of much

unregistered profanity on the ground.
. , , ^ j i_

• i- -4.

Carriage or automobile stands should be provided for and their limits

sharply defined by a curbing, and your station should be well lighted at night.
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Plan of Country Club Grounds and Track, Portland, Ote.
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Waste barrels should be provided for the reception of papers of all kinds, and

the entire surroundings should be made spotlessly clean and kept so.

Outdoor toilets should be effectively screened both by lattice work and by

evergreen plantations ; lawn areas should be comparatively open for easy main-

tenance, and an effective display of hardy flowers should be made, of as

nearly an everblooming character as could be secured.

The stations should be made contrasty and electric signs delineating the

name of the station at night should be plainly visible from the train.

It is impossible in an article of this kind to fully cover the requirements

of all stations. Each particular site should have a dift'erent treatment. It is

hoped, however, that the few suggestions which have been made will enable

the reader to more fully realize what some of our particular stations lack.

Namely, character.
*

.* *

Cost of Concrete Construction

To THE Architect and Engineer—Gentlemen : Being a subscriber of your

valuable magazine, I would like information as to the most practical way
of getting at the cost of concrete construction in foundation work, super-

structure, etc. If you have a book treating on this I would like to have it. I

want to contract and I want to find out all I can about figuring on the labor.

Very respectfully, g q hECKOIT, Eugene, Oregon.

Your question of the practical way of getting at the cost of concrete

construction in foundations, superstructure, etc., is one that is impossible to

answer accurately in figures.

Each l(x-rility has its own special conditions, which aflfect cost very

materially. The character of the work is also so variable that each structure

has to meet with sjxjcial considerations. In San Francisco the reinforcing steel

is worth about $70.00 per ton in place. This price includes all necessary bend-

ing and applies to the whole building throughout. Some portions of the work

may run to considerable more and some may be less, so that the above men-

tioned price may be considered as an average condition. The average cost

of form work in a building will vary from $6.00 to $12.00 per yard of concrete.

The cost of labor in mixing and placing in position varies from $1.50 to

$3.00 per yard. j^O. B. LEONARD, C. E.
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Some Phases of the OevHopment of Concrete

in Co\. M \ M'.tti

By G. B. ASHCROFT, C. E.*

HAVE we said the last word on the possibilities of Portland cement

and Tts products as the ultimate building material of the future?

Cementitious materials are among the oldest and at the same t.me

the mormodern of all those with which the architects and hudders have

to reckon in the design and execution of their creations.

Is there any doubt that the first man Nvho evolved a baked clay brick

was forthwithTommissioned by the ruler of that ancient day to produce

Tomethbg by which one of his bricks might be made to cohere with

another" It is an even chance that this early inventor lost his wits and

orobab V h s head at the same time, for it is a matter of record that these

d" p^tentatL had very short tempers and the contractors of hose

times were quite likely to receive specifications in which the penalty

clause" was something of the sort.
.

For unknown ages man has been using the products of nature in

buildings more or less modified as the knowledge and advancing civiliza-

S of his t°me permitted, and we are prone to think with complaisance,

that hi our day and generation we are mightily in advance o our fore-

athers in ths respect and yet an impartial glance over the building work

of the present rexeals the fact that only in the realm of iron and cement

and their varous applications has there been any advance worth noting

Ta lull has been due primarily to the wonderful development of the

mechanical powers. Wer'e it not for the huge rotary kiln and the cheap

dec rk currenr we woukl not have the present day highly efficient Pot-

land cement and the low prices that prevail. With the coming of the

lood and cheap cement has come the remarkable advance in the appl.ca-

fk.ns of it o various phases of building, and it is concernmg a few of

tliese rnany uses and the results thereof that the writer would confine

this article.
'

, i n- i 4^. fUnf

As a stolid framework upon which to hang the embellishments that

^o to make he modern building an agreeable sight, the reinforced con-

^
.tl tvnP has come to stay In the erection of it, however, under most

o Ihe sy'steni in vogue ^t J^^esent, large quantities of lumber are required

the cost of which often reaches an exorbitant proportion of he total.

There fs 1 ttle hope that in the future the cost of lumber will be less

Jnce the prices are rising each year in the face of an ever diminishing

source of "^s" pply. HencI we must look to some other means and it

forces us to t^ie conclusion tliat our reinforced concrete buildmgs of the

future will be erected without forms. Perhaps that is coining sooner

an wr now think. Two companies are already in- the field, pioneers

ith a system of columns and beams manufactured at the shop and

shinned to the place of erection. The proper connection o such pieces

after once erected, is the greatest objection at present to their use but

^hatbWs fair to be eventually overcome. It seems therefore quite probable

tta we shalf see, in time,' huge factories •°-'^d-mewhere near the

^^^ r.^ cnr^nlip^ and tumme out co umns and beams, m stocK sizes,

unde" imifZf mechanicalpTo'cesses, that . insure reliability of product.

In a manner quite similar to the steel practice of the present day.

^. .^shcrof. is manager of the Cement Products Company, Balboa building. San Francsco.
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Rincon Building, San Francisco

Faced -with Roman Stone John C. Petton, Architect

But concrete in itself, while
strong and efficient, is rough and
uncouth in appearance and must be

treated in various ways or cov-
ered with somethin^^ in order that

the structure may be presentable;
and so there is felt the need of

some suitable cement product that

will serve this purpose while re-

taining all the good qualities of

a concrete and combining there-

with a pleasing appearance.
Treating the surface of concrete,
directly, either by plastering,

floating, acid washing or similar

devices has not proven very satis-

factory, as the success of such ex-

pedients is contingent on numer-
ous factors, as length of time
forms must be retained, age of

the concrete and climatic condi-
tions. As a more successful al-

ternative to this, there has arisen

the practice of making the facing
in separate pieces and setting it

independently or in conjunction
with the frame work of the building.

Cement blocks are the oldest
form of this practice, and while

there are many, very many, machines for making these blocks, there are
fundamental defects in the process itself that no machine, however clever
or efficient, will eradicate, and which will always confide their use to
small and unimportant buildings, where a monotonous repetition of form
and color is less objectionable. Cement blocks are made by tamping or
pressing a mixture
of sand and ce-

ment, or gravel and
cement, into iron

or rigid wooden
molds, under what
is known as the

**dry process," and
the necessity of

rapidly removing
them from the

forms, in order to

make way for the

next filling, neces-

sitates this dry
mixture, which
does not at once
supply the amount
of water requisite

to a complete crys- „ , „
^ 11- .. I iu Bank Butldtng. St. John's, N. B.
lanizaiion OI tne BuHt Entirely of Roman Stone Darling; ^ Pearson. Architects
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Apartment House. Montreal. Canada

Saxe «5r* Archibald. Architects

cement. Subse-

quent sprinkling is

always required,

and it is doubtful

if the cement ever

becomes thorough-

ly crystallized, at

least under the

practical working
conditions of this

process. The pro-

duct resulting from

this "dry process'"

is porous, very ab-

sorbent and of a

flat dull color, char-

acteristic of the

Portland cements.

To obviate these

defects, resort is

sometimes made to

"facing," that is,
. t c

placing upon the exterior surface of the block a thm veneer composed of hner

sand and richer in cement, and often colored. In some cases this practice has

proven acceptable but where climatic conditions are in any way severe, the

facing will crack, owing to the different densities of the block, and it is a

difficult matter to secure a uniform distribution of color. Machine made

blocks, being of a necessity more or less of a standard form and size, do not

of¥er to the architect or designer any opportunity for the expression of his

fancies

Not so many years ago the question was being fiercely debated

through many columns of our engineering publications, as to the relative

merits of a "dry" or a "wet" concrete. Nowadays you will rarely hnd

any up-to-date architect or engineer seriously advocating a "dry mix."

During the last half dozen years there has been in course of develop-

ment a process of making concrete stone for structural and ornamental

purposes, the product from which bears no resemblance in texture or

appearance to the machine made cement block. The basis of this process

is the casting of a wet concrete into a sand or other absorbent mold, that

is the process invented and patented by Mr. Chas. W. Stevens.

The successful commercial operation of this method requires a larger

outlay of capital for plant than does the cement block process, from the

fact that the operator must be prepared to execute any design, even

though it require a stone weighing several tons.

By this process the architect is given a free rein to his fancy. He may

design what he will. All the manufacturer requires is workmg detail

drawings from which a wooden pattern may be made. The process

closely resembles that of casting iron, for, the wooden pattern once

constructed from it one or any number of molds may be made in sand

into which is poured a liquid concrete. The basis of this concrete is not

sand and gravel but a carefully selected rock which has been crushed

and screened into various sizes and scientifically reproportioned and

mixed with Portland cement. After filling the mold the excess water^ in

the cast commences at once to exude into the surrounding sand, forming
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a wet covering to the stone, which is thus completely protected from the

dry atmosphere for a period extending from four days to a week, while
the cement, having all the water it requires, rapidly crystallizes.

The resulting product is very dense, being some 50 per cent heavier
than stone made by the dry process, which means that it has much less

absorption, and the water resisting qualities are not confined to a veneer
at the surface but exist throughout the mass.

The color of this stone is uniform throughout and depends in large

measure upon the rock aggregate and the brand of cement employed, and
being thus homogeneous, it may be cut or hand carved in any manner
that natural stone is treated. Made from a light colored rock aggregate,
the product closely resembles in color and texture the limestones from
the quarries about Bedford, Indiana. The companies operating under
these Stevens' patents have developed machines whereby the stone may
be tooled, after casting, and when so treated the product has all the life

and beauty of natural stone, and would deceive any one not familiar with
its true character.

The product has been called "Litholite" and ''Roman Stone,'' though
the latter name is undoubtedly better known, as the larger number of

the companies operating this process throughout the Eastern States and
Canada have registered that name for their output.

It is along the lines of this process that we may expect the fullest

development of the concrete stone as a building material, since it closely
approximates the method by which Nature has produced some of our
best building stones, the deposition of a rock aggregate in water, and
accomplishes in a few weeks by the aid of Portland cement, the binding of
this aggregate into a solid mass, which Nature only accomplishes through
long years of heat and pressure. The ease with which, by this method,
any form may be executed in concrete, thus giving the architect an
opportunity for the full realization of his ideals, has been one of the
strongest factors in promoting the growth of this process.

*
* *

Largest Steel Dome in the United States

IN
OUR June issue we published an illustration and description of the splen-
did steel dome of the Emporium building, San Francisco. It was stated
that it was the largest steel dome in the Ignited States. That statement had

perhaps better be modified to read "one of the largest." Upon a comparison of
figures it would seem that the Chicago Post-Office building still holds the palm
for mammoth proportions in steel construction. According to Mr. F. W.
Fitzpatrick, our esteemed collaborator and frequent contributor to The Architect
and Engineer, who was the designer of that dome and the assistant architect in

charge of the building, its square base is 128 feet across. The construction is

entirely of steel, but it carries a granite exterior shell above this base which is

94 feet in diameter and 64 feet high. The dome proper, covered with a gilded
glass tile, is of the same diameter as the drum and 70 feet 6 inches clear above
the granite work. The top of the crown is 302 feet above the street, above
wh^ich again rises the tall steel flag-pole.

Incidentally, there are 600,000 square feet of floor area in this mammoth
building, nearly 12,000,000 cubic feet of space and over 19,000,000 pounds of
steel.

. *

We never know who our real friends are until the lies of our enemies
are denied by them.

/
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Pit e

AN ARCHITECT, placed as he is, midway between client and builder, is

more than most men subject to temptations, and liable to tumble into

pitj^lls, many of which are remarkably well covered up. If he would

avoid them, he must walk circumspectly, not only all the day, but all his life

long; although, naturally, it is in his earjy days that he is most likely to stumble.

He owes it to his client to be competent, and to look after his interest in all

respects; he owes it to the builder to be just rather than exacting; and he owes

it to both to be strictly honest and true in all his dealings. The great thing

with him, as with all men, is to avoid the first slip, however insignificant and

paltry it may seem ; for the first little diversion from the straight path is alrnost

sure to result in the crooked road being followed to a greater extent as time

goes on. It is the very insidiousness of many temptations, the fact that they

appear at first sight to be qufte little things, in which their danger lies. We all

know, for instance, and we all exclaim against, the acceptance of commissions

from any other person than the client; it is we believe, a thing which is

now rarely done—publicy, of course, never—but even in secret, much less

of it than there used to be ; and those who were the greatest sinners in

this respect in times gone by were probably led onward from very small

beginnings. It is, for instance, a simple thing to accept a lift from a

contractor when visiting works at a distance—there is, in fact, no harm

in it, provided that the client is not charged for the cost of the journey.

The difficulty is to know how to draw the line if, later on in the day, re-

freshments are offered. It may appear to be of little importance to

accept sandwiches from the contractor's packet; but sandwiches lead

to drink, and both may lead to a more substantial meal, and thus the

habit may develop of 'accepting little courtesies, which are practically

bribes, from very small beginnings. From these little things, it is no

great step to accept small Christmas-boxes, and gifts of pieces of furniture

or household fittings, and from these to money presents—particularly^ if

they are disguised as loans—the transition is easy. How to deal with

these things courteously as well as definitely is an art in itself, and a good

many mav well take a lesson from the old West of England architect who

had a dispute with his builder shortly before Christmas, he having dis-

covered that zinc nails were being used on a roof where copper nails were

specified. On Christmas Eve he received a dozen bottles of port, with the

contractor's compliments. Instead of returning them, or otherwise hurt-

ing the contractor's feelings, he waited till New Year's Day, and then

sent the contractor a dozen of sherry with his compliments, and added,

as a postscript : "You will have to use those copper nails."

The temptation to submit to bribery is, however, by no means the only

pitfall in front of the young architect; it is in fact, the most obvious one,

and, consequently, the most easily guarded against, whether the temptation

comes from a contractor, or from a quantity surveyor, who ofifers to share

commission or to act as the architect's assistant, and to prepare the quan-

tities under the architect's name, and take only a small share of the com-

mission which is charged in consequence of doing so. Much more subtle

is the temptation not to do honestly every little thing for which payment

is made. The first temptation of this sort to occur is perhaps the most

difficult to resist—namely, that of producing a sketch plan which shows

a much more elaborate and beautifiul building than can possibly be

carried out for the sum of money which is at the client's disposal, whilst

submitting a rough estimate which would indicate that the cost would
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be well within the limit. Looked at in cold blood, this is obviously a dis-

honest thing to do; yet, possibly, nothing is more common, particularly

with the younger men, who justify their action by saying that if they did

not do so somebody else would, with the result that the work would be

lost to them. As a matter of fact, this is no justification whatever, and,

before very long, the dishonesty becomes apparent, and the client hence-

forth doubts his architect. It is an important thing to build up a reputation

for trustworthiness, and nothing could militate against this much more

than to deceive a client at the outset with regard to the cost of a pro-

posed building. That particular contract may go through after altera-

tions have been made to cut down expenses; but at the back of the

client's mind there will always be the feeling that he had been deceived

at the outset by one whom he trusted, that he had been led to expect

that a much more pretentious building could be attempted for the money
than was eventually proved to be in the least degree possible. Somewhat
similar to this is the temptation to prepare the first rough sketches in too

sketchy a manner, without giving a sufficient amount of thought to

practical considerations, with the result that material alterations have to

be made from the first sketch scheme when the working drawings are

prepared. Such small matters as showing a staircase on plan so placed

that somewhere there is so little headway that nobody more -mature than

a child of ten could get up it without stooping is quite undiscoverable by

the average client; yet to correct the defect would, in all probability,

mean the entire recasting of the plan. There are many other details of

this sort which are apt to be too much neglected at the initial stage—door-

ways cramped in awkward corners, fireplaces so planned that a smoky
chimney is inevitable, and the method of roofing ill-considered or uncon-

sidered—involving all sorts of difficulties when the client insists on having

the house built as planned, and equally objects to alteration in the eleva-

tion and to the provision of gutters in positions where they would surely

leak. There are some occasions when sketches are asked for at such

short notice that there is no time for these matters to be properly gone in-

to ; but, if so, the architect ought to clear himself from responsibility in

the letter which accompanies his sketches, and leave himself free to make
any alterations which maturer consideration may necessitate without

stultifying his reputation.

A^ desire to do things in too great a hurry is quite common upon a

client's part. He almost invariably expects contract drawings, and

specifications and quantities also, to be prepared very much more rapidlv

than is possible if proper consideration is to be given to them. An archi-

tect who is anxious not to lose his client is apt to fall into this pitfall,

which is a very real one, and well covered over, and needs a good deal

of tact to avoid without oflFending the client. Enough time must always

be demanded for preparation of workmanlike drawings, and for thoroughly

considering every point, as otherwise the risk is run of a great deal of

trouble later on. It is an architect's absolute duty to see that his draw-

ings are complete and fully figured., and that they can be carried into execu-

tion as drawn, while it is equally essential that his specification should be

complete in all respects, free from ambiguity, perfectly definite, and per-

fectly comprehensible. Any slips made at this early stage are sure to

result in trouble afterwards, and very often an extra few days or a week
spent by an architect upon his drawings and specifications will save money,
time, and temper in the end.

The next temptation to the inexperienced man is that of being either

too strict or too lenient with the builder, not holding the balance absolutely
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justly between him and the client, but acting either too much as a partisan

on the one hand, or too little as the client's agent on the other. It is an

architect's duty to see that everything is thoroughly sound and in accord-

ance with plans and specification. If in excess of zeal he demands a higher

quality of workmanship or material than is justly inferred, he is doing as

wrongly as if, on the other hand, he allows excessively sappy woodwork

to be introduced, on the builder's pleading that it is customary, and that

such as was specified is costly to obtain. It is better, however, to be too

strict than too lax ; and it is better to be either, consistently, than to earn

a reputation for indecision. An architect must, at any rate, know his own

mind. If he is strict, builders soon get to know him, and price accordingly,

and probably very few tricks are attempted; there may be some difficulties

with the first few contracts, but there are few afterwards. The lax man,

on the other hand, is much liked by the builders; but he provides for him-

self a great amount of trouble when, in years to come, his buildings display

defects The uncertain man is liked by nobody. He is neither trusted

by the client nor the builder. The one is never sure whether his building

will be sound, and the other never knows whether he is going to make a

profit or a loss upon his contract.

Now and again an entirely different set of pitfalls spread themselves

in an architect's path. He meets with clients, perhaps, who ask for a great

number of preliminary sketches, and then throw them all over and begin

again with another scheme. This is very trying to his patience, and

possibly to his pocket also. The temptation is not to charge for these pre-

liminary sketches, in the hope of eventually obtaining some work to do,

and in the end, it may well be that the commission received is utterly

inadequate as compared with the amount of work that has been done.

\ great deal of that for which an architect is paid is shown on the pre-

liminary sketches. It is in them that he displays his skill
;

Ht is in their

preparation that he exercises talents that he has been at much pains to

educate during the whole period of his pupilage and early architectural

training. He is, therefore, as much entitled to payment for them as for

carrying through a building, and when fidgety clients are met with who

want sketch after sketch, it is only right to inform them of the position

of affairs; but much tact is again needed in doing so. Now and agam,

though very rarely, the fraudulent client turns up, who never intends to

build at all, but merely wasts an architect's time in preparing sketches,

and sometimes completed drawings and specifications also, m o^ae^ t^^f^'

bv their means, he may impress others with his stability and vj^ith the

niagnitude of the schemes which he has in hand. Each case needs to be

treated separately, whilst their very rarity makes it almost certam that

the architect will fall into the trap, and find himself put to great expense

and trouble in preparing drawings for no purpose on behalf of a client

who is utterly impecunious. As a rule, the only thing to do is to put up

with the loss. It would be only throwing good money after bad to take the

matter into court, while the advertisement which an architect would

receive by doing so would scarcely tend to his advancement—a reputa-

tion for gullibility not being one which it is desirable to establish.— the

London Building News.
*

* *

When times are dull and people are not advertising is the very time

that advertising should be the heaviest. Ninety-nine out of every hundred

merchants advertise most when there is least need of it, instead of lookmg

upon advertising as the panacea for their business ills.—John W anamaker.
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Staircase Hall. Paneled in Crotch Mahogany

The Possibilities of Hci

Interior Dec

for

ition

•- - By E. A. HOWARD.*

THE possibilities in the use of beautiful hardwood for interior decora-

tion are just beginning to be fully appreciated. Tapestries, wall

papers, fine rugs and draperies have all been recognized and utilized.

The material, however, which was nearest at hand and which is least

artificial, namely, beautiful woods and the pictured effects which Nature
has painted in the trees, has been neglected. It has remained for the

revival of one of the oldest of the cabinet maker's arts, namely that of

veneering, and the application to it of modern methods, to stimulate the

use of beautiful woods, and to point the way to newer and greater possi-

bilities.

The arguments for hardwood trim are beauty and permanency, offset

by the item of cost. To popularize hardwood trim, therefore, the cost

should be reduced, the beauty enhanced and emphasized, and the per-

manence and stability of the wood increased. These are the aims which
the panel manufacturer is striving for today, and is achieving in no small
measure. Effects that were impossible before are today easily obtainable,
and fine interior trim, both beautiful and permanent, is more easily in the

• Mr. Howard is pr^ident and general manager of E. A. Howard & Co., hardwood lumber dealers,
20 Howard street, San Francisco.
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reach of the modest home builder than

the wealthy man of a decade ago.

In selecting this stock for panels only

the most beautiful wood can be utilized.

Even in woods that are noted for their

beauty it is only the occasional log that

has surpassing beauty of grain and figure.

This log is taken for veneer, and by cut-

ting it very thin is made into a great

many faces. The plainer stock is used for

less conspicuous purposes.

Again, it is only in large surfaces that

beautiful woods can properly be shown.

Solid wood, even if it could be secured

in large uniform pieces, would not stay

in place, but would warp and shrink,

hence the natural way to secure these

large surfaces is by building up the wood
and crossing the grain so that all ten-

dency to warp, shrink and split is re-

moved.
The old method of veneering is wasteful,

expensive and slow. Modern methods are

73

Quartered Oak

Circassian \\ 'aln ut

effective, economical and rapid. Stan-

dard sizes are accepted. Cores and faces

are all cut to size without waste. Stock

that would otherwise be of little value

is used for cores and backs. While un-

der the old method a few panels would

be made up at a time, now many
thousand pieces are manufactured at

once. The cost is thus reduced to a

mere fraction of what it would be under

the old methods.
While uniform sizes are accepted in

manufacturing, to permit of the greatest

economy in construction, at the same

time the units are plastic and not rigid,

and may be worked and altered to con-

form to the taste of the individual or

the demands of the architect.

Not the least of the advantages of the

present method is that the consumer

may see and select his woods before

they are installed. He can thus know
beforehand what they are going to look

i
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Dining Room Paneled in Ouartered Oak

like when installed. The panel surfaces are chosen from the dealer's stock

much as a tapestry or wall paper would be selected.

When it comes to the matter of installation the greatest economy is

\ effected No expensive mill bid has been necessary. The panels are

finished! sanded, and ready to install. The stiles and rails or mouldmg,

which holds them in place and which forms the finishmg part of the trrni,

may be secured already run, and may be furnished by the mill. Any clever

carpenter or contractor can put up the work, and if need be alter the design

or plan if the owner wishes while it is being installed In this way a

beautiful trim may be easily built into either the new or the old home, and

not least of the beautiful effects that may be obtained should be nientioned

the easy and inexpensive way in which any old and unattractive door inay

be converted into a most attractive flush door by simply facing it with a

full-size panel.

* *

An Unfortunate Misunderstanding

"I had to leave my last situation because the missus said they vvere

going to lead the sinful life, and they wouldn't want any servants about

the place."—Punch.

A boss always on time in the morning will do more than a time clock

to prevent tardiness on the part of workmen.

I
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Dininf: Room Paneled in (Quartered (hik

like when installed. The panel surfaces are chosen from the dealer's stock

much as a tapestry or wall paper would be selected.

W^hen it comes to the matter of installation the greatest economy is

effected No expensive mill bid has been necessary. Fhe panels are

finished, sanded, and ready to install. The stiles and rads or mouldmg,

which holds them in place and which forms the finishing part of the rim,

mav be secured already run, and may be furnished by the mill. Any cleyei

carpenter or contractor can put up the work, and if need be alter the design

or plan if the owner wishes while it is being installed In this way a

beautiful trim mav be easilv built into either the new or the old home, and

not least of the beautiful effects that may be obtained should be mentioned

the ea<;y and inexpensive way in which any old and unattractive door may

be converted into a most attractive flush door by simply tacing it with a

full-size panel.

An Unfortunate Misunderstanding

"I had to leave my last situation because the missus said they were

going to lead the sinful life, and they wouldn't want any servants a1)out

the place."—Punch.
* *

A boss always on time in the morning will do more than a time clock

to prevent tardiness on the part of workmen.
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May Hold Competition

The San Francisco Supervisors have in

mind a competition among the architects
of that city for a new Hall of Justice and
a $2,000,000 hospital. The plan is to

select ten competent architects to pre-
pare designs for a $1,000,000 Hall of

Justice building and allow each architect

$500 for his services. The same scheme
will be worked out in connection with
the hospital plans, only each of the ten
competing architects will be allowed
$1,000 for his efforts instead of $500.

After all plans are in -it is proposed to

select the one which meets the approval
of a special board of award to be com-
posed of the city architect, a member of

both the police and fire commission, the
mayor and two supervisors.
As there are from fifty to one hundred

architects practicing in San Francisco,
the task of selecting the ttn competing
ones without causing bad feeling on the

part of those overlooked is likely to be
a very diflicult one.

Engineers and Architects
About sixty members and invited

guests of the Engineers and Architects'
Association of Southern California vis-

ited Santa Monica on July 18th to in-

spect the construction of the new rein-

forced concrete pier and the plant for

the electrolytic treatment of sewage.
The party was conveyed by special

car to the site at Colorado avenue. Santa
Monica. The members were received by
Alfred Morris, president of the city

council. City Engineer T. H. James and
Engineer Edwin H. Warner, the designer
of the pier and under whose supervision
the work is being carried out. The
visitors were shown the reiiiforced con-
•crete piles and their method of con-
struction which was described in the July
number of the Architect and Engineer,
The contract for the construction of

this pier was let last March to the
Stutzer Cement and Grading Company
and is estimated to cost $100,000.

Personal Mention
Architect Herman Barth is the latest

member of the San Francisco profession to

go abroad. Mr. Barth expects to spend
several months visiting his old home in

Germany.
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Architect Hays is now a member of the

firm of Howard & Galloway, architects^ and
engineers, -604 Mission street, San Fran-

cisco. The firm recently completed the

plans for the new $600,000 library building

for the University of California at Ber-

keley.
^ — - ... »

Talked on Ventilation

William Scharnweber . of Seattle ad-

dressed the members of the Portland Archi-

tectural Cliib recently on "The Importance

of Ventilation." Mr. Scharnweber is a

leading authority on this subject, having

spent many years investigating it and has

invented several appliances for securing

good ventilation. He said that physicians

as well as architects are woefully ignorant

upon the subject of ventilation, considering

that the only necessity in securing ventila-

tion was to introduce cold air into the

room, whereas cold air as often contains as

many impurities as warm air,

Mr. Scharnweber was entertained at the

Commercial Club by E. E. Gilmer, who had

as his other guests the officers of the Port-

land Architectural club. A dinner was

given to Mr. Scharnweber by the Portland

Architectural Club at the Hotel Nortonia

last evening. Among those present were

Messrs. Joseph Jacobberger, R. J, Grace,

John G. Wilson, F, J, Berndt, Joseph Grip-

per, Albert E. Doyle, F, T. Webber, E. E,

Gilmer, E. B. MacNaughton, H, E. Ray-

mond, Emil Schacht, E. Kroner and Her-

bert B. King, of the Architect and Engineer.

Stockton Y. M. C. A. Building

The plans for the $75,000 building for

which funds were raised by the Young
Men's Christian Association workers have

been completed by Architect Walter King,

242 E. Main street, Stockton, and work is

soon to be commenced on the structure,

which will be one of the finest in the in-

terior of the state. The building will cover

a lot 75x100 feet and will be four stories

high with a basement, the first story to be

five feet above the ground. The new Stock-

ton Brick Company will probably supply

the brick.

Dissolve Partnership

Berg & Lampe, architects in the

Metropolis Bank building, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Berg will continue to

occupy the office of the old firm, while

Mr. Lampe has engaged a suite of offices

on the fifth floor of the same building.

Portland Notes

Good progress is being made on the new
grandstand of the Country Club at Port-

land, Ore. The pavilion is of concrete and
steel throughout, and the dimensions are

300 by 60 feet. Although the structure is to

be a massive one, with a seating capacity

of 2550, Chairman Campbell figures that it

should not require more than six weeks to .

erect the stand. The grandstand when com-
pleted will be the finest on the Pacific Coast,

and will seat 3500 people, and, being situ-

ated 50 feet above the race course, will give

a fine panoramic view of the entire country

for miles around.

The following Portland architects have

changed their offices : Joseph Jacobberger

has removed to the Board of Trade build-

ing ; E. M. Lazarus is in the same building

;

H. J. Hefty is now located in the Gerlinger

building, and H. C. Dittrich has offices in

the Worcester block.

Messrs. Claussen and Claussen, archi-

tects, have moved from the Buchanan
building to the new Board of Trade
building, Portland.

Among the architects who suffered by
the fire in the Abington building in

Portland the past month were J. L. Mor-
gan and J. O. Wrenn, both architects

losing a number of plans and sketches of

value.

Industrial School

Architect F. S. Allen, 301 Slavin build-

ing, Pasadena, is preparing plans for an in-

dustrial school building to be erected at

San Bernardino. Bonds to the amount of

$35,000 for the purpose have been voted.

Los Angeles Architects

Architect C. H. Russell is making the

working drawings for the Exhibition

building to be erected on Windward
avenue, Santa Monica.

Architect John C. Austin has moved
into a fine suite of offices at 1014-15

Wright & Callender building.

Architects C. F. Skilling and Otto H.

Neher now occupy quarters at 601 Pacific

Electric building.

Architects Maginnis & Walsh, 424 Citi-

zens National Bank building, have fin-

ished plans for a frame Catholic church
to be constructed at Fort Yuma, Cal,

Architect R, B. Young had a narrow
escape recently. While alighting from a:

street car near his Santa Monica resi-

dence he made a misstep and fell, strik-

ing his head on the curb.

Architects Bixby & White, San Fer-
nando building, are making plans of a

large residence to be built on Tenth
street. Riverside, for Dr. Brown, surgeon
for the Santa Fe Company. It will be
of the colonial style of architecture, and
contain twelve rooms.

It is the steady gait all day that counts
for most—provided the gait is not too
awfully slow.

m
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The truth of the old adage ''His-

tory repeats itself" is well exempli-
fied by the outcome of

COMPETITIONS the recent Pittsburg

High School competi-

tion, in which a number of promin-

ent architects participated. Whether
the plan devised and acted upon by
the l3uilding committee and board of

education, which resulted in the

elimination of all architects who
took part in the original competition,

and the subsequent selection of a

favored outside architect, will finally

prove efficacious remains somewhat
in doubt. There can be no doubt,

however, as to the impression

created upon the architectural pro-

fession and the public by the board's

refusal to ratify the report and rec-

ommendation of its professional ad-

viser, whose ability, judgment, prob-

ity and experience are beyond ques-

tion. Whatever the outcome, it may
be said that the reputation of the

board will scarcely be enhanced by

its action in connection with this

lamentable affair, nor can the popu-

larity of competitions for public

buildings be expected to increase

greatly as a consequence of it.

The more we hear of competitions

the more we are convinced that

there is nothing in them except

trouble and expense for the partici-

pants.

In Portland, Ore., general dissatis-

faction is said to exist among compet-

ing architects as to the methods em-

ployed by the Board of Education in

awarding the prizes for the designs

for the new High School building,

to be erected at a cost of $250,-

000. After making its own pro-

visions in writing, the board is ac-

cused of disregarding them, and of

doing so in a manner indicating that

its intention was to prevent the

architects themselves, as well as the

general public, from learning the

facts.

In San Francisco the Union Trust

Company recently held a competi-

tion, and although one of the con-

testants was awarded first prize by

the committee, the directors of the

bank gave the work to another archi-

tect whose plans had received sec-

ond mention. And so it goes. After

a while architects will refuse to go

into competitions except with the

understanding that the rules of the

A. I. A. are to be followed to the

letter.

Some of the architectural journals

and the New York dailies in com-
menting upon the great

SIZE OP post office building

BUILDING just planned for that

city, and awarded in

competition to Architects McKim,
Mead & White aver that it will be

the biggest post office building in

the world, as it will contain 114,375

square feet of floor area, and add that

London comes next, with a post

ofi^ce having 101,000 square feet of

floor area. These editors must either

be misinformed as to the exact size

of the proposed new building, or they

have forgotten Chicago's mammoth
structure that we have always sup-

posed was the largest building of that

character in the world, which belief

is further strengthened if the figures

given for the New York building are

correct. The following interesting

data about that great monument has

been given us by its designer and

deputy architect, Mr. F. W. Fitz-

patrick, now of Washington. The
post office proper contains 344,106

square feet of working space, plus

25,000 feet of public corridors, but

serving the post office divisions. The
total floor area of that building, in-

cluding all the courts and other offices

of the government, as well as the

post office equals 600,000 square feet,

of which 550,000 is working space.

There are 11,908,000 cubic feet of

space and the building cost 40 cents

per cubic foot. The old building it

replaced had cost nearly 60 cents per

cubic foot. The Library of Congress

cost 63 cents and most of the other

great monumental buildings have cost

over 50 cents so that Chicago's is not

only the biggest but the most econ-

omically built structure of its kind in

THE REAL
FIRE DANGER

the country, spite of its having passed

through many vicissitudes. Inciden-

tally there were 460,000 cubic feet of

granite used in its construction and
over 18,000,000 pounds of steel.

The New York Board of Trade
has taken a reasonable view of the

fire situation in that

city and is at work
upon the authorities to

compel that all new
buildings be made fireproof. The
Board of Trade takes issue with the

Board of Fire Underwriters in the

latter's alarm anent the danger of

fire originating in the tall buildings.

The Board of Trade's experts realize

that the real danger lies in the great

mass of shoddy and old buildings all

about the citv and urge that these

be eliminated as fast as possible.

The skyscraper, with its outer walls

of brick and terra cotta, its steel

frame thoroughly encased in fire-

proofing tile and its elevators and
stairs enclosed and windows pro-

tected with wire glass, is absolutely

immune as far as the structure itself

is concerned, and if the Board of

Trade's recommendations are carried

out and adequate provision is made
internally in these tall buildings,

their contents will be equally im-

mune and there will never exist the

slightest possibility of fire originat-

ing in or spreading from these tall

buildings.

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

At a recent meeting of San Francisco

Chapter of the "American Institute of

Architects a discussion was held relative

to the work of the State architects. It

was the concensus of opinion that legis-

lative action is desirable looking to cer-

tain amendments of the present law

which provides for a state architect and
gives him full charge of all state work.

It .is felt that there is too much state

work for one official to attend to and
that competitions should be encouraged,

the state architect to act more in the

capacity of a supervising architect, than

a designing architect. The fact that the

state architect is also seeking private

work is another matter that the Chapter

is anxious to have attended to by the

next Legislature.
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"The Illuminating Engineer'

Arranged by Carl K. Roesch,

of the Enos Company

THE question of artificial illumination

has received so much serious con-

sideration during the past few years

that the term "illuminating engineer" is

being received with the degree of consid-

eration and respect it deserves and the

services of the man with the necessary

abiHty to wear the title are being eagerly

sought after.

In view of this it would be wiser for

those interested in the proper installation

of artificial lighting devices to give this

phase of their business a httle more careful

consideration. It does not mean that one

must necessarily be a graduate engineer

of a school of technology, for with a good

grounding of the fundamental principles of

illumination, leavened with an abundance

of sound sense remarkably good results

can be accomplished.

• I
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The ever increasing variety of reflecting

shades and accessories and the remarkable

development of the new types of incan-

descent bulbs oflfer possibilities for a more

careful consideration of certain vital

factors which enter into the proper illumi-

nation of given areas than was ever before

possible. Some of these factors are:

"A"—Where outlets should be placed.

"B"—What sort of lamps give certain

results.

"C"—What types of globes, reflectors, or

shades should be used to secure the de-

sired distribution of light.

"D"—What sizes of lamps to use, as to

candle power.
"E"—How high they should be placed

above the objects to be lighted.

"F"—Proper consideration of color

values.

"G"—The decorative importance of the

lighting instrument.

The proper amount of thought given to

the above subjects would be productive of

;

\ careful regard for

design and workmanship

ic requisites of success-

i 1 lighting tKat can not

properly be overlooked.
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much more satisfactory results than are

now possible with the haphazard manner

of making installations.

It is quite apparent that the knowledge

necessary to properly dispose of these

points is rather one of knowing what re-

sults are produced by the use of certam

types of lamps or glassware rather than

a technical knowledge of the number of

foot candles necessary to light a certam

given cube.

It is the careful consideration of these

common-sense points which defines^ the

"illuminating engineer" from the "elec-

trical engineer."

To discuss in detail each of the above

mentioned subjects would mean a paper

of considerably more thoroughness than

this is intended to be, but there will appear

in this department each month articles

treating of the new electrical devices which

enter into it, as well as discussions of the

subject in a general way.

The Origin and Use of Louis XIV
Fixtures

By G. W. Pearce,

In "The Illuminating Engineer"

I
EW in the fixture business at home or

I
abroad know who was the originator

* of the Louis XIV. school of design

in metals. It was Charles Perrault, born

at Paris in 1628, died at Versailles m
1703. He designed and modeled all the

exquisite lighting fixtures at Versailles and

at the King's palaces in Paris. Much of

this work is intact, and is the joy of artists.

Many of Perrault's fixtures exhibit

cupids and cherubs holding torches, torch

extinguishers, and branches of acanthus

formed into candle holders and to serve

as brackets, sconces, girandoles, newels

and chandeliers. A study of the faces of

the cupids and cherubs shows them re-

flecting all the emotions of children. Per-

rauh modeled these faces from his own
children and from those of the nobility at

the court of the Grand Monarch, Louis

XIV. To obtain the emotional effects of

joy, mirth, hope, eagerness and other in-

; t I
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fantile emotions in his models, he invented

and told them fairy stories and composed
rhymes and little songs which, when pub-

lished, became the possession of all peo-

ples ; they are living in all languages.

What did he compose? Here is a partial

list: Little Red Riding Hood, The Sleep-

ing Beauty, Patient Griselda, Cinderella

or the Glass Slipper, and last, but by no
means least, the immortal Mother Goose
Melodies.
That gay, swinging, martial and rol-

licking song, "Malbrouck," was composed
by Perrault for the entertainment of some
of his models, the children of a great gen-
eral of the French Army, with whom Per-
rault had served as an engineer in a cam-
paign against that valorous English gen-
eral, the Duke of Marlborough, whose
name the French then and now pronounce
Malbrouck. On a battlefield Perrault had
picked up a letter from Sarah, Duchess of

Marlborough, to her husband, scolding
him for staying in camp in France during
a truce, while she pined for him at Dover
Castle. Of this incident Perrault made
the song which is still sung throughout
France, where to this day many a child

that is fractious is frightened to bed with
the tale that "the terrible Malbrouck is

coming."
The present Duchess of Marlborough

has an exquisite collection of gold gilt

Louis XIV. candelabra made in this coun-
try with remarkable fidelity to the ex-
pression of the cupids and cherubs por-
trayed from the French marshal's chil-

dren, for whom Perrault composed the
stirring words and music of "Malbrouck."
Washington was so fond of this French
song that he had it arranged for the field

instruments of his headquarters' band. He
delighted in hearing it sung with a thun-
dering chorus by the army of Rocham-
beau, whose mother had sat as a child to

Perrault for one of the cupids with a

torch. This fixture was modeled for the
grand salon in which, many years after-

ward, the treaty of peace was signed be-
tween the King of Great Britain and the
Thirteen Colonies.

Mr. Edison vViu Visit the Northwest

Mr. T. A. Edison took a party of 150

personal guests on a special train, on July

18th, to the works of the Edison Portland

Cement Company at Stewartsville, New
Jersey, when a thorough examination was
made of the large and interesting plant

which embodies many of Mr. Edison's in-

ventions as applied to the art of cement
manufacture. Luncheon was served on the

train, and fine weather helped to make the

excursion a most delightful one. The party

included many of the leading architects

and contractors of New York City, and
a number of prominent engineers and
educators. A hearty cheer was given Mr.
Edison when the train stopped on the re-

turn trip to let him ofT at Orange. Mr.
Edison was in remarkably good health,

but to ensure thorough restoration of

strength and to escape the heated spell, he
is now going to spend six weeks with his

family in the Northwest, proceeding as

far as Vancouver.

The Warm Air Furnace vs. the Fireplace

By an Old Timer
I

"The man who whispers down a well,

About the goods he has to sell.

Will never reap the shining doUors
Like he who climbs a tree and hollers."

AS FRESH as the breeze warmed by
the sun of the new day, every month
comes the Architect and Engineer,

full of life and new ideas, as expressed by
your various contributors, and as your
columns seem open to all well-behaved,

who have anything to offer that will benefit

owners, architects, or contractors in the

construction of buildings, I venture to offer

you a series of articles on warm air heat-

ing. With goods to sell, I shall treat this

subject in an entirely impersonal manner,
with the full hope that it will benefit every
one else in the building business, as well

as the writer, and lead up to a better class

of work along the line of warm air

furnace installation. It is an old maxim
and true, "If you help your neighbor, you
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are bound by natural laws, to help your-

self."

A few days since a man came into our

office with plans for a residence, and stated

that he was an Eastern man, and knew
the advantages of having a properly in

stalled warm air furnace, but was up

against it because of the fact that he did

not have money enough to install the fur-

nace, or if he installed a furnace he would
have to leave out his plumbing fixtures.

We told him that we regarded a first-class

heating apparatus in his house as necessary

as the plumbing fixtures; also we did not

see how he could live without his bath
~

tub and other toilet appliances in connec-

tion with the plumbing, but in looking

over the plans of his house, we had a

suggestion to make, which might enable

him to have both, and not increase the

cost of his house. In the plans three fire

places were shown, and we asked the man,

"What do you want with so many fire

places?" The reply was "I do not think

I will be able to put in a furnace at the

present time and must have some way to

warm the house" (yet at the same time

he expressed the idea that two of the

fire places were really in the way). We
asked him to see his architect and con-

tractor, and find out how much they would
deduct if two of the fire places were left

out of the building. The next day the

gentleman returned and with the saving

made by leaving out two of the fire places,

he was able to install a first-class warm
air heating plant, and have money left.

While touching the subject of fire places,

we do not wish to injure the man or men
who build fire places, yet we could not

refrain from giving this instance as an

example whereby others might profit.

* * *

At best a fire place is usually consid-

ered an ornament, but unlike a piece of

furniture, the house wife cannot rearrange

it. but must leave it in the same place.

The hearthstone, with its blazing logs, has

been a theme for poets (and also a source

of dirt and dust), and we suppose some

of the expressions connected therewith
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interesting lighting effects are

often the result of knowing

where to select your fixtures
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could be traced back to pre-historic days,

to men who gathered around the fitful!

blazes of their camp fire, extracting what
little comfort they could therefrom, and
because their camp fire was so much better

than nothing, it fulfilled their every idea

of comfort and that idea has-been so deeply

implanted into us that we still think there

is nothing like the old fire around which
to gather of an evening. Sentiment may
be a beautiful thing, but to the man who
is building a house the dollar usually cuts

a figure and he must obtain for his dollar

just as much comfort and utility as it is

possible to get. A properly installed warm
air furnace will, with the same amount of

fuel used in a fire place or heating stove,

warm the whole house to an even tem-
perature, whereas the fire place or stove

will at best only warm one or two rooms.
In one of your late issues we have

noticed particularly a design for a modern
bungalow, with the usual plumbing fixtures,
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which are considered necessary in the

modern house. Every provision seems to

be made for the comfort of the mmates

with the exception of heating. We all

agree that heat is a necessity even in our

Pacific Coast country, and in the case of

the house mentioned, provisions are made

for one fire place in the living room, leav-

ing the dining room, bath room, and bed

chambers with absolutely no provision for

warming. Such a house might be ever so

nicely arranged in every other particular,

yet you could not be comfortable without

heat, and the arrangement of this house

-is such that about $200 expended would

put in a first-class heating plant. We ven-

ture to suggest that the mantel and hre

place would cost at least that much. We
are not writing these articles with the idea

of eliminating altogether the fire Place in

the modern residence, but with the idea

of showing the desirabihty of a modern

heating plant in the residence.

4 «

In building a house there are three kinds

of heating which are usually considered by

architect and owner, hot water, steani, or

warm air. For this climate especially,

warm air is certainly the most desirable

for residence purposes, for the reason that

quicker results can be obtained, or in other

words, heat is usually wanted in the morn-

ings and evenings and wanted quickly.

With a properly constructed warm air

furnace, the ordinary house can be warmed

in from 15 to 20 minutes from starting

the fire, and can be controlled absolutely

as to the amount of heat furnished,

whereas with hot water or steam it takes

from 30 minutes to one hour to establish

a circulation sufficient to warm the build-

ing, and especially with hot water, the

radiators will remain hot during the middle

of the day, when heat is not wanted.

Radiators necessary with hot water or

steam are very often a nuisance on account

of the space thev occupy, while with

modern methods of installing warm air

furnaces with especially designed registers

they can be placed in walls, and occupy

no space to interfere with the arrangement

of the furnishings of the house. In future

articles we will take up and show what

constitutes first a properly constructed

furnace and following them, examples for

correct installation and arrangement of

same.

A Luminous Clock

The Eiffel Tower in Paris is now be-

ing used for another practical purpose.

On the sides of the second section hun-

dreds of feet above the ground, a lumin-

ous clock warns the gay Parisian of the

passing span of life. The apparatus

flashes forth every minute in huge figures

visible a great distance. This system
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was found the only practical one, as the
grdinary clock dial would be indis-

tinguishable at such a height.

Praises Coast Business Men and Their
Enterprise

Mr. H. L. Balch, secretary and treas-

urer of the Reliance Bali-Bearing Door
Hanger Company, 1 Madison avenue,
New York, recently paid a flying visit

to the Pacific Coast for the purpose of

appointing local representatives for his

company.
; While in San Francisco Mr. Balch
called at the office of the Architect and
Engineer and said he felt much im-
pressed with what he had seen while in

the West, and that he could not refrain
from expressing himself concerning the
conditions as he found them in the
building field.

"First of all," said Mr. Balch, "I must
congratulate the people of the Coast for
the fine feeling of hospitality which
seems to characterize their actions in

every walk of life. I never was treated
so hospitably and cordially in my life

as I have been in my short stay here.
I had always heard of this free, open-
hearted manner of the West, but I never
realized before what it meant. And be-
fore I leave I want to say that I

•thoroughly appreciate the kindly things
that have been done for me while here.

In the East, especially New York, it is

all so different, and in spite of the quick,
decisive method of doing business in

New York, I cannot see that the busi-
ness men of the Coast are behind in this

respect, but somehow they seem to find

time, and take the trouble to inject a
little personal note of hospitality and
cordiality into their business relations
with each other. I wish it were this

way in New York.
"Aside from this pleasant characteris-

tic, 1 cannot help but feel impressed with
the remarkable energy and courage with
which the men here have tackled the
problem of rebuilding San Francisco.
The great progress that has been made
thus far is a wonderful surprise to me.
I had read, of course, a good deal about
the work going on in this direction, but
did not dream of finding a city half re-
built after a great disaster.

"We are accustomed to seeing big
things done in New York on short notice,
and we take a little pride in the repu-
tation we have acquired- for hustle and
enterprise, but I really can't see where
we have anything on San Francisco in

this respect. In fact, if it weren't for
appearing a little disloyal to my home
town, I would say that you are showing
a hustle and pluck here that we can't
match in New York. And if it can't be
matched in New York. I don't know
where it can be equalled.
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"Another thing that looms up to me

is the great future of this section. Every-

where I go here, I find the people so

full of the fire of ambition and so firm

in the belief that the Coast is on the

eve of outstripping the East, that I have

fairly caught the spirit myself and hrmly

believe that the next generation will

find the scenes of America's supremacy

rapidly shifting to the Coast states.

"The other day a man told me that

the Panama Canal was going to work

wonders for this country, and then he

went on to tell me all about it. Then

he told me of the great growing trade

of the Orient, the development of Alaska

and British Columbia and the great re-

sources that lay buried at your backdoor

here, until he got me all aglow with the

prospects of your future. I believe that

this man is right. ,",
^

"Another feature which appealed to

me immediately as I began to go among
you is the character of the people who

make up the great bulk of your popu-

lation You seem to be all thoroughly

American. This is particularly noticeable

to a man from New York where a large

bulk of the population is foreign, and

where a large and great minority do not

even speak the English language. I will

certainly carry back with me a most

favorable impression of this country and

the people that run it, and I am ex-

ceedingly glad that our company decided

to send me here to look over the situa-

tion and arrange for local representation.

My only regret is that we did not do

this before, for I feel that a great deal

of business and a fine opportunity has

been overlooked. Our hangers have be-

come thoroughly established in New
York and the East generally.

''More than eighty per cent of the

largest buildings erected in New York

within the past two years are equipped

with our hangers, and I see no reason

why we cannot obtain as much business

from this section within the next two

years, as we obtained in the East."

Mr. Balch called on several architects

and builders while in this city and ap-

pointed Mr. Victor Dunkcrley his com-

pany's representative in San Francisco,

Mr Louis R. Bedell, in Los Angeles,

b E Fryer & Co., represents the com-

pany in Seattle, and Portland Wire and

Iron Works in Portland. Ore. These

agents all have a full line of samples of

the different style hangers manufactured

by the "Reliance" Company, and will be

pleased to explain the construction and

workings of the hangers to any persons

interested.

Indifferent Heating Jobs

Our attention has been drawn to the

number of indifferent steam and hot

water heating jobs done in the city of

When writing to .\dverti

Winnipeg says the Western Canada

"Contractor." Architects and builders

alike say that these are good and bad.

Upon inquiry we learn that this is not

the fault of the apparatus, pipes, boilers

or radiators so much as it is the fault of

the heating and plumbing contractors

who ought to know their business better

or employ someone who does know it

better.
, ., ,
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The constant trials and tribulations ot

the architect, or the builder, who gives

the sub-contract for the proper heating

retiuired are not at all necessary.

A little further inquiry upon the part

of those who want good heating jobs

should result profitably to everyone ex-

cept those guilty of installing poor hot

water and steam heating and plumbing.

In the above lines, as well as in the

hot air heating line, there is a lot of

apparatus which we believe is simply

"junk"—and a poor quality of junk at

that. ^^^__
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Hard Wall Plaster

"Plaster" is the title of a booklet
which the Western Building Material
Company is issuing.

In it is the specification for the use
of "Reno" Plaster, together with much
information relative to plastering ma-
terials.

Commencing with a small mill in San
Francisco, where "Marbleite" was pro-
duced, the Western Building Material
Company developed so large a demand
for that brand that plans were soon per-
fected in the new mill of the Western
Gypsum Company of Reno.

In this plant are embodied the very
latest ideas in plaster machinery, which
permits of a normal output of 125 tons
each working day.

Associated with the enterprise are men
who are thoroughly versed in plaster
makir-- — Dr. Gould, with V-~ ^^u-m
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years' scientific and practical experience,

is known as the head of the plaster

profession today.

Reno quality means good sand carry-

ing capacity, fairly slow set, rich work-

ing quality and a strong hard wall.

A laboratory fully equipped insures

uniform quality.

The Western Building Material Com-
pany do not advocate excessive addmg
of sand, which is detrimental to a good

wall, and at the same time takes more

labor to mix and use. The plasterer

makes nothing by oversanding but it

does hurt the owner who pays for a

genuine hard wall covering.

Among the buildings plastered with

Marbleite and Reno are: Kohl buildmg,

put on by Smythe Bros.; McDonough
building, by King Plastering Co.; Clark

Apartment^, by Scpfield-De Palo Co.;

Oakland Bank of Savings, by Jas. Ped-

grift; First National Bank of Oakland,

by Geo Dixon; Military Barracks. Alca-

traz, by G. Waldo Cutler; Government
Building, Fort Barry, by Jos. Campbell;

Presidio Barracks, by Jos. Campbell;

Chronicle building, by Smith & Watson;

Schroth building, by Knowles & Kaiser;

Congregational Church, by J. J. Con-

nolly; German Hospital, by Smythe

Bros.; Fabiola Hospital of Oakland, by

Geo. Dixon; Granada Hotel, Gibson, Mc-
Intyre, Satterlee.

From this array of buildmgs in ban

Francisco and Oakland can be gathered

some idea of "Reno" quality.

Previouslv, through local production

being small, plaster was shipped from

remote Eastern States, although the

quality was not any better, if actually

as good as our own local material.

It is therefore with no little pleasure

that we welcome the advent of a plaster

mill which offers so much as the

Western Gypsum Company do with their

"Reno" brands of gypsum products.

The same company recently covered

the Emporium building on Market street

and Baker & Hamilton's new warehouse

on Brannan street, San Francisco, with

their regular felt and gravel roof, and

have the contract for roofing the new
White House building.

Covered With "Watsonite"

The following buildings have been re-

cently covered with the "Watsonite"

roof, laid by the Watson Roof Company:
Hibernia Bank, Mercantile Trust, Adam
Grant, and The John A. Roebling's Sons

Company. The "Watsonite" Roof has

all the virtues of the felt and gravel

roof and many decided advantages. It is

perfectly smooth, without joints, simpler

in construction, lighter in weight, does

away with all metal flashings and has

all the sturdiness and splendid water-

resisting qualities of the "Watsonite"

floor. It is practically the same material

as the latter, spread over the roof sur-

face hot and leveled off with straight

edges. This roof is also specified for

the German Loan and Savings Associa-

tion and the Metropolitan Life Insurance

building.
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Building 909 Feet High

An office building 909 feet in height has

been planned to replace the old home of

the Equitable Life Assurance Society, oc-

cupying the blocks bounded by Pine, Nassau
and Cedar streets and Broadway, New York.

It will therefore be 251 feet 7 inches higher

than the annex to the Metropolitan Life

Building, being erected at the north end of

the block fronting Madison avenue, from
Twenty-third to Twenty-fourth street.

With its annex, which is nearly finished,

the Metropolitan Life building is the tallest

office structure in the world, as it rises 657

feet 5 inches above the curb line. It has

forty-six stories. The Singer building is

the next tallest office building in the world.

It was recently completed, and for some
weeks held the unique place of being the

world's highest office structure. Its forty-

one stories reach a height of 612 feet 1 inch

above the curb.

The Eiffel Tower in Paris is 984 feet

high. The Washington Monument is only

555 feet.

In every respect will the proposed new
home of the Equitable Life be a record

office structure. Besides being the tallest,

it will occupy the most expensive skyscraper

site in the world, as the estimated value of

the land on which the present bnildincr

stands has been placed at from $12,000,000

to $15,000,000. It will have, too, sixteen

stories more than the Metropolitan Life,

twenty-one more than the Singer, and will

be over three times the height of the

Trinity building, opposite, with its twenty-
one stories and rising 280 feet 6 inches
above the curb. It will also be the cost-

liest office building in the world, as D. H.
Burnham & Co., architects, who have drawn
the plans for this greatest of all skyscrapers,

place the cost at $10,000,000.—N. Y.

Tribune.

Put in Hardwood Floors

Next to marble or tile flooring, rank
the floors made of hardwood. Of late an
increasing interest is being taken in the
question of good flooring. The man who
builds to sell is not as much interested
as the man who builds for himself. A
practical builder states that the only
question open to diflterence of opinion re-

garding hardwood floors is as to the kind
of material used, the style of workman-
ship, and the finish.

The man that does the selling— if he
does it well—has to earn his hire these
dnvs.

BEINNETT S

UEL OIL BURNING
EQUIPMENTSs*andardized)

We Manufacture and Sell to Jobbers Oil Burning

Elquipments for all kinds of Service. Our various

Equipments can be set up by anyone. Ejcperts

Not Necessary. Catalog on Application.

BrNNf TT'S PNEUMATIC SYSTEM is the
tihal nil ! It.,! of hurning: fuel oil under low pres-
-..r^ -li.uii .iii." h..' v-.iics heating plants, and

^ \ f ' r / c ri c es:

Pacific States Telephone Co.. Grand Hotel.
.Aronson Building. Robins Hotel. Williams Build-
ing. Boyd Estate. Hotel Arlington, The Empire
.Apartments, Hotel Leo, Marine Building. Union
Square Building, Schmidt Building. Hillcrest
Apartments. Duboce .Apartments. Sherwood
Block. San Francisco and the Imperial Hotel.
San Jose.

BENNETT'S
PETROLEUM
BURNER CO

BENNETT'S PNEUMATIC OiL BURNING EQUIPMENT

WOMKS AND CXKCUTIVC OFFICKS:

579-581 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Western Fuel Company, San Francisco;

Yosemite Valley Railroad, Merced; Cen-

tral Brick Company, Richmond; Fairmont

Hotel, San Francisco ; Continental Salt &
Chemical Company, Alvarado; Hawanan
Pineapple Company, Honolulu.

The Keystone Company is at present busy

on an order for eight 650 horsepower

boilers for the Southern Pacific Company.

Modern Floor Finishing

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing Com-

pany has pubhshed an attractive booklet

entitled "Modern Floor Finishing," which

gives some valuable information in regard

to the care of hardwood floors and the

various treatments necessary to obtain the

])est results. The book will be sent free

upon application to the Pacific Coast agents,

Messrs. Whittier & Coburn, San Francisco

and Los Angeles.

in- V\\M r4r\v 1
> ome

The uooaycar i^uuucr Company,

R. H. Pease, president, is now perma-

nently located in its new home in the

Balboa building, 587 to 591 Market street,

San Francisco. The company has more

than 40,000 square feet of room which

affords abundant space for stock an(l

disolav eoods. The location is ideal and

the display rooms are accessible both

from Market street and Second street

The company carries a big stock oi

swinging hose reels, hose racks, an«

Metropolitan fire extinguishers suitabh

for office buildings, factories and rcsi

dences. and also has in stock a full lin>

of Eureka rubber-lined cotton hose and

unlined linen hose, rubber matting and

Pennsylvania rubber tiling.

Estimates on any of these goods will

be cheerfully furnished architects or

others, upon application. The company

has a fine store at Portland, Oregon,

having the exclusive use of a seven-story

and basement building at 61-67 Fourth

street. Both the San Francisco and

Portland buildings are Class A construc-

tion and fireproof throughout.

Recent Installations of the Parker Boiler

The Keystone Boiler Works, Main and

Folsom streets, San Francisco, has installed

the famous Parker water-tube boiler in the

following buildings and power plants in San

Francisco and vicinity:

Haslett warehouse, San Francisco Gas &
Electric Co.'s plant, Shreve building, Cali-

fornia Pottery Works, Tubbs Cordage

Company, Pasadena Ice Company, Pomona

;

Rinstatter's Brewery, Sacramento; Code-

Portwood Cannery, Fruitvale ; S. H. Frank,

Redwood City ; Hunt Bros. Co., Haywards

;

Norton Tanning Company, San Francisco;

Photograph of window Made by

ifluiiuii Ait (SlaHH Ol0.
510-512 TURK STREET

Phone. Franklin 1 588 San Frandico

J
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Manufactured in California

Better than Eastern Goods
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Concrete Residence

Architect Charles E. Shattuck, 318 Ma-

son building, Los Angeles, has in prepar-

ation plans for a large cement-reinforced

concrete Mission style residence to be

erected for Messrs. Post & Klusman,

on their 600-acre vineyard at Cucamonga.

It will have a living room, 20x30 feet in

size, with large stone fireplace, dining

room breakfast room, den, kitchen, four

bed chambers, bath, besides numerous

closets. The finish will be in various

hardwoods, with polished floors through-

out. One of the features of this house

will be a double compartment cooling-

room and refrigerator combined. I^i the

center will be a spacious patio, to which

all rooms have access. It will be

covered with glass, and will contain

fountain, flower beds, etc. The residence

will be surrounded on two sides by 11-

foot porches. The roof will be tiled.

Building for Pasadena

The plans of Architect F. L. Roehrig,

Byrne building, Los Angeles, for the pro-

posed administration building to be erected

on the grounds of the Pasadena hospital at

Pasadena, have been accepted. The building

will be erected as a memorial to the late

E M. Fowler, the funds for its erection

being provided by Mrs. M. and Miss Kate

Fowler. It is estimated to cost about

$60,000

Wl I i
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for your finer work, remember our

MEXICAN ONYX MARBLE is the

most beautiful stone you can use.

If you haven't samples and prices,

drop us a card. We'll see that you

get them at once.
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HANGERS MADE OF ALL-STEEL CONSTRUCTION
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Sherman Clay Buildinj? Blanco Restaurant
Alexander Hotel Pacific Cereal Co.
Marshall Building Bay Development Co.
Spreckels Building Mission Hotel
Sutro Building Woerner Cooperage

References

CATALOG ON

APPLICATION

Southern Pacific R. R.
Santa Fe R. R.
North Shore R. R.
Key Route
Cal. North-Western R R.

Cal. Fruit Can. Assn.
Cal. Wine Association
Risdon Iron Works
Fulton Iron Works
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Wells Fargo Building
Hotel Brilliant
First Nat. Bank. Berkeley
Oakland Bank of Savings
Peoples' Water Co.. Oakland
Holland Hotel

John Sutton Company
Wilson Company
St. Francis Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
Baker & Hamilton
Henshaw, Bulklcy
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San Francisco, Cal.
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A Notable Case of the Open Shop's
Success

If anybody tells me that the unions could

not thrive under the open shop plan, I will

show him that he is in error. As one illus-

tration of this error. I will cite the case of

the Amalgamated Engineers* Society of

Great Britain, which has more members on
its roll and more money in its treasury than
any other labor society in the world.

That organization started out by being as

fiercely devoted to the closed shop as any
labor society in the United States is, or ever

was. It upheld that tyrannical and reac-

tionary idea as rigidly as do any of the

unions which are affiliated with the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor. This practice had
the usual results. The society's members
became careless and inefficient in their

work, unfaithful to their contracts and bel-

ligerent in their attitude toward non-union
men and toward their employers. Strikes,

lockouts and general turbulence came as a

consequence. Then when it had dropped to

the verge of collapse as an organization, the

society gave up its barbarous practices and
declared for the open shop.

The advance in its fortunes came quickly.

Its members became tractable, industrious

and progressive. They began to take an
interest in their work. Realizing that the

quality of their work and not the union
card which they carried in their pockets de-

termined the value which they would have
to their employers and the wages they
would receive they found a new incentive

to excel, and they did excel. From the man
who worked beside them they asked no
questions as to his membership or non-
membership in a union. In opportunity to

work, and to gain the rewards which faith-

ful, efficient work brings, all were on terms
of absolute equality.—James W. Van
Cleave, in "American Industries."

Demand for Fireproof Doors
The California Fireproof Door Com-

pany is having a good demand for its

fireproof doors and also for the Wilcox
Fire Door hangers, an illustration

of which appears in the company's ad-
vertisement elsewhere in this magazine.
The company has recently installed

metal doors in the Bank of Italy build-

ing, Mergenthaler Linotype Company
building and the Sunset Telephone build-

ing in San Francisco, and the sub-sta-

tion of the Sunset Telephone Company
in Oakland.

Statuary Work for Pioneer Building

The San Francisco Metal Stamping
and Corrugating Company of 296
Eleventh street, near Folsom, is turning
out all the statuary work for the hand-
some new Pioneer building on Fourth
street. The same firm has executed in

sheet metal a fine life-size model of a

bear for the Native Daughters.
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A New Enterprise
The Wagner Ornamental Iron Works,

, Inc., lias leased the huilding numbered 473-

485 Sixth street, San Francisco, and will

carry on an establishment where the San
Francisco building public can feel assured

of getting the best grade of work, and
turned out promptly.

The Wagner Company is under the man-
agement of ]\Ir. George Wagner, president;

Mr. H. Hollensleben. vice-president, and
Mr. A. Jorgensen, secretary, Mr. Wagner
being general manager.

Mr. Wagner is a new-comer to San Fran-

cisco, having for years been the senior

member of the firm of Wagner & Schnitzer,

ornamental iron workers of Baltimore, Md.,

and his long experience qualifies him for

the management of the company, and en-

sures the conservative handling of the en-

terprise which augurs well for its stability.

Mr. Hollensleben is also from Baltimore

and was for a long time estimator with

Deitrick Brothers of Baltimore, a large

structural steel and ornamental iron firm.

Mr. Jorgensen is well and favorably

known to the San Francisco builders by
reason of his long connection with the Cali-

fornia Artistic Metal & Wire Company.
The Wagner Company will manufacture

a complete line of ornamental and artistic

metal work, including fire-escapes, elevator

fronts and enclosures and cars, store fronts,

stairs, railings and gates, front and vestibule

doors, lamps and hammers, leaf and scroll

work generally.

This concern, which was formerly the

"Wagner and Schnitzer Ornamental Iron

Works," of Baltimore, was intrusted in that

city with a large number of contracts which
were all executed to the entire satisfaction

of the architects, contractors, and every-

body concerned. The following are a few
of these contracts : Gymnasium building,

Naval Academy and Experiment Station,

Annapolis, Md. ; New Custom House.
Frederick Savings Institute. Pratt Street

Power House, Baltimore City Jail, etc.

Their plant is large enough (75x160 feet)

for the employment of about 70 men, and is

equipped with the best machinery and work-
ing tools, and they will be very pleased to

have anyone interested (engineers and
prospective builders) inspect their plant.

They will always make it a point to do
only first-class work and feel confident that

this method will make this concern very
successful.

Native Sons to Build
The Native Sons of the Golden West are

contemplating plans for the erection of a

six-story brick building on the old site on
Mason street, San Francisco.

A building committee comprised of

James D. Phelan, Lewis Byington and
Adolph Eberhart is working over plans

submitted bv an architect. The building is

to cost about $125,000 or $150,000.

W.W, BRHII
r/

f! %' /

Dcslcns and Details of

All Classes of Metallic Structures

Now Permanently Located at

Room^ It 4M 405 Jefferson Square
Building

925 Qolden Gate Ave. cor c

II

I I AUlRf?!N
ConsiiHiijg Me ! riical

Mem. A. S. M. £. :>icm. A-S. H. & V. E.

SPECI.ALTIES:

The Mechanical Equipment of Buildings,
Steam Power Plants, Heating,

Ventilating, Wiring;,
Waterworks

Tflfphone. Temp. 3646

15 bbCUND ST., SAN FRANCISCO

1 Kpert Patent » I M. ! ..inical
DravigKti 111,

CATALOGUE CITS \%f IK fECTIVES

PHorxe Douglas 157= Room 308====
Rviss Dldg.,San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. E. Leland, S. B.

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Plans. Specifications and Superintendence

Steam Power, Heating and Ventilation

939 Merchants Exchangee BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Temporary 3857
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.HONZEWORK.

GRILL W0RKFOREL[l/AT0RfNClO5IJR[S.

ELLYATOR CABS STAIRWORK.BALCONY

RAILINGSJIREbCAPtSETC.

hORTWND.Orejoix.

Ornamental Plaster Ceiling in Bank of Italy

Shea 6* Lofqtiist. Architects

Artistic Work in Staff and Stucco

One of the most artistic pieces of orna-

mental plaster work executed in San
Francisco of recent date is the interior

of the banking rooms of the Bank of

Italy building on Montgomery street.

The detail, though quite simple, is very

effective, and the cut shown herewith

gives one an idea of the beauty of the

design. The work was done by Callahan

& Manetta, contracting plasterers, 344

Tenth street, San Francisco. In addi-

tion to the Bank of Italy this firm has

executed contracts for ornamental plas-

ter work in a score or more office build-

ings, apartment houses and residences,

including the Italian-American bank, the

Murphy, Grant building, the Jewelers.

Strauss, Fife and Koshland buildings, the

Casino at Santa Cruz, building for the

Crocker estate, the Mercantile Bank
building, and the new bank at Woodland.

The Why of Jonah
"I wonder why Jonah's name is used as a

symbol of hard luck?" said one fisherman.

'That's easily explained," answered the

other. "He let the biggest fish on record

get away."

Phone Main 307

Plumbing and Steam
Supplies

9 TO 15 NORTH FRONT ST.

14 TO 16 NORTH FIRST ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON
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rr \N|) WINDOW
921 923-925-927 FOLSOM STREET

San Francisco. Cal.

PLATE AND WINDOW GLASS
FIGURED AND SKYLIGHT GLASS

MIRRORS, PRISM GLASS
BEVELING AND CHIPPING

METAL BARS

REEDS' FIRE SHUTTERS
1 THE LATEST INVENTION

1 Fold up like an Accordion under the Window Head

1 LARSEN &L REED
1325 MISSION ST., San Francisco.
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R\r,ON DRAMINii

INSTRUMENTS

...Builders* and \iir\^'^Hiu ifi^triitt'^-^t' .

<I PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE-If you
intend to equip your Drawing Room, re-

member that Keufff.l & Esser Co.'s

nstru meats and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi-

sites for drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

HigHest Aw
T.oviis. •04' P« r\ -ns

JL l'^^ %^^ ^.J^ 4^.,J^ " _^—f- ^^.^^ ^^^...^ M

A new but better ont

CORNER

*».„^ I m. .^ 1.....-^ 1 .<# »'. ^ * »- » ^- *

Kone before. A sample on request. We also make

J iH -M !«{M\u and I
i l^'U'l^M. and WALL-TIES ^

TTxjTTPF T TVF TARRIED IN STOCK BY

i,^t,%. VM.^.^.^ . .ri I. lusiUllriK, iSciite 17, Portland, Oregon

J-WC^ASBESTOS ROOFING

George A. Schaitey Hanry P. Vollmef

Robt. M. Begg»

Uncle Q'
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is "superior to others." That's the opinion

the United States Government experts reached

after a careful investigation and comparison

of the various roofings. That is why the larg

est rooting ordfr ever placed hy the Govern
ment was awarded to us.

When government experts consider J-M .'\^-

BESTOS ROOFING

SUPERIOR TO OTHERS
isni it a pretty safe guide to follow i*

It is considered the best roofing by people who know,

because, being made of Asbestos, it resists fire
:

will not

rot or rust ; is not affected by acids, chemical fumes, gases,

salt air, heat or cold, and requires no painting.^ In other

words, because it lasts the longest and is the * cheapest -

per-year" Roofing.

Write Nearest Branch for Catalog.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
159-165 New Moitgomery St., San Francisco

203 Ea»t Fifth St.. Los Angelo. C*l

576 Finl Avenue. South, Seattle. Wash.

-

FOR

INTFWOW
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^
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^yv; II itiENT

1930 Van Ness Avenue,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Telephone Franklin 272V
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Importers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

BRONZES. CLOISONNES, SATSUMAS, PORCELAINS.
IVORY. EBONY, FURNITURE. JEWELRY. SCREENS.
SILK EMBROIDERIES. KIMONOS, HANDKERCHIEFS,
SHAWLS. GOWNS, BEADS. BED SPREADS. ETC.

IWos. 60I'603'60S'607-609-61I Dupont Street
Cor. California CHINATOWN San Francisco, CaU

Telephone Oakland 8z26 Telephone Home A 1 226

Laughland & SchneWy Co.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Cascr
Interior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill

:

1443-49 Broadway. Oakland, Cal.

C. M. MOORC C. P. MOORE

C. p. M^^kf
BUILDINCj CO.

Oeneral Contractors

703 MILLS BLDQ. San Francisco
Phone Dougflas 1626 CAL.

I

B. J. DUFFY
General Contractor

and Builder

Cor. Jefferson Court and Peninsula Avenue

San Mateo, Cal.

3673 SEVENTEENTH STREET
San Francisco, Cal.

\\ S.W i: the unrti-i v\s:ifi inti

down the ••^s.iir-- :iiuJ i/vr

; RlSCHMl i.l.HR'S I'AIIM
:' OOOR OPENER AND CLOSEB

(

;. ! . . .. \KLAND
1 F - 2633 A 3685
1

'

S' • •• k s i.Av. *'
. -ssie St.

'} -1 l/S' ASS«s , ' .- I'ultonSt.

D. H. Daocansoa, Pres. Otto Qna, Sec'j

GLOBE CONSTRUCTION C':

Wharves and I-

Concrete * < . i

1409-11 CHRONICLE BUILDING

Tel. Temporary 4242 SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone, DOUGLAS 2654

'") L. JONES

CONTRACTOR AND
BUILDER

Office, 1007 HUMBOLDT BANK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Perfect Ventilation Attained

Problems of how to attain the maximum
of ventilation in every building are not new

to the architect and builder. Particularly

in California it is desirable to let the

"climate" in as much as possible. These

problems appear to have been solved con-

clusively by the reversible window that

rises or lowers like the ordinary sash or

will allow itself to be turned inside out (or

outside in, as you please), with equal ease.

The explanation is easy—a "shoe" soaked m
paraffine to eliminate friction, fits mside

the window casing; this is connected with

the sash by a weather strip, the sash itself

being hung laterally on pivots; when the

window is closed, all fittings are sufficiently

tight to keep out any inclemency of

weather; yet so nicely adjusted are all parts

that it is a simple matter to practically

eliminate the sash if one wishes to throw

the room wide open to the outer atmos-

phere.
. .

But ventilation is only one feature; it is

claimed for this window that it saves its

cost in a vear—cutting in half the expense

of cleaning. The fact that the outside may

be cleaned from a standing position on the

floor of the room quite as easily as the in-

side of the window is a great boon to the

window cleaner and precludes the possi-

bility of damage suits to the owner of tall

buildings. This window is used in every

variety of building— residences, hotels,

business blocks, office buildings, etc. The
Hipolito Screen and Sash Company, 634-

638 Maple avenue, Los Angeles, is now
using different sizes of malleable iron or

bronze pivots to carry the weight of any

size window. Among the new buildings

equipped by the company are the Hicks-

Hager apartments, the Kerckhoff block, the

Y. ^M. C. A. building. Hamburger's mam-
moth department store. Security buildmg.

Fifth and Spring streets, and International

Bank building.

Triangular Rib Metal

The problem of reinforcing lintels and

sills so as to permit their being handled

with safety before being placed has con-

fronted many concrete workers. To over-

come this difficulty the Trussed Concrete

Steel Company, 650 Trussed Concrete

building, Detroit, Mich., has placed on the

market its "Triangular Rib Metal." The

steel is easily placed and it is said to be

impossible to' misplace the reinforcement in

the mold sufficiently to endanger the

strength of the hntel. In placing this rein-

forcing, two ribs are put at the bottom,

where the most reinforcement is needed,

the light connecting spacers being sufficient

to take up the shear. Triangular Rib Metal

is furnished in either 4, 6 or 8-inch mesh.

The company has published some interest-

ing Hterature on this subject, which every

cement user should send for.

A Clever Piece of Staff Work by Mr. JurgewiU after Desism by Stone & Smith. Architects

J. PRED UUROEWITZ '*-'6 I^.^^^" jj^^^"^
STAFF AND STUCCO WORK EAST OAKLAND J
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STATIONARY PANtL 4

RELIANC! f! \\fi!l^< :tnJ ' !)()i'BfT spmr' DEVICE
For moving two doors in the same direction, one door at double speed of the other.

.,c Bail Beariiii!' Ihior liariirer Co.
Most Durable
Noiseless and
Essleit Running
Hunger Made
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PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
San Francisco: \'iCTOR Dunkkrley. Monadnock BIdg. Seattle: D. E. Fryer & Co.
Los An>.u'l<>s: Loris K. Bedell. 72 I' I'drtlandWi Ik<in Works

C. E. KELSEY
LEONARD M. McEVOY KELSEY & M EVOY Telephone

Temporary 4448
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Single Arm Open. Ali ,-i/t > to 30 ft.

It's as n<'arly everlasting as
a Pulley

Turned and Ground Shafting

Machine Work of All Kinds

Hangers. Boxes. Belting

Freight Ehvators and Hoists

2nd Hand Boilers

313-315 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO Double Arm i. c'-. u

Made for Extra Width

MEURER BROS. CO
METAI. SPANISH TM f

Tiffany Pattern. A perfect and hand-

some Roof Coverinj^. The only tile that

gives the effect of Lights and Shadows.

'Tis absolutely water-tight. Used on all

the schools in San Jose.

r

A. H. Mcdonald, Representative

185 STEVENSON STREET
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE SAN FRANCISCO
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Postal Telegraph B^iildinwr. San Francisco. Lewis P. Hobart, Architect
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The Carquinez Brick Company
The Carquinez Brick and Tile Com-

pany, with offices in the Russ building,

San Francisco, is installing ten new
downdraft kilns which will materially in-

crease the capacity of the works. This
company has been getting its share of

the common brick business in San Fran-

cisco since the fire, in fact, it has been
obliged to turn down orders owing to

inability to supply the demand. The
improvements now under way are cal-

culated to place the company in better

condition to handle an increased volume
of business. All the common brick in

the new Palace hotel is being fur-

nished by the Carquinez Company, be-

sides the brick for a number of fine

apartment houses and the building of the

Keystone Realty Company at Hyde and
Washington streets. The Carquinez

Company has excellent shipping facili-

ties, its plant in Contra Costa county being

on the water front as well as close to the

main line of the Southern Pacific Company.

Builds Residences

William McKenzie, contractor, with

offices at 734 Washington street, reports

having recently completed several residence

jobs. Mr. McKenzie has been in the con-

tracting business in San Francisco since

1900 and in that time has built several busi-

ness buildings and cottages.
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Round Trip Tickets from Portland, - $6.00

GOOD FOR THE SEASON

Saturday-Monday, - - - $3.00

Newport is an enchanted, beau
tiful. natural seaside resort.

Our new sumnior book will tell

all about it. Call, write or 'fone

TicKet Office, 3rd and ^Wa»H Sts.

>VM. McMURRAY. G. P. A.

Portland, Ore.
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DRAIN
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STORE FRONT
The only up-to j tin ^

A Large Stock «ys on Hand

.-BRA55 SPRING

SILL
METAL SETTING BLOCKS

For Particulars Apply

V. DUINKi k'l -i V
SOLE SALES AGENT

669-671 MONADNOCK BUILDING

Phone Kearny 3308 San Francisco, Cal.
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INDESMITH HOIS
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MANUFACTURERS OF

ONTRACTOR

IVIACHINER

11

Concrete iixers^ Concrete Hoists, Friction

arts and Wheel Barrows

San Francisco Representatives:

L. E. BOYLE CO
Tn

;nu!tt, ".EARHY 728
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ii

F. T. CROWE & CO., 409-415 Globe BIdg.,
1

Seattle, Wash.

F. T. CROWE & CO.. 1105 A Street

Tacoma, Wash.

F. T. CROWE & CO., 121 So. Monroe St.,

Spol(ane, Wash.

F. T. CROWE & CO., Front and Aniceny Sts.,

Portland, Ore.

J. COUGHLIN & CO., Vancouver, B. C.
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ORRUGATED BARS for
mtm^smmsmm

NFORCED CONCRETE
- :m n^m^ IP ie reinlorcement of our feyilinp

These bars we carry in stock in Portland and Seattle

and can be furnished in any length up to 3() feet at once,

up to 60 feet on special order.

All Official Tests and Juries have gJYen Corrugated Bars First Pteei

Why take chances with * ^ " ^ ms of Reinforcement

when the use of CORRUGATED BABS nisures perfect bond-

ing and permanency of structure?

r. T. c *w ii^.-# .. 1 _i\,^ t"^ f 1 1 s«

o I L,^ .

I Front St.. Portland, Ore.

164 So. Madison St., Spokane
411 Qlobe Bliij '-*fc. :

ILiC

1105 A Street, Tacoma
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HigKest Grit ill BmUiinj' Materials
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rf AGENTS ^0\

BUILDING MATERIAL

^\ CONTRACTORS//^/
SUPPLIES
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AsK For Prices. For Catalogues
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KERR, GiPFORD 6. CO.
Concord ^^ '' cconU and t irk streets, I 'KILAND, OREGON

OFFICE.

345 BERRY STREET
PHONE KEARNY 3849

.A\ FRANCISCO
lilders Exchange, 180 Jessie

,treet. Builders Association,

Pine and Kearny Streets
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CONTRACTOR FOR

Cement Gravel, Sand,
Crushed k*K, k jfiil Oradiii-

YARDS:

34.5 berry street
714 Sixth St.

bunkers:

3RD 4 CHANNEL STS.
SAN FRANCISCO

W.....1.... 30-32-34 Dore St.

PHONE MAIK

^ - T T:Mi:
Heideli. ^ tandard" s igorite"

r:T;o. B. ii.^VTE cV <^kj.

$100,000 Machine Shop and Foundry

The Smith & Watson Iron Works, of

Portland, Oregon, have just awarded con-

tract to Langford & Walker for the con-

struction of a two-story concrete and

brick machine shop 110x200, and work
has already begun.
Orders have been placed with Eastern

firms for modern machinery, including

a 20-ton crane, which will be installed

with rail facilities running in the shop,

thus expediting the loading and unload-

ing of cars.

The Foundry will be of brick and

occupy the site of the present shop. This

will be 73x165. There also will be a travel-

ing crane with improved spur facihties.

The entire outlay for shop, foundry

and new machinery will be $100,000. The
Smith & Watson Iron Works make a

specialty of iron castings,^ saw mill

machinery and logging engines. Their

plant will be the most complete one of

its kind in the Northwest.

Hydrex Felt for Church

Hydrex felt and compound has been

specified for St. John's church in Chico,

T. J. Lyon, architect. The coast repre-

sentative of Hydrex felt is the L. E. Boyle

Company, Monadnock building, San Fran-

cisco.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

FLEVAl ORS
Passenger and Frei^Kt
Ellectric or Hydraxilic

i\\c;inc LLM TPir
t\, NC .INF/LRINC . (,;< ^

213 sit i >ND ST ^ I t T i

DEALERS IN

Electric Supplies, Electric and Combi-

nation Fixtures, Dynamos and Motors
CONTRACTORS FOR

All Kinds of Electrical Work, Con-
duit and Marine Installation

a Specialty

CmU and see us or *Phone Your Waats

No. 61 SIXTH STREET, PORTLAND, ORE.

'Phones Main 1696—A1696

I
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— First National of Oakland
The First National Bank of Oakland

has published an attractive little volume
descriptive of its new home, together

with a short history of the institution

which for thirty-four years has been
closely identified with the interests of

the business community of Oakland.
The bank's new building was designed

by Architect C. W. Dickey and is of fire-

proof construction. The book is well

edited and quite handsome typograph-
ically.

Nodamp Block Machine
The Nodamp Machinery Company, 415

Andrus building. Minneapolis, Minn., has

just issued a handsome new catalogue,

which every interested cement user should

send for. The catalogue describes the No-
damp block machine, the Ames cube mixer,

gas engines, pneumatic plants, ornamental

molds, etc. In an introductory paragraph

the company says : "Since the advent of the

first concrete building block machine, with

its crude construction, embodying only an

attempt at the desired idea, there has been

an evolution in improvement to the highest

degree of perfection in the Nodamp two-

piece metal bond machine that challenges

all other makes and elicits the praise and

claims the admiration of all cement work-
ers .=,ev€rywfe€.r^- The sii. plicity of con-

struction, ease of action, its durability, with
multiplicity of molds, has placed it at the

head of all machines today, while the build-

ing block produced in two pieces with metal

bond supplies a continuous air space, af-

fording perfect ventilation, frost-proof and
impervious to dampness, and furnishing an

inner wall ready for white finish and
decorations with perfect safety, without

furring and lathing."

Mined, Made and Marketed In Oregon

OR I- X.ON
S I V. N N

-IINl, RAL.
P '•% 1 N "I

r NOLITH
SANIl \ /\

Portland Sanitar) Floor Co
IMPORTERS AND MANUFaC! k w

Factory: 185 Jefferson St., Portland, Oregon

Comprisiaz House Paints, I'mg and
Brick Paints, Wood Fillers, Stains, Wall

Tints, Pipe Cement, Etc.

A SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL

PORTLAND. Orhgon. May 16, 1907.

Mr. D. H. Wevant,
President Orejfon Sienna Mineral Paint Company,

Dear Sir; —
I have used several barrels of your prepared paint on

boat work, and am pleased to say that it has zivca first-

t lass satisfaction. It covers well, and so far as my experi-

ence with it jfoes. it is durable. I have tried nearly all the

prepared paints in this market and have had to discard

them for one reason and another. Your paint has proved

a surprise to nie, as I had come to the conclusion that the

only way to get a satisfactory paint was to buy the lead

and oil and mix it here I am glad to be able to use an

Oregon product, and am more than glad to find it supcri >r

to all others that 1 have tried. You may send me at once

another barrel of barge red and a barrel of white for

immediate use.
Yours very truly,

JOSEPH SUHPLE

For prices, terms or color samples address

U.N ION RAIINX COIVtr^
E lit 111 Uj1»i Av^., between Alder an i '

r:li/in: 3iit H\) i*^*^'!^ ^^^'

)i:i)< 5!nU HHUV. PAINT

Salem, Oregon

A -X \

mew * f V CMl:NT BRIlk
Art coalBK iDio lavor mon: rapidly than other PortlaiMl Ceaent Products

Some of the thinj/s we make are : Concrete Blocks for Buildings,

Sidewalks, Hitching Posts, Monuments, Stairs, Fences, Sewer
Pipe, Spanish Tiling, Mantels, Burial Vaults, and innumerable

other specialties

For Full Particulars Address

NEW ERA PRESSED STONE CO.
Office:

537 PACIFIC BUILDING

Phone Kearny 5977

Factories

:

EDGEMAR )

EASTON i

^^^ MATEO, CALIFORNIA

Send for Descriptive Circulars

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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BLACKSMIT ILERMAKERS

Fire Escapes, Sidewalk Doors, Hose Casing ,;

a Specialty Ij

mi FRONT STREET, CORNER COLUMBIA
PORTLAND, ORE.

PHONE MAIN 7155

91

H
I

i I . 1.1 1 1 1 r K » f . n , I. r \ /. . \ .^

tiectric Light and Power Installations

Telephone Systems

Wi'h! ^ oa^f I iii>if!renrii* Co.

i,« ;' '. engineers

(iiuf t f//i t r.:ii'tors

ielcpiiuno A 1J4V

Office 412 Couch BIdg., Portland, Ore.

THE J. McCRAKEN CO.
1

Roche Harbor Lime
Alsea*8 QilUagham and Standard Port'

land Cements
Utah Building, Casting and Land Plaster

Krlsollte Hardwall Plaster

Herringbone Expanded Steel Lath
Universal Corner Bead

P, Hammar Paint Co. Condensed Paints

Fire Brick, Fire Clay

231-235 Pine St., Portland, Ore.

f

ARCHITECT
Are invited to use our Sam* 'r Rooms
and show their clients by ti.. ...xLures

themselves (instead of by catalogues)
the installations recommended.

Ml f\lJNI
%\.j\ ^'\

t; ^

; ^n;i\'

>'. ! S,

The
Oregon Paint^ Varnish

Compftftv
Wholesale and retail dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnisli and Painters' Supplies

Agents for The Grkf.N-Marshall P.mnts
and Los Angeles V.\rnish Comp.any's V.\r-

NISHES.

No. 93 GRAND A.V!VUE
Phone East 28")8 PortUnd, Ore.

\ 1 I C. \ 1 C I \ S S

FIXTURES AND WIRINl.

S. C. JAGGAR

\ 1

J. E. MAXON

'I i fir If

Electrical Contractors

291 East MorrisonStreet

E.23I28 PORTLAND. OREGON

CfM^Ni "n piHG BRICK

A Pressed Brick at the

price of common brick

FULLY GUARANTEED

Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co.

Worlu, Foot of Linn St., u Portland, Ore.

Phone Sell 66

THF AD AVIW
HARI

MPAMY'^

th

*^««*%_

HAIR FIBERED "CROWN" BRAND
WOOD FIBER PLASTER
UNFIBERED PLASTER
Factory

Foot Fiheenth Street

Phone Main 2109

Office

Room 433 Worcerter Bldg.

Phones Main 7 18 -A 1218

PORTLAIND. OREQOIN

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ORK CITY •**

"*-" -m-' -
^^^-?"='

RICHTFR \m»' ' *

TENAFLY, N. J.

Tapestrolea Burlaps Canvases
and other Decorative Tf * r*^

Samples sent upon request. Departments

20 E. TwentyFirst Street, New York

43 E. Randolph Street, Chicago

i 1

fi

aiir liirnnitam
A CLtB UiHlL I UK MLIN

7'A( /.../,.. /d-Z/j /^^ story

Seventh Avenue and Forty • second Street

hinrtion of Broadway

I.!l.^

%
1

: ! I Mi ' » ij

> if

,>li fit'

i

If /
I

.^ I

1 ,- .

Restaurant on
i the street floor,

— a restaurant
where ladies are
welcome.

Every other
part of the
house exclu-
sively for m^n.

Telephones in

every room.

Respectful,
quiet, obedient
and a-lert Japan-
ese servants.

r* i ' k^^ Bedroom and
bath $2.00 a day

^^^ upward.

Send for Booklet

, Proprietor

I »

I *

l^

* iS-%*

T F. PADl'fJ

ollU' ime Ijompdii

St. Clair Bxiildin^

No. 16> California Street

"WareHovises
XKird and CHannel Sts.

San Francisco c . *
I .

i'
/ \ T* 1?''^

I.

W. Mf!

Contractor . ci FHuiliJfc^r

— 734 WASHINGTON ST.

Phone Kearny 1487 SAN FRANCISCO
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Buildings in Northwest

The omnibus public building bill, re-

ported recently at Washington, author-

izes the following appropriations for

Oregon:
Building and site, Albany, $65,000.

Building and site, Pendleton, $70,000.

Continuing construction, Eugene build-

ing, $20.()(X>.

h'or Washington:
Buildings, BcUingham and North Yak-

ima, where the Government now owns
sites, $120,(K){) each.

Sites, Olympia and Walla Walla, $20,-

mO each.

Site. Rvcrctt/$15,000.
I 'or Idaho:
Building, Lewiston. $75,000.

Site, Pocatello. $l(UK)(t.

New Bids Asked for Work at Fort Mason

Work on the great docks and warehouses

at Fort Mason, which was supposed to have

begun a month ago, has been delayed by the

surrender of the contract.

New bids are being taken, which will

dclav the beginning of the structures for

several months. The money at the present

time available to spend at Fort Mason for

these improvements is $1,500,000.

f

William B. Abb

)nslrii(lii>

nipcii

of Step! Buildings

^ I ' < J '

1 1 1 * \-(

Office: 374 Monadnock Building

San Francisco '^ PtwMie oougias 2446

PROPOSA

WANTE

Construction Work for Marine Corps.

Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps,

Quartermaster's Office, Washington,

D. C, August 14, 1908.

SEALED FROPOSALS will be re-

ceived at this office until eleven A. M.,

September 15, 1908, and then be pub-

licly opened, f^^r the construction and

completion of a marine barracks and

ofhcers' quarters at the Naval Training

Station, San Francisco, Cal.

Proposal blanks, plans, and specifica-

tions, and other information may be ob-

tained from Rcid Brothers, Claus

Spreckels Building, San Francisco, Cal..

the Depot Quartermaster, U. S. Marine

Corps, 330 Jackson Street, San Fran-

cisco, Cal., or from the undersigned.

The latter reserves the right to reject

any or all bids or parts thereof and to

waive informalities.

F. L. DEWIY,

Colonel, Quartermaster.

When writing to Ailvertisers mention this Magazine.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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chitects, Attention!

FIRE
_ 1"*^ "T"

FOR OFFICP e

HOTELS, WAREH
LDiNGS THEATERS

.#•- fi \w/ \.J L.- '^3

INGS

TH £

HEMiCA
he latest fire

T H

THE BASP2MENT of each building is equipped with a stationary

engine, and by means of compressed air the chemical solution

is carried to each floor and made operative by the mere pressing ot

an electric button.

t:* EIGHTY-ONE PER CENT. OF ALL FIRES IN 1907
WERE EXTINGUISHED BY CHEMICAL ENGINES

c.Lr ErBOTLE XX>1VIPANY,^n
CALIFORNIA AGENTS

Monadnock Building San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Money Supplied for Building Purposes

Hansbrough & Yorston, general contract-

ors and builders with offices in the Metropo-

lis Bank building, San Francisco, are pre-

pared to furnish money for building pur-

poses to owners of lots who have not suffi-

cient ready cash with which to finance the

construction of a building. The company

will accept the lot as part security.

Recent contracts taken by Hansbrough

& Yorston include a three-story brick and

concrete building for John H. Sears in

Ross Alley at a cost of $32,000; also a

two-story building for Mr. Dusenberry at

Stockton and Green streets, a two-story

and basement store and hall building at

Haight and Fillmore streets, planned by

Architects Curtin & -Foley and a rein-

forced concrete stable on Van Ness avenue.

Canton Metal Ceiling

The Fogle & Mauer Co. are now the

San Francisco representatives of the

ceiling department of the Canton Art Metal

Company. A. E. Chaffey is no longer con-

nected with the company, having removed to

Rawhide, Nevada. The Fogle & Mauer Com-
pany intend to push the sale of the Canton

goods, and a number of good contracts

have lately been filled by them, including

metal ceilings in the Citizens Bank of

Fruitvale, Lundstrom's hat stores in San
Francisco and the Byron-Rutley tailor-

ing house in Oakland.

^

Branch of Roses and
Grat>es Executed by

Chr. Deterding.

BANK
i IxrURES

ELEVATOR
GRILLS

ART FORCINGS
and HAMMERINGS

I V1tl\l WOHKN

» I { , I * I * i % I t

Removal Notice

The Golden Gate Brick Company has

moved their office to 660 Market street,

opposite the Palace hotel, San Francisco.

Their office is on the second floor with

a Market street frontage. The telephone

number is the same, Kearny 3378.

_i_ i^f
-,4 CAPES

MAKERS OF

lilectric Signs and Reflectors

Border Lljfhts. Electrical Work,
Switch Boxes and All Kinds of

Sheet Metal and Architectural
: : : : Iron Work : : : :

164 OAn STRFF
SAN FRANC !SCO, Cy\L.

SON i^v[l^ I
!

Complete Partition Walls

^V«#

NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN REALTY BLDG. WHITNEY BUILDING
F.\IRMONT HOTEL PACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITl^ELL BUILDIN(

and many other Buildinijs in Course of ErectionGERM
FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PARTICULARS, APPLY AT OFFICE

MONADNOCK BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO,

Demolith GGtnpetny ^ ^ .

Manufacturing Demolith and XoHth Flooring, Wainscoting and Sanitary Base

riNCPMOOF. WATCWPHOOr AND •ANITAWV

F«dory ind Office 310 Clementina Street ^^
Near Fmirtli St

Sa Frucitct. Cil
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It Kools the Buralar

Worth Having

The Automatic Sash Lock Company,
recently incorporated in Los Angeles,

reports business good. The company has

placed on the market an improved device

that promises to revolutionize the auto-

matic lock business. It is claimed the

lock is without an equal for simplicity,

strength and safety. There is nothing

complicated about it. A single lever

controlled by a single push button oper-

ates a single set of bolts. The bolts are

engaged in specially contrived "racks"

—

one for the lower sash and the other for

the upper. You close the window in the

old-fashioned way, but to raise it you
must push the button. The lock is made
of pressed steel, defying time and tam-
pering. Only the ornamental brass head
of the push button is visible.

From the inside a child's finger can

manipulate it. From the outside a

burglar's jimmy cannot move it. Cut
away the woodwork and the bolts remain
snug and invincible in their hiding places.

The automatic sash lock is woman's
comforter. She no longer need worry
for fear the windows have been left un-

locked. You couldn't forget to lock

them if you tried. Raise or lower the

sash any height, let go the button and
the window locks itself. Write for pam-
phlet to the Automatic Sash Lock Com-
pany, 972 S. Alameda street, Los An-
geles, Cal.

The officers are: Samuel R. Guyther,
president and manager; T. Dunlop
Campbell, secretary, and J. A. Buttress,
vice-president. Mr. Buttress is the in-

ventor of the lock, the cost of which is

no more than the ordinary sash lock.

OH^ HZRV! A , N
,

PRCSIOCNT
E. J. CLARK
SEC-V-TRCAS.

THE

MANUFACTURERS OF

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF
SAFES, VAULTS AND
DEPOSIT BOXES

Special Styles of SAFES. VAULTS and aU kinds

of Iron Work Built to Order

120-130 FOLSOM STREET

PHONE KEARNY 54^3 SAN FRANCISCO

RUBBER TILIN
"mm

N H

Nunc Better than the Feniisyi

vania Rubber Tilintj.

WE CARRY ALSO

\ll Styles of Swinging
Hose Reels, * 'Eclipse"

i> winging Hose Rack

E\l KS

Kurcka's Rubber Lined Cotton

Hose and Unlined Linen Hose.

Specify "Eureka's Best" or

"20th Century" for an Under-

writers .Approved Fire Hose.

CJ C3C3D 1
' t'^'iA r%. I< %^^ I > I

i..' 11 ! 'I % •^-.i^, i^resident

5^<) 5*^1 .^larkcl M. 61 = 63-65=67 Fourth St.:i<H
t.

'^ i

I
'1/ \%v.jr^w't> PORTLAND, ORE.

5.

Entrance to AimiTORU'M BUILDING. I,os Angeles
Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect

Tiled -v'th HydrauHr Morale Tile

Ravpntn^ nip 3p{i r.MiTip''.'
^'

dftJlMUc nil uUu Uyliiyii. v-.--

... ..AVENTOS, Manaqcr

Manufacturers of HYDR.AULIC TILES
Importers of Cement Colors

HOTEL IRWIN Tel. Temporary 1420

108 FOURTH STREET SAN FRANCISCO

I. L. 1 I

Boston

Ssw^

1! 1

f i

1 i

!

Is the Best Finish

Made for Floors,

Interior Woodwork
and Furniture ^

fl Not brittle, will neither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preservinjr the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

most Economical and Satisfactory Polish

Known for Hardwood Floors. ^ For sale by

dealers in paints, hardware and house

• furnishings. flSend for our free. book-

let, telling of the many advantages of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher Polish Co.
356 Atlantic Avenue, BOSTON. MASS.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
is a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors J
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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New Reinforced Concrete Engineer

F. T. Crowe & Company of Seattle, Ta-
coma, Spokane and Portland, Ore., have

been fortunate in securing the services of

Mr. F. F. Sinks of Chicago, who succeeds

Mr. Heath as the company's reinforced

concrete engineer. Mr. Heath has accepted

a position as engineer with the Engineering

and Contracting Company of Seattle,

Wash. Mr. Sinks was formerly of the firm

pf Condron & Sinks of Chicago and is

recognized as one of the best reinforced

concrete engineers in the West.

Bungalow Painting Company
The Bungalow Painting Company, Lents,

Oregon, succeed the Hazel Painting Com-
pany of the same place. Mr. Vose, the

proprietor, is one of the few painters who
keeps posted on all the new materials and
ideas in his profession. He has just re-

turned from an extended trip through the

South and Southwest in which he collected

much information in connection with up-to-

date bungalow work. The bungalow style of

architecture is growing in popularity in the

Northwest, and a wide diversity of design

and decoration is demanded by the architects.

Vaults for Tillmann & Bendel Building

The Hermann Safe Company, manufac-
turers of fire and burglar proof safes,

vaults and deposit boxes, with offices and
factory at 120-130 Folsom street, San Fran-
cisco has equipped the new Tillmann &
Bendel building, MacDonald & Applegarth,
architects, with steel vaults of the very
latest pattern. The vaults are supplied with
the most improved filled doors.

COMPETITIONS
Program of a Competition for a Seal for

the Architectural League of America
The Executive Board of the Architectural

League of America is desirous of obtaining
designs for a Seal to be used in connection
with the letter press of the League. There
shall be a first prize of twenty-five dollars

($25.00), and a second prize of ten dollars

($10.00). These prizes shall be awarded to

the designs placed first and second by the

Committee, which are to be selected by the

members of the League in convention at

Detroit.

Drawings—Drawings are to be made on
bristol board in India ink line. The actual

size of the drawing to be between 2J/2 and
3 inches. The bristol board to be 12x9
inches.

These drawings are to be forwarded to

the Detroit Architectural Club, 92 Griswold
street, Detroit, Mich., not later than Sep-
tember 12.

Drawings are to be accompanied by a

sealed envelope containing the name and
address of the author. No name or device

is to be shown on the drawings.

Where other floorings start to break

down - at that point "Watsonite"

just begins to show what its enduring

powers are.

... , Hard, toujh, but not brittle. Won't
vv ater-prooi

^^^^^^ (-hip. leak or disintegrate —
a'iI if f

«^'<^n under the hardest traffic and
AiKaii-pro*)t

severest usage. Sanitary and non-
lune-proof

^bs^rbent.

WEAR-PROO
HHHWHHHHHnHHHM

FLOORS

Some of the best known - most

conservative and careful con-

cerns in this city have adopted

the "Watsonite" Floor - enthu--

siastically - after experiences

with all other materials.

Wells Fargo's new stables are paved
with "Watsonite" - main floor, run

ways, and stalls upstairs.

Loadinsr Pits and driveways Wells
Fargo Building.

Western Meat Company -entire new
plant. 6th and Townsend Streets.

ft^'^^g^^ Lavatories and driveways Baker &
•<:^ Hamilton's new buildindf, Rrannan
Street. Scores of others
- large and small.

J&toi^lb^^

w'xrsoNiTt
FLOOfI

Not ready - made
- mixed hot at job
- no joints. The
ideal flooring for

all purposes-any-
where.

These people have

found "Watsonite"

a splendid invest-

ment - it facilitates

business wonder-

fully - it saves time

and labor - it saves

money - its main-

tenance expense is nothing - it meets

requirements faur beyond the ability

of other floors.

Our reputation is back of every claim-
"making good" has built our success.

Lei us talk to you about "Watsonite."

THE WATSON ROOF CO.
no Svitter Street -;

PHone Douglas 4-11 >-

SAN FRANCISCO
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SAN rRAttClSCO February I, 1007,

Mesa. Keystone Boiler Works,

Main & Folsora Streets, ^

San Francisco. Cal.

Dear Slrs:-

Tho 20C H.P. Parker Boiler Installed by you at our Powor

Plant la fully meeting your promises and our expectations.

At the end of three months continuous operation It was found

that the tubes were entirely freo from scale, as the latter had been

carried Into the drum from wnlch It was readily renoved.

Its use fihows H distinct econoray in the amount of coal used

as compiwred with the consumption of the other Boilers In doing the

same amount of work, and with no apparent 111 effects it has on many

occaslpna responded to the call for additional work to meet exlgenolee.

We are highly satisfied with It.

Very respectfully,

WESTEJWI-PH^^*^AS?^y
.<^

JLH.

' ^*. ^»» 7 *. ? %. \...W m. m %»»•• m,.^...,J^^.W m m ^fe^' " T \^ M. Jl m *t_

•Mt

\ { )LSOAi ^iKi^Lic.

SAIN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER
SELF CLEANING

WATER TUBE BOILER
ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

,»ii When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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DEALERS

IN . . .
I

•*

'
• 'A

I I

!BE hmmm I

Central American, Philippine and Australian Woods, Heavy Oak, Ship

Plank and Timber, Walnut, Quartered Oak, Cherry, Maple, Ash, Hickory,

Birch, Poplar, Basswc.od, Dowels, Ebony, Lignumvitae, Rosewood, etc.

KILN DRIED HARDWOOD FLOORING 3-8. 7-8 AND THICKER
LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF DRY HARDWOODS ON THE COAST

COR. SPEAR AND HOWARD STS. SAN FRANCISCO

I

j_'- \\){)\) MA.M I \CTIKI:R> t
MANUPA'""riit3rp*=i or aND nrALERS IN

DOORS, WINDOWS FRAMES, MILL WORK, TANKS iUMBEN >^

Front Doors. Sash Doi^rs. ir'anci Uuurs. screen uours, uia/cu wuiumus^ >^ muou i.ui>>r ii.ii.-v.wi-

Leaded Art Glass. P'ancy Door Lisrhts, Mouldings. Window and Door Frames, Head and Base

Blocks. Porch Columns. Balusters. Hand Rails. Brackets, Sash Weights. Sash Cord

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:

453 BRYANT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHt 718

E. K. WO BE
MANUFACTIT f KS OF

riR AND UM I -.

Jn^jlls^Bellingham Bay, Wash. Crays Harbor, V^ a&h. Yiiftls ^Jan traiicisco, (^al. :5aa Icdro. L.al. L^os

Angeles, Cal. San Rafael. Cal. San Anselmo, Cal. Stea mers — ShdSta, San Jaclnto, Tdmalpdis, Olympic.

Cable Address " EKAYWOOD " a. b. c. code 5th edition
Pacific Coast Lumberman's Directory Code

GENERAL OFFICE :

Santa Marina Bldg. 112 Market St.
Yard: 5th and Channel Streets SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

G. H. BRONX N W. S. KING

THE BROWN=KlNfi CO.

Oak, Maple and Birch Flooring

and Hardwood Lumber

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

Strable Mnfg. Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Office and Warehouse
First Street, between Washington and Clay,

OAKLAND, CAL.

TELEPHONES \ Main 220
/ A 6004-6005
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Redwood Maiitifacliirers Coiiipiim^

Headquarter* for Choice Kiln

Dried Redwood and Oregon

Pine Interior Finish- smoothly

run and flat surfaces sanded.

Kedwood Doors, White Pine

lioori. Colonial Oregon Pine

Doors. One-panel Oregon

Pine Doors with Slash Grain

Panels and Everything in

Millwork.

Inspection of our Stock Invited

Visitors Welcome

ft 7 ? \i 1 O ' f-
'

SALES OFFICE AND WARE
HOUSE

ON SANTA FE TRACKS
PHONE PIEDMONT 2807

i)

Oregon Planing Mills

C. H. JACKSON. Manager

Manufacturers

SASH, DOORS AND GENERAL

MILL WORK

NINETEENTH AND VAUGHN STS.

PORTLAND, OREGON
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Manufacturers, Exporters and Dealers in

I i It \\\ )Pr Ti! i 'Oci , 1 '-^o:), htc

Mills,

Port Gamble Port Ludlow and

Utsalady, Washington

Office, Yards and Planing Mills

FOOT OF THIRD STREET

San Francisco, CaL
J

TMOl 1^

, k

"X. 1,*^ .\ .NOL^Li^iSI

ii ^
'

i >
^

MI'ROVl:!! CLIMAX SOUR HHATFR

WHY lot the sunshine KO to wa^te. and V«"r m-.v t«« ;vhe„ at triflmg e^^^^

v«ii can imt in your home aii IMPROVED CLIMAX SOI.AR HEATtK t"»t «',

furn si h<"t walr from sunshine alone -winter an.l summer -for your b.th.

lam. iry and all doraestie purposes, without ro.t. damage or delay?

It c" « be oonneoted with the range, furnace or gas heater to insure hot water

on ra nv days and when so connected saves the expense of a kitchen Doiler.

U iZ^sa'cool house during the hot season. Let us ligure with you on your

HEATER COMPANY
LOS AINQELES

hot-water problem.

SOLA!
3-4:2 ISew High St

X
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Electric Contractors' Outing

By One of Them

It was just 10 A. M. on Saturday,
August 8, when a happy crowd of men,
women and children stepped off the
Ferry Slip at the Oakland Mole and
gazed expectantly for the contractors'
special train which was to take them to
the first annual outing of the San Fran-
cisco branch of the National Electrical
Contractors' Association, held in the

picturesque hollow known as Fernbrook
Park, near Niles.

There was about one hundred and fifty

in the party made up of the many friends
of the electrical contractors. Nearly
every large electrical jobber and con-
tractor was represented, including the
ever-smiling William G. Pennycook, in-

spector for the Department of Elec-
tricity.

"Bill" Goodwin, the baseball bug, and
manager of the Sterling Electric Com-
pany, was there hunting for a place to
play ball. Everybody took some part in

the festivities of the day. After lunch
the ladies and gentlemen journeyed to
the pavilion where there was dancing
to nearly every tune from the "Merry
Widow waltz" down to "A Good Old
Summer Time." Later in the afternoon
the sport really began, the committee
composed of "Billy" Hanscom (Cen-
tury Electric Construction Co.), Pete
Murman (Decker Electric Co.), and
Charlie Wiggins (John R. Cole Co.) got
the crowd assembled on a level space
above the pavilion where running races
were held as follows:
First Event

—

First heat (open for all), Mellman
first. Dunbar second.
Second heat (open for all), Herbert

first, Anderson second.
Third heat (open for all)-, Ayden first,

Fagan second.
Finals of above, Herbert won, Ayden

second place.

Second Event—Fat Man's Race.
First heat, Weidenthal first, Levy

second.
Second heat, Butte and Cole (tied)

first, Fayles second.
The principal feature of this race was

when Paul C. Butte, seeing defeat staring
him in the face, made one great dive for
the finish line. All that was seen for a
moment was dust, and then "Smiling
Paul" got ready for the final race.

Finals, Fat Man's Race—John R. Cole
vyon, Paul Butte second. Special men-
tion "Pop" Boynton. The next was a
ladies' event and then the whistle on the
train let us know that it was time to
get ready to travel back to San Fran-
cisco.

Cash prizes were donatrc^ by the fol-
lowing firms: Brooks-Follis Electric
Company, Butte Engineering and Elec-
tric Company, California Electrical Con-
struction Company, Central Electric
Company, Century Electric Company,
Decker Electric Company, Electric Ap-
pliance Company, John R. Cole Com-
pany, Western Electric Company.

ED. B. PIKE.

Successful Roofing Firm

Mr. Geo. Reeves, the owner and manager
of the W. H. Wilson & Co. asphaltum and
composition roofing business, at 40-42 Na-
toma street, San Francisco, is not only
a coast pioneer, having arrived here in

1864, but his business house is also a pio-
neer in its line, and they refer with much
pleasure to more than forty years of con-
tinuous, prosperous and honorable dealing.
Their work is guaranteed in every way,
and architects and owners who have done
business with this firm have been pleased
with the way the work has been performed.

Elevators and Dumb Waiters

Those who may be interested in the pur-
chase of elevators and dumb waiters will
note the firm of Wells & Spencer Machine
Company of 139-141 Beale street, who have
done first-class work in San Francisco and
Oakland.
This firm has been in business about

two years and has installed one electric
passenger and two electric freight elevators
in the Sloane building on Mission street,
four hydrauHc sidewalk elevators in the
Mills building; also elevators in the Dun-
can building on Beale street, G. M. Josselyn
& Company's building on Main street, Mc-
Glynn building on Natoma street and many
others.

Wells & Spencer also have a first-class
hand-power dumb waiter, and have erected
a great many in residences and other
buildings.

A iitects
SEND FOR PRICES TO

TiLTorM Bros.
ON

Galvanized Iron Cornices
and Skylights

Royal Furnaces
105 N. Fifth Street, Portland, Ore.

Telephone, Main 961

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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II

Steel Roll Top Desk

Furniturt <t..K. i. .>...*... ... ::'... i. :„...-. :...; uid Wood for Banks, Offices and Public Buildings.

Plans and Estimates Furnished. Sales agents tor Canton Art Metal Co. and Pauly lail !<,uildinc C©

F. BADEHW. H. WORSWICK

F. OSBURN

PHONE: MAIN 1434

Worswick Street

f t

r^
o.

ASPHAL' >i I I MF\\1N(

Reinforced Concrete Construction.

Cement Work of all Kinds.

Cement Building Blocks.

Dealers in Gravel.

MAIN OFFICE:

UNION NATIONAL BANK B'LDG.

FRESNO. CAL.

J

Phone OAKLAND 5521
Established 1889

T. Da
F. THOMS, Proprietor

MANfJFACTIJt^*

AWNINGS
TENTS, BAGS AND
WAGON COVERS

We Furnished the Awnings for the

Pacific Building

573 EIGHTH STREET
Bet. Clay and Jeff. Sts.

OAKLAND - - CALIFORNIA

Wlien writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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FLOOR LINE
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For Sin^rle and DuubU; i^iiduit: Uuurb. Doul)le
Ball-Bearing. Excei'din^'ly Simple. Perfectly

Noiseless. A Two-Piece Track-Hardwood
Face. Made o( Rolled Steel. Extra Wide

Kanjfe of Adjustment.

SAN FRANCISCO HARDWARE CO.
Agents

3069-71 SixteentK St.

Tdephone Market 1585 San Pranciaco

BASALT ROCK

POBTLANO Cement
hOK

Reinforced Concrete Construction

] I i « I I I

ALSO

CEMENT FOR FINISHING

^M!^AT!ON

iJH il U U i U II I.

STRUCTURAL STEEL
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INCORPORATED

Room 15, 42 M
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ARCHITECTS MAKE NO MISTAKE WHEN THEY 11 CIFY C S u \ 1 1 R-PROOFING

C.I.
"•"*

R 1 001

I90M

An Invisible Liquid Mineral Compound vviucu Keeps Out W aier aiiU

Dampness in Reinforced Concrete, Stcjne and Brick Buildings.

MAKES THE WALLS WATER TIGHT. DOES NOT
CHANGE COLOR OF BRICK OR CONCRETE
Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Qui^ r.^^ v and Better
than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. L Water-proofing^
Prevents Alkali. Can add any color to Mixture as Architect or Owner
may Desire.

MANUFACTURED BY

0. 1. WATER-PROOFING CO.
SHELDON BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
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FRANKFORT
Marine, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance Company

Of Fr.^nkfort-on THE-M.^iN. Gkrm.any

Established 18()5

Capital $1,250,000.00

Deposited In the United States - 200,000.00

VOSS, Conrad & Co., Maaa^ers

Rooms 229-231-233 Monadnock Building

San Francisco

Telephone Temporary 2717

Member of Builders' Exchange
and Builders' Association

\\i )SS W I --A I

i
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I

Ornamental Plasterinjc and Cement riai.U!

Injt or Reinforced Concrete a Specialty

4 i
r ^ t M iM

uii u 1.. rhsidenxe:

I'aciflc Building 1406 Filbert St., S.F.

•« r 1

THOS. LANDY
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^TRACTORS
_ilERN CALIFORNIA

We Make a Specialty of

S BANKS HOTFLS

Builders' Excliange

SAN FRANCISCO ^AIV.A ¥'• Cal.

Home A 2157
Main 68

1323BcrcndoSt
Res. home B4843

vt/\l.'f\ IllKlUn
K\! JH U nil WO ^! ni K'Hil r K

] IT

Estimates Furnislied. tuinpiu Ruui;a- jui*:^

Agent for Akron. Ohio. Kooling Tile

and Eureka Black Roofing Slate

Office, 226Stimson Block LOS ANGELES, CAl
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H
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Fowler & Pay Austin Bricklayer

^ 11 r a I Cement
mposition Flooring
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' /. JtNCISCO, CJiL.

i ). IS .-\ i^ 3 I

laniifacturer of

All Um- -^ '
^

''^'- ^tone

32& Hyde St- San I'rancisco, Cal.

SULS. UNltlL^ u>Llifvl!N\ riiA5ifcRS, CAPS,

BRACKETS. VASES. EODNTAINS.

BENCHES. ETC.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING—
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PHONE MARKET 3638

C. L. McENRRNRY

Civil Engineer and
Licensed Surveyor

ANGLO BUILDING

16th and Mission Sts., San Francisco

R. W. FITZPATRICK H. G. CORWIN

CORWIN & FITZPATRICK

CONTRA
A L

THE LICK BUILDING

S. W. COR. SUTTER AND m TGOMERY STS.

ROOM 300

SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS TWENTY ONE HUNDRED

J. J. BUTLER M. B. McGOWAN

I

McGOWAN & BUTLER

General Contractors

Masons and Builders

Kooin332, Builders' Exchange

San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE. KEARNY 2246

CHAS. M. IN

MASON
^ BUILDER

RESIDENCE Bullders' Exchange

9 1
0^ Devlsadero St. i so jessie sl

Phone West 6606 Phone Kearny 4700

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

r
SURETY ft % liOMiN

I cicilic Mfreiv Co.
OF CA

Bonds Furnished . . h k . < . . . i
-

Cash Asspt^ f4rs DOO.OO

Safe Deposit R>i> id HI i^. sit, w.M^^.-xiierjr St.

Te!fMi"iu- if-fopurary 1293

OKFICKKS
Wallace Everson, President

John Bf.rmingham. Vice President
^ P Redding. Secretary

M ):%< II J'

Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar
Concrete Construction For

Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

WFSTFRH FXPIHDED Ml U AND FIRFPROOFING GO.

WrFlCii

^y^ Crocker Bldg., San Francisco

The Latest Invention

Patented In U. S. tod
I oreicn Coantries

Tile Atkinson

Tilling; Windoul
t t fS**^ i N A ! t. A % . ^

430 MONADNOCK BUiiOifiG

OAKLAND omcc:

i.,;^''t^SECONO and WEBSTER

STREETS

THE MACKENZIE ROOF CO.I
iackenzie'.N f^M

a fill Grave! Bi:

4.27 - 16TH ST.,
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SAN FRANCISCO. 110 BUSH STREET
, iELES. 417 BYRNE BUILDING

McCORMICK-HENDERSON CO.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON

CONCREWALTUM—For Damp Proofing—in Colors.

M,U^ '417^^^*, COATING- Permanent Protection for Iron.

t « r

i

,. { F.,r Warehon«=:f''^ Stores and Offices.

.--
. J 'Ar^TITlONS - Vf'TNF'TJAN BLINDS — SANITARY

i i .t r } f. . Metal Covered Winaows, Doors am. nGeorgia Marb'^-

J

ALL ORDERS
ATTENDLi

I l-T
OLD ROOFS " i • "^TED

ESTABLISHED OVER AO YEARS

^ii

TttH OLrl ,B ROOFRRS
Their work l^n'^ c;fnnf] tht" test of

MORE THaa iuRi \EARS
in San Francisco

OMA STREET Bet. First and Second Sts., ^ F,

Ir Associated Oil Company
PRODUCERS AND SELLERS OF "

I mmtsK

CONSUMERS C HE COAST FIELDS.

IVER AND f^ ^ RICK
SUPPLiLi^ 1 M

GE '% t- >.. t. TH FLOO

SECOND AND miS N

VELLS, FARGO BLDG.

SAN ? f'AN-'^ISCO, CAL.

OF ZOth CfiNTllRY

;^»jfS^^«^«*#«'«a»W»«l««*»'-* * OF CON 5j..gwi«, ^A'i% f ^'g«-sjvj^^'*:i'v*^j'*v^

Write for particulars about it. There is money in it for you. Ask for

our aiustrated Catalog with facts and figures showing how you can

share in the legitimate dividends being earned by the Company.

San Francisco Cone

• Monadnock Bldg.,

0. San Francisco, Cal.

J
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I

STOP AT

THE FREDONIA NOT
m %.w ^ t-t

WASHINGTON, D. C,

Amorican Plan
$2.00 per Day and up

European Plan
$1.00 per Day and up

i'l II

y r si

In tho center of everything. Cuisine and
service unsurpassed. Electric Lighting. Mod-
ern improvements. Special rates to tourists
and commercial travehrs. Send for booklet.

WM. W. DANENHOWER. Proprietor

>-*$^

««i»S«*'*W*BH«Sl

$1.00 \M; I l«V\ \k»nS
\\ (Ih }ialti

VALYOIINI (III to.
440 Brannan Si., oan irancisco, Cal.

F O N A R r ^ ^ n .

. V ; '

,

OIL Kl I IN t HS

Show Best REsri.TS at Minimi^m Cost

PACIFIC COASI BR^HC
Portland, Uregnn I .

Seattle, Washinjii

"WorKs. i:dg«

n M U U u I. ^.i

hin^on
Cal.

orK

T I R RA N I ) C) I , r ^H CO

I'

1}

li

Phone Kearny 3716 ilMRAl. CONTRACTORS
622 Chronicle BIdg.

San Francisco

THE J. L. IV!
\IHQN WflRK )F

YORK

Phone West 6894

D. H. QULICK, Selling Agent for Pacific Coast

ROOM 408, LICK BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Doui{:las 1921 ROCK WORK AND TUNNELING OUR SPECIALTY

REDMOND. DE LUCA & BARZELLOTTI

628 Montgomery St., Room Hi

CON ! ACTORS
L. F. bAKZLLLOTTI, C. E.

SAN FRANCISCO
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9.. $ ^ % liorit} Speaks i
r;me

to Stop. I ook and ! isten.

An authoiily is an authority because he knows his subject better than laymen do;

because he speaks the actual truth; because he is a trustworthy guide;

An authority avoids hazarding guesses and talking at random, because his reputation

(his one vital asset) is too valuable to risk.

Therefore when an authority speaks it is time to stop, look and listen.

Herbert Ladd Towle, a recognized technical authority on automobiles, says in Scnbner s

for May:

"Because of its almost perfect smoothness and flexibility its appeal to the esthetic

sense, in short I look to see the SIX accepted as the high-water mark of excellence for cars

of over, say, 24 horsepower, until the time, now indefinitely remote, when the gas or steam

turbine is made a success for vehicle propulsion.

That statement is entitled to thoughtful consideration.

Perhaps you have been told the six is a fad.

Don't believe it.

The six has so fully demonstrated its superiority (not only in smoothness and flexibility^

but also in economy of operation) that no other model be it ever so good - can be classed

with it. Even the technical authorities, the most conservative of men, commend the six.

Stop, look and listen.

The six costs no more to buy and less to run than does the best of formerly standard

models. So, price is not a barrier.

And when excellence is as easily obtained as the second best, is it any wonder that the

demand for sixes is today the most significant feature of automobile buying?

The best evidence of six superiority is the Winton Six-Teen-Six. If you are not familiar

with this car, give us the opportunity to show you what it is.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

3M Van Ness Ave.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Phone, Market 1672

When wrriting to .Xdverti&ers mention this Magazine.
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Sash LocK
Patented July 10, 1906

Only SASH L^U^K that

I 4 »f

and is

The Sash Lock that Solves Ab-

solutely the Froblem of

Ventilation

with

Security!

1

1

The Automatic Sasii I. nek rt Wn^
man's i'(nfiforif''r\ No more dread about

leaving the windows unlnrked. You ('oiildn'f

forget to lock f ^ if yoi i.

k\
\

* m%iJ \3\jt\

972- ^. ^Uoiuecici Los A^ngeles
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Get the Best and Keep Your Money at Home by usim '«"^"

PUSTEI tlie Onlv Pure (lypsum Plaster Made on this l

MANUFACTURERS (^T7

Hard Wall Finishing, Casting an I In 1
Hi

General Sales Office and Warehouse:

ADAMS WHARF 16th and HARRISON STS.
OAKLAND

Phone Oak' ' '
^'^'

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Phone Market 717

S ]A N DA RD M A R I N E INSURANCE CO.
OF LIV OOL, ENG.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

J. B. F. DAVIS 8c SON, MANAGERS
MONTGOMERY AND SACRAMENTO STS.

Jr. po-oNE Private Exchange rr SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

OOOR

?*«» i i . I-*' i ,
i "''»t * I

~1 f'- • /^

For "^
t < i r

t
• ,s .

o 1 1 ! i.. c ;-.
, ChurcheS

I iiiMif es, Rc-Hitrnces

-- \% I KANCISCO

C, \. WVNDlVx' CO.
Fonnerly C. J. Hendry

42 CLAY ST.. San Francisco, Cal.

j
SHIP CHAN
\ ^

"» t / \ I

Agents Leduc 1 .1 'S Co.

ii:

i'^ >i \_i VED
PA

|- : .-• i,, / 5. J i_

COMPANY
PS, ETC

Telephone Franklin 1788 126 BUSH STREET

\y \ -p-wMing. V. 1 . „ , S.V. Mooney. Mgr.

RC E B iJ N G S SONS CO
RE.WIRE ROPE.WIRE CLOTH

Chas.G.Roebling. Pres.. F. W. Roe'

%J V«^ ^l i^ F^s.

Maou:^.ur.^
.^^^^ ^

I^H INSUl^
^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ Elevators made m the World

Wemalcetnenig^
are prepared to take care of all orders

Office, 202 SECOND STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
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Goods are delivered by these chutes from the upper stories of buildings regardless

of height at same speed as from second floor, the form of chute controlling the

speed of packages. May be seen in operation in the following buildings :

6 STORY BUILDING OF LANGLEY & MICHAELS CO.
5

5

6

5

4

6

5

««

"
J. H \! WBAUER & CO.

" GETZ BROS. & CO.
" M. J. BRANDENSTEIN & CO.
" TILLMANN & BENDEL
" HAAS BROS.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC WAREHOUSES
GIBRALTAR WAREHOUSE

INST -\ ^ ! I'" I ' H Y

The Haslltt W.\RLriousL Co
1. ) H

1

310 CALIl
Cstim

II:

f

1 bl.. b/\N I'K.YNClbtO, CAL.
F'!rn"t^]i<-«1 on Application

idin ranci
..

, f

,

will shortly be issued by the liaih Pi in u,' . . r.

The present laws have been amended thirty-six

times since 1906. How many more times will

they be amended during the next two years?

The "Bnilder^will supply to all customers, under

certain conuitions, all future amendments. Thus
the forthcoming book on Building Laws will be

a permanent fixture. Advertising cards in same
will therefore always be in a live book. This is

meritorious work. Upon request a representative

will call and explain rates.

Daily Pacific Builder, 1278 M
TBLr. IVIAKKBT 04

'*

t.
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RROLITE OOIVIPA
Building Constructio

PROPOSALS SUBMITTED UPON
ALL CLASSES OF WOF^K

338 PINE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

fhree Main Economies of

arc

f^-'-nr-.m-- ?n use of Plaster

labor of application

1 H 1 the construction due to the
ity of spacing studs 16 inches

!* er.

TrtUSSEO CONCRETE STEEL CO.. 689 fi

Write lor full information and practical suegestions

SPECIALTY DEPARTMENT

Idg.. Detroit Mich

\m\ IKONMAbLL^IAllSaiu! MAi5i

Samples on exhibition. We would be pleased to have you call and

examine these goods and give us an opportunity to quote prices.

HOWE SCALE COMPA
^-1° i.J AIN STREE SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

t f H, » (•

\

rr

1 AMES W. KERR. President and Manager CHARLES D. STEIGEK. Secretary

1 6i Founrlrv Co.
Successors to Steigek & K.KRR

i!
^

M an ufa' '"''•''• of

^ I intra ani^ lattg^a
s of Heating Sti i Ranges

Also Marmfarttirrrs of

% If Ktn&B i\\ j| II
rtf

I i 4 I ^

it

Special attention paid to Street Department work, such as Manholes, Cesspools, etc.

Corner Folsoiv id EigKteentK Sts.

Telephone Market 250 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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FOR FLOORS, WALLS
TELS AND BATH R

m A \'H

1*1

"prlillN I-Jill. ^Je,^Is 2%^? i i mm %r %r i 1 it

A. G. WHITEMAN
W E. FIELD

H. B. 8HOFNER

OFFICE AND •>><ow ROOMS

31 1 ST
PORTLA

c-r

Pacific Face britk iiifupanv
Succettor to Newberg Pre«»ed Brick Company.

Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE FACE AND ORNAMENTAL

Office, 401-402-403 Commercial Qub P ^f'

Northwest Comer fifth and Oak Streets

PORTLAND

1.,^
_.^ ^ 1^ mi i\ 11 ^

.^' i, 1 1.4 1..4 1 1 l' 1,..F \F 1* 4.'

Archit«'Cts. Contractors and Builders

are invited to send to us for prices.

Northwest 1 1 1

1

Co.
The Largest Piaoiag Mill in Oregon

F«t-hH^hfd 1X04 f i : 5 f i s I

and RIVER
t Jreg:on

If

DON H. VOSE. Prop.

Painting, F^per Hanging,
Decorating and Tinting

Architects, Contractors

and Builders

will save money bv srettinsr our estimate on

U ^ D 1t%

Large Stock. All Standard Lines.

Quick Deliveries.

67 Grand . » t'

CO.
1 5 i . Ore.

J

(»kM)AN 1

I. ) I-. -^ \ * 'W' l\>.

ihifliik), hsLpkH'. , i uHlc!' < '!>iJ "^'Im^i iJUeS

Heats and ventilates and is fireproof. Saves
insurance, fuel and doctor's bills. City and

r - _ .;__.. I .. _

Ji-*i"clcin H, lit* I5l<>i-h C <
>

^\ S I 1 I A N I )
, i > !••

I < . 1 » N

JAMES H. ABREY
Res. 1047 Thunnan St.

Phone Main 3447

F. L. UTHERLAND
R«. 372 32nd St.. N.
Phone Main 2605

- UTHERLAND & ABREY
I General Contractors

M Brick and Reinforced Concrete Buildings

I 229 BECK BUILDING
7TH and OAK STREETS
TELEPHONE MAIN 6164

PORTLAND, OREGON

! s 1 1

1

NOFE
s f- 4 " 5^ N

'

\H -i Uf.*«G FELT

AND COLC
MOS •

COLD SI -i

INOFELT
^T FOR

% ^JLATION

FIREPROOF

Asbestos Sniiiylub j«(i"s«

team Rpe Coverings sk

II

Li'Si'HlMBFR:^ CO. PROoucTs

66 N. Front St.. Portland, Oregon

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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C. L. JOHNSON A. HOLMES

C. L. JllHN^Ii^ k CO.

{ . m I, \k\'^.'A'.* . S'-~f> ' M' "
' hulk

QKINERAL,

Agent for "THATCHER" Cast iron Hot Air Furnace

PHONES: ShopE. 5003. Res. E. 2583

lb?> firmd \venue, l*orUaiid, Oregon

OL.A
Ce

THE
We

ment is < ti \ K' '^
^'^

BEST u Mi M IN

are quutmjj; if>f

f.o.b. Califoii

* i n to be
THE WORLD.
\ at $2.30

lui ii.iiiiinais.

J. L MFRY

II

ft

iii»}!tvv-rMH4 i ^l{pp^

A' ;t s rs

%% , ,r\ Francisco, Cal.

General Agent Cleveland Faucet Co.

TELEPHONE MAIN 639

J. F. liA
PLUMBING, STEAM

AND GAS FITTING

Hot Water Heating a Specialty

PLUMBING AND HEATING SDPPUES

Cor. Second aid Ankeny Sts. PORTLAND. ORE.

SAN FRANCISCO ENGINEERING

COMPANY
We manufacture and carry in stock for prompt

delivery MOTOR and BELT DRIVEN PIPE
CUTTING a' TUPrAniNO MACHINERY,
ELECTRIC »!<»!- I

'

.half to five tons

capacity, l^ciin^ » nU. % s, Shafting, Hang-

ers, Grinders and 3V i ;* for sale, Are pre-

pared to do all kii.U:, ... machine work and

take contracts for complete Power Plants of

every description.

322-324 SIXTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Market 1881

Meaibers Builders' Exchange and Builders' Ass'n

fire^^iT. McDoiioell & Co.

=1 It

•fitr

'iiii ill t

Terra Cotta and f a anized Tops Erected

Experts in Curinji Smoky and Defective Flues

Chimney Sweeping Promptly Attended To

. VI t ) ISIS STREET

Bet. \h' SAN FRANCISCO

Tiaiii iOu>. Home A '?4^1

I I

Cornice, Galvanized Iron Skylights.

Warm Air Heating. Agents for

the American Furnace. Auto-

mobile Work a Specialty. Metal

and Composition Roofing. Gen-

eral Jobbing. .'.

129 SIXTEENTH STREET q .. „ . ^rP
Bet. Washlngtoi and Alder Sts. Portland, Ore.

Telephone WHITE 41

<tr^'^

STRHUKA! IRnN WORK

STEtt tilliiilttN- iin 'Ui

^^^

ESTIMATES FURNISHED

2 1 -23 West Main St. Stockton. Cal.

it

il

=ll

Sanitary
. ^ j' ^ ^

Iiers

'^^m^--^^
Phone Main 2001

Res. Phone Main 1112

209 SECOND STRFFT
Bet. Salmon and Taylor, PORTLAND, ORE.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
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r-
f

**«*%

f ni;H .! %HM

Agents for

5 3.: "Vtuoadnock Buildings
Phone '...M.I,- -M..^ ~^N I RANCISCO

Frank M. . ,— .^, il. i \ • vvCiJ.~

^'
.'t SPENCFR

lAitllM CO.
(Formerly with Cahill & Hall Elevator Co.)

Elevators, Repairs aod lospectioos

and Domh ^ '*; ? t I
• r' \.

139-141 BEALE ST.

Telephone Kearny 664

TELEPHONES \ Office, c as- AND 6494
I Res., MERRITT 3536

11

W.N. WNHMCJk
CEMENT CC

ALL KINDS OF

CEMENT WORK
AND CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

RCSIDCNCC

3203 E. 17th St.

FRUITVALE

OFFICE

BACON BUILDING
O A K I A N D

II

P

Povey f? ass Co.
Manufacturers of

Leaded Glass
of all descriptions

for
Private and Public Buildings

OUR JPECIJtLTir:
Church am Vmorial Windows

Cor. Sth and Flanders Streets
PORTLAND, OREGON

CONCRETE WORK

EXCAVATING
WATER PROOFING OF

BASEMENTS

E^l iJXOMr & ^

SAN

a

I i

n\ 0PIIMI81
-tilt, i Ci 4^ i>

'J

Charter oi jVlcinbciship now closing

Join N 1
-'^ and secure a rolled gold

enamelled lapel button. Write for

h!ri.stu!f to

D \ WSC )N M AY ICR
Deputy Optimist lor Caliiornia of

WIS! riiit m AMiwcA

lu s \iiiK' • '••-{.. ^,!n Francisco

?i|| 111
!fl

Huh

ELEPHONE MARKET 6014

Picific Coroice Works
FELOMAN k SOMMER, Props.

Metal Cornice, Skylights, Metal Roof-
ing, Metal Sash and Frames, Copper
Covered Doors and Store Fronts

A Specialty

134.-136 14TH STREET
Bet. Howard and Folsom Sts.

" \N FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

r

* w» I III 1,1 11SO

O

Galvanized Iron Work, Hot Air Furnaces

41S HAWTHORNE AVE.

PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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E.D.C9
JOHNSON'S LIQUID FUEL (OIL)

LO^ PRESSURE A?H S Y S 1 L fvl

Assuring ol Prrir, i
i '<>iu\.uAi'>s^ aud Nidkiag

'the ideal FIRE"

Eugene Dietzgen Co

Siirvcyinfr

Instrunu'iits

Materials

is If)

li

Blur Villi III

u

»^j
i

I r ?< I
*'

I r" I'

'

San Francisco

Soft as a Coal Fire Clean as a Gas Fire

Cheaper Than Either

Oil Burners & Oil Burning Plants

MANUfACTURIU AND INSTALLED fOR AIL PURPO:>tb

S. T, JOHNSON CO.
1334, MISS

f^ ti n "H-f M SAN f H A ^^ t.
' '"' < O

CHURCH & SCHOOL FURNITURE

OPERA CHAIRS

ASSEMBLY & FOLDING CHAIRS

BLACK BOARDS
LODGE FURNITURE

SAMPLES AT

14.1-14.5 GROVE STREET
•..A-, ' wANClSCO

THE WHITAKER & M^ C

Opera Chairs, Church Pews and

Ecclesiastical Furniture. School

Desks, Lodge Furniture. Portable

and Assembly Chairs. Bank and

Office Furniture.

SPENCER DESK COMPANY
610 Sacramento Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

When writing to Advertisers irention this Magazine.
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Marysvillr ^n^rJ r ,. Block

ai Co.

Sand, Gravel Cement,
And Concrete Work Furnished I or

All Purposes In \ii I I J 4 » » H • '^

WORKS

:

B and FRONT STS. MARYSVILLE. CAL.

The Best Sand in the

West for Cement Work

CrystalHzed Quartz 98 Per
Cent. SiHca

This Sand is being shipped

as far as Portland, Ore.,

and other points, not be-

cause they have no Sand,

but because they do not

have Our Kind.

Write for samples of

Brick and Sand

HhKL S A DANDY! Just what youVe been looking for

The National Co
Machine .inc

'1 /'• Y /if L \
^6»

k *•-. % j> 4^ , J. ^

'\

•f I I

NATIONAL a V
J. A. McDonald. Mgr.

'*'..« ^\ i

BAY CITY, MICH.

BUY A
Rapid

Simple

Durable

Great Range

Easy Operated

Low Price

DAMP A N C- B £

DEPENDENT
CAN DUPLICATE
\%> f^LOCK

1 I ! i \k WHAT

u.

Look E NODAMP WALL
OUR
MIXER

IS
THE
BEST

Moisture a;..; ^---i i*i '^-'f

Blocks Laid with Broke i
-

Saves Cost of Furring and Lathing

A Two Piece Block

Tie is Cast in Block

Has Continuous Air Space

WRITE FOR CATALOG

NODAMP MACHINERY CO.
415 ANDRUS BLDG.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

1
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MA ,ONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
FIGUEROA AND PICO STS.. biOS ANGELES. CAL. HUDSON a MUNSELL. ARCHITECTS

HEA!'"G ANi^ \i^\iH '-.i^ PLANT
DESIGNEX) AND INSTALLED BY

MACHINERY & ELECTRICAL COMPAN

The equipment consists of STURTEVANT BLOWERS
and EXHAUSTERS. HERMETIC WROUGHT STEEL

FURNACES. NATIONAL AUTOMATIC REGULA-

TION. Heating and Ventilating capacity 60.000

cubic feet per minute. ii £i ^^ ^^

MACHINERY & ELECTRICAL COM

HUTIIIG AND VEIITIUTIIK ENSniEERS

SI j t » - \f

351-353 NORTH MAIN ST. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

When writing to AdTertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Carbonizing Coatini>

Permanent protection for iron and steel

buildings, bridires. power houses, water
and tjas tanks, etc. Absolutely iinper vi-

ous— prevents rust and decay. Better
than paint. Endorsed by American and
foreign architects and engineers.

^cilVclIlllfll

The only paint that will adhere perma-
nently to galvanized iron—specified by
U. S. Government. No preparation of

metal required. Used on many build-

ings and factories for all galvanized iron
work, in San Francisco and other cities

of the coast

Concrewaltum
A damp nsisling paint for tunnels,
basements, concrete and masonry walls,
ceilings, plastered exteriors, etc. Sani-
tary—hard and smooth. Not injured by
washing.

MADE BY

60HEEII MANUFACTURING CO.. Canton, Ohio

FOR SALE BY
McCormick-Henderson Co.. 110 Bush St..

San Francisco: 417 Byrne Bldg.. Los .Angeles.

S. W. R. Dally. Seattle. Wash.
A. J. Capron. Portland. Ore.

AQUA
For

Waterproofing iS^men

:% 4 fr

AQUABAR is a paste-like

compound which is mixed with

the water used in gauging
cement. When so used it ren-

ders cement absolutely imper-
vious to water or moisture.

Cement treated with AQUA-
BAR is frost-proof and entirely

free of all efflorescence or dis-

coloration.

AQUABAR does not reduce
the tensile strength of cement,
nor does it rust or corrode steel.

— Write for booklet rivinc fall iBformatioo

The Aquabar Company
436 N. 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

OF ALL KINDS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

HIGH CLASS ENGRAVING^ - PROMPT DELIVERY ,- ''

k\

^•^NlA PHOTO ENOI

141 VALENCIA ST.

c otOl«i

1 1

}!

H
!

I'HDM K!4kN'^

YI0MAN8 BROlHtRS
^liiiiddiicH k Ikiiyiiiij, Sdfi I r<jriii--M n

(A. C. HANNA. Pacitic Coast Agent)

Electric Bilge Pumps
Centrifugal Pumps
Oil Burner Pumps
Rotary Stkam Ejectors
Electric Ejectors
Triplex Pumps
Contractors' Pumps

fkjiif -4 rfl!. i.i'i> \ vmUi iiiiriiffiurii

N
I A R

\[)U\
C 1 : W I : N

iR A^

We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish. !ci

Write for Price List

I Rl ILLY & CO.
:23-:25 Spencer F^lace

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

J.
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FIREPROOF
WINDOW

MADE IN TEN STANDARD TYPES

SHtEl

METAL

C H I TECTllRA L AND
NAfVlEN"fAi SHEET
E T A L W O R K

»-»--"
f% I

I^OR^FLANIIS

^ SLATE ,
Till: -^

I J. i.'f % B. 7th aiiJ I

IMPOSITION noOf^'Pi
1!

i- li.

Plain, Ornamental and Keinforced Concrete

Work of Every Description

1 o IVTS
% /"

riP /

and. %Uutitfnrfurpr of

\l tJ iJ I- T ! 1 MG

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. \

Concrete Hollow Building Block Construction A Specialty

ESTIMATES FURNISHED

Telephone East 1804

47 East 15th St. N.. PORTLAND. OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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"PERFECTION IN FI CORING
>f

aecolitf

Is a Perfe* kl I'K- WATER-

--^iiAsk your Architrrt

The Raeciiiitti tjimp*ifn

Phone Main 3277 71 1st St.,

AN AGENT WANTED
1 11 U r c g" o II o r W .i- ^ } i i

.•

i .,,; t o n

Garwood Qas Steam Radiators

and firates

Peerless Kitchen Buiki^

Barthel Plumbers Furnaces
(Kerosene or Gasoline)

k W. CURR!
ii

Hoffmaii ^"lliii I ii. Water Heaters
•>

GdivaoiZHd nd

CoDoer Guinices -
Mr'di ;;t<,)nj,n;«, »^ ars

We liandle the Lennox
Torrid Zone Furnace.

116-llH Ur:\n^ Ave

h h
;

: .ist 5252

Vulcan Qas Stoves and Appliances
(William M. Crane Co.)

Tripp Pipe Joint Compound

PEEBltSS AGENCIES CO.
UNCORPUKATEDj

131-135 Oak Street, San Francisco

Write for Catalogue and Prices

I uiQ!aiiuu5>;tuuumu

mi' >,M

Cob AttQplfB. Cal.

OIt|urrtj anb ^
-If 1 1

.

<.

% i - f k

a S>prrtaltg, an& of ll)f l^tgljrBl (CIubh.

IBrai^nB aitb ^HttmatrB t^jnit AppUratintt,

uull) parttrulara.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^^s^^^^^^^^^m^^

LOW round trip rate summer excursion tickets

sold to Eastern points on these dates :

AUGUST 24 and 25

SEI'I Ir^-^ 16

23, 24, 25 to Kansas City only'j i ^ i ' i

Here are some of the rates

Omaha
Council

Oft

r.

/^"^ •
!l , * H I I H i

St. Louis

New Orleans

. liiiatJi-iptiL:-

New York

.K

y

>• i \ "^ t

^ .^ ^ ?

1
1 K _ 3 i

Tickets good for three months — some cases longer.

Stopovers and choice of routes going and coming.

See nearest agent for details

When writing to Advertisers mention this .Magazine.
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BBH^BBBHBBI *

REINFORCED CONCRETE

TAN
for WATER, OIL,

CYANIDE and all

ORDINARY as well as
CORROSIVE LIQUIDS

WATER TOWERS, RESERVOIRS, CISTERNS
CHIMNEYS

DAMS, WHARVES AND DOCKS

L. MESS. C. E.

EEL ENGINEER I '"f

& CONSTRUCTION CO.
325 MERCHANTS EXCHANCF P.'-..

SAN 'I itt f^ r

BONE
20^)6 CHEAPER

Wr B'ffl D

INI

OOUGLAS 1967

¥22-^
i \

^ay-^

OF THE

SYSTEM
AN/ OTHERS

REPRESENT THE
FOLLOWING Ft

CON'

. VTINY-VISINTINI Shi
HENNEBIQ r

CUMMI^.
EGG
wanted:

engineers a. contractors to take
licenses for the above systems

FACTORY BUIL
CREMATC

£-i^v,^.'^vv^\\V"i-^;^'::^^ GARB/^

iGS

^HATORS
k- -7'0'

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

r

Rr
I ROOFING

j^^ w^^ ",_ * H„ „ " i i I I jf^^ M. m^ •

Durable and Economical. Has been the Standard

Ready Roofing of the World for 60 Years. Contains

no Coal Tar. Fire Resisting and Easy to Lay.

NOTE OUR

Special introductory Prices

?! 10fir***III /

ight 48 lbs. per roll

of 108 square feet

EACH ROLL CONTAINS SUFFICIENT
NAILS AND CEMENT FOR LAYING

WRITE FOR SAMPLE

545-547 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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IIS
F\ /

^ Jtm m, ^^t &. -^ ^L,

For Eve 1^1 1^ 1 '"^ 1 p

I I

I »

A^t^

Otis Elevator Company
Factory at

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE LOS ANQELES PORTLAND

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

si-'.* -X . <*> ..'^ ' ¥'* ,
* '1 : ^ ,

.".it »,,,%
'i- .* "X 1

>*> .'^
' "'*
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iiw»
^»<%#«iN**»»»l«ifpi»»<w l l »IMi>l il Wl i'i,Ti"r'iV',ri',;'

. h

HIGHEST GRADE
or

PORTLAND CEMENT
STFIUCtURAL STEEL ^^ COKE
PIO IRON ^ riRE BRICK

VIN «&
,; ;^ -^SIS MBRCHANTS' EX€liAN€lE BLIKj.

Phoii^, T^milQriiry 289-25H) San F'ranalisco, Cal.

MMM

J»uMU4f SBSSS « :,sr

SAN FF(ANCI#tO LOS ANGELES TACOMA SEATTLE PORTLAND

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

CEME
STRUCTURAL STEEU

PLA^TtR, FIR£ BRICK, PIG
IRON, COKlE, Etc.

SokPiicifid Coast Agents Condor, K. B. & S., Anna, Falcon and Giant
Portland Cements.

Sai*. Fmncisco Office,'

Telephone Kemnny 427

f*^ as

3'^C) SANSCiMir: STREET

s
APPLIED, EXCLUSIVKLY BY

THE PACIFIC DAMP PROOFING COMPANY

Rl^ASTERlTB is ^ai-aotet-d not

^ to stain Plaster and g i.aiiieett to keep

put Moisture and Alkali. Many leading

San Francisco Architects, Contractors nnd

Plasterers testify tliat Plaster and Cement

'

adhere to it better than to any Damp-Proof

Paint ever offered for sale.

MANUFACTURED BY

PACIFIC REFINING & ROOFING CO.
379 MaNADNOCK BUILDING

Enqairft for ttf^imofltfls. Tet. 396^ SAN #^RANCISCO» CAi..

mmmtmmmim :fsm jm

^^M^i-- !>!>.
vt.'-
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OTIS
ELEVATORS
ARE THE BEST

For Every Service

Otis Elevator Company
Factory at

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES PORTLAND

W'lu-n writinir t'> Advert i--(.'r> mention this Magazine.

^i r«^^*^^;^

!

t, ^ I i-J ri M LJ

OF

STRUCTURAL STEEL V» COKE
PIG IRON ^ FIRE BRICK

Oal.

8AN FRANC iSC O A N C r .
i I,

r A ( o M A SLA I

•
1, t. ;

t, /*. -'-^

BALFOUR, (JL i HF^IB & CO
ti
? J

IMPORTERS OF

ENT
STRUCTURAL STCe^

PLASTER, FIRE BRICK, PIG
IRON COKF, FTC.

Sole Pacific Coast Agents Condor, K. B. & S., Anna, Falcon and Giant
Portland Cements.

;

^ait ^^fancisco Officii, 320 SANSOME STREET
f|.hwiu' ki'aijr^ 427

aCC:::

Al'l'HED.EXCLL'SlVtLY BY

THE PACIFIC DAMP PROOFING COMPANY

RL.\>^ I i J<-l I i^. is guaranteed not

to stain Plaster and' guaranteed to keep

out Moisture and Alkali. Many leading

San Francisco Architects, Contractors and

Plasterers testify that Plaster and Cement
adhere to it better than to any Damp-Proof

Paint ever Offered for sale.

MANUFACTURED BY

PAClFlU KtFINING & ROnPING CO.
379 MONADNOCK. BUILDING

Enquire for Testimonials. Tel. 3960. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
j^,„.—,j..



B u y
s-'a»)SSS^ \J %m^' iWaterials

Tlitiy WILL PAY yOU
Not because they are cheap, I her for the reason of your paying for

actual product, and saying high fr m ! arges.

Moreover you have an absolute guarantee from the factories that quality

will be the first consideration.

Therefore sink your prejudices and use an article which contributes to

your own prosprrity.

What would you say if an owner refused to con " I r your services as an

architect simi !v because you had n * i ; li m' ' T r r your claims to be a

cement contractor because you v at born m Portland, England, or your

bid n a ! ! ' n Plastering ^ hi because you had not first seen the

light 1 ris? Words would not express your feelings.

So uive' Pacific Coast brands a Chance

THEY ARE AS GOOD AS ARE PRODUCED ANYWHERE.

Therefore specify them. Save money by using them. Have the satis-

faction of being able to say,
'* My Money was made on the Pacific Coast,

and I use no materials other than are produced here.''

((

ASK FOR;

\ :\ I
)

, \ I \ I

K \

(. V-tik. V,

Carnegie Brick

Terra Cotta

-ortland Cement.

^ s Red Brick.

:v Co.'s Fire and Face Brick,

t Pipe.

<-.j».w,(^**'^5*W»^SlBe«5^W«''-w!SS*S6SSM^iS«S»' EgfSgilBftSia»Hf"iSI«ME'-^SifiatS«iEe>S«'

Western Building Material Co.

Halsey Building, 430 California Street, SAN FRANCISCO

•HKaS OF TMC HICKS-JUDO COMPANY
•AN FRANCISCO

'

i

THE STAR I \l
EVERYTHINO IN EXPANSION BOLTS

\ \ S I u \ RO!T CO.

TOGGLE BOLTS

ALL KINDS

STONE DRILLS

BRICK DRILLS

Write for Catalog and Samples and your Nearest Dealer.
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The Mission Type School House

THE popularity of the so-called Alission style of architecture continues, and

with the increased demand for this type of buildinci^, architects are im-

proving their designs materially. Some of the early efforts of the pro-

fession to produce something that resembled the work of California's pioneers

were crude to say the least, and the pity of it is we must continue to look at

these uglv specimens, doubtless for a long time to come.

I'or a while it seemed as if anything that could be thrown together with

an exterior of plaster was styled Mission architecture. Of late, however, the

tendency has been to improve upon the designs and at the same time keep in

mind the main features of the Mission type, preserving the low, tiled roofs,

the cool, inviting cloisters and the picturescjue towers.

The Mission style has been found to be especially desirable for school

house construction because of its adaptability to California climate and con-

ditions. Most of the buildings of this type are built of wood, metal lath and

cement plaster, which form an excellent combination against eartlujuake dis-

turbances, and as the Mission buildings are seldom more than two stories

high, thev insure com])arative safety for the pupils.

The several types of Mission school houses shown herewith were designed

by Architect F. S. Allem of Pasadena and are creditable examples of what

can be accomplished in Mission architecture.
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The ^liision Type School House

THE popularity of the so-called Mission style of architecture continues, and

with the increased demand for this type of building, architects are im-

proving their designs materially. Some of the early efforts of the pro-

fession to produce something that resembled the work of California's pioneers

were crude to say the least, and the pity of it is we must continue to look at

these ugly specimens, doubtless for a long time to come.

For a while it seemed as if anything that could be thrown together with

an exterior of plaster was styled Mission architecture. Of late, however, the

tendency has been to improve upon the designs and at the same time keep in

mind the main features of the Mission type, preserving the low, tiled roofs,

the cool, inviting cloisters and the picturesque towers.

The Mission style has been found to be especially desirable for school

house construction because of its adaptability to California climate and con-

ditions. Most of the buildings of this type are built of wood, metal lath and

cement plaster, which form an excellent combination against earthquake dis-

turbances, and as the Mission buildings are seldom more than two stories

high, they insure comparative safety for the pupils.

The several types of Mission school houses shown herewith were designed

by Architect F. S. Allem of Pasadena and are creditable examples of what

can be accomplished in Mission architecture.
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Cloister. Xattonal City J/ik/i Si/iool

London's Mammoth Hotel

Tlu' inai;iiiliule of the work of constructing the new Piccadilly Hotel,

Londcn, l^n,i;-., now in course of erection on the site of the old St. janies'

Hall and restaurant, with a fn.nta.c:e to I'iccadilly and Ret^ent street, may

he .q-athered from ilu- following- facts and fii^ures

:

6,.^CX).000 hricks have been used (enough t<> reach from London to

lUtdapest if placed end to end).

r)0,()(J() cubic yards of earth were excavated for the foundations, which

are 40 feet deep.

104,000 cubic feet of Portland stone.

4200 tons of Portland cement.

11.000 yards of wall-tilini;-.

7000 tons of iron and steel work.

<S700 yards of asphalt tloorin"-.

70 miles of electric bell wire.

200 miles of i)ipinjT: for lightinj.^: and heatin<.r-

90 miles of electric light and power cables.

10.rK)0 electric lamps have been utilized in the course of the con-

struction.

There are u])wards of 700 bedrooms, while the hotel will be replete

with all the luxuries looked for in an up-to-date, first-class hotel.
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Cloister. National City Hti;h Sthool

London's ManiiiioUi Hotel

The magnitude of the work of constructing the new Piccadilly Hotel,

London, Eng., now in course of erection on the site of the old St. James'

Hall and re*staurant, with a frontage to Piccadilly and Regent street, may
be gathered from the following facts and figures:

6,500,000 bricks have been used (enough to reach from London to

Budapest if placed end to end).

60,000 cubic yards of earth were excavated for the foundations, which

are 40 feet deep.

104,000 cubic feet of Portland stone.

" 4200 tons of Portland cement.

1 1 ,000 yards of wall-tiling.

7000 tons of iron and steel work.

8700 yards of asphalt flooring.

70 miles of electric bell wire.

200 miles of piping for lighting and heating.

90 miles of electric light and power cables.

10,000 electric lamps have been utilized in the course of the con-

struction.

There are upwards of 700 bedrooms, while the hotel will be replete

with all the luxuries looked for in an up-to-date, first-class hotel.

Ji
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More Anent the Catalogue Nuisance

By RICHARD S. REQUA, San Diego, Cal.

I

READ with considerable interest Mr. Wallingford's article in the July num-
ber of the Architect and Engineer on the "Catalogue Nuisance," and it

clearly brought to mind my catalogue experience as a specification

writer. While I fully agree with Mr. Wallingford that catalogues of the pres-

ent sizes and shapes are really a nuisance I would hesitate to suggest their

wholesale destruction as a safe and sure relief.

My shelves are. constantly piled full of manufacturers' publications of all

shapes, conditions and sizes and in desperation I would frequently seize a pile

from the collection and relegate them to the garbage can, but as certain as I did

so, just so sure would I shortly have urgent need for them.

I was usually affected with weakness of the heart or an attack of that

tired feeling whenever I commenced operation on the pile to find some special

article for specifications.

Then there would be the restless and nervous client waiting impatiently in

the outer office while I was wading through the conglomeration of miscel-

laneous manuscripts vainly seeking for the illusive article which the client was
anxious to have included in his work.

But the storm has now subsided, the dark clouds have floated away and

the sun peacefully shines on the calm, unruffled world, at least as far as the

catalogue nuisance is concerned in this office. A vertical filing system has been

procured capable of indefinite extension, each drawer holds approximately one

hundred catalogues up to 10 by 12 inches. The catalogues are number consecu-

tively as they are received, placed in a folder with the catalogue name and

number written thereon and filed in the drawer, out of sight and dust. Two
card indexes, one of manufacturer's name, and the other with an alphabetical

arrangement of the manufactured goods serves to locate any particular cata-

logue at once, a shelf has been provided for the finishing hardware, plumbing,

iron wofk and other bulky catalogues too large for the drawers. These are

lettered and properly indexed with the other catalogues.

No investment that has been made in this office has brought such large

and quick returns in saving of time, labor and disposition as has this vertical

catalogue filing system.

Window Glass \ t
J \ innces

At a recent meeting of window glass manufactures, held in Pittsburg,

another advance of ten per cent was decided upon, making an increase of nearly

30 per cent in the price of window glass within a few weeks, according to press

reports, which are more or less reliable.

For the first time in many years the American Window Glass Company
is operating during the summer season, and arrangements are being made to

operate additional pots to meet the demand. The situation is causing, uneasi-

ness among window glass jobbers and it is stated officially that their stocks at

present are much lower than for a number of years.

It is customary for manufacturers and jobbers to have not less than

2,000,000 boxes of window glass on hand at this time of the year. It is stated

officially that there are less than 700,000 boxes of window glass on the market

at present, and to meet the demand, even at the advanced prices, it will be

necessary to resume operation immediately at many plants.
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Build Now and Build Well

By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Architect.

Mr. Fitzpatrick has joined in the movement zvhich seems to prevail

quite nniversally just nozv for the immediate resumption of building ac-

tivity. In San Francisco the didl season has been of shorter duration than

elsewhere, due undoubtedly to the fact that there is so much building yet to

be done before the city will have been completely restored. It is one of the

best indications we cotdd have of a returning prosperity—this movement to

build now—and it is hoped that it zvill serve to restore confidence and

encourage the more conservative ones to unburden themselves of their

accumulated zvealth and place more of it in circulation. Mr. Fitzpatrick

tells us some of the many reasons zvhy those contemplating building shoidd

take full advantage of the present tendency tozvard lozver prices, and, as

usual, he gives some striking statistics, which help zvonderfully to sustain

his arguments.—The Editor.

IN
BUILDING as in everything else, we mortals don't always show the very

top-notch of good sense, for when prices are highest the demand is greatest

and of course, it's the big demand that makes the high prices, and being

more or less like sheep any way, it's only when we see the other fellow building

and paying extra high prices that we get warmed up and fearing some unknown
evil or other, we rush in and want some, too

!

That's the way it's generally done ; but one would think that shrewd busi-

ness men would see the opportunity and realize the advantage of "buying on

a low market" and get busy and build all they can now. Incidentally if they

did, it would be the very thing that would most expedite the return of flush,

busy, high-priced times.

All must appreciate that we can not stand still ; the soft pedal that has been

on for a few months will soon give way to the ''crescendo" or whatever it is

that swells up the tone. Business is bound to boom and before many moons.

Crops have been bountiful, banks are loaded with money and the political un-

easiness will shortly be over. That there is money enough for people to ''make

hay while the sun shines," as it were, is proven by the fact that investors have

awakened to their chances and are buying stocks. The staple stocks that a

year or so ago were owned by only hundreds of big holders are today scattered

to thousands of smaller investors—one of the best things that could happen to

us. Besides, and a most peculiar coincidence if nothing more, all through the

panicky times and when business buildings and even houses were at lowest

ebb, as far as building them was concerned, churches, masonic temples and

schools, and such buildings were being erected, not at the same old rate as

before, but actually more of them than in the previous good times ! One would

naturally think that if the bottom were really out of everything, men would

cut down their subscriptions to churches, etc., the first thing. But they did

not. And that indicated the confidence our people must have had in the future.

A wonder, indeed, that that confidence did not extend to other forms of

building, remunerative, productive, profitable building. But we are shaking

off our lethargy somewhat. For example, the falling off in building from

January 1 to July 1, this year, as compared with the same period of 1907 was
39 per cent. Or in figures the total expended in that time was $194,419,475, as

against $322,229,291 for 1907. So much for the full six months, but note that

the figures for June alone are $54,472,130 in 1908 and $64,825,001 in 1907, or

a loss of only 15 per cent. Better still, take New York City,—the pulse of the
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country we can call it,—the fallinjr off for six months was 42 per cent, while

its building for June, 1008, was $20,449,027, or only 13 per cent less than

June, 1907.
, , ,

Pniilding of all kinds is on the increase and a rapid one. Railroads that

had suspended improvements have resumed them. Over $180,000,000 had

been appropriated for such work two months ago and the movement still con-

tinues. The government is ])lacing contracts for all sorts of work now and at

almost a furious rate. Congress was liberal in public buildings and they are

being "ground-out" at high speed. Something like $195,000,000 has just

changed hands, been paid by the great "Interests" in dividends and regular

"annuals" on stocks, bonds, etc.—turned into proper channels, circulated. Why,

bless you, it's only a question of months if not indeed but weeks, before building

will be on its old booming basis.

There is still time, but none to spare, for the wise business man, to wake

up and close whatever deals they may have in mind in the building line. Indeed

it would be most wise to make'contracts for buildings that are not needed im-

mediately. The percentage of saving will far exceed the loss of possible un-

occupancy.
The peculiar thing about it is that building materials themselves have not

been greatly reduced by the slump in general business last October, nor have

the unions' lowered the wage-rates. But workmen are not quite so inde-

pendent, there is greater selection exercised in making up the smaller crews

now required and the men, knowing that they are not so much in demand work

with greater vim. More by far is accomplished than used to be the order of

the day in top-notch times. ' The principal cause of low prices, however, lies in

the fact that contractors are more anxious for work, to keep going, to turn

their money over, and consequently figure upon a lower basis, and smaller

margin of profit than when everything is rushing. Let me cite you some in-

stances as examples of the difference between "tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum."

I have especial advantages in being able to keep in close touch with varying con-

ditions. In my consultation practice I have the most intimate relations with

architects all over the country, and through them and through the building

departments of all our cities, have access to the most intimate and complete data

upon that and related subjects and away in advance of the newspapers or other

such agencies, so know whereof I speak. True, contractors'^ bids do not always

indicate the exact cost of a building, for they will range 50 and even 80 per

cent difference between the highest and the lowest, but after all, if made by

responsible contractors, they create a basis or standard of cost, and certainly

serve as our only available authoritative basis of comparison of cost.

Well, here's a case of a warehouse for which plans were made just a year

ago. Bids ran at that time from $216,000 down to $147,000, but the owners

deemed even the lowest too high. This was in the middle west. In May this

year the same plans without change, were put out for figures and the bids ran

from $193,000 to $114,800. and a contract was closed for a little less than that

last named sum after making some slight changes. Another instance : An office

building in the east, planned and figured last September, lowest bid $123,400,

deemed too high, refigured on same basis this last June and let for $102,000.

Still another, and indicating the upward tendency again, the only case I have

in mind that illustrates thaf feature of the subject. An association building in

the south, lowest bid in September, $346,000, refigured in May, with lowest, on

same basis, of $275,000, but again delayed and figured anew just a few weeks

ago, the same lowest bidder this time making his estimate $289,000! In the

smaller work the difference is as noticeable. Here's a store building in a coast

city, and of course always on the same plans and basis, the lowest bid last

;

May $27,000, the lowest last month $21,000; a row of houses in an eastern city

estimated last July at $8,580 each and this last month at $6,860. As before

stated, contractors' bids are more or less of a gamble, there's always a wide
difference in them and one that should not reasonably exist with as constant

quantities to cope with as labor and building materials, but there can be no mis-

take in sizing up the situation by comparing the estimates of the lowest in each

case and of both periods. And mark you, these are but three or four instances

out of possibly a hundred that have come to my knowledge, and all without

a single exception, showing a marked decrease of cost now. Though, naturallv,

I have cited you the most marked differences, I do not wish it understood that

everyone was an example of 40 per cent or more saved. But I can say that,

averaged up, the cases that were thus clearly put before me, denoted a general

reduction of from 12 to 20 \>er cent.

Assuming that 12 per cent is the maximuni saving on what would have

had to be invested a year ago or will have to be invested six months hence, it

would hardly seem as if we would need to advance any greater argument to

persuade the business man to get busy. That represents a full year's net

maximum revenue on a commercial building, just as if he had had the building

a year and without the expense and bother of repairs, fussing with tenants anil

all that sort of thing.

And now then let me reiterate another bit of advice. Build now and buiUl

well. Build even your houses fireproof. Even though the initial cost may be

a wee bit greater than if built the old inflammable way, you'll save perhaps

another 12 per cent in that building cost in a very few years. Better than that,

your ideas must indee(l be queer if you intend to build "temporarily" enough
to make the matter of inferior construction attractive. And assuming that what
vou do build will have served its purpose in twenty-five years (that's about as

long as folks let buildings stand down town, then they rip them up and start

off on a 40, 60 or 100 story basis). Your fireproof building, considering les-

sened repairs, insurance premiums, etc., will have netted a total investment of

something like 38 per cent less than what you would have had to put into an

"ordinary" building. Meantime it would have also presented an infinitely bet-

ter appearance, held its own better against the new comers, attracted a better

class of tenants and been better for you in every respect. Thus leaving personal

satisfaction and pride out of the question as being "inestimable" the actual ad-

vantages in dollars and cents value would be, everything considered, in the

25 years' time, something like 73 per cent ! So that who, in Heaven's name,

with two ounces of grey matter in his noodle, would dare look an intelligent

man in the face and tell him that cheap building is economical ! And so for

my "finally" or "lastly" let me exhort my readers to build well at any time, and

if they want to save still more money then let them by all means build now.

*
* *

Signs

The enterprising manager of a little lyric theater in northern Pennsylvania

believes in profiting by the misfortunes of others. One day he displayed the

following sign in his house

:

DO NOT SMOKE
REMEMBER THE IROQUOIS FIRE

So great was the efificacy of this that before the end of the week he put no

another

:

DO NOT SPIT

REMEMBER THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD
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Design /or Casino at Monterfy. William H. Weeks. Architect

Fire

By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Architect

THAT the press of the country is awakening to the fact that -this is indeed

the land of fire augurs well for the prospects of some drastic action being

taken ultimately on behalf of fire-prevention, but the lay press as well as

the lavman is still lamentably uninformed as to the real status of this fire matter.

For instance, the '^Outlook," an exceptionally well-posted journal, comments

recently and editorially upon the "Land of Fire," and cites some of the great

conflagrations of the world since 1835 and says of New York that that city

"since 1835 has been singularly fortunate in having had no great fires, and in

this respect, therefore, may be 'said to be on a par with great European cities."

The "Outlook" undoubtedly means that since that year New York has had no

fires that wiped out any great section of the city at one fell swoop, but it will

yet be a long time before we can speak of New York and the great European

cities as being anywhere nearly comparable. That city's fire loss, while below

the general average of that of the country, is still in the neighborhood of $2.00

per capita per annum, or $7,568,666 of damage in 12,182 fires in a year's time.

In the same period London had but 3843 fires with a population half as much

acrain as New York's. In all of the British kingdom in that same period there

was but one fire of $300,000 and only 35 of over $50,000, and all of these Z:^

fires of over $50,000 only equalled $3,785,000 in the year's time and that for a

population of over 41,000,000 people, while New York, with a little over

4,000,000 people had one fire of nearly $5,000,000 and quite a number of over

SlOO 000
Commenting upon this fire matter, the "Outlook" further says that there

is probably some truth in the supposition that we pay less attention to regula-

tions intended to prevent fires, that buildings are of more combustible materials,

and that our fire departments are less etTective. As a matter of fact, our fire

departments are the best in the world—they get the most practice and experi-

ence! The one great trouble is that we persist in building of inflammable con-

struction, we have the habit, and our authorities, generally speaking, have not

the backbone to break us of that habit by stringent enough regulations. There

is no supposition about this thing, it is a patent, tangible, demonstrable fact.

And it is the province of the technical journals to so thoroughly emphasize the

point that we have in the past and are now building too much shoddy construc-

tion that the daily press, the lay journals, will follow suit and eventually the

people themselves will grasp the idea and help in the reform that is so very,

very necessary.

The Rehabilttated a?id Enlarged Mills Building. San Francisco

D. H. Burnham &> Company. Architects. Smith &- Watson Company. Contractors

The First National Bank Building, San franciscp

% y /ITH the completion of the First National Bank building, on the site of

Y^' the old Masonic temple at the junction of Post, Montgomery an 1

Market streets, San Francisco will have one of the finest ofiice build-

ings on the Pacific Coast. In the heart of the business and financial center of

the city, the building towers to a height of thirteen stories—a monument to

its builders and an example of what can be accomplished in speed construction

by thorough organization, for it has taken less than ten months to practically

complete a building that many contractors predicted could not be built in

from twelve to fifteen months. The D. II. Burnham Company were the archi-

tects—a firm that is noted the world over for its superior system, turning

out high-class work and overseeing it till completion. The First National

Bank building will have cost, when finished, $1,350,000—a sum within the

architect's estimate.

The building has been designed to withstand the forces of the elements,

including fire and earthquake. The heavy steel frame is protected with rein-

.1
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First Xatiofial Bank Hinidttii':. San 1-iancisco

D. H. Burnham ^ Company. Architects. Smith 6^ Wat.^on Company. Contractors

forced concrete floors and walls and the exterior is faced vvith Indiana sand-

stone and granite, the first floor and the massive columns over the entrance

heing of granite. All windows have metal frames and sashes and wire glass.

The only wood in the building is to be found in the doors and door trim. The

ground floor and basement will be occupied by the First National Bank, a

portion of the second floor will have accommodations for the First Federal

Trust Company, an auxiliary of the First National liank, and the remainder

of the buildinq- is divided into large, well lighted office suites for professional

men.
Work on the building was commenced January 3, 1908, and the principal

contracts were awarded to the Smith & Watson Company, an Eastern firm,

of high standing which located in San Francisco soon after the big fire. In

less than two years they have completed, or have under way, contracts ag-

gregating close to a million dollars. The firm of Smith & W'atson succeeded

the Smith & Eastman Company, contractors for prominent government and

office buildings in all parts of the United States. Mr. Ezekiel Smith is the

senior member of the firm and with him are associated Mr. William F.

Watson, business manager, and Mr. Joseph Huntington, superintendent of

construction. Mr. Smith is a retired contractor and resides on his stock

farm at Marceline, Mo. The record made by this firm in putting up

the First National Bank building is one that other contractors may well envy.

At one time it had as many as 7)1 t, men at work on the building.
^
This included

carpenters, concreters, plasterers and helpers. Besides the I^rst National,

Smith & Watson were the contractors of the rehabilitated Mills building and

annex, the Chronicle building, and the plastering work in the Union Square,

Balboa and numerous smaller buildings.

A feature of the First National building is the elaborate decorative work

in ornamental plaster and stucco. The design of the ceiling in the main

banking room is Italian. The massive fluted columns of white plastef are in

harmonv with the ceiling, the design of which is taken from the Paris Opera

and is tinted in gold, the design in the directors' room is an exquisite copy

of the Palazo Ducale of Venice. All of the work on the first story was

designed and executed under the direction of Architect Willis Polk of

D. H. Burnham & Co.

The Portland High School Competition

PORTLAND, Ore., architects, as stated in the August Architect and

Engineer, are having an experience in competitions which they will

doubtless not soon forget and which is not likely to increase the

enthusiasm of the profession, there or elsewhere, in future contests con-

ducted bv a municipality or i)ublic body. East spring the Portland Board

of Education called for competitive plans for a high school 1)uil(ling, to

cost not more than $250,000. Thirteen sets of drawings were subsequently

submitted by as many leading architectural firms. Each design was

numbered and the identity of the authors thus concealed. The Board

invited a Seattle architect', E. H. Somerville, to examine the plans and

select the ones possessing the greatest merit. In due course of time Mr.

Somerville made his selections. The Board then awarded the prizes and

ever since there has been a veritable teapot tempest because it turns out

that the school trustees quite ignored the report of their expert. The

architects who failed to win out carried their grievance into the circuit

court and got a writ of mandamus compelling the school board to reveal
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J^trst National Bank BuiUitng. San Franctsco

D. H. Burnham 6* Company. Architects. Smith 6* Watson Company. Contractors

forced concrete floors and walls and the exterior is faced with Indiana sand-

stone and granite, the first floor and the massive columns over the entrance

being of granite. All windows have metal frames and sashes and wire glass.

The only wood in the building is to be found in the doors and door trim. The

ground floor and basement will be occupied by the First National Bank, a

# portion of the second floor will have accommodations for the First Federal

Trust Company, an auxiliary of the First National Bank, and the remainder

of the building is divided into large, well lighted office suites for professional

men.
Work on the building was commenced January 3, 1908, and the principal

contracts were awarded to the Smith & Watson Company, an Eastern firm,

of high standing which located in San Francisco soon after the big fire. In

less than two years they have completed, or have under way, contracts ag-

gregating close to a million dollars. The firm of Smith & Watson succeeded

the Smith & Eastman Company, contractors for prominent government and

office buildings in all parts of the United States. Mr. Ezekiel Smith is the

senior member of the firm and with him are associated Mr. William F.

Watson, business manager, and Mr. Joseph Huntington, superintendent of

construction. Mr. Smith is a retired contractor and resides on his stock

farm at Marceline, Mo. The record made by this firm in putting up

the First National Bank building is one that other contractors may well envy.

At one time it had as many as 375 men at work on the building. This included

carpenters, concreters, plasterers and helpers. Besides the First National,

Smith & Watson were the contractors of the rehabilitated Mills building and

annex, the Chronicle building, and the plastering work in the Union Square,

Balboa and numerous smaller buildings.

A feature of the First National building is the elaborate decorative work

in ornamental plaster and stucco. The design of the ceiling in the main

banking room is Italian. The massive fluted columns of white plastef are in

harmony with the ceiling, the design of which is taken from the Paris Opera

and is tinted in gold. The design in the directors' room is an exquisite copy

of the Palazo Ducale of Venice. All of the work on the first story was

designed and executed under the direction of Architect Willis Polk of

D. H. Burnham & Co.

The P High School Competitioh

PORTLAND, Ore., architects, as stated in the August Architect and

Engineer, are having an experience in competitions which they will

doubtless not soon forget and which is not likely to increase the

enthusiasm of the profession, there or elsewhere, in future contests con-

ducted by a municipality or public body. Last spring the Portland Board

of Education called for competitive plans for a high school building, to

cost not more than $250,000. Thirteen sets of drawings were subsequently

submitted by as many leading architectural firms. Each design was

numbered and the identity of the authors thus concealed. The Board

invited a Seattle architect, E. H. Somerville, to examine the plans and

select the ones possessing the greatest merit. In due course of time Mr.

Somerville made his selections. The Board then awarded the prizes and

ever since there has been a veritable teapot tempest because it turns out

that the school trustees quite ignored the report of their expert. The

architects who failed to win out carried their grievance into the circuit

court and got a writ of mandamus compelling the school board to reveal
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the contents of Somerville's report. To forestall the hearing the Board

decided to permit the inspection and publication of the report.

In the report the first' place was given to design No. 11, which was

prepared by Kable & Kable ; the first prize, $500, was given to design No.

10, prepared by Whitehouse & Honeyman ; to design No. 6, by McNaugh-
ton, Raymond & Laurence, the $300 prize was awarded, while the third

prize of $200 went to design No. 1, submitted by Kroner & Hen.

In making the awards, the school board selected as the design of the

building, the plans of Whitehouse & Honeyman, which were given the

$500 prize by Mr. Sommerville. To W. Jones, the official architect of

the board, was given the $500 prize, while Kable & Kable were given the

second prize of $300, and McNaughton, Raymond & Laurence received

the third prize of $200. Architects Kable & Kable now threaten to bring

suit to recover the full commission on the cost of the high school build-

ing, and it is probable that other suits will be brought by those architects

who were awarded prizes in the Sommerville report, and who were ignored

in the final award as announced by the school board.

Architects Kable & Kable contend that, under the competition pro-

gram issued by the school board, which bound the board to accept the

recommendation of a jury in awarding the first place and the prizes, that

they are entitled to the usual architect's commission on the cost of the

proposed building.

''Our plan. No. 11, in the competition, was given the first place by the

jury," said Architect J. F. Kable, "and the school board, under its own
printed rules governing the competition,, should have selected our plans.

Their failure to do so makes the school district liable to us for the usual

commission paid for designing and superintending the construction of

this class of buildings. On page 1 of the 'program for competition by

architects for plans of the high school building' is the following paragraph :

'In arriving at a decision the board of education will accept the recom-

mendation of a jury to be selected by the board of education.' If this

means anything it means that the first place and the prizes would be

awarded according to the report of the jury.

"We entered the contest believing that the printed program would be

literally adhered to. In preparing the plans submitted by us, we followed

the instructions in the program, and we believe the school board is legally

bound by the provisions in this program."

^^^^^
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A nezi's cable a fezv days ago told of another Steel Trust zvith a capi-

tal of $yff0,00 0,000. It again proves very graphically the enormous possi-

bilities for expansion in the manufacture of steel. The great Steel Trust of

America, zvith its huge capital of nearly $1,000,000,000, holds the dis-

tinction of being the most classical example of the modern combine.

The zvorld, therefore, sees the possibility of tzco huge steel corpora-

tions grappling zvith one another for the control of the steel industry of the

zvorld. The great American Steel Trust, zvith its far-reaching spheres of

action, zvith its offices in every centre of the zvorld, stands supreme as a

modern example of business combination, and the story of its development

makes interesting telling.—The Editor.

FIFTY years ago when the increasing use of iron created a demand for a

material more durable than iron, and not so expensive as the laborious

process of steel-making of that day, an Irish-American named William

Kelly found himself in a desperate position financially.

He was an iron-maker, and by the old process needed charcoal, which was

difficult to obtain. Unless he could save fuel he was on the verge of bank-

ruptcy.

One day he was sitting in front of the "finery fire," when he suddenly

sprang to his feet with a shout, and rushed to the furnace. At one edge he saw

a white-hot spot in the yellow mass of molten metal. The iron at this spot was
incandescent. It was almost gaseous. Yet there was no charcoal—nothing

but the steady blast of air.

Why didn't the air chill the metal? Every iron-maker since Tubal Cain

had believed that cold air would chill hot iron.

But Kelly was more than an iron-maker. He was a student of metallurgy,

and he knew that carbon and oxygen had an affinity for each other. He knew
what air was ancl what iron was and like a flash the idea leaped into his excited

brain—there is no need of charcoal. Air alone is fuel.

Like almost all great inventors, he was derided, though his experiments

proved successful. He had to give in, he had no capital behind him. It was

not until Bessemer took the idea in hand that it became a commercial success.

Bessemer was one of England's greatest inventors, having one hundred

and twenty patents to his credit. He was the son of an inventor—a French-

man who had been driven to London by a social explosion in Paris.

His first invention, a method of stamping public documents was, so he

considered, stolen from him by the British Government. He was very poor at

the time, and this real or supposed injustice made an indelible mark upon his

character. Henceforward he was bitterly aggressive in the protection of his

rights.

Seven years after Kelly's success at Eddyville, Bessemer invented the

Bessemer process, as the result of a conversation with Napoleon III., who
wanted better material for his cannon. The new process was perfected by a

third inventor, Robert Mushat, a Scotchman. He solved the problem of how to

leave just sufficient carbon in the molten metal to harden it to the required

quality of steel.

The method in the beginning of the new process was to endeavor to stop

at exactly the right moment. Mushat's common-sense told him that it would

expedite matters considerably if all the carbon were first burnt out of the iron,

and the exact quantity needed put back.

U
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Kelly made $500,000, and is little known; Bessemer received $10,000,000,

world-wide fame, and a knighthood, while as for Mushat, he lost his patent

through failing to pay the necessary fees, and got nothing, except a pension of

$1500 a year from Bessemer.

The man that gave Carnegie his great lift was Captain William R. Jones,

conmionly known as "Bill Jones." Carnegie was an iron-maker, but Jones

took the Kelly-Bessemer invention into the shop, and made it perform marvels.

He was the man who earned most and received least among the big officials of

the company. He refused a partnership, and asked merely for a big salary.

Carnegie gave him the presidential salary of twenty-five thousand dollars a

year.

It was Jones who originated the famous scrap heap policy; directly an

improvement was made in a machine the old one was dragged out and the new-

device installed. On several occasions he startled the shareholders by asking

permission to smash up $500,000 worth of machinery that was as good as new,

but outgrown.

''Carnegie was the first steel-maker who introduced department store

principles into the iron and steel business," says Casson. "His corporation was

a large establishment run by a few highly skilled superintendents and by a

crowd of young clerks, who were taught to do one thing fairly 'well. Part-

nerships were dangled before the e^yes of these young clerks, until they were

fevered with ambition. It was a system to make or break every young officer

who served under General Carnegie. There was either a millionaire or a physi-

cal wreck in a few years.

"Every superintendent was pitted against each other. The heaven of a

partnership and the hell of dismissal goaded the bosses and sub-bosses into a

furious activity that put the Carnegie Company far in advance of all its com-

petitors. No matter how much the sweltering furnace-men toiled, no matter

how amazing were the achievement of today, tomorrow the same order came

from the terrible General, 'More!'

"Every man had his work, and he held his place just as long as he could

do the work better than anyone else. The moment a man showed signs of

weakness or inefficiency he was immediately transferred, or pigeon-holed into

some political office. There was a scrap-heap for men as well as for

machinery."

And it can easily be imagined that this insane ])olicy of rush caused the

human machine to wear out more rapidly than it would by more equable work-

ing. But men were cheap and plentiful, and money was almighty.- American

business is callous, and in its ridiculous haste leaves no. time for mere purposes

of living.

Of all Carnegie's partners there was none so brilliant in business as Charles

M. Schwab. He rose by steps, but the steps were gigantic. At the first stage

he was driving in stakes for a dollar a day at the Edgar Thomson works. The

second stage was six months later; he was then superintendent of the Edgar

Thomson works—the foremost steel producing works in the world. At thirty

years of age Superintendent of both the Edgar Thomson and Homestead

plants, managing 8000 workmen ; the only case in which Carnegie allowed one

man to operate two plants. Eourth step, President of the Carnegie Steel Com-

pany, holding three per cent, stock, and drawing a salary equal to that of a

United States President. Fifth step. President of the United States Steel

Corporation, holding $28,000,000 worth (par value) of its stock, and drawing

a salary of :<100,000 a year. To quote Herbert Casson: "In 1901 he sat on

1

the apex of the towering steel pyramid—the victor among 200,000 competitors
—at thirty-nine years of age."

.
At the end of 1900, the Carnegie Company had $40,000,000 to divide ; of

this amount Carnegie's share was $25,000,000, the balance to the rest. It is

said that from 1880 the company has never cleared less than a million a year.
Others naturally wanted a share in this gold mine, and several oiTers were made
for the Carnegie business. Carnegie was carrying on operations for the making
and selling of steel, on such a scale as had never before been attempted. He
was continually extending his operations in a way that would, if completed,
have made him absolute master of the steel world.

To fight Rockefeller, he ordered seven eight-thousand-ton ore-carrying
steamships. To fight the Pennsylvania Railroad, he set a corps of surveyors at

work mapping out a railway from Pittsburg to the ocean. To fight the
National Tube Company, he announced that five thousand acres of land had
been bought at Conneaut, and that he had decided to build a twelve million
dollar tube works.

Manufacturers and financiers were afraid of him, and it was because of
this scare that the scheme for buying up the company came into being. Morgan
was appealed to and with his assistance the buying was engineered, the price
paid amounting, roughly, to $487,415,000.

So the great Steel Trust came into being—the largest steel producer in

the world, and one of the greatest and richest companies that have ever existed.
It has made fortunes for dozens of people, and ruin for thousands.

Ii

How to Paint Over Cement

IT
IS not safe to paint over the surface of cement until it has stood exposed
to the weather for about one year unless the surface has first been sized with

u acid water to kill the alkali, and even then there is some danger of bad
results. Here is a somewhat tedious method for preparing and painting such a
surface, but it has the sanction of some of the best painters, says the Master
Painter. Slack one-half bushel of fresh stone line in a barrel and add in all

twenty-five gallons of water ; when slacked and cold, add six gallons of the best
cider vinegar and five pound's of the best dry Venetian red. Mix well and then
strain through a fine wire strainer. Use it when about the consistency of thin
cream. Give the cement surface a coat of this and after standing a day or so
apply a coat of red lead and linseed oil paint. After this has dried you may
paint the surface any color you wish. Some jobs require two coats of paint
over the red lead paint. In this case make the second coat of paint serve as
filler and paint both. This second Coat may be made with plaster of paris and
oil of the consistency of buttermilk. Then break up some white lead and oil to

make a paint the same consistency as the plaster paint. Now take equal parts
of each of the two mixtures and "box" them together, and thin to a working
consistency with turpentine. This second coat should be applied as heavy as
possible, or as heavy as you can spread it well. After this coat is dry apply your
next and finishing coat of paint, which should be quite glossy, or about as you
would for the last coat on woodwork outside. The object in giving it this

plaster paint is to prevent the running and wrinkling of the paint where con-

siderable paint is to be applied to the surface. And it must be made to dry
quickly.

I
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Residcncr of Mrs : Lucy Walker. I.os .1 nicies

C/iarlcs F. W/iittlrsey. Architect

Houses Built of Concrete

TllR announccnicMit that Arciiitcct Charles V. Whittlesey of San I'^rancisco

and Los Angeles has prepared plans for a ^rou]) of reinforced concrete
houses to he huilt in ( )aklan(l, has <;iven local interest to this tvi)e of

construction which has heretofore heen confined almost exclusivelv to office

buildings, hridi^es, etc. In the I^ast some very heautiful homes have heen
built of concrete. A few have l)een erected in the southern part of the State
and there are one or two in the vicinity of San Mateo.

Since architects be^an to ])lan concrete houses, there has been noticeable

development in the direction of pleasini;- desij^ns and inij^roved structural

methods. Fortunately this has not been accompanied by an increase in cost.

On the contrary it is claimed by some that it is possible to utilize concrete in

satisfactory and durable construction which will show considerable saving;

over wood, brick or stone.

The three prevailing' types in concrete houses are those constructed of

hollow blocks, houses with solid walls and those with cement stucco surface.

Block houses outnumber the others, and it is interesting- to note the improve-
ment recently made in the manufacture and application of the concrete block.

The blocks first on the market were not acce])ted as a desirable substitute for

brick or stone. They were usually of the rock-faced pattern, and were con-
demned by architects and builders of c^ood taste. Many are still used, but
they are gradually j^ivino;- way to the plain surface block. The protest ag-ainst

the rock-faced block has been so general that manufacturers and builders are

gradually discarding them. They have substituted a perfectly plain surface

so far as any design is concerned, merely seeking to produce a pleasing texture

and color. Some of the finest houses in the country, says Cement Age, have
been built of these blocks, the facade being' relieved by columns and cornices

in moulded concrete.

A type of house which resembles the solid concrete structure is that

having a cement stucco finish. This exterior finish has been successfully

applied to every class of house. It has been used on houses of wood, brick

and stone, and some of the most artistic and costly houses in the country
have a stucco exterior. Cement stucco offers an interesting field for experi-

ment. It is the conviction of some architects that studding and expanded
metal could be covered inside and out with stucco at a cost far less than
frame or brick construction and that this plan would result in thin but per-

fectly serviceable hollow walls, making a dry and durable house.

!,¥«-; i-:--' .*.-
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Residence of Mrs. Lucy Walker. Los Angeles

Charles F. Whittlesey, Architect

Houses Built of Concrete

I
HE announcement that Architect Charles F. Whittlesey of San Francisco

I
and Los Angeles has prepared plans for a group of reinforced concrete
houses to be built in Oakland, has given local interest to this type of

construction which has heretofore been confined almost exclusively to office

buildings, bridges, etc. In the East some very beautiful homes have been
built of concrete. A few have been erected in the southern part of the State
and there are one or two in the vicinity of San Mateo.

Since architects began to plan concrete houses, there has been noticeable

development in the direction of pleasing designs and improved structural

methods. Fortunately this has not been accompanied by an increase in cost.

On the contrary it is claimed by some that it is possible to utilize concrete in

satisfactory and durable construction which will show considerable saving
over wood, brick or stone.

The three prevailing types in concrete houses are those constructed of
hollow blocks, houses with solid walls and those with cement stucco surface.

Block houses outnumber the others, and it is interesting to note the improve-
ment recently made in the manufacture and application of the concrete block.

The blocks first on the market were not accepted as a desirable substitute for

brick or stone. They were usually of the rock-faced pattern, and were con-
demned by architects and builders of good taste. Many are still used, but
they are gradually giving way to the plain surface block. The protest against

the rock-faced block has been so general that manufacturers and builders are

gradually discarding them. They have substituted a perfectly plain surface

so far as any design is concerned, merely seeking to produce a pleasing texture

and color. Some of the finest houses in the country, says Cement Age, have
been built of these blocks, the facade being relieved by columns and cornices

in moulded concrete.

A type of house which resembles the solid concrete structure is that

having a cement stucco finish. This exterior finish has been successfully

applied to every class of house. It has been used on houses of wood, brick

and stone, and some of the most artistic and costly houses in the country
have a stucco exterior. Cement stucco oflfers an interesting field for experi-

ment. It is the conviction of some architects that studding and expanded
metal could be covered inside and out with stucco at a cost far less than
frame or brick construction and that this plan would result in thin but per-

fectly serviceable hollow walls, making a dry and durable house.
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Design for a One and One-Half Story Concrete House

Geo. L. McFJroy. Architect, New York
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F<rj/ Floor Plan of a One and One-Half Story Concrete House

Geo. L, McElroy, Architect, New York
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/Residence of W. S, Bartlet t. Los Angeles

Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect

Several attractive designs of concrete houses are shown herewith. They
were made by Eastern architects for the competition recently conducted by

the Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers.

The accompanying drawing shows a one and a half story house, the

ground plan of which is about 30 feet by 42 feet, including the porch.

There is to be a cellar under about one-third of the house which will

be used for coal and storage. The ground floor is divided into a living room

with open fire place, bed room with clothes closets, kitchen with set tubs,

range, sink, dresser and ice box closet, sufficiently large bath room, linen

closet and two other closets for coats, etc. The attic will be left unfinished,

but is available for a servants' or extra bed room.

The footings, foundations and outside walls are to be of monolithic con-

crete construction, furred and plastered on the inside. The interior walls

have been figured as stud partitions, but hollow concrete blocks may be sub-

stituted if desired. The floor beams and rafters are of wood and the roof is

shingled. The floors, stairs, doors and trim are to be of yellow pine and

varnished.

The cubic contents figured from the bottom of the footings and includ-

ing porches, are 21,236 cubic feet.

Below is given an estimate of the cost

:

Excavation $ 43.00

Concrete 808.00

Carpentry 771.00

Plastering 186.00

Painting 127.00

Metal Work 40.00

Hardware 25.00

Total $2,000.00
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Unique Apartment Flats. San Francisco

Stone &> Smith. Architects

The country residence of concrete shown herewith is 40 feet by 29 feet 6
inches in plan, two stories high, with cellar only under kitchen and serving

pantry. Toilet required to be placed in cellar. Its cubic contents including

porches is 45,031 cubic feet.

Foundation walls and all exterior walls to be of monocast concrete,

finished on exterior with a rough cast finish of natural cement color, and
all exterior partitions to be of cement blocks.

Chimneys and fire places to be of brick, lined with tile, and topped out

with concrete blocks above roof. All columns of pergola and porches to be

of cement blocks, finished same as exterior walls.

__ Cellar to be finished with cement, as well as floors of pergola and porches.

Plastering on interior walls to consist of two coats applied directly to

cement blocks, and on inner side of all exterior walls to be three coat work
applied on wooden lath over furring. Last coat to be a hard white finish or

sand float.

Framing of floors and roof, furring strips, etc., to be of spruce or

hemlock, window frames pine, rough floors of yellow pine, finished floors rift
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Static ^^ Smith. Architects
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inches in plan, two stories hiij^h, with cellar only under kitchen and serving

pantry. Toilet re(|uire(l to be placed in cellar. Its cubic contents including

porches is 45,031 cubic feet.

Foundation walls and all exterior walls to be of monocast concrete,

finished on exterior with a rough cast finish of natural cement color, and
all exterior partitions to be of cement blocks.

Chimneys and fire places to be of brick, lined with tile, and topped out

with concrete blocks above roof. All columns of pergola and porches to be

of cement blocks, finished same as exterior walls.

Cellar to be finished with cement, as well as floors of pergola and porches.

Plastering on interior walls to consist of two coats ajD^lied directly to

cement blocks, and on inner side of all exterior walls to be three coat work
applied on wooden lath over furring. Last coat to be a hard white finish or

sand float.

Framing of floors and roof, furring strips, etc., to be of spruce or

hemlock, window frames pine, rough floors of yellow pine, finished floors rift
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sawed North Carolina pine, stained and varnished. Principal rooms and

hall to be trimmed in oak or chestnut, stained and finished with varnish or

waxing. All other parts to be trimmed in cypress natural finish.

Brackets on exterior to be of cypress stained to match Flemish oak, as

well as entrance doors. Other exterior woodwork painted three coats. AH

glass to be best quality sheet glass, leaded where so shown
;
pitch roof to be

covered with Spanish tile over sheathing and paper, and all tin roofs and

flashings to be of best grade tin, properly painted ;
all hardware to be of sub-

stantial pattern, ornamented for important rooms ; bath rooms to have Keene s

cement wainscotings, polished and varnished and ceramic or tile floors.

Below is given an estimate of the cost:

Excavating, concrete, cement and stucco work, ^"^ ^
further masonry ^

foc'c^
Plastering ozd.UU

Rough and finished carpenter work and labor
^'^5c nn

Hardware ^^.OU

Tile roof, tinning, etc o^cV^
Painting •

^^^'^

Total <"... $4,475.00

*

An Epitome of the Situation

.,|— \RLY in the season we exerted every effort to get orders, now we are

I
exerting the same amount of effort filling them," said the sales agent

— of a prominent cement company.

"Orders come much easier than they formerly did," is the way another

prominent sales manager put it.
• , i

•

"We are having less difficulty than a month ago securing orders, and prices

are ruling firmer," said another.
, , , , r

It would seem as if cement had reached its lowest level and that from now

on prices will not only rule firmer, but will show an actual advance. Certain

sections of the country have used just as much cement as ever before, and while

other sections did not, there has not been such a falling off as one would

imagine. . . .

Some of the big companies are already making preparations to run their

plants full time, but they are going to have the orders in sight before they do.

With the return of confidence, building operations all over the country

are resuming a healthier tone.

The financial condition of the banks, according to eastern reports, is very

satisfactorv.

The two great political parties have chosen their standard bearers.

Everywhere we hear of factories of all kinds starting up and others taking

on more help.

Lumber is advancing slowly but surely.

In fact, there is every indication that the tide has turned.

Buyers are more anxious to make contracts, and cement companies less

anxious than a month ago. This is the surest indication of the change of

feeling. Cement manufacturers are no longer trying to force the market,

although they are using every legitimate argument to induce people to buy now.

Reports show that stocks held in warehouses are diminishing and that

dealers are buying more liberally than for some time.
,

Many of the great projects held in check by the stringency are again being

taken up. ,

Summarizing up the situation it can be said that the natural growth work

has kept the market from becoming stagnant and that the return of confidence

shows conditions improved everywhere.
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The Steel Situation in San Francisco

By H. W. KERRIGAN,
^

Commissioner Structural Steel and Ornamental Iron Branch, California Metal
Trades Association.

IN
THE face of the serious economic conditions confronting San Francisco

at the present time, and the campaign that has been inaugurated by the

structural steel and ornamental iron plants of the California Metal Trades
Association to meet the situation and encourage in every way possible home
industry, or home protection, it would be well to show the conditions as they

are, cause of them, remedy, if necessary, and the general attitude of those that

should concern themselves towards the betterment of them ; at the same time,

to comment on influences that are indirectly pertinent to the general subject.

But most of all, to dwell on the really selfish, individual, lukewarm feeling of

those who should be vitally interested in the development of their city and who
do not, or will not, understand the seriousness of it sufficiently to try and
improve it; and at the same time, not forgetting our own manufacturers who
are suffering as a result of these existing conditions and who can also aid in

bettering them for themselves, with malice to none and fairness to all.

It is hardly necessary to explain that, first of all, our dissolution came
from the fire and earthquake, the disintegration of the corporation and indi-

vidual interests as a result, and a weakness of our position taken advantage of

by manufacturers' agents who had nothing to lose coming in here, to swell their

coffers from our scanty funds, people whom we really can't blame, as they

were a necessity at the time, but for our own self-preservation we should
endeavor to do without them by creating a demand for our own products.

That we have improved in machinery and shop conditions, in efficiency, and in

new foundries, and that the city has improved also in its rebuilding, is a good
reason why we should do without the Eastern business, if possible. It will be

so if we make it so. But, when large corporations from the East, like a certain

steel trust from whom we are forced in many ways to buy our plain steel,

come right in over our heads, giving options under the lowest local bid, no mat-
ter what it may be, and accepted by those who should understand the struggle

for the home people,—it is no wonder that we should protect ourselves against

such unfair dealing.

Are such means fair? Should the city be drained by the many tentacles of

this steel trust octopus, when we can buy Belgian steel or steel from the inde-

pendent companies in America? As an example of the methods used by the

jobbers here in one particular line, connected with our own Association : A
jobber had bought five thousand flanges from an Eastern concern, paying two
cents more a flange than our manufacturer would have charged, besides the

cost of shipment from the East. Just the other day, awaiting another ship-

ment, this same jobber, short of an order for flanges, sent to this local manu-
facturer for one flange, using him in the emergency. And then do you wonder
that our people are crying hard times when they make the times hard them-
selves? This is an absolute truth—the quality of the flanges made here can be

proven as good in quality and finish as the Eastern product.

If the jobbers could only be taught to leave their orders at home instead

of buying from the Eastern manufacturers, and practice reciprocity at home,
they would help develop our own industries—but just there lies the fault; the

people at home insist on sending East, and wait at leastJour or five months for

an order when they could save time and price of shipment by patronizing their

own people.

Those who are in the iron and steel industries in San Francisco know that

as far as steel is concerned, we cannot compete with the East on prices for the
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reason that the freij^ht and shop conditions here are against us. The architects

and contractors know these things, and. instead of explaining to the property

owner that it makes really small difference, financially, after all, they let him

buy indiscriminately, ignoring the fact that by all the laws of reciprocal

economics, he makes the difference back again.

Doesn't the property owner see the wisdom himself? Let him study it out

economically. That is all we ask. Let those that can do so, help
;
it is money in

their pockets eventually, as well as helping the city that helps them.

We can't smelt iron ore here, we admit, properly to roll the steel at the

present time, although they are doing it to a small extent up North, but hardly

enough for their own demand. We haven't the carbonated or bituminous coal

qualities to make coke to reduce the ore. The first result in that direction in

this state was made the other day in Northern California, but it is merely a find

with no quantity to supply the demand. It was made through electricity and oil.

But for just those reasons and the little material difference it makes, and

because one must pay a trifle more for the steel here to build with, every one

building or buying should be just that much more willing to help. If we could

reduce our ore here (Madera county is full of it) we would find that there is

twenty-five per cent more magnetic force in the quality than in that of the

Eastern ore.

Some have said : ''What's the use ? You have to buy your steel material

East anyway ; you only get a certain percentage of profit." That isn't it ; even If

we don't make much on the actual buying of the steel after it is here, it is be-

cause there is so much labor attached to the finishing and fabricating of the

steel that counts, for labor is 87 per cent of all building ; and what creates capital

but labor? W'hat circulates money but labor?

But there is something to be said about labor and its influence on the

stringency. The situation is a strange one; and the laboring man is such a

prominent factor in this city. How inconsistent he is, in view of the working

conditions. As the architects and contractors are to blame for their neglect to

home patronage, so are the workingmen. We realize that the mechanic has his

stock in trade as well as the manufacturer, but is not dragging him down
financially to carry it, like the mill man who must pay interest with capital in-

vested to maintain his machinery, equipment, etc. The riggers who erect

structural steel and are union men, will work on non-union made steel of the

East. But if the local plants should send out steel from non-union shops, how
quickly they would object to putting it up! And yet the workmen in this city

have three hundred days to work out of the year, compared with one hundred

and twenty days of their Eastern brother in the same line. This result of

climatic conditions makes the cost of producing, with the labor, 17 per cent in

favor of this state, if other things were equal.

Closely studying the existing conditions, there is another and more serious

point that is undermining the local industries in every line, and that is the

cutting of prices to the extreme of accepting a contract or contracts below cost

to keep the work here. This naturally has caused much competition among our

own people so that there is dissension everywhere. But it is only the inevitable

result caused by the depression, and the only thing that can be done, although

with little or no profit, is to come to an agreement on the regulation of prices

in the various lines ; or, let the small plants keep within their capacity and

not accept jobs they cannot handle and allow the larger firms in similar lines to

take the larger contracts. That the different builders and manufacturers are

aware of this suicidal procedure is a fact that is agitating the entire city and

there is only one logical way out of it. Instead of the jobbers and the various

factories buying out of the city, except where it is entirely necessary, let them

see if they can's buy of their neighbor, and he'll do the same by them. Recip-
rocity and home protection are the only way out of it. Let them investigate
and see if they cannot buy the artaicle they are looking for in this city.

What has brought about these conditions? It is easily enough told. The
big plants and contractors were affected by the big jobs going East and still

are, and are forced to take the next best,—the smaller jobs that they would not
accept under normal conditions. As a result the smaller shops, deprived of
work that is properly theirs, are forced under this stress to survive the best
way possible and are barely existing. It can't last much longer. Even to make
a cent when they do accept a job, the small shops in various lines must watch
the job until it is finished to get the profit on the labor part alone.

And then, in the face of all this, is the city's proverbial apathy. It should
be everybody's fight and the city fathers' especially ; but they are not making it

such. How inactive they are, and yet how active in other directions. Cor-
porations are fighting corporations ; individuals other individuals. It is one
grand fight of different interests, like children, instead of a co-operative whole
for the successful future of themselves and the city.

And in this vortex of strife the Eastern manufacturers come in and grab
up the choice bits while we must be satisfied with the crumbs. Individual and
corporation selfishness is depriving us of our spirit to build up a city, stunting
its growth by giving the very money we could circulate among our neighbors,
to outside institutions. If the city would only make it its fight, the people
themselves would fall in line, as the city must sell its bonds to its taxpayers
who nuist have the money to buy them with—what better way can that .be done
than by giving them the contracts for, say, auxiliary water system, sewer
system, school-houses, hospitals, hall of justice, county jail and garbage plant,

by which they can pay for them.
Instead of an association like ours carrying on a campaign for home in-

dustry protection, let the demands for such come from the city itself ; and then
we will get results. If we must have differentials on freight rates from the

East to help develop our industries, and a difference made in labor conditions,

let the city take it up, the latter movement, through appealing to the labor
unions, the former through appealing to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

In spite of the existing conditions, how few seem to realize them, and how
little those that do have aided in the campaign for home recognition. The
attitude at the present time is a listless one, and the little that has been done
shows how much more must be done before we are on a fair way to accomplish
our ends. Every one is waiting for the other fellow to take the initiative in

our campaign. The very people that should interest themselves do not : the

architects, the contractors and the property owners, as we have mentioned
before, are the ones who can keep work here, and how little they seem to have
accomplished thus far ; however, in some cases, they have helped and have put
themselves out to do so—for credit must be given where it is due.

Some have said, for the shops to make a stand and improve conditions, that

we in the structural steel and iron industries, like the rest of the citv, are in the
grasp of the labor unions and that we should get together and do something.
Instead of instructing us, they should organize themselves to bring about a
closer affiliation for home protection for the home people. They are satisfied

because very little architectural and contracting work has gone out of the city,

but when any does go, or has gone, what a row there is, as in the case of the

Merchants Exchange building. They haven't forgotten that, and still just such
cases go out of the city in structural steel and ornamental iron every once in a

while. That is what we are objecting to. It isn't because we can't do the work
here: but because they, the architects and contractors are judging from our
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past demoralized conditions immediately after the fire. Then they said
:
"We

may be able to keep work here, but our clients want the best at the most reason-

able price, so what can we do?" Then we appeal to the property owner and

he says: 'T leave everything- to my contractor," so the subject is shuttle-cocked

from one to the other in so many cases.

Doesn't the man building realize that he must have tenants and that he

could get more and create a better feeling at home, even at the disparity in

cost, if he let the work here? Wouldn't it pay him in the long run in the direct

circulation and the re-circulation of the money and aid in maintaining a better

clearing-house report, benefiting himself and everybody in the city.

The newspapers are treating the subject in an earnest manner and are

appealing along economic lines and many current journals are devoting much

space to the subject of home industry. Still, it seems so inadequate in the face

of such a giant task without co-operation from those directly involved. It is so

discouraging when one suggests a closer co-operation to some who came back

to you with : 'The people of this city never were together, and never will be
!"

That is the contention one meets during a campaign of this kind. What are

the various bodies doing if it isn't for a closer feeling of harmony among
themselves? Are they not together for some common cause? And what could

be better than the cause of home industry? Where is there a closer feeling of

harmony and mutual understanding than in Los Angeles and the northwest

cities, with one end: home patronage! And then we say we can't get together!

Will we? Can we, if we think and talk that way, with so many different and

divergent ideas confusing the object of our campaign.

The commercial bodies are interested to a certain degree, but it seems such

a small item to them after all—only a side issue, while it should mean the very

existence and life to them—as it should to the city and the state. It is the one

all-important issue that will help us financially and socially.

We must improve conditions—what is to prevent us, with the great natural

resources of our state? Should we allow our manufacturing interests to decay,

with the vast amount of flood waters that is at our command to generate

power, to go to waste ? when only seven per cent is used at the present time,

and part of that evaporation ; and with the great wine industry that may be

lost to us if some effort is not made, by co-operation in the interests of our

state.

What more sane way can there be of allying and equalizing the various

interests more logically along the lines of practical economics and wisdom in

the regulation of the same, than by patronizing home industry?

A Startling Discovery (?)

CLAYWORKER, the organ of the brick people, is inclined to throw cold

water on the recent building material tests and subsequent reports made

bv the Government Geological Survey, even though the report found

most favorably for brick and terra cotta. Says our contemporary

:

''Architects, engineers and building experts are much amused at a grave

pronunciamento that has just been issued by the Geological Survey, that, inci-

dentally, is spending about $300,000 of the people's money yearly making tests

of building materials, fuels, etc. If all of these tests developed nothing newer

than this last one, that money had better be expended in experimenting how to

keep rats out of grain bins, for instance. According to press reports, those pro-

foundly learned and able experimenters, 'impelled l3y the present tendency in

New York and elsewhere toward building enormously high structures,' have

had their attention directed to the corresponding danger from fire. They have
just completed a series of elaborate tests of building materials, with a view of
ascertaining definitely the relative fire resistance in each. While these tests are
not conclusive, they show a number of facts : 'That brick stands the tests better
than any other material ; that natural building stone behaved worst of all, and
that the almost complete destruction of these stones precludes them from any
comparison. * * *.'

'The world is certainly grateful to these scientists for this astounding in-
formation. It at least puts the official stamp of approval upon what was com-
monly known and has been perfectly understood for something like 4000 years.
It shows the dignified slowness, but absolute certitude of governmental methods.

These high authorities might also officially inform us that lime is made by
burning limestone, that granite pops in a fire like so many toy pistols, spalls and
ultimately goes to pieces, and that concrete, itself an artificial stone, acts just
like the stone from which it is made and is a scant protection against fire ; and
that steel or other exposed metals bend and twist and contort themselves most
shamefully in fire. Then they might also add the official information in cor-
roboration of what is so well known that the ideal building is one whose steel

frame is completely protected with fireproofing clay tile and whose partitions
and floors are of brick and similar fireproofing tile, and whose outer walls are
of well burned brick, with equally well burned terra cotta decorations and
trimmings. They might then tell us that the world is round. In fact, for
$v300,000 a year we expect to be told much that is new, but of ancient informa-
tion, facts of many vintages ago, why, $300,000 should procure us bushels
thereof."

*
* *

Struc* n-al Mdtrrin! Output in California

CALIFORNIA industries devoted to the production and utilization of
mineral structural materials in the State made a fine record last year.
State Alineralogist Aubrey reports that their output was $9,225,000 in

round figures. The total is somewhat in excess of that, and the final returns
may make a handsome addition. Practically all reports have been received,
but in a few instances the figures have not been secured. The total of
$9,225,000 shows an increase of $1,366,000, as compared to the aggregate for
the preceding year. The quarrymen and producers and workers of clay in

1907 practically added as much wealth to the State as did the petroleum wells
of California in 1906, when petroleum was the second mineral product In com-
mercial importance.

The figures that have been received to date from the producers of Cali-
fornia structural materials for the year 1907 leave the showing without final

revision, with annual records as follows

:

Paving blocks, $200,440: lime, '$743,740: limestone, $388,014; cement,
S2,291,077; granite, $451,085: rubble, $682,996: slate, $60,000; serpentine.
$3000; glass sand, $8178.80: sandstone, $100,184: marble, $97,863; clay (pot-
tery), $219,179; brick, $2,965,770; macadam, $951,198.15. The largest in-

crease, as compared to 1906, is to be credited to the brickmakers, who led
their record of the preceding year, who increased their output from $2,538,848
to $2,965,770, or practically $425,000. The lead is then taken by the cement
men, whose output in 1906 was $1,941,250, and in 1907 was $2,291,077, a gain
of about $325,000. There were increases. in lime and limestone; an increase
of more than $100,000 in granite : a substantial gain in the production of
macadam for the State; more than $100,000 increase in the rubble produce,
and clay for pottery was more in demand. "^
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How Bricks are Made by Modern Methods

To TlIOSl^^ who have seen only an old-fashioned hrickyard in which the
clay is dug from the g-round, pressed into moulds hy hand and spread
out to dry in the sun hefore burnin.^" in the kilns, the making of bricks

by modern methods must imj^ress them with the great advance that has been
made in this branch of manufacture. If they desire to begin at the beginning,
then- first question would naturally be: Where does the clay come from? A
visit to the plant of the Carquinez Brick & Tile Company revealed some
interesting facts.

The clay as taken from the bank is first ground in mills known to brick
men as dry pans. These dry pans are heavy machines each weighing 36,000
pounds, consisting of an iron pan, nine feet in diameter, which revolves on a
vertical shaft under heavy mullers, grinding the clay as it is fed to the machine
by the workmen. It is then forced through a screen into concrete wells over
which the dry i:)ans are set, then hoisted by an elevator to the top of a three-
story building, where it passes over a screen of piano wire into large hanging
wooden boxes from which it falls on a conveyor l)elt which carries it in a con-
tinuous stream to the large steel clay bins.

Tt then goes down a chute into the pug-mill. Here it is thoroughly mixed
with water to the proper consistency and forced by heavy double winged augurs
through a die the size of a brick, forming a continuous colunm which is carried
by a belt to the cutter. This machine C(3nsists of three rows of wires with
twenty-three wires to the row, continuously revolving cutting twenty-three
bricks at a time.

From the cutter the l)ricks are carried by what is called an off-bearing belt,

which separates the green bricks just enough to enable the man to pick them up.
'idiey are then loaded on dryer-cars holding 600 bricks each, and are run into
the dryer.

The dryer consists of sixteen tunnels built of reinforced concrete, each
holding sixteen cars, under which are conduits through which hot air is forced
by a large 12-foot fan run by a 20 horse-power engine running continuouslv
day and night. The exhaust steam from the engine in connection with one oil

burner is utilized for the purpose of heating the dryer.
After remaining in the dryer for from 50 to 60 hours, the bricks are then

removed to the kilns where they are fired for from six to seven days, then three
days are allowed for the cooling and they are ready for the market.

At ])resent the company is making only common brick, but it is the inten-
tion in the near future to manufacture fire-proofing, conduits, roofing tile, and
clay shingles, besides pressed and vitrified brick. '

*

Definition of Bungalow
The following from an English building journal will be of interest: What

is a bungalow? The term used to be applied to a simple one-story structure of
a niore or less temporary character. 'The bungalow of today," says the Tatler,
"is a very luxurious affair. Except that all the rooms are kept on one floor, it

is quite as substantial as the average country cottage or house, and even in the
matter of rooms on one level many bungalows have now one or tw^o bedrooms
on an upper floor. In fact, the modern bungalow is distinguished from the aver-
age house more by the studied rusticity of appearance, which consorts admir-'
ably with its surroundings, than by any material difference in its accommoda-
tion. And allied to other advantages it is comparatively cheap." This strikes
us as an unnecessarily loose use of the word, for according to this definition,
nearly all modern country houses are bungalows.
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TO THOSE who have seen only an old-fashioned brickyard in which the
clay is dug from the ground, pressed into moulds by hand and spread
out to dry in the sun before burning in the kilns, the making of bricks

by modern methods must impress them with the great advance that has been
made in this branch of manufacture. If they desire to begin at the beginning,
their first question would naturally be: Where does the clay come from? A
visit to the plant of the Carquinez Brick & Tile Company revealed some
interesting facts.

The clay as taken from the bank is first ground in mills known to brick
men as dry pans. These dry pans are heavy machines each weighing 36,000
pounds, consisting of an iron pan nine feet in diameter, which revolves on a
vertical shaft under heavy mullers, grinding the clay as it is fed to the machine
by the workmen. It is then forced through a screen into concrete wells over
which the dry pans are set, then hoisted by an elevator to the top of a three-
story building, where it passes over a screen of piano wire into large hanging
wooden boxes from which it falls on a conveyor belt which carries it in a con-
tinuous stream to the large steel clay bins.

It then goes down a chute into the pug-mill. Here it is thoroughly mixed
with water to the proper consistency and forced by heavy double winged augurs
through a die the size of a brick, forming a continuous column which is carried
by a belt to the cutter. This machine consists of three rows of wires with
twenty-three wires to the row, continuously revolving cutting twenty-three
bricks at a time.

From the cutter the bricks are carried by what is called an off-bearing belt,

which separates the green bricks just enough to enable the man to pick them up.
They are then loaded on dryer-cars holding 600 bricks each, and are run into
the dryer.

The dryer consists of sixteen tunnels built of reinforced concrete, each
holding sixteen cars, under which are conduits through which hot air is forced
by a large 12-foot fan run by a 20 horse-power engine running continuously
day and night. The exhaust steam from the engine in connection with one oil

burner is utilized for the purpose of heating the dryer.
After remaining in the dryer for from 50 to 60 hours, the bricks are then

removed to the kilns where they are fired for from six to seven days, then three
days are allowed for the cooling and they are ready for the market.

At present the company is making only common brick, but it is the inten-
tion in the near future to manufacture fire-proofing, conduits, roofing tile, and
clay shingles, besides pressed and vitrified brick.

*

Definition of Bungalow
The following from an English building journal will be of interest: What

is a bungalow ? The term used to be applied to a simple one-story structure of
a more or less temporary character. 'The bungalow of today," says the Tatler,
*'is a very luxurious affair. Except that all the rooms are kept on one floor, it

is quite as substantial as the average country cottage or house, and even in the
matter of rooms on one level many bungalows have now one or two bedrooms
on an upper floor. In fact, the modern bungalow is distinguished from the aver-
age house more by the studied rusticity of appearance, which consorts admir-
ably with its surroundings, than by any material difference in its accommoda-
tion. And allied to other advantages it is comparatively cheap." This strikes
us as an unnecessarily loose use of the word, for according to this definition,
nearly all modern country hou^ses are bungalows.
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A-eittforced Concrete Uridine Across Sycaworg S/onir/i. Colusa County. Cal.
Charles de St. Maurice. County Surveyor

A Reinforced Concrete Flat Slab Bridge
Ry'CllARr.F.S Dl<: ST. MAURICi-, C. IC.

DL'RIXG the last few years there have been erected in CaHfornia luiineroiis
arch brido-es and culverts of reinforced concrete, but few of the flat slab
type desinrncd to carry heavy loadino-. In the instance that we herein

cite, a structure erected recently in Colusa countv, the flat slab type was adopted
because of its economy in comparison with the arch for the required span and
Joadinq".

The new hv\i\^<i spans Sycamore Slouo-h and replaces an old w(^0(le!i
structure, 84 feet in leni^nh, which was erected about thirty years aoo. since
which time the cost of maintenance and repairs has been niore than 'sufficient
to erect two concrete brido-es of this tvpe. A crcneral description of the struc-
ture is as follows

:

The foundati(^n is on redworul ])iles driven into wet sand and capped into
the footincr course of concrete masonrv which carries the end-bearincr walls
the latter also actin^^ as retainin.o^ walls for the ai)proach fill. The loads* on the
l)ri(lo-e are transmitted to the end-bearin- walls bv means of a 10-inch floor
slab and two side ^^nrders. which form the parapet walls and are surmounted
with a lias-pipe railin- The accompanyin^r cut shows clearlv the details of
construction.

'idle concrete consisted of a wet mixture of one to six of domestic Port-
land cement and Sacramento River sand and ^^ravel.

_

The contracted- received his materials and was prepared to proceed with
his work before the tests of the cement could be obtained and under his cruar-
antee that the cement would meet the requirements of the Standard Specifica-
tions of the American Society of Testin- .\raterials, and because of approaching
inclement weather, he was permitted to proceed with his work. The tests were
later developed, showincr the cement to favorablv meet the requirements as
re-ards chemical analysis and strcn.crth. but failed under the test for soundness
particularly under the boilinj:^ test.

The structure was, however, completed bv this time and bore everv a])])ear-
ance of .first-class work. ( )win- to the failure of the cement under test for
soundness the county surveyor was precluded from accei)tincr the structure
outright, but recommended that the board of supervisors pav the contractor
under. bond -uaranteein.o- the structure f(;r one vear, durimr' which time the

(!?/•-•, i-v'-^y^
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Reinforced Concrete Bridsre Across Sycamore Slough. Colusa County, Cat.
Charles de St. Maurice. County Surveyor

A Reii r^ oncrete Flat Slab Bridge
By CHARLES DE ST. MAURICE, C. E.

DURING the last few years there have been erected in CaHfornia numerous
arch bridges and culverts of reinforced concrete, but few of the flat slab
type designed to carry heavy loading. In the instance that we herein

cite, a structure erected recently in Colusa county, the flat slab type was adopted
because of its economy in comparison with the arch for the required span and
loading.

The new bridge spans Sycamore Slough and replaces an old wooden
structure, 84 feet in length, which was erected about thirty years ago, since
which time the cost of maintenance and repairs has been more than sufficient
to erect two concrete bridges of this type. A general description of the struc-
ture is as follows

:

The foundation is on redwood piles driven into wet sand and capped into
the footing course of concrete masonry which carries the end-bearing walls,
the latter also acting as retaining walls for the approach fiU. The loads on the
bridge are transmitted to the end-bearing walls by means of a 10-inch floor
slab and two side girders, which form the parapet walls and are surmounted
with a gas-pipe railing. The accompanying cut shows clearly the details of
construction.

The concrete consisted of a wet mixture of one to six of domestic Port-
land cement and Sacramento River sand and gravel.

The contractor received his materials and was prepared to proceed with
his work before the tests of the cement could be obtained and under his guar-
antee that the cement would meet the requirements of the Standard Specifica-
tions of the American Society of Testing Materials, and because of approaching
inclement weather, he was permitted to proceed with his work. The tests were
later developed, showing the cement to favorably meet the requirements as
regards chemical analysis and strength, but failed under the test for soundness
particularly under the boiling test.

The structure was, however, completed by this time and bore every appear-
ance of .first-class work. Owing to the .failure of the cement under test for
soundness, the county surveyor was precluded from accepting the structure
outright, but recommended that the board of supervisors pay the contractor
under bond guaranteeing the structure for one year, during which time the
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Reinforced Concrete Bridge Across Sycamore Slouch. Colusa County, Cat.
Charles de St. Maurice. County Surveyor

elements of the four seasons will act upon it, and should, in that time, develop
any evidence of disintegration.

The writer does not desire to be understood as approving work con-
structed with materials that fail under standard tests, but considers this par-
ticular work one of the exceptional cases that will endure notwithstanding the
failure of the cement under the test for soundness.

The accompanying cuts show the structure with a test load, consisting of
a twenty-ton traction engine. The deflection of the girders with this load was
zero, and 2-1000 of an inch at the centre of the floor slab. The reinforcement
for the concrete was corrugated bars.

-^ ** *

A Crying Need for Cheap Tile Roofing
iiTHE day is coming," said the Colonel, "when we will want and demand

I
something better than wooden shingles for roofing purposes, in the
construction of our moderate cost buildings. I do not know much

about the clay roofing tile business, but from the way they are making other
kinds of tiling, for hearths, mantels and things like that, for example, it%trikes
me that your clay people might turn their searchlight on this roofing tile ques-
tion and unearth something good. What we want is something to take the
place of shingles, and something that is not too heavy and too difficult to put
on. Ordinarily tiling is too heavy to please the lumber yard man for the aver-
age dwellings, but if you can devise a way to successfully manufacture a plain
light roofing tile, and can reduce the cost of manufacture down where it won't
make the roof cost too much as compared to the rest of the house, there is prac-
tically no limit to the quantity that might be sold. I think, too,' that this is a
more plausible and likely pipe dream to realize than the one you have just been
wrestling with, but I really don't know anything about it except that there is
room to market something of this kind if you can only get something that will
fill the bill."

"What about the chance for enlarging the market for brick among the
lumber people?" I asked. "Is there not a chance to build that up considerably
by a campaign of education, especially now that structural lumber has gone up
so high ?"—Clayworker.
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The Aerial Tramway for Chicago Southwest Land
and Lake Tunnel
By FRANK C. PERKINS.

Consulting Electrical Engineer. ]'>ic County Bank Bldg., Buffalo, New York.

THE accompanying^ illustrations show the equipment of the Aerial

Tramway for ChicajT;"o Southwest Land and Lake Tunnel construc-

tion. It is stated that the object of the towers and cableway is for

the transportation of material and men from the shore to the intermediate

crib and return, at any and all times. This is necessary in construction

work in Lake Michij^an as durinj^;- the winter months it would be im-

possible to land scows at the intermediate crib.

It will be noted that there are twenty-si?4 towers supporting the

cableway. The towers are constructed of steel. They are twelve feet

square at the bottom and about three feet square at the top, with a channel
iron frame construction at the top to support the carrying" cables and with

sheaves, etc., for supporting the transmission cables. The towers are 30

feet high and are set on steel piles, the bottom of the towers resting five

feet above the water level, thus making the top of the towers v33 feet al)ove

the water level.

The diameter of the large cable, or carrying cable, is L><i inches. The
diameter of the transmission cable is % inch. It has not yet been decided

whether there will be any more towers constructed from the intermediate crib

to the permanent cril). The towers are spaced from 300 to 350 feet apart.

There is no objection on the part of the United States government to furnish

construction that we know of.

It is stated that the towers are to be lighted by anchor lights as

provided by the marine laws of the L^nited States government. They will

also be lighted with two 64-^andle power incandescent lamps. The de])th of

the water varies from 10 feet in de])th near the shore to 33 feet in depth

at the intermediate crib. The towers are supported on four steel piles,

made up of two plates with connection angles to form one-half of a

square of 12 inches. These piles are driven 14 feet into the bottom of

the lake and extending 5 feet above the water. The cableway extends

from the shore terminal to the lake terminal, about 8000 feet. The cost

of this cableway construction was $75,000.

Over two miles is the total length of the tunnel of which approxi-

mately 1660 feet is on land and the remainder constructed under Lake
Michigan. The land tunnel terminates at Seventy-third and Railroad

avenue. The diameter of the lake tunnel is 14 feet on the inside, with

12 inches of concrete around the same, making diameter of excavation

16 feet. The horse-power required is the same as that to work the cable-

way—about 15. The diameter of the land tunnel is the same as that for the

lake tunnel.

It is held that the cost of this section of the Southwest Land and
Lake Tunnel will be approximately $1,600,000 and will be completed on
or before March 1, 1909. It is maintained that the capacity of the cable-

way is about 400 cubic yards of material every ten hours. The candle

power of the searchlight at Seventy-third street is 18,000. Speed of

cableway is approximately 350 feet per minute and it takes the bucket

about 23 minutes to travel from the shore to the intermediate crib. The
buckets will be spaced about 300 feet apart and will be automatically con-

nected to the transmission cable as they go out and will be automatically

released as thev reach the terminals.
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The Aerial Tramway for Chicago Southwest Land
and Lake Tunnel
By FRANK C PERKINS,

Consulting Electrical Engineer, Erie County Bank Bldg., Buffalo, New York.

I

HE accompanying" illustrations show the equipment of the Aerial

Tramway for Chicago Southwest Land and Lake Tunnel construc-

tion. It is stated that the object of the towers and cableway is for

the transportation of material and men from the shore to the intermediate

crib and return, at any and all times. This is necessary in construction

work in Lake Michigan as during the winter months it would be im-

possible to land scows at the intermediate crib.

It will be noted that there are twenty-six towers supporting the

cableway. The towers are constructed of steel. They are twelve feet

square at the bottom and about three feet square at the top, with a channel
iron frame construction at the top to support the carrying cables and with
sheaves, etc., for supporting the transmission cables. The towers are 30
feet high and are set on steel piles, the bottom of the towers resting five

feet above the water level, thus making the top of the towers 35 feet above
the water level.

The diameter of the large cable, or carrying cable, is L)^ inches. The
diameter of the transmission cable is J/s inch. It has not yet been decided

whether there will be any more towers constructed from the intennediate crib

to the permanent crib. The towers are spaced from 300 to 350 feet apart.

There is no objection on the part of the United States government to furnish

construction that we know of.

It is stated that the towers are to be lighted by anchor lights as

provided by the marine laws of the United States government. They will

also be lighted with two 64-candle power incandescent lamps. The depth of

the water varies from 10 feet in depth near the shore to 33 feet in depth
at the intermediate crib. The towers are supported on four steel piles,

made up of two plates with connection angles to form one-half of a

square of 12 inches. These piles are driven 14 feet into the bottom of

the lake and extending 5 feet above the water. The cableway extends

from the shore terminal to the lake terminal, about 8000 feet. The cost

of this cableway construction was $75,000.

Over two miles is the total length of the tunnel of which approxi-

mately 1660 feet is on land and the remainder constructed under Lake
Michigan. The land tunnel terminates at Seventy-third and Railroad

avenue. The diameter of the lake tunnel is 14 feet on the inside, with

12 inches of concrete around the same, making diameter of excavation

16 feet. The horse-power required is the same as that to work the cable-

.way—about 15. The diameter of the land tunnel is the same as that for the

lake tunnel.

It is held that the cost of this section of the Southwest Land and
Lake Tunnel will be approximately $1,600,000 and will be completed on
or before March 1, 1909. It is maintained that the capacity of the cable-

way is about 400 cubic yards of material every ten hours. The candle

power of the searchlight at Seventy-third street is 18,000. Speed of

cableway is approximately 350 feet per minute and it takes the bucket
about 23 minutes to travel from the shore to the intermediate crib. The
buckets will be spaced about 300 feet apart and will be automatically con-

nected to the transmission cable as they go out and will be automatically

released as thev reach the terminals.
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Class "A" Buildings for Municipalities*

By C. F. WIELAND, Consulting Engineer

IT
IS no doubt the thought of the majority of architects, engineers and
contractors that the erection of more lasting buildings should be en-
couraged but we often lose sight of the fact that all buildings should

be protected against fire, whether the buildings be of so-called ''fire-proof"

construction or of the inflammable type.

We are, by the inventive genius of man, in enjoyment of time saving
appliances and comforts that were but vaguely dreamed of in the days of
our grand-parents, and it seems but natural now for us to seek the best
in everything.

As a general rule the possible—not the prospective—net income a
building will bring, limits the investment and consequently governs the
kind of material the building is to be made of.

The most desirable in buildings costs more than the commonplace, the
rentals being higher in proportion to the cost, which fact should be
recognized just as the price of an all-wool garment is known to exceed that
at which one of shoddy can be bought for. We should be ready to pay fair

for being inside the best of both these necessities. Each has a greater
period of usefulness and presents the most attractive appearance through-
out.

You seldom hear of the failure and abandonment of a town or city
but do frequently learn of the bankruptcy and selling out of commercial
enterprises. May we not learn from the really successful private concerns
which are in our midst a sound lesson for the conduct of so extensive a
business enterprise as is represented in the affairs of a municipality?

Municipal buildings should be properly designed and so well built

^

as to ensure a long and useful existence. We should begin with the
* fire engine houses and look to the comfort and safety of those men upon
whom we rely to save us from the dread demon of fire—who may often be
the creature of our own folly. There is every reason for making the fire-

engine houses of first-class construction for of all the city buildings their
floor space is seldom extended ; in fact, each house is designed for a known
crew of men and apparatus and the houses are located to serve quickly a
certain territory. The more thickly a place is built up the greater is the
need for additional houses. The houses should be built class "A" throug-
out, that is: steel frame with reinforced concrete walls floors and roof, or
reinforced concrete entirely. During the earthquake of April 18, 1906,
Fire Chief A. T. Sullivan of San Francisco was killed by the falling of
the tower of the California Hotel through the roof of Chemical House No. 3.

Also as a fireman was endeavoring to escape by a rear window out of
Engine House No. 4 he was killed by the falling of a wall. In San
Jose, Paul Furrer, Captain of Truck No. 1, was killed by a falling front wall
of the engine house as he was trying to escape from the building.

The Pacific Borax Company, Alameda, has a reinforced concrete
warehouse built many years ago by Mr. Ransome. The roof alone was
of wood. The top of the brick chimney of their power plant was thrown
down by the earthquake, crashed through the roof but was stopped in its

flight by the reinforced concrete top floor. It is safe to presume that had
-the roof been of reinforced concrete the chimney would not have gone
through. It is entirely possible that if the roof of Chemical House No. 3
had been of reinforced concrete that Chief Sullivan would have been alive

.
• Extracts of paper read at Annual Banquet of the San Jose Builders' Exchange, April 4, 1908.
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to direct the efforts of his men in the troublesome days following- the
shock. ^

In almost every emergency the fire department is called upon to help
us, and as the men are trained to keep their heads in peril we should safe-
guard them m our own interest. I afiirm that absolutely nothing should be
allowed to mterfere with our putting up fire-houses of class "A" con-
struction. Men to harness horses and operate fire-fighting apparatus can-
not be secured out of a helpless crowd.

The education of children is also a permanent undertaking of a
municipality. A teacher can properly instruct but a limited number of
students, hence the size of the rooms is at once defined. The pupils
should not have to walk great distances to school; therefore a school
building IS so located as to serve a limited number of city blocks We
thus see that a school has to fill a certain demand constantly Sound
busmess reasoning, practiced by the successful merchant, dictates that in a
case of this kind buildings of lasting character should be constructed and
the bond issue for the improvement extended over a greater number of
years, so that the tax burden may be shared by a coming generation towhom the benefit will also extend.

However, if a community feels unable to put up class "A" school
buildings It can at least protect the cheaper structures against accidental
or malicious fire by installing in each building an automatic sprinkler
equipment—of which there are a number of well-tried and approved types
Ihis system, as you doubtless know, consists of an overhead watertank
connected to a series of water pipes having sprinkler heads or outlets so
distributed that at least 100 square feet of the ceiling area are protected by
every sprinkler. The sprinklers are opened automatically by the heat melt-
ing a fusible link by which they are sealed.

The recent school fire at Collinwood, Ohio, in which about 175 children
lost their lives, is fresh in your minds. Probably the burial expenses the
parents had to pay reached $15,000; half of that sum might have paid >or a
sprinkler equipment and would undoubtedly have prevented the destruc-
tion which took place. The value of the children's lives is beyond cakula-
tion. I^rom an economic standpoint the earthly existence of 175 con-
sumers and prospective producers was cut ofT.

Wide halls, outward swinging unlocked doors, fire escapes and fire-
drills are all necessary; but, remembering that the human mind is apt togo into a panic when least expected, we should use the best available con-
trivances that will operate automatically when needed.

A progressive community spends m'oney liberally, 'through its Chamber
Z u ""iTr""^

and other bodies, in inducing people to settle in its midst and
It should be equally awake to the necessity of protecting the people who are
already there.

Business men are realizing that a sprinkler system eflfects a great
saving in insurance expense and it follows that the rates on a school house
will be much reduced.

Remember this: a sprinkler system ' does not depend upon horses
hre-engines, men and condition of streets, nor the quick turning in of a fire
alarm. Every sprinkler becomes a lively hoseman when the soft spot in
its head is. touched by heat and it gets busy instantly.

.u . u?S^r"l^ ^""^f
^^^ '','^"^^ ^"J°>^ ^ peaceful mind,' freed of the anxiety

that his life s work may be wiped out during the night, but his books willshow him that the savmg in insurance premiums will, at the new rate pay
for the sprinkler system in from three to five years. He will also be able to

.J

^*fe|^
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get a volume of insurance Which in many cases was previously denied him.

It is also possible to insure against loss occasioned by the accidental action

of a sprinkler.

The insurance underwriters are deeply concerned m the prevention of

fire, both in their own interest and that of the assured—and the reduction in

losses points logically to a reduction in cost of insurance—as seen by the

following remarks to me by one on their Inspection Staff:

*'An argument in favor of an automatic sprinkler equipment, or in

fact any good fire protection, is that such protection goes a long way to-

ward assuring the permanence and continuity of a business, a very im-

portant matter, particularly for a manufacturing concern which might find

it very difficult to recover its trade after a fire has given its rivals the

opportunity to capture its customers.

''A case in point is that of a sawmill in Northern California. It

burned down just at the time when lumber was at its best price, and

deprived the owners of the large returns they would otherwise have had.

Their new plant is now protected by automatic sprinklers."

It is my profession to design fireproof buildings but I would be faith-

less to my fellow men if I did not point out the very simple means of pro-

tecting the buildings now^ existing and the ones of more modest cost which

may have to be built in the future. That sprinklers are effective is proven

by the fact that the average fire loss in sprinkler equipped risks is about

$260.00, as against the average fire loss of about $7,200.00 sustained by the

same class of buildings not so protected. The Sprinkler Fire Tabulation in

the 1907 Proceedings of the National Fire Protection Association shows that

only six per cent of the fires which occurred in buildings having sprinkler

equipments were considered ''unsatisfactory" from the inspectors view

point. Eighty per cent of the ''unsatisfactory" fires were really due to

antiquated equipment, water failure, freezing, etc., consequently out of

887 fires only eleven can really be considered as "unsatisfactory" five of

which were due to exposure.

* *

Concrete Blocks Stand Severe Fire Test

To THE Architect and Engineer:—We would like to direct your editorial

department's attention to the fact that at the recent terrible conflagration

at Fernie, British Columbia, where practically the whole town was wiped

out of existence, only three buildings remained standing in the business portion

of the city. These were all built of concrete blocks.

The history of the concrete block industry shows no such severe test being

put upon concrete blocks where comparison could be made of their fire-resisting

qualities with brick or stone. All around were brick buildings and some stone

structures, all of which were destroyed, demonstrating more conclusively than

has ever taken place in the past, the absolute superiority of concrete over stone

or brick as a fire-resisting material. The merchants of Fernie have almost

without exception decided to rebuild of concrete blocks even though, in so

doing, they should have to build smaller structures to keep within the amount

they have available for building. There is ample food for reflection in this.

At present the insurance companies place a handicap of about thirty per

cent on concrete block buildings, which is unjust, absurd and, in the face oi

recent evidence, absolutely ridiculous.

Hoping you will give the matter the publicity it deserves, we beg to remain,

Yours very truly,

CONCRETE ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.,

Vancouver, B. C. Per Francis S. Keith.

^J«»^'"-»*«44-
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Hi^h School at Medford. Oregon. Chas. H. Burggraf. Architect

How to Make Cement Blocks
The following directions for making cement blocks are given bv an

exchange

:

"

For brick of the ordinary class, use 600 pounds of Portland cement and
40 cubic feet of sand and fine gravel ; for fine face brick, use 800 pounds of
cement and 40 cubic feet of torpedo sand; for a cement brick, equal in
every respect to the pressed brick of commerce, use 1,000 pounds of cement
and 40 cubic feet of torpedo sand.

The following figures are also of interest

:

A 1 :3 brick takes 3.8 barrels of cement and 1.7 cubic yards sands per M.
A 1 :4 brick takes 3.05 barrels cement and 1.8 cubic yards sand per M.
A 1 :5 brick takes 2.55 barrels cement, and 1.18 cubic yards sand per M.
A 1 :6 brick takes 2.18 barrels cement and 1.9 cubic yards sand per M.
A 1 :7 brick takes 1.9 barrels of cement and 2 cubic yards sand per M.
An exchange gives the following method for testing sand for cement

:

"The best practice requires that sand shall be 'suitable silicious
material, passing a one-quarter inch mesh sieve, clean, gritty and free of
impurities.' A good test of sand is to rub it between the hands, using con-
siderable pressure. The sharpness of the grains and the absence of foreign
material may both be determined in this way."

*
* *

Tall Buildings Not Profitable
Skyscrapers more than twenty stories in height are not profitable. Tlu

cost of operating elevators sufficient to safeguard the tenants makes the cloud
piercing building uneconomical. Such were the opinions of the building man-
agers from all the large cities in the country who met in convention at the
Auditorium. Chicago, to discuss questions of systematic management of sky-
scrapers. The convention is the first of its kind ever held and it probably will
result in the formation of a national association of building managers.

11
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Cost of Building

The cost of building has now been
substantially reduced by a number ot
causes. Steel and iron have gone down,
and, generally speaking, lumber is being
sold for 10 and 12 per cent less than a
year ago. General contractors are will-

ing to take less profit than at any time
within the last few years and subcon-
tractors are taking work at figures to
serve little else than to hold their work-
ing organization together. Although
wages for labor are nominally the same,
competition among mechanics to hold
their places renders the labor better and,
therefore, cheaper. From the "Ameri-
can Lumberman" is taken the following
comparison of prices for building in

1907-08 representing actual figures ob-
tained by a party who wished to build:

Per cent of

1907 1908 Decrease

Masonry and grading $1329 $944 29.0

Plastering 585 313 46.8

Plumbing 640 500 21.9

Heating 730 570 22.0

Painting 530 400 24.5

Lumber $4 to $6 a thousand less.

The 1907 prices were made during the
latter part of that year and the 1908
prices during June.

The Burnham Company Busy
New work in the oflFice of the D. H.

Burnham Company, San Francisco, in-

cludes the Pacific Union Club building,
mole depot of the Western Pacific Rail-
road, Episcopal church at San Mateo,
and building for the San Francisco Na-
tional bank. The site of the latter build-
ing is at present occupied by the tem-
porary quarters of the Bank of Cali-

fornia. Construction on the new build-

ing will begin as soon as this institution

is able to vacate. The building will have
three stories and a basement, of "class

A" construction throughout. All the
steel will be protected from fire and cor-

rosion with concrete.

Roof Architecture.

In an address before the International
Congress of Architects at Vienna, Archi-
tect George Oakley Totten of Washing-
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ton, one of the American delegates, said
in the course of an address in which he
spoJ<e of the development of skyscrapers
in America: "Conditions are likely to
arise which will greatly influence the
architecture of the future. To sail

through the air is no longer a mere pic-

ture of the imagination, and the day may
not be far distant when the architect
will have to devote his attention to beau-
tifying not only the fronts, of buildings,
but the roofs as well, so that they may
not ofifelid the eye of the esthetic trav-
eler through the sky."

Architectural Club Jinks

August Headman and E. R. Hilde-
brand, who recently returned from a three
years' tour in the East and abroad, were
welcomed home by the 'members of the
San Francisco Architectural Club at the
latter's cosy rooms. Van Ness and Golden
Gate avenues, the night of September 2.

Both young men have profited consid-
erably by their travels, furthering their
studies along the line of their profession
in Paris and other foreign cities. Mr.
Headman will write of his travels and
observations in a future number of this
magazine.
As to the reception, it was a most

delightful affair, refreshments, songs and
story telling being enjoyed till a late
hour. The various experiences of the
guests of the evening were specially in-

teresting. Those who contributed to the
entertainment were: A. O. Johnson, C.
W. Corwin, C. E. Roesch, C. Fantoni,
J. F. Hennessy, Ernest Flores, L. A. Lar-
sen, E. J. Burke, Fred Berg. Walter
Trefts. and Al Roncoviere. Mr. E. P.
Antonovich acted as master of cere-
monies.

New Partnership

I. M. Palmer, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and H. M. Fancher, formerly of the
Northwest Investment & Construction
Company. Portland, Ore., have formed a
partnership and opened offices as archi-
tects at 517 Lumber Exchange building,
Portland.

School Houses
School bonds to the amount of $50,000

were voted at Redlands. A new building
will be erected on the Lugonia site to
cost $40,000, and purchase the balance of
the block on which it is to be built.

Three new school houses will also be
built at Fruitvale.

Will Practice Architecture in Californi?i

Capt. I. B. Nicholson, who has re-

ceived his certificate from the state board
of architecture, has associated himself
with Mr. I. H. Seehorn, and opened an
office at 1004 Security building, Los An-
geles. Capt. Nicholson comes from
South Africa, where he filled the position

of government architect of the Trans-
vaal.

Moving a Town.
The largest contract of its kind ever

entered into in California is that for
moving an entire town of sixty houses
to a new location three miles away.
The town is Echita, and the new place
will be known as Bethel. Grant Ifarri-

man, a house-mover of Oakland, lias the
contract.

Form Partnership.

Architects A. B. Higginson and E.

Russell Ray, the latter formerly with
Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey, have
formed a partnership at Santa Barbara
under the firm name of Higginson &
Ray.

L. B. Button the Architect

A statement in the August Architect

and Engineer that C. W. Dickey was the

architect of the new First National Bank
building in Oakland was an error. Credit

for designing this handsome reinforced

concrete structure should have been
given to L. B. Button, Chronicle build-

ing, San Francisco,

Contract for Prison Buildings

Reports from Phoenix, Ariz., regarding
the award of contracts for the construc-

tion of prison buildings at Florence, for

the Arizona Board of Control, announce
that Greville & Gregg were awarded the

contract for the concrete construction

work on their bid of $61,000. The Pauly

Jail Building Company of St. Louis will

install sixty-eight steel cells and steel

gates for the grounds and corridors on
their bid of $25,825.

Testing Architect Law
To test the legality of the State law,

Otto H. Neher, an architect of Los An-
geles, who was fined $10 by Police Jus-

tice Rose for practicing architecture

without having obtained a permit from
the State board, will appeal the case. It

is the contention of the defense that the

law is invalid because a person can prac-

tice architecture without a license pro- .

vided he tells clients he is not licensed.

Northwest Engineers in Session

The sixth annual convention of the

Pacific Northwest Society of Engineers
was held in Seattle last month. J. C.

Jefifrev, president of the society, read a

paper on "Seattle City Contracts," and
Samuel C. Lancaster, a road builder of

reputation, delivered a paper on "Good
Roads in Washington." Jay L. Stan-

nard. Assistant City Engineer, read a

paper on "Hvdraulic Extension Work
of the Seattle Municipal Light and Power
Plant." J. D. Ross described the electrical

work in connection with the same im-
provement.
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get a volume of insurance which in many cases was previously denied him.

It is also possible to insure against loss occasioned by the accidental action

of a sprinkler.
. .

The insurance underwriters are deeply concerned m the prevention ot

fire, both in their own interest and that of the assured—and the reduction in

losses points logically to a reduction in cost of insurance—as seen by the

following remarks to me by one on their Inspection Staff

:

''An argument in favor of an automatic sprinkler equipment, or in

fact any good fire protection, is that such protection goes a long way to-

ward assuring the permanence and continuity of a business, a very im-

portant matter, particularly for a manufacturing concern which might find

it very difficult to recover its trade after a fire has given its rivals the

opportunity to capture its customers.

''A case in point is that of a sawmill in Northern California. It

burned down just at the time when lumber was at its best price, and

deprived the owners of the large returns they would otherwise have had.

Their new plant is now protected by automatic sprinklers."

It is my profession to design fireproof buildings but I would be faith-

less to my fellow men if I did not point out the very simple means of pro-

tecting the buildings now existing and the ones of more modest cost which

may have to be built in the future. That sprinklers are effective is proven

by the fact that the average fire loss in sprinkler equipped risks is about

$260.00, as against the average fire loss of about $7,200.00 sustained by the

same class of buildings not so protected. The Sprinkler Fire Tabulation in

the 1907 Proceedings of the National Fire Protection Association shows that

only six per cent of the fires which occurred in buildings having sprinkler

equipments were considered ''unsatisfactory" from the inspectors view

point. Eighty per cent of the "unsatisfactory" fires were really due to

antiquated eq'uipment, water failure, freezing, etc., consequently out of

887 fires only eleven can really be considered as "unsatisfactory" five of

which were due to exposure.

* *

Concrete Blocks Stand Severe Fire Test

To THE Architect and Engineer :—We would like to direct your editorial

department's attention to the fact that at the recent terrible conflagration

at Fernie, British Columbia, where practically the whole town was wiped

out of existence, only three buildings remained standing in the business portion

of the city. These were all built of concrete blocks.

The history of the concrete block industry shows no such severe test being

put upon concrete blocks where comparison could be made of their fire-resisting

qualities with brick or stone. All around were brick buildings and some stone

structures, all of which were destroyed, demonstrating more conclusively than

has ever taken place in the past, the absolute superiority of concrete over stone

or brick as a fire-resisting material. The merchants of Fernie have almost

without exception decided to rebuild of concrete blocks even though, in so

doing, they should have to build smaller structures to keep within the amount
" they have available for building. There is ample food for reflection in this.

At present the insurance companies place a handicap of about thirty per

cent on concrete block buildings, which is unjust, absurd and, in the face of

recent evidence, absolutely ridiculous.

Hoping you will give the matter the publicity it deserves, we beg to remain,

Yours very truly,

CONCRETE ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.,

Vancouver, B. C. Per Francis S. Keith.
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High School at Medford. Oregon. Chas. H. Btirggraf. Architect

How to Make Cement Blocks
The following directions for making cement blocks are given by an

exchange

:

For brick of the ordinary class, use 600 pounds of Portland cement and
40 cubic feet of sand and fine gravel ; for fine face brick, use 800 pounds of
cement and 40 cubic feet of torpedo sand; for a cement brick, equal in
every respect to the pressed brick of commerce, use 1,000 pounds of cement
and 40 cubic feet of torpedo sand.

The following figures are also of interest

:

A 1 :3 brick takes 3.8 barrels of cement and 1.7 cubic yards sands per M.
A 1 :4 brick takes 3.05 barrels cement and 1.8 cubic yards sand per M.
A 1 :5 brick takes 2.55 barrels cement, and 1.18 cubic yards sand per M.
A 1 :6 brick takes 2.18 barrels cement and 1.9 cubic yards sand per M.
A 1 :7 brick takes 1.9 barrels of cement and 2 cubic yards sand per M.
An exchange gives the following method for testing sand for cement

:

"The best practice requires that sand shall be 'suitable silicious
material, passing a one-quarter inch mesh sieve, clean, gritty and free of
impurities.' A good test of sand is to rub it between the hands, using con-
siderable pressure. The sharpness of the grains and the absence of foreign
material may both be determined in this way."

Tall Buildings Not Profitable
Skyscrapers more than twenty stories in height are not profitable. The

cost of operating elevators sufficient to safeguard the tenants makes the cloud
piercing building uneconomical. Such were the opinions of the building man-
agers from all the large cities in the country who met in convention at the
Auditorium. Chicago, to discuss questions of systematic management of sky-
scrapers. The convention is the first of its kind ever held and it probably will

result in the formation of a national association of building managers.
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Cost of Building

The cost of building has now been
substantially reduced by a number ot

causes. Steel and iron have gone down,
and, generally speaking, lumber is being
sold for 10 and 12 per cent less than a

year ago. General contractors are will-

ing to take less profit than at any time
within the last few years and subcon-
tractors, are taking work: at figures to

serve little else than to hold their work-
ing organization together. Although
wages for labor are nominally the same,
competition among mechanics to hold
their places renders the labor better and,
therefore, cheaper. From the "Ameri-
can Lumberman" is taken the following
comparison of prices for building in

1907-08 representing actual figures ob-
tained by a party who wished to build:

Per cent of

1907 1908 Decrease

Masonry and grading $1329 $944 29.0

Plastering 585 313 46.8

Plumbing 640 500 21.9

Heating 730 570 22.0

Painting 530 400 24.5

Lumber $4 to $6 a thousand less.

The 1907 prices were made during the

latter part of that year and the 1908
prices during June.

The Burnham Company Busy
New work in the office of the D, H,.

Burnham Company, San Francisco, in-

cludes the Pacific Union Club building,

mole depot of the Western Pacific Rail-

road, Episcopal church at San Mateo,
and building for the San Francisco Na-
tional bank. The site of the latter build-

ing is at present occupied by the tem-
porary quarters of the Bank of Cali-

fornia. Construction on the new build-

ing will begin as soon as this institution

is able to vacate. The building will have
three stories and a basement, of "class

A" construction throughout. All the

steel ^will be protected from fire and cor-

rosion with concrete.

Roof Architecture.

In an address before the International
Congress of Architects at Vienna, Archi-

tect George Oakley Totten of Washing-
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ton, one of the American delegates, said
in the course of an address in which he
spoJ<e of the development of skyscrapers
in America: "Conditions are likely to
arise which will greatly influence the
architecture of the future. To sail

through the air is no longer a mere pic-
ture of the imagination, and the day may
not be far distant when the architect
will have to devote his attention to beau-
tifying not only the fronts, of buildings,
but the roofs as well, so that they may
not offeVid the eye of the esthetic trav-
eler through the sky."

Architectural Club Jinks

August Headman and E. R. Hilde-
brand, who recently returned from a three
years' tour in the East and abroad, were
welcomed home by the members of the
San Francisco Architectural Club at the
latter's cosy rooms, Van Ness and Golden
Gate avenues, the night of September 2.

Both young men have profited consid-
erably by their travels, furthering their
studies along the line of their profession
in Paris and other foreign cities. Mr.
Headman will write of his travels and
observations in a future number of this
magazine.
As to the reception, it was a most

delightful affair, refreshments, songs and
story telling being enjoyed till a late
hour. The various experiences of the
guests of the evening were specially in-
teresting. Those who contributed to the
entertainment were: A. O. Johnson, C.
W. Corwin, C. E. Roesch, C. Fantoni,
J. F. Hennessy, Ernest Flores, L. A. Lar-
sen. E. J. Burke, Fred Berg. Walter
Trefts. and AI Roncoviere. Mr. E. P.
Antonovich acted as master of cere-
monies.

New Partnership

I. M. Palmer, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and H. M. Fancher, formerly of the
Northwest Investment & Construction
Company, Portland, Ore., have formed a
partnership and opened offices as archi-
tects at 517 Lumber Exchange building,
Portland.

School Houses
School bonds to the amount of $50,000

were voted at Redlands. A new building
will be erected on the Lugonia site to
cost $40,000, and purchase the balance of
the block on which it is to be built.

Three new school houses will also be
built at Fruitvale.

Will Practice Architecture in California

Capt. I. B. Nicholson, who has re-
ceived his certificate from the state board
of architecture, has associated himself
with Mr. I. H. Seehorn, and opened an
office at 1004 Security building, Los An-
geles. Capt. Nicholson comes from
South Africa, where he filled the position

of government architect of the Trans-
vaal.

Moving a Town.
The largest contract of its kind ever

entered into in California is that for
moving an entire town of sixty houses
to a new location three miles away.
The town is Echita, and the new place
will be known as Bethel. Grant Harri-
man, a house-mover of Oakland, has the
contract.

Form Partnership.

Architects A. B.^ Higginson and E.
Russell Ray, the latter formerly with
Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey, have
formed a partnership at Santa Barbara
under the firm name of Higginson &
Ray

L. B. Button the Architect

A statement in the August Architect
and Engineer that C. W. Dickey was the

architect of the new First National Bank
building in Oakland, was an error. Credit
for designing this handsome reinforced

concrete structure should have been
given to L. B. Dutton, Chronicle build-

ing, San Francisco.

Contract for Prison Buildings

Reports from Phoenix, Ariz., regarding
the award of contracts for the construc-

tion of prison buildings at Florence, for

the Arizona Board of Control, announce
that Greville & Gregg were awarded the

contract for the concrete construction

work on their bid of $61,000. The Pauly
Jail Building Company of St. Louis will

install sixty-eight steel cells and steel

gates for the grounds, and corridors on
their bid of $25,825.

Testing Architect Law
To test the legality of the State law,

Otto H. Neher, an architect of Los An-
geles, who was fined $10 by Police Jus-

tice Rose for practicing architecture

without having obtained a permit from
the State board, will appeal the case. It

is the contention of the defense that the

law is invalid because a person can prac-

tice architecture without a license pro-

vided he tells clients he is not licensed.

Northwest Engineers in Session

The sixth annual convention of the

Pacific Northwest Society of Engineers
was held in Seattle last month. J. C.

Jeffrev, president of the society, read a

paper on "Seattle City Contracts," and
Samuel C. Lancaster, a road builder of

reputation, delivered a paper on "Good
Roads in Washington." Jay L. Stan-
nard. Assistant City Engineer, read a

paper on "Hvdraulic Extension Work
of the Seattle Municipal Light and Power
Plant." J. D. Ross described the electrical

work in connection with the same im-
provement.
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Of course there is no doubt about
the election of Secretary Taft. His

nomination for Presi-

TAFT FOR dent by the Republicans
PRESIDENT has been as well received

. in the Northwest as in

the Middle West and East. The feel-

ing is general that Taft will succeed
his friend, Roosevelt, as a matter of
course and that with his election will

come renewed confidence and abund-
ant prosperity.

Secretary Taft is such a candidate
as is presented but once in generations.
It seems as if he was chosen by the in-

scrutable hand of destiny to lead the
country from its present position of
industrial unrest and financial strin-

gency into an era of boundless pros-

perity and unbroken confidence. He
is a man of the people, and is in every
respect free from narrowness, sub-
serviency to class interests and vin-

dictiveness. He is himself a platform.
On every proposition he is sound,

dignified, and progressive. Though
he will be as firmly opposed to monop-
olies as is President Roosevelt, he will

give us the best phases of the Roose-
velt policies, without some of the ob-

jectionable features of mere Roose-
veltism.

Mr. Taft is a tireless worker and is

a w^orthy disciple of the strenuous life.

Pie is most unassuming and modest

—

a friend of the people and esteemed
and respected by all with whom he has
come in contact.

Eugene Field might well have had
him in mind when he wrote

:

"My father calls me William,
My mother calls me Will,

My sister calls me Willie,

But the boys call me Bill."

For the first time in the history of

political inaugurations, architectural

design by skilled mem-
bers of the profession

will be a feature of the

street stands for spec-

tators at Washington
next March. The Na-

tional Society of Fine Arts, the Wash-
ington Architectural Club and Wash-
ington Chapter of the American In-

COMPETITION

FOR PUBLIC

OBSERVATION
STANDS
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.stitute of Architects have appointed a
joint committee to invite competitive
plans for design and arrangement
along the route of the inaugural pro-
cession. It is proposed to offer prizes

of $300, $200 and $100 for the best

three designs, which in this case will

become the property of the committee,
and will be published for the benefit

of those interested in the subject. The
committee consists of Joseph C. Horn-
blower, Leon E. Dessez, Waddy B.

Wood, Leander Ashford and Percy
Ash all of Washington. The last

named architect will supply details.

Of course the main object of the com-
petition is a patriotic one, and should
receive the attention of the architects

of the country to a greater extent than
if large money prizes were offered.

The jury of award consists of J. R.
Marshall, T. J. D. Fuller, Frederick
D. Owen, Frank D. Millet and John
B. Earner, in whose hands the draw-
ings will receive consideration.

SAN FRANCISCO

ARCHITECTS

SIGN WORK

The example set by one or two
prominent Eastern architects in sign-

ing their work has
found favor with at

least one Pacific

Coast firm. MacDon-
ald & Applegarth,

Call building, San Francisco, have
adopted a neat bronze name plate

which is made a permanent fixture on
a prominent corner of each of their

buildings. The plate is modest in

size and contains the simple inscrip-

tion : "MacDonald and Applegarth,
Architects." No date or address are
given. The letters are large enough
to be seen from the street, but they
are not that large that they disfigure

or mar in any way the beauty of the
building.

In adopting this new fad the San
Francisco architects have taken a step
in the right direction. For several
years* the question of signing archi-
tects' names to building-s has been a
much mooted one by members of the
American Institute of Architects, and
there has been a diversity of opinion
as to the feasibility of the plan. Some

have inclined to the belief that it

cheapens the work and in a way lowers
the high standard of the profession.
The ruling sentiment of the profes-
sion, however, is that it is entitled to
the same privilege of signing its work
as the artist and sculptor enjoys. Then
again, if an architect knows his name
is to appear on his work he is likely

to be more careful with his plans, de-
veloping the best there is in him, for
he knows that with his name in full

view of the public, he is likely to be
severely criticised if his work is not
done well.

We hope other architects on the
Pacific Coast will join with the San
Francisco firm in a movement that is

in every way commendable and in

keeping with the ethics of the profes-
sion.

SAMUEL NEWSOM
SAMUEL NEWSOM, a well-known

architect of San Francisco, and resi-

dent of Oakland, died suddenly on
the deck of a Key Route ferry boat on
September 1. An hour before he had
lunched with his son, Sidney, and had
left for home declaring that he felt ill.

Heart disease is supposed to have caused
his death.

The boat was nearing the Oakland
mole when Newsom suddenly fell over
on the deck and expired almost instantly.

The body was brought back to San Fran-
cisco and taken to the harbor hospital,

later being removed to the morgue.
For many years Mr. Newsom was as-

sociated with his brother, J, Gather New-
som. Among the large buildings which
the firm designed were the Rudolph
Spreckels residence, in San Francisco, the
city hall and the courthouse in Oakland.
Later J. Gather Newsom withdrew from
the firm and Samuel Newsom associated
himself with his sons, Sidney and Noble,
who are now the junior members of the
firm which has its offices in the Hum-
boldt Bank building.

Newsom was 61 years of age and a

native of Ganada. He went to Oakland
when only eight years of age, and had
made his home in that city ever since.

His only living brother is J. Gather New-
som, a member of the State Board of
Architects.
Newsom was a prominent Mason. He

had been a sufferer from heart trouble
for many years.
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The Illuminating Engineer

PART II. — By C. E. Roesch

THIS department, in last month's issue,

devoted some little space to a dis-

cussion of the various factors which
enter into the proper illumination of a

structure from an engineering point of

view.
In the alphabetically arranged tabula-

tion of these factors, "The decorative im-
portance of the lighting instrument" was
given as the last consideration, but the

illuminating engineer who will get the
best results is the one who will give this

question more than passing thought.
The architect and lighting specialist

are, and should be, friends and the only
reason the illuminating engineer was nor
at once welcomed by the architect and
given the same consideration as the
structural or concrete engineer was th?
fear that his ideas and methods, being

based on purely technical deductions,

would be at variance with the architect's

interpretation of the aesthetic import-
ance of the interior treatment, and there

would be a lack of harmony between the

engineer's plan of lighting and the gen-
eral scheme of the interior as outlined

by the architect.

This fear on the part of the architect-

ural profession was not altogether with-

out cause, as the illuminating engineer,

who has been identified with this new
branch of applied science since its in-

ception, must admit for the elemental
theories advanced by him gave but little

thought to the decorative importance of

the lighting device. This, perhaps, was
only a natural fault as the very applica-

tion of scientific principles to illumina-

tion was due to the fact that ornamenta-
tion had become paramount and the

utilitarian purpose of the lighting instru-

ment incidental, a fault indeed greater

(J A careful regard for

design and \vorkmanship

are requisites of success-

ful ligKting tnat can not

properly be overlooked.
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We have completed the following jobs during the last month:

Jewelers' Building, Westbank Building, McCreery Building, etc.

We are about to begin work on the following buildings

:

Doe Bidg., Baron EstateBldg., Commercial Bidg. and several others
This shows the class of work we do
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than the engineer's whose sin was one
of omission rather than commission.
The lighting specialist, who is more or

less impregnated with the "terrible taint
of commercialism," soon saw that it was
both necessary and possible to combine
utility and beauty and it was only a
natural evolution from the chrysalis of
the technical lighting engineer to the
present type of highly efficient engineer
who utilizes theoretical and empirical
rules in his mathematical calculations,
combining with thern a careful apprecia-
tion of the architectural and aesthetic
importance of the areas he is to treat.

Modern Glass Chandeliers

THE use of glass as a material for the
construction and decoration of
lighting fixtures was developed to a

very high degree during that remarkable
period of artistic growth which included
the reigns of Louis XIV., XV., and XVI.,
in France. The chandeliers designed for
the palaces and chateaux of that period
have served as models and inspirations
for architects, interior decorators, and
fixture designers ever since.
There is a general belief that the art

of glass making reached its culmination
some centuries ago, but this belief is

wholly unsubstantiated by the facts. In
reality, glass making in all of its branches
is on a far higher plane today than ever
before. The famous Hall of Mirrors in
the Palace of Versailles is archaic in
comparison with many a cafe along the
"Great White Way." It will doubtless
surprise many of our readers to know
that no small number of the glass fix-
tures supposed to have been made at the
time the buildings were put up are mod-
ern reproductions. It was found neces-
sary in restoring the buildings to replace
portions of the fixtures which had become
broken or lost, and in many cases it was
found easier to rebuild the entire chande-
lier than to match up the missing pieces.
Of Course the design was retained. In
this connection, it is interesting to know

J
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that glass chandelier ornamentations can
be had .in France of varying tints to

match any of the old pieces. So imper-
fect was the art of glass making at the

time these celebrated fixtures were made
that the glass was either distinctly tinted

when made or has become so by use. It

is in this respect chiefly that modern
glass making far excels ancient practice.

Glass today of the cheapest and com-
monest sort is of a purity of color, bril-

liancy of lustre, and permanency of com-
position that was never attained by the
old makers.

Most people are accustomed to think

of glass as being perfectly transparent
and consequently as having no color.

Such, however, is not the case. To the
glass maker color is the one most im-
portant item. If you will look through
any piece of glass so as to get the light

through the greatest possible thickness,

which you can do by looking at it edge-
wise, you will observe a distinct tint,

either run blue or violet, or a straw yel-

low. Furthermore, if you will put sev-

eral pieces of glass of different manu-
facture side by side, you will also note a

difference in tint. The glass used in the

French chandeliers referred to is gener-
ally of a distinct violet color, but some-
times of a slightly smoky appearance
also.

It is another common belief that glass

is an absolutely permanent substance.
While this is generally true, it is not in-

fallibly so. The writer once saw a com-
mon lamp chimney which had dropped
down into a sticky purplish-white mass
from simple exposure to the air, having
"deliquesced," as the chemist would say,

by the absorption of moisture, and be-

come decomposed. On one side of the

Boston Common there are some old
buildings in which the windows are dis-

tinctly purple, the glass having taken this

hue from exposure to the light.

No better evidence of the skill of the
modern glass maker can be adduced than
the imitation diamonds and jewels,

which, so far as mere brilliancy is con-

cerned, even surpass the genuine. All

the numerous brands of near-diamonds
are simply pieces of highly refractive

glass carefully cut and polished. In view
of the vastly better quality of the glass

itself, and the higher degree of mechan-
ical skill available at the present time, it

is not surprising that modern glass chan-
deliers excel in every way, except pqs-
sibly originality and elaborateness of de-

sign, the famous models of the period of

the Louises,

A New Incandescent Gas Burner

The electric lighting interests are not
going^ to have things all their own way,
even if their new lamps do run on one-
third the current of their old ones. The
Welsbach burner, which saved the day
for gas when the carbon filament electric

lamp threatened its total extinction, has
not been indulging in any Rip Van
Winkle sleep. To the question, "What
are you going to do about it?" the Wels-
bach Company makes' answer by pre-

senting to the public its new "Junior"
burner.
Undoubtedly the feature of the electric

light which had most to do with its rapid

introduction and enormously extended
use is its extreme simplicity. Tt is one
of the very few devices that has been
put into the hands of the public in a form
that is practically fool-proof. In this re-

spect the mantle gas burner has had to

admit its inferiority, and fall back upon
its greater efficiency as a compensating
advantage. Since progress in electric

lamp manufacture has recently greatly re-

duced this advantage of gas, it is inter-

esting to note that the Welsbach Com-
pany has attacked the electrical competi-
tion in its stronghold of simplicity. The
Junior burner is a complete lighting unit,

consisting of burner, chimney and
mantle, and is practically as easy to put

on and remove as an electric lamp. The
price of the outfit is but 35 cents retail,

less than twice the price of the ordinary
16 c, p. lamp; so that the consumer who
does not wish to take the trouble to re-
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new the mantle and chimney may simply
throw the whole thin^ away, and replace
It with a new one without feeling that he
IS committing any extravagance. It is
not necessary, however, to throw away
the burner tube, as the chimney and
maiitle form an easily removable part

Ihe burner gives about 50 c. p. rate in
the same way as an electric lamp on a
consumption of 1^ to 3 feet of gas per
hour As the life of a mantle is prac-
tically the same as that of the ordinary
electric lamp, and as this little burner
gives four times the light, the cost of
renewals if the entire outfit is thrown
away is much less than that of electric
lamps.

Besides the great convenience of hav-
ing a self-contained unit, this burner is
of such size and dimensions that it can be
used with the regular electric shades and
glassware. This would seem to be a real

?f/^ ^^ "filling a long-felt want." The
Welsbach Company says, what is readily
apparent, that the margin of profit on
the burner is small, but that the demand
should be sufficiently large to give a
satisfactorv aggregate. This burner
should prove of valuable assistance to the
gas companies in meeting the competi-
tion of the new electric lamps.

Incandescent Lamps—Their Use and
Abuse

THE value of electrical energy, as fur-
nished to a consumer, is not pro-
portional alone to the amount of

energy as measured by an electric meter
but IS dependent upon various other fac-
tors, including the efficiency with which
the electrical energy can be transformed
or translated into other yseful forms The
consumer uses electrical energy for se-
curing light, heat and mechanical power;
and tor the transformation into these
more directly useful forms various trans-
lating devices are employed. The ade-
quacy of the service is dependent in large
measure upon the efficiency of these
translating devices.
For the production of illumination,

\.i

Estimates Furnished
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MOTORS
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translating devices include various forms
of lamps, such as the carbon filament in-

candescent lamps, the tantalum and tung-

sten incandescent lamps, Nernst lamps,

mercury vapor lamps, and the numerous
types of arc lamps. For the production

of mechanical power, motors of various

kinds are employed, and for electrical

heating, the translating devices comprise
various forms of resistances.

The amount of illumination which can

be secured from a given amount of elec-

trical energy consumed in the ordinary

type of incandescent lamp depends upon

the design of the lamp and the materials

and processes used in its manufacture,

upon the voltage at which it is designed

to operate, the voltage at which current

is supplied to it, its period of service, the

cleanliness , of the outer surface of the

glass bulb, as well as upon various other

factors.

The ultimate life of an incandescent

lamp may be expressed as the number
of hours during which it will continue to
give illumination, this period being usual-
ly terminated by a burning away or rup-
ture of the ^lament. It is recognized as
exceedingly bad practice to allow lamps
to remain on circuit until this point has
been reached, since the deterioration in
efficiency will have become such as to
make it uneconomical of operation. It

is better practice and one more com-
monly prevailing, to express the life of
a larnp as the number of hours at which
it will operate at normal voltage before
its efficiency falls to a value below 80
per cent of the efficiency of the lamp
when new. This length of life, as com-
monly attained in the better grades of
carbon filament lamps now manufactured,
is in the neighborhood of 600 hours, and
to allow a lamp to burn longer than that
period usuallv results in what might be
termed inadequate or uneconomical ser-
vice, due to excessive deterioration.
One of the most common causes of

poor service is due to the operation of
incandescent lamps after they have de-
preciated below 80 per cent of their orig-
inal efficiency.

It is a fact not sufficiently recognized
that the accumulation of dust, oil and
dirt on the outer surface of an incan-
descent lamp will materially reduce its
efficiency, and many instances exist where
the illumination may be increased from
5 to 10 per cent by cleaning the globes.
One of the most serious causes of in-

adequate service is insufficient size of the
wires installed in buildings, causing a re-
duction of the voltage. This may result
frorn poor design or false economy in the
original

_
installation, but in many in-

stances is due to the growing demand
for more current than the original in-
stallation of wiring was intended to pro-
vide for. Poor electric service may re-
sult from such inadequate wiring, even
though the companv miy supply a satis-
factory voltage to the inlet of the build-
ing. It appears to be universally true
that the electric company is not directly
responsible for such inferior wiring.

—

(From Report of Railroad Commission
of Wisconsin, July, 1908.)

To Build Ice Plant.

The Union Ice Co. of San Francisco
is considering the erection of an ice
plant at San Diego. Options on several
pieces of real estate have been secured,
and if favorable arrangements can be
made they will build. It is stated that
preliminary nlans have been made for
the buildings. They will be of brick or
jeinforced concrete, and equipped with
the latest type of machinery. About
$100,0t)0 will be invested.
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Fresh Air and Furnaces

INSTEAD of the woodwork, sometimes
elaborate and expensive enough, cover-
ing up the fixtures, pipes, etc., bath-

rooms are now tiled, with all the fixtures

and fittings open and finished in every part,

thereby insuring, not only practical use-

fulness, but cleanliness, nor has this change
stopped at the bath room ; although of

course, the artistic development has been
more properly confined to that room, but

it has extended to the kitchen, the butler's

pantry, the scullery, the laundry, indeed to

all parts of the house where sanitary fix-

tures are used ; tiled walls, porcelain sinks

and porcelain wash tubs practically doing
away with iron and wood.
As a matter of fact it is only a few

years ago that the bath room w\is a sec-

ondary consideration in laying out the

plans for a house, and it was generally

relegated to some part or space that could
not be utilized for any other purpose. To-
day, it is almost the first thing to be
considered in laying out the plans, for

not only palatial residence, but even for

dwellings of every modest pretentions.

In view of the fact that plumbing fixtures

are now recognized as of equal, if not of

paramount importance to the general
furnishings of a well appointed house, it

has become the almost invariable custom
for parties building or remodeling to use

open sanitary fixtures with as few points

as possible in which microbes and filth

may hide and cause no end of trouble and
disease.

A trap or water seal should be pro-
vided under each fixture to prevent the

admission of sewer gas into the room, to

prevent this seal from siphoning connect
a vent pipe back of the seal and extend
up above the roof. Vent pipes should be
the same size as water pipe. Use cast

iron drain pipes from water closets, slop

sink urinals or wash trays where the size

is two inches or more, all joints to be
well calked with lead and oakum, where
drain pipes are less than two inches galvan-
ized iron (standard) pipe or lead may
be used. Run all horizontal drains to a

uniform grade of not less than one-half
inch in ten feet, support with wrought iron

hangers. Extend the iron drain pipes out-

side of cellar or foundation wall at least

three feet before connecting with sewer
pipe.

Outside drains or sewer pipes should
always be of salt glazed tile of ample
size, laid to a uniform .grade on the solid

undisturbed earth with the joints made
perfectly tight with Portland cement swab
and carefully clean the inside of joints to

prevent clogging.

Water pipes should never be run in walls

or between ceiling and floor as they are

liable to leak and cause no end of trouble.

Expose them in the room neatly tag and
bronze or paint them and no one can find

reasonable objection.

The
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TWO IMPORTANT POINTS
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JOS. I I f f & CO., Agts.
585 Mission Street, San Francisco

Phone Kearny 3762

Be careful and don't expose pipes to the
cold ; if you must locate them where they
are liable to freeze, carefully box and pack
them in mineral wood. This will save you
a lot of trouble and expense during the
cold snaps.—The Contract Record.

Hanging Lamps
In many a hall-way is hanging an

old-time lantern that performed the
same service in a hall two hundred years
ago, though, to be sure, they do not now
contain the oil lamp, the tallow dip, or a
wax candle. On the contrary, they may
be fitted out with electricity, and shine
forth all the more bravely with a bor-
rowed light, though they certainly do
not look out of place in the midst of the
old-fashioned furniture that plays its part
in so many homes at the present day.
Yet the taste for this old type of metal
work is apt to be overdone. I have seen
a lamp hanging in a house, clumsily made
of wrought iron, which looked as though
it had been made by a pre-historic black-
smith. To my friend's artistic soul, this
crudity, this simplicity of design, this
clumsiness of manufacture, no doubt ap-
pealed. But the lamp, though placed in
the hall of a most magnificent building,
was more fitted to be hung behind a
barn-door.
Quaintness in hall lamps is worth while

if they combine utility with beauty, and
there are many beautiful specimens to be
had, with this desirable combination.
Ugliness is always ugly, and the fact of

it being two hundred years old should
not be any better recommendation for its

preservation.—Ex.
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Henry E. Huntington's Country Rcsi-
dence

Architects Myron Hunt and Elmer
Grey of Los Angeles report that work
on the new country residence for Mr.
H. E. Huntington, to be built on the
old Shorb ranch, near South Pasadena,
which he has renamed Los Robles, has
been started.

The reinforced concrete comprising
the skeleton construction of the build-
ing is now ready for figures. This work
will be let as a separate contract, and
includes the concrete roof slab carrying
the tile.

The exterior walls and interior parti-
tions will be of tile, 3, 4, 6 and 8-inch
bemg used. The tile is arranged to
surround all columns. Exterior walls
are made by two tile partitions, one in-
side and one outside of exterior col-
umns.

All the principal ceilings will be on
metal lath, hung to metal furring.

It is not proposed to let the plumb-
ing and the electric wiring until about
January 1st. In the meantime, conduit

chases, together with openings and
chases for plumbing runs are provided
for in the structural drawings so that
no cutting away of concrete beams or
concrete floors will be necessary.
Heating is to be by blower driven

warmed air from a central chamber.
The exterior will be finished in plas-

ter over the tile. The plastering con-
tract will not be let this year.

Work on the interior finish is not far
along. Except for one or two rooms in
mahogany, practically the entire interior
woodwork will be white enamel. The
floors will be of oak, except possibly in
a few halls and vestibues, where marble
and mosaic will be used.
The front of the building facing the

San Gabriel Valley is 150 feet wide,
but the length of the building east and
west, when the great east porch and the
servants' quarters which are located at
the northwest corner are considered, is

275 feet.
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Fire Protection for Buildings

The L. E. Boyle Company, Inc., has
taken the Pacific Coast agency for the
Kanawha Chemical Engine Manufactur-
ing Company and is prepared to assist
architects in designing a building so that
it can be equipped with a fire extinguish-
ing plant. The cost is trifling when the
added protection from fire and. the conse-
quent reduced insurance rates are taken
into account. A compressed air pump
installed in the basement of a building
forces the chemical through a hose con-
veniently stationed on each floor. The
capacity of the dififerent styles of appar-
atus range from fifty to five hundred gal-
lons. The company also manufactures
chemical engines for fire departments

and one was recently sold by Mr. Boyle
to the Berkeley fire department.
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(A White Pressed Brick Made of Sand and lime. But No Cement)

GOLDEN GATE COMPANY ^"'"' ^^^ MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Factory: Antioch, Cal. Warehouse: North Point Street C. F. Pratt, Manager

Honor for Mr. Gcster's Son
George Clark Gester, son of W. B.

Gester, a well known San Francisco oivii
engineer and cement expert, who re-
cently graduated from the College of
Mining, University of California, has
been added to the faculty of the univer-
sity and began his duties as assistant in
the instruction work of the College of
Mining, upon the opening of the present
semester last month. Young Gester
made an enviable record as a student and
his appointment to the faculty was made
upon recommendation of President
Wheeler.

Gilley-Schmid's New Auto
The Gillev-Schmid Comnany of San

Francisco has taken delivery of the sec-
ond Buick car purchased from the How-
ard Automobile Company. Mr. Schmid
recently purehased a two-cylinder tour-
ing car. and about a month ago Mr. Gil-
lev took delivery of a Buick White
Streak. After becoming familiar with the
car around the city for a day or so, Mr.
Gillcy started on a two weeks' tour of
Marin, Sonoma and Lake counties.

Interesting Article

"A Trip to Alaska" is the title of an
interesting article written by Editor
Mayer, and which appeared in a recent
issue of the Jewish Times. 264 Pacific
building, San Francisco. The article is
replete with interesting incidents and the
writer's description of the northern coun-
try is quite picturesque.

Russell & Irwin Hardware
The Russell and Irwin Company will

supply the hardware for the new Custom
house now being completed in San Fran-
cisco. The hardware in the handsome
new Postal Telegraph building. San
Francisco, is also being supplied by this
well known house.
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An Ideal Office System
Joseph Ahlbach of the firm of Ahlbach

& Mayer, San Francisco plumbers, has
written an article for Domestic En-
gineering on the ideal office system for
the successful plumber. Mr. Ahlbach
gives in detail the entire operation in
ofBce work on a contract or job from the
time the latter is figured until it is com-
pleted. A printed form is adopted and
is used by the firm in estimating on all
work ranging from $50 to $100,000, and
Mr. Ahlbach says it has never failed its
purpose.

Up to Date Iron Works
The Securfty Wire and Iron Works

have recently moved into new and com-
modious quarters at 133 Bay street, San
Francisco, and are now prepared to
manufacture all kinds of ornamental iron

and wire work, such as fire escapes, fold-
ing gates, trapdoors, railings, etc. Es-
posto Bros., the proprietors, are both
enterprising and wide awake young men
and with their thoroughly modern plant
should have no difficulty keeping it go-
ing with first-class orders.
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Big Government Contract

The San Francisco Bridge Company
was the lowest bidder for the great con-
struction work that is to be done at Fort
Mason for the army transport service.

Its bid was $1.286,0(X). The next lowest
bid was by the American Construction
Company, which named $1,428,01K) as its

price for the work, and the third and
highest bid was by the Pacific Construc-
tion Company, which named $1,447,000
as its price.

The work to be done includes the con-
struction of the sea wall, crib wall, trans-

port wharves and sheds. These bids

were based on the plans and specifica-

tions prepared by the government.
The following bids were submitted on

•' the plans and specifications prepared by
the different bidders:

Pacific Construction Company of San
Francisco, $1,147,000; C. Leonardt and
L. J. Mench, 42 Market street, $1,348,000;

San Francisco Bridge Company, $1,143,-

000, and Penn Bridge Company of

Beaver Falls, Pa.. $1,440,000.

Major Williamson hopes that active

operations will begin by the first of Oc-
tober. The work had previously been
let to the P. J. Carlin Construction Com-
pany of New York for" $1,178,000, but

this firm failed to qualify, so it was
necessary to have new bids taken.

Corrugated Bars for Reinforced Concrete
Construction

To meet the requirements of those

who for various reasons prefer a round
bar for reinforcing purposes, the Ex-
panded Metal and Corrugated Bar Co.,

of the Frisco Building, St. Louis, Mo.,

are prepared to furnish these bars in ad-

dition to the usual corrugated squares

and fiats.

In order to fully illustrate these new
bars and to present a record of recently

constructed concrete work, where this

company's reinforcerhents have been
used, the Expanded Metal and Corru-
gated Bar Company have issued an illus-

trated pamphlet of more than one hun-
dred pages measuring 9x11 inches.!

This pamphlet illustrates examples of
concrete construction from the modest
country dwelling to the massive rail-

way bridge, viaduct and spillway dam.
It is a valuable book to Jiave at hand, as

it shows the possibilities of reinforced
concrete as applied to the largest class

of work.
An interesting feature is the space de-

voted to floor construction. These show
spans of varying widths and the method
of their reinforcement, based on the best

modern practice.

irr\i'^mt. %«^«v^
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Standardized)

We Manufacture and Sell to Jobbers Oil Burning

Equipments for all kinds of Service. Our various

Elquipments can be set up by anyone. Ejcperts

Not Necessary. Catalog on Application.

. i I IT'S PNEUMATIC SYSTEM is the
ideal method of burnins: fuel oil under low pres-
sure steam and hot water heating plants and
! ir all the metal arts.

References:

Pacific States Telephone Co., Grand Hotel.

Aronson Buildin»f, Robins Hotel. Williams Build-

inti. Boyd Estate. Hotel Arlington. The Empire
Apartments, Hotel Leo. Marine Building. Union
Square Building. Schmidt Building'. Hillcrest

' Apartments. Duboce .Apartments. Sherwood
' Block, San Francisco and the I mperial Hotel .

San Jose,

BEN
PFT

BfcNNtiT s Pneumatic UiL Bukninu Hquifmbnt

WONKS AND ' ^ offices:

679-581 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Splendid Fixtures For New Oakland Jail.

The Pauly Jail Building Company,
tlirough its San Francisco representative,
Charles M. Finch, with offices in the St.
Clair building, California and Drurnm
streets, is supplying all the cell fixtures
for the new county jail under construc-
tion in Oakland. The eciuipment is the
most complete ever installed in a Pacific
Coast jail and includes the very latest
locking devices, insuring absolute safety
and permitting the operation of any or
all cell doors on each floor from outside
the prisoners' corridor. The best steel
has been used, the material being five-ply
steel, tool proof.
There are forty-eighty cells and each

cell IS supplied with a wash stand and
toilet. There is one cell in each section
fitted up with a shower bath and the
prisoners will be required to bathe at
least once a week.
This jail is the first to be built in Cali-

fornia under the direct supervision of
the State Board of Charities and Cor-
rections and in consequence it is consid-
ered the model jail of the West. The
work of installing the fixtures is in
charge of Tom Wells, who was sent to
the Coast from the factory in the East.
Wells is an expert in his line and has
superintended the building of some of
the largest pHsons in the United States.
Mr. Finch recently finished fitting up

the court house at Goldfield. Nev., with
steel fixtures, every piece of furniture in
the building with the exception of chairs
beinp- made of metal. These were manu-
factured by the Canton .\rt Metal Com-
pany, of which Mr. Finch is also the San
Francisco representative.

New Brick Industry
Work is being pushed rapidly by the

Pyrmont Brick Company in the erection
of their plant at Lincoln, Placer county,
Cal., for the making of the highest clas.s
building brick. The company controls
some 240 acres, part of which lies within
the city limits. Wells have been drilled
at small intervals revealinc^ throughout
the entire area, the high grade clay
necessary to the making -of the best
bricks.

Arrangements have been made for the
burning of two million of bricks by the
method of field kilns, and about half of
this number of bricks will be used in
the construction of the company's build-
ings. This is being done in order to
demonstrate the feasibility of the propo-
sition.

A brick-making machine has been in-
stalled, one that will turn out an aver-
age of 30,000 bricks per day. Poles
already have been set for the electric
power lines which will run the machine.

Four buildings will be erected as soon
as the necessary number of bricks are
made and burned. The plans for these
are drawn and their site surveyed. The
switch from the main line of the South-
ern Pacific will enter the grounds near
the location of these buildings. An oil
tank has been placed to supply the fuel
for the burning of the kilns.
The company's main offices are in the

Bacon Block, Oakland.

Narrow Escape for Tunnel Builder

Charles E. liigbee, said to be the
greatest tunnel builder in the world, was
almost instantly killed recently by the
breaking of a derrick at Shoshone,
twelve miles east of Colorado Springs,
Colo. He is said to have constructed
forty-nine of the world's largest tunnels,
among them the Simplon.
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for your finer work, remember our

MEXICAN ONYX MARBLE is ihe

most beautiful stone you can use.

If you haven't samples and prices,

drop us a card. We'll see that you

ijet them at once.

SALM0NS-ERNSTIN6 COMPANY
General Agents

New Pedrara Mexican Onyx Co.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

G. A. BUSHERT. ARcnt
10 Third Street. Room 44

San Francisco. Cal.

W. E. HARTLEY & CO.
Now York Block

Seattle. Wash.

A FIRE-PROOF SANITARY
FLOORING AND WAINSCOTING

OFFICE: ' <

417 Montgomery Street 310 Clementina Street

SAH FRANCISCO

H. N. BERNIERI. PresMent I. TAUSSIG. Secretary

J. M. fABBRIS. Mdnager

If you wish the best kind of Marble

Work, let us figure for you

Amc M : ^Mosaic Co.

\D lERRAZZO

iti. iVidrKcl 5070

124-158 Harriet St.

25-59 COIUMBU SQUARE. Near Folsom. bet. 6th and 7th Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

Phone: Dougias 75

BAXTER MARBLE GO.

Producers of

CALIFORNIA M4RRTK
Quarries:

Columbia, Cal.

Office

1006 Call Bldg.

S. P., Cal.

C, F. SCHILLER H. w. BOWLEY
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Mosaic and Torrazzo Work. Wainscoting.

Cement Ornamentations, Plumbers'

Slabs. Etc. Estimates given.

Phone
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California Peerless Stone Tiie and Plaster . I
{
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.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PEERLESS FLOORING
A CALIFORNIA PRODUCT

Fire-Proof— Sanitary—Water-Proof—Used in the
Merritt and Providence Hospitals, Oakland, Cal.

OFFICE AND SHOW ROOM WORKS AND FACTORY

109 OTarrell St., San Francisco San Leandro, California
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Western Elevator Company Installations

The following are a few of the ele-

vators installed in the southern part of

California J^y the Llewellyn Iron Works
of Los Angeles, California, who are the
manufacturers of the several types of
electric and hydraulic elevators which
the Western Elevator Company, 801-802
Humboldt Bank building, San Francisco,
California, are now ofifering to the trade.

According to the manufacturers, these
goods are no experiment ; they have been
tried and found entirely satisfactory in

every respect, and are equal to the best in

the market, and in many respects superior.

The list:

Stetson-Preston Company, Blackstone
Company, F. W. Braun Company, Mrs.
Laura H. Carlton, Chamber of Commerce,
Pasadena ; Catalina Hotel, City Dye
Works, Albert Cohn, Copper-Coates-Casey
Company, W. M. Crouse, San Diego ; Delta
Investment Company, Acacia Hotel, Victor
Dol, T. J. Douglas, J. J. Doyle, San Fran-
cisco ; F. O. Engstrom, Fifth St. Store,

First National Bank, Long Beach ; Forve-
Pettibone Company, Grocers Building Com-
pany, A. L. Haley, Murray M. Harris &
Company, S. Harwood, Mrs. C. F. Heinz-
man, M. S. Hellman, I. W. Hcllman, W.
H. Hoegee & Co., Holabird-Reynolds Co.,

W. P. Jeffries, A. P. Johnson, O. X- John-
son, Gustav Koch, C. J. Kubach, J. B.

Lankcrshim, Los Angeles Engine Works,
Los Angeles Pacific Railway Company, Los
Angeles Pressed Brick Company, Los An-
geles Railway, Los Angeles Warehouse
Company, Meier, Zobelein Brewery, Robert
Marsh, Nelson Morris & Co., J. L. Murphy,
Palace Market Company, John Parkinson,
Niles Pease Furniture Company, and many
others.

Death of Landscape Architect

The death of George Cook, a well-
known landscape architect, occurred re-
cently at the Willows, a summer resort
in the mountains near Alpine. Cook was
chief engineer for the San Diego city and
county boulevard commission. He was
driving through the country, viewing
ror.ds, when an accident to the harness
resulted in dropping the wagon pole and
frightening the horses.
Cook was thrown out of the wagon and

fell down the side of the road, a dis-

tance of about 50 feet, breaking five ribs

and dislocating a shoulder.
He was a partner of Samuel B. Par-

sons of New York, the authority on land-
scape culture, and with him came to

California to plan improvements.
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are now boinff used in Apartment Houses. Hotels. Flats and Residences.

List of locations jriven on application. Work fully guaranteed.

HANGERS MADE OF ALL-STEEL CONSTRUCTION

SEND FOR CIRCULARS
FACTORY AND OFFICE: 231 BERRY STREET DOWN TOWN OFFICE: 318 MARKET STREET
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Are comins; into favor more rapidly than other Portland Cement Products

Some of the things we make are : Concrete Blocks for Buildings,
Sidewalks, Hitching Posts, Monuments, Stairs, Fences, Sewer
Pipe, Spanish Tiling, Mantels, Burial Vaults, and innumerable
other specialties

For Full Particulars Address

NEW FRA
Office
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537 PACIFIC BUILDING
Phone Kearny 5977

Factories

:

EDQEMAR )
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^^^ MATEO, CALIFORNIA

Send for Descriptive Circulars
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G. E. WITT CO., INC.
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Humphrey Instantaneous Water Heater

The universal use of gas has made
possible in the modern home rrtany ap-
pliances that would have been impossible
to our fathers.

These same opportunities have sug-
gested many of these appliances.
The advantage of hot water "on call"

is evident to all, and is supplied often at

very considerable trouble and expense.
The device here presented is one suit-

able for a single bath room in a house
or flat and will furnish at once the hot
water required, the expense of produc-
tion ceasing the moment the flow of

water ceases. Experiment with the de-
vice shows, it is claimed, that the cost
where one dollar gas is to be had is

only two cents for a bath tub full. The
only effort called for is to turn on and
light the gas, and in turning off the
water the gas also is turned off. The
smallest quantity of hot water is sup-
plied with the same facility as larger
quantities.

These heaters are smal, compact, made
of copper, nickel-plated and highly pol-

ished, so are both durable and at the
same time ornamental to any bath room.
They can be placed on the wall over the
bath tub where their presence would
never be noticed, except for its becoming
the location of the most prized conven-
ience whenever one of these heaters is

in use.

As these heaters have become known
they have grown in popularity and are
said to have met with a larger sale

than all other hot water gas heaters com-
bined. Their unsurpassed excellence in

service and fine construction accounts
for this. They have a simple but very
effective gas locking device, which pre-
vents explosion; a regulator to adjust the
supply and temperature of the water;
a white porcelain enameled shelf that
is absolutely rust proof; a removable
base plate for burner inspection and
cleaning and a cast iron burner, so ar-

ranged that perfect combustion and the
greatest possible heat are assured.
The device is made by the Humphrey

Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., who also
make a larger heater, which they term
"Instantaneous Automatic Thermal Gas
Water Heater."

San Mateo Elks to Build

San Mateo lodge of Elks has formally
taken over the property adjacent to the
postoffice, the consideration being
$10,000. Architects Havens & Toepke
have completed the plans for the build-
ing, which will be a two-story structure
of reinforced concrete. It is understood
that the work of construction will be
started without delay.

J. DONOVAN M. KIRWAN
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Build Fireproof Structures

From tlic Architectural Review.

The architect, occupying the position

that he does—or should—as adviser to

his client, has it well within his right

to exercise a great power toward the

solution of two very important prohlems

that arc just at present coming much
hot ore the puhlic eye. The first of these

subjects is the rapid disappearance of

timber as a building material through

the rapidly increasing deforestation of

the country, both east and west. The
other is the gradual recognition that the

people of the country are giving to the

terrific loss of property and injury to

local development occasioned, year after

year, by the destructive element of

fire.

The architect can best serve his client

and the correction of these two evils at

the one and the same time by advo-

cating—where opportunity may serve

—

the erection of fireproof structures

—

even of fireproof dwellings. The slight

additional cost estimated as an offset

against insurance premiums and the ex-

pense of yearly maintenance and repairs

make the problem—even now—one of

peculiar appeal to the American man of

business, from its commercial side alone.

It is perhaps—though the factor has

not yet been recognized by the untech-

nical and general press—almost alone

the great prevalence of wood in America
as a residence-building material that

makes the annual consumption of wood
per annum per individual in Europe ap-

pear to absurdly small compared to the

per capita consumption of this country

(We use between six and seven times

more timber per head of our popula-

tion than is the recorded consumption
for Europe!)
The use of stone, brick, concrete, or

terra cotta for walls and partitions saves

enormously in the bulk of the wood re-

quired for an individual dwelling. The
substitution of terra cotta or concrete

for floors is another important item of

saving; where, too. the simpler fireproof

floor construction can be put in at an
actual less expense than can the old-

fashioned wood floor-joists: while by
appreciating the advantage of simplicity

in interior finish, and adopting a modern
and continental point of view in regard

to its utilization and detail, the architect

can himself simplify the care and in-

crease the life and attractiveness of the

interior of the American dwelling, while

aiding still further the saving and con-

servation of our fast disappearing for-

ests.

W.W. i I 1

/' / -1

Iksirns and Details of

All Classes of Metallic Structures

Now Permanently Located at

Room*! |01-4ft.in05 Jefferson Square

925 OoiUen

SAPs

e. cor. Octavia

THOMAS 1 S » 5r

f -^

Consulting Mechanical
Engineer

Mem. A. S. M. E. Mem. A. S. H. & V. E.

SPECl.ALTIES:

The Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.
Steam Power Plants, Heating,

VentilatinK. Wiring,
Waterv^

Tf.lfphone. Tkmp. 3646

15 SECOND ST., SAN FRANCISCc

7)c uUTO SIFFP!

3 SI F.F
TO R=

Elxpert Patent and MecKanical
DraugHting

CATAIOGDE CUTS AND PERSPECTIVES

PHone Douglas 157
= Room 3O ft =

Russ Bldp'.. *" Francisco, Cal.

Wm. E. Leiand, S. B.

CONSULTING EN6INEER

Plans. Specifications and Superintendence

Steam Power. Heating and Ventilation

939 Merchants Exchange BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Temporary 3857

' /9RTLAND

r =:.J!:̂ ^3 -'T'Mm^SS!Wm9maS'tV*''
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)

Bank Stored Off" l<^ L
f
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i
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Making Glazed Brick

The Carnegie Brick and Pottery Com-
pany is operating its plant constantly
but is limiting the output to actual re-
quirements. Glazed brick is in fair de-
mand and the many beautiful buildings
that have been decorated with this article
has caused builders to look upon its use
in a more favorable light than formerly.
First class glazed bricks are bringing
about $80 per M and this price is being
firmly held, there being a disposition
on the part of the owners of these plants
turning out this article to have no sur-
plus on hand.

Rebuilding the Quebec Bridge

The Canadian government, says the
Iron Age, will assume all the assets
and franchises of the Quebec Railway
and Bridge Company under a resolution
which will be introduced at Ottawa, and
the reconstruction of the Quebec bridge
will be undertaken as a government pro-
ject, under the supervision of the Trans-
Continental Railway Commission. The
oversight of the construction work will
be in the hands of a board of prominent
engineers, one from Canada, one from
the United States, and the third from
Great Britain. It is stated that the
Canadian governme4it will assume the
loss of all expenditures made by the
Quebec Bridge Company under the bond
issue guaranteed by the government up
to the collapse of the bridge, the amount
being between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000.

Salesman Wanted

A competent and experienced salesman
for the stock of a new industrial cor-
poration; an exceptional proposition and
only a first-class, thoroughly reliable

man, with a wide acquaintance among
business men, will be considered. Apply
room 109, Bacon Block, Oakland.

<fALWmE,IR0N,BRA3S4 BRONZE WORK.

nPILL WORK f OR [LtWTOR fNCLOSURtS.

IVATORCABSSTAIRWORK BALCONY-

pORTWNDOrronr^,

L

ONCRETE WORK

WATER PR(
BASEM^ .

OF

Bluxci
5 FRONT STREET SAN FRANaSCO

George C. Fenton
SELLING AGENT

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies

Building Material and Appliances

307 WILLIAMS RLDG.,

S. E. Cor. Third & Mission Streets

S.AN FR.ANCISCO

Phone Main 307

GO.
Plumbing ana ^team

Supplies

9 TO 15 NORTH FRONT ST.
14 TO 16 NORTH FIRST ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON
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The Only SASH LOCK that

and is

The Sash Lock that Solves Absolutely the Problem of

Ventilation "witK Secxirity!

**A! \VATS LOentlD"
"^hc ufu£^^n}atic Sash Lock is Woman's
Lomforter. No more dread about leaving the

windows unlocked. You couldn't forget to

lock them, if ynu tried.

OM All C S \

>

LI ).

QT '^^^'ia^
< I f I 't i, I < !

^**»i
I ^ ^. > -^'H,

RE Jf-i

1-1 ^9

i oj^^ ^

THE LATEST INVENTION

Fold up like an Accordion under the Window Head

LARSEN & REED
1325 MISSION ST.. San Francisco
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IIEIJF & LSSER or
NE^W YORK.

I w
< ) n Yn CO

Architects' and Drawing Materials

INSTRUMENTS

rvfvfng Instruments...J

i ; i »
f ^ i

<I PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you
intend to equip your Drawingr Room, re-
member that Keukfkl & Esser Co.'s
nstruments and materials are still the
standard of quality. We have all requi-
sites for drawing and engineerinur. and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

!li|(H©»t A.-wards
St. Louis. • » 4 Portland, *05

^ - «^j^ -x^MFRL ^^S= I DC )f^^^ ^^K*—"' ^fe«„„>^ ^>*».,,..,„-^ m,:,.....,,^ ^k..^_.,,.^ ^H..,,,...,^ M

VVf-l'-
A new but better one than ail which have gone before. A sampie on request. We also make

CORNER-BEAD M MM i i i LkRlNQ, and WALL-TIES
\

' i tw- Iv i-^ ^< "F f f C
ENTIRE LINE CARRIED IN STOCK BY

McCORMICK-HENDERSON CO., No. 110 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal

J M ASBESTOS ROOFING

Geofge A. Schastey Haity P. VoUmcr

Robt. M. Begga

M

J-.\l A^H ( IK }<ni iriNCf

I..,.

t I *

IS superior to others." That's the opinion
the United States (jovernment experts reached
after a careful investijiatinn and comparison
of the various roofings. That is why the larg-
est roofing order ever placed by the Govern-
ment was awarded to us.
Wh»'n srovernment experts consider J-M AS-

BESTOS ROOFING

SUPERIOR TO OTHERS
isn't it a Pretty safe guide to follow ?

It ]s considered the best roofing by pe-ple who know,
because, being ina-le of Asbestos, it resists fire : will not
rot or rust ; is not affected by acids, chemical fumes, gases,
salt air, heat or cold, and requires no painting. In other
words, because it lasts the longest and is the "cheapest -

per-year" Roofing.

Write Nearest Branch for Catalog.

H. W. J0H:n5 AIANVILLE CO.
159-165 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

203 Eait Fifth St.. Lo. Angeles. Cal

576 Firtt Avenue, South. Seattle. Wa*h.

fli\ \uv '\\\V<~

FOR

INTERIORS

nProRATIONS

IfNGS

. LVuil»MENT

1930 Van Ness Avenue,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Telephone Franklin 2729
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Telephones -j^jji^^yy
Cable Address, Sinjf Chongr
A. B. C. Code. 4th and 5th Edition

LLAiJiNG ClliNI ;Si; BAZAAI^

Importers, WhcJesale and Retail Dealers in

BRONZES, CLOISONNES. SATSUMAS, PORCELAINS.
IVORY ^BONY, FURNITURE, JEWELrY, SCREENS.
SIlT EMBROIDERIES. KIMONOS. HANDKERCHIEFS,
SHAWLS. GOWNS, BEADS, BED SPREADS. ETC.

No s . )3-605-607-609-6 ?
,

Cor. California L///^/"H^

Telephone Oakland 8226 Telephone Home A 1 226

Langhland & Sc

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Cases
Interior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill

:

1443-49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

C. M. MOORE C. P. MOORE

C. p. MOORE
BUILDING CO.

General Contractors

703 MILLS BLDQ. San Francisco

Phone Douelas 1626 CAL.

B. J. DUFFY
General Contractor

~ and Builder

Cor. Jefferson Court and Peninsula Avenue

San Mateo, CaL

3673 SEVENTEENTH STREET
San Francisco, Cal.

I

\
RISlHMlllfiK'S PAilM

I

DOOR OPENER AND CLOSER

. ..'I I UAKLAiNb
2633 A 3685'."i

^ \. ti K •- r, ISO Jessie St.
\ . .» , s . !n\. '^() i uiton St

D. H. Duocanson. Pres. Otto Qraa, Scc'j

GLOBE OONSIRUCTiON CO.

h'

Wharves and Bridges—Steel Erection

Concrete and Piledrlvine—Fxcavatin?

1409-11 CHRONICLE BUILDING

Tel. Temporary 4242 SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE, DOUGLAS 2654

LEONARD L. JONES

CONTRACTOR AND
BUILDER

Office. 1007 HUMBOLDT BANK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Chinese Bazaar
S. "W. Corner Dvxpont
And Oalifornia Streets

Branch storp:s:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue. San Fraricisco

550 S. Broadway, Los Angreles

xNcw School Buildings

City Architect Newton J. Tharp of

San Francisco has commenced work on the

plans for fifteen new school buildings

to be erected in the city and county of

San Francisco. As soon as the plans

are out from the City Architect's office

bids will be taken and figured upon and
work will be rapidly pushed.
The money for the construction of the

schools is part of the last bond issue.

Several buildings wall be Class "A"
while the others will be what is called a

"Special Construction." These special

construction buildings will be frame.
Class "C" finish, while the interior will

be fireproof. All buildings will have
large stairways and out-swinging doors
and fire escapes that will be an aid in

case of fire instead of receptacle for

the cremation of human beings.

The following is a list of the schools

to be built:

The Commercial High will be a Class

"A" building, not less than twenty class

rooms, to be built on a site acquired by
the city on the north side of Grove street

between Larkin and Polk streets, to cost

$190,000.
It will be a four-story and basement

building, and is to be up-to-date in every
detail, will have commodious teachers'

rooms and offices and utility rooms.
The Denman Grammar will be a Class

"A," si.xteen-room building on the north
side of Page, between Steiner and Pierce

streets, to cost about $160,000. It will

be erected on a site acquired by the city.

The Hancock Grammar will contain
sixteen class rooms, and will be erected

on the present site on Filbert street near

Jones, at a cost of $100,000.

The Jean Parker Grammar will be

a Class '*A" building of sixteen rooms,
to be erected on the present site on
Broadway, between Powell and AJason
streets, at a cost of $160,000.

The Jackson Primary will be of the

"Special Construction" type and will

contain sixteen class rooms, to be
erected on an acquired site north of the

Panhandle between Stanyan and Baker,

at a cost of $100,000.

The Bryant Cosmopolitan Primary
School will be of "Special Construction"
and a sixteen-class room building, to be
erected on York street, between Twenty-
second and Twenty-third streets, at a

cost of $100,000.

The Sheridan Primary School will be
of "Special Construction" type and a six-

teen-class room building, to be built on
the present site on Minerva street near
Plymouth avenue, at a cost of $100,000.

The Mission Grammar will be "Spe-
cial Construction" and a sixteen-class

room building, to be built on Mission
street, between Fifteenth and Si.xteenth

streets, on the present site, at a cost of

$160,000.

The Holly Park Primary will be of

"Special Construction" and a sixteen-

class room building, to be erected on a

site to be acquired on Holly Park
avenue, between Highland avenue and
West Park, at a cost of $100,000.

The Sutro Grammar will be of "Spe-
cial Construction" and contain sixteen

class rooms, to be erected on the present
site on Twelfth avenue, between Cletnent

and California streets, at a cost of

$100,000.

The South Fnd Primary School will

be "Special Construction" of sixteen

class rooms to be built on the present

site between Berlin and Girard streets

at a cost of $100,000.

The F. J. McCoppin Primary School
of sixteen rooms, a "Special Construc-
tion" to be built on the present site on
Sixth avenue, between "B" and "C"
streets, at a cost of $100,000.

The Marshall Primary will be of

"Special Construction" to contain six-

teen class rooms and will be erected on
an acquired site on Nineteenth street,

between Valencia and Guerrero streets,

at a cost of $100,000.

The Adams Grammar will be Class

"A" building of twelve class rooms, to

be erected on the present site on the

north side of Eddy street, between Van
Ness avenue and Polk streets, at a cost

of $120,000.

The total cost of the "Special Con-
struction" buildings will be $1,685,000.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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RELIANCE i{,\\(.l-K and ••DorBIJ-: (>!-:Ai<-' DLVICE
For moving two doors in opposite uircciions and enabuiig liic opciatui to move tnnii doors at the same time

Most Dxirable
• r||-|||Mri:: lki i | DlZ^OiWr' fUlllll HI%TII>

Noiseless and M \

Easiest Rvinning
Hanger Made.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

ma BAIL HLARINi; !)()(IR !I\N<;

San Francisco : Victor Dunkerly, Monadnock Building

Los Angeles: Louis R. Bedell, 720 Broadway

Seattle : D. E. Fryer & Co.

Portland : Portland Wire and Iron Works

C. E. KELSEY
LEONARD M. McEVOY cFVOY

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS
SUCCESSORS TO

MCINTOSH & WOLPMANN
AGENTS FOR THE

SOVTN BEND WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS

with IRON HUB and IRON BUSHING

Telephone
Temporary 4448

Sintflo Arm Open. All Sizes to 30 ft

It's as nearly evorlasting as
a Pulley can be

Turned and Ground Shafting

Machine Work of All Kinds

Hantjers. Boxes, Belting

Freight Elevators and Hoists

2nd Hand Boilers

313-315 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO Double Arm Closed

Made for Extra Width
No Extra Charge

X Uo r O o O
11 1^. 11 C3 11

AME
ROOFING

1 ^
i'

1
~

Four Guaranteed Brands

Unexcelled in Quality and Coating

None Better — Few Equal
;

A. H. McDi : » epresentative

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

185 Stevenson Street San Francisco
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GUTLEBEN BRCOTHERS
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, . SAN FRANCISCO

CEMENT U r1 A IN, S I H O H U H O L.u AN u A N c fiOR BRANDS
all approved by Portland City Engineer

111. \ ! iii.'i Aj r I 'ROiVl -ftfi-- i^lPORXERS

KERR, GIFFORD & C
Concortl

OFFICE

345 Berry Street
PHONE KEARNY 3849

SAN FRANCISCO
Builders Exchange. 180 Jessie

Street. Builders Association,

Pine and Kearny Streets

RES. PHONC, MARKET 1468

jy I !
.^^ t \ ssaml i 1

COr^ TRACTOR FOR

Cement, Gravel Sand
Cm! Hi! Rock and Urading

yards:

345 BERRY STREET
714 Sixth St.

bunkers:

3RD <. CHANNEL STS.
SAN FRANCISCO

Stables: 30-32-34 Dore St.

GEO. B. I^.

Vigorite"

X^ CO.

Golden Gate Brick Company

C. F. Pratt, manager of the Golden
Gate Brick Company, states that his

firm was fortunate enough to have a

large number of contracts on hand for

the summer months and that the plant

has not been closed for a day even
during the present season. This firm

has been making a specialty of going
after the country business and a number
of very satisfactory contracts have been
secured in the interior towns. The latest

of these is for the brick to be used in

the construction of the new high school
building at Tulare, Cal. Mr. Pratt states

that there is a good demand for brick

for mantel work in dwelling houses
around the bay and that there has been
a steady call for brick for this kind of

work.

P
I 1^ "\f

Passenger an
E-lectric or

< \

i I

O R b

eigKt
1 1 aulic

f?^,.-\clllc i-:!.ec;tr!C
t:Nc.iNi';i\.RiNG cu-

2ia SECOND STREET

P( )|.-| I X N |<. _ OREGO'N
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The Reliance Company has just pub-
lished its 1908 catalogue which is a very
tasty affair and contains a list of all

the agents of the company in the United
States. Some fine half-tone illustrations

of the hanger are shown together with
the price list of each size hanger. A
copy of the catalogue will be mailed to

any reader of this magazine upon re-

quest to any of the Pacific Coast agents.

Wr: i^HN ELECTRIC WORKS
OEALCRS IN

Electric Supplies, Electric and Combi-

nation Fixtures, Dynamos and Motors
CONTRACTORS FOR

All Kinds of Electrical Work, Con-
duit and Marine Installation

a Specialty

Call aad see us or 'Phoae Your Waats

No. 61 SIXTH STREET, PORTLAND, ORE.

'Phones Main 1696—A1 696

:;akf^f^M^^I^S^^S0£&:^&
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Architects' Chapter Meeting
The meeting ciiid dinner of the South-

ern California Chapter A. I. A., on Sep-

tember 8, was one of the most interest-

ing and largely attended gatherings that

has been held by the Chapter for some
time.

After the regular order of business

had been disposed of the members lis-

tened to an address on the origin and
progress of architecture by Secretary

Fernand Parmentier. The paper dealt

with every phase and style of architec-

ture from the most remote and primitive

Phones\ Main 7811

A 3395

C. K. if Miiil'T

ELECTRICIAN

74 Sixth Street Portland. Oregon

Archil ti

Ti
SEND FOR PRICES TO

'%,,

ON-

Galvanized Iron Cornices
and Skylights

Royal Furn a. i ^

105 N. Fifth Strcci, I uriiaii^, u.c
Telephone, Main 961

ARCHITECTS MAK

CI.

times down to the present day. It ex-

pressed a great amount of thought and
study on the part of the author, and he

was accorded a rousing vote of thanks
by those present at the close of his ad-

dress.

A number of other matters of import-

ance relative to proposed amendments
to the building ordinances, schedule of

compensation, etc., brought out consid-

erable discussion. Among those present

was J. N. Preston, a former active mem-
ber of the profession, who now resides

at San Gabriel.

W. B. vVAKl^

PHONES

W. R. WARD
WOODLAWN 2163

I C I83J

)S.

Lu I Latli, Sniiiglei 1 1 y u I I

Interior Finish

Michigan Rock Maple Flooring

858 UNION AVE. NORTH
POi \ND, OREGON

w

W I ¥

! i
I'll

Lighters, Derrick Barges, Tugs
Schooners and Launches for all kinds

of Bay and River Work
Crane on wharves for heavy work

Howard St. Wharf

Phone Kearny
t 230
/ 536

Vallejo St. Wharf
Phone Kearny 71
" Douoias 3026

SAN FRANCISCO

I

An Invisible Liquid Mineral Compound which Keeps Out Water and
Dampness in Reinff^rrcd Cnnrrete. Stone and Brick Buildings.

MAKES THE VyA^ DOES NOT
CHANGE COLOH ^r o ..^.. w.. CONCRETE
Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Quicker and Better

than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. L Water-proofing
Prevents Alkali. Can add any color to Mixture as Architect or Owner
may Desire.

MANUrarTURED BY

C.I. WATER-PROOFING CO.
SHELDON BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

I
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JOS. HORNUNG

Clt\ I

E. FISCHER

if

Structural and

Works
BLACKSMITHS BC AKERS

Fire Escapes, Sidewalk Doors. Hose Casing

a Specialty

303 FRONT STREET
,.

PORTLA^^ "* H.

PHONE MAIN 7155

THF .1 Mvtk \Ki ^ Ki>

tjt Lane
id Standard Port-

Land Plaster

Rocht

Alsea's Qilliazh
Ian

Utah Building

Kn:ioInc l^lr^!i^ :ti' blaster

Herringbone i /in/ <teel Lath

P. Hammar Paint Co. lui denned Paints

Fire Rrh-k. > lay

31=235 I » , : -,
I Pofiiand, Ore

f

- -rr.- fi Paint 45r Vrr^^'^^^

(rapany
Wholesale and retail dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnish and Painters' Supplies

Agents for The Grfen-Marshall Paints
;ind Los Angeles Varnish Company's Var-
nishes.

V >. 93 GRAND AVLxNUb
rnune East ZS'^S Portler-^ri O^.-

f"«' f I 5 I jINt

i I ! k s

nkni Iron

L

A Pressed Brick at the

price of common brick

FULLY GUARANTEED

" diamond Pressed Stone Co.

rks. Foot of Linn St., :: Portland, Ore.

Phonc Sell 56

R. G. LITTLER G. H. BEAZAN

Electric Light and Power Installations

Telephone Systems

West Coast n!>iiieiTi!i!i
r.

'j'>'eers

11 f •it*)

Telephone A 1249

ouch BIdg.,

!

tsz

l\

RCHITECT
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Japanese Oak for Interior Finish

White Bros., the well known San Fran-
isco dealers in hardwood, are carrying

in stock a considerable quantity of Jap-
anese oak for interior hardwood finish.

The wood is brought here in log and is

* sawed at the company's planing mill in

Petaluma. This wood is especially nice
for dining room finish and may be used
also for furniture. White Bros, are also
carrying Borneo camphor wood, which
many architects specify for closets where
the owner is desirous of having some-
thing that is proof against moths and
other insects. Camphor wood is being
quite extensively used now for drawers,
chests, shelves, etc,

'

A Fireproof Flooring

The Demolith Company, manufactur-
ers of a composition saniti ry and fire-

proof flooring, has been reorganized with
the following officers: President, H. M.
De MotLe; treasurer, L. D. Byrne; sec-

retary and manager, J. A. Byrne. The
company's office is at 417 Montgomery
street, and the show rooms and factory
are at 310 Clementina street, near Fourth,
San Francisco. Demolith is a composition
flooring composed largely of magnisite
and is especially suited for hospitals,

lavatories, hallways, kitchens, outside
porches, etc. It is less exnensive than
tiling or terrazo and is softer to the tread
than plain cement. It can be made in

any color. A very creditable job recently
finished by the company is the floorin"^

in the new Countv Hospital in San Jose.
Wolfe and McKenzie, architects.

New Prison Building

A new prison building, four stories
high and containing 800 cells, is to be
erected at San Quentin penitentiary.
Plans for the building have been com-
pleted by State Architect Sellon, of San
Francisco.

I
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The (Hicrete Possible
With Rood uialeiials aiiu picuiy oi cement, good concrete can be made by almost

any method of mixing, but the case is different when the sand and stone are poor

and the cement is cut down to one in 10 or 12 parts. Theo Is the time when the quality

of the mixing counts. In a word, a con-

tractor wants a machine that will make
the best possible concrete that the

(jualities and proportions of his mate-

rials, what ever they may be, will

permit. This is where the thorough

mixing properties of the cube type

of mixer come into play.

The cube principle of mixing produces

the most perfect concrete that can be

mixed The CHICAGO IMPROVED CUBE
MIXEk gi.c. ihe cube principle in all its

perfection plus high output and low cost

as a working mechanism.

i

Main Office, K iLU \
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| p^xf ,\

1

1

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NO, 25

ml Contriictin? Co.
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FOR OFFICF BITILDINCS. FACTORIES AND RESIDENCES

Styles S^^inging Hosc^ l< Is.
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Made for Floors,
Interior Woodwork
and Furniture

< Not brittle, will neither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

most Economical and Satisfactory Polish

Known for Hardwood Floors. ^ For sale by

dealers in paints, hardware and house

furnishings. flSend for our free book-

let. tellinff of the many advantages of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher Polish Co.
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is a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors
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-i --Fashions in Brick

'Nothing is more common or prosaic

than bricks, which have served utilitarian

ends for untold centuries, and anything
like a fashion in them one would scarcely

expect to find, yet such is the case.

Twenty years ago, and even more re-

cently, the finest fronts were constructed
of red pressed brick, carefully gauged to

size and shaded to one even color. These
were laid in running bond with the nar-

rowest possible mortar joint. This was
usually of a red color to match the brick,

the effect produced being a surface so

uniform as to produce the appearance
of a pointed and ruled wall.

"The discovery some years ago of

clays that would burn brown, old gold,

buff, gray and other light colors and the

rapid and satisfactory development of a

great industry engaged in manufacturing
brick of this character, brought them
into wide use. One color has succeeded
another in popularity until now the

prospective builder has a wide range of

color to select from, almost every shade
being at his command, even green and
blue being Qjitained by the use of glazed

or semi-glazed surfaces.

"With the departure from the even
red color came rapid development in the

matter of the thickness, color and tex-

ture of the mortar joint, and in the style

of bonding the face brick to the backing-
up wall, so that the construction of a

brick facade today is a highly artistic

proposition, capable of the best results

only in the hands of a skilled architect.

"Many owners and builders still ad-

here to the old pointed effect, but these

may be said not to have a realizing sense

of the beauty of artistic brickwork. This

is particularly true of the speculative

operator, but even here a change may be
noted, and this will doubtless spread
until brick of artistic color are generally

employed even in this class of construc-

tion. The architects of the country have
come to realize as a class, what the best

of them knew long ago, that to be inter-

esting, to say nothing of being attractive,

a brick wall must have 'life' and 'texture,'

and that this can best be secured by the

use of brick that vary considerably in

color. It has further come to be under-

stood that they must be laid with a wide
mortar joint and preferably with header
brick, forming a true bond into the main

—wall, the whole being a frank expression

of true brickwork.
"This change of fashion is one of the

strongest proofs that brick will continue

in favor as a building material, concrete

and other valuable available substitutes

notwithstanding. Red brick, however, are

still preferred for the stately conservative

mansions, where dignity and elegance

are desired."—The American Contractor.

*"*%liij riooriii

Wears like

Wrought In

Different from any other— prepared

and laid in a different way. "Watson-

ite" thrives on hard usage — stands n

trrind that simply puts other materials

• \it of commission. Stands it year in

and year out— without a cent for

repairs — and without a moment's lost

time. Specify it where there's traffic

—where there's water— where there's

chemical actions—where there's waste

matter— or all of them. Splendid in-

vestment fur your client— its main-

tenance expense is nothing— it facil-

itates his business— it's an economical

equipment at a moderate cost.

Not ready-
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The California State Law Regulating the Practice

of Architecture

Vv IJOXI-:!. l)b:AXI<:, Architect.*

I-.ditiik's NdTK.— 7/u' District .-Utorncy of Alameda County recently refused to >r<>AVc-//rt' un

Oakland architect xJto icas advertising himself as a fully licensed member of the fof^'ssion vv//c-/i,

as a matter of fact, he held no State certificate. The f^osition held hy the Dislrtct Attorney is

that the State laze regulating the (practice of architecture is defective. 'I he laxe, unfortunately,

hermits an architect to advertise himself as such, provided he notities his clients before entering

into- business relations zeith them, that he is not a registered member of the frofcssio(i. and that.

<;v (/ matter of fact, the f^ublic displax of his name was a falsehood. But does he do this!' The

c'idence gathered by the California' State Board of Architecture has. in the major (Portion of

cases borne out the' truth of the assumption that he does not do so. The hnc is unquestionably

zeeak and should be revised and amended so that the /profession shall receive the proper kind of

protection. In the article zehich follozes. Secretary Lionel Deane gives an interesting history of

the law. from its inception, and calls attention to the strong as leell as the weak pi>inls. and

A.;ggests some possible remedies wliicit are. iiiiieed. splendid food for thought.

Rl\(;i'l.A'ri()X of the practice of architecture in America had it- inception

in the middle of the nineteenth centnry, when men of training;- were tirst

hroui^ht in contact with the so-called "practical" man, and the Ici^ns-

latures of various states were importuned from time to time, to ])lace safei^manls

around the art of buildini;-. In most cases lookin.^' to the safety()f th.. i)ul)lic

rather than to the aesthetic re(|uirements of the "Master lUiilder."

For various reasons these acts failed to mature— larj^ely, however. t() the

cupidity of firms and cor])orations who saw that their incomes would diminish

if necessary restrictions lookinjj^ to the public interests were made to prevail.

They naturallv preferred the "JUiddenseik" methods of the past and wliich are

stillVrevalent in states where some form of examination for the determination

of abilitv does not exist.

Municipal lUhldinf^^ Laws have been found, in many cases, to be -imply a

source of i)rofit to i)olitical em])loyees, while in others, where the persons author-

ized to see that the ])rovisions of the local act are carried out are honest, they

fre(|uentlv have not had the ])revious training;- to fit them to discriminate and

many i^^rave errors have been unwittini^ly i)eri)etrated. So fre(|uent were these

and so difficult to place the blame and often the monetary loss that accrued

therefrom, each i)arty blamint;- the other, that finally in the Middle West the

building trades arose' en masse and determined that they would at least i)artly

remedy the cause by the insistence of comiK'tence at least, on the ])art of the

architect.

In the past, any man glib with his tongue and facile with his ])encil who

may have made a failure at every known trade t)r ])rofession could hang out

*Mr. Deane is secretary of the Northern District, California State Hoard of Architecture.
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The California State Law Regulating the Practice

of Architecture

By LIONEL DEANE, Architect.*

Editor's Note.—The District Attorney of Alameda County recently refused to prosecute an

Oakland architect icho teas advertising himself as a fully licensed member of the profession when,

as a matter of fact, he held no State certificate. The position held by the District Attorney is

that the State law regulating the practice of architecture is defective. The law, unfortunately,

permits an architect to advertise himself as such, provided he notifies his clients before entering

into business relations with them, that he is not a registered member of the profession, and that,

as a matter of fact, the public display of his name 2vas a falsehood. But does he do this? The

evidence gathered by the California State Board of Architecture has, in the major portion of

cases, borne out the truth of the assumption that he docs not do so. The law is unquestionably

weak and should be revised and amended so that the profession shall receive the proper kind of

protection. In the article which follows. Secretary Lionel Deane gives an interesting history of

the huv, from its inception, and calls attention to the strong as xvell as the weak points, and

s.iggests some possible remedies which are. indeed, splendid food for thought.

[-) EMULATION of the practice of architecture in America had its inception

|\ in the middle of the nineteenth centnry, when men of training were first

brought in contact with the so-called "practical" man, and the legis-

latures of various states were importuned from time to time, to place safeguards

around the art of building. In most cases looking to the safety of thrj public

rather than to the aesthetic requirements of the "Master Builder."

For various reasons these acts failed to mature—largely, however, to the

cu])idity of firms and corporations who saw that their incomes would diminish

if necessary restrictions looking to the public interests were made to prevail.

They naturally preferred the ''Buddenseik" methods of the past and which are

.still'prevalent in states where some form of examination for the determination

of ability does not exist.

Municipal Building Laws have been found, in many cases, to be dimply a

source of profit to political employees, while in others, where the persons author-

ized to see that the provisions of the local act are carried out are honest, they

frequently have not had the previous training to fit them to discriminate and

many grave errors have been unwittingly perpetrated. So frequent were these

and so difficult to place the blame and often the monetary loss that accrued

therefrom, each party blaming the other, that finally in the Middle West the

building trades arose en masse and determined that they would at least partly

remedy the cause by the insistence of competence at least, on the part of the

architect.

In the past, any man glib with his tongue and facile with his pencil who

may haVe made a failure at every known trade or profession could hang out

*Mr. Deane is secretary of the Northern District, California State Board of Architecture.
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his shingle and dub himself Architect. And strange as it may seem, conserva-

tive individuals who in their daily v^alks of life were pointed to as models of

shrewdness would intrust these persons with the handling of large sums of

money and place in their hands operations which involved the safety of a large

number of people. An accident was either attributed to the Act of God or the

carelessness of the workman. ^
The Building Trades ofXhicago and the state of Illinois therefore had

enacted a law, requiring all persons desirous of practicing architecture in that

state, to pass an examination before an impartial board, to determine their

fitness so to do. It at first met with some opposition from members of the

architectural profession itself. Men who were conscious of their own ability

felt that it was a restriction on their personal liberty, but gradually the great

good accomplished as the years rolled by, has turned the most active opponents

io the most vigorous advocates, and it came to be that youngs men froni other

states frequently took the Illinois examination, proudly exhibiting their cer-

tificates as one would that of a post-graduate degree in a university.

It must always be borne in mind that an act to regulate any profession is

not in the interest of the profession regulated, but, as has been tersely stated in

the ''Report of Committee on Registration of Architects," made to the Con-

vention of the American Institute of Architects at Chicago, 111., in December,

1907, ''An architect's license law must necessarily be enacted under the police

powers given to the legislatures of the several states by their constitutions, to

regulate the acts of incompetent persons or even prevent incompetent persons

from performing acts which might result in danger to the community. It is

very clear that such laws should be enacted rather on the demand of those

who need such protection than of those who are to be re^ilated by it. * * *

No law which regulates the practice of architecture in the interests of archi-

tects should be or ever will be enacted. It is the people only who should be

interested in their enactment."

The original bill for the act which was brought before the California

legislature in the year 1900, contained all the essentials of the Illinois act and

such additions as wisdom and experience suggested. This act was drawn up by

excellent legal talent, after extensive correspondence with the Illinois Board

and consultation with architects and persons engaged in the building trades

and interests. The people of the state of California, through their legislators

amended the same, however, into the shape approved March 23, 1901. This,

however, was again amended on March 26, 1903, since which date, although

several amendments to the act have been introduced to the legislature, all

have failed to pass.

Reviewing the history of the operation of the act in California, what

strikes me strongest is the moral effect of the law. The large number of

trained practitioners who have entered into practice in this state since the act

went into effect in 1901, each and every one earning his spurs, has been a result

of which the advocates of the law may justly be proud ; fully one-half of the

active practitioners in the state having come in under an examination.

I found in a recent trip throughout the United States that several Technical

Schools and Universities were paying special attention to preparing possible

candidates for examinations and that California practitioners were regarded

with great respect : and this must necessarily be, as the incentive of a certificate

prompts many of the younger aspirants for professional distinction to burn the

midnight oil, where under other conditions they would use the time for pleasure.

Many cases exist where the applicant failed on the first, second, and even the

third, examination and ultimately triumphed even with honors. Many com-
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plaints and ridiculous charges have been made by unsuccessful candidates and

their friends, and many persons have (knowing their own mcompetency)

ignored the Board and its operations, and blatantly held out against the abridg-

ment of personal liberty. I cannot answer them better than by paraphrasing

an editorial of the Oakland Tribune in relation to the Dental Law.

''Every man arrested for practicing architecture in violation of the law

complains of being persecuted and charges the agents of the State Board of

Architecture with improper motives and practices. Both the law and the Board

of Examiners are assailed as unjust and a wicked interference with the rights

of citizens.

"No one should be deceived by this sort of clamor. If the irregular prac-

titioners were competent to practice the profession of architecture they would

undergo the necessary examination and take out a license as the law directs.

By doing so they would prove to the world that they were fully qualified and

officially approved, and be free from arrest, expense and annoyance. The

annual license fee is small—a mere trifle. That they prefer arrest, the harass-

ment and unpleasant notoriety of police court trials and the expense of hiring

lawyers is proof that they cannot pass an examination and are not properly

qualified to do the work they are engaged in and for which they exact fees from

clients.

"The cry of persecution is a fraud and a pretense. It masks a plea to be

permitted to 'impose on the public and get money under false representations.

"The law requiring architects to undergo an official examination touching

their competency, take out a license and be registered was enacted to protect

the public from imposition and charlatanry. It is a wise law. The archi-

tectural laws were passed to protect the people from injury and financial im-

position They provide that no person shall be permitted to practice archi-

tecture w^ithout proving himself qualified and taking out an official certificate

of his compentencv. When an architect fails to fulfill the requirements of the

law he confesses 'his inabilitv to pass the prescribed examination and also

admits his ignorance and inferiority. His howl about persecution is the hum-

bug of a charlatan, the last resort of a trickster."

The constitutionalitv of the act was determined by the Supreme Court

of California in bank on 'May 22, 1907, and in that decision it is pointed out the

remedy for any arbitrary or unreasonable application of authority by the

Board. I will quote therefrom :

"Nor is the objection of petitioner that, by the provision authorizing the

board to adopt rules and regulations for the examination of applicants, dis-

cretionarv and arbitrarv power is conferred upon the board under which dis-

criminating, unreasonable, and unfair rules and regulations may be established.

No arbitrarv power is conferred on the board in this respect. The authority

conferred by the statute is to pass necessary and proper rules on the subject

:

rules which must be reasonablv adapted for the purpose of determining the

qualifications of all applicants to practice the profession of architecture from

an examination of the applicant on subjects pertaining to that profession.

There is always implied in a grant of authority, such as here conferred, that

it shall be exercised reasonablv and fairly, so as to effectuate the end rontem-

plated If they should adopt rules which are not uniform, or which are dis-

criminating and unreasonable, that could not effect the validity of the act; it

would simply be a violation of its provisions. The remedy of the petitioner,

if the board violates its dutv in this respect, is to apply to the court under

some proper and appropriate 'proceeding for rdief. * '' * Such requirements

may be left to the sound discretion of the commission or board, which will be
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accountable in the courts for any abuse or unjust exercise of the discretion

with which it is vested. A familiar instance of this is found in the law touching

the admission of attorneys to practice before the courts of this state. The
Code of Civil Procedure declares that every applicant for admission of an

attorney and counselor must have the qualifications of learning, ability, and

character, and must produce satisfactory testimonials of good moral character,

and must undergo a strict examination as to his qualifications. A vast majority

of the practicing lawyers of this state have been admitted after such an exam-
ination. It would come with some shock of surprise to these members of the

learned profession to be told that their licenses were void because the Legis-

lature had failed to define the qualifications which they may possess."

Architecture is many sided and surely no individual who is simply goofl

in one can complain if after being found defective in other, and more important

to the public, branches, the board refuses him a certificate to practice archi-

tecture. He must not only be grounded in the aesthetic, but also the practical

side of the profession. The law as it at present stands reads as follows : ''pro-

vided, that nothing in this act shall prevent any person from making plans

for his own buildings, nor furnishing plans or other data for buildings for

other persons, provided the person so furnishing such plans or data shall fully

inform the person for whom such plans or data are furnished that he, the per-

son furnishing such plans, is not a certificate architect." The Supreme Court
decision on that point reads as follows : "The further provision of the statute

that an uncertificated architect might practice architecture to the extent stated

therein, provided he informs his employer that he has no certificate, was equally
in the public interest, because the employer is thereby placed on his guard as to

whether he will employ an architect who had not obtained the certificate, which,
// his skill and knowledi^e warranted, he could have obtained from the State

Board."

The question always arises: Does he *'fully" inform the person^ Ts it

''fully informing his client when he publicly announces himself an ardiitect,

without any qualifying words accompanying it, in the daily press, magazines,
programs, business cards, on his office doors and windows, etc., in a state where
there is an act of the Legislature regulating and defining the architectural
profession ?

Would it be reasonable to suppose that such a person, seeing a fee in

prospect, would, before he enters into business relations with the prospective
client, throw cold water on the whole proposition by declaring in "camera"
that the public display was a falsehood, until he was compelled to admit it?

The evidence gathered by the California State Board of Architecture has

in the major portion of cases, borne out the truth of the assumption that he

does not do so.

Acting on the experience gained in the past the board determined to strike

at the root of the evil and on November 25, 1906, a special meeting was held at

Santa Barbara for the purpose of framing an amendment to Section 5 of the

act, which has caused much confusion and hampered the board in its work.

The proposed amendment consisted in omitting the following lines of said

Section : "nor furnishing plans or other data for buildings for other persons,

provided the person so furnishing such plans or data shall fully inform the

person for whom such plans or data are furnished, that he, the person furnish-

ing such plans, is not a certificated architect." This was referred to the Com-
mittee of Judiciary as Assembly Bill No. 453 and was actively opposed by

Jerry-builders, mill men, and others. One person from San Francisco inter-

ested therein, making a sycophantic plea for the "chicken coops and fences
;"

s'iSSSiiiiiSiK'i
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that it would be impossible for the "humble carpenter" to erect, etc. I will

ciuote a part of his speech as reported in the daily press. He urged that it

would work a great hardship among mechanics of moderate means. He

said, "there are many men, not only carpenters, who build sheds and outbuild-

ings', sometimes homes for their friends during their spare time, etc." Then he

went on with a lot of twaddle about the formation of an architectural trust, and

the Legislature overlooked the fact that the act is primarily in the interest of

the people, not of the profession.

When a cancer exists, a skillful surgeon endeavors to eradicate it. and it

seems proper to me, to strike at the root, not to fool with the surface. Com-

mon sense is the basis of equity and the cherished "chicken coops and wood

sheds" would be safe under any law that the people of California might enact.

Another point that may, and doubtless will, in time be brought forth is to re-

move the enforcement of the act from the law to the Equity courts. The exact

method I am not prepared at present of advance, but there is a certain reluct-

ance, on the part of the citizens making a complaint, to the present method of

procedure. - a ^\ ^

To sum up, even with our present imperfect law, during the period that

we have been working under the act, great advancement has been made in the

State of California in good practical design, the use of good materials and good

construction, and much of it is due to the safeguards to good Architecture that

the Act provides.*

Millions Lost by Unionism
Because the labor unions won't let a skilled workman teach his trade

to his own son is the reason the United States lost the $50,000,000 contract

for ships for the Brazilian navy, says Rear-Admiral George W. Melville in

Leslie's Weekly. We have the best steel and iron in the world right here.

We have the timber which England must import, but because the labor

unions have put their restriction on the number of apprentices, skdled labor

has become so scarce in the United States that it costs 40 per cent more to

build a ship in America than it does in Great Britain or Germany. One

apprentice to every four skilled workmen is what the labor unions are

pleased to allow in the shipbuilding trades. In some trades they do not

allow any apprentices unless the latter pay a large sum to the trade unions.

Is it surprising that the ranks of American workmen have become de-

pleted? To this pernicious practice of limiting and restricting apprentice-

ship I attribute the loss of this great contract. During this period of finan-

cial depression a $50,000,000 contract would have been a great boon to the

American mechanics.

^Since the above article was written the following opinion was received from the Attorney General

of the State of California:
^^^ Francisco. October 10. 1908.

Lionel Deane, Esq., Secretary State Board of Architecture, N. D.

Dear Sir:—Your favor of recent date received. Therein you state:
.. r n • ^^^^.

"The California State Roard of Architecture desires to obtain your opinion on the following case.

Mr Blank advertises his business as 'Architect.' not 'uncertificated.' by cards, by advertisements in

the daily papers, and iby his name on the window, thus deceiving the public.
. „

'•In ySur opinion, is he amenable to the 'Act to Regulate the Practice of Architecture m the State

°^
S'nm'y 'opinion the person to whom you refer is directly violating the provisions of Section 5 of

an \ct to regulate the practice of Architecture in the State of Caifornia which reads as follows

''After the expiration of six months from the passage of this Act. it shall be unlawful, and it shall

be a misdemeanor.%unishable by fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more !^';^"fi.^^,,^u"dred dollars

for anv person to practice architecture without a certificate m this State. OR to advertise
^L^Vtect -

ANY SIGN OR CARD, OR OTHER DEVICE WHICH MIGHT INDICATE TO THE PUBLIC THAT HE WAS AN ARCHITECT.

Stats. 1901, p. 641.
Very truly yours.

, ^ ,

(Signed) U. S. WEBB. Attorney General,

By R. C. Van Fleet. Deputy.

'i
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Shrinkage of Wood When Dried

INTERESTING experiments on the shrinkage of wood due to the loss

of moisture have recently been completed by the Forest Service at

its timber testing station at Yale University. These experiments show
that green wood does not shrink at all in drying until the amount of

moisture in it has been reduced to about one-third of the dry weight of

the wood. From this point on to the absolutely dry condition, the shrink-

age in the area of cross-section of the wood is directly proportional to

the amount of moisture removed.
Shrinkage of wood in a direction parallel to the grain is very small

;

so small in comparison with the shrinkage at right angles to the grain,

that in computing the total shrinkage in volume, the longitudinal shrinkage

may be neglected entirely.

The volumetric shrinkage varies with different woods, being about
26 per cent of the dry volume for the species of eucalyptus known as blue

gum, and only about 7 per cent for red cedar. For hickory, the shrinkage

is about 20 per cent of the dry volume, and for longleaf pine about 15

per cent.

In the usual air dry condition, from 12 to 15 per cent of moisture
" still remain in the wood, so that the shrinkage from the green condition

to the air dry condition is only a trifle over half of that from the green
to the absolutely dry state.

*
* *

,

A Vision

I see a vision of the future opening before me ; I see triumph in art and
achievements in science not dreamed of by the artisans and philosophers

of the past. I see the sun darkened by clouds of men and women flying in

the air. I see throngs of passengers entering pneumatic tubes in New
York and emerging in San Francisco two hours before they started. I see

the gloved and umbrellaed leaders of the Populist party sitting in their
'' horseless carriages, singing their harvest songs, while self-adjusting, auto-

matic binders sweep through the fields, cutting and binding and shocking
the golden grain.

I see swarms of paupers, dukes and counts kissing .American millionaire

girls across the ocean through the kissiphone. I see the women marching
in bloomers to the ballot box, and the men at home singing lullabys to the

squalling children. I see every Republican in America drawing a pension,

and every Democrat holding an office—and every "culled pusson riding on
a free pass." And I see every laboring man drawing double pay for eight

hours a day in conducting the proprietor's business the right way. And
then I think the millcnium will be near at hand.—Author Unknown.

Every Day Will Be Sunday
The following newspaper story, now going the rounds, purports to come

from Chicago Heights, 111.

:

"The love affairs of the Day and Sunday families, who live near Chicago
Heights, keep gossips busy. There are five sons in the Sunday family and
five daughters in the Day family. Three of the Sunday boys have already

married Day girls. The two remaining boys are courting the two remaining
Day girls, and the probability is that every Day will be Sunday by and by."

Factory of lite Aincniun Bistint Lumpany, ^an Itumtsco

Ralph Warner Hart, Architect Equipped with Otis Elevators

A Reinforced Concrete Factory Building

By RALPH WARNER HART, Architect.

OXE of the largest factory buildings as well as one of the most complete

factory power plants, constructed in San Francisco since the fire of

1906 is that of the American Biscuit Company, at Broadway, Bat-

tery and Vallejo streets. The building is five stories and basement and

fronts 275 feet on Battery street and IS/J/' feet on Broadway and Vallejo

street, covering one-half' of the city block on which it stands. The five

floors'and basement have a combined area of a little more than four acres.

The building is constructed entirely of reinforced concrete and the

foundations rest in the solid rock of Telegraph Hill. The rock excavated

for the basement was crushed on the premises and used in the construction

of the building. The reinforcement for beams and floor slabs is twisted

steel rods, and of the columns, round rods wound with heavy wire.

Four electric freight elevators are installed in this building and there

are four reinforced concrete stairways. Elevator shafts and stairways are

enclosed with six-inch thick walls of reinforced concrete and equipped with

fire doors.

Electric wiring, both for lighting and power, is run m steel conduit

buried in the concrete of the floor slabs. No conduit was permitted to be

placed in the columns and no other pipes of any kind were buried in the

concrete. n i n •

Toilets for both men and women are located on each floor and all pip-

ing has screwed connections. No cast iron pipe was used. All fixtures are

enameled iron.
.

All window frames and skylights are of sheet metal set with wire glass,

and in all particulars the building is equipped to prevent and extinguish

fires. A complete sprinkler system is installed throughout the building
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Baxter California Black Marble
used in this Building

Palace Hotel, San Francisco
Livingston 6^ Troivbridge.

Architects

and stand pipes with Siamese connections in all stairways, also hose reels

connected with main risers of sprinkler system. A unique feature of the

sprinkler system is the reinforced concrete tower and gravity tank above the

roof. The gravity tank has a capacity of 24,000 gallons and the two
pressure tanks located under same have a capacity of 10,000 gallons, insur-

ing a prompt and sufficient supply of water.

The power plant is centrally located in the basement and consists of

two 120 horsepower water tube boilers and two tandem compound high

speed engines direct connected to two 100 kilowatt generators. These gen-

erators are arranged for parallel or independent operation. The fuel used

is oil and a storage tank of 5000 gallons capacity has been installed with the

necessary pumps and piping to supply the burners under the boilers and

burners for the baking ovens in the fourth story.

Separate motors are installed throughout the building in most cases

for the operation of each machine. Very little shafting has been used.

An interesting feature of the mechanical installation is the conslructjfon

of the chimney which consists of a round steel stack surrounded wi^n a

square reinforced concrete shaft. A blower installed in the boiler-room

draws the hot air from over the boilers and drives it into this shaft where
it is further heated by contact with the hot stack .and discharged in the

fourth story through galvanized iron ducts into dry rooms. By this means
an economy in heating air for the dry rooms is effected and at the same time

the boiler room ventilated.

The planning and installation of the power plant was under the direct

charge of Mr. Alfred H. Potbury, M. E., who was at that time the com-

pany's engineer.

Hard on the Wall Paper
Simpkins refuses to have his flat papered," reported the agent of the

building.

"What's the matter now?" inquired the owner.
"He claims they haven't room enough as it is."—Judge.

P»

•

I
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A Perfect Pavement After 13 Year's Use, South 6th St.. Terre Haute. Ind.. Paved in 1891.

'i a

Brick Pavements iiv^ Best

VlLiNiCIPALITIES are commencing to realize the

I superiority of vitrified brick for street paving.

Various cities on the Pacific Coast ha\ r - n~rjmented

with all l<inds of paving—wood, asphal ..; u^i i, granite

blocks, etc.—and in each case the results have been

more or less unsatisfactory. All thr matpria!<; m en

of have some serious drawback, l i they lack

durability or cleanliness or they are too expensive to

keep in repair and in spite of all efforts lose their

shape and neat appearance after a few year's use.

Brick is durable, non-absorbent, dustless, and the

cheapest street to keep in repair on the market. A

glance at the illustrations shown herewith should con-

vince the skeptic of the superiority of brick pave-

ments without further argument.
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Drexlcr Building. Siui Francisco

Healy-7 ihbitts Construction Co.. Contractors

t.

Reid Bros.. .Architects
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llltitc Garage and Office Building, San Francisco

MacDonald & .Xpplegarth, Architects

San Francisco - The Fireproof Concrete City

By CHARLES C. TIORTOX.*

THERE is an indescribable soniethini^ in the atmosphere of San hVan-

cisco which makes men fearless. Whether this indomitable spirit is

a matter of environment, inheritance or conta^'ion. does not matter.

It is; a manifest fact. The calamity of 190f), which absolutely wiped out

the existence of the entire business of the city and which fairly stai^-.e^ered

the civili/ed world, was taken as onlv a matter ot temporary "hard luck

bv San h>ancisco. There was no wailini- over the tremendous hnancial

losses- a few davs were s^iven to roundino: u]) the scattered families in a

tent on the sunny slopes of the hills or in any shelter offered—another tew

days spent in locatin- business associates, and then the work ot rebuildini;-

the citv bee^an.
, 1 , . ^ i

\ 'burned citv dreads a fire—and the lesson taui^ht by the catastrophe

has not been forgotten. In the reconstruction most men have striven to

make a general confia-ration impossible- 'fireproof is the watchword

and an owner who ventures upon any other form of construction is looked

ui:)on with suspicion. .,.,,• r . 1 r

The hio-h cost of ''Class A" buildings, that is, buildings of steel frame

and fireproof walls and floors, has made some owners hesitate because

-money i^ tight." The inflammable character of "Class C makes it yerv

undesirable, not only because of the danger of fire, but because ot the high

rate of insurance demanded by the companies and also because ot the

constant depreciation of that type of structure.
• .m ,

Reinforced concrete, therefore, is the child ot necessity. Cheaper by

forty per cent than a ''Class A" building and costing but a little more than

"Cla'^s C" it is without doubt the most favored form of construction:

reinforced concrete being monolithic is as strong or stronger than a steel

frame and has the advantage of not only being of lower cost, but it posi-

tivelv improves with age-the more aged the concrete the harder and

strono-er it becomes, while the steel reinforcement imbedded in the cement,

hermeticallv sealed as it is, never corrodes or depreciates in value.

San Erancisco has been slow to appreciate the full merits of reinforced

concrete. In nearly every other part of the world it is adopted as the best

form of construction. TT , , •

In comparison with a ''Class C" building, while the original cost is

>omewhat higher, this additional investment is recoveVed in a very few year>

in insurance premiums and reduced cost (^f maintenance. y
Reinforced concrete means security— security against fire or earthquakes.

Hansford lUiilding. San
- Mr. Hnrton is secretary of the Ilealy-Til)l)itts Construction ( ..mpany.

l"rancisco.
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White Garage and Office Building, San Francisco

MacDonald &r Applegarth, Architects

San Francisco -- The Fireproof Concrete City

By CHARLES C. HORTON.*

THERE is an indescribable something in the atmosphere of San Eran-

cisco which makes men fearless. Whether this indomitable spirit is

a matter of environment, inheritance or contagion, does not matter.

It is a manifest fact. The calamity of 1906, which absolutely wiped out

the existence of the entire business of the city and which fairly staggered

the civilized world, was taken as only a matter of temporary 'hard luck

bv San Erancisco. There was no wailing over the tremendous financial

losses- a few days were given to rounding up the scattered families in a

tent oA the sunny slopes of the hills or in any shelter offered—another few

days spent in locating business associates, and then the work of rebuilding

the city began.
, , i .. i. i

\ burned citv dreads a fire—and the lesson taught by the catastrophe

has not been forgotten. In the reconstruction most men have striven to

make a general conflagration impossible— ^fireproof" is the watchword

and an owner who ventures upon any other form of construction is looked

upon with suspicion.
. , ., i- e ^ \ z ^ ^^

The high cost of "Class A" buildings, that is, buildings of steel frame

and fireproof walls and floors, has made some owners hesitate because

'^money IS tight." The inflammable character of "Class C makes it very

undesirable, not only because of the danger of fire, but because of the high

rate of insurance demanded by the companies and also because of the

constant depreciation of that type of structure.
. r-i t

Reinforced concrete, therefore, is the child of necessity. Cheaper by

forty per cent than a "Class A" building and costing but a little more than

"Class C "
it is without doubt the most favored form of construction

;

reinforced concrete being monolithic is as strong or stronger than a steel

frame and has the advantage of not only being of lower cost, but it posi-

tivelv improves with age—the more aged the concrete, the harder and

stronger it becomes, while the steel reinforcement imbedded m the cement,

hermetically sealed as it is, never corrodes or depreciates in value.

San Erancisco has been slow to appreciate the full merits of reinforced

concrete. In nearly every other part of the world it is adopted as the best

form of construction. ., ' , • •
i

In comparison with a "Class C" building, while the original cost is

somewhat higher, this additional investment is recovered in a very few years

in insurance premiums and reduced cost of maintenance.

Reinforced concrete means security—security against fire or earthquakes.

^Tl7~Horton is secretary oi the nealy-Til)bitts Construction Company, Hansford Building, San

Francisco.
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Fireproofing h' Healy Tibbitts
Construction Company

M. A. Gunst BuHding[. San Franctsco
Lansburirh <5^• Joseph. Architects

Equipped zvith Otis

Elevators
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'Hie cost of a reinforced concrete l)uilding in San l^Vancisco has l)een

reduced during tlie past two years almost fifty j^er cent. This is (hie^ to

local conditions. After the fire certain contractors coming from the East

with claims of long experience in concrete construction set a pace which

was unnatural and which our local contractors were quick to discover was

absurd. But some owners being impressed with the statements made by

the "wise men of the East," were led into extravagances which prejudiced

many against concrete. This prejudice has happily been almost eliminated

and San Erancisco will in the near future be known as the "Eireproof Con-

crete City."

Work of the Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company

C^EXh^RAL Contracting is, as a rule, a i)recarious business— for each

I
success there are a hundred failures in that particular line. The

general contractor who succeeds—like the artist in any other line

—

is born, not made. He must be resourceful, (juick to think and (piick to

execute. He must have confidence in himself and confidence in his figures

—above all. he must be a cheerful loser. A man i)ossessing these char-

acteristics is ])retty sure to succeed in the general contracting business,

and success is the true measure of men after all.

The Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company, which was formed twenty-

two years ago in San hVancisco, is an examj^le of what can be done by men
who'are fitted by nature to do big things. In almost every county in this

state and in adjacent states, spanning roaring rivers or deep chasms, some

of them fifty miles from a railroad and in almost inaccessible places, are

great steel or concrete bridges. Each bears a modest little brass or iron

plate which conveys the information that the Healy-Tibbitts Construction

Company were the builders. This does not mean much to the ordinary

traveler, but to the driver of the traction engine or the heavv steam road

roller it means that the bridge is strong and safe to cross with an extra-

ordinarv load.

.Across the Pacific in the far away island possessions of our I ncle

Sam and in a thousand ])laces in Xew San hVancisco there are lasting

monuments to the enterprise and business sagacity of the Healy-Tibbitts

Construction Company.
At the close of the Si)anish-American war, when the authorities at

Washington suddenlv realized that our coasts were practically defenseless,

it was decided that the Cnited States should have ships of war to protect

both coasts and that no time .should l)e lost in i)reparing for p(^ssible

trouble with other nations. Once awakened, the authorities wanted mi-

mediate action everywhere. Coast defenses were ordered, and ships con-

tracted for. Ships'^must have safe harbors of refuge and stations for

coaling and repairs. The first place selected for a coaling station and

general sui)i)lv depot in the T'acific was Pago Pago Harbor in Tutuila,

and the f lealv-Tibbitts Construction Company entered into a contract with

the (lovernment for the complete work, costing ui)wards of $2,000,000,

including the dredging, wharfs, coal chutes and warehouses. This work

was done in a record-breaking period and delivered long before the agreed

The big plant of the Erench Tahiti Commercial Company at Tahiti,

with its extensive wharves and- warehouses, and which cost almost a quar-

ter of a million dollars, is another splendid production of the Healy-Tib-

bitts Construction Company.
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Fireproofing by Healy- Tibbitts
Construction Company

M. A. Gunst Buildtng. San Francisco
Lansburgh dr* Joseph, Architects

Equipped with Otis

Elez'ators
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The cost of a reinforced concrete building in San Francisco has been

reduced during the past two years ahnost fifty per cent. This is due to

local conditions. After the fire certain contractors coming from the East

with claims of long experience in concrete construction set a pace which

was unnatural and which our local contractors were quick to discover was
absurd. But some owners being impressed with the statements made by

the ''wise men of the East," were led into extravagances which prejudiced

many against concrete. This prejudice has happily been almost eliminated

and San Francisco will in the near future be known as the "Fireproof Con-

crete City."

Work of the Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company

GENERAL Contracting is, as a rule, a precarious business—for each

success there are a hundred failures in that particular line. The
general contractor who succeeds—like the artist in any other line

—

is born, not made. He must be resourceful, quick to think and quick to

execute. He must have confidence in himself and confidence in his figures

—above all, he must be a cheerful loser. A man possessing these char-

acteristics is pretty sure to succeed in the general contracting business,

and success is the true measure of men after all.

The Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company, which was formed twenty-

two years ago in San Francisco, is an example of what can be done by men
who are fitted by nature to do big things. In almost every county in this

state and in adjacent states, spanning roaring rivers or deep chasms, some

of them fifty miles from a railroad and in almost inaccessible places, are

great steel or concrete bridges. Each bears a modest little brass pv iron

plate which conveys the information that the Healy-Tibbitts Construction

Company were the builders. This does not mean much to the ordinary

traveler, but to the driver of the traction engine or the heavy steam road

roller it means that the bridge is strong and safe to cross with an extra-

ordinary load.

Across the Pacific in the far away island possessions of our Lncle

Sam and in a thousand places in New San Francisco there are lasting

monuments to the enterprise and business sagacity of the Healy-Tibbitts

Construction Company.
At the close of the Spanish-American war, when the authorities at

Washington suddenlv realized that our coasts were practically defenseless,

it was decided that the United States should have ships of war to protect

both coasts and that no time should be lost in preparing for possible

trouble with other nations. Once awakened, the authorities wanted im-

mediate action everywhere. Coast defenses were ordered, and ships con-

tracted for. Ships must have safe harbors of refuge and stations for

coaling and repairs. The first place selected for a coaling station and

general supply depot in the Pacific was Pago Pago Harbor in Tutuila,

and the Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company entered into a contract with

the Government for the complete work, costing upwards of $2,000,000,

including the dredging, wharfs, coal chutes and warehouses. This work

was done in a record-breaking period and delivered long before the agreed

The big plant of the French Tahiti Commercial Company at lahiti,

with its extensive wharves and warehouses, and which cost almost a quar-

ter of a million dollars, is another splendid production of the Healy-Tib-

bitts Construction Company.
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i
Phelan Building, San Ftancisco, As It Looks Today

. , ^.- T-, , H'illtanf'-Curlett, Architect
Equxpped with Otis Elevators

Steel Frame of Phelan Building, San Francisco, Shozciitg Fircproofing by Healy-Tibbitts

Construction Co.

William Curlctt, Architect
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Adam Grant Building, San Francisco

Howard & Galloway, Architect and Engineer
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Bridge over Eel River, Mendocino County, Cal.

Af

Steam Shovel Equipment, HealyTibbitts Construction Co E.xcavating for Selby

Smelting and Lead Co., at Baden, Cal.
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Strauss, Lezi Realty Co. Building, San Francisco

Howard & Galloway, Architect and Engineer
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Howard & Galloway, Architect and Engineer
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Steam Shovel Equipment, HealyTibbitts Construction Co Excavating for Selby

Smelting and Lead Co., at Baden, Cal.
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Southern Pacific Hospital. San Francisco

D. J. Patterson, Architect

Hcaly-Tihbitts Construction Co., Contractors

D C£

Progress Work, Southern Pacific Hospital,

San Francisco

V

Progress Work, Southern Pacific Hospital, San Francisco

J) *
t

Progress Work, Southern Pacific Hospital, San Francisco
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THE TILLMAN & BENDEL BUILDING
Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co., SAN FRANCISCO

Contractors

MacDonaid & Applegarth,

Architects

The Illustrations Show Progress Work on the Building From April 2, 1908

When Excavating for the Foundation was Begun till August 1 7, '08 When
the Building was Completed and Accepted by the Owners. ..

Site, March lo. iqoS

Laying Foundations, /Ipnl i6, iQoS

Excaxating, Af^nl j, i<^u6

Concrete torms. May so, iqoS

ill IM^ iJUIIl

Removal of Forms, June 17, iqoS Cementing Exterior. July i(}, igoS

Tillmann & Bcndcl Building from a Photograph Taken August 17. /y«»5

Equipped zviih Otis Elevators

I'iew Showing Interior FireprooHng in Adam Grant Building, San Francisco
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THE TILLMAN & BENDEL BUILDING
Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co., SA^ FRANCISCO

Contractors

MacDonald & Applegarth,

Architects

The Illustrations Show Progress Work on the Building From April 2, 1 908
When Excavating for the Foundation was Begun till August 1 7, '08 When
the Building was Completed and Accepted by the Owners.

(L;^— -—=^

Site, Mui\h JO, 1(^6

Laying foundatwns, Af>rti lO, ii^S

Ill

Removal of Forms, June 17, 1908

Excavating, April 2, 1908

!'W'~

Cuncrete Forms, May <?u, ii^vS

Cementing Exterior, July 10, 1908

iisiiT r,''i I 11 1""^ TT^ mm «nM IBM £hS S59
1 III III III
«i lii I'H III

Tillmann & Bendel Building from a Photograph Taken August 17, 1908

Equipped zvith Otis Elevators

View Showing Interior FireprooUng in Adam Grant Building, San Francisco

, V
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Quarries of the Henly-'Iibhiits Construction Company at Point Molatc,

on the Contra Costa County Shore of San Francisco Bay

Amongst other deep water and extensive construction work carried

to a successful completion by this company are the great terminals of the

Western Pacific Railway at Oakland, in which thousands of piles and

millions of feet of lumber were used, together with over two million cubic

yards of earth and rock filling; the state piers, Nos. 42 and 44, the largest

on the water front of the city; the Government jetty at San Diego', the

Point Concepcion lighthouse and station; the extensive plant of the Santa

Cruz Portland Cement Company at Santa Cruz, the largest producer of

that indispensable commodity on this coast.

Two years ago the company cut out over half a million cubic yards of

earth and graded the site of the great Guggenheim smelters at South San

Francisco in less than three months. This they were able to do with the

aid of their huge steam shovel equipment.

The plant of the Western Gypsum Company at Reno, Nevada, was

recently finished by the Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company. The Key
Route pier, the longest and probably the most substantial trestle of its

kind in the world, was built by this company a few years ago.

In the city, the splendid McCreery building, at Davis and Pine streets,

a monolithic reinforced concrete structure of five stories, is one of their

most recent, and by them is considered one of their best productions.

In New San Francisco the Healy-Tibbitts Construction Company has

built the following buildings: The McCreery, the Morbio, the White
garage, the Baker & Hamilton warehouses, the Barneson-Hibbard ware-

houses. They have built the foundations or done all the fireproofing

—

walls and floors—of the following: The Phelan, the Gunst, the Barron,

the Drexler, the Fuller, the Hobart, the Hollis, the Hyman, the Murphy-
Grant, the Levi Strauss, the Palace Hotel, the Security, the Bank of

California, the Fife, the Boyd, the Southern Pacific Hospital, the Marvin
buildings. These are high class fireproof structures and long after the

builders have passed away, these structures will remain to speak for the

honesty and intelligence of the contractors in carrying out the plans of

the clever architects who designed them. The architect may plan to per-

fection, but if his builder is unqualified, dishonest, even his carefully

drawn plans mav fail.

* *

Anxious
"I feel uneasy about my money."

"Why, I didn't know you had any."

'T haven't. That's the reason I feel uneasy."—Nashville American.

\

:

Y. M. C. .

Building.

Stockton .

Walter Kina.

Architect.

Ornamental Plaster Work

oV THE several prominent contractors of

' cement and ornamental plaster work in

San Francisco, probably none has re-

ceived greater recognition in the rebuilding of

the city than D. Ross Clarke, whose work may

be seen in some of the best buildings erected

since the \M fii*e. ^^ne of the first contracts

which Mr. Clarke took following the earthquake

was the interior and exterior plastering of the

IHannerv building at the gore of Market,

(iearv and Kearnv streets. This five story

structure was not only the first new oftice

building in the business center of the city to

be completed after the fire, but it was the first

reinforced concrete building of any size to

cro up after the big conflagration.

In Kilborn & llayden's Ferry Cafe may

be seen some artistic staff and stucco work

bv Mr Clarke. Tn the Aronson building at

Third and Mission streets a ve'ry handsome ceiling in the German renaissance

<^x\e was executed bv Mr. Clarke. .

-

oTjones. near- California street, is the residence of General Samue

W Backus, which was the first reinforced concrete residence to be bu.lt

in San Francisco. The interior is plastered over expanded metal lath,

while the exterior is of cement plaster. The Fisher residence on Wash-

neton street San Francisco, is a study of Pueblo Indian adobe and is done

i"i Portland cement. It is practically a reinforced concrete building. The

exterior walls have a cement covering: of three and one-half inches.

The Pacific States Telephone building has a very beautiful white ex-

terior finish the cement work being executed by Mr Clarke in a manner

ha has ca led forth considerable praise. The California Market at Pine.

CaHfornia, Kearny and Montgomery .streets is -„[-"f-«d -n<:re e

building with a steel and plaster suspended ceiling. Ihe xsalls and ceiluv

are beautifully done in snow white plaster.

D. Ross Clarke
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Reinforced Concrete House of General Samuel IV. Backus, San Francisco

Concrete und Brick

From 'MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING."

CERTAIN of the trade papers in the cement and brick fields are amus-
ing their contemporaries and such of the observing public as may
chance to see their productions, by the fierce attacks which they are

making on each other's materials. They were led by the lurid and pictur-
esque writing of one F. W. P'itzpatrick, a consulting architect, who has
long had a bad case of **cementophobia." Some of the cement papers,
which are none too solid in their technical departments, have been trying
to answer the arguments of the brick men and to find examples of brick
failures to ofifset the cement and concrete failures so gleefully put forward
by the brick and tile journals. This tempest in a teapot has no apparent

Residence of Mr. Fisher, San Francisco

Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect

efifect upon the progress of concrete, the use of which is extending into new

fields every day, as well as expanding in fields already entered.

The facts are that there are equally serious and equally inexcusable

failures in the use of both materials. Brick has been in use longer than

concrete and the methods of using it should be better understood. Prob-

ably the ratio of failures in brick construction is less than in concrete con-

struction, due in part to the more imperfect understanding by the ordinary

building contractor, and the ordinary architect, for that matter, of the

newer material, and in part to the lack of proper building regulations and

expert supervision by building inspection departments of concrete con-

struction. Most of the failures in brick structures are due to bad materials

and careless construction, but occasionally one is found which is due to the
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Reinforced Concrete House of (icneral Samuel W . Backus, San Francisco

Concrete and Brick

I'rom -MUXICIPAL KXGl XEERl XG."

CERTAIN' oi the trade i)apers in the cement and brick fields are amus-
ing their contemporaries and such of the observini^ public as may
chance to see their productions, by the fierce attacks which thev arc

making on each other's materials. They were led by the lurid and i)ictur-
esque writing of one V. W . lMtzi)atric'k, a consulting architect, who has
long had a bad case of "cementophobia." Some of the cement i)a])ers.

which are none too solid in their technical departments, have been trving
to answer the arguments of the brick men and to find examples of brick
failures to offset the cement and concrete failures so gleefully put f(^rward
by the brick and tile journals. This tempest in a teapot has no apparent
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Residence of Mr. Fisher, San Francisco

Chas. F. ll'liittlescy, Architect

effect upon the progress of concrete, the use of which is extending into new-

fields every dav, as well as expanding in fields already entered.

The facts' are that there are ecpially serious and ecpially inexcusable

failures in the use of both materials. P.rick has been in use longer than

concrete and the methods of using it should be better understood. Prob-

ably the ratio of failures in brick construction is less than in concrete con-

struction, due in part to the more imperfect understandi^ig by the ordinary

building contractor, and the ordinary architect, for that matter, of the

newer material, and in part to the lack of proper building regulations and

expert supervision by building inspection departments of concrete con-

struction. Most of the failures in brick structures are due to bad materials

and careless construction, but occasionally one is found which is due to the
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character of the material. Thus a fire in one Ijrick building- which came

under the observation of the writer caused the collapse of the whole build-

in.^-, although the extent of the fire was small, through the tipi)ing over of

the wall of the upi)er story by falling roof girders, and subsecpient crushing

of an adjacent roof and skidding back of the brick against the lower portion

of the wall, which then gave way from end to end like a row of bricks set

up on end. This was a mechanical result, following the action of the fire,

but not due to it, except for the cause of its beginning. A reinforced con-

crete wall would have acted as a unit and would have been able to resist the

initial thrust of the roof girders.

iUit this article is not intended to enter the lists, but merely to call

attention to the futility of the calling of names and to suggest that both

sides will find that they are advancing their own causes most effectively

l)v recognizing the good cpialities of the other building materials ami

acknowledging the shortcomings of their own. Combination is always bet-

ter than contest, especially when each has its own ])articular field, and only

in s])ecial cases will one interfere with the other. The fight should be made

against misuse of the materials, where it can i)roduce results.

In this connection the following extract from on article by J. ]. Mor
oney, in lirick, will be of interest:

"The average man's idea of brick-making, where he knows anything

at all about it, is based on his knowledge of the old-fashioned open yard,

where he may have seen, in his childhood days, the tenij^ering wheel, soak

pits, and hand-molding gang, and the brick drying in the sun. Of modern

brick-making and the u])-to-date brick factory absolutely nothing seems to

be ijenerallv known.
"The concrete industrv. though onlv a few vears old, and an mtant

..i^xsXi
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Uma^ncni^l L.-i.ui^ in the Aronsun Bmlding, San Francisco

Executed by D. Ross Clarke

hesi.le tlK- brick industrv. is much better known. The average business

;
'

s fanuhar to a cenain extent with concrete <--onstrt,cUon bo h r^ -

force<l an.l concrete block. One reason for this, undoubteaiy, is that ton

crec ha receive.l nnich more ,.ubhcity in tiic papers and magazines
:

but

amther reason is that concrete is fre.,uently mixed hrIu oii th. pub ic

streets under the (Urect observation ot the average man; while brick >ar Is

arc locaS otltside of the beaten track, usually outside ot the city limits,

an.l brickmakers are notoriously poor advertisers m their local papers.

••
\re we not injuring ourselves and our industry by being too modest

and hi.hug our light so long under a bushel? Ought we not to come out

ho the open? -Mv idea of a publicity campaign, however, is not the

"nocSng-'of our competitors an.l showing up their -eak points, as don

believe in selling machinery that way. but on its own merits I do b he c.

however, that it\vould be greatly to our advantage, as an -'^-'ry t< cnh

-

cate the general public in the different methods of making brick, lu <liffcr

ent .iialities of brick ma.le. and the different uses that brick «" J'^'"' »;

!o a t,i make them better ju.lges of brick themselves, and less liable to be
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Building for Pacific States Telephone and Telegrafih Company, San Francisco

character of the material. Thus a fire in one brick building which came

under the observation of the writer caused the collapse of the whole build-

ing, although the extent of the fire was small, through the tipping over of

the wall of the upper story by falling roof girders, and subsequent crushing

of an adiacent roof and skidding back of the brick against the lower portion

of the wall, which then gave way from end to end like a row of bricks set

up on end. This was a mechanical result, following the action of the fire,

but not due to it, except for the cause of its beginning. A reinforced con-

crete wall would have acted as a unit and would have been able to resist the

initial thrust of the roof girders.

But this article is not intended to enter the lists, but merely to call

attention to the futility of the calling of names and to suggest that both

sides will find that they are advancing their own causes most effectively

by recognizing the good qualities of the other building materials and

acknowledging the shortcomings of their own. Combination is always bet-

ter than contest, especially when each has its own particular field, and only

in special cases will one interfere with the other. The fight should be made

against misuse of the materials, w'here it can produce results.

In this connection the following extract from on article by J. J.
Mor-

oney, in Brick, will be of interest:

'The average man's idea of brick-making, where he knows anything

at all about it, is based on his knowledge of the old-fashioned open yard,

where he may have seen, in his childhood days, the tempering wheel, soak

pits, and hand-molding gang, and the brick drying in the sun. Of modern

brick-making and the" up-to-date brick factory absolutely nothing seems to

be generally known.
"The concrete industry, though only a few years old, and an infant
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Ornamental veiling in the Aronson Building. San Francisco

Executed by D. Ross Clarke

heside the brick industry, is much better known. The average business

ra"1s'«ar\o a certain extent with concrete -"Struct.on b^^^^^^

forced and concrete block. One reason for this, undoubtedly, is that con

Crete has received much more publicity in the papers and magazines
;

but

another reason is that concrete is frequently mixed right on the publ c

sreets under the direct observation of the average man
;
while brick yards

are tcated otnslde of the beaten track, usually outside of the city limits,

and brickmakers are notoriously poor advertisers in their local papers.

"\rt we not injuring ourselves and our industry by being too modest

and hiding our light so ling under a bushel? Ought we not to come out

fnto the open? My idea of a publicity campaign, however, is not the

'knocking- of our competitors and showing up their weak points, as I don t

believe in selling machinery that way. but on its own merits. I do believ ,

however, that it^ would be greatly to our advantage, as an -cU^try to ecU

-

cate the general public in the different methods of making brick, the differ

ent qualities of brick made, and the different uses that brick can be put to

so as to make them better judges of brick themselves, and less liable to be
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Inicrur Kuhorn & iiayacn kcstaiiruitt. S,ni l^rancisro. Urnamcntal Plaster Work by D. Ross Clurla-

Interior California Market, Showing Plaster Work Herman Barth. Arehiteet
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ii^u.i.^:. iM.u.iui^. San h i atu m n

Stniw I'r Sinilli. .hi liile( Is

carried awav hv sonic new hut inferior l)nil<lin.^- material, which is widely

advertised.' A' hrick is a hrick. and the hest of all huildin.^- materials,

whether made hy the soft-mud, the stiff-mud or the dry-i)ress process, or

last, Imt not least, hy the sand-lime ])rocess, which has found its place m
the hrick trade, and i^ here to stay."

Such an article as this does much to counteract the effect of the rahid

iinonymous attacks on concrete api)earin,ir in the same journal, which, hy

ihe'i'evident hias and unfairness really react upon the material which they

attempt to defend.
*

*

Why the Lamp Went Out
In the i)arlor there were three:

(iirl. the i)arlor lam]) and he:

Two is compan\', no douht

That is why the lamp went out.

— Princeton Tiuer.
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Inicrnr Kuborn & Hayden Restaurant, San Francisco. Ornamental Piaster Work by D. Ross Clarke

I
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Interior California Market, Showing Plaster Work Herman Barth, Architect

ria)i>ic)y iMixldin^, San Francisco

Stone & Smith, Architects

carried away by some new but inferior buildino: material, which is widely

advertised. A brick is a brick, and the best of all buildino^ materials,

whether made by the soft-mud. the stifif-mud or the dry-press process, or

last, but not least, by the sand-lime process, which has found its place in

the brick trade, and is here to stay."

Such an article as this does much to counteract the efifect of the rabid

iinonvmous attacks on concrete appearing in the same journal, which, by

their'evident bias and unfairness really react upon the material which they

attempt to defend.

* * *

Why the Lamp Went Out
In the parlor there were three

:

Girl, the parlor lamp and he

;

Two is company, no doubt

That is why the lamp went out.

—Princeton Tiger.
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Architects Criticized by Mill Man

IT
IS sometimes interesting to see ourselves as others see us and architects will

no doubt be glad of a chance to read what a sash and door representative

is reported to have said in conversation with the 'Tiece Stuff" department

of the Alississippi Valley Lumberman.
"We have a whole lot of estimates which have fallen to my lot to figure

out," he goes on to say, ''and the worst of it is a good many of them are plans

prepared by architects. I am not much given to profanity, but I am tempted

to use a lot of cuss words every time some of this class of trade comes in.

Many of the plans now gotten out by so-called modern architects are prepared

by scale and do not have any size marked for windows, doors or any of the

detailed work. I would rather have a rough sketch with some of the dimensions

marked than all these elaborate drawings by architects. A good many of their

specifications are not of a character to materially assist in getting out mill work.

With very few exceptions the architects want something just a little different

than the regular sizes. Just why they should specify a certain number of win-

dows an inch or so smaller than the stock sizes and the balance of them just

that much larger is something I am unable to figure out. There is no doubt

but that they add twenty-five per cent or more to the cost for the consumer by

insisting upon this class of w^ork.

"A great deal of the moulding and other fancy wood work is made in

detail and often calls for a useless waste of a lot of clear lumber. Some years

ago we were successful bidders for the mill work in the construction of a num-
ber of railway stations. Evidently they had dug up a lot of architect's plans

which were prepared years ago. After studying over the detail for some time,

I made up my mind that there was an opportunity for a good big saving.

Getting the consent of the officials I made entirely new drawings and specifica-

tions with the result that w^e were enabled to put up very much more service-

able and attractive structures and save considerable expense. I explained to

the railroad people that on this particular job there would not be very much of

the saving but that in the future they could get bids which would be very much
less than they could possibly secure with the old plans. Out of that two days'

work I saved for the firm over $500 which they would have been obliged to

spend had they adhered strictly to the other specifications."
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Details of a "Skyscraper"
The following figures in connection with the sixty-two story building

to be erected in New York City are certainly unusual

:

The building is to have a floor space of 1,656,960 square feet, equiva-

lent to forty acres. The entire height from the curb will be 909 feet, or

more than three times as high as the Ford building. The plans call for

5200 windows and 4000 radiators.

It is estimated that 480 tons of granite will be needed to carry the

building up to the sixth floor, above which the plans call for brick and terra

cotta, to the sixty-second story. Figuring that the outside wall will be

two and a half feet thick, it will require about 1,500.000.000 bricks. This is

enough to build a brick wall ten feet high across the continent separating

the United States and Canada.
The plans call for 38 elevators. It will have 16 boilers and 12 engines

and generators. The elevators will transport 50,000 persons daily each

way. The engines will be sufficient to propel across the Atlantic not only

the steamers Lusitania and Mauretania, but the Deutschland and Kaiser

Wilhelm as well.

There will be 3600 offices in the building, with a population of about

21,000 persons.

A Brick Bungalow

orsSome California Bungalow nni ^

THE bungalow is essentially an open-air dwelling, arranged to give an

abundance of ventilation, and made for comfortable livmg all the year

round. It is a one-story cottage, originally modeled after the East

Indian dwelling, about which Kipling has so interestingly written.

In warm climates, like that of California, bungalows do not have about

them any of the transient air that we find in the summer bungalows m the

Adirondacks or the seashore. They are permanent dwellmgs, and combine

the pleasure and charm of the informal summer life of the east with all the

stability of character that is needed for a home.

The present inclination in the furnishing of the bungalow is towards

plainness and simplicity. As a matter of fact, persons with full pocket-

books are now among the most eager purchasers of draperies, furniture

and wall coverings of the plainest description.

Rough finish, brown tones, materials of coarse fiber, woods showing

the natural grain, and all absence of paint are greatly in demand, and the

splendid examples seen in both the domestic and imported lines of all these

articles afford an excellent assortment from which to choose from the

standpoint of design, color and texture. Admirable results can be accom-

plished with but an expenditure of a few thousand dollars.

In furnishing the draperies for the windows, one set of hangings is all

that is necessary, excluding even the window shade, a short curtain that

hangs to the sill, without touching the wood, looks well when it is placed

betvveen the casing. If the rod is fastened to the outside of the casing the

curtain may hang below the sill as far as the woodwork extends.

Casement windows that open into the room may have the curtain

material fastened at the bottom and the top of each window, or if preferred

only at the top.
, . •. • rr ^a^.a

In all the furnishings of the bungalow ample opportunity is afforded

^nr the introduction of color which is well supplied in a large variety of

p'lain materials, linen, linen taffeta, jute, or mercerized cottons, ihere are

also semi-transparent fabrics in coarse meshed nets, in plain and fancy

weaves, colored madras and crepe. Many of these curtains are shown in
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Men's Lounging Room in Hnfrl FJ Tovar at Grand Canyon. Chas. F. Whittlesey. Architect
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Living Room in Bungalozv of C. F. Whittlesey at Albuquerque, N. M. Chas. F. Whittlesey, Architect

Interior House of Mrs. E. A. Freble ^ew Monterey, Cat.

W. H. Weeks, Architect

Interior House of Mrs. L.. .i. i rrca >>- Monterey, Cal.

W. H. Weeks, Architect
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Meu'<^ f^oHfKrin^ Room hi ffnfrl F.I To7-ar nt (irovJ Canvo^ Chas. F. li'lhftlrsrv. Irrliifrrf

Liitn^ Room in B Kfigalozi' of C. F. U'liittlrsry at Alhuqticrquc, .V. .1/. Cluus. F. l\'lutilcsc\. Architect

Interior House of Mrs. t. .1. Frchlc. Sen.' Monterey. Col.

[V. H. li'eehs, Architect
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Living Room in Bungalozv of T. Patcrson Ross, Architect, San Francisco

Music Room in Bungalozv of T. Patcrson Ross, Architect, San Francisco

Casa Rcfosa—The Living Room

Casa Rcposa—The Dining Room
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Living Room in Bungalow of T. Peterson Ross, Architect, San Francisco

':

Casa Reposa—The Living Room

Casa Rcposa—The Dining Room

Music Room in Bungalow of T. Paterson Ross, Architect, San Francisco
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Dining Room. Residence of Mr. J. Ross Clark, Los Angeles
Hunt & Eager, Architects

Li'ing Room, Residence of Mr. Frank K. U'ils >n. Los Angeles
Hunt & Eager, Architects

Bungalo'w Designed by Greene & Greene. Architects. Rusadena, Cal.

colors cruarantccd as unfadablc, and for this reason are the more welcome

when used where the simlig:ht is particularly strong.

There are a great many varieties of weaves shown by both mi])orters

and manufacturers especially made for the bungalow. Fabrics with uneven

warps bringing out the old-fashioned homespun effects are especially ap-

propriate. An arras cloth gives a wide width, is double faced and is niex-

pensive. Stenciled and a])i)lique curtains are also very popular, and the

arras cloth presents a peculiar fitness for this service. T.ijar cloth is a new

cotton material which is shown in a range of six colors.

For couch and table covers the F.agdads and other Oriental designs

are best. Their pronounced colors accentuate the general scheme of decora-

tion. In using them it is better to repeat some color already on the walls

or draperies.
'

,
•

i
•

The furniture should be selected for the purpose for which it was

intended. Mission, willow, wicker, arts and crafts, are all suitable, and can

be obtained in any color or finish desired.

In the choice of rugs size is often as important a matter as either

texture or design. In the living room a large rug covering the main part

of the floor gives a greater sense of comfort than a large number of smaller

ones. Carpetings that are especially appropriate for summer furnishings

are woven in the rug stvle. (^ne which is called the Madagascar rug is

new this year. A cordage rug is made of nothing but cords, unevenly

woven, which is verv durable.

b'or a fioor covering at a minimum cost, the grass matting makes a

strong appeal by reason of its plain color and light weight. In the fiber

matting rugs the designs and colors are very attractive.

If small rugs are\lemanded and brilliant colors are desired the Navajo

article is admirable. As wall hangings these rugs can be used to excellent

advantage, and they can also be hung in doorways and as a covering tor

the lounge.

^-&^j^-- ^'^
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Dining Room, Residence of Mr. J. Ross Clark, Los Angeles
Hunt & Eager, Architects

Living Room, Residence of Mr. Frank K. Wilson, Los Angeles
Hunt & Eager, Architects
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Bungalow Designed by Greene & Greene. Architects, Pasadena, Cal.

colors guaranteed as unfadable, and for this reason are the more welcome

when used where the sunlight is particularly strong.

There are a great many varieties of weaves shown by both miporters

and manufacturers especially made for the bungalow. Fabrics with uneven

warps bringing out the old-fashioned homespun effects are especially ap-

propriate. An arras cloth gives a wide width, is double faced and is inex-

pensive. Stenciled and applique curtains are also very popular, and the

arras cloth presents a peculiar fitness for this service. Bijar cloth is a new

cotton material which is shown in a range of six colors.

For couch and table covers the Bagdads and other Oriental designs

are best. Their pronounced colors accentuate the general scheme of decora-

tion. In using them it is better to repeat some color already on the walls

or draperies.
i

• i
•

The furniture should be selected for the purpose for which it was

intended. Mission, willow, wicker, arts and crafts, are all suitable, and can

be obtained in any color or finish desired.

In the choice of rugs size is often as important a matter as either

texture or design. In the living room a large rug covering the main part

of the floor gives a greater sense of comfort than a large number of smaller

ones. Carpetings that are especially appropriate for summer furnishings

are woven in the rug style. One which is called the Madagascar rug is

new this year. A cordage rug is made of nothing but cords, unevenly

woven, which is very durable.

For a floor covering at a minimum cost, the grass matting makes a

strong appeal by reason of its plain color and light weight. In the fiber

matting rugs the designs and colors are very attractive.

If small rugs are demanded and brilliant colors are desired the Navajo

article is admirable. As wall hangings these rugs can be used to excellent

advantage, and they can also be hung in doorways and as a covering for

the lounge.
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Bungalow in Southern California

Greene & Greene, Architects

Interior of House of Henry F. Starbuck. Architect, Oakland

Interior of the same Bungalow in Southern California

Greem & Greene, Architects

Interior of House of Henry F. Starbuck, Architect, Oakland
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Btni,calo7V in Southern California

Greene & Greene, Architects

Interior of the same Bungaloie in Southern California

Green J & Greene, Architects

Interior of House of Henry F. Starbi.clc, Architect, Oalcland

Interior of House of Henry F. Starhuck. Architect, Uakiand

»«&.•»«.. i'.
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PLAN OF BUNGALOW NUMBER 4

Floor Plan of Bungalow Shown on Page 7/

A. G. Morrison, the well-known western decorator, recently submitted

to the Decorative Furnisher a sketch which he executed and de-

scribes thus: It is the sitting room in a bungalow of a notable western

editor. The dimensions of the room are 14 ft x 26 ft. The mantel is built

of chipped brick; on each side of the fireplace is an ingle nook with appro-

priate cushions. The supporting columns, beams and furniture are in

weathered oak, greenish brown and waxed finish. There are no window

shades in this bungalow. Fine fancy net curtains in Arabian color and over

these mahogany colored shikii silk curtains on separate brass rods and

rings, take the place of the shade and the consequent roller, allowing the

hinged sash to move with perfect freedom.

The Navajo blanket which covers the floor is a proper decoration, as

it. agrees with the straight lines of the mission furniture.

The walls in the living room are of rough plaster, painted in oil a warm
brown color, and the ceiling between beams is in an orange chrome yellow.

To the right may be seen an oil painting on buckskin of an Indian chief,

while the baskets and other paraphernalia are reminders that the original

inhabitants of the United States are fitted for other accomplishments than

the use of the scalping knife and the chase.

The Architect and Engineer

The Client
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The client calls in an architect to plan his house. The house is de-

signed and built as planned.

The client calls in a painter who decorates the French house in English

style and color.

The gardener is called and he plants some German flowers that please

the client's wife and himself.

Now the architect is partially to blame,^for it is a lack of detail, a want

of thoroughness. He is the man who designed the structure and he knows

best the treatment that design demands. A little more tact and careful

presentation will make more finished and presentable work.

The elevation of that house as planned gave rise to certain masses

from which certain lights and shades arise, which in turn call for a color

scheme distinctivelv their own. The painter does not understand the

underlying ideal of the work so well as he who conceived it and he is less capable

of suggesting the treatment for this reason.

Gardening should frame the setting of the house; it should complete

and enrich.

The use definition and dimension of a building are all determmmg

factors making for the choice of its gardening whether it be formal smiple,

erave or gay And out of chaos comes harmony of plan when these are

observed in site, position and arrangement. Fitness-eternal everlastmg

fitness—is the thing. For mansion houses—mansion parks with then* lawns

and trees—for cottages—gardens with their flowers and vines.—Ex.

Cement's Affinity for Brick

The growing use of cement and concrete is not looked upon with any

ereat favor by the brick manufacturers, whose product has suffered severely

from the inroads of the former materials. What makes the matter more

irritating to brick people is that no matter how good their product may

be it cannot dispense with cement, which must be used in making the mor-

tar in which bricks are laid. In discussing the campaign that the brick

manufacturers are waging against cement and concrete. Cement A^^e Jsew

York, asks, ^'who is lacking in proper respect for a good brick, whether it

shelters us from the blast of winter or comes to us in the form of irisli

confetti ' as Pat termed the brick-bat." It then proceeds to say that the

brick is worthy of every consideration. Indeed, portions of the first chap-

ter of Genesis have been found engraved upon bricks. Bricks from Babylon

almost disrupted one of the foremost of our institutions of learning, just as

they have dispersed gatherings of less dignity and importance. Properly

treated with good cement, a brick will never fail. Even the torrent of

Niagara, which was unharnessed the other day after nearly twenty years

of unceasing flow, had failed to dislodge a single brick in the mile and a half

winding tunnel of the Niagara Falls Power Company. They were set m a

sound cement and stuck to their job. Thus it is demonstrated that cement

has an afiinity for brick. Cement and bricks have gone hand in hand tor

centuries. The surviving edifices of ancient Greece and Rome are mute

witnesses to this fact.—The Contract Record.

In These He's a Grafter
A thief is a man who robs you anywhere outside the Houses of Con-

gress, State Assembly, or City Hall.
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Talks on Fireproof Construction

(From the Portland Telegram, September 23, 1908.)

STONE is not a good material for re-

sisting fire. The best fireproof con-

struction is reinforced concrete,

or reinforced concrete, faced with brick.

This is the consensus of Engineer

John B. Leonard's remarks on fireproof

construction, last evening at Convention

Hall of the Commercial Club. Mr.

Leonard had a large audience of real

estate men, architects and property own-

ers of the city, and kept the attention of

his hearers throughout his address,

which took up about an hour and a

half.

The speaker is a well known cngmeer

of San J^Vancisco, and was in that city

in the great fire, and has been particular

to observe the effects of great heat on

all sorts of building material. He spoke

last night under the auspices of the

local Architects' Club, with which the

Realty Board was united for the time

being.
He mentioned the old Palace Hotel in

San Francisco as a close approach to

perfection in what he termed "reinforced

brickwork," while he condemned the City

Hall of that city as the other extreme of

construction, having been built by dis-

honest contractors, and collapsing when
the earthquake came, in April, 1906.

Lantern slides were used in making his

remarks plain, and showed how the great

fire affected different kinds of construe--

tion. Steel columns, which had "buckled"

under the great heat, were in evidence to

prove that steel construction should be

guarded from fire by a coating of cement

or other fireproof material, and cracks in

concrete floors illustrated the necessity

of using reinforced material in such a

manner as to render the strain on such

floors uniform.
In the picture of the Palace Hotel after

the fire, the walls were shown in almost

perfect condition, although the earth-

quake had wrecked many of the brick

buildings of more recent construction. He
attributed the strength of the building

to the use of iron and steel in the courses

of brick in the walls, and to the intro-
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duction of 10 ner cent of cement in the

mortar. This building has since been

hized, that a steel skeleton structure

f~-/rnight replace it, he said.

\ He cited the Bruner building, just fin-

' ished in Oakland, across the bay from
San I<>ancisco, as the highest type of

fireproof construction. This is a tall

building of reinforced concrete, the walls

of which are faced with brick of unusual

shape. This brick has a groove cast on
its inner edge, that the concrete may be
dovetailed in the brick as the walls rise.

The brick is the usual size, and the

wedge-shaped groove is the invention of

an Oakland man, who had observed how
difficult it is to keep a brick facing in

position in a concrete wall in a confla-

gration.
Mr. Leonard thought municipalities

should arranR-e to have whole districts

rendered fireproof, so as to stop the

spread of flames.

"If districts cannot be ma'de fireproof,

then individual blocks should be," he
said, "and stringent regulations should

be resorted to in compelling property-

owners to erect fireproof structures."

He referred to the Stanford University,

at Palo Alto, as an illustration ot his^

theory of reinforced concrete in the pres-

ence of an earthquake. Where the mu-
seum was built of this material he found
the damage slight, but in other forms of

construction the loss ran into the hun-

dreds of thousands. Mr. Leonard was in-

troduced to the audience by Architect

Joseph Jacobberger, of Portland, who re-

ferred to him as one of the ablest men
of the Coast in the line of building con-

struction.

To Revise Building Laws

The advisory committee to the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors, appoint-

ed, to revise the building laws, has or-

ganized by electing Wm. F. Wilson
chairman and M. Bruce secretary. The
advisory committee consists of the fol-

lowing well known gentlemen, eagh of

whom will devote his talents to special

sections of the law:
F. H. Porter of the Bureau of Fire

Underwriters will handle fire protection;

J. D. Galloway, C. E., and Nathaniel

Blaisdell, architect, will consider rein-

forced concrete and structural matters;

Chas. A. Day, commissioner on Board of

Public Works, will specialize on Class

"C" buildings; John P. Horgan, Chief

Inspector of the Board of Public Works,
on the enforcement of the law, fees,

etc.; Wm. F. Wilson, the well known
plumber, will handle the plumbing law;

Fire Chief Shaughnessey's experience is

also called into service. Mr. Bruce, the

secretary, is associated in the office of

Albert Pissis, architect.

San Francisco to Have New City Hall

Another month will probably see in

progress the active demolition of the

old San Francisco City HalJ. Supervis-

ors Rixford, Broderick, Booth, Pollok,

McLeran, Murnhy and Bancroft, the

special committee in charge, has received

the report of Architects Albert Pissis,

lames Reid, John Galen Howard and

Newton J. Tharp to the effect that the

structure be entirely removed and the

city build a new structure and the com-

mittee acted at once in favor of the rec-

ommendations.
The work of removal will be let in at

least four separnte contracts so that the

razing of the different parts may pro-

ceed expeditiously. The supervisors be-

lieve the salvage of brick and iron will

be sufficient to pay for clearing it away
once the work is started, but the money
will be provided to initiate the proceed-

ings.

The people will be asked in January or

thereabouts to authorize a bond issue of

probably $5,(XX),000 for the construction

of a modern fireproof city hall.

It is understood that Mayor Taylor

and many of the board members favor

the erection of a classic group of small

buildings instead of one enormous pile,

as more consonant with the city's needs.

The plan offers several advantages. More
light and air to the floor space would be

available, and the devotion of single

buildings to individual departments

would aid citizens in doing business with

the municipality.

Personal Mention

Structural Engineer John D. Galloway,

who has been a member of the firm of

Howard and Galloway, 604 Mission

street, San Francisco, since the fire, has

opened an office independently in the Bal-

boa building. Architect Howard has taken

into partnership Mr. Hays, who ha= been

associated with the firm for a number of

years.
Welsh and Carey, architects, whose

offices have been at 40 Haight street

since the fire, have moved to spacious

quarters in the Mills building, San Fran-

cisco.

Bohemian Club to Build

The Bohemian Club of San Francisco

has, through its building committee,

Jas. D. Phelan and F. W. Hall, issued

a call to architects who are members to

offer plans in competition for a new
home. The building will be erected on

the northeast corner of Post and Taylor

streets, the site of the old temple. The
proposed building will contain spacious

meeting quarters and private apartments

for members and is to be laid out on a

very elaborate scale.
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There is evidently somethin|T^ radi-

cally wronjT;- with the California

State law dealing with
STATE LAW members of the archi-
NEEDS REVISION t e c t u r a 1 profession

who have failed to

pass the examination of the State
hoard, or who, for obvious reasons,
have been refused a license to prac-
tice as a registered architect.

In Los Angeles several arrests

have been made and the defendants
have appealed to the higher courts
with the idea of testing the validity

of the law. It is contended that a
person can practice architecture
without a license provided he tells

his clients he is not licensed.

In Oakland, a member of the pro-
fession has been advertising in the
newspapers, the ' word "architect"
being displayed conspicuously after
his name. He has no state license
and has never made application for

one. Complaint was made to the
State board and the facts were given
to the District Attorney of Alameda
county, who, after investigating, de-
cided that the law is defective and
that the alleged offender could not
be prosecuted. It seems there is a
clause which permits a non-registered
architect to advertise as an archi-

tect providing he advises his clients

that he has no certificate. The Oak-
land architect in question claims to

have complied with this require-

ment, which, of course, must be
taken cum grano salis, hence the
District Attorney's refusal to prose-
cute.

With such a provision in the State
law the registered architect is af-

forded little protection and unless it

is corrected there would seem to be
no great advantage derived by an
architect in holding a State certifi-

cate.

There is a

increase the

movement on toot to

membership of the

American Institute

of Architects. Presi-

dent Cass Gilbert is

directing the cam-
paign which has

every indication of being a success.

TO INCREASE

MEMBERSHIP
OF THE A. I. A.

'^^
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The movement deserves encourage-

ment, for it has too long been de-

layed. The older members of the

Institute have undoubtedly iclt for

many years that only by means of a

thoroughly representative body in-

cluding a majority of the ablest and

most conscientious practitioners in

every section of the country could

the highest aims of the organization

be achieved; and they have also

doubtless been conscious of defici-

encies in this respect, but it has ap-

parently remained for President Gil-

bert to counsel and insist upon the

adoption of the active and aggres-

sive measures at present being em-

ployed to strengthen and build up

the organization's membership
through the various Chapters.

r>ut though new recruits will be

found and the membership of the In-

stitute is sure to increase and be

strengthened in response to the pres-

ent vigorous campaign, which prob-

ably is the thing important and de-

sirable, there seems little doubt that

the labors of the mcml)ership com-

mittees are today largely made neces-

sary by palpable and flagrant de-

linquencies on the part of Institute

members in years gone by, and ex-

tending perhaps unpleasantly near

to the present year of grace. Every

architect knows of the Institute, and

the fact that there are so many able

and prominent men in the profession

unidentified with it, is in itself a

matter which w^ould seem to suggest

a look w^ithin. No exception can be

taken to the professed aims and pur-

poses of the organization, and the

rules laid down for the conduct of

the members professionally can

fairly be considered above serious

criticism. Moreover, tiaere is an un-

deniable value in the form of pro-

fessional standing and ability guar-

anteed by the mere fact of member-
ship. Why, then, asks the American
Architect, has not the average mem-
ber of the Institute a distinct ad-

vantage over a non-member? He
has ; and this advantage would be-

come inestimable, and so apparent

that all qualified architects would be-

come members unsolicited if only a

stricter observance of the Code of pro-

fessional practice were exacted from

all members. .

Supervising Architect Visits the Coast

Government Supervising Architect James

Knox Taylor recently paid a flying visit to

the Pacific Coast, visiting Portland, San

l'>ancisco, Los Angeles and other points

where new Federal buildings are being

built or are soon to be constructed. At

San Francisco he was detained nearly a

week making a selection for the new
sub-treasury building to be built there,

and looking over the repairs to be made
to the postoffice building.

At Los Angeles he went over the plans

for the proposed changes to be made in

the postoffice building with the super-

intendent of construction, O. J. Much-
more, and also with Senator Frank P.

Flint and Postmaster Motley H. Flint.

This being Mr. Taylor's first visit to

Southern California he was naturally

very much impressed with its general

appearance. He visited San Francisco

about seven years ago, but returned di-

rectly east. He has a number of warm
friends in Los Angeles who were anxious

to sbow him the sights and entertain him

in proper style.

The position that Mr. Taylor occupies

in the government service is one that

deals directly with the erection and

maintenance of courthouses, custom-

houses, postofifices, marine hospitals, and

numerous other public buildings used as

office rooms for the great army of civil

employees of the federal government,

and for the storage and safe keeping of

public funds and public documents;

therefore, the work of the office of which

he is the head is directly felt in all parts

of the country. By drawing the plans

and specifications for nearly all federal

buildings the work of the supervising

architect does much to determine the

character of American architecture.

Mr. Taylor announced he has in view

a radical change in the method of

selecting architects for federal building

work. His plan, unfolded before a gath-

ering of Los Angeles architects, is to

district the country and invite architects

living within each district to submit

plans for federal buildings proposed for

that district. As it is today. Eastern

architects are given practically all ad-

vantages in designing federal buildings.

Mr. Tavlor states a sufficient number of

competent architects are- scattered

throughout the country to warrant ex-

cluding others from local work. He is

now working out the plan and hopes to

see this method in operation in the near

future.

ri<;.b>i'L* V •'
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Light, Illumination and the Engineer

By F. Emerson Hoar.*

OWING to the fact that the word light

is used scientifically in two distinct

senses,—both to designate the sen-

sation of vision and the usual cause of that

sensation,—there is considerable difficulty

in avoiding confusion as to the sense in

which the word is used. It is not always

clear whether reference is made to the sen-

sation or its cause, and the difficulty is

more serious for the reason that there is

not always a definite relation between the

two.

To the ordinary mind the confusion is

even greater and the term light is often

used to designate the source of light. Un-
fortunately this misuse of the term is not

confined wholly to the non-technical user

*Mr. Hoar is an illuminating engineer of rec-

ognized ability. His office is in the Metropolis
Bank building, San Francisco.

but, through lack of care or of a definite

understanding, we often hear the engineer,

the architect, the salesman and solicitor

speak of an illiiminant as an arc light,—an

incandescent light,—a gas light, etc., mean-
ing the source of light. This should be

carefully guarded against as it perplexes

the public mind and makes it even more
difficult to explain technical matters,—

a

task which is sufficiently embarrassing and

laborious without unnecessary complica-

tions.

In treating with the public it will be well

to carefully draw the distinctions and to

consider light, not as a phenomenon of

wave motion recognizable as a sensation of

the organ of vision, but as something we
recognize by the sense of sight,—speak of

the source as the illuminant or light-source,

and of illumination as the effect produced
by light falling upon an object or surface

and l3eing reflected to the eye. The avoid-

ance of technical terms, as much as pos-

(J A careful regard for

design and. ^vorknianship

are requisites of success-

ful lighting that can not

properly be overlooked.
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We have completed the following jobs during the last month:

Jewelers' Building, Westbank Building, McCreery Building, etc.

We are about to begin work on the following buildings

:

Doe Bidg., Baron Estate Bidg., Commercial Bidg. and several others

This shows the class of work we do

PAUL C. BUTTE A. B. LEBENBAUM EDWIN B.^PIKE
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683-685-687 HOWARD STREET

PHONE. KEARNY 1970 SAN FRANCISCO

sible, will go far toward clearing the ''mys-

tery." Watt-hours, candle-feet, efficiency,

spherical-candle-power, luminous flux, etc.,

are unintelligible to the average man, but

the same argument, reduced to dollars and

cents and to seconds, minutes, hours and

days, would be perfectly clear to him and

would result in a better understanding and

facilitate the introduction of new appli-

ances.

Illumination represents the result of ef-

fect of that quantity of light which has been

utilized, ^nd the efficiency or economy of

any system is directly proportional to the

quantity of this utilized light in comparison

with the total quantity emitted in all direc-

tions from all of the available light-

sources.

Fully twenty to twenty-five per cent of

all the -light used is wasted, owing to the

fact that a large proportion is given out by

the illuminant in directions in which it is

necessary to undergo multitudinous reflec-

tions and consequent absorptions before it

finallv finds its way to the eye. In the vast

majority of cases this wasted light serves

no useful or artistic purpose and simply in-

dicates that an attempt has been made to

accomplish definite results without a knowl-

edge of fundamental principles of the means

at hand. A few years ago lack of knowl-

edge regarding illumination was, in a meas-

ure, justifiable or excusable, but at the

present day, considering that it has been

reduced to practically an exact science, poor

results show a pitiable lack of interest and

judgment which, if displayed in any other

line or department, would be considered

little short of criminal. It is pathetic to

note the painstaking care with which a man
will insulate the steam pipes of his heating

svstem to save a small percentage of loss

and overlook, in blissful simplicity, a drain

on his resources, which may amount to

many times the amount saved in heat, due

to imperfect illumation.

With the advent of higher efficiency

illuminants the proportion of wasted light

is being greatly increased.
^

The frantic

efforts to "get their money's worth" in
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liglit has caused many a landlord and
proprietor, otherwise perfectly sane, to lose

sight of the real desideratum—illuminajtion.

For all practical purposes illumination

may be defined as the science of utilized

light, and divided into three general classes :

(a) Daylight illumination.

(b) Artilicial illumination.

(c) Spectacular lighting.

Daylight illumination, as a science, has
probably received more consideration and is

better understood than that produced by
artificial means, though frequently, in its

application, there are problems encountered
which require a high degree of engineering

ability and technical skill. Whole volumes
could be written on this subject as it is of

N I'i I g ""^ W ''^

All first class buildings have the
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And all first class theatres have our
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vital importance to the very building
structure itself. I will pass it, more out of
reverence than a desire to slight, with the
remark that its consideration constitutes
one of the most important functions of the
illuminating engineer.

Artificial illumination embraces, in a gen-
eral way, all interior and exterior lighting

where light is used as a medium for render-
ing objects visible with the least amount of
effort or strain to the eyes. Any light in

excess of the amount thus required is in

the nature of and can only be classed as
spectacular, along with outline lighting,

sign lighting, etc., etc.

In our consideration of artificial illumina-
tion in this article, we will eliminate ex-
terior lighting, and divide the balance of
the subject into the following subdi-
visions :

Intensity—Involving a careful considera-
tion of the intrinsic brilliancy of the light-

source itself, and of its proper application

—

that is to say the character of tlie room or
building to be lighted.

There can be no general rule for deter-
mining the amount of light or the intensity
required as each problem must be con-
sidered individually and the local conditions
such as the dimensions of the room and
height of ceiling, the use to which the room
or building is to be put, the character of
the illuminant and the means of distribu-
tion, the interior decorations and the gen-
eral color scheme, must be studied out sep-
arately and collectively to determine the
right quantity of light. The brilliancy of
the general illumination also depends upon
whether or not there is to be local lighting
at remote and important points.

Quality— In all problems of illumination
the quality of the light should be consid-
ered both from the standpoint of the de-
termination of color values and from the
effect of light on the eye.

The color of an object, as ordinarily un-
derstood, is that perceived by the normal
eye when viewing the object in white light

—

as in daylight, consequently the question
of color plays an important part in illumina-
tion, and the varying proportion of differ-
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ent wave lengths emitted hy the light-source

must he given special study.
,

The spectra of all artiticial lUummants

differ appreciably from that of daylight and

the color tones of a substance when viewed

by their direct light may be considerably

different from the value ordinarily at-

tributed to it. Reflected light from sur-

rounding objects will be affected by their

color and it is often from this cause, rather

than from the color value of the light itself,

that complaint is heard.

The light obtained from the electric arc

differs from pure white light in that the arc

emits a superabundance of violet rays which

must be tiltered out by proper glassu'are be-

fore it can be satisfactorily utilized where

the matching of colors is necessary.

The light from the ordinary incandescent

carbon tilament lamp is of a yellowish white,

very agreeable to the eyes and giving a

warm and cheerful appearance, but is not

suitable where the determination of color

values is of importance.

The recent introduction of the tungsten

and tantalum lamp offers a happy and

timely solution to the perplexing problem.

Owing to the high melting i>oint of these

metals it is possible to operate the lamps at

such a high temperature that they emit

practically a pure white light by which even

the most delicate shades of color have es-

sentiallv their daylight values.

Distribution—The question of proper dis-

tribution or arrangement of the hghting

units is an important factor in the securing

of uniform illumination. The possibilities

of arrangement is somewhat limited, in

practice, owing to the structural details of

the building or the interior decorations, but

nevertheless this point merits thorough and

careful consideration. It should be borne in

mind that with a given candle-power better

results can be obtained by distributing the

lighting units than l)y concentrating them in

large clusters. Or, in other words, more

uniform illumination can be secured by in-

candescent lamps properly distributed than

by arc lamps giving the same total quantity

of light.
, , .,,. ^r
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all modern illuminants is much too great

to permit their being installed unprotected
in the field of vision. If it were necessary
to prove this statement it would only be
necessary to point to the number of persons
requiring glasses to correct errors in or

assist the eye. A properly frosted incan-

descent lamp bulb will not cut off more
than 5 per cent to 7 per cent of the total

amount of light, yet to save this small per-

centage, or we may charitably say through
ignorance, thousands of eyes are sacrificed

every year. By enclosing the light-source
in a frosted or sand-blasted globe or shade
the intensely brilliant mantle, filament or
crater is concealed and the entire surface of

the enclosing globe becomes the radiating
surface. The total amount of light is prac-

tically the same, but the quantity of light

per unit of surface or the intensity of the

light is greatly diminished and a soft glow
replaces the blinding glare.

F'rom an economic standpoint it will also

be necessary to consider the elimination of

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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shadows by proper diffusion, and the di-

recting of the majority of the light in use-

ful directions by the proper use of reflec-

tors.

Proper use—I have distributed some sug-

gestions as to the proper use of light under

the several sub-divisions of the subject,

illumination—but the topic is a broad one

and I do not wish to minimize its import-

ance by omitting its mention and classifica-

tion.

Artistic treatment—While illummation is

essentiallv an engineering problem, the op-

portunity for artistic treatment is prac-

ticallv unlimited, and fixtures and supports

for illuminants should be designed to har-

monize with their environment in style and

finish. As a general rule it will be well for

the aspiring young engineer to leave these

details to the tender mercies of the fixture

manufacturer.
There can be no set rules for the guid-

ance of the student of aesthetics any more

than one would attempt to tabulate and

reduce to formulae the impression created

in his mind by the mysterious color har-

monics from some old stained glass win-

dow.
This article has been purposely made de-

void of mathematics and algebraic formula

and is intended merely to outline, in a gen-

eral wav, the points which must be con-

sidered 'scientifically, practically and artis-

tically by the illuminating engineer.

Have Installed Many Motors

The Engineering and Maintenance Com-

pany, of 195 Fremont street, San Francisco,

are 'the exclusive San Francisco agents of

the Crocker-Wheeler motors, generators,

transformers and accessories. Many of the

largest manufacturing and commercial

plants in the city have been equipped with

power plants by this company, and in every

case the installation has proven most satis-

factory.
. ,

,. ,

Among the large printing establishments

which have been equipped, completely or

partiallv, with modern plants are the Calk-

ins Newspaper Svndicate, the Globe News-

paper Company, Sacramento Union. Phil-

lips & Van Orden Co., Althof & Bahls. Brit-

ton & Rev. Schwabacher-Frey Stationery

Co, Mvsell-Rollins Bank Note Company,

Jas' H'. Barrv Printing Company, Cali-

fornia Lithograph Company. Olson Litho-

graph Companv, Shannon-Conmy Press,

Geo. D. Graham, and the H. S. Crocker

Companv. .

Large' Crocker-Wheeler motors for fac-

torv purposes have been installed for A.

Schilling & Co., M. J. Brandcnstein J. A
Folger & Company, Tillmann & Bendel

Company. Complete power plants have

been installed in the Enterprise Brewing

Company's new building and the brewery of

John Rarp & Sons. Tacoma Bottling Com-

panv, and the Olympia Brewing Company.
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The fine power equipment in the new build-

ing of the American Biscuit Company, San

Francisco, was installed by the Engineering

& Maintenance Company, as was the power

machinery in the Municipal plant at Pasa-

dena,
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A New Glass Reflector

By L. R. HoPTON.*

UP to within about ten years ago there

liad been practically no attention

given to the utilitarian side of glass-

ware used in connection with artificial

ligliting. Marly scientists, it is true, had
worked out mathematically the fundamen-
tal problems in connection with utilizing

the properties of lenses and prisms in con-

nection with lighting globes and shades,

but their labors had resulted in no substan-

tial results. The development of the art

of pressing glass, which has been brought
to a very high state in America, has made
it possible to utilize the optical properties

of glass in the construction, of accessories

for general illumination, and within the

past few years globes and reflectors based
upon this principle have been brought to a

high degree of perfection, and have come
largely into use. Notwithstanding the mani-
fest merits of prismatic glass for this pur-

pose, however, it is no unwarranted dis-

paragement to say that it lacks some of the

qualities which seem to the writer to be of

essential importance in a considerable num-
ber of cases. It would indeed be a rare, if

not wholly exceptional case, if every ex-
cellence were found combined in this single

article.

*Mr. Hopton is superintendent of the Enos
Company's factory, New York.

Good illumination, according to the opin-

ion of architects and decorators generally,

a considerable proportion of laymen, and.

apparently, the majt)rity of illuminating en-

gineers, rests upon considerations of art

almost as much as upon those of science.

In a recent paper before The Illuminating
Engineering Society, Mr. Bassett Jones,

Jr., summed up the matter by the state-

ment that "no lighting installation, however
efficient it might be in operation, could be
called a success that in any way offended
the artistic sense;" and from this dictum
there seemed to be no dissent. From the

artistic view point, prismatic glass, to say

the least, has its limitations. From the

optical standpoint, furthermore, such glass

falls short of perfection. While prismatic

globes appear luminous over their entire

surface, the luminosity results from a col-

lection of bright spots or surfaces of meas-
urable extent, the intrinsic brilliancy of

which is often sufficiently high to cause
more or less serious glare. In prismatic
reflectors this effect is even greater, es-

pecially when used in' connection with high
efficiency lamps. As compared with opal
glass, which realizes theoretically perfect
diffusion, prismatic glass leaves much to

be desired. Attempts have recently been
made to overcome this defect b thinly

enameling glass, either on the inner or

outer surface, or by roughening it with a

sand blast or etching acid ; but a moment's

simple:
SAFi:
ECONOMICAL

JOS. THIEBEN & CO.
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PKone Ileamy 3762 San Francisco
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consideration of the optical prmciplcs m-

volved will show that any such process

must seriously interfere with the optical

results sought. Again, the difficulty of

cleaning glassware having an uneven or

roughened surface, and the reduction in

efficiencv when the surface becomes soiled,

is a defect that has not yet been over-

come.

It was with a view of avoiding these de-

fects, and at the same time retaining to as

great an extent as possible the efficiencv in

lighting results, that the writer, some time

ago, began to investigate the subject of

gTass as applied to lighting accessories.

The several elements going to make up

the perfect reflector or globe may be thus

stated : Efficiency in resulting illumination ;

artistic appearance ; mechanical stability

;

ease of cleaning and minimum liability to

become soiled ; reasonable limits of cost.

Efficiency of illuminating results prac-

tically depends upon a redistribution of the

rays 'from the light-source. For this pur-

pose reflection is undoubtedly the better

means. Regular reflection, though the most

highlv efficient, is out of the question where

general illumination is required, for vari-

ous reasons which need not be enumerated

here, chief among which is the practical

doubling of the glare of the original source.

Diffuse, or irregular reflection, then re-

mains as the one available means; in other

words, the reflector with a diffusing sur-

face, affords the best means of securing

efficiencv in light distribution for general

illumina'tion. For this purpose dense white

opal glass, sand blasted on the reflecting

surface, undoubtedly takes the lead; but it

has three objections which counterbalance

its high reflecting power, namely: the very

rapid decrease in reflecting power, by ac-

cumulation of soil and dust, opacity, (a re-

flector for general illumination must trans-

mit a sufficient amount of light to prevent

deep shadows above), and a hopelessly in-

artistic appearance.

Considering all these requisites, opales-

cent glass, and other means of deadening

the surface than sand blasting or ordinary

acid etching, were decided upon as the most

promising line for experiments. After «.

considerable number of trials the glass

manufacturer succeeded in producing a

glass which is perceptibly translucent, but

with a diffusing surface on the reflecting

side. A new method was devised to pro-

duce this surface and it is entirely different

from that produced by the ordinary etch-

ing, sand-1)lasting or enameling. While the

"glaze" of the glass has been entirely re-

moved, the surface is of such high degree

of smoothness that it can be cleaned as

readily as that of ordinary glass, and at the

same time it does not give sufficient direct

reflection to produce perceptible glare. The

reflected light from this glass is of a pearly

luster, slightly opalescent. The transmitted

light shows variations of color running

from pale orange to deep sienna. Its gen-

eral effect is not unlike a polished sea-

shell.

It is of course, impossible to obtain as

great a variety of distribution curves with

diffuse reflection as Vvith regular reflection.

The study of a considerable number of ac-

tual problems in illumination, however,

convinced the writer that, in the great ma-

jority of cases, where the illumination is

produced from a numl)er of sources, a dis-

tribution curve in which the principal part

of the light is included within the angle

from the vertical to 60 or 65 degrees ful-

fills the theoretical conditions within all

reasonable limits of accuracv. Except for

special lighting, such as desks, tables, etc.,

the concentrating reflector is theoretically

and practically undesirable.

A reflector of this new glass, of the

shape indicated in the illustration. Fig. I.,

gives a distribution curve as shown in Fig.

II.. which, in a majoritv of cases, is all

that could be desired for general illumina-

tion.

^^^:^^^=i^^^-^,-^r-:X:=^^

Fig. 2

Returns From Abroad

Architect John A. Walls, who, with

his family, has been sojourning in Eu-

rope for the past six months, has re-

turned to Los Angeles. During his ab-

sence he visited the principal cities and

resorts of the old world, and returns

fully equipped with information relative

to the various sections he visited.



Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company
The Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com-

pany recently has shipped several car-
loads of vitrified paving brick to San
Francisco for the Anheuser Busch Brew-
ing Company. The same company is in

correspondence with the Board of Pub-
lic Works of Oakland in regard to using
paving brick for both gutters and street
work and it is very probable they will

decide to follow the Eastern cities that
have adopted brick almost altogether
after an experience of years in brick and
all other kinds of paving.
The Los Angeles company has just

made its first shipment of mat-glazed
brick for the Hewes building, ^Larket
and Sixth streets, San Francisco. This
is entirely different from anything yet

seen in San Francisco and will make a
distinctive and very attractive building.

THE
Roebling Constnirtion Oo.

OF NtW YOKk

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
AND

WIRE LATH

THE SYSit^ I HA I IS FiREPROOF

1017-1018 Crocker Building, San Francisco

Phon»^ T'Tiiporary 4312

50VTHERN-PACjnC-COA\PANY .

HOSPITAL
'-

SlAN-FRANCISCO-CAUFORNIA .

THE NEW SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY'S HOSPITAL
COVERING THE BLOCK BOUNDKIJ BY HAYES BAKER. FELL AND LYON STREETS, NEAR GOLDEN GATE

PARK, WHICH I'^ HFINC, FArFP WITH

"GOLDEN GA^ESAN(|^iH\^ BRICK
(A White Pressed Brick Made of Sand and Lime, But No Cement)

GOLDEN GATE BRICK COMPANY V;i'^'U:^a'^T!L^^^^l
Factory: Antloch, Cal. Warehouse: North Point Street C. F. Pratt, Manager

W. Backus, Architect
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California Marble for Palace Hotel

The Californians who are wont to en-

courage home product doubtless will be

pleased to learn that the Palace hotel archi-

tects, Messrs. Trowbridge & Livingston,

have' selected Baxter black marble for the

new Palace hotel. The Baxter marble quar-

ries are in California and some of the speci-

mens that have been taken from it have

been pronounced as beautiful and perfect

as imported marble. The order includes

about 12.000 feet of black marble which

will be used as a base for the white marble,

which will be a conspicuous feature of the

great corridors and entrance vestibules.

Baxter marble has been used exclusively in

the handsome Bellevue hotel in San Fran-

cisco, and those who have seen it are en-

thusiastic in praising it.

deuces in San Mateo county, including

those of A. C. Boulderson and Samuel

Alirams and the San Mateo Club house.

The hrm has at present under construc-

tion the Easton school house and a hand-

some residence for W. H. Singer of Bur-

lingame.

Big Order for Metal Frames

One of the largest orders for metal win-

dow frames and doors given out since the

fire in San Francisco two years ago, was re-

cently awarded to Fred Nichols, the well-

known fireproof door manufacturer in East

Oakland. The contract came from the

office of Coxhead and Coxhead, Architects,

and was for ninety-one frames, ?ome as

large as ten feet six inches by seven feet,

to be installed in the handsome six-story

exchange building of the Home Telephone

Company, .now under construction, on

Grant avenue. The building is designed to

be the company's central exchange. It is

Class A. steel frame, concrete floors and

walls and stone front and its estimated cost

is between $200,000 and $300,000. The

Nichols contract alone runs close to $30.0(X).

kr. Nichols enjoys the distinction of being

the pioneer manufacturer of metal fireproof

doors in California and most of the

machines now being used in turning out

metal frames were either designed or

manufactured bv him or patterned after his

invention. Mr. Nichols was formerly lo-

cated in Los Angeles. He is an expert

sheet metal worker by trade and an all

round mechanic.
• Mr Nichols recently was awarded the

gold medal for the best metal door exhibit

at the State fair in Sacramento. He will

have a similar exhibit at the coming Seattle

exposition. Mr. Nichols is utilizing his

spare moments in putting together an auto-

mobile of his own design and when fin-

ished it is said there will be no touring car

on the Coast any better. If the car is a

success, as he expects it will be, Mr.

Nichols mav go into the manufacture of

them and he has already received assur-

ance of ample financial backing from well-

known San Francisco and Oakland capi-

talists. ,

Builds Fine Residences

The Calwell-Young Company of San

Mateo has built some of the finest resi-

U B. HOWE
PrCS. and IREAS.

H. H BUDDINGTO
ViCC-PRtS.

n
Western Laundry Machinery Co.

Telephone Douglas 1631

DEALERS IN LAUNDRY MACHINERY
MANUFACTURED BY

THE AMERICAN LAUNDRY MACHINERY MFG. CO

SUCCESSORS TO
NhLSON A: KRHUTER CO. A. T. HAGEN CO.

THE AMERICAN LAUNDRY MACHY CO.

THE Watkins I.aunukv Machy. Co
Wilson laundry Machy. Co. Barnes & Erb Co.

Los Angeles Office

262 S. Los .\nueies St.

58-60 Fremont Street -

Se^ittle Office

3C5 Main Sireet

- <*an Francicco

H'i?idowtn hpTH'orth M. E. Church, S. F.

EXECUTED BY

ART CLASS ^11 x^ *'^cr,ru-T'^'^''A>!'n

Telephone i emporary 3318

944.946 MISSION ST., San Francisco, Cal.
^
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Bars for Reinforced Concrete

Tlie Taylor & Spotsvvoocl Company,
dealers in iron, ^teel and structural ma-
terial, have on hand for initnediate ship-

ment, steel hars of all sizes for reinforced
concrete. The hars used for reinforcing
the concrete in the new Agnew Hospital
huildings were supplied hy this company
and a numher of other large orders have
lately heen tilled hy them. They arc also

importers and dealers in refined iron, soft

steel, angles, channels, I heams, etc. Tay-
ler & Spotswood's office and warehouses
are at Minnesota and Xineteenth streets,

San Francisco.

Electrical Contractors Busy

The California Electrical Construction
Company, 680 Alission street, San Fran-
cisco, is doing all the electrical work in the

new W. P. Fuller building, Beale street,

San Francisco. The same company has re-

cently finished wiring the Howard street

Methodist church, McCall & Wythe of

Oakland, architects, and the San Jose
branch of the same company has the con-
tract for all the electrical work in the new
Masonic temple in the Garden City. High
class workmanship and prompt attention to

all contracts, no matter how large or how
small, is the secret of this firm's splendid
success.

Hoyt Bros. Finish Carnegie Libraries

Hoyt Bros.. Santa Rosa contractors, have
recently completed two handsome Carnegie
library buildings, one at St. Helena, W. W.
Wilson, architect, and the other at San
Rafael, Reid Bros., architects. Both are

very pretty buildings and the excellent

work of the contractors has called forth

nuich favorable comment, not only from the

architects but from those most interested in

the construction of the buildings and the
public in general. The same firm has re-

cently taken a contract for the erection of a
one-story building for the Rosenberg-
Green Company in Santa Rosa and for two
bungalows in the same city. The business
building is to be faced with Golden Gate
sandstone brick.

Hoyt Brothers have been in the con-
tracting business in Santa Rosa for the
past five years, and for the past three years
have constructed an annual average of
$150,000 worth of buildings, which includes
the grammar school at Sebastopol. at a cost

of $21,000;' a four-story brick, corner Eddy
and Leavenworth streets in San Francisco,
costing $52,000; a reinforced concrete build-

ing in San Francisco, costing $40,000; the
Bank of Cloverdale building ; the White
House, a large store in Santa Rosa, and
manv other fine structures.

;,j L 5j r\j

EQUIPmENIS (Standardized)

We Manufacture and Sell to Jobbers Oil Burning

Equipments for all kinds of Service. Our various

Equipments can be set up by anyone. Experts

Not Necessary. Catalog on Application.

BENNETT'S PNEUMATIC SYSTEM is the
ideal method of burning fuel oil under low pres-
sure steam and hot water heatint; plants and
for aJI the metal arts.

Ke/erettces:

Pacific States Telephone Co., Grand Hotel,
Aronson Building:. Robins Hotel, Williams Build-
\nsi, Boyd Estate'. Hotel Arlington, The Empire
Apartments. Hotel Leo, Marine Buildinjf, Union
Square Buildinif. Schmidt Builrlinjj. Hillcrest
Apartments. Duboce Apartments, Sherwood
Block. San Francisco and the Imperial Hotel.
San Jose.

Bennett's Pneumatic Oil Burning Equipment

BENNETT'S
PETROLEUM
BURNER CO.

WONKS AND CXCCUTIVC OFFICCB:

579-581 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Fireproofing the Roof

Fireproof construcliou has been able

heretofore to take care of every part of the

building but the roof. From foundation to

roof frame the modern building is as re-

sistant to fire as the use of wood for in-

terior trimmings and furnishings will allow.

Both asbestos and cement base been

known for centuries as absolutely proof

against fire, but neither by itself makes a

good roofing. Asbestos "Century" Shmgles

combine the desirable qualities of both mto

the ideal roofing—pure hydraulic cement

and asbestos fibre, intimately mixed by

machinery, and formed and compacted un-

der tremendous hydraulic pressure mto

slate-like sheets, variously shaped and of

several sizes and colors.

These shingles stand up against any fire

test that can be devised. Heated to a glow-

ing red and quenched with cold water, they

do not chip or crack, even at the nail holes,

proving the perfect safety of a roof when

deluged by a fire engine.

Asbestos "Century" Shingles are a posi-

tive protection from sparks, or burning mat-

ter of any kind falling on the roof, which

is the cause of one-fifth the fires the coun-

try over. Even blazing timbers from a

neighboring fire do not crack the shingles,

and they burn themselves out harmlessly.

In all locations where sparks are fre-

quent, as alongside railroads. Asbestos

"Century" Shingles form the one absolute

safeguard against fire—a fact of which the

railroads themselves are taking advantage

by roofing and sheathing their frame build-

ings with these shingles.

So much for protection from fires out

side the building. There is another phase-

service done by these Asbestos "Century"

Shingles in confining a fire to the building

where it originated. Unaffected by the

flames, these shingles keep the roof intact

and so help to smother the flames. A re-

cently invented device, which holds the tips

of the shingles together while allowing in-

dividual expansion and contraction, makes

the shingles self-supporting should the roof

frames be burned away.. What this means

in preventing the spread of fire need not

be emphasized.
Asbestos "Century" roofs mean lower m-

surance rates—that is the fact that counts.

Architects who wish to keep their clients

posted on the best things will do well to

get into touch with the Keasbey & Mattison

Company, Ambler, Pennsylvania.

street, McCreery building. Pine and Davis

streets; Cailleau building. Grant avenue

near Sutter street ; White garage. Van Ness

avenue and Market street; Bekins Van and

Storage building, Thirteenth and Mission

streets; Bemis bag factory, Sansome street

and Broadway; building at California

and Sansome streets; Lund building. Pine

and Sansome streets; Rosenthal building,

Kearny and Pine streets; the new Tourist

hotel at Stockton, and the First National

Bank building, Oakland.

Concrete Telegraph Poles

The Pennsvlvania Railroad Company has

erected on a' long stretch of its right of

wav between Pittsburg and Chicago con-

crete telegraph poles to replace the usual

wooden poles.

An exposed section has been purposely

selected to test the ability of the concrete

pole to withstand high winds and most un-

usual conditions.

Many Buildings Have Kahn System

The Kahn- system of reinforced concrete,

represented on the Coast by Felix Kahn,

with offices in the Macdonough building,

San Francisco, has been successfully ap-

plied in the construction of the following

San Francisco buildings: Davis Schon-

wasser building. Grant avenue and Sutter

n
W
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Photograph of Window Made by

Huntrtf Art (glaBH QI0.
510-512 TURK STREET

Phone. Franklin 1 588 San Francitco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Phone: Douglas 75

BAXTER
f,.

GO.

Producers of

CAUFORMa lAKBU
Quarries:

Columbia, Cal.

Office

1006 Call BIdK.

S. P., Cal.

H
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A FIRE-PROOF SANITARY
FLOORING AND WAINSCOTING

THE DEM FIRE-PROOF FLOORING CO.

OFFICE: FACTORY:

417 Montgomery Street 310 Clementina Street

SAN FRANCISCO

C. F. SCHILLER H. W. BOWLKY

PACIFIC MARBLE WORKS

COLORED AND ITALIA^

Mosaic and Tcrrazzo Work. Wainscoting.

Cement Ornamentations. Plumbers'

Slabs, Etc. Estimates piven.

Phone
MARKET 1509

OFFICE AND YARD

14th and SHOTWELL SIS.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

H. N. B[RN:ERI. President E. TAISSI6. Secretary

J. M. FABBRIS. Manager

If you wish the best kind of Marble

Work, let us figure for you

American Marble k Mosaic Co.

MARBIE, MOSAIC AND TERRAZZO

Tel. Market S070

124-158 Harriet St.

25-59 COIUMBIA SQUARE. Near Folsom, bet. 6th and 7tli Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TKe Colurri M Co.

. c r

268 MARHET ST I I I 1

COLLMi51 \ M ........
Estimates Given on ^ii linids oi Marbie Vv ori\

Samples on ^Application

o

Quarries
COLUMBIA, CALIFORNIA

Finishing Plant
17tH and MI'^SOURI ^ ! S., S. F.

California Peerless Stone it

1^ p ff^ II

s»f . i J.' j4

MANUFACTURERS OF

PEERLESS FLOORING
A CALIFORNIA PRODUCT

Fire-Proof Sanitary Water-Proof—Used in the
Merritt and Providence Hospitals, Oakland, Cal.

OFFICE AND SHOW ROOM WORKS AND FACTORY

109 O'Farrell St., San Francisco San Leandro, California
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Improved Methods in Fireproofing

Probably greater strides in fireproof con-

struction have been made in San Francisco

than in anv other city in the country. Since

the great lire the very best engnieernig skill

has been brought forward to create a

system of construction which will be abso-

iutelv fire-resisting.

One of the ablest exponents of this class

of construction is the San Francisco bire

Proofing Company, owner of the Collins

system. This company has put its system

o'f metal partitions, ceiling, and wall fur-

ring in the most prominent Class .\ build-

ings which have been constructed m San

Francisco within the past two years.
.
^ "''^t

this company's system is of the hjgnest

character is evidenced by the class of build-

ings in which their partitions have been in-

stalled, viz.: the Mills buirdmg and the

Chronicle building, in which all tlic terra

cotta partitions were taken out and the

Collins' steel studding substituted. 1
he

l-ir'^t National Bank building, also the Wells

b\irgo building and Wilson building used

Collins' metal stuTlding exclusively for all

partitions, ceiling, and wall furring

The metal partition manufactured by this

eompanv has many points of superiority

over anv other system on the market 1 he

studding is made of hoop steel in channel

form, 16 to 20 gauge. Absolute rigidity is

assured, on account of the fact that the

metal stud is united and thoroughly braced

bv their system.

Slots are cut in the stud and the metal

from the slot is used to form a horizontal

brace, which, attached to the next stud, and

when erected, forms a united partition,

perfectly braced throughout. The slot also

affords a passage for electric wire conduits,

gas, and water pipes. Wood blocks may

also be inserted in the slots to hold grounds

for moldings, base boards, and chair ralls^

The partition is also absolutely sound proof.

the slot in the middle distributing the sound

throughout the entire partition.

\ point not to be overlooked is the com-

parative lightness of this steel partition

weighing verv much less than other walls of

the^ame thickness. The one property of

fireproof construction, which is almost as

important as the fire-resisting quality in the

tall buildings now being erected all over

the countrv, is that of weight, as it is es-

pecially desirable in skeleton steel constrtic-
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tion to reduce the dead weight to a miiii-

imim. riic difference in weight by the use

of their metal studding, as compared to

terra cotta and tile, is very great. This
style of steel construction is also a great

resister of earthquakes, being al)le to re-

sist a twisting strain from the fact of its

being a united body.

Mr. Collins, the inventor of the Collins'

metal studding, which is owned and con-

trolled exclusively by this company, was
one of the pioneers in the use of steel for

partitions, and his l(Mig experience has been
of great benefit in bringing the system re-

ferred to to the highest degree of per-

fection.

Fine Oil Plant for the Emporium

The California Oil Burner Company, of

717 Market street, San Francisc(\ is just

completing a contract of furnishing all the

oil burning machinery and a large air atom-

izing C(Mnpresst)r outlit for starting the

fires in the high and low pressure boilers

in the Emporium building.

The California's machines arc the neatest

and most noiseless of any called to our at-

tention in the new buildings recently erected

in San Francisco, and the system designed

for the Emporium will undoubtedly be-

come very poi)ular, because a brcman in

starting up in the morning has but to oper-

ate an electric switch, wliich controls the

compressor plant that furnishes sufficient

compressed air to thoroughly atomize the

oil. and after he has sufficient steam for

this purpose a lever operates the steam line

and shuts down the coiupressor. A rotary

oil pump, besides furnishing oil to start

upon, raises the pressure in the steam

l)umps to normal, so there is no variation

in pressure. The above system is a big

time saver and is nuich cleaner than the

old method.
The California Oil Burner Company is

also completing contracts in the Postal

Telegraph building, Maskey building, Mc-
Gregor apartnient house and Masonic
Temple. They also report having just

completed plants in the Bank of California,

Bank of Italy. Clunie building .'ind Jewel-
ers building.

.i"

"RED DIAMOND" Brand
ul-

ASPHALT ROOFING FELT
WATERPROOF PAINTS AND

ROOFING PAINTS

OLYMPIC ROOFING CO.
(INC.)

Se.atti.k: Portland: •

.S.S1 Colman Bldu'. 420>wctland Btdi^

1. O. Preston, Prt-s. (ieo. F. McNcmIn Mlt

Vf

alifoniia Oil Burne

HWUFACTURERS ^r RACTORS

i)

ll^i^li %kQ fl

FOR POWER PLANTS. LOW PRESSURE
STEAM HEATERS, HOTEL AND RES-
TAURANT RANGES AND BAKE OVENS

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2592

7 1 7 MARKfT STREET, San Erancisco

tU(inl>H \\ Oakland

-_

lUiti: t J

Fl MINUTES ALL DANGER

F ATKINSON Til TING— WINDOW-^
FACTORY AND OFFICE

Second and Webster Streets

OAKIAND .... CAl.
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It4-U8 LIBERTY STREET, New York

722 MONADNOCK BUILDING SEND FOR illustrated PAMPHLET Phone Douglas 2775

Opera Chairs, Church Pews and

Ecclesiastical Furniture. School

Desks, Lodge Furniture, Portable

and Assembly Chairs.

c^'" \

232-244 MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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.

^A - e Crook

.

.. Co.

268 MARKET STREET
DIRECT IMPORTERS

Foreign MARBLES
AND

STATUARY
Carrara Office. P. F. BUTTENBACH. Mg«.

474-476 Monadnock B&ilding

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Expert Accountants and Auditors

Modern Systematizers

Multiaraph Diipluate Letters a s/^eaal

feature of our StefWf:rathic I)e/>art»ieut

Phone Kearny 1820
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Sash and

The cut shows stock of

Window Frames ready

for shipment to San
Francisco, where they

are to be installed in

the Home Telephone
Building. : : : :

Coxhead & Coxhead, ArchitecU

Metal Doors Awarded Gold
Medal at the California
State Fair, 1907-1908

FRED NICHOLS, Manufacturer

Office and Factory, 1137-41 E 1 6th St.

PHONE MERRITT 2571 OAKLAND. CAL.

C Modern architects and engineers approve the Lib-

rary Bureau system of indexing and filing catalogs,

price-lists, plans and specifications. It is the only

filing system that has proved itself wholly adequate

to the complex needs of modern business. : : :

^ Vertical Filing was originated and developed by

the Library Bureau and our salesmen are specially

trained in adapting it to individual needs. This is

the secret of its results. For description of system,

see November issue of this Magazine.

LIBRARY BUREAU
(SAN FRANCISCO)

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

STEEL OR WOOD FURNITURE FOR BANKS,

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS AND LIBRARIES
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A. B. JOHNSTON
GENERAL MANAGER

Phone
Market 5481

f ill if

Dry Colors

Golden Gate Oil Burners

William Ernst, manufacturer of the

Golden Gate oil burners and the Atlas tube

cleaners for water tube boilers, reports a

steady demand for his goods and his factory

at 203 Main street, San Francisco, has been

running on full time throughout the sum-

mer months. Mr. Ernst's oil burning sys-

tem is in use by the following and in every

case the burners are giving excellent satis-

faction : Union Square hotel, Poodle Dog

restaurant. Pacific building, West Bank

building. Argonaut hotel. Pioneer building,

North Star brewery. New York malt house.

Emporium Iniilding, Southern Pacific Com-

panv. Mare Island Navy Yard, J. J. Bowl-

ing,' Elynn & Tracey and Louston's laundry.

Arnong the contractors who use the Golden

Gate burners are the Healy-Tibbitts Com-

pany and the California Hydraulic and

Engineering Company.

INSTRKTH) t *

"WHolesalc, Slabs or in DlocKs

Quarry and Mill

COLUMBIA, CAL.

251 KEARNY STREET

San Francisco, Cal.

SPIRAL
For Delivery of Freight and Packages

Wholesale Stores, Warehouses, etc.

|u .Hi

lit:!! X

Low first cost. Prac-
ui -Hir'H.ni. e. Large
\,< p-^\>. i r necessary.

A very
iHi. At u iaLvjr.

What One Large House Thinks of the Spiral Chute

M. I. BRANDENSTEIN & CO.
Spear and Mission Sts.. San Francisco. Lai.

San Francisco. Sept. 16, 1*

The Haslett Warehouse Co..

.310 California St.. City.

Gentlemen: With referencf to the Spiral Ch

you have instaiU-d in our building, we take pleas

in stating that same works to our entire satisfact

and we are jflad to recommend it. It certainly sa

time and money. Yours very truly.

M.J. Brandenstein & Co.
J Per G.J

m.

ute
ur»'

ion
ves

B.

INSTALLED BY
I

•"TT WAREHOUSE CO.

alifornia St., San Francisco, Cal.

ESTJ VTES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION

\\ hen w riting to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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20 PER CENT SAVED IN SPACE

CAN BE PLACED IN mmm 51" WALLS with 4 " SINGLE STUDDING

PITCHER SiMMN' DOOR HANGERS
are now hiiiiK UM.a m .vpailuiLiit liuusi's. Hotrls, I'lals and Kcs-idL-iices,

O ;
List of locations ^iveii on aioplication. Work fully K'narantced.

HANGERS MADE OF ALL-STEEL CONSTRUCTION

PACIFIC taink: coivir^vivv
SFND F'OR CIRC L'l.AKS

FACTORY AND OFFICE: 231 BERRY STREET DOWN TOWN OFFICE: 318 MARKET STREET
PHONC KEARNY 3580 SAN FRANCISCO Phonc KEARNY 1649

CONCRETE B
h.

CI: 31 DlilwM
Are comlnz into favor more rapidly than other Portlaod Cement Products

Some of the tilings we make are : Concrete Blocks for Buildings,
Sidewalks, Hitching Posts, Monuments, Stairs, Fences, Sewer
Pipe, Spanish Tiling, Mantels, Burial Vaults, and innumerable
other specialties

For Full Particulars Address

NEW ERA PRES :C0.
Office

:

537 PACIFIC BUILDING
Phone Kearny 5977

Factories

:

EDGEMAR )

EASTON \

^^^ MATEO, CALIFORNIA

Send for Descriptive Circulars

Phone MARKET 2109

CATALOG ON
APPLICATION

FU %mm>*. L«», %M# i Ik«« %mmJf V«# i I I If C»« It %^^
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HIGH and I

ITTLE

KBSSlki \LLtD
Plants ia course of construction

Sherman Clay Buildintf lilanco Restaurant
Alexander Hotel i\Tcitic Ceri-al Co.
Harsfiall Building,' Bay Development Co.
Spreckels Building Mission Hotel
Sutro Buildiny Woerner Cooperage

References
Soutfiern Pacific R. R.
Santa Fe R. R.
North Shore R. R.
Kev Route
Cal. North Western R. R.

Cal. Fruit Can. Assn.
Cal. Wine Association
Risdon Iron Works
Fulton Iron Works
L. n nurtr.n

Wells Far^o Building,'
Hotel Brilliant
First Nat. Bank. Berkeley
Oakland Bank of Savin^rs
Peoples' Water Co.. Oakland
Holland Hotel

John Sutton Company
Wilson Company
St. Francis Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
Baker & Hamilton
Henshaw, Bulkley

G. E. WiTT CO., INC

1165 HOWARD Street San Francisco, Cal.

W hen writing to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
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Results
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Plans Furnished Free of Cost

3261 TO 3267 SEVENTEENTH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
Phone. Special 3S9

Till, u I \Kf t,^

GILLEY=SCHMiU wU., Agents

N. W. Cor. 13tti and Mission Sts., San Frantlsco

HEATING AND VENTILATINC ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS
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Spiral Chutes

Tlie Haslett Warehouse Company of

San Francisco is having a great many
iiH[uiries for its new spiral chute, which
recently has been patented and placed
on the market. A number of buildings

in San Francisco have been equipped
with^ the 'chute, and the reports of the

owners of these buildings are most fav-

orable for the Haslett invention. The
chute has been devised to meet the re-

quirements of wholesale business houses,

where it is desired to deliver goods from
the upper floors of a building to the

lower floors without great expense or

loss of time. The chute solves the prob-
lem for any height of building. Goods
may be delivered to the ground floor

from the highest upper floors at the

same speed as from one floor above the

street.

The spiral chute possesses advantages
over the straight chute in that it is not
necessary to wait for signals after send-
ing one package down, before another
can be started. Packages may be placed
in the chute one after another, as fast as
they can be handled, and if not removed
at the bottom as fast as sent down, the
packages will back up, and the whole
line move down as rapidly as the bundles
are removed at the bottom.

The capacity of the chute is very great.
For illustration, the Haslett Warehouse
Company has delivered to teams in the
street sacks of beans weighing on the
average 90 pounds each, at the rate of
1400 per hour.

Among the advantages of the system
are low first cost, practically no cost for
maintenance, large delivery capacity,
small space occupied in building, no
power recjuired, no time lost by em-
ployes, and a very great saving in labor.

The chutes can be designed to meet
all conditions. The chute trough is made
of steel galvanized, and the supporting
posts and brackets may be either or iron,
wood, or reinforced concrete. For ware-
house purposes, the chute may be built

to deliver outside the building, so that
freight can be delivered to cars or teams
without interference.

Among the buildings where spiral
chutes are now in operation are those
owned by the following: Langley &
Michaels Co., J. H. Newbauer & Co.,
Getz Bros. & Co., M. J. Brandenstein &
Co.. Tillmann & Bendel, Haas Bros..
Southern Pacific Warehouses, Gibraltar
Warehouse, Security Warehouses.
The offices of The Haslett Warehouse

Company are at 310 California street, San
FVancisco.

J. DONOVAN M. KIRWAN

HiRWAN & DONOVAN
FORMERLY WITH BUSH &. MALLETT CO.

Tile Con t ractors
Sanitary Wcif! rtmf rioor Tiling

Bal[i H*>M.ui;N. I »)ilets, SiHks^ and stove H^i^ns,

Vestibules, I it !ic Halhw
Let our represenlative call and estimate your Tile Work.

Telephone Douglas 21SS
159 Fifth Street, (below Mission) "-^ "'incisco, Cal.

TELEPHONE MARKET 2145

Architectural Iron Works

Grille Work, Stair Rails, Fire Escapes. Elevator

Cars, Elevator Enclo'sures. Bank and Office.

Counter and Enclosure Work. Sash
Bars. Store Fronts. Etc.

kkiNK III a

Near Sf Saii Krancisco

PHONE MAIN 108

. Capron
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

BUILDFRS' MATFRULS

Suite 17
AINSWORTH BLDG

PORTLAND,
OREGON

PHONE. PARK 3737

WALSH & McGRORY

CONTRACTING
PLASTE RERS

154 CLINTON PARK SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Fine Vacuum Cleaning Plant for Palace

Hotel.

A feature of San I'raiieisco's new Palace
hotel will lie a complete vacuum cleaning
system to be installed by the Vacuum En-
gineering Comjiany of San Francisco, New
^'ork. Philadelphia, and Chicago. The
plant will be what is known as the eight

sweeper capacity, and is so constructed that

it can be increased to sixteen sweeper ca-

pacity if needed. The basement and first

floor will be equipped with a combination
scrubbing, mopping and dry cleaning plant,

while the upper floors will have the regula-
tion dry cleaning apparatus. The plant will

have 136 inlets or valves from which
sweepers may be operated, and eight of

these valves may be used simultaneously.

With dust as one of the greatest of dis-

ease germ propagators, great care should
be taken to remove and not merely disturb
it in one part of a room only to allow it to

settle in another. That was the old
way. before modern mechanical in-

genuity suggested the idea of forming
a vacuum, and by means of a rubber
tube sucking the dust and disposing of
it. This has been done successfully for
some years, there being a gradual mechan-
ical improvement in the apparatus used.
Until the advent of the system here de-
scribed the dust was drawn into what is

known as a separating tank, first passing
thrcnigh several screens. These had to be
cleared and the receptable frequently
emptied, a process both unsanitary and
laborious.

The new way, patented by the Vacuum
Engineering Company, consists of an in-

genious arrangement, by which the separat-
ing tanks are eliminated, the dust is passed
through the pump into a waste pipe, whence
it goes directly into the sewer without com-
ing in contact with the atmosphere. There
are no bulky receptacles, and the disposal of
the dust, or dirty water in case of scrub-
bing, is automatic. This solves an import-
ant problem long neglected by engineers,
who have given their chief attention to the
subject of the automatic gathering of dust
rather than to its automatic disposal. The
economic advantages are, therefore, the
small amount of space required and the low
cost of operation, as the plant may be left

undisturbed two months if necessary, or
more.

The special features of this invention
make it possible, without much e.xtra cost,

to use either a wet or dry system. In non-
technical language, the same pipes and
flexible tubes which convey the dust from
the rooms of a building where the system is

installed will carry water. Attaching
special scrubbing implements to the oper-
ator's air broom, marble, tiled, mosaic or
hardwood floors mav be readilv scrubbed.

w.\\; i5kbiifc,c. E.

Structural tngineer
Designs and Details of

All Classes of Metallic Structures

Now Permanently Located at

Rooms 401-403-405 Jefferson Square
Building

925 Golden Gate Ave. cor. Octavia

SAN FRANCISCO

T^j J f MORRIN
Consulting Mechanical

Engineer
Mem. A. S. M. E. - Mem. A. S. H. & V. E.

SPF.CI.ALTIES:

The Mechanical Equipment of Buildings,
Steam Power Plants, Heating:,

Ventilating, Wiring,
Waterworks

Telfphonk. Tf.mp. .%46

Balboa Building, San Francisco

DON'T GO 1

t i

kj

TO R=

E-xpert Patent and MecHanical
DraugKting

CATALOGUE CUTS AND PERSPECTIVES

PKone Douglas 157
= Roonn 30&:

Rviss Bid g., San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. E. Leiand, S. B.

CONSULTING ENGINEER

Plans, Specifications and Superintendence
Steam Power. Heating and Ventilation

939 Merchants Exchange Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Temporary 3857
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This done, the water is turned off and the

dii-tv water is sucked by vacuum downstairs

into the pump, and through it to the sewer.

Thus it would seem that as concerns large

office or public buildings the scrub-vvoman

will have to change her vocation, and house-

maid's knee will soon become a disease ot

the crude past. . .

This vacuum cleaning system is m op-

eration in the Standard Oil building New

York ; in the Second National Bank build-

ing Xew York; in the Union Railway Ter-

minal Station, Washington; in the \Iassa-

chusetts Mutual Life building, Spnnghed.

Ma.s., and is now being installed in the

National City Bank building, New \ ork

City designed by McKinn, Mead &-

'^Ti'-^fSsco office of the Vacuum

Fn-inecring Company is on the seventh

floor of the Monadnock building, and is in

charge of Mr. F. R. Wheeler, Pacit.c Coast

manager.

ONCRETl WORK

EXCAVATING
WATER PROOFING OF

BASEMENTS

Bluxome a Co.
5 fRONT STRUT - SAN FRANaSCO

George C. Fenton

Largest Office Building in the World

Plans recently perfected contemplate the

erection on a site fronting on Wes and

Washington streets. New York City of

what, as regards ^^Vf'"^^^^u'''''nrld It

the largest office building in the world. I

will represent an investment of over

$4,000,000.
, ^ ,. , .,

Some architects who have studied the ^
plans say that this thirty-f^ve-st^ry office ^_, ^,.,

l>uilding will completely change the sk iiu

of the lower part of old New \ ork from

steamships in the lower bay. Now the

tr,wer of the Singer building, the orna-

mental roof of the City Investing building

and the upper stories of the Trinity and

the West street buildings form the mam

objects in that perspective. As they are

almost directlv north of the site of the pro-

po<;cd annex to the Whitehall building, the

view of those structures from steamships in

the lower bav will be cut off by the annex,

it is said, the plot to be improved com-

prises 52,000 square feet.

SELLING AGENT

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies

Building Material and Appliances

307 WILLIAMS BLDG.,

S. E. Cor. Third & Mission Streets

S.\N FR.^NCISCO
.

307

THE GAULD CO.

Plumbing and Steam
Supplies

9 TO 15 NORTH FRONT ST.

14 TO 16 NORTH FIRST ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to .\dvcrt isers mention this MaRazine.
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Patented July 10, 1906

The Only SASH LOCK that

LOCnS ITSELF"
aud is

The Sash Lock that Solves Absolutely the Problem of

Ventilation -witH Security!

"ALWAYS LOCKED"
The Jtutomatic Sash Lock is Woman's
' nforter. No more dread about leaving the

windows unlocked. You couldn't forget to
lock them if you tried.

AlTTOMA'nC S AS I Co.
*. ; , f • < 1 s^ i ; J I \. K i

REEDS' F 1

•0"' jr"" ^̂̂̂
THr

Fold up like an Accordion under the Window Head

L^A BSEN h REED
1325 MISSION ST., San Francisco
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<lf PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you

intend to equip your Drawing Roonu re-

member that Keuffel & Esser Lo.s
nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi-

sites for drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

HigHcst Awards
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A new but better one than ail which have gone before. A sample on request. We also make

CORNER-BEAD, STl nniNO nnd FIRRINO ij \\ aLL-TIES

THB BOSTWICK: i> i i^EU UA i INiles, Ohio

ENTIRE LINE CARRIED IN STOCK BY

A. J. CAPRON, Ainsworth Bldg., Suite 17, Portland, Oregon.

J-M^ASBESTOS ROOFING

%. ! I i. ! >. . i I 1 ( t . t I -

is "superior to others." That's the opinion
the United States Government experts reached
after a careful investigation and comparison
of the various roofings. That is why the larg-

est roofing order ever placed by the Govern-
ment was awarded to us.

When ncovernment experts consider J-M AS-
BESTOS ROOFING

George A. Schaitey Harry P. Vollmcr

Robt. M. Beggs

5 \ji. i-.i\iOR TO OTHERS
isn't it a pretty safe guide tofolloiv

'*

It is considered the best roofin? by pe'-ple who know,
because, beinir made of Asl)estos. it resists fire: will not

rot or rust ; is not affected by acids, chemical fumes, gases,

salt air, heat or cold, and requires no painting.^ In other

words, because it lasts the longest and is the "cheapest -

per-year" Roofing.

Write Nearest Branch for Catalog.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
159-165 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

203 Eait Fifth St.. Los Angeles. Cal

576 First Avenue, South, Seattle, Wa»h.

CHASTEY

i^\i iiti^\

FOR

M\ i i i H ^

it'liRAlliJ^S

lL Li^liii

1930 Van Ness AvctMic,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Telephone Franklin 2729
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Cable Address. Sinu Chonjj
A. B. C. Code. 4th and 5th Edition
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Importers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

BRONZES, CLOISONNES. SATSUMAS. PORCELAINS
IVORY. EBONY, FURNITURE. JEWELRY. SCREENS
SILK EMBROIDERIES, KIMONOS. HANDKERCHIEFS
SHAWLS, GOWNS. BEADS. BED SPREADS. ETC

Nos. 60t'603-605-607•609-611 Dupont Street
Cor. California CHINATOWN Saa Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Oakland 8/26 Telephone Home A 1 226

Laaghland & Schnebly Co.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Cases
lnt«^rior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill

:

1443-49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

SAVE the itii/ii

down {lie Si id iiSG

RISCHMlll.lirS v\

DOOR OPENER AND CLOSth

Check Prevents the Sianmunji of the Door

842 37th STREET. OAKLAND
phone: piedmont 2633 A 3685

SAN FRANCISC''
BUILDERS' EXv. i i \ NQE, IHO Jessie St.
f i 11 II RS* ASSOCIATION, 96 Fulton St.

C. M. MOORE C. P. MOORE

C. p. MOORB
BUILDi.NG CO.

General Contractors

703 MILLS BLDQ. San Francisco

Phone DouKlas 1626 CAL.

D. H. Duncaason, Pres. Otto Graa. Sec'7

GLOI \
I't r

GENERAL CONIRACIORS

Wharves and Bridges—Steel Erection

Concrete and Piledriving—Excavating

1409-11 CHRONICLE BUILDING

Tel. Temporary 4242 SAN FRANCISCO

WILCOX F-IRH r>

« ^

^
%

.*»

II \ xi if -:r«
dnd Automatic iixtures

Approved by National Board of
Fire Undi-rwriters

Fusible Links so placed that fire

eiiher inside or outside of buiidinvr
fuses them and closes door auto-
matically by gravity.

CAUIRORNIA.

HRE PROOF DOOR
COMRAIVV

Phones: South 140. B4229.

1V2 South Main Street

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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A Ventilator That Vents

Science has invented and created cer-

tain artificial apparatus for the purpose

of relieving the effects of the congested

conditions of our hirge cities, where mul-

titudes of people live, work together in

our workshops, congregate in our

churches and crowd our theaters and

places of amusement.
Among the many such inventions,

there is none so positive in results, simple

of operation, and so satisfactory from

every point of view, as the Cottier im-

l)roved ventilator,

Manv manufacturers have endeavored

to produce the results attained by Mr.

\Vm. T. Cottier, who has devoted the

past thirty years to the perfection of the

Cottier system of ventilation, a system

which is now perfect in every detail,

from the chimney cap to the car ventil-

ator.

Few ventilators are good excluders ot

weather, and at the same time good ac-

celarators of ventilation. Most of them

permit the wind to enter the ventilator,

causing hack drafts, thereby destroying

the effectiveness of the exhaust capacity.

Cottier ventilators are absolutely weath-

er-proof and are far superior in exhaust

capacity to any other ventilator on the

market today.

The United States mint at San Fran-

cisco desired ventilators to remove the

obnoxious gases which arise from the

gold and silver precipitating tables, they

required that the ventilators be con-

structed of redwood throughout, as no

metal could withstand the action of the

acid gases. The Cottier Ventilating

Company were the successful bidders

for this work, as the Cottier was recog-

nized as the superior exhaust ventilator.

Several large Cottier ventilators con-

structed of wood were installed.

The Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe

R. R. Co., who occupy offices on the

ground floor of the Monadnock building,

desired ventilation through the several

large skvlights in the entirely enclosed

light court of this ten-story building. The
Cottier Ventilating Company placed

BRANCH STORKS:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue. San Fraucisco

550 S. Broadway. Los Angeles

eight ridge ventilators on the skylights

and the officials of the Santa Fe office

are highly gratified with the results ob-

tained, which they say are far better than

they anticipated.

Perhaps no better proof of the thor-

oughness of the system, and the effec-

tiveness in performing the work, can bt

given than the fact that the Cottier sys-

tem has been adopted as the standard of

ventilation by the Oregon Railway and

Navigation Company, Great Northern

Union Pacific Oregon Short Line, and

all the Harriman railway and ship lines.

Through a test conducted at the Me-
tropolis Bank building, San Francisco,

by Mr. \Vm. F. Leland, S. B., consulting

engineer, of the Cottier ventilators, the

Cottier proved to be far superior to

other ventilators, both in the amount of

air handled and the liability to down or

back drafts

Mr. Wallace Locates in San Francisco

S. T. Wallace, formerly with the Wal-

lace, Lindesmith Hoist Company of Los An-

geles, is now associated with the L. E.

Bovle Company, Incorporated, which com-

pany recently moved from the Monadnock

building to spacious offices at the corner of

Front and Pine streets. San Francisco. The

new location affords splendid show room

facilities. The company is agent for the

Wallace hoist, the Kanawha chemical en-

gine, etc. .\ chemical engine recently was

sold to the city of Berkeley and a smaller

machine is on trial at Melrose.

Salt Lake City Has Concrete Craze

The reinforced concrete craze has reached

Salt Lake City, and it is reported that no

less than a half dozen pretentious build-

ings of this material will he constructed

there within the next twelve months. Ven-

der Horst Bros, of San Francisco, con-

tractors of the new Tourist hotel in Stock-

ton, recently received the contract for

building a seven-story concrete office build-

ing in Salt Lake for Mr. Mclntyre. Work

has alreadv been started.
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are being specified by the

most careful and progressive

architects, where silence and
smot)thness of action are

required.

Hi} s

Hanger Showing Single Door Closed tt A \

RUNNINff

« A

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
San Francisco : Victor Dunkerly, Monadnock Building

Los Angeles: Louis R. Bedell, 720 Broadway

Seattle : D. E. Fryer & Co.

Portland : Portland Wire and Iron Works

C. E. KELSEY
LEONARD M. McEVOY KELSEY 8c McEVOY

ENGINEEH . AND TS
SUCCESSORS TO

MCINTOSH a WOLPMANN
AGENTS FOR THE

SOUTH BEND WOOD SPLIT

with IRON HUB and IflON L. . hu

Telephone
Temporary 4446

Turned and Ground Shafting

Machine Work of All Kinds

Hanjrers. Boxes. Belting

Freisrht Elevators and Hoists

2nd Hand Boilers

Single Arm Open. Ail bizcs to 30 ft.

It's as nearly everlasting as
a Pulley can be

313-315 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO Double Arm Closed

Mndf fnr F.vtrn Width

ARCHITECTS MAKE NO M n

C !
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An Invisible Liquid Mineral Compound which Keeps Out Water and
Dami)ness in Reinforced Concrete, Stone and Brick Buildings.

MAKES THE WALLS WATER TIGHT. DOES NOT
CHANGE COLOR OF BRICK OR CONCRETE
Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Quicker and Better
than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. I. Water-proofing
Prevents Alkali. Can add any color to Mixture as Architect or Owner
may Desire.

MANUFACTURED BY

C.I. WATER-PROOFING CO.
SHELDON BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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GUTLEBEN BR
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ni- - -•" 4 4 . \^ ^ADNOCK BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
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EMENT
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L. I HO N-:^HUL.U AND A!*Mi_n«_'H BRANDS
all approved by Portland City Engineer
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KERR. GIFFORD & CO
Concord Buildin-

"T*
, OREGON

office:

345 BERRY STREET
PHONE KEARNY 3849

SAN FRANCISCO
lilders Exchange, 180 Jessie

- ireet. Builders Association,

Fine and Kearny Streets

RCS. PHONE. MARKET i*Be

CON TOR FOR

Cetn en i , d r;i \

Crushed RtaJx HI

Sand .,

lading

yards:

34.5 berry street
714 Sixth St.

bunkers:

3RD t CHANNEL STS.
SAN FRANCISCO

Stables: 30-32-34 Dore St.

MJ^
" * » •

GEO li. IxxXTTi; & «^*^.

PHONE MAIN ©81 1B2 MA3
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Successful Cornice Firm

Comyns & Nygren, sheet metal work-

ers, at 1731 Fifteenth street, San Fran-

cisco, have recently taken the contract

for the cornice work, galvanized iron

skylights, and metal tire doors in the

new White garage, now under construc-

tion at the corner of ^L'lrket street and

Van Ness avenue. The contract, which

amounts to ahout $2200, was suhlet to

Comyns & Nygren by the Healy-Tibbitts

Construction Company. Other import-

ant contracts that have been taken by

these well known sheet metal workers

are the Tillmann & Bendcl building, the

China Basin warehouses of Barncson-

Hibbard. the Union League Club at Pow-
ell and O'Farrell streets, and all the

metal windows and galvanized iron cor-

nice work in the new buildings of the

California Wine Association, at Wine
Haven. .

The Largest Building in the United
States

The Coliseum at St. Louis, the corner-

stone of which was laid recently, is believed

to be the largest public building in the

United States, and among the largest in

the world.

The building is three stories in height, in

the Italian Renaissance style, and has a

seating capacity of 14,000. which may be m-

creased upon occasion to 20,000.

LLLVATORS
Passenger and FreigKt

Ulectric or Hydravilic

I » 1
/^F/\CIF!C

r:'NC,..INLLMlNC* Ci
\ir^ SECOND STREET

PORTLAND, - OREGO
li

W f-^
|s^ MHIu WUHI

Df-ALt US IM

Electric Supplies, Electric and Combi-

nation Fixtures, Dynamos and Motors

CONTRACTORS FOR

All Kinds of Electrical Work, Con-
duit and Marine installation

a Specialty

Cmllaad see us or 'Phoae Your Waata

No. 61 SIXTH STREET, PORTLAND, ORE.

'Phones Main 1696-A1696
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Send Building Inspector East

J. J. Backus, Superintendent of Buildings

in Los Angeles, is enjoying a six weeks
leave of absence, having been granted the

same with $4(X) expense money, l)y the Los
Angeles City Council which believes that

the Superintendent can gather new ideas in

his travels and use them to good advantage
in his home city. Backus will inspect many
of the new municipal and state buildings

in the Eastern cities. The Southern Cali-

fornia Chapter of the American Institute

of Architects, has indorsed the action of

the City Council and has recommended an
annual tour for the building superintend-

ent.

toma streets, and the Crocker Estate
building, at hMrst and Mission streets.

Roofing Contractors Busy
The H. D. Samuel Company, 23 Val-

encia street, San Francisco, report a

good demand for the Parat^ne Paint
Company's Malthoid rooting. Recent
roofing contracts filled with the Samuels
Company include the following build-
ings: St. Francis Hotel, Fairmont
Hotel, Shreve building, Muirhead build-

ing, Market and Larkin streets; Morton
L. Cook building. Second and Minna
streets; Friedman furniture warehouse,
O'Farrell street; McCreary building, Pine
and Davis streets; Pacific Portland Cem-
ent building, at Cement, Cal.; Douglas
building. San Jose; also waterproofing
the Baker & Hamilton building, the By-
ron Jackson building, at Second and Xa-

Architects;
SEND FOR PRICES TO

TlUTOIV Rf?os.
ON

Galvanized Iron Cornices
and Skylights

Royal Furnaces
105 N. Fifth Street, Portland, Ore.

Telephone, Main 961

n, OIain7811
Phones:

^ ^ 33,^5

C. K. CUGGETT
ELECTRICIAN

74 Sixth Street Portland, Oregon

Salt Lake Establishes New Precedent

Salt Lake City has established a pre-
cedent by accepting a bid for public work
thirty minutes after the time stated in

the official advertisement. Contract for
the work was not let at the session of

the Board of Public Works, and the bid
may still be rejected. The late bid was
for street improvements, and happened
to be the lowest, aggregating $15,000.

P. J. Moran, who has been doing public

contracting in that city for twenty years,

is protesting strenuously against allow-
ing the bid to stand. His was the next
lowest.

.

Heavy Tools

The Pacific Iron Works at the east

end of the Burnside-street bridge, Port-
land, have just received from the East
a very heavy punch weighing eight and
one-half tons for punching heavy plates.

This tool, will punch one and a half-

inch holes in one and a half-inch thick
plates. They have also received a thirty-

six-inch circular saw for cutting the
largest steel beams rolled. Both these
machines will be driven by independent
motors attached to the machines and
will be installed immediately. These
works are being equipped to do the
heaviest kind of construction work.

G. W. Stkwart
.Alameda

C. E. K.ATLIFF
5(/>-55th St.. Oakland

Stewart & Ratliff

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

2407 SANTA CLARA AVE.
ALAMEDA. CAL.

Office Phone
Alameda 2716

Phone
Piedmont 3436

W. B. WARD W. R. WARD
\ WOODLAWN 2163PHONES
< C 183i

WARD BROS.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Interior Fiaish

Michigan Rock Maple Flooring

85 8 UNION AVE. NORTH
PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JOS. HORNUNG E. FISCHER

'A fix "TTtf*'!! 1 ^
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BLACKSMITHS BOILERMAKERS
Fire Escapes, Sidewalk Doors. Hose Casing

a Specialty

303 FRONT STREET, CORNER COLUMBIA
PORTLAND, ORE.

PHONE MAIN 7155

' jfjf Lime
tnd Standard Port-

Roc 111

Alsea's aillinghn
laad Cements

Utah BuUdlag, Castlag ntid Laad Plaster

Hair

Krisollte Hardwatl Plaster

Herrlazboae Expanded Steel Lath

Universal Corner Bead

F. Hammar Paint Co. Condensed Paints

Fire Bricli, Fire day

231-235 Pine ortland. Ore.

nrego nish

Wholesale and retail dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnish and Painters* Supplies

.Atfents for The Grfen-Marsh.ali. Paints
ind Los Angeles Varnish Company's \ ar
N'lSHES.

No. 93 GRAND AVENUE
'''">ne East 28*^8 Portland, Ore.

R. G. LITTLER G. H. BEAZAN

Electric Light and Power Installations

Telephone Systems

est liiasl riioifif^^'^*: " ».

Lici. ?rf. ,i/

Con^uififi^: / ineers

and K ^u!ifr:i, inr<,

Telephone A 124^

t ^ It'll * ^ % *
'

ARCHITECT
Are invited to use uur Sample Rooms

and show their cHents by the fixtures

themselves (instead of by catalogues)

the in=;r;illnti()ns recommended.

WHOLES

L . I\ i J S F
:s\Xi\- ..HFLIESM

PMONLb MAIN

. OREGON

liXn RLH \M > WIRINd

S. C. JAGGAR J. E. MAXON

Morrison Electric Co.

Electrical Contractors

I

291 East MorrisonStreet

^^''""EaS 3 1 28 PORTLAND. OREGON
.

ir ~ ?~ i I r~ I! T ' * '
•-

A Pressed Brick at the

price of common brick

FULLY GUARANTEED

Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co.

Works, Foot of Linn St., :: Portland, Ore.

Phone Sell 56

IIILADA^^N'TrowPANys

HARDWAi ^^

* 1 «, •*= ' '

HAIR FIBERED "CROWN- BRAND
WOOD FIBER PLASTER
UNFIBERED PLASTER
Factory

Foot Fihecnth Street

Phone Main 2109

Office

Room 433 Worcester Bldg.

Phones Main 718 -A 1218

RORTUAIND, OREGOIV
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VONDER HORST BROTHERS
INCORPORATED

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

REINFORCED CONCRETE
A SPECIALTY

MACDONOUGH BLDG.. 333 KEARNY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

H. L.

REINFORCED COHCRETF CONSIBOCl^iON

\

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete W 11 ,

: : Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Lie. : :

111 OTarrell Street San Francisco

Fire i
-^ ^ 4t ^
S * I ; riiiar Proof Safc^ and Vaults

PARCELL I \ \.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

Diebold Safe & Luwk Co., Canton, Ohio

577 Market Street Phone Kearny 1219 San Francisco, Cal.

W. McKE>'2IE

Contractor and Builcier

734 WASHINGTON ST.

Phone Kearny 1487 SAN FRANCISCO
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Concrete Test in Portland

Assistant Building Inspector Grin

Backus of Portland recently subjected

the first floor of the new reinforced con-

crete L O. O. F. temple at East Sixth

and East Alder streets, Portland, to a

very severe test. A pile, 16 feet square,

containing 21,000 brick, were piled upon

the concrete floor, equalling a dead

weight of 375 pounds to the square foot.

The concrete had been in place for 60

days. It is a credit to the foresight of

Architect C. J. Berndt and the construc-

tive ability of the contractors, Lither-

land & Abrey, that the floor stood the

test perfectly. The weight was greater

than the floor is ever liable to sustain

again. This is the first public test of

concrete floors that the building inspect-

or has made in Portland, but from this

time forward it is to become the estab-

lished rule.

San Francisco Chapter, A. I. A.

The San Francisco Chapter of the Am-
erican Institute of Architects held its

annual meeting at Tait's cafe on Thurs-

day evening, October 15th. The meet-

ing was preceded by an enjoyable dinner

and was followed bv the principal busi-

ness of the meeting, the election of of^-

cers for the ensuing year. The result

was the re-election of Albert Pissis as

president; William Mooser, vice-presi-

dent; Sylvain Schnaittacher, secretary

and treasurer; Henry A. Schulze and

William Curlett, trustees.

After an informal discussion of mat-

ters of interest to the profession, the

meeting adjourned.

A Valuable Office Boy

The employer was bending over a table,

looking at the directory. The new office

bov slipped up quietly and poked a note into

his hand. The surprised employer opened

it, and read :

,,

"Honored Sir: Yer pants is ripped.

W. J. McWHIRTER H.E.DRAKE
1938 PAGE STREET 1341 - 12th AVENUE

PHONE PARK 1338 PMONC PARK 4707

McWHIBTEfi k ORAK

hKmtV'^
f f H

5,41 * >

; I

Estimates Given Promptly

MCMBCRS
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

188 JESSIE ST. SAN FRANCISCO

F. E. Buckman P. B. Hackley W. S. Matthew, Jr.

Keysto
INCOHPOHATCO

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Concrete Work a Specialty

2142 Shattuck Ave. 417 Montgomery St.

Phone Berkeley 92 Phone Douglas 1073

Berkeley San FranciscoJ
Bradley M: Co
GENERAL Vf

I ^M FIRE ESCAPt:^

MAKERS OF

Elect riw Signs and Reflectors

Border LlKhts. Electrical Work,
Switch Boxes and All Kinds of

Sheet Metal and Architectural

: : : : Iron Work : : : :

FT
!i

The HUDSON PATENT BLOCK CO
for Complete Partition Walls

FIRE
SOUND
GERM

NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN REALTY BLDG. WHITNEY BUILDING
FAIRMONT HOTEL PACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITTELL BUILDING

and many other Buildings in Course of Erection

FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PARTICULARS. APPLY AT OFFICE

MONADNOCK BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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FOR REMOVING SCALE FROM

WATER TUBE BOILERS
MANUFACTURED BY

W W f »«»«- %,mm I ^^% f W i »»»». Ill" %»^ W

203 MAIN STREET

PHONt. Temp. 2856

GOLDEN GATE OIL BURNER SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF OUR

EN GATE OIL BURNING SYSTEM

TH[ v\N IK.\N(IMli tlK[ I'KdUtlN

Owners and Manufacturer>

of

The Collins System of

Steel Studding

hollow and Solid Parti-

tions

Suspended Ceilinics

Furrini; for Walls and
Columns

Floor Construction

Absolutdy Rigid. Sound Proof,

Fire Resisting

Light in Weight. Weigh*

about half at much a< hollow tile

of equal thickneu.

f !

li

ii

Simple and Ea^y to Erect

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TO ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS. ORDERS FOR STEEL
STUDDING SOLICITED. ALL STUDDING MANUFACTURED IN CHANNEL FORM.

Office: METROPOLIS BUILDING, ROOM 908
FACTORY: 1058 BRANNAN STRLLT San Francisco, Cal.
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Our New Home, San Francisco

IV. 11. I 1 \- »

L
587-589 S9I MARKET STREET,

6I-63-65-67 FOURTH STREET, •

=-™.j-rf.T~,i.*i*™p.^^s:»

Goodyear's Fire Protection

- FOR

y^v

,
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Rubber Lined

Cotion and Un- T
lined Linen

Hose. :

Rubber Matting

Mats, Tiling,

Etc. : : :

^"^^^ Swinging Hose Reels

i i ECLIPSE'*
> winging Hose Rack

I ire Extinguishers

u 1^ eo.

• San Francisco

Portland, Oregon

Hntranceto AUniTORU'M BUIUDlNG.I-os Angeles

CliAS. 1-. \V HHTLHSKY, Archite>.t

Tiled with Hydraulic Mosaic Tile

Raventos Tile and Cement Co.

A. RAVENTOS, Mana^^^

Manufacturers of HYDRAULIC TILES

1 III porters of Cement Colors

HOTEL IRWIN Tct. Tempobary 1420

108 FOURTH STREET SAN FRANCISCO

I W 11 i r

Boston

L

Is the Best Finish

Made for Floors,

interior Woodwork
ind Furniture

r Not brittle, will neither scratch nor do-

i,,ce. like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beautv of the wood. Without doubt the

most Economical and Satisfactory Polish

known for Hardwood Floors. ^ For sale by

deali-rs in paints, hardware and house

furnishinys. ^Send for our free book-

let, telling: of the many advantages of

BUTCHERS BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher Polish Co.

336 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
is a superior hnish for kitchen

and piazza floors

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Seattle Library Competition

In an architectural competition for
branch library buildings recently held in
Seattle, Wash., thirty-three sets of
sketches and drawings were submitted
to the Library Board, all by Seattle
architects. It is proposed to build three
buildings, at a cost of $35,000 each, the
gift of Mr. Carnegie. Architect John
Galen Howard, of the University of Cali-
fornia, Mr. William R. Ware or Mr.
F. W. Chandler are called on by the
board to act as advisers on the designs
submitted.

Moves to Portland

Architect W. W. Gates, formerly of San
Francisco, has moved to Portland, where
he will continue to practice the profes-
sion.

HARIA\«H>
AT

SOFTW UUD PR

\\
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s,

Woods that are beautiful, Inexpeasive

and dependable. Write for information

E. A. HOWARD & CO.
20 Howard Street, San Francisco

"Halsuiiitt"

than cement
A cement basement is not always

the safest place to store goods — or
healthy to work in.

No matter how well waterproofed
in the usual way there's always thai

chilly dampness noticeable the mo-
ment you enter.

A cement basement is like a vault.

It seems to be one of the natural

characteristics of cement to draw
dampness.

Cement is not sanitary— it absorbs.
Cement cracks. Cement is not a good
wearing surface.

One*half to one inch of "iVatson-
ite" over the floor and a mopcoat
of hot "Liquid'Watsonite" on the
walls make any basement just as
dry, warm, coxy and comfortable as
though built to live in.

—Gives a hard, tough, non-slippery,
sanitary floor that never cracks, chips
or disintegrates no matter how used.

-Makes a water, damp and mould
prot)f basement where the finest and
costliest goods may be stored in ab-
solute safety.

"Watsonite" is spread over the sur-
face while hot, without seams or joints.

"Watsonite" eliminates all pumps,
syphons and sumps. "Watsonite"
is its own waterproofing, its own guard
against pressure, its own wearing sur-
face.

/* can be laid directly over any
foundation — concrete for instance—
without changing or interfering with
your plans or estimates. Where de*
sired we put in our special found*
ation.

"Watsonite" is practical and economical.
Many conservative, wellknown and carelul
concerns have "Watsonite" floors and are
more than satisfied. Write us or phone for
our booklet and a sample.

THi: WATSON ROOF CO.
IIO Svatter Street
PHone Douglas 4-11

San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Till-, I in^ Stof anil (Jflii-f- HiiiliJin^,' if. l-.<]iin^|>f<i \m1(i

Two PassenJier Elevators, Load 2,000 Pounds, Speed :^00 Feet per Minute

Two tiectric SidewalK Elevators, Load 2,000 Pounds, Speed SO Feet per Minute

MANUFACTURED BY

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CQ
iNOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST.

.»0-5A NATOMA S" TO TIRST STREET 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDG.

SAN FRANCIS-.- PORTLAND SEATTLE
Factory and Foundry WEST BERKELEY. CAl.

BY MANUFACTURING IN CALIFORNIA WE KEEP WAGES
AND DIVIDENDS AT HOME
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FIFE BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. E J VOGEL. ARCHITECT

This Fine Store and Office Building is Equipped with

Two Passenger Elevators. Load 2,000 Pounds. Speed 300 Feet per Minute

Two Electric Sidewalk Elevators. Load 2.000 Pounds. Speed 50 Feet per Minute

MANUFACTURED BY

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CP
(NOT IN THE ELEVATOR TRUST)

46-54 NATOMA STREET 70 FIRST STREET 901 AMERICAN BANK BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE
FACTORY AND FOUNDRY. WEST BERKELEY, CAL.

BY MANUFACTURING IN CALIFORNIA WE KEEP WAGES
AND DIVIDENDS AT HOME

When writmj? to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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Medusa Medusa
White IVater

Portland Proof

Cement ^^1^^" ^^Jw" Compound

1|?T"vT!l^r3q rr-'-j -3'

WHITE GARAGE and OFFICE BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

MACDONALD & APPLEGARTH, Architects

MEALY -TIBBITTS CONSTRUCTION CO.. Contractors

EXTERIOR FINISH IN

MEDUSA
WHITE PORTLAND

CEMENT

CALIFORNIA AGENTS

The Building Material Co., Inc.
587-593 MonadnocK Bldg. Phone l\earny 621

SAN FRANCISCO

-'^ -^^

POSTAL TELEGRAPH BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO. LEWIS P. HOBART. ARCHITECT

The deep foundations of this building and valuabh- documents of the Telegraph Company stored in the

basement vaults are absolutely impervious from daniatre by water or dampness.
havinff been treated with the

HYDREX MEMBRANE METHOD OF WATERPROOriNG

L. E. BOYLE COMPANY inc.

CALIFORNIA REPRESENTATIVES
lOO Front Street PHone, Kearny 728 San Francisco, Cal.

HYDREX FELT AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
En^rineers and Experts in VVaterproohntf Problems

120 Liberty St., NE>V YORf\ CHicago AVasHington East A^alpole, Mass

When writiiijir to Ad vt rt i<trs mention this Mapaziiic. When writinjf to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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AN ABUw TE f IRE

SHOWING A

BUILDING PIPED,

ETC.

AND THE

STATIONARY
APPARATUS

ON THE

LOWER FLOOR

I

FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS. THEATERS. HOTELS. WARE-

HOUSES, SCHOOLS. STATE AND MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

THF BASEMENT of each building is equipped with a stationary

engine and by means of compressed air the chemical solution

is carried to each floor and made operative by the mere pressmg of

an electric button.

t^EIGHTY-ONE PER CENT. OF ALL FIRES IN 1907

WERE EXTINGUISHED BY CHEMICAL ENGINES

L. E. BOYLE COMPANY, .nc

CALIFORNIA AGENTS

100 FRONT STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1

Hamburger Theater Building. Los Angeles, Showing Gravity Tower Extension from Ground Floor

and Wallace Hoist in Operation.

T WALLA
May be seen in operation at the Bekin Van and

Storage Building, at Thirteenth and Mission Streets,

San Francisco, and at Agnevv, near San Jose, Cal.,

where the new State Hospital is under construction.

TH E LiNDESfVUTH HOIST CO
LOS AN i>, CAL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Contractors' Machinery, Concrete Mixers, Hoists, Carts and Wheelbarrows

San Francisco Representatives: L. E. BOYLE CO., 100 Front St. Phone. Kearny 728

ALSO

F. T. CROWE & CO., 409-415 Globe BIdg.. Seattle, Wash.

F. T. CROWE & CO., 121 So. Monroe St., Spokane, Wash.

J. COUGHLIN &C0..

F. T. CROWE & CO., 1105 A Street, Tacoma, Wash.

F. T. CROWE & CO., Front and Ankeny Sts., Portland, Ore.

- Vancouver, B. C.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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' A Company is know?i by its Products
>»

Via It ISO
Ambler, Penna.

offers

Asbestos I *, Floori n<>'

A superior monolithic fireproof mastic combination of unusual

excellence — not liable to check or crack — easy to the tread —

generally satisfactory to owners. Germ Proof, Inexpensive

and Highly Sanitary.

A

t jgf^

Asbestos "Century " Shingle Roof and Sheathing: Bushy Park, Newport. R.I.

J. D. Johnson, Newport, Architect ; B. F. Tanner, Newport. Builder

Asbt
»>

IS "Cciiliirv" ^.nin
The roof that outlives the building

"

'^%*,,

ional Coverings ss^^

Immeasurably superior lo ihc bc^i natural Slates ever

quarried. Greatly Reduced Prices. Ask your Roofer for new

quotations.

85 c Magnesia
The original, best known, and most efficient Magnesia Coverings

known to the Trade. Superior in quality.

Specify Keasbey & Mattison Company's and get the Best.

Headquarters for Asbestos Fibre and Asbestos Products of every

description. Largest manufacturers in the World of Asbestos

and Magnesia Products.

Correspondence Solicited Write for Booklet, "Everlasting 1908"

Keasbey & Mattison Co., Ambler, Penna
Mines: Thetford. Canada Branches in all the Principal Cities Factories; Ambler, Penna.

I

«

If it's made of Asbestos, ive ve got it"'

TT T:T T-T

I.

%

>

TELEHHONt MARKET 2560

HAM V y FLEVAT
PASSENGER and FREIGHT ELEVATORS

Push Button and Magnet Control

w RS SIDEWALK ELEVATORS

Seventh and King Sts. Sa
m^m

isco, Cal

AK^HITECTS' SPECIFICATION INDEX
(For Index to A.clvertisement», see page 97)

ANCHORS, SCREW EXPANSION
Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, N. J.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL
STEEL AND IRON WORK

Burnett Iron Works Fresno

Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.

White Ornamental Iron Co.,

499 Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

Foot of Fifth Ave., E. Oakland
Merle Ornamental Iron & Bronze Co.,

Bay and Stockton Sts., S. F.

Joshua Hendy Iron Wks., 75 Fremont St., S. F.

Pacific Rolling Mills, ^ ,:.

17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.

Pacific Iron Works Portland, Or.

Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Or.

C Farrenkopf & Sons,.. 623 .Minna St., S. F.

Security Iron Works 133 Bay St., S. F.

Wagner Ornamental Iron Works,
473 to 485 Sixth St., S. F.

ARTIFICIAL STONE, SCAGLIOLA, ETC.
California Scagliola Co... 68-70 Clara St., S. F.

ART METAL CEILINGS
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co 296 Eleventh St., S. F.

Western Art Metal and Iron Co..
405 Sixth St., S. F.

ASBESTOS GOODS
Johns-Manville Company, 159 New Mont-

gomery St., S. F., 203 E. Fifth St..

Los Angeles, 576 First Ave, Seattle, Wash.
Gillen-Chambers Co.,

66 N. Front St.. Portland

ASBESTOS SHINGLES
Keasbev & Mattison Co..

Ambier, Penn., factors the Asbestos "Cen-
tury" shingles.

Al'DriTNG COMPANY
Crook .\udit Company.

474 Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

AUTOMOBILES
Winton Motor Carriage Co.,

.

30«0 Van Ness Ave., S. F.

AWNINGS
, , ^

T. Dahl & Co 573 Eighth St., Oakland
BELTING, PACKING. ETC.

Goodyear Rubber Co 587 Market St., S. F.

H. N. Cook Belting Co..

Fremont and Howard Sts.. S. F.

BLUE PRINTS & DRAWING MATERIALS
Keuffd & Esser 48-50 Second St., S.

Eugene Dietzgen 16-28 First St., S.

BOILERS
Keystone Boiler Works,

Main and Folsom Sts., S.

BOLTS, EXPANSION, TOiGGLE, ETC.
Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, N.

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING
Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc. (See

\dv on Page 19 for Pacific Coast Agents)
BRICK AND TERRA COTTA

Carquinez Brick & Tile Co.,
257 Rus3 Bldg., S. F

Carnegie Brick and Pottery Co.,

Clunie Bldg., Montg'y and Calif. Sts., S. F
Gladding, McBean Co., \

Eddy and Hyde Sfs., S. F

F.

F.

F.

J.

Ornamental Iron

Store Fronts
Wire Guards
Folding Gates

Elevator Flnclosures

and Cars
Bank and Offico

Railinjfs

WESTERN ART METtl AND WIRE f)(*
I

IN ALL
SANS
KINDS OF

METALS
405-411 SIXTH ST., SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE ^ >9 ^ DOUGLAS 3254

Wnm^lit Iron Flt-vator Car I

I

) \

\

ii
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ARCHITECTS' SPHCIFICATION INDEX-Cont/na«d

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA-Continued CEMENT EXTERIOR FINISH
The Pyrmont Brick Co., Medusa White Portland Cement, California

Second and Clay Sts., Oakland Agents, The Building Material Co., Inc..

Golden Gate Brick Co.. 660 Market St., S. F. 5«7 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co., CEMENT CONTRACTOR ^
, ,

1006 Union Trust Bldg., Los Angeles V. W. Mason bt. Johns, Ore.

N Clark & Son 17 Spear St., S. F. CEMENT AND PLASTER CONTRACTORS
Popular Brick Co Russ Bldg., S. F. Callahan & Manetta 344 Tenth St., S. F.

Stciger Terra Cotta & Pottery Co., ^ D. Ross Clarke 70-8 Pacific Bldg., S. F.

Mills Bldg., S, F. Alta Title Co Pacific Building, S. F.

Parifio Facp Brick Co .
W. N. Whitmore,

^^"^
401 Commercial Club Bldg., Portland. 3203 E. 17th St., Fruitvale, Cal.

BRICK MASONS CHIMNEY BUILDERS
McGowan & Butler ^ „ Dresser, McDonnell & Co. _ . _^ _ _.

332 Builders' Exchange, S. F. 39-49 Isis St., S. F.

Chas H Hock.. 910 B Devisadero St.. S. F. Dunlevy & Gettle 79 City Hall Ave., S. F.

RemiUard Brick Co.. 108 Bacon Block, Oakland CHURCH FURNITURE ^ o t,

Moore & Hardin, , „, ^
Whitaker & Ray Co. ..141 Grove St., S. F.

610 Washington St., Vancouver, Wash. Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg., b. b.

McWhirter & Drake. CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION ^ ^ „
Builders' Exchange, S. F. Bluxome & Co 5 Front St., S. F.

BRICK TILE H. L. Petersen Ill O'Farrell St., S. F.

American Encaustic Tiling Co., Ltd., Vonder Horst Bros. MaCdonough Bldg., S. F.

Monadnock Bldg., S. F. CONCRETE HOISTS
BUILDERS' HARDWARE The Wallace-Lindesmith Hoist Co.. San

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle

933 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. CONCRETE MIXERS
The Rosa Co &7 Grand Ave.. Portland F. T. Crowe & Co.,

United Builders' Supply Co., Seattle. Tacoma, Spokane and Portland
687 Mission St., S. F. Municipal Engineering and Contracting Co.,

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES ,
' 789 Folsom Sst., S. F.

M J. McCraken Co... 231 Pine St., Portland CONCRETE MIXERS AND BLOCK
Albert J. Capron, MACHINES

Ainsworth Bldg., Portland, Ore. National Cement Machine Co.. Bay City, Mich.

BURLAPS, CANVASES, ETC. Chicago Improved Cube Mixer,

Richter Mfg. Co., Pacific Coast Offices, 789 Folsom St., S. F.

2 Franklin Ave., Tenafly, N. J. and F. T. Crowe & Co.. Portland and Seattle

CAPITALS, MOULDINGS, ETC. Wallace, Lindesmith, Hoist Co.,

Western Builders' Supply Co., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland and

680 Mission St., S. F. Seattle.

CARBONIZING COATING CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT
McCormick & Henderson. . 110 Bush St., S. F. Corrugated Bars, sold by Jno. B. Leonard,

CASTINGS Sheldon Bldg., S. F.

Steiger & Kerr Co.. Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F. International Fabric & Cable, represented

CEMENT by Western Builders' Supply Co.,

Pacific Portland Cement Co., 680 Mission St., S. F.

Pacific Bldg., S. F. CONTRACTORS
Western Building Material Co., Gutleben Bros., ..944 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

430 California St., S. F. Chas. King & Co 314 Lick Bldg., S. F.

The Building Material Co., "White Portland." J. and H. E. Sullivan,

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F. 2070 University Ave., Berkeley

Holmes Lime^C--
^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ p ^^"w.'S^efdt Cornice Works. . 152 First St., S. F.

Kerr, Gifford & Co Pacfic Cornice Works,^^^^^^^^^^
^ ^

Pacific Builders^ SuDDhr Co^'
^°''^^"^' °''- DAMP-PROOFING COMPOUND ^ ^Pacific Builders^ Su^pply^Co.,^^

^ ^ Damp Proof Paint sold by L^ E

C B Rate & Co Boyle Co., Inc 100 rront M., b. r.
^°*

182 Madison St„ Portland, Ore. DOOR OPENER
t> -ij > ir c w

^bYoCKs'^''°
concrete and BRICK G. Rischmuller. .

. .^.^.^
.

.
.Budders^^Ex.

J^^^^^^

Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co., ^ DOOR HANGERS
Foot of Linn St., Portland Rehance Hangers •••••••••%• ^^i* P*?.* ^"*^

Marysville Sand, Cement Block & Brick Pitcher s Hanger—The Pacific Tank Co.

Co Marysville, Cal.
. „ 318 Market St., S. F.

Ideal Concrete Construction Co., "John's Hanger," sold by San Francisco

102 Grand Ave., Portland Ore. Hardware Co 3069 Sixteenth St., b. if-

MONEY FURNISHED FOR BUILDING PURPOSES

lANSBTOTOtl & YORSTON

The Architect and Engineer

I

General Contractors and Builders

716 METROPOLIS BANK BUILDING
New Montgomery and Market Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
PHONE DOlJCilAS 2709

When wriliiig to Advertisers maition llus Aiagazir.e.

lAVl J;l^ k SIHYT^WiUm CO

Dealers in STRUCTURAL STEEL
I BEAMS, ANGLES
gARc; R.a.NDS, H-

'' M A N *%! f '

OFFICE AND \^ AHLfi ^ w aE :

Minnesota and 19th Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

ARCHITECTS" SPECIFICATION INDEX-Con«inued

DOORS-METAL ^^^|L\^SrCo^t^°"cr.Crocker Bid... S. F.
Cahforn.a Fireproof Do^rCa,

^^^ fan Frfncisco Fi-P-fi"/ Company Colhns

Fred Nichols.. ..1137 Sixteenth St., Oakland „^y''^4^;;;;- r^ °^ HansW& S F
PnrtlanH «;hppt Metal Works. Healy-Tibbitts Co Hanstora i^iag., a. r.
Portland Shjet^^Met^al ^WorRs.

^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ Nat'lFireproofing Co Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

DOORS^VENEER ^
, ,

^"^ U"'°" ^''''' ^^^^- ^' ^^

Northwest Door Co., Albina Ave., Portland FIREPROOF FLOORING o r, , j

DRILLS, BRICK AND STONE Raecolith Company 71 First St., Portland

Star Expansion Bolt Co Bayonne, N. J. .J^J^^^}^^^W' I P
DUMB WMTERS ^^^ Builders Ex., b. r.

"Wells & Spencer Machine Co., ^ Demolith Fireproof Flooring Company,
^ 139-141 Beale St.. S. F. 417 Montgomery St., S. F.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS fire DOOR HANGERS
California Elec. Construction Co., California Fireproof Door Co.,

. ^ _ .

680 Mission St., S. F. 1932 S. Mam St., L. A.

Central Electric Co..l8i5 Stevenson St., S.F. FrpppRnOF SHUTTERS AND DOORS
C. K Clageett .66 Park St., Portland, Ore.

^^^fP.^g^Us^n'^ML C^^^^ .. ^. . .Hanbndge-Loyst Electric Co., ^^^ _^ ^ „ "^
, 3 W. 29th St.. New York, and

r^ . . r^ <o^,^ti ^^ 1;' I" F Mcdormick-Henderson Co., ^ ^^ ^ ^Butte Engineering Co... 683 Howard St., S. F. *- ^jg Bush St.. S. F.

Enterprise Electric Works,^^
^ St S F FIRE PROTECTION

Steger Electrical Works Fresn^. Cal. Goodyear Rubber Company
^ ^

Comet Electric Co Portland, Ore. ^^..^^t-t^o
Western Electric Works, ^ „ , ^ ^ FIREPROOF SHUTTERS

c» q p
61 6th St., Portland, Or. Larsen & Reed, 132d Mission St., b. if.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES FLOORING—ENGLISH BLOCK FLOOR
Geo. C. Fenton 307 Williams Bldg., S. F.

j^g q Wilson Mfg. Co., ^
, _,

San Francisco Engineering Co., ^ c » ^ W. 29th St., New York, and
322 Sixth St., S. r. McCormick-Henderson Co., „ ,

_ _ „
ELEVATORS ^^^

'

Van Emon Elevator Co., o c r- FLOOR POLISH
54 Natoma bt., b. t. Butcher's Boston Polish Co.,

Western Elevator Co., ^ _ 356 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

801 Humboldt Bank Bldg., S. F. T7TTPMArP<^
Otis Elevator Company.

^, t> • . q p Gas Furnace Co 226 Oak St.. S. F.
Stockton and North Point, S. F. Gas f urnace uo. •••••—^

^.

Wells & Spencer Machine Co ^"^ ""^ ^^^'''"' ^^^^914 O'Fa'rrell St.. S. F.

Hammond Elevator Co.,
''' '•• GENER.^L CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERS.

Seventh and King Sts., S. F. ETC. ^ ^
Pacific Electric Engineering Co., Wm. B. Abbitt Construction Co.,

213 Second St., Portland, Ore. 370 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

PvrTMPPR«; Continental Fireproofing Co.,

""^^^^^?;^ireite.. 925 Golden G.. A e..S. F. ^Mutual Savmgs Bank^Bld^ S. F.

•!»".°n.^T¥°^''''l>--i;-^^'^ P^o & S F Third and Mission Sts.. S. P.

n^^- ^•a^^^""^--^"' Bafboa ffi''S F Laughland & Schnebly Co..
Ihos. Morrin Balboa tsiag., a. r. e, ^^ Broadway. Oakland
Cox & Vengelen 229 Pine St.. Portland

Lange & Bergstrom, _,^ ^ ^
FILTERS ' 138 Investors Bldg., b. t.

American Filter Co.. 16 California St., S. F. CAohc Const'n Co Chronicle Bldg., S. F.

FIRF ESCAPES Ransome Concrete Co Crocker Bldg., b. t.

Standard Iron Works Portland. Ore. Hoyt Bros.. ,, d^„
Burnett Iron Works Fresno. Cal. • Builders' Exchange, S. F., and Santa Kosa

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS Healy-Tibbitts Construction Co.

Goodyear Rubber Companv. 106-11 Hansford Block, S F
uooayear ,^,^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ Litherland & Abrey.229 Beck Bldg.. Portland

FIREPROOFING W. McKenzie ....734 Washington St., b. 1".

Co„.i„.nU. Fir^Pj-oofi,,. Co.^
^^^_^^__^ ^ ^

Von der Ho.. Br„.,^^_^^^^_^^^
^^^^ ^ ^

Wes.e.n Expanded M..a, C..^^^
^^^^ _ ^ ^

Peer Randolph Co.,^
^^^^__^^,^ 3,^^^ 3 ^

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ARCHITECTS* SPECinCATION INDEX Continued

a

GENERAL CONTRACTORS—Continued
Redmond, De Luca & Barzellotti,

628 Montgomery St., S. V.

C. P. Moore Building Co.,
703 Mills Bldg., S. F.

Smith & Watson Co 323 Lick Bldg., S. F.
Hansbrough & Yorston,

716 Metropolitan Bank Bldg., S. F.
Gutleben Bros.. 944 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Stewart & Ratliflf,

2407 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda, Cal.

Keystone Construction Co.,

417 Montgomery St., S. F,

Corwin & Dare Lick Bldg., S. F.

Webster-Mace Construction Co.,
Merchants' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

GENERAL INSPECTION
Western Inspection Bureau,

621 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

GLASS—PRISM, ART, ETC.
Cal. Art Glass Works.. 938 Howard St., S. F.

San Francisco Art Glass Works,
944 Mission St., S. F.

United Glass Co 115 Turk St., S. F.

Munich Art Glass Co 510 Turk St., S. F.
Povey Bros. Glass Co.,

Fifth and Flanders Sts., Portland

GRAVEL AND CRUSHED ROCK
Tohn Cassaretto 245 Berry St., S. F.
Kruttschnitt Building Material Co.,

Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
E. A. Howard Co 20 Howard St., S. F.
King-Brown Co.,

First St., bet. Wash'n & Clay, Oakland
White Brothers,

Cor. Spear and Howard Sts., S. F.
Dieckman Hardwood Co.. Welch Bldg., S. F.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Chubbuck & Harris. .. .710 Mission St., S. F.

Empire Plaster Co.,
16th and Harrison Sts., S. F.

Marbleite Hardwall Plaster, sold by West-
ern Building Material Co.,

340 Steuart St., S. F.
Adamant Company,

Worcester Bldg., Portland

HEATING AND VENTILATING
Burness & Martin. 129 Sixteenth St., Portland
A. W. Curry 1 16 Grand Ave., Portland
T. C. Thronson,

415 Hawthorne Ave., Portland
Thos. E. Hulme & Co.,

275 Fifth St., Portland
C. L. Johnson & Co.,

285 Grand Ave., Portland
Gardner & Kendall Heating Co.,

40-42 Second St., Portland, Ore.
Jordan Flue Block Co Ashland, Ore.
Machinery and Electrical Co.,

351-353 N. Main St., Los Angeles
Solar Heater Co..

333 New High St., Los Angeles
Mangrum & Otter, Inc.. 507 Mission St., S. F.

Pacific Blower & Heater Co.,
3261 17th St., S. F.

Gilley-Schmid Co., Inc.,

13th and Mission Sts., S. F.

United Builders' Supply Co.,
687 Mission St.. S. F.

HEATING ENGINEERS
Cox & \' engelen. .229 Pine St.. Portland, Ore.
W. E. Leland Merchants Ex. Bldg., S. F.

IMITATION STONE
O. Barbi 612 Washington St., S. F.

Ideal Concrete Construction Co.,
102 Grand ave., Portland, Or.

INSURANCE
Pacific Surety Co. .326 Montgomery St., S. F.

\'oss, Conrad & Co. . .Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

Standard Marine Ins. Co.,
Montgomery and Sacramento Sts., S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATING
J. Llewellyn 412 Kearny St., S. F.

and 1325 Telegraph Ave., Oakland
Schastey & N'ollmer,

1930 Van Ness Ave., S. F.

W. W. Tucker,
14th and Webster Sts., Oakland

C. E. Gordon 1235 Pierce St., S. F.

JOIST HANGERS
Western Builders' Supply Co.,

680 Mission St., S. F.

LAUNCHES AND TUG BOATS
Crowley Launch & Tug Boat Co.,

Howard St. Wharf, S. F.

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
Western Laundry Machinery Co.,

58-60 Fremont St., S. F.

LAUNDRY TRAYS
T. F. Reilly & Co 23 Spencer Place, S. F.
Peerless Mfg. Co 364 Eleventh St., S. F.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Barrett's Lighting Fixtures,

408 Morrison St., Portland Ore.
The Enos Company. .1748 California St., S. F
Adams & HoUopeter 745 Mission St., S. F.
Welsbach Co 351 McAllister St., S. F.
Morrison Electric Co.,

291 Morrisoa St., Portland
LIME

Holmes Lime Co Mutual Bank Bldg., S. F.
Union Lime Company,

209 San Pedro St., L. A.

LUMBER
Pope & Talbot Foot of Third St., S. F.
Redwood Manufacturers Co.,

453 Bryant St., S. F.
57th St., Oakland

E. K. Wood Lumber Company,
Santa Marina Bldg., 112 Market St., S. F.

Oregon Planing Mills,
Nineteenth and Vaughn Sts., Portland, Or.

S. 11. Harmon Lumber Company,
Fifth and liryant Sts., S. F.

MACHINERY AND MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Eby Machinery Co Hansford Bldg., S. F.
Kelsey & McEvoy 313 Howard St., S. F.
Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co.,

Folsom and 18th Sts., S. F.
MARBLE

California Marble & Construction Co.,
251 Kearny St., S. F.

Italian & American Marble Works,
16th and Carolina Sts., S. F.

Calif. Peerless Stone and Tile Co.,
109 O'Farrell St., S. F.

Baxter Marble Co Call Bldg., S. F.
.\merican Marble & Mosaic Co

124 Harriet St., S. F.
Columbia Marble Co., 268 Market St., S. F.
Pacific Marble Works,

14th and Shotwell Sts., S. F.

MATTING RUBBER AND TILING RUBBER
Goodyear Rubber Company,

587-591 Market St., S. F.

METAL CEILINGS
Fogle & Mauer Co., representing Canton
Art Metal Co. ..532 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

METAL AND STEEL LATH
•'.Ml United Steel Studding,"

Lilley & Thurston Co. . .82 Second St., S. F.

METAL SHINGLES
San Francisco Metal Stamping & Corru-

gating Co.. 296 Eleventh St., S. F.
Meurer Bros., rep. by J. A. McDonald,

Builders' Exchange Bldg., S. F.

W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

Portland Sheet Metal Works,
E. 7th and E. Madison Sts., Portland, Ore.

METAL WEATHER STRIPS
Williams & Carter Co... 197 Jessie St., S. F.

METAL WINDOWS
Portland Sheet Metal Works, Portland, Ore.
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MOTORS, GENERATORS, ETC.
Engineering & Mamtenance Co.,

195 Fremont St., S. F.

San Francisco Engineering Co.,
322 Sixth St., S. F.

Western Electric Works,
61 Sixth St., Portland

MORTAR STAINS
Western Builders" Supply Co., Representing

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.

OFFICE BUILDING DIRECTORIES
McCormick & Henderson. . 110 Bush St., S. F.

OIL BURNERS ^ ^
S. T. Johnson Co 1334 Mission St., S.

G. E. "Witt Co Ili65 Howard St., S.

Bennett's Petroleum Burner Co.,

579 Howard St., S.

William Ernst 203 Main St., S.

California Oil Burner Co.,

717 Market St., S.

OIL—CRUDE FUEL ^ „,. o
Associated Oil Co... Wells, Fargo Bldg., S.

OPERA CHAIRS
Spencer Desk Co. ... Monadnock Bldg., S.

Whitaker & Ray Co 141 Grove St., S.

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK, CAPITALS
AND BRACKETS

D. Ross Clarke Builders' Exchange, S.

Thos. Landy 1673 Market St., S.

Western Builders' Supply Co..

680 Mission St., S.

ORIENTAL GOODS
Sing Fat Co.,

DuDont and California Sts.,

Sing Chong Co., ^ ,., .

601 Dupont St., cor. California,

ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRONZE
Chr. Deterding 67 Clementina St.,

Louis De Rome 12S Main St.,

Winslow Bros Monadnock Bldg,
Security Bldg., L.

White Ornamental Iron Co.,
499 Monadnock Bldg., S

Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing

The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati.

J. G. Braun Chicago and New York
Merle Ornamental Iron & Bronze Co.,

Bay and Stockton Sts,, S. F.

PAINT FOR CEMENT ^^„^xt..BAY STATE BRICK AND CEMENT
COATING.—Made by Wadsworth, How-
land & Co. (Inc.). See adv. in this issue

for Pacific Coast agents.

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, ETC.
Bass-Heuter Paint Co., o c- t:-

818 Mission, near Fourth St., b. t.

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.,

Pacific Coast Agents, Western Builders

Supply Co., 680 Mission St., S. F.

Paraffine Paint Co.,
Merchants Exchange Bldg., S. r.

Oregon Paint & Varnish Co.,
93 Grand Ave., Portland, Ore.

PLASTERERS
A. T. Houch & Son,

431 E. Harrison st.. P.^rtland. Ore.

I). Ross Clark 708 Pacific Building, S. F.

Walsh & McCrovy..l54 Clinton Park, S. F.

PLUMBING ^ , n T. , J
Fox & Co 209 Second St., Portland

M L Kline 84 Front St., Portland

Taylor & Stanton 30i8 Pine St., Portland

Thos. E Hulme 275 Fifth St.. Portland

The Gauld Co... 9 North Front St., Portland

J. F. Shea. Second and Ankeny Sts., Portland

Rvan P.ro?., „,,/-.
540 Williams ave., Portland, Ore.

RAILROADS
, ^ ^

Corvallis & Eastern Ry ....Portland. Ore.

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
Asbestos Roofing, H. W. Johns-Manville

Co 180 Second St., S. F.

Mackenzie Roof Co.,
^n i i j

427 Fifteenth St., Oakland
Pacific Coast Paper Co.. 307 Market St., S. F.

The Watson Roof Co., ^ ^ t-

French Bank Bldg., 110 Sutter St., S. F.

-Continued

R()()FIN(i M \TF.R^.\LS-
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Continued.

Western Builders' Supply Co.,

680 Mission St., S.

W. H. Wilson 42-44 Natoma St., S.

Paraffine Paint Co.,
Merchants' Exchange Bldg., S.

ROOFING CONTR.\CTORS
W. H. Wilson & Co., ^ ^ „

42-44 Natoma St., S. F.

ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS
Louis R. Bidell..720 Broadway, l.os .\ngeles

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.. 3 W. 29th St., N. Y.

McCormick-Henderson Co.,
110 Bush St., S. F.

ROLLING PARTITIONS
Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co., ^ ^, „ ,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

110 Bush St., S. F.

RUBBER STAMPS, ETC.
Patrick & Co 126 Bush St., S. F.

RUBBER TILING
Goodyear Rubber Co., 587 Market St., S. F.

61 Fourth St., Portland

SAFES
Parcells Safe Company.

577 Market St., S. F.

Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Co.,
36- Second St., S. F.

SAFETY TREAD
, ^

Murphey ^S: Orton 268 Market i5t., S. F.

SAND FOR CONCRETE
Kruttschnitt Company

Monadnock Bldg..

Marysville Sand and Cement Block Co.,
Marysville, Cal.

L. E. Chattock 1087 Natoma St.. S. F.

SANITARY FLOORING
"Magnolith," Portland Sanitarv Floor Co..

185 Jefferson St.. Portland
"Raecolith," Pacific Builders Supply Co.,

Builders' Ex., S. F., and Raecolith Co..

71 First St., Portland

SANITARY SPECIALTIES
D. H. Gulick Lick Bldg., S. F.

SCHOOL FURNITURE AND SUPPLIES
Spencer Desk Co Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

Whitaker & Rav Co 141 Grove St., S. F.

SHEET METAL WORK
W. Heidt Cornice Works.. 152 First St., S. F.

"Feldman & Sommer,
134-136 Fourteenth St.. S. F.

SIDEWALK LIGHTS
John McGuigan & Co.. ^ „

1913 Mission St., S. F.

SLATERS' CEMENT
Western Builders' Supply Co., Representing

Clinton Metallic Paint Co., Clinton, N. Y.

SPANISH TILE
Meurer Bros Builders' Exchange, S. F.

San Francisco Metal Stamping Co.^
296 Eleventh St., S. F.

S. F.

I
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SPIRAL CHUTES
Haslett Warehouse Co.,

310 California St., S. F.
STABLE STALLS AND FIXTURES

Howe Scale Co 143 Main St., S. F.
STAFF AND STUCCO WORK

Callahan & Manctta 344 Tenth St., S. F.
Thos. Landy,
Junction of Valencia and Market Sts., S. F.

STAMPED SHEET METAL ORNAMENTS
San Francisco Metal Starriping & Corru-

gating Co., 296 Eleventh St., S. F.
STANDARD SCALES

George A. Riggs, rep. The Howe Scale
Co 143-149 Main St., S. F.

STEAM POWER PLANTS
The Tracy Engineering Company,

823 Sheldon Rldg., S.

700 Central Bank Bldg., Los Angeles
STEEL BARS FOR CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT
Woods & Huddart 356 Market St.

Tayler & Spotswood Co.,
Minnesota and 19th Sts., S.

Jno. B. Leonard, C. E.. Sheldon Bldg., S.

STEEL ERECTING
C. A. Blume 185 Stevenson St.

Wm. B. Abbitt Construction Co.,
370 Monadnock Bldg.,

STEEL FURNITURE, LOCKERS, ETC.
Chas. M. Finch Boyd Bldg.
Williams & Carter Co 197 Jessie St., S. F.

STEEL MOULDINGS FOR STORE FRONTS
J. G. Braun, 537 W. 35th St.. N. Y., and

322 S. Paulina St., Chicago
STEEL STUDDING AND LATH

Lilley & Thurston 82 Second St., S. F.
Bostwick Steel Lath Co Niles, Ohio

STREET PAVIN«G
Worswick Street Paving Co.,

Union National Bank, Fresno
STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON -

Brode & Clark Iron Works,
621 Howard St., S. F.

Burnett Iron Works Fresno, Cal.

City Iron Works.... 303 Front St., Portland
Dyer Bros 17th and Kansas Sts., S. F.
Metropolitan Iron Works. .Balboa Bldg., S. F.
Woods & Huddart 356 Market St., S. F.
Pacific Iron Works Portland, Ore.
Northwest Bridge Works Portland, Ore.
Pacific Rolling Mills,

17th and Mississippi Sts., S. F.
Western Iron Works 125 Beale St., S. F.

Joshua Hendy Iron Works,
75 Fremont St., S. F.

Tayler & Spotswood Co.,
Minnesota and 19th Sts., S. F.

F.

S. F.

F.
F.

S. F.

S. F.

S. F.
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TANKS
Pacific Tank Company.. 318 Market St., S. F.

TILE CONTRACTORS
Kirwan & Donovan 159 Fifth St., S. F.

TILE, MOSAIC, MANTELS, ETC.
Mangrum & Otter.... 561 Mission St., S. F.
Carquinez Brick & Tile Co.,

257 Rus3 Building, S. F
Oregon Art Tile Co., 311 Stark St., Portland
W. W. Montague.. Polk St., near Eddy, S. F.

"TRUSS-LOOP" STEEL LATH
The Bostwick Steel Lath Co., represented
by McCormick & Henderson, 110 Bush
St., S. F., and A. J. Capron, Ainsworth
Bldg, Portland.

VACUUM CLEANERS
Vacuum Engineering Company,

772 Monadnock, Bldg., S. F
VALVE PACKING

"Palmetto Twist," sold by H. N. Cook
Belting Co 317 Howard St., S. F.

VENETIAN BLINDS, AWNINGS, ETC.
Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

no Bush St., S. F.

VENEERS
Dickmann Hardwood Co.,

Welch Bldg., 244 California St., S. F.
WARDROBES—HYGIENIC

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co.,

3 W. 29th St., New York, and
McCormick-Henderson Co.,

110 Bush St., S. F.
WATER HEATERS

Gas and Electric Appliance Co.,
914 O'Farrell St., S. F.

Pittsburg Heaters, represented by
Jos. TTiieben & Co., 585 Mission St., S. F.

Humphrey Co.,
565 N. Rose St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

WATERPROOFING FOR CONCRETE, ETC.
The Building Material Co., Inc.,

587 Monadnock Bldg., S. F.

"Hydrex Felt," sold by L. E. Boyle Co.,
Inc 100 Front St., S. F.

WINDOWS, REVERSIBLE, ETC.
Dean Reversible Window Co.,

551 Brannan St., S. F.

Hipolito Screen & Sash Co.,
634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles

WIRE LATH AND ROPE
John A. Roebling's Sons Co.,

202 Second St., S. F.
WOOD FINISHING

Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co., Repre-
sented by Whittier, Coburn Co.,

18 Sansome St., S. F.

PHONE FRANKUN 1 763

%!«%UNITED GLAS
WORKS
H. R. HOPPS, Prop.

ORNAMENTAL GLASS
OF ALL KINDS

ART MOSAICS

I 1 5 Turk Street, San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

;iuiie Beiiei ui: m Market

WRITE FOR SAMPLE AND INFORMATION

KruttsGhnttt Boilding Material Go.

Monadnock Building, San Francisco

Jl
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

£!.^b&.tlJ'»>'l ij'^S^'t^iS^
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O. H, HARRISON, President JOHN W. BUTLER, Vicc-PHtsiDENX H. W. SMITH, SECRtTApy

QUINEZ BRICK OMPANY
EXCELLENT RAILROAD AND WATER FACILITIES

INSURE PROMPT DELIVERIES

Office: 259 RUSS building, san ff^ancisco
TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 3114

Works: eckley, contra Costa County. California

CAL.

POPU BR
manufacturers of

^^ ii ^^ ^3 ^3 CL. %mJ 113

Color schemes our specialty

OFFICE AND SALES DEPARTMENT WORKS
251 RUSS BUILDING, MONTGOMERY ST. 1 6TH AND RHODE ISLAND STS.

Phone Douglas 1885 Phone Market 1315
SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ^mm I'RCSStl) BRIC
THE FINEST PRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors. Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,
Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest
Grades Made. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.
Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

11

J •

Los AngeleSy CaL lOOo \\{y\

'Office:

-1 I

TELEPHONES j I'
^,"'^^'^^"'1 ^IS

< Factory— Alameda 509
WORKS"

WEST ALAMEDA

N. CLARH & SONS
Incorporated January 11, 18S9

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arctitectural Terra Cotta, Pressed Brick, Vitrified and Terra
Cotta Pipe, Hollow Tile Fire Proofing, Fire Brick

Tile and Kindred Clay Products

OFFICE, 17 ^ 19 SPEAR STREET SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertiser, mention this Magazine.

W. E. Dennison, President James H. Bishop. Secretary

If

I

.III \-;

T.. A. Stfk;fr, Mana^'T

^\ WOl^k

Ma?uifaciurers : Architectural Terra Cotta; Semi-dry

Pressed Brick; Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow Tile Fire- Proofing; Terra Cotta Chimney
Pipe; Electric Conduit Tile, Drain Tile : : :

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases

Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks
Acid Jars; Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fire Clay; Modeling

Clay; Fire Brick Dust : Fire Brick; Fire Tile

Phone Douglas 3010

Main Office: 729 Mills Building, San Francisco

City Yard : Eighteenth and Division Sts., San Francisco

TERRA COTTA,PRESSED BRICK.PIPE

FIRE PROOFING.ROOFING TILE,
^

FLUE LININ6S,FIRE TILE, ^
LAUNDRY TRAYS.

ETC.

W^oo
'^

WORK
LINCOLN CA
OP IT- 1 n |r- _ __

EDDY & HYDE STS . SAN FRANCISCO.

Figure. Executed in Ornamental Plaster in Bank of Italy Building. San Francisco. She. <k Lofquist. ArchitecU

CALLAHAN & MANFTTA
ArcKitect\iral Modelers

ARTISTIC PLASTER AND
CEMENT DECORATIONS

344 TENTH STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO

When writing? to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

ri..&^.
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CAR^4EC!E BPICK

OUR T! "^ni • ii,'i t I fii-^\Nv:ii^ f!n- liiiitdiii^ !^-, Hud; -i Carnegie Pressed and Glazed Brick

BRICK Vitrified, Pressed, Glazed, Paving, Fire,
Fire Tile, Fire Ci^ay, Fire Brick JDust
Architectural Tert'a Cotta. Hollow Tfle Fire Proofinsr, Semi-
Dry, Pressed Brick. Terra Cotta Chimney Pipe. Brick and

Tile Mantels, Flue Linings, Urns and Vases, Flower Pots. All kinds of Vitrified Salt Gla/rd S*'wer Pipe

ARNEGIE BRICK & POTTERY CO.
M. A. MUKi'llV, GKNtRAL Manaokk

MAIN OFFICE, COR. MONTGOMERY AND CALIFORNIA STREETS.
Yards: San Francisco, Oakhi San Jose

THE RMONT BRI CO.
WIRE GUT, F^E-PRt b. bt L

PLASTIC KA
::i \ ; r- ? ^ -J

) 197 Vt bilica)

WE OFFER FOR SALE THE FINE LINCOLN CLAY, ALSO THE ONLY PURE GLASS SAND
TO BE OBTAINED FROM A CALIFORNIA DEPOSIT. SAMPLES AND PRICES

FOR ANY QUANTITY SUBMITTED ON REQUEST.

OFFICES, 108-9 BACON BLOCK
OAKLAND, CAL.

CLAY AND SAND PITS,
LINCOLN, PLACER CO., CAL.

T"*^ L!f f 5
'-' .-^^ - i 1 ii

r-^ ^ENTS FO

THE - ^? ^-^'^ FIRE CO.
PIN-CONNECTED ^ _ RAM

WIRE FABRIC - EX r-'

i- . mL
HERRINGBO KEY LATH

CORNER BLAD AND TRUSSIT METAL 1

POST-CAPS AND JOIST HANGERS 1

H2 SHCOIND STREET • • •••• •• SAIS FRAINCISCO 1

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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'Ji GATE CEMENT
ANNUAL PROOUGTION 1,100,000 BARRE \

A HIGH GRADE 5fe!^WM-»o ND CEMENT

Strength

and
iK,'r.

Passes Every

{pquirement of

thp Most

Exacting

specifications

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT
Is Guaranteed to Pass Eve ^

of the Specifications of tL. . -

Society of Civil Engineers

;int^iii

MANUFACTURED BY

THE PACIFIC PORTUND CEMENT CO., Con.

OFFICES

PACIFIC BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

works: cement, solano county, California

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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mm ENCAUSTIC TILING CO., Ltd.

;o^'/
s,

i>^_V<% *

• ^ %iH.'^ ?^k

X 9<3xl Brick TiW

uJ

I'H -f

4
o

I

/ I

3>3<I Bfick r.tt

r

lO

i.OSS bLcriON

Works and General- Offices:

ZANESVILLE. OHIO. U. S. A.

Executive Offices and Salesroom:
1123 Broadway. NEW YORK

WESTERN OFFICE 681 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
W. W. FUNGE. Jr., Western Sales Manager

Patentees and Manufacturers of

DOVETAIL MORTISE ANCHOR BACK

BRICK-TILE
For Veneering Reinforced Concrete and Brick

Walls, Building Fronts, Light Courts, Elevator

Shafts, Fire Engine Houses, etc.

Each URiCK=TIir 9"x3"xl" has Five Dovetail

Mortice Anchors as shown here and are abso-

lutely proof against coming off.

KKICk ill I are made in over 200 colors of

Glazes, Bright and Matt Enamels.

A large line of Moulded Shapes, Sills, etc.,

supplied for KKICK IILI:.

Special Shapes, Colors, etc.. Made to Order.

Samples, Detail Sheets and Full Information

Cheerfully Supplied by Our San Francisco Office.

Our Products are Used Throughout the

World and are Known as the Highest Standard

of Excellence.

When writing to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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HIPOLITO REVERSIBLE WiOOWS

Modem
t 'racticai

Economical

. \s necessary

to modern

building

equipment as

electric light-

ing. Admit
perfect

ventilation

and cleaning

from the

INSIDE.

Used in the

best and

largest

residences and

office

buildings

on the Pacific

Coast.

' iiptivp Literature sent on request

liirollHl SlKMNANi* N\M1 '^

M.i

\ \ . I ! I J r

\L.

t e 5190

li

BRICK II

V. ( f n i I n ^ * 1 1 , ^ u ^
'- K a I u I i

'

^

I \ "; 5

\T

i Brae, Oakland

RS IN

Pleasaoton, Sao J

n I .k: r;Rt ^
f- \>>

\i

\.\j^ iiAiK

AGENTS FOR

BEST BROS. KEENE CEMENT

Rcmillard Brick Company
Main Oirice: Second and Clay St$.. OAKLAND

... \ Oakland 63
Phones -, ^ 40^

BrMch Office: Berry near Sixth St., SAN FRANCISCO

Phone. Market 2474

DEAN REVERSIBLE WINDCWCO.INC.

STAhD mSIDL
WHILE CLEANiNO

REVERSIBLE
WINDOWS

FACTORY 551- 55S BRI^MMAtl ST

AN FRAN
PHone, l\

i!

i
'*

lil1ijtiiit I ilil oni r\ I itiiliJiii'

Successor to Newberg Pres«xi Brick Company.

\\

If HiiiH «T|f'\Jll

IVtdnufacturers of

\Nn ORNAMENl

If

} 4 .

1

B H I C 11

Office. 401-402-403 Commercial Gub Buiil

Northwest Corner fifth and Oak Streets

PORTl\Nri

II

,ORS

MANUFACTUR OF

!| ĉ̂
-'J*-^

.Agents for

LIME. CEMENT, PLASTER,
INSULATION AND ROOFING

Office. 61 O WASHINGTON ST.

VANCOUVER, - WASH.

When writing to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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CVXM^^P^ ^Wtaw-^' ^%«»e»»"'' A T Uk^

ENGINEERING

IVIanufacture r-s-^^ itir Vacuu

CLEANING APPARATl
T jr-""*^

-%ifr- -

The **'iAM\Li "•"-

Discharging Dul I

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

772 Monadnock Bldg.

Phone Douglas 2775

Frank R.Wheeler,
Mgr.

The Entire Plant t^^

iiUerior

L/Prnfntini I

"P I I

// <^nL.^Nu.^ \ nousc
VlDOrfSTlC Wfll 1 PAPFP I

I J
• •

^.^^/ ,i^^'^^ i amting

Natural ^ood pinishing

A SPECIALTY

We Carry the Latest Tilings in
Artistic Wall Papers and Burlaps

Visit our New Studio in the

New Maple Hall Building

W. W. TUCKLR
1 4th and Webster 320 1 4th Street

ted 716 OAKLAND

"-,i \--i ::• r

w

CHOICE LIN

DOMESTIi
&FOREIG:

PAINTS
Ol I #^^^

VAfiNiSHfS

NTFRIOR niCOR A flO.N
M

lii'-- i > U I i 11 I

"

AC-T^ ni \SS DECORATIONS
DOW SHADES

Olompang
412 KEARNY ST., San Francisco

Phone, Douglas 1380

1325 BROADWAY, Oakland, Cal.

OPP. POST OFFICE

PHONE, Oakland ii08
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CDATINC yi?/^CEMENT
CONCRETE. BRICK AND STUCCO

BAY STATE BRICK g CEMENT COATING
THE DRIGINAL for concrete, cement .brick . srucco^C

AND PLASTERMADEINWHITE AND COLORS
COATING SCND FOR BOOKLET CIVING DETAILS

Made WaDSWORTH MDWLANDandCd IHC.
otil/b/B; 10 eu WASHINCTON ST BOSTON MASS.

19

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

HIRAM W. WAOSWORTH, TIMMS, CRESS & CO.,

Chamber of Commerce BIdg., PASADENA, CAL. PORTLAND, ORE.

KLAT

I

& , F. T. CROWP * CO.,

Front Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. SPOKANE, SEATTLE, TACOMA, WASH.

In Building ^'our ! lon<(^

You desire to have it as attract-

ive as possible in all respects, but

sometimes many details are over-

looked or left to some one else.

It will pay you to personally look into

the question of the finish of the woodwork

and insist on the use of

"Bridgeport Standard" Wood Finishing Products,

which have been recognized for years by all leading architects and painters as the

very best that can be obtained.

If you will use thcte goods the finish will last permanently and noi $ink or pit and become

unsightly, as is the case where inferior products are- substituted.

// is easy to be -well tnformed.

Write for "Modern Wood Fin
ishin^'" which contains accurate

reproductions of a number of

popular finishes, or simply tear

out this ad. put your name on

the margin and send it to «<

WnilTIER-COBLl: ^

301 Howard Street, San Francisco, and Los Aofeies, Cal.

-MM BRIDGEPORT r,i
' '

*

' »V « M » I •» F i N I S H I N Q
POX FORD. CONN US A
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JAS. a SON WK
'^t 2^H li

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rofling" Doo
STEEL WOOD

^ ^ ^

1 I

li

Rolling Partitions for Dividing Rooms, Hygienic Wardrobes,

Venetian Awnings, Venetian Blinds, Elevator Doors, Slid-

ing Swing Doors :: ::

Sketches and Information Cheerfully Furnished. Address

our New York ofifice or the following Contracting Agents:

McCORMICK-HENDERSON CO.,
1 10 Bush Street.

San Francisco, Cal.

A. J. CAPRON,
Ainsworth Building, Portland, Ore

S. W. R. DALLY.
Colman Building, Seattle, Wash.

LOUIS R. BEDELL.
720 Broadway,

Los i^igeles, Cal.

^,

Economy in Fireproofin^

HOI I OW Til E
Send us your plans vviicrc nrcpiuoi cunsuucuun is spcciiied and let us

show ym how favorably (mr figures compare with the cost of using

other material which does not LMve as efficient fire protection.

ON A

I

Rl: l>R()01 IN(i C

TER Tl
ACTLKEKS Ub

\ HOI
CONTRACTORS FOR

CONSTRUCTION OF FIREPROOF BUILDINGS
The Largest Firm in the World Devoiea Exclusively to the Business of Fireproof Construction

Capital Twelve-and-one-half Million Dollars

CHICAGO. Commercial National Bank Building
WASHINGTON. D. C. Colorado Buildintj

PHILADELPHIA. Land Title Building
PITTSBURG. Fulton Building

BOSTON. Old South Building

T!

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.. 925 Security Building
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. Lumber Exchange

LONDON. ENG.. 2f> Chancery Lane
NEW YORK. Flatiron Building

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Twenty-six Factories Throughout the United States

San Francisco Office: 972-4 MONADNOCK BLDG.
CHA.RLES BROOnS. Resident Manager

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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=1

I

iMward b Memorial \'' in. nw '" i."

Church, San Francisco

II 1 I ? I ii !'
1 1 ! 1

Art o">r;-.v;-

HOTWAIl
The most economical and dependable hot

water service obtainable is furnished by

£ 1

HUMPHRI
BAT

I^NTANHOUS QAS
II u in \u RS

Always ready, no repairs, make bathing a pleasure. Hot

water as easy to secure as cold almost as cheap:

a big hot bath. TWO CENTS.

e:ve:ry heater guaranteed
Sold by all Plumbers

Handsome Catalog No. 9, Free on request to

jji/^ * \'
.

'

' - CO.
5^5 N. Rose St. nalamazoo. MicK.

DURANl)

sun

MS(.ll ill!'

^^PH" pii^'

AND

Hi ri
It u

Hl"^ I NO MORf

II

WILLIAM SCHROEDEB. Prk«.

MEMORIAL WINDOWS A SPECIALTY

Staining CrystallizinK Binding and

Embossinfir Beveling Cuttinir

938 HOWARD ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

\\\\S \ iiOitl)

\^{MHif % i
'^^ W K

PERFECT
VENTILATION

FIRE PROOF ^^'^^T PROOF

HNISHtO IN A fURNACI i ^M!) JAPAN OR

FURNACE BAKED ENAMl i \ r)

DURABLE HANDSOME SANITARY

WILLIAMS y ' smWKk^
SALES AGENTS

197 JESSIE STREET, SAN FRANQSCO
TELtPHONE KEARNY T282

in-
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BEAR FOR N^TIVE SON

Executed in Sheet Metal by

San Francisco Metal

and Corrugatin } t

c
* . J 1 , \-r.M

:f»tl

STAMPED AND SPUN

SHEET ME'lAl \v\<\\'A. \

Statue WorK. Mission iiic. Art AUt.ti LciiiiiK-

296 ELEVENTH STREET
NCaR FOLSOM

phone:
MARKET 1097

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA

S. F. Phone Kearny

3587

w. HnoT

Odktand Phone

1089

s

\

Manufacturers of

Architectural Sheet Metal Work

Slate and Metal Roofing

Patented Metal Mission Tile

Ventilating Skylights

Metal Windows

t
152.160 HRST ST.. San Francisco

Branch:

916 WEBSTER STREET. OAKUND

George A. Schasley Harry P. VoUmer

Robt. M. Beggs

*f « -t iS. * h \{

roMk\(roRs
FOR

f, = 1 * £-^

'
J : t;U\i\i'%\

uM\\n\c^

. . \ I

ENT

930 Van ill * % Avernie,

SAN FRA\ 1 i_.iL.

Telephone Franklin 2729

BE-PROOF
%Hh

WINDOWS

Made in Ten
Standard

Types

Architectural

and
Ornamental
>iu-ci Metal

Work

Metal
Skylights

Contractors

for

Tin

Slate

Tile

and

Composition

Roofing

PORTLAND SHEET METAL WORKS
Factory *n<l Fast Madison

^, ORE.
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Lntrance to Pacific Building. San Francisco

Charles F WhilUesey, Architrct

hDRAULh; VfiHAU '

\N n h

HE COMPAQ
iTOS, SUPT.

Elevator Enclosure in Stockton Savings and Loan SocietN

Bank Buildinj MkyerS * WARD. Architects

(101,1)1:N (.ATI: STKUOlikAL AND

OkNAMtNTAl. IRON WURK^

Manufacturers of Elevator Enclosures Cast

Iron Store Fronts. Stairs and Bank fixtures.

107-109 ELEVENTH STREET

Phone Market lis V ncisco, Cal.

n
1

1

ii

Manufacturers ot all kinds of Hydraulic Tile

and Flooring, in any Color and Design

ARTIFICIAL GRANITE STEPS

TERRAZZO AND CEMENT WORK

Phone Kearny 4-149

364 Pacific Building SAS fK\^LiSCO

\U
537-541 W. 35th Street. NEW YORK

322 S. Paulina Street. CHICAGO

CARR1F5 A COMPLETE STOCK OF

f I Storefrontsfi ^1tll I .' i ! ! i
'

^

I III i IIIJ

'VcIMh i

I'laia and in > '
'

settett, Picket

Root Angle Iron from

Leaves, Ro-
Ivets.SqUiH

'*'

Square Tubing for Elevators. Elevator Encios

ures and Office Railings

Cataio^u. to ArchUrcts. Architectural Iron Works and Builders only on Application^

Ratent Sheet Metal Shears
Punchlnar IVlachlnes

All parts, including the main body, are made

of forged steel which makes these tools far

superior to any made from cast steel.

The Punch Machines are made from steel

^C;ts^L^hrrr::m:^r^Eccentricpinar.oc^^
rings. Some of these Machines also have Shears for cutting Angle. Tee or. Flat Iron.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

OVER <300 MACHINES SOLD

1

!

steel

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^ 1 Bridge across San Joaquin River !^-t^ rrn ^1 In i ? } re^n«» Counties

at bkaggs Lirossing

Designed by Contractors

JNO. B. LEONARD PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION CO.

CORR
Reinfo

f "^fc

^
1 1 r r f i

1
1- -

were used Exclusively in the

Reinforcement of this Bridge

f\^.^ r^:
^r4C3

.'''*^,,

ECONOM
N. vrpsv \lrl;ii |o iond

BARS DELIVERED BENT READ
FOR PLACING IN POSITION

1 ^ V>r . B. C. E., Agent

813-15-16 SHELDON BUILDING

nd for Catalos^ue SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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I ^^^t 4.i .t.:-^i»wU i'*-*i2

Western Builders

080 Mis I feci =* Son i

TelepHone. Kearny IQ^l

J_ %^ ^ * S ^»v.

f s ood FinlMli ^Specialties
lArl Muuidiiigs, wni>uig8, etc.)

Uan© aoi^t Hangers, Post Caps and Bases

««^..,..^.r^4 ;}. ^- Hi:i;t! t'liaiiicl Wainscoting)

., .iiicl Wainscoting)

i-:tc.

1^ f-^ f I ni C't «

i

For Bath

^.' 1 \NIi\kll Meta WestVl 1 u\Mll Roofing

RiHCMiuin.) |)tCOR/\MiR<S' bUTi'^ 10.,

•a.; ;:'

Exterior and Interior Atcura

Capitals and BrawK^^
To match ^'nl M

\\ . >, lit Orilles—Hp-to-ua

11 1 1 1 1 / ll 1 1 I til

1amentation
'tiofl

.<^z Correct Styles

Redwood, etc.

terns

O cn 1 1 i 1

1

«

»

fmet:?.M.

|- i ! "t i, I ^iw-

^„, .u nauua a. i ly 680 Mission Street

ItriirrM'OilOKi
I UNION Ml lAllIC P\iM CO. (iMm. NY.)

exclusive: STATES MOHu^-«•^<« .CIFIC CO'^s i

Clinton Mort Colors
Not an Experiment

25 Years on the Market

•'Clinton Hematite Red Genuine Clinton

Established Reputation. Famous for Qu-ijy. Tile Maker s

IrfeUd l^ i } Maker's pride. Always Reliable.

Clinton Br* ^ooe better

. iinton Buff Itwo shades)—Non-fading

Clinton Special Black-Real blacl.jot
^^^^^ _ ^^^,^^

^''^^'^^^i^L^'^i^^^^^^
Mission Street
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914-916 O'FARRELL STREET

QAS HI

Electric Heat

Gastean .cHiit;

Steam Heat from Gas witli

automatic thermostat con-
trol.

Odorless, Simple, Econom-
ical.

No Steam Pipes required.

18,000 sections in use in San
Francisco.

"STERLING" GAS
FURNACES

HAMILTON QAS
CLOTHES DRYERS

Electric Appliance Co.
U It 809 TURK STREET

Send for Literature

Bmnphrey Ante-thermal lostaiitaaeous 1 iter Heaters

1.

2.

3.

4.

TYPE " A

"

SOME EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
The smallest pilot li^rht in the world.
Ihe only pilot li^jht automatically controlled.
Bunsen Hash pilot will not go out or soot the coils.
An external thermostat, the most sensitive and positive somade that when water is not beiny: drawn, the water constantly

circulates through the coils and thermostat. It cannot be super-
heated by the pilot light or hindered by lime. It insures safety
economy and reliability.

5. Simplest automatic valve ever made: cannot pet out of order
6. 1 he only heater having: automatic valve at the top. where all

parts are readily accessible.
7. The lower section of copper coil is removable for cleanintr.

Ihis IS a valuable feature where the water is muddv. or containsmuch sediment of any kind. Readilv drainable: "the valve and
coils quickly drained, perfectly, through one drain cock. This cock
is lar^'e enough to permit the blowingr out of any sediment form
n\K in heater.

8. Perfect water control-both automatic graduated and ther-
mostatic control of the hot water temperature.

i^Ar\ X^^b^^^^v.^^"^
control. When the outpouring water reaches

• Ixrx^ burners shut off. saving gas. hot water keeps on flow-
ing. VV hrx\ this outpouring water falls below 1.^0° the big burners
start up again and burn until the water again reaches 14()°. when
again they shut off. This gas saving action continues while the
water is being drawn.
F"ew parts: all readily accessible.
Our low price gives our customers the benefit of our labor saving

machinery.

'^,
\i J^A I it I.

Why \\",\ n 1,'

'% "^^

s

Six Column Low Gas Steam Radiator. Showing Water
Cauge. Air \ alve and Automatic Regulator.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
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Detail of Hand Forged Wrought Iron Scroll made by Chr. Deterdin.

.\ u 1^ ^"^ r^ ^ -^ * ^ ^"^^ o R K ^^
KINGS

if

o T^ubb
\\ i^ ^^. * \ 1

-^^ Sanitary

A Post Card AVill Get U»

31 2^ San Francisco, Cal

SCmi CONCRET^F

Ftrst NaUonal Bank 0/ Contra Costa County Marttnez. A. W, SmUh. Architect

BUI! 01NG CONSTRUCTION
^.^^^ UNION SAVINGS BANK BLDG.. OAKLAND

CROCKER BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO UNION S'^^^';;;^^^.
qaklanO 1510

Telephone: Kearny A032

^
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NORTHWEST BRIDGE

m WORKS OIHJfJN

S'l k I l\ \ i

AND

;edCo

Bridges, Buildings, Towers

Trusses, Girders

Columns

Etc.

We carry in stock 3000 Tons of
Beams, Channels, Angles,

Tees, Plates and Bars

Plans and estimates furnished
for Steel or Reinforced Con-

crete Structures

PJCinC IRON WORK:
mmm

i

O. E. HEINTZ, Manager

CASTINGS LL m
STEEL ST ES

ARCHITECTURAL IRON
SIDEWALK DOORS AND LIGHT>

1500 TONS IN STOCK

3 to 15 loch Channels

3 to 24 Inch Steel Beams

^ix-'l to 8x6 Inch Angles

EAST END BURNSIDE BRIDGt
PORTLAND, OREGON

!•

1 i

11

r:^

cRolungMili
1 is

P. NOBLE, Successor

STRICTHRAf **.». f I

ANGLES
BEAMS
CHANNELS
PLATES
TEES

MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

OFFICE AND MILLS

SEVENTEENTH & MISSISSIPPI STS.

SAN FRANCISCO

H, -^^ ,^^^-

HALF WAY BETWEEN

N ffi«IICISCO-LOS Mv

Quick Shipments of

Steel Iron Girders

B

--»-,* V

»,«. *.,

J*^

NO DELAYS PRICES RIGHT

n
FRESNO, CAL.
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# . « «! S I IrksJoshua Hcful;^

IRON FOUNDERS, ENGI t RS, MACHINISTS

ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS

OFFICE AND SALESROOM
nearing: completion at

TS FREMOIN I -;TRBET
SAN FR »

WORKS AT

SUNNYVALE,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

WISIIRN IK<^^ WORKS

Vi,
I f 1 V t

1 .^.

and
t p

I I
111 ^iOvK

-"^

ONE OF THE FIRST TO KE-LUCATE UN IHE BURNED DISTRICT

125-127 BF^ M <TRRET
- "^ T

ji

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
AND RIGGER

ERECTING AND
WRECKING

C. A. ^ n
ERECTING OF

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Builders' Exchange, 180 Jessie St

SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICE

Room 315, 185 Stevenson Street

J

R. J. !

pU„^^ IT^arnv 74fi4

f-*^

f^.^ ^j»° LARK IRO
R. Vice-PRes.

s

OFFICE AND WORK
...25 HOWARD :

OPPOSITE NEW MONTGOMERY621 - 6 25 'h'oWARD b ^ KLi_r SAN FRANCISCO

'—'
"

„ vv TWFR Vice-Pres W. J. DYER. Secretar

GEO H DYER. President r. W .
DYEK. Mce rres.

DYUl^ 1"^ i^ ("TITERS Structural Iron & Steel ^ ^rs

GOLDtN ^i 't<K5, iiiC. ^ BOILERS, TANKS
oinoearxd vVorKs ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK

1 7th 4 Kansas Sts., Phone Market 1 34 San Francisco
OKINA/nt^i>

^
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1 ' i~4'r^ t r *~^^' *',^^***'"" ' '"
X** i\_ ^

\M!I! I:

MANUFACTURERS OF

Architectural Castings,

l^^l
Grille Work, Iron Stair

:. /^ ^^ Office and Bank

* iings, Elevator En-

closures and Cars.Circular Transom GrUle over Fntrancr of South Berkeley Bank. Howard & Gallowav
Office ta: = .; >• ks:

DE FREMERY uiHm i am u,k^ .%n 4.^^ monaDNOlK Bt if fHX
I noil,: I <-fii|$tH ar \ .;<j>; ;

^lif, I fdlii « sfffrr

^^

GHO.WAGNER H. HALLENSLBBEN A. JORGENSENPres Vice-Pres. Secy

TELEPHONE DOtOLAS mS

WAGNER ORNAMENTAL
IRON WORKS

Maoufacturera of

Iron. Br*M and Bronze Gnll«. Railing,, aev.tor Endowre* and Car,. Store Front.. Stair.. Marqui«.*
Counter Raibng^

P*'*^?"*"-
^"^ E«caP«. Fence.

*-»atei. Hammered Work. Eltc.

473 TO 485 SIXTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

II

Bronze Door to Jas. Flood BuHdttt^r
Albert Pissis. Architect

r-AST HV

i;
LOUIS 1

BRONZE
'
¥'

U [L

San Francisco
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. THE .

Winslow Bro

QRNAMENTHl IROK

-r AND BRONZ'

4AJ

MAIN OFRCE AND WORKS

West Harrison St.. 46th and 47th Avcs.

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO OFRCE

972-4 Monadnock Building

Ornamental Iron Froul lu JcwcSci ^ BuiiUiug,

San Francisco. Louis P. Hobart, Arcliitect.

^ahonev Bro>; Contractors.

LOS ANGELES. OFFICE

925 Security Building

RO

EXECUTED BY

I ORNAMEN

iND BRO

OVfPAN

M /V N L- i ^\ ^~ i i- i'^- I -
JA S or

(1 f- 1 1 a in 1- n I ii *.

1.1

I i :
!

• and Ol t- t

"WorKs and Ofl&cex

Bay, StocKton &i NortK

Point Streets

San Francisco, Cal.

i-.levator C^ib lu O^kUuvi Bank of Savings. C. W. Dickey, v I . i 1 i vf.1- I.
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e< Kmann Hardihood C
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A. S. MANQRUM,
President and Manager

1
F

o mwii
CHAS. C. HANLEY,

Secretary

**«*.

^&«F*" ^ % i
l-A STEAM HEAT

f\

Horrr wn kitciu \ ^

GRUM &
I ITS '

.namcled Ware

ON STREET

I I E. H
Telephone Temporary 3155

Continpfiltjl tiri'proitliii
INCORPok \ i M.

Plain and Rpinfon 1 i n * %% i it

UtNtKAL CONTRACTORS FOR

ALL CIAS5L% y| iu^5l!il

PHONE DOUGLAS 1909

Offices: Mutual Savings Bank Bulding

SAN FRANCISCO. . . CAUFORNIA

A. Schilling Company's Plant.
San Francisco

Occidental and Overton Hotels,
Santa Rosa

Koshland Building. San Francisco
Hahman Building. Santa Rosa
High School. Richmond. Cal.

A, LiKTz Co. Building.
San Francisco

Tulare County Court House.
Visalia. Cal.

Norton Land Co. Building

CONCRETE REINFC g. ( •.^^

FLATS. ROUNl_.

BANDS, HOOPS AND WIRE
ALL SIZES IN STOCK

WOODS & HUDDART
356 Market Street san Francisco, Cal.
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ALL KINDS

STONE DRILLS

BRICK DRILLS

142 Like St.. Cbkazo.

Write for Catalog and i>aiiii)ici. ana >uuf .Nearest Dealer.

m %V0:NNE, in. J. 147C«darSt., New York

The Arciiilect
i ^

IC<

Terms of Subscription,
$L50 per V'ear

Issued monthly in the interests

Single Copies.
25 Centsof California

Pacific Coast Stuics
of Architects. Structural Engineers. Contractors and the Allied Trades of the Pacific Coast.
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National Architecture.

By FRED J. BERG, Architect.

NO STUDY, perhaps, opens more extensive or prolific sources of in-

struction and entertainment, or has larger claims on the public mind,

than that of architecture. It is both a science and an art. As a

science, it comprehends the various branches of mathematics, geometry,

arithmetic and mechanics; and also chemistry, mineralogy, botany and

])ractical i)hilosophy in general, a knowledge of all of which will be neces-

sary in composition, construction, design and execution. As an art. besides

the skill of the practical mathematician, mechanic and philosopher, it re-

(juires imagination, invention, in brief the genius and feeling of the artist;

and, indeed, calls in the aid of the other fine arts, painting and sculpture,

t)f which it is the patron and protector.

The inquiry is often made, what architecture must a nation, situated

as ours is, adopt? It has no indigenous architecture* it is not, therefore,

a matter of religion with us, but a matter of taste. We may and must have

all the architectures of the world, but we may ennoble them all by an atten-

tion to truth and a contempt of littleness. Xay, is not our position, if we
will use our advantages properly, the more fortunate, as we are noi by the.

force of circumstances or example, bound to build in this or that particular

way, but all ways are before us to choose. If our position is unfavorable

to a' speedy development of national taste, it is most adapted to give fair

l)lav to the individual. The great error with us generally is, the doing of

unmeaning, needless things. There should be a purpose and a reason for

everything in building. A structure should be designed, first of all, with

reference to utility, or convenience ; and afterwards ornament may receive

its proper share of attention. iMtness for the object in view, and an ex-

l)ression of appropriateness, are indispensable to the completeness of any

building, whether in its proportions or its decoration. To this end the

^ize of the different parts must be carefully adjusted to each other, and

to the whole, in order to produce an impression of symmetrical beauty.

< Ornament is worse than useless, unless it be in perfect keeping with the

architectural style and the peculiar character of the building on which it

is employed. The ancients weighed these points most carefully. Thus, to

use the illustration of Alison, the Tuscan is distinguished by its severity;

the Doric by its simplicity; the Ionic by its elegance; the Corinthian and

I omposite by their lightness and gayety. To these characters their orna-

ments are suited with consummate taste. Change these ornaments; give
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to the Tuscan the Corinthian capital, or to the Corinthian the Tuscan, and

every person woukl feel, not only a disappointment from this unexpected

composition, hut a sentiment also of impropriety, from the appropriation

of a ^rave or soher ornament, to a suhject of severity. It is only when a

hold and fertile invention, systematic and elegant proportions, pure and

classical ornaments, are all comhined in a design, that it hecomes effective

and pleasing. When they are united, we feel irresistihly impelled to rank

architecture among the most exalted of the arts; and to coincide with the

strong' assertion of lirittion, that a magnificent and appropriate edifice is.

the nohlest, the most important, and the most transcendent work of man

;

when nearest to a state of perfection, it exhihits his genius, science and

talents, in a proud and dignified point of view; for such a huilding is a

masterpiece of human invention and elahorate workmanship.

It has heen justly ohserved that the public at large has a claim over

the architecture of a country. It is common property, inasmuch as it in-

volves the national taste and character ; and no man has a right to j^ass off

his own barbarous inventions as the national taste, and to hand down to

posterity his own ignorance and disgrace, to become a satire and libel on

the knowledge and taste of his age. There is, perhaps, no subject on

which persons are more apt to differ in their opinions than on the beauty

of a building. In architecture the creative power of Nature herself is the

model imitated. It is an art which appeals directly to the understanding,

and has not the means of flattering the senses in the same way as the

sister arts; hence its productions are not universally appreciated. The
beautiful models of Nature, however, are the index and guide of the painter

and sculptor; a successful imitation of these models, even without an ad-

vance on the part of the artist towards those higher intellectual beauties

which distinguish the historical painter, is cai)able of affecting us with very

agreeable sensations.

Designed with skill and taste, and constructed of dural)le materials,

and in accordance with the laws of science, the architectural works of a

nation become its proudest and most lasting monuments. They are an in-

dex of the state of knowledge and social progress in a country, and in many
cases have transmitted its only history. There is no object on which the

resources of the wealthy are more freely lavished, or which calls out more
effectually the inventive talent of the artist. The i)ainter and the sculptor

may display their individual genius in creations of surpassing excellence,

but it is the great monuments of architectural taste and magnificence that

are stamped in a peculiar manner by the genius of a nation. The Greek,

the Egyptian, the Saracen, the Gothic—what a key do their respective

styles afford to the character and condition of the people. The monu-
ments of China, of Hindustan, and of Central America, are all indicative of

an immature period, in which imagination has not been disciplined by

study, and which, therefore, in its best results, betrays only the ill-regulated

aspirations after the beautiful that belong to a semi-civilized people. We
have it in our power to embody in enduring stone a record of our national

character and history; to commemorate by the utility, durability and

beauty of our edifices the political strength and moral elevation to which

we have attained; to leave behind us, in these unerring witnesses, proofs

of our refinement, opulence, science and progress in the useful arts. Do
we desire that a remote posterity shall look back upon us with the admira-

tion that we award to Eg}^pt, Greece, Rome and Christian Europe? If we
do, let us render to our architecture the homage of earnest study, cultivated

taste and matured judgment.
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Kapta Sigma Fraternity House, Eugene, Oregon

Kappa Sigma Frdlciiiil> House, University of Oregon
By KABLE & KABLE, Architects and Engineers

IN
THE designing of a fraternity house there are several important points

to consider which differ from a large dwelling or a public club house.

It must express the conditions which environ it, and the functions which

it serves. It also must be fraternal in spirit, individual and characteristic in

style. The interior arrangement should be such that a large number of

people may be entertained, should occasion demand, without commotion or

confusion. Hence the principal rooms open off the hallway with large

arches

The spacious living room, which is placed to the rear of the hall-

way, has large windows either side with seats beneath and a large fire-

place at the far end. To the back of the living room are the servants'

quarters, and a stairway connecting all floors. To the right of the entrance

is a smoking room with an ingle nook in one end, and is sufficiently ample

for a billiard table in the other. Adjoining the front entrance on either side

are coat closets. To the left of the entrance are the reception room, guests'

bedroom and main stair. The wide terrace which extends across the front

and side is reached from the principal rooms by Erench windows.

The dining room is ideally located in the basement, being well lighted

by areas.

The lodge room is located in the attic, being well secluded tor the pur-

poses for which it is used.

The second and third floors are reserved for sleeping compartments and

studies, the rooms being arranged into a series of suites, single bedrooms

and double bedrooms, the idea being to provide a variety of rooms so that

any student may make his own selection.
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The New Office Building for the House of Representatives at Washington, D. C.

Office Building ^- +!) Moiisr of Kepresentatives,
'1, D. C

THE new office building for the House of Representatives, at Wash-
ington, D. C, is located on Square 690, immediately southeast of the
Capitol building. It is planned in the form of a hollow square, the

open part in the center being a court nearly 300 feet in diameter. In con-
formity with the design of the Capitol building, the principal front of the
House office building shows three stories above ground, but the grade falls

away so rapidly on New Jersey avenue and First street that the rear front
is five stories above ground, the lowest story being the sub-basement on a
level with the street and court.

The offices on each floor are arranged in a double row, separated by a
corridor twelve feet wide. The outer rows of offices face the four streets,
while the inner rows open on the court. Four stories are devoted to
offices, the first, second, third and fourth. The sub-basement or cellar is

given up to storage and other purposes connected with the administration
and operation of the building.

The offices average 23j^ feet deep and 16 feet wide, and there are 397
of them. The present membership of the House, 60th Congress, is 396
(members and delegates), so that there is one office for each.

In addition to the office rooms, fourteen large rooms have been set
aside for the possible use of committees which may be moved to the new
building from the Capitol.

Each office room is floored with cement, laid off in squares, the walls
are finished in buff plaster, *'sand finish," and the cornice and ceiling in

smooth white plaster. The wood finish consists of a baseboard and near
the ceiling a picture moulding, with architraves around the doors. There
is no wood finish around the windows, the plaster being turned in against
the window frame. The woodwork is painted white and the doors are
mostly of mahogany.

At the corridor end of each room are two flues, one each side the door-
way, enclosed in terra cotta. One of these is a heat flue, by means of which
the office room is supplied with tempered fresh air through a register near
the ceiling. The room is ventilated by drawing out the air through a regis-

ter in the other flue, placed near the floor and concealed under a lavatory.
One flue being near the ceiling and the other near the floor will cause a

constant circulation of the air which enters the room through the heat flue.

To avoid drafts, the system has been so designed and the sizes of the flues

so proportioned that a very large quantity of moderately heated air can be
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introduced at a very slow rate, thus reversing the usual method of deliver-

n^^^^^^^^^
qt^antity of burned up air at a very high

elodty To overcome the tendency of the large expanse of glass in the

window of each room to lower the temperature and thus create drafts,

There has been provided a steam radiator in each window recess, ihese

ad ators bei ^regulated independently of each other, it is possible for

Ihe occupani of any one room \o control the temperature of that room in

^^^^?h\"?a.:;o'ry':iX wh'[^^^^ is equipped is placed against the

ventUatlon flue a't the corridor end of the room, all supply and w-te piping

bein^ run inside the flue. These lavatories are supplied with hot and cold

water and through a separate fixture, with ice water.

Lainit the heat flue is placed the telephone, as well as the outlet to

which'wiH ultimately be conn'ected the call

^.^f
,^>;^-^

J^^^^^^
ring a bell in each office room, coincident with the ringing ot the legisia

•

'''^'

Sfd^t!^ Ss tn^ in^S- heat flue. Both the heat.and vent flues

are ^c essible from the attic so that repairs and alterations to wirmg

and piping can be made without disturbing the plastering or other finish

" "1.1 roUTlighted with a bracket light over the lavatory, another

over t^e telephone, and two chandeliers. In addition, there are six out ets

cohered by nkkel-plated brass plates, in the baseboard. Into these outle s

nhi^s carrvine elea wires can be inserted. This system will enable the
plugs carry ng ^^^^"^V^ , , y^^^ ^^^ j^^^tter where he places his

H^k^'l rlultsaL in freeing t'e walls of brackets, which could not be

focted ust Wher^^ the varying requirements o the occu-

pants of\he cHffeent rooms and which would also interfere with the placing

of the necessary bookcases and filing cabinets against the walls

The w ring of the rooms for lighting has been very carefully planed^

The ceilinrii^hts the brackets on the end walls and the baseboard outlets
ine ceiling h^hls, uhc u ».

'<^:,.^,,;fc " This means no one room
in any one room are on four different circuits. i h is

n^eans ,"^

can be plunged in darkness unless all four circuits burn ^^ ^ at the sa

son,7wh.' dlr... arclSenurally. The.. ,>!.«..« .•>. .ot„n,l,. .1,.

"-»TS';„f™'.itr.lrc^r„rB\y;:efiSw

Architecturally, the --otunda cons.sts of ^
'^'^^^i^ X'^^circular wall, or

''""S^ediately back of the rotunda is a circular corridor connecting the
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Office Building, United States House of Representatives, Washington, U. C.

Thomas Hastings, Consulting Architect

B street and the Xew Jersey avenue corridors and l)ack of this is the main
stair. This stair is really double, that is, it consists of two staircases facing
each oth^r and connected by a landing or passage by means of which the
conference room is reached. The stair is what is known as an "intramural
stair," that is, between walls, after the manner of the monumental stair-
cases of the Italian Renaissance.

The conference room back of the main stair, is on the third office floor
of the building and is 86 feet long by 54 feet witle.

On the floor below the conference room there is space available for a
postoffice with accommodations for telegraph office and a public telephone

station Below that will be the barber shop for ^^^e o members _On the

seco d officX^^ at the southwest corner of the buildmg. space has been

feraskle for a dh^^ with its serving room, while around the corner,

on cle^t, a caVe nfay be provided. The kitchen will be m the cellar. The

dining room will -^^
Jf

^P^^^^ ^^ ^^i^^^^e ?^':v:nue and B street.
In addition to the entrances ai .ncw jci:>c;-

already alluded to. there is an entrance on the street level at I-'J^t
and ^

s reets near the library of Congress. There are other entrances on the

fim flior tevl,. at New Jersey avenue and C
^^''-'-.-^^^'^./''-fh: level

streets In addition to these there are entrances on the court at the level

^ve occasion to visit the building. The staircases are so arranged that

the vvin<lo"° which light then, will assist in lighting the long corridor.

^'"^Thr^'e't^r^orTrhrii^UUirg is classic in design^ It suggests in its

genelal dlv^on of parts the Ga''rde Meuble on the Place de la Concorde.

Inurior 0,„cc Hu.lM,.,. Vn„ed S,.Us House "f l^rn^^li;^^-"-
ThonM Hastings. Consiillliit Ar.luUct

H'asltinglon. D. C.
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Principal Floor Plan, Office Building, United States House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Thomas Hastings, Consulting Architect

Paris, while the pavilions are modeled" on those of the Colonnade dii
Louvre. Architecturally the front is divided into two parts, the lower
story constituting a '"rusticated" base on which, extending through the two
upper stories, is the colonnade, surmounted by its entablature and bal-
ustrade. The colonnade on B street, between the two flanking pavilions,
is 292 feet 7>^ inches long, and is made up of 17 ''bays" with 16 pairs of
Doric columns and with a single column at each end, making 34 columns
in all. ^ Elsewhere, on the pavilions, there are 18 additional columns, a
total of 52. Each column is 29 feet high, 3 feet 5 inches in diameter and
rests on a base or pedestal 3 feet high.

On New Jersey avenue there is no colonnade as on B street, but the
colonnade is "recalled" by employing pilasters. The C street and First
street facades are without columns or pilasters except at the extreme north
end of First street, where there is a short colonnade of eight columns. The
court facades are also without columns or pilasters.

The building is of old-fashioned masonry construction, as distin-
guished from the "skeleton" type now usually employed in the construc-
tion of office buildings and "sky-scrapers." The walls are faced with stone,
"backed up" with brick and the floors are carried on steel beams resting
on the stone-faced exterior, and the solid brick interior walls. Between
the beams is the floor construction of reinforced concrete. The contract
for the exterior stonework and the rotunda and main stair was awarded to

B7yr^^:-Wmi^of New YO.W City TJ^Es^^^^^^^

Hastings, New York.

Losses by Marine Borers on the Pacific Coast

""7r ..Ulition. nuKh work ,,...«» lo..eJ-kvetog,. a
p^^^^^

„eaime„t lo prevent ll,e attack "I
'

t „1 „r coal ta. W«n the piles

ptegaating tl.e pile

"f l "'Hitee oi" pr'op°e^.»lity ."<! >"> '«''

ate opeii-staineil. ami tl e otl *" "" °'
j^ J ,„\i „s„|ts. It is true

correctly injected. tl,„
f" '™J,*tL^ 'ta^rbien attacked by tnarine

that a great tnany piles treated »''» "~™"
•

„,„a||y » „oo<l reason lo

borers and dfl'^"'; '>''\J"
';;:^i;„re ,le .'e o t'n„,L „"| such density

Along the Pacific Coas P?^[t
"''^^'y^^^ij^, ^n „{ the chaYacterist.cs of

yellow p ne are found. This timber eniDouie
Western yellow

Tgood'^ile timber, -ith the on e '
of

'^^^f^^^^^t^resJ...^.
pine is open-graincd and lE?f;

'^.^f
^^'^ ^ reason, therefore, why this

;;rrsi,:f.frnS-?i>i-|s,r,r.t'To;^''ytt°?oS
S^.traSg^l's^^d-i-riS linrca„r*ained on re,nest „o,n the

Forester, at Washuigton.
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A Rustic Pergola Under Construction

View of Same Pergola from Hose Garden Five Years Later

W. D. Cook. Jr., Landscape Architect
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View of a Rustic Pergola Immediately After Construction

^

View Through Same Pergola Five Years Later

W. D. Cook, Jr., Landscape Architect
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Beverly Hills Water Garden, Central Park, New York

The Rustic p
k:Okl

By WILBUR DAVID COOK, JR., Landscape Architect

ACCOMPANYING this artiolc are photographs of a rustic arbor or

pergola which the writer had the pleasure of designing while asso-

ciated with the Olmsted P)rothers of Brookline, Mass., for a client

at Irvington-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.
This pergola differs so much in character from those ordinarily built

in California that it may prove of interest to your readers to note the dif-

ference.

With all due respect to our architectural brethren, the writer does not

like the type of pergola as it is usually built. For instance, most of the

California pergolas are made either with stucco or brick piers surmounted
with eucalyptus boughs. I contend that this treatment is not altogether

honest nor in keeping with the character of the structure. Frankly, it is

neither one thing nor the other. If any portion of the pergola is to be given
such apparent permanent construction as a brick or stucco pier the rafters

should be architectural in treatment with ornamental ends.

The writer's argument is that the pergola should not be so covered
with vines as to hide this incongruity of treatment ; in fact this incongruity

should never exist. The true beauty of a pergola is the partial concealment
of its construction only, with the vines to soften the effect and to permit the

sun to work out a delicate tracery of shadow on its walk below.

The true service of a pergola is primarily to provide a support for

vines, to cover a walk connecting some feature of the house with the

garden, to provide a semi-shaded sheltered place for seats, or to screen out

some objectionable feature in its immediate vicinity.

If the pergola is a part of the house proper the character of its archi-

tecture will be controlled by the character of the house itself. The archi-

tectural effort to secure effects of contrast, say by white piers upon which
to mass roses of a climbing character, it must be confessed, is very

effective.
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No matter how well your pergola may be covered wi\roses t^^^^

will be certain seasons of the year when more or less of the framewor^ s

bound to show, perhaps not as much nor for as long m this climate as m

E e'ast When 'this o'ccurs the incongruity of treatment Jandso^
hollow mockery and the mass of vmes upon which the architect nas

count^dTo hicle^the difference in the character of the construction fads to

"'"ZetguTnT if'that if any part of your pergola is to be of rustic

construction^it should all be rustfc, or if any part architectural it should al

be architectural. It is also realized that there is a scarcity of material here

to secure the very best effects in rustic pergola construction. It is also

realized that such^pergolas have to be handled with care to avoid running

'"
'Thrsim'p^" the construction the more effective the result. Our

favorite n'a?^Hal for such a pergola in the east is red cedar or chestnut for

he posts wth 'he bark and nubbins left on (preferably red cedar) and w,

rafters of Spruce, the ordinary bean pole being used for this purpose wth

the bark left on. Dependence is placed upon the bark to form the color

'*^"r,alvanized iron nails are used in the construction and it may surprise

the reader o learn that the pergola will outlast its hardware. A pergola

practically indestructible if properly treated when set up
_

wth brick set on end. All bricks are bedded in a sand cushion varying in

poJk "^EfSic .."., are prcideU and fmnish..! wi,h oak ,l..5 for bo.-

'°"' The particular perBol, which is »h„«n wi.J 'W' »'*" 'X i's

tsriiV'r='t„rr::.'cr rc&'Sr oYrSrirand

^"'ViSirl^rf:r;i°^?nS^vrc'; s"^rrf=hcd ahkc on

ho,h?ir;ip™crp^.S,^.;yje-^^^^^^^^^^^
The accompanymg plans and photograpns snuw

^•^^T.;r.f.TH^£wi;.X;t^^Pcrcd wl,h -.„„ ..ere rake,,

""Z r,S.';"r;",f;S ™U'r'To'p°e,"'*:i<:".. S. eons,r„c,i„„ o. a

r„«ip.rSa which lie behcves i, V'-"'""^ ''?<"'' "' ""' '^''"""'

-'
V°hfI'r'S Sr^e^'u ihore, i'pprSSr.^ -ed do„ars.

including labor and materials.
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Eiks' Building, San Francisco

A. A. Cant in, Architect

It may not be out of place to say that a small bird bath was made a
feature of the rose g^arden. It was made very shallow. The rim or coping
was constructed of cut limestone quartered and with liberal overhang
for shadow effect. Joints were made with lead and copper bands joined
the segments of the rim. The'^ints were left to weather and they were
soon coated with verdigris, giving the desired effect.

The bottom of the bath was made of green mosaic tile with a little

touch of gold in it. Detachable nozzles were fitted to the supply pipe,
one to play a thin small stream above the water level, the other being
attached just below the water line, lifts the water in small masses and
catches it on its downfall and spreads it in ever-varying shapes.

.• ''^ "^ ^s .-» r-^ "" IS, r¥' xm ?? '-- ,, f^ tl! ^<^ f^ ^ fn tet £ E

'""" iZ -I! H JJ .. lLllt'-BI

-T4 )»-<." -o^i.

Or.Vina/ D^/gn of Steivart Building, to Occupy Site of Old Lincoln School

Equipped with Otis Elerato'rs'"'^'"
"' "''"'"' ^"'''''' "'""

"""""'Sc/,,., B. .Vc«..,n, .^rWuV..*

Ba//o»r GH^/iri> Building. California Street, San Francisco

L. B. Button, Architect
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The Chicago United States Government Building
F. W. Fitzpatrick, Designer

Reinforced C a^ a Fire I f teria!

A SHORT time ago there occurred in the city ot Uayton, Uliio, a lire

which gave an opportunity to test the efficiency of reinforced con-

crete as a fireproof building material. It occurred in a factory where
motor cars were made, and the main portion of the building was of mill

construction and five stories and basement, adjoined by a reinforced con-

crete building, U-shaped in plan and six stories and basement in height.

The two buildings were practically made a continuous unit, as the walls of

the brick building served as the boundary of the concrete building on the

open side of the U, communication being afforded between the two build-

ings by doors on each floor. When the fire department arrived, the fire had

extended over the entire fourth floor of the concrete building. The con-

tents of this floor were destroyed, but the building escaped with slight dam-
age. Through the absence of fire doors and the inability of the department
to withstand the intense heat and smoke, the fire was communicated
through an opening to the adjoining five-story brick building and was con-

fined to the two upper floors. It was in this building that the greatest loss

was sustained.

The report of the chief of the Dayton Fire Department brings out some
suggestions as to proper reinforced concrete construction, from which the

following is taken

:

"First : That the reinforcing steel should be covered with at least two
inches of concrete, because the fire, having penetrated the lower inch of

concrete, would have aff"ected the strength of the structure had it not been

for the rigidly attached diagonals.

"Second: That the finishing cement surface should be put on when
the floor is being laid, thereby forming a solid mass; because the finished

surface was destroyed wherever the heat was intense, the slab underneath
being uninjured.

"Third : We were hampered greatly in handling our ladders and

several of our firemen had a very narrow escape from being injured or pos-

sibly killed by falling sashweights, and we were compelled to force into the

building all window frames that had not already fallen before we could

use our ladders to advantage. I would suggest that in the construction of

a building an iron pipe be imbedded in the concrete for the weights to fall

into, in case the window frames are destroyed by fire."

A Bungalow in Nexv Mexico

V. O. Wallingford, Architect

A Characteristic Southwestern Bungalow

By V. O. WALLINGFORD, Architect

I N THE trreat Southwest, where the sun shines all the year, and where

1 the sunshine and pure air are prime assets, Nat«=-. has eft much to the

enerev or device of men. Here artifice has nearly all to do, and here,

tocTnSality has its widest scope with the least trantntel of conven-

tion serving first the individual needs.

Comfort is large and there is no restriction of room to develop it-

out-of doors'is a bi| place in New Mexico, and there is no need of pushmg

skvward when there is plenty of space on the ground.

Certain needs have developed a type of residence, more or less char

acteristk of the cotmtrv. and embodying features inherited from many

?oca motives There are the adobe houses, built low and massive from

the nature
«

the material used, plastered over with mud lime or cement

ooffe a smooth surface to falling rain. Crude wooden f?'' -^^ -'^^ "'"^^y

carved or hewn bolsters.-heaw for supporting superimposed loads ot

adobe wall, crtule from lack of competent tools-recalhng the times o th

'"'"Vh'lse'have been gradually assimilated into the bungalovv, which

thottjh combtning mode^rn materials, still strives to preserve the traditions

°^
''The'houTe herewith illustrated is a development of this sort growing

out If hs builder's needs, the material at hand, and the circumstances of
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Bachelor Hall in Bungalozc

V. O. W'alluigford. Architect

\
Dining Room in Bungaloii'

]'. O. U'aliingfonl. .irrtiifrrt
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Fhun- rian of a Bungaloxv in Xciv Mexico

r. O. ll'allingforJ, Architect

""
nK".;i";,al''house K^rcw outward at oacl, cul ;

the fonucr liv,n, roo.n

.ecaie\h^a;;un, r ,V: an o,nra„cc wa. -;\ -J-.-.r^.e^r'i^r o

'"''•riKTC i. a basenu-nt un.lcr the s.uuh end. accom.no.lati.,^^ coal l.ins.

l.oilor room, vesjetahk- cellar an<l store ro.,ni.

T„. „,,,„.,».. ,-

";;r"\,^;r- :;':',:r i-u™':,'.::' ..IT'S:;,,;:,' ;l;:.

hoi^-IU ot the window m11>. diid t«.rniiii.^

"'"'';;:;
superstructt,re ,. hr.K covered with

•{;;;;::•;-•-;•J-^.^t^M:
The ce.nem is left natural odor I he n... •> ;>>.">^'^<'-

'

"^

work- is vellow pine, stained and hnisheil satni.

^^'''.;.chelor Lll- serves a.
^^^^f ^le'^rin;n-:di:^>:'^:r- ^'^ri:!

hoan,;. and is paneled 'O' ''"•'^
"j;';;;;;;- .^^^, , ,, ,,.,, „,,, „,. l.v about .^0

The prinapal '•--!,-;-V;LM.-li'>o';-eet long, enclosed by fly-

^rrL^Tnd :te:htled.'^\.e^"s[: fr..nts west an.l overlooks the town o,

Albiiqiierciue and the Rio (irande valley. ^
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Bachelor Hall t» Bungalow
V. O. H'alhngford, Architect

o-

Floor Plan of a Bungalow in New Mexico

V. O. H'allingford, Architect

""'
The' oriStl,™,. grew „„.w.r<l .t each end ; .1,. (om.r living room

becaT'^^.''<l!niU"oonfi a,, .n.,a.ce ... ™. »..er.^

'^^:s;'''i"'^^'S!^'
^-'^ r,v£."£i, ,«ca.ioi, „, p.,.

"'Thm is a l.ase,„e„t ..mler the south end, accomn,od.ti»g coal bins.

^-'i-pfSTL:»—1:~ -i.r aS;,:^ t
height of the window sills, ana lornun^

= "Il,:'''rg"rnie?", Jri;;r,',\°o:.
t„. to. ,oi.., ana co,,.t

Lams, and is paneled by built t.p *"'<"'-
, „ ;„

The ptinetpal d;-"™""
;,''';^Xis"5o't? n^ eSiJd* by «y-

Se^S IVrbtled,"^ Thfb'Ln'ronts west and o.etlc.s .be town o.

Albuquerque and the Rio Grande valley.

Dining Room in Bungalow
V. O. H'allingford, Architect
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r\ {^(j He Penitentiarv

CONSTRUCTION work has been started on a series of reinforced con-

crete buildings which are to serve as a penitentiary at Florence Ariz.

It will be a niodel institution of its kind, thoroughly equipped with safe-

guards of the most approved character for the retention of prisoners. Thorn-

ton Fitzhueh of Los Angeles is the architect,
ton ™i

g^^_.^, ^^^^
S^^,

^^,i,^,i„g i, ,,e,igned for a machinery house, n

which will be installed a pumping plant and equipment for refrigerating and

S njand heating the institution. Branching from it in three wings are the

pHson quarters, colisisting of cell house, commissary and general service

"""''"^Ali^gh retaining wall of concrete will enclose the entire area. A guard

stationed on the roof of the machinery building may command the entire prison

vard with the exception of the outer abutments of the three projecting

wings These abutments will be covered from suitably located guardhouses on

the walls. Thus the entire convict area will be at all times under the control of

""^
^Thetdministration buildings will be built just outside the prison yard, and

a means of communication maintained between the administration building and

die machinery house by means of a tunnel. In case of an uprising o he

soie s a force of me'n can L transferred from the administration building

through Ihe tunnel to the machinery building roof, thus attaining a position

which will give them control over any situation which may arise.

One of the features of the institution which is worthy of comment is he

eates which are to connect the outer world with the convicts inside the walls.

Apertures are left through the walls for a wagon passage and for pedestrians.

There are to be gates at the outer and inner terminals of these passages, and

the onenine and closing of these gates is operated by special machinery, con-

trolled by a "nan inside the administration building. The wagon passing

hrough must stop between the two gates, allowing an inspection of the contents

as well as preventing any possibility of escape for the prisoners. The con-

^rolHng levers operate by means of ratchets working on a changeable com-

'""'' Should a general prison delivery be planned and a trusty overpower the

man in charge of the gates, it would be impossible for him to open them with-

ovn finding Uie proper combination. Should a gatekeeper be discharged, the

combination may be changed without fear that the secret of opening the gates

might be disclosed to the prisoners.
,„annpr

The gates at the pedestrian passage open and close in the same manner.

This nassao-e is to be just large enough to admit one person and panels at the

Ji an "botfom necessilate stooping, provisions that afford the guards an oppor-

tunity to observe and count everyone passing through

The prison quarters will be heated in winter and cooled in summer by n

novel arrangement whereby warm or cool air is pumped into the apartments.

The desert climate will thus be made bearable to those incarcerated.

As before stated, the buildings and walls will be constructed of reinforced

concrete the latter eighteen feet in height, nine inches in thickness at the base

and three inches at the top. with reinforced walks along the top or the guards.

Electric lights will be placed along the walls to afford proper light at night

sheltered spaces at intervals will be provided for the guards on duty and for

concealed reinforcements. The whole area covere.l by the prison grounds

will be about 600 feet square.
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Concrete in Construction*

By G. E. ASHCROFT, C E.

IN
OUR discussion this evening we shall consider concrete from both an

engineering and an architectural point of view. From the engineering

side we shall consider the problems of structural design, and from the

architectural side we shall consider the problems of ornamentation. Both

these considerations must necessarily be very brief, since the field is so

broad that in one short evening we may not expect to accomplish more than

a glance at the mere fundamentals of either. You may perhaps be wonder-

ing: whv in an address before a bodv of architects the writer has chosen to

say anything upon the engineering side, and his excuse for this must be that

first of all the writer is himself an engineer and hence more competent to

talk upon this phase of the subject, and secondly, all practicing architects

would be none the worse for a grounding in the fundamentals of engineer-

ing, as all engineers are broader men for some understanding of the under-

lying principles of good architecture.

In the course of your practice you may never be called upon to design

a reinforced concrete building, but should you ever have occasion to pass

judgment upon such a design made by another, and this is a thing likely to

occur, you should be able to apply those simple fundamental facts which

would determine whether or not that design had been made in accordance

with good current practice. So as we must first have the frame work of our

structure, before we can ornament it, we shall devote the first portion of

the evening to the consideration of concrete used structurally, and the latter

portion to concrete used ornamentally.

Concrete for structural purposes may be composed of Portland cement,

one part ; sand or gravel, three parts ; and clean broken stone, six parts ; all

being measured by loose volume, or it may be of cement, one part ; sand or

gravel, two parts ; and stone, four i)arts. The latter makes a better, stronger

concrete and nothing leaner than the former should be permitted in struc-

tural work, where it is to perform any other function than that of filling up

vacant space. It is with this class of concrete that we shall deal in the dis-

cussions that follow.

You are doubtless all familiar with the formulae for the design of steel

beams and columns, and with the underlying facts and theories upon which

these formulae are based, and we will therefore take no time in the develop-

ment of these, but will refer to them when occasion arises, and note in what

way concrete behaves differently, when subjected to the same system of

loading. In testing steel, timber and other substances, the experimenters

have found that within certain limits, more or less well defined, the unit

deformation of the specimen is proportionate to the unit stress applied, and
the ratio of these two quantities, called the Modulus of Elasticity, is a con-

stant. In concrete, however, it is found that this proportionality does not

exist, and also that the tensile strength is only a small percentage of the

comprehensive strength.

If a cube of good concrete be placed in a testing machine and subjected

to compfessive stress and the deformation measured for each successive

increment of stress, and the observations reduced to the basis of unit

stresses and unit deformations, we may show the results graphically, by
plotting the values to a system of rectangular co-ordinates, in which the ver-

tical axis represents the unit stresses and the horizontal axis represents the

unit deformations. Draw a line through the various points and we shall

•Abstract of a paper read l>efore the San Francisco Architectural Club, August, 1908, by G. B
Ashcroft, C. E. Mr. Ashcroft is manager of the Cement Products Company, Balboa Building, San
Francisco, Cal.
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Public Library.

Cleveland. Ohio

Badgely ^ Nicklas \

Architects \

Trimmed -with Roman
Stone

C D

various gracks am a e .

^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ parabola

ise'Trte'xl !.J^ J thtf ofthe te. cur've and which passes through

""'
'you 'wi^ob^erve that the test curve varies but little fro.n it whUe .f

,he Uw o pro or ionalitv of stress to deforn,ation held true
_

the curve

wou d be the'straight line, shovvn in the figure.
--\X to th'rfa t tha

"p
However I wish to call vour attention especially to the tact, tnaivip

to u"t tress;s of .^00 to 800 pounds, the curve varies but slightly from the

ttraiJht ne and hence in calling the Modulus ot Elasticity a constant tor

tSvalu":; as does our city buil.ling laws and those o. many other cities.

the error is but small and is upon the side ot satety.
, i u.. ,f

\ beam composed simplv of concrete, however well made. ^vouUl be of

H.ti; nrac icalise since it would rupture under small loads, due to the

iV;ensire1tre,:gth of the material, hence ^^e cardmal pnncip e a,
p^^^^^

ih^ ::!;i^r= ::;i t^iiinirr^srH^S:.^;^^ nt^deveiopmg

^'^^
';'?; i"^Z:i£ brtrtvterestti;:r.---nt of such a composite beam.

3S^!E^ t-,at:h^;-nfti^r b^sr^^
-

"'''''Sl'e moment of resistance of such a beam may be considered to be the

trom tne cenit. ui ^y<x >

.lUtanre or lever arm is shown \\\

stresses on the compression ^^^^l^',

.^^^J^f ^^^^ .\,V effective depth
Fig. 2, (H) to be the expression d(l->8x). ni wnicn a is uic c v

of the beam and x is a fraction of d.
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Thus the value of x must be determined before we can compute the

resisting moment of the beam. Its vahie depends upon the position of the

neutral axis, and may be found experimentally, or theoretically. The per-

centage and character of the reinforcement and the grade of the concrete
are factors which largely determine the position. In theoretical studies it

is common practice to neglect whatever tensile stresses there may be below
the neutral axis, and consider those in the steel only, and this is again on
the side of safety.

From a consideration of Fig. 2 it may be shown that the value of this

quantity x is equal to the following expression, i/3/2pe(lX3/8pe)-3/4pe,
in which p is the ratio of the area of the steel to the area of the concrete
above the steel, and e is the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the steel to

the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. This determination of the posi-
tion of the neutral axis agrees fairly well with the results of experimental
tests upon such beams.

Experience teadhes us that beams may fail in other ways than by the
pulling in two of the reinforcing steel, as for example by shearing across
a vertical plane, by tension along a diagonal plane, or by slipping of the rods
through the concrete. Plain rods embedded in concrete offer a considerable
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resistance when an effort is made to withdraw them. This ^^^^^^ 'urfS
bond is usually measured as so many pounds per square mch of the surface

orthe rod in contact with the concrete. A conservative estimate of this

bonS stress developed would be for a plain round 9-^"-^ -^'^^^^^^

oer square inch of embedded surface. If we consider >4 this amount as a

Lfe working stress, and medium steel at 16,000 P^^^^^^P^.^^^^^^-^:";?;^'

may be readily shown that a plain rod in order not to slip through the con-

creL should be embedded 80 d each way from the point of maximum stress,

wTeredirthe diameter of a round, or the side of a square, rod. Where

llrS rod are used, in short spans under heavy loads, means must be taken

'ofecure mechanical bond. This is usually -complished by means of de-

formed bars, of Which there are many forms in the market and their use

is to be recommended where the cost in comparison with plain bars is no

unreasonable, as vibration or shock tends to weaken the bond stresses of

nlain rods and may reduce it to practically nothing.
P

Tests show that many beams fail, by rupture of the concrete near the

ends of the beam, along a plane inclined at an angle of ^^out 45 to the long

axis of the specimen, the crack begmnmg near the steel and gradually ex

tending upward into the compression area until fadure takes place.

These 'have been commonly called shear cracks, but it is more likely

that thev are due to diagonal tensile stresses.
, , •, •

The amount of these diagonal tensile stresess is indeterminate, hut it is

known that when beams fail by this method the vertical shearing stresse.

deverped are verv low, and since the vertical shearing stresses may be

de^erm^ncd, we m'av by this means arrive at conclusions regarding the

reinforcing necessary to take care of the diagonal stresses.

The- vertical shearing unit stress at any section, of a beam, such as is

shown in Fig. 2. is equal to the expression JV
bd', where V is the total shear

due to the external loads, b is the width of the beam, and d' is the distance

from the center of gravity of steel, to center of gravity of compressive

stresses, that is d(l-3/8x) in Fig. 2.
ii.^ .f;rr„,^« are

To resist these stresses vertical or diagonal rods, called stirrups, are

inserted in the outer portions of the beam, and should be m some manner

connected securely to^he horizontal rods. Where the horizontal rods are

more than one in number, a portion of them may be bent upward at an

angle of 45° at various distances within the third points of the span, ana

carried near the top surface of the beam.
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House of Mrs. I. B. Amirexvs, Buffalo, X. Y.

Slivzi'ing Roman Stone Trimmings
' W. L. Schmoile, San Francisco, Architect

6
Entrance of Marine

Building

San Francisco

Made of Hand Carved
Roman Stone

Salfield & Kohlberg.

Architects

P
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Before concliulinjr the structural portion of oun discussion it may be

well to summarize those fundamentals, by which one may judge quickly

h ther aT^m has been well designed, or not.
^^^^^/^/-^trel^sti

having an elastic limit of 33,000 pounds per sq. m. or 1% o hig^h elast c

imit" steel will in ordinary beams develop nearly the full compressive

strength of the concrete, of such grade as we are now considering More

metal is usuallv a waste. 500 pounds per sq in. is a ^^^'^'f^'''^''}^^^^^^^^^^^

for the allowable compressive stress upon the extreme fiber of the beam

and 16,000 pounds per sq. in. for the tensile stress m the medium steel.
1
or

such stresses the lever arm for the moment of resistance may be considerec

to be 83 of the distance from the top surface of the beam to the center o

gravitv of the steel, and the neutral axis as .45 of this distance. The amoun

of reinforcing when once determined upon, should be preferably in smal

units evenlv distributed, with sufficient space between each to permi of

filling concr'ete, and for the sake of the bond stresses, there shou d be, unless

deformed bars are used, a length of embedded bar not less than 160 times its

diameter, or side. ^^^ i
- *.

When the vertical shearing stresses exceed 30 pounds per sq. in. at

anv section, stirrup rods should be provided to take care of the excess, or

the horizontal rods should be bent upward well into the compressive area

of the beam.
. , . . . _ , ^,

And while we may be splitting hairs over theories, and worrying les

we have not exactlv located the position of the neutral axis, it might be well

to stop for a moment and consider that the son of Italy who places the

steel in the forms is not likely to have so much consideration, and that to

iDe on the safe side perhaps it would be well to boost the factor of safety up

another notch.
, , r i •. •

4. *u

.

Long before reinforced cement concrete had found its way into the

framework of buildings, cement stone had been used for the exterior of them

and concrete in this form is among the oldest of the examples novy existing

in this country of the earlv use of Portland Cement. In truth, the use of

concrete as a building material dates back to the time of the Romans or even

remoter ages, though the cement they used was a natural product anc not

the highlv efficient Portland such as we know today. However desirable a

concrete Vamework mav be from the point of durability and high fire re-

sisting qualities, and few there are these days who deny it, there is no deny-

ing the fact that ordinarv structural concrete, as an exterior and visible

finish is ugly past all endurance, which no beauty of line or symmetry of

form can cause us to forget.
• t -i i-

I believe in time we shall see a concrete architecture. That is, buildings

of concrete will be franklv treated as such and no attempt made to conceal

the fact by false joints and intricate masonry details. When that time

comes we shall content ourselves with simple outlines, bold details and sur-

face treatment as may be. But that time is not yet and the problem has

been to make a concrete suitable for exterior finish. The plastering of an

inch or so of richer mortar over the exterior of the building and running

false joints through the mass to imitate stone work is a practice that can

not appeal to anv one. It is a sorry makeshift and furthermore only in

favorable climatic localities will such a coating remain in any good condi-

tion for anv considerable length of time. Better far than this is the prac-

tice of using selected aggregates, and either bushhammering the surface or

removing the dead looking film of cement by means of acid washes. And

the better practice still and one that will appeal to the logical mind as being

wholly consistent, is to perfect a suitable concrete stone, that may be used

as a facing for structural concrete or for steel work as well.
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It is a wholly illogical process that employs concrete for the frame

work of a structure because it is fireproof and durable and then faces the

exterior of the same building with a natural sandstone or granite, either of

which there is all too much evidence, is among the poorest fire resistants that

we have.

The development of the process of making cement or concrete stone,

until the last half dozen years has run along on very much the same lines,

a mixture of sand and cement tamped or pressed into an iron or wooden

form. The development has been principally in the perfecting of the

machines while the product has remained largely the same. Cement stone

made under these conditions exhibits several marked peculiarities. In order

to empty the forms quickly, so that a second filling may be made, the mix-

ture of sand and cement is made very dry, just enough water being added

to make the mass cohere slightly. There appears to be no help for this,

though the water used is not more than 50% what it should be, for a proper

crystallization of the cement. Subsequent sprinkling of the stone must be

resorted to, but the outcome is that under most practical conditions, the

damage done the product due to this lack of the necessary amount of water

in the early stages of hardening, is never wholly repaired by the subsequent

sprinklings.

The machine product is porous, weighs from 95 toTOO pounds per cubic

foot, ind has an absorption at times as high as 25%. Unless an adulterant

color is added, the blocks are the dull grey of the cement, the most unat-

tractive of colors when seen in a structure. When color is added it is a

rather difficult matter to secure a uniform distribution of it throughout the

mass. White Portland cements have been placed upon the market from

time to time, but their increased cost has rendered them prohibitive.

' To overcome the matter of excessive absorption, resort is had to the

practice of placing a richer mixture upon the exterior of the block.

This facing then contains the color. If the climatic conditions are any

but the most favorable, this facing is quite likely to crack, owing to a diflfer-

ential rate of expansion between the two mixtures employed.

The use of machines precludes the possibility of very much variation

in form or size of the product and this dull uniformity has mitigated perhaps

more than any other one thing against their use in any but the smaller or

less important structures.

That a proper cement architecture may develop with the ever increas-

ing use of cement, the architect must be free to design whatsoever he will,

confident that the manufacturer can gratify his every wish.

In contra distinction to this dry or tamped process just mentioned

there has been in course of development for the past ten years a process of

making concrete stone, that bids fair to meet all the demands that a growing

concrete architecture will make upon it. This process has grown up around

the fundamental patents of Chas. W. Stevens, which were briefly the cast-

ing of a liquid concrete into a sand or other absorbent mold. The product of

this process has been variously termed, ''Litholite," ''Egyptian Stone,"

"Roman Stone," etc., by the companies using the process, who by experi-

ment and experience have added to the common knowledge until there is

little doubt that the Stevens cast concrete stone of today, is the most accept-

able of all such, for the exterior facing of buildings. This process diflPers

radically from that first mentioned, the "dry process." The aggregate is a

selected rock, crushed and screened to several sizes, to which the cement

is added in correct proportion and the whole mass turned up in a mechanical

mixer, after enough water has been added to make the mass thoroughly

plastic or semi-liquid. From a wooden pattern, molds have been made in

i

Bank of San Jose

fiuildinfc

Henry A. Schtdze

Architect

Herring-Hall Marvin Safe

Vaults Used Throughout

Equipped with Van
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sand. Into these n.olds the liq-d-ncrete is poured^ so^^^^^^^^

manner of -a'.ing iron ca u„^^^^^ ,,,

drams away mto the sana, tnus ^^^^ ^ hardening of the cement is m

machinery after the casts are a lew u^ij-
,

, . • therewith a 1 the

the life and beauty of a natural stone, but comb nmg
^J^^^^ j^ju „f

well-known advantageous qualities
<^\^^^^lfX2'^^ been^one of the great-

this process when applied to various ^es-gns that has been one o %

est factors in the promotion of its f7^^;. ^° f .^XeT will prepare a

are employed, but from
fo-^f;;-;^;,'„^d%"r'a: m' n^s^^^^^ as Ly be

wooden pattern, and with it, molds in sana lo
^^ making of con-

required, be it only one or several hundred This takes the maK g
^^

Crete away from the haphazard "^^^'hodo the street, ^^^
Pl

organized factory, where the process is

^^'^""^^^^^^'"the uniformity of

un'der constant and competent
-P^'Tt^^en" P^oc^s d'd nothing more

;^-SuSact:rand co^trlS '^^^^^^^^^^^
that shall be a concrete architecture employmg only the ideal concrete.
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Terra Cotta Houses Replace Wood
GOVERNMENT experts have covered the country with their investi-

gations, and they report that the time is not far off when the conn-

try's timber will be gone. This means that other things must be

found to take the place of wood. The United States government has estab-

lished laboratories at various centers for the purpose of testing all sorts of

structural materials. The results of these tests are published from time to

time, and in this way engineers, architects, and contractors are informed as

to the capabilities of the materials.

Only within the last year or two has general interest in the diminishing

timber supply been aroused. The recent conference of governors, called by

President Roosevelt, was due chiefly to the report of the official forester,

Giflford Pinchot, to the president. To the condition which made the confer-

ence necessary may be traced also the invention of novel building materials.

Thus there is a constant attempt to employ for building the only sub-

stance of which the supply is unlimited, the soil of the earth itself. Es-

pecially is this so in and near the big cities, where the scarcity of timber

and the consequent high prices are felt most seriously. For here the differ-

ence in price between a frame house and a house of more solid material is so

small as to be unimportant.

Illustrative of the general tendency to find substitutes for wood is the

suggestion of Herbert M. Wilson, of the United States Geological Survey,

that scientific investigations into the properties of clay be undertaken. The

American Ceramic Society made a start in this direction by appointing a

^^--special committee to report upon a plan "for systematizing the study of

clay products."

Individual builders meanwhile have gone ahead and demonstrated the

practicability of their ideas. Last year the building departments of New
York City, for the first time in its history, received plans for a terra cotta

house. The plans were passed upon favorably, and the house, which be-

longs to a professor in New York university, has just been completed.

In the suburbs around New York, there have been put up recently

several terra cotta dwellings. The principal element in them is the hollow

tile block—the same kind of block that is used for fireproofing the "sky-

scrapers" on Manhattan Island. It is manufactured from New Jersey clay,

and in the process of manufacture is subjected to a heat of 2200 degrees.

In the walls and partitions the blocks are set end on end, so that the

hollow spaces form continuous perpendicular pipes. These hollow spaces

make the walls non-conductors of heat, and thus tend to keep the house

warm in winter and cool in summer. In the floors the blocks are laid be-

tween beams of steel or reinforced concrete. With both walls and floors

made of terra cotta each room is inclosed with fireproof material, and fire

could not easily spread from one room to another.

The second man who submitted to the New York building department

plans for a terra cotta house was Amos L. Schaeffer, engineer of the public

service commission. Instead of letting the job to a contractor Mr. Schaeffer

employed laborers and himself oversaw the construction of the walls and

floors. By this he saved money, the frame costing him anly $2500. Once
the frame of hollow bricks is built the cost of a house depends mostly upon

the "frills"—the interior finish, trimmings, decorations, etc.

The exterior surface of a house of this type is covered with a stucco of

whatever color the owner chooses. The original cost of a terra cotta house
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insurance Premiums
specialty of fireproof dwelling-houses,

Some architects have maae a SP«^^'''''>
«4nn00 Onlv last year

"'"^4;™"th.'''iS„ ol .uton.obiks the safe storage of large qu.n-

to have none btit fireproof materials in them. Accordmgly niany of them
to have no"«/'"\"y^l

^rndnrts throughout An instance is the tile garage

built Te?en"r/b;D7e Cn^n^MoTris" former president of the Automobile

AssocTatLn^f America. Other owners of private and public garages have

^^''Telats ThHost significant single effort -ward the substitution of

other materials for wood is the proposal to extend the fire limits ot iNew

York to include the whole greater city. If the aldermen pass such an

ordinance it will mean that no more frame houses of any kind may be buil

?n the metropolis Ten years ago this plan would have had no chance of

ucce'ssTnort has a goo'd change, simply because the high price of umber

has made the cost of a fireproof house relatively small and has, therefore,

removed or weakened the desire of builders to use wood.

*

A New Use for Concrete

r-fc EP\IRING breaks in the hull of a sunken steamer with concrete says the

R Iron Age, is a new departure, but one likely to prove frequently i.s fu .

* ^^ The scheme was successfully tried upon the steamer George \V Elder

which was sunk in the Columbia river over two years ago. and ren a, ed unde

S:: TlLTrhurtinnnc^S one^ ^^'^ tfl^^^^

into the c;hin and concrete was p aced over the canvas until a heav\ coverui^

Sd be n ob'^'ained.This was sifpported against the o^-^l^^^^^^^^
a concrete beam athwart the hold, measuring 18x48 inches and thirty-eight teet

fong The concrete was mixed and placed under water by divers, the cement

^^•"iCtrarrSrhitrb-^ ^'^ r- -^ p-rT'
out o the hold an< the vesselfloated and towed forty miles to a dry dock^

One of the problems connected with concluding the operations involved the

ac"ion of the curreni during the sixteen months of ^"bmers^n^ By the te ms of

'he contract under which the salvage operations were
""f^f^'^f^" ^re The

kil wreckers received $30,000, - against ^th.ng - --J J^' '^^^ T,^,:

TTl20m'i.foX:i Thet, S^ertoaC%60.000. lifter the

:hX wSS agai^nloTs^rvice an'ofifer of $160,000 was made for her.
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The Inspec'* ^ c+nr+um' ^teel*

By P. S. HILDRETH.

LIKE many other branches of professional work, the supervision of

manufacture of iron and steel work has become a specialty, and is best

accomplished by the employment of reputable and experienced in-

specting engineers. To judge of the value of the services of such special-

ists, they should be weighed in the same scales as other experts
:

experi-

ence, judged from years and variety of work; facilities, by the number and

location of assistants ; methods, by the character of records furnished, and

reputation, by the class of work done and references. Least of all is the

charge for services. The value is dependent largely upon the conscience

and thoroughness of principal and assistants, and is not a commercial

product to be bought from the lowest bidder ; in fact, low terms can mean

nothing else than poor service. Terms, by custom, are made per ton, and

there is a proper variation in cost of inspection of a light, complicated

structure, or a heavy, straight one. They may {Properly vary from $1.00 co

70 cents per ton for mill and shop inspection, and from $150 per month to

25 cents per ton for inspection of erection when desired.

Inspection of the manufacture of iron or steel work is not a part of an

architect's services, particularly as it is of marked value to both the general

and the steel contractor in the information it furnishes the former and the

delay and expense it saves to both. It is therefore customary for leading

architects to specify that the general contractor shall employ inspecting en-

gineers, but as he may defer to the steel contractor, and it is important that

they should be absolutely independent, a clause about as follows is gener-

ally used

:

"The material of all members under calculated stress shall be tested

and all materials and workmanship shall be inspected at the original points

of manufacture by inspecting engineers appointed by the architect, and

subject to his removal. The cost of such inspection shall be paid by the

general contractor at the rate of cents per ton of structural iron and

steel required for the building. The inspectors shall represent and report

to the architect and general contractor with the view of securing the

prompt and orderly delivery of members of material and workmanship

specified."

In addition to this clause there should be others requiring the steel

contractors to furnish proper facilities for testing and inspection, without

charge, and to promptly replace rejected material or workmanship; also,

that such inspection or lack of inspection shall not relieve the contractor

from responsibility under the contract and specifications.

The details of good inspection of structural steel during manufacture

are stated below, and are supplemented with a few examples of the value

of such inspection.

As a general principle, it is essential that the manufacture of cast-iron

and steel and the fabrication of steel shapes in the shops should be super-

vised during their entire progress, rather than merely passed upon after

portions of the work are completed. It is Only by such supervision that

errors and defects can be prevented, the general character of workmanship
improved and delays necessary to make corrections avoided. Some defects,

if not discovered until work is finished, can never be entirely satisfactorily

* Reprinted from the "California Journal of Technology" for August, 1908.

rnrrected unless the entire member is rejected and replaced which is often

imDracticab"r When inspection is intelligently conducted on these lines

irfs wilco^med by the best manufacturers, and is of assistance to them ,n

oromptly and properly getting out their work.

Durine the rolling of steel at the mills or castmg of 'ron at the

founJde Ispectors sliould be present and have knowledge of the stock

used They should personally choose representative test specimens and

n^rinalv make the tests, in order to be able to testify in court .
necessary.

^They should see that chemical analyses are the specified detennmaUon and

nersonallv take drillings for check analyses when desirable. As the maS is cut straightened and handled for loading, they should inspect it

or accuracv of section, weight and all classes of physical and surface

Sects Particular attention should be given to castmgs by sounding

strVk'ng edges and examination. They should report as to the tonnage of

material caft or rolled and shipped, and send a list of the material accepted

and rejected wth corresponding detailed records of tests identified as ap-

pWing to ceruin material. The bending test is best reported by an oiUhne

n the actual bend Every piece of material should be accounted for. The>

^iouM also report as to the prospects of securing material, and advise pur-

ctas rs is to wh n material^may be expected from the foundries or mil s

and expose the falsity of statements frequently made by shops that they

cannot secure material when such statements are untrue

During shop manufacture, inspectors should be familiar with the plan

.nd check them f^r clearance and compliance of shop-working plans with
and check them lor cie ^ ,j supervise the shop work

frortts'star Tareful rwa cS the material for mechanical defects, par-

Sm<1 "i h spTcTed pain, on dry surface, are correctly marked, and arc «

CJf;;o„ cL as£pre.enH„,,,ry d^r,.,^

;r„', mber o'f p ece refffd th„e being m.nntaC.rcd and ,l,o.e shipped,

inspecli eis ,hcl Z„ld iepor, the progress of m.nut.ctnre and sh,p-

"""
wfe^wo^rkt le, a. a ponnd price, and wire,, "i-"'':

'"-.'Xf.:'

-r::btr„a?c':,rsc'r^:e^trlnr:^^^^^^^^

""lAZS:;Si:^:tnisredre,rl\l'ber;er:d"f;o.pie.e»na,

;a E£'lfri?ir^.a',,t\-sXe^s:^;fbr=^
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of the work rather than the making up of results in a general office or the

copying of mill or shop records.

On important contracts the individual men on the work should be

known to the architect and subject to his discipline or discharge. All

reports sould be rendered to the architect, with copies to the contractor and

copy of final report for the owner. In general the inspection should be

absolutely thorough, honest and complete. There is no man but makes

mistakes, and commercial conditions of manufacture and the best methods

of testing do not give absolute assurance; nevertheless, honest and com-

petent inspection is of established value.

*

Exquisite Work !^

By AMY LYMAN PHILLIPS, Hotel Plaza, New York

ANY person who cares for marbles may find in a visit to the Hotel Plaza in

New York, enough to interest him for some time; for this beautiful

new hotel in French Renaissance style of architecture, has apparently

been built and fitted regardless of expense, and in the public rooms especially,

some of the most exquisite Italian marble in America is to be found.

The rotunda is finished in Italian marble and the superb panels of peacock

marble have no equals. In the tea room, there are four antique caryatides

representing the four seasons, imported copies of Roman antiques. In the

Fifty-ninth-street lobby, the pilasters are of starzema marble, the panels of

Pavanazzo and light-veined Italian. The various panels are bordered with

starzema and white Italian marble, ranging in color from white to the exquisite

Fleur de Peche or peach bloom color.

The columns in the tea room are also of Fleur de Peche on bases of Breche

Violette marble.

In the cafe overlooking the park, the pilasters around the room 4ind the

doorways are of Caen stone, beautifully carved and in contrast to the panels

of fumed oak.

At either end of the main corridor, connecting the Fifty-eighth street

dining room with the men's cafe, are circular marble staircases, under

one of which is the marble-lined ''bureau" of the Maitre d' Hotel. These

staircases are marvels of beauty and the same effect of marble panels is

used as in the foyer.

On the second floor there is exquisite marble wainscoting in the cor-

ridor which leads from the ball-room to the banquet hall, and another

marble staircase leads from the ball-room down past the mezzanine floor to

the private entrance to the ball-room.

Many of the panels are matched in the centre, and the delicate veining

of the marble is identical on both sides, so as to form a pattern from

Nature's workshop that puts to shame any devised by the craftsman. The
caryatides in the tea room are worth special inspection, the originals having

been done by the famous pupil of Michael Angelo, Donato Donati, without

models. The methods of Michael Angelo for the illustrious Pisani family

at Carrara were adopted by his pupil and the heirs of the Pisanis sold the

originals to the municipality of Carrara sixty years ago.

*
* *

A Social Blunder
''Why did Rinks' widow feel so indignant at his funeral?"

"The members of his volunteer hose company sent him a floral fire ex-

tinguisher."—Judge.
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. a. v Of Cement and Concrete in Sev^r^rs

\,u -1, n nf the durability of concrete sewers has been raised hrst

and isThe'l^TZ^^Z^l re/XTand expeH.ent It cannot

brlaidtat thl cuestion is -"l^f ^ ^^-/Va^ry ^g^^^w^a^ ts' cont.nued
The ordinary use of cement P'P<: f^\""7'7concreTe and reinforced

for many years and there are now many ndes of co-re e^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^

concrete sewers m ex.sten as w I as ^of pla^^^^^^^
^.^^ ^^^

pipe sewers, there nave occn su
^ ^^j. ^^

circumstances surroundmg '^'^"^'1°
""''^^'^iS ^fThe materials or of the

their suitability for carrymg
f/^=^g^' ^'^T. ^"X^, °4e of the failure. There

workmanship used m
"f

^^
^^"^^^ P'^^f^*^, 'fde^^ concrete by dis-

are on record occasiona mstances oj/"/J"';^; , ,

, ^gn^gnt pipe sewers
charge of waste from c'^^-^'f '

^'°^,'^;,"" rereby ThTsane would be

carrying such discharge would ^e affected the ebp^^ l^e
^^^^^^

true of the cement used in laymg br'ck or m pmtmg v^t p v^^^^^
^^^^

"''^VtafeTewage, undergoing P-re^action in a tank n^ay have a detenorat-

ing eflfect on concrete wh.ch -^^ J "°;J;\:t comparatively fresh. Thus

rW 1\lfcHargrd\Tr^ tv:^s'lhi:rdro/chicaJo. reporjthat concrete

^:;ti^ta'nVs fourorW- old ^^- ^^^^^^^

of these engmeers seems *°
"^^ P^'PY'sewage upon the concrete, and both

questionably to the action of t';?,^P*'".
'^^„^/iVother tanks and in concrete

are making observations upon the
'?o"^f'°"''",°;he cause of the deteriora-

outfall sewers therefrom to determine if
P°f™^^*7jt'^f,"^'ed to the sewage,

tion and the extent o the action in
^-^^^^^-^^^^^fS "Edmund Burke, of

the
'^:^:£%^:^s^^ ^-iisrd^ =otf

i^^Su b^k
=

^^?^fHSHSs- srmr
in the brick was due to softness of the ^r ck >

that U^e ciete

^^^^

Portland cement "-fi^J^^.^^S.^" hi oS'lTch was carried into the

concrete sewer, was due to the a"'^" '"/"^
;,. •' . seemed to be inde-

mortar or concrete by the gro-dwae-^
itr and to be strongest at an

pendent °f
'Jj

'-'? ^^ °
^^ :erge^^ that of the ground water,

elevation above 'la of the ^^^^^ .^^ 5^,,,;,^. reports, in a paper be-

J. \. Jewett, 01 rne ^. ^.
M,tprials that he has observed de-

fore the American Society for 1

^^''"f . ^ f/^'f"'Ji ,ine in alkali soils and
terioration of concrete structures at about the soil Ime m a

^^^^^^

that this action is sin^Uar to tha of a er ^'P- ---;, ...ecting the

suggestion YmTVLa onr^ ^\\\ be safe for use under such con-

'^T .' 'puzolan and some brands of natural hydraulic cements may

J;rthe^pro;:'r^.ateri^^^^

ditnif/L^rrs jXi^r thTrent^;r;etu deteriorate or the

reverse.—Domestic Engmeermg.

n
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New Process for Veneering Building Fronts, and
Light M ' *

T
liii

By W. W. FUNGE, JR.*

HE recently completed "brick-tile" veneering of the Whitney building

in San Francisco has been very favorably commented upon by Pacific

Coast architects and builders.

This building is constructed of reinforced

concrete and a somewhat original method of mak-
ing a dovetail mortise in the concrete was em-
ployed. In setting up the forms, three small strips

were attached thereto, as shown in Figure one.

These strips were set longitudinally at about two
feet intervals. When the concrete was poured, these

strips formed a dovetailed mortise in the wall, the

strips being removed after the walls were thor-

oughly set by simply pulling out the center strip,

which allowed the two outside strips with beveled

edges to fall away very readily. This left a perfect

mortise anchor to veneer the walls with the brick

tiles used. The latter were 9"x3" surface, with a

perfect white glaze, far superior to anything here-

tofore used in San Francisco. Each brick-tile had
five dovetail mortise anchors, as shown in Figure

two, and each possesses a full one-quarter inch

''clutch" to the cement backing, and the combination

of these anchors in the tile with the anchors in the

concrete wall, as above described, gives the firmest

\\/ , u^ \ bond possible.

s/ '. C^ ' ' \ Another apparent advantage of the brick-tile

over ordinary glazed brick, is the fact that each of

the brick-tile, on account of their peculiar shape,

hang to the wall independently of each other and
the only additional load to the steel frame over the

minimum thickness of concrete necessarv is the

weight of the brick-tile, which averages about ten

pounds to the square foot, while glazed brick

f

I
t
f

I

weighs four times as much and, in addition, must depend on uVe ties to

hoM them to the concrete wall. These wire ties may or may not occur at

the nrooer points to make a good anchor.
., r

There should be a great future for these brick-t.les for veneermg con-

crete or brick buildings, a\d at the present time tfeere are several buildmgs

under construction in San Francisco in which they are bemg used. Notable

nstances are the new California Market, which is being veneered on both

he Pine and California street fronts with a beautiful pale jade green shade

of bdck-tT with a darker shade for the base of the buddmg. The front

uLht courtl,f the Foxcroft building on Post street was also veneered with

IdcL-tUes made o'f a rich cream shade to match the glazed terra cotta work on

the front of this building.

T^e Cement Industry for 1907

A REVIEW of the cement industry for 1907 shows that for the first

A time in a decade it has reached the normal condition characteristic

• ^
of the other great industries of the United States. That is to say,

there has been arrested the recent tendency toward speculative develop-

ment which naturally followed the tremendous demand for cement. The

s aStfcs show that the Portland cement industry has now reached that

s ale of devel^opment where its progress and capitalization must be at- .

tended by the same care and intelligence as are applied to kindred industries.

''"'The manufacture of Portland cement in the Un.ted States has devel-

oped by leaps and bounds. In the ten years ending w^h 3; ^^^^g^'f^^
<;hnw that the production has increased from 2,430,903 barrels in isy/ to

48 785 3^ barrels in 1907. This growth, as a reference to the accompany-

Sa'ble wil show,- has been at t rate of percentage per annum-even in

atter years when he production has attained enormous figures-almost

staegering even to those who have grown up with the industry. From

1897 to 1899 Ihe production almost doubled. The production of 1901 was

more °han twice the production of 1899. The production of 1903 was

a most doubkthe production of 1901 ; the product on of 190j, w^as half as

mTc°i again as that^of 1903. and the production of 1906 was double that ol

1 00^
Production of Cement in the United States

(In Barrels)

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
190.^

1904
1905
1906
1*X)7

Portland

Barrels

2.430.903
3.584.586
5,8aS.620
8.482.020

12.71 1.2iS

17.230.644

22.342.973
26..S05.S8t

35.24^..812

46.610.822

48.785.390

Value

$3,724,905
6.168,106
10.441.431
9.280..S25

12.532. .360

20.864.078
27.71.3,319

23.3.55.119

33.245.867
51.240.652
53.992.551

Per
bbl.

$1.54
1.72

1.80

1.09
0.98

1.21

1.19

0.90
0.94

1.10

1.10

Natural Hydraulic

Barrels

7,890.573
8.168.10(>

S.686.447

8.383.519
7.084.823

8,044. .3a5

7.0,30.271

4.8^)6,.331

4.473.04'>

3.9.35 151

2.887.700

Value

,$3,976,050

3.819.9^5
5.0.58.500

3.728.848
3.0.56.278

4.076.630
3.675.520
2.450.150
2,41.3.052

2..362.140

1,467,302

Per
bbl.

$0.50
0.47

0..52

0,45
0.43

0..50

0..50

0.50

0.54
0.60
0.51

Slatf Cement

Barrels

40.000
l.S7.fi62

244.7.57

446.60'>

272.689
478.555
525.8%
.%3,045
.^2.447
481.224
.5.57.252

I Per
Value bbl.

$60,000
2.35.721

36fJ,800

.567.193

198.1.51

425.672
542.502
226.651
272,614
412.921
443.'/«

$1.,50

1.50

1.47

1.27

0.73
0.81

1.03

0.75
0.71

0.86
0.79

Total

Barrels \'alue

10..361 .476

11,*X>3..326

15.7.36.824

17.312.148

20.068.737
25.753..5(H

29.899.140
31,675.2.57

40.102.308
.51(27,.321

52.230.342

.$7.760.9.55

10.223.822
15.786,78')

13..576.566

15.8f/J.731

25..V.6..380

31 .931 ..341

26.a31,')20

35.931. .5.13

54.01.5.713

S5.903.851

*Mr. Funge is Pacific Coast manager of the American Encaustic Tiling Co., Monadnock Building,
San Francisco

He is a great man who accepts the lemons that Fate passes out to him

and uses them to start a lemonade stand.

Ml
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ON Hearing New York, passengers on ferryboats and transatlantic liners

are often heard to exclaim : "What a pity it is the city does not do

something to make the water front more beautiful !" ''How ugly

those skyscrapers look!" And in many a city throughout the United States,

when some specially unpleasing edifice is being criticised, the remark is

made: '*I wonder how the town came to allow such an ugly building to be

erected." To such and similar observations a simple and sufficient answer

may be given : The municipality has, in most cases, absolutely no control-

ling power. The authority of the building departments is limited to the

enforcement of regulations devised with a view to public safety, and the

beauty or hideousness of the structure is left to the caprice of the owner or

the fancy, of his architect. To remedy this state of things, Prof. Frederick

M. Padelford, of the University of Washington, in an address before the

Washington State Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, printed

in the ''American Journal of Sociology," makes the following suggestion

:

"I would establish the office of city architect as a part of the municipal

government. This office would carry a very generous salary, so that a man
of real worth could accept it without undue financial sacrifice. To safe-

guard the office from politics I would have candidates submit designs to a

tribunal appointed by the fellows of the American Institute of Architects.

"The city architect would have associated with him a council, likewise

chosen by merit. All plans for proposed buildings would be submitted to

this body, and those that were unworthy of the city would be vetoed. Of

course the architect and his council would not use their office to promote

any particular styles of architecture, but would welcome individuality in so

far as it was in accord with the correct principles of art. In fact, I would

have the office conduct frequent prize contests for various styles of build-

ings, in order that the architects of the city might be stimulated to their best

endeavors.
"For every building erected there would have to be an architect's plan,

and in order that this might not work a hardship on the poor the office would

furnish a large number of acceptable designs from which a choice might be

made. For the plan thus accepted a nominal price would be paid, and this

would be turned over to the architect who filed the plan with the office,

and who would superintend the erection of the building. These plans could

be used many times, provided, of course, that undue duplication in any one

locality were prohibited. In this way I would prevent the erection of

characterless little houses and the practice of stealing plans."

Those intending to erect business or office blocks would find the city

architect's office particularly useful, for during regular hours of consulta-

tion experts would discuss plans with them. "The business man, his archi-

tect, and the city engineer would work out the problem of each building

block together."

Another feature of the office would be courses of illustrative lectures

before community clubs and high schools—systematic courses of one or

two lectures a month, running through the four years. Professor Padel-

ford thinks these lectures would be very seriously received, for he is con-

vinced "that the majority of people want to have attractive houses, and are

eager to be taught what is good."

Architects would be licensed just as doctors are, and the city architect s

office would have charge of the granting of licenses, "because the city

would regard quack architects as equally objectionable with quack physi-

cians or lawyers."
j . . , • , .,

As far as the architects themselves are concerned, it is claimed that

Jr^itldTndVstcatic effon'n crryTng out a project in which .eU-intetest

^"'
?L'Tft«in7L^'hTi!r'orosal Professor Padelford clain^s that ^"there is

classes pay to •'<*'"<";
; ,,„ Tfth. a hiteCur. is .gly. it is im-

tones the whole community life.
•

f,,,^„pe on the lives of the inhabi-

,a,,ts=rSl 'idi5^;;s.ryr ,?.eTa;i„tTorp™p.ti.
..in, ... „„,..,

l^iJi'r;,.",,r:'3rr l^Jliar'S',;.
W<,,, viliages' i„sis, t... th.s

rpSir\L'';Vict'i,Tptafnn;ror.r; pai;^,"~Ss,
...» t.. ci,y

has 300,000 inhabitants ^ happier and more

„,„J7.„'pL"" z-viT. iSL°.'t,r."re,r:Si .eciv. z^^' .-.«»-

Buitding

r ^ ;r, rpfprence to the constitutionality of the build-

An interesting ru ing in ^^^^^^"^?^^'' '

'fi' :„ Milwaukee to the eflfect

waukee. The judge held that the city had no
"fj

to
^JPf^ ^^^. ,,3,, „„

romnlv with a city ordinance, and incidentally he deciarea tne
.

cons'iLuonal right to compel its own citizens to do so.

* * *

First Aid

"Writing to Charlie?"

"Yes."

:.l^^:ffiL'^,rthar£';irl has thrown hin. overboard, so Vn.

dropping him a line.'-Kansas City Journal.
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Convention of American Institute of

Architects

THE Board of Directors of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects has de-

cided to hold the next convention
of the Institute in Washington on De-
cember 15, 16 and 17, concluding with a

dinner on the evening of the 17th. The
topic to be considered at this convention
is the creation of a department or bureau
of the Federal Government, with a board
of consulting artists, which would have
control of buildings, landscape work,
statuary, paintings and mural decoration,

so as to harmonize and systematize work
of this character under the jurisdiction

of the Government. On the evening of

December 15 a reception will be given

in the Corcoran Art Gallery to view the

work of Augustus Saint-Gaudens, the

meeting to be a memorial tribute by the

institute to his memory.
On the evening of December 16

speeches are expected showing the neces-

sity of one department or bureau con-

trolling the fine arts of the Government.
The president of the institute has ap-

pointed as a committee of arrangements,
William A. Boring. S. B. P. Trowbridge,
Glenn Brown, William S. Eames and J.

R. Marshall
The president of the institute at the

June meeting of the Board of Directors
appointed Alfred Stone (since deceased).

J. L. Mauran and Glenn Brown as a

committee to select a name or names to

present to the Board of Directors at its

next meeting as the recipient of the

institute gold medal at the convention.

Oakland's Great Hotel
The Oakland Hotel Company will

rush work on the new $1,500,000 Bankers'

Hotel, between Harrison, Alice, Thir-

teenth and Fourteenth streets, in Oak-
land. Complete working plans for the

new hostelry have been received by the

supervising architect, Mr. Matthews, and

contractors will be called upon to bid

upon the construction of the hotel within

a- short time.

The plans have been changed some-
what by architects in the East, which

has resulted in a delay in starting the

actual construction. The foundation and

basement were completed some time ago^

Bids will be received for the buildmg ot

the entire structure.

The stockholders of the company pres-

ent at a recent meeting were: W. U
Henshaw of the Union Savings Bank,

W G Palmanteer of the Central Bank,

Ed'^on F Adams of the Farmers and

Merchants' Bank. W. W. Garthwaite of

the Oakland Bank of Savings A J. bny-

der W J Laymance, W. H. Leimert,

Frank J. Woodward, George W. Austm,

and R. F. Jackson.

Architects Meeting

The annual meeting of Southern Cali-

fornia Chapter A. I. A. took place in

October. , ,

The election of officers for the ensu-

ing year was the most important part ot

the business session. Myron Hunt was

elected president; J. Lee Burton, vice-

president; F. Parmentier, secretary, and

August Wackerbarth, treasurer. Direc-

tors, Octavius Morgan, Arthur B. Ben-

ton, A. F. Rosenheim, R. B. Young and

C. H. Brown. . .

The chapter received notification ot

the election of Myron Hunt to fellow-

ship in the American Institute; also that

Edwin Bergstrom had been elected an

associate member of the Institute. The

reports were unanimously endorsed by

the chapter.
^ r i \

The annual convention of the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects takes place

in Washington, D. C, December Id, 16

and 17 The election of delegates was

deferred until the next regular meeting.

\rchitect J. A. Walls, who has lately

returned from an extensive European

trip, was present and related the inci-

dents and adventures encountered dur-

ing his sojourn in the old world.

Y. M. C. A. Buildings

Architect Arthur B. Benton has pre-

pared preliminary drawings for the pro-

posed new Y. M. C A. building to be

erected at Riverside. It will be 83 by 185

feet, three stories and basement, and

constructed of brick. The basement will

contain gymnasium, 40 by 76 feet, locker

room, 40 by 54 feet, plunge 20 by 60

feet, club room 12 by 34 feet, cafe 25

by 40 feet, barber shop and Turkish baths

20 by 60, and kitchen department. Ihe

first floor is divided into lobby, lecture

and dining room, check room, locker

bovs' and lecture rooms, etc. The second

story will be divided into four class

rooms, twenty-six bed rooms and bath

and toilet rooms. The third story will

have thirty-four rooms, together with

the necessary baths and toilet rooms,

closets, etc. The P^^fi^ u^^l.^T^fi!:
ium will be to the full height of the

second story. Above the plunge will be

located a basket ball court. A roof

garden will extend over the entire build-

ing It will be constructed of slow-

burning material, and will cost about

$60,000.

The same architect has made plans for

extensive additions to the present Y. M.

C A. building, at Redlands.

Personal

Architect Arthur T. Ehrenpfort an-

nounces the removal of his office to the

Russ building. Room 335, 235 Montgom-

ery street, San Francisco. _ . , ,

Architects Stone and Smith have

moved from Kearny street to larger and

more central ofhces in the Mechanics

Savings Bank building, San Francisco.

Architect Injures Foot

Architect Coxhead, junior member of

the firm of Coxhead & Coxhead, of ban

Francisco, is recovering from an injury

to his foot, the result of a fall »n the

Home Telephone building, of which he is

the architect.

Handsome Hotel

Plans have been drawn by Architect

M J. Lyon for a handsome hotel at Van

Ness avenue and Pacific street, S^n Fran-

cisco The new hotel will be of class A
construction, eight stories 1 igh and will

contain 200 rooms. Its special features

will be an Oriental tearoom, ladies re-

Teption rooms. Louis XIV ballroom, a

solarium on the roof to be fitted up as a

Pompeiian garden, and affording a

marine view, extending from the Golden

Gate to Berkeley.

The plan of the building is designed

for the pavilion type, similar to the bt.

Francis Hotel. Another distinctive ea-

ture will be the apartment hotel plan,

consisting of apartments of three to

eight rooms each, with independent re-

ception halls and all conveniences of a

home Some of the apartments will

have living rooms, libraries, private

dining rooms, bedrooms, serving and

servants' rooms. The dining room is to

be finished in English oak. with an

orchestra balcony and a seating capacity

of 200 The private dining rooms are to

be featured in character arid design.

Contracts for this building will be let as

soon as the papers are ^^f^^.^^he cost

of the building will be about $225,UUU.
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BUILDINGS

The readers of the Architect and

Engineer of Cahfornia will undoubt-

edly be pleased to see

that some of their tax-

money has been so

well expended in the

two additions, one

completed and the other fast ap-

proaching completion, that have re-

cently been made to our national ar-

chitecture at Washington, D. C.

The most pleasing feature about

these buildings is that their designers

have been wise in not attempting to do

anything ''wonderful" with them.

Many architects would have tried to

inject some special individuality into

such an opportunity, topped the

thing off with a dome and added

other ''fixing^" that would have

made such building very conspicu-

ous, loud and aggressively personal.

In these two great structures, how-
ever, the architects have realized

that they were but component parts

of the main, domed and beautiful

Capitol, mere adjuncts, and should

properly be dominated by the latter

building, from which they are sep-

arated but by a street. The two
buildings are virtually alike in de-

sign, most pleasing, dignified' and

quiet and in a minor key, properly

balancing the main composition, and

are altogether most satisfactory. One
of the buildings is illustrated in this

number of the Architect and En-

gineer, the illustrations and descrip-

tion being supplied through the

courtesy of the chief draughtsman
in charge of the work, Mr. Oscar
W'enderoth.

This is the title of a stirring ar-

ticle in the November'*McClure's"by

"PiDF AN
Architect F. W. Fitz-

QANCE"
starthng figures tha

certamly must not

have been generally known or there

would have been greater activity on

the part of our authorities in the di-

rection of fire-prevention by com-
pelling builders to build better. He

cites the losses and expenses caused

by fire and shows that the grand

total is nearly $600,000,000 a year of

what might be called, wasted ex-

penditure. Compared with that fig-

ure he states that all the building

and repair work done in a year's

time does not exceed $615,000,000.

In five years the total of fire losses

alone without their attendant ex-

penses amounted to $1,257,716,000!

Further on he describes the rem-

edy for this appalling state of affairs

and advises that nothing but first-

class construction be permitted in

cities. He advocates the enclosing

of all stairways and elevators, the

protection of outer windows with

wire glass and metal sash, the min-

imizing of wooden finish and furni-

ture, using in lieu thereof steel and

other non-combustible materials and

believes that a steel frame structure,

protected with hollow fireproofing

tile and with outer walls of brick

and terra cotta constitutes the ideal

building for the ordinary city com-
mercial purposes.

The writer, who is the consulting

architect of the International Society

of Building Commissioners, also ad-

vocates the labeling of all public and
semi-public buildings by the build-

ing departments just as to their na-

ture, "fireproof," ''ordinary," or

"dangerous," and believes that this

official labeling would compel own-
ers of inferior buildings to improve

them and would deter people from

building more of the same kind.

The cement industry in the United

States has now reached that stage

where it may safe-

OROWTH OF THE ly be classed as one

CEMENT INDUSTRY of our staple prod-

ucts and no longer

subject to sharp advancement or

serious decline. In short, cement

has reached the normal condition of

other leading industries. Competi-

tion and a declining market have re-

sulted in what may be likened to a

weeding-out process, which must

eventuallv be conducive to the gen-

eral good health of the industry.

Purely speculative enterprises and

those of mushroom growth have

been badly nipped by the financial

frost, while plants established upon

a sound basis have survived and may
look for the return of prosperous

times, if they are not already at

hand. The development of the in-

dustry from something over two

million barrels to nearly fifty mil-

lions in the brief period of ten years

was one of the most remarkable in-

dustrial evolutions in the history of

the country, if not in the entire

world, and it was not surprising

that many entertained the conviction

that this was to endure, especially in

view of a corresponding increase in

new uses for cement.

Important progress has been made

in methods of manufacture which

will tend to cheapen production and

maintain if not improve quality. It

is interesting to note, says "Cement

Age," that specializing has com-

menced in the manufacture of ce-

ment such, for example, as to the

production of the white cements es-

pecially adapted to architectural

work of ornamental character. This

is but one of the many steps forward

that have marked the advance of the

industry in the last year or two and

those who are competent to judge

predict a future that is, indeed, most

hopeful.

Business Sense

"There's one piece of advice," said the

senior partner, according to the New
York Press, "that I'd like to give every

young man taking a business position

with a desk attached to it. It's this:

Keep your desk clean. What I mean

by having a desk clean is keeping every-

thing possible off it except that which

is related to the matter in hand. I've

observed in my time a good many men
in their offices, and I can say that with

very few exceptions the real men of

affairs are those whose desks are free

from clutter.

What with filing cabinets and other

devices no excuse can be offered nowa-

days for confusion.

"A well-ordered desk means a well-

ordered mind, a mind taking up one

thing at a time and giving it the proper

attention. It denotes regularity and

concentrated, effective effort."

" I

«ir

iM
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HEATIN ND I IC
Material Arranged by Carl t. Roesch, tdwin B. Pike

and Wm. E. Leiand, S. B.

L

Warm AirProper Construction of a

Furnace

By An Old Timer.

ir.

IN THE August number of the Archi-

tect and Engineer we discussed the

relative difference between the warm
air furnace and the old-fashioned fire-

"^ place, and promised in a later article to

give what we considered the proper con-

struction for a warm air furnace, suited

to conditions that exist in a climate such

as we have on the Pacific Coast.

Practically all of the warm air fur-

naces used on this coast are made by
Eastern manufacturers, and sold to deal-

ers on this Coast with no other idea than
simply to market their goods—paying no
attention whatever to the question

whether or not the same are adapted to

conditions.
Owing to the fact that comparatively

little heat is required the dealer has in-

variably bought and installed furnaces

that were inadequate to do the work in-

tended. To begin with, we must recog-

nize the fact that a room to be warmed
must be entirely filled with warm air,

and that a room fifteen feet square with

a ten-foot ceiling is just as large here as

it is anywhere else, consequently it will

require the same volume of air to fill it.

The object of any first-class heating

and ventilating engineer, whether plan-

ning the job for a gravity or mechanical

installation, is to design an apparatus

which will fill the room or building with

warm air in the very shortest possible

time. Air handled in this manner can

be delivered into a room at a relatively

low temperature and at comparatively

low cost for fuel. If this is the case it is

evident that a room which can be filled

with warm air in fifteen minutes can be

properly warmed in the same length of

time, and to do this it requires, first, a

furnace with a casing area fully as large,
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if not larger, than the combined area of

all of the warm air pipes taken there-

from, and that each warm air pipe should

have sufficient area to hll the room to

which it leads, every fifteen or twenty

minutes.
* * *

Warm air flows with varying velocity

and, under gravity installations, can

never be computed absolutely. The aver-

age flow, however, has been placed at

200 lineal feet per minute, covering the

whole flow from the average residence

installation. The writer has found that

the average flow in this climate is 18/

feet per minute, and this average was

taken from thirty different installations

which were carefully tested with ther-

mometer and anemometer, and for that

reason we have used 180 lineal feet per

minute as a working basis. Prom tni»

we compute the size of the warm air

pipes, and the sum of the area of the

warm air pipes gives us the size neces-

sary for the furnace, and we usually

allow the casing area of the furnace to

be at least 207o in excess of the total

area of the warm air pipes. The ques-

tion that will now naturally arise in the

reader's mind is that we are insisting

upon the use of as large a furnace for

this climate as we would if zero weather

prevailed. This is not the case, but we

do insist upon a furnace that has as

large a free area through the casing of

the furnace as would be used in zero

temperature, and the difference in the

construction of the furnace is consider-

able due to the fact that in this climate

the 'initial or register temperature ot

from 100 to 120 degrees is sufficient

where a proper flow of air is obtained

and the temperature rarely goes below

30 degrees, or, in other words, you have

to change the volume of air from 70

degrees to at most 90 degrees.

Where zero weather prevails, the ini-

tial or register temperature of 140 de-

grees is considered the minimum, which

makes it evident that the volume of air

must be changed at least 140 degrees.
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consequently it requires a larger radiat-

ing surface and a larger grate surface to

change the same volume of air from

zero to 140 degrees or more, than it does

the same volume of air from 30 to 100 or

120 degrees.
* * *

So far as the writer's knowledge goes

on this subject there is only one manu-

facturer who has, up to this time, en-

deavored to meet this question, and as

this is not an advertising proposition,

but simply a plea for the better consid-

eration of the warm air furnace, we do

not feel at liberty to mention the manu-

facturer's name.
For the actual consideration of the
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furnace itself, or the part which con-

tains the fire, this should be of such con-

struction that it would be absolutely gas

tight, without the use of cement, and

with fuel and ash-pit doors large enough
to permit of cleaning and firing, and so

arranged that all linings and grates, etc.,

can be taken out ^nd rcolaced without

disturbing the furnace setting itself. Es-

pecially in this climate, where light fir-

ing is required and quick results are

wanted, it should be of such construc-

tion that it will permit of the use of old

trash, light wood and other rubbish for

fuel. As oftentimes with properly con-

structed and installed warm air appa-

ratus, a fifteen minutes' fire with trash

used morning and evening will give all

the heat required, unless the weather is

exceptionally severe.

In a later article we will follow up

this proposition with an example of

properly arranged gravity residence in-

stallation.

Don't Blow Out the Arc Lamp
A new negro messenger in the library'-

of the Navy Department was told by a

sophisticated messenger of his own race

that a new arc light recently installed

there could be blown out.

"Sho," he said, "yo' cain't blow out

electric lights."

"Not that kind," said the other, pomt-

ing to the incandescents; "but you can

these. Try it."

Neither the first puff nor the second

was successful, but on the third, into

which an extra effort had been put, the

light went out.

"There," said the sophisticated one,

who was leaning carelessly against the

switch button.

The new darky started out to spread

the news. He struck incredulity in a

messenger just around the corner of the

corridor.

"I know yo' cain't blow out dem m
bottles," said the new messenger, "but

yo' cain dese. Bet you a dollah I does it

in free blows."
. .

That is where he paid a dollar tuition.

=1
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Contractors Association and Its Purpose.

By Edwin B. Pike.

The San Francisco Branch of the Na-
tional Electrical Contractors' Associa-

tion holds its regular weekly meetings

in the Grant building. A number of the

contractors, on meeting nights, dine at

a down-town restaurant and then report

in a body at the meeting rooms.
The association is taking quite an ac-

tive part in exposing poor electrical wir-

ing, which will be of great assistance to

the owner, builder and the Department
of Electricity.

For some time, especially in the dis-

tricts that were built up immediately
after the earthquake and fire, electrical

work has been a disgrace, being, in some
cases, literally thrown in, without regard

to any rules or regulations whatsoever.

It would be well for the architects and
engineers to see that when a building is

being wired the contractor installs his

work properly. Special attention ought
to be paid to the splicing of wires and
loose connections, as this is where the

fire hazard lays.

The Department of Electricity does its

best to inspect all work, but naturally it

cannot have a representative on the job

at all times, therefore the architects

should pay a good deal of attention to

the "rouehing in" of electrical work, es-

pecially in knob and tube installations.

This would be of great benefit to the con-

scientious contractor as well as the

owner, and would aid the association

. very materially in its good work.

Oakland's Tourist Hotel to be Built

The stockholders of Oakland's proposed

new tourist hotel have voted to continue

the work of construction which was stopped

about a year ago when the money strin-

gency became so acute. Work on the build-

ing; was commenced two years ago. The
excavating was completed and the founda-

tions started when orders were received

to stop. It is now proposed to take bids

for the actual construction work. The plans

for the hotel were drawn by Henry J.
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Anything and Everything Electrical

Gas and Eleci- i ixtures
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STEAM
WATER HEATING
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GARDNER &KEND/
HEATING CO.

Heating and Ventilaiing Engineers

Contractors for Steam or Hot Water Hratin? ApparahiS
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oi pipe cuttinir. making Pipe Headers for Dry KUds. Etc.

DIAGRAM WORK SOLICIT BD

40-42 SECOND STREET

PHONE MAIN 801 PORTLAND. ORE.

Hardenbergh of New York City^he style

being free renaissance, the size 2lX) ^y ^u^

feet 500 rooms and the cost $1,000,000 or

more. Walter J. Matthews of Oakland is

the supervising architect and bids for the

completion of the building will be received

by him.
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Simplicity as An Element of Decorative

Art*

By E. L. Elliott.

WE have several times before

preached from a text taken from

Emerson, to wit: "We ascribe

beauty to that which has no superfluous

parts, which exactly fulfills its purpose.

Believing also that example is better

than precept, it is our present purpose to

attempt a further exposition of this doc-

trine by the study of a few examples.

Bad art might be divided into two

categories: that which is ugly, and that

which is tawdry. The first arises from the

extreme of simplicity—a simplicity that

leaves the object in physical and mechan-

ical nakedness. Such for example, is a

gas fixture made of common iron gas

pipe put together with ordinary pipe ht-

tings, or an electric drop light consisting

of a socket hanging by a flexible wire.

Tawdriness on the other hand, most

often arises from an indiscriminate use

of inharmonious or superfluous ornamen-

tation. Tawdriness is not necessarily

l! I

It

m\> \
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Gas Electric and
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SAN Franc SCO, Cal.
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synonvmous with cheaoness. but is in-

variably the result of overdoing the

thing. Conversely; good art is by no

means confined to expensive production.

As an illustration of this latter fact, ex-

amine the table lamp shown in Fig. 1.

It is difiicult to conceive of a more

simple construction outside of the naked

mechan ical essentials; yet there is har-

• The illustrations shown in this article, which

is reprinted from "The tlluminating Engineer,

are of fixtures executed by the Enos Co.

mony and grace in the few curved lines

of the standard and shade which pro-

duces a distinct feeling of beauty. Every

part can give a satisfactory reason for

its existence.

Keeping our text still in view, let us

next examine Fig. 2. There is first a

base of sufficient size and weight to give

the necessary stability. The central

standard is of sufficient strength to sup-

port the lamp and shade without being

clumsy, while the loop at the top sug-

AHLBACH Sl R INCORPORATtD

FLU
75 DORLAND STREET
Telephone Market 70

Off Dolores, between Seventeenth

and Eighteenth Mrects

SAN FRANCISC

•nth
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gests a convenient means of carrying

the lamp. As a matter of actual me-
chanics, the lamp would stand just as

«,„J»w»te*i«*»*

firmly without a brace to the supporting

arm opposite the shade; but this fact is

the result of a critical study of the

mechanism, which the mind does not

readily make. This brace instantly ap-

peals to the eye, and satisfies the in-

stinctive query as to stability. Without

this simple little device the involuntary

thought would immediately arise that

the lamp must tip over from the weight

of the shade. The loon in the supporting

cord, enabling the height of the lamp

and shade to be varied is a complete

justification for the general plan of con-

struction. Note further the simple grace

of all the lines.

The comments made concerning Fig. 1

would apply equally well to the bracket

shown in Fig. 3. Both examples literally

fulfill the tenets of our text. Applying

the principle to Fig. 4, however, we find

one manifestly superfluous part, namely,

the metal saucer or disc immediately

under the lamp socket. Which of the

rSBVRG
I m

W \ T E P
jl %,.-j J.. M. Ji- »^-j ir\.

SIMPLE
safe:
economical

JOS. THIEBEN &i CO.
AGENTS

555 Mission Street

PHone Hcarny 3762 San Francisco

'^

two is the more artistic? Compare in

the same manner the brackets shown m
Figs. 5 and 6.

Figs. 7 and 8 afford a similar compari-

son. Fig. 7 being perfectly simple, while

adaptable to all conditions therefore, the

wall-plate is made with the boss as

shown. The presence of the "candle-

fraus" on the electric brackets is simply

a concession to custom and the demands

of trade.

Fig. 5 I'n

8 has the superfluous plaques under the

sockets, and the vertical piece between

the lamps.

^ Fte. 7

Fi"-. 9 shows an apparent violation of

the principles of our text. The construc-

tion of the supporting arm, with its two

points of attachment, and the general

Hues are thoroughly good, but the effect

is marred by a pyramidal boss on the

wall-plate. This projection has no vis-

ible reason for its existence, and sug-

gests that a part intended for some other

construction has been purloined. The
suspicion is confirmed by reference to

Fig. 10, which shows a legitimate, and

therefore artistic use of the same piece.

The fixture manufacturer himself, and

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Fig. 8

also the electrical contractor, will be

able to give a sufficient reason for this

construction, however. In many cases

the outlet box is left projecting; or there

may even be a capped gas pipe to reckon

with. In order to make the fixture

*^9'

Fig. 9

Fig. JO

Fig. 11

Fig. 11 is an exceedingly fine example

of the beauty of single curves. Compare

it with Fig. 3, and note how much the

varying diameter of the supporting arm

enhances its appearance. This slight cur-

vature, however, necessitates a casting

in place of the plain bent tube used in

Fig 3, which of necessity adds much to

the cost of construction; which shows

that apparently slight modifications in

design may influence the cost to a degree

beyond what might at first seem reason-

able to those unfamiliar with manufac-

turing details.
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By ihc Way
Some Industrial Information Worth the While

An Ideal Hospital Flooring

The California Peerless Stone, Tile

and Plaster Company, whose factory and

works are at San Leandro, and office at

109 O'Farrell street, San Francisco, re-

ports a good demand for its composition

tiling. It has been found to be especially

serviceable for hospitals, the magnesia

composition making a floor that is not

only fireproof and waterproof, but per-

fectly sanitary. The tile is used exclu-

sively in the Merritt Hospital in Oak-

land, Nathaniel Blaisdell, supervising

architect. The entrance floor is in three

colors, two shades of red and yellow

being used. The same tile is used on

the floors in all the corridors, toilets,

kitchen and pantries, ward rpoms and

operating rooms. A total of about 10,00(3

feet of tiling is used in this building. In

the Keatinge apartments on Ellis srrcct,

San Francisco, which were designed by
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Architects Shea & Lofquist, Peerless

stone is used for exterior ornamentation,

and the tile has been laid in the toilets

and bath rooms. It is expected the com-
pany's products will be accepted in the
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Keystone Apartment House San Francisco—Oliver &> Foulkes. Architects.

The Keystone Apartment House now being built at Washington and Hyde streets, the light ^ells

of which are faced with "Golden Gat. S*ndMor.e- BricK. a while pressed brick made of

sand and lime (no cement) from the Golder^ Gate BricK Co.. C. F. Pratt, manager, Hi^ Market

street, opposite the Palace Hotel. Factory. .Antioch. California, and San Francisco warehouse at North

Point street. Phone or write for photos of buildings built of our sandstone or sand lime brick, as well

as samples of our brick.

QOI.i:)EN GATE BRICK CO.
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new St. Mary's Hospital and several

other hospital buildings that are to be

erected in San Francisco the coming

year.

Imoroved Safety Tread

\ new aiT(T>iniproved safety tread has

just been put on the market and bids fair

to eclipse all others now in use. ihe

tread was invented by a San Francisco

man and while it has been used several

years on all the steamships of the

Oceanic Steamship Company, no effort

has heretofore been made to market the

step in connection with local building

construction. It is known as the Tortro

Patent Improved Rubber Stepping, and

is pronounced the most economica ,

cleanest, safest and most durable of all

rubber steps in use today and can be

placed on marble, concrete, iron or wood.

When one portion of the rubber is worn

it can be easily and quickly replaced at

trifling cost. Messrs. Murphy and Orton,

268 Market street, are sole agents and

manufacturers of the new tread.

Successful Plumbing Contractors

Albach & Maver, plumbing contractors,

whose main office and shop is at 2d Dor-

land street, San Francisco, have done the

plumbing in the following buildings:

Seven story brick building on Market

street, near Seventh, Macdonald & Apple

-

garth, architects; two story brick build-

ing on Market street, near Larkin, and

designed by Price & Hutchinson; five

story brick Chinese Mission on Ports-

mouth Square, Francis W. Reed, archi-

tect' two story and basement Hat build-

ing 'on Hayes street, Welsh & Carey,

architects; three story and basement

apartments, Mason near Sacramento

street W. W. 'Rednall, designer and

builder; and a three story and basement

brick building on Kearny street, between

Sacramento and California, Wm. Mooser,

architect. The work done by this hrm

speaks for itself.

Interior Work His Specialty

C E Gordon of 1235 Pierce street, San

Francisco, is doing some high class work

in house painting and interior decoration.

Mr Gordon was for six years foreman

for O. V. King and for the past three

years he has been in business for himself,

building up a splendid trade in apartment

house and residence work.

Mackenzie Roof Company

The Mackenzie Roof Company of Oak-

land has recently filled several important

contracts in that city. The company

makes a specialty of felt and gravel roof-

ing, and among the buildings roofed with

this material are the McGregor apart-

ments, the Merritt Hospital and the

Brown and Adams cannery, ihe hand-

some residence of Mr. R. E. Bousfield at

Claremont was roofed by Mr. Mackenzie,

as well as several other houses across the

bay A contract has been signed with the

Globe Construction Company for roohng

the Western Power Company s new

building in Oakland.

L B. HOWE
Prcs. and Tbka».

H. M BUDDINGTON
ViCK-P«t«-
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New Catalogue

The Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery
Works have just published a new cata-

logue containing much interesting infor-

mation to architects, builders and others
in the market for architectural terra

cotta, fire brick and fire tile, together
with price lists and illustrations. The
Steiger Company is specializing in hollow
tile fireproofincr and roofing tile, for

which there is a considerable demand.
The company is also manufacturing some
very handsome brick and tile mantles,
this in addition to its regular output of

architectural terra cotta, semi-dry pressed
brick, terra cotta chimney tops, drain tile,

etc. The Steiger Company's main offices

are in the Mills building, San Francisco.

the purpose of bringing direct business
to the exhibitors. It will be more in the
way of an industrial demonstration cal-

culated to create universal interest in

cement and its innumerable uses.

Cement Products Exhibition

It has been decided to hold the second
annual cement show in thp Coliseum in

Chicago, February 18 to 24, 1909. The
date chosen, it is believed, will prove very
satisfactory, coming, as it does, iust prior

to the opening of the cement season.
Unusually elaborate and comprehensive
preparations are being made to interest

in the coming show, not only those di-

rectly connected with the cement trade,

but the general public as well. The un-
derlying idea of the exhibition is educa-
tional in its nature and not entirely for

Circular Rooms Bad for the Mind
That circular rooms are distinctly bad

for the mind is argued by the Chicago
"Journal." It says that exoerts in mental
diseases who have made a studv of con-
ditions at the Minot Ledge Light at-

tribute the unusual prevalence of insan-
ity among the keepers of this lighthouse
to its peculiar form of structure. There
is no point, they say, on which the e>fe

may rest, so it travels round and round
in a maddening whirl. They, therefore,

suggest that some means be devised for

filling the curves and producing corners
and angles. In support of their theory
they cite instances of men who have lost

their mental balance during long confine-
ment in circular prisons, but have quickly
regained it on being transferred to an or-

dinary room of corners and angles. Baron
Trenck spent much of his time in prison
making marks and corners to break the
circularity of his surrounding's and keep
his reason from slioping awav on the
whirling and encircling walls. Casanova,
an Italian engineer, who was imprisoned
in a round tower, gives much the same
testimony.

RF N N pxT'^

OIL BURNING
EQUIPMENTS standardized)

v\ e Manufacture and Sell to Jobbers Oil Burning

Elquipments for all kinds of Service. Our various

Ex^uipments can be set up by anyone. Elxperts

Not Necessary. Catalog on Application.

BENNETT'S PNEUMATIC SYSTEM is the
ideal method of burning fuel oil under low pres-
sure steam and hot water heating plants and
f r all the metal arts.

References:

Pacific States Telephone Co.. Grand Hotel,
Aronson Building. Robins Hotel. Williams Build-
injr. Boyd Estatr. Hotel Arlington. The Empire
Apartments. Hotel Leo. Marine Building. Union
Square Buildinsr. Schmidt Building, Hillcrest
Apartments. Duboce Apartments, Sherwood
Block. San Francisco and the Imperial Hotel,
San Jose,

BENNETT'S
PETROLEUW
BURNER CO.
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WONKS AND CXCCUTIVC OFFICCS:

579-581 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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Modern Requirements and Modern
Methods

In connection with the erection and

finishing of the average modern struc-

ture there are many fastenmgs of one

description or another, to be made to

brick, stone, marble, tile, concrete and

other masonry. .

In the old days, one first used wood

plugs, which were never satisfactory, be-

cause as is well known, wood expands

and contracts under climatic changes to

such an extent that the fastcnmg is never

positively secure. Then, too, in a very

short time the wood plug rots away so

that the fastening at best is only tem-

porary.
. , ,, ^

Next came what is known as the

"Leading-in" process, whi^h while messy

and tedious, really did mark an improve-

ment over the unstable wood-plug

method. In "Leading-in" the hole to be

drilled is necessarily a very large one,

for it must provide not only for a space

to accommodate the bolt or screw, but

also for pouring in around the same a

quantity of molten lead, which cooled

and hardened, made a fastening at least

secure. This tedious process while an

improvement, only served to emphasize

the necessity for a better way.

Then came the Star Expansion Bolt

designed and produced along studied

principles in various sizes to conform to

the ordinary bolts and screws in every-

day use the country over.

The principle involved is so simple, the

expanding qualities so positive and sure.

Star Expansion Bolts and Anchors are

daily demonstrating their time and labor

saving qualities to thousands of car-

penters, builders, plumbers, electricians,

iron workers, and others who have in-

vestigated the claims made for them. II

our readers desire to become better

posted we have arranged with the manu-

facturers—the Star Expansion Bolt Co..

of Bayonne, N. J., to send samples and

catalogue (completely descriptive of a

line comprising expansion bolts, toggle

bolts, and drills -for brick and stonej

promptly upon direct application to the

Bayonne office.

' 'Why didn' t you put on the porous plaster

1 sent you?" .i » u .^
"Docthor, I'm a mimber ov th Hod

Carriers' Union, and it's against th rules tor

me to do anny plastherin' except in the

reg'ular workin' hours."

the use and application so easy, that it

must seem that finally a really puzzling

problem has been satisfactorily solved.

Star Expansion Bolts and Anchors in

their many various styles and sizes have

gained universal recognition as the mod-

ern improved means of making attach-

ments of any sort to all kinds of

masonry, marble, tile, slate, and like ma-

terial They are made in either mal-

leable iron, brass, or lead compositioii

metal, in any size from 'A inch to z

inches in diameter, to fit wood screws,

lag screws, or machine bolts.

The advantages briefly summed are as

follows: Smallest possible drilled hole

for insertion. Ease in using-time and

labor saved. Adaptability of expansion

parts for use with stock bolts and screws.

Positive expanding and holding qualities

—strength, and a clean cut finished ap-

pearance, which ornaments rather than

defaces surface matter.
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The Value of an Ad.

Lillian Braythwaite Hill, the very sue

cessful writer of humorous advertise-

ments, spoke at a business mens dinner

in Chicago on "Fun in the Ad." Miss

Hill began in this way:

"Does it pay to advertise? Well, i

should say so. A man came to an editor

in the town of Shelhyville one day and

asked that question.
" 'Does it pay,' said the man, to adver-

tise in your paper?'
" 'Does it pay to advertise in my

oaper^ You just bet it does,' the editor

replied 'Look at Sands, the cash grocer,

for instance. Sands advertised for a

boy last week, and the very next day

Mrs. Sands had twins—both boys.

A. B. JOHNSTON
GENERAL MANAGER

Phone
Market 5481
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Strongest Known Wood
Recent tests of the hardwoods of

Western Australia have revealed the ex-

traordinary properties of yate, believed

to be the strongest of all known woode.

Its average tensile strength is 24UUU

pounds to the square inch, equaling that

of cast iron. Many specimens are much

stronger, and one was tested up to 17/2

tons to the square inch, which is equal

to the tensile strength of wrouglit iron

The tree grows to a height of lUU teet,

and a diameter of two and a half.
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The Non-Union Plumber in San
Francisco

While apparently the relationship be-
tween the master plumbers of San Fran-
cisco and the hien M their employ is very
friendly, the changes of conditions that

have been taking place during the past

year are bringing up questions that are

irritating, to say the least, and in the

near future new policies must be out-

lined to meet the needs of these changed
conditions. One of the most important
of these questions at the present time is

that relating to apprentices, and during
the past year the needs of proper regu-

lations in this matter have become
forcibly evident to all concerned in the

business. At the time of the fire in 1906

this question was in a fair way of being
settled, for the master plumbers and the

journevmcn's organization had united in

a plan that promised to solve the ques-
tion for all time. About a year before

the fire they had commenced a campaign
of education among apprentices, with an
'dea of weeding out all those whom they
considered unfit to attempt to follow the

trade. The bovs, to the number of over
five hun(lred, were examined m the com-
mon school branches and a record kept

of their percentages. These examina-
tions were held from time to time and
those who proved deficient were in-

formed that a failure to improve would re-

sult in their dismissal. The result was
that the boys of inferior mentality gradu-
ally dropped out and those who were re-

tained were given an incentive to im-

prove. The inferior help was so thor-

oughly weeded out that -at the time of

'the fire there were not more than twenty
or twenty-five boys on the list waiting
for emnloyment, in place of one hundred
or more, as was usually the case. After

the disaster these conditions were soon
changed. The demand for help was so

crying that anyone who had a knowledge
of tools and was willine to work found
no difficulty in procuring a position. The
apprentices began to realize their im-

portance and in an effort to ape their

fellow workmen formed a union of their

own and the wage scale was boosted
skvward. As long as conditions were in

such a shape as they were then all was
well, but the reaction has come now, and
with it comes the belief that the exi-

gencies of the abnormal days following
the fire have given way to what must be
business on a sound basis. The appren-
tices seem to fail to realize that the

boom period is over and are inclined to

follow along the lines laid down during
the past two years. At the present time
they are wondering why so many of their

members are idle when work, on thc^
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whole, seems to be quite plentiful. Tlic

truth of the matter is that many of the

master plumber* are refusing to hire ap-

prentices at all, preferring to depend
upon journeymen, or be allowed some
choice in the matter of whom they may
employ. During all this controversy, says

Domestic Engineering, the non-union

plumber is increasing his footing in San
Francisco, and unless the union men are

inclined to work along more fair and

harmonious lines thev will awaken some
day to the fact that their services are not

absolutely indispensable. During the

past few years the trade schools have
turned out a great many graduates, and,

while these are lacking in experience,

they have a training that is highly desir-

able and are picking up the experience

in various ways. Practically all the re-

pair work that is done here at the pres-

ent time is done by non-union men, and
the percentage of these who are starting

shops of their own is increasing each

day. The crying need at the present

time is the education of apprentice

plumbers so that they may become
efficient and valuable workmen, and a

system that will permit all those who
wish to leafn the trade to do so, provid-

ing they prove themselves adapted to

that class of work. Just what the out-

come will be is difficult to foresee, but

there is no question but that some radi-

cal change will be made in the near

future, as conditions are now in a very
unsatisfactory shape.

To Complete Sacramento Church

St. Paul's Episcopal Church of Sac-

ramento, work upon which was stopped
over a year ago after about $25,000 had
been expended, is now being completed by
the contractors, J. Schroeder & Co., of

San Francisco. It will require $15,000 ad-

ditional to complete the edifice. Most
of the work remaining to be done will

be in the interior and roof.

Van Emon Ofifices Destroyed

In a fire which practically gutted the

new Levy building on New Montgom-
ery street, San Francisco, early in No-
vember, the Van Emon Elevator Com-
pany suffered loss to the extent of $5000.

The company is now located at 46-54

Natoma street and the management de-
serves credit for getting settled again
so quickly after being burned out. The
new quarters, while not quite so pre-
tentious, are comfortable and close in

and will answer every purpose until

other accommodations can be arranged.

-^

W.W. BRi:r[E,C.E.
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GRILL WORK FOR ELtVATOR ENCLOSURtS.

CLLYATOR CABS STAIRWORK.BMCON Y-

RAILINCS.FIRE ESCAPES ETC.

hoRTWHD Orcgoix,

Big Packing Plant

Contracts are being let for the con-

struction of the Swift packing plants at

Portland together with the machinery

to be installed in the big establishment.

Definite plans for the construction of the

plant have been made, and specifications,

blue prints and details have been pre-

pared by the company's architects.

The main building will be six stories

and will be 200 by 130 feet, with

an annex of 130 by 75 feet. Its tota

cost will aggregate $500,000. Portland

contractors are to be favored in the con-

struction of the plant, provided other

things to be taken into consideration are

equal. Provided the bids received are

unsatisfactory, however, the company
reserves the right to reject all tenders

and construct the plant itself. The main

building is to be completed within one

year. By the end of that time, it is

expected four other large buildings and

tile stockyards will be ready for use.

Plans are being made for these struc-

tures now. They are the glue factory,

wool pullery, box factory and the engine-

room.
Each of these buildings will be from 100

to 150 feet in length and will average about

100 feet in width. They will be two and

three stories in height.

CONCRETE WORK

EXCAVATING
WATER PROOFING OF

BASEMENTS

Bluxome a Co.
5 ERONT STREET - SAN ERANCISCO

r

George C. Fenton
SELLING AGENT

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies

Building Materi=<l and Appliances

307 WILLIAMS BLDG.,

S. E. Cor. Third & Mission Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

Good Sand for Concrete

The Kruttschnitt Building Material

Company, Monadnock building, San

Francisco, is having a good demand for

its Niles sand, used for reinforced con-

crete. The sand is a particularly fine

grade, and contractors who have used it

are very much pleased with the results.

Many San Francisco architects are now
specifying Niles sand for all their con-

crete work.

Phone Main 307

GO.

If you can't get wise, get gumption.

Plumbing and Steam
Supplies

9 TO 15 NORTH FRONT ST.

14 TO 16 NORTH FIRST ST.

A s6ft answer catcheth a soft person.

PORTLAND, OREGON
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Wall Safes for Apartment Houses

These safes are especially designed for

apartments, flats and residences, are

made in four sizes, and are fireproof,

sneak-proof and burglar-proof.

The No. 1 size is 6^" high inside,

10^" wide inside, and 71//' deep inside.

The door opening is 5^" diameter in

the clear. The walls are constructed of

i^" thick cast steel. The doors are made
of two plates of steel, with a layer of

asbestos between, rendering the same
fireproof. The bolting mechanism is of

the lug type. A two-piece ring, fitted

with lugs, turns in a solid metallic groove

on the door, the lugs locking behind

other lugs that are integral with the

jambs. The boltwork is checked by a

three-tumbler combination lock, permit-

ting over 1800 changes. The boltwork

is covered by a handsome cover plate,

making the door entirely flush on the

inside, and rendering it imoossible for

any contents of the safe to foul the lock-

ing or bolting mechanism.
An extra feature has also been devised,

fitted with electric protection.

No other safe made possesses features

that are equal with this safe. Samples
of these safes can be seen at the sales-

rooms of the Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe

Company, 36-38-40 Second street, San
Francisco.

They can be built in houses already

built, and in walls of apartments, flats

or residences as they are being built,

hidden from view, and afford to the oc-

cupants of premises in which they are

installed absolute protection and avoid

the necessity o\ wife, daughter or others

occupying said premises carrying their

valuables around their persons.

The wall safe has to be seen to be ap-

preciated. The price is such as is in

reach of everybody and anybody, and for

owners of flats and apartments would be

a valuable acquisition at a small cost,

and an immense profit to them.

ri COARSi:
H .A V rlL

I* or Cxoncrete, t ers.

Roofing and ai»> pur-
pose wKere an ....

ABSOLUIll V Li 1
N SAND

is required

AT A RIGHT PRICE
Phone

Market 4651 L. I V. I I \ r HitK

Office and Bunkers
I San Frai

REEDS' FIRE SHUTTER
THE LATEST INVENTION

Fold up like an Accordion under the Window Head

1325 MISSION ST.. San Francisco
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OF

Francisco

a 1 1 K
Architects' and Drawing

PARAGON DRAFTl!

1NSTRUMF.NTS

.^Jiylders' ami Siirveyifi^ liwtniments...

<I PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you

intend to equip your Drawing Room, re-

member that Keuffkl & Esser Lo.s
nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi-

sites for drawing and engineering and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 iM- ^ '^f^nt on request.

St. Loxais, * t

.» I' lis

rtUnd. '05

^1 r^riP^
1 rv *^ ^^-^ *^^ ~ ^ -* ^ ^

1. m—..,i4 *... ^-^ *"• .,.Ja^

u ali which have gone before. ^ ^^tnnle on request. We also make

, .- K.!U UK ^11 DDINCi .uul FURRINU, and W4I ! -^TinS

lilt i u >>;'r'\\ic:i^ ^^i^tiUU L,A.TM CO.. ."^^H.. -.^. ^ ^-^^o

M f
»

ENTIRE LINE CARRIED IN STOCK BY

v^J fO., No. 110 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.

J M ASBESTOS ROOFING

I rule >aii! >:!'> 2

J.MAbHl.MSJ> kUOriNQ

is '"superior to others." That's the opinion

the United States Government »>xperls reached

after a careful investigation and comparison
of the various roofings. That is why the larg-

est roofing order ever placed by the Govern-

ment was awarded to us.
T »« At.-

When government experts consider J-M AS-

BESTOS ROOFING

\\M. B. .\BBITT

Pres. and Manager

J. C. Symon
Secretary

1115 \ f

SI TO OTHERS
isn't it a pretty safe guide to follow ?

It is considered the best roofing by pe- pie who know,

because, bein^ iiia.le of Asbestos, it resists fire: will not

rot or rust ; is not affected by acids, chemical fumes, gases,

salt air, heat or cold, and requires no painting.^ In other

words, because it lasts the longest and is the ' cheapest -

per-year" Roofing.

Write Nearest Branchfor Catalog.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
159-165 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

203 East Fifth St.. Lo« Angeles. Cal

576 First Av«aiue, South, Seattle. Wash.

hi IV- i I 4 I I % i 1 %

Excavating and Foundations

- Office : 370-374 MonadnocK Building

hone Douglas 2446 :« SAN FRANCISCO

IL

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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T I u 3 Douglas 1245

Cable Address, Sing Chong
A. B. C. Code. 4th and 5th Edition

.HADING ClilNliSi; liAZAAl^

Importers, Wholesale and Retail LJeaiers in

BRONZES, CLOISONNES^ SATSUMAS, PORCELAINS.
IVORY, ^BONY, FURNltURE. JEWELRY. SCREENS.
SILK EMBROIDERIES. KIMONOS, HANDKERCHIEFS.
r^HAWLS. GOWNS. BEADS. BED SPREADS, ETC.

Nos. 60i-603-60S'607-609-61I Dupoat Street
Cor. Callforala CHINATOWN Sin Fr/fm7%o» » .

J

I

Telephone Oakland 8226 Telephone Home A 1 226

Laagh nebly Co.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Case^
Interior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

OAce and Mill

:

1443-49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal

SA I /.' tilt: ut)fici'c-s\a'r% irol 1

t/r;H fl I'itv slt'iirs iiiui nsv
j

RISCHMll.LErS I'AIBI
I

DOOR OPENER AND CLOSER
|

1. !ii\ k I 'I't I t- a I
-^ I l}f ^'l.t HI III I i! i: ii [ (he i h J, !

.

I

1 i. i-^i>^iJii;\ii I J J :i^
1

842 3:'! ii •-• I l--'l t I ' > A ki \Nh
phone: piedmont 2633 A 3685

jf SAN rP\\C!*<C(>

j
Bl'll !>! I^-- f \v, n^Nui i-^.' Jrssle St.

It fit 11 ntJ."---' \ -"'«K., I \ I i« t"^-. "•< i-ulton St.

fl

C. M. MOORE C. P. MOORE D. H. Duncaasoo, Pres. Otto Qraa, Scc'jr

703 MILLS iiLiiU. bail i iaiici-i.'

Phone Douelas 1626 CAL.
if

mm CONSTRUCTION CO.

Vharves and rii^^ — Steel Erection

Concrete and Piledrivlnj;

—

Excavating

1409-11 CHRONICLE BUILDING

Tel. Temporary 4242 SAN iHAf^CISCO

w kZ C > X I
"

! F? r^. OOO F? f ^ f , \ 'N"O VI

(III.J > I lU k • V fixtures

Approved by National Board of
Fire Underwriters

Fusible Links so placed that fire

either inside or outside of buildinjf
fuses them and closes door auto-
matically by gravity,

CAUIRORINIA

I IRE PROOF DOOR

Phones: South 140. B4229.

1932 South Main Street

^ ^^^ WGELES. CALIFORNIA

.ng to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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SING FAT CO
I N O.)

Chinese Bazaa

and California bxrec^

::)r agon Trade MarK

BRANCH stores:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue, San Francisco

550 S. Broadway, Los Anpeles

A^^t. Hydrate Lime Plant of Chubbuck & Harris, San Francisco

Hydrated Lime Plant for San Francisco

WITHIN the last two years hydrated

lime, an improved and rehned

form of the common quick lime,

has been placed upon the market and

brought to the attention of the retail lime

dealers. In Ohio and some of the other

Eastern states, hydrated lime has almost

entirely taken the place of lump lime, but

in Wisconsin and the neighboring states,

the proposition has come to the front

only within the past few months and it is

surely, if slowly, gaining ground.

The masons as a trade body are in-

clined to be prejudiced and to look with

disfavor upon the use of new kinds ot

material.
, i y * j

The belief is common that hydrated

lime is something new and therefore an

experiment, but such is not the case, it

is not a new discovery, but a rediscovery

for hydrated lime was in use in the old

Roman times, and was crudelv manufac-

tured by piling up lump lime, covering

it with sand in cone-shaped mounds, and

leaving an opening at the top into which

water was poured

Messrs. Chubbuck & Harris, we I

known San Francisco material men real-

izing the bright future for hydrated lime,

have built one of the most complete

manufacturing plants on the Coast, it

is situated close to the Southern Pacihc

tracks at the foot of Townsend street,

San Francisco, and is also accessible by

boat The best machinery has been in-

stalled and the operation of the plant was

begun this month with orders enough on

hand to keep the wheels moving for a

long time.

•t

; (•
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DOOR STATIONARY PANEL

#</i\MAi-/, HAMjiJiS utul DOUBLE 5PI.LD ' DLMCE
For moving two doors in the same direction, one door nt double «;need of the other.

Reliance liall Beiiriiii; llinir thiiiijer Co,

PACII'IC COAST AGENTS
San Francisco: Victor Dunkerlky. Monadnock Bldg. Seattle: D. E. Fryer & Co.
Los Angeles: Louis K. Bkhki t 72() Broadwav Portland: Portland Wire & Iron Works

Most Durable
Noiseless .'/»

'

Easiest Rii

Haager M.

.VORk>
1

^5*--

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR THE

PARkhR ^ \it i UBE BUI BR
SELF CLEANING ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

wRiif- ink CiTi! OaUE

WHATISMORh Tk'Ol Bl i:s<ini: I'tlAN

TO PACk I % 1 ||R bb

You never seem to have the right size packing. Because
there is no active rod travel through the stutting box the
packing sots and gets hard, and the valves leak more or

less when opened or closed.

PALMETTO TWIST
can be unstranded and any size valve packed from one spool.

It cannot burn — its all asbestos. Does not get hard — be-
cause a perfect lubricant is forced into each strand.

Use PALMETTO TWIST on all the valves, and you
will not have to repack so often.

We will send you a sample spool FREE. Just to prove this.

H. N. COOK BELTING CO.
317-319 Howard Street

SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

I
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A Catalogue Filing System—or "Filin

A

U I iogues
»

Considerable discussion, pro and con,

has appeared in recent numbers of the

Architect and Engineer regardnig the

"catalogue nuisance," notably Mr. Wal-

lingford's article in the July issue, and

Mr. Requa's in the September number.

The question of the convenient and "in-

stantly at hand" hling of the catalogues

continually received in the offices ot

architects, engineers and contractors,

and the proper care of the great number

of plans, specifications and blue prints

handled, is one of vital interest and

great importance to the profession and

trade generally.

The crying need of some method or

device that will overcome present diffi-

culties is strongly felt by those who have

occasion to keep at hand catalogues and

who constantly handle plans, etc. Mr.

Requa, in the above mentioned article,

has happily described the solving of his

troubles and has blazed the way for

others by telling of the use of a vertical

filing system, capable of indehnite ex-

tension, r

Herewith are shown photographs ot

the catalogue and filing departnients in-

stalled by the Library Bureau, 860 Mis-

sion street, San Francisco, in the offices

of Architect John Galen Howard, ban

Francisco. The upper cut shows index

and filing system for catalogues and

price lists. The lower shows index and

filing system for plans, specifications,

blue prints, contracts and correspon-

dence.
The catalogues are indexed by means

of cards bearing names and addresses

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

uf manufacturers, together with the

number by which catalogue can be in-

stantly referred to in the vertical cab-

inet As a cross reference a second

card is written, bearing the name and

class of goods, the name and address ot

manufacturer, and the reference number

in filing cabinet. Both card indexes are

arranged alphabetically. Correspondence,

plans, specifications and blue prints are

cross indexed similar to above and as

instantly at hand, whether by name or

subject matter.
.

The vertical files are carried in three

sizes by the manufacturer for catalogue

filing to accommodate catalogues SxlU ,

10x12" and 12x15". Catalogues are num-

bered for filing from No. 1 up, with the

prefix "A," "B," or *'C," according to

size as above, placed in manila

holders, and arranged numerical-

ly in the vertical file drawers. The

same system of filing applies to

correspondence, plans and speci-

fications, etc.

Too much system is not used,

for the whole operation is simple

and easily kept up. and makes
impossible the heterogeneous col-

lection of catalogues which must

be searched through and through

for information, as this system

provides subject and article in-

dex as well as manufacturer's

name.
To quote Mr. Requa s previous-

ly mentioned letter, "No invest-

ment that has been made in thi--

office has brought such large and

quick returns in saving of time,

labor and disposition, as has

this vertical catalogue filing

system."

I
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Compressed Air for Office Buildings

The extent to which compressed air

may be used to advantage in office build-

ings, is being realized by a number of

our prominent architects, who have util-

ized this means to accomplish many de-
sirable results.

Prominent among the many uses to

which air may be applied, are airlifts for

artesian wells and other sources of water
supply, cleaning carpets, rattan seats,

iron grille work, armatures and intricate

machinery, cash carriers, sewage eject-

ors, elevators and elevator doors, phy-
sicians' spraying apparatus, pneumatic
tubes for transmission of letters, small
packages, etc., operating fuel oil burners,
spraying in laundry work and other pur-

poses which are not necessary to note in

this article.

Compressors made by the Compressed
Air Machinery Company, have been used
in the construction and reconstruction of

many of our largest buildings and at the
present time, this company is installing

a very complete air pumping plant at

the new Southern Pacific hospital, cor-

ner Baker and Fell streets. The accom-
panying cuts show a recent installation

of a pumping plant at the Alaska Com-
mercial Company's building, which is

discharging water 210 feet above the

sidewalk from a well 145 feet deep, with
.fifty pounds air pressure.

It is well known that the ordinary
deep well pump is a great consumer of

steam and when any sand is present in

the water, has to be frequently shut
down, while pump rods and cylinder are

withdrawn to renew cylinder lining and
valve seats.

With the air system, the well may be
sealed up, as there are no pump rods,

cylinder or valves which have to be
periodically drawn to the surface to

make repairs.

The discharge and air pipes are se-

curely hung and remain without atten-

tion for many years.

This item alone, is a considerable sav-

ing of expense, to say nothing of the

time lost while shut down. .\11 moving
parts of the system are in full view of at-

tendant and fully accessible for inspec-
tion or necessary adjustment.
The smaller cut shows a typical com-

pressor for supplying air at about forty

pounds pressure for physicians' and den-
tists' use.

Connections are furnished in each
room, and by providing outlets at con-
venient locations in hallways, pressure
is always available for cleaning, blowing
out basin traps, etc.

The compressor is automatically con-
trolled from a pressure tank, and runs

only when necessary to renew the air

drawn from the system. This machine is

a very simple afifair and constructed on

such substantial lines, that one hundred

pounds pressure may be used if desired.

These compressors are usually directly

geared to a motor, but may be driven

by a belt or silent chain drive if pre-

The California Market has just in-

stalled a belted compressor to supply air

to operate their hydro-pneumatic ele-

vators, and to use about the market for

cleaning purposes.
.

The Compressed Air Machinery Com-

pany have unusual facilities for building

compressors of any capacity and for any

purpose. Their shop is equipped with

latest machinery, especially selected for

the production of their class of work.

This enables them to compete with the

Eastern products on very favorable

terms, as time of deliverv usually is a

large factor in the sale of this kind ot

machinery. Repairs for all parts of their

compressors are constantly kept in stock,

which insures that anyone using their

machinery, will not be subject to a long

shut-down as the result of some unfore-

seen accident.

All their machinery is thoroughly

tested under pressure before shipment

and is guaranteed to be superior to other

makes in their mechanical features and

economy of operation.

\ -\TC ' 1

Passenger and FreigKt

Electric or Hydraxilic

213 SECOND STREET

PORTLAND. - OREGON
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Material Inspections

To make sure of getting the right

quality of material to fill their require-

ments, and to make sure that the ma-
terial is in proper form for use, are mat-
ters of supreme importance to architect,

engineer, contractor and owner. Assur-
ance as to quality and form is infinitely

more necessary in modern practice and
under modern conditions, than it was in

the years gone by. As to the quality of

timber, brick and stone, the building

materials of the old days, it was a mat-
ter that could be fairly determined by
mere appearance, or at the most by very
simple tests made with saw and ham-
mer, and the scratching and framing,
were done on the job. The building of

the great structures of today is another
matter. Steel and Portland Cement have
largely replaced the old materials, and
the quality of steel and Portland Cement
cannot be so simply determined. The
appearance of steel tells us almost noth-
ing", and the appearance of Portland
Cement absolutely nothing as to quality

and availability for the purposes for

which they are required. These ques-
tions must be determined by experts
with special knowledge, and they involve
the use of special apparatus. Necessity
has brought into existence a body of

specialists, engineers, chemists and
physical laboratory men who confine
their labors to just this line of indis-

pensable work. They analyze and test

steel, iron, conoer, timber, cementing
materials, stone, brick, paints, preserva-
tives, both natural and manufactured
materials of everv form and description,

and they afford invaluable protection to

wise and careful purchasers of all these
things.

In furtherance of their highly valuable
service, to insure uniformity of tests and
methods, there were organized a number
of years ago, The American Society for
Testing Materials, and also the Interna-
tional Society for Testing Materials, the
latter association covering the field of
both Europe and America. These bodies
work practically in unison, and their
standards are now accepted the world
over.

Among the very first of the firms of
Inspecting Engineers and Chemists to
organize in the United States, was that
of Robert W. Hunt & Company, to

whose advertisement on this page of this

number we take pleasure in directing the
attention of the readers of The .\rchitcct
and Engineer. Of the very highest char-
acter, and with an international reputa-
tion to sustain, Robert W. Hunt & Com-
pany may be relied upon to render a
service that is painstaking, accurate,
prompt, and in every way reliable. The

Lzz:.

Interior View of Fred Nichols' Fireproof Metal
Door ami Windoiv Factory. Oakland. Showing'

Novel Use of Automobile to Run the Machinery- in

the Absence of the Regular Motive Power.

firm has been in existence for twenty
^'ears, and in that time it has served
clients all over the world, and the vol-

ume of its work has been enormous.
Its San Francisco office and labora-

tories are at 425 Washington street, op-
posite the new United States Custom
House.

Jno.J.Cone Rob't W.Hunt Ja^. C. Hallsted

A. VV. Fiero D. W. McNauuher

BURIIAU or INSPECTION
TESTS AND CONSULTATION

S.\N FR.ANCISCO. 425 WashinK'on Street

NEW YORK.
LONDON.
CHIC.AOO.
PI rrSBURG.
ST. LOUIS.
MONTRE.AL

West Street Buildiiiy

.SI Norlolk Hf)use

1121 Tlie Rookery

MnnonKaliela Bank Bldy.

>\ ndicate Triisf Building

Canadian Express Bids.

Inspection of Rails and Fastenings, Cars,

Locomotives, Pipes, etc., Bridges,

Buildings and other Structures

Cement Testing and Inspection

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL LABORATORIES IN

S.AxN FK.\N CISCO
CHIC.XGO NEW YORK LONDON

ST. LOUIb and MONTREAL

Reports and Estimates on Properties and Processes
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Apartment t louses

Office Buildings

Residences

and

Hotels

RUSSWIN BALL BEARING OLiNDER

i

y

RUSSWIN BALL BEARING KNOB

Russell &
rxxm

^

I I liiil t

i

NEW BRITAIN. CONN.

£i

Pacific Coast Office and Sannple Room:

933-937 Monadnock Building

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Phone,

KEARNY 1370
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Tapestrolea Burlaps Canvases
and other Decorative Textiles

Samples sent upon request. Departments

ao E. TwentyFirst Street, New York

43 E. Randolph Street, Chicago

Metal f I *

Mined, Made and Marketed In Oregon

slf. NNA
M ! N \ \lA \ ,

F A 1 N 1' S
Comprising
Brick Paints,

Tints,

and
Wall

'!iJV V

A SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL

Salem, Orkgon. March 10. 1908.

Gentlemen:—
This is to certify that the county of Marion

has used Orejfon Sienna Mineral Paint the

past year for bridge work, and we an* pleased
to say that it has given entire satisfaction in

every respect. The steel bridg*' across the

Willamette Kiver at Salem was given one coat
of your paint last year, and although the bridge
had not been painted since it was built 16 years

ago, the one coat hlled the voids caused by
rust, and it looks as if two coats of ordinary
jiaint has been applied. The job looks remark-
ably well, and we take pleasure in recommend-
ing it to all who w:ant a hrst class paint.

Very respectfully,

John H. Scott, County Judge.
I. C. Needham. County Commissioner.
W. H. GouLET. County Commissioner.
For prices, terms or color samples address

uiNioiN f>\i'Nnr c:f>Mr>AiN\
EastlUUnisn^ .^. Washington

Telephone East 1419 n, OREGON

OREGON SIENNA MINERAL i ai.^ ^
oMfMNY

Salem, Oregon

till

Sash d ii

The cut shows stock of

Window Frames ready

for shipment to San
Francisco, where they

are to be installed in

the Home Telephone

Building. : : : :

CoxKead fie Coxhead, Architects

Metal Doors Awarded Gold
Medal at the California
State Fair, 1907-1908

FRED NICHOLS, Manufacturer

Office and Factory, 1 1 37-41 E 16th St.

PHONE MERRITT 2571 OAKLAND. CAL.
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Water-Proofing Mastic Flooring

^M lekiijaph Ave., ilM.mA

Malthoid Rciotli^

Gravel RfHifmil Damp-Proofing

Geo. H. Connolly Chas. C. Wise

Connollv & WKc
PI IIMRFP'

Shop Phone Main v-u4

224 Mai
Bet. First d ^cvunu i ' y I i i ti il U - 1/ I i l^

«

1

/
For

Waterproofing: Cemeni

AQUABAR is a paste-lik(

compound which is mixed vyitl

the water used in ^augini
cement. When so used it ren

ders cement absolutely imper-

vious to water or moisture.

Cement treated with AQUA-
BAR is frost-proof and entirely

free of all efflorescence or dis-

coloration.

AQUABAR does not reduce

the tensile strength of cement,

nor does it rust or corrode steel.

Write for i>ooklet fiviae full Informatioo

The Aquabar Cot

436 N. 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

"^^
"I H I I :. I

Y'\ H I -^A 't. tioi

C 1^

O.

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

729-732 Hcrcliants Exciiangc BIdg.

TELEPHONE KEARNY 511

C. W. IRWIH PHOME IVt&RKFT 4992 J. J. IRWIN

WIN \WO^
A N |> IS I

t I i

i I.) I

il
Office and Store Fittings

Estimates Given

rSfSlft Sixteenth St.. SaT^ Francisco

11

"^
I \ I'\

r V \\ V \
I

t ,

MNDUn il » \X
'*««t

!1

We sell our Trays under guaran-

tee. They are made from the

Highest Grade Materials and are

Superior to any on the Market,

both in Strength and Finish. £i

Write for Price List

F. REILLY & CO.
33-2S Spencer RIac©

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CORRUGATED BAR8 for

EINFORCED CONCRETE
mms^^^mm^

Ki^ yseil eiclusivel! in the riiploreemeiii of our %iWm%

These bars we carry in stock in Portland and Seattle

and can be furnished in any length up to 30 feet at once,

up to 60 feet on special order.

r luries haye given Gorrogattd Bars First Place

Why take chances with inferior forms of Reinforcement
when the use of CORRUGATED BARS jisures perfect bond-
ing and permanency of structure?

r. T. C I \%
Ki

('^1, fl- ^.^, '^-- i-. ^ !

u I i

1 Front St., Portland, Ore. 411 Globe iiuiiiiiog, i>catUe
164 So. Madison St., Spokane 1105 A Street, Tacoma

F. F ^ 1 1, *»«,. ngineer Sendl For Catalogue

HigHest Grade Biulclii}; ^f tterials

iS/l5ELLING
Ik; I AGENTS

BUHDING MATERIAL

\:^ \ C0NTRACT0RS7/^y
SUPPLIES

Ue.Sp^

-AsK For Prices Send For Catalogues

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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C. T. GU li^

GUTLEBEN BROTHERS
ONTRACTORS 'hSg. N t HrI NCr%NsVRUCTION

^AN FRANCISCO
PHONE KEAH!Nif 4> 4 • 44 WOfMADNOCK BLDG.

CEMENT HAIN STRONGHOLD AND _^^HCHut^
all approvL-d by Portland Lity KnKineer

BRANDS

i I. >. t p|l*»| ,W

KERR, GIFFORD
Si'i. « HU.I aiii Nt,.if'h *-•! f t'r t

I'uJ. '1 n!>fY|ON'
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Ransome Concrete Company Awarded

Contract for Columbia Theater

San Francisco is to have in the new

Columbia Theater, which will be located

at the southwest corner of Geary and

Mason streets, a playhouse which will

be not only a credit to the city and its

enterprising promoters but, moreover,

the most magnificent and complete

theater on the Pacific Coast. The gen-

eral contract for the work has been let

to the Ransome Concrete Company, with

offices in the Crocker building, San hran-

cisco The completed cost of the theater

with the chairs, curtains a"d mterior

furnishings will approximate $iOi),UUU.

The plans for the theater, which were

prepared by Bliss & Faville, architects,

^how a structure which will be a monu-

ment to its designers and an ornament

to the city. The facade of the building,

which will be on Geary street will be

in polychrome terra cotta and Pressed

brick, the first story being set off by

wide doors in massive masonry, trom

which rise fluted Corinthian columns.

Figured mosaic panels will be set in the

entablatures.

The building' itself will be of strictly

class \ fireproof construction with steel

frame structure, fireproofed with con-

crete The interior will be strikingly

treated in distinctively classic and digni-

lied design, tne plaster enrichments be-

ing specially ornate.

The theater will have a seating ca-

pacity of 1600 and will be well equipped

with check rooms, smoking roonis,

ladies' rooms, etc. The annex to the

theater, running through to the Mason

street front, is to be constructed ot

brick, and will provide space for dress-

ing rooms, property rooms, storage ot

sccnerv, carpenter shop and the location

of the mechanical plant necessary tor

the heating, ventilating and lighting of

the theater.

The Ransome Concrete Company is

under contract to complete the theater

by about July 1, 1909. Work will be

started at once.

WESTERN ELECTRIC WORKS

Electric Supplies, Electric and Combi-

nation Fixtures, Dynamos and Motors

CONTRACTORS FOR

All Kinds of Electrical Work, Con-

duit and Marine Installation

a Specialty

CmII aad see us or 'Phoae Your Waats

No. 61 SIXTH STREET, PORTUND, ORE.

'Phones Main 1696-A1696
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Safes for Apartment Houses and Resi-

dences.

The Parcells Safe Company is special-

izing in wall safes for hotels and apart-

ment houses. These safes are built in

the company's local factory and can be

made any size. They can be built in

houses already finished or the architect

can provide space for them in his plans

and specifications. They can be built at

a cost of from $15 up. Of course the

cheaper ones are not intended to be ab-

solutely fireproof; their real purpose be-

ing a safeguard against sneak thieves and
burglars. The Parcells Company also

makes the regular fireproof safes with

three-inch wall with combination lock

and key lock. These can be readily in-

stalled in apartment houses and resi-

dences. Samples of these safes can be

A
SEND FOR PRICES TO

TiuToiN Bros.
ON

Galvanized
and J

Royal i

105 N. Fifth Streei

Telephone, Main 901

ces

. e s

Phones \ Ma
•

/ A^
in 781

3395

C. K. CLAGGETT
ELECTRICIAN

74 Sixth Street Portland, Oregon

seen at the salesrooms of the Parcells

Company, 577 Market street, San Fran-
cisco.

Golden Gate Brick Company

The Golden Gate ' Brick Company,
whose factory is located at Antioch, and
who make ''Golden Gate Sandstone"
brick out of sand and lime (no cement),
have had a very successful year.

They have delivered a great many
thousand brick to face the new Southern
Pacific Railroad Company's hospital,

which covers an entire block of land
bounded by Hayes, Baker, Fell and Lyon
streets, San Francisco. The brick work
is about three-fourths finished and anoth-
er wing will probably be added very
shortly.

The Keystone apartment house, which
is now being built at Washington and
Hyde streets, will use about one-quarter
of a million "Golden Gate Sandstone"
brick with which to face the light wells.

Oliver & Foulkes are the architects.

The Chabot building on Fremont
street, of which W, D. Shea is the archi-

tect, is faced with "Golden Gate Sand-
stone" brick as well as the Brunn apart-

ment house, C. H. Barrett, architect, at

Bush and Hyde streets, and the Cordes
building, A. L. Worswick, architect.

The Hotel Argonaut on Fourth street,

Righetti & Kuhl, architects, used over

G. W. Stew.art
•Alameda

C. E. Ratliff
5(»-55th St.. Oakland

Stewart & Ratliff

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

2407 SANTA CLARA AVE.
ALAMEDA. CAL.

Office Phone
Alameda 2716

Phone
Piedmont 3436

W. B. WARD W. R. WARD
DHAKicc * WOODLAWN 2163
PHONES,

J. ,333

WARD BROS.

Lumber, Latt; :?-

Interior Finish

Michigan Rock Maple Flooring

858 UNION AVE. NORTH
PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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BLACKSMI f^^-> BOiLLHiyiAi\LriS

Fire Escapes, bidcwalk Doors. Hose Casins

:i '^ix^cialty

uu 5 icirv - ; m ! !\ CORNER COLUMBIA

PH

i-ukii-.\.NL', ORE.
N 7155

R. n. TITTTFR O. H. BEAZAN
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- .-hr iii<j I'lmtT Installations
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.
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ail ii k, oil I fiik- iiif's
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Alsea*s d

Utah Bulla ^

KrtsoUte /

Herriagbor
Uah

P. Hammar .

Fin hi

or Lime
if Standard Port-

, Land Plaster

'faster

a Steel Lath
r Read
..udeased Paints

Fire Clay

231 23' Pine St., Portland, Ore.

!l
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Oregon Paint Sr Varnish

Wholesale and retail dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnish and Painters' Supplies

Agents for The Grfkn-Marshall Paints
and Los Angeles Varnish Company's Var
NISHES.

No. 93 GRAND AVENUE
Phone East 2898 Portland. Or©.

KLm I lL I

Are invited to use our Sample Rooms

and show their clients by the fixtures

themselves (instead of by catalogues)

I

the installations recommended.

j
J 1. . *. ^- • * *. ». -.*-• ,1- A ^ ». ->

1

1

IN 517. A 2517

t.-'S Rl! T, PORTUND, OREGON

11 iCilt ^^ CI. AS
XTURESm WIRIN

5. C. JAGGAR J. L. M/VAUiN
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I
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Electrical Contractors

291 East Morrison Street
Phooe.^1625 PORTLAND. OREGON

J. J. RYAN D. H RYAN T. J. RYAN
WOODLAWN 1387 WOODLAWN 1345 WOODLAWN 1345

RYAN BROS.
PLUMBING HARDWARE

GAS FITTING AND
GENERAL JOBBING

PHONE EAST 4008 540 WILLIAMS AVE.

PORTLAND, ORE.

THF mmH\ COMPANY'S

HAIR FlBERED';CROWN" BRAND
WOOD FIBER PLASTER
UNFIBERED PLASTER
Factory Office

Foot Fiheenth Street Room 433 Worc«t« BWg
Phone Main 2109 Phones Main 718 - A 1218

PORTLrAIND, OREOOrV
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INCORPORATED

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

REINFORCED CONCRETE
A SPECIALTY

MACDONOUGH BLDG.. 333 KEARNY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

HI pp.«j-p«p|^r^

HtlNfORCED CONCRETE CONSIRUCIION

Artificial Monc hitlcwalk

: : Foundations, ! mk

111 O'Farrell Street

1 *

i i 'I t. r i." 1 1.' ^ ^ i 1 1
1 h

,

V 1
1 1 I"

'^^
„. 1,1

San Francisco

Fire afioBiifpiarF^jy! Safes aorvauits

PARC 5 1^/ L I I

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

Diebold Safe & Lock Co., Canton, Ohio

. -I- » ^'r-,-.» ie Kearny 1219 SaR PranCiSOO, Cal.

w. Mckenzie
Contractor and Builder

734 WASHINGTON ST.

Phone Kearny 1487 SAN FRANCISCO
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one hundred thousand ''Golden Gate

Sandstone" brick for the Jessie street

side as well as the light wells
.

The Skaller building, of which O Brien

Bros, are the architects, and which is

situated on the southwest corner ot

Jackson and Stockton streets, is faced

with "Golden Gate Sandstone brick.

The James-Force building, of which Ld-

ward' Mathews and E. E. Childs are the

architects, is located at Sacramento and

Davis streets, and it is also faced with

sand-lime brick from the Golden Gate

Brick Company.
• The Golden Gate Brick Company has

had a great deal of work from the coun-

try towns. Quite a few school houses,

especially in the San Joaquin valley, are

being faced with their brick. Architect

E Mathewson of Fresno used them in

the Tulare high school, as well as the

Fowler grammar school. B. G. Mc-

Dougall is facing the new grammar

school at Lindsay with sand-lime brick

from this factory. The same architect

built the Merced city hall and engine

house of "Golden Gate Sandstone brick

The Carnegie library at Auburn, of which

A D Fellows is the architect, is about

finished and is faced with sand-lime

brick from the above concern.

This list enumerates a few of the larger

jobs and they have had a great many

buildings in Chinatown and elsewhere.

ED. F. GETTLE

1

W. J.McWHIRTER
1938 PAGE STREET
PmONC Pahk 1338

H. t. UHAtKi-
1341 - 12TM AVENUE
Phonk Parr 4707

McWHIRTER & DRAK

MASONRr CONIRACTDRS

Estimates Given Promptly

MEMBERS
BUILDERS' EXCHANGE

188 JESSIE ST. SAN FRANCISCO

F. E. Buckman P. B. Hackley W. S. Matthew. Jr.

\ 'H I I I I
« 1 1 V I 1 I - t ',

' I ! t ". '•

j I V V

Incorporated

i-i-n: CONTRA
Concrete Work a Specialty

2142 Shattuck Ave. 417 Montgomery St-

Phone Berkeley 92 Pho" I>«>e'a« '®"

Berkeley Saa Francisco

£j

C. C. •• DUNLEVY

NLEVY & Gl
SEWER PIPE

Manufacturers of Dunle.^s Patent Chimneys, Terr. Cotta Chimneys, Flu. lining. Galvanized Iron Tops, Etc

CAM rBANCISCO CAL. TEL. MARKET 216S
79 CITY HALL AVE. SAN f RANCISOU, UML.

^^..^.«k,
Roy Tie BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

BOX 310 BUILDERS' EXCHANGE BOX 316 BUILUt

r Macliincrjomprebsei
FO^ tu-.u AND OFFICE BUILDINGS

Dentist' s and Doctor' s Sprays Air Brush Sign Work

Pumping Water Cleaning Purposes

Sewerage Ejectors Operating Elevators

Pneumatic Tubes Fuel Oil Burners

COMPRESSED AIR MACHINERY CO-
JESSIE AND ECKER STS. Kc/«rfo5, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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<| Modern architects and engineers approve the Lib-

• H a, system of indexing and fiUng catalogs,

price-lists, plans and specifications. It is the only

, sm that has proved itself wholly adequate

complex needs of modern business. : : :

< Vertical Filing was originated and developed by

the Library Bureau and our salesmen are specially

trained in adapting it to individual needs. This is

the secret of its results. For description of system,

see November issue of this Magazine.

1
LIBI< \;<V ^il i^^.AU

674-678 MISSION STREET
^H^^M ' '^^^^^^^IV^^^^^^^^^^^^^I Phone Kearny 1622 SAN FRANCISCOP BUSINESS SYSTEMS

^^^ DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

STEEL OR WOOD FURNITURE FOR BANKS,

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS AND LIBRARIES

THl SAN fRANdSGU NRI PKOd

Simple and Easy to Erect

Owners and Manufacturers

of

The Collins System of

Steel Studding

Hollow and Solid Parti-

tions

Suspended Ceilings

Furrinji for Walls and
Columns

Floor Construction

Abcolutdy Rigid. Sound Proof,

Fire Resisting

Light in Weight. Weighs

about half as much as hollow tile

of equal thickness.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TO ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS. ORDERS FOR STEEL
STUDDING SOUCITED. ALL STUDDING MANUFACTURED IN CHANNEL FORM.

Office: METROPOLIS Bl'!! DING, ROOM 908
FACTORY: 1058 BRANNAN STREET San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Office Buililiop, Factories l Besifleiioei

Rubber Lined

Cotton and lln

ined Linen

Hose
• •

• •

Rl:.:..

II*

Mcils, Tiling,

[;..
• •

• • •

Our New Home. San Francisco

« »C H >l )^' I : Al-^ i'^l HI -il 1 J.

- San Francisco

Portland, Oregon ,

alifornia Oil Burner d
M\N'!T\CTURERS, CONTRACTORS

AND JOBBFRS ^-——

^

*liLvilC^I ^

\i ',

Finish

oiurHMMi lu i

FOR POWER PLANTS. LOW PRESSURE
STEAM HEATERS. HOTEL AND RES-

TAURANT RANGES AND BAKE OVENS

TELEPHONE DOUGLAS 2592

717 MARKET STREET, San Francisco

968 BROADWAY, - - Oakland

'i lid I ill iiiiiii c

< Not brittle, will neither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

most Economical and Satisfactory Polish

Known for Hardwood Floors. ^ For s^lc by

dealers in paints, hardware and house

furnishings. ^Sond for our free book-

let, telling of the many advantages of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher Polish Co.

356 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
is a superior finish for kitchen

and piazza floors

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Landscape Architect

Mr. Louis F. Horner, formerly of Santa

Barbara, and for many years a resident

there, is now associated with Wilbur
David Cook of Los Angeles in the prac-

tice of landscape architecture. Mr. Hor-

ner is an eastern man and received his

training there. He is thoroughly posted

on the flora of California and under-

stands local conditions, especially with

reference to soil and climate. Mr. Hor-

ner will supervise all planting operations

from Architect Cook's office.

National Association of Builders' Ex-
changes

The National Association of Builders'

Exchanges will hold its next convention

the first Tuesday in March, 1909, at the

headquarters of the Building Trades Em-
ployers' Association in The Builders' Ex-

change, 29 to 35 West Thirty-second

street, New York City.

riA sn I ROM i)()()k'>

In MafdwooU ij»~ .>«»«i *v'oods
Prices that will Astonish

E. A. MOW .. O.
20 HOWARD STREET. San Fraclsco

WtitSOli

makes a

better basei

han cement

it ^ i

A cement basement is not always

the safest place to store goods — or

healthy to work in.

.No matter how well waterproofed

in the usual way there's always tliat

chilly dampness noticeable the mo-

ment you enter.

A cement basement is like a vault.

It seems to be one of the natural

characteristits of cement to draiv

dampness.

Cement is not sanitary— it absorbs.

Cement cracks. Cement is not a good

wearing surface.

One'hatf to one inch of "Watson-
ite" over the floor and a ntopcoat

of hot "Liquid'Watsonite" on the
walls make any basement fust as

dry, warm, coxy and comfortable as

though built to live in.

—Gives a liard, tough, non-slippery,

sanitary floor that never cracks, chips

or disintegrates no matter lu)w used.

- Makes a water, damp and mould

proof basement where the finest and

costliest goods may be stored in ab-

solute safety.

"Watsonite" is spread over the sur-

face wliile hot, without seams or joints.

"Watsonite" eliminates all pumps,
syphons and sumps. "Watsonite"
is its own waterproofing, its own guard

against pressure, its own wearing sur-

face.

/* can be laid directly over any
foundation concrete for instance^
without changing or interfering with

your plans or estimates. Where de*

sired we put in our special found*
ation.

"Watsonite" is practical and economical.

Many conservative, wellknown and careiul

concerns have "Watsonite" floors and are

more than satisfied. Write us or phone for

our booklet and a sample.

the: WATSON ROOF CO.
no Setter Street
PHono Douglas 4-11

San rrarxcisco, Oal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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iicorpo ration— not di « i I

is ti.e secret of perleci inixinK- In a mixer with inside disintegrators no single mo-

km affects more tl.an a sn.all portion of the batch. In a cubk mixkk every mixmR

ovement is a result of the shape of the mixer nence every ^1''*-''; "''?"*;' 7'^ '

affects the whole natch. In tne v^rii-

CAGO IMPROVED LUBE MIXER
the batch is kept in one mass and tlie

entire weij^dit of this mass rests on the

lowest particles. As the entire batch

is constantly in motion, each particle

constantly rubbing a^rainst some other

panicle as tlie batch is folded and re-

folded upon itself, there is a great

crushing and grinding and kneading

of the ingredients until every pebble

or piece of stone is surrounded with a

coat t)f mortar that is ground and

squeezed into actual contact with a

clean, solid surface.

Write for now ratalovrue No. 25. explaining?

the cube principle of mixingr.

^\uiiici|Kil ! simnciTinM and Contractine Co.

Maiii Uiiicc, K.iiL \ A i i \NGE, CHICAGO, ILL.

\ LANSING WHEELBAkku VV CO., 789 Folsora Street, San Francisco

.CIFIC COAST AGENCIES
j p j crqWE & CO., Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Portland I

tcii Buikicr- ^IILCU Co.
INCORPORATED

Now happily Located In their New and

Permanent Home with a full Supply of

Builders' Hardware, Plumbing, Steam Heating

laiiics' 1 ^Hil- n' o

687 MISSION STREET Phone Douglas 3488

Supplies

SAN FRANCISCO

i" *•*!»?-

J

Opera Chairs, Church Pews

and Ecclesiastical Furniture.

School Desks, Lodge Furniture,

Portable and Assembly Chairs.

SPENCER DESK COMPANY
232-244 MONADNOCK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO.CAL.

When writing to .\dvertisers i lention this Magazine.
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vv/Hi rr: bro rr a
HflHOWOOrt iUWBER, MAHOGANY I » 1 11
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eciUrai Amcncaii, i luiipin-c and Australian Woods Heavy Oak Ship

pLkandTimber.WalnuUuarteredOak, Cherry. Maple Ash. H.ckory^

Birch, Poplar. Basswood, Dowels, Ebony, Lignumvitae, Rosewood, etc.

KILN DRIED H/U<DWOOD FLOORING 3-8. ^ - 8 AN^D THICICER

LARGEST AND MOST rOMPI ETE STOCK OF DRY HARDWOODS ON THE COAST

COR. SPEAH AND HOWA^^" ^-
^ ^ '^^^ FHANCISCO

s L,

)\MM)\) MA
I m -"«

CI UKI RS t
^ f a f H s ' N

DOORS. WINDOWS, FRAMES, MILL WORK. TANKS, LUMBER, m
Front Doors. Sash Doors. Panel Doors. Screen Doors. Gla/ed Winduws. U iiiduw uiass. ^

.'-^^'i^^'^^^-

Leaded Art Glass. Fancy Door Lijfhts, Mouldinsrs. Window and Door Frames Head and Base

Blocks. Porch Columns. Balusters. Hand Rails. Brackets. Sash Weights. Sash Cord

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:

BRYANT STREFT SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHOtS^ ,. .. s^'^. V

E. K.WOOD LUMBE asss^'

If

riR I ) S F R U C' I

Mills-Bellingham Bay. Wa*h. Grays Harbor. Wash i . is-San Francisco. Cal San Pedro. CaI.

Ax.gJ«. OJ San Rafad. Cal. San Anselmo. Cal. .Si*,c» ...ers - Shdsta, San Jdclnto. Tanwlpals. OlyiBDlC.

Cablp: Address " EKAYWOQD " a.' b. c. code 5th edition

Pacific Coast Lumberman's Directory Codb

Yard

GENERAL OFFICE :

Santa Marina Bldg. 112 Market St.
5th and Channel Streets SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

G. H. BRO>3lN W. S. KING

THE BROWN=KlNG CO.

Oak, Maple and Birch hooring

and Hardwood Lumber

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

suable Mnfg. Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Office and Warehousk
First Street, between Washington and Clay,

OAKLAND, CAL.

telephones! ^-J""^
/ A 6004-6005

"1

Irmiitai-lurcr^ )a!i\

Oregon Planing Mills

C. H. JACKSON. Manager

Maaufaduren

SASn, DOORS AND GENERAL

WORK

NINETEENTH AND VAUQHN STS.

PORTLAND, OREGON

1
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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(% for Choice Kiln

><edwood and Oregon
-"'>r Finish--smoothly

I surfaces sanded.

)oors. White Pine

.onial Oregon Pine

Doors! One-panel Oregon

Pine Doors with Slash Grain

Panels and Everything in

Millwork.

Inspection of our Slock Invited

Visitors Welcome

-.,iiH 'H«n; .SCO SALES OFFICE

4=V.5 BRYANT STPrrT

SALES OFFICE AND WARE
HOUSE

57TH TO ".HTH ST., ON SANTA FE TRACKS
OAKLAND AL. PHONE PIEDMONT 2807

I

{ I

Manufacturers. Exporters and Dealers in

Mills.

Gamble Port Ludlow and

Lbjiady, Washington

Office, Yards and Planing Mills

FOOT OF THIRD STREET

San Francisco, Cal.

J

S

SAN FRANCISCO,

GENERAL MILLWORK

Sash. Do6r and

Veneering Plant

400 Horse Power

55 Wood Working Machines

HARMON LUMBER COMPAN'
UstablisKed 1&31

Corner Fifth and Bryant Streets ^

CALIFORNIA.

Wo are prepared to furnish all the Lumber Sash Doors. Finish

and General Millwork required for Class A. B and C Buildings.

We manufacture Water. Wine. Mining and Oil Tanks.

Cyanide Plants a Specialty.

Dooglas Fir. Red>vood. Sxi^ar Pir^e. WHite Pii^e.

Maple. OaK. DircK and Fir Flooring.

DRY SHEDS. 1,500,000 ft. STORAGE YARDS. 7,000,000 ft.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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THE TRACY Ft

CONTF
823-824 SHELDON BUILDING

SAN FRANCISO

G! I o
f%
t I ."y

700-702 CENTRA! BUILDING

LOS AN'

SECURI IMD I »n. f

ESPOSTO Bros.. Proprietors. Manutacturers of Wire Work of Ail Kinds, Trap

Doors. Fire Escapes. Iron Railings. FOLDING GATES A SPECIALTY.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.133 BAY STREET. BET. STOCKTON AND DUPONT.

II

"PERFECTION IN FLUOKING

Raecolith

Is a Perfect Floor. f IRf PR n

PROOF U\1I\R'

»»

Ask your Architect <

The Raefolitli

Phone Main 3277 71 1st

il pany
' Ore. ;'9 ^D :

lAy-^^

ii.v?'0;:'i

\ \ i Wf
iiSTUp/f.

I
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Copper ^ ' >•<

Mt'ia Uylights, Ventilators

We handle the Lennox
Torrid Zone Furnace.

i l(^ 1 18 GrafMJ ^ve.

one East 5252

1
>

1 s

I = 1 ii

CHA8. KING
MANAGER

E. J. FRASER
SECRETARY

CHARLES KING & GO.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

724 GOUGH ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

L* {PORTION '-'

John's tlANOtR

/ ow£^ poxr/o" Of

FLOOR LINE

JO
\ \ \ I

For Single and Double Sliding Doors. Double

Ball Bearing. Excec dingly Simple. Perfectly

Noiseless. A Iwo-Piece Track-Hardwood

Face. Made o( Rolled Steel. Extra Wide
Range of .'\djustment.

SA^ .n.\CISCO HARDWARE CO.
Agents

3069-71 Sixteenth St.

Telephone Market 1585 San Francisco
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FILTER YOUR
^r NEEDS !T

AprlLKIUAIi
SELF^CLEANIN

iiIOLl nUUbL
FILTERS fOR

FAUCETS
^0 FILTERS *'^A

1 I, I %,.

-AMERICAN f

S1l-l2-l3'ST.ClAIII-BLDC-SAN;r_l^AxCISC0-CAL'| CLP AN.

yblcin sol I

Write .\.

16 Calii

Vi i - 1^ I ^ »^
CO.

-^ « • /•

^^8t^i%a9«&M^>t#»^6«^i!«l«'&t'«A~^—

'

S-<fc '^#q^t*.*-^^''^5^l^«**^E^^^̂
..^^^^.^^^^.^x-^x^^m^^^^^^'^^^^-^^^

W. H. WORSWICK F. BADER

F. OSBURN

PHONE: MAIN 1434

>X^or?wick Street

Paving Co.

r ' _

up ill
i»l P \\l\U

Reinforced Concrete Construction.

Cement Work of all Kinds.

Cement Building Blocks.

Dealers in Gravel.

MAIN OFFICE:

UNION NATIONAL BANK B'LDG.

FRESNO. CAL.

PHONE OAKLAND 6621

Established 1889

JL * I ' . » CO
F. THOMS, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF

AWNINGS
BAGS AND

WAUuN COVERS

'!

We Furnished the Awnings for the

Pacific Building

573 EIGHTH STREET
Bet. Clay and Jeff. Sts.

OAKLAND - - CALIFORNIA

J

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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122 The Architect and Engineer

That Neiijhbor Who Tells You What Car

to Buy— Does He Pay Your Bills? No?

T\\QV\ you pay for his judgment, don't you?

Pretty easy for him, isn't it? * * * *

Is that how you run your business— call in the neighbors?

No, you rely on your own business sense. * * * *

Then why not huy your automobile on your oztm judgment?

There is no mystery about automobiles—least of all about the

swift-running, self-starting, six-cylinder

f t^'-m-^.

SIX
Goes the route like coasting down hill

We'll frankly tell you how we make it and
what we make it of.

We'll explain the principles of its desifirn and
construction.

We'll prove what we say by what tlie car does.

Or. if you want trustworthy, disinterested

counsel, get any mechanical expert to sufjtfest

vital questions, and wt''ll answer them to his satis-

faction and yours.

That's puttinsr the purchase of an automobile

upon a common-sense, commercial basis with the

brass band, false pride and misinformation elimi-

nated.

And we'll show also that you jjet in the $3000

4S H. P. five-passenRer Winton Six a car that isn't

equaled for less than $4500. That's the price of

our 60 H. P. seven-passengrer Winton Six. This

car differs from the 48 H. P. Winton Six only in

size—not in quality, because the $3000 Winton Six

has all the quality that any maker can put into

a car.

Let's be openminded and frank with each

other. Let us send our catalog. Read what it

says, then put your point-blank questions up to

us on anything that the catalog says or fails to say.

The Winton Six is the car that established the

world's record of 4343 miles on One Dollar

Upkeep.
Write us to-dav.

THE 'WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

300 Van Ness Ave, San Francisco

Phone Market 1672

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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iied States foi

Proteci'ion of PoVicy Holdcrs/tbw.uOO.OO M«';;^^'^usetts. $200.

,...,-. .„> v„,., \-.,rl, t'i.C) 000 00 .ma Ohio fl'^O.OOO.OO.

FRANKFOR
i\ A r^ r,. f \.i n ON-THE-MAIN. C

Unitkd States Department.
100 William Street. New York

C H. Franklin. Mgr.. Jno. M. Smith. Sec.

TRl stees
!i K HARD DHLAFIHLU. Pres. of National Park Bank.

Jl KNST THALMANN, of l,adenburK. Thalmann & Co.

,rUVVBSANT 1-ISH, Dir. of Illinois Central K.ilro.nl.

DUNCAN & REHFISCH, General Ag1$.. Pac. Coast Dep I

340 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Member ui l>uuul'i> i ..\l h.imk'

and Builders' Association

U. ROSS CLARK H
* STERIN*' iuu! k 1 ^1! "^

! i I j\ ! R xt M m

Ot...,un.Hai rsa-., M.,^ .tnJ . H- Mi } Master-

ing or Reinforced Concrete a bpecialty

r ? rERIOR CEMEN'HNu DONE
j

TM WHITE OR f' Hf:AM COLOR 1

OFFICE:

708 PACIFIC BUILDING

OFALLKINDS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

HIGH CLASS ENDRAVINC .

il'

°'*NIA PHOTO EHOR

k]kkkTo Us

!r
i

!

r h \ < : f o.

474-476 Monadnock Building

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

-tAccoun^ ^

THOS, LANDY
1673 Market St ret' t,S, l\

JuiuHofi ul \ akiuiM

Architectural Modeler i

Artistic Cement and
ji

Piaster Decorator

Correspondence Solicited

HoYT Bros.
CONTRACTORS
OfNUKTHEKN CALIFORNIA

\A .- ViHKf « ^-.|>t-clalty of

SCHOOL BANKS, HOTELS
AN CHURCHES

S:iiita Rosa, Ul.

ACIFICBUiLOERS'SUPPltOO

I'nwier

KA

\{^<im Bricklayer

I r a 1 w c ai c n t

luonMiion Flooring
ji

f I

ti

... ^

%i- !.
'-:• \\s\en\d*i:-t ' ^

n Multisraph Duplicate Letters a special

feature of our Stenographtc Department

Phone Kearny 1820

Manufacturer of

nds of Imildtion

612 Washington St. - San Francisco. Cal

SILLS. UNTELio. toiUMNS. PIUSTtR\ CAPS.^ BRACKETS. VASES, FOUNTAINS.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazme.
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124 The Architect and Engineer

PHONE MARKET 3638

C. L McENERNEY

Civil Engineer and
Licensed Surveyor

BALBOA BUILDING

Market and Second Streets, San Francisco

JOHN T. DARE H. G. CORWIN

CORWIN & DARE
GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

SUCCESSORS TO CORWtN A FITZPATRICK

THE LICK BUILDING
S. W. COR. SUTTER AND MONTGOMERY STS.

ROOM 300

SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE DOUGLAS TWENTY ONE HUNDRED

J. J. BUTLER M. B. McGOWAN

McGOWAN & BUTLER

General Contractors

Masons and Builders

Koom332, Builders* Exchanee

San Francisco, Cal.

PHONB, KBARNY 2246

CHAS. H. HOCK
M A ^

bI
RESIDENCE Bulldefs' Exchange

9 1
0» Devlsadero St. 1 80 jessie st.

Phone West 6606 Phone Kearny 4700

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

SURETY ON BONDS

f

ii

II retv Co.

Hyiiiiv I yioisiicu iui *^ UiltrflCtOrS

Cash Assets, $425,000.00

Safe Deposit Bulldlaf, 326 Montfomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Temporary 1293

OFFICERS
Wallace Everson. President

John Bermingham, Vice President
A. P. Redding. Secretary

% %, t I ^ 1 I I 1 i%m^

Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar
Concrete Construction For

Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

WESTERN EXPANDED METAL AND FIREPR00FIN6 CO.

Office

426 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco

T. TAYLOR R. STANTON
892 E. Sixth St. North 855 E. Eighth St. North

TAVI,OR & STANTON
Sanitary Plumbing

Gas and Steam Fitting

Elevator Repairing a Specialty

308 Pine Street Portland. Ore.

PHONES-; j^^^^lE A 3578

B. J. DUFFY
General Contractor

and Builder

Cor. Jefferson Court and Peninsula Avenue

San Mateo, Cal.

3673 SEVENTEENTH STREET
San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HORACE MANN SCHOOL

Machinery & Electrical Co.
i ..i....uuL.iiaiiiiiiiiMMiiLM[iiimMii«iiMiMiiii!iiinair;waaii^^

EATING AND VENTILATI NGiWE-t.K3

Have installed complete

Heating and Ventilating

Plants in these buildings,

at San Jose, using Her-

metic Wrought Steel

LOWELL SCHOOL

Furnaces, Sturtevants

Fans and Heating Coils,

National Register Co.'s

Thermostats, Oil City

Boilers.

LONGFELLOW SCHOOL

MACHINERY & ELECTRICAL CO.

351-353 N. Main Street
• LOS ANGELES, CAL

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Has been called " Tlie Winter
Resort State." It combines
every advantage, convenience,
amusement and recreation neces-
sary to perfect enjoyment of a

mild winter climate.

The SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.

Offers a very attractive winter

Excursion rate of $55.00.

Portland to Los Angeles
AND RETURN

With corresponding reductions
from all other points in the North-
west.

We-will be glad to send you some
attractive California literature.

WM. MCMURRAY, G. P. A.
3RD AND WASH. STREETS

PORTLAND - OREGON

:irb§nizini Coating

Permanent protection for iron and steel

buildinsrs, bridges, power houses, water
and jjas tanks, etc. Absolutely impervi-
ous— prevents rust and decay. Better
than paint. Endorsed by American and
foreijjn architects and engineers.

Galvanum
llic only paint that will adhere perma-
nently to galvanized iron—specified by
U. S. Government. No preparation of

metal required. Used on many build-

ings and factories for all galvanized iron
work, in San Francisco and other cities

of the coast.

increwaltum

A damp resisting paint for tunnels,
basements, concrete and masonry walls,
ceilings, plastered exteriors, etc. Sani-
tary—hard ai]d smooth. Not injured by
washing.

MADE BY

1 n MANUFACTURING CO.. Canton, Ohio

FOR SALE BY
McCormick-Henderson Co.. 110 Bush St.

San Francisco: 417 Byrne Bldg., Los Angeles

S. W. R. Dally. Seattle. Wash.
\ T Ckv^dk Pnrt!;inH Ctro

W. H. BAGGE" &. SON 1

1

» f
t

*

Telephone Kearny 4749
established 1889

222-223 BALBOA BUILDING
SAN FRANCtsro --a!

Phone Kearny 3716 IIIMRAL CONTRAddRS
622 Chronicle Bldg-

San Francisco

THE J . L. ;\'i f '; 't J- !Rf w Dhrk ^^. NEW°YORK

D. H. u i^ L^ i W IV
J O W ilinor ^^reni luk i'acific Coast

Phone West 6894
ROOM 408, LICK BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

Phone Douglas 1921 ROCK WORK AND TUNNELING OUR SPECIALTY

REDMOND, DE LUCA & BARZELLOTTl
CONTRACTORS
L. F. BARZELLOTTl. C. E.

628 Montiromery St., Room 333 SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to .\dvertiscrs mention this Magazine.
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r STANDARD MARINE! INSURANCE CO.
Oi

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

J. B. F. DAVIS & SON, MANAGERS
MONTGOMERY AND SACRAMENTO STS.

Telephone Private ExrMANrp fp SAN FRANrisrn. California

cl

/
oi.i nil

^..> on I pit!
cessors to

! Tin,

O AL

o r r « s p o n. ci e n c e b o 1 i c i t e d
Residence Telephone 82. (J. H. Young)

Office Telephone 413

iM: i ldi:r S

I!

NO I lie Al I r •
, l^ V - Hit in ->

t H\/I ^''' l\ i Si T."•1^11 i \ ' •* '

-> >

.

\ ! U f U '

FRANCISCO

c \ I

Fonnerly C. J. Hendry

42 CLAY ST.. San Francisco. Cal.

,*)

I 5 \ I I R\^

/\ V AL ^ iUKHS

Agents Leduc Tule Impt. Co.

p F xf n \^ F D

PATRICK & COXHANY
RUBBER STAMPS

I
rdephone Franklin 1788 126 BUSH STREET

'!_ „ , . \\- \ 1

Kj 1% *.,„>

Chas. G. Roebling. Fres.. F. V\

JOHN A. RC
ManultctHrersof WIRE LATH, IN-

We make the Highest Grade of Wire Rope for Llevaiors wiaUc in lue u una

We are prepared to take care ol all orders

Office, 202 SECOND STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Mgr.

CLOTH

1

TINTING
PAPER HANGING Q £ GORDON

1 ici^^w l>aintinjg. Interior Decoratin;

Estimates Cheertully Given All Work Strictly Guaranteed Phone West 8068

Residence. 1 103 Pierce St. 1 235 PIERCE STREET, near Ell.s San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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SAI ^ .\OLiiXl"^. *JC IH

DEN GATE CEMEN
Orders and Enquiries to

HOLMES LIME COMPANY

If

I

Office, 704 Market ^t. \n\^nu: Kcnm: : ' iu

Mutual Savi«K> t^-^J^'-^ ii'^ îi* San I raot. !'-. 's

iiiiii

Blue Summit Lime

HERCULES FIBER

Portland Cement

UNION I.IMEC

RofKi^
ii

Mahoninq Lath

im S^H ^'^IJ STREET

Both Phones 64

ANGELES, CAL.

Phone Temporary 3526 A. H. Bergstrom

Eric Lange

BUILDING COM RAtiUI
ESTABLISHED 1900 ... .

Room 138 INVESTORS' BUILDING

787 Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD KEATINQE & SONS

CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

WILLIAMS BUILDING
Third and Mission Sts. San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Vlt

|v<^
l'L'erlc:==^ Mi;^. t. 1 1

364-66 Eleventh St., San Francisco

Manufacturers of the

PEERLESS LAUNDRY TRAY

The Tray of QUALITY

Guaranteed Perfect in every respec

Phone Market 2373

i). STEIGER. Secretary

JAMES W. KERK. Frcsideiit^na Manager --

fvcrr Stove k Foundry Co.
Successors to Steiger & Kerr

,

I
•-

'

KX

Manufarturers of

J

Also Manufacturers of

\\\ i\\nU fiJaiiiiurrii

Umm, RdH'oas, Aiciiilecluiai and Br^age Uasnngi,

Vsi

^

Special attention paid to Street Department work, such as Manholes, Cesspools, etc.

*'
'

,:s i RANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
i

relephonc Market 250

I i^^l"*

II \N(\ jKdN '-^\\^\\ >«^«»N I! Nimi !!\

!:r£r;Kr'KS.s%r'i?/oV'X;s,'"»,c";,s^

. . '^Y 31

SCALF COIVIP
, t n ivjvj

I

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

«ll [f you're building and want the best furnaces, the best work or

^ the best of anything in the heating line, we' re here to supply

your needs with Good Ideas and Satisfaction.

TheW. G. Mcpherson Co.
SEE OUR NEW WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES

328 GLISON STREET PORTLAND

When writing to .\dvcrtisers mention this Magazine.
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FOR FLOORS, Wi-
TELS AND BAT^i

b

A. G. WHITEMAN
W E. FIELD

H. B. SHOFNER

1. 1, W U I

OrriCK AND SHOW ROOM-

3 I 1 STARK ST
PORTLAND ONt

' f 1 ^^

for Lubricating Window Stiles— Preventinsr
strikitidj and securing easy working of all

Windows also Applicable to Desks. Pantry
Drawers, etc. No dirt collected and easy
movement secured.

JOHN M. SKAALHIl^t
MANUFACTURER

46 N. 5th Street Portland, Ore.
Plione, Main 5035 - A 2035

if

n

Architects, Conti..-, ,

and Bufldprs

will save money by getting our estimate on

HARDWARf'
Large Stock. All Standard Lines.

Quick Deliveries.
1!

THE r .„'^-' CO. II

87 Grand >\.ve., Portland, Ore. jj

JAMES H. ABREY
Re«. 1047 Thurman St.

Phone Main 3447

F. L. UTHERLAND
Ra. 372 32nd St.. N.
Phone Main 2605

LITHERL. : : ^

General Contractors

Brick and Reinforced Concrete Buildings

229 BECK BUILDING
7TH and OAK STREETS
TELEPHONE MAIN 6164

PORTLAND, OREGON

J .--^mm DOORS
Arcfiitects, Contractors and Builders

are invited to send to us for prices.

. -4

The Largest Planing Mill in Oregon

ALiilNA AVF. and RIVFR
Established 1894 Portlaiisl Ore^'oii

A. J. Houck Geo. Houck

A. J. IHIUK .\
_;'. 1 1

\

431 E.

PLAblHRFRS

idild. Ore.HARRISON 5 Purl

PHONE B 1685

() k* I ) \

\

I J

' i * * * \^0^ I Id

Heating unu ui.iu,. iij.u Hue Blocks for

Chimney, Fireplace, lurnjce and Stove Hues

Heats and ventilates and is fireproof. Saves
insurance, fuel and doctor's bills. City and
,,. _.. ..:..l,.,. f. , . ..I.. \\'.-,f.. i,.r ,-;.-. -111. r

Jordan !' 1 \ n- Bl ^ n I \K C o.

I!
A> \ N i », 1 J }•' I i .i i

(f

LINOFELT
<^OUND DEAFENER

AND HOUSE
INST! ATiNG FELT

I : i C r k
ANDCOl.

COLD £

i LINOFELT

* ..ATION

FIREPROOF

Asbestos Shingles
«f,:,^

5leam Pipe Co^erinp *^'"'"?t
•^ft^.^ESIA

66 N. Front St., Portland. Oregon

BESTOS
ODUCTS
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C. L. JOHNSON

r I . H»HNS<

A. HOLMES

"0
i%

,1 --s-f -r,> \i

Ajent for "THATtHbK cast Iron Hot Air Furnace

PHONES: Shop E. 5003. Res. E. 2583

Z6D iirand Avenue, Portland, Oregon

ROWLE
AND lUGBC

AUN H

CO.

Lighters, Derrick Barges, Tugs
Schooners and Launches for all kinds

of Bay and River Work

Crane on wharves for heavy work

Howard St. Wharf
\ 230

Phone Kearny
J 535
SAN FF

Vallejo St. Wharf
Phone Kearny 71
" Douglas 3026

ISCO

Telephone Market lr>K\

Members Builder' F-ch-mge and BuiWers' Asa'n

Dresser, Mcilonnel! ^ Co.

iiij i I ii (' r^i

Terra Cotta and (jalvanized Tops Erected

Experts in Curing Smoky and Defective Flues

Chimney Sweeping Promptly Attended To

N08. 39-49 ISIS STREET

SAN FRANCISCOBet. I2th and 13th and

Folsom and Harrison

Phone: Main 1518. Home A. 5451

Rl'RNESS & MARTIN
1

J

ucncral Agem v,n *i itind Paucct Co.

TELEPHONE MAIN 639

PT <ii I I 1

-'

PLUMBING, STEAM

AND GAS FITTING

Hot Water Heating a Specialty

PLUMBING AND HEATING ^1 PPHf S

Cor. Second d>d Ankeny Sts. PORTLAND. ORE.

SAN FRANCISCO ENGiNEE

COMPANY
We manufacture and carry in stock for prompt

delivery. MOTOR " BFI T DRIVEN PlfM

CUTTING and illkl-ADlNu MACHINEk
ELECTRIC HOISTS from one-half to five ton^

capacity i.iting, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-

ers, Griinicis and Motors for sale. Are pre

pared to do all kinds of machine work anc

take contracts for complete Power Plants (

every description.

322 - 324
SAN

SIXTH STREt
FRANCISCO

M

!l

;-:!l

=?1

MAGNOLITH
SVMTARY
ILUOklNO

!

piirllaiul >aiiilar\ I mr w^,

P r :*r !, Oregon

Cornice, Galvanized Iron Skylights.

Warm Air Heating. Agents for

the American Furnace. Auto^

mobile Work a Specialty. Metal

and Composition Roofing. Gen=

eral Jobbing. {

129 SIXTEENTH STREET p-_.,„d Qre. I

Bet. Washlngtoi and Alder Sta. Portiaoa. ure.
[

Hi

Sanitary

umbers

?^^^';-;-**^ Res. Phone Main 1112

) STREET
Bet. Salmon and Taylor, PORTLAND, ORE

\J > i-* \^ U
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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!-;i! IN »
'

UUil A MlLlK \..U.

Agents for

CaNHIN \K!

fir I 11, tit.^

532 Monadnock Building

Phone DouKlas 2909 -^ * ^ \ y s "^ i
*^

*

'

11

If

Frank M. Spencer H. A. VVcllb

, « ., 1 .. fc,'

(Formerly wiiii v^amii oc iia.ii mcvator Co.)

Elevators, Repar ami Inspections

and Duf ^^

139-141 BEALE ST. SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Kearny 6f>4

TELEPHONE Rcs . MERRITT 3536

w. N. 'VMill MOR 1
-^

1 V

CEMENT = 1

ALL KINDS OF

CEMENT WORK
AND CONCRETF
CONSTRUCTION

OrFICK

3203 1:. 17THST. - FRUITVALr j

Povey Mros. Glass Co.
Manufacturers of

of all descriptions
for

Private and Public Buildings

OUR SPECIJiLTY:
Church and Memorial Windows

Cor. Sth and Flanders Streets
PORTLJiNt>, OREGON

9

Phone 3241

*^.,.... ' I J .1

Desigiict iX Huih.i

VAN

1 !• r..

ALDONr rx

2070 Univci3ii> Ave.

! LIVAN
\ ntimates

Phone Berk. 255
BFPKF! FY

V . \^
. M A S I

11

MANUFACTURER OF
« 1 t !

« I < I i 1 J » t% * filliicrctc Buildinii i

H -
?

._ V c 5; "S .'

f^.

St. Johns, Oregon
1 i'ark

A f ,t r I .: n
Phone

Richmond 641

5014

!1

Pacific Cornice Worlds

FFLDMAN L SOMMH- '' r-

Metal Cornice, Skylights, Metal Roof-
ing, Metal Sash and Frames, Copper
Covered Doors and Store Fronts

A Specialty

1 34. - 1 36 1 4TH ST R E E T
Bet. Howard and Folsom bts.

•N FRANCISr CALir '

I

Ii

T. C. Thi
i

i I i f '-.S •*f,,

TINNER AND ROOFER

Galvanized iron Work, Hot Air Furnaces

415 HAWTHORNE AVE.

PORTLAND, - - OREGON

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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E.D.CP

Eugene Dietzgen Co

OHNSON'S LIQUID fUEL (OIL)

LOW PHESs; ''• A'*' '-^"^ ' *
'"'

ssunng ol i <
s

"the ideal FIRt. " .

Siir\'evniy;

liisfrumciit-.

I

I c

alerial

r'
I flllil

II

i

16 - 28 First Street Sao Francisc

Soft as a Coal Fire Clean as a Gas Fir.

Cheaper Than Either

Oil Burners & Oil Burning Plants

S.. T.. JOHNSON CO

M.. ,...!. W...,. -
.-' '>"'' HANCISCO

HERE'S A D/\NDY! Just what youve been looking for

The National

IcK," t Ii 1

1*

n\(

\ I •

} \ I

"Write us „U^.,t i»

*.; * T i 1 1
*,

" 'M CEMENT mac: 111^ I.

J. A. McDONALX). Mgr.
BAY CITY. MICH.

-1

Marysville Sand, Cement, Block

and Brick Co.

Sand, Gravel Cement, Block, Brick

And Concrete Work Furnished For

All Purposes In Any Quantities.

WORKS:

B and FRONT STS. MARYSVILLE, GAL.

The Best Sand in the

West for Cement Work

Crystallized Quartz 98 Per

Cent. Silica

This Sand is being shipped

as far as Portland, Ore.,

and other points, not be-

cause they have no Sand,

but because they do not

have Our Kind.

Write for samples of

Brick and Sand

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazir.<
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atBaBmaammmmmmmmmmmmmm
LOS ANGELES, 417 BYRNE BUILDING

BB
SAN FRANCISCO. 110 BUSH STREET

MCCORMICK-HF Nf )FRSON CO.
CONTRACTS TAKEN FOR SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON

CONCREWALTUM—For Damp Proofing—in Colors.

CARBONIZING COATING- Permanent Protection for Iron.

STEEL DOORS— For Warehouses, Stores and Offices.

ROLLING PARTITIONS VENETIAN BLINDS — SANITARY
LOCKERS- ^'"•' ^ -rs and Tr"- Georgia Marble.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY
ATTENDED TO

OLD ROOFS r PAIRED AND WARRANTED
ESTABLISHED OV< ^8

W. \ II S(» ^

TI~fF? C^I %. < II I ^ ^^-^,

Their work has stood the test of

MORE THAN FORTY YEARS
in San Francisco

42 and 44 NATOMA =^1
1 IT Bet. First and Second Sts., S. F.

Associated Oil Company
PRODUCERS AND SELLERS OF

^^^^^^^^ iiT JliiftfM^iiiJi'iiJ 'aiuH

^sisa*/' I 1 \m^ fcus^ mm^m \a^ Iihms fc^w

SUPPLIES THE LA ,r

GENERAL OFFICE:

SECOND AND MISSi N

MERS ' % '
'^

j

McKITTRICK
ST FIELDS,

L LLS. FARGO BLDG.

T A r^ ^ i ; A ^-•J . I *^ ^ O CA L

.

The J. P. Higgins Co.

SCIENTIFIC PLUMBING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

METAL ROOfING SKYLIGHTS AND

CORNICES

VANCOUVER
WASHINGTON

PORTLAND
OREGON

MIL OPHMIS %, i

of -^tltl 1 I c> t i«_: I 7<^<->

Charter Roll of Membership now closing

join NOW and secure a rolled gold

enamelled lap>el button. Write for

literature to

DAWSON MAYKR
Deputy Optimist for California of

THE OPTIMIST CLUB OF AMERICA
(Now YorK)

264 Pacific BIdg. 4tli & Market Sts., San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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VULCANIT
READY ROOFl
A RO O H T I U AST

Durable and Economical. Has been the Standard

Ready Roofing of the World for 60 Years. Contains

no Coal Tar. Fire Resisting and Easy to Lay.

NOTE OUR

special Introd

E

% # ^fe. % if Iv-'^J^

% 1, i •*
1 rif'*'iii^^

Weight 48 lbs. per roll

of 108 square feet $1.40

EACH ROLL CONTAINS SUFFICIENT

NAILS AND CEMENT FOR LAYING

WRITE FOR SAMPLE

P COAST PAPER to.

^SION SlkBET, SAN FRANCISCO

T

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I COTTIER EXHAUST VENTILATORS

-i:!T!FR CHIMNEY CAPS

RAILV •

'" fi! \ ,' ..*. -i I M* \ *."h

In use on the United States Mint. San Fran
Cisco. Cal.
Adopted as the standard of ventilation by

The Harriman System of Railroads.

Circu/ars and price list on application

lirpifpiriir

RIDGE OR SKYLIGHT VENTILATOR

COTTIER VENTILATING CO., Inc.
¥.. L. FuRNiss. Manager

302M0NA0N0CKBLDG. rfe«M»M{ti$ 2818 SAN FRANCISCO

Admits

Perfect

Ventilation

and

I\1IS4I!S m !^i\i4it

FACTORY AND OFFICE

Second and Webster Streets

OAKLAND ... - CAl.

KE O
OF THE BASEMENT BY SPECIFYING

WINSLOW'S HYDROLITHIC COA
Investigate the worK n n\ being: done on the

ROYAL INSURANCE BUILDING, Pine and Sansome Sts.

Asbestolith Flooring and WainsLuiii ig

IT'S NON-SLIPPERY =
ITS FIRE-PROOF ITS ELASTIC IT'S HANDSOME
ITS DAMP-PROOF IT'S CLEANLY IT'S SANITARY
IT'S STAIN-PROOF IT'S DURABLE IT'S NOISELPLSS
IT'S GERM-PROOF IT'S FOOT-WARM IT'S INVINCIBLE

wi I i

151 TEH

I II ill Mi ^IWTY CO
PHONE DOUGLAS 325 Saii i i dilCiSCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I %,^ *^.^_^^w-^^«.^.-^

^«, I
"% \ R F^ r^nr^'i < »

i

LOOR A m-B

USED IN THE

James D. Phclnn Building

Market and O'Farreli Streets

Saa Francisco

FURNISHED AND LAID BY

WW. \I(lNT\riH A
' 'A

i.?u's^«t'*^''*^^'*^**
«

I

IViANTELS
and

JAMtS U. PHELAN BUILDING ^^^ FrancisCO
William Curlett, Architect, San Francisco M444I IWK M., >an rraOCISCO

^^ /-%, '^^

1
1

JL-af

«»
BK

toaiu;tt!|j

mumifmmtim

ss

*#"w

Patented July 10. 1906

The Onlv SASH LOCK that

"LOCUS i r-^l i, F"
a«</ is

The Sash Lock that Solves Absolutely the Problem of

Ventilation with Secxirity!

•'ALWAYS LOi I UL.D"

The Jfutomatic Sash Lock is Woman's

Comforter. No more dread about leaving the

windows unlocked. You couldn't forget to

lock them if you tried.

'

'1

ii

C^^^ ^ ^*»

\TIC SASH LOCK CO.
Alameda Street in Uos Angeles

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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X-

USAINDS IIS I I A > ,^4 .*Nt

ASh ijaiiiiok Aiif)i I inL.n

B CLIMAX SOLAR HEATE
\ I i ,K * » t , I i I : I Rf :i j.% i it I

WHY let the sunshine ko to vvustc, autl your iiiouev loo, when at trifling expense

you can put in your home an IMPROVED CLIMAX SOLAR HEATER that will

furnish hot water from sunshine alone — winter and summer — for your bath,

laundry, and all domestic purposes, without cost, damage or delay?

It can be connected with the range, furnace or gas heater to insure hot water
on rainy days, and when so connected saves tlie expense of a kitchen boiler.

It insures a cool house during the liot season. Let us figure with you on your

hot-water problem.

SOI.AI^ 1

1

3^:2 IVew Hlgli S*t, H A.NQEUBS

ARCHITECTS MAK

C. L

"^n Mh''r\kl Hfir '^nxii V ss \ I VM. -pKniir

ATKRPROOFINl
An Invisible Liquid Mineral Compound which Keeps Out Water and
Dampness in Reinforced Concrete, Stone and Brick Buildings.

MAKES THE WALLS WATER TIGHT DOES NOT
CHANGE COLOR OF BRICK OR CONCRETE
Costs Less and will do more work, and do it Easier, Quicker and Better
than any so-called Water-proofing on the market. C. L Water-proofing
Prevents Alkali. Can add any color to Mixture as Architect or Owner
may Desire.

MANUFACTURED BY

C. I. WA }F1NG CO.
SHt

COl BIJ) CBHNT BKIC
Are comioe Into (avur more rapidly than other Portland Cement Products

Some of the things we make are : Concrete Blocks for Buildings,
Sidewalks, Hitching Posts, Monuments, Stairs, Fences, Sewer
Pipe, Spanish Tiling, Mantels, Burial Vaults, and innumerable

. other specialties

For Full Particulars Address

NEW ERA PRESSFn STONE CO.
Office

:

537 PACIFIC BUILDING
Phone Kearny 5977

Factories

:

EDGEMAR )

EASTON (

^^^ MATEO, CALIFORNIA

Send for Descriptive Circulars

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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rEZEKIAL SMITH

H • 1 1 ! n
W. F. WATSON JOSEPH HUNTINGTON

4t

1 * f iX. fe

4

323 Lick Building, San Francisco

Milis Building Union Square Bldg.
First Nafl Bank Bldg. Menlo Hotel Mills Building union =qua,c ,

Chronicle Building Swift Building Balboa Building Keyes Building

Si \! B! JKK CO.
w'^nil*!

I

FIRE
SOUND PROOF

NOW INSTALLED IN

WESTERN REALTY BLDG. WHITNEY BUILDING
FAIRMONT HOTEL PACIFIC BUILDING
PENINSULAR HOTEL WHITTELL BUILDING

and many other Buildinjjs in Course of Erection

FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PARTICULARS. APPLY AT OFFICE

BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
K

>»// J^inds of Concrete Blocks
Ornamental IVork

Jk Specialty

REINfORCED AND PIAIN WORK GIVEN PROMPT

ATTENTION

I

PHONE E Sl-^l

Office: 102 Graf i .. Portland. Or.

Yards; 181 Grand Ave,. Portland. Or.

ii

BHiOlAM
— Oi-

—

I 1^ > '-i I I «
'

F. SCHWENKLLH r //. SEIFERT

GO.
ASPHALT ROORNG FELT
WATERPROOF PAINTS AND

ROOFING PAINTS

OLYMPIC ROOFINi
(INC.)

Se\ttle- Portland:
551 Co'lman Bld>r. ^ ^^0 Swetland Bid?

J. O. Preston, Pres. Geo. F. McNealy. Mcr

f.W.SElFERI

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS

I
Offices and Stores Pitied Up on Sliort Notice

Estimates Given

PHONE PACIFIC 1302 342 FIFTH AVENUE

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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EVATORS

are buill (

)

every type lO

uuiicments ofsatisfy the i l

eacli particular Inn n

and. therefore, meet c\

condition- assuring un-

equaicd i? ^uils in quality

of service and economy.

^^gs^WH

K

"^^

-r'

Factory: SA CAL.
I
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are built of every type to

satisfy the requirements of

each particular demand,

and, therefore, meet every

condition— assuring un-

equaled results in quality

of service and economy.

Factory: SAN FRA*::iSCO, CAL.
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The Livable House

\\\ \\\S\<\ ( SM M 1 i. \rrlm>

Till', ,,r,c cr\ of ilu- axcrai^c h-.nu- biiihkT iii

Anu-nca lia> hccn llio ••i)i-actical." l»ul why n..i

make llu' practical l)cautiful. Most homo. t..

l.c Miccc--tiil an<l livable arc loo much in c\ i<lciicc
;

planked a> near ihe cnrh line a^ the law allow-. AH

air ..t i.ri\acv. a teainre -nrely I., he desn-ed. i-

,L;nMre<l and .'.ne see- ihe >ame hi-h Me]» and ronnd

l7a\ w mil. .us. whose hnlkx -.ntlmes n\ erhan- ihe

vid'eualk. wilh ne\er a iL.wer . .r a hlade of orass i..

..reel either the inhahitanls or the ])asscM-h>
.

>>urel> .

here m San hrancisco. where all llu- year r.amd.

with insi a lutle care and thoni^iit. ..m- conld he snr-

r,.un.led hv lawn and tl-.uer-. W liv is ,t that nioM

nwnci-- and hnilders clam..r f.>r ihe cnrh Imer

It is .pnte essential that cluMri-n sh.,uld Ine m

a harmMni'.ais aim. .sphere, learn l<. l<'ve color an.l

feel n. sec- i)lanls an<l Houcrs and he laii.Liht to care

i.,r ihem. hnl this can ne\er he nnnersally accom-

pli. lu-d while ihe ina'onlN of lan<ll<.r(U persist in

:i/in- r\ er\ -<inare inch of -ronnd for iheir ])nil<h

.
iiiu'riv i-norin- the nalnral heantie- they conM

lu' asking, and lhereh\ make their

' and con^i'(nu-nll\' man\.

le

lia\ r aliiK .-I 1« .r l

place- far iik ne hea^

ir,aii\ 1 line- ni< "I'l- h\ al.le.

\„v..nr c;ni l.nU.l ;. h-n-r, Imt auv-iu-- rann.^l inakr n hvuMc

..„...: uV..u^c 1K,~ a„ ann.,s.lur.- ulnch ,- ,n,K-~c,-,l.al>K- tluU ...nu- l»„u

:;;:;,, !"L. .... ua,., ,.. 1,.,,., «..!, a ^.n-. .. ,».,>. an.l r.M n.., ,„un.l

,, ,,,,,-,1 ,,1 onv iilhUtii. -rnatr. .liUt.Tc.l ru,.in>.

\\,m-^ tlial arc ii-l liai ni. .,,1. .ii- :^^-t "H '•"<> lu-i \
c-

|;.o.r.lanl n..tr ,n n.n-u-. an.l aiv apt f la uol. l.m.t;v.

l{- 1 as a
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The Livable House

I'.v IIKNRV C. SMITH. Architect.

T

"fiaxl. West, Hamc's Best."

HE one cry of the average home builder in

America has been the "practical," but why not

make the practical beautiful. Most homes, to

be successful and livable are too much in evidence

;

planked as near the curb line as the law allow^s. All

air of privacv, a feature surely to be desired, is

ii^nored and one sees the same hi^e^h steps and round

bay windows, whose bulky outlines overhang the

sidewalk, with never a flower or a blade of grass to

<'-reet either the inhabitants or the passerby. Surely,

here in San Francisco, where all the year round,

with just a little care and thought, one could be sur-

rounded bv lawn and flowers. Why is it that most

owners and builders clamor for the curb line?

It is cpiite essential that children should live in

a harmonious atmosphere, learn to love color and

feel it, see plants and flowers and be taught to care

for them, but this can never be universally accom-

plished while the majority of landlords persist in

utilizing everv sduare inch of ground for their build-

ing utterlv ignoring: the natural beauties they could

have almo'st for the asking, and thereby make their

places far niore beautiful and consecpiently many,

manv times more livable.
• ,. ,

, n^i

\nvone can build a house, but ^anyone" cannot make it livable. 1 he

.uccess u llUi^^^^ las an atmosphere which is indescribable that something

whidrmakes one want to linger with a sense of peace and rest not found

in most of our modern, ornate, cluttered rooms.

Tones that are not harmonious get on one's nerves quite as much a^ a

<liscordant note in music, and are apt to last much longer.

(Ilinif'se of Garden

. ;*.««tm.jnat-iia»ai!aiteaia:a^iaa'B^
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HENRY C. SMITH. Architect

HENRY C. SMITH, the junior member of Ihe firm of Stone & Smith, architects, is a

Californian, and although a young man has had wide experience in the practice of

his profession in the East as well as in California. After graduating and taking a post grad-

uate course in Philadelphia. Penn.. he entered the offices of James H. Windrim & Son. a

firm of architects well known throughout the United States, and while in their employ,

had the opportunity of working on many large and important Eastern buildings. After

four years of pleasant relationship with the Windrims. Mr. Smith returned to California,

and soon after the firm of Stone & Smith was formed.

^Atvs

The Architect and En<^ineer 3:

Sitntlc Lines with Satisfactory Kesults

Tlie aesthetic side of house

l)iiil(Hnj.( has l^eeii sadly nei^lect-

ed, and love of the ornate is

one of the ^larinjj: faults ot

many ])laces, as any house

which shows sini])ly the dollar

si^n is a decided failure.

How well we all know the

room with the p:as .e:rate, door.-^

and windows hun^^ in brocad('(!

festoons and tassel frinj^^e. with

a lamp in the bay window
which is never lii^hted. and

s])indle-le^ ^old chairs ^which

were never l)uilt to sit on, and

vet, horror of horrors, it i-

called a living room !

Rooms to be successful must

have a lived-in look, which can

never be accjuired bv sacrificing

the thinjxs of comfort for the purpose of effect. '1 he most deliKhttul charac-

teristic a house can possess is a general air of invitm^^ncss, but very tew

l)laces show in the furnishings and decorations any controllmir idea. As a

rule the most convenient and simi)le arrangement results m the most

beautiful and satisfactory effects.
, , , , • n

The lival)le house must, first of all, be practical, but by making- a 1

the practical points beautiful a harmonious result can be obtained. With

crood proportions, solid, visible construction, an open fireplace on simple

Tines a room does not necessarily need elaborate hanginj-s or turniture

to make it attractive. All homes are, and should be, entirely different,

vet all can have brightness and real beauty and be livable if harmony is

'^ouHit with singleness of purpose. A comfortable chair placed in a good

li<dit with a table at one's elbow on which lies a magazine or two

w'ith' a few of one's favorite l)ooks, soft side-lights and ilowers an<l

plants in evidence, and always, if possible, an open fire, as I know ot no

keener iov after a strenuous dav, when the weather without is cold an(

disagreeable, than to sit and

watch the flames of a log fire

curl and leap u])ward in a room

where the atmosphere is one of

])eace and harmony—these are

the features that contribute to

the ideal living room. So the

house which, by its restful

lines, harmonious tones, cheer-

fulness and pleasant outlook,

a place in which one would

tain linger, is a success wheth-

er it co>ts a million or a few thou-

sand.

r.v trained intelligence, re-

fined and simi)le taste, knowing

true beauty and being content

with simi)licity and gemiineness,

a livable house can be obtained

Where One \\"uid i'<i"i i.uiKer witliout great expenditure.
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HENRY C. SMITH. Architect

^

HENRY C. SMITH, the junior member of the firm of Stone & Smith, architects, is a

Californian, and although a young man has had wide experience in the practice of

his profession in the East as well as in California. After graduating and taking a post grad-

uate course in Philadelphia, Penn., he entered the offices of James H. Windrim & Son. a

firm of architects well known throughout the United States, and while in their employ,

had the opportunity of working on many large and importa(|||^astern buildings. After

four years of pleasant relationship with the Windrims, Mr. Smith returned to California,

and soon after the firm of Stone & Smith was formed.
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Sh/iple Lines with Satisfactory Results

The aesthetic side of house

building has been sadly neglect-

ed, and love of the ornate is

one of the glaring faults of

many places, as any house

which shows simply the dollar

sign is a decided failure.

How well we all know the

room with the gas grate, doors

and windows hung in brocaded

festoons and tassel fringe, with

a lamp in the bay window
which is never lighted, and

spindle-leg gold chairs which

were never built to sit .on, and

yet, horror of horrors, it is

called a living room !

Rooms to be successful must

have a lived-in look, which can

never be acquired by sacrificing

the things of comfort for the purpose of effect. The most delighttul charac-

teristic a house can possess is a general air of invitingness, but very few

places show in the furnishings and decorations any controlling idea. As a

rule the most convenient and simple arrangement results in the most

beautiful and satisfactory effects.
,

The livable house must, first of all, be practical, but by making all

the practical points beautiful a harmonious result can be obtained. W ith

good proportions, solid, visible construction, an open fireplace on simple

lines a room does not necessarily need elaborate hangings or furniture

to make it attractive. All homes are, and should be, entirely different,

vet all can have brightness and real beauty and be livable if harmony is

sought with singleness of purpose. A comfortable chair placed in a good

light with a table at one's elbow on which lies a magazine or two,

with' a few of one's favorite books, soft side-lights and flowers and

plants in evidence, and always, if possible, an open fire, as I know of no

keener joy after a strenuous day, when the weather without is cold and

disagreeable, than to sit and

watch the flames of a log fire

curl and leap upward in a room
where the atmosphere is one of

peace and harmony—these are

the features that contribute to

the ideal living room. So the

house which, by its restful

lines, harmonious tones, cheer-

fulness and pleasant outlook,

a place in which one would

fain linger, is a success wheth-

er it costs a million or a few thou-

sand.

P.v trained intelligence, re-

fined and simple taste, knowing
true beauty and being content

with simplicity and genuineness,

a livable house can be obtained

without great expenditure.Where One W ould Fain Linger

...i.
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Country Home of Henry C. Smifh, at Los Gatos, Shoiving Lan.lscaf^e Features Frnnt Entrance to the B. T. Bean Alutrtmenls. San Frandsco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smtth. ArrJiltecls
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"The Terraces"

Sail Francisco

Entrain c to Dr. P. Staf'toril's .Ifartnients. "'The Terraces, San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Sntilh Architects

The Architect and Iini:,inccr 41

J. Shehton Potter Resilience ani

Louis S. Stone and Henry

d Garage, San Francisco

C. Smith. Architects
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Flats of Mrs. I). Fisenhach. San Francisco

.I'll IS S. Stone an ;/ Henry C. Smith, Architects
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"The Terraces"

San Francisco
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/ Sheldon Potter Residence and Garage, San tranctsco

Louis 5. Stone and Henry C. Smith. Architects

lyj

Entrance to Dr. D. Stafford's Apartments, "The Terraces," San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

i

i^

y

Flats of Mrs. D. Eiscnhach, San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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H
RcsuicHCC of Mr. J. Sheldon Potter, San Francisco Boudoir, Reception Hall and Dinin.s: Room

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Residence of Mr. Ld^ar Holt. Mm I'ranciuo

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith. Architects

Chimney Corner tn Lining Room of Mr. Edgar Ball's Residence
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KcM.h'^u. ./ W-. luiK'ir Boll. Sou rnnuis,.

Lonis S. Sto„r aiul Urr.ry C. Smith. .lrrh,trcts

h'l'.thiciirr of Ml, J, .S/zr/./fUi rotter. Sun Fraiicisico Boudoir. Rrccfthii Hull .;/)(/ Dinin,

L<>iiis S. Stone nnd Henry C Smith. .1 riliitrtis

Chinnu-y Corner „. V./.u-C h>oon, of Mr. E<1fLor Holls h'e..i,icnce
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L. lljrtman's Resilience, Sou Jos'r. Cat.

ntis S. Stone an 1/ Henry C. Smith. Architects

The Architect ami Tjr^iuccr
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L. Hartman's Residence, San Jose, Cat.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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Residence of Mrs. E. Xeu-ton. San Francisco

Entrance, Inglenook and Bed Chamber
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Mission Entrance, Clarence Coleman Apartments

Louis S. St'-ne and Henry C. Smith, Architects

}^

\J

A Bit of Sinif'le, Massixe Construction

n%

The Architect and Eni^ineer M

rrice and Aniir,-.cs ilais. San l-rancisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Arclute.cts

I

Residence of Dr. A. .^chloss, San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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Mission Eiitriincc, Clarence Coleman .1 l^nrtnients

Lt^iiis S. St-nr and Jlrnix C. Smith. .J riliitects
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Kesiilenie o f /h-. .J. Sehloss. Son Irancisco

Louis S. Stone a II,y Henry C. Smith, .irchitecfs
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Residence «f Henry C. Smith. San rraunMu
Ifiiiint: R<ii>ni, Den anJ Lr.in^ Room

The Architect and Tn^^inecr 49

Uving Room in Mrs. KollnuuCs FesiJenee. San Franeisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Glimrse of the Interior of Mr. Martin Burnells Resuiencc

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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Residence of Henry C. Smith, San Francisco

Dining Room, Den and Living Room

mm S3k»jk&-'tSl.U.
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Living Room in Mrs. Kollman's Residence, San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

§
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Glimpse of the Interior of Mr. Martin BurnelVs Residence

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith. Architects
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Charles Zeimer Apartments, San Francisco
Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Residence of Mr. J. R. Farrell, San Francisco
Cozy Corner and Living Room

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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Apartment House, Oakland

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

f-

Unusual R0of Treatment in the Old Mission "The Maple

Lonis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith. Architects

Apanmcnts, San Francisco
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Cliarlcs Zciincr Af-aytnicnts. San FramisCO
Louis S. Stone and Jlenrv C. Smith, .-ircliitccls

I'lic Architect and lln^^inccr

lluntniciit House Daklaiiti

Louis S. Stone nn ,f Henry C. Smith. .Inhitecls

. /,M.'>.til. I\0ot 'I realnwnl in the OUi Mission The Mal^li" lN»''"i' (/\. Siiii hiiinnseo

Lonis S. Stone ni ui Ilenrv C. Smith, .irehiteets

Residence of Mr. J. R. Tarrell. .Sii/i J tun

Cocy Corner and /-j*;iiig Roo in

Louis S. Stone and Henrv C. Smith, .Irchitects
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Anstovc Apartments. Oakland, Cal.

Louis S. Stottc and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Ftrcplace in Studio of Ada Honier-.^ha7ihan

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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In Aitraclnc Bedroom with Open Fireplace

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

A Child's Bedroom

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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Anstone Apartments, Oakland, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

An Attractive Bedroom «•!//» Open Fireplace

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

A Child's Bedroom

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Fireplace in Studio of Ada Romer-Shawhan

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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proposed Building, Fourth Street, near Market, San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

The Architect and Engineer r>r>
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Flanncry Building, San Francisco. Desfifun/ for I hrce Additional Stories.

Equipped 7vith Otis Elevators

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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r/.M,.M.v DnUJ,,,^. Son hnunuu','. Des>^ucd f\n I Inrv Addttwmil Stone<

Eqidtpcd :cw7/i Otis I'.lc'otvrs

Louis S. Stone ivui llcury C. Smith. Architects

/'rot^osrJ Hiiihiiii^, I^oitrth Street, near Morhet, .Sii;; h'r,iiiiisii>

r.oiiis S. Stoue ami Iienr\ C. S>}i{fh. .irchitecis
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Hotel Exeter. Ozcneii by Chns. S. Moses. Saft Fraticiseo

Louis S. Stone and Henr\ C. Smith. Architects

Eqiiif'f'ed zvith Otis Elevators

The Architect and Eno^inccr
.7
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Hotel Exeter, Owned by Chas. S. Moses, San Francisco

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Equipped with Otis Elevators
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Elks- Hall and Theater Building, Chico, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

II

I

Occidental Hotel, Santa J<osa
a tr .
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Carnegie Public Library, Haywards, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

C°D CoD
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Carnegie Public Library, Colusa, Cal.

,
Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Colusa County Hall of Records, Colusa. Ccl.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Comtetitive Design of S.noma County Couri House, ^unta Rosa

Cotper Dome Eighty Feet in Diameter

Louis S. Stone and Henry C.Jmith. Architects
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Carnegie I'uhlic Library. Huyii'ur./.v, Ciil.

f. Dili's S, Stoiii- and Hcnrv C. Smith, Architects

CsD OD

Carnegie Public Library. Colusa. CaL
.outs S. Stone and Hcnrv C. Smith, Architects
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The Architect and liiii^iuccr
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White House,

Santa Rosa

Louis S. Stone

and

Henry C. Smith,

Architects

Masonic BuilJina, Old Mission

Scottish Rite Building

Louis S. Stone

a n d

Henry C. Smith.

Architects
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Modern School Architecture

By LOUIS S. STONE, Architect.

tect who gives hi. t.me an.l l,est l'

«"f V^' ^^J^'^;^
,^ To the amateur,

of buildings, will, invariably, acconiph^h the est resu ts

; ,5^ j,,

planning a school Inulcu.g ,s ^^^l'^;;'
,^,'.>^,,^'^"^fi>;i

'", e ea„Tearn son,e-

spite of several years devotion to the subject """" '
^

,^ ^1;,,^

tiling new in relation to the
!"'-'"^-V:">\tVe"o, for Uris fact \s fhat

S ^1:;- -t^":c3'=d:; ^£^^;£:;j-:^ ,„.

materially from that ot the f^•'••"f'-.^f,^^ J ,ie s^e an position varying

should be planne.1 for '^s '"^I'v-'U-a pu l'o>u the M/e a

J^.^^^^ ^^^ ^ ,^.^^^

to suit that purpose. 1 here are u a ii> > ec a
^ designer

school which do not app y ^^^'^"^^''l^'t ".^on^v^'^uu^ '"^ P'^".

^£;li::'hi!t:n^:^:riUy ••M^Ised'-r^ facuUy anl, school authori-

^^^^- California has advanced -/=^1-|;^,- ,-^„:^^'[/::arbiita';eVyea;:
development of the mo.lern public ^ '"^\

;';;,,, ,ated school building

ago wfen the badly ;;"-«- -^;-. "^xl Vllanical ventilation was not

:^, ^l^em;^.;:' '
ti :• i:^i'^-^x-:^ -1^^:^:"^:£J

rnVtot'StrlroSde'Sts' ^'X" superintendents and college

^-^x^'rimXttp;" ^^^-^^^ "- "- ^- "^ '- --^

is in the lighting of
^'^YtlTtTnot, i number of school children wearing

•°,rr,i"r;;;:,'*ci?!;r';L':'.7;;«i' %i;,.. ..-,,.,0, ™,„ „, .,....„.

ishing this evil.
, ,

^,,„„id i,e lighted on

It is now an accepted
'^, ^ ;*\ '\,,; „,,i, „ie windows being placed

the long side ot the rooin to the kt '''^ ^"^^ construction will permit,

well above the tloor, and as close '' l'--^^^^^^^^^^^

%, ,„,a ,,c made as narrow
The mullions. or spaces between

''^ ;"'^;, •,,",', minimum. By using
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White House,

Santa Rosa

Louis S. Stone

and

Henry C. Smith,

Architects

u

Masonic Building, Old Mission

Scottish Rite Building

Louis S. Stone

and

Henry C. Smith,

Architects

The Architect and Engineer

Modern School Architecture

By LOUIS S. STONE, Architect.

planning! school buikUng .s
-"^P^;;'^7^^.y,,,^l^„ds''"he «n L some-

ipite of several years
^J-^^'-^^

"^^'^^.^
"

'dly. and he has to keep alive

thing new in relation to the I"a"er every u>,
.^ ^^^^^

Si-S ^iti?sc3=r:^^^£:^ ,an,niar
^The author '^^s seen many high school buddings

p^^^^ ^_g^^ ^^^^

school lines regardless ^^^^^^ fact tha the high sc
_^ ^ ^^^^^^

materially from that o the fammar sciiooi.
position varying

should be planned for '% «"d;';f' f^Jf^p^cial requirements for a high

to suit that purpose. There are many special M
designer

school which do not apply t«R™^^,fdf^efor completing his plan.

^'^^alifornia has advanced aY-P!;;;>;,,-„-d^f^V^afbuVrfeVyea;:
development of the modern

P»'^''^,^;^'X\5ed and heated school building

ago when the badly arranged and poor •>!•; -^
-.^^, ^.^„,,,,i,„ not

rnV^iIt^r^poiX^t^UrsTool s.?perintendents and college

is in the lighting of school rooms
^,^.,j^^^^ ^^.^^^j

It is not an unusual ^'g''/^^ "°'4* ""
1 the author attributes largely

glasses. The 'l^f-t-^^;;?^;^"
^'f cl-o' ---• ^'° ^^'^^ ' ^-^V'

'willXw"the^e"oVeff:c!fof"tL correctly lighted school room m dimin-

ishing this evil.
, , should be lighted on

It is now an accepted fact that ' '^
m:iio

^i^^i^^s being placed

the long side of the room to the left « /f .f.
P"^;7„„,truction will permit,

well above ^i- A-r -d as c^ose to h c^^^^^^^
,^^ _^^^^ ^ „,,

The mulhons, or spaces oeiwecn c
minimum. By usm^

„ possible ,o reduce ll.e shatow cast bj ' ";»
'» ™

"or n,ullfo„, i.. briek

sinele 1 beam col„...n, .n P''""'';''' "»''„,.];,„'' 'he admission of ligl...

L";,'t5erdi'S;iii;n:",reT„,» r^. .r<»,p », ..,*«. .,0,,,. b.

•-ieV-^^Jo^i^oUbetLli'Lrr^^^^^^^^^^
a,.,, .o ob.ain

^af;?pi';;a„^'".1"S;r^;^'o«erV,•,:^^f£r'':iH com .ere ,.,e r.,..

I

fit
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OF the many architects identified with the architectural progress of California, probably

none has been so closely associated in the development of modern school

architecture in this State as Mr. Louis S. Stone, senior member of the firm of Stone

& Smith. Mr. Stone is a native son of California. He began the practice of his profession

with Architect Wm. Curlett of San Francisco, twenty-five years ago, and after serving an

apprenticeship went to England, where he spent two years in travel and study in the art

shoots of that country.

Returning to California, he entered Mr. Curlett's office and continued until he started

In business for himself in 1887.

Early in his career, Mr. Stone formed the Idea of specializing his work, and took up

school architecture as his choice. The fact that he, In conjunction \kith his present part-

ner, Mr. Henry C. Smith, has designed over 125 school buildings in California, indicates

his success in this special class of architecture, while his versatility in other classes of

architecture is amply shown by many examples of his work.

m^
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Grant School. Oaklauo. Cal.

l.oiiis S. Stone and Hntry C. Smith. Architects

Oakland High School, Oakland, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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OP the many architects identified with the architectural progress of California. probabK

none has been so closely associated in the development of modern school

architecture in this State as Mr. Louis S. Stone, senior member of the firm of Stone

& Smith. Mr. Stone is a native son of California. He began the practice of his profession

with Architect Wm. (urlett of San Francisco, twenty-five years ago, and after serving an

apprenticeship went to England, where he spent two years in travel and study in the art

shools of that country.

Returning to California, he entered Mr. Curlett's office and continued until he started

in business for himself in 1887.

Early in his career, Mr. Stone formed the idea of specializing his work, and took up

school architecture as his choice. The fact that he, in conjunction Nxith his present part-

ner, Mr. Henry C. Smith, has designed over 125 school buildings in California, indicates

his success in this special class of architecture, while his versatility in other (lasses of

architecture is amply shown by many examples of his work.

L '

(Iran/ School, (hiklano. Cat.

I.outs S. Stone an,/ Henrx C. Snittli Architeit<-

OiikUiiid Hi^h Sihool, Oak-Uuid, Cu/.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Swith. .irrhita-s
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rhcn cheap pot furnaces that burned the air to >uch an exten tha it vas

,K^ t^t to breathe, were put in scho„l buiklings. Now no nUelhgeut school

bLara thinks its new school buiUliuR complete an<l up-to-date wthout a

i.lenum svsteni of heating an<l ventilating, insuring a continual supply o

olerateiv heated fresh air evenlv distributed throughout the room, being

con . etc ; reple>iishe<l about cve'ry six ntinutes. The temperature of the

air i this kind of a svsten. should be automatically cotitrolled, maku.g .1

unnoces^rv for the teacher to give any of her time or thought t.> keepmg

the room at a certain temperature.

\ modern svstem of heating and ventilating means tha the architect

must be familiar with the rec,uirements of the same, and if" ''^ P-j"!!^:;

spaces for fresh air and vent ducts and the proper inlet cf the tresh air

s pilv to the fresh air room, (iood results cannot \fV:^^^XZ^\
ing a'plenum svstem into small, inadequate spaces. It is bettc o haxc a

arce niet for ihe fresh air propelled by means of a mechanical blower at

a ow peed than small flues a.lmitting the air at high spee<l tor the reason

that it is more economical to operate at the low speed and prevents any

tendencv to draughts. The system also will last longer.

The modern svstem of heating and ventilating also permits ot lo \er

ceilings than formerlv, an.l is economical in the use of time on the part o

the janitor, as the wliole heating and ventilating apparatus is at one central

point method instead of being scattered all over the building.

These matters have a direct bearing on the health and mmds of the

school children, so that in correcting the effects o ba.l lighting and poc r

heat nir and ventilating, not onlv the health, but the work ol the clidd .>

iiSover The <lesign of the' school building, the laying out ot the

gr u Is and color schemes of the interior are all 'l-^.'' ,-P','"-'-:^^,
^;

Him of the modern school architect in designing his building is towards a

; u re Ire itectural treatment of the exterior, making the "'t.onor .teed>

loininate the design. This is eminently proper, as the '-;<'--.
=^

;;-
of school planning should be hrst ah.ng practical lines, httmg cadi room

'°'Vi:e'':ictiorof the site has an important relation to the design.

Manv a good design has been ruined for want of a proper setting. Arc u-

Kxts' should use their best efforts to induce school boards to provide sites

capable of liberal plav groun.ls aiul a certain amount of landscape gardcmng.

The southern p'art of the state has been much more liberal m t s

respect, because the ,.eople seem t,. appreciate better than we o, th.

north, the value of a proper setting lor a budding.

While a school building is first and forem<,st a work sh,>p '''^^j ':;•'

reaM 1, whv a certain proportion of effort an.l money shojild not be ex-

Sled wards prope'r design and ornament, but this does m> mean

? o iping windowl atld proportioning the building
'•;;.

,|'''-
>,f-:J,; ,^;

,'

!

effec retrardless of correct interior arrangement. 1 he pupil gra.luatm

from a modern high school building should have the impression on his
from a " ""

,
:^' ,,i,p,t„ral proporti.ms and ornament, gamed Irom

lam iarhv'wUh tht'^Srof th'e b'uilding from which '--vas gxa uatc.

t is'rarelv that a school district is generous enough to permit tic

arch tect t 'dress his buihling up as well as his knowle. ge an.l taste wouh

•romptbttt districts are getting more and -;-, '-^^'^.'^f.^Sl^e
there is hope that in the near tuture the ambiti.m> and ca,.al.lc arcnitcct

niav have full swing in this respect.
-

Schc!, 1 oanls are primarily to blame for the meagerness ami poor

consmlction of some buil.lin.gs, as they invariably make a rough gue>s
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Then cheap pot furnaces that burned the air to such an exten that it was

not fit to breathe, were put in school buildings. Xow no nitelhgent school

oard thinks its new school building complete and up-to-date without a

pknun system of heating and ventilating, insuring a continual supply of

moderately heated fresh air evenly distributed throughout the room, being

Trnp etely replenished about every six minutes. The temperature of the

ah-T this kind of a system should be automatically controlled, making it

uiinecessary for the teacher to give any of her time or thought to keeping

the room at a certain temperature. uv 4-

A modern system of heating and ventilating means t'^^t the arch.tec

must be familial with the requirements of the same, and P^n the proper

snaces for fresh air and vent ducts and the proper inlet of the fresh a r

supp'y to the fresh air room. Good results cannot be attained by crowd-

ing a plenum system into small, inadequate spaces. It is better to have a

"fee hilet for the fresh air propelled by means of a mechanical blower at

a low "peed than small flues admitting the air at high speed for the reason

that it ^s more economical to operate at the low speed and prevents any

tendency to draughts. The system also will last longer.

The modern system of heating and ventilating a so permits of lower

ceilings than formerly, and is economical in the use of time on the part o

the janitor, as the whole heating and ventilating apparatus is at one central

point method instead of being scattered all over the building.

These matters have a direct bearing on the health and minds of the

school children, so that in correcting the eflfects of bad lighting and poor

heaSg and ventilating, not only the health, but the work of the child is

improved. The design of the school buildmg. the laying «"* of the

grounds and color schemes of the interior are all ^''^ ''"P'?:^^"^^
J'^^

aim of the modern school architect in designing his buil ling is towards a

Ze architectural treatment of the exterior, making the '"tenor nee^s

dominate the design. This is eminently proper, as the f""^ame-ital ba^is

of school planning should be first along practical lines, fitting each room

" %l7:L^:ioToi the site has an important relation to the design.

Many a good design has been ruined for want of a proper setting. Archi-

ect.%hould use their best efforts to induce school boards to provide sites

capable of liberal play grounds and a certain amount of
'^"d^Xr!!!'"!!,!;

The southern part of the state has been much more liberal in t i>

respect, because tlfe people seem to appreciate better than we of the

north the vaUie of a proper setting: for a building.

wLile a school building is first and foremost a work shop there is no

reason why a certain proportion of eflfort and money shoiild not be ex-

nended towards proper design and ornament, hut this does not mean

? o ,p ng wind^^^^ and proponioning the building f- P"- ^
.f^

"'--
jl^f]

fffer rLardless of correct interior arrangement. 1 he pupil graduating

fom a mo lern high school building should have the impression on his

nWt of correct architectural proportions and ornament, gained from

fan iartvwth the details of the building from which he was Rraduate.h

it 7s rarely that a school district is generous enough to permit the

arch tect to dress his building up as well as his knowledge -h1 taste would

\:r K„t rlUtrirts are eettinc more and more liberal in this respect, so

fh^rT^ hope that in the 'ne"r future the ambitious and capable architect

T-nQ^r havp full swing" in this respect.
-

School loards are primarily to blame for the meagerness and poor

-

consmictl of some buildings, as they invariably make a rough guess
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Loj Gatos High School, Los Gatos, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smiih, Architects

Modesto Gramtttar School

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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[.OS Gatos High School, Los Catos, CaL

.OtllS S. Stone an (i Henry C. Smith. .Irchifccis
I '"T
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Modesto (iraniituw School

Louis S. Stone ami Henrv C. Smith, Architects
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Franklin School Building, Oakland

Louis S. Stone and Hcnrv C. Smith, .Irchitccts

Horace Mann School

Entrance to Vranklin Schoid Building. Oakland

Louis S. Stone and IJcnry C. Smith, .irchitccts

Entrance Horace Mann School, San Jose

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith. .Architects

Berkelcx Hi^h School Building

Louis S. Stone' and Henry C. Smith, .huhitects
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Horace Mann School

Franklin School Building, Oakland

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Entrance to Franklin School Building, Oakland

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Entrance Horace Mann School, San Jose

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

Berkeley High School Building

Louis S. Stone'and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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Sonora High School Building

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

1 »

.

i

I

High School, Point Richmond, Cat.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

I

i

I' I
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Entrance Portico of Pasadena High School

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

cr tnWp the estimates of some local carpenter as a basis in making up the

amounts requ red o^r a new building. The finished architect comes a ong

Lter and finds that the authorities have under-estimated materially
;

then

when Plans are called for, the architects of standing stay out and some

voune aspiring but inexp;rienced architect gets the work and finds he has

fo""skin" the building to death to get through. If school boards would

first formulate an accurate idea of the size and quality of the buddmg re-

oufred Tnd then obtain preliminary sketches and estimates from some

expertnced architect, by far the best results would be obtained The ma -

Lr often rests vvith he architect, who through timidity or lack of knovvl-

edge under- timates the cost of the right kind
^J.

b-'^'.'"?- -^ .nvanaWy

finds later that he is obliged to stint or cheapen his design or construction

'"
'L' important' impr'ov'^ent has been made in recent years in the ar-

rangement of ha" rooms. The hat room is placed to the rear of each class

\i
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Sonora High School Building

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

High School, Point Richmond, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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.i-5fc-"v.;-^

Enlmmi; Porlicc «f Pasadena High School

Loais S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

or take the estimates of sonic local carpenter as a basis ui making up the

Amounts rec,™ a new buil.ling. Tlie finished architect comes along

Hter and fi^
-^^^^ ^'^e authorities have under-estimated .natcrially

.
then

vhcnnhns arc called for. the architects of standing stay out and some

otmtr asp ring but inexperienced architect gets the work and finds he has

o skin" he building ti death to get through. If school boards wouUl

first fo mi late an accurate idea of the size and <|uality of the building re-

mifrcd an 1 then obtain preliminary sketches an<l cstmiates from some
(|Uircd, an( tncn_ i

i -

results would be obtained. I he mat-

'^':^''i:^:^\^^^^^^'^<^ timidity or lack of knowl-
tcr otten rcsiN XML ^ building, and invana])ly

t^;^r;^T^^:T.:lS:^o^^^^.. his design or construction

'° 'Z imtna;:t%mprovement has been made m recent years in the ar-

rangement of lia" rooms. The hat room is placed to the rear of each class
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Pomona Grammar School, Pomona, Col.

Louis S. Sione and Henry C. Smith. Architects

Office of Palo Alto Mutual BtiildinK (ind Loan Association. Palo Alto. Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Stnith. Architects

Whit tier High School

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

room havinir a win.low on the out.ide wall. This roon, is entered at eaclt si.le

of c claU'room fro.i, the class rooni only. The atr fron, tlie class room

is force Ithn.nuh the hat room and ,n,t thnn.sh a vent at the cetlmg f

sa, le This prevents anv .lanser of the air in the class room hems con-

n fnated bv that in the" hat room. Tliis arrangement of hat roon,s also

li es tl e eacher perfect cotttrol of the pnpils. .\ very Rood p la,i .s to

have a wi. low frmn the hat room to the tnain hall so that whde pttpjh,

are marching in and through the hat roon, they can he observed trom the

''""Tt-'seents almost unnecessary to call attention to the fact that every

two-storv school bnilding should have two or more statrwavs. well sc ar-

ItVl'/rom eaclt other. These staircases shottld be broken wuh roomy land-

fuss, an.l the riser and trea.l ma.le very easy. 1 he lau.hng> Mtoul.l be at

li-nst half atraiu as wide as the stairway.

In class "A" school bniUlinss the staircases are usually ot concrete.

In this case, non-slippins trea<ls should be used.
. , ?..-,„.

There is need of ample exits from the first tloor
;
tmte beniR a factor

in the oncration of the school. . , . ,

The interior woodwork should be finished natural or stan,e< w nh a

,,„11 fi„ sh. The finish shouhl be designe.l with as few projections as

ossible I'verv fillet, projecting panel <.r groove gives lodgment loi du>

an r makes wori for the janitor. The author has use<l Hush .h.ors f. great

a ai ta..cr ev being b,,th beautiful an.l sanitary, there being no project-

f,<^Mrrace to collect dust. Maple lloors. while costing more than pine

ar? U\e cheaper in the long run and shouhl be used wherever the cost

''"'"Much attention is now being given to .letails of school planning by the

auth.iities and in a very few yea^rs' it will be har-l to find an incorrectly plan-

ned and poorly constructed public school building.
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Pomona Grammar School, Pomona, Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith. Architects

Office of Palo Alto Mutual Building and Loan Association. Palo Alto. Cal.

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects
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H'hilticr High School

Louis S. Stone and Henry C. Smith, Architects

room havinir a window on the outside wall. This room is entered at each side

onhe d^ss^oom from the class room only. The air from the class room

?s orced through the hat room and out through a vent at the ce.hng of

same This pfvents any danger of the air in the class room be.ng con-

taminated by hat in the hat room. This arrangement of hat rooms also

LiJls the teacher perfect control of the pupils. A very good plan is to

hLve a window from the hat room to the main hall so that while pup s

Sre mardling in and through the hat room they can be observed from the

''""""it^seems almost unnecessary to call attention to the fact that every

two sorvTdioo building should have two or more stairways, well separ-

aTed from each other. These staircases should be broken with roomy land-

h'gl and the riser and tread made very easy. The landings should be at

lpa«;t half ap-ain as wide as the stairway.

In class "iV' school buildings the staircases are usually of concrete.

Tn fhi^i rase non-slippins: treads should be used.
. , . r ^

There hTed oTaniple exits from the first floor; time being a factor

"
^''^.^hitSo^tood^orshould be finished natural or stained with a

dull finish The finish should be <lesigned with as few Projections a
n"'^"-

oroiecting panel or groove gives lodgment for dust

^ndmakes worl Sr thrranitor.^ The author has used flush doors to great

a vantage Thev being both beautiful and sanitary, there be.ng no project-

f,rsrface to collect dust. Maple floors, while costing more than pine

ar? the cheaper in the long run and should be used wherever the cost

''""Much attention is now being given to details of school planning by the

authorities ^Inl very few yeaVit wiO be hard to find an incorrectly plan-

ned and poorly constructed public school building. Mt

^'»
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Marble Staircase in Bellevue HoteL San Francisco. Baxter Marble Company's

California Marble Used Exclusively

I

\
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AHci- Architecture.

By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Architect.

e. W. Fitspatrick, Architect

OFFICIALLY and sometimes gratu-

itously I have, metaphorically

- • speaking, "hauled the architects

over the coals" for a paucity of expres-

sion in their designs, a lack of truthful-

ness and of originality, a servile foUowmg

,.f "precedent that is absolutely meanmg-

Icss when confronted with the conditions

presented today, but it seems to me tha

however strenuous may have been that

liauling, the coals were never quite as hot

as those over which Mr. Gutzon Borgluni

is dragging them, and not once, but back

and forth. Mr. Borglum is a sculptor of

some renown and a gentleman who
^

cer-

tainly can use scathingly cutting King s

English with vitriolic efifect. He has

answered in the October Craftsman the

question, "Why is there so little real art

in America?" His entire paper is most

readable, but I have space only to q"ote a few extracts
-^ individuality, the

.on;;Li:ts^rravXi|f a;;'^^^i-^::^. 'SX
^a^^^l ^t,^e;':;.ea^^fck thW idea-less plants at home.

are laymen who have remained un ouched by^the man^o^
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^

'^S^lJZ^^ot::^^^^^^ the |;n<le^ forn in the.r e^e.
^^ .

^ ^ ^^^^^^_

"But the architect, what
ofJ"'YiJ,,Tonccived as nature conceives,

servant, he draws over the R^eat steel mbs^ ^o""';
„_ ,„d in

a drabbled chemise of Pseudo-Greek, Italian, or 13 i ^._^ ^ ^^^

his water-color wash he appea^ to the sculptor to

^^^^^ ^^^^^,

figures, cautioning hi" '^at they mus^ be
^^^^,^^^„^ Qne sometimes

conventions-somethmg that w.H go w
.^ ^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^

wonders if he realizes how he condemns
^^ ^

know, and he is right-this business man-that -t would n
^,^^^^

vital piece of sculpture "pon one of
'"Greece are not ours; we have too

art an^l traces its f-n-J.^^^^J.-^ftwo'^^hot"amr>Srs gone to make it

littlf^ in common with tne yesierudy lww
'u^i^

possiWe that we wear its dress.or [hatweuse is symbols^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^._

^
"I do not mean that Amc-nca is ^'thot artists sc v ,

.^

tects deserving the "-iie-there are eno gh of each to^g^^
^^^^^^^_ ^^^^

?::[.-Srr: of«s ^cofh^et^{.
.ods to

of mediocrity. . , .^i ^ ^icAi^nrahle from the production

P

i

It
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Marble Staircase in Jh^llevite Hotel. Satt l-raucisco. Baxter Marble Cof///'atiy'.<

California Marble Used Exclusively
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Artless Architecture.

By F. W. FITZPATRICK, Architect.

/O

/". H. I'ilzfalr'uk, AnhitccI

. V FFICIALLY ami sometimes gratu-

C ) itously I have, metaphoncally
' * speaking, "hauled the architects

over the coals" for a paucity of expres-

sion in their designs, a lack of truthful-

ness and of originality, a servile following

of precedent that is absolutely meanmg-

less when confronted with the con.litions

presented todav. hut it seems to me that

however strenuous may have been that

hauling, the coals were never cpnte as hot

as those over which Mr. Gutzon '.orglum

is dra<^ging them, and not once, l)ut back

and forth.' .Mr. P.orglum is a sculptor ot

some renown and a gentleman who cer-

tainly can use scathingly cutting Kmgs
Fngiish with vitriolic effect. He has

answered in the October Craftsman the

question. "Why is there so little real ar

in .America?" His entire paper is most

readable, but I have space only t" M"";^/
l-.'^-^dtv^'and individuality, the

"It is because, lacking m rexerence, ^"^*-y;>:
^ -cribbed'

.monuments we have built are -^^^^j:^-^^^:^^:^;^.,, ^..^y ,

^a^t^l g-tJr'Slle {t^rfck their idea-less plants at home.

-^.nr";;:;H,l:dd:;^a::'r ";;s^S \^ r;;; architects, nor is

H tS'huslne^^to'build with the --l^,^^^,;- -^r' i.,. . „.id-

••l',ut the architect, what ot him.
V'^'^

'";:,.'
i as nature conceives,

servant, he draws over the great steel in bs.
^^^^'.^^^'.fXr pattern, and in

a drabble.1 chemise "^P^^"'l'\^^;^^;i\ :?'^"',, ,' o ino.lel for him a few

his -ater-color wash he appea
!^^^ -,;;' ^Vacterless," 'just spots,' pure

figures, ""tioning hmi that th V imi. t

„^„^,„,„t. One sometimes
conventbns—something that will go wun n

^^^^^^

won.lers if he realizes how he condemns ''- -<
V;\, T,' '^ do to put a

know, and he is right-this l'"^'"^^^,
"^'^rlntc 1 f onts. He talks Greek

vital piece of sculpture upon one "
. '"^ J;^"*-;;;^ „„j ^..^s; we have too

art ai^.l traces its f"--,
'f̂ \-£f,

. ^ i ^^.^^and x-ars gone to make it

ossible thai we wear its dress.or 'l-t -x use its^sym 1>
,^,_^ ^^^^,,^._

'
"I do not mean that .\merica is ^^'" " .^^"^ r'!;;,^

t^'\,ivo ns beautv in

tects deserving the •-"-^^hcTe arc cM.uglio cach^to^^^^
,,veeter,-and

--/;^:;-^e S^"^^^ia^H4-^{£^vor..om^^ .ods^to

^:::mo:ri;;;h'rS,;tu:nmr^cStl;;e'n^
.Mu^nca is at .he top notch

of mediocrity.
, 1.1,, :,-,c*^T^nnhlo from the production

..-rhore are three
^'--'"If, '^f ^^ ^ ver" I '1-'^'

of great art- sincerity, individuality, and rc\ticiic
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if there is enough in all the United States to build one great temple. I

doubt if there are men enough in all this land with unselfishness enough,
with love enough, together to build one great and beautiful temple for com-
merce or industry, for liberty or art, for religion or for masonry—built from
.the bottom up, beautiful and good, like an altar upon which the most sacred
thing in our lives shall be offered to all the rest who follow.

"And yet we have many good men—good but good-for-nothing. New
York is filled with honest men who dodge every opportunity nature or
events toss them to better or make more beautiful their immediate hour or
place, fearful of the possible jar to their accustomed ease. This is, in part,

the reason of the winter in our esthetic life. It makes the hideous, grinding
elevated roads as natural a ])roduct as weeds in a neglected garden. It

assures us that each great bridge will be more hideously ugly than the last.

It explains P>rooklyn's apathy and how she can sleep so long with all the
filth of a hundred years choking her front door—fouling the way to the
most beautiful island nature has given all this coast.

"Were we more Latin or Norse this could not be so. Puritanism has
made us selfish, self-centered hypocrites for so long that sincerity and rever-
ence for what is natural and wholesome in our impulse have been fairly
bred out of us. We do not revere nature. We wonder very little at the
daily return of sun and moon and stars and the glory that accomi)anies
each phenomenon. Look at our water-fronts, where our world—for this is

the world to us—meets the sea. Is there a fishing-village anywhere that
has not dealt with landings as well, as largely, with as broad a conception
of the elements they were separating? And yet architects sit five deep
around all these improvements."

The arraignment he makes is severe but it is well-grounded. Yet there
are mitigating circumstances to be considered. We are but a young people
and an essentially commercial people. Our time has been taken up hereto-
fore in hustling, making a place for ourselves in the commercial world and
we have had hardly breathing time enough to really think of art. Our
people are just getting ready for it. Only now is there beginning to be
leisure enough for even our wealthier class to dally with the frills and
luxuries of life. While a man is digging for gold in the mines he can't very
well be expected to give much thought to art, but when, after delving as-
siduously and gathering the glittering particles in sufBcient quantitv, he is

justified in taking his ease and proceeds to surround himself with luxurious
appointments, artistic environments.

Up to very recently we have been literally digging in the mines.
Then, too, the spirit of commercialism that recognizes only that which

is useful and that which is profitable has made our people ultra-conservative
and very regardful of precedent. An architect may have had noble inspira-
tion and great yearnings to do something original, but his client has insisted
upon something just like Mr. So-and-So's, a building modeled on some
other one that has proven successful. Innovations, novelties, have not been
desired.

And as for reverence for art or anything else, it has been drilled out of
us. Reverence is eliminated in our schools. Youth is consulted as to
what it shall do, as to what it likes, from so early a period in life that the
spirit of equality controls even a youngster of three years of age. He is
just as good as his father and just as free and just as important. Reverence
is stricken from our curriculum. The boy thinks his father is a light-weight
and knovys that his teacher is an old sissy, and the grown man recognizes
no superior and believes that even the laws were made but to be evaded
or to subserve his own personal ends. And so it goes.
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great things in the world of art. We have
1
av«' "-"^

, ( ^^ ^^ ,,igh a

As far as buildings go, no nation on e^.^/,

Jf^^„',f^V^angements are con-

finery of other times and other peoples
^^^^^ ^,^g

1 have supreme confidence m °"/ ^ I'f^ \° ^ave to v^ait. We did one

right time comes, though >t he a '>''

^^^^^"^I^^^Sably -roud and which

thing some years ago for which ;^e may be jusu
J ,^^j^^^ ^„,,

redeems us in our own cr>t.ca eyes from many smsc
^^^ j,.^^^^^^

after the accomplishment o that
P^'.^'J"'^''^^ t^^position, the Chicago

years ago there was planned a Sfea Inter-iatio a^
-^^ ^^ ^^

World's Fair. It was an opportunity extraordinary
^^^

Architecture had been at low ebb and
^^^^^^^Wu^ublimely. It was a

did opportunity would be fuzzled. ^^^^ J5.;°f^'^°;i, a„es, and we did and

case where we were J"«t'fiecl "^ horr<3wmg^ '

j,,,„,.Hke

the resultant group was "n^o"'f^'^ *'\"
^"er uassed together in superb

and glorious aRgregation of stnictu e ever^ ma-e^^^
J.^^ .^ ^^„ ^nd.

surroundings at ^"7 tniie or n any lamb ^, t

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

ll Il^cHt^rrft^'^tt^luUMe'rour commercial cities as the classic was

^° %;;^p:5fa^:imre^''^^^^^^ St t'-'af Jre-mlicrioJa^
about right and it is large y

-^^^f ^^.^tLEt'tSe slmi style to our

classicism that our architects today
^'J
J°

^^-^ j,, build. They give

skyscrapers and to our churches and to ej^-^yf "jl.^
,„^^ ^alls it, and the

us" splendid details, "borrowed « e'-y. as Mr. i g ^^ ^^ ^^^^

buildings please the ""t^,=^'"«
'

J[,
^^"^^ eek t "' '^^ «" '"" "^ ^ '"'"r."

it is absolutely ridiculous to
<^"'^'^.'f,.f^

J^'"^
. ^^ ^ject great coUonaded

storied or thirty-stoned ^^^ '^;^^%X nor eason^and are. in fact,

facades where they represent "^'t'^";^^^;
"becomes structural legerdemain

^'^>"?rhe lacW of tin^e has also been a terrible draw^^

tecture. No sooner is a bui d g
f^^^f^^/^^ 3;, ^^^, There is neither

to have its plans ready =1"
^ ;\X fo evo ve somet'hing beautiful. His

time nor opportiinity for him to study o^
commercial purpose, m

entire time is taken in fitting t'^^ "'KiinR
^^ t,,e artistic

making it a maximum revenue P™;'"",
-^^""^'^V to put on the "drabble.l

part. why. the quickest -^-'^^.%''Z%nn.V,iL to, and that is right

chemise in pseudo Greek tliat -Mr -orgi
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

there at hand in every architect s 1 ray A
^g^ ^^^^ ^^^,^.^^^^^ ^,i

ra^l'umrto^rerUy'XslglfaKalreXe dresses a^d will not have to resort

to the borrowed chemise. trv.and e-ive a building a per-

It takes a
^-^^^VZlT^^

"
onR^^- aib"rle^'sible. garb, 'indeed,

sonal character a"tlJo ejothe it in orig
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^f ^^^„1-

few men with real ability
%'^°JZl\n,ehc\nfr. at least. In some projects

I
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some one of the three or four regulation, stereotyped, alleged competition-

. experts will be called in to prepare the program and aid in the selection of

the winner. Those men are generally dyed-in-the-wool school men, and
with virulent prejudice toward the accepted and "proper" precedents they

have always taught. They know their "pseudo Greek, Italian or Beaux
Art" patterns and will tolerate nothing else. In going into such competi-
tions we know just the conditions that confront us; we know that if we do
do anything a little out of the beaten path, not exactly according to the

Hoyle of those exalted experts, why, our drawings will be thrown out in-

continently. We don't design the building as we think it ought to be, but
try, rather, to make it conform as nearly as we can to the whims and
crotchety quirks of the judge. It is not sublime on our part, but is

essentially human. We want the job and that's the only way to get it. If

it isn't given out in competition and is of real importance, the fellow who
would try to give it artistic expression has but a slight show at it. The big

commercial architect, with his long list of successful banks and other build-

ings to exhibit, will carry off the persimmon. He has a huge office or shop
and can guarantee to turn out the plans inside of twenty-four hours, if need
be. The building will be convenient, a commercial success, so what matters
it if it be a stock pattern and is figuratively and literally an affair of so n;any
yards of design of essentially a job-lot pattern? But we'll get over all that

in course of time. Even today we see little rifts in the clouds here and
there. All we have to do is to hold tight and pray and do a little fasting,

and work and study like the mischief the while, and all will be well.

Why, bless you, Mr. Borglum laments about the *'unartisticness," so to

speak, of our water-fronts, of our elevated roads, of our cities generally.

His complaint is well-grounded, but just think of what has been done in

the corrective direction within the past five years. But little before that

people laughed at me and scorned me for my efforts to have an Art Com-
mission appointed to keep our National Capital within sensible bounds.
But we persisted in it and secured a fixed and artistic plan to which is

conforming every building and public work that materializes. City alter

city has followed suit and today sixty-three cities and considerable towns
are consistently and sensiblv at work redeeming themselves from the muni-
cipal hideousness into which they had degenerated

!

Sure, there is hope.

*

Mechanical Problems of the Skyscraper.

THE advent of the six-hundred-foot building has called for an important
readjustment of the mechanical transit problem for skyscrapers. The
result is a new type of elevator called "the traction," with power

machinery located above the shaft instead of in its accustomed place in the
cellar. To create ample safety devices for the cars of such a system is a
serious problem. The possible precipitation of a carload of passengers from
a six-hundred-foot height is not a pleasant thing to contemplate. It is only
fair to say, however, that the number of passengers carried in them daily is

not large, and also it may be asserted that contractors supplying such in-

stallations are of the highest reliability.

Another development which has been brought about in building con-
struction by the very tall building is a scientific treatment of foundations.
The execution of this branch of building construction now proceeds from
a corps of specialists with adequate equipment to construct as well as
design foundations to support the most gigantic superstructures. Fortun-
ately, rock-bottom is not beyond human reach and the stability of the
building is biblically assured. And if our present developrnent continues
we shall have to go still higher to gratify our ambitions, outreaching the
Tower of Babel, but without its disastrous consequences.
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Why Gravel Roofs Are Fireproof.

By J. R. D. MACKENZIE

I T IS safe to say that 90 per cent, of all modern fireproof structures now

rjlg bult have roofs of felt, composition and gravel-more co.~ly

known as gravel roofs. The great San Francisco fire of ^pnl,
J
^ fur

,

nished more conclusive proof than it is possible to get by any ^o-^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^

UniorTrusrSi^^^ Casket Co. building. Merchants' Exchange

Fnd Mil buiZr of which were burned out inside, earned gravel roofs

whch ™^ the great heat from withm a-i without. The

practical "fire test" than was given the gravel roof by the ban f rancisco

^'^'
Tn the East where gravel roofs have been in use for over fifty years, they

K Lr^!:Ltt;^rc.:; Wi,ic„ .^-..^^
^

following reasons: buildings adjoining hav-

• "^rrrToFs *?t^s"n"cesVa'r? o'w^tch ttse' buildings, b'oth f the inside

LTd o« :ide° f?; h re is oTe/ifficient heat to ignite roofing boards w.th-

the fe^r'pitch has befn consu.ned as^he e, o„.cond^^t^
^^^^

. u:^:;[r1;;^^eTn;^^Jh^rl\t^^rs?ot"n,n o^ as rap.dly and .

requires wett^^R down
1^^^^^ will confine a fire in a. building longer

than r^^^etal roofVhe roofUrds
^^^^ll^:::^^^::^,';^^^^

flames have any serious eftects on the felt and then cons.de aD
^.^^

?Xn'^rearVKfont^^c^slg the ^^^^ to curl and open

*^^
'"^^t1; Tt i, verv easy to tear oflf or cut through a gravel or slag roof

when U^'VecesL^^ToTeYch the burning portions of a building through the

'""^T P Siblev secretary-treasurer of the National Association of Master

n -i;in„Ro;fers is following up this lead and is trying to get the chief

^.^gr^rs of fhe different fire de'par'Jments all over the country to express

•f

%
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their views. If they are all of the same opinion as Chief Engineer Staj^g, of

Paterson, Mr. Sibley will have some very strong arguments to present why
composition gravel roofing should be used.

Building Inspector T. A. Winterrowd, of Indianapolis, Ind., in investi-

gating the question of proper roofings, growing out of his desire to draft a

more efi^ective building law, has received many voluntary declarations from

representatives of both metal and composition roofers that their dififerent

products have proved to be the only fireproof material.

The National Association of Master Composition Roofers writes to

Mr. Winterrowd, in part, as follows : ^'Composition roofing, better known
as coal-tar pitch, felt and slag or gravel, covers more of the first-class build-

ings and factories of this country than all other forms of roofing put to-

gether. The most prominent architects and mill engineers have used it for

fifty years and it has always been accorded the base rate of insurance and

has the confidence of fire fighters everywhere. Its enviable position makes
it the focus of the attacks of all special roofing promoters. This attack and
agitation, however, does not prevent the metal roofers themselves from
having on their own buildings what they know to be the best roof for all

purposes—a composition roof—and there is not a large city in the country

but that contains abundant evidence of this fact. Meta4 roofers certainly do
not have composition roofs put on their own buildings if it adds to the fire

risk or cost of insurance.

"Tests made show that a gravel roof laid on seven-eighths inch

matched boards resisted a conflagration temperature of 1400 degrees Fahr.

for fifty-four minutes before the boards burned through, while with a metal

roof tested under the same conditions the boards burned through in just

twenty-two and one-half minutes. With a fire inside the building, the

composition roof again shows its su])eriority. It remains cool to work
upon and lasts, as all firemen know, until all the supports have been burned
away and it drops down, still intact, into the cellar below. A metal roof,

on the other hand, becomes, burning hot, unsolders and lets the draft

through and is a danger to the fireman, while he can work on a composition
roof to the last, easily cutting holes through the felt and pitch to flood the

interior."

The letter closes with this peroration: "Everything considered, there

never has been so satisfactory a roof from the point of view of all concerned
as the composition roof. The owner knows he is getting the best roof for

his money, the architect and engineer know that it is the best and most
lasting roof, while the insurance man and the fire fighter know that a com-
position roof is the best fire resister."

*
* *

Athletic Brick.

Says a small town paper in Iowa : A car load of brick arrived yester-

day, for a walk through the park.
*

* *

He was telling her about the members of his ball team. "Now there's

Brown," said he; "in a few weeks' time he'll be our best man."
"Oh, Jack!" she gushed, "this is so sudden ; but what a nice way to ask

me!"
*

* *

Much trouble is caused in this world by throwing mud at the hornet's
nest. Some people don't seem to be happy unless they are trying to get
stung!

The Architect and Engineer ^

[vip^nsa White Portland Cement
By ERNEST LOESSEL

OO MANY inquiries concerning Medusa White. Portland Cement have

S been received by the Architect and Engineer, that it presents to its

--^ readers the following general information about that material

:

Medusa White Portland cement is the discovery or invention of Spencer

R New e?rv an international authority on the chemistry and manufacture

of SSceme^ product is the^esult of over fourteen years experi-

ment with a suitable deposit found in eastern Pennsylvania.

Cement Co.. at

Medusa WAstc Portland Ccmevt exhibit of the Sandusky Portland

the recent Display of the Concrete Assoc.ation held ,„ Ne^~ Uri Uty.
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DavisSchomvasser Building^, San Francisco

MacDonald &* Applegarth, Architects.

SOVTHERN -PAanC-COr^PAN Y,

HOSPITAL
SAN •F^ANaSCO CAUFORNIA

Southern Pacific Hospital. San Francisco

D. J. Patterson. Architect
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Keystone Apartments. San Francisco

Oliver &> Foulkes. Architects

It is manufactured by the Sandusky Portland Cement Company one

of the largest manufacturers of Portland cement m the United States 1 vvo

verrs ago ths company built a special mill at York, Pennsylvania for the

Ssi': i^nufact'ure' of Medusa White Portland ^e pro uct found

immediate favor with architects throughout the country and .has already

been found necessary to greatly increase the capacity of the ml.

The product is handled in California, Nevada, Utah and Arizona by ine

Building Material Company, Inc., Monadnock building, San Franc^co an 1

in Washington and Oregon by F. T. Crowe & Co., 1 Front s reet, Portlaml.

"ll Globe bunding, SeaUle. 164 South Madison street, Spokane, and 110.

"A" street, Tacoma.

_«i^«-»»'-' T^r,.-^- •
•• >—-—" - ^ j,-«B'

^^.-.^ -^ J^ ' W* '^sf 'i." ; yi
.l.^^,^.—._.,._» -awn. ... - -.i<ii»-..._^™^T|, *-~**^

J

Office Buildim. Hous, of. Kil>r,sentativts. Washington. D. C.

While white cements which will at least t^-P^/J^J^y i'J^r'of'c^r!

specially treated residues of hydraulic hme manufacture.

'I
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". *<*' * • Mechanics' Bank Buildinn, San Francisco

L. B. Dution. Architect

The following are analyses of Medusa White Portland cement and of a

typical Lehigh Valley gray Portland :

White Gray Lehigh
Medusa. Valley.

Per cent. Per cent.

Silica Si O. 25.10 21.31

Alumina AU Os 5.05 6.89
Iron Oxide Fe2 O3 .43 2.53
Lime CaO 65.68 62.89
Magnesia MgO 1.54 2.64
Sulphuric acid SO3 .96 1.34

Loss on ignition 1.24 1.39

Other constituents 1 .01

These analyses show that the chemical constituents of Medusa \\ hite

Portland cement are the same as those of typical good gray Portlands.

Note, however, that the White Medusa contains but a faint trace of iron

oxide.
»

/
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Taylor Residence. Berkeley. California

L. C. Miillgardt. Architect
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Fir<l Nauona! Bank Bmlding. San Francisco

D. H. Burnkam if Co.. Architects.

76.5 per cent.
Vormal Pat Test Am. Soc. Civ. Engrs.

Constancv ot volume test. Aormai i ai.

Cold water Pat., good, air Pat., good.
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Bank of San Jose

Building^

San Jose, Cal.

Henry A, Schulze.

Architect

r't
""

" ^

;;* :

'•^1 i-->--
--h-H

Setting time : Gilmore's needle. Initial set, 3 hrs. 45 min. ; final set,

9 hrs. 15 min.; per cent, of water, 20; temperature of air, 70 degrees Fahr.

;

temperature of water, 70 degrees Fahr.
Accelerated test: Steam test, good; boiling water test, good; specific

gravity, 3.08.

Tensile strength of standard briquettes (1 square inch section) :

a;
c
_o

'«
o
a
s
o
U

55,910

55/)2()

55,925

55,930
1

2

3

4

55,935
6
7

8

9

Neat

Neat
1-3

Neat

1 Cement

3 Sand

Per

cent

of

water

Time

In Air In Wati'r Total

20 24 hrs. 24 hrs.

20 24 hrs. 6 days 7 days
8.8 24 hrs. days 7 days

20 24 hrs. 27 days 28 days

8.8 (

(

t ( < t

Strength in lbs.

Briquettes

730
780
730
785
760

380
370
.¥)0

3<X)

340

Average

314

630
195

757

368

The Medusa White Portland cement is particularly available for use,

where, as here, white river and beach sands for aggregate are cheap and
plentiful. The accompanying illustrations show some recent constructions
in which the Medusa White Portland cement has been used or specified.
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By i^. O. RITTER.

-r„E accompanying il.«s.ra.io.s8i.e»,.i<k,^^
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?;i"Son o, .h. ,«.l .ran,.w„,W wa, p-ogr.ssinr ;;«'y. *«,|~-

,,pjt^r^eic^"=«ivHStJfs^^^^^^^^^^
,0 the north. »here the force of the '»"/»'''*=4»;„ „rf/h!ve tumUed.

;"hf ?„"r.rof"rta,!'aT;'*S * mc'rtJr: the re.t of the franre-

work several inches
°f °f

Pi"";^„
^,„,i the night caused the gny-ropes to

,hrJ\'.=:r.:cr.hr.uS.r.i:^L.^^^^^^^^^^^^^
,ible carele.s boUing of the work *";»B

J'

o"^
„r„babl,"« to the fact

Khe^w-oc'Cnrj ;S*;e?tr;r.e°rn:rne'E,'g^pr'.sen, hL the snperin.en-

dent of construction.
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Handsome Bank Building

The new building which is to house
tlie London, Paris National Bank of San
Francisco will be a one-story granite
structure of imposing exterior, on the
lines of modern bank buildings erected
in San Francisco recently, covering the
site on the northwest corner of Sansome
and Sutter streets, 46x123 feet. The de-
sign, was selected at a recent meeting
of the bank directors and is the one sub-
mitted by Albert Pissis out of a number
of meritorious designs presented by the
architects of San Francisco. Next to the
Pissis plan, the one drawn by Lansburgh
& Joseph was the most favored, and the
directors deliberated for some time be-
fore they arrived at a choice.
The new building will be devoted to

the exclusive use of the bank, and is to

be one of the most attractive structures
in the commercial center of San Fran-
cisco. Its dignified and graceful out-
lines will give it rank with the finest and
best banking buildings in the country
and further emphasize the confidence
bankers repose in the future of San Fran-
cisco as a banking center of first im-
portance.
The interior of the banking room com-

bines the best features culled from the
leading banking houses of the world,
and is designed to accommodate, the
growing business of that bank.

Two Competitions for Club Buildings

The Olympic Club and the Bohemian
Club of San Francisco are each holding a

competition for building designs to cost in

the neighborhood of $300,000. The Bo-
hemian competition is confined to architect

members of the club, of which there are

about sixteen. The proposed building will be

three stories and class C. The drawings
are to be finished by January 1st, and a

selection will be made by the commit-
tee soon after that date. Hon. Jas. D.

Phelan is chairman of the building com-
mittee, and John Layton is the secretary
of the club. The prizes offered for the

best plans are $750.00 for the first,

$500.00 for the second and $250.00 for

the third. The first floor of the build-

ing will contain the club rooms, billiard

nnd card rooms and dining room The

uuper floorT are divided into sleepmg

rooms There will be a jmks building

seo^r'tc from the main structure. This

^^^^ntain a large stage and seats for

=;m or more persons. This last namcu

building will be of class A construcfon

and fireproof.

The Portland Architectural Club and

Their Next Exhibit

While the exhibit will not be held for

two or three months, there .s much acUv. y

mione the members m preparmg for it,

^o ng over and deciding on plans for what

?s o be the greatest effort of the Club a

dnracter and extent of exhibits-it will

'be much more elaborate than any former

disp"y and will embrace many new feat-

"In addition to the best work of the mem
1 ^,.c it i<i pxoected to secure tor display a

larg; ami valuable collection of eastern

ohotOEraphs of subjects of soecia in ere t

W the profession and will be a valuable at-

"\?h°i;e a large percentage of the exhibits

will nrobably be contributed by the rori

Uai d members, they are endeavoring to m-

erest all architects and engmeers in Ore_

gon and the coast cities, with much en

'The'reT^also being considered an aux-

u/arrexhibit of building mater^sbmld-

ing methods and appliances. " ^is is nnai

ly decided upon, it will "fZ rnlLZ\
reive orompt attention from tnateria

men-and th*^ space for such display w.U

"'AhoeefheTToutlined at this time, the
Altogether as o

, ^ Architectural
exhibition of 'l^e Port a.

^^^ ^^^^ ^^

?.'ilms"of architecture and engineering,

Imt to the public generally.

Architects' Meeting at Los Angeles

The regular monthly
"^^^^i^^^/^. ^^^^I^^

Xce [^^tveinber^^Trpr^ci^altsi^^l

dswscd o^ was the selection of delega es

to Ae annual meeting of the American In-

.-...f. iK-Ul in Washington, U. <-,
stitute, held in

delegates

Benton. John P. Krempel and Theo. A.

^'\"chitect Robert D. Farquhar exhibited

a collec«on of drawings represenUtwe o

^'^ ^•°'\rt''^rtV'"o\he"dlrwlll%er-

feT;^«tK e'of M^dent work as taught m

Harvard University were also e'^h.biUd.

Chief Inspector of Bu'ld."f^s L J.
Backtis

was present and gave an mteresting

count of his travels during 1"^ ecent visU

to the principal eastern cities in search ot

pointers for future guidance

An invitation was- extended to the cnap

ter by Architect A. B. Benton to visit tle

n/w Y M C A. building. Other invita-

tions are pending, one of which by Archi-

ec A F. Rosenheim, is to the new Second

Church of Christ, Scientist, as soon as cir-

cnmstanqes will permit.

Portland Architects Move

J--:ra1 y^a'r"occ"p!;nomt in^the

^tw^a»»S^
-o^i-r c=ie^r drff^ing-^^^oL-^d

''"aeTrgfR":; the well W-own constructUm

enirineer is now connected with the nrm

and has 'an office i,^e_same suite.

Personal

Architect W. C. Knighton.,
fj^''^^^'^

met with a very serious jecident a shor

time ago, but is now so far recovered as

tn hp -ihle to be in his office in the Lom

merciat Club buildin^a^art of the time.

The Electrical Club

The Electrical Club of San l->ancisco

i« the name of a new organization start

ed or the purpose of bringing into closer

wuch with each other those engaged in

llectrical contracting, engineering job-

bing and manufacturing. The Uub was

fiUr started by s x energetic boosters

some weeks ago and now has over forty

°^t1s"rinte^Vi'o,rof the club to rent

comfortable quarters where the members

est ever seen on any stage in San Fran-

"xhe club at present is holding its

weeky meetings at the Bismarck Cafe

on Saturdays, luncheon being served at

; :« fVi*» hanauet room, uuring
1 p. m. m the banquei

important

fo^ic'^^disru^^rd.^tL^-afteJn'oon
ending

wi?h music in the_beef_steak garret.

Good English

\ French lady living in America en-

we were first engaged. —Success.

L
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We recommend a thoughtful read-
ing of ATr. Fitzpatrick's article on

another page. The
ARTISTIC arraignment of our
ARCHITECTURE architects which he

quotes is perhaps in

the main justifiable, but we are glad
to note the optimistic tone of his

comments. There certainly is hope
for great achievements artwards
here. Granting that our designers
have been a trifle hesitant in branch-
ing off into untried and novel paths
and that they have copied antiquity
a great deal and perhaps meaning-
lessly, there have been wondrous ac-

complishments withal, and no nation
has ever made such a profound mark
and done so much artward at so
early a stage in its history as have
we. True, we have had the ad-
vantage, as the youngest nation on
earth, of all that has been done in

these older civilizations, but our
progress has been phenomenal even
so. It behooves us though to not
cultivate any complacency or self-

satisfaction, but rather to take such
criticism well to heart and redouble
our efforts to remove the cause of
complaint.

We believe that it will be con-
ceded, however, that here oh the
Coast our buildings are freer from
the stereotyped form and "borrowed

,

finerv" than are those of any other
section. We have not resorted as
much to the Greek temple as have
others, and our buildings, both pub-
lic and private, and commercial^and
domestic, seem to fit in their sur-
roundings more naturally than do
most- of the others. The thrall of
Drecedent has not such a hold upon
us. Rut then even the air we breathe
seems freer than that of any other
clime! "^

Writing of Mr. Fitzpatrick re-

minds us that that gentleman, who
is as practical as he is

artistic—a rare combina-
tion—has suggested, as
the Executive Officer of
the International So-

ciety of lUiilding Commissioners, an
expedient that will do more to en-
courage fireproof construction and
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to discourage the jerry-builder than

any other one thing that has yet

been devised. His plan is to have

the city building departments con-

spicuously label every buildmg of

public or semi-pubhc nature, hre-

proof," "ordinary," "dangerous," etc.,

and to make it a severely punishable

offense for anyone to advertise his

building as of a class to which it has

no real claim, or is not so labelled.

The term "fireproof" is used alto-

gether too glibly. A man may put a

tin roof on a wooden shack and

proudly proclaim that he has a

"fireproof" building, and there is no

law to prevent his thus beguiling the

unsophisticated public, obtaining

tenants and business under false pre-

tenses. A sign, "dangerous," upon a

building will deter many people from

becoming tenants thereof and the

owner will soon conclude it is to his

advantage to tear it down and re-

place it with a better building. And

even the ierrv-builder will find it

difficult to sell a building he has

slovenly erected, though it be beauti-

fully painted in the colors of the

rainbow, if it be labelled "danger-

ous" the moment he gets it up.

The suggestion is a splendid one

and many cities are considering it,

and we would strongly urge those

who have the real interest of our

coast cities at heart to endeavor to

have it adopted here.

There is some talk of holding a

competition for the rebuilding of the

San Francisco City

COMPETITION Hall. It ought to be a

POR grand building and a

CITY HALL good building, and the

competition ought to

call forth the best talent in the coun-

try To limit it to San Francisco

architects is insular and too much

like the dog in the manger style.

Put neither do we favor the Eastern

method, which is to hold a prelim-

inary open competition and select

two or three of those competitors

who will in turn compete with a

number of invited and paid archi-

/^

tects—favored ones or the big ones

in the land. We would not have any-

one paid to come in, but we would

make the prizes very attractive and

liberal and have the preliminary

competition absolutely open and free

do every one, with the one restriction

that the commission need not neces-

sarily be awarded to the first prize in

the second competition. We would

have the drawings in a preliminary

competition exceedingly few and to

a small scale and simple, nothing

that would be any hardship to the

least financially prosperous among

us. mere tentative, preliminary

sketches sufficient only to show the

competitors' grasp of the problem.

We would have, not one or two

judges, but a board of at least ten

men of recognized personal ability,

not men who have achieved great-

ness through the medium of others

talents, but architects w^ho are

known to be artistic and good de-

signers themselves. And this board

would select the ten best designs

from among these.preliminary com-

petitors, all the architects of the

countrv. Those ten would receive a

liberal'award and be expected to re-

compete, further elaborating their

original theme, but not be put to

anv very p-reat expense for drawings

in 'doing it. We object to competi-

tions of elaboration, where only the

nabobs of the profession can afford

to enter with a virtually complete

set of plans, involving thousands of

dollars of expense. In this second

competition, first, second and third

prizes would be awarded, and if the

first prize be that of the man who

has not only shown ability to design,

but has had experience in large con-

struction, let him be awarded the

job; but if he be lacking in experi-

ence, then award it to him contingent

upon his associating himself with

someone who has had wide experi-

ence in construction. That would

seem to us the most equitable and

satisfactory means of securing a de-

sign for what ought to be the finest

City Hall in the land, and, incident-

ally, the best form of competition for

general adoption.

4
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We reconiniciul a thoughtful read-
ing of Air. Fit/.patrick's article on

another pao^e. The
ARTISTIC arraignment of our
ARCHITECTURE architects which he

quotes is perhaps in

the main justifiable, but we are ^iad
to note the optimistic tone of his
comments. There certainly is hope
for great achievements artwards
here. Granting that our designers
have been a trifle hesitant in branch-
ing off into untried and novel paths
and that they have copied antiquity
a great deal and perhaps meaning-
lessly, there have been wondrous ac-
complishments withal, and no nation
has ever made such a profound mark
and done so much artward at so
early a stage in its history as have
we. True, we. have had the ad-
vantage, as the youngest nation on
earth, of all that has been done in

these older civilizations, but our
progress has been phenomenal even
so. It l^ehoovcs us though to not
cultivate any complacency or self-

satisfaction, but rather to take such
criticism well to heart and redouble
our efforts to remove the cause of
com])laint.

We l)elicve that it will be con-
ceded, however, that Jiere on the
Coast our buildings are freer from
the stereotyi^ed form and "borrowed
hnerv" than are those of anv other
section. We have not resorted as
much to the Greek temple as have
others, and our buildings, both pub-
lic and private, and commcrcial^and
domestic, seem to fit in their sur-
roundings more naturally than do
most of the others. Hie thrall of
nrecedent has not such a hold upon
us. P)Ut then even the air we breathe
seems freer than that of an\- othcr
climc!

Writing (.f Mr. I^tzpatrick re-

minds us that that gentleman, who
is as practical as he is

artistic—a rare combina-
tion—has suggested, as
the I^xecutive Officer of
the International So-

ciety (•! building Commissioners, an
expedient that will do more to en-
courage fireproof -construction and
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to discourage the jerry-builder than

any other one thing that has yet

been devised. His plan is to have

the city building departments con-

spicuously label every building of

public or "semi-public nature, ''fire-

proof," ''ordinary," "dangerous," etc.,

and to make it a severely punishable

offense for anyone to advertise his

building as of a class to which it has

no real claim, or is not so labelled.

The term "fireproof" is used alto-

gether too glibly. A man may put a

dn roof on a wooden shack and

proudly proclaim that he has a

"fireproof" building, and there is no

law^ to prevent his thus beguiling the

unsophisticated public, obtainmg

tenants and business under false pre-

tenses. A sign, "dangerous," upon a

building will deter marty people from

becoming tenants thereof and the

owner will soon conclufle it is to his

advantage to tear it down and re-

place it wnth a better building. And

even the jerrv-builder will find it

difficult to sell a building he has

slovenlv erected, though it be beauti-

fully painted in the colors of the

rainbow\ if it be labelled "danger-

ous" the moment he gets it up.

The suggestion is a splendid one

and many cities are considering it,

and we would strongly urge those

who have the real interest of our

coast cities at heart to endeavor to

have it adopted here.

COMPETITION

FOR
CITY HALL

There is some talk of holding a

competition for the rebuilding of the

San Francisco City

Hall. It ought to be a

grand building and a

good building, and the

competition ought to

call forth the best talent in the coun-

try. To limit it to San Francisco

architects is insular and too much

like the dog in the manger style,

r.ut neither do we favor the Eastern

method, which is to hold a prelim-

inary open competition and select

two'or three of those competitors

who will in turn compete with a

number of invited and paid archi-

tects—favored ones or the big ones

in the land. We would not have any-

one paid to come in, but we would

make the prizes very attractive and

liberal and have the preliminary

competition absolutely open and free

to every one, with the one restriction

that the commission need not neces-

sarily be awarded to the first prize in

the second competition. W^e would

have the drawings in a preliminary

competition exceedingly few and to

a small scale and simple, nothing

that would be any hardship to the

least financially prosperous among

us. mere tentative, preliminary

sketches sufficient only to show the

competitors' grasp of the problem.

We would have, not one Qr two

judges, but a board of at least ten

men of recognized personal ability,

not men who have achieved great-

ness through the medium of others'

talents, but architects who are

known to be artistic and good de-

signers themselves. And this board

would select the ten best designs

from among these preliminary com-

petitors, all the architects of the

country. Those ten would receive a

liberal'award and be expected to re-

compete, further elaborating their

original theme, but not be put to

any very p-reat expense for drawings

in 'doing it. We object to competi-

tions of elaboration, where only the

nabobs of the profession can afford

to enter with a virtually complete

set of plans, involving thousands of

dollars of expense. In this second

competition, first, second and third

prizes would be awarded, and if the

first prize be that of the man who

has not only shown ability to design,

but has had experience in large con-

struction, let him be awarded the

job: but if he be lacking in experi-

ence, then award it to him contingent

upon his associating himself with

someone who has had wide experi-

ence in construction. That would

seem to us the most equitable and

satisfactory means of securing a de-

sign for what ought to be the finest

City Hall in the land, and, incident-

ally, the best form of competition for

eeneral adoption.
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HEATING AND LIGHTING
Material Arranged by Carl E. Roesch, Edwin B. Pike

and Wm. E. Leiand, S. B.

T

Practical Gas Illumination With Inverted
Burners

HE inverted type
of incandescent
gas lamp shown

in Fig. 1 marks the
latest step in the ad-
V a n c e m e n t of gas
lighting. . In general,
the hurner and mantle
are in substance the
same as the familiar
upright mantle burn-
ers, adapted, however,
to burn in the invert-

ed position. The light

from such a combina-
tion is wholly unob-
structed in the lower
hemisphere, and 67
per cent, of its total

light is thrown down-
ward without the ne-

cessity of reflectors.

The upright burners with reflectors dis-

tribute 55 per cent, of their total light

• % ^

Ft£^. I.

RefieX Inverted Gas
Lamp

above the horizontal (1). The great ad-
vantage of this one point can be readily
appreciated. If reflectors are used they
are simply supplemental, as two-thirds
of the light is thrown down without
them, thereby saving the loss necessary
where it is required to reflect all the

light. The design of the inverted burner
is attractive in appearance, lending it-

self to all kinds of decorative effects, and
it is adjustable to almost every conceiv-
able scheme of illumination.

The lighting element, the mantle, is

much shorter than the upright mantle,
and its downward end is hemispherical.
These features produce more perfect
combustion at the mantle surface, in-

creasing its temperature and efficiency.

The size and character of the mantle and
its mounting give it greater strength and
longer life than mantles of the upright
type.

The quality of light is exceptionally
pleasing to the eye. It is a near ap-
proach to daylight, and has been pro-
nounced by many color specialists ideal

i I f

I

Entrance Light. Charlamagne Apartments

C][ A careful regard for

design and workmanship

are requisites of success-

ful ligkting tkat can not

properly be overlooked.

Adams ana

HoUopeter

Makers of Higk-Gradc

LIGHTING
FIXTURES

745 MISSION ST.

SAN FRANCISCO
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PAUL C.BUTTE A. B. LEBENBAUM

ETC
EDWIN
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PHONE. KEARNY 1970
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for truly judging delicate shades and

matching colors.

The extremely high temperature at

which the mantle is operated f g/^'^^^^

efficiency, greater downward light, ana

^mall radiating surface are factors which

materially reduce the heat units per

candle-power over other forms of in-

candescent gas lights.

Concentrating Kefiector.

Krffrx Invrted Gas Lamf. Candle Loii'n Cunes

Bv uving a small amount of the total

light and distributing it above the hori-

zontal for producing color and decora-

tive eflfects, there is still Ift
. 'l/ nn

volume of natural downward light, un-

affected for its real work i. e ill^";'";^-

tion. Retlectors and globes of al styles

and for all requirements can he had which

will produce a soft, diffused, pleasing

and mellow light, or an intense search-

light effect, as the case requires.

There is but one size of the inverted

lamp as illustrated, i. e., 75 candle-power

(2), which is the maximum light OD-

^ «^ ! ^' \ K

MERSON HOAR

|:kilriCcii-illiiimiiMtiii^
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PHONE Kearny 1545
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tained in one direction, the vertical. This
is without the aid of reflectors, and
shows well the peculiar advantage which
the lamp has in its natural downward
distribution. The distribution of the nat-

ural light between horizontal and verti-

cal is exceptionally good, being 50

candle-power on the horizontal.

This light consumes three feet of gas
or less, giving an efficiency of 25 candles
per cubic foot. The life of Reflex man-
tles is not guaranteed, as they may be
easily broken by mechanical injury, but
from experience in maintaining these
lights it is known that 600 hours' burn-
ing is a fair average, in which time the
candle-power will not drop over 20 per

NO T*
i L^ F^

All first class buildings have the

Armstrong Fl=== Siyiidls

rj- I lihf f Ij.v |f

And all first class theatres have our

FIRE PROOF STEEL CIRTAIIM
?^^?7T^^rF^^^^ II

>OiI>C Lliliii^ i\i, i%

THE EXPRH'^'^
. : : SYS'U Vi

Ms Rl PAIR!
593 itIuiliLi viiUci iiiilyud HuHjMUi

Phone Douglas 2898 San Frdnci^.u

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

cent. Unlike electric filaments, mantles
never burn out. Mechanical breakage
usually determines their life, although it

is generally economical to renew un-
broken mantles after about 800 hours'
burning. After this time the decreased
efficiency makes it more expensive to
operate the old than to buy a new man-
tle, when it is considered that illumina-
tion, and not gas, is the product paid
for.

In Fig. 2 a Reflex light is illustrated
with a concentrating Holophane reflect-
or, No. 6333. The large volume of light
possible to be obtained from a single
unit of this kind is plainly ^hown by the
curve—314 c. p. in the vertical direction.

Ftg. 3.

Angle Reflector

Reflex Inverted Gas Lamf>. Candle Power Cunr.f

In window lighting, by spacing the
lights near together, a remarkable vol-
ume of white light is thrown on the
goods, showing them off in their true
qualities and colors. For this class of
work this combination is ideal, and, by
the aid of the numerous devices recently
perfected, it is possible to light the win-
dows by the turn of one kev placed at

any convenient location.
In Fig. 3 is shown a special form of

angle reflector, designed to throw most

Telephone FRANKLIN 837

HANBRIDOFI OYST ELECTRIC CC, INC.

iElertrtral (HontrartorH

564-566 EDDY STREET San Francisco, Cal.
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We have specialized on Motor Drive. W^e

have the Motors and the engineers to apply

them. We are in a position to save you

money on your Power InstallatK-

ENGINEERING &MAINTEN^NGi:CU
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PHONE r
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Estimates Furnished

Conduit Work a Specialty

of the light forward and downward, pro-

ducing an almost uniform candle-power

curve of evenly distributed light. It is

particularly adapted for certain forms of

window lighting, for bowing-alleys,

show-windows, etc., or any place where

the eye should be shielded and the light

thrown in one general direction.

Fig. 4.

Flat Shade

Reflex Inverted Gas Lamp, Candle Power Curz'es

Fig 4 shows the Reflex light with No
503 opal shade. This gives a general

distribution of light with the maximum
still in the vertical direction.

The proper way of rating illuminants

is a question not finally settled. It will

be noted that in all commercial hgures

lamps are rated on the maximum candle-

power in some given direction. i he

standard for scientific rating is the mean

spherical candle-power, i. e., the total

flux of light measured all over the sur-

face of a sphere of given diameter with

the light source in its center. i his is

not regarded as the correct principle for

commerdal rating, as it does not give

an idea of the value of a lamp for prac-

tical illumination, and furthermore, such

a rating is wrong, generally speaking

because a light source may be of high

spherical candle-power, yet when equip-

ped with accessories to direct the light

Large Stock on Hand

Rented — Exchanged— Repaired

118-120 EIGHTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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where needed it is much lower in effi-

ciency than a lamp which wvax give, by
virtue of its design and construction, a

better distribution. For this reason the
value of a light should be determined
and compared on the basis of mean
lower hemispherical candle-power.

I
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Hot Water Heating by Forced Circu-

lation

B" A. J. PuRCELL, C. E., Little Rock, Ark.

THIS article is not written with the

idea of recording anythmg ne\v

about hot water heating by forced

circulation, but simply to give a general

idea of the practicable installation ot

such a system, as the writer is well

aware that there are sections of this

country where such systems are not in

use, and in fact but little heard of by

the trade in general, and therefore might

be of some interest to the curious ones.

I will therefore try to describe this

system as it is installed in the new City

Hall of Little Rock, Ark. The source

of heat is derived from the District

Heating Company's main, laid m the

street at the rear of the building. 1 his

system is the so-called Schott system,

and the lay-out of this building was pre-

pared by W. H. Schott.

To heat this building 10,465 square

feet of radiation was installed and the

main lines consisted of a 3-inch supply

and return, which make a complete cir-

cuit of the basement, and of full size the

entire length of the circuit. This cir-

cuit is so installed that the water, after

passing from the supply main and

through a riser and belt line on each

floor and the radiator attached, has to

travel the same distance for each and

every riser or branch taken from the

main. . ,

The system is equalized, that is, tne

first water out of the supply main trav-

els just as far as the last water out of

the supply main before it can return into

the return main. The water in the two

mains are flowing in opposite directions

and the last outlet of the supply main

is where the first inlet of return main

enters. ,. , ^\

The largest riser hue used in the

building was V/2 inch, and it supplied

1500 square feet of radiation. I^rom each

riser at and above the floor are the belt

lines. Each belt is connected from the

supply riser into the return riser. Ihis

belt has attached to it an average of IbO

square feet and in some cases 300 square

feet The entire belt line is ^-inch

pipe, and cut into this, at the points

where the radiator is to be ulaced and

the right distance apart, so that corner

angle radiator valves can be connected

to the radiator, are ^x/^x^i tees, and m
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the belt line between the tees back of the

radiator is used a piece of /2-inch pipe.

This >/^-inch piece forms what is known

as the by-pass, and allows a certain

amount of the hot supply water to pass

on to the next radiator on that belt

without having to pass through the radi-

ator in front of it.

Each belt line has a gate valve placed

at both the supply and return end close

to the riser, so that belt can be cut off

entirely from the rest of the system in

case of repairs or in event of a break-

1 AHLBACH 6l MAYER
=^^^^ PLUMBERS

INCORPORATED

76 DORLAND STREET
Telephone Market 70

Otf Dolores, between Seventeenth

and Eighteenth Streets

SAN FRANCISCO. [
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age. Each radiator is also fitted with a

Jenkins disc steam radiator valve, so
that it may be shut off and detached
from the belt line without interfering
with the circulation in any of the oth^r
radiators on the same belt.

The first thought that comes to the
reader who is not familiar with this sys-

tem is, pretty small piping for so large
an amount of radiation, but 4hat is easily
accounted for, as I will ekcJiiin later;

also the fact that there is no attention
paid to grading of the pipe lines, that is,

to give them a specified pitch. The en-
tire main in this building is hung on a
true level from one end to the other,
and so are the branches and belt lines.

All branches feeding the risers to sec-
ond and third floor are taken off the top
of the main at a 45-degree angle and the
return enters at the side. All branches
to the basement radiators are taken
straight out of the side of supplv main
and enter the return main at the bot-
tom on a 45-degree angle. This pre-
vents air binding, which is the only thing
one must be on the lookout for when
installing this kind of a system.
The reason for all this is the fact that

the water is caused to circulate through
the piping by the circulating pumps at
the central station, and that a pressure
of 40 pounds is maintained on the entire
system during coldost weather by a small

punin set close to the circulating pumps
at the "station," so that the tempera-
ture may be raised from 120 degrees to
220 degrees if desired.

Regular cast iron radiation is used of
the Rococo pattern, screwed nipple be-
ing the best to use on account of the
pressure being liable to cause the push
nipple to leak at times. The tappings at
the main in the street to supply the large
amount of radiation through this 3-inch
pipe were only 3^-inch taps, and the
same for the return.
A thermostatic regulating valve is

placed on the main return just inside the
basement wall. This keeps the temper-
ature of the water from going above the
point the thermostat is set for, and pre-
vents this particular building from rob-
bing the street main of more than its

share of hot water.
This system, like all others, has its

good and bad features. It does away
with attendance and the cost of handling
ashes and coal and general maintenance
and the cost of. first installation is con-
siderably smaller than with an indepen-
dent plant of one's own, as the largest
main pipe need not be over 1^-inch in

the ordinary dwelling house. On the
other hand, one can get heat only when
the central station is running, and that
is a stated time or season. If chilly
weather or unseasonable weather comes

b I) R
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outside the limited time, one has to grin

and bear it. If the street main breaks,

no heat can be furnished before the main

is repaired, and if anyone plans to in-

stall his own plant after having tried

the district system awhile he will find

that he must change the whole piping

system, as the piping will not be large

enough for a gravity hot water job.

However. Little Rock has a large num-

ber of buildings that are heated from

the central heating plant, both residences

and business buildings. The largest

building in the state, a ten-story office

building, was heated successfully with it

the past winter. This called for a higher

pressure on the system than is usually

put on one, and it is an open question it

there won't be trouble on account ot

breakage after a few years' use.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

Estimating Air Space for Heating

THE problem of warm air furnace heat-

ing and ventilating is a fascinating

study, and the more we indulge in

this studv the more interesting it becomes,

says the 'journal of Modern Construction.

The basic or underlying principle that

governs the experienced furnace man is a

strict adherence to the rules entering into

the problem, and if his conclusions are

reached by those rules on a logical basis,

instead of the use of "thumb rules failure

and condemnation will be replaced by suc-

cess and commendation, and the agreeable

outcome of success and commendation is

increased business and larger profits.

One of the first rules a furnaceman

should learn is that of determining the

amount- of cubic feet of air space to be

heated, and in this calculation it is neces-

sary to take into consideration the relation

of exposed walls and exposed glass sur-

face to the room or building to be heated.

Some consideration, too, must be given to

the relation of an adjoinincr unoccuoied

property, the loss of heat by transmission

in this party wall must be overcome by a

proportionate allowance in the total equiva-

lent cubic feet or in the capacity of the

furnace, for extra firing when that feature

becomes necessary.
. . ,

\ simple rule for determining the equiva-

lent cubic feet is, to the cubic feet in each

room add for wall and glass exposure as

follows (one-tenth of each square foot ot

wall exposure being equal in cooling effect

to seventy-five cubic feet, and one square

foot of glass exposure being equal in cool-

ing effect to seventy-five cubic feet) :

First obtain the cubic feet by multiply-

ing the length by the' width of the room

and bv multinlying this result by the clear

height of the ceiling.

Then multiply ten per cent, of the net

wall exposure by seventy-five, and add this

amount to the total cubic feet.

Then multiply the glass exposure by

seventy-five and add this amount to the

total cubic feet, and the cubic feet, the mul-

tiplied ten per cent, of the net wall ex-

posure, and the multiplied glass exposure

will constitute what may be called equiva-

lent cubic feet; that is to say, the total will

be equal to the cubic feet to be considered

in determining the size of the furnace, the

size of the warm air pipes and the size of

the registers that will be required to heat

the house.

"Watered Labor"

DURING the past campaign a great

deal was said about "watered capi-

tal." Nobody, however, developed

the courage to talk about "watered labor
"

When a plant worth $100,000 is capital-

ized for $1,000,000, it is correct to say ^at

$900,000 of that capitalization is water. 1 he

stock market will attend to squeezing out

the water, that being one of its most valua-

ble functions, and if the plant is well run

and improved out of earnings, the water

can be replaced by tangible capital, as for

instance it has been largely in the case of

the United States Steel cornorntun. If ri

the erection of that $100,000 plant a labor

union exacts by combination $3.50 a day for

unskilled labor worth $1.50, the remaining

$2 is water. Every cent paid to a working

man above the value of the wealth he

creates is water. He is, in fact, doing the

very thing on which is based the chief com-

plaint against capital.

*^Not much more than a year ago organized

labor did not allow a bricklayer to lay more

than 700 bricks a day. A very good man

can lay 1,800. There are more bricklayers

than jobs for them now, and the same brick-

layer today who was laying 700 bricks is

now probably laying 1,400. The difference

between the 700 and the 1.400 bricks is

water It is a charge made for wealth not

created. Bad work, cheap work, lazy work,

unconscientious work, wilfully slow work.

all of them constitute water upon which the

rest of us work to pay dividends. This ap-

plies not merely to organized labor, but to

all workers, professional, business and

others who demand and receive more than

they earn. * * *

Nothing is really more injurious to the

workman than what is called "Ca canny^

It is the embodiment of the fallacy that the

workman benefits by doing as little work as

possible, and thereby forcing the employ-

ment of more hands. Everybody is injured

bv that practice, and not)ody more than the

workman himself. The fact can be stated

with mathematical precision. If fifty work-

men are employed on a job which really

only requires twenty-five, the extra twenty-

five are consuming wealth which otherwise

could be used to employ more labor. If on

the other hand twenty-five men are em-

ployed on the job and give their best

efforts, thereby producing more than they

consume, they are creating wealth, which

must be employed in other labor, and will

ultimately employ far more than ^the un-

necessary twenty-five who were soldier-

ing" on the original job
^ —Wall Street Journal.



Nice Contract for Hoyt Bros.

Hoyt Bros., the well known contract-

ors of Santa Rosa, have recently been
awarded the contract for the construc-

tion of the new Santa Rosa postoffice

building. Their bid was $55,750. The
building is to be a handsome structure

of white brick, with stone trimmings and
columns.
The same firm were the contractors of

the White House in Santa Rosa, which
was designed by Architects Stone &
Smith, and which building is illustrated

in this number of the Architect and En-
gineer.

Company for waterproofing flat bricks,

and for exterior and interior treatment
of brick, stucco, cement, natural and
manufactured stone surface. It can also

be used on exterior woodwork. It is an
elastic coating that does not become hard

and scale off as in the case with paint

made from lead and oil or other com-
binations.

An Excellent Waterproofing Stain

The Whitticr Coburn Company of San
Francisco and Los Angeles have been
made the Pacific Coast agents of the

Parker-Preston Company of Norwich.
Conn., manufacturers of a waterproof
staining for shingles. A preparation is

also manufactured by the Parker-Preston

Roebiing
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The Cordes Buildin^^ at Washington and Drumm streets is faced with

GOLDEN GATE SANDSTONE*' brick a white pressed brick made of sand and
lime (no cement). Fire cannot hurt them (see east wall Monadnock Building). We
have sold the Southern Pacific R. R. Co. GOLDEN GATE SANDSTONE BRICK to

face three different buildings. Phone or write for samples and jiriccs. GOLDEN
GATE BRICK CO., C. F. Pratt, Manager, Main Office 660 Market Street,

San Francisco. Factory, Antioch.
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N. Clark & Son Busy

N. Clark & Son have received a con-

tract for supplying all the brick and

terra cotta for the new Exeter hotel

to be erected at Ellis and Powell streets,

San Francisco, from plans by Stone &
Smith. The brick is to be a handsome
light grey. The same firm is supplying

the cream colored brick for the new
Richmond high school, from plans also

by Stone & Smith. The Mission roof

tile on the Zimmer apartment house,

San Francisco, was made by N. Clark &
Son and the same firm has recently

closed a contract for the glazed terra

cotta for the Peterson building on Mar-
ket street, from plans by T. Paterson

Ross and A. W. Burgren. The same
firm furnished the tile on the new Mas-

key building and the Holmes Investment

Company's building. An addition has

recently been built to the Clark works

in Alameda which will increase the com-
pany's facilities for turning out terra

cotta.

Does Good Work
Chas, S. Amsler, whose sheet metal

works are at 25 Shotwell street, San

Francisco, will do all the sheet metai

work on the new Exeter hotel at Ellis

and Powell streets, San Francisco. Mr.

Ansler has lately completed a very nice

job of sheet metal work on the Fuller

warehouse, also the cornice work on the

Bank of Populare building, and a con-

tract is being wound up for the installa-

tion of automatic elevator trap doors in

the Otis building at Davis and Pacific

streets, San Francisco,* Wright, Rush-

forth & Cahill, architects.

cently completed by them includes the

Chronicle building, La Hacienda apart-

ments, A. J. Falk's flats, etc. The Dunlevy

patent chimney is recommended by the

San F>ancisco Board of Public Works and

the Fire Underwriters.

Hardwood Panels

One of the most readable pamphlets

that has reached the Architect and En-

gineer in the past few months is the il-

lustrated catalog that is being distributed

by the firm of E. A. Howard & Co.,

manufacturers of hardwood panels.

The Howard Company, in their cata-

log, have set forth both in cleancut

phrases and in photogravure reproduc-

tions of samples of the various woods,

the beauty, as well as the utility of hard-

wood paneling, in specimens of the wood
and in pictures of interiors treated by

the new method.
We advise as many of our readers as

are interested in interior decorative work
to send for a copy of this catalog.

The Best Patent Chimney
Dunlevv & Gettle report a good demand

for IJunlcvy's patent chimneys, which archi-

tects have found to be an improvement over

all other chimneys heretofore placed on the

market. This firm has one of the best

equipped plants for turning out terra cotta

chimney pipe and flue lining in San Fran-

cisco, and since the fire its business has in-

crea'^cd tenfold. Som? of the work rt>-
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Vacuum Cleaning

With education and a better idea of

modern sanitary conditions, house cleaning

means something more than the mere "stir-

ring up" of dust in a room with a broom
or the "dusting" afterwards with a feather

duster or cloth. This method simply dis-

lodges the dust, permitting it to settle again

and leaving a condition no better than at

the outset.

Today to properly clean a room we must

remove' the dust and dirt, and this re-

moval should be accomplished with as lit-

tle disturbance as possible.

The vacuum cleaner solves the problem

of sanitary cleaning of rooms, large or

small, together with their contents. Not
only does this method clean and sweep, but

bv its use we may scrub as well.

It is interesting to note the different

forms to which the vacuum system can be

applied, and this can be readily seen by

reference to the illustrated catalogue issued

by the Vacuum Engineering Co., of 114

Liberty street, New York, and Monadnock
Building, San Francisco.

The machinery made by this company
embraces every form of vacuum plant from

the simplest type to the largest machines

made for this purpose, and the many new
and specially constructed improvements in-

troduced will, we believe, warrant the archi-

tect and builder in investigating the product

of these manufacturers.

A New Kind of Drawer Slide

A new kind of drawer slide which is a

great improvement over any drawer slide

heretofore invented, is being placed on

the market by the Reliance Ball Bearing

Door Hanger Company of 1 Madison
avenue, New York.
This slide embodies the same mechani-

cal features that made the Reliance ball

bearing door hanger famous. It consists

of four grooved steel bars, two of which
remain stationary, while the other two
move between them on steel balls fitted

into the grooves. The device is strong,

remarkably easy to operate and so simple

it cannot get out of order. It is attached

to the bottom of the drawer in such a

manner as to take up very little room
(can be attached to drawers not made
especially for it), allows the drawer to be

opened fully four-fifths of its length, and
will not permit the drawer to pinch or

bind at any point. It works so easily

that a slight push, applied at any point

on the front end'of the drawer will close

it.

Some of its advantages are that it takes

up very little room, is out of sight, and is

probably the strongest ball bearing

drawer slide that could be devised. Its

principles are not new, but they have
been applied after very careful study to

do away with defects common in other

drawer slides.

benne:tt'
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We Manufacture and Sell to Jobbers Oil Burning
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sure steam and hot water heating: plants and
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Steel Tanks
The City Iron Works of Portland have

lately completed three very large steel

tanks for the Weinhard Brewing Company,

and have also installed complete fire escape

systems on the buildings of the Columbia

Milling Company and the Rosenblatt Com-

pany.

Agency for Satinette

W P. Fuller & Company announce

that they have secured the agency on

the Pacific Coast for Satinette. the white

enamel that will not turn yellow, made

by Pinchin, Johnson & Co., London,

England. This enamel is especially

adapted to high grade work.

For hospital operating rooms it is un-

surpassed, as it is not affected by acid

fumes or antiseptics. It is suited for

decorative work of every description in-

side or outside. Can be washed with hot

or cold water.

Although the slide has been on the

market a very short time it is awakening

the interest of a great many architects

and contractors who make a specialty ot

the kind of work in which this device can

be so advantageously used, namely, bank

and office furniture and fittings, store and

merchandise show rooms and fine cab-

inet work, where a great number of easy

running and durable drawer slides are re-

quired. V

^ , , , ,

This slide grew out of the remarkable

success which the Reliance door hangers

have had, and its construction was de-

veloped from principles incorporated in

the door hangers, and on which the Re-

liance Company is fully protected by pat-

ent rights. ,
,

The Reliance Company is represented

in the Coast cities, and information con-

cerning this slide can be obtained from

the following agents: D. E. Fryer & Co.,

Seattle, Wash.; Louis R. Bedell, Los An-

geles; Portland Wire & Iron Works.

Portland. Ore.

.-,#**%r >-

J. P. Kiggins Company Busy

The J P Kiggins Company have decided

to re-establish a permanent business in

Portland, where they have latelv been

awarded some important contracts.

Their name is very favorably known in

Portland from the successful completion of

some large jobs in their Hne, including

the Perkins hotel. Cascade hotel. Provo-

fort hotel. Tulle & Gibbs building and

Fleidner building.

The Portland branch will not interfere

with their business in Vancouver, where

they have a splendid patronage.

!

PHOTOGRAPH OF WINDOW MADE BY

iiiutttrh .^rt O^lasH OIo.
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Establish Pacific Coast Branch

The Star Expansion Bolt Company of

Bayonne, New York- and Chicago, have

ooened a hranch office --^t 61 Second

street, San Francisco.' Mr. H. M. Kstes,

already well and favorably known to the

electrical trade on the Pacific Coast, will

be in charge and will carry a complete

stock of the company's very comprehen-

sive line of expansion holts, toggle holts

enameled bridle rings, cable hangers and

drills for brick, stone and tile.

A. B. JOHNSTON
oeKieral manager

PHON
Market

E

5481

I.IFORNIA MAR

CONSTRLICTION

Architect and Engineer readers are

cordially invited to place their names

upon Mr. Estes' mailing list to receive

catalogues, samples and full particulars

of a line designed to cut the corners on

time, labor and expense.

The company's latest specialty is a

holder for electricians drill bits.

Quarry and Mill

COLUMBIA, CAL.

251 KEARNY STREET

Looking Ahead

"Now, Pat. would you sooner lose your

monev or your life?"

"Why. me loife, ver reverence ;
I want me

money for me old age."—Philadelphia In-

quirer.

^j.ii L_i -;u»»-lSCO, Cal.
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What One Lar^c House Thliks of the Spiral Chute

1
BR.ANDENSTEIN & CO

Spear and Mission Sts.. San Francisco. Cal.

San Francisco. Sept. 16. i^^uo.

The Haslett Warehouse Co..

.^10 California St., City.

r.Pntlemen- With referenc*- to the Spiral Chute

vou have instalW in our building, we take pleasure

fn^stSJhal same works to our entire saUsac^^^^^^

and we are glad to reconimend it. It certainly saves

time and money. Yours very truly.

M.J. Brandenstein & Co.
Per G J. rJ.

Wi\BtHOllSE GO.

iiuriiid bi., bcii. i idficisco, CaL

t^ilMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION
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Important Verdict in a Los Angeles Case

An interesting case was recently de-

cided in Los Angeles when Architects
Neher & Skilling were given a verdict

by a jury in Judge Monroe's court for

services rendered Miss Mira Hershey in

the preparation of plans and specifica-

tions and for superintendence of several

buildings in Los Angeles, Hollywood
and Muscatine, Iowa.

In order that the case be more clearly

understood it should be stated that there
were several amounts or items incorpor-
ated in the suit. These were embodied in

the judge's instructions to the jury, and in

order that each receive attention certain

questions thereto were propounded and
their answers called for. The items re-

ferred to were for (1) sketches for a

residence at Hollywood; (2) sketches for

a clubhouse at Hollywood; (3) plans,

specifications and detailed drawings and
supervise construction of a building at

Fourth street and Grand avenue; (4)

plans, specifications and detailed draw-
ings and supervise construction of a

building at Muscatine, Iowa.
Preceding the questions asked. Judge

Monroe called attention to the impor-
tance of the following law points gov-
erning the case, and the bearing that the
State law governing the practice of archi-

tecture had to cases of this character:

"It is unlawful for any person in this

State without a certificate to practice

architecture or to advertise or put out
any sign or card or other device which
might indicate to the public that he is

an architect, provided that any person
may make plans for his own buildings
or furnish plans or other data for build-

ings for other" persons, provided he
fully informs the person to whom such
plans and data are furnished that he is

not a certificated architect.

"Neither you nor I are concerned in

the justice or wisdom of that law, but
all of us are bound bj' it.

"Before you can find for the plain-

tiffs in any amount except for money
actually expended by them as alleged
in the last cause of action for building
permit, amounting to $81, and for money
paid out for a steam fitter for the Her-
shey Arms, amounting to $5, you must
believe from the preponderance of the
testimony that Mr. Neher fully informed
the defendant that he was not a certifi-

cated architect, before he or his firm did
any work for the defendant.

"It is not enough that the defendant
may have been informed of facts which
might put her on inquiry as to whether
Mr. Neher was a certificated architect
or not. or that somebody else other thai\

Mr. Neher may have told her that he
had not passed examinations, but she
must have been fully informed by ^r.
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98 The Architect and Engineer

Neher that he was not a certificated ar-

chitect, or there can be no recovery in

this case in any event, except for $81
expended for a building permit and $5
for money paid out for a steam fitter.

"Now, if you find by the preponder-
ance of the testimony that the defend-
ant was fully informed that Mr. Neher
was not a certificated architect within
the instructions just given then and
not otherwise you may proceed to con-
sider from the testimony what if any
work was done by the plaintiffs, and if

there was, what if anything they are
entitled to recover therefor, but in no
case can they recover anything for super-
vision upon any work done in California;

whereas if any work was done in Musca-
tine, and they are entitled to recover at

all, they may recover for supervision, if

it was properly done, as well as for pre-
paring plans and specifications.

"There can be no recovery for volun-
tary services, but if defendant request-
ed plaintiflF to prepare sketches tor a
residence or clubhouse at Hollywood and
such sketches were prepared at her re-

quest, they would be entitled to recover,
whether she was the sole owner of the
property upon which the buildings were
to be erected or not.

"It appears in the case that they did
prepare such sketches, the value of
those for residence being $100 and those
of clubhouse $200, but of course there
can be no recovery for either of these
in any event if full information was
not given to defendant thaf Mr. Neher
was not a certificated architect before
he was employed."
The following were the questions and

the answers given in reply:
Ques. (1). Did the defendant employ

plaintiffs to draw sketches for residence
at Hollywood? Ans. No.

Q. (3). Did defendant employ plain-
tiffs to draw sketches for clubhouse at
Hollywood? Ans. No.
Q. (5). Did the defendant employ the

plaintiffs to draw plans and soecifications
and detailed drawings for and to super-
vise construction of building at 4th street
and Grand avenue? Ans. Yes.

Q. (6). Did Otto H. Neher at or be-
fore the time of said employment and
before doing any work fully inform the
defendant that he was not a certificated
architect? Ans. No.

Q. (7). Was said contract of employ-
ment a contract for four per cent on the
estimated cost of a building, for plans
and specifications and drawings and
supervision; or was said contract of em-
ployment a separate contract of three
per cent on estimated cost of the build-
ing for plans, specifications and draw-
ings, and one per cent on said estimated
cost of supervising? Ans. Entire.

Q. (8). Did the defendant employ the

f
f * ' \'! \ '^'
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plaintiffs to draw plans, specifications

and detailed drawings
^f^^^"^
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vise the construction of the buildmg at

Muscatine, Iowa? A^s- Yes.

O (9) Did Otto H. Neher at or be-

fore' the' time of said employment and

before any work was done thereunder

fully inform the defendant that he was

not a certificated architect? Ans. No.

O (10) Was said contract of employ-

ment a contract of five per cent on esti-

mated cost of buildmg for plans, specifi-

cations, drawings and supervision, or was

said contract of employment a separate

contract for three per cent on estimated

cost of building for plans, specifications

and drawings and two per cent of said

cost for supervision Ans.

W3.S

and
and
The

estimated
Separate.

. ,
. .^

The verdict given the plaintitt

$2800 for the plans, specifications

drawings for the building in Iowa

$266 for supervising its erection,

estimated cost of the building was $1^«,-

m Of this amount $34,631.59 was done

before plaintiffs ceased to be connected

with the building.

\ total sum of $3152 was awarded,

which included $81 advanced for build-

ing permit for the Fourth street and

Grand avenue building, and $5 for the

services of a plumber on the Hershey

Arms building.
, . j *u^ ;„r,r

The court having instructed the jury

that payment had been made in full for

all services rendered on the Fourth street

and Grand avenue building, the jury so

decided.

Sound-Proof Partitions

Considerable discussion has been' had

concerning the sound-proof Q"^^^^^^.^ ^^

partitions in buildings. The San Fran-

cisco Fireproofing Company seem to have

in the Collins system of metal partition,

the most perfect sound-proof partition on

^^N^tfce the longitudinal slots in the

steel studs. These slots afford an air

space throughout the entire partition so

that whatever sound strikes the wall is
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(li.stributed in all directions, and is not
confined to any particular section or cell

as in hollow t|le or other partitions.
• The Berkeley Polytechnic School is

equipped throughout with hollow parti-
tions (Collins system), and this building
is without doubt as near to perfection in

sound-proof partitions as is possible to
be made. This particular feature alone
makes the Collins System especially
adaptable for school buildings, hospitals,
etc.

A Busy Engineer and Surveyor
One of the busiest engineers and sur-

veyors in San Francisco just now is C. L.
McEnerney, with offices on the fourth
floor of the Balboa building. Among the
engineering problems in which he is en-
gaged is the development of water rights
that will provide power for an electric
interurban system that is being promot-
ed by Eastern capitalists. Mr. McEner-
ney is also planning the reclamation of
100,000 acres of tulle land on the Sacra-
mento river. As chief engineer and sur-
veyor for the Mission Promotion Asso-
ciation, he has charge of an extensive
scheme which will mean wider streets
and better grades in the Mission district.
It is also proposed to reclaim and de-
velop the swamp lands in the Islais Creek
Basin south of the Potrero.

Circulation of Cooled Drinking Water
An exchange has this paragraph in re-

lation to the circulation of cooled drink-
ing water to rooms in hotels: "The sup-
ply of ice cold -drinking water to every
guest room in the New Southern hotel of
Chicago will be done economically by
means of continuous circulation of iced
water through supply pipes. The water
is filtered and cooled, then circulated
by means of a rotary pumj). The supply
pipe runs directly back of the faucets, so
that in drawing the water, not a thimble-
ful is wasted before the coldest water is

delivered. The force needed is not great,
because the return flow is by gravity."

ri ^-n \vv ro wsr
!^ A N I) .inci C ,H /\ \'

For Concrete, Filters,
Roofing and any pvir-
pose Avhere an ....

ABSOLUTELY CLEAN SAND
is required

y\l' „\ RIGII 1^ FH. ICL

Marker4651 L. t. 1 1 1 \ I I OCK
Office and Bunkers 5 1087 Natoma St.

( San Francisco

REEDS' FIRE SHUTTERS
THE LATEST INVENTION

Fold up like an Accordion under the Window Head

LARSEN & REED
1325 MISSION ST., an t rancisco
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Architects' ami lirawinii Materials

vmmm mmmi^
INSTRUMENTS

...Bolldcrs^ and Siirveviiiii tostriimeiifs...

<I PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE-If you

intend to equip your I^^-awin^ Kooni re^

member that Keuffel & ^sskr Co s

nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi;
id all

^ is-

trated catalogue (550 pp.

sites (or drawing and «"/'nf,^^'"f,; ?"n,,,;'
our goods are warranted. Complete Ulus

?r.t/HTtaloeue (550 pp.) sent on request.

St. Lo\ii
J

'TRUSS=L.OOP
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I
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imple on request. We also make
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i t I I iC > ^. I \ % IC K^ ^^ 1 _..\11 Inio

ENTIRE LINE CARRIED IN STOCK BY

A J CAPRON, Ain^w^rtb Bldpr.. Suite 17, Portland, Oregon.

r
a-M"ASBESTOS ROOFING

Wm. B. Abbitt

Pres. and Manager

J. C. Symon
Secretary

^aiii Savs
) t

ii
ii

H ! }
1 Si I

is "superior to others." That's the opinim

the United States Government experts reache(

after a careful investigation and comparisoi

of the various roofings. That is why the l;ir»^

est roofing order ever placed by the Uovern

ment was awarded to us.
j x \>i a<c

When frovcmntrnt experts consider J-M AS-

BESTOS ROOFING

SUPERIOR TO OTHERS
isn't it a pretty safe gutde tofoUoiv

'^

It is considered the best roofing; by pe-ple who Vnow

because, beinji ina.le ot Asl>estos. it resists fire :
will not

rot or rust ; is not affected by acids, chenncal fumes gases,

salt air. heat or cold, and requires no pimtin?., In othe»

words, because it lasts the longest and is the cheapest -

perjear" Roofinjf.

Write Nearest Branch for Catalog.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

159-165 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

203 East Fifth St., Los Angeles, Cal

576 First Avenue. South, Seattle, Wash.

onstruclion Co.

I

STEEL \)

mm HOISTING

Excavating and Foundations

I

Office: 370-374 Monadnock Building

Phone Douglas 2446 SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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T, , , J Douglas 1245
Telephones^ (^hina 80
Cable Address, SinRr Chong
A. B. C. Code, 4th and 5th Edition

/-'mg V r^ong 1. o.

ADING CHINTSr BAZAAR
Importers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

imONZES. CLOISONNES. SATSUMAS, PORCELAINS.
IVORY. EBONY. FURNITURE, JEWELRY. SCREENS.
SILK EMBROIDERIES. KIMONOS. HANDKERCHIEFS.
^HAWLS. GOWNS. BEADS. BED SPREADS. ETC.

(>0 I >ii^ (i07'609'611 Dupoat Street
ti'\ » TOW'S S.in Frnnclsco, CaL

Telephone Oakland 8226 Telephone Home A 1 226

UngUaiil & Scki^ly Co.

CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS

Bank. Store and Office Fixtures. Show Case
Interior Hardwood Finish

Cabinet Work of all Descriptions
Estimates Furnished

Office and Mill

:

1 443 - 49 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
If

>f I 17; the irtiavi cssi'tf-j fro!

KlSCHMll.LHrS rAllN

DOOR OPENER AND CLOSE
'hi- h'l pr<i i fit i )i>isr < >/><, !!t- r :i iul i. h I --i

842 3:s h >• U^l } ! ' * \K i
\x!)

p.'';',! PU r'N^j^ r 2633 A 3685

K! 11 hi I,'-- 1 \v"ti X N< li r>>' Jessie St.
HI il iltJ.;"- \ -'-Ov. i \ I HtN «>6 Fulton St.

MOORE
I

C. M

C. P

C. p. MOORE

,^ I i It i 1%

\BUILDI vj c
General Contractors

703 MILLS BLUU. b I

Phone Douglas 1626 cAL.

D. U. Duncaason, Pres. Otto Graa, Sec'j

GLOBE CONSTRUCliUN

Wharves and R ^ s—Steel Erection

Concrete ami I'ilednving

—

Excavating

1409-11 CHRONICLE BUILDING

Tel. Temporary 4242 SAN i iNCISCO

wii.cox r"ii%*i-; lyi^tm it \xci
^ I U I V <

Appfuvcd by Natiuiial Board of
Fire Underwriters

Fusible Links so placed that fire

either inside or outside of building
fuses tht-m and closes door auto-
matically by uravity,

CAUIRORIVIA.

PROOF DO'
i VIRAIVY

Phones: South 140. B4229.

1932 South Main Street

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

How Fancy Cabinet Woods are Prepared

J. 11. DlKCKM.XNN, Jk.

^^% Y /^ would not make our salt were

W/ we to handle our logs that way."
^ ^ Such was the remark of a

Portland sawmill operator during a visit

to the hardwood sawmill of the Dieck-

mann Hardwood Company.
No wonder he spoke that way; the

slow, tedious process which the logs un-

derwent warranted his remark.

c

<

Lumber in Stacks Ready for Dry Kiln

First he ohserved the logs carefully

handled hy a derrick from one pile to

the skidway of the saw. Later he watched

these logs one by" one put on the saw

carriage. There the sawyer would ex-

amine the log carefully, manipulate the

lever which controlled the movement of

the log carriage back and forth across

the fast running band saw; a board

would he cut, the log carefully looked

over, another cut or perhaps a turn of

the log to some other side, and so on by

Los-^ ift Veifd

cutting, watching and turning, the piece

would he gradually used up. Occasion-

ally a piece having certain qualihcations

(/f extra figure, soundness, etc., would be

set aside for the veneer saw.

This method was so different trcmi

that to which our friend had been accus-

tomed.
In the pine districts the logs are put on

the saw carriage and rushed through

as" fast as machinery can take them.

It is quantity in a given time that they want,

but with mahogany, jenisero or other fancy

cabinet and valuable woods the cutting must

be slowly and carefully dc^ne, as the log can

l)e easily and quickly ruined by carelessness

or haste.
,

After cutting the logs a still longer and

more tedious operation must be gone

through. The lumber is trimmed, piece by

piece, by men who have to handle it

carefully. It is then put on trucks

and carried out into the open yard where

two men pile the boards "on sticks." that

is separating each horizontal tier of

boards by a stick an inch square, which

must be made of the same kind of wood

as that being piled up. These sticks must

be placed with the utmost care—one

above the other, supporting the load

evenly. When these piles are sixteen

feet higlT thev are left there for months,

or until the moisture of the wood has al-

most entirely evaporated. .\gain the

lumher is carefully taken down and in

like manner piled in a dry kiln, where

the drying process is completed and the

wood made ready to be put into the

cabinet maker's hands. The kiln is a hot

chamher where the material must be

handled by experienced hands, ^o it may

Log^ Goftig^ Into the Mill

not he "buckled" or case-hardened, i. e
,

hardened on the surface and left with

considerable moisture on the inside

It does not injure the texture of the

wood to air dry it and then to finish the

drying with a few days in a well regu-

lated dry kiln with moderate heat; it

does injure the wood, however, to take

it from the saw and put it in a dry hot
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kiln, as is sometimes done by unscrup-
ulous manufacturers.
The manufacture of veneers entails still

more work, as these delicate sheets, 1/20,

1/16, % or 3/16 of an inch in thickness are

naturally more liable to damage. Imagine
a piece of wood so thin that it takes six-

teen or even twenty pieces one on top of the

other to make an inch thick, and
these pieces from ten to twenty-four in-

ches wide and ten to twelve feet long;

they naturally require the most careful

handling, because they damage easily.
^ Veneers are cut by a circular saw made
in segments, the peripheral cutting edge
of which is about one-twentieth of an
inch in thickness. Here the log or "cant"

as it is called in the mill, is not turned
because it comes from the band saw al-

ready prepared from selected wood and
must be cut in just one way so as to

show the best figure possible.

The drying of these veneers is accom-
plished in the same manner as that of the

lumber, except that it requires a very mod-
erate heat. and. of course, less time, owing
to the thinness of the wood. Sometimes
veneers are left in the air for forty-eight

hours, and again other times they are

put in the dry kiln only for a few hours,

when they are taken out, the pieces carc-

lullv numbered from one up in exactly

the same manner as they came off the

log, then bundled and put away.
Is it a wonder that our Oregon friend

should have been positively shocked at the

tediousness of the process and the patience

required for the preparation of fancy cabi-

net woods?

The Spencer Turbine Cleaning Ap-
paratus

Henshaw, Bulkley & Company, 19-21

bVemont street, San Francisco, have
taken the agency for the Spencer Tur-
bine Cleaner Company's vacuum clean-

ing apparatus which has been used very
extensively in the East and is recorn-

mended by many of the leading archi-

tects in the country. On the Pacific

Coast the Spencer apparatus is used ex-

clusively in the Wright & Callendar

building, Los Angeles, and the Whit-
worth school, Seattle, Wash. Some of

the vital points of the Spencer vacuum
cleaning apparatus are as follows:

1. Efficient and. thorough cleaning.

2. A practical but simple system with-

out complicated wet separating tanks

and pistons and valves that are certain

to get out of order quickly.

3. Lowest possible cost of installation

and operation and a system which will

save much time and labor.

4. A system that requires the least

floor space for its installation.

5. A system that is well known and
has proved its superiority over all other

methods of cleaning.

THE MACKENZIE ROOF CO.

iVlackenzie's Felt

and Grave! Roofs

1
42 O A **. ' AND

W. POSTLETHWAITE
President

A W. PATTIANI
VICE-PRES. AND MANAGER

FRANK C. PRICE
SECRETARY

S. F. REBUILDING CO.
INCc

Construction of Class A, B. and C Buildings Complete
Terms of Contracts to Meet Changing Conditions

Superintendents of Construction on Percentage and
Duplicate Account System

639-640 PACIFIC BUILDING San Francisco
phone KEARNY 2561

and Engineer III

The Spe!!o^f r

Ipparaiii^

FOR ALL PURPOSES ANP ,^LL

CLASSES OF BUI>01NG^

Lowest Possible Cost of Installation

Requires Least Floor Space

We Offer You the MOST EFFICIENT and

SIMPLE VACUUM CLEANINCi SYSTEM
on tlie Market.

' '' Nothill): Succeeds like Success'
i

»

I % I &. S ^..*-"

Thrt'e Horse-Power One Sweeper Outfit,

Cleaning' Tools Have Slots Fifteen

inciies long by one-half

inch wide.

^ in

19-21 FRE^M \ 1 STRHHT
SAN FRANCISCO

TelepHone K. e a r n y 14^60

,j=^

STEEL and RflNFORCED CONCRETE

orthwest Bridge Works
' _._

4,^^jS^jKS!i#i«»«B!*»<si»*<^

PORTLAND, ORE.

V
Largest Steel Shops

on Pacific Coast

5000 TONS
STRUCTURAL STEEL

IN STOCK

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine

When writing to Advertisers mention tliis Magazine
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This Illustration hii .'.\'3 the Bead

after Plastering

and speaks for Itself.

A Cornerbead That Protects

Among the many such inventions now
on the market there is none so positive

in results, simple of operation, and so

satisfactory from every point of view as

the Parker steel cornerhead.

This head furnishes the strongest pro-

tection to the plaster corner, gives just

the right grounding and is a guide for the

plasterer in making a plumb, straight

angle. With its peculiar shape the plas-

ter is not thin and feather-edged when it

joins the metal, and so does not crack

and flake ofif.

A very important point in favor of the

Parker head is that the steel is perfectly

protected from rusting by a heavy coat-

ing of zinc, put on hy the hot galvanizing

process. The electro-galvanizing process

does not withstand the chemical action

of hard plaster.

The illustration above shows this bead

after plastering, and gives one a very

good idea of 'the effective protection

given corners.

The Robert W. Hunt Company

The Robert W. Hunt Co., inspectors,

serves most of the great railway

systems of the United States, Canada
and Mexico, and most of the great com-
panies and corporations of America
which are either occasional or regular

purchasers of building materials. It

serves the National Government, and

many of the individual States. Its main
office is in Chicago, but it maintains

branches in London, New York, Pitts-

burg, San P>ancisco, St. Louis and Mon-
treal. It has on its rolls a large corps of

exnerts, distrihuted among all the large

mills, foundries and fabricating shops of

this country and Canada, and also at the

principal mills of England. Germany and
Belgium.
"Robert W. Hunt & Company" inspec-

tions are regularly specified in the con-

tracts prepared hy many of the eminent

engineers and architects of this country.

.\mong the recently erected structures in

New York City 'the materials for which

were tested hy them, are the Singer

huilding, forty-two stories in height, and

the Metropolitan Life Insurance huilding,

with its fifty stories, the tallest buildings

in the world. In Chicago, recently con-

structed huildings of which they in-

spected the materials are the La Salle

hotel, the Commercial National Rank,

and the new City Hall, in the new San

Francisco, their inspections have covered

the steel in the new United States Custom
House, the .Alaska Commercial building,

the Home Telephone Company's build-

ing, and the Palace Hotel, hesides smaller

structures.

Some people advertise in a journal be-

cause the paper is nicely printed, wise

ones advertise for results. They are what
count.

TMOUSAINDS irV USE IIN LOS A.INGEI F >^

ASK YOUR NEIQHBOR ABOUT Tin i

IMPROVED CLI^
'% , ^ TPR

ABSOLUTELY REL \ t_ >UE
WHY let the sunshine ko to waste, and yourmonev too. when at trifling expense

you can put in your home an IMPKOVEI) CLLMAX SOLAR HEATER that wiH

furnish hot water from sunshine alone -winter and summer — for your bath,

laundry, and all domestic purposes, without cost, damage or delay?

It can be connected w ith the range, furnace or gas heater to insure hot water

on rainy days, and when so connected saves the expense of a kitchen boiler.

It insures a cool house during the hot season. Let us figure with you on your

hot-water problem.

SOLAR HEATER COMPANY
343 rVew- l-IIgH St, LOS A.INQELES

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine
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Kiru'^iH and Donovan's Splendid Shozv Room

Sanitary Wall and Floor Tiling

Architects, huilders and owners who

are interested in the use of sanitary wall

and floor tiling will do well to visit the

show rooms of Messrs. Kirwan & Dono-

van at 159 Fifth street, just helow Mis-

sion street, San Francisco. The mem-

hers of this firm are veterans in the tile

husiness and were formerly with the

Bush & Mallett company. They have

one of the largest and most complete

show rooms on the coast, as a glance

at the photograph shown on this page

will indicate. Besides carrying an ex-

tensive line of tiling for walls and Hoors

Kirwan & Donovan have ([uite a large

stock of clincker brick, pressed brick and

fire tile mantels. The tile most in de-

mand is that used for floors in hotel

lobbies and saloons.
, • r

Recent work contracted by this hrm

includes the tile floor in Frank Maskey s

store, thirty-two fire tile mantels in the

Kellogg apartments, C. A. Meussdortfer,

architect; Marvin Fstate building, sani-

tary walls and floors in the Lane hos-

pital and Mrs. Doe's residence at Uc-

tavia and Washington streets. Kirwan

& Donovan also make a specialty ot a

very handsome white enamel satin hnish

tile for bath rooms.

Compressed Aii
FOR USE IN PUBLIC AND OFFICE BUILDINGS

Dentist's and Doctor s Sprays Air Brush Sign Work

Pumping Water Cleaning Purposes

Sewerage Ejectors Operating Elevators

Pneumatic Tubes Fuel Oil Burners

COMPRESSED AIR MACHINERY CO.
JESS,. AND ECKER STS. ...ZTfos. SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine
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BUILDINii M
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CONSISTING OF A FILL LINE OF

Pressed Brick, Common Brick,

Partition Tile,

Chimney Pipe,

Lime, Cement,

Sewer Pipe,

Lake Majwila Sand,

I faster

SAMPLES Ctil lY SI 10!

Ai llViwii f i, i liiWi^J

United M
.
-1

604 Balboa BIdg. Phone, Kearny 1426

WAREHOUSES— San Francisco, Oakland
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Problem of the Interior Decorator

One of the most puzzling problems

with which the interior decorator and

architect has to deal is the designuig of

fixtures for modern illuminants which

shall harmonize with and carry out the

spirit of the decorations of former

"periods." This difficulty arises from the

fact that in these by-gone periods arti-

ficial illumination was practically limited

to the candle. The very presence of an

electric lamp and such surroundings is

in itself an anachronism. The problem is

usually attacked along the lines of least

resistance, which is the simple imitation

of a candle in a more or less imperfect

way. The use of glass chandeliers offers

a method of solving such problems well

worthy of the most careful consideration

Glass has existed for many centuries, and

as material is therefore not incongruous

with any period. Furthermore, its use in

fixture ornamentations is essentially m
the form of jewels, depending upon the

brilliant points of light produced by re-

flection, and the prismatic colors due to

refraction and dispersion, for their decor-

ative effect. Diamonds are always in

good form, no matter what may be the

prevailing style of dress; and the faceted

or prismatic glass pendant is equally

beautiful and appropriate, no matter what

particular period the furnishings or dec-

oration may be in.

Can Restore Boom Times.

During the boom labor had something of

a scarcity value, and naturally the work-

man, through his union, made what he

thought was the best bargain for himself.

He became thereby one of the most irn-

portant contributory causes for the panic.

The workman, and he principally, can re-

store boom times by the creation of new

wealth. The capital to run a great boom

is simply the surplus of created weaUh

over that part of it which must be con-

sumed to maintain the producer. It is the

employment of such wealth which finances

the boom, and it is the absorption of this

wealth in f^xed forms, or its waste \^^\^'

flood, war, or other causes, which checks

the boom and produces the panic. In the

long period following a world panic when

such wealth has to be recreated, the work-

man, union or otherwise, has an admirable

opportunity to study elementary economics.

An Irishman, out of work, went to a

carpenter superintendent asking for

\vork. The following conversation passed

be^^ween them:
Superintendent—Can you do carpentei

work?
p^t Yes.
Superintendent—Can you make a Ven-

etian blind ?

p^l- Yes.
Superintendent—How would you do it?

Pat—Faith, Oi'd stick his eyes out wid

me finger.

When writing to Advert

by Pti i I \/ 1 1

in?rb e t h^ < reti> or masonry. Ma<^e in One Hundred

D ferent sirle. and Size., of either n^^llf^W^l.^^ll^VemeuT
or soft lead metals, to meet every possi" -tcmcut.

HKRF follows cut of our famous LAG SCRLW 1 i it. Note

iinml? wo?ki g princlDle an<l great hoklmg pmyeT.

Ft S^od Ytre;th^^r\nalleable iroij^or lead

to tit any wood or lag screw from H to y '^'^^^^^

(fipf- -fm:fimir.fmm

U . .-ieh time and trouble have YOU often was^^
'

\ain endeavor to make satisfactory fa>teiungs to

ma;o;Jry \vith wood pi.;; '- tlmtt^duvus mess, old

•

1 eading-in
'

' process ? « v b NO MORh I

WRiTF to-day for our new descriptive catalog and a sf«t

oS samples, and meet modern reciuirements with

modern methods

!

Don't hesitate to ask any questions you want to. >\c

'^h'lve a man here who likes to answer questions. He i^ a

pn^cticarmaA Chances are he can give you sonie

valuable suggestions. Consultation s iree. lr> him.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT COMPANY
Hunii k and Second Sts.

BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

Tli*^ lloiei FcrMns
.,u ui June 1st, 1908

Fifth and Washington Streets

PORTLA.ND. ORECON
(The Rose City)

"MODERN LUXURY at MODERATE RATES"

tl^tt^l
*5 s^ w*« "^3 "r"

%*1̂ k."

In the heart of Business and Shopping District. Rooms

with bath enguiteand single. Local and "onK distance

phones in every room. Sample Rooms. Cafe, Grill, Music

Ca/rr'f to lounsi and Commerctal 1 racte

European Plan. Rates, $1.00 per Day and up

Correspondence solicited liooklets

Perkins Hotel Company, Proprietors

isers mention this Magazine
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. HAMBURGER DEPARTMENT STORE-Larnest Store on the Pacific Coast.

Mr. .\. ¥. Rosenheim. Architect.

This Building contains

1314 acres of floor
'

space and is entirely

heated and ventilated

by the Sturtevant Blast

System, designed and

installed by the Ma-
chinery and Electrical

Company.

This lUiilding contains

2200 II. P. Watertown
Four Valve, Automatic
Engines, Engine Plant

and Auxiliaries together

with all Steam and
Power Plant Piping,

furnished and installed

by the Machinery and
P^lectrical Company.

Machinery & Electrical Company

351=353 North Main St. Los Angeles, California

When wntinj? to Advertisers mention tliis Magazine
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Chinese Bazaar
S. ^W. Corner Dx-i-..^.!

and California Jstreeia

D r auo !\ T r £1. cle M a

BRANCH STORES:

Post Street and Van Ness
Avenue. San Francisco

550 S. Broadway. Los Ansreles

United Materials Company
The United Materials Company have

moved from 10 Third street, San Fran-

cisco, to a suite of well appointed offices

in the Balboa building. Mr. Rochester,

who was formerly manager of the com-

pany, is now representing the Pacific

Portland Cement Company in Portland,

Oregon, and he is succeeded by J. L
Chattock, who is also the president of

the company. The other officers are:

W S. Hoyt, secretary, and S. W. Smith,

treasurer. The United Materials Com-

pany have taken over the business of the

C I. Waterproofing Company and will

endeavor to secure the use of this high-

class waterproofing preparation not only

on reinforced concrete buildings but on

brick buildings, it having been found to

contain excellent preserving qualities, tor

all kinds of masonry construction^ Be-

sides the waterproofing, the United Ma-

terials Company represents the Port

Costa Brick Company, Stockton Brick

Company, the California Brick and Clay

Company, and the Oriental Hardwall

Plaster Company. A contract has re-

cently been completed for all the face

brick on the Union League Club build-

ing L B. Dutton, architect, and an order

is about' to be filled for all the common
and face brick to be used on the new

Stewart building at Fifth and Market

streets Also the enamel face brick on

the Elks' building, A. A. Cantin, archi-

tect The partition tile of the Palace

hotel and the Sacramento hotel is being

furnished through the agency of the

United Materials Company.

J
following buildings: Bank of California,

Bank of Italy, French Bank building,

Central Trust building, Marine Saving?

and Trust building, American National

Bank, Balboa building, Hibernia Bank,

Phelan building. Mission bank, and the

Bank of Watsonville, Salinas City Bank

and the Bank of San Jose.

t H I- ^\*\\k:,i^\i .i ^

FLUSH l-RON"r DOOR^

Safes for Apartment Houses

The Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Com-

panv, 36-38-JO Second street, San Pran-

cisco. is making a specialty of >.mali

burglar and fireproof safes for apart-

ment houses, the idea being to place a

&afe in each and every apartment, ihe

safes are not large and they may be put

in either before or after the building has

been put up, but better results are ob-

tained if the architect makes provision

for the safes in his plans and specifica-

tions.
, ^, . ^

The Herring-Hall-Marvin Company,

since the fire, has installed vaults in the

!f- f I f-, I

CURl.Y BIRCH
\'%'oocls
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Cqatinc yj?/" C ement
CONCRETE. BRICK AND STUCCO

BAY STATE BRICK i CEM ENT COATING
THP nDIRINAI FOP CONCRETE. CEMENT, BRICK ,5TUCC03e
inc UlflUinMl. ^^p PLASTER MAOE IN WHITE ai.d COLORS
CDATINE Sf/^D FOR BOOKLET LIVING DETAILS

Made WADSWORTH MOWLANDandCD IHC.
oiii/l>7B2

I ei4 WASHINCTQN ST BOSTON MASS.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

!

HIRAM W. WADSWORTH, TIMMS, CRESS & CO.,

Chamber of Commerce Bldg., PASADENA, CAL. PORTLAND, ORE.

KLATT-HIRSCH & CO., F. T. CROWE & CO.,

Front Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. SPOKANE. SEATTLE, TACOMA, WASH.

Malthoid

ofing
The roofing that always makes good. No matter

how big or Httle the job, Malthoid fits every condition

and renders a roof service that is absolutely incom-

parable. If you want the roofing that is right-

demand Mahhoid. Made by the original makers

of ready roofings

—

TKe Paraffine Paint Co. ^caufornir*'

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE: BUILDINO
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C . T . G ' n 1, F B r M

1 mm
I ^^am l^M"

•^. O N T R ACTO F-l S ^.SginIerTnS^construction

BLDG., SAN

111 "\'

KERR, GIFFORD
treets,

AND ANCHOR BRANDS
•tlaiid City En^rineer 11

1 I x\ THR IMRORTERS II

OREG<
Concord Building, Se }U! ( ! . S

T!

OFFICt .

a4.t> BERRY STREET
PHONE KEARNY 3849

SAN FRANC SCO
Builders Exchange. 180 Jessie

Street. Builders Association,

Pine and Kearny Streets

JOHN t \^^\H
CONTRACTOR FOR

Crir>lH"tl !<*'

V.
\ %.,

ui.

345 BLH HEET

714. SIXTH ST.

bunkers:

3RD t CHANNEL STS.

SA^' TRftNCISCO

^4 Dore St.

^-^
ber^" and -Stanaard

PHONE M "'"'

Thejerfection^whk^e^^

MANUFACTURED BY

PINCHIN, JOHNSON & CO.

LONDON, ENGLAND

^TTulleF&company
ImL^M We Paafic Coastand tl. Ha'.a.,a„ Ma,,.t.
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More Improvements to the Sterling Gas
Furnace

Another very important change has
been made in the Sterling gas furnace by
having all parts that are not cast iron
made of aluminum steel.

Aluminum steel sheets have had a very
hard but successful test under conditions
where all other metals have failed, such
as roofs, cupolas over brass foundries,
pickle factories and gas fumes from gas
appliances and every test has been bet-
ter than expected, particularly with gas
appliances. The durability of this metal
is what made the manufacturers of the
Sterling secure the Pacific Coast agency
and they will very shortly have a stock
to supply the demands.
So many cheap gas furnaces and

clothes dryers have been put on the mar-
ket that the architect and public are be-
ginning to believe that they are a fail-
ure, as the condensation from gas will
eat through everything but cast iron and
aluminum steel. That is why the Ster-
ling is being sold at a higher price.
What is a home with fine bath rooms,

fixtures, furniture, etc., if you have to
wear furs and overcoat to keep warm?
Don't blame the cheap furnace—blame
yourself. Let your architect select the
best furnace at the most reasonable price.

The Sterling may cost a little more at
first, but at the end of five years you
still have a gas furnace. The Sterling is

the only gas furnace on the market that
will not rust or burn out.
The manufacturers will gladly furnish

a list of companies that handle or make
gas furnaces if you will promise to in-
vestigate.

The Sterling gas furnace is sold by
agents in Oakland, Los Angeles, and
other large cities. Gas Furnace Com-
pany, 226 Oak street, San Francisco, is

where it is made.

Proper Lighting for a Household

The interior illumination of the house-
hold is still being given a great deal of
study. The public is not educated suffi-
ciently in respect to the proper protec-
tion of the eyes against faulty artificial
lighting, but it is very tender with re-
gard to the amount of the lighting bill.

The adaptation .of the different kinds of
lights, so that at the one time the eyes arc
safeguarded, desired decorative effects arc
obtained, and light is not wasted, should be
a profitable line of study for those identified
with house lighting.

fi Ar * * I T*.^ ^%ei^ ts
SEND FOR PRICES TO

TiuTorv Rros.
ON-

Galvanized Iron Cornices
and Skylights

Royal Furnaces
105 N. Fifth Street, Portland, Ore.

Telephone, Main 961

t LLVATOPS
jiiiitffiisiiiiisiiiiimiMiiiiiiiiM

Passenger and Freig'Kt
Fl» ctric or Hydraulic

\ClFiC- LLL, Clinic

t • ; ~ <
I

>

Phones- 5^^^in78n
rj.ones.

j ^ ^^.^^

C. K. CUGflETT
ELECTRFCIAN

74 Sixth Street Portland, Oregon

W. B. WARD W. R. WARD
PHONFK * WOODLAWN 2163

WARD BROS.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles
Interior Finish

Mictiigao Roclc Maple Flooring

85 8 UNION AVE. NORTH
PORTLAND, OREGON
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